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14

YEARS

the

Lux Radio Theatre

has brought coneistently fine entertain-

ment

'

tlm Lux Mmdm Tbemtrm

oil

the

nir***

Us distinguished rec-

ord has been made possible only thrcragb
ttie

25

into millions of Atn<»ri«an homest

Kegulady voted "greatest dramatic pro-

gram
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pr^grmm 0m the

magnificent co-operation of Holly-

wood's

finest

artists

and

technicians.
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Stories, Color, Spec,
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COLOR

SA, Bally Made

5

Top 'Golden

NEW TINT COTS

Top B.O.-^tar$ Alone Not Enough
weren't enough In '47.
was discovered, no
it
longl^&re piling up top grosses on

7,

Circle' IS

Grossed $97,000,000 Domestic

iTl!

inat|liSe''gUtter alone. 'The guys and
£4l"^lth the coins at the b.o. sill
-ifm^ "refusing to lay them down
just for a
i/ifflh very few exceptions
gander at their favorite pUy«r. 'A
surprisingly long list of floj^eilas, or
near floppolas, testified to that.
Stories apparently were taking on
• new importance during the 12

By ABEL GREEN

—

Likewise color,
just past.
spectacle, production values in general and the advertising and exploitation campaigns put behind a picThe significance to the indusI ture.
r'i try of such a change in public habit

months

'

Krasna-Berlin Musical
Norman Krasna will do his first
musicomedy libretto for an Irving
Berlin score. Deal was set on the
Coast.

Rodgers

Sc

Hammerstein

will t>ro-

duce.

'Bedroom Net' Kids

tremendous

beyond

words.

—

'

'

^^ad

(Continued on page 82)

BOBBY CLARK MAY DO

OWN MUSICAL PROHLE
Pittsburgh.

;

CBS Heave

It

*f means that the tradition of the star
OT) system on which all of motion pic''t. tures
incubated and grew requires
some revising,
~>
Not that stars didn't count for .a
f
lair share of business in '47. They
t*
tdded strength and backbone to
other values. But the other values
to be there, too.
That's evident in even a casual
study of the 75 top-grossing films of
the year— all those that promise to
do $2,000,000 or more domestic

—

Given

When CBS

wind

got

of the sched-

appearance of the kids, who
do a weekly show from their bedroom, with commercials plugging
the candy store downstairs, the net
uled

started

to

ask

questions.

First

it

During the run of "Sweethearts" nixed the idea "f calling it a "Bedat the Nixon here, Bobby Clark ad(Continued on page 60)
nutted ise's been approached by
> Cheryl
Crawford to do a musicjil
\f4»ased on three-part profile by Robert Lewis Taylor on him in "New OberaininergauGetsU.S.
Yorker" magazine. Taylor and Kay
Swift have shaped a first draft of a
Permit for rerformance
prospectis'e
book, although Clark
wants to see more of it before he
Of Passion Play in 1950
glWs the producer an answer.
Berlin.
At the same time, the comedian
The Oberammergau Passion Play,
«id he'd like to get something other
than a .song-and-dance show, claim- world-famous for more than 300
tag that carrying a musical is get- years and which was last presented
1934, will be staged
to be too much for him at his officially in
again in 1950 under a license granted
•g», Hj's 59.
by the Office of Military Govern',

ment

Protest

Demands

ney' Financers
_

Hollywood.

:

Military
(U. S.).

Government

for

"St

to^et any

coin.

B„°1,"*
D»ni
,

Ross Lederman, William
Landers,
Harold
^
Reginald

,'

UBorg

''hen the banks
production loans,
""limited "completion
'"ndI"^„?K
"'her than the former 20%.
(M>ntinued on page 58 >

tifhf^^'if"

;TlX^^

°"

down

make

it

Pittsburgh.
local playwright who'.s been in New York for
the last couple of years, has sold an
option, on a new play to .Fredric

Abby

March,

Mann,

film,
with its three master
(red,
blue and green),
which can be used in the same
camera as black-and-white film. Hie
additive (X>\ora are invisible on the
negative, the {iigmentation being derived from a disk placed in front of

the lens.

The process is said to permit onethird more light.
For best exhibftion
purposes, a prism reflector,
costing
$500 - $750,
would entail
minor conversion to the standard
projection equipment.
new-type

A

screen may be an added wrinkle,
but it's claimed not to be necessary.
This rewiring or revamping of the
now orthodox projection equipment
is
as nothing compared to the revolution that ^wept the world's cinemas when first Vitaphone (soundon-disk) and Movietone (sound-onfllm) came into being.
A very hush-hush trade secret, the

(Continued on page 58)

who hopes

to

appear in

it

on

Script has
season.
central character Eugene V.
Debs, the late Socialist leader.
its

No producer has been set, but
to arrange that following his return to New York from
his current a.ssignments -iar UniverMarch hopes

sal-International.

months was Samuel

WonpigRadb

however, are ify^t for tt\eii hiHedt
admisdidn r^M, p}U9 the first t}ma
reached such around in regular release, "Year^"
the last few will click the cash r^gi^ter for $ll<,«
months that th^'s liardly a receiv- 500.000 and "Duel" tor appro]ii:tm»te«
- '
ing set to be bouglit for immediate ly $l0,750,00flL
Despite the downbeaf; len^ini^t
delivery anywhere within the confines of Greater New York.
This which the foreign sinn^tlon forced
factor, coupled with a prediction on industry taggers, the' IS MtiwJ'^*
that radio receiving sales will drop trants in "The Golden Circle" hejia
in 1948, has radio officials for the any signiflcant, Sjid4i iiA the d6mestic
first time wary of tele's c<nnpetltiv« market. Ther« were previously: only
44' pictures! in- "The, Circle'* in'
the
threat.
(Continued on pa^e ft^t
While the Radio Manufacturers
"Velevision

boom

proportions

lias

during

.

Assn. predict a unit drop in radio
sales for thjs year, tele set distributors believe they'll do more business

during the first quarter of 1948 than
they did during tlie last quarter of

HELUNGER CORP. NAME

1947. Prediction is centered especially significant in view of the fact
that the last quarter of a year,

"r

The bete noir

of the radio actor
the fluff. It is the
the phonetic diffi-

Is

mixup,

AFRA

usually doubled the business votuijiie but th& inajoi!#rablem right now tot
for the first quarter of the following Humphrey Bogart /and' -OaVid" Oii'
Selznick, through whose reHeirsIng
year.
organiKatjion the late producec mtst^t
Strangely enough, tele distribs beto disHtjPf^ ii-tO get /Wiiietent
lieve Christmas i)ad iittle to do with
impresdrlo ta%kf» >>ver. Jerry
their current sellout. According to
was apijjcoached biit he's tied to two
Jerry Kaye, vcepee of Bruno-N. Y. more
years at Warner Bro^.
(Continued- on page 56)
The ^tar recognizes that some of
the Hellinger corporate assets qre of
the moment running XM gamUt^JCitim

Historians of
you that

tell

such
it

matters,

was William

the Brhest Hemingwiiy story ']^r6|i^"
erties t0 Burt Lancaster's and other
players' contracts.
Selznick Will
pitch in for a year, or stt, it is un»
derstpod, but a top 'man t<^ handte
the production -reins mui^t b^ifound
and soon. Bogafft attitude is that

sort of
totigue,

of New Colestablished some
slips 6f the

Warden

Spooner, the
lege, Oxford,

who

he wahtr

championship for

among

gems being "Mardon me, padam, but I think you are
his

ducing "Pewgrams of Moistc." The
dictionary describes a flufi as "to
forget one's lines" and "to play one's
part blunderingly." It is xar worse
than that, judging by the wails heard
from hapless fluff victims gathered
at Colbee's and Kaufman-Bedrick's

The psychological extent to whicK

A.

damnable fluff can cause an actor to almost ruin a' show, was best
demonstrated on a "Bulldog Drummond" show over
several
semesters ago when the performer,

Thts edition of Variety went
to press ahead of the normal
Tuesday deadline.

somc^bpjcly in wWoitt')tt^iiak^'.

pa^

jCotttinued an

all

^

Montmartre is getting shoft oS:
strippers, featured in many of fh*
Calmrets where Qi^y are the main
attraction. Malnutrition hast taken its
toll, according to Rene Bardy. u(»erator of Eve, Cupidon. Gaiety, Eden
'

the

and Femina
girls

WOR

who

clubs,

says, the'

haven't, got the same;::

figures as c^.

yoE&

At the opposition Paradiee.' ^
his
formet parlrferis Viwiy*!
playing the part of the villain, hissed
Leardy, not only dd the «ti
through his kisser, "You're flufftheir turn on the itoor*^'^"
ing er, I mean bluffing, Bulldog
costume at tables yM"
Drummond."
which helps sell wine.i.During the sizzling summer months, marte boites are practie3|.
one of Gotham'A ether outltits ibsfces one blocks which incfu
a practice of plugging the city'* ^t- Tabarin, Melody's Bjir\i|])d|
door attractions, ^elui}iif|{^iiD|j^, Cubaine, as well US IS^Hi"
1*w|iop IfOfuing place.
(iCtmHimtm
,

—

'

j

I

Production detail, binding, etc.
and the size of this 42d Anniversary Number make it necessary to omit certadn. standard
departaiCDta for thf^ %ne issue

IMk,

occupewing my pie." Today, mai)y
of our announcers insist on intro-

will

Early Deadline

•

imt

Pharmacy.

veldt.

Hoilyvirood.

;

Mark RelUnger I>roductions win
hypoed by Christmas shopping, bas be continued a» a corporate nvnit,

By JO RANSON

culty which makes the performer
feel like an All-American scblemiel.
No matter how careful is his speech
behavior during rehearsal, somewhere along the line he is apt to
stick his big foot in his mouth and
out will come a spoonerism the likes
of which will rhake him the instantaneous lau'ghing stock of his
colleagues and the pity of listeners
from the Borscht Belt to the African

'Cif>Ii9wyn'a "tlita

Best Years of Our Lives." In a running frolic with it every doUap of
wa^ was David O. Selznick's
Duel, in the Sun." Final figures ar*
yet to be recorded. Best estimates,
the-

FAMOUS AIR FLUFFS

young

Broadway next

for

new

colors

—

.

Boom

Tele s

the cost of color to
available for every pro-

will cost around 2V2C. per foot, and
less, as against the 6V4C. of today's
Technicolor. The secret lies in the

verbal

March
About Eugene Debs

si

bring

Germany and announcer

Eric T. Clarke, chief of Film-Theatre-Music Branch, and former Metopera, N. Y. asst. mgr., indicated that
the licensed director of the Passion

Expected coming meeting of the
Directors Guild will launch
.
nrong protest against the move by
Jwmd money" lenders who are de- Play will be Melchior Breitsammter,
manding unlimited completion of co-owner of a sawmill in the village
of Oberammergau, who has porSi"P?S of small-budgeters and estab"^V'hS an arbitrary list of directors trayed Pontius Pilate in past peris good for such guaran(Continued on page 60)
t.2?*S.'*'°""'^
Moveis
dealing
a rough blow to
irS"Oie production. Only six directors
Options
"6 considered a "good risk" by the Fredric
men who put up completion bonds,
Play
jpa the indie producers
must bow
**ffSers have been picked solely
J
tiieif speed In
turning out films
™J
wmch means the coin men get
a
»si return without
risk.
The six

close cooperation with some of the
major studios most notably 20th
Century-Fox Film— is expected to

for Bavaria, according to Infor-

mation Control Division, Office of

Hollywood.

Metro is talking a deal with
most revolutionary milestones in its Maurice Chevalier for a picture
history.
The first was sound, some based on his career as an entertainer
20 years ago, and within the next in Paris.
Understood th6 deal is similar to
three to five years motion pictures
in black-and-white will be obsolete. the one Metro recently si^pied with
A new process with which East- Al Jolson.
man Kodak scientists have been experimenting the last few years, in

"We, The People," which in recent ducer.
weeks has been given a facelift (as
The money differential on the new
reflected in the Hoopers, for one
process is said to be startling.
It
thing) since Lester Gottlieb took
over the production helm, was all
set for one of the new year's real
cuties for last night's (Tues.) broadcast. Scheduled to go on the show
were the New 'York City moppet
twins. Jay and Bruce Colen, whose
"Bedroom Network" (they use their
linen closet for the master control
room) garnered national attention
recently via a Saturday Evening
Post article.

"The Golden Circle"—that cremede-la-creme of picturedonn, achieved
only by films which hav»~ gcoswdt
more than $4,000,000 domest$<^|]r'—
had 15 entrants in 1947. That^ four
fewer than the previous year, bttt—
thanks to the phenomenon of fi^a
upped-admission films the "Circle"
pictures pKomise to gro^ alnnoBt
$9,000u000 more than in t94«, an
gregate 107,000)000.
Top money pietiffie of the IS

M-6's 'Chevalier Story* Film

tion

—

i'

i»ls'

As with two world wars within
same generation, so will the mo
picture industry see the two

the

mV

HERB GOLDEN

By

Sjaasi

Pie^jtes,

Pk^es

'

;

—

.

mmmm

Worty-Bteond

As the new year is launched, the picture business, which conmass -boxoffice, has two major Issues confronting
it. Each, singly or- in combination, can influence the economics
of America's No. 4 industry, even beyond today's status. The'
Decree appeal next pionth is one of these two issues. The other
is the 75% British tax and the evolutioiiary film embargoes
around the world as la result of London's edict,'
stitutes the

By MIKE CONNOLLY
The muUipIe-talent guys seem to
There are more
be taking over.
talents in Hollywood than ever be-

Sacramento.

Steve Sekely, Louis Vidor and
Morawsky filed incorporation
fore who are getting moi'e than a Eric
Pictures.
the production papers here for Transocean
in
credit
single
company's first venture will be
Indie
charts.
de Maupassant story, "Fasthe
Guy
who
gals
These are the guys and
Sekely
as director.
with
cination,"
stuto
contract
are actually under
dios-fir heading their own companies.
There are around 75 of them at
The list is growing, too.
present.
Idea seems to be that if one topper
on
is permitted to keep his thumb
finished
all phases ol production, the
product will sizzle at the b. o.
one,
for
International,
Universal
has gone whole hog for the idea

290th

'4IPeakYearFor

*
preparing "The O'Flynn.
studio has seven writer-producers at
work. They are;
,
~
"Up In Central
Tunberg,
Karl
Path"; Chester Ersklne, "All My
Sons," With "Great Son" in prepa"Patent
ApBuckner,
Robert
taiionf
plied For"; Maxwell Shane, "The
Salem Frigate"; Nuhnally Johnson,
"The Senator Was Indiscreet" and
"Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid,*'
and Garson and Mleliael Kanin, who
,

.winding

original
Double Life,"

unjtitlecl

"A

Which Garson wrote with Suth Gor^nd which Michael produced.

iJon

Einyon's .Pair

1

Also on hand are Claude Binyon,
has finished, screenplay of
"Midnight Lace," Claudette Colbert
starrer, and is working on "The
Saxon Charm," both of which he'U

who

direct; Charles "'Barton, who holds a
producer-director contract but who'll
iCo<)tinwed oil page S8)

"BILL

,

,

mnr

,

all

Kraft's adaptation oX the
•Lewis novel, whiph Paula Stone and
A
Michael Sloahe wiU produce.
local premiere is planned before the
play moves east, following the
Stone-Sloane
pattern set by the
production of "Sweethearts" and
Jr.,
the- Stone-Bttnt Strdmberg,
production' «t "Eed MilL" Understood Van Heflin is being fsought for
'

•

Miss Stone is currently in New
Yojfk huddling ^with Lewis on the

—

—

business have prospered. Television—more and more on the
horizon—looms as a new stimulant to the boxoffice apart from
its own promise as a new and major contribution to the elec'
tronic phase of show busine^.
"
'

'

\

So even if the awakening has been rather rude, show business has rarely been caught asleep^nd 1948 should be no
,

~

exception.

Uil. Sets

Abel.

<

.

bring the total

The'
fective

lows;

new Cuban
January

l.

became

rates

They are

ef-

as fol-

"

Bob Hope

22.4'

Walter Winchell
Mr. District Attorney
Phil Harris
Al Jolson.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts...
Truth or Consequences. .
Duffyrs Tavern.

20.1
18.2
18.5
17.9
17.5
17.1

per linear

least $50,000,000.

Commerce goes on to remind that' on the basis of its long

28.3
28.2
25.7
24.9
24.0

Exposed but not developed negatives imported for use in American
motion pictures, except for negatives
shot by American companies for
newsreels four-fifths of a cent per
Unear foot Exposed «and developed
negatives, one and two-tenth cents:
per linear foot
Motion, picture positives brought
into this country, two-fifths of a cent

Amos

for publicly reported, dividends to at

Dept. of

Em

Hooper Rates

(Dec. 31)
Fibber '& Molly
Jack Benny.......
Fred Allen
Edgar Bergen.;
Lux Radio Theatre
Bed Skelton

vatively that the divvy to stockholders during December was over
to'

Speqial set of import duties on ex-

posed motion' picture film imported
from Ctiba was announced over the
weekend-, as the State Department
released copy of a oevr exclusive
trade agreeihent with the Cubans
which is supplementary to a general
tariff agreement of October 30 last.
-

How

at this writing, it is estimated conser^

enough

Daiush Deal Hints
Cuba

in

"Washington.

-

.

$7,000,000

Import Duty

On Fix Shot

U

Hollywood.
C^^StiAS. wUl start within a few
payments.
^ys for f'Kingsblood Rbyal," H. S,
While the figures are not all to
Sinclair

lead.

Fortunately* as these trade columns have reflected in recent

;

year's total to $46,714,000. The total,,
for all of 1945i inddentaUy, was $23,665,000 of pubUcly repotted dividend

'

.

and in this 42d Anniversary Number of VARniTY—the total
effect to date doesn't seem so bad. Profits remain good. Pictures
have rolled up record domestic grosses—forgetting the overseas
income and with this all the other contiguous aspects of siiow
weeks

AND HOW-IN BERLIN

branches of pictures cut them'..Berlin.
selves a melon of over $80,000,000 in
"Destry Rides Again," Unlversal'ii
the bcmanza year just. ended.
saga, is th6
This record-busting total is based eight-year-old wild west
third
on official Dept. of C'ommei'ce fig- biggest smash hit of Berlin's
season. Pic
ures for thfi^ first 11 months of the postwar motion picture
weeks ago and
year, plus an estimate of what the came to town seven
Ofsellout ever since.
12th month, will -add up to when all has been a
ficials estimate it will continue playthe returns are reported.
Here ate the numbers that tell irg to capacity audiences at the
Kronen theatre for another five
the story;
»
The publicly announced industry weeks;
Theatre attributes much of the
dividends for the .first 11 inonths
piled up to ,a new record for that picture's success to the performance
period of time—$42,7SJ,00O. In 1946, of Marlene Dietrich, always a fiiwhen .the previou* record for a full; vored star with German audiences,
year was set, the dividends for the although James Stewart's role has
months were $35,874,000.' This great appeal, Runnerup tOi"Destry"
first
the U, S. sector
compares- with 1945, a good year, as the biggest hit
whose dividend total for 11 months Of Berlin is the Loretta Young comedy, "Men In Her Life" CCol). It
was only $17,105,000.
December is always the biggpst of has been running at various theatres
the year for the_ payment of divi- for a year and a half and is still an
dends .to stockholders. December of 80% sellout.
1946 was the biggest single month
listed in the motion j^cture in<^
dustry—$10,840,000. This upped the

t'ie,

rides again-

in,

indications are that stockholders

dominant.

Some, other factors are literally beyond the'^cbntrdl of any
show business or otherwUe. -The|g'run the gamut from
the general foreign situation to our own Presidential election.
A Presidential year can be good or. static for anybocty's business.
industry,

in all

ever

.

is

AND COO"

Released through Republic Pictures

.

While the figures are' pot
tlie

—

feature lensth film production.

The year 1947 was the lushest on
record for film industry stockholders.

—

WEEK!

"BLACKOUTS OF 1948"
El Capitan Theatre, Holtywoodr Cal
Watch for KEN MURRAy'S new

Washington.

is

In between there are .the usual harassments upon an industry
which now accepts them as occupational travailr-normal to a
business which thrives on public favor. Currently one aspect
has to dp with the Reds and Hollywood. In another era it was
something else. Then there is the apparently concentrated onslaught on film morals. Censorship ecclesiastic or statutory—
is something which any mass medium o£ communications
press, radio, pix must always consider. And defer to. Particularly if the circumstance of bad tast^ or misguided judgment

KEN MURRAY'S

IMnds

Fib

sirice-^he arrival of Bill Goelz and
Besides Douglas FairLeo Spitz.
dibanjjs, Jr., who wrote, produced,
rected and starred in "The Exile"

after

194»

7,

A too optimistic prophet may be without profit six months
hence. That's if he doesn't stop to see what time it is.

Seen Creating Stronger Integration

are scripting an

J^mry

Show Business - '48

MuM^lc-Ialent Guys Taking Over;

and

WediMnNlay,

Anniver^ay

USkRIETT

-

ei^rience, publicly announced divi>~
dends are only about 60% of all
dividends to stockholders.

*n'

iS^

Andy

23.0

-

511.9

. .

—

foot.

Wary

Pix

of Bans

Yank distribs are more ^old than
ever on a policy of henceforth going slowly in slapping film bans on
foreign countries as a result of the
lesson learned in settling the dispute last week with Denmark. The
tiff with the Danes was sati-sfactorily
compromised after a recent trip
there by Gerald.- Mayer, international department head of the Motion 'Picture
Assn.
But before
that,
the ' Yanlcs ^learned
that,
where, they pull out, other na«
tionalities^British, Russian, Frencli,
etc.
rush in to grab off the availn
^
able playing time.
In the Danish instance, U. S. companies barred shipment of their
features last October, after refusing
to sell their Alms outright J; Arthur
i^ank, British producer, some'U. S.
indies and the Russians took advantage of the situation to flood the
-

—

^

Danish theatres.

dramatization.

Under the new settlement, U. S.
distribs will .take approj^imately
$225,000 in dollars ftotti Denmark
up to Dec. 31, 1948. Balance, in
kroner, will be frozen: The big
point won by t)ie Yanks is that films
will continue to be sold otx percentage. It was the demand for an outright deal by the Danes that caused
'

lt> Sir Mickey

:

The-By-Iiners In This Issue

Now
London.

'Michael (Mickey) Balcon,. producer and director with the Ealjng
was knighted by King
Studios,
George 'VI according to a list of
honors published New Year's Day.
He was believed to have been pnly
snow business name in the current
If^ to be handed the rank.
A' veteran in the British film industry, Balcon was a founder of
Gainsborough Pictures, where he
served as managing director for a
dozen ye^rs. Becoming Ealing's pro-

(Regwlar Staffers voA Cqrre8|iondentB Omitted)
Julian A. Abeles ...........

Joey Adams

8
217
188

i

Kupert- Allan

i

George Archibald
Harry Bannisfer
Jack Benny

94

.'

'

-

157

•.

,

.

•

15$'

•

Don Carle GiUette. ........ 54
Tyilliam' Goetz
5
Nathan'O, Golden
157
Lestdr Gottlieb
Dou^as £. Grahame
'Chatlotte

.

Milton Berle ....

.

Sydney Box

.

'

duction head in 1937,, he suhseftuently handled producti<kn r^ins oA such
aims as ^Itie CAptive. Heart" and

.

N.

•

J.

.

I'OUNDEW BY

W«fk1y

t>ubliwli«d

VAMKTlf,

•
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Foreign...
,....26 Centit
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mad^

until

March 1 of' tmi year
Mayer concluded his agreement
^ith Treasury officials of Denmark
but the deal r<equired the okay of
the Foreign Minister. That approval
was granted late last week. Film
shipments eomhience immediately.

The lianes originally offered a
of 1,800,000 kroner ($360,000) for outright pix buys over a 15month period to Dec, 31, 1948. That
ofter was nixed. Under the present
deal, the three-fifths of the original

maximum

amount (covering the nine months
from March 1 to Dec. 31) will be
unblocked.
Balance of revenues
biiilt UP bjK American pix will be
'frozen foi: tm indefinite period,
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Top Industry Leaders Stress Need for More Creative
Films, 'Back to Work' Attitude for All
Toppers Disagree On Whether They Shoiild Make Serious Or Escapist Pix
But Concur That Domestic B. O. Is Still An Enormous Potential—
Must Gear Quality Product to a Diminishing Market
.

•s-

Crisis
fl,

gtates:

May Bring Harmony

Blumberg,

J.

president

of the world.

Into Business

Virtually the only thing in our business that continued exin 1947 as it had in 1946 wa.s— negative
costs of pictures. The tool'.s paradise of 1946 the industry
economy and organization built around the idea, of ever
rising world boxoffices and ever expanding world markets
^suffered a big "shock and sock.
Yes, 1947 has been quite a year! And it may get worse in
1948!
Yet personally I'm more optimistic than 1 was three
or four, months ago. Why? Because the industry seems at
least to have grasped its problems, to show signs of gettmg
down to earth. .The adjustment from a luxury basis to an

Univbrsal-Intermtioml,

of

panding upward

.

This is a bad age for prophets.
"The world is moving so fast that it would be hard to make
plfedictions even if the trends were more crystalized than
"~ But one thing is clear. Millions of
they are presently.

.

Americans demand entertainment, and
are $Ull

w^nt

entertainment and tragically cannot afford it.
This tends to make as. an American
business rather than the global business:

economy
der way

one of the Siid commentaries of
this day. The problem is not easily resolved. The Ameriian motion pictu^^
industry. must realise that until general
N. J. Blumberg
world trade is rehabilitated, our foreign income will remain static and in many cases negative.
In- the meantime the motion picture industry is going
through a precarious transition. Ho-v^ will we make up the
40.%- Income that is now lost to us in the world market?
This is the big 64 million-dollar question for 1948. We must
realign our economy and get our costs down to the new
market conditions. We must also try to increase our domestic income. This last point depends upon the quality
lof the entertainment we: tuni out, and also is closely related
to the national economy.
is

.

Can we bring

Peceipts fell off in this country during 1947;

them back in 1948 and can we, also, successfully gain enough
make up the lost foreign market?
These are difficult questions and the only way we can attempt to answer them is for everybody in this business to
realize that we ha've to work twice as bard as we ever did
to
.

before.-

:

The. problem does. not rest alone with producers and disbut a good share of its solution must come from
exhibition as well,
If ever there- were a need for a united indulsfary, it is right

-".

<

tributors,

now upon
.

us!

than decrease.
The day has passed when any branch of the industry can
assume that it knows* all the answers. Instead we should,
indulge in more clinical thinking to demonstrate that whatever problem confronts us becomes a common cause. Perhaps the present critical, situation will be the means of

vness will increase rather

more harmony into the business.
were to make a hopeful prediction lor

bringing
If I

•ay that this

U the

1948 i would

time for the united front!

Been Dumped Off the Gravy Train and
Rude Awakening Is Upon lis—rBnritey Baiabmi

Pix Have
tl^e

Barney BAtaban, President of Paramount,

is

of the opinion:

1948 will be a tough and testing year—politically and econoijaically—for the world, America, American business—par'ticularly the

American

jmotion' picture business.
The picture huslsess will -weather the
48 storm. But the going will be rugged,
the financial rewards will be slimmer
and there will be casualties among
those who haven't heeded the storm

;

-

'

warnings hoisted in 1947,
s"'"^'ey the last couple of years
*

» the picture

.

.

:

Cm

I

-

business."

Mosf of us look hack on 1946 as the
best postwar year in the business.
From the profit angle that was true,
irom the overall angle boomtime 1946
,J^|s bad for the industry.
It got us
»tO bad, extravagant habits. Domes^^ijWy theatres were reaping top money
the boxofflce and playing even moderately good product
lor unprecedented
runs. The foreign market was expanding
»n extent and
returning good grosses. In the general atmosRnere of prosperity few.
people worried much because Hollywood negative costs of pictures were going up by leaps and
pounds as everybody and everything needed for picture">?Kmg demanded and got substantially more money. Likewise the costs of
distributing and exhibiting pictures were
,™""g upward. Even the protracted and serious Hollywood
seemed more of an annoyance than a catas-

«

"In the year ahead we are certain to witness new and
more widespread demands for barriers against the ti-ee flow
of motion pictures from one country to. another.. The new

~~

CosIs-rrBnt Not Qttality

barriers will take various forms,. One may ask for an increase in quota restrictions; another may ask certain films
be banned because they are alien to the ideological views of
the country they seek to enter; still a third proposed barrier
may be in the form ot increased import duties for revenue
purposes only^or, perhaps in anticipation of prote<!tlng a
not-yet-bgrn, but prospective 'home industry'."

t

Fears

"

of Getting

Back

to

In 1946, Hollywood product abroad earned a hefty $125,000,000.
Although the British sprang their 75% tax on us
during 1947 and despite severe restriction.s on remittances
from Australia and the Scandinavian countries, the 1947
U, S. film take from abroad still will come to- about $100;*
000,000, an approximate 20%.. drop from 1946.
Partly this
drop is due to a declme in British income which slid Scorn
its normal- $68,000,000 'in 194$ to abouf $50,000,00a in 194H,

.

down what you

words

call "sage

on the Film Industry Outlook" is the danger of reading those
words' six months after' publication and discovering that you
were not as sstge as you thought you were; A prophet
sometimes finds himself without profit
a most unsagacious prospect for any
executive in our business to contem-

—

plate.

However, at the risk of finding myself out on a limbo I would Say that
the chief trend in motioi. pidture production during the next 12 months will
to avoid trends. Now, as never be-r
fore in a number of years, subject inatter will be the most important adjunct
of successful motion pictures. And
that doesn't mean the same subject or
the same story with different performBill Goeiz
•
ers each time.
We've reached the stage again in our business when the
public generally is selecting its entertainment with discrimination. People aren't buying tickets just to "go tomovie". They are going to certain motion pictures because
the subject matter has interest for them.
Apparently our business wiU either, have to come up
with some new development as startling as sound, or refine
its processes, both artistically and commercially, to the point
where subject matter will count for the basic boxoffice value.
Each picture will have to stand on its own and the picture
that cannot stand will promptly fall flat on its face,
Boxoffice values, therefore, will depend upon each production as it is made. If individual motion pictures are
attractive to the bulk-of our audience potential each picture

be

.

The margin between a

hit

and a

flop is

the year of crisiSf Only
"quotas" and the "taxes"
and the "freezes" really show up in the books. Unless an
agreement is made with the British—and the outfook for a
mutually satisfactory settlement is anything but cheerful at
this moment— British income will drop sharply during the
forthcoming year, Since the British earnings of the Ameri.can companies normally represent about 50% of-all income
from beyond the U. S. border, the loss of this revenue will,
in most cases, almost equalize domestic profits from produc*
tion and distribution.
Consequently, as the siluaWott looks
now, all American producers and distributors must antieipatft
losses in 1948, and those companies with, theatre hpfaings
will be depending upon the results of their theatre opera-

.

.

•

tions to bring forth an overall profitable result.
It w'ould be folly on my part to claim ttr even to
suggest
that there is a definite solution.
The vastness of the economic considerations involved alone makes -this impossible.
But there is one thing left to do— fight. Only the American
government with its infinite resources, its trained diplomats
and experts "and the great econ'omic prestige that backs "up
|ts every move,. can bring this struggle to at least a jjartiaily
successful conclusion.
'

.

:

,

When, in time of war, the American Government turned
to the motion picture industry for aid, that industry went
all-out in unselfish cooperation.
This time the shee is OB"

widen.

ing every day.
As to any other personal conclusions, I am purposely elimias foreign markets, investigations
nating such Topics
and what-have-you. By the time this reaches you such
items may belong to history or to Deeper Thinlcers than I.
Of late my personal conclusions have been devoted to spreading the gospel that the success of our industry depends upon

-

And what about 1948?' This is
now will the full effect of all the

j

will go well.

:

a football with not the slightest" consideration shown for its
needs.
It is high time that the American producers
and distributors realized what is at stake. '
.

Universal-International s veepee in charge of production,
difficulty in setting

.

own

Work

William Goetz, thinks:

The

Come True

Mr, Johnston's predictions have come true and, in fact,
have been substantially exceeded. The very industry which,for so many years has brought much-needed happiness and
a idream of better things to come into the hearts of millions
of men and women abrQad,-now is being lacked around like

Goelz Advocates as the Only Film Trend That

Bill

the other foot. The need for energetic action is urgent. The
time has come for our Government to reciprocate, and, by
so doing, help all American industry, as itr has been amply
this era trade goes yrith. films not with boats.

proven that in

A

what might be caUed -''getting back to work." To me that's
the most important: item on the agendar-^getting
to
work not Only physically but mentally. The leadership for
a return to this method of business living should start at

Wk

-

the 'top.:

.

:

Jim Mulvey Can't Understand Why U.S. Govt.
Doesn't Do More for Industry Abroad
James A. Mulvey,
lions,

presidenif of

Even

Whh Loss of Foreign Market the Domestic
B.O, Is an Enormous Potential-^cftdry

manufacturing a pifpduct for a world
market, and limited only
.ia (l<imestic,
market. Because of this circumstahBe,"
a readjustment must take place. Til*
motion picture business must reorganize'
'

W

itself to its

™

Jiiu

Holv«y

'

and take alarm.

To

those

who have

anxiously watched the slow hut reAmerican motion picture

lentless drive against the popular

In doin.^

'

come down,
and consequently t believe this Wilt re*i
suit in less people

un40

teriKi contract,

stronger competitien for the aviailable
market, and a real .drive to Cut dovsttt

level.

&

domestic market.

,

that, the cost of films roust

during 1947 would amount to $20,000,000 he said. In 1948,
he estimated, this total would, be cut
down to an approximate ;)itt006,000

"^'^

Picture*

picture industry is the first in«
dustry to feel a depression. This is because in recent years
the industry built itself into a world industry as a result
of a very lush market. With the imposition of the English
tax and the collapse of a general world
market, the industry found itself still

Early in December, Spyros Skouras rose before an exhibitor audience in Chicago and chilled his listeners with a
His company's foreign income
dollar-and-cents estimate.

,

RKO

-

;

The American motion

Samuel Goliwyn Produce

What he was saying in effect was that '
20th Century-Fox durihg the coming
.year will have to do without 67% of
its already restricted foreign earnings.
This pessimistic outlook applies by no
means only to 20th-Fox, All American
producers and distributors Can aind do
expect an approximate 6t% dieeline
the flow of sorely rtefeded revenue irdni
abroad.
in short, It is high time for everyone
interested iti this industry to. «it up

,

Do're Schafy, executive veepee in charge of
production, obserues:

has this to say:

bad news of mid-1947. The cost of living
and there was less money left for pleasure,
aome of the easy war cash
vanished and a portion of the
»^"P"'^*\ons gathered in the big centers for war-work purposes dispersed.
The increasing numbers and uses of new
«uwmobiles, the booming of outdoor
sports and other forms

,

narrower grosses' seem.s unOrganizations topheavy in
return to the idea o£ deliverbe coming back, as it must.

to

—

irophe*
Tlien came the
kept on rising

""^^^ stronger competition for pictures. Tliere
wa^
domestic boxoffice— still well above the
nrt ,^
i"''
somewhat of a shock to the optimists who
eTr.«!f'"., .Y''^
'""ated level of 1946 to last forever. For
somtu^, .^II"
^^""^ reasonsKie boxoffice abroad started to
dPP
°^ ^'''s came the ihiposition of the 75%
Briti'a?'*
the industry no choice but to cease exBor r,o ?t^'
«»rung
Its films
to England.
Taxes, Ireeaes, quotas und

No one in this industry can honestly say that he did not
expect a gradual tightening up of the foreign market. iBric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture As.wciation, expressed this fear a year ago, when he wrote:

Cutting costs in 1948 rcosts of pictures and costs of operationa—seems to be the secret of security for any picture
company in the coming tough year, even the secret ot staying in busmess. Certainly no picture producer can afford
The same top ingredients—story, stars, dito cut quality.
rector, etc—that have brought our product up. to its present
high standard must be maintained if we are to keep our
hold on the public.
With courage, intelligence and hard work we can lick
1948, develop ourselves and our business constructively and
perhaps even get to like 1948's toughness! v

.

My personal opinionj which has always been on the optimistic side, leads me to believe that our industry will rally
from this shock just as it has historically come back from all
major reverses.
There is no longer the possibility of running this business
from patterns. Thepe wiU still be a necessity for experiments, and the need for flexibility in all branches of the busi-

-

basis in keeping with
in most companies.

manpower are pruning and the
ing an honest day's work seems

-

we were prior to 1947.
Man will have to live by bread alone
In many parts of the world during 1948i
This

—

—

"

flble to afiEoKd it.
Millions throughout the world

in so many countries of the world, -and to tliose who have
been aware of the gradual imposition of currency and other
restrictions affecting tiie earnmgs from American films in
country after country, only one logical conclusion has become possible; The job of fighting the continuous erection of
economic barriers abroad is too "big for one mdustry to
handle, especially when that industry deals in entertainment.
It is an economic, not an ideological, battle.
Our American
Government should tackle this proble'm.

embargoes further hampered our business in other parts

Blumberg Prescribes United Front, Believes

TSaie

Dore Schary

overhead and actual specific picture;costs,

-

...

This program will present hardships tft many people In
the industry until the readjustment is completed.
I be*
lieve it will result eventually in better quality pictures^ hecause as the public becomes more demanding and„les*
casual in their choice of pictures, we will get better ;-B1b><
from everyone, and as we get better films, business •will Het\
better

The domestic market has an enormous potential, and good;
pictures can make a lot of money in the domestic tn^rkei
Pictures such as "Gone with the Wind," "Best Ywir» <•€
Our Lives," "Bells of St. Man-'s," and others have ttmg ajfe
(Continued on next page)

^

—

.

AimiverMoty

FvHy-teeond

or anti-Semitism, or sex, or

girl,

injustice',

wider audience
of our problem.

Hal

or war, or any-

'thing else, it has a boxoffice value if it's a good motion
picture. Since I am certain that as competition gets tougher,
our pictures will get better, I am equally ccrtiiin that boxofl'iee values and cycles will, remain constant, and that,
picture audiences will be interested in some ol the old, and

„

if

:

statesmen and

tiitcrnational leaders create a pattern o£ hope for the future,
there will be great hope for us in the industry.
to
. So, While I am generally optimistic about our, ability
adjust ourselves to the economic circumstances we face, I

recognize that our final hope rests only in a worW of peace,
and a world free of tension spd fear. I hope that we Wjll
hegin to see this kind of a world beginning with this new
."

year.

,

.

we have both

Wednemlay, January 7, 1948

can cater to an even

vision

and

?i

realistic

gainfully eniplnyed caii only mean more customers. 1 feel
that the general business outlool( for 194S is encouraging,
Atid speaking of the British fajt, I am one who believes it
is a blessing in disguise.
It Is an ill wind- indeed that blows
no good and this edict, as .oppressive as it is, has served
to bring Hollywood to its senses. For the first time since

view

V/allis

hm

the

,

up for the

British loss. This calls for more intelligent, aggressive and persistent soiling on the part of our sales forces.
The exhibitors of America must realize th^it they loo .share
our destinies. Wo cannot" continue to maintain quality
and fight, the battle of sky-rocketing costs in picture-making, unless the exhibitors recognize that problems do exist,
that they are- real, pressing and multiple,
in

'

Political upheaval,
problematic governments and the
Commfinism have hurled themselves against the
ramparts of our structural economy, and the lines that protected .us from those evils may have sagged and bent, but
they were never broken. I have enough faith in the human
race to feel that out of all the confusion in Europe and el.'^cw here, the real people who form the backbone of humanity

threats of

t

'

believes:

'

'

AH of us know the film industry facts of life as we go into
the year of Our I^ord, Nineteen Hundred and Forty-eight.
There is^ot a single responsible person in our business
•who does not recognize that an extraordinary dilemma has
V
come upon us, primarily because our,
foreign income has substantially van-

More

.

.

'

very survival.
Our position is unique. Besides haying special crises sup«a;imposed upon
our; very greaV- normal-occupational
hazards, due to the nature of our busivital to its

_^„_„.
5pyr«s SKOvras
_

«

suffering from a slump
While general business is. enjoying prosperity. Yet we carry
];;^poU8ibilities beyond those of most other industries, including special obligations of a sbciological and educational
6rder and a peculiar sensitivity in matters of national and
Long after we sell our films cominternational morale.
mercially they are carrying on for better or for worse in
the realm of ideas.
So the statesmanship we are called upon to put into practi88*must be ever iealous of the quality of our product while
it seeks to make .the adjustments ahd retrenchments that
are £0 clearly indicated.
In indicating, as I will, that i helieve these adjustments

-

•

;

Stust begin at top levels. I am broaching a
subject that niigbt as'vrell now come into the open;
Our production -li<^ been geared to an international mar^^
ket. The easy formula has been to get a large part of pur
negative Costs back in the domestic market and our profits:
from exhibitions abroad. Today, we must make sure of outsurvival, regardless «f the foreign market.
Looltmg at the situation at home, our peculiar" plight is

»nd economies

emphasized.

•

-

mi'st be taken at once.

Retrenchment must come in "the area of salaries and wages
line which are ba-sed on the high grosses of

•'

all alons; 1;he

1945 and 1946.

Executives, produoers, directors, stars, writefS,
craft workers and others cannot continue to represent a
top-heaVy propor.tion of the cost of production. Nor can
other production" outlays remain at levels based on the peak
years. We cannot dodge these facts. Evade them now and
we must face them later anyhow.

So my own advice is that our executives should start at
once to bring sub!>tant!al reductions of salaries in the
higher brackets, setting' a voluntary example themselves.
Once they do so, they will be in a better position to appeal
to other creative and artistic people and to work out reduc•

.

tions, with the craft unions.

The

Exhiiiitors" Obligation

have also said that the exhibitors must contribute their
to this revolutionary readjustment 1 mast repeat' this;
too, even though I have -several times broached the subject at meetings of theatre men. Film rentals .must be increased to. help provide a flow of good boxollice pictures.
If the exhibitors do not recognize that an unprecedented blow
has been felt by the whole industry, of which they are a
part, and do not take measures to counteract it, "they will
I

share

suffer too.

AU

*

our efforts, in the last analysis, must be directed toward
thainfaitting in the public mind a feeling that our films
constitute the best possible entertainment, so that tickets

,

jlit'm

hort'^on.

:

But care must be taken to prevent quality from being subordinated to economy in this critical period. Prodttot on
costs absolutely must be brought down, yes, because at the,
present excessive level it is futile to produce hit pictures in
a market which can only return the cost of making them
plus distribution overhead^ leaving no way by which the
losses from weaker pictures can be absorbed. But the lowering of costs .cannot and must not be -effected arbitr-arily at
"
the expense of entertainment an4 dramatic values.
Therefor^ those

who make

the pictures are facing a test

of their- mettle and abilities. The pillars of the temple of
Hollywood will not collapse, but the heads of some of its
Samsqns .are bound to fall. Some high-priced brains and
talents will be found wanting and will suffer. The fit and
capable, however, will as always retain their place.s-. Besi^Jcs
which some new faces will emerge, from the ranks.
But one thing will remain unchanged, in fact will be
brought into a focus brighter and stronger than ever, I refer

.

that thing upon which the pre-eminen<%! of Hollywood
all other ccntei's of .film manufacture' depend$-^.showI have said this over and over-again throughout the
years, "Si^d -I say it this time With even more emphasis.
Our appeal is primarily to the. masses, because they have
the
made
motion picture business what it is today, and they
still call the turn.
What they demand from us— and ate

to,

:

over

manshlp

way:

^mut

'Musts'

on the

Internal strife and dissension brought ^bout.by jiu-isdiclional fights must be settled Once and for all if the industry
is completely to clear its decks for proper adjustment to the
problem of more efficient and economical operation. Such a
settlement would help to rebuild morale and do away with
the indifference of the worker toward his- Job.

The

must make good pictures. We must reduce the cost
These two "musts" mean Spartan measures. They

is

'

depend upon the

©f them.

o* wltat

.

Yates Sees '48 as the Year of Oarification^Favo^g
Rx for Simple Entertainment Only
trends of the motion picture industry as a whole
policies of the individual producing companies.
Republic productions have run the
from
heavy I drama to light musicals but we are particularly
proud of our large-scale outdoor action
dramas, so representative of the American spirit. The appeal .of pictures of
this kind has been so well proven, that
it might almost be more a&curate to refer to then^ as an established and permanent groundwork" of the industry,
rather than a trend. But there is one
important trend that I see ahead, and
that is toward pictures that have intense emotional appeal. The war n^ade
violence commonplace.
Boxoffice returns indicate that the gut tier the
drama tlie better the audience like it:
Herl^crt t. Yatei
.We intend to avoid pictvires based on
controversial themes,, as well as semi-documentaries, stark
tragedies, and stories of so-called political 'significance.
Today, people go to theatres primarily to be entertained;
not to be preached at, not to be depressed, not to be,,instrucied in- political ideologies, jk inotion' picture theatre
should be a social center for the entire family. Audiences
should leave the- theatres in high and happy, spirits. Let
the newspapers, books and. other forms>«f topical literature
give the people the more-stsriou/s sid6 ot life.. The motion
picture must remain a medium of entertainment and pleasurable diversion. It i» niy feeling that tbe musical picture will re-establish itself with a bang in 1948,
Concerning the. boxoffice outlook, I feel that 'the piclul<«'
theatres, like any other forms of business and' commerce,
are inseparably tied in with our n^'^'onal, over-all economic
situation.
It is a logical sequen a Toi' more jobs to mean
more ticket .sales at the boxoffice. MOr£ men and women

charge of production at 20ih

.

JBut today showmanship has resumed its full importance
the boxoffice. ;Jn fact, it is more important than.jsver.
It is absolutely vital. Withoiit any of tile excitement and
sustaining force which once carried lis along, we are utterly
dependent on hard work, initiative and ingenuity for whatever progress is to be made.
The industry today must deal with the most adult-minded
audiences in the history of motion pictures. Not onjy are
theatre-goers more show-wise but they are also more valuewise. They are shopping for entertainment. That, is why
showmanship is so essential, not only in produstion but in
the wholesale and retail seUing of our products.
•
I believe that all existing markifets can be increased considerably by better pictures and stronger selling. Pot the
domestic market, I feel sure that there is almost no limit
to potential sales of top entertainment.

Jtferb-yate*, Republic prexy, tees it this

in

idea$

index of living costs will noti in my
opinion, bring the public flooding back
into the theatres as they did in the
cycle of war years just ended. For
-one thing there, is no moi^e rstioninfj
of gasoline and c&rs or curtailment of
vatious other events which compefe
with pictures for .atteitdance. For ah*
other tiling, even an adjustment in
hish living costs wiH Wot leave the
public loaded with the excess' casli
which was the result of premium pay
for overtime 'hours in war worfc
So today the motion "picture iiidiistry
Darryl F.^Zsnnek,
of Hollywood is faced with a fight for
survival. I do not for. a moment ^loulbt we will win this
fight. The strategy of battle is plain: increased -efficiency in
production and every phase of operation.

-

Thus, let me repeat, the body blow from overseas is a
one at this time.- At the least, our foreign revenue
in th& future will be two^thirds less than what it has been.
Ko sensible distributor can possibly expect more than $300,000 to '$350,000 in remittances on pictures that • formerly
brought in $1,000,000 from the forcifin market.

terrific

v. p.

own

:

'

'

We

his

'
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Zanuck

Not until another day of flush prosperity can we expect
another boxoffice landslide. Even a drop in the abnormal

-

tb's at all isosts.
Tfet the problem remains of bringing prodviction costs in
line with theatre receipts. These costs are in keeping witb
the abnormally high theatre grosses of 1945 and 1846,
whereas these theatre grosses have returned to .something
like, the, more normal levels of 1941 and 1942 and 1943. Indeed, since Thanltsgiving of 1947 our domestic grosses have
cannot escape these facts
been the lowest since 1941.
regarding our domestic income. I am referring ioth- to what
-has happened and what we must expect.

F,

The year 1948 must bring a solution to at least one problem; that of production costs.

,

Our one eminent requirement is that we must produce
pictures. Neither at the boxofEice nor in the field of
entertainment must ti»ir quality be impaired. -That point
beyond argument. -Despite pur critics, we are ever striving -and the quality 4does rise steadily. Ws vcaist maintain

Two

Dorryl

Century-Fox has

think, and to have something to think about
But X also
believe ^hat the patrons want a measure of reassurance
before they leave a theatre. And 1 know they want to feel
^
they have been entertained.
Showmanship had a long vacation during the war. It was
little needed.
Besides, we had our wartime jobs to do, and
the industry built itSeU to greatness with its services for
victory.

,,

—

Zanuck Predicts Films Coming of Age,, and '48 As
Challenge to Industry's Showmanship

M

good

We

Warner

.

—

is

1

.

This coming year must be the creative year in. the motion
Creative- enterprise must begin in propicture industry.
duction and extend throughout selling and exhibition. It
.must be good and the public must be convinced that it is
More than ever before, story
good,
pKiperties will be selected and mounted
withlitaat single cottsideraitiOn. NO producer in his right mind is going to try
to shine up a hackneyed story or bridge
dull spots with flashy interludes. Such
tactics fool nobody these days and they
waste a lot of money.' It is far more
satisfactory to build up 'story values.
I believe there wiU be ho inarked
trend in types of pictures except il^ti'
negatively, we will see. fev/
the ex«
eesaively gloomy an«l moody ^^nd, full
of neuroses and audience-frustrations.
J. L. Warner
Such films were not too great a strain
on the spirits;©! a nation flushed with victory in a great war
and corMssot tlmt everything was going to be dandy from
here on. 'Sat ithe nation's mental poise is somewhat more
tense these -sdays. I do not suggest that purely escapist fare
will be called for. In fact, I feel sure that people want to

Must Maintain Quality

1

J. L,

'

tion, feels that:

Since this blow from cahioad Coincides with the return of idomestie
grosses to more tioKpaaJ leifels, while
production costs are still at ttieir lilgliest peak, our indtistry is heset by a
veritable Pandora's arlssor of yexatibns,

—

If American pictures can
as I have every reason to bebring some measure of enjoyment, pleasure and re*
laxation to such people, then the pictures, and the thousands
of men who help to make them, are indeed a potent factor
in the' future happiness of the world.

lieve

Jack L. Warner, veepee in charge of Warner Bros, produc-

•

.

ished...

will fight back, stronger than ever, for their basic riglits of
freedom of speccti and religion, and the right to liappine.s.s.

Creative Enterprise in Production, Selling

and Distribution a 'Must' for '48

f

into

The loss of the British market has also had its inllucnce
in parts of our business other than studios.
Distribution
has heard the call to arm?; The last full measufe of returns
must be drained from, the domestic market in order to make

scripting and an all^Out elimin^itipn ol
Hal Wallis
waste.
«
Boxoffice Outlook: Here I am the eternal optimist, 1 feel
that a combination of good product and intensive attractive
sales 'campaigi:is will keep the b.o. at its present level* And
I hope that exhibitors will, aim their exploitation at the merchandise at hand, motion pictures, rather than at so-called
stimulants such as dishes, bric-a-brac and silverware^

Skouras'Says Pix Biz Faced With Major Issue ol
Gearing Quality Product to a Diminishing Market
Spj/W p. Skouras, president of Wth Century-Fox Film,

war much needed economies have been brought

effect which I hope will have a permanent sobering effect
on
t{ie studios.
I am convinced that quality has not been
a ffected and that product will maintain a high level of enter,
tainment value at a reduced cost.

this to say:

Trends: As in the past few years. I think there Will be an
effort on the part of most producers to Avoid an unbalanced
program. It has been demonstrated, despite the clamor tor
^escapist" feire that pictures like "Crossfire" and "Gentleman's Agreement,"' serious "dramatic efJlorts, are doing top business:
I think
the healthiest situation for all Concerned is one in which the widest pes'*
sible scope is given to story material so
that the public can be offered a complete, variety of picture, themes.
Costs: Maintaining present- sualitljr
despite anticipated, i^i^itig costs 0^
the greatest challenge to the producer
today. In any event; igudlifi^ inust not
be sacrificed. The answer lies in Increased efficiency in, operation, careful

.

,

But

if

"Wallis Believes in a Balanced Program;
Serious Product to Offset 'Escaptist' Pix

Hul

same of the new dements, provided those are presented in
tci'ms of showmatship, taste, and courage.
Thoije are tough, angry days we are living at the moment,
the
ttnd Hollywood is not an island unto itself. It reflects
world in vrhich 'it lives. If things get tougher in the world,
they will be tougher' in our industry.

We

will be bought at the bo.xoffice.

ttemendous domestic grosses and'have proven that the potential is large if the quality of product offered that market is good,
i'
That is, I
I helievo that boxoiTice values remain constant.
bolievo that a good pictui-e will make money in any kind of
a market. If that picture happens to be about a boy and a

)

entitled to^is ENTERTAINMENT.
By entertainment I- do not mean song and dance routines
or a few laughs alone. There is a new conception of enter*
tainment developing in screen drama. The thought proce?scs'^
of the public can be stimulated and shape.d by a film play>!
even while it is stimulating the emotions.
fUm play can
provide diversion and at the same time have something to
say about life and its problems. It is a matter of great pir*
sonal satisfaction that "Gentleman's Agreement" has demon-*
slrated this point; because it was undoubtedly one of the
;

'

A

severest of tests.
'

.

turnstile.

.

-

Thus the new-be^un year will be one of transition in the
processes of production and the processes of thought. Those
are two obligations which Hollywood must surmount. But
the problem of readjustment is toot Hollywood's alohc.
DistHbutioh and Exhibition are also inseparable links of
the film industry. There must be adjustments made in both
.these linlcs.
It is up to the exhibitor to go along with these, cfi^orts. If
we cannot sit back and count the easy profits of the lush
years, neither should he. If he is not willing to make some
effort or sacrifice to foster production, he will Kuifor ju,sl as
much as we do in the long run. The quality of our product,
the scope of our efforts, are the determining factors at his
•

If studio operations cannot be maintained, theatres cannot
remain in operation. Even though begrudgingly, the exhibitor
must concede this vital fact. From past experience he knows
that Production and Distribution wants him to prosper; if
adju.<;tments- are necessary for his welfare they are made.
This give-and-take attitude must become stronger in this
critical new year. And by working together more clqeely,
more willingly and more generously, all the link.s of^ the
motion picture industry will benefit and be more secur*.

''
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FUTURE STARS SHINE BRIGHTLY
ibiess EOm Indnstry Recognizes Tele

Now, It May Be

;

Washington.

!

Grade

.

categorically that
It can be stated
stage of the tele-;
the "crystal*set"
'
..
,
,
,
Vision industry is completed and the
'

'

motion pictures, a single
which involves millions of

'''

...

,,

The public over the years, how^as been trained to expect the
next phase has begun. This should excellent visua^^ entertainment provided
by .the motion picture, film.
M\k enormous implications for the'of the disparity of quality,
Because
1^ t .-^ :».i..o^>.>
r.'OTttoo picture mdusto^.
believed that the current
At the end of 1947 there are television program (with the,possible
television
200,000
150,000
to
exception
of a sport news event lilce
roughly
the World Series or a championship
sets in use, and it is estimated this
fight) will have much effect oft thewill be increased 600,000 to 800,000
attendance.
atre
end of 1948. Fifteen to
, sets 'by the
Should, however, a formula be de20 major cities will have transmit- vised
collecting subscriptions
for
"ting stationa at that time. The price from the television set' owner or
renter, then the problem takes on an
,of sets ranges upward from $300.
entirely diflerent aspect.
The size of the image for home Use
The potentialities o£ such a develhas already reached 20 incHes by 24 opment should certainly be of eX'
inches, almost the dimensions of a treme interest to the motion picture
newspaper page. With the projec- industry. One large radio set man
ufacturer already has a substantial
tion ol the world's championship
investment in 'putting this formula
prite fights and the 1947 World into operation. His plans include the
Series, great Impetus has been placed' showing of feature films in the home.
behind ihe demand iot television If he succeeds, will the motion picture industry then be given the opsets,
portunity to take a second look? The
Unfortunately the exact course of argument that man is gregarious and
ifiie progress of television cannot be
would rather go to a theatre than
.charted. Only trends and probabili- see a feature jQlm in his home is pre.ties may
be indicated. But these carious support upon which to rest
the enormous investments in the moprobabilities
contain tion picture industry. The public
trends, and
Within themselves matters of great bath house is now a relic of the past.
•

.

,

I

|

i

,

,

|

,

'

'

concern to the motion picture indus-

depend
qpon the 'exercise ot right Judgment
and delicate naanleuvering naw, for
the status of television today is such
Large investments

try.

'will

The implications

of this situation

should not be lost" on anyone familiar
with the effect of the introduction
of sound to the motion pictures during the late '20s. The bankruptcies
of the largest motion picture com-

Hollywood.
Flickerville> is jumping with marquee bait. Star prospects are
brighter and more numerous this
year than they've been in years,
thanks mostly to the flood of European glamor gals and guys
the
Vallis,
Genns, Jourdans, etc.
In
ordinary times
embryonic
these
G a r b o s Boy ers and Valentinos
would have trickled inevitably: and
-

•

,

—

Slowly— into U.

S. films, After the
war, they came With a rush. That
rush is- just beginning to simmer,
in the regular course of events, to
a mere trickle once more. But it
was quite an outpouring while it

'

—

in "It Had to Be You," then won
feature- mention in "The Mating of
Millie" and "Loves of Carmen," and
starred with Susan Peters in
is
"Sign of the Ram."
Patricia Whlte^another
queen,
^(Continued: on page 62)

B

past

the

camera for

first

mand

is

Deutsch, propping "This Side

of Innocence" for his first indie production effort, bowed in Eagle Lion's

"Repeat

recently did

"I,.

Indies

leads. In, Columbia's

A

comparison

IS less

than a good

of

'

sire"

hit

screens.

Leo Genn also

had wound up three films before
being seen in RKO's "Mourning Becomes -Elect'ra," 20th-Fox's "The
Snake Pit" and Independent Artists*
"The Velvet Touch." Paul Valeijtine, known on Broadway as Val
Valentinoff, the dancer, appeared
first in RKO'8 "Out of the Past."
Paramount put both Percy Helton
and Fred Clark in "Hazard," both
•

new

to pictures, although Clark previously had appeared in "Ride the
Pink Horse" and "Unsuspected."'
Conrad J^anis W0rtt into same com*
pany's "The Long Gray Line "
little earlier, Paramount started oS ,
screen careers of stage actors IW»
land Culver, in "To Each His CWte>f*^

A

.

in order.

number

"Adventures ia

Richard Hart had completed trio
Metro pictures before he had
once be^n glimpsed by theatre ,au«
diences. Making his bow with Greeif
Garson in "Desire Me," he had ftn-»
ished also "Green Dolphin Street**
and "B. F.'s Daughter" by time "De-

GEORGE SIDNEY

^
costs

program
approximately $20,000: Yet the
program over 5a
vTeekt
^"V'^'*
weekly

.

of

FUlil

is

.

Silverado" and "Port Said," and
Betty Garde, in original "Oklahoma!" ca.<jt, debuted in 20th-E'O3rtt-'
"Call Northside 777."

be prohibitive
wo advertiser, no matter
how large
nnancially or otherwise,
can afford
TO pay for
a "Gone With the Wind'
.'^"'iny on the Bounty" in
nL'
advertise his product for
[
.

-

'

ard Basehart led.oS Ws screen career with one -of, top spies in- Sagle
LTon's "Repeat Performance." Dayi*
Wagner .ieft cast of "Finian's Rainbow" for part in Selznick's "Portrait of Jennie," William Bishop,
wb<i used to appear Witl^ "beletii
Hayes, Already has played two

The reason is simple. If television
programs are to be paid for by advertisers, the cost
of a feature mowon picture film will

top half-hour
sound radio

role

Josefih

"t-Ue to fear.

»

maW

'Vincent Souahue
bowed in "Joan/'
Pavney impressed 'strongly
RKO's «Noetume,T Oeorge Raft
starrer, and "Body wd Soul." Richalso

10 enter the field, and
most large advertismg agencies npw have television departments.
If television develops in this fashion
and carries
with it the institutional
pattern of
control and
operation of sound ra*')® "motion picture industry has

t«r

.

"Body and SoW."-»

pWys, forums,

«

by

Sam

in

wioment the costs of the programs
*''^«orne either by the station on a
sustaming basis or by advertisers,
who slowly but surely are beginning

thaii

figures.

:

vaudeville acts, and riewsreels make
the bullj of the programs. At the

Cheaper

materially

Hilton Sperling for top

1*

StiU

benefited

ing.
Mady Christians' tried out for Jlauphin role with Ingrid l^ergman
pix some :yeara ago, but without too in "Joan." Selzhick becliioned Joanc:
Tefzel for part in "Duel in tlie Sun."
Hal Wallis talked Kurk Doui^iss inte
deserting Broadway for a contract,
aetor'.9 last pic roles being "Mourn-^
ing Becomes Eleetra" and "Out of
i
the Pai>t," both loanout deals. Canada
Lee made hasty trip to film center J
1
for Important role in Enterprise's

have on the motion picture

stagtf

Connecticut

Past year, too, has seen at least opposite' Lilli Palmer in "Tisa," for*
two thesps, after appearance on merly known as "The Innocent
Broadway, return to 'scene of earlier Years," and Walter Wanger enticed
and more dismal tries at screen act- Jose Ferrer to Hollywood to play

Where

Thus

"A

westward trek of stage

public.

theatre?

Of sight.

In

and

Currently television programs are
-patterned mainly in the mold of
sound radio with the embelliahnient
"

Crosby

Bing

Wanamaker, .who on stage really es*'
more, tablished himself with "Joan of Lor*
Jane Doe'^ lor Re^ raine " was brought to the Coast by

Performance,"

will television get
TO programs, and -how will they be
paid -for? and (2) What effect will
.

time'

.

Of immediate concern to the moindustry are two ques-

television

were reached
Richard

Widmark's

.

tian picture

•

Widmark and Corey
Definite attainments

in several notable instances.

Benay ."Venuta, well known on Yankee."
Broadway musical comedy stage.
Indie Produeers Benefit
Miss Venuta, whose husband is Ar-

ties..

.

Pony."

.

—

(1)

New York—after getting
as a 20th-FDx eontraetee
under the name of John Shepperd—skied Coastward again for one of
the leads in Republic's "The Red

,

be "active
Paramount Pictures,
Vith applications for ;flve stations
with an interest in two televiequipment manufacturing companies—and Paramount is having it«
dilTiculties with the Federal Governnient because of its television activl-

tions:

Shepperd Strudwick, who scored
"The World of Christopher

—

'sion

>

in

nowhere

;

'and

.

Sons."

Blake" in

::

cations Commission with the newspaper industry following dose behind. Only one motion picture company, on the surface at least, appears

to

much success. She recently lel!t
Broadway for Hollywood again, and.
two important roles for UniversalInternational, in "A Letter From an
Uilknown Woman" and "All My

—

—

.

assured themselves a definite niche
on the screen.
Trekkers to the Coast have included practically all ages. Barbara
Bel Geddes followed up a brilliant
start on Broadway in "Deep Are the
Roats," with a triumphal film entry
in RKO's "The Long Night" and "I
Remember Mama." Albert Sharpe,
who created Finian in "Finian's
Rainbow'' in New York, stepped into
a top featured role in David O. Selznick's "Portrait of Jennie."

panies, the demise

maeestros of entertainment as was
It is significant that'the three big'
mejvs Services have's already set up supplied by Wall Street, is only a
newsreel affiliates for the specific mural reflecting the impact of techr
pur^se of invading the television nological change. Certainl3i_televidevelopment
nfewareel market. The radio indus- sion is the most serious
try, of course, is the major applicant in visual entertainment since the
and recipient. of television broadcast coming of «the sound motion picture.
licenses from the Federal Communi-

Hollywood.

The past year was a bumper year
for new Broadway players in Hollywood. Some of the prize plums of
the season were allotted' to eastern
stage thesps. and many have already

performance in 20th*
Fox's "Kiss of Death" established
Then there are the likely lookers
Opera and Saloons Too
him. Wendell Corey scored resoundfrom the domestic field from the
ingly
in
Hal
Wallis' "Desert Fury,"
Not alone did the Broadway legit
Broadway stage and the strawhats,
from niteries, vaude and radio. There stage send its candidates for pic rec- and again appeared for Wallis in "I
The Metropolitan Opera Walk Alone." He now is starred in
are plenty of them, too,- This survey ognition.
"Man-Eaters
of
Kumaon," for Uni-;
names 86 of the most ' promising. Co. lent its singing star, Lotte LehStudio execs point to these >l)opefuls mann, to Metro for a big part in versal-International release.
Mary Hatcher, in the title role of
as tops, because of increasingly im- "Big City," and from niteries came
portant roles iJeing handed them, Danny Thomas, who debuted in Paramount's "Variety* Girl," 'imme*
Dance," and diately attracted much favorable at*
publicity campaigns, being built Metro's "Unfinished
now is to go into 'SBig City." Bre- tentipn with her first film part. She
around them, and other- factors.
taigne Windust left off stage direct- followed this, with' star tol^ iii
CoIumbiK's Entries
ing in the east to, make his bow as "Oklahoma!"- in current Broadway
ColMmbi'o's bets are on fhe nose a screen director on Bette Davis' cast.
"Winter Meeting" at Warners.
for,
Murvyn""Vye, wh6 came 'out of
''Big- City"
fairly bristles with Broadway cast of VOklahoma!" to
Vrillttaa Bishop—Nephew of Helen
Hayes and Charles MacArthur, cast eastern talent, all of it new to the accept a Paramount contract, forscreen.
Augmenting the two is cibly impressed with his Gypsy
topper in "Port Said."
Gloria Henry
Former radioite Betty Garrett, who was an outstand- role with Marlene..- Dietrich" in
who has been getting the B treat- ing new musical star last season on "Golden Earrings." Studio liked
his colorful personality to .extent he
ment, most impcirtant assignment to Broadway, in "Call Me Mister."
Another singing actress to look was cast in one of top -roles with
date being Gene Autry's leadint:
lasted.

lady in "The Strawberry Roan."
Cohn & Co. have high hopes.
Terry Moore
Eighteen-year-old
from influence of Glendale high school gal, previously
motion pictures, news services,, and a William Fox and other potentates Helen Koford, is co-starred with
variety of other industries show con- of the industry, the muted suicide of Glenn Ford in her first picture, "The
'siderable flexibility and intelligence, Karl Dane, the disappearance of the- Return of October."
Bon Bandell Australian who imthey may find their corporate horses atre orchestras that reformed into
picket lines, the emergence of such pressed strongly in second male lead
shot out from under them.

>that unless the operators of radio,

:

By WHITNEY WILUAMS

By MIKE CONNOLLY

A

Trek Gaes On;

1947 a Bumper Year for Legits to Pix

HEAD FOR TOP

By JOSEPH BORKIN
(Attorney, Economist, Author)

;

B way-to-HoHywood

THESPS

fli

Denied Second Look

of Hollywood's leading airit tors whofie latest release im "Cass TimberJane,"' is
preparing "The Three- Musketeers," In [fechnicolor, for H-Cr-'M, -where he la under contract.
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One
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and Harold Vermilyea, jn "0..*f***and more lately in "Now an^(rlR^*•
ever."
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pe Courtship of Dorathy Polka:
MMM M By

^

«

ALLEN SMITH<

H.

There exists a school oi thought which contends that romance on Broadway is cheap and shoddy; that the way of a
boy with a girl in that celebrated precinct is necessarily a
rubble of vanity, smelling of the gutter, wholly lacking tn
tenderness and beauty.
To the myopic disciples of this school
I say faugh, and drop dead! I would,
fain tell them the^^tory of a romance on

with me!

And

'

Jtfow

•

Woman-

cut tJiew down to tll»ree-Jiee.
he sent Jier flowers eacd dov,

Tom

A«d Dicfc gaue dtomonds bri-hight,
But Harrj/ won her with Piel's beer

:

For she Hfccs the beer that's li'^Tlioht.
With o tangiz-tastincr &lass of Piel's
And it's creamy head-of fo-hoam,
Theif dranfc- a toast to wedded bliss,
'^Now they're serving Piel's at ho-hoifie.

kind.

years ago I called at the
of Miss Dorothy Polka,
to Broadway as Pot Polka and
to the Manhattah Telephone DiH. Alien Smitb
rectory as Polka,' Dot. Miss Polkar as
•you know, began life as the daughter of a lace-curtain tree
shr^w and fought her way to a commanding eminence in
show business^clawcd her way to the top of the heap. At
tbie time I had the privilege of calling on her she was star-

Several

Imown
known

modeled

into

.

.

.

}m

delidouSfDum,. yum, yvmy
some. ...
it, here% the name,
Piel's lipht beer of Broadway fame.
'

It's d«l»siht/ttIr-order

Broadway musical, "Howard Dietz.''
As I was iishered into her drawing room I bethought myself of the fame and fortune Miss Polka had achieved an4 I
took inspiration from the reflection that she had overcome
rumor had reached
every obstacle, and yet . and yet
my «ar that she was deep in unhappiness.' I knew it was not
money trouble, for she owned an apartment house, 12'/fe%
of a promising welterweight, a country estate with tunnels
near Fort. Knox, Kentucky, and a baronial ISO-year-old
house in Connecticut which she had, at great expense, re-

No

Readin',

,

:

.

No Writin',

.

a barn.

-

No 'Rithmetic
(Memories of a tUtle Roeft (Ark.) Youth)

'

'Why should such an one by unhappyt Such an one had
By JUUAN T. ABELES
tame and beauty and wealth and the Old I^ook and the right
(Special Counsel to Loew's 20th-Foa;, Uniuersol Pictures^
•to vote and a sound liver and suitors to the number of, say, ^
Forbidden
1. TWff days from Little Rock by horseback.
10. The editorial board of the Jamaica Arena Wrestling Bulcountry—
the heart of the Ozarks. Were, we
"moonshine"
determine,
askett ine to wait upon IMEiss PoD^a and
Ifftift
grownups, the population of Arkansas would be less by two'if ipoi^tble, the reason for her sorrow.
being kids they just ignored us.. Noontime we^came to a hut
litiss Dot Polka was kindly disposed toward
I h&d
r=^one room enclosing five generations. Twenty'-onc of them,
once beea her public relations couns^llo? in the days wh^n
from those who recently saw the darkness of day, to those
she was* struggling upward, and she had, never lorgotten
who for over a century had trudged begrudgingly through
that I was the man' who engineered' her first big publicity
their mire of life. We took of the stew of hare and greens,
break—a picture of her, wagging her tail; on 5,000,000 cans of and sat down 'with the others. From our arrivals to the end
Yurp Dog Food. If she would unhurdeff liersett to anyone, of the "vlttle chawing;" not a word was spoken. Then she,
I was it. It Was I. I was whom.
who had seen the squirrels plant the nuts from which the
She was stretched on a wine-colored percale chaise lounge
great oaks had' grown, spoke to him, to whom the word'
when I walked into the room and she was arguing with a
grandfather wa.i the caboose on a long train of greats: "Pa,"
fcandsome young man who stood before ber with an armful of
"Yeh Mah," "Something I've been aiming to tell you," ."Yeh

—

Md

'
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For "mob" scenes we. hAve the subway rush hour (where
boy meets girl and has a crush on her), or Times Square on
New Year's "Eve (a pickpocket's Shangri-La'). I'm telling you
guys in Hollywood to move to New York quickly. You better make your minds up before we decide to tear down
the last of the "els," .especially'the Third Avenue El whei-e
the famous scenes of "Lost Weekend" were filmed (1 saw the
picture twice the second time for a chaser).
•

-
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orchids. She appeared
young man.

"Be

to

be

bitterly disposed

toward this

was

saying. "I

;

—

.

want

no part

"But, Dot," he t>leaded, "I do not ask that you t^e part
of me. I want
ishould take all of me. Look at the flars I
conistd«rable expense. You. are more beautihaV^ brcfUgM
-iol than 'Qiey. They vtiH look lovely knotted in youi^ hair,
>
ot^pinned to your buzoom."

ym

H

'
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2. A twister in the night, pjcfced lip t^tein cobin in Bald
Ridge and set it down smack in the middle of lAtQe Boek^s
garbage heap. The next morning ma awaUe, opened the doOr
and {oofced ont at the accumulation of the 57 years- refuse of
Litfle Rffek's entire pojmlation. "Pa, looks like one of dese
'
days you^re gonna have'ta. clean up our place a bit."
'

"I said no.

^

fi«

lost"*-

"That*& Tom- Pott," she said wistfully. "It is his wish' that
should wed, but I can't see the forest for the fire. He Is
always bringing me theip dama flars. He is a 10-gool man, but

he bores me."

'

"what

"Dottie," I said,

is it?

.ade in me, my dear.''
"It's heart-burn," she said:

love^

tell

your

Poppa. Somefreehic.

Con-

heart burns for lack of
'
.
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said, "is

bmtg you."
Hff.turzked the goatskin: bag upside down and from it pouted
diamonds as big as walnuts.
streani iit fiashing' gems
Others as big as Idaho potatoes. The flashing and glittering
.blinded me~seemed to burn- clear through my body—and
suddenly I felt dizzy.
"Dot,"' I Interrupted, "yo\i got any beer in the house?"
"No, Harry,"
said. She alwayts called me'Haixy, perhaps

—

-H^

-

'

because

it-is

"Mind

my first name,

if I run.

down

'

to the delicatessen

and get some for
'

•.,

\

Instead of the Brown Derby we have-Lindy's (ah, Lindy's,
the place where all. good herring go after they die, tg float
on a soft fiusy whitb cloud of sour cream witit two toothpicks
for wings). For" Malibu Beach we have Coney Island, tb»/
place where so many people go to see the beach, 4fiid be^
cause there's so many people no one sees the beach! '
Yes, I say to you in Hollywood, -come ,to the Big Burg,
Bring your neon lapeled tuxedos, your starched sweat shir^,
your strapless backless sarongs, and I will have Old Father
Knickerbocker dust off the Metropolitiin X>pers) House, make
the cops wear berets, and Toscanini will play a duet with
Margaret 0%ien,

:inys«ll,?"'

•
.
,

"Not..'at all," she said, and I left her there staring first at
Hichard KTine Eyck, then at the heap of diamonds. At the dellcatessen-I get a case of beer and lugged it; back>to the apartment and settled myself in a dim comer and began drinlung.
By thiS' time Dot and Nine Eyck we're at loggerheads.

"Take your diamonds," sheWdered,-! "and hit the chemin.
That's French for road." Dot has always been polylingual,
in a decent sort of way. "I appreciate the gesture, Richard,"
she went on, "but I. hate you no little; Thus Ii do not believe
I could ever love you. Now, scrape up your ice and blow.
I'm being interviewed."
^
Young Mr. Nine Eyck sorrowfully returned his diamonds
to' the- bag. At the door he turned anid cried out in bitterness:
"You are a rue-inarcheuse. That's French for streetmarcher."
"Hit the cheminr she shouted. "Drop le dead!"
The door had no more than closed on him than she was
oil the chaise lounge. She came bounding into the cornerWhere I was seated and snatched a bottle of beer from^ the
case. With a practiced hand she tore oft the cap and disposed
of the contents in a single draught.
"Harry!" she cried, grabWoi another bottle.

.
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"How COtTLD

.

'

P. S.-^He

;

>

what I got. As you know,
my diear, L have been missing from my usujil Imunts for six
tmnkibs. I have been in South Africa, and looic.what I have

f

;
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irtdlled. itt.ftialect.

he

,

—

,

."tBarequi^ed love,"

'

'

for Miss Pollca.
,
"Dorothy, my darling," he said, "you know that I love
you no end "
"So I iieered," she responded. She is a magnificent actress,

-

Jc Lgwd

Bluff.

if

'

\

Her Anglo-Saxon houseboy appeared in the doorway and
announced a Mr, Richard Nine Eyck. I had heard of this
fabuloM£( playboy, but now I was to see him for the flr.st
time. He, wa^ blond, tod had on a strapless shirt ^which set
JQffihis^lAstgttifitHait shoulders, and he was carrying a goatskin
duffel bag.
appeared not to notice me but made straight

'
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sfcitzed

that
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colored revival meeting, .on a track of land outside
The old preacher was admonishing them sinners
they persisted in flouting a particular couple of those
commandments, "They weren't never gonna ride in de golden
chariot of de Lord?'
There would be one skeptic, "Mr,
Preacher you done told us about dat golden chariot, but
how come we ain't never seen it?" Well, it so happened that
old man Cunningham, the wealthy rice planter, was taking
the. missus for their initial ride in Arkansas' first muleless
contraption, it Was a Stanley steamer— the sides of shining
brass plates,. Perfect timing, it was jfist coming down the road
past the meeting ground, the brass radiating in the sun and
with fire and brimestone belching forth. A look of triumph
beamed bn the preacher's face, "D^re h'it is,%dc Lord done
give that unbeliever de sign— dere's^ de Lord's golden
chariot"
Trembling, the flock- fell to their knees, with
moans of prayer on their lips all but one; ^'Mr/ Preacher,
alright dat's de golden chariot, but how come dems white
folks riding, how's we gonna know the Lord takes colored
folks in de ehariot." Just, then there was a deafening roar.
Smoke, poured out from the steamed covering the Cunninghams, until they, were two shades ^darker than anyone of
that terrified gathering. Then thiit look of triumph reappeared with a vengeiic'e, as the old preacher shouted, "Now
yeu saw it, de Lord done even makes the white folks black
fore he takes them up in de golden chariot."
4. We lived on 5th t Izard.
The store xeas at 7th ft Moin
Eccri; morning for years, iW ordecai had driven the iome horse
to (he same trap-board, the same way from the house to the
store uia one blocifc south to State Street, two blocks west
and six blocks south to Main -Street-^r that is, JMordeeai
doj:ed while the horse traced his well-worn footsieps. One
afternoon, before leaving the store. Dad- had Mordecai load
two ketrs ojf p^int in^the buggy with instructions to deltver it
early, next moming to the fpainters at tpe Breen house. Now
the Breen house was on Fifth, three blocks south from State,
where the old horse had turned west every day from the
So 'the next
first day he wore shoes (horses do you know).
morning when they arrived at 5th & State, the horse insisted
th^y were going west
not south. The old darky implored
end beseeched—but two hotCrs Jater ihev were still at the"
earner, of 5th ft State. Then aUmg came a wagon going south
on 5th loaded with hav. Afthe wagon kept gging past State,
the hay was iob much competition for even a lifelong routine
so the horse follows the hay. Imagine Mordecai's delight.
They will pass the Breen house and he can deliver t^e paint..
Yes, they passed the Breen house, which was no iPoai stop
for a horse intent on following a hay wagon. 7hen the'
wagon stopped
and naturally the horse slopped. The
driver Blighted ond opproached Mordecai, "Pardon me, but
can you tell me where the Abeles house is, got a load of hay
fot' their horse.'' Mordecai beamed, "Yes sir, Just turn round
I'm gonm personally direct you-^but on the way baclq would
I wanna
you mind stopping at that house on the corner
make a delivery there." Then, with n perplexed look at the
horse, "By the wav horse, how in tffrnashun did yon know
th^t was vour. hay."
3.
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You can

wrong. Something has'
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.
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Crane shots -would 'be sensational here in "Bagdad on the
Hudson." .The Brooklyn Navy Yard has the- biggest cranes
ygu ever saw (the bsrttleships there are waiting for: Warner
Bros, and Dick Powell to remake "Flirtation Walk").' As i
for lighting, "Quickies" can use Thnes SqUaire at.night, Dolly
shots are a dime a dozen here (every day I read of -some dOU
shooting someonee^sk the. man who was inissed). The gag
man would never have to worry about what jokes they were
tfUing 50 years ago
4 my files are at his service.
As for
"yes men," New York has an abundant supply of them—
the radio advertising agencies would be glad to unload a
few (from '-The Best Yeahs 'of Our Liyes").
When the movies move to New York, then the New York
writers wiU have to go- to Hollywood and write a stage play
there, so they can be snatched up foT,_ New York movios.
Hollywood writers will have to move. (I 'beard a lot of them
have been told to get the lead out of their ideas).: Ken
Murray will have to move to the Empire City too so Marie
Wilson can be our answer to Jane Russell;- Ken Murray's
-show has been running so long that.fin the Coast they call it
"Life With Ken Murray."

*'••"•

Hiis crest fell with a clatter, he turned, tripped over an
armadillo basket,, fell heavily, got up, cursed thrice, then
departed with his head.at half mast.
"Who dat?" I asked of my old friend.

Vaitmg for Wayner

i

Mah," "Remember, our little girl Evangeline, ran off to get
married, nigh on 80 years ago" "Yeh MaJi,*f'"She had a
baby," "Yeh Mah;" "The baby had a- baby," "Yeh Mah,"
"TKe baby had a baby," "Yeh Mah," "The baby had a baby,"
"Yeh Mah," "And the baby had a baby." Great etc., etc.,
grandpa slowly opened his mouth. First time in. over 50
years he had uttered more than two syllables. "You; know
Mah, t'wOn't be long fore our litle girl's a grownup woman."

^

so kindly as to leave, Tom," -she
of you."

:

'

is

.

Now demand

ring in the

,
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CHORUS
It's

New York
pictures. We

a niatural for iriotion
have drama in" our everyday life in the Five Boroughs. Fqt
comedy we have ,EbbetS lEield, fo*
pathos the East Side. W6 have the
Statue of Liberty, .'#ashinghja; Bridge,'
Wall Street (my wallet
1t«rW
head in 'silence). Empire Statte; ButIdi
filUton Berle
ing, Staten Island Ferry
(my ideal
cruise), and the Battery,' where on a -clear day you can see
Brooklyn, unless you're a Giant fan. Double features -here,
can be combined into one picture. I would, make "Miracle
on 34th Street" and "Smash Up" and call it, "The Dented
Fender on 92d Street," while "The Farmer's Daughter" and
"Great Expectations" would be titled, "He Who Gets Slapped
Up in Central Park."
"Quickies" will have a field day here. Not ojj3^ oatt they
use the lobby of Radio City Music Hall (which is so big
instead of ushers they have guides) for a studio to shoot
a picture in, but they can, a minute after they finish shooting, rush it up to the projection room and show it.
This
Western pictures would be
eliminates delivery expenses.
great in the Big Town. Instead of wild riding cowboys we'd
have New York taxi drivers more action! Imagine- at the
end of the picture, the hero kisses his taxi and puts a lump.{
of oil ill its hood.

-

apartment

'

By MILTON BERLE
I think that Hollywood should move to New York (if it
can find an apartment, much less a studio). There ace studios here in Astoria, but the Army has them, and evGntually
will give them up by the numbers.
As you might have
noticed, the trend, lately,. has been to
make movies here in New York.
("House on ,92d Stif^et," 'Miracle btl
34th Street," "Boomerang," "Lost Week*
end," "Kiss Of Death" and "Gehtlemah's
Agreement.")

'

—

Manville and

"Never Never Land"
(On The Hudson)

There ioas a star of Broadway fame,
And a Umelu lass vm shee-hee.
She had ten suitors for her hand,

that ha/A classic implications
a love story to stand beside those of
Heloise and Abelard, Scarlet and Khett,
Troilus and Cressida, Wally and Ed-

Tommy

Wednesday, Jiuniary 7, 1948

Anniversary

choose to conclude this small epic with the lyrics of that
love song to end all love songs, called Piel's Eectrical Transcription No. 2A, Series No. 4. Come on, everyone, sing it

Broadway

ward,

P^RMEjtf

Vorty'tecond

you have known! Oh, you darling! Oh, my precious one! You
got m« some SUDS!"
Before I knew what was happening she Was in my afxns.
The world knows the rest of the tale, for it bft's been celebrated in song. The tender romance of Dottie Polka and myself was seized upon by Tin Pan Alley and made into a
sweet and soul-satisfying ballad, and by way of the radio
that ballad was poured into the hearts and consciousness of
the public. Lest you have frogotten it, which is unlikely, I

'
-
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Wrong Job
Chicago.

<

•

while," said Watt.
"What's the job?", I.asked.
,
"Hje wants a manager Sot the vaudeville theatre OA;
the boardwalk," replied Watt.
But youth and necessity being what they were at
the moment, time appeared to be of the essence, and
I scampered off to White City at once and, tolny surprise,
*a.s ushered into Mr. Beifeld's office pronto. After a
half hour's talk he hired me when I told him ray wage
was $50 weekly and escorted me into a handsome office
right next to his own remarking that we would share
• his secretary.
'• 'I
I hurried back to the loop to thank Rothacker.
V
"Don't tell roe you've been out there today?", he

—

;

<

:

;

,

"*

.

^

asked With astonishment.

.

"I was, and I'm hired," I replied. "But the' thing that
puzzles me is that gorgeous ofi!lce and sharing the
president's secretary."
"You got yourself the
"Well, Ralph," said Watt.
wrong job. You got the job another fellow was going
after today. You are now assistant to the president and
general manager of White City."
So, L got the wrong job, but I held it through 19089-10-11, until' Aaron J. Jones hired hie as general representative for the Jones, Linick Sc Schaefer Circuit

—

~

—

Got

Watterson Rothacker, now retired to the sunshine
(and mist) of San Fernando,' .can tell you of the
afternoon we met in 1908, and tie asked if I wanted a'
job. It being the year I married, I most certainly did.
"Go; out to White City tomorrow afternoon and ask
for Morris Beifeld, the president, I'll talk to him mean-

I held IS years, or until Al Woods made me
manager. The only thing that arouses
ray conscience once in a while is that I was told the
Beifeld job would have paid $100 and 1 had settled for
Rolph Kett«ri«a<
$50. And, my feet hurt,

Which job

his general western

,

—

.

.

,

.

Specific Cmticism of
Saved IcttjrV

Jeritza's Coif

•Haw

Lambasting, Will

Up

Their QuaUty- Johnston

Hollywood.

•

wBS a kid

I

Each Film, Not Blanket

show

business, I used to hear the
people sit around and tell about when their
nld character

'When

'

',

'

in

a hair. Mine did, an^ it was saved by a hair
which wasn't even my own.
We were taking "Leaning. On Letty" to Australia for a
and the week before we sailed was a
tour
Under
flown
run and getting set for the
bruiser folding up the current
permanent wave and when I went
boat. I had never had a
the morning my boat sailed, she said,
hairdresser
to my
let
me give you at permanent
you'd
wish
I
Greenwood;
•'Miss
ybu'r6 going ;to need real American curls in your hair for

Seer hung by

The Public

World Over Looks

the

at

Films in a Mass Capacity Perspective Unlike
Which Is Treated Locally

a Newspaper, for Example,

—bair

'

—

'the tour

you've lined up."

That night, JiJartm Broones and 1 were
getting ready^to go to. dinner. I unwound the bandana and
was a mass of tight ringlets. I pulled au:omb thTOUgU
obd most of the saucy cuiis came out with the comb,
in the stateroom

'

tiiere

By ERIC JOHNSTON
(President, Motion Picture Association)

like asking:

.

my

head and walked down
I played the season with the hairpiece.
When we got back" to New York, I had short hair-^that'a
little.
I
•n understatement but at least it had grown in a
went to my hairdresser and she said, "Miss Greenwood, why
They've cut off
did ym let th^m. Aussies cut your hair.
dl my nice pemanent." I told her what had happened and
«htifell iti a dead faint at my feet. For the next two weeks,
machine,
She scitPamed whenever she saw a permanent wave
visits
and had to be given sedatives. I had to make daily

eiveh lire.
Sie plank.

Wound

I

it.

around

the shop to console her. .1 saw her last time 1 was in
told me that even today before she gives
psychiatrist
a permanent to a blonde she has to consult her
lined
for a buildup. I keep that braid ot.Jeritza's in a box
with purttte velvet—a fitting spot for the literal symbol of

a career tha^; was saved by a hair.

Top

j-

spiritually^

More than ever in these nervous times of tension throughout the world, we have the responsibility, as reflectors of
pfiblic opiAion, to give voice and substance to the wills and
desires of the people. It is not a light obligation that can be
met with tte lip service- of high-sounding words and pretty
,

promises'.
I think, most of MS agree on these basic points, even though
appear at times to * be riding off furiously in different
directions in trying to attain them.
The press, radio and screen have common rights; and,
working together as a team, they should have common ob-

we

Secret

jectives.

:

>.:-

'

:

.

,

.

day doubts that the P|rst Amendment
covers all three, although the motion picture came along!
only half a century ago, and the .radio many years later.
Yet, in this respect, tjie press has won its fight for freedom
while the screen and the radio—late comers on the fieldstill have battles ahead..
1 Say the press has won its figlit, but it always has the
problem of keeping it won. That requires eternal vigilance.
Surely no one in

more than

sits

;

'

—Charlotte Greenwood.

tfmpressions a} a rehearsal hy a man who
three rows backy

.

"Doesn't anything good ever happen
this job?"
I drag in Congress because there are
times, too, when this" question pops into
the heads of many members up on The
Hill, despite the fact that ithey're experts at dishing it out as well.
None of us concerned with the instruments of communication and expression in this country should be complacent about criticisms^—any more than
Eric Johnston
members of Congress should be compjacent when they hear from the follcs back home.
If we are performing our functions properly in a democracy we are all reflectors of public opinion— of the hopes
atfd aspirations of people for better lives, for greater opportunities, for constantly increasing advantages, materially and

New York and she

this

.

By H. L PHILLIPS
- DIrector-'Now, then, I want you all to remember about
your voices. Keep 'em low. You have all been chosen.for your
«6ecial abilities in inhaling the spoken word. The idea is to
is
keep the audience from getting too clear an idea what
going'On,
Leafllnc Wob»i»-"Ho«I'
Director—Not so goodj

You

out an ear tlevice.
my dear.

that way,

was

A

'

I think that responsible leaders of the press recognize
that vigilance should also extend- beyond its own institution
to all the other agencies which disseminate ideas, in particular the radio and the screen. This is a task not for any one
,
of us alone, but for all ot us together.
When a censor )joard can ban a motion picture because
tWo -bf the characters .are Negro children, the action arouses
our righteous indignation, but there's far more to it than
this.
If that prohibition can stick— and we are challenging
it in the courts—then the press and the radio have suffered
a defeat, too, and so has the First Amendment.
When a Governmental agency can impair and hedge about
the rights of radio to spealc, then the rest- of us have been

And

.

:

I

in

man

my last play?
Row H heard you

withcan destroy the sense of realism
in

'

.

^
^Leading Man—What you want is to have us talk just as
people ...
{f *e were in a drawing room full of polite
Director—Polite and disinterested people in a very small
room
drawing
the
off
just
drawing room. Try to think that
not be disturbed.
lit a very sick person who must
Author—IiAaybe I can make it clearer. Briefly, you musn't
get into your heads any Idea that what I liave labored oh
It is really an exercise
all these months is a great play.

'

ip

,

.

pantomime.

injured, tooi

An Ingenue— Oh, goody goody!
Director—You don't have to tell

us.

We

saw you

in

your

AuthoT^Pantomimei you must realize, has come back to
'the American thea,tre.
Director—And how!
Author Audiences have become so used to it these days

—

.

dcivmg

home

its

iuU message.

Woman—

.

,

But, oh, the
Leaditig
I understand perfectly.
years it takes in the theatre to grasp sjtch things! I remem.ber-when I was a young actress I frequently sPoke clearly.
Director—Not really!
.
leading Woman (a little ashamed)—Yes, 1 made whole
leniences distinct and understandable. I remember a critic
once quoting something I had said in a most important scene.

The humiliation of
liCkdittf

Mm—

it!

too,

I,

my
my

before I mastered
words, s^ieak with

;

had to go thrQUgh the hard school
art and learned how to mumble my
back to the cash customers and kill

Whole scenes by the perfected whisper.

.

of that from now on, I had two plays
year: becSkuse the audience could follow them.
remember those plays. On the -tryouts the cast
word that could be heard beyond the orchestra pit.
It was terrific.
But on the first night everybody
g9t nervous and enunciated!
Author—I want you, one and all, to realize that the purMse of my play is to keep the audience guessing* I want
n leaning forward, its ears cupped, striving intently to hear,
hut finally muttering, "Aw, what the hell's the use! This is

Author—Well, none

'

J^lrector'-i-I

.

Ml confidential."
Ingenue (Moving her lips but not saying a word for three
minutes)—Like this?
Author'—Exactly, although a good lipreader might have
followed you.
We must avoid that, too, in the modern
"

,

'

theatre.

tcadine Woman—Look! (She Stands rigid, not a sound
coming from her and with merely a slight movement in
tfte^^ileft hand corner
of the lower lip)
Bircctor—That's it! " Precisely!
Author
Wonderful. I wrote those lines and even I
cant tell you what they
were. It's sheer genius, sweetheart.
Director (turning to the leading man and ingenue sudaeniy ). What
were you two. just saying?
Bothi Nothing!
,„JJ'"«'»r »nd Author '(in rapture)-*- Marvelous! That's
'"oo'i and note we want to hit and sustain!
Now

—

we'r

IT
IT

.

^^t'* proceed

.

.

TOP SECRET THROUGHOUT!

.

anJ remember, keep

is^

to engage in flanking skirmishes,

The diflferences, I think, lie in the varying
pointed out.
public attitudes toward the three media.
When a man says: "You can't believe what you read in
the newspapers,'' he usually means, if you pin him down,
that he doesn't have faith in one particular paper or in a
fCw certain papers in his own community which somehow
Oif0nd him. But in criticizhig one paper, or a few papers,
he isn't condemning the press as a whole. He thinks well
of the press itt general terms but ill of it perhaps in specific
cases. But he wouldn't* want to do anything by law to bridle
the newspapers.
There is this important point here; We have no national
newspapers, in the sense that a particular paper is read
That may
regularl^r by persons from Maine to California.
come With technological developments, but it isn't here yet.
The paper circulates in a restricted area, contiguous to its
editor
the
circumstances,
these
In
publication.
point of
pretty well knows the feelings and attitudes of his readers,
and he is able in a very large degree to reflect public sentiand
expression.
and
substance
voice
it.
to
give
ment—
Despite national programs, this is true tn substantial
measure as well of radio stations. They.,operate in a community or a region and gear their broadcasts to meet these
'

feil last.

never said a

.

except the public.

'

said earlier that we should never be C0m|ilaceat aijo'ut
mustn't, but I think we have a right to ask

I

criticism.

this
If

our

.of

We

critics:

"Be

specific!"

y-:^/;..^:,/:':.''-

;

you back a critic into a corner for a hiee Ibng Chiat,: ydtl^^::
frequently have to listen to tirades agaiiisi: movies iir^eileral.but after a while, if you're patient and ask questK^,
you: discover that he is far less vocal and critical wh^S'^jS
gets down to specific instances.
He'll even concede tbal
some Hollywood pictures are excellent^—a few superbr-aiMl.
that Hollywood has performed notably good. Worlte iW::a^-":
vaneing the art of the cinema.
Those of us associated with the. industry -^ow. thtti^^^^^
American screen is nof perfect. It has faitrlts, soMk '0%,
serious. But it is not nearly- as bad as a few of onr critics
paint it* And it will become better—through ijie. inij^la^Vii
of the men*, and women who hiake the pictures ai)d throuiih'
the help of the self-same critics, if they waet to .heift toy
dealing specifically with specific things that require' in|>rpye<>'
ment* It doesn't. lielp just to say: "Americwi jiniQvfes, are MO
good." It doesn't help because the pegj^le. Who But their
money through boxof fice windows don't agrees iand/th% H^^e]
of the audience rings loud, as it should. ln 3HblJ;^WO0d's 'ears#
In viewing the press, the radio, books, magazines, the BUb»
lie generally adopts a discriminating, selectiA#, construpfive
attitude.
That's the attitude- which I hope our critics Will
adopt when they look upon the films. So, Mr. and Mrs.
Critic,, criticize
if
you, want-rthat's yOur. unchallengabler
;

.

.

:

.

;

right and -privilege-^but be specific, and you'll flBd thai it
pays oil, for I knoy no surer way than tliis attitude to hel^
bring about a steady' improvement in the .:^i][S^Ui^ 6f- ixtotioapictures..

well.

But if press, radio and motion picture have common rights
and objectives, there are also differences that need to be

i

.

these critics compare the forei;gn iinportations

when

^.

,.,v

,

to red. Their strategy
chipping at the edges.

.;

"that they feel uneasy in the presence of anything else. A
Hhrug of the shoulders, a movement of the lips, a lifting of
the eyebrows ever so quietly, of course . . , these are the
things that bring to an audience the full import of the hook,
'

becomes our concern as

Yet,

with Hollywood's products, Hollywoed lavariably suffers in
the process until one must obtain the' Ihi^ressteh that «<»
film higher than P in the alphabet -ever was produced 6n
the West Coast. That, of course, is nonsense.
There is a reverse side of this coin. The thing -tliatvKas
struck me so often on my trips abroad has been tlie gireat'
and enthusiastic liking for Hollywood motion pibtures. That'll
a warming experience. I am speaking of the attitude -of th*i
people, not o£ all motion picture critics abroad. Sdihe ot,
them don't like our films, either, just ^s sbme gbyernmeht
officials don't like them— even hate and^ fear theHB*' ?EhJ«has gone to the point in a few countries Where it seetttis i^^
everyone dislikes American pictures--«very<)tte( :tte *

|

four previous performances.

'

it

Freedoms Are Interlinked
Freedoms are interlinked, held together toy the cement of
Those who attack freedoms in this
the same principles.
country rarely do so by frontal assault* They wouldn't- get
anywhere and they know it—all do except the crackpots and
the outright totalitarians of all shades from black and brown
I

,

pantomime.

I love

and

you

can reach.
Let me point to an example which illustrates what jl have
in mind. - There are certain motion picture critics jft- thiS'
country iyho have become idolaters of every forfiigarffi^^
They go into raptures of ecstasy ovf^' eivity 'pi^vr^
film,
That's all li^hti
that reaoh!es*our shores from overseas.
Many of these pictures are outstanding and we can learh a
We like to see them. But they aren't that
lot from them.
Every one is not a masterpiece. .Surely they must
good.
have an occasional flaw, an imperfection, b"* two.
:

on

,to
'

criticisms that's the only logical conclusion

some of the

:

it

Martin howled with laughter and I walked over ta the
Each time I'd try to
I screamed and guffawed.
mirror.
pat a remaining curl in place, "it joined its fellows on the
pate. I
ilodr. I was left with the merest fringe around my
Franciscan
lo<4ced like a cross between a darning egg and a
of the trip in the beauty salon with
friar, I spent the rest
with
massages,
but
the doors barred while t had hot oil
Just when we were ready to dock in Australia,
little jeffeet.
1 remembered a blonde switch which Maria Jeritza had

but often he tosses blanlcet accusations at "the movies" as a
whole. "This film is not to my liking," hp seems to say,
"and," therefore, all movies are bad." If you stop to analyze

Washington.
After more than two years in the motion picture industry,
I've become aucustomed to the fact that practically everyone thinks he could make a better- photoplay, run a better
newspaper, operate a l>etter fadio station—and be a better
'
^
Congressman.
There are times^ though, when I feel

.

{)2ix!t'icul£i]r

'intsrosts.

The econotnic survival of the local newspaper and local
radio station thus depends primarily on serving adequately
the needs of the public in a given area. This doesn't mean
that the press and radio can't serve a larger public and do it
superbly. They can and they will, I'm sure, but I am emphasizing the fact of the more or less localized appeal of
press and radio today to underscore a point that needs to be
understood in considering public attitudes toward the screen.
The Hollywood fihn is made for all America and for all
the world. Therein lies its great strength and, I confess,
also its weakness. Therein, too, lies the principal cause of
the criticism of the screen, some valid, a good deal invalid
and unwarranted.
reader in Chicago, for example, may not like a particular newspaper but that doesn't lead him to say: "All the

A

American press is bad." He distinguishes. He is discriminating and selective. He is specific.
Judged by some of the criticisms which I've seen, the
public appears to drop this discriminating, selective habit
at times when it looks upon the film. When a critic 1ambasts « picture 1-p may have a particular photoplay in- mine

"^Heller Halliday's Backbone
'

'

My

Chicago,
daughter, Heller HalUday, who was six on Nov. ^,
stag? debut in "Annje Get Your Gun" on

made her

you know.

has-been fun and interesting. tw
have her with us; she has been quick to learn how to
be a trouper—it has been easy apparently- for her to
learn one ^hing after another^everytlilng except' what it
means to have a bockbo«e. What is a backbone? What
does that mean?'
The assistant stage manager had to scold her one night
for making a backstage Cross at the wrong time* HeUer
started to say that Charles, one of the other children in
the company had done the same thing, but the assistant
stage manager stopped her with; "I don't want to hear
anything about Charles, or anyone else. I'm talking^ about
you. You should be ashamed to tell on anyone else. If you
had any backbone you wouldn't. But I -guess you haven't
Oct. 3 as

It

-

.

any

backbone--''',,

Oh, what IS a backbone? For two days that -was the
And none, of us, nO
matter what .we said, seemed to be able tg convey the
idea to Heller. Somehow there was a wall as thick as. any
backbone between all of us and her.
Then, two nights later, as Heller was. sitting up on a
platform, one of her cues came to go onstage. She jumped
to the floor, but as she jumped the thigh of her right leg'
caught on two nails that tore deeply into the skj^n and
she was bleeding' quite badly. Several people sa'w her,
rushed to her and she started to cry. But just as. quickly
she stopped; As I was standing in the wings ready to
make the entrance (Heller to follow right behind me)
I saw her brush the tears away and heard her tell the
others, "Please don't touch me. Please don't anyone say
anything. Let's forget it." And she came over, took her

biggest problem in all this world.

-

made the entrance. Later, of course, the cuts had
washed and fixed, but .Heller |cept saying, "Let's
not talk about 'em. Would just makfi me cry," ruin my
makeup, ruin the show, just ruin everything!" Later, that
night, back at the hotel, while we were getting ready for
bed I suddenly heard Heller say, "Hey, Maw! I think t
place,
to be

know what backbone means."
I'm prejudiced mind you—I am
I sure do think she knows too!

the chUd's mother-^but
,

My other Favorite Story is about the same daughter. We
played seven days a week for two weeks when we opened
in Dallas, Texas—Heller's first perfortnances in the theatr*.
Then -we took a train for Kansas City* and as -we rode
along Heller asked, "What, do you mean they aren't goinij
to let me give even ONE performance all day?" And
then later, as the train still rolled along, ''po you fctaow
that this is the first dull day of my lifer—not even
performance."
'^Murif Slttt¥lHi

'

Wcdmead^y, Jvuiurf 7, 1918
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As Shakespeare Was Reviled 300 Years Ago, NOT THAT IT MATTERS
:By THYRA SABTTBR UlNSLOW:
fix May Be Ol erified 3 Cen turies Hence

Not that it matters to anyone except me. but' it suddenly
occurred to me that I know tiK—or practically all— about
most of the people with whom I come into contact— and no
one knows anythmg about me at all. It I tqok it to heart it
might drive me info having .an Infer,
iority Complex and then Td hav^ to go
•II through that psydiosmdysiis ntuUne.
There are, first of aK, of «otnrs^, theso
days, the Mr. and Xfts. programs. When
I meet Dorothy and Dick, or Pegeen
and'Ed, or Tex and Jinx, I .haven't the
least idea what to say to tliem. I knoW
everything they've! done, every place
they^ been; idl ti fho ii«s(igple they've'

Observation for a Time of Dismay as a Veteran Author Analyzes the Current
ni-Temper of the Times

An

By RUPERT HUGHES
to resign because that club did not admit moving picture
Qonnectifm with the business was so uhimcim^nt
people.
that it had been ignore when I was invited in.
At that time the I«s Angeles papers had th6ir '^cie||y"^
pages, of couise. But motion picture people were "hot men-*
tioned there. They were not Society. Their names were
olten found on the front page and in the colunms devoted
to gossip about them. Eventually they were giVen a tqpnce
called "Motion Picture Society.'*

HoBywoipd.

r

My

Hiesc Kte cloudy days far the motion picture world. And
new world. But, like-other worlds, it reit is a world.
night and hack to day
volves from night to day afnd baclfto
.gain and again.

A

^^

^^

he got out «« despair in times of
|q
woe, though it is eWal^
trivanpn.
grow too serene in' times
In either haM>inesis or* smioW there
>v^lH^^M^»^;•^»s.;.
is. one- jftottO' always
too, will pass awayv;,;;:
Just now our Ameiitani nj(»vi«d<»ft
to

fa Buirering

Along about that time on^ of the city parks was Oie scene
o£ a l^ictaresque celebration at which the Mayor and other
dietaries and the cream of society were i^rcswt;: The
occa^on was the opening of a "Shakespeare. Gatdooir^^^i^
wliich every flower that Shakespeare ever mtntfwKid was

ampittatioii ©t the foreiga

blooming.'"

from sdddm «nd #»l«i*
market; prom
creeping paralysis ia thfe dsmesti? n»r-

ket;'ftom wholesale tednclion of finployees in every branch; imd Irom political a(id pqpnlar attadc' aitd distruitt.

«M

actors,

anAors and ©then eooccmed were plutoeratiG vdm
The cinema frite coatd laugh
ih»a a& meie ieaUiusy.
threatens and &aunes muttiply. there

frMT-rff «ttiim»wed.«rf heftMce.

M

;

.

cg^^EiKEiDt

Bttt

When poverty

no lattihter left. The' whiB)» «£ scorn, maikc the naked
iteaiwi*»«ndtheh*uisedBMWj!^<»«l«
\

Ik

,

•

.

«be clergy. That

is.

of course^ the

name

scholars,

it

noi^,. th&[ city

should never' be forgotten that, while Shakespeare
he was given no ihkUtog off bif stMkffiM^nth pos-

praise;
A few friends, and admirers gave him siqpiiiie
ethers.
He

much the same praise to
a certain amount of financial property and was commanded to court. But, tikcn, the eiiurt was not so mudi at a
time wbcoL iMidon bad not yet reached a p<«uIaiiott of
SM^INKt, It was ahouf <me>tim^ the siie of Um Angeles
C^t^ josl ttboat the pevn^tiMt oC. Hollywood Culver City,
but then they gave
liad

Oiy

sind the. otlM^ clustered motioa

-

Who -knows I went on, bat that, three jcenfurics fiom
wiQ be visiUd by pilgrims to fite tnons open-,
ingof aflowornxdemhiwliidteveiy flower evcrmentiimed
by some BoQywood ecldtEfly wiK be reverently inciaded?
The Elinbethans buOS the drama .to supernal hngbfs.
College professors nOwad9q>s 'Write learned tomes about
them, and teach th«n to their students. Yet when the
great ^Bodleian library was opened in Shakespeare's era at
Qzfbrd, it was stq>tdated that no texts oC plays should
desecrate it. And that at a time when Shakespeuean texts
were b^ng' used. fi«e vtvpfiag paper, fiwagh tbrtimea are

and by

alive

V&ivetsat

why. I Iww their wdgUs;, their nenriMieiiclSbdbt'lWbits.gbod
and bad. I know all about Garbol's seeming; batrcd. of publicity—but that she always manages to get a Jot of it. I kuovT
all about the Duke and Duchess of Windsor's social life;
•jewda. their good and bad manners, and the dcmocratie folk
who tsaa after them. I know a bit about Lana Tumer'j
boy fticnds;. about Joab CrawfordTs anoiiaaaL problems,
Stout Ciaik Cole's activities about Robert Mitdmm's stgis,
about the James Mason's moUige. But what, I ask you, do
any of these folks know irimut nte?
I eould feu. you a lot about myself-^and you Wouldn't evtn
care. A.ftedance writer is the most invisible person in
the professional world. What, for inslaneei do you know
about' the writers of the past four movies you've seen? Of

i

I

Yet

was

fexity.

m

'

of Shakespeare.

now

for the few thai rttnain.
/
SM years from now, .tbe, people oC I«s Angeles
should mak^ shrines of th6 graves 'aud the lurthplaces of
moving picture writers, acton, and directoist pay tuos of
thousands for their: scmariOB?'.
What will the people 30ft yeai^ ttmi now say of us who
lived next door to the great geniuses who have created
and perfectm the world-shaking art of the cinema?' Yet
we ostracize them all; and, with a subUmely ridiculous
snobbery, snub the wntderful fellow citiicns ia whoseneighborhood .we are privileged to. live.
Nobody ihxeir. any rodts at me, but mndi less was I
pelted.' with bouqiiets.
I have never had less apg^lanse.for
any iii8pi»^!Hiate remarks Of mine. The silmee was thuRf

spent

What

i^ure

.

the last four novels you've read?
you'v^ seen? But you know a lot,
in att. of 'those prodactiot>s>,

Yet. at the heii^ of his succes^ Sbakespcve
an almost proscribed profession. Outside Ijondon the players
were looked upoo, treated and fined as it th^ were bootleggeafs. In. I«ndan. the theatres were not permitted in the
decent part of town. TIm^ were nnnpeUed to remain on the
wrong side of the river among the bawdy bouscsL

Ften when /Shakespeare retired to his birthplace, Avon
which he made immortal, his art was so little rewhen a tro^ie oC pb^vns struck the town an

jgpccted that
extra flne

WW

Impo^ OPOB tiiem. And, a few. mtmlbs before bis death his d^uighter juAttt was excommunicated fbr
getting married in XaA, doubdesc to escape a wi^se scandal.
XAe father, like daughter; Sbakespeara himself seems to
Inve been the victim of what we should call today a '^hotCan wedding." It has recently come to light that in London
lie got into such a brawl that be and some enenues of his
were put under a bond not to Keep Utieir promiset to cut

'deibiafc,-;"

•

Not Eveit a

Shortly after Shakespeare's death

aU the

'
'

.

^

•

theatres in Enghell and

A

•

Cmne

in

As late as our own Bevolotionary War, theatres were
inrbidden almg with gambling, borsetacing, cockfighting and
other cvilsu Tb act hi. m j^tey, to go to see a pliiy meant
cspvdsioa teem the army. For long yeans afterward. Shakeqteare's plagry eoidd be produced otdr a* "tamail Iccttncs."
Yet today no' buman same stands bi^er in the reverence
'''
'•f' the world.
Which reminds me. Many years' ago when' I first came to
Bollywood I was ai^ed. to join a country cltib, and did.
prominent dramatist, who bad become a scenarist, ask«d me

•
.

fwr Pvide badkml

'

guage-'. than- tids

1

horns of entertaining I find that the peo^ who are- nicest
to me are not the ones who used to hang around for fre6
food and free dri^s.
There are a lotjof things I could teU you tdoout myseU, but
you still wouldn.'t knowr as much about me as you know
about a couple of million other peoplo—and you cotddnl
care less. .1 could t<^ you why I go with the peanle I di
and why X dou't go. with the people I don't go wiiOi. I coulli
tell you all of my fine, sensitive thoughts about Life anil
it would get me practically no tdaee.
I could go on, at length, to tell you bow IVe learned on))
fine thing—and that is how to waste time with no cifort tj,
alL .1 could tell you about my Arkansas riiildhaod and tl4

pooy X rode when I was 10—and didii't know that horscfosc)t
riding was soignee. X could tell yon about my early new4f
paper days and my experiences in the dmnis when I w^f
l&' I could go on and on about the anttaidegies I've been
§
and how many differmt magarinea Fve written for, from
the American to Zcvin's World Cublii^bmg Co. I cotdfd tfif.
you about n»y unrequited love allhir' and my marriages mm.
my present boy friend. I could tell you about my drearrland my dreads and my thoughts for the hope of the worli

Shakespeare.'*

It woidd be hard for even the hardest-hitting critics of the
wares of Hollywood to utter a heartier damnation than that.
Whatever -else the motimi picture people may ha've done
that is lacking in puri^, perfection, or idesdism, they have
undeniably thrilled the whole world with every emoiitm;
blessed the eyes of all mankind with countless miles of utter
beauty; done more than any other art or language ever did
mankind; to make a real, a unif
to bring all mankind to
versal brotherhood and a unity of understanding, sufferhtg,
love, laughter, excitement, and sympathy. There is no computing the solace thqr have given the lonely, the desjocrate,
the people frantic for relief from their own fears and sorrows, distracted people seeking distraction.
So these are good things to remember in times of Abuse,
bankruptcy, contempt and ridicule. They help to keep the
head high .and the heart warm. Xei those who revile the
motion picture peopilo do as much for the world as they
have done, and are dSfdtig, and will go on doing.

2-H«ad<!«l

Love and

'

land were shut tight with a bang as sinkholes of
catebbasins. of depravity.^

•

*
'

And yet there was truth in my fantasy of 300 years, from
now. So. in these days oif humiUty imposed by humiliations,
let thie motioii pietune people realize with inexpugnable
pride that they have Created and developed and given to all
mankind a new, a magnificent, a universal art.
Poor pictures in viimle or in part? Yes. But are aU of
Bis own
Shakespeare's plays eoosidcicd masterpieces?
greatest admirer and rival, Ben Jonson, said, "I could have
wished he had blotted a thousand lines." Some of his plays
are admittedly sO crude that his woishinpers refuse to believe that he had even a band in them.
One of his cwtemperary critics said. "There is no country
bumpldK 'i^: idl $!D^ind who docs not agRcak a better ian-

one' another's' throats.

last £»ur plays
wager, about every

If I had two hcikds, uowl But I've got only one—if that—
and not another one seems to be growing; I have only the
usual allotment e£ fingen^ toes and ears. I do not drisli;,
smokc^ swear, or sunhle, so even my vices are, seemingly,
minor and unspectacular, t usf^ to be a good boGtesa—which
meant that I kept open bouw to everyone invited^ or uniuvited,.who had no other place to go. Since Tve drawn in the

.

vriilagc^

Of the
I'll

;slaE

ft;

.

bcIoDeed to

talked.

'

jq?cctsi»le harness

So. when pei^Ie revile the HoBywootfan^ it dtoold be
xcswodbered bow ^ley revile their own fanulics, fiiiendc, and
ttte pcadStioiaers of their own profcsnoos.
^HfCie is one name that is spoken ahnoet always with

XCveraMe by devotees.ol the theatre, by the

w^j^mlule they

But this is only a smaK .peiseentage of the pei^Ie I knsnr
about; There are the columnists, who give a bit about
"themselves each day. Head them regularly and you gather
quite a lot about their histories, their likes and dislikes, theit
phobias, if, of course. I dare bint that a columnist has anything as usual as a phobia. But I know quite a bit about
Walter Winchell. and Westbrook I^gler and Leonard Lyons
and Bail Wilson and I<ouis Sobol and lrfweUa I>ar*ims. And
what, I ask you, do you know,about me? ^Nothing, exactly
that, at long intervals, some tiny quirk of mine becomes important enough for a two-Une comment.
Then there are all of the pec^le
ptiblte life who employ
press agents or who are. employed by companies who employ press agentst—or who are clever at press agenting
tbems«3ves. I know what they cat and what sleeping garment tlM^.prefer and what comic strips they read. I knew
about their private live^ the numbor of husbands, wives, boy
or gh:l friends they've acciuired or discaidcd-^«ncl Jkcqucntly

A

oe the'm«re important faanqnefK' Tlwy
aro tuuncntionable in the society pages.
vThe best people go to see the pictures they make, as evm
royalty emkdesccndcd to applaud tbo plays of Shakoqpcare.
But the playfoik were sociail outcaois then just As the mo|M^
picture people are now.
If a eitizieh of Idndpa in Shakcispcarc^s time could be
present today be would be dumfounded by the payment
ott sueh hrniors to so dishonorAlea person.

-

me—

i
.

fdramatie offerings IBiey see daring a year; how violmf^
'
i^Mtasetiiak. abuse «me. anoStes^ ndnds and
opiaioAn bow flero^ tiie (detgy eoqdga t» oUocmy and
all
fivnt t» «l«tnal bell most ot'tfacir own. eongregatioDs and

'

care -what I think at alt?
Thai there are the commeHlatoKs. I know what they thmk,
too, flibui^ perhaps in a slightly less personal way. I know
where Allen Prescott spcnt last night and what be ^ught
'about it—for public consumption, anyhow. I know about
Maggi McNeills and Martha Bean. And of course I know
a hundred thmgs about Mary Maxgaret McBride. And the
disk jockeys; who manage a few personal it«ns between
records./ They are practically opoi books to
but to
them, if th^ cored, whieh th«^ don't, I'm lust the Unknown
there are the jpeople I've intoviewed. The things
they've told- me—for p.oblieation. And the thjuigs tbty -ve
prefixed With. "And if yo^ tdl this, £<U cut off your' ears!"
I still have both ears,- and hear very well with them, too.
But the information I've gathered, through the years—the
thmgs that were told me and the things 1 couldn't help but
find out—have made a lot of these folks pretty wcU known,
to tne, AU they knojv about me is that I listened, fairly

Httle to fbe west
So fsr so gobd. Tfpm (launched out:
of this paid^ '.| said, J%
sort of luctisQc. and ^ial shuns
called HoUyw<mL Bs dieiiizens hre held in disdain tqr the
ttte city.' They are not exactly lepers; but
better people
they a» not admitted to the stricter club^ the mons r«-

Hollywood the- Ii^«|«st possible ratings for art,
Mc^Uyicnce; and mfHratSL
They are so violent and so united in.their assaults that we
Itagct bow furiously the dramatic eiilieB revile most 4tf the
toilerx in

ihUl||i'>

! t^

How

Thm

•

Swell

vague'word, tHollywoo^"The theatrical critics, theJateBectual^ and the clergy are
the moat Tinni*ti"e in t^ielr-.diabeBMS. They give to the

'

:

see., v i

tions, their educations; their likes and
dislikes.
can
to them about

Woman,

|^

yaSi;

...^

.

'

of days
IftKttory not only of better days in the movies but
none too good in the other arts, whose practitioners are now
all that we mean by that
kit loud in their denunciations of

m

th^

-

the weather or the theatre or a book
I've read—when I ahready know what they think about all
of those things and they dont know—and undoubted^ don't

i^^

•

^

^

.

;

'
Kevcr iiave the picture pe«^ heat ao^Iadied* andl|pat
l^ponaataWy. Andfeeyhavewferlalowaharder.
It^scems to me a time t* take tefirige in memory, 'the

*

seen' or- "talked .'Witb'.'W'Lwaht

know, about their Unmes.
Xbyra WtedOw

As

,

'

;

I ,was the only peirscm present even xcmoici^ ecmii(M^
ifras asked. to malse A^
always, I said just the wrong things.
eoidd
I told' how bewildered Shake^eare would be U
be present KTot only was the Vnited States unimagin^ it>d unImagiukble, but America itself was a vague wildernisa wbete
'the first rash colmiists w«ce just venturing when Shakespeare
died; As for the great metropolis on the Facifle Coast, of
county evcn-his soaring fancy could not have gueissCd.at ttiat.
I went on to tell bow the scholars, the arutocracy, and
the clergy of.hfs time despised and outlawed him and all
bis.fDlIbws and all their loW works. There were a<» actresses
then, of course;, and it is pitiful .to realize that ^Qie 'creator
of Juliet, and BosaliDd, and CIeopatra, Viola, Qrw^beluie and
:th05e ;other wonderful' women never saw Ibj^ i^layed
-'b!rs%thing but, a male imperstmator. ^Ai 'some iengtlL I desnibed how Utile tte
^e<#o
thought of the inunort^ bard, whom we hoiU iiijiiKi^ tHmo^
that the very flowers be mentkmed tHwame nsn^
more hcmoridble bccaiHe he ^poke of them.

with motion incturci^ and I

mmftt m«h*,s
It has eone throuj^ all thesfe lini^rs^
and ^>ravetr.
chills before and withstood tliem sturdily
eoitli»iqi>t
Ifsma a* infiincy on. it has been labjccted to
bravery and calni,
ridieuW. l^e. too, it has endured with
e^AciaOy when the-miHioas irf ptolit were ]ponriac
and

,

rrt

Ci::\'-'.i:'r..'x' :

;.

'

r could
it's

fell

you

all

thi&— if you cared, or

best, considering all at the things

it

1 cared.

you know about

Mayljl
ever^^

one dsc^ to remain, in my way, a smaU mystery. And keep
on being interested in all of those other wonderful people
who have such amazing things to tell about thcms^vcs.

^

timtlr for *4B7

A

pretty

her

Cither,

yanng thiag hitradacci kcr acw boy fitland to
a nasty aa« slightly deal Bepakiica*. That
yaang isJIer iMks Hke a Demeciae to aso," the <M wutm said.
•Wfe no. father," the gfrl said hotcledlyb "He's a a*K Of a
*1 lOMWr I fcMW,» tte

<M

"They aH artl"

—

JPorl Wilson.

Fmme!
At a bcacflt Where I was a#pcarb«; aMcr mm issposisfg ftn*
I was iatradaeeii ratker ma4est^ wfib Chese words,
"Ladies and sebfTemcn^ anA now K.ntme that Is jtm every
riAmt»»r4m.:»mt-:^^ii»»:^
'iis'«' ItpwiltkOM.: wMd^-^
Csrc^

n^*:'y<M:luimW; i« ;viill;t:.iiaint;i^^
'

'-.i^WBtewt. WSiMt'M]^'''

CfoliiplM*

'

—

Jtifebl/

Ho'*"*"'

uriii^

in

tlie

1948

indusiry^ will

eoiitiiiiie

to he

maae ny

tke lii^^®^^
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CAPTAIN

FROM CASTILE

Setting Enduring Boxoffice Records in Its Premiere Dates I
Darryl

F.

Zanuck

AGREEMENT

with

Morenoi Thoino$ Gom«z» Alan Mowbrqy, Barbara Lowronco, Goorg* Zueco* Roy Roborts/

Marc Lawrence

TECHNICOiOR

GENTLEMAN'S

Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring
"CAPTAIH FROM CASTilE"
JEAN PETERS, CESAR ROMERO. JOHN SUHON, LEE J. COBB, Antonio

preseitfs

TYRONE PO>VER

Directed

•

."by

TTne
Darryl

by HENRY KING

Lamar Trbtti

•

LAMAR TRQtri
b/ Samuel Shellabarger

Praduced by

From the Novel

•

• Scneit Pl«y

Most Aeelmmed Picture in History!
f.

Zanuck presents

~t

.

GREGORY PECK, DOROTHY McGUlRE. JOHN GARFIELD in Laura "K,

Hobwn's "GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT" with Celeste Holm, Anne Revere, June Havoc»
Albert Dekker, Jane Wyatt,

Dean

It

Beats With

Sam

Stockwell,

MOSS HART

Screen Play by

•

JaflFe •

Produced by DARRYL

Directed by

ZANUCK

P.

EUA KAZAN

A Pulse That Becomes Your Very Own!

JAMES STEWART in "CALL NORTHSIDE 777" with RICHARD CONTE, LEE J. COBB, HELEN
WALKER and Betty Garde, Kasia° Orzazewtki, Joanne de Bergh, Howard Smith; Moroni Oisen,
Produced by OHO LANG
John Mclntire, fwA Harvey • Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY
Screen Play by Jerome Cady and Joy Drotler • Adaptation by Leonard Hoffman and
Quentin Reynolds • Based on Articles by James

YOU WERE
MEANT FOR ME
1

DEEP
WATERS

SUMMER

DAN

JEANNE. CRAIN,

DAILEY

BARBARA LAWBENCE» Selena

LLOYD BACON

•

„

.

in

.

"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ^E"

OSCAR LEVANT.

with

Royle, Percy Kilbride, Herbert Anderson

Produced by FRED

KOHLMAR

• Oriflinol Ikreen Play

«

by

Directed

by

flick

Mdl and

ANNE

REVERE,

Valentine Davie's

Sweeping tiuMftn Emotions
DANA ANDREWS, JEAN

PETERS

DEAN STOCKWELL; Ed Begley

•

in

to the, Floodtide !

"DEEP WATERS" with CESAR ROMERO,

Directed by

HENRY KING

*

Produced by

SAMUEL G. ENGEL.

Screen Ploy by Richard Murphy • Based on the Novel "Spoonhondle" by Ruth Mooro;

S^Ama.Strikes Youth Like
•

A Sudden Summer Storm t

Color by TECHNICOLOR

ond WAITER BRENNAN, ANNE REVERE, NATALIE
Tully • Directed

by

TECHNICOLOR

FURY AT
FURNACE

.

The hove, Songs, Laughter of That W^onderful Flapper Age !

JUNE HAVER in "SUMMER LIGHTNING"

LIGHTNING

McGuire

P.

F.

by

F.

HUGH

HERBERT

Hugh Herbert

»

•

WOOD,

•

With

LON McCALUSTER

Robert Karnes, Henry

Praduced by WALTER

M0RO5CO

•

Hull,

Tom

Screen Ploy

From a Novel by George Agnew Chamberlain

Wiittin in Fury and Flames„.It Blax^s Across The Serhen !
"FURY AT FURNACE CREEK" starring VICTOR MATURE with COLEEN GRAY, GLENN LANGAN^
REGINALD GARDINER, Albert Dekker, Fred Clark, Charles Kemper, Robert Warwick, George
Cleveland,

Produced

Roy

by

Roberts. Frank Orth, Willard R6bertion • Directed

FRED'

KOHLMAR

Winston Miller

•
'•

Written by Charles G. Booth

by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Additional Oiategu* by

•

Suggested by a Story by David GorMi

i
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SITTING

PRETTY

THE IRON
CURTAIN
GREEN GRASS
OF WYOMING

You'll Be Sitting Pretty

Directed

by WALTER LANG

•

GIVE

MY

BROADWAY
TECHNICOLOR

THE mixs
OF JERICHO

THAT LADY
IN ERMINE
TECHNICOLOR

"SIHING PREHY"

with

RICHARD

Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL • S«reen Play by

Gwen Davenport

Herbert • Bated on a Novel by

DANA ANDREWS, GENE
Edward

TIERNEY

in

Hugh

f.

'

Of Tomorrow'

Tk^ Story Behind 7%e Headlines

VTHE IRON CURTAIN" with June Havoc. Nicholas Joy*

Frons, Dennis Hoey. Frodertc Tosero, Erit

WiEllMAf) • Produced by

Noonan

• Directed

by WILLIAM

A.^

SOL SIEGEL

Mary O'Hara *» Great JSJew Adventure ofthe Great New Weat t
Hiart d'Hora's "GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring;,
PEGGY CUMMINS. CHARLES COBURN, ROBERf ARTHUR with Lloyd Nolan, Burl Ives,

by LOUIS KING

Geroldilie Wall • Directed

•

The Moat Challenging Role
Dorryl

F.

STEVENS

lanucic presents
a.nd

LEO

GENN

Produced by ROBERT BASSLER

Berkeley • Based en the Novel by Mary O'Hara

fiy MarKiif

A.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

i

Screen

.

Pla|^^

'

^oman Ever Played!
in

with Celeste Holm, Glenrt

"THE SNAKE

PIT" • Also starring

L^ngan and Helen Croig^

MARK<^

Leif Erieksoni^

Beulah Bondi, Lee Patrick. Howard Freenian,.Katherine Locke, Natalie Schafer, Frank Coniroyt^
Ruth Donnelly, Minna Gdmbell • DIrected.by

UTVAK and ROBERT BASSLER

•

ANATOLE UTVAK

•

Produced by ANATdUl'

Screen Play by Frank Partes and Millen Brend • Based

the Novel

REGARDS TO

in

HAYDN, lOUISE AlBRITTON. Randy Stuart, Ed Begiey, Larry Olsen, John Russtll, Betty Ann Lynn

TECHNICOLOR

THE
SNAKE PIT

With This Hilarious Comedy- Romance

ROBERT YOUNG. MAUREEN O'HaRA, CUFTON WEBB

W

by^Mary Jane Ward

You Ain't Seen Nothin'

Yet,

Folk»!"—Al Jolaon

DAN

DAILEY in "GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY" • Color by TECHNICOLOR •
CHARLES WINNINGER, NANCY GUILD, CHARLIE RUGGIES, FAY BAINTER, Barbara Lawrence*>
Jane Nigh, Charles Russell^ Sig Ruman, Howard Freemqii, Herbert Anderson • Directed by
LLOYD BACON • Produced by WALTER MOROSCO • Screen Play by Samuel Hoffensteiit
and Elizabeth Reinhardf • Bos^d on a Story by John Klempoer

Pour Great Stars in a Foremost Best -Seller!
LINDA DARNELL, CORNEL WILDE, ANNE BAXTER, KIRK DOUGLAS ta "THE WALLS OF JERICtiO^.
with

ANN DVORAK,

Marjbrie Rambeav, Henry

GrifF Barnelt, William Tracy • Directed

Screen Play by Lamar Tretti

The Screen's Ne.

1

Hull,

Colleen Townse'nd, Barton Ma^Lone^

JOHN M. STAHL

•

Produced by

LAMAR TROTTI

Based on the Novel by Paul Wellman

Feminine Bitxoffice Star at Her Greaie^t!

BEHY GRABLE, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,

COLOR

by

• With Cesar Romero,

Jr. in

"THAT LADY IN ERMINE't,* Color byjECHNl^

Walter Abel, Reginald <^Gardiner, Harry Davenport,

'Campbell, Whit Bissel • Produced

and

Directed

Virginjig

by ERNST LUB|T$CH3L.Lyric$ andVuttejb^

Leo Robin and Frederick Hollander

'

'

.

14

gorfy-«ecoiidl^
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aiicl««.tke lii^^est in best^sellers

will eoiilfiiue to

be

lirou^lit to tke

screen by tke ki^^est figure in
tke i^^

Best -sellers completed

Best-^sellers

coming

,
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Looking Ahead 10 Years
To What Can Happen Here!

^lAne» Ont of the Cosmic INiarsery
for *VarietyV 42d Anniversary

By QUENTIN REYNOLDS?

By AL STIUJIAN
jForewcll.'

Foretoeil, old '47!
i! not in heaven.

the New Look, fore^nd aft!
Sen. Robert (Eat less) Taft!
Private Enterprise! Hail General Meyers!
hey to the Lambs! Sing ho io the Friars!
I'd sirig all day it I sang a song to
cluh i don't belong to.
Not that I live so unfratcrnally

Hail
Hall
Hail
Sing

It's

1

1.

.

«
"

,

.

just I've lots to do diurnally.

Hail the Diaper^a word, if you please.
Which was given the Freedom of the N. B. Seas,
Along with the lyrics of '*Body and Soul."
Hail the perennial Tootsie Roll!
Hail La Mott3! Hail La Femme!
Hail the benevolent N. A. M.!
Hail Petrillo for wielding the axe.
Thus reducing my income tax.
Hail Columbia! (Not the college.)
Hail the ancient Booit of Knowledge,
Now replaced, for a lot less jack.
By the I. P. Almanac.

'

.

'

,

(No relation to Laurel and ditto,
Who went out with: "O you Idddo!")
Albert Einstein^hail him, also!-*
Says the country shouldn't stall so;
Says we should Prepare for Peace,
Unless the world's prepared to cease;
Well, I look for lots of trouble,
But no New York Daily Double,
Though' the yearly play was well, off.
.(Iton't blame me because it fell p<f!)

the

—

.

^

"

.-

were imqualified

\

,

,

idea:

Foreioell, old '47!
if not in hea\sen.

CHARLES O'BRIEN KENNEDY:

Over many years authors, actors and deep students of the
tbrama have-inquired in menacing tones, "who was the first
Some of the more vicious have
critic, in this country?"
While browsing through Seilhamer'*
added "and why?"
t'History of the American Stage" this information came to
light.
Fortunately the first critic is resting beside his fathers
and the haters of his craft dare not molest him in th«l place
where they hope he has gone.
From the following quotation we may glean something ol
his achievements and cliaracter without even accidental
comparison to the living:
,.
"Mr. Paiiie was a very young man. He had been carefully educated according to the classical methods of the
time, and his smooth but pedantic verse shows the measure of his training. He was the. first American youth
to set himself up "iis a professional dramatic critic; he
was the first American journalist to go to the devil,
allured by the limelight of the theatre. At a later period
'

Mr. Paine, who had his name changed from Thomas to
Robert Treat Paine, Jr., by the Massachusetts Legislature
he wanted a Christian name, married Miss
whom he neglected for other actresses.
Dunlap sketched him under a thin disguise
as one of his characters in his theatrical novel, 'The
Water Drinker'."
W is to be hoped that Dunlap's title will not arouse the
tee of our present day critics; a body of btoadminded men
who concede that water has its uses.
further notation

1957)

Peter Rottman's ."Farm Girl," the stirring drama
late Edwin Bauer, was awarded the tiile "Best
last night as a climax to the annual -cere*
monies presided over by Senator Gerald L. K. Smith
of Illinois, chairman of the Congressional Committee
on Enlightenment and Culture. The play, originally
(produced in Berlin in 1941, was praised by Senator
Smith as best typifying the spirit of the new America.
Peter Rottman's .^'Earpi Girl" concerns itseK with a
farmer who has iiveS happily with his devoted wifp
for 10 years. The marriage, however, has been childless. The farmer, de'Sirous of having an heir for his
farm and conscious of his responsibility to produce a
son to serve America, deliberately begets a child by a
farm girl who works for him. The child is born and

us.-

(signed)

.

(Editor)

(REPRINT)

The picture shows in exacting detail how, by eduand discipline, the original congressmen, int
newspaper publishers and cletgymen who
formed the nucleus of that great pioneering patriotic
group. Defenders of America, managed to seize con-^
trol on behalf of the State of all media of expression
which until then had been in the 'hands of irresiionsible and o'ften traitorous individuals.
Gerald Bi^Winrod, the grand old man. of Americanism) who .^iKis persecuted for his advanced views in
the early 1940's, played himself. At the C9nclusion of
the picture National Film Supervisor J, Parnell
Thomas. congratulated Mr. Winrod on bis magnificent
performance. Mr. Thomas, famous for his quiet sense
of hurnor, quipped, "You'll get a Pameii for that performance just as si^re. as my name is. .Thomas."
cation

'

dustrialists,

'

-

_

the" views of the State. Federal censorship came in
two years later all film companies werfe in1949,
corporated under the banner of the National Film
Assn. Under J. Patnell Thomas, one of the early pioneers in preaching the doctrine of real progressive
Americanism. Acting with zeal and patriotism, Mr.Thomas did a great job of house cleaning in Holly-

,

People's Jouriial (Nov. 20,. 1957)

mi

No one

will ever forget the

famous

trials of

when Darryl Zanuck (who produced the sickening
Agreement"), Dore Schary (who
such vicious attacks- on Americanism
and "Crossfire"),
Farmer's Daughter"

(REPRINT)

Andrei Vishinsky, Soviet ambassador to America,

made a nationwide

picture, "Gentleman's

<;al systemi.

produced
as" "The

.eral

A

"Miss Baker— an actress who had dared fascinate the
son of a Signer of the Declaration oX Independence. The

'

himself was implacable. Mis,s Eliza Baker, handsome, amialsle and intelligent, was only 16 when she
came to Boston; she married a year later, in February,
In consequence young Paine was expelled from
his father's house, and it was not until 1798 that there
was a reconciliation."
Evidently' the Signer would rather have a critic in the
family than an actress.
Even in those days there was no
accounting for tastes,
Thtf contemporary actors were' a big-hearted lot as atteled by the fSct that when Paine went broke they gave
a benefit; performing a play entitled "A Day in Turkey,"
fhe title should be sufficient
to agitate the eyebrows of the
oemsn Kelcey Allen and the urban Ward Morehouic.
As an additional item of interest; the Federal Street thejiwe
Boston was patron'ixdd exclusively by members of the
federalist Party, while the'Haymarket.was favored by the
ttepubiicatig.
This latter party was stigmatized as "the
inooihty" by Mrs, John
Adams, proving that evuM then they
vSigiier

'1795,

•

m

resorted to epithet.
nM^^'-ni

^^"^^ ?*
dou''*- ^^<^ Honorable ^rParof New Jersey, would have added to his laurJsls,
visualize an allegedly .subversive actor writing
,

Oiip

uni?«/H"
thpTt,
>-'*"e

statesman's steely gaze a.s he thundered, "Whichdost thou depict in, thou despicable wretch?"

'

of the 1940's.
ViShinslQr alluded to Senator Smith's remarks sevtimes during his broadcast. "It is true that there
-

was a great lack
1940's,"

An! Unforgettable Tristan
my

in 1929 and I was getting ready for
The debut
first performance of "Tristan and Isolde."
was set for Feb. ,1, and we decided upon Barc«:lona,
thought that wise because we were sure that
Spain.
few would t)e in the audience who would understand
German. As I was mighty shaky about the Tristan role,
1 wanted to play safe. What we did not anticipate, however, was that we wouldn't be able to find a prompter
well enough versed in German to take over the, promptSo, on opening night, with the auditdrium
er's box.
It

was back

We

sold out. my wife, Kleinchen, took over the prompter's
box. She is a tiny lady and in order for us to see her
we had to build up the prompter's chair with several
boxes. All went well; Then Kleinchen dropped her
bag and no woman can be without her purse even when
she Is a prompter. She leaned down to pick it up. and
boom! Over she went into the orchestra pit, boxes, splintered wood, everything on top of her. And boom went

our Tristan. Oh, yes, we continued to sing—-I in Danish
^the soprano in French—another in Italian, or whatever
language at iiand.
But IhBt wonderful Latin audience didn't mind one bit.
They were interested in "the music and to heck with the
language!

Although

I

have sung "Tristan"
first performance

times since, that

formance and

my

favorite story.

a tliousand
favorite per-

at least
is

my

1 will never forget

it.

broadcast tonight under- the aus-

Committee on Enlightment .and Cultul^!.
He was introduced by Senator Gerald L. K. Smitli,
who slyly reminded the Soviet Ambassador of the days
when he so vehemently attacked the American pojiti-

pices of the

ibecaiise

reads:';

of understanding between us in the
"It is different now. Ten years

he chuckled.

ago when 1 spoke before an American microphone 1
had to compete with quiz shows, crooners, so-called
commentators and all sorts ot programs. Now there
is only one radio network in this country, the .truly
American network operated by your government. We
never had more than one network in my country.
Today your .radio and your press completely reflect
your government's views; our radW and press have
always reflected o-ar government's views.'"No one was more pleased than 1 when you made
membership in the-. American Communist Party illegal
and sent thousands of the troublemakers to jail. They
stole our name but never our spirit. They confused
Communism with thp. vapid, weak philosophy of your
so-called Citizen Tom Paine and the absurd doctrines
of the unsuccessful architect. Thomas Jefferson, They
talked of human rights. What right has any hum'an
being, except the glorious right, to serve his State
in thought and action? That is what we .have always
meant by Communism.' We mean true freedom; thefreedom of the State to care for its members and .to
direct their action.s and thou^ghts.
Your so-called
American Communists gave us a bad name in the
1940's, but I hope we have lived it down. I congratulate Senator Smith and Mr, J. Parnell Thomas on their
great job in making the cultural activities of the country completely Conform with and reflect the views oK

your Leader and his government. Today America
and the Soviet Union stand together; the only two
free countries in tlie world,; reunited againci
the decadent, loathsome, "democratic" ideals t»f Swcb
countries as Great Britain."

Strong,

'

•

.

'

.

"It is .fitting that

1950

1957)

The long-awaited "Rebirth of a Nation" opened last
night at the Hollywood Center of Culture (formerly
Grsuman's Chineie) before an enthusiastic crowd, aiod
when it was over Producer William D. Pelley was assured by everyone that this picture should cop evary
top Parnell for the year,

date," Senator

wood.

George Silvester Viereck

'Daily Variety' (Nov. 20,

the wife commits suicide.
"It is a noble theme," Senator Smith declared in
posthumously awarding the Freedom Cross (second
class) to the author. "It portrays three real Americans.
First, the farmer, knowing that his duty- was to beget
sons, for our Fatherland; second, tlie farm gii-l, realizing that only in attaining motherhood could she realize
the true American ideal; and third, the wile, deliberately sacrificing herself for the benefit ol the American birthrate."

we hold our annual awards on this
Smith told the. large, enthusiastic audience which jammed the city stadium on Randall's
Island. "It was just 10 years ago today that the new
spirit of Americanism began to evidence itself in the
entertainment world. On Nov. 23, 1947, the leading
motion picture producers, acting imrler pressure of
public opinion, met and decided to discharge all employees whose political views did not conform with

:

iBaker, of the theatre,

,

.

.

,

'

,

Play of 1957"

THE FIRST AMERICAN CRITIC

.

'Variety' (Nov. 23,

-

today the State has' complete domination
over the actions and thoughts of every indiividual.
We, as America's most widely read newspaper, again
pledge complete allegiance in thought and deed to the
Slate o£ which we are such an insignific^t part. We
shalf'never relinquish our attaclcs upon such outmoded
and absurd systems as the "democratic system" of
Great Britain. We stand four sauare for complete
.liberty and freedom for the State to direct and guide

by the

Rest in>fieace,

V

•

.

,

•

its parts, so

we

•

Th^re Just oin't no Ponaceo,
upon MS
With the odor 0/ Gomamis.

:

hits.

in lieu of tlie promised annual review (we
our own stupidity is the cause of the dereprint several items which Variety published
..during the month of November, We think all will bear
„'
.
rereading. :

Today,

.lay)

•

Today America is strong. It has taken 10 years to
remove the softness, the rottenness, the weakness' of
democratic leadership from our country, from our
screen and from our theatre. Today America is one
vast organism with every individual proud to be but a
humble cell in that mighty body. Just as the human
body as a whole has complete dominance over any of

');epeat that

1948's

sBy

-•erals."

Variety will also conform to its traditional custom
of discussing the plays which have appeared on Broadway this past se^SOn^ it was a big year for the theatre.
No less than seven plays opened during 19S7 and all

•

•

.

Foreioell.''

i'his

versive so-called "democratic" propaganda.

.

People's Journal (Nov, 22, 1957)
,<l(Ei>RINT)

:

.

feia

profession,

theatrical

The

Today the People's Journal is five years old, and we
the editors are proud of our young, lusty youth. It
was in 1952 thsit the N. Y. Herald Tribune and N. Y.
Times were banned by the State and the People's
Journal came into existence. Both of those newspapers
had fallen sadly out of step with present-day Americanism. The columns of the Herald Ti-ibune especially
were, filled with scul-rilous propaganda directed against
the State. Mrs. Ogden Reid, publisher of that news*,
paper, was notorious in her espousal of what were
then. called Communist Front organizations. Her socalled Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund was nothing
but a device to lure thousands of impressionable
youngsters to isolated country spots each summer.
There they would be given intense indoctrination into
the worn-out principles of the decadent type pf democracy reached in the 1940's by some so-called '"lib-

.

Things don't look so doggone gladsome;
I'd spend my money, if 1 had some.
Hope they keep me out of gunshot
Till I cash a ten-to-one shot.
Suits they got, but no two-pants-ers.
Kieraii^he knows aU the answers.
Steaks they got in Ronnie's window
I'll just look until I'm in duugli.
Sun they got o» Collins Ave.,
That's the kind I never have.
Well, j/ou get the

ade") and

will be bigger and better
Qiientin Beyiiolds year it
than ever. It will be a huge 11page edition' and will take up in detail each of the 14
motion pictures produced by Hollywood during the
past year, -It will also review all of the foreign films
shown on ' the American screen during 1957. The
Spanish (5), the Argentine (6) and the Rus.sian (4)
pictures, all of which had great merit, will be discussed. British films, of course, have been banned since
1951 because they were nothing but vehicles of sub-

Hail the- Democratic Party,
Which was onc6 so hale and hearty,

:

in 1940 produced an attack on «
ally. Generalissimo Franco, called "BlockSam Goldwyn (who attaclced our capitalistic
system in "Best Years of Our Lives") were all declared enemies of the State and punished accordingly."

friendly

'

Evw
!

Walter Wangcr (who

'Variety' (Nov. 30, 1957)
Variety's annual review, a feature of this publication for more than SO years, was scheduled to' appear
today. However, due to our own negligence; the
printed issue did not reach the censorship section of
the Conunitt<.e on Enlightenment
and Culture until three days ago,
and it has not as yet been returned to us. We apologize to our
readers and to the Gbmrnittee fo?
oiix delay and promise that the
Annual' Review will appear next
week.
Since Y.ARi&rv was ioUnded
the annual review has been
eagerly awaited by riigmbers of

Rist in peace,

•

IS

Lnuritz Mclchior.

;

'

-
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That Tioliii Player-?
WbCaUed
^

Sales Managers Realistically Feel

.

Good Fix WiU Smi Do Good
No

False Optimism

but 1948 Product Lineup Looks Strong,
B. O. Should Reflect It

When I was 18, 1 was in love with a beautiful girl. 1 a.sked her
father for her hand in marriage. "You can never marry my daughter," said the gentlepian. **My wife and I would never let our daugh-

Biz

marry an actor."
"Come and see my. work," I pleaded, "you might change your mind."
The family decided to see me at the Mt. Morris theatre in New 'fork's

ter

sector, my first "big. time" Job after playing barmitzvahs and
1 was getting $15 for four days. The other four acts^ were
and I was the "other acts," Iworked my head off for 45 minutes
while the manager tore his hair out, No laughs, no applause, I only
knew that I worked hard and was per.spiring like an overdue, overfrosted refrigerator unit. After the sll&w I just took time out to put
some makeup on my collar, like I had seen other acts look like ofT-stage.
I borrowed some from, Buddy Walker and rushed home to see the old
gentleman.
'
"How did you like my act?" I asked breathlessly.

Hence the

Harlem

weddings.

billed

,

By BOB STAHL
With the foreign market collapsing around the film industry, sales
managers are not. so prone "this year
to feel optlmistiQ about upcoming
business as they have been Jtt years

more cooperation between eathlbltors
and distributors. "There should be
no wall between us," he said. "Distributors and exhibitors are in the
same boat. It behooves all of us'

Tele a la Radio
All the sales managers questioned, were uncertain as to tlje
on the film
boxoffice, feeling it's too early
to determine. General opinion
is that tele won't hurt the film
industry but will rather find it^
effects of television

past.

Despite the tremendous problems
facing the industry, however, the
general consensus among those sales
chiefs questioned for Variety's annual roundup is (1) that the public
will still patronize good pictures;
(2) product lineup for the coming
yeat looks as though it will furnish
some of the best pictures in the film
industry's recent history; hence, the
business outlook for 1948 is good.
Fact that the sales chiefs are bullish about future conditions, despite
their reluctance to make flat predictions, is evident throughout their
thinking.
Their one general "stipulation is that keeping biz at A high
level will reeiuire the ,utmost in inthinking
and work on. the
telligent
part of distributors, ad-publicity
- men and exhibitors. In other words,,
they feel that too many members of
the industry haven't got over their
war-liappy days of piling up peak
profits with little or no work. 13forts to overcome that habit of hapha:;ard film merchanclising constitutes 'one of the chief-'problems ,concoming
frontiiig the ^industry in
•
months.
Equally important, however, is the
fact that the breakdown ot the foreign market means, per se, the iiir
dustry will have to be supported
almost entirely by the domestic market. As RKO sales veepee Robert
Mochrie put it, "Where else are we
py go—to Mars ot the moon?" That
means,, consequently, that exhibs in
this eotmtry are 'going to be asked
to contribute, more to the industry's
And even though distrib
upkeep.
toppers phrase it as being necessary
for exhibs to "buy pictures on the
basis ^f their earning- power," it all
comes down to a question of either
increased rentals or longej playing
time.
AIsi? definitely in the minds of
the -sales chiefs is the upcoming
Supreme Court decision on the antitrust. decree. Court will begin hearings on the decree next month, and
its decision is expected before the
end '(yf-'the first quarter next year.
Changes in sales policies are expected to follow in its wake, but
wliat;,'those changes will constitute
is int^ssible to predict.
,

'

.

work

jointly to go to

did.

the face of market conditions, there
will be no wholesale cuts <:in the

Universal" sales veepee William A.
Scully also cited his company's upcoming pictures, as the basis ot his
optimism for 1948. "No prediction-

field staff.

can:

presently, sized the need for an increase in
dotnestic business and declared, "It
will be necessary, for exhibitors to
buy pictures on the basis of their
earning power and to cooperate
more in the matter of selling the
pictures to the public.;'
itors too far," l)ut declared that they
Eagle liion sales chief Alfred W.
"i lUst cooperate and its reasonable
Schwalberg also expressed optimism
to expect them to settle for. less
for: 1948, citing that "product from
profit"
all companies, not only Eagle Lion,
Paramount sales veepee Charles looks good." He offered a new
M. Reagan concurred that the do- thought in' -that the present domestic
mestic market would have to bear dip is psychological and that grosses
the burden until the foreign situa-: will improve after the first of the
tiw is straightened out but •evi- year. Industry's problems;- he dedenced .his optimism with the state- clared, are "age-old and, except for
ment that "good pictures can still dynamic, worldwide political events,
do as good business providing the answer, to these problems will
they're properly merchandised." Par, be good pictures and bettg^ Showhe declared, will have the. ;"fine.st manship."
group of pictures in the history of
Schwalberg declared that pictures
our company" during the coming
must be, sold at the individual boxyear.
Par is doing all it can to com- offices and cited EL'S concentration
pensate for the foreign market of greater efforts on spot local adbreakdown through "more intelli^ publicity campaigns. He declined to
gent handling aPd merchandising of predict what would happen to the
our pictures," Reagan said. He de- domestic market in light of the foreign situation, nor what would be
clared that rentals would be increased where it was thought justi- the effect of the Supreme Court

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

"intangibles"

-He- emphasized, however,
laick of revenue forthcoming
from the foreign market means the
domestic matket "will have to furnish more.'' Smith conceded, that,
it's impossible to "push the exhib-

existing.

who

:

.

,

-

-

-

",

but that he was contemplating
nj overall change in sales policies.
RKO's Mochrie aeclined to comment on his company's specific. plans
On such matters as increased rentals,

fiable

cuts,

etc.,

declaring an-

swers to such questions would require time for serious thought. As to
business outlook, he was ready with
a flat statement. "I'm very encouraged in prospects for next year," he
Xo Foreign Influence
said, "by the knowledge 'that exhibitors can look forward to receivOf all the sales chiefs questioned, ing from RKO a series of pictures: of
only Metro's- William F. Rodgers de- great boxoffice value for the whole
nied;that the foreign situation would year, all of which are already proeffect a change in his company's duced and in the can, and many of
sales policies.
Metro has made no which I've seen."
drive for increa-sed rentals, he deMochrie, too, cited the need for
clared, and hasn't used the foreign
market situation to make any better
'

'

This real-life story was told to us by Kashima, the great English juggler
of billard balls. Time: sonie 30 years ago. Place: it was after our show
at the local vaudeville theatre, and we were :sitting around the lobby of
the small New Englapd hotel. The talk got around to how much patience
and determination certain acts have to have to become a success. Especially so in the case of dancers
who spend hours a' day perfecting a step, or acrob^t^

that

clearance

,

old man.

—Joey Adams.

"

A Great Act That Never
Took An Encore

be made without qualiflcStions,
however," he said. "Tfie. motion, picture business will be affected by the
national economy. If conditions in
general remain good, then good pictures should do very well." As4or
the foreign market, Scully empha-

Smith's Hitanelbles'

sales policies during the last year
than any of his" competitors, was
moist -reluctant to predict how biz
would hold up in 1948,. citing the

of

:

,

RKO

place in the en'ngrtainment
field, much the same as radio

number

.

'

a healthy and good industry.'' Mohas always gone
chrie .said
after the non-habitual theatregoers
by advertising in special, journals'
"everytime we think we have a picture that will appeal to them."

own

AUdy

.

,

marry my daughter," said the kind

okay, you can
"You're not an actor."
"It's

to keep' this

decision;

United Artists sales chief Jo'seph
Unger was optimistic for next
year, despite the current difficulties
confronting
in getting delivery
of pictures from its indie producers.
Unger based his optimism on the
healthy economic outlook for the
country in '48, declaring that the
"powerhouse pictures in demand and
in the making will insure good business," Since
isn't included in the
decree, Unger wasn't worried too
much about sew sales policies but
concurred that the domestic market
will have to support the industry.
UA, consequently, will seek in^
creased playing time for its U>p films

J.

UA
-

UA

-

:

but not higher rentals.

deals, in the tf, S. "Our only objective 'ii to make the best deals tor
the pictures we have," he said. "I
can't say that the domestic market
must support the industry."
Rodgers emphasized strongly his
bullish' opinion about 1948, citing the
excellent grosses being rung up by
"Green Polphin Street" as proof
that ^od audience pictures can still
,.do iop business; Based on the film's
record from its original release in
November until now; Rodgers predicted that "Dolphin" would become
the biggest grosser Metro has had in
the U. S. since "Gone With the
Wind." He nqted, however, that the
public is more discriminating in its
Sim taste than ever.
"Our big Job in the comini year,"

.

keep; falling and bruising them^eiyes until they

get the particular trick they're practicing ju.st right.
Jugglets who have to practice continuously for Ijours
and hours until they get»the -perfect timing ahd co-^
ordination of the hands and the eySs. The anirn SI
trainer's exceptional tenaciousness aiid stogged, 'dea>
termination to* get his animals to do the tricks he: ii
trying to teach them. Of course; after
years
practice they finally get to the. Spot whete al their
patience and trouble is paid oil with money, success and best of all the. thrill of achievement'
;

:

m^y

Ide Xaurle;

Jr.

"Well, sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't,"
who was a British subject, said to be of parf>Japane£e ex«
traction. He was killed fighting with the British army in World War I.
"For instance, let me tell you fellows a true story that happened in London

said Kashimai

many years 9go, right after the Boer War," he continued.
sat back and
listened to as .dramatic a show story dS I have ever heard in all my years
in-the'show business, Kashima leaned forward in his.ellair and started to
tell his story.- •.,:..

We

"When'lhe Boer War was over, a.ieflojv by the. name of Frank Donaldwho lost both his legs in the war, was btought to his mother's
smalKcottage on the outskirts of London," he related. "He was confined
to his bed for nearly two years. His; mother spent as much time as she
could with, her son, but had to go out during the day to work, as they
son, a soldier

on the small pension that Frank received ifrom the Brjlish
Government. '-This left Fjank at the house most of the day with his two
a large Newfoundland dog and a little cheap canary who was allowed
the freedom of the room. Frank did a lot of reading to kill time and got
to talking to his dog and canary. The cainary seemed to be Very intelligent
and soon Frank had it doing some simple -tricks. Frank got the idea that
if he could train the dog and canary he may be able to do a vaudevill*
act and so be able to help his mother and himself. It was a great thing for
his own morale besides, giving him something to do to kill the lonely
hours he had to spend at home in bed. At the end of two years, the stumps
of his legs were healed well enough, to hold artificial limbs, and he got
around very well. He thought that hiS'pets were trained well (enough now
to appear before the public. Be made an appointment with Alfred Butt,
the manager of the Palace, in London, for an audition,
"The act consisted of a short opening speech by Frank telling the audience how he got the idea for the act, and then introduced his canary;
who was perched on his shoulder. Then at signals and at .spoken commands the canary went through a remarkable series of tricks. There was
a small tree on the stage, and when he told the canary to give an imitation
of a woodpecker, the canary went to the tree and did so; he then imitated
a chickadee, even, hanging upside down and going through the motions
of s>arch,ing for food. He then imitated a wren, flying around the stage
chattering and scolding and fluttering. Then came an Imitation of a mocking bird singing sweet melodies, a swallow circling gracefully in a swift
flight from one end of the stage to the other. An imitation of a, blue jay
was next, with his querulous screaming and chattering, a whippoorwill
and many other imitations. It was an extraordinary performance. For a
finish, the big Newfoundland came on stage and barked at Frank and
made as if to go after him. Frank played off like he was scared of the big
dog and finally told the dog if he didn't stop he would tell his little canary
on him. The dog snarled. Then Frank whistled for the canary, who swooped
down like a hawk and attacked the dog, pecking at his eyes and paws;
the dog finally lay down, rolled over and played dead. For ^ a finish, he got
up, the canary flew on his back, and after circling the stage they followed
Frank off stage into the wings.

couldn't live
pets,

:.

,

Rodgers

said, "is to

£100

encourage more

to

meet

economies

in-

in

distribution

exists in

5fwentieth-Fox sales chief Andy
W. Smith, Jr., who's instituted wore

Contract

the canary got, on the dog's back, and after circling the stage walked off
following their master to the wings, the audience went wild with enthusiasm. They applauded, cheered, whistled and yelled 'Core, 'Core, which
meant they wanted an encore. But Frank Donaldson never ca,nie back for a
bow. The audience were hurt and disappointed. They couldn't und^island
why he didn't come out to acknowledge one of the greatest receptions
ever given to an act in the City of London, Tlie curtain came down and
after a while the audience settled down to watch the next turn.
"Back in Frank's dressing room, Frank wa? surrounded by performers,
stagehands and musicians trying tp console ii'im, while, he sat there crying
like a baby, hPlding the still vsjafm body of his little canary lovingly in
bis hand. It seemed that when the dog w^alked off the stage with the
canary on his back, the thtjatre cat, who was attracted to the stage by the
canary flying and ..singing, was crouched unnoticed in the wings, and
sprang for the canciry before anyone could stop him. He grabbed the tiny
bird, and althomjh Frank grabbed the cat almost instantly, it was too
-

various civic groups througliout the
country, he declared, "There's a
need for more industry public rela-»
tions like that." On other questions,
he said Metro has no overall pat"tem on reducing clearanees but

would change them

Week

"Two weeks later, on his opening night, Frank Donaldson was greeted
by a jammed theatre. The audience was a bit skeptical when the act started,
but as soon as the little canary went through his: first couple of tricks,
the audience took both Frank and the canary to their hearts. They applauded and even cheered each trick. And at the finish of the act, when
the tiny canary fought the large dog^ the house yelled, and as per cue

people in this country to attend
theatres." Pointing to Metro's policy
of sending out its exhibitor and public relations
officials to speak to

dividual situations; there's no need
yet to boost releases, although Metro is prepared to make and release
as many pictures as the market will
absorb, and, althoiigh the need for

a

"As you can imagine, the audition was a tremendous success. Even the
old experienced cold blooded manager, agents and stagehands applauded.
Frank was taken to the manager's oftice where he was complimented and
was given a contract at £100 a week, a tremendous salary in those days.

-COLLETTE LYONS
SEASON'S GREETINGS
Direction!

Bill

Wolfendeii

FREDERICKS BROTHERS,

Hollywood

late;

the canary't,- Jiftle life had been crushed ouli.,
performaiice. So had Frank Donaldson!"

its last

The canary bad given
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Anniversary

annual income in the form of
But if he ever slipped, the legacy
would be forfeited and would go to two pousins, a man and
a woman, both of whom Dr. Hibard had heartily detested
ever since he had first met them~and this teeling was as

From Philadelphia

Story

A

P^fSlJETY
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to begin to receive his

quarterly

payments,
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The recent sudden death of Terence McGirk, a Philadelto have been entirely ignored by the
phia hodcarrier, seems
have been personally avyare
Dress of the nation. I would not

M

lor the kindness of Jack
the distressing occurrence but
Hart, now a copyreader in the City of
Mr; Hart, who was
Brotherly Love.
engineer lieutenant on the vessel which
carried both of us to thii jffo^lnandjf
D-Day^
on
thougllt/ j- vrou^^
beaches
interested^ and added that lit Staplej?
Walker had still be^ri city, editpr of the

Herald

Mr^

McGirk'^^^^

ver.sation."

has been interviewed by reporters scores of times and
tells 'them he prefers his right to smoke or drink
to a drinkless and smokeless existence of copnfort
His thwarted cousins have even gone
so far as to offer to return to him by deed of gift half of
the ahnual income awaiting him if 'he will say he has itiade
up his mind to refuse it.
Slightly paraphrasing Woodrow Wilson as he was reported to have told Senator Jim Reid, of Missouri, one of
"the wilful 12," we can say:
r
"We admire your courage, Dr. Hibard, -but we. question

especially sharp in Plsykhowski.
Bryan Foy
Turning to the other listeners, he
"What, was the name of that town before the
quake?"
At the finish of filming on a picture in which he was
teamed with Katharine Hepburn, the late John Barrymore
was the target of a tirade in which the actress concluded
that she felt herself particularly lucky that she wouldn't
have to act any more- with him.
"Oh," rejoined the Great Profile in honeyed tones, "I
didn't know, my sweet, that you ever h#d."
Another Barrymore story:
John was playing "Hamlet" on Broadway, and in the
audience at: one of the matinees -was Jane -Cowl. She was
not inaudible while watching the performance, and the au«

bum

queried:

and respectability.

-

'

.;

:

.

,

'

.

dience soon;

After he sobered up he was so contrite about it all that he
was readily forgiven, even by the saloonkeepers whose places
had wrecked. But it was decided that someof business
thing drastic should be done in an effort, if not to cure him,
to atleast teach him moderation in the matter of drinking.
^Qurfug these benders McGirk would neglect Michael
XStVitU the parrot, entirely, and the poor bird would have
WSrved to death more than once but for the friendly soliciThey
tude of a couple of Terence's brother hodcarriers.

down

McGirk?

A New

I

the

room

Hollywood.
agent sounded excited over the phone: "I -think I've
Love Hath' for you," he said. "Can you meet

1

|,

hodcarrier's two fri^ends got an idea. They laboriously
"I'll leave you if you don't sober
Up, McGirk." And when McGirk staggered into the room
a couple of mornings later Michael Davitt met him with the
broadside. The warning so astonished, the parrot's master
that he did go on the wagon-—for a couple of weeks; then he

The

'.writer.!'.'.

"

.

'..J'''

"Since when did The Old iliian get
interested
writers?"; asked • 'my
agent. "Did he sell his alfalfa farm?"
The story editor couldn't answer be-

m

cause

'

we were in The Old Man's
by now and the door was

outer
open.
gentlemen," called The
"^T^
^
Old
Man. We- entered his office, each
trying not to be first, and I regarded him furtively while he
greeted the others. I 'hadn't seen him in two years and
something had- happened to him. Be looked as big and
jovial as ever, but his gestures had become indecisive little
movements and his eyebrows twiched. 'He took my hand,

and when Michael Davitt met him with the same
warnina tout wag always there when McGirk woke up, sober,
%fl;

office

'

Claude

•

,

So, 'With laudable attempt, the two friends taught the
parrot to say, 'Tm through with you, McGirk, and I'm taking
They made it perform in this fashion
;»y,,eage with me."
added more conversation while holding its cage lightly

-

"It looks

made a sale," he said. "If
thing we've
it's the
first
bought in six months. Come along."
"Where to?", asked iny agent, surprised. "The Old Man," said the ^ory
editor, "lie wants to talk to your
like you've

taught the parrot to say,

me.

and' his

over.ilss head. And then, with the stage all set and with the
appt6val of the saloonkeeper, they gathered at a bar with
McGirk and asked him to sober up for the bird's sake,

—

,

was clammy.

"I read your story," he said. "Best thing you've ever done
I think." He looked to the others uncertainly.
agent

.

My

.

on the>ce]ling from which descende^a fine
twine which supported the cage. McGirk was too

putting a pulley
piece, flf

,

,

to see the twine.
"I?m through with you, McGirk, and I'm taking my cage
With me," croaked the parrot, waddling toward its master.
McGirk stared, his eyes all but popping out of his head;
the parrot stopped and so did the cage above his head.

The"'01d Man' managed his first faint smile. "How's your
family?" he asked, "Fine," I answered, surprised that he
knew I had a family; "Is. the little womaft happy?" he asked.
"As far as I know,'' I said. "Have you heard anything different?"

"Well, you might say goodbye, you drunken bum." went
on the parrot.
,
'*My God!", stammered McGirk, clutching at the bar. "He

ing," he said.

The Old Man shook hij^ head and sighed. "I'm just check"With the foreign market shot we have to be
careful about hanging'onto what's left of our potential gross."
hisjlesk timidly. "They tell me that a picture
with a message is likely to antagonize 38% of the American
people. And a picture written by a divorced writer may get
us banned by three women's clubs."

,

really

means

And with

:

that he dropped to the ^oor—<lead.

Bum

Dr. John Hibard,
a former London schoolmaster, now fairly hale and hearty
api^ in his middle 40s.
Dr. Hibard carries around a few
pencils so as to keep'within the law in the matter of begging
put proudly declares that he still has 10 of the dozen which
were his stock in trade when he took up begging as a pro*
."lession six years ago.
He is outwardly a quiet, inoffensive person' and has only
.
W)ce been haled into court as a vagrant; this was when a
Wngle-track -minded GI, on leave in London during the late
hostilities, found' himself jn need of a pencil, thought he was
nwng the doctor a good turn by handing him a shilling and
then reaching into, the outstretched hat for what he conMered he had legitimately purchased. The row the doctor
raised brought the police and, as be still refused to let the
soldier have the pencil, he was dragged off to Bow. Street
ine GI didn't show up at the hearing, so Dr. Hibard went

Vbt world's most amaztnlg panhandler

•lyee.

is

.

.

^

^

He drummed

it!"

World^a Most Amazing

•

'

writing."

drunk

What makes the doctor a subject worthy of comment here
»s the fact
that il he wanted to lie could be enjoying an income of $4,000 a year which was bequeathed to him by a
maiden aunt-a few months before he took up panhandling.
_^P ""til then he had been a hard-working teacher of
JOUth, with a university
degree, comfortable rooms in a
^ondon suburb, membership
in a modest West End club;
"6. wore good clothes
and was all in all a respectable mem"^L^t working society.
Dr. Hibard arrived at the lawyer'is office to claim
'"""'^^ he found his aunt had laid down certain
conri'r
"^^^^ were two in number and very simple; as
1^'
soon
« he
" as
made up his mind to quit drinking and smoking.

'

'

•

'

|.

M»e Ntmrod' Test

'

~

The Old Man smiled again,
"All clear so far," I said.
looked at a paper on his desk, then frowned'. "I hear you
went duck hunting last week," he said. I nodded^ puzzled.
The Old Man's frown remained, and he looked at the ceiling for a moment before he spoke. "There are a lot of people," he said, "who regard the a.ssassins of wildlife as dirty,
ruthless cowards. They might not want to see a picture
written by a man who had killed a duck."
I fidgeted in

my

chair.
The Old
the duclcs," he said.

Man's frown deepened.

"Our figures show that
"Too bad about
more than 90% ot the American people have never killed a
ducki and wouldn't if they could. We can't afford to go
against the will, of those people by buying your story."
"But he didn't even shoot his limit," protested my agent.
"He killed two lousy little ducks and took them home to his
family. They were hungry for meat and he fed them the
ducks because he hasn't worked in eight months. The American people will understand that,"
"I'm sorry," said The Old Man with finality. He got to his
feet, approached my chair and patted my shoulder lightly.
"Tell y«U what I'll do," he said. "If you can corne to me
two years from today and take an oath that you haven't
killed a duck during that time, I'll put you to work." He
almost beamed. "Is that fair enough?" he asked.
I stood up numbly. "It's no use," I said, "I can't wait two
years for a job. I'm going to have to endorse whiskey, and
drink it on an empty .stomacli, and beat my wife and children. You won't want me after that."
The Old Man sat down, tiredly. "I don't blame you," he
said.

"Have

fun."

.

Saroyan attended.
The director' of the -picture outlined the situation and
explained: "A "tramp comes up to «the woman's door. She
can see that he isn't a real tramp, but, just down on his
luck, because he looks real proud.
He asks her for work.
She says there isn't any.' She asks him: 'Would you like
something to eat?'
We^e stuck there—we can't think -ol
Wjiat the';tEamp should'/reply.'"
interjected: "Mr. Saroyatf ought to be able to
... Zanuck
help us out." Then turning to the writer, Zanuck asked:
''What would you have the tramp say wjien the woman aSks
him if he'd like something to eat?"
"Yes,'' said Saroyan.
^
It's probably apocryphal, but the best example that's given
about Hollywood's fabled, self-absorption is the tale of the
movie, mogul who returns home and finds his wife clasped
in the arms of a faded cowboy star.
The big shot shouts to the cowboy: '^Hey, what are you.

'

'

doing?''

A

,

.

"To tell you the truth,"
much of- anything these

"not
roll

[

.

tions, 'the first story session

'

•

.

;

'

nodded and the story editor tugged at his ear. "What I like
about it is that it has no message." He paused) looking at
me querulously. "Or has it?"
"Absolutely none," I said. The Old Man seemed slightly
reassured. "Did you read it after it was typed?" he asked.
"They tell me sometimes those secretaries get ideas ..."
"I've had the same secretary for seven years," I said."
"She thinks I stink and slie wouldn't waste her time re-

"Michael Davitt ain't going to leave, me," gurgled McGirk.
"Thafs just his old line of bull. Let's have another."
And right then, before everybody, in walked Michael
Davitt with its cage on its shoulders just as though it was'
carrying it home. The illusion 'had been brought about by

.

^

.

BinyM

•

t

,

there.

with her this afternoon."
Another Barrymore, Lionel, has written his own epitaph:
"Well, I've played everything but a harp."
And speaking of epitaphs; Dorothy Parker suggested that
over her grave be inscribed the words: "Excuse my dust."
Nunnally Johnson's self-penned epitaph: "This is too deep
for me."
Gene Fowler— "The last installment," William
'
Saroya'n—"Excuse me: for; not rising,''
A former Los Angeles, drama critic in the old days supplemented-his income as a play pundit by doing blurbs on
the .side -for a^Hollywobd'^stage "show.
The drama turned
oiit to be a colossal flop, and' those of tl^e tis^st nighters who
^idn't leave (before the final cifrtaitt hissed the show. That
is, all but the aforesaid critlc-publicfst 'who stood up and
shouted "Bravo!"
In his column the next day appeared the reviews "Th»
audience stood up as one man and yelled 'Bravo'.'"
...
^
Speaking of a Hollywood' ham notorious for the extra footage he gave himself by the use- of elevator shoes, Aubrey
Schenck, the producer, observed:
"Every time that guy takes .off- his shoes his ears pop."
Groucho Marx delivered the last,- word, as usual, about,'it
flashy gent from Brooklyn who had gotten himself a reputation around town as a -petty chiseler.
"Nobody," related Groucho, "has a higher opinion of him
than I have
and I think he's a louse.''
Bill Saroyan once worked as -a writer for Oarryl F.Zanuck.
A story conference was held about one of the new produe-

you have,

the hodcarrier figured the bird didn't mean a word of it.
"Michael Davitt's kidding," McGirk told his friends as he
"He'll never walk out on
tossed whisky down his throat.

was

'

My

sold 'Greater

me at Acme in 20 minutes?".! could and did.
Acme Pictures': story editor greeted us nervously.

'

Script for Polly

that she

ing his curtain: .speech he bowed in the direction of the
famed lady's box.
"And in concltision," he orated, "May I take this opportunity to thank Miss Cowl for the privilege of co-starring

By CLAUDE BINYON

screeching:

Where's McGirk?"

knew

Barrymore became aware.of her presence also, but didn't
acknowledge it until the end of the perforrhance. In mak-

THE HOLLYWOOD STORY
I'

Michael Da vitt
fed the- parrot but failed to comfort him.
would eat all right, but after he had satisfied his hunger he
'"Where's

Hollywood,,

Ben Hecht once heard a report over
the radio that a severe earthquake had
been felt in Poland, and that it' was

-

your good sense/'

,

.

he always
as a

;

When Arthur Caesar, the scrivener,
was entertaining a group of friends,
one of his listeners ventured an observation that the gifted writer was
repeating something he had said only
a short time boforei
"1 often quote myself," riposted tiie
great Caesar., "It adds spice to my con-

He

.

iiountry'r

'would pace up and

>

^

—

a pencil!

Terence McGirk was a two-flisted drinking man and a
powerfully built' fellow to boot. His companions were of, the
same caliber but had a wholesome dread of their friend when
he \*as far in his cups; he had a fashion of breaking up_ the
places and of breaking up his friends at th^ same time.

'

By BRYAN FOY
'

Crjaative talent litera!l,v ooze? out of Hollywood's seams
so it's little wonder that the town has gained a reputation
as a fount for the acid quip, the off-the-cuff bon mot, the
coruscating critique.
Bend an ear:

ditions—that they would watch night and day for- an opportunity to snatch his riches, Dr. Hibard, stubborn as a mule, began to do a little more
drinking than before— and then a little more on top of that
until he finally lost his job.
He slipfied, and slipped fast-^
so that a short year after he had been informed of his inheritance he was penniless, shabby, and; a social outcast; -but
the old stubbornness was still there, still is there.
Dr. Hibard can now be seen daily shuffling along London's Strand or Leicester Square, an antiquated hat with 10
pencils held in his outstretched hand but woe betide any
person who, having dropped a coin in the hat, reaches for

,

N. Y.
hurried departure for, we hope, a better world would have rated two-thirds
It is a
ot a column on the obit page.
tale that would have delighted such a
weaver of words as Charlie MacArthur
would
today
hav«
in the old days and
^ ,
« sc n.».i^.
DouEias
A.
W.
gtijjg^ Bob Casey into one of his better efforts. I'll do the best lean with it.
Mr. McGirk lived alone in a rooming house in South Philadelphia; that is to say, he li*ed alone in so far as company
But he owned a talking parrot
of his kind was Concerned,
*
which he had' named Michael Daviti; after the famous one""amied Irish patriot so revered by Mr. McGirk's father in the
Trlbtiri?

The Wron^ lime

"
heartily reciprocated.
Dr. Hibard asked the lawyer how long a time he had to
decide and was told that no time limit had been set in the
will, his aunt expressly stipulating that he was to have "all
the time in the world" to make up his mind.
Dr. Hibard returned to his lodgings in an unhappy state of
mind. Never an exces.sive drinker or .smoker, he is one of
those Enfilishmen who rebel at being forced into anytliing.
He was also furious because his two cousins had advised him
that if he accepted the legacy they would spend the rest of
their lives if necessary seeing to it that he held to the con-

retorts

the trapped LothariOt

days."

dowager with girth to match her heavy bankwas taking reducing treatments at one of the filmland
society

health clubs.
Exasperated over, the slow results: shfi cotl)**
plained bitterly to the instructor.
.^IListen, lady," he rejoined, "Grable wasn't built in a day."
On the set of "Mickey," the head makeup man, flrn Westmore> was approached by a visitor. The rubbernecker proceeded to a.sk him-technical questions concerning the makeup used for the. actors. Flattered by the interest;
described the special eyebrow pencil he used, revealed the
name of his greasepaint,,.told where he bought his red tints
and other trade secrets. Winding up his disquisition, Ern
beamed at the visitor and said: "Are you, too, in pictures?"
"Helli^ no," said the questioner, "I'm an embalmer.''
.v
I think it was Mike Curtiz, the master of the off-^eat
statement, who got across the crack about a certain photoplay.
,,::
"This picture," he held after attending a special preview^
"will be greater than 'The Big Parade,' and no .picttiie
could be greater than 'The Big Parade.'"
Buddy Lighten, the director, was traveling to New York
by train and decided to go into the dining car to have his
lunch.
Once seated at the table, however, he discovered
he had forgotten his spectacles, without which he wasJost.
So he summoned the colored waiter and said: "Boy, will
you please help me and read this for me?" The waiter took
the menu card, inspected it carefully, turned it around, and
finally blurted out: "Bos.s, ah can't make it out. Ab'm afraid
Ah'm just as ignorant as you are."
.

.

.

Em

.,..,:•

Holly woodians can say nice things, too.
"Step into my
garden," producer Ben Stoloff said to Sylvia Sidney when
she was visiting him to di.scuss plans for filmiitf' a new pie>
ture.

"I

want

my

roses to see you,"

v

.

:
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Hollywood, More Than Ever,

Going For Those

HOW TO INTERVIEW AN ACTOR

Ad

Tieups

JBy

My

friend,

York Times,

Late Doug Fairbanks' $10,000l^e"From Ciggic Firm Paved the

writing.at the City College of New York. Recently, he invited me to guest-lecture jto his charges on the secrets of
profiling theatrical subjects, « (>ractise to which I've been
addicted for many years, I thought the essence of the thing
was interviewing and told them so, which seemed to surprise them, Then the students wanted to know what questions to ask. I surprised them further by stating that inter-

Way For

Extensive Pix-Endorsements Business
By

KAY CAMPBELL
plus 4-color full page picture in 66^Sunda^ and daily newspapers throughout the country. The total circulation reached
was 55,000,000, with the company estimating that an average
The breaks covered
of 3 persons saw each mag or paper.
a 5-months period, coinciding with the release of "Dishonored
Lady" and "The Strange Woman."

Hollywood.

Bade in the days when the films werp young, an enterprising tobacco firm paid the late Douglas Fairbanks $10,000
for- a cigaret endorsement. Today, the line forms on the right
for stars, who are ready, willing and able to sponsor this same
cigaret> Chesterfield, for freehand for
the publicity garnered via the magazine and newspaper space, counter displays and 24-sheets which links them
with this product. The full-page, fourcolor, magasine ads alone are said to

$5,000,000 annually.

for rtelling the children of America
that she ate puffed wheat, and another $75,000 from a doll promotion.
Withers added $50,000 to -her

Kay Campbell

Jane

.

In one of the most elaborate campaigns, Samuel Goldestimates that he reached 100,000,000 magazine readers
through the imposing number' of. ads in which either Danny
Kaye or Virginia Mayo were featured in connection 'with
"Walter fMitty," Products included in these were shampoo,
soap, tea, cola, grapefruit juice, cereal, candy, jew^lry^ inlq
and motor oil, to enumerate only a few. Department stores'
and specialty stores were persuaded to adopt the slogan,
"Dreams Can Come True," in their ads and window displays;
public libraries instituted a similar program.
A »brochure,
"How to Day Dream," was published and distributed by the
studio.. The National Safety Council endorsed a safety. campaign; of which "Don't Be a Mitty," was .the keynote approach, appearing on almost everything from vending machines to 24-sheets. Municipal sanitation departments were
persuaded to break into rhyme: "Don't Be a Mitty, Help
Clean Your City." Banks- urged ibeir depositor? not^to be
Mittys but to save regularly.

Temple, for example, collected $50,000

yearly income from similar endorsements, Beanna Durbin's
take came fr«in(\5Q-odd products and Joe E. Brown received
a Udy sum fia»xi eating pomflakes.

But that was a decade ago. Today, star tieups are an industry rather than an individual operation, and on- a barter in place of a monetary basis.
One studio alone. Paramount, cornered an .estimated $9,000,000 worth of paid advertising space tied in with three pictures, "Wild Harvest,"
"Unconquered" and "Variety Girl." Eighteen major advertising campaigns each consisting of full page magazine space
or better were Unk6d with the latter film, Republic Pic-

•

'

.

now go»e

"all out"

alliances,

to secure them, while Warner's

waives- charges.

one sequence; and scarves were designed by another
manufacturer.
Leather notebooks were distributed with
"The Secret Life of (purchaser's name)" neatly lettered on
,in

has

nW

'

,

_

them

The ad agencies used to pursue the studios for tieups, but
now the pix biz' is on the offensive; it initiates the promotions.
enue;'

For Hollywood, faced with the

•

location in Mexico.

J.

'

'

Enterprise formed sm alliance with- 21 Brands' Calvados,
in connection with "Arch of Triumph"; and arranged for the
novel to be given away in Book-of-the-Month Club proSimilar arrangements were made by 20th-Fox in
motioiis.
connection with "Miracle on 34th St."

H

rayVaatt%' Termg

The studios, too, have some taboos, Paramount insists
that space devoted to a player -fake up at least 30% of an
ad; and that neither the star's name or picture credit appear in type not less than 30% the size of the largest type
uSSd in the ^'d. Columbia "won't allo'w its players to wea^^
or handle Mie^chandlse; and Metro won't permit alliances
With eithet Uguot or cigarete. Moreoveri stars seldom endQSse a product outright-^n^^' by-im|>Ucatiotr
One of the exceptions tfcsst proves this rule is the Koyal
Crown Cola camapign, in 'which a test is aotually conducted
so that the player may be^quoted to the effect that it "tastes
best." Koyal Crown, however,- puts about $350,000 into each
eampaign, and docs about six per year. On the basis of 30%
of the space, this amounts to f 100,000 worth of picture plugging each time,
Ridin' high with Chesterfields and ftoyal Crown Cola are
a number "of other products cosmetics, coffee, tea, soapsi

—

}ewelry, fasiiions, furs, radios, oats, silver, cars, bedding,
chewing gum, toys, dolls, drugs, and all sorts of home furDiShings and food items. But tops on the list of ballyhoo
'gitnmidcs for 'all studios is music tied in directly or indirectly with a picture.
It may be a song such as ''Deep 'Valley," "To Each His
Own," or "On Green Dolphin Street"' which is plugged via
radios jukeboxes, or in a nitery.
Or is may be a -record
album with recordings from a filmusical, or pop adaptations
ttt classical music 'played in a picture.
These are distributed
widely io disk jobkfeys in addition to other promotions. A
sp6kesman for
admits that this studio is "exploiting
every bit of exploitable music in, every possible manner."
To plug "Song of Love," a biographical drama based on
Schumann and his friends, Lizst and Brahms, Metro has arranged for a pop adaptation of the Hungarian Rhapsody,
called "As Years Go By." This has been recorded by various
Several
bands for seven different recording companies.
albums ol the works of the three composers have also been
recorded. Similarly, an "Unfinished Dance" album of ballet
music has been put out by the
Record Co. to plug
•

•

Nelson Eddy, Ilona .Massey and. John Carroll were posed
E.'s Electronic radio recorder by Betty Brady, Re-

with G.

Micro-16 candid camera paid for
public's tie-in official.
a 4-color double truck in several national mags showing
'

Joan Bennett taking pictures of her daughters, Melinda and
Stephanie, with a Diana Productions credit line. And Loretta Young and David Niven were shovjrn playing bridge
With Duratone cards in a heavy-moola'd, :4-color magazine
campaign.

!

'

Advertising tie-ins usually feature stars who are said to
favor this type of publicity which is carefully posed over
candid shots taken here, there and everywhere. Newcomers
the screen have y made their debut via this channel.
Joan Caulficld was made known first to potential moviegoers through itds for Upton's'.'tea, R. C. Cola, .and a nurqber
of other well-advertised products.
How'ever, in, a njimbe'r
of instances films themselves have plugged through faiihioj;is
or sets. ;

to
,

,

•

tn the homerfurnishings field, RKO's. "Good Sam" sets
new high, with a $75,000. 'Tumbletwist rug campaign;

hit a

and 'extensive ads and department store exploitations tied
in with Dorothy Thorpe's glassware, Dick Knox' ceramics,
and the J. Walter Thompson winjJow-shade account. Libbey,
Owens, Ford displayed Republic's "The Man I- Loved" sets,
designed by Jimmy Sullivan, in full-page, ^-color ads.

A

MGM

MGM

the Margaret O'Brien film.

Christiiias Carols to Gosiiietiee

An album

'

of Christhias carols sung by the Robert Mitchell
Boy Choir carries on its cover a large reproduction of the
scene from "The Bishop's Wife." in which the choir appears
with Gary Grant, .in addition to complete picture credits.
Disk jockeys were supplied with Danny Kaye's record of
"Anatole of Paris',' to plug Samuel Goldwyn's "Secret Life
of Walter Mitty." But «ne of the most unusual album tieups was made by Jack Granara, of RKO. It was Pat
O'Brien's "Let Us Pray" album, linked with "Fighting Father
Dunne."'..
In the cosmetic field, Max Factor is an old standby. This
company, which has used star tieups for years, and advertises in 80-odd countries, had educated its. branch managers
on release dates so that the advertising ties in with the release date of the picture.
Lux,' Woodbury, Jergens are
equally well known.
-

MaybeUine,

With

its

enormous

circulation,

is

another

Hunt Stromberg's deal with that company gave Hedy Lamarr one of the biggest breaks any
star ever had in a 'tieup. For it included a 4-color portrait
_^of the actress on the back cover of 41 national magazines,
sought-after account.

.

.

,

The objective in a magazine personality piece, 1 think, is
give a rounded portrait of the personality, to give the
reader an intimate sense of being close to the subject, seeing
him, smelling him and knowing him. One doesn't kpow a
person by finding out his sleeping habits— unless perhaps
you are -profiling Errol Flynn. Vvt found out that by just
carrying on^n aimless, ambling conversation you can come
fairly close to a person. Of course, you have to- like to talk
to people and listen to them. I do. Above ail, I like to t$lk
to show people, the most endlessly fascinating people on
to

-

Film Commercial

When a product turns up as a prop in a picture, the manu^'
facturer gets a big break. When- Clark Gable took off his
'

We

.

Mighty Like a Rose
whom I interviewed gvery day

campaigns.

The savings in

set costs are

budget for a film.
to

more advertising

But—the
space.

minor compared with the
use of the product

may

total

lead
*>

I

for a period of
Billy Rose,
^hree hours for close to six months to get the material f0r a
forthcoming biography, is an interviewer's d^ight He has
both brains and emotions. His emotions give him an interesting reaction to any topic or person that arises in a. discussion.
And Ms mind enables him to phrase the reaction in: a quotable fashion. I get amused, if not irritated, when a Broadway
know.-it-all tells. me that of course Billy Rose does not write
his column.
One particularly seU-styled ghost has been
shooting his mouth off all over Broadway claiining^'that he is
or was the spectre of the Rose. Well,. I started listening to
Rose talk months before he ever wrote a column. Rose was
talking then— with the blend of colloquial wit and cynical
exactly the way -Jhis column
insight into human beings
sounds. Sure, Rose has a couple of assistants and researchers
to help him, but the soul and body of the column is Mon*<

—

:

Rose.
'Speaking of Rose, reminds me of Billy's ex-wife, Fannie
3rice, I was interviewing her in ber bedroom about two
years ago when the telephone rang. It was about midnight.
It was Eddie Cantor phoning— it was his regular nightly calL
When he heard I was arbund getting material for ai story on
Fannie he said he had to come over immediately and talk
to me as he had some great stories. He drove over arriving
in 10 minutes. He skipped about the room and immediately
monopoUzed the conversation and hypnotized me with stories
of his early years in shOTw business. After he had been giving
out for an hour, Fannie looked up and drawled; "Say, Eddie,
you know he's .writing a story about Brice not Cantor!"
But I had lunch -with Banjo Eyes in the Brown Derby next
day and he gave me two juicy anecdotes about Miss Brice.
Incidentally, it's a common practice to interview friends^
enemies and former associates of the subject you're doing.
Some actors can't grasp the point of this. Last spring I
wanted to interview Mickey Rooney to get some anecdotes
about Reuben Mamouiian, who TnaA directed Roonejr'$ last
film. Rooney said, "But you're doing the writeup on Mamouiian, what the heck do you want to waste time on me
for?" I spid could he think of anything funny about Mamouiian. He grinned and, said, "All I can think of right now is
I want to go to the b8throom--^d you c^an't put tiiat in the
sieiy:. Billy

—

Saturday Evening Post."
1 said, "No."
Usually, when you do this kind of peripheral interviewyou find thai most friends of the subject are ab^olutcliy
it comes to giving you any useful knowledge;
They are either forgetful or reticent. I've found Theresa
"Terry" Helburn, of the T'heatre Guild, a wonderful source
for stories and factual material about any actor or playwright
or director who has worked with' the Guild. She's witty,
honest, sarcastic, intelligent, thoroughly quotable, and extremely generous in giving her time even though it doesnt
directly taring the Guild any publicity.
Recently, I did a yarn on Salvatore Baccaloni,' the Met
star. He doesn't talk any English. I don't talk Italian. We
got an interpreter, who befuddled both of us. Finally, I
asked him if he knew- French. He did. I scraped up "all the
remnants of French I' could recall from three years of college French. Bo we talked in broken French mostly.
Danny Kaye is an experience to interview. He gives you
a one-hour floorshow with gestures; songs, caperings. He
had me rolling on the floor, I never took a note.
I had a funny experience with Dunninger, the mindreader.
After we had chatted desultorily for an hour, T said suddenly, "Now, Dunninger, I will concentrate very hard on
ing,

dead when

in "The

to the industrial relations field in Hollywood,
specializes ia getting fabrics and home furnishings items
used in the movies and arranging fur tie-up exploitation

.

—

—

a newcomer

-

At opposite extremes of sliow people are types like Tallulah Bankhead and Jack Benny. La Bankhead is as articulate'
as a Southern senator. She gives with the words. Hundreds,
thousands of words. Tallulah has an interesting, often
shocking, way. of reacting to everything that comes up in a
conversation. She talks fast and everything is a quote. On
the other hand, Benny was shy, nervous, stammering) hesitant when I interviewed him for the first time. It took almost a week of socializing with him to break down his -wall
of reserve.. We finally got en rapport on The Chief, going to
met for
Chicago. Then we really had a conversation.
breakfast, at about 9:30, and we talked all morning, afternoon and until about 11. p,m. a total interviewing time of,
close to -14 hours, which left me limpt particularly as I
didn't take notes—a pencil and paper has an inhibiting effect
on the Waukegan wit—and so X tried to retain everything
he said on a mental tape*-recorder.

shirt and' displayed a manly chest in "It Happened One
Night," the sale of men's undershirts dropped sharply. And
when Danny Kaye glanced^—ever so briefly at a wrist watch

Kid From Brooklyn'^ the manufacturer of Benrus'
watches discovered his sales mounted to a new peak. When
Charles Boyer, in "Love Affair," ordered pink champagne
for Irene_ Dunne, he started a minor revolution in the wine
industry.' .The elaborate bathroom, the one-hand telephone
and the Venetian blind, hypoed by Hollywood, have become
/
prerequisites in the American home.
Every week, 89 million Aniericans go to the movies, where
they sit relaxed and give undivided attention to the films.
They are readily "conditioned" to the acceptance of ideas.
Some wide-awake commercial firms, including Western
Union, Remington Rand, Ford and the makers of Coca-Cola
make their products and services easily accessible to film
prop men.
Steve Hannegan's local Office is on the alert
to furnish a wide array of merchandise from gloves. to jeeps
to the studios any time Of the day or night, J. Walter Thompson's Franc Dillon is equally alert to provide cheese, bread,
ink, playing cards or bathing suits to prop or wardrobe departments.
Walter Klein maintains a centralized borrowing warehouse stocked with $150,000 worth of "name" items
which the studios may borrow at any time. And Ben Brody,

-

earth,

An

"angel doll" inspired by a similar one in "The Bishop's
Wife'* has bean manufactured by the Hollywood Doll Co.
Auto-Lite's "look-alike" camapign portrayed Ginger Rogers,
Boyer, Lamour, Bog'art, Gary Cooper, and Colbert as well
"The Captain- From Castile"
as a number of other 'stars,
was linked with Beechcratt jdapes because the coinpahy
used these- airplanes as "stand-by'' transportation while on

,

—

"

in gold.

New items have been added to ihe long list of products
which, for several years, have "recognized" the movies.

'

loss of foreign rev-

has discovered a hew way of beating a path to the
customer's door, of beckoning domestic boxoffice through
paiS advertising space paij] for by somebody else.
This
year, it's, the hucfeters who sit back and calmly consider
the benefits of exploitatiotis and make deuandsr Frequently,
these demands involve the use, of a product in a, film hi re,
turn for space granted. "If you'll use our watch in. your
production, we'lJ use Kaye in our ads."
"If we use your
stars: in our newest lipstick promotion, none of these players
may be photographed applying another brand of cosmetic,"
1

|

The film sired complete lines of new merchandise. John
Frederics, who ' designed the hats worn by the Goldwyn
Girls in the "Anatole" sequence, brovight out a 3-way convertible chapeau "inspired by" the film, which was nationally publicized and sold in stores throughout the coun'
ttyi
Goroi- a manufacturer of novelty jewelry, produced
an adaptation of the golden sabots: Virginia gave Danny

tures reported three. times as many tieups at that studio
during lfl47 aS eVer before; and with the exception of Selznick's, every-other studio reported af leasl twice as "many.

Even MGJW, which heretofore scorned such

A~Project in Troth

1

.

I practised it at, any rate—was not a matter of
questioning, like what are your favorite hobUlies or do yau
sleep in pyjamas or In the raw. An jnterview ought to be a
conversation between two people who are interested in a
common- subject and who stimulate each other. And good
conversations are not based on .a courtroom type of quiz and
yes or u* answers. I was interviewing Lucinda Ballard, the
costume designer, recently. For two hours we had a
sprightly conversation about psychoanalysis, Thorstein Veblen, Lillian' Hetlman, jewelry, children and realism in the
theatre. Finally she said, '"But you haven't asked me anything about costumes? We're just talking!"

viewing-^as

wyn

reach 40,000,000 circulation.
A decade ago, endorsements enriched some of Hollywood's pockets an
estimated
Shirley

MAURICE ZOLOTOW=

Lewis Funke, the drama editor of the New
also instructor of an evening class in article

is

.

'

.

—

something and you

tell,

me what

I

am

thinking

of."

Dun-

ninger paled. Then he looked at his watch. "Oh my god,"
he said, "I've .got to catch a train to New Rochelle." He
picked up his hat and coat and stallced out of the bar in
which we were sitting, leaving me with his pressagent.
But as a rule actors will talk about anything—even the
.embarrassing phases of their own lives. That's why I like to
write about actors. I like actors. Actors are mse people,
only more wonderful.

Urt/tnixAmy; January 7,
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McGarey Sees Majors
Just Indie Combines

Biz,

Fromictors to Management
By HERMAN SCHOENFELO
Ameche- has
brother Jim.

-There's

no ^uainess

tik-t

a close double in his
On the radio, particularly, it's difficult to tell them apart
because of ihe striking similarity in
their voices and diction.

Show'

corner of the Industry is covered^
sometimes dominated, by frere

pt

—

More frequently, hownepotism.
ever, successful family combos have
comprised' smoothly working units
contributing his
member
with each
.jlhare of the team's success.
In the film business, one of the
-'

is
Warner
combinations
Pros., headed by,Hai;ry M. as prez;
Jack L. as vice-prexy over productioJl' arid -Major Albert as vice-pre?'

biggeil

-

the New York home office. There
was a fourth brother, Sam, who died
3U?t before the advent of talkipg,
^BiCtuTes, which he pioneered.
,ri the field ot thcaire and production operations, the Skoura brothers
head the nation's list. The boys are
They
Spyros, Charles, and George.
came over from Greece and made
good in Horatio Alger .style. In fact,
the incomes reported by Charles
over the last couple of years topped
all others.
But this is one of the

.at

'

;

lew brother combos which pool their
earnings, each getting an equal split.

.'

Sphcncks,

.j

B alabans, Cohns

"

eration, started 'together as operators

of an amusement park arid wound
up separately as heads of major film
companies. Nick is president Of
Loew's' and Metro, While Joe for-

then

.

.

,

News

Booms

.

'

'

'

_

ShUberts and Frofamans
Kingpins of the legit field, the
Shuberts used to be three— Sam, Lee
'

J. J,, ,but

Sam

One

What This Cnuntry Nee^s
By

.

•

^

.

HARRY RUBY-—-;

Hollywood.
I

ted,

ness than those

who

one

its

the
they

pably

wrong,

"BEN HUR." "Why Ben Hur?" I
demanded, rushing in to my pro-

that one wonders how .they

i

whom

the theatre field.
If family combos are prominent in
tht behind-the-scenes business op-

have, died,: there
are the Wallace Bros,, Millev Bros,,
Cole Bros., Hunt Bros,, Russell Bros,,

they are even more numerous behind the footlights as per-

Barker Bros, and others. The Sparks
GoUmar brothers have lel't the
ar
SO have the Christy Bros,,
scene.
which was owned and operated in
actuality by a single individual, the
c.nnny George W, Chri.stY. He found

et- tions,

formers in .every tacet of the entertainment world. Topped by the
.toyai family of thi Barrymores, the
could he extended ad infinitum.
Kitiees, Jolsons,

five

all

of

'.

"Brothers" designation a congimmick to avoid- process
servers and, besides, it looked better on billboards and newspaper

the

Foys

veiiient

-

fictional

names

of

Groncho, Chico, Harpo and Zeppo,
the Marx Bros, rode to stage and
ads.
screen fame with their zanyisms
The carnival world also has an
and remained there for about a
arm-long list of brother aggregaquarter of a oentur.y,
Some years
Byers,.
Barkoot,
including
ago Zeppo gave up acting for agent- tions,
Endy, Kennies, Howard,
Coleman,
^ng and then Groucho pulled out
Rogers, Smith, West, Zacwith vague yearnings to do Hamlet Wallace,
Zoiger, among the better
.and
chini
PU|t vyound up a.s a comedy quizTilyou Bros, are pracmaster on a radio show. Thus ended knowh. The
tically .synonymous with Coney Lsthis fraternal foursome.
The Ritz Bros.— Al, Jimmy and land.
In the traveling tent drama field,
Harry— also have done their share
although
extinct,,
virtually
of -^any antics on stage, screen and now
nitery floor.s. Bing Crosby's brother, there were nearly 500 such troupes
Everett, is his personal manager, in existence back it. the flush 1920's,
While another brother, Bob, does the Aulger Bros, made quite a name
okay by himself a.s a bandleader, for tbem.selves throughout the west.
and Larry Crosby is on the music They lately have taken to offering,
publishing
end.
James Gagney's their oprys in regular theatres.
busme.iss affairs are handled
During those same days ot travelby bis
brother Bill, who took a brief -flyer ing repertoire, Charles Winninger
«s an actor but
didn't pan out. (A and four brothers were a favorite
sister, Jeanne
Cagney, .is plenty
combination. Charles .later went on
on her own as an actress.)
to fame on Broadway, radio and the
AlJolson'g brother, Harry, also screen.
.
"as been a blackface comic
though
No brother teams are to be found
on a much smaller
.scale.
Don in television— yet.
.

•

.

.

OK

.

I

-

ducer's office. "I'm not leaving here
until I get a satisfactory explanation,"
I
added, planting myself
squarely in front of his desk. "For

'mS|kei,''.lft;

refer to

ti-

tles of pictures:

the
a

concern

bou

t

—

their

I

{

one thing," explained

I

Two minutes

it."

A

in

my

producer,
shorter; for another, we own

"it is

rather
length
than their merHarry Ruliy
it.
story I
recently sold to one of the studios Is
a good example ot what 1 mean. The
original title was:
.

as a title

"gouging,"'

practice is neither illegal nor
confined to one side. Many an in-

this

-

is sp pal-

'

'caW:

;

dependent praducertas at one time
AND SAYINGS OF BERT AND or
another- lound himself with a
HARRY!" I hadn't been on the job
suddenly valuable stir ' under his
quite three days when an inter-ofwing and the major scouts hovering
fice memo, from my producer, inwith wads of money in their
arbund
formed me that "the K and R Story
and covetous gleam.s in their
will hereinafter be referred to- as hands

But

of

mistakes

make

,

.

'

are steering

course.

when the deal was made, was,
"highway robbery" and
perfect,

can be: "THE LIFE, TIMES, EXPERIENCES, ROMANCES, SONGS

-I

-

my' opinion, as

in

don't claim to be as smart as I

think 1 am. Nor do I think
know
much more about the picture -busi-

players.
The studios, oh the other
hand, feel that they have invested
heavily and frequently gambled audaciou.sly in developing their stars
and that on such loanouts the. indie
~
is getting a bargain at any price.
It can't be denied that the majoM
have on certain occasions upped ttie
ante on loanouts- tp astronomically
high figures simply 'because '^ome
indie was' stftck to get a specific stat
for a specific role.
Despite the occasional cries of
'

'

'

'•

:,in

problems for

of the toughest

died some years

-

.

untenablfe like that of troop,s who
advance tbo swiftly and get pocketed during a wavering offensive.

Film companies are also going into
.supplementary media on the large
.scale, including illuminated, boards
and transportation cards.

Lee and J. J-. have continued
agb.
as powerful combination. The Frohmans, Charles and Daniel, in their

day \vere the outstanding producers
eompany.
of plays for Broadway, the hinterIhe Balabans of Chicago are also lands and London. Charles went
guns in the theatre field. John. down on the Lusitania in 1915, and
'beads Balaban & Katz Theatres; Daniel occupied his last years with
Harry and Elmer have a circuit of di-pen.sing chanty as head; of the
their own; and Barney moved up Actors Fund.
from the exhibition field to become
The broadcasting .ndu^try has two
-president of Paramount. Another' braces of influential brothers in Dr.
BUaban, A. J., founded the B&IS: Leon and Isaac D. Levy, owners of
circuit and. is now managing di- WCAU, Philadelphia, and H. Leslie
rector ot the
Boxy theatre on and Ralph L. Atlass of. WJJD, 'Chi-Broadway.
Both stations are important
cago.
Karty and Jack Cohn are prexy links In^he' Columbia Broadcasting
and executive vice-prexy, re.spec- System.
tively, of Columbia Pictures, which
Actual use of- the term "brother"
they built up from a two-reel outfit amo'ng annuseme,nt enterprises is
to a flourishing maior.
Bil'v i;.nd mo.st commonly found in the circus
llarry Brandt are al.so big factors world.
Besides the Ringling Bros,,

the

-

-

seph, and the
•B, and William.

>'

Miarxcs,

i

!

headed United Artists and
became bo3r,d chairman of and

ttnder

.

-

,

,

-

1

:

.

'

Currently, he's a ^Oth'
produ^ibn exec on the Coast, and
head,'<jf ,tl)e United Artists- theatre
ciVeuifc^no -connection with- the film'

,:

.

..

.

aoth-Fox,,

.ii-JlS'"

;

.

'

.

1

and Joseph M.
Nicholas , M.
S6henck, big faqjaws th the'amusertent .world., for- more than a gen-

merly

who

PETE SMITH

scenes in the business operations
more celebrated frcres.
their

have
course,
of
others,
jWany
achieved prominence in their own
right' without publicizing the family
family
phenomenon
of
the
But
tie.
teams in the industry is so marked
ttot one wag h&^i commehtfid that
but
£hoW bii advocated n<J ism

-

Historians

,

and
and family combos.
~
of brother teams
TCtoe fuU extent
public, and
U oarOy hidden to the many
brothflven show biz, becauAe
only behind
importantly
figure
ers
tlje

By LEO McCAREY

Hollywood.
he independent producer is that -of
are fond of the casting his pictures.
No matter how good the story at
glib and rolling phrase say that
how
China always absorbs its conquerors how appealing the idea or
do^t
and that the British lose every battle handsome the budget, you still
have a eomplete chain until y'ou
v
but the last one.
The late Bddie Foy left e batch
forge the casting link. Not only does
of boys who worked with him in
Now 1 don't know which are tlFe an ambitious and conscientious inhis vaudeville act for many years.
conquerors and which is the invaded dividual picture-maker want good,
Bry^n Foy now* is the production,,
China, but, the Independent Pro- capable players who can handle
boss on the Eagle Lioii lot, while Edducer vs. the Majoi; Studios battle those certain roles well, but he al.so
diCi Jr.i and Charlie have branched
will finally come to a halt at some want's good marquee name.s.
out in other directions.' Charlie
not too distant future with someThat is no unfortunate choice of
Chaplin started his career with an
body getting, the very dickens a;b- English ;n that last sentence, 1 mean
older brother, Sydney, in British
Whcse "Specialties" were again sorbed out of him.
mean that good actjng and
Iit.
They subsequently voted Numbar One in live action
music halls.
not always
.The absorption Will be so com- good marquee names .Sire
went their different ways on stage field o£ :short subjects by ejchlbltor
synonymous. A lot of well-known
readers o£ ."Fame Magazine" and plete that it will be impossible to
and screen.
stars can't do well at all in certain
tell where the Independent leaves
for
the
Review"
"Showmen's
Trade
Fred Waring has a singing brother,
types of roles,, and for that matter
off and the Major starts, or vice
fifth consecutive year.
Tom, who has .appeared both with
some stars are not really good
versa.
him and in concert by himself. Top
actors regardless of what roles they
As for the British and the last; attempt. In the same way, a lot of
brother team in the band business
battle, everyone is going to win by
is Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey, who
fine actors are not boxofflce sensaStrike in Cbicago
such an eventual welding :because tion$ a,t all.
started out together but parted to
the most proficient motion picture
form separate bands. Guy Lombardo
So the independent producer finds
Radio, Billboards production will relate and employ
has a whole flock of brothers in his
himself up against this proposition:
thr advantages of both Independent He has to have good actors in order
pop orchestra; although recently Vic
For Picture BaByhoo and studio movie-making.
Lombardo has gone out on his own.
to turn out a good, sincere, conChicago.
Jack Mills is a big name in the;
As they say in the ads, it will vincing picture, and he also has to
Strike of printers here, whic^jj has combine the best features of each.
masic publishing field, while brothhave marquee star names in order,
er Irving Mills is vice-prexy of. the resulted in all newspapers being enIt is my^personal conviction that
to induce more custotfiers to come'company and heads Mills , Artists; graved from typewritten copy, has the day will come when the inde- in and see his movie.
pendent producer will be much;^
Service, New York and Hollywood,
This narrows his choice down to a
been
a headache for exhibs and.
more of a factor in the industry, comparatively limited - number - of
talent agency. ,
major companies opening pix in Chi- than he is now because in time the players, the most (or at least manyl
One of tKe top Broadway theatrical agencies is known solely as cago, The only thing that the thea- majors will be composed largely of- of whom are tied down by contracts;
to the major studios,
:
Chamberlain Brown, but an- .equally tremen are thankf ul 'for is that there iiidependents.
The ma,iors, of course, .are always
active partner in the enterprise is hasc been no clampdown on the
the financial setup of such a
brother Lyman Brown. Louis Shurr, amount of space they can buy. happy wedding of th« individual and ready to turn an honest dollar, but'
another prominent 10%, has brother: Tough part is that they must have^ th6 'group most liRe,ly -will have the naturally they don't go leading out
in advance independent producer participating
their thespian talent at anything biit
Lester in ihe organization. The late their copy in hine days
in all the losses and gjiins of.jthe their own terms, either.
Filly Stein started with Jules C. of publication,
As one who has played on both,
Because of the uncertainties of combine.
Stein, kingpin of agents, -in MCA,
pictures under
and another brother, Hermian Stein; holdoversy long advance submission
Meanwhile, the independenl pro- that is, who has made
of copy is next to impos-sible for ducer
b th "independent andr studio status,
is also with the organization. Julius
is currently:,, at a marked disAs a advantage on several scores but is I am prepared to testify that the
J. and Phillip G. Epstein, who did preems at the Loop first-runs.
the screenplays for '"The Man Who result, they've been turning to radio. by no means giving ground. He most latter certainly calls the tunes and
the former certainly does the ji.§ging
Came to Dinner" and "Arsenic and Samuel Goldwyn flacks this week certainly is far from licked.
on Lace,'*'' comprise the only twin were attempting to arrange purchase At one or two paints the inde-, when- it comes to player loanouts.
Some producers, of independents
brother«writing team in Hollywood, of. a 30-second- spot following everj?
pendents, who experienced 'a greaf
feel that, they are absolutely at the »
The film capital also" has the Matn- newscast on a number of stations for upsurge during the
past -few years,
.mercy of the majors in the matter
kiewicz brothers, German and Jo- opening of "The Bishop's Wife" at
naw find their position temporarily of getting welliknwn stars a-nd
deMille brothers, Cecil the Woods.

flhow

business for the brother act. E'rom
and Skouras clan in
the Warner
Ringlings of the Biggest
flitns to the
on Earth, virtually every

my

later I

was back

office.

eyes;

More Advantases
-

The casting problem is .not the
only club With wJiich the ind^pendent's pate is belabored. Gettittg
his handS" on good topnbteh story
properties in spirited and eompetitive bidding against the majors often
find.s him at a disadvantage.
"

The studios are, of course, inevitanot what you Would
fo.r
a picture bly better heeled financially than
about .S()n£{writers, In order to give, the indie if the bidding begins to gel
out
of hand.
"DO BEES MAKE HONE-Y BE-' it a reasonable semblance of makIt's like the rfval society dowaneis
r'A.USE THEY LOVK HONEY, OR ing sense, a song, by the "same name at the benefit antique auction it the
rau.st be written. To get back to my
IS IT BECAUSIS IT IS THE EASIgets so hot the gals start
bidding
EST WAY OF MAKING A LIVING producer for a jnoment, you wouldn't glaring at each other. Mr.«. Gotwant to' meet a nicer guy; they don't
WITHOUT WORKING?"
make them better. But he has a rocks is going to wind up with the
The producer said: "Too lon.i? for grievous fault that must inevitably L6uis XI'V chair even if she has to
the marquee!" The-litle was changed,; make trouble between producers and store it in the garage with the Old
to: "GENEVIEVE," Calling it "MEY.songwritel's; he wants hit ^ongs in Man's fishing tackle.
ER" or "MORRIS" would have made his pictures. Don't misunderstand me.
For quite a while the independent
just as much sense. "GENEVIEVE" I don't mind writing hit song,s. Bui .had a time locating stage space to
had nothing whatever to do with the they take a little longer to write shoot his pictures but that is a
subject matter of the story, but it than plain songs, hence, fextra work, problem that hasi lessened if not
was a big success marqueewise, so that could have been avoided, is vanished with the present inactivity
anyway the studio was very happy. put on the writer.
at the major studio.s. But diu'ing two
Take another experience I had, a
To the men who make the movies', or three of the war years the stage
few y^ars back, with another story I say: "Gentlemen, if a title is good -space question had dozens of indeof mine, entitled: "YOU WOULDN'T
(but long), instead of making It pendent productions whipped to a
HAPPENED
IT
BELIEVE IT BUT
shorter to fit the marquee, make the standstill.
The big .studios have almost every
IN UPPER BURMA!" Summarily^ marquee longer to fit the title,
and without regard for the plot, the MAKE BIGGER MARQUEES! If conceivable advantage in the way ot
title was cut down to: "IT HAPmaking bigger marquees means mak- technicians, laboratories, processing
PENED IN." The picture, lost a for* ing bigger theatres, make bigger and eblor priorities, players, shootso.
It
tune; and Understandably
theatres. The cost of making bigger, ing facttitiies and space, financing,
stand.? to reason that people aren't
theatres will be offset by the bigger releasing and distributing setup.?, adgoing to see a picture about some- gro.«ses resulting from better titles." vertising budgets, lot'owned showthing happening somewhere if they
For instance; Millions of movie- ca.se theatres, enormous story propdon't know where it happened.
goers have seen 20th Cenlury-Jes- erty reserves, and talent reservoirs.
Yet with all this, the. studio GoThe Kaimar,& Ruby story, now in sel's "I WONDER WHO'S KISSING
HER NOW." If they had changed liath has never been able to whip
process Of being developed at Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer, is another example the title to "I WONDER WHO'S the independent David, whose figurof how far this business of shorten- KISSING," hovy many Of them WQUld ative slingshot consists mainly of ifr.
dividual enterprise and itiitiaiivc
ing titles can go. The title submit- have seen it? JJof even Jessel.
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Hollywood's Responsibility
To the British Film Industry
1947 Certainly the
,

Be

To.

if

S.

Year' and Well May Continue
Cooperation Isn't Resumed

By MAURICE

It may not be" without significance to begin a review of
the past year and a forecast for 1948 by remarlcing that,
according to the arty pessimists and some Hollywood optimists strange allies—the British film industry is, as al^
ways, at the count of nine. Somehow it has always come
off the floor and gone in fighting. Too blindly, sometimes,
but it fights and stays on its feet.
1947 wiU certainly be remembered as "Crisis Year," even
though Sir Alexander Korda writes to The London Times
to inform the world "that there epcists no crisis in the British film-producing industry today) and that work on an
unpiaralleled. scale* is going on.'^
To which George Elvin, general secretary of the Association of Cine-Technicians, retorts in the same paper, "If,
as is threatened, American films are withheld from Britislx
screens, it is vital that within the next year the output of
British films J)e at least doubled."
Don't let us fool ourselves. The British film industry is
Tindoubtediy. facing 'a grave: criisis. It -has been brought
about mainly by the 75% tax, the five-day week of 44 hours
jn the studios^ and restricted studio space and shortage
'«f equipment. There are other contributory factors against
Which I will presently bring my accusations.
The year 1947 began with a big fanfare of publicity
.trumpets. About 120 feature films were announced. By fh6
eiwL of, the year not half of this figure were made. Pro.Queers contend that the switch to a weekly 44 hours costii
them ifetween eight and 12 hours a week and is responsible
ifk the decrease. Just enough truth in the assertion to
provide' a mild alibi.
Let us examine in further detail tfae factors^ wllicb bav«
contributed to the crisis.

COWAN

Giudice's backers, leaving an ambitious production program
dangling in mid-air is an indication of what the City thinks.
quick solution must be found to the Hollywood embargo, or the commercial side of the industry may receive
a body blow from which it will take years to recover.
Ei/iphasize "commercial side," because many of the longhaired documentary boys and many of the extremists shouting for nationalization are waiting to move in. They're
clamoring for any .empty studio space, and demari'ding that
the government create its own circuit of theatres in opposition to existing circuits. (Hollywood please take note.]
At least 60 feature films «r$f announced ,fi>i; the next 12
months at a cost of $70,000,000. J. Arthur Rank promises to
spend $37,000,000 on 43 major flhns. In addition he has
scheduled eight "curtain raisers"—B films— made for about
$80,000 each, 23 children's films, 40 instructional and educational, and nine issues of "This Modern Age," British couh*
terpart of "March of Time."

A

them are

directly responsible for unrest and dissatisfaction
studio workers. Displays' of so-called temperament
have to. these players become synonymous with artistry.
Too often, also, when everything has been set on the fiOor
for an elaborate shot, and every second is costing much
.money, the star beginning a few lines, says one or two
words, and then fluffs. Can one wonder that, as the director
calls "cut," one worlcer says to another, "$5,000 a week for
that, and they quibble at an extra $10 for us who Icnow
their job!" Such incidents are becoming too frequent.
If some of our alleged stars were paid according to their
boxoffice pull they would be amazed how small some of the
once suggested to J. Arthur
pay-packets would 'be.
Rank that some of his producers should try selling -some
of the films they make to hard-headed exhibitors, and then,
unknown to the audiences sit with them to note reactions.
Some of our "stars" might try a like experiment.

among

—

.

'Crisis

Anglo-U.

:

;

We

:

We

need a

small,

if

we

lot more cooperation from
are to weather the storm;

oiu: artists^

Pllms to Come from Pinewood Are
"Blanche Furjr" (Ctoeguild) with Stewart Granger and
-

'

big and

Hobson (Technicolor).
"Oliver Twist" (Cineguild), Robert NeMrton, Alec Guin-

'Valerie

'

Producers

1;

4. Press
I
That there has been a pro-British bias in film matters in
1947 cannot be disputed. Last year pains were taken in
Varieiv to deny that any British film critic or writer was
anti-Hollywood. This year it could not stand up to cross^xSamination were we to repeat the statement.
For many writers Hollywood has^ecome both a joke
a term of opprobrium: There has been, little intelligent
creative criticism of Hollywood's product. For the sake of
autlioring a wisecrack more than one film has been floored.
If the British public had agreed with many British critics
during 1947 there would have been no crisis. It would have
been' the Golden' Era of British Films. There's always that
hackneyed retort that critics are not boxoffice tipsters, but
critics should be competent enough to give guidance to the
flim-'going public. Is it merely coincidence that films damned
with faint praise have been the tremendous boxoffice witiners, and some lauded to tttts'sliEtes have made disastrous

^nd

I

There are producers, {trho still go on an expensive and
much-needed British studio floor without a notion of what
they are goiog to shoot.
Theyiare thc^ producers who plan a budget for a pictuf^
almost double it halfway through production, and ktiow'
that unless it is a world-beater the film must lose a ftftiMt:
But that doesn't worry them. They have collected pr*sss
.

How

prestige.
^
Then there: are the arrogant and ignorant producers who
believe that British films are "streets ahead of Hollywood:"

their "epics"! Too many critics write for the edification of
select publjc, irrespective of the masses who buy and
read their papers.. About rio industry is there so much misinformation, and alas, editorial chiefs hardly frown
inaccuracy in film matters.

a

what do these producers base such a statement? -Let
at 1947 films aticlaimed b3'' critics and public: "Odd

'

upm

us look

Man

"Holiday Canip,'^ "iSjie Courtneys of Cunon
Street," "They Made Me a Fugitive," "Frieda," "An Ideal
Husband,"' "Mine Own Executioner." Against these put
"Best YeE(rs <*f Our Lives," "Kid From* Brooklyn," "Duel
In the Sun." "Boomerang," "Margie," "The Big Heart"
("Miracle
34th Street"), "Bach^r Knight" ("The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer") to say nothing of an Exquisite
Out,"

5« Hollywood
I
If only there had been one sensible diagnostician in Holly'wood when the 75% tax was imposed!
If only' the Motion Picture Ass'n of America and- Eric
Johnston had not behaved like disgruntled schoolboys!
When Gtenvil. Hall tells the House of Commons that the
increased duty of 78% is, imposed "simply and solely be.

picture like "The TTearling."
The old adage, "Pride goes. before a fall," has never had
better exemplification than in England during 1947. ^ And
it has been stupid pride. After their exhibition during the
.past year, a little sackcloth and ashes would not be out of
place for some of our producers. It they intend to keep' up
their scorn of Hollywood then let them at least earn their
keep as Hollywood producers do. And if they are going to
bleat' about Art, then let them stop spending $1,500,000 or
$2,000,000 o^ m picture. Tbey can't have it both ways.

2.

The Stndio Woiken

I

Time, was when technicians and laborers worked all hours
Of the day and night and got little for it. That was unjust,
.but now -the pendulum has swung over left with a vengeance.

What does the new agreement between producer and
worker mean? Let us reduce it to the experience of a shot
of a plowman cutting a furrow. Formerly one man with a
catnerit would go into the country, spend a day or part' of

Now this simple shot calls for nine men
eamenunan^ camera operator, focus puller, number
''grips," electrician to carry battery and
Switch on camera motor, assistant director, and two car
drivers. If reflectors are needed two more electricians will
have to go, and' if stagC' props are^ required, or a nail has
be hammered or the plow touched up with paint, there
Will be tlnree liiore men— a property man, a painter, a car'l^ter. In addition, if a doseup is wanted; makeup and
hatrdresser may be in attendance. But all these can only
>upply a simple mute shot. If sound is necess^y 'the unit
list can go to
50,
Since all this has been agreed on between producers and
studio workers there is no point- in dwelling on it, except
as a pointer -to mounting budgetSi
There is no doubt that the studio workers have allowed
" small noisy clique of extremists to propagate the belief
that with the nationalization pf the industry will come the
"•nwllenium.
Yet when the majority of workers decide to
take a hand in running their affairs they reveal marked
common sense.
'At one studio meeting one of the fanatics offered a resojution that, in view of the
number of Hollywood films show,'^^P**^l*sm in a favorable light, the General Council
h
Should
watch the situation so that, if necessary, steps may
De taken to
prevent ttieir exhibition. To the credit of these
studio workers tho resolution-waB defeated by nearly five
a day on the job.

ligliting

hoard boy, camera

'tO'

'one:

No

•

,

:

'

sensible producer grudges studio workers their
'

new

agreement, but they must prove they deserve it and not
„°.w a noisy minority to run them, and to agitate for

SgtaOnaliziation.
^
thh
Wfffc*

tmut
*«ice

'

3,

Actora

.

'

'.

:

cause this country cannot' afford to allocate the dollars
necessary to pay for the exhibition of American films in
this country at the present time," he is, speaking the simple
truth. Also when he adds, "It is not intended to obtain
additional revenue not is It an aggressive act against HoUy'"wood in the interest
onr own British film industry," he
'
speaks the simple truth.
Hollywood's behavior has been unaccountably stupid Let
us reduce the situation to simple commercial terms. An
excellent customer, 'who has always paid well for his goods,
suddenly goes broke. He tells the manufacturer that he can
no 'longer pay in full. The normal business man, sympa'
thizing with this fine customer, doesn't cut off the supply
of goods. He talks things over, especially as- the goods are
already made, and plans a Way to tide him over until better
times return. He doesn't want to lose a <v,aluable market
for his goods, especially when it's mostly profit. He doesn't
shout "confiscatory" becausi only a small proportion of the
money will be paid to him. He doesn't advertise that "irresponsible sources inside and outside" his business are assailing him, and that he is Va prey to jealous eyes."
No, sir, he meets his best customer who has fallen on
hard times, and proves himseU a good friend. Does Hollywood realize what such a gesture would have meant?

M

•

.

many, producers havC' pointed with pride to press
condemned the stupid public for not supporting

reviews, and

I

contribution to the crisis must be spotlighted
'""^^ women who, never having received such
^"
'^^v^*" ha*e assumed an arrogant imporout of all proporijon to their -true worth. Many o'

'

The benefits would easily have
financial curtailment of i<eceipts.

And Now—

What are the

outweighed any immediate

^The Future

prospects for the British

Him

industry for

1948?

Unless there is a good deal of drastic revision on the proM
duction side, and unlfess a quick settlement is made on the
Anglo-American question, the present crisis;, will intensli&>
The ostrich executives may bury their heacis and shriek
"no crisis," btit the withdrawal, for example, of FiUppo Del
:

:

Fay Compton.
"London Belongs To Me" (Individual), Richard Attenborough, Susan Shaw, Alastair Sim.
"The Passionate Friends" (CtoeguUd), Ann Todd, Trevor
^
Howard.
'The Blue Lagoon" (Individual), Jeah Simmons; Noel

_

London;

Don't force the conversion of cinemas into vaudeville
rinks or warehouses.
Don't Side with those who want to ruin many British
exhibitors because the country is honestly sh6rt of

tlieatres, dancehalls, skating

'dollars...'

Don't listen to the anti-British extremists who preach
bate and disaster.
Get together with the British Government and give
up even 75% for the time being if it will keep the
British industry going.

For there is no doubt that disaster here will not be
Hollywood's gain. We have learned to suffer most privations with a sad smile, and it may not be out of
place to remind certain folk in Hollywood of Churchill's
wartime phrase, "What sort of people do they think we

9P»r

Purcell.

.

"Once a Jolly Swagman" (Wessex)( Dirk Bofearde, Bonar
CoUeano.
.
"Far from the Maddiijg Crowd" and "A WaniinM'to Wantons^' have yet to be cast.,
\
Denhaai Studios
"The Mark of Cato" (Two Cities). Eric Porfman, Sally
Gray.
"Vice Versa" (Two Cities), Roger Livesay, Kay Walsh.
"One Night With You" (Two Cities), Nino Martini, Patricia Roc.
"Hamlet" (Two Cities), Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons.
"Hiigh Pavement" (Burnham), Barbara MuUes; Dermot
v.

Fwm

,

Wal.sh.

"Mr. Perrin and Mr. TraU" (Tw© Oties), Da;^ Farrar.,
Greta Gynt.
"Transcontinental" (Two Cities), Albert Lieven, Jean
-

'".,'>.';
Kent.
In addition, a Margaret Lockwood picture, one for John
Mills (probably H. G. Wells'
Polly*), and two for
Stewart Granger.
«
Galnsbwenirh (Sytiney Box)
"Broken Journey," PhyUis Covert, .Margot Grahame.
'Snowbound,** Robert Newton, Dennis Price.
i

fnm

"Good Time

Girl,"

Jean Kent, Dennis Price, Flora Robson.

Miranda," Googie Withers, Glynis, Johns, 'John McCallum,

Easy Money." Greta Gynt, Dennis l»ricC Jadi Wamet.
jme. Calendar," Greta Gynt, John JMcCrflUm.
<^e Bad Lord Byron," Dennis Price, Mai Zetterling,
" Ooair
'

GreenTiwod.
'"The' Blind Goddess," Eric Portman, Ann Crawford.
"Journey into Yesterday." Mai Zetterling.
"Columbus" (Technicolor), Frederic March.
<Technic01o?i Jean Simmons.
"Trek," Jack Warner, Kathleen Harrison.
'

•

,

''Double Pursuit," Jack Warner,

John McCallum.

And three "Family" stories for Kathleen Harrison. Jack
Warnfer and Petula Clark.
FnakBidinc SiadiM (MiehMel Balcon)
Va»
Beatty, Simone SigUoret,
-bataband-for Dead Lovets^" -Stewart Granger, Francoise
Bogay.
I'Eureka Stockade," Chips Rafferty, Gordon Jackson.
Scott of the Antarctic" (Technicolor), John
Mills. Derek
Bond.
Not yet cast: "Kind Hearts and Coronets,^ "Another
-

«ei

'

,

-

"Jtmy "

***

Pimlico,"

"Many

Hapjpjr Itetjirns"

and

^nd

Sir Alexander Korda promises to
$20,000,000 on a
dozen or so films. ,"Anna Karenina" With Viyien Leigh
and
Ralph Richardson is being readied for the screen, and "Bon.
nie Prince Charlie" in Tecbnicolw-^ith David Niven,
and
"Lost niusion," Carol Reed's production with Ralph Richardson and Michele Morgan are on the floor.
XoxAi's Schedale lactate
"The Wioslow Boy," Robert DOtiat.
"The DevR's DeUght," Cahr Grant.
"Round the World in 80 Days" (Technicolor), Ralph Richai'dson.

•

•

..

"Cyrano de Bergerac," Orson Welles.
"Spring in Park Lane," Herbert Wilcox Production
with
Neagle, Michael Wilding.
"The Eagle Has Two Heads," Eileen Herlie.
In addition-^another Robert Donat picture, a Carol Reed

Anna

Cautions on Don'ts
.

'.r-

"The Red Shoes" (Archers), Anton Walbrook, Moira
Shearer, Robert Heipmann (Technicolor).
"Esther Waters" (Wessex), Kathleen Ryan, Dirk Bogarde,

,

losses?'-

,

and

notices

ness."

production starrujg

Rex Harrison, two films from Leslie *
one from Anthony Kimmins, one from Julien Duand two from Powell tt, Pressburger.
is a film quota offense taken at random from
the
newspapers. "For failing to exhibit at the Empire Cinema,
town
Arliss,
vivier,

Here

Derby, (a 1,250-seater in a
of 130,000), the prescribed
proportion of British long films, Marks Circuit Cinemas
(owner of 22 theatres) were at Derby Magistrates Coutt,
fined $120 with $38 costs."
An order required 15% of long films must be British, and
this "cinema had only exhibited 11.2%. Defense was that
"^"/•^rtunately there were not the number of British films
that people wanted to see and there was great difficulty
in getting them. The defendants had dOn»
IW* befit."
Will Hollywood please note fhe siipitittcance of sufHt a
situation?
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"^REEN DOLPHIN STREET After breaking every record in the history o£ the, Criterion, N. Y,
during

its

sensational 9-week run,

continues

it

its

record-breaking, hold»Qver career across *the nation. Mightiest

drama since "Gone With The Wind." Earthquake, tidal wave, tribal warfare in this gigantic, romantic
piaurization of M-G-M's Prize Novel that 20 million readers are waiting for. Starring Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna
spectacular

Reed, Richard Hart.

I

'
.

"GOOD NEWS'

New Year's attraction by hundreds of theatres to play simultaneously yifith
Radio City Music Hall. Packed with Technicolor verve and }oy, it move$ with
lightning pace. June AUyson's love affair is Peter Lawford, rapidly reaching top box-office draw, plus brilliant young
Broadway stage stars. Great tunes, excellent dancing, swell fim. Picture runs only an hour and a half which means peN
fea set-up for top business!

its

big*grossing

Selected as

World Premiere

at

'CASS TIMBERLANE'

Spencer. Tracy, Lana Turner,

terrific

twosome

co-starred with Zachary Scott.

Just chosen as Picture of the Month by Cosmopolitan Magazin'e. First engagement in Buffalo following its great World
Premiere at Radio City Music Hall confirms it as a BIG money show.
big-time production of the best-seller that

A

packs humor and humanity, luxury, love and laughter into a warmly appealing romance.
millions of movie-goers. A honey!

It's

got everything for the

'KILLER McCOY' Meet a NEW M-G-M Star!
Aon Blyth, and

he's

Yes, it's Mickey Rooney, co-starred with Brian Donlevy and
engagements. They advertised direct to theladies, who.loved it.
battles his w^y from the gutter to the. heart of a girl uptown, brings you a sensational,

knocking them for i loop in

The story of a sidewalk savage, who
Mickey for big money.

'HIGH WALL'

all

^

World Premiere

N. Y. confirms prediction that it will be a headline box-oQice
melodrama. Not since "Jo^OQ)^ Eager" bas'Robert Taylor had as powerfully rugged a role and Audrey Totter, a click in "Lady In die. Lake," continuing to build to stardom, is his excellent
romantic partner. Plus Herbert Marshall and big cast. Fresh directioo and fest*paced handling make .this a really
.important box-office picture. Every trade paper review is a ravd{
Capitol,

attraction of 1948. Exciting, tense, romantic

(continued)

W

THRE|«JmRIN6 DAUGHTERS'
3.

dasiiing

young divorcee

(a

It's

Technicolor joy,

tt*s

musical gayety,

it's

laughter and

NEW Jeanette MacDonald ih better voice than ever!) tries to hide her second

jbolTeymoon plans with happy-go-lucky Jose Iturbi (wait
daughters {}^tx& Powell, for one, and what a song-bird!)

'till

you hear his boogie«woogte!) from her mischievous
most refreshingly different show -of the new year.

It's tibe

WINTER COMES'

IF

Wonderful news for the millions who cherish the thrilling story told in one of
who will flock to see M-G-M's suspenseful production of it, Walter Pidgeon, so handsome in a role for romance-seeking; women fans; Deborah Kerr, refreshingly beautiful, a new love for men folks. Three
women in fiis life. Was he a love thief?. Tense with suspense! Truly a woman's picture.
the great novels of our time and

GOES WILD'

"THE BRIDE

as a pert but shockable young

as he teams

he

up again with

f

Van Johnson

as a fun-lovmg, happy-go>-lucky author; June Allyson
two who tried not to fall in love. A most appealing role for Van
comedy romance. Butch Jenkins plays his biggest role to date and

the story of

lovable June in a sure-fire

entertainment for everyone.

is riotous. It's perfect

-ALIAS

And

artist.

|

A GENTLEMEN'

Leave it to Wallace Beery to give the fans a show for their money. The
most lovable old rascal decides to become a gentleman when he comes out of jail to live on a hidden fortune.
prunes a prize rose, trips a fancy rhumba but also packs, dynamite in^ session with racketeers. Tom Drake, popular young romantic star gets gorgeous Dorothy Patrick for his partner. Plenty of thrills and fun for the folks.
screen's

He

"B.
thie

Ps DAUGHTER'

cast of stars selected to bring

Millions of readers of the
it

John

*

Marquand Best-Seller will be delighted with
Van Heflin, Charles Coburn, Richard Hart (of

P.

to the screen. Barbara Stanwyck,

"Green Dolphin" fame) Keenan Wynn enact the powerful drama of the strong-willed daughter of th« industrial
tycoon who had everything but the man she loved. A great book has become a picture of blazing love, explosive dra^Ma/
and emotional suspense.
.

"THE PIRATE'

Teams Judy Garland and Gene Kelly in a rich Tecbuicohr Cole Porter musical extravaganza.
with provocative love story. Picture fans will royally welcome Judy Garland in an adorable singing role. This picture
has genuine novel^ of treatment and content and produced on tremendous scale is not only eye-filling but has out""
standing musical score and is loaded with comedy and action. A great all-around entertainment.

'SUMMER HOLIDAY'

Just screened in

Home

Ofl&ce Projection

Room!

It's

f

S

|;

destined to be one'of

A

musical version of £ugene O'Neill's "Ah Wilderness!" produced magnificently
in Technicolor. 'Truly the Great American Musical and every player hand-picked: Mickey Rooney, Gloria v^e-Haven*
the talked-about pictures of 1948.

|

Walter Huston, Frank Morgan, Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell and many more. Watch for something big, gay, eyef
filling, rich with song^^hits. Directed by the man who made "Oklahomal".

f

!j

,

- :v-:

:

.

.

:::-'^-v:

i

:

^''-'y-':

^ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU'

Gorgeous Esther Williams and Peter Lawford, new idol of the
\hnst romantically together! Plus Ricardo Montalban, Jimmy Duranti^ Cyd Charisse, Xavier Cugat in a dashing Tecbui^mhr musical. The love story has a delightfully different, racy, new twist and the South Sea bat^^btinds are # ^^fect
.setting for Esther Williams' beauty. A gorgeous musical in the M-G-M manner for packed houses.
.

,

^HE KISSING BANDIT Frank
'

Sinatra and Kathryn Grayson in a big and gay Teclmtcolor ntusical
with an unusual and intriguing plot and plenty of love songs for the stars, to sing. It has a swashbuckling theme of
the inaccessible high born girl and the daring kissing bandit, with thrills and exdtemeiit |;alore. Rich, racy, romantic
*
sure-fire returns! A gala audience attraction.

W

.

'HOMECOMING'

(Tentative

title).

A perfect vehicle

for Clark Gable!

.

A grand, two-fisted, romantic role

who shares his pulse-pounding adventures: Lana Turner! And
Anne Baxter and John Hodiak for plus star values! Its first preview in California held the audience spellbound. The
applause at the end is the thrilling guarantee. You can put it down in the books as one of the Biggest attractions of
for Clark Gable!

the

And

the perfect choice for the girl

new year.

INDUSTRY'S

NEW THEME SONG:

M-G-M, GREAT IN

'481'
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Public Standards

Have Kept Groucho Admits

Isn't It

He's a Social

WAtD

It

Hollywood.
Like the automobila and the airplane, the motion picture
is here to stay.
This is ft f act tinUkely to be disputed and one which should
inspire HoUywood picture-makers to take their responsibilities seriously and not to retard the advancement of the industry by the lazy
attitude that people - will ' go - to - tbemovies-anyway.
The public still has the last word in

Doesn't

to Worry Him

Seem

By LOUIS NIZER
The great trends in history are seldom observed until
time has given perspective to them. We still s.ee the motion

•

the matter, and there's

By

The Hollywood social ladder is a high and dizzy one, and
the bottbm rung, if you look closely, you will find th«
writer of these confessions.
It's It o'clock at night and I am sitting
up in bed with the assorted works of
Sir Walter Scott and a glass of warni
milk. Don't get tiie idea that I have
been in bed all evening,
a imatt^i' of
fact, I have just returhed
ft din^
party. There were six people pffesenti
including the "hostess and her husband.
Before dinner we each had a glass of

Min

,

.

attractive.

While catering

to

th6 public

sherry and after dinner
';taste,,

cordial

just as any foresighted businessman
does, the producer at the same time
should realize his broader obligations

jerry w»ia

we

and two hours of

The men-

•

'

If it were not for Alexander the Great and his wars to
create the Hellenic Empire, the language, literature, philo.soof government of the Greeks might never have
been established in the entire Mediterranean area including
"
Persia and Egypt.

phy and form

;

into, the theatres
they don't want to go^. And they
won't want to go if HoUyVood doesn't
keep its standards high and its prodijct

problem' and the women. V asie
Groucho Marx

that the
in the mighty weapons of guidance and influence
screen offers him.
As a film producer, I accept a responsibility not only to
provide "the best entertainment," but to present and interpret for the average film-goer the.yte and times of the
period in which we are living. This means, among other
things, the dramatic exploration of problems of sociology
(juvenile delltiquency, divorce, etc.), of religion, and of poll*
tics and leadership and sclei^e arid human nature—and, in
&ort, every phase of life that touches and affects mankind^,

talked ^about millinerj',''

If it vfere not for the Romans and their conquests several
.centuries later, the architecture and art of Rome as well as
the Latin language and literature would hot' have spread

each had a

'cbnvei's^tion.

discussed politicsj ,th9

tM

'^lijifjen

Eweiils-*
'

;

•

By

yawning became pretty general and toy 11 I was
>
bed.
..
After 15 years in Hollywood I have slowly and reluctantly
come to the; conclusion that I am a social bust, I am Anally
convinced that I must have most of the physical curses that
the radio commercials loudly assure you they can cure in 24
hours. Only in this way can I explain the>cloisteted' existence
that ! lead in a town that is famous for its -hoopla and merriment. I never seem to crash the sets that the columnists
are constantly writing about.
Ohi my name appears frequently in the movie columns, but
it's usually in connection with a picture I am about io appear
in ot some other theatrical plan- 1 am 'contemplating. But I
never see my name in a movie columrTwhen a party like the
following has been thrown,
Mr. and 'Mrs, .Basil Metabolism entertained 360 couples at
a garden party to welcome the return, of Steve Gwendolyn
from a trip to Peru.
satin tent covered the entire three
acres, and as each couple arrived they were given a private
swimming pool and a keg of champagne. Life mag covered
the event and had its cameras on a lot of uncovered people in
shorts and sarongs who floated- in and around the scenery
sipping tropical drinks. At 11 a mock auction was held and
the hostess' -daughter was sold to- a- used car dealer who
.though .he could trade her in on a new Cadillac. -Bing and
Dorothy breezed in around one and kept everyone enthralled,
singing the workS'of Burl Ives. Around 3 a.pi. semi-naked
girls were shot out of cannons into the waiting arms of
those lucky wolves who were batching it, and it wasn't until
the sun crept up over the hills that the shindig finally broke
up.
Just as woives travel, in packs this town travels in sets,
and' if you are not a definite; part of one of these ."cliques
you'll find yourself at home at nightj repairing the washing
machine, doing acrostics, or trying to wheedle a big' ship
into a small bottle.
10:30 the

.

:

home ,in

;

-

good film should offer the movie-goer a thousand new:
contatts with current thought and current feeling—a realm
of adult experiences and pleasures.
• In "Key Largo," for .example, John Houston and Richard
Brooks have modernized Maxwell Anderson's great play
with a view' toward showing the postwar confusion of the
disillusioned veteran and thg threatened resurgence' of American violence. We also believe that we are presenting an
exciting piece of screen drama that will be as thrilling as it
Will be thought-provoking.

A

.

A

.

make

a pulpit of the screen^

wWch

fatal mistake and an inspiration for which Hollyis not qualified and a goal for isrtiich it is not destined.

wood

But- W€r

may and dc hope

to

show something that

poiCfant-in the average person's life and
tainment that will sell at the boxoffice.

still

make

it

is

*

tistic tastes, have never advanced beyond the peep-show,
that I think a pat on the back from a member of the industry is not out of- order.
For I, want .to- report an- optimistic attitude toward the
maturily showft recently fey th« films and by the people who

pay

to see them.
Hollywood can no longer be accu.sed of infantilism nor
its efforts in the direction of an honest,
decent, and realistic expression of our. times. ~And .if our
passes at so-called artistry have not always been completely
successful, then the indifterence of the ticket buyers -is -just
as much to blame as are the' good intentions of the pro.ducers who as businessmen must seek a "compromise between
what, they thinlt the public ought to like and what the pub-

lack of courage in

•

d^^ like.

Hollywood's hardest critics are accustomed to ranting that
picture-makers are inclined to regard their audiences as incapable of facing facts and the problems ,of the. day. This
* may- have been partly true in .the- past, but I think it is not
true now, and I think that the averaj-o film customer has
,

I

grown up in his tastes just as the pictures have grown up
in what they say and the way they say it.

No Need

for Palronizing

If any of this patronizing attitude of the parent toward a
not quite bright child persists in the relationship of the producer a.nd the customer, it is because' in the past it ,was encouraged, rather than repelled by. audienges' ready accep<tance of the one-two-three formula pictures.
In the last lew years, the run-of-the-mill Hollywood product has been broken more and more frequently by pictures
which abhor formula and which stand out as brilliant exampleig of what the screen can and intends to do. The fact
that these pictures have been financial successes is the most
'valid proof of the audiences' eagerness to go along with
.

.

Hollywood at its best.
I cite, among, recent fine films, "The Best^ Years of Our
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "Boomerang," "Cross-"Gentleman's Agreement," and, immodestly, "Mildred
Pierie" and "The Urifaithful."
These are pictures that reflect-lifCj not as a^ Coney Isdand
mirror would distort it, but with honesty apd accuracy.
Such pictures ate bound to have a healthy effect on other
films, beisaiise every picture in one way or another, influjust as writers have influenced
ences every other picture
:

I<ives,"
fire,"

.

i

.

.

other writers > . , as Francais 'Villon influenced Rabelais aj*d
Anatole France.
With the'help of the world's film audiences, who can support the industry's worthiest efforts, I sincerely believe that
Hollywood can and will make moritorious pictures-^the kind
'

'

,

of pictures that everybody will

want

to see.

And I .sincerely believe that in the enormous job of picture-making, bigness should never be a substitute for beauty,
nor quantity for quality, nor money for mood.

Last Shall Be First
You know,

to get very aggravatei, at the traxkt but
siiice 1 boMoht mi/sey a special pair of
made out of plastic Serutan. Ah, these
Serutan binoculars are wonderful! Wiicn I look through
them: I see every race fun bocfciuards and that malcBS me
feel good-^beednse I always see my horse come tn first

«ot (Wj/more.

Z

usfd

Mot

jield-'glasses that are

—Joe
It

E.

Lewis:

'

-

im-

enter-

It would probably seem more fitting. if praise of the industry came froM without. On the other hand, there are so
miany detractors of Hollywood who wallow in the delight of
denouncing the industry as a shrine of money-mad sycopharits who genuflect only to the dollar sign and whose ar-

lic

.

,

The Sporting

Set

|

The motion

picture theatre is the college for the adult and
child not. bent on formal education. There are 83,000 motion
picture theatres in the world.
About 17,000 are in the
United States, 16,000 in Russia, 5,800 in Italy, 5,100 in Britain,
5,000 in Germany, 4,S00 in France, 3,306 in Spain, 2,493 in
Sweden, 1,897 in Czechoslovakia, «t.c. There are 38,000,000
seats in these "universities." Over 100,000,000 people attend
these "colleges" a week. Whije the United States predominates in the number, of its peaceful and cultural "invasions"
of other nations, happily there is reciprocation, tiast year 89
foreign films were released in the United States (England
.

.

,

83,000 Theatres; 38,000,000 Seats

I

.

'

Reflect Life
are not trying to

would be a

people.

.

.

We

throughout the then known; world.
Despite the later- cOntiribultons to communication by telegraphy) telephone, and radio, the limitation of the written
word remained.
Then -came the greatest conveyor of information, education and culture—the motion picture. No longer must progress be made by war and' aggre.ssive exploration. We have
now the peaceful and more effective invasion of motion
pictures. They need not be consciously slanted toward the
presentation of one culture or another. They reveal peoples
aUd cultures to one another. That is enough. For, the only
progress towards world peace is- achieved- when international
understanding spreads 'On the level of the masses of the

.tfiilffic

Teachers Association and the men,

-

greater futic-

Its

In ancient times culture was spread through the most undesirable methods. Wars for conquest and imperialistic explorations were not intended for any such noble motive,
but actually that is how knowledge was carried to and from
distant lands.

.

n6 way to

still

picture only as a means of entertainment.
tion eludes most of us.

at

bludgeon customers
i£

GROUCHO MARX
Hollywood.

;

Time for Us to Beeomc

Mature About Films?

Outcast in H'wood But Somehow

Pace With Improved Pix
By JERRY

AmiMoruary

P^klHSift

18,

Russia

11,

Austria

8,

France

6,

Italy 3,

Mexico

'

.34),;

Has the influence of this medium yet received proper appraisal?
Some governments understand the importance ot
the motion picture. They subsidize it, as they da their
,

armies and merchant marine. vBut in<4he United StattSs 'tye
are still inclined -to look upon the motion picture industry as;
simply a great business. We are more interested in its
abuses than in its contributions.
Nobel Prizes are given in the domain of physics, chemistry
and literature. Pulitzer Prizes are awarded for achiovements in the drama, poetry, music, newspaper cartooning,
etc.
But the only, a wards given for motion pictures (the
Academy awards) ar«l conferred by the industry Upon it-

self.

We

have wisely avoided turning, the aio{idn picture into a
nationalistic propaganda mediumi
But this must not blind
us to the profound effects of pure* entertainment upon the
culture, the education and, above all, the understanding by
one people of another.
When we do, then it will dawn on us that evolution has
made the motion picture a- substitute for war and imperialism in spreading culture and information among the peoples

For example, there is the sporting set. They depart each
day at noon for'qne of the racetracks, equippecl with binoculars, racing forms and a covey of bloiides. They caii't name
all of the 48 states but they can rattle off the names of most
of the nags that are running that-day at the major tracks.
This crowd improves each shining hour. They play gin
rummy on the way to the track and gin rummy on the way
home from the track. As soon. as they have eaten dinner

they play gin rummy until it's, time to go to the track again. ^of the world. It is the great ally of the tX^ifed Nations. It
the great educator of the mass'es in the''iiiost significant
In the winter, if they are lucky enough to have' a divorce ""is
realm of spreading educational information' about "foreignpending, they journey to Las Ve^as qr Reno. Here they
ers" so that we may recognize- thetn as neighbors. It is the
can discard an old wife, or husband,- latch on to a new one,
exchange student idea carried out on a mass basis.
and play gin rummy at the same time.
We have talked much about making motion pictures maAbout once a week the folltliwing can. be found in any of
ture. I wonder if we ought npt^ive a little ?tttentiott to^our
the syndicated columns:
becoming mature about motioh .pictures,
Devereaux Barrett, singing star of the Eagle Screams Picture Co., wound up at the wrong end of a- gin bottle last night
at the Copacadera In court this morning, sporting at shiner,
and a crumpet or two, This is really the upper crust- crowd
he testified that it was all a mistake. He said he was under
of the movie industry. Even theif nursemaids are :^mported
the table giving his finance a hot foot, but the place was
from England—in this way the children rarely find but that
jammed and though he didn't know it he actually was applythey are living in a foreign country until it's too late. The
ing the torch to the wife of a prominent mining engineer
nursemaids, too, .are aware of their soc|al position. The
who passed out at an adjoining table.
maid, for example, whose employer appears in one epic a
Here it i.s--life, love and laughter.' And what am I doing
year is careful when she trundles her charge in the park
while all this is going on? I'm home drying cherry pits to
not to allow her tot to play with a baby .whose father might
make a bean bag for my cook's nephew.
be some schlepper knocking off shorts in one of th6 smaller
-I'm a Uttle old for the athletic set, but even in my heydey,
studios.
.
when my arteries .were as soft as my head, I don't think I
Even the intellectual crowd will have none- of me; Physcould have survived this crowd/ They're up at the crack of
ically I look like one of them. I am greying at the temples;
day galloping over moun-tain trails and streams. After a
-I walk with
a slight limp and I wear thick glasses. But I
hasty breakfast, while still in the saddle, they whip their
have been tried and found wanting. Through a mistake that
.foam-crested steeds back to the stable and dive into somehas never been explained, I was once Invited to .one of their
body's swimming pool. The don't care whose pool, it is
dinner parties. On receipt of the invitation I rushed down
they are in and out so fast nobody recognizes them any way*
to the "public library and boned up on a dozen assorted
After this, five sets of tennis, a drive to the ocean for a quick
subjects. 1 poked aro,und Plato, scratched' around Spinoza
dip, and then some handball before -dinner. After dinner
and read Finnegan's Wake frontwards and backwards I
they usually play pingpong until it's time" to hop into the
understood it hetter backwards, but anyway I Msad It. By
saddle again.
the night of the party I was sure I knew enough to muddle
While these supermep are galloping over hill and dale,
through the evening. I know better now. This was a writers'
_I'm stunibling around the bathroom groping for any small
crowd. Most of the women had short hair and thick socks
white pellet that might conceivably send me off to dreamand most of the men had ulcers and no socks. Until tlie
land.
lights were turned on full blast for the games it wasn't
Far removed from this hyperthyroid crowd, and even
easy to distinguish between the- sexes;
farther removed from the gallants who while away the
nights bouncing empty boOze bottles off each other's skulls,
I was still wiping the fruit-cup stains off my vest wheit«
the hostess herded us all into the living room and quickly
is the British set. Standard equipment for-them is a tweed
outfitted us With pencils, and paper. They then chose sides
suit, pipci thick soled brogans and an accent as clotted as
pre-war cream. They don't talk to me but it's just as well
and bombarded each other with questions that would have
for I wouldn't understand what they weijs saying anyway.
withered the combined brains of Nicholas Murray Butler,
Their conversation iS full of pip-pips, what-hos, cheerios,
"Joel Kupperman and Professor Einstein. After a few preand all that sort of thing. Though many of them have now
liminary intellectual skirmishes they let me off the hook
resided in Hollywood for more than 20 years they seem far
and I slunk back to the kitchen to resume ftjbbing the fruit
more British than when they left the mother country, and I
stains off my vest.
There are many other groups and sets, in Hollywood, They
am sure that if they were to return even their king would
have considerable difficulty in understanding them. They
differ in many ways but they all have one thing in commo"
work liard all week appearing on the screen as kindly ^they avoid me as though I were a Democrat in the State
philosophical types, stroking'sandy moustaches, opening and
of Maine. I'm just a lonely beachcomber on the town's social
closing silver cigaret cases, and downing quarts of phoney
seas. I'll admit I'm discouraged, but I'm determined that
Scotch whiskey. But on Sundays they rub off the greasesome day I'll crash Hollywood Society. If everything el^a
paint and become gentlemen of the manor. Peering at thelh
fails I'll sit in my car on Sunsfet Boulevard and for a small
through a fence they can be see» creaking around grassy
fee I'll show the tourists the outside ot all the homes where
fields on elderly polo ponies until it's time for a spot of tea
the movie stars live.
'
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Film Biz

:

Amtiveraary

X'flSlKjBE^rf'

in Squeeze Play of Rising

and Dwindling Fo reign Markets

liviti^ Costs

At That 1947 Will See $100,000,000 Industry

Profits,

Second Only to Peak $125,000,000. In 1946

For 2d Year-Foreign Gross Take About Equals Industry's Net ProfitsAppraisal of the 1948 Outlook
The Sim Industry found
an exposed position during

liquid condition of the majors which failed in its bankrollmg maneuver.'?.
IRA
Before the year was half up. Parafive lush years had built up went
through a reparativcly cheap wartime stretch. into reverse in '47. It's too early to mount had pushed
One peculiarity of the flhn biz is obtain final figures but early reports volving fund of $25,000,000 into
which is dipped for $10,000,000. tPar
the delayed repercussions Of any
KM
paid off $2,000,000 of that sum beThat delay varies
•Shifts in costs.
also
fore the year was over.)
between one and two years, depend•as
I2M
•m
arranged a $10,000,000 credit, while
ing on the rapidity in which pix are
20th-Fox put through one for $2.1,released after they're in the cans.
Universal and Columbia
000,000.
Under .standard operational procredits
for
$10,000,000
slanted
cedure in the industry, a pic's cost
-stretched over a period of years.
Pt
2M
w*nni
is not charged against current reveProsperous time-s served the mai)6
nues until it is iti actual release.
!J7
jors in good stead with the banks.
When a fllm hits the screens, the
OCT
JKN
JAN
JULY
None 'of the loans called for interest
OCT
AFML
JULY
bookkeeping operations commence
in excess of 2^k% for moneys aSa number of houses to indie exhibs, at a fixed pre-determined rate highlight a shift in profits from bank
Minor boost was taken by 20th-Fox which sees the greatest part ra the balances to film inventory. In short,
early in the year when it sold a par- costs written off during the first .six while cash and bond totals remained
'47 or went into
ticipating interest in a Mexican cir- months. Hence the expensive po-str stationary during
war films scored their initial dam- decline, inventory valuations con- 3M
'
cuit for $400^)00,
tinued their sharp tisc. That extra
Compilation of company graphs age in the middle section' of '47.
No further decline of any major coin,- over and above money doled 2M
disclose several interesting facets of
iilm biz this year and last. It's to be proportion is expected from the do- out in the form of stockholders' diviborne in mind that these graphs are mestic -situatioii. The trend in Hol- dends, was consumed not in greater
the real payojfl on company opera- lywood has set in against rising pix pix backlogs but in costlier ones*
Result of this phenomenon was a
tions since they chart earnings and budgets and while films released in

RKO

Profits ot
were given a $3,158^000 hoist by the company's sale
of its newsreel company to Warner
Bros, and of its partial interest in

itsell in

'47

when

th0 first brunt ol postwjir ills hit
world commerce. While heiiivy industries tooled up and then fattened

m

im the global famine for -goods and
jnachittes, films were bracketed with
luxury commodities in a squeeze
brought on by rising prices and

'

RKO

m

itoy
inning overseas markets.
Auies

WIT

By

Pix revewere bit— though* not on the

—

m

Iwjtton— and threatened considerably

'

M

'

mi

^

m

1

*<•

—

'

n

:

by factors which many econojhists feel, must be corrected if a
WiwldWide depression is to be side-

Comparison of Seven

jhore

:

At

that,

.

35M

the seven majors tUnited

should^^rove extremely valuable in.
adverse
factors
the
which cropped up in the industry
during the year just enfjed.
yhe year's wmdup struck a promciishioning

Artists excepted), by pre-war standards took ^profits in colossal propor-

From all indications, the
mark Will gust be nicked
It wont be too

tions,

$100,000,000

ising note.

Profits

which had been

sliding steadily .since the summer
months showed every sign of bourtcr.
ing back in the final quarter of the
year. The chief weakness had been,
a decline in rentals from the distribwing of the business. Sales depicked ,up
partments,
however,
"

for" the fiscal year.

below the $125,000,000 score in
'46 and it's still way ahead of takes
which varied between $30,000,000
and $40,000,000 for the years immediateiir preceding hostilities.
Strangely enough, for, the. second

far

momentum during November and

year in a row, foreign remittances'
'almost exactly

m m m

m.

tually borrowed while the cash on
can (a valuable sail-trimming devife) cost the companies the low
Those credits
rate of .25%-.50%.

40M
;

stepped.
.

M

Co8'. '46-'47 Earnings

mr

APRIL

match the companies' earnings

The big overall de-^ the rifcxt six months won't show the wholesale rush to the banks for renets.
The total overseas revenues cline in the take occurred between results of paring the nut, their costs voUring fund credits to help bank"
in '46 csme to $125,000,000 and cur- April and Juljr bcKfore the foreign won't be higher either. The/outlook roll the soaring film production nut.
rently it's figured at $105,000,000.
overseas,^ however, is hardly reas- This js Strictly a postwar developsuring aiind unless the British 'tax ment. Daring hostilities, the comThe overseas bugaboo is: yClouding
mixup is' untangled satisfactorily, panies were able to stay away from
prospects tor '|8 and the main efAll companies, except
fort of' producers and disfribs right
profits will undoubtedly toboggan the banks.
4M
•Metro, Warners and UA, set up
further in.- 1948's first quarter.
now is to halt the Aiatching process
,-1
Coupled with company profits and credits. M-;G and WB already ha*
before it goes any further. Depending on profits abroad for the differequally important is the cash posi- longterm loans while UA tried tent
ential between negative costs and
tion of the majors in the face of balthe gravy won't work anymore and
looning costs and dipping nets. Af"
years of unprecedented
five
the main efforts are being directed
ter
profits in the industry, the majors
towards cheaper films and higher
AKIl
OCT
JAN
had amassed liquid assets by the
domestic returns^
alone.

December, Iii that, they were aided
and abetted by grosses which ran
to 10% ahead of December, 1946.

5%

Strong pix released'during the last
quarter -of '47 are. expected to do
yeoman's work with those failing
distribution revenues. They've had
their initial impact -in the October
to December stretch when several
distribs which languished in the red

during

the

months
hot-wea+iier
again.

puUed into the black

m

m

M

t.Xheatte-Owninc Film Companies

market had deteriorated to its presThe real lifeline has bten the ent low point. From July to Octocompany - owned theatre chains^ ber, the seven majors held the line
They've come through with an un- despite the fact that the hot-weather
joterrupted stream of dimes and months are traditionally noted for

Major Grcuits Improviiig Cash

m

.

-

quarters while distribution, socked their poor boxoffice.
first and hardest^ floundered in the
xvake. Of the $100,000,000 ^orralled
Prime Beasons for B^O.
this

year,

affiliated

flickerieg-

m

2M

through

»70,000,000

with an
Their

slice.

estimated
steadying

Influence (and a bright sign for the
future if the U. S. Supreme Court

ing

m

M

(I)

a.-

(3)

3.

<2)
(4)

20lh-Fox

<5)

RKO

W)

dolumbia

C6>

Univeri-al

4.

Paramount
Warner Bros;

$33,000,000
23,000,000
15,000,000

Metro

.... 11,626,427
...

....

..

of

affiliated

pull as

9,000,000
3,707,000
2,900,030

$44,040,000'
19,424,000
22,619,000
17,958,945
12;187.805
3,450,000
4,.^65,219

.

chains

are there's

still

plenty

of l6ose

cash

major reshape around 'are easing the realignment of
structure to

their

financial

much

of their coin as pos-

the majors' financial structure.
ZS-30 Tear Leases
In the main, the leases taken back
by afl'iliates on sale If theatres run
between 20 and 30 years. Rent is on
a scale which' insures a return to
the investors ot anywhere from 5%
to 8% on- the purchase money cash
after payment of suchrrealty charges
as mortgage interest payinents, in.surance premiums and assessments.
Operation expenses, of course, are
carried by the theati-e companies.
Transactions aren't disclosed by
annual financial report^ made by the
companies because no part of the
money received is scored up as profits.
It's an exchange of one valuation (real estate holdings) on the
books for another (cash deposits).
But it's being used as a valuable
method of boosting liquid holdings

sible out of brick and mortar. The
new policy which has been accelerating over the past year is to unload realty in the form of theatres
to private investment syndicates and
take back long-terra leases. .Goal in
mind of exhibition bigwigs of majors
is to improve,, their companies' cash
position while maintaining opei-ational control Of theatres sold.
The record realty value of flickeries in the current inflated market
is sparking the trend. Major theatreowning companies and other big circuits can now extract peak prices
their theatres and the ihortage
of building materials is figured to
keep the level .sky-high for the next
three years, at least. Toppers have
the idea that now's the time for a which have been subjected to a tergeneral retreat from the real estate rific drain because of rocketing |n:^«
duction costs.'
biz.
Film biggies while silent on spe'ci«
Realty's strong position at present
transactions estimate that beis making the transfer of theatres fic
fta.sier from the majors to private tween 40 and 50 houses have now
investors. The banks are now loan- landed with outside investors in the
iK
ing as high as 75% of the purchase past year. Actual cash received by
price and taking back first mort- majors on the deals is now in thegages. Their willingness to go in neighborhood of $5,000,000 with, anOCT
APSit
JAN
heavy for backing theatre acquisi- other $5,000,000 or m<»i« likely
Unfort-jnately, the extraordinarily tions coupled with the fact that during 1948.
.

:

.

1.

big

quietly engaged in a

OCT
jMi
im.
Of the two prime reasons for the
April-July sUde, one is bound to end of '46 which were double and
general economic conditions while treble any sums banked previously.
the other refers to the industry spe€ash position vs. Inventories
permits the Big Five to hold on to cifically.
The spring saw a rapid
SpecificaHy, last returns of the
them) is apparent from the com- climb in general price levels on imshowed their cash
pany gfaphs of the rate of profits portant commodities such as food, majors available,
position and film book value as folprinted here.
Understandably, Co- clothing and durable goods. Wages lows:
lumbia and Universal, sans theatre aiid personal income badly trailed
Cash and
Ballast, show the widest fluctuations skyrocketing costs for goods. Result
Picture
liiquid
w profits.
Was inevitable. Needing its pay enInventory
Assets
Gompany
velope almo.st excluiiively for necesBstbnated '47 Net Versus '46
$50,000,000 $53,000,000
20th-Fox
sities, the public cut down- in its
89,000,000
Metro ....... 44.000,000
With its tremendous theatre hold- movie-going habit.
48,000,000
ings,- leader of
Paramount ... 40,000,000
the parade for anSecondly, it's felt that the big RKO
30,000,000
.-. 30,000,000
other year is Paramount.
Its estiin production costs had
51,000,000
mated net is $33,000,000. This year's postwar rise
Warner Bros.. 22,000,000
impact
profit-Whittling
initial
21,000,000
entire lineup, estimated in all cases its
Universal .... 15,000,000
filmThe
months.
spring
20,000,000
except Columbia and Metro, which -during the
Columbia .... 12,000,000
climb,
steepest
its
have already turned in their annual making bite took
still
liqui-^
were
distribs
'46 while
8M
reports (ended. June 30), is listed in
ctMnduring
the
pix made
herewith.
number dating
IParenthetized
15
indicates company's position in
—1
'46,]t.
*
1946
1947

come

.
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1
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excellent and Kri$tme Miller coioHv.L"

M.

P. Daily says:
"A tough-talking underworld drama bursting
the seams with violence."

^Jnd thgr^ll be more
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about

sensational torch-song, "Don't

Call It Love," recorded by topflight singing stars for iop-'drazoer

radio promotion.
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Film Exec Finally Meets

The Mystery Of The

Star of His Boyhood Dreams

Disappearing Agents

.

By NATE GROSS
(.Chicago's

Mt TheM

to stretch
friends.

your

is

,big feet before

no better way

a fireplace and

Chicago.
than

to relax
talk to

good

The veteran Drama Critic opens with "Spin back the clock
when the breathless New York theatre was that Bt
Clyde Fitch and Augustus Thomas, of David Bel^sco ao«(
Cohaii Sit Harris, of Charley Frohman and the young SbubeH'
brothers." His reminiscences cover the
spectacular success of Maude Adkiis^ 'ift
t'Peter Pan," Blanche Bates in "ibie
Girl of the Golden West," Edmund

"21."

"I'm the man to really sejl yOiir {(toimportant money bni the Coast,''
they tell the publishers, between visits
to adjoining tables and ihystei;ious telephone calls from Beverly Hills, l(OhdOn>
and Pakistan; "I know all the stars and
ries for

of the Valley sometimes referred to as "the Loop."
pony
i-A^ross the mesa frftm the Santa; Fe station and a
Dresser Ranch
SPid«'from the N. Y. Central terminal, High
That's how
traffic.
is right in the middle of cro.ss-country
know some
the proprietor of High Dresser Ranch gets to
world-famous celebrities. Back in Bucktpwn, the biggest
star named
celebrity we ever saw was a motion picture

Breese and Grace SHiston in '"The Liija
and the Mouse/' David Warttelcl jii
f'The

all -the prodijcers. i know Wh^h
they're panting for
story Of^ « Certain
kind and just how niuich they're ready;
to nibble a little lunch on the cUft

^een

almost in tears.

Then

W

,

-

'

,

_

'

'

.

.

'
'
"leased right up.
"1 don't think even Mae knows- about this," lie cautioned.
Well, here in- the ranih 'country lots of fellows have pasts.
.
So Charlie confided:
.
"1 finally met Anita Stewart."
Gosh! That took us right back to Buektown and .Huth
Koknd and Gloria Swanson and ZaSu Pitts.
v
'•You did? ', we said with awe.
•
"Yes," smiled Charlie, "it was wonderful!" •
'^Anitji Stewart?", mused the rslaUb foreman, Ted Tod.
'

'

.

•Is she

sim

aliVe'?"

'

'

:

about a look into the future to -the good new days, I'll go
.up 'in the attic and get the magic crystal ball out of the old
prop .trunk while you call in the.byliners of those-Good Old
Days pieces.- ' Set the stage for a seance with iow lights, laint

We put down our brandin' iron and "kind of hoped a
couple of heifers would' mosey over so we could do a little
ropin' or whatever it is" they. d» on ranches, but we still
thought of Anita-gtewarf
.
Eibfeld had been in New. York talking up for, a, thing
catted "Areh of Triumph" in which Enterprise has some
money invested. He had been' busy. How did he ever find
dreams?
time to meet the girl of his
"It was at a party," he said. There were no show people
there. I was the extra man, so I mixed a bit and asked the
unattended gals to dance. -This woman had a pretty face.
I'd say sh'e ,was in her late forties or maybe fiftyish. There
was some gray in- her hair. She dsinced well, and I tried to
make conversation something about, the motion picture
'

By

,

•gain,' she said.

'I

used to be

in pictures'."

"You were an actress?"
" 'Yes,' she answered. 'But that was so long ago.'
"1 looked at her face, As she talked and smiled

"You were?",

nized

'her.

A

,.

someone from the motion picture world

f asked.

recog-

I

•
•

" ^Anitk Stewart'! I gasped,

"'Anita Stewsrl'!

I

and she was pleased.
repeated unbelievably, and her eyes,"

seemed to have 'tea^s^
"I poured out my story. I told her of those days at Vitagraph when I had loved her, protected her, cherished her.
"Now she did have tears; perfiaps looking back over, the
years when she was gl'eat and important and contributed so
-,j3^uch to the infant industry that grew so fast it soon left her,

Or

did she leave it? Somehow, I forgot to 'ask.
"She was going to Hollywood. Perhaps 1 would be on
the same train, but no^my work with 'Arch of -Triumph'
would keep me in New York for several weeks more; Per*
haps sometimes we would meet again. I'd lilce her to know
Mae, and m-aybe come out to the house for dinner."
Charlie finished his story. We lapsed into silence, and
-watched the flames licking the logs of the fireplace. Soon
it would be time for Charlie to board the Super-Chief and
I would be alone in this dream-ranch, dreaming little-boy
dreams of a long^eparted dream world. He got up to go,
He looked kind of abashed and broke the silence.
"I suppose you think that's a silly story," he said.
"No," we answered softly, still looking at the red, and
blue pastel rolorfnrs oE the fireplace fiames.
>

HY GARDNER

facts.

costine about for a less well k/nown lawyer> to hondle a
diuorce suit against his iDtfe, (he former Miriam Monohon
Milsutsky of Axeinvitchi, a former county schoolteacher
in Russia. Whitbund claims^ he paid a surptise uisit to his
wife's classroom, a junior high school class in which more
than a do:ien ex-G.l.'s are enrolled and inat he found
enough ajfples in her cloaet to feed half of hungry
Europe. "Where there are so many apples there must
be apt pupils," the angry attormeu asserted, ''ond I want
out" Mrs. Wi had no comment to make other than to say
the whole thing was just plain applesauce
As the local weekly carried the item: "It is rumored,
accordingly we give it to you as we got it, that one of
(we
our most' respected neighbors, initials B.W.F.
scrambled them to avoid libel) are fighting furiously about
which will divorce whom. The coupl« have one boy and
37 other children, Mr. W.B.F. being a county schoolteacher.
Change your mind please, dear B.F.W's,"
As ihe Russi'on Pra»da corrted the item: "Capitalistic
Law3;er Tortures Helpless Comrade Milsutsky-^Frames
Divorce: Frederick, "V; Whitney, capitolistic lawyer for
many capitalistic American capitalists, whose boudoir romances wi h loose Yankee chorus girls is notorious even
in Moscoxo, is .tending his wife, a former peasant in Axelovitchi—to RenOr the Siberia of America, so he can purge
their legal divorce. The warmongering Whitbund gives
the laughabte reason /or this splitaparty as findiiig her
alone in a closet with a few red apples. The couple first
met when the husband was a sergeant in the AmeTican
army and Comrade Mrs. JWilitufs/ci loas a niacdine gunner
with our valiant Russia7i 5th Diuision and he, tried to
II
her a wrist watch in return for her honor and 2,200 rtibles, the watch linally being turned over to her on a
straight cash deal of 2,200* ruble.t and three kopeks ...
The World, will hear more about this shameful scandal
when Comrade Vishinsky asks the delegates at Lake Sue
Cess to make un inveHiffation of the case
As a Broadwiky colwmnlst carried the story; "Mouthpiece Fred lVhU|>iid ts bavlpc It phtHf t Tbe Bnssi bride
wlmi the custody ot Ihe kid. He wins Uw eristody of their
W«stelife8ter teepee. . ^
.
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Joseph Q. Doakes claims that

-legit

production costs have

.

since 1967. He says it takes at least $300,000
to finance the average one-set show today and he is seriously^
considering upping the b'.o. price Of orchestra seats from $SD
to $75 for his new hit, "Those Were- the Days."
Here's another story-^T^e 200 member^ of the Broadway
musical hit, "Hurrah for Our Side," will hop Off at 10 o'clock
Sunday morning for Shanghai in the hew' 1,700-mile-an-hoar
Skyzipp F-11 to give a Sunday benefit matinee fo'r the^
Chinese Actors' Fund. The company will return to New
York immediately after the performance to enable them to
be at the 'opening of the new New Waldorf-Astoria.
And another: the
chain of 20 new Broadway, legit
theatres wilt be -completed Ofixt month,' yfitii landing roo/s
.^to accommodate' 220 helicopters and parking space in the
sub-basements for 700, cars.
And on the next page' a Fred Wiring ad showing Fred
and his Pennsylvanisn's, They are all in wheelchairs and
have long gray beards.
What's this we see? It -is rumored that some' of the older
members of the League of New York, Theatres are going fo
appeal to the ^newspaper publishers to dispenfte with the
Electrophoto-Criticometeirsi for '^viewing openiiTg perform*
anees.
TheSe veteran managetis claim that 'the automatic
critics fake up too much 'room, <jaj;e .too noisy in' operation
and sometimes do not record Jthe audience reaction accu-

jumped 30%

.

;

,

XYZ

.

,

..

^

gentlemen," kindly move in a little closer to the table,
hold hands and' repeat -after me, "What will show business be like in 1968?" As we gaze into "the crystal let us
try to forget the past and the present and look forward with
open minds to the future. ..... .Ah, the crystal ball- is respending
It's the
it's turning green. .. .'. .Holy Smokes!
pale green cover of 'VARii!rry's'62d Anniversary Number. The
issue jg a foot thick. The Lux 'soap ad is on the front cover
and Jimmy Durante's pictiire is on the back-^as usual. Now
the pages are beginning to turn slowly,
Let's see what
,,
they say. .....

boy named Milford.
As a tabloid might report its "Lawyer Puts Teacher in
Corner— Sajys Wife Has No Class: Westchester, Jan. 2:
Frederick B. Whitbund, well-known industrial attorney
and' a former memhet of the Hasty~ PudAin' .Players, is
,

.

Now

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Bv Whitbund
of Westchester, after four yeays of marriage) decide they
bore each other and agree to divorce; He is a lawyer,
she was a teacher. There is one child, a three-year-old

The simple

•
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;:|...:

all

Mip Treat R Jottrnalistically

•

—

*
business.
" 'It's nice to meet

»

music and- incense,
:

Domestic Item, As The World Press
'

Gee! Gosh!

'

'

;
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"Where can the old boy be?" asked the tfridegroom anxiously.
"He's probably Upstairs," said the bride's mother,
."condensing -the wedding ceremony."

- <-\

"Anita Stewart?", questioned a young pretty named Monica
Lewis, who has been doing a bit of singing here and there.
"Who's she?"
"I don't suppose you would Itnow of her," said- Charlie.
"Even my son, Diekiet who has been raised in the motion
She was the most
picture business wouldn't remember.
beautiful, the mcst .glamorous, the jjiost able motion picture
actress I had evet 'seen-.*
"Of course I go. back to the -days whTen I Was an office
boy at Vitagraph Pictures in New York. I was devoted to
her. Photographs of Anita Stewart got special care. I spoke
of her reverently. She was the biggest thing that ever
happened to me. I devoured stories about her. Whenever
they showed pictures' in which- she starred, I was there;'
And when-I ^uit.tny job to .go back to CoMimbia University,
1 felt as though I had deserted itny loved one."

,

The Radio Executive^pins back the clock to Feb. 19, 1922,
when won was born in Bamberger's department store ia
Newark and he recalls how delighted all the executives were »
after that first broadcast when they learned that Al Jolson's.
song was heard by listeners as far away as 25 miles. He
remembers the .skepticism 'Of people in show business when
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc., 'itnnotinced an elaborate plan to put
Broadway hit shows on the airwaves to publicize a new
"
br'aiid of cigarets called Old Gold.
Siire' the good old days were pretty wonderful hut hoyr

^

Book

.

"

year.'

'
.

,

Houdini, the great- escape artist, who made deqth-defying
escapes from milkcans. and packing boxes, while shaiikled
hand- and foot*, trying frantically to gel his wardrobe trunfe
open in time for a perfor'nvanoe at the Palace. He isn't bitter'"
about the way movies killed vaudeville. He has. a radM
contract which nets him & couple Of hundred thousaiid -a'

Why

,

.•

,

their authors to follow a procedure 'calculated to produce
don't the major studios send them an
the best results:
directive, telling them exactly what steps should

publishers have' come- to fear these brief synopses
that reduce- a property to bare essentials, usually robbing it
pf the charm and, individuality that r'ecommended it in the
They know that the world's greatest novels
first place.
often seem like a bowl of cold mush when. you tead^them
in one of those "Outlines of the Hundred Best Books." They
remember with apprehension the tale of the story ieditor.
who was two hours late for his own daughter's wedding.

'

le.git

And a funny piece by an ex-vaudevillian. It begins, "Onqe
upon a time' there was a branch ot show business .<;alled
'Vaudeville."
He has many amusing anecdotes about the
vaudeville headliners he knew, including the gag abo'at

explicit

be followed?

,

theatres in use- as compared with" only 30
Hie ieels better when he geta the article
off his' chest hut he knows in his heart his heef y^on't change
»
.
a damn thing,

—

'

'

-'

-

New York

legit theatnis^oday.

.

a swell
Eight now she's dabbling in sculpture, and an exhibit of her
modelings is in the offing. But when Charlie stretched his
feet in front of our fireplace in, the deep Blackstones, he

,.

,

.

'

'''r'V.'.'

there's the Byliiiet who' flashi

-

.

.

:l

backs to 1813 when the formation ot
the Actors' Equity Association was
first announced'and a leading theatrical
Phil Danntatf
producer of that day, as Well as this,
declared publicly "The actors' scheme to form a union is
as impractical as the actor himself." The: >actors' strike' ig,
dramatized and it reads like the- QivH War, with actors
battling in the dressing rooms, in the streets and in.thb
club^—'brother against brother, until- the managers finally
gave }h, everybody kissed and made up and lived happily
ever ^fter,
There's the Broadway producer's annual beef about the
rising costs of legit production. He leads off with "There's
no business worse off .than show business." He recalls when
there were a couple of hundred 'shows on the road -while
today there, is barely a baker's dozen; whei^ there^ were 78

'

'

,

'

is,

,

Music Master'v', He spins .ha^ J
words roaWng y<Ju 'vs^M.^bu'^
.those great stars 'and ieaying^y^^

for 2,000

know

*
Ruth Roland.
The day she arrived for a personal appearance at the Oak
schmos who" call themselves agents oiit.
Bennett Gerl
theatre, there was a crowd aroiind the entire block ,9nd. they
there can't think in terms ove? a hunshoved and pushed. Gosh, what a day that was. for Buckdred thousand and peanuts like that. 1 give the studio a
town.
package deal-r-story, star, and director all wrapped up, and
boy, do they go for it. Did I tell you what I got for 'The
Among the. big stars of that era were Gloria Swanson ^nd
They were very glamorous and important.
Heliotrope Hernia'?"
.»
^iaSu Pitts.
Wouldn't it be nice to know them? But then, how would, a
The impressionable publishers Scan their next seasojt's
fellow from Bucktown ever meet important people like;that?~
lists and' usually entrust at least one proijnising property to
Buektown was a long way from Hollywood.
their new pal's Care. "Pm flying to the Coast on Friday,"
But meet them we did. Here on High Dresser, years later,
says the agen^i "I'll read this bbok on. the plane. You'll hear
There was nothing important about
they came a'callin'.
frorn' me in 48 hours at the latest, ,!Sanuck can' hardly ^waii
them. They were just two nice women and they talked of
for me to get back." The agent thereupon vanishes into thin
nice
.It
iwas
a
all
knew
about
things
we
things
.,
many
air, and the publisher never hears from him again. The folpleasant visit, but we never saw either of them again.
lowing month another persuasive iO%er delivers the same
People come .and people go.
. That's the way it is.
^ pitch. What becomes of them all? Are they really, flesh-andblood human beings, or zombies from mediaeval times, desOne pf our part-time ranch-hands is' a nice, sturdy young
tined- to roam the earth until somebody ws^ves garlic at them'
fellow named Charlie'Einfeld. In Hollywood and New' York
and drives a stake (sirloin preferred) Jntd th«r, hearts?
he's known as dne of thoi?e motion' pigture vithirlwtnds, a guy
For that matter, who arc publishers supposed to contact
who heads a stiidio called Enterprise, Which is synonymous
when they coitte upon a likely property for pictures >that' is
with everything he has done in* lite.
not already tied up by a recognized literary agent? Eastern
But up at High Dresser he's just a nice fellow we use for
Western story editors
story editors say, "Show it to us."
fence ridin' and Ire sure can repair fences better than anyThose 'shnooks in the east,
say, "Send it straight out here.
cowpoke we've ever known;
Once
'are only errand- boys who hold up the procession.
You wouldn't think that a fellow like Charlie would be
they send in a one-page outline, your property is filed away'
Why in -his day Charlie has known actresses in the- Old Hat department."
star-'Strucle,
like Ingrid Bergman, Ann Sheridan, Lili Palmer, Bette Davis
If publishers are to get a standardized cut in picture rights
and a lot of other fine women. Besides that he's married to
and I think they deserve it—they owe it to themselves and
gal named Mae, who has a- lot of talent on her own.

Old Days

to 19QS

.

We've got just the place for it, here at High Dresser Ranch,
which is in the Blackstone <Hotel) Mountains' just outside

19^'

By PHIL DUNNING

Every month at least two hitherto unknown agents. arrive ,
from Hollywood, Check in at the Waldorf, and make the
rounds of New York book publishing houses. They are plausible and hospitable gents and seldom experience too much
difficulty in persuading the- publishers
to put on the,.,ll!ie for it Those othet

Toujn Tattler)

you've passed 40; there

;

Somebody Always Writes

By BENNETT CERF

When

,

,

..

:

•

rately.
Their contention is that the oldfashioned' method
of having live drama critics reviewing shows was jaore deTf^e
sirable than these newfangled electronic gadgets.
'

younger members of the Leagiie, however, do not share
view.

And
here of

this

.

;

here's an interesting piece
Tije Holly wood ChamCommerce is busy these days campaigning to lure

.,

,

Several movie
film production back to Hollywood.
executives have been approached, it's bfeert learned, but none
so far has evidenced any interest to leave tlieir N. Y. studios
for a return to the West Coast lots.
20th Century-Fox were cCHsidering the idea of sending a
camera crew out to Hollywood to lens background shot.s for
But
its next super -^production, "The Life of Darryl Zanuck."
exit was finally decided last week that it would be less
pensive to build all the Hollywood sets at their New York

major

.

studios.
,

as the light slowly fades from the crystal ball were
to know that somebody will always he writing pieces
VAKnarv about the good old days.

And
hfppy
t'Or

,

1
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Show

BROADWAY CYRANO

To F^tertam HospM^^^^ Vets

=By H.
The Stratpsphere Room,

Industry Groups Team to Set Up New
Unit Providing Shows for Disabled

•

papers.

.

(President, Veterans Hospital

47th street.

Camp Shows,

I

am

press agent,

Inc.)

Danny DolaUy

decided to talk to

I

now: night clerk

By ABE LASTFOGEL
!

which

for

S.

had

engaged John and Adelaide Vernon, Dancers, Aside from' the
routine publici-ty handouts, there didn't seem to be any human interest stuff that I could palm off on the New York

'^11
'

Anniversary

f^SS^n^J^t

New Campaign

Blz's

at the El Gapitan, a

'

We

must look like a man who
the wooden slab. "Come
was maybe nine on eight
annums ago, said Danny, when I -was what you might call the
Vice President in Charge of Bryant Hall, which was th6 re"Shades of

.
Entertainers and entertainment can
sideraWe number
'ea^ethe road- back for them. They can provide what it takes
them that they're remembered, and, thijugh they
cannot come to us for it, we can take it to. them. That's
something I'm sure w6 all want to do."
Spontaneously and voluntarily, show business is moving to
-assume the postwar task of bringing laughter, cheer and the
.-'sense of being remembered to the permanently hospitalized
.tWoughout the country. All groups in the industry motion
*ictuve producers and exhibitors, radio network operators,
ImuSic organizations. and all the crafts, guilds and unions with
vWhich they work^have united to set up the Veterans Hospital Camp Shows to do that job as the succe.ssor to USO'^
"Camp Shows, Inc., which ceased operations Dec. 31.
I want to tell how individuals in show business can help
further its -work. „Its value has prompted General Omar
Bradley, former head of the Veterans Administration, to
.

'

;

in,

-

entertainment has raised the morale of the veteran' patients
'
they are treating."
.
V 'The General also noted with gratification that "the new
OTg^l()ization is to be guided by ... a group of public spirited
$ItlJlW--substatttiaJly the same group that made Camp
Sttomt ifdch a success during the war years and^ in our vet,:iff$oi^ hospitals duriog the years immediately following the
,

•

.

-

was

I

It

rented the rooms, collected the

cities.

over.

Well, I am rocked in the arm.s of the sandman on this July
day, with the picture of Abe Lincoln looking down on me
wall. I wish to state that he is one of my favorite
characters on the stage, screen and radio, I am at peace with
the world, like a Christmas carol. Out of the corner of one
ear a boy and girl are singing in low voices, a little out of
tune. But I am not a stickler for correct pitch when I am
sleeping. I am about to reach the crest of my dream which
had interesting complications, when the alarm clock rings
and I "make my appearance.
•

from the

ijQse of hostilities.'"

I

IPor the reasons set forth by General Bradley, directors of
/lhe': United Service Organizations .and leaders of the various
.>||Wups in the entertainment industry detei-mined that no
.,-,part of entertainment's capacity to aid the disabled be lost
;nor interrupted. They wanted also to. take full advantage
"of the experience and "know-how" accumulated during the
last six years by USO-Camp Shows in carrying on such work.
MAnd so, USO- directors, before they disbanded, again indl•

.i

show

business' capacitjT to do .this
'kind of job by making available sufficient funds to continue
hospital service without interruption and give the industry
time to organize for fund raiMng. Representatives of all supporting' groups are at work on plans to raise the substantial
:.;fums required annually to maintain this enterprise.
Equally important, however, is the quality of entertain^
vinent that goes out on the hospital circuit. Talent buyers
;'Vfor the country's major theatre circuits have volunteered.
i..'thelr counsel and guidance to Veterans Hospital Camp
Shows, At the same time, producers for these circuits have
contributed their services to add varied entertainment val,
ues to established units. The Hollywood coordinating com,«)Jttee Is setting up a talent pool of top names, to tour the
.JtDspital circuit on a voluntary basis.
."
--.This' group assistance is of paramount importance for Vet-'erAns Hospital Camp Shows to do an outstanding job.
At
^ tlje same time, each individual entertainer must feel a sense
of pe,tSonal responsibility to contribute what he can.
In addition to the regular program of entertainment provided by our established units, we need top and standard
'variety acts, too
those accustomed to .seeing their names in
iBroaUway lights.
need them to go out for four, six or
eight weeks yes, evgn for the full five-month tour
at a
.|ee that we can afford to pay, which, of course, means sub-

am

:

I

indifferent to juveniles

and l.give. him

command commercially.
as never beperhaps, nothing more than to sit
Don't underestimate the im''jortance of sitting down with a veteran locked in "the
labyrinth of bis own mind.
Repeatedly, hospital officials
."have told us Jiow helpful conversation with Camp Shaws
people is in taking the patients', minds off their troubles,
Sparldng a .new interest in life and living. There's nothing
like the human touch in psychoneurotic wards.
To do our job, we have set up a circuit on which are located 82 facilities under the supervision of the Veterans Adand radio are required

:ind. talk to a be^d-fast veteran.

;

,

•

.

'

.-

;

•

.,

ministrationr 14 Army hospitals and live Navy hospitals.
They include
facilities which ate located in small comnjunities offering 'little opportunity for securing entertainttietjt, where, nonetheless, men face long periods of hcspital.i^ation,
They, are also the hospitals to which the services
liave assigrffed men likely to need attention for a year or
more before their discharge.
To tour the circuit on a schedule designed to give each
hospital a new "live" show every thi'tee weeks, we have organized 10 units.
These include seven units made up, of
several variety acts, which present streamlined revue.s run?img up 'to 70 minutes; "a company presenting a legitimate
..Comedy, a group of musicians who offer a program of folk
music, songs and' dances, and a Negro unit which stages a
condensed version of "Shuffle Along."

VA

•

.

_
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,

.
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Royalty-Free Legil
"^"'""^^y

is

Mu^^o
.MW,
which we

the current Broadway

hit,

"John Loves

are able to put on the road throu,£;h the
Rraciousness of the author, Norman Krasna, and its pro.wicers.

maae

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein,

who have

available for the hospitalized, royalty free.
ineso units will tour
the circuit pnoe wound— a trip that
°P them out five months. At. the end of the period, a
activated. Of course, acts which have
•aVhi
9^meved outstanding popularity
will be returned for a reit

fre K

^

i";nt tour.

As we have indicated, we plan

to present the same kind
°* entertainment that civilians And in the best
°*
country. Yet we intend to tailor it to
hospital audiences,
executives and physicians, in their reports,
einniv.l^-"''''"!^'
impoi tancfe both of Ward shows and of titling
actf *f the
changing needs of groups we-^entertain. So, to

shnuh"'*

taP»f .°u'°'^^
"^^'^'^

All

1

w

But the Greek is pushing a bud called orchid which he claims
bead^n^n in the flower division and which he has retWo*and 'a 'quarter a copy as it is Saturday •noon«
down and I compose an ode, wbiclt I tell the Greek
and deliver.

is the

duced to
I sit right
,

to. enclose

0 is for how I wish you luck
R is for the room where first toe met
C is for the kisi tfou gave me
'
It is for the Mt you'll make, I bet.
for your dancing which
for

The

Jersey

Bonnce

|

is for .me,

It was sudden like lightnings and I am nailed to the spot.
Of course, the juvenile has a remark about my nose, which
am the first to admit is no adonis. But Lil says, "Never
you "mind, Danny, one of the greatest men in the world has
a nose like yOurs." The juvenile snickers but Lil rebuttals by
declaring that the name of the guy is a Frenchman called
Cyrano de Bergerac. And furthermore, says she, look at

I

.

Lincoln, he also had a nose. I gaze closer at the sepia on the
wall and recognize the similarity of beak construction.
1 can only say, Emancipation Proclamationi which., says it
better than I can.

you will ask. You
will see how by adding a letter Fere and there, the nameLil will become Adelaide and the name Joe, John and the
Vernons will be; ea.sy to figure. out. This is a trick which
writers call plot but which I call life.
The next few days was fate playing hearts and me holding
the Queen of Spades. I have made a mental note of the

How

does

all this relate to

the Vernons,

rate a place on the cu-cuit, an arti.st must have an act suitable
for ward presentation regardless of the nature of the stage
show in which he, or she, appears at night. Entertainment
for men Of the first World War is something quite different
than entertainment for men of the last. The former, for
example, like their music sweet and nostalgic; their" acts of
the oldtime vaudeville type. Their younger hcspital mates
want their music hotter, action faster. Ambulatory patients,
again. Can get to hospital auditorium easily; in fact, they
welcome the occasion to saunter abroad, but all too many
of their brothers can see only what's taken to. them, presented in the aisles between their beds; yes, often right at
facilities are given
Sixty percent of the
the bedside.
over to neuro-psychiatrics, and a gratifying part of Camp
Shows activity has been the very real good wrought among
them. But, obviously, entertainment presented before them
must -avoid anything that would surprise, startle or upset

VA

them.

Each group is in the minds of our production department
-will find
as it organizes this new service, and each group
something to enjoy in every company that tours the circuit.

Danny, don't forget,
viill goot 'em
'

Cyrano across the sea

'

Put tliem oil togetfier it spells torchids
The grand old /ioioer vow pot from me.

A

gloomy Joe

waiting for me.

is

He

tells

me

that he baa

am

girl trouble. I
wondering what girl could be foolish
enough to fall for a juvenile, but I am not asking her name.
He relates that he has not the nerve or the words to confess
his love so I recommend that he send har flowers: I adviss

him about

orchids, which he has never heard of aitd which
afford. So I give him the two and one' qqarter
dollars urging him to make haste before curtain time as I do
not want any hitch in the act. Also I urges him ta present
the orchid -in person and sweep the girl- off her feet and if

he cannot

possible elope.

—

to Jersey..

Personally, I am filled with the spirit of this Cyrano and
act accordingly. I have found 'a Greelc who is a flower merchant. I am torn between daisies, which befits college girls,
and roses, which have been immortalized in song and dance.

is

I say that it is impos.sible to change anything by tomorrow
night but I urges them to go out to Union Hill, bearing in
that Jersey is only one of 48 states and if 'they flop,
so what? The doors of Bryant Hall are open* to the public
without recrimination and I cite many cases where a act
has laid an egg in .Union Hill only to be reconditioned and,
in the last analysis, live to headline at Loew's State. Lil,
which is the girl's name at this point, kis.ses me.

Why,

To do what?

braved the rough crossing

is

I

than they can

of stage, screen

/ ."Stars

At The Keyboard
have advised in
person and by telephone various agents and Hollywood Spie,*
that this act has the. gravest po.ssibilities and they have

&

1

mind

I

Hill for the opening of Danny Dolan
assisted by John
Adelaide Vernon, r

S

.

,

Debut

leave Bryant Hall and trend our .way to

D

'

—

lore.

now

,

Union

the works, telling

'

'

will

up

in the arena,

.

'itatltially less

-

All Set for the Big

We

I

The boy gives me a recap of the act which they are contemplating and I am instinctly opposed to it in toto. Then
I learn that they are booked in Union Hill, N. J, the next
night, which is on the other side of the ferry. They are trying out acts there, every Saturday' matinee and evening for
the benefit of the residents who are like the Romatis in the
old days but nowadays they are throwing vaudeville actors

•:

,

When they return cap-a-pie, which, is French for hat in
hand, I say to Lil that she is not a singer, but a dancer. I
play a waltz in three-quarter -time and I ask her to whirl
around solo. Tht girl is a natural who -is dancing, with every
vibrant of her body, like a butterfly which is being" invited
by the flowers to come and get it. I then perform the same
mirage with Joe, I will only say that his brains are confined
to his feet. Now in order to add class to the act, 1 will take
another plunge and be the personal piano player.1 immediately call up the manager of the rat-trap in Union
Hill, He is indifferent as he has no"t yet recovered fi'om the
pre.vjx)us appearance of this Joe and Lil. But I have consulted a pamphlet which the aforesaid Great Zodiac once
gave me and I am labelling them John & A^6lAi^6 Vcsmon,
which is how they came by this name,

say that in addition to all, my other
acts and I tell him about the finish
I put on Carpenter & Smith's act, how I taught Elsie Hawley,
America's Singing Comedienne & Co. how to do a pratiall,
and how I once said hello to the late Sime Silverman, who
was the original Horace Greeley of show business.
for information.
limitations, I also fix

.'

—

My

Well, Lil and Joe go to Union Hill and, instead^ of doing
two shows, the management cancels the second one. It is
cheaper to pay the two kids the 10 bucks than to buy new
legs for the seats, as the audience is seized with a sudden*
impulse to play the tomtoms.

him what you already know, or you wouldn't be here tapping

me

.

We

>

The instant I re^d the first word, I am beginning to believe in reincarnation, for this Cyrano and I are practically
a brother act on account of our romantic and poetical afflictions.
dreams that night are nothing less than sensational
for I am fancying myself a swordsman, a minstrel and a
Good Fiairy, in the true sense of that -word.

The boy accuses me of .spying. The girl don't say anything,
which is only natural, because I have the kind of face that
you gotta see a couple of times before you have full use of
your faculties. The boy, who' is a. typical juvenile, is trying
to' act like a Frenchman "who is mad at his girl's husband.

,

.

'.'eated their confidence in

I

lifted

;

months that your units of live entertainall of our hospitals, we have received
from our doctors indicating how. this form, of

IttterrwptioitB

Why,

He

I had a- -favorite room. Number 9 on the second floor, as,
according to .The Great Zodiac, with whom I played a split
week in Erie, Pa., 9 was my lucky number. The window
blind in this room was permanently injured and ^he window
itself did not open so that a person could engage in a siesta
without being awakened by the rattling of the late Sixth
Avenue El or be disturbed by the sight of trees which were
abundant in Bryant Park across the street.
I would take a couple of cane chairs and hide them behind
the broken, down 'upright. In order to make sure that I
would not oversleep; I would- take an alarm clock which,
cwhen it tolled, would serve the double purpose of rousing
me and also notifying the occupant that his hour of char^

have played at

No

!

radiator."

played the piano and, in my spare time, I fixed up acts
having retired from the other side of the footlights after
a little disagreement with audiences in some of the small

towns and big

'riemark:
»
-"'During the 22

'

by the

fares,
*

'

reports

sit

—I

—

many

Steve,

hearsal 'hall of the Universe.

,

,Hient

E. F. Albee!

has seen a dead ghost."

Tto assure

Frenchman's name with a piece of chalk on the piano. That
very evening I see a pal of mine who is' in charge of dusting
off the sh(4ves at an open air book emporium on 59th Street,
He is no little amazed when I do not want to put the'jblt»;'
on him but that I am. desirous of a book without pictures.
*
He palms a copy and slips it to me.
'

ex-vaudevillian,

rooming house on West

.

It was 2 a.m. and Danny was behind the desk reading tomorrow morning's paper. I shoved a photograph of The
Vernons imder the green light. Danny looked at it closely
and banged his hand on the glossy ptint.

Hollywood.
In VAiiinry's last Anniversary.. Number, in an article enForget," I said, "We certainly shall not have
titled "Lest
'discharged our, responsibility lor disabjied war veterans as
;iong as entertainment can aid the rehabilitation of any' con-

-

KRAFTr

I

am

figuring

Joe had a wife of

around

if

for LII

to. travail

his

it would be -much better all
own, as it will be inconvenient

with two bachelors.

«
.

When

the overture rings out, I a-sk the doorman if there
has been a flower delivered- to me. He laughs .anct says theifa
has been no real flowers in this dump since the openilig ttij^t
and they still have .the wreath. I get intb my tux and 1
also vaseline my hair, of which I had -more quantity .in those
days.
I then go into Lil's dressing room and Joe is coming q.ut
very exuberant. She is very*%lad to see me and we' are exchanging compliments and I mu.st admit we look very well
together. As I gaze closer, I see that she is- pinning ai floweron her dress. Isn't it pretty? she asks. It's a orchid, she say^,
have you ever seen one? I am about to answer when she
says Joe brought it to her.
I can only say, great, and my voice cracks, which may be
on account- of my smoking.
•

.

-i

:

I will be brief as I have told you the climax but not the
ending. I open the act with a special arrangement of Yankee
Doodle with the left hand and America, I Love You 'with
the right. Then this Joe, now John, comes from the wings
immersed in tails and high hat. Then the spot moves over to
the side, and there is Lil in a .while dress and orchid and she
meets Joe in the center, like" they had an appointment and
they are both on time.
I could hear the audience holding its breath, for Lil wft*
like a spectrum of an angel which has done the people of
New Jersey a favor by making a personal appearance. They
are seeing that there is love and beauty in the world, for it
'was like Lil and Joe were wbLspering love notes and telling
the world, via the dance, tliat they are playing house in a
world of make believe. I would have to be writer, a painter
and a tenor to do ju.stice to this subject.
Lil and Joe are taking bows when I come-off stage. .Harry
Meyers, the agent, is already standing in the wings, pen' and
contract in hand. Meyers is so sold on them that he .fprthwith presents them with a neat buYidle of money, which later
that night makes it possible for John & Adelaide" Vernon to
elope to Greenwich, Conn. But I am not present at the coitnubialism.
,
You will also be interested to know that' the Greek delivered my flower and the poem, but too late to alter tlie
course of history.
Somewhere in Union Hill there is a waitress in a saloftn
who will always remember me as a gentlemaia of the old
school who gives away a orchid on a Saturday afiwioon.
And if you will find any of the performers who were ton that
bill they will attest that Danny Dol^ is..llie,4>Btj'.
act who
never went laack to play a ijight "SSiw In TJliion JfiB, ..-yeB
'

'

,

though he was not

canceltetl,

,

.

.

.
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Don't Try To 'Talk' Your Way
Into A Story Sale-Write It Out

.'

January

7,

1949

& Ballyhoo
WILSTACH=

Barkers

Historic

By JOHN

Barkers and theu? eloquence go way back into our history.
first ballyho on record 4eais, appropriately, with the
elephant ever to be exhibited in this country. The
animal was brought from Bengal in 1796 by Capt. Jacob

The

Veteran Story Editor and Producer Admonishes Writers to Plan Screenplays
With Same Meticulous Care as Novels

first

Trowninshield, inaster of the .America, out of Salem. Soid
to Frank Owen, the elephant was exhibited In a hall rented

Broadway ^nd Beaver street. New "Vork.
j
Owefi gave His ballyhoo in the street: "This respectable
animal drinks all kinds of spiritous liquids, and on some
da>s has consumed as much as 30 bottles of port, drawing
the corks with his toes."
Old Bet was the original' pachyderm to be exhibited in a
tented space) in 1815, by Hackaliah Bailey of Somers, N. Y.,
where a statue still stands of the' elephant. Yokels called!
"Fake, fake," and Bailey is quoted as' roaring; "Ladies and
gents, you can fake a lot of things, but (Jamn it you catft
fake an elephant.'*
P. T. Barnum was the first ballyhoo genius. His first
exhibit was Joice. Heth, a Negress he announced was 161
years old, the slave' of Augustine Washington and the nurse
of little George, afterward to be the Father of his Country.
Said Barnum:;"Joicc Heth, to use her own language about
George Washington: 'I raised him.'"
Then Barnum was barker for his. famed Fiji Island Mermaid. Blurted out a man in the audience: "I lived in the
Fiji Islands for years and I never heard anything about
mermaids."
Replied Bamum:"Iiadies and Gentlemen, it is impcssible
at

By JAMES
"
.

,

,

^

.

Hollywood.

.

.,

?

About two years ago, while functioning as story ^ditol:.
a wily agent had me listen to a story which his client h^d
planned in collaboration with another screen writer. Having
a const itational aversion towards listening to dull stories
Ben Heoht, Robert E. Sherwood
I tried to stave him off with nuy stock
,

unless they are narrated by

or Bernard Shaw,

query, "Anything on paper?" "No," was the reply in all
seriousness, ''these two writers have a 'hot' idea and they
haven't the time to put it on paper." Nevertheless, against
Ueal wishes, I w.eakened. Accompanied by their respec.tive-ageqt^ feoth writers showed up promptly .the next day,

my

as fresh as a couple of juicy hamburgers. Not trusting my
iudgment entirely, I dragged in four producers to witness
the ordeal. Whfen- the agents and their clients departed, we
agreed among ourselves that all we were offered orally
were simply a few innocuous incidents as spurious as the

GjBLLER

J.

scattered kudos but my condolences are extended to the
screenwriters who were fated to draw any of his assignments.
Recently a writer breezed" in with the exuberance of Mrs.
Lela Rogers to tell me of his latesit inspiration. In lalrneSs
Ha him, 1 really believe that he uttered something -that, if
put on paper, might, possibly have- interested sqme of our
producing geniuses. He narrated his plot without much
;
clarity, but he excelled at, the business of building up a
plausible situation and/instead of following through" with it,
.
hc^d throw in a random, line something to this effect, "You
know where we'd go trot;n there.''. While I -felt apprehensive
that the story, if .put on paper vwould iieveK,. at best, cause
any flurries in the sky, I ent^eavored to persuade him
write it in ^reat detail. He regarded my request as. aa,
imposition. According, to his credo, it -would take either
one day or nine months to' comply with my suggestion.
It was too speculative- from his point of vie^
He left
probably plagued at the general injustices of soeie^ and the

.

'

;

'

.

.

>

'

.

-

;

•

'

:

stupidity of at least* one story editor in particular,.'
'

Lest it' be entirely misconstrued that no professional
writer of any competence is- free from the sin of trying
'
•conversation of a wolf on the make.
to peddle conversation, I have only to record a minor colTwo days ,laterj we learned to our amazement that the lision with an old friend who has sired a half dozen 'thirdrate novels. He 'told "me frankly that he'd" like to piclr up
'•writers\had bartered the *hot" idea for a huge package ot
'What he termed so whimsically, "some easy .^ough." -He
V, S. currency 'Imncled' them by a rival 'studio, in addition- then merrily proceeded to tell me as baiutl an idea as I have
ever'Ustened to iri years. Being aware of his colossal vanity,
thereto, the boys "hAd wangled f or^NQiemselves a lO'-week
in which he fancies himself slated among the writing in»guarantee to develop their masterpiece, The news of this
wnortals, I merely asked whether he had the courage to use
lucky strike broke in the two local trade papers. This '
his so-called picture plot for a fviture novel. "Don't be silly,"
literally caused a "stampede of agents seeking apx^ointments
he replied in his purest Elizabethan rhetoric, "I take -my
to recite movie plots which were as: yet unwritten by their
novels seriously." He was unaware that the cemeteries
writing clientele.
are littered with dead authors who had -been massacred by
book publishers.
;
.However, at the expiration of 10 weeks, the "story" which
viias previously purchased by the' studio, was shelved. The
By now, 1 hope 1 havent conveyed the misleading imobvious coQclusiOii is that jAie writers' narrated nothing of
pression that anything transcribed on paper wUl suffice for
any value, or. if this assumi>tioa is incorrect, they failed
a movie.'. This brings me to another group equally ineffectual.
They are that strange species who limit themselves to apto develop their convecsatlanal ^pic on pap^. tlndeV these
extended to the unfortunate
.«i£cumstai>cesr tny sympathy
proximately one to 15 or 20 pages. This is no rational^answer
studio or, as that eminent »;ademlcian. Professor James
to my admonition to put it on paper;' unless you. interpret
'
Durante exclaims so flawlessly, cttvettt temptor.f
a single sheet which was submitted in aU seriousness under
the title of "The Merry Wives of New .Orleans or The
Now, I don't contend rashly that this is the first time,
Wives of Rio. A show with music by L.M.-^-S«ggested
Merry
nor will tit be- the last, that writers present on the local
by Shakespeare's 'Merry Wives of WindsorT Music by
scone,- will' .successfully negotiate deals for their brainchildren which have not been transposed on paper. The -Nicotai and from respective folk scores." Or it this sounds
incredible,
here is the title page of a Ift-pSise gem, "The
practice is a common one. I speak from experience. Only
Voyages of Ulysses A screen original by M. F., adapted
a few days ago, a young writer, escorted by his faithful
froni Homer's 'Odyssey.'"
agent was given the floor. When he finished, I casually
asked for the terms ior thjs story .which had not yet seen
More of Those 'Origmtatls^
paper. The agent, mistakfiig ftiy inquiry for genuine enthusiasm, replied with the impassivity' of the unsmiling
I commend Mr. L. M.'s zeal for rescuing Shakespeare's
GromykOi that no price as yet had been determined. Apmemory from' the valley of oblivion. Mr. M. F. is also to be
''parently, Jjoth writer and agent were acting under the
commended for his valiant attempt to revive a work of a
fanciful; delusion that they were disposing of something
poor blind Greek who is purported to hava died 30 centuries
comparable: to the formulae of* the atomic bomb.
the name' of whom escapes me at the moment.

'

^

to explain this person's ignorance."

John Childers, barker with the old Pogey O'Brien Circus
was wont to line up a drove of camels, their keepers' a-,
number of fake' Arabs, really Irishmen.

;

•

"The-se keepers- have lived with their charges," said
Childers, "during the great sand storms of the de.sert. At
on^e.time the storm lasted for several weeks— and the only
thing that saved the keepers from dying of thirst was the
slaying of one of the camels and piercing a hole in' the
animal's great water bag, in the stomach, and drinking' the
precious flyid."

•

:

^

v

»

The crowd would gape at the fake Arabs. Finally their
spirits could stand the .strain no longer^they went on a
strike— the barker, very reluctantly, was' obliged fa cut out

-

:

this bit of color.

.

.

Ab Old Enropean

..

.

...

.

Cta^tom

I

'

Of course the exhibiting of freaks—and a ballyhoo for
them started long ago,- in Europe. In the 16tb century
there was one that .brought, opt enthusiasm- from ,the great.:
writer, Michel de Montaigne.
He wrote: "A little man born withtiut arms .
'sa ,well'.
fashioned with, his feet he carveth meat, he sevfeth^ he.
char£eth and shoots oU a pistole. ]^e writetb, puts ffft' his
cap, eombeth lus hah;:,'plaith at cardis aftd. #!e, aiid .handieth
thenv with as great dexterlfie as any c4he^ man that hath the

'

.

—

'

-

.

,

—

perfect use of his hands."

'
'

'

.

Montaigne would have made a .good tetrker tor a side-show,
Jt isn't generally kno'wri. that' the great HoUdi«ii' -started
as a handcuff king with a side shoW,-''-jjeatedbef ween 'the
Bearded Lady and Laloo, The Bird Girl, oh the -Curio ^fage
of Kohl & Middleton's Dime Musetim in Chicago.

A

I've cited the case of M. F. who condensed "The Odyssey"
into 19 pages and labeled it as ''a screen original." 'This is
not an .exceptional practice of the slicksters who continually

".

PiicB

'

Within a Jew days, the, agent coyly phoAed me that his
client had jplaced a,-yaluation of $75,000 on the harmless
bit of fluff, which he'^iad adrlibbed in is minutes. He tacked
on the f uctijei proviso that it' was incumbent upon the
prospective. "purchaser to engage the writer for the screenplay at 'ft sub5t«<ntial increase over his established salary.
The fact thi3t,tjliQt.a> single v/ord was i>ut on paper failed
to Aetet these hopef,ul buccaneers from quoting these extraordinary and prohibitive figures. It is safe to assdme
that the writer and his agent were repulsed at the other
studios. Obviously with no encouragement elsewhere, the
agent clipped one cipher from his asking, price, bringing
it down to $7,500. .^d Still no taker;s!
Recently, I wa.sinformed that hell 'throw in his .still-to-be-written opus
(gratuitously' if the studio .will now engage him for the
screenplay at his last salaty! Although lightning flashes
and the ihiinder roars, the studios remain immovable.
Then there's- the transparent technique of an amiable
gent gifted, with impeccable manners and a flair'' for masr
qucrading as a professional writer. His perfect ehan^i invariably overwhelms you, so much so that you feel like an
.unmitigated heel if- you avoid listening to the- most perfect;

:

exhume works, in the public domain and swamp you with
badly written summaries of classics which they quaintly
.stamp sis screen treatments and expect to be handsomely

,

compensated for their industry. ^
One cannot resist the temptation to train the gun-sights

on the contributors of skimpily 'written original creations
which are less distinctive than;the human marionettes posed

'

'

'

:

.

story available fqr the screen. When you finally yield the
fi-eedom of your office, he'll open the conversation with
his usual introductory statement, "Of course, I'm not good
at teUing a story." But you soon discover that the chap
ean converse most entertainingly. If you check with cooperative story ecUtors, you'U learn that he_ has Jstaged the
same [act; he has memorized' the'identical 'saws and peculiar
ssldes which, if held up to the critical light, add up ..to a
farrago of unadulterated nonsense. It is true that in tfie.
^ast ltve 'oir::10 ytnait Ills 'operatiouis have fetched biia 'some

So What Matters
A

forlorn

little

were on

night to the

way back

^ical dreary room

boarding houses

'

It?

after the last
in the typieal

show one
tank-town

1

A' brightly lighted liinousine drove"

full of gay,

handsome people;

by—a

furs, jewels,

limousine

opera

hats,

'

all the trappings of

'Xook wonderful,

luxury and
don't they'!"

>

fuh.'
s.iid

she wistfully.

"Yeah," replied -he. "But they can't
'

'

act."

"-'Kfrtharine Cornell

a.

%

my

have it.$et down, within two days. I don't thidk that a twoday effort to pour, .woirtis on paper would accomplish the
desireS results.
Many a magazine contributor, I know,
devotes at least a solid month jon a short -story before

The two were standing on the curb, cold and tired. It
was sleeting, their luggage was heavy. An egg fried
over the gas jet and a 4 a.m. caU 'for a quick jump to-the
next stop was the bleak prospect.

of Dr. Butler

They say that when General Ike Eisenhower really
gets around to making like the proxy of Columbia University he intends to meet all his students personally
and disciLss their problems on a "man to wan*.^ basis. That
certainly Will be a radical departure from the course
pursued
his predecessor, the late Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler. The only i^jay an undergraduate could' get in to
see President Butler was to donate a million to the college or unwittingly commit a nuisance on the post. After'
some deliberation, I chose the latter route.
,
I fell into the editorship of the Columbia Jester in ray
sophomore year because the previous- pilot had been
kicked out for "editorial indiscretions." (He won' a Pul-.
itzer Prize some years l&t'er.) A Crisis developed in my
very first issue. The full-page frontispiece showed an
English lord at a ringside -table of a night club. A couple
on the floor' was doing an exaggerated version of the
"shimmy" (remember'?). The caption had the headwaiter asking the lord what he thought of the exhibition.
"All I can sye," implied His Lordship, "is that I 'opes 'e
marries the gal."

book publisher or stage producer to extend
felicitations merely on-ir 10, 20, or 30-page synopsis. Then
why should the producers in Hollywood act differently?
If a manuscript is tailored honestly and intelligently for i;he
screen, it will reoefVe- a hearing. "The agent should, however,
&};st strike off' a number, of miiheogtaphed
coi>ies and
scatter them around profusely. Unlike the magazine field,
with; its sacred rule that only one copy at a' time jtnay "he
submitted, the author is guaranteed quick action*i If the
TOOVie peers of the realm fail to regard the submission
favorably, the resourceful author and his representative
have the sovereign authority to canvass the important players
and directors;
Writers should plan their stories meticulously and comprehensively and not injure their chances by careless and
can expect

£loippy -submissions dashed, off in great haste. An acquaintance -Once outlined a story plot but to
oft-repeated
request. to transfer it on paper, he "promified reluctantly to

,

'

•

A Memory

mc

Let,
further assure you that the ' movies offer more
collateral to the writer than the puBlishing field. No one
.

vaudeville couple playing a .small-time
their

Lorjii'i

A

.

circuit,

the

,

sending
.

"

,it

Bingo! I made President Butler's innermost sanctum
minutes flat. He' consulted a note on his desk, and
remarked, "In the first place, Mr.— er— Cerf, may I point
out that BTnglish lords rarely speak -with a cockney accent. In tiie second place, if Jester runs any more jokes
in a' similar vein, I suspect that you will follow the trail
blazed .so spectacularly by the gentleman you replaced.
Never at a loss for words, 1 replied, "'Sf esi sir."
That was my oiily, meeting with the president of my
in 20

off.

doubtless true that a Hccht, Krasna, or Kantor does,
from time to time, make deals in advance of writing, However, it must be borne iri'mind that these people have been
responsible in the past for a number of fine and glowing
films, plays and novels which bore their names as authors.
Just as I finish these animadversions, I have a writer
and his agent in the reception room waiting to tell me the
plot of a surefire movie.

"

'

;

»'
'

A

Calvert; whiskey advertisements. Other.- than
an interesting central theme, an original must be written
with sustained effort, in. clear and simple English.
badly
written original is a discredit to the profession. No one
who worships at the shrine of the Golden Calf should ap,proach the medium \vith a deep and abiding cynicism. He
.should lavish infinite care and attention upon his manuscript before placing it on the market. NeVer underestimate
the intelligence of .the studio' personnel. Too frequently,
I've heard the .stale aecusatiou that very few producers
will read 'material, that 'they cagily ev^de iheir responsibilities, etc, I<et me assure you to ..the' wmtrar-y; they deal
fairly and cogently with submissions^ Bon't indict them for
.rejecting the trite and the commonplace.
in

,

—

There is a peculiar- jargon of the side show as distinct
sfiort grind is a
from circus slang. This is how it goes:
brief period to get the crowdls inside, while with a long
grind the tents have been pitched early and there is. time for
many shows. An opening is a ballyhoo talk, and so a first
clais opening is a compliment to the barker who made 'em
turn on the come in, enter the side, show 'before going to the
big top. To turn on the come out th<{ barker' catches the
folks after the circus pefforma(jce.
A strmig show ,is one
with crooked giramiclci {gambling -games) and lucky boys
are piskpockets. The frame up is' the .side show itself.
To front the banners is to talk before them, on the platform.
tame snake frame is a side show with poor, disappointing
exhibits, and when -ffi^, windjammers, the musicians, are -fold.
to take 'em out, it means that they should play exi% strains.
There is no literature on barkers and their ballyhoo, but
it isn't too late for someone to collect .the painted banners
used outside the side show. One day these might ornament
an American 'Wing at a museum devoted to- folk .lore. The
voices of the barkers, great in their time, have tiever been
recorded. Modern 'prototypes, alas, are our present 'IMasters
of Ceremonies.

-ago,
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For Exhibitors a treasure beyond

A

new high in high
measure!
adventure and a tremendous
new brand of excitement for

Another
terrific

Warner Bros,
picture!
DIRECTGO BV

PRODUCED BY

JOHN HUSTON-HENRY BLANKE
StSMW

KREGN H»r)Y~JOHtrHtt$TON ' MSCD ON THE NOVM. tV

TMVEM •MUSIC Wl MAX

—

Analysis

Mibs-ASCAP

of

-

How

Situation
A

By

Former Gen'l M^r. of

tlie

tlie

By EDWIN CLAUDE MILLS
exhibitor^
Variety invitbd me to write defense whatever if the
infringement.
for this Anniversary Edi- were sued for such
in mind that by no
6. Bearing
tion pf the "Bible of Show Business,"
as to
I was at first inclined to demur, means all copyrighted music,
not from any performing rights, is represented by
feeling of un- ASCAP or by any of the other
modesty, licensing agencies, it becomes clear
due
but with the thj(t the exhibitor may at any time
thoHght tha t incur the substantial liazard of inin the past I fringing Independently owned musihave said just cal copyrights through carelessness

What a

might be

.

Avenue Foch mansion.
Painter balked when he found
that on^ of his works was to be
used as decoration for a washdoor. He's Insisting, that
the painting be given another

room

Gfonps of Catalogs

inter-

on

subieots

E. C. Mills

some

,

Which I

familiarity.

7. There are very substantial and
important catalogs of copyrighted
the music the performing rights of
with iwhich are controlled by agencies
Amongst such
other than ASCAP.
agencies—just as condlusively and

spot,

"

to

state

that I'm

neither

^eak

.

-

,

Wiioi'san'A'Pic

AndWiiatVa'B'
By FRANK FISKE
Hollywood.

Once upon a time a guy from

of the old

—but

em- and novel in music that constitutes
for,
the backbone of entertainment.

nor in any way subject tft' the inI am firmly of the opinion that
.
fluence of ASCAP bn the oiie hj^nd, .,
there is not a smgle statement
or the exhibitors on the other. Let the foregoing that
can be successthat be clearly understood, and
fully challenged.
This brings "us
whomsoever, if there be any such then
to the second major cofisideraas suspects an ulterior motivev is just
tion involved in the problem of fac.

.

,

.

,

,

,

,

m

ley says he is

oi^ Indissippi, or one of
those big states thai New Yorkers
and Galifornians like to refer to as
"the sticks," came to work in Hollywood. All the talk around was about
pictures and picture making— stars,
story properties, audience penetration and occasional overtones of
ART and ''social significance." Well,
this guy was very ursophisticated,
indeed, and all he knew about pictures was what his wife had told
him she read in the movie columns
,
,
or Ian magazmes and what he saw
in the theatres. So HoUywopd conv'ersation was quite confusing to

Arklahoma,

—

—

ployed by, authorized to

.

,

'

However, there is fine subject exclusively representative' of their
which presently engages the active principals as ASCAP, are (a) Broadand unnecessarily heated attention cast Music, Inc. (BMI); (b) Society
of the. exhibitors of the United of Kuropean Stage Authors and
States, upon which I feel qualified Composers (SESAC); (c) Associated
to "speak, I hope helpfully and con- Music Publishers, (AMP); and (d)
structively, and that is the cur- Society 'of Jewish Composers and
rently announced intention of the Authors.
8. The mu§ip In the public domain
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) to (that upon -which the term of copytariff right has expired) though it constiincrease
its
substantially
schedules covering licenses granted tutes a tremendous repertoire of fine
for the public performance in mo- music much of it the very finest
offers no practical solution of the
tion picture theatres of the music
copyrt^hled by its members, and the problem, for the very simple reaso^
members of similar foreign Societies that people want to be entertained
in the ^eatre« by new and novel
with which it is affiliated.
musk-^'leavened perhaps by a seaAt the outset of my remarks I'd soning
it is the new
like

.

'

millionairess who lives in Paris,
to decorate some walls of her

resting or helpful,

Paris.
painter,

Pablo Picasso, the
by Mrs.
commissioned
Anchorena, a South American

every- upon the pa*t of the producer.

I
that
that
could

Spot!

was

1

|

.

.
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He .Died

Bob BencWey is seen -leaving his satisfactory results, that is, if yoy
house with Sonny, his small son of understand the paper's policy thorIJie combined editions for
10. They are dressed for camping in oughly,
the woods, Sonny in a neat, simple Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Boy Scout's are about right. Monday's oditioii,
outfit and in his experience, doesn't do at altj
Benchley plas- not carrying enough ads, whicii burn
tered aU over particularly v7ell. The Sunday efli.
with parapher- tion, which he now uses, is just
nalia, including about right if you are in good physia couple of cal condition to cope with it.
Benchley piles in his papers with
knapsacks, several
canteens, the further advice of not uhiil; too
much kindling at first. He linhtp a
f r y i 6 g pans,
•
match. The furnace begins to omit
etc,
As they walk smoke at practically every crevice,
Bench- This IS very pretty, but not quite
along,
ley takes all what is desired. Benchley can't unVed Pratt
the matches derstand it at first, then is jollily
^'Forgot to
ottt oi WS pockets and throws them amused -when he does,
away. This trip, he tells Sonny, is open the damper," he explains, and
to. teach him how to build a lire in opens it.
Now the fire really gets along. It
the woods without matches, by rubbing two sticks together. Sonny has is so hot that Benchley has 1o take
some ideas about this that Would off his coat. He; opens the fui jiace
probably be practical if he could get door expectantly. 'The paper lias all
them but but, he eaA't get a word in burned 'away, leaving .only a lew
smouldering sticks of kindling. That
edgewise.
They arrive in the woods. Bench- hasn't worked, but -BenGhley knows

When

thing

—

Posthumous Salute to Robert Benchley Story
Under Consideraton as a Film Short for

Society Was

the Author-Humorist Just l^f fore
By THEODORE PRATT

ftn article

about

to Build a Fire

raw meat and
fire.

hungry enough

to cat

time to start a

is

it

,,

by rubbing two

sticks together

arid fry a delicious pan; of ! bacon.
Lecturing Sonny, he carefully
chooses his two sticks, detailing that
they must be of certain dimensions,
shapes, and dryness. He starts rubbing the sticks ^pgether. _ He' says
there is an exact tephniiE(ue to' <;hls,'

a

,

;

There
inside-

I

:

it.'

fires,"

he

says,

"need en-

a tremendous, explosion
furnace^- The furnace

is

the

door sails 'past Benchley's head the
lurnace disintegfates and one wall
of the house disappears, leaving the
place wide open to the outdoors.

jj^j.

dripping with per.spiration and getting in pretty terrible shape as he rubs without

ihem," he

,

.<j.^

'jjj.g

g^jy

j

to fix

efforts.

and if hot dohe preciisely right,' the
rubber faces only failure.
He rubs and rubs, but "no Are,
Benchley says that some, people can
sticks together all day and
^^^^^
'

,

way

"Some'

couraging."
Bringing forth a can
marked "Gasoline," he proceeds to
dump a good quantity of this into
the furnace on the smouldeung
sticks.
He then closes the door and
stands back, vastly pleased'.with. his

states,

"WeH,"',

Benchley

philosophizesi

But^he was kmd of a guy who was
"if I ean't'Tsteep 4ihe family worm
not afraid to expose -his 'gnorance
with the f urnace, i;here is always the
^..jj^ ^^j^ j^.>
g(j
and when he wanted to know any- .„."„,
,.
,
fireplace."
There is nothing like a
T^maWy lie. is licked in fact, though
thing would come right out "and ask
fireplace..
It's '^O cojjjfjr. and nice.
spirit.
not
in
"These
sticks
just
questions. Aiid one day, right in 'a
licenses.
A lot better thaa any-IUrance fire,
"cooperate,"
tells Sonnyi
won't
he
Immediately we are confronted studio conference, he embarrassed
corporeal it is just as definitely,
after all.
people
are" that way. Well, I
"Some
positively and distinctly, a propertj; with the -proposition that ASCAP everyone else* present no end by
Being an old hand at starting a
said I was hungry enough to eat raw
as is the piece of real" estate to holds what amount? to a substantial asking: "What is the difference befire in the fireplace, he .makes his
tween an A picture and a B pic- meat,- so here goes;"
which the owner holds a valid title.
preparations, which are pretty elabcContinued on page ,52)
He starts to eat the bacon, raw. orate. His materials occupy a good
ture?
.Secondly, it should be: borne in
Why— why- -well, an A picture- While he is doing this, Sonny takes part of the livingroom. '36tut even this
mind that the owner of a copyright
up ihe two sticks, gives them- a few, fire won't
that is, you see, if a .picture ha.s
cooperate 'Very- well. And
holds the same complete, exclusive
well, it's like this, every studio quick casual rubs and instantly they no family is
any family at all unless
and vested right under the law to Disney's Unreleased
burst into a fine flame.
makes two kinds of pictures and
eaoh individual member of it thinks
control the uses tb which his propaw, who're yoa kidding?" was the
"You see" Benchley tells him tri- .he can poke at a fire in the fircplare
'Heart' in Strange Booli
erty may be put by others. To tresprompt answer. He finally per- •umphantly. "That's the way to do better than anyone else."
pass upon his property, to filch it
:;.;.>,
""^^
it."'-.
Mrs. Benchley takes a crack at it,
Intn IPic
]nin DUUn
Rnnir OUIIl
Shift ^^""^^"^ ^^"^ ^^^^
or any part of it from the owner,
It lUlU
lUlU
ding at all, but really wanted to
and the flre does pretty well, butHot Dog Boast
is to. Qomijiit an unlawful and an
Walt Disney cartoon -feature, "So know. Then everybody started talknot well enough in Sonny's idea ot
immoral act.
Dear to My Heart," now in produc ing at once and explaining at great
Benchley is illustrating the meth- the thing. 'Sonny monkeys with it,
The practical situation confronting tion, has had one of the most curi- length about budgets, story prop- od of building a fire on the beach for then Benchley,
who puts it out.
the exhibitor simmers down to this: ous book-into-film,
film-into-book erties, stars, ART and "social sig- a hotdog roast. There is a very def- Then Mrs. Benchley gets it going
1. He must have the lawful right
careers in industry history. Pic was nificance" which left him just as inite technique for this, too, differ- again.
to publicly "perform in his theatre adapted from a novel which has confused as ever.
ing from other kinds of fires in many
Benchley says it isn't a bad lire
the music recorded On the sound since been rewritten- and republished
At last, an exasperated producer respects. The hOtdog fire is not at they have built, but it isn't big
tracks of his pictures, or face very under a new title.
offeted concrete examples.
"Take all' the same, for instance, as tlie enough.
fireplace flre should be
substantial dahiage judgment if he
that big picture 'Perverted' that i-hamburger fire. You couldn't propa roaring flre, and..-this OB.e doesn't
It was originally a children's book,
infringes
any copyrighted music
Somar - Golden Films put out last erly cook hotdogs over d. hamburger roar. Benchley
"Midnight and Jeremiah," scrivened
piles on wood until
•that may be Ithere recorded, by unyear," he said.
"That's an A.
It flre, and it follows, naturally, ,that
it roars.
Leo, a lion, is seen in the
by Sterling North' and published by
licensed public performance.
stars Gloria Gormand, one of the you couldn't cook
hambu rgers over flames, roaring. Benchley piles on
Winston in 1943. 'Very few copies
„
top money dames in the business, a hotdog fire. If youdflf, you would
2, Under present operating condimore wood until the whole fireplace
^ere sold and Disney bought all
It s done in Technicolor and it cost
tions. the e?£hibitor can secure the
think you were eating hamburgers is filled and the fire begins .spilling
ughts to it at a very small price,
nearly $3,000,000. ^ Then there's instead o£ hotdogs, and that wouldn't out
necessary license authorizing such
on the floor. ""Now," Benchley
Cartoon producer, when he was Hearts of Hickory'that Menace be what you wanted at all.
public performance of a copyrighted
says, "we're getting something
Not
musical Work only from the owner well along with his brush-and-coloi* Productions did about the- same
Benchley's hotdog 'fire doesn't go quite good enough yet, though," he'
work, hired Albert E. Sindlinger's time. That 's a B. The picture was
of the copyright, or his duly "auresearch organization.
His tests shot in 12 days; ther^e isn't a name any too well. It smokes. "The thing say.; critically. He puts on still more
fhotized agent.
showed theije was much public inr player in it and the budget doesn't to do," he explains, "when the smoke wood. The paint on the Wall op3. The
copyright owner, or his terest in the basic, story. As
blows in your face, is to move to posite the fireplace is seen to start
a re- run over 200 grand.
See what I the other side of
agent, may lawfully affix to the
the fire." He moves to blister,
sult, he made a deal with Disney for -mean?"
grant of such a license any condiThe next observed of Benchley
to the other side of the fire.
The
publication rights.
Then he hired
"Sure," said the little guy. "I get
tion he Wishes, .may change any
North, the original author, on a sal [it now. I saw 'Perverted' and it was smoke immediately blows into his ^"'^ '^'s family is that they are stan<jf
price he likes. The exhibitor must
ary basis to rewrite "Midnight and iou.sy and 'Hearts of Hickory' packed face there. He moves to the other '"S out on the lawn amidst turni'""'^
(a) pay the price demanded, (b) not
has been rescued from
side. The. smoke blows in great bilJeremiah" as an adult story.
them
in at our theatre and it was so
their blazing house. The fire departuse the music, or (c) face the
Final manuscript was completely exciting I went to see it twice. Now lows into his face. He moves once
hazards of suits for infringement
ment is op hand in full force, but it
different from "Midnight" and was I understand. If a picture costs a lot more, and now the smoke blowing
is evident that they can't cope withof copyright if he performs the published by Doublpday two months
into his face 'is terrific,
ot. dough Vand turns out lousy ips
music without a license from the ago as "So
Dear to My He«»rt." It ah A. If it's a good picture .ahd _ Benchley is next seen squatted be- a real Benchley flre. Benchley
copyright owner or his .agent.
beams at his flre and says happily.
hit several best-seHer lists and was doesn't cost much it's a B."
fore his hotdog fife clad in a gas"I guess -that fire will keep us warm
4. The terms or thq^ contract under
the December choice of the Peoples
That, readers, is the Story of how -mask and operating a machinogun,
for a long time to come."
which he' secures from the distribu- Book club.
Hollywood came to abandon B pic- firing it in great bursts at the fire.
{Copyright, Theodore Prutt).
ter a right to project the film
In addition to the regular royalty tures.
That Homc-and-Hearth Routine
^ 3
specifically forbid him to delete or on the booli, which he shares with ,-zr^
s-y^r.change any part of the film, and North, Sindlinger researched an ad li.
Winter coming on and it is time
^!»IY_^."_"A^':.?±?
J
1st 2 Educ. Fix
moreover 'usually contain a para- campaign and, for a piece of the
The fact iSi both the A's and the for Benchley to light- the coal furgraph whereunder the exhibitor is pubUsber's .share of the take, in- B's have pretty well disappeared nace' in his basement. He always
Motion, Picture As.sn., furthering its
required to warrant that he will hold vested,••$10,000 in advertising, Yarn from the production slates.
There enjoys .doing this, because if there newly-established public relations
an ASCAP license at the tiifie of is now selling so well, additionsll in- arc two kinds Of pictures now—good is one kind of flre he d^es Jknow campaign for the film industry, has
projecting the picture,
vestments in advertising are planned and bad—-and it's a safe bet that how to build, it is this eommon, of released the first two of a series of
by Sindlinger. He expects, too, that there'll be fewer bad ones; or there'll
irden, variety of fire in the furnace. non-profit shorts for Ifim dLstribu5. The exhib^tot has no voice or
choice whatever as to vi/hat music release of the film not' due for 18 be a new crop of picture makers.
He'll keep Mr.s. Benchley and Sonny tion to church groups thrbughout
may be recorded' upon the film, but months will likewise spurt sales^
the country.
Top classification now could prob- good and warm.
is
nevertheless legally responsible and his incomp
First two, both produced by RKOThe first thing to do when buildably best be called "A-tninus"—
for the public performance of whatSindlinger al-so owns a hunk of which is an A, minus expensive ing this type of fire is to, be sure to I^the with cooperation of MP A ofever music the producer may have "Sir Pagan," an historical novel by flummery, minus padded payrolls, use enough paper to start it. "There ficials, are "The Nuremberg Trials,
incorporated in the film— the pro- Henry J. Colyton, recently published minus, in short, a quarter of a mil- is no mistake greater than not using the Churches and International Jusducer is under no legal obligation by Creative Age Press. Latter orig- lion to a million.
It has actually enough paper
and the .right kind tice" and "The People in the Atomic
whatever to select music which is inally was uncertain about publish- j reached the point, what with the of paper, which should always be Age." Production was financed by a
fncluded under ihe ASCAP license, ing it.' Sindlinger found it tested sudden removal ol the foreign mar^ that of a. newspaper.
Democratic gift from Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Jewctt
and entirely unwittingly, completely badly, but that it was susceptible to ket and, slackening of the gold rush new.9papers usually start better fires of Spokane, Wash. Pro.;cct wa.s
innocently, the exhibitor may be- repairs. He invested .1i2,500 in hav- at the boxoffice. Where there's noth- than Republican ^capers, .which are Started sev^n years ago but intercome an infringer. The fact, even ing it rewritten and it has sold 11,000 ing against any producer's bringing apt to be conservative. As for him- rupted by the war. AU pix in the
If proven, that the infringement was copies, considered vclry- good for a in a chunk of top entertainment on self,
he recommends Tlie Times, series are to be 'jion-sectarian in naunwitting or innocent would be no first novel.
what Used to be a high-B budget.
which he has always used with very ture.

150% wrong

that conclusion.

in.

.

•

-

ing

a substantial '.'increase in .the
rates exhibitors. are presently paying
for
rau.sical
performing rights

In the very first place it should
be understood that a copyright is a
properly, though intangible and in-
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mportant
entertainment!
Tde pieture tbnf foofc

two rfmiimflc sfeors

the fur confers

of the world...

DICK POWELL
with

LUDWIG DONATH

and

^

SIGNE HASSO

.

VUDIMIR SOKOLOFF

introducing the Chinese actress

StorMnd

A

•

screenplay by Jay Richard Kennedy

SIDNEY BUCHMAN Producllon

•

Directed by

•

EDGAR BARRIER

MAYLIA
ROBERT STEVENSON

. Associate Producer JAY

RICHARD KENNEOX

COOPERATION 'OF THE TREASURY'
COLUMBIA PICTURES GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES THE
pIpARTMENT and its bureaus of narcotics. CUSTOMS AND COAST GUARD.
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Forty-$econd

Greatest Problem in Showbusiness

The

-^And

'6y

business on so-called morals grounds, but extenaing by implication to political' activities and all walks of life,
But that's always seemed to me a terribly easy way ol
making a reputation for yourself among the determined intellectuals.

that.

—

But a. Wtch .appealed right away. Various authoritiai are
claiming, with all the intensity of a bevy of chromeplated
Cassandras, -that ihe depression is inevitable; and, according
to 'certain lugubrious reports in the public prints> a number
of large corporations are already beginning to stash away
current profits in preparation for the drab days to come—
and ar* thus, according to one school of thought, helping to
brjpg about the very dfepression whose -effects they ate fieetojng to .avfiid. But, on the other hand, an etiually large
niimber, of. authorities claim that there isn't going to be a
deprpssif);i at all— or, if there is,* that it is still three or four

And^so no harm w^uld be done.

—-And

.

,

.

'

,

We
We worry

a lot, but our Systems are
attuned to worry. It's like other people
being susceptible to .the common cold,
MauHce Beremaii
Our occupational disease is the stonv>
ach ulcer. If we escape the actuality of th0 Iklcer, we alwayt
are reconciled to it& imminence.
That's why so many of us are hypochondriacs. Living in a
two-dimensional world of profitable shadows that talk and
make noises, we suddenly go into shock wben we get exposed to the third'-dimensional. worlds
If a world economic crisis lurks around the: corner, we
continue our abstract but imaginative skirting around it,
finding' solace in the dream world we build to harmoniously
fit in with the dreams of our customers (God bless them).
It isn't that we like such crises. Existing as we do on th<e
people's hopes and making films evocative of these hopes,
i

'

.

.

We

we just can't let a crisis affect our creative eQorts.
have
to lunction in our own atmosphere of crises. Betting $4b0,000,000, or so 'a year that the pictures Mil please, is what
might be termed a crisis ab initio.
So, when wle went into this wonderful business, we ac<;tl|>ted
?
the crisis anS became conditioned to It ".
When someone says, "Bergman, you look worried!", 1 always answer by saying, "No wonder. I' worry all the time,"
But my worries are well channelled"and'logi(;al and never
get out of hand. Lacking blueprints, out minds (who's that
.heckler?) axe fiie^tible to the degree that we necessarily- have
-

stroyers with the pertinScity^of a professional mourner, the
boys have been practically -immune from insult so far this
season.
As a matter of fact, most incojiting, shows have
been, treated with exteeme kindness;- and, so long as the
a new intellectual wardrobe every week.
!*
.
critics are being kind, everybody loves them.- Hhen^e no
They say we lack consistency. Of course we do.
They say we run in cycles. Why not? So do out customers.
point in going out loaded for bear when all the bears in the;
neighborhood, are acting like lovelorn rabbits.
We never know today whether the customers want to
laugh or cry next week. That's why we have to, gamble on
The coming of television, of course, will present a proball types of stories and all types of personalities. That's why,
lem. But television seems to have been a-comin' almost as
also, we are kibitzers.
long as Old Black .Toe, and there's no particular Indication
Being in an environment of. guessing, this proclivity bethat it hears those angel's .voices even now. As a matter ol
comes' an- institution. We are smart whcfn we listen to the
.fact, absence, of good, solid advertising angels seems to be
other guy's guessing as wen as our own.
its,, chief trouble.
Behig in an environment of inevitable gambling, we parThe dearth of competent new playwrights is also -a prob"
lem though it affects only legit directly, and films in a .'ticipate in surveys -which prove our hunches are generally
-correct. -We like to see our gambling instincts: confirmediby
secondary senses The dearth is primarily caused by the
research and statistics.
diminishing chances' of getting a play produced on Broad*
If we have been extravagant at times, we also show an
way. And there's also the tact that almost all our youngincredible talent for economy when the pres'sure is 00 Us.
sters were so basically and deeply affected by the all enIn fact bur business is a beautiful paradox. Stars who live
veloping catastrophe of war' that they have as yet been
like millionaires very seldom attain a miUionS <ReAiembcr
pretty much.unable to write of anything elseT-^while, ai;''Ute
the, taxes?)
same time, they have been naturally unable to achieve the
perspective, necessary before they can turn their own ex.Pictures that cost a half million sometimes earn «it«ep profit
periences and emotions into effective drama. But already^
^Ihan those that cost several million.
hopeful numbers of young playwrights: have fiegun once
So tnbre and more we recognize there are no formulae.
Convictions become a depressant in our business.
more to create promising and in some cases more than
People in other indu.stries think we are slightly balrtiy. We
promising plays. There are enough of them to give rise to a
think they are quite dull. I presume we would be laetter off
suspicion that the dearth of new playwrights lies less in
if, by some alchemy, we coull assay their ^substance andactual fact than in the minds of pusillanimous managers.

.

'

——— —

Eventig

little in6re interiesting
than the chain-store business.
Our adrenalin glandiS are more stirau.-

lated because we never know how good
we are until the picture opens.
Yet, I bet there are fewei: nervous
breakdowns in the film business tliaa
:
any other.
are better conditioned to hysteria,

>

flVe 'years away.
If I wrote about the elfecis of a coming depression, and
then national events "were nasty enough to double-Cross- me
and mak-e everybody happy and rich and undepressed, I'd
So the notes on the depression were
look pretty silly.
torn up.
,">.
"
y-:.
.-'jjiC
-f
',

the Critics!

But open season on critics hasn't been declaredikthls year
even in legit, which usually howls about the drama-de-

yet;

or

'

and maybe a

the censors because they

attaclt

—

It seemed pretty clear that Vawety's parishioners should
given a dissertation upon the current fear of a national
depression, arid the effect such a depression would have
upon the various' show business fields. That sounded like a
pleasantly Irim -subject with which to slaughter any holiday
Joy that mi^ht possibly be around;- and of course it would
show oft Its author as a serious and thoughtful f«Uow who is
vnable, because of the deptH of his character, to jai^re in the
myopic merrymaking of ordinary mortals.

Keep Away FroytWorid

you

—

be

;

all,

,

.

try to impose their own views on other people; but invariably, in attacking them, you try to impose your own views
on them. It doesn't quite make sense. To attack them
cogently, you must; attack their specific actions, not their
right to hold their own theories and opinions.!
The increasing 'demands of show business unions are, ot
course, always good for a -solid article so I considered that
one next. You don't have to be told again how unions have
increased their demand^f concerning .both pay and working
conditions to .such an fextent that they have all but killed
their own golden goose. But just that was the weakness of
the story the fact that you don't have to be told again. Besides, the Taftr-Hartley law, with its still unsettled interpretation, has the entire union £eld in a state of flux, and
there's no telling at this point just how things are going
to work out.
But there's one problem, I bought with relief, that always
faces the show business the problem of the critics.
It'
probably afflicts the legit field more acutely than any ether,
but it's a sore point in all. Who could possibly object to a
nice, scathing, virulent, one-sided attack on the august ogres
of the' press— except, of course, the critics themselves? And
if you kept it to. generalities, as most people in the show
business usually do Vhen they go out on a critic hunt, >«ach
of the boys would think that you meant all -critics liut faimv

better or for worse, not only for the show business itself,
but for the world at large. You've heard about atomic
energy!
Under the circumstances, there seemed to be only one
thing to do. Atty conscientious commentator would have to
gird up Ms loins and tackle something big—the greatest
problem facing all of us, for instance. So I figured I'd write

about

After

MAURICE BERGMAN

Ours is a business of crises.
In fact, crisis is the backbone of our mdustry.
If you look over Variexy's flies for the past 42 years,
you
will see that the history of: show, business; is: one bisautiful
crisis after another.
I guess that's why we are different

By JACOB WBLK
{Eastern Production Head, Warner Bros.)

The year ahead bids, fair to be so highly important to all
branches of the amusement field that It may hold In the
hollow of its hidden hand the answer to whether or not the
trend will be up or fdown for the next decade. The immediate effects of the war will disappear during the year to
come; the vexed questions of international politics will
probably give some indication as to the course they'll talce;
the national economic situation will either hold its lines or
nosedive toward a depression; there'll be a presidential election; and, in all, 1948 will probably be the turning point, for

BAM'

"CRISIS IS TflE

Solution

Its

,

'

-

[

j

'

'

would be better to keep away fr<Sm
Perhaps, after
world events; perhaps a strictly show business story would
be best. in. all cf the amusement fields the one ever-present
problem
is the development of new talent
and ever-pressing
—,and it's. a problem that-tione of the show business fields
has ew- bwaged to answer with complete success,' Th^tt
of it, jn the United States is
plenty
there as iti^w' talent, and
beyond question; that most'' Of it is allowed to go to seed and
waste its sWeefness on the desert air is equally true. Surely
talented youngsters and
finding
qi
there must become way
giving them the breaks— oif, at very least, the hearings—that
they deserve. A plea to all key executives in the industry
have some beneficial
might
tyros
the
open
their
doors
to'
to

.•

all, it

—

j,'

'

'

on that subject at some
year or two ago; and .)
I might be thought to be
hSpJjed on the sttbjectii- and anyone in the show business
who's thought fo' be hipped on any subject at all, no matter

But, unfortunately, I'd touched
length in ah- Anniversary issue a
repeat it now aeeptf^d inadvisable.

how
wan.

good,

is

—Or

my

British film, tax

is

certainly another-

navian.

A

,

^

lot of long-suffering listeners feel 'that a major piroblem
finding something to replace radio soap operas. It would
plca-sant problem to discuss
if it weren't for a
hunch that anything that might be found to replace the

is

I

be a very

—

soap operas would probably turn out to be even worse than
the soap operas themselves.
The extremely truncated list of forthcoming legit productions is another problem; but there seems to be nothing at
all that can be done about that, short of developing a crop
'
Of angels who rush in where -fools fear'to tread,
bit desperate by^ this time; I' thought of the problem of
the vanishing American voice, being rviined by.thp electrical
ministratiojn.s of the microphone, which malce it entirely unnecessary for a so-called .singer to bother developing. a real
voice at all.
It would be nice to reminisce about Caruso
and Scotti and Melba and' Gadski and Ruffo-'Snd all the
rest— an occupation which not only brings back ancient delights but also sets you-up as an extremely cultured person
"I'ndeied among the lowb.rows of the newer generation.
But,
somehowi a suspicion insisted on arising that maybe this
wasn't the greatest problem facing the showbusiness after
'

An
Here's

a

little

Assist to
human

A

Nature
Hollywood.
that concerns

story

interest

Fazenda (Mrs. Hal Wallis),
Years ago when she was making money and monkey
business at the Mack Sennett Studio, Louise lived inr -atiny Hollywood bungalow beside an unsightly .yac^t,
lot, full of stink weeds and other cantankerous Cali-'
liOuise

,

iornia growth.

*

\

•

•
,

Somebody sent her (I presume he'r Cdngrfessman, Who
wanted to be reelected) a lot of flowerseed. In the dark
of the moon, after an April shower, she scattered all the
seed over the lot, and heaven, be praised they took root,
k»
and the lot flowered like the Green Bay Tree.
.

'

Louise delighted in walking her friends past the flowers,
saying, ''Isn't it wonderful what nature wiU do. Thai
used to be^e tjgliest spot in the world." And
body ever knew that it was Louise herself who ha*
create^ the beauty.
Heddo Hoppc

and

m

lot

'

—

"-'

'

'

.

•

major problem;

'

.

.

_

42;;Year8 Ago
j, , |
Forty-two years ago, we hardly existed. We ,had no foreign markets to worry about. Neither did we have much of
a business to woii^ about.
Forty-two years ago thei;ie was no television to worry about.
Maybe that miraculous paraphernalia will be our next major
worry. I never was able to look around corners, biit my guess
is ,that television will not- create a crisis. It will probably
'''/'',....'•;•:

\

'

'

of censorship. Anybody with a
Boget's thesaurus and a complete lack of reticence caiji make
a name |or himself as an Enlightened' Liberal by attacking
^he blueiioses in various American strong-holds of morality.
The threat of censorship is constant, starting with the show

with our kinetics.

it

I

but there are rumblings and grumblings' coming from that
general direction too. And a prophet Vho seeks^honor even
in his own country wo\ild probably tirove himself a smart
cookie by carefully eschewing both the record ban a^d the
British tax as subjects for a journalistic jeremiad.
Certainly the need for new legit theatres po-Scs a major
problem-r-at least for legit. But, for the first time in well
over a decade, there are scraps and fragments ol talk concerning tlie possibility that a §oupIe of new legit houses
may be built in the next few years. And, if the present
legit season continues its meandering course, lack q£ theatres won't be a problem at all.
The jurisdictional strike in Hollywood has been a problem
for a long while now; but, as in the case of the union picture in general, -any discussion of it must wait until the
iTaft-Hartiey law and its ramifications get themselves enforced, repealed, interpreted or translated into the Scandi-

.

There's Always Censorship
Then came the question

The

-

—

ering Jih^-admissioM tax this year dhyhow.

merge

PetriUol

The AFM's scheduled ban on recordings is a major prob-!lem; but at present writing there are rumblings and grumblings beneath the union throne that sound to unaccustomed
ears a little like an earthquake. And there's no telling, at
this point, just wliat the situation will be by the time the
Anniversary Issue gets itself on the newsstands.

.imfinediately considered a candidate for Mattethe last.time I touched on n^W talent it

And anyhow,

secretary thtee montlfs to dig me out froifi xusder th^
pile of letters" 1 received from, unsung authors, undiscovered
actors, neglected playwrights,, unappreciated" singers and
jobless hariiohiea players. I'dfbetter not try it again.
Then came a brilliant 'idea the admissions tax. Gertaihly
every-one in tlj^-show business realizes that the 20% levy
is a strangliiigi'thing, helping to choke the life out of many
amusement projects; and certainly it could be shown that
the rewenue derived from it is so small a drop in the Governmental budget bucket that it would hardly be missed.
Some iiMndMful arguments along cultural lines were possible ttiO; other ijpuntries have admitted that entertainment
is so necessary a part of their lite that they have given
subsidies to- see that their citizens get it; while here, in the
United-States, it is taxed to the.,strangling point.
Everyonfe. in the business would agree with the argUf
ments—but then came the chilling, thought that everyone in
the business had used the same aliguments himself.: There
was no point in doing an article that all the readers bad
written mentally before me. And as a clincher came a neWs
story in Varieiy that there was no possible chance of low-

took

.

-

solve one. It will mean a revolution In exhibition as'well as
production. In any event, it wUl whet the public's appetite
to more entertaihment. .
Think how we will utilize television for advertising purposes. Ours will be the only commodity that can be represented completely in* video. Imagine what can be done with
<
a good trailer on television.
That's a job. for every branch of the business. Let'.s not
assume that people have to go to movies. Rather, let's assume
that

,

we

'Should

make them want

than good pictures.
exhibition.

It

demands

to. go. This involves? more
better advertising and better

•

Everybod;^ has a few cardinal points up bis sleeve. May I
expose mine, please?.
First, second and third add up to the same point: Let's be
as entertaining as the budget permits.
Entertainment should not be confined to the screen. Let's
try to make our theatres entertaining by dressing them up
to suit the occasion.
Let's get out of the real estate- business and get back into
'

"

show

business.
Let's try to
pictures.

.And
taining

finally

make our
.

.

.

let's

by resolving not

advertisyig as entertaining as the

make

ourselves a little more enterabout the crises.

to talk

LBT'S REMEMBER THAT
OF OUH BUSINESSn

CRISIS IS ,THE

BACKBONE

Emily Post Guitry
Hollywood.
Sascha Guitry was a boy—which is even before
Variety was a gleam in Sime's eye—^good manners had a
marvelous importance. Lucien and his son, Sascha, encountered a blind beggar on a Paris street. The little
fellow toddled qver to
the sightless mendicant and
dropped a sou or so in the tin can.
"Why didn't you tip your hat to him," demanded old

When

'

So there seemed to be_ nothing to wjite about-^and then,
with cataclysmic revelation, came the, realization that the
answer had been riding along with ; me all the way. It

was simple.

'

. Obviously,. the greatest prol^Iem in all of the ^how business is writing *an article for Vasigiy's Anniversary Number.
And the solution to the problem should' be equally Obvious IE you've managed to read this far.

,

Guitry.

"Tip my hat to the beggar?" asked Guitry ^U.
"Most certainly."
"But he was blind."
"That doesn't matter," answered the unanswerable
Lucien— "He might have been a fake."
•i-Or40» Welles

'
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A TALE OF TWO

it musn't be heard grinding
Lots of things happened— and
new stars came up—mostly recruited from the stage of
Broadway, because they knew how to utter words. They
didn't know the pantomime end so well, but then that's what
directors were for. And little by little I would see old vaudeville comrades show up—click—build houses and gradually
lose every bit of the art their years of travelling about had
given them. Not only that—thw acquired another commodity.

CITIES

By PAUL GERARD SMITH
Hollywood.
I'm sure C. Randolph Dickens will forgive me for copping
his title. My cities are closer to home, anyhow.
Perhfips I should say three cities— or

maybe

wpiSd have flbwii right
from the cradle to Broadway. Ever

could read, write or talk it
be the place I wanted to be
most.
been a lot of places on both
sides of both oceans, and I've always
felt more comfortable on the Bi^ Stem
ttaa G. Smith
than I ever did on Michigan Boulevard,
Boul Mich, the Ginza, the Escolta, Unter Den Linden or the
Strand^^nd that includes Vine & Hollywood.
I

to
I've

rve always believed you can't want anything hard enough
and not get it, I wanted to get to Broadway and I got there.
And New York became the First of my Two Cities. This is
New York I found right after BiU the Kaiser had been

Where "Finian's Rainbow" now plays, some few doors
down from Dinty" Moore's there used to be a brbwnstone

We

—

exhibition.

NVA

;

r

has been a cinch for people .to be critical of the industry
and to claim it has no real public relations policy. But these
people have not stopped to consider the unique position of
the picture business. They haven't given thought to the
obvious- tact that ours is an industry of widely divergent
ideas, an industry- of all types of creative people s^ working in an emotional, tremendously*' competitive business.
The industry's people; however, have shown time and
again that When the occasion demands they can blend their
.

Water

for the Elephant
=By HOWARD DIETZ=

coast to coast and whetting their talents on the audiences
that 'Varied not only with each town but with each show.
'

I

HOIi.'YWOOD—that's the other of my Two Citie& There
are only INtro Cities for those of us engaged in. the entertainment business—Hollywood and New York.
So I turned my back on the old gal I had worshipped from
the time I was able to crawl, to see what this new hot patootie
had to offer. Broadway had been more than good to me—it
had repaid my worship and my confidence in it a thousandfold. And in payment Z.tumed my back on 'her.
Ulysses
was guUty of the same' siii—the sirens sang and' he listened.
And this was the Ifollywood I finind: the first 'impression
wa& tKe same as .any newcomer from the east gets—Yucca
frees cUmbin^ 'the sandy hills like rheumatic ghosts as the
trliin wont "by in the evening. Pasadena and roses at Christmasi Hollywood and Buster Keaton's studio. It was glamorous' outside as a deserted Jivery stable^but inside it was Fun.
This was' in thfe silent days' before Fun had 'given way to
Glamour, Glitter and Big Business. Making pictures was a
rollicking, swashbuckling, calling before sound and efficiency
and international trade took over, e^ecially on the comedy
lots. 'VTe went from Keaton to Lloyd and l>ack to Keaton
'

—

again
and life was full— and so were we and people
laOghed at the pictures we made, and everybody was happy
about the whole thing. Nothing was serious. There were no
office hours. And the greatest thing
was California
no
snow -^no overcoat wheather to speak of. And inasmuch as
we had a tribe of growing Smiths to feed and drag up, we
were, grateful for the outdoors instead of the open spaces.
Once or -twice I had a sneak back to see how old Broadway
was doing. Hadn't changed any too. 'much Prohibition still
'on. The little sallow-faced man came in by. the window with
the blicck bag of recently cooked gin and freshly blended
shellac fae called Bourbon. Speakeasies, .with their guilty
Oameraderie, every few doors. Friars Club stiU raising
whoopee in the beautiful Monastery. A few faces missing
but the old heartbeat that made Broadway tick was still
there. People still "helloed" you as you passed by
they
were glad to see you. They stole you. blind the next minute,
but tjiey stole in such a friendly way it was rather nice and
forgiv&able. A' couple of musical comedies and back to
Hollywood.
iSound had come in. The microphone was a deathly secret,
Nobody must know how this uncanny miracle came to pass
if you mentioned microphone you started packing instanter.
All was hush-hush— except the Saturday Evening Post and
Collier's carried stories about the new Art Form in practi*cally every issue. Movietone City came into being
out
where there was nothing but hills^and a little "snow set"
which everybody used and Tom Mix's stables. Winnie
Sheehan was the head guy. Fox Movietone was the Big Shot.
About this time two things occurred '— the |m|K>rtation

—

—

—

You wUl for^ve

copy if It limps a little. I can explain everything, bi otder to get an angle on a piece for the
Anniversary issue, I thought it might be a good idea to look
up last year's edition'. In picking it up I broke my arm, so I'
had to type this with my left band.;
Have you efei tried^tO' ivpewrite ivith
one hand—it gives yon a sort o£. archy
the cocliroach feeling. Still a lot Of
people are pretty dam good with one
hand. There is a caddie out in Hollywood who can shoot in the low seventies and be has no left arm. I watched
him slap a three-iroh shot about 230
yards and when' it hooked a little he
opined that he'd put too nuicb right
hand into the shot.
Naturally it took tne a pretty long
time
to get started on the piebe. It got
Howard Diets
delayed and delayed and ons night I
had a nightmare. Vaiueiy had forgotten t<)) get out an Anniversary Number and the whole advertising staff was fired
for the onussion; As several of these gentlemen are friends
of mine I woke up shaking. Hien I realized that nothing of
the kind was going to happen and all was normal a^in.
Those Anniversary Numbers ate important, espeeiaUy- for
their weight It "restores your confidence in the solidity of

/^ow

this

President do?" The gallery was tense waiting for
But again I resorted to the constitution.

my

We

The APDC and .the Advertising Advisory Council to the
Motion Picture Association, both of which X 9ta honored to
serve: .as chairman,
plans for action.

A

—

—

M

'

You never knew who you were working for. Executives
kept their bats on at all tinfes, not knowing when the guillotine would fall. It was a gabby, noisy, madhouse. Great
warehouses were erected to -actors and machinery. And
there was a lot of new machinery: things to juggle microphones^ things to silence outside noises. We had a freight
car with a wide window that hung from the roof, and travelled around like a drunk engine in a railroad switchyard. This
held the camera—a camera that a husky guy used to carry

,

^

.

'relations;

,

We

We

,

Happily, the Motion Picture Association, which' was alinterested in better industry public relations thinking,
our program, took further acticfti. The plan
now is underway. Strides are being made.
The need for this has long existed. The'- public should
have known long ago that through the combined, efforts,
skills and talents of the industry's personnel we" have been
and are doing more to sell the democratic, free-enterprise,
American way of life than any other industry. We must be
proud that we are Uncle Sam's greatest salesmen. And to
place it bluntly, wetmust be great salesmen for onrselvfis.
We must emphasize our achievements and our "attainments
rather than merely our personalities.
Whpt we do, we do and in the best way we know. None of
us is perfect. We are not expected to be peinlSect. We
should recognize that.
We should also know the movie industry's public rela_
.tions program means success and freedom in the' long view.
Everyone in the industry should examine the meaning in
the broadcast as well as in a personal sense because everyone in the industry can contribute "Id make the public re-

ways

as well as in

'

20 installtnents for the

'

.

London Daily Mail and then went off on a holiday. The
paper ran the chapters and was getting to the deadline for
the 21st. Wallace was needed. It seems he had left the hero
bottom of a 40-foot deep slimy weU with snakes erawling up and down the sides and no place for a purchase. 'What
was to be done? They tried every mystery story writer in
England but none of them could write a way out of the
dilemma. On the last day Wallace returned and casually
took his seat at the typewriter. The Daily Mail staff Crowded
around to see how he'd solve the problem. He Wrofe"Chapter 21. Oi^ce out of the well..."
at the

.

program noble.
Movie people have a high reiq>onsibiIlty. Most of us know
it.
We know, too, we have high citizenship standards. And
this meahs we haye a deep loyalty to American principles
and a tremendous stake in our land.
lations

*by

>

..

'

Continuing Prograniv

.

answer.

So I, along with a few others, refuse to get too alarmed
the developments. When the going gets tough the challenge gets tougher and there is nothing wrong with the industry that a good drink can't cure. After all it wasn't everybody who has been taking the potshots—only everybody who
makes a habit of being vocaL About 140 million people didn't
accuse Hollywood of vulgarity, immoraUiy and XTonununiinn.
They just went on going to the movies.
Maybe that is more important than the assorted
on which reached a new peak- in 1447,

:

From this developed the idea of a contiAu^g publii!' relations program which we submitted to the Johnston ofi^ice
and to the company presidents.
realized that we had
struck pay dirt as soon as the plan was publicized when
there materialized an amazingly articulate response from all
began to hear a- sentence from
parts of the industry.
our public relations program spoken by a fUm executive on
the West Coast. Then by an cast coast industry leader.
That grew into paragraphs. And into sections. Important
leaders were beginning to use parts of the program as a basis
for iwhat they had to say of the need for jstimulated public

'

first

pretienting
,

:

Saga:(rf -|Wtelg'.Wi«^^

Edgar Wallace had written the

became busily engagedvin:

Meanwhile the Council recommended a program to revitalize the advertising code. It won the quick ajpg^roval of the
?
presidents of the major movie companies.

you've gheard this one.
-

'

This was the peg upon which we hung our coats and went
shared
to work. At one'moment it had appeared bleak.
only a forlorn hope of saving soibething that seemed lost,
Yet, out of this grew recognition that tbere "Was a crying,
urgent need for an industry public relations oampaign.'
'i

—

;;-

"

sorship.

it goes.'

;

;

The then Public Information Committee, predecessor to
the present Advertising and Publicity Directors' Committee,
learned of it at tb6 Uth hour. By fast footwork we managed to deflect the bill just before the Governor of New
York signed it.. The bill had already been placed on his
desk. The New York State press, when we told it of this
near, calamity, joined us in blasting the bill editorially. No
member of the Fourth Estate failed to recognize the peril
to any medium of expression involving tany form of^rcn-

Hollywood as never before has been starred
as the nation's whipping-boy. It's been like a Coney Island
concession where everybody steps up and takes a crack at
it.
The Hearst papers came out with the big angle, but nobody got tot^ alarmed. The feeling seems to be that the
policy might 'Switch suddenly at any moment without explanation like that Edgar Wallace yarn. Try and stop me i£

I

goal.

our advertising.

<

business,

And a Itoost to tonfldence is welcome after the year we've
been through. There have been so many times when we
didn't know how to cope with the engulfment of the situation. The other day a fellow asked me what company I
was working for and I testily said that it. was my constitutional right not to answer that question. But then, on. the
advice of my attorney I recanted and said, "Despite my constitutional right I will tell you fiatly that I am a vicepresident of M:-6-iyL'* He appreciated my candor but then
waxed impertinent, and a^ed, "Just what does- '« Vice-

So

a common

efforts for

Only one short year ago, for instance, something happened
which ,can now be considered a momentous incident in our
public relations thinking. The State of New York passed a
bill which would have imposed a strong censorship on all

.

They learned their business front the ground up; and by and.
by pl;^ed the Palace and then graduated to Ziggy, the Shuberts, 'firlanger, ^llingham and went on. to become recognized as people who were experts in their craft. They are
a dying'race—there is a sprinkling of them still holding forth
in films tod .on the radio—-but when the old man with the
seiyth6- catches up to them OoA knows where their shoefilling
going to come from.

genius and tfaroatcutting.

:

It

'

—

'

^

The industry's leaders recognize that to have good public
relations it is first necessary to have a courageous,. 'forwardlooking attitude within the industry toward it.

.

:

—

and promote, new

isn't

—

In the basement was a very tired ItaUan man
Baroni. Baroni sold spaghetti—mainly to me^for I
managed somehow to snag the top floor for what we jocosely
called {t studio. I guess I was a little scared of the crowds
and the glare-r-I still am—'fof I spent most, of my waking
hours and all of my sleeping horns in a ball bedroom of
that three-flight-waUt-up. Days ! was batting out "vaudeville acts'* pausing only to accept the platter of spaghetti
Baroni sent up. Nights Fd look 'out the window and watch
the glare of the lights ebbing and flowing abov^ the old
Club, and wonder if I'd ever be able to walk down that
street and be part of it.
.

^

But highly geared: machinery is in operation in the hands
of intelligent film leaders working in association with the
office. All, of us know- we must devise, develop
activities and projects which will enhance
the standing of the film business with the public.
knowi
too, that of chief importance is the blending of a vigorous
public relations campaign on the part of each and every
element in the industry whether production, distribution or
Johnston

the same. But she
is.
Broadway doesn't change—Broadway isn't a street^it's
a feeling. The people have changed tbe. ideas have changed,
some for the better, some for the worse as they have everywhere in,;the world.' But that something that is pressed into
•the pavement of Broadway ^that something that sets the
vefy .name to music—that spirit of fun and laughter and
creation that I knew I'd meet when I first came here basnet
changed. It's just been buried under an avalanche of 'improvement and progress." Bodily it has changed—but its
Soul goes marching on. And one fine day it will recreate
itself like the fabled Phoenix, and again spread its wings.
Things that change are changeable. Anything .4!an: liappen,
as long as there's life in the old girl.

building.

of the '2 CHies*

!

'

—

with her and warned u^she

:

\

tions to America as li^ell as to the rest
of > the world.
.
Strange as it may seem, the film industry is beginning to admit that inCkatlet Sehbitcr
stead of being the capital of bi^llyhoo
it is the n:(Ost poorly publicized industry on the face ot the
earth. Yet it possesses the best publicity mechanism of any
in the world.

,

•a visit

need for a sustained, constructive pub'lie relations campaign designed to tell
its audience'-rthe public—the true story
Of its. achievtoents and its contrihu-

.

For a number of inipatient years we have antidpated'the
reunion. Various friends have come back to Hollywood after

eliminated.

The Second

By CHARLES SCHLAIFER
In the past the motion picture industry has had an inferiority complex and .has glamorously covered it with
a
supposed: superiority eomplex; But we must have no complexes. We must be well adjusted people in a well inte.
grated industry.
We have outgrown
our immaturity. We are an equal in'
the adulthood of society, responsible
for our deeds as well as our misdeeds.
The leadership of the motion pici
ture industry has alerted itself to the -

I

—

the

1

loolcs at the Future

—

seemed

Baroni sadJ^ sold out to a guy named John Perona. Perona
fed B man named- Firpo a lot of steaks one night, and immediately leapt into fame. X wrote vaudeville acts^ and for some
silly reason the folks went for thenu One led to two ^two
to tour --^ and before long there were over a hundred play>
ing in vaudeville houses all over the country: Vaudeville
it was a- great thing, that vaudeville; a strange race of people
who learned fun and the art of acting by travelling from

The Motion Picture Industry

'

Their names appeared bigger and oftener than they h&d ever
seen them— and they began^ to suspect they were as good as
their billing. And coupled with it was the other Hollywood
ailment— which is almost epidemic in its proportions—Fear.
Fear that maybe they are n6t what they ai;e sold as ^fear
they may be caught up to-rfear they may have to slip back
to the notch they previously occupied—^and that would be
worse than death itself. There was a slogan prevalent out
there some years back: "This is a great way to make dough—
1 hope nothing' ever happens to it. It resulted in a widespread
panic any time any little thing seemed to threaten the stability of the celluloid castles
It's a great city. Pictures are a great institution. But who
^you finish the quip. But Hollywood was good to me and
mme. It fed them, clothed them and sent them to school.
The watching of its growth, the interesting ramifications and
convulsions it went through—the Great Names that I have
seen come and go— the experience Fve had—notiiing could
replace that. So, having accomplished one main' purpose, ihk
bringing up of a family in a nice, ordinary way, we find ourselves back with the old girl ^Broadway.

just plain skin I

named

now

Started to Believe ITieir Prcflsagents

— because

four

the subject leaps from Omaha, to Chicago, to New York, and
Hollywood. But the first two don't
matter so much; they were just vestibules. In fact, I can dispose of them in
a sentence: I was born in Omaha and,
at an early age, moved to Chicago.
I think if I had been born with the
feathers of a homing, pigeon, instead of

since
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up' to the top of « hill—but
off its momentous product.

'

When we in the industry are able to prove all this the
snide appraisals of our industry will come to a dead halt.
We can offer the proof easily merely by shedding light on
It is a record of which we can well be proud.
have, shown many times that we can unite ourselves.
If are have done it before we can do it easily in behaU of
our public relations thinking, which is a snre «'gn of a
healthy future for the industry. Frankly, we can do no less.
our record.

We

,
-

—

'
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My NOT

was playing Prince Danilo

in

Widow"

in

"The Uferry

London.

Naturally, I wished to do, and look nsy best.
dressing;.room to go up to
.M wife had just left
the box, opposite the Koy^l box, from which she Would
pee the performance together with my cousin, Bernard,
who had come from Copenhagen to visit us.
I sat waiting for the last call to go on the stage.
pants were lying on a chair beside me, ready for me
to put oh at the last moment so they would not be

my

^^^^

'

sitting

around^whioh

is

more or

in Production Costs

By WHTTNEY WILLIAMS

less

we could find were those of the cofnediaHrshorter and nearly twice my size around
middle.
My dresser took in 'the extra girth with safety -pins.
That helped a littler-^but there was nothing I could do
about the length.
V My cue was there. I had to get on the stage. To be
careful to keep the pants on is not the word. But, .of
course, I had to move and with every movemenVone
of the Isafety pins would pull loose. At the same time
best not to show that the pants were
I tried tO: do
six ihches^oo riiort. Nerves made me perspire like a
V miniature Niagara Falls. When were. they going to fall?
My wife with her eagle eyes saw at once from her
box that something was wrong, and it took her only
one glance to see-^the pants!
In her bewilderment she looked at my cousin Bernard,
a studious fellow With rim glasses, but just my height
irousers

,

the'

annually.

Decision of most' major lots to film only, "A" product led
many, of these outfits, which are slated to
programmer or "B" films. Some, such as
Frank Seltzer Productions and Belsam Productions, were
organized after respective deals had been made with 20thFox to release concerns' product, to supplement company's
Others and these are greatly in the
laig-picture program.
majority— filed articles;, of incorporation with no set release

.

•-

Number

of these units were. started by oldtimers in the
picture business, while still others were set up by men with
Group of stars, too,
little previous production experience.

'

tails!

my

—

my

One-Pic Deals

Many of these new companies already have turned out
start of their program, and others, of course, haven't yet got
away with, theirs; but outlook is promising, insofar as actual
camera turning is concerned. In certain instances, companies
were formed apparently only for one picture, but these are
so few that their number is negligible.
Seltzer finished his first and is soon to start second for

iny wife waiting there with the pants—and they fitted!
V
My cousin Bernard was out for another surprise when
the curtain went down at the end of the show, and the
orchestra started playing "God Save The King." Everybody in the theatre stood up except Bernard who had
to sit down'—on the floor, so nobody could see him!
•:
Carl Brisson.
:

'

—

20th-Fox, while Arpi Productions, teamed by Robert Presand John Reinhardt, have completed two for Film
which outfit has four-picture deal. Rampart
Productions, with WUliam Dozier and Joan Fontaine, too,
have completed high-cost takeo£^ film for Universal-International, with others to follow for same distrib outfit.
Albert S. Rogell and David Hersh formed Gibraltar Productions, and have a United ArtLsts release, following windup
of their first picture together, made for Eagle Lion release
under their previous Prudential Productions banner.
One of most auspicious outfits is Independent Artists,
headed by Frederick Brisson, Rosalind Ra^sell and Dudley
'Nichols. This company closed deal with RKO for release
of high-budget productions, first of which is completed.
Ken Murray and David Siegel got togeth<^r on *^Bni and
Coo," feature with bird cast exclusively, which was made for
Republic. Siegel became- so entranced, apparently, that he ,
straightway organized two other companies, David Siegel
Productions and Triumph Pictures.
Samuel BischofC, leaving Columbia to embarli: upon indie
production, made a George Baft starrer for United Artists.
UA- obviously was so pleased that it jnked five-year deal
-inntfa producer, for him to deliver as many as 25 pictures to
BischOif has Raft with him on four
it during this period,
more pictures, and Dick; Powell lor two.

timB.-'on his

OH Ik WaU

Is

(Prbfetsor.oS ATotton Pictures, N. Y. V.)

The worst thing that can be said about a woman, according to amateur philosophers, is to claim she's beautiful but
dumb. That beauty and brains are not incompatible is but
another manifestation of American innate optimism. Picture
actresses have been studying French,
not as a beauty aid under the kleig
lights, but to impress dinner guests. On
the basis of VABiEi'ir -Weekly tabs, the
motion picture audience^wliich is the
most patient, turn-the-other-cheek audience in the worldT-is ivear; of Waiting for taste and intelligence t;o catch
up with Technicolor.
The postwar product of the celhtloid
rolling mills has served only to -vWden
the breach. The hand'jrriting is off the
wall, It's on the ledger books. Costs
I

-

Players Active as Indies

•

and revenue falling mean some^^jth the product in any

language or mdustry.

"Where intuition ends there science begins," is. an adage
good today as much as when Aristotle, over 2,270'
years ago, laid down the laws for drama^ which still influence and inspire the plays of 1948.

that holds

'

bia,

made by

his

own

unit.

'No one but a practicing typist or the female playwright in
"You Can't Take It With You" would sit down to work out
«_ttu:ee-act play without considering the laws of dramaturgy.
Likewise, when a Wall Street gambler or a casting couch
addict adventures, into play producti<}n the resultunt flop is

Carl Krueger was another to set up his own company,
making two' during year, with no release yet set, and Constance Bennett did one for Allied Artists. John Calvert and
W. Lee- Wilder got together to form Falcon Productions, to

predictable.

started his

make

'

The Motion Picture Industry

is

My

money spent
only lith
dollar for
try.

What

and promotion, although it is
in volume of business. The return on the budget
production costs is one of the lowejst in any indus-

,

single, to

in advertising

wrong, obviously, lies in the quality of the predict offered for sale.
During the golden war days you could make money screening blank celluloid.
Today, as producers and exhibitors can
testity, people are
shopping for their pix. Saturated with the
Jormula story, bored by repetitious triteness, the public, like
the overburdened
dray-horse straining for the elusive carrot
on the fishing pole,
seeks entertainment that is t/uly enterwinmg.
Movies

series of whodunits fpr Film Classics,. Sunset Carson
own western unit and Lee Bonnell organized for
be made in spring of 1948.
Fairbanks and Montgomery have releasing deals with Universal-International, latter calling his outfit Neptune Productions, and Tony Martin paired with agent Nat Goldstone
to form Marston Productions for making of pictures for U-I.

a

the only large-scale free

enterprise for profit which appears to: be operated on: the
principles of the ouija board.
University Colleagues,
Wall. Street consultants as experts in flnance; investments,
an^ industry, shake their collective heads sadly.
The Industry ranks third in the country on the amount of

,

I

Players were particularly active in lining up production
deals.
Randolph Scott tied in with Harry Joe Brown for
Producers-Actors Corp. and made pair during year for Columbia, and Franchot Tone associated himself with S. Sylvan
Simon in Cornell Pictures, in making 'two for Columbia release.
Robert Young's Cavalier Jftroductions turned out
singleton, too, for same company, and Gene Autry inked
deal for release of eight over two-year period with Colum-

I

'"rising
Anwt r
»^essner
jj^.^g
f

is

fail mainly from a single
or inadequate
character motivation.

common ailment—false
The world of.malce-

as concocted in the dream factories is no longer so
M
i,^*"y sold. The names and faces of stars are now insuft'iciont.

lie story must have sufficient reality,
even as a musical or
comedy, for an audience, to identify itself with the antics or
'nals_ and/or
tribulations ol the actors. Audience Identillca"on has been the touchstone of every story-telling art form

smce Biblical times.
The eminent success of
the best of the British, Italian and
p
"^"ch importations (the worst we won't even mention)
lan be traced
to their fresh and wholly believable character«auons. They lack
the Hollywood shine of face and cos-

lighting, but somehow the good ones-^
products are never consciously exported—bear a
and events in life as it is lived.
The makeup is never faultless, but the very mediocrity ol
the characters conveys a naturalism that is convincing— and
rewarding at the boxoffice.
The curious unreality which standardizes the typical prod^
uct is all the more disturbing when you realize how many
intelligent and creative people work in the Industry. These
directors, camwamen, writers, actors and producers-withoutpower are not unmindful of the slow pulse and low*blood
pressure in the body beautitul.
If Hollywood has the muscle and talent for a mature
middle-age, why do the films persist in wearing the undersized clothes of adolescence? After clo.se observation in and
out of theatres and studios I am convinced the star system
and the story system are responsible. Characters are unbelievable because of type casting and type writing.
Not until some semblance of a scientific approach and
execution of character and Story values is introduced will
the Indttstry be guided along lines which have proven profitable in the older fields of drama and fiction. Too much is at
stake to risk millions and reputations on the roulette wheel

tume and overhead
grade

B

closer resemblance to people

of intuition:

own.

F&M's UA Deal

nell. Sr.,

By ROBERT GESSNER

\

I

Following years of participation in theatrical biz, Fanchon & Marco closed deal with UA for its Colony Pictures
to produce five pictures within three-year period. Nat Holt,
immediately he left producer spot at RKO> entered into
negotiation^ with 20th-Fox for a high-budget picture release

Classics, with

The HandwritiHi

~~

Too

LanStill other thesps to form indie units include Burt
caster, with his Norma Productions, and Sonja Henie, with
hers and John Beck's Westwood Productions. John Garfield
also has co-producing setup, in association with Bob Roberts,
for another picture with Enterprise, to follow his "Body and
Soul," turned out under same arrangement.
Elliott Nugent, who during past few years has devoted him"seU to directing for both screen and stage, recently organized
his Niagara Productions, to produce both pictures and plays.
Former Columbia producer Clifford Sanford set up Criterion
Pictures and is dickering four-picture deal with UA. Rouben
Mamoulian likewise is entering indie production for first

such as Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Robert Montgomery, Burt
liancaster, Tony Martin and Dick Haymnes? established their
.own production units, either alone or with others. Anybody
with a property or even without any—apparently hit upon
the idea of going into indie production during 1947, with the
result that the town now abounds with the greatest aggregation of new picture outfits the hamlet has ever seen.

off your pants!," she whispered, and before
astonished cousin had time to collect himself she had
drawn ]iim back in the darkness of the box and begun
wife had
to putt his pants otl, He thought that
gone out of' her mind, but she got him back to hi&seat,
ttom where only the upper part of him could be seen.
At that moment all the safety pins had popped, but,
fortunately, it was just when I had my first exit after
the opening scene. When I came oil the stage I found

Leslie,

Joan Leslie is another player to enter indie setup, with her
Culver Productions. For tax purposes, and also for income
increases, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and Bette Davis entered
lot
into deals with Paramount, for first two, and, Warners;
Miss Davis, whereby they would participate in profits of
certain pictures, which virtually reps an indie outfit for each,
companies..
for
appearances
other
their
addition
to
in

—

in sight.

.

Jonn

1

to formation of
turn out strictly

my

and in
"Get

ceed $4,000,000.
,
,x
- deal
J „i
Wanger, incidentally, also formed new unit, closing
films
with Eagle Lion for production of four top-budget
He also has contract for one more picture to be
Bennetts
produced for Universal-Bnternational, and his, Joan
and Frite Lang's Diana Productions still is act ive.

More than 100 companies were formed, slated to turn out
iilms carrying budgets .up to and surpassing the $4,000,000
mark. Majority, however, were organized to .make pictures
of under $500,000.

who was much

V

for
Dick Haymes and his manager. Bill Burton, also teamed
through U-I.
indie production and probably will distribute
picture
Abbott and Costello have their own unit for one
as an mdie.
produce
will
Henreid
Paul
and
Lion,
Eagle
at
Ydrdan and Eugene
too, Robert Cummings is in with Philip
Frenke in United California Productions, for high^wendiWalter
ture product, and Ingrid Bergman joined np with
Wanger and Victor Fleming in Sierra Pictures, for Joan,
filin will far exto be released through RKO. Cost of this

Hollywood.
With some of the big boys in the indie deld running for
cover in attempt to align themselves with majors while the
going still is good—as witness Liberty, with its quartet of
toppers moving in witii' Paramount,. Leo McCarey and his
Rainbow Productions joining same.^ company, and William
Gagney Productions' throwing in its lot with Warners— it's
a strange commentary that the year just past saw the greatest number of new indie production units come into being
in history of Hollywood.
^

and everyone
There was a tense feeling baclcstage
was on edge.
There 1 was, ready to go on for the big event. But
at tire very last moment I discovered that the presser
from the wardrobe had sent me the wrong pants! Beautifully pressed—but' the wrong ones!
•"»
I tried to borrow a pair of pants from the gentlemen
t>f the chorus, but as I am G feet 2 it was impossible to
get my length. At the last second the only pair of dress
•

.
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More Than 100 Companies Formed CaTrying Budgets Surpassing $400,000,000

My

creased from
customary.
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Independent Producer Ranks
Swelled Considerably During 1947

big night!
It was a
Their Majesties, the King and Queen of England, had
message conveyed that they would attend a perform-,

»

ance while I

P^^S^ff

Fortysecond

So Favorite Story!

.

'

and will start his first for them this- year.
Harry Brandt, the indie theatre owner formed Martithon
Pictures and already has made his first "Close-up," for Eagle
Lion release. E-dward Nassour, whose new studio in center
of Hollywood has been open only a year but has beeji used
by indies without loss of a single day, is another who hit
upon idea of combining other efforts with production. Consequently, he formed Edward Nassour Productions and closed
deal with Allied Artists for at least four a year.
Sons of industry highups make a group of-aew indie pro»
ducers who may look forward to prosperity, JfAm Rogers^
son of Charles R., got off to a good start with "Spirit of West
Point," on which he teamed with veteran Harry Joe Brown.

He is now on his own.
Bud Lesser (Sol Lesser) and Frank MeUord organized
Windsor Pictures and have an Allied Artists release. Jerry
(Sam Briskin) and Matthew Rapf <Harry Rapf) set
up Crestview Productions and .already have completed their
Bill Lasky (Jesse L. Laslcy) went in with Michel KrailSe
first.
for another unit. Bernard Small (Edward Small) and Ben
Pivar's Reliance are making I<JWer-1)udget films for 20th-Fox.
Wilshire Pictures Productions was s^t UP "by James Doane,
radio package producer, who is prexy of outfit, and George
McCall, former Daily Varibtt mUgg, will handle actual.'Production. Project calls' for six pictures in .first two years.
Briskin

C!eiger*8 Pic in Italy

.Rod E; Geiger is another who established his own indie
setup and will make picture in Rome early this year. Lou
Bunin, middle of 1947, set lip own outfit to do "Alice in
Wonderland" as a cartoon in Paris, taking over Hollywood
technicians, and James Cassidy and Polan Banika igpt together
on James Cassidy I>roductiong. They have' three-picturts
contract with UA. Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers arc In
for'ISliee of profits.

Miss Pickford likewise entered into partnership with- Lester Cowan for Artists Alliance, new setupi and formed
Triangle with Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn.
Veterans forming their O'wn units in<duded Martin Mooney,
formerly with Columbia on a Film Classics releasing»>deal:
Albert J. Cohen, who Closed
pact ,ior high-1>udgeters;
Joe Gersbensen, fqrmer Universal exec, producer, who set
up 'Social Guidance Enterprises and has' completed his first.
Herman Millakowsky is another, and sc are Irving Cummings, Columbia release; Ed Finney and Frank Wisbar with
their Jlenith Pictures, with Screen Guild deal; Nat Finston
and Barney Glazer, Symphony Films, Allied Artists release;
Finney also is teamed with Morxi*
plus Marshall Grant.

UA

Landres on Adventure Pictures.
John Ford and Merian C. Cooper expanded their Argosy
Productions with a new unit, Arko; and Michael Curtiz Productions came into being. Nunnally Johnson set up InterJohn, with U-I release, and for same company Garson and
Michael Kanin formed Kanin Productions, for high-budget
Alfred Hftchcock and Sidney Bernstein's Transoutput.
Atlantic Pictures closed deal with Warners, and will produce on both sides of Atlantic for this company's release.
Edward L. Cahn, former Metro shorts director, and Jerry
Rosenthal set up Box Office Productions; Centennial Pictures was formed by group, including Oliver Drake, Rex
Cole and attorney Martin Gang, to picturize Macfadden Publication Stories; and Stanley Kramer Screen Plays is already
one up on its production slate, this made for Enterprise, "So
This Is New York." Monty Shaff set himself up,' too, to
produce for U-I "Man-Eaters of Kumaon": agent Arthur
Lyons' new Producing Artists made firm's first for Eagle
Lion; and Herb Kline and Meyer Levin came up with picture
filmed in Palestine, "My Father's House."
Above are only the new outfits and do not include the
oldtime indies or those who came up during 1946, such as
Jack Wrather, Comet, Alson, Merit, United States Pictures,
Lasky-MacEwen, Federal and Story Productions. And the'
list of new indies is growing weekly.
'
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Forly-tecond

Ma^s As Untapped

(uality

New

Regardless of the Barbs, Fact

list

of literary

^^omelimes called
itiagazines

Some
story

—for

literary

little

magazines
or quality

the answer to their
and unavailing search.
the

of

writers'

outstanding

and

novelists

short

have

heen born with the. sunlight of the
creative writing journals. Many prefer the prestige of their art and
craft than a monetary salutation df
popular boiler-plate, slide consumption. .They will have no truck with

'

the editorial behemoths who prestidigitate story plots and ideas to
ineaiiure within a calculated and gullible arena.

*Tlie reason is simple and swath»cut, for these writers know of fact
that book publishers loole toward
these magazines as future compendiumg on which to hang their laurels, inflated' or deflated as the case
inay be, and special editors have,
;been assigned the spcciiic job of
burnishing' new
'contacting these
.

done
fore

By ALAN JACKSON
{Eastern Story Editor, Paramount')

to bring that realization to the

where

the need

Many
tial

most.

is

writer.s have
aacriflces just to

made

substan-

appear in the

smaller magazines. It is a recognized fact that many writers appearing in the limited circulation magazines are professors and teachers in
that

Judging, from the annual lucubrations of such
worthy reflectors of public opinion as The New York
Times and Time, the year '1947 was a singularly poor
one in fiction. "Worst off was fiction," gloomed Time

it,

Some are newspapermen

field.

and magazine

Fourth Estaters

So much for the pedagogical lumiHere are some newspapereditors worth

naries.

men and magazine

noting for their creative efforts;

Frank Brookhousor, columnist on
the Philadelphia Enquirer, currently
is
represented
in.
Quarterly and has

New
several

Mexico
other

literary publications. To date he has
had more than 100 stories in magazines like Decade. William Zuker.

too.

It

isn't

Now I
my love

much fun run-

How many

.

:

.

.

believed in,4l>ut nonetheless the
output of acceptable material
Alan Jackson
was small.
You hav.e all read the putative reasons for this state
of affairs. We are told that we are still top near the
latest war and the next one for writers to settle down
and write. Or that the book clubs are to blame because, as their circulation increases, their level of taste
descends.
Labor is blamed because manufacturing
costs are now so high that publishers can't make .decent profits and must rely on-subsidiary rights to keep
them out of the red. And, of course, and as always,

<

blamed.
Riree years ago I went into my present job. Before,
I had worked on a Philadelphia magazine, leading a'
pleasantly bucolic life. Hollywood was to us a place
is

'

•

—

"

-

.

:

—

L

.

.

I'*?..

tw«i*?u*

"rhere

is

little

'^"""8 appearing be°^ tliese literary

'^^l^'^^
»'be

«
Som»*^'
some
unexplainec

finest, yet for
reason iothing is

panies and the motion picture companies against one
another. I think we are in the same boat and tlie only
thing that tires
is that Hollywood always gets the

me

critical rap.

Anybody who

visits

Hollywood from the

iron-curtain-east wltli an objective mind will find
that he expected but will infallibly return with
admiration for wliat is being attempted there and for
the people who are sharing in the attempt.
The point I am probably belaboredly making is that
I see no great difference between the mass dispensing
of flctio'n or non-fiction by motion pictures, books or
magazines. I do not believe that Hollywood (a generic
term) has in any way harmed literature (also a
generic term) except by occasionally making it mpra

much

'When we buy a completed nov.el we bea good novel and we waiit ttsBs'such. If it
a work in progress, on which we have taken an
we bend over backwards not to influence its
writing because after all. what we are '.after is a
clistinguished novel.
That, Of course, is plain good
profitable..

lieve it'is

is

option,,

.

sense.

'

:

And, in conclusion, let me assure you that we arc no
more trying to make bad pictures than publisher*
wish to print bad books. We know that slips show.
.

'Authors Are Getting Like Actors '

talent, are!
and Smart Set, both now extinct.
Best evidence of superior writing
IJrobably the outstanding exist-'
Authors are getting like actors.
ing exponent for developing, new in the short story field is apparent
writers in the smaller group classi- in the annual Pi-ize Stories in mem- They like to see their names in the
fication is Story.
William Saroyan ory of O. Henry, edited by Herschel paper. Also pictures. Also radio apdonned his swaddling clothes in this Brickell, and Martha Foley's handi- pearances. Ditto television, magajournal when Whit Burnett and work in selecting the Best American zine covers, column items, magazine
Martha Foley were jointly running Short Stories. Pages 286 to 296 in storiestr-all types of publicity,
Publishers, too, like to have their
it,
Burnett took a quick fancy to the latest Oi Henry awards has some
Safoyan's style and wtikn it became important and valuable biographical books and authors publicized.
There's nothing revolutionary
impossible to print all of his out- information the. men who claim a
about this, of course, and book propourings (Burnett is on recod that dearth of stories should read.
motion still can't begin to compare,
Saroyan sent a story a day for 30
Some of the Mags
by and large, with Hollywood's
days straight after his first acceptAnd now to get back .to the little drumbeating, but the book publishance), that Burnett turned to some
or literary magazines^-ramong the ing industry is more aware today of
of his compatriots in the publishing
ileld and interested them in using 100 mentioned are Antioch Review, the value of properly-directed pubthe stufif he couldn't. Success flounc- New Mexico Quarterly, Tomorrow licity than at any time in its history.
ed on Saroyan after that and his (which pays $125, the highest for
First of all and obviously enough,
playwrighting career was a natural this type when considered that most anything that will help increase
magazines pay nothing but some do immediate sales is good business.
outgrowth.
manage to dribble out $5, $10 and While publicity, like display adverQuarterly, Tanger, tising, radio time, sky writing, in
$25), Virginia
"PHcka" Into Flicker
View, Westminister, Westway, Yan- fact like all forms of promotion
*Mary O'Hara's "Flicka" was first kee, The Little Quarterly, Threshold, (except that which is "keyed," such
published in Story. It was her first Husk, Irish Writing, Menorah Jour- as ads carrying coupons) cannot
RUblished work, for which she re- nal, Kenyon Review, Sewanee He- always be credited with specific
ceived a handsome |29, like all con- view, Briarclifl! Quarterly, Different, sales results, the book which is not
tributors to Story.
But on the Tlie Span, Sibylline, Wildfire, Com- promoted seldom sells-^except to
strength of the story published she mentary, Opportunity, Partisan Re(Book pro"remainder" dealers.
was asked to build the horse yarn view, Southwest Review, Hollywood
motion in general, includes adverQuarterly,
Malestream,' Embers,
into a full length
novel. She did and
tising in a relatively limited number
Haward Wake, Accent, Chimera, of newspapers and "quality" magalater sold the rights
to a film comDecade of
pany. Tlien followed
"Son of Flicka" Crisis, Common Qround,
Publicity, posters, and less
zines.
and "Thimderhead" in novel length Short Stories, Direction, etc.
tangible forces, such as "word-ofThe list, lilcewise, doesn't include mouth" also help move books from
aad also disposed of for a sumptuous
fee to the same company which took The New Yorker, Atlantic Monthly,
store to home shelves.)
Harper's, Harper's Bazaar or Ameri
a shine to "Flicka."
But in addition to publicity's
can Mercury because new writers—
Herbert Clyde Lewis, who sat bevalue in helping iiftmediate sales,
nwd an editorial desk at the N.Y. unlcnowns-r-have one chance in a it can do much to aid reprint sales,
ziUion of blossoming forth in print
Herald Tribune, had his initial story,
sales to magazines and radio proin these, as compared with the
,"0" Juan Qi'illigan," see daylight others. 'This despite the fact tfiat grams and, of course, film rights.
Jn Story.
Shortly thereafter it was Harper's carried off six mentions, In addition, proper publicity may
swooped up by a film outfit
and the including first and second winners, increase demand for an author's aprest IS history.
radio networks and
Only recently "The
Prize Awards. pearances by
immortal Bachelor" by Whit Burnett in the 1947 Oi Henry
From a pubThe sorcalled Academy compara^ lecture managements.
ma. John Penn, (pen. name for
a tive for short story scribblers are Usher's point of view, author pub^•"^"'^ "aiter) was sold
an investment in
the O. Henry and Martha Foley licity is also
in a
particularly
good-will,
^* wppeared in Story
Many writers grouped author
in iAlf„
selections.
m
1942, meaning of course,
that even within tliese anthologies have won competitive market. Authors, and
fVe years a .film company famous scholarships and foundation their agentSi are growing increas
f™^, the
lound
mcident in Robert Biu-ns'
importance
of
awards; they represent the epitome ingly aware of the
"ie uit cresting enough
publicity.
to purchase.
in writing from year to year; yet sound, professional
In essence,
ihe somewhat metaphysical term
however, the stories Hollywood and New York editotial
and sales cited nro
and
alexceptions to the- parrots will squawk and froth at "prestige"- is also involved
^s-a-vis of Hollywood
and New the lips over an alleged drought in though it won't help meet the land_

I

will,

if it loses money is childish, and
The publisher takes a flyer on a book
sell because of prestige or the.
belief that the author's next will succeed. Of course,
he cai^ do this only if he has a reserve of dollars.
He is as mercenary as everybody, tells jne Hollywood
is.
But at a lesser risk.
I am not here trying to pit the publishing' com-

.

Short Stories, published annually by Houghton-Mifflin.
Among other writers who will
bear watching, particularly among
literary heads interested in new

never

he knows will not

.

can

I

the publishing business. But, considering
books published last year, could not every
above accusations be made just as glibly
purveyors of our current reading matter?
publishers do you know who don't think

high-minded and art

.

almost any- important city. Some
of these magazines preen their fine
feathers when discussing discoveries
sbA two- of: the greatest of the little
.magazines in that category were Dial

the foot isn't in th«

yet persists.

-

in

if

of a dollar, no matter how high their aspirations to
Is there not one, for inpublish good literature?
stance, known for tlie literary excellence of his lists
who signs contracts unbelievably and outrageously
to the financial advantage of his firm as against the
Is there, as a
normal expectancies of the. author
matter of fact, a single publisher who will not admit
to the vei-y simple thought that in order to keep on
publishing he must show a profit? The idea that it's

man, former London correspondent
and currently New York newspaperman; Eudora Welty, formerly of the where stars often acted silly and whence issued picN. Y. Times et al; Charles Angoff, tures that we looked at Saturday nights. Some of
fiction editor for American Mercury; these were good and some bad, but by the same token
resolved
into perfect uni- Alfred Kreymborg, one of the. toun'> we were then publishing a minimuni
west, have
of four short
son in. shying clear of this creative ders of Broom and American Gara< stories and installments of two serials every week
j&sterni^.
van, which published literary miscel* and we knew the problem. Some of ours were UlnkJStow the studio and eastern story lany, was heard from recentty in ers, top.
So Hollywood seemed okay. I have now
heads can continue to shy away from Story.
discovered, ho weVerj that we' must have been wrong.
this new writing talent in face of
Burnett, publisher and editor of As soon as I took my new job I was repeatedly and
the facts is hardly disicernible; yet Story,, has had quite a few stories jubilantly told (by friends, outside the business, of
the hue and wail continues and ap- published. He has taught at Columcourse) that there is absolutely nothing okay about
parently will manifest itself as long bia U. and has pieced together quite Hollywood and that Hollywood is to blame for everyas boys-that-be look at the picture a few antliologies, his best probably thing.
&s apathetically as they have in the being known as "This Is My Best."
In my particular department this Is what we supHe is now working on another posedly lio. We ruin writers. We stifle creation. We
past.
are illiterate. We cater to the subnormal. All We
There are at least 100 smqjl or antholog}'.
Martha Foley, former assbciate think about is a dollar.
literary—magazines on tile market
itoday, most of theih sectional and editor of Story, teaches at Columbia
Folks, it just ain't true. And the more I ponder the
Without national distribution or cir- and writes stories^ too. Several years relationship between Hollywood and tiie pubU^ing
culation but there are quite a few ago she succeeded the late Edward
that can be found in literary centers J. O'Brien as editor of Best Ameri,

wonder

I

have never outgrown, and hope

of
some of the
one of the
against the

month with nothing you can liniiestly recommend tp the stiidid,
Not that we, and the ptfier studios too, didn't buy books we

Hollywood

more

That Ole Commercial Touch

ning around to agents and publishers like a benzedrined mefidicant pleading, for a gond lipvel
and winding' Ufty, 'niptitH: afte^

editors.

sue of Western Review.

business, the
other shoe.

after pointing out that non-fiction
was none too hot either. Well,
it hasn't been good and we felt

Lowry Charles Winberly, professor in English at the University of
Nebraska, and editftr of Prairie
Schooner, published by that university,
had a short story "Merry
Christmas, Pr<Jf." in the summer is-

writers to add to their rosters. With
exception
of
one
the possible
company, film story editors, east and

:

Is

HVood Does Want Superior Stories

By BILL ORNSTEINoffice

the past few
years, have beea decrying vocally
and print-wise ,the alleged dearth of
Inspiring writing
jiew, fresh and
talent have only to look to the creain the ever+ive pen-men .apjpearing
increasing

45

Source, of Writing

studio and home
heads who, during

desperate

PICTURES

Anniveraary

p^&RVBTY'

new, fresh and invigorating writ- lord's! monthly take, it definitely
ing talent. It appears that a lot of possesses Indirect financial value as
valuable time is spent fmning and well as being a.potent.psychological
frothing instead of reading and factor with writers.
At one time book publicity con
writing, of and to the right sources.

By BENN HALL
sisted

more than' sending

of little

terest to television .tis'weU'.as radio

review copies to book editors. Then producers,' while 'maitiy' miigazines,
short news items about books were' in addition to those listed,' are also
also issued.
willing to consider book and author
But with the increasing emphasis features and .cover possibilities. For
on full-scale boplt publicity, more instance,, iti 'tvira consecutive -issues'
and more piiblishers and authors Newsweek teatuMd' authors of
•

,.

'

plan not only routine' or Service'* newsworthy books—Sinclair Lewis
publicity -work, as -mentioned, but ("Kingsblood .Seyal")
an^ Bob
more creative or ''ofl''the-book- Feller ("Stolkeout Stdry"). ..
'

•

page" publicity as well,
Anflcs and Ootlete

The

for

publicity
within strictly literary confines are
definitely limited.
For instance,
there are over 1,700 dailies, but only
about 100. cover fopoks and ^actually
less than 50 give them extended
treatment. And there are over 1,000
radio stations, but less than 50 stations devote consistent and serious
attention to book programs. There
are over 7,000 "non-daily'* papers
(weeklies, semi- weeklies,, etc.) but
only a scant handful 'toum books as
, ;
such.
But the alert book publicist has
found that books possess definite
appeal to newspaper and radio perpossibilities

,

'

Various groups, ihcluding not only
literary, but women's clubs, veteran,
husiness, labor and other organiza*
tions often-want authors As speakers,
with some paying for the. privilege
and Others offering publicity tieups
and sometimes cooperating in the
sale of .books with the author doing
the
autographing honors;(Bob
Fellj^r, incidentally, probaibly took
the biggest risk when in one- day he
signed several thousand copies of
his "StrBceout Story" in Cleveland.)

Authors respond to publicity demancls like any oth» group. Some
are naturals, possessing the "feel"

.

publicity
for
and
instinctively
knowing the' "angles." And some of
these may even be photogenici This
fortunate type also speak well and
possess the 6harm and pose- which
sports, charitable appeals and poshelp those in the" public eye more
sibly a few more
classifications
than can be measured.
excepted, book news is quite genOther authors may not be so enerously treated if it is professionally
dowed, but can be "developed." The
presented and "merchandised."
Magazines such 'as Life, Look, author who is willing to listen to the
N. Y. Times Magazine, Christian p.a.; who will study newspaper and
Science Monitor Magazine, Parade, radio interviews; who wiU prepare
'

sonalities

and

that,

show

bu.siness,

American Weekly are among those himself, has little to worry about,which art "book-minded." Not only even if he doesn't naturally come
are the exclusive book programs by such talents as would mark a
"outlets" for book and author mate- combination of Beau Brummel, Billy
rial, but forum, quiz, daytime,, other Sunday, Noel Coward, Atlas and a
shows often use book publicity. Tie- Man of Distinction.
ups, too, are sometimes possible
Book and autlior publicity can
with books being given as prizes in learn a great deal from Hollywood
return for plugs.
and Broadway, but it has its own
"Department" editors of news- peculairities and not every author
papers, such as aviation, drama, etc., or book could stand—or benefit—
may be interested in news of books from the more flamboyant stunts of
pertaining to their classifications. show business. But book publicity is
The columnists, including Broadway, beginning to come Of age and the
.

Hollywood, political, etc., are quite
book-minded. They expect exclusive
and custom-made "items" and reach
millions of readers who do not read

increasing ties of the "litry" life
with show biz is making publishers
and authors aware of the dollar and
cents valu6=—Immediately and for
future stakes—of well-planned, SfH)»
regiilar book pages^
Authors and books ar« also of In- Icssional publicity campaigns.

'

.

;

praise

Alvord-Pcripatctk

Publicist

From

Bamum &

the Gods:

Ringling,

Former P.A. Salutes a Fellow
Behemoth of the Ballyhoo
By BEV KELLEY
seen Alvord met

before Ned Alvord took a
to the Orient, in 1934, he
friend to draw him
aciied a Chinese
characters.
^calling card in Chinese
S^,e friend obliged and Ned used
Just

few minutes

show

oil

Writing for Pine and Thomas

Hollywood.

Academy of Motion Picture
Arts & Sciences starts pttatfog
oldtime Alms secured from the,
Library of Congress with funds
donated by the American Society
of Cinematographers. Pix have
been preserved up until now on
photographic paper rolls.
They include all early efCorts
of Thomas Bdison, biographic
as well as newsreels. Films will
be added to the Academy's
archives under director Howard

Bailey^s

him on the street a
Ned had stepped

"after

A

By MILTON M. RAISON

Ned."

"How do you know my name?"

everybody grinned asked the agent.
end of the tour,
"Well," the house manager replied.
and near the
somebody translated "I figured nobody but a preacher or
in Singapore,
you are a gambler or Ned Alvord would
them for Ned: "It saj^s that
exceedingly honest, thM you are dress like that, and since I ain't exare a pectin' no gambler and no preacher
very brave and that' you
would be lookin' for me and since
great ladies' man."
I had a wire from you, I figured it
Ned snorted. "HeUI Td steal a
must be Ned."
didn't have a fire in it;

screenwriter, glancing at the
above title, can counter with, "Writing for any producer is a hazardous
occupation— especially these days."
True, but not as hazardous as writing for the p'ollar Bills. I'll tell

Though

you why.

when

Report Rank Also
Tied Into Any

Buy by R.R. Young

'

.

Rank is said fo be aswith Robert R. Young in
reported last
week, to purchase Atlas Corp.'s con-

sociated

trolling interest in

$10

Deal for the purchase by Young,
with or without Rank, is hanging fire
pending the Supreme Court decision
on theatre divorcement, AKCs the-

would be seriously afby an adverse ruling of the
court. It would undoubtedly make
a considerable difference in price of
the stock and, particularly, in the at*
tractiveness of the purchase to
Young and Rank or anyone else considering the. deal with the idea of
merger with his own -production
atre holdings

fected

Rank reports should prove
would mean that at least four
American companies are involved in
If

.

one way or another in the deal.
distributes the major part of
his British-made product through
Unjjrersal in the U. S. and is involved with
in theatre leases here

Rank

members

show business

wall of

the Hudson

j

|

Japs.

,
Ned's fame among press agents is
had heard at Ned Alvord for
not grounded solely on adv-writing
years before I ever caught up with
Wm. In many a town, when I was and stunts; he can compose good
copy and he belongs to the 61d
agenting plays .and circuses, I'd miss
school of writing agents, and his
nim by a few hours or a few days.
typewriter contains more rhetoric
When I iinally saw him, I didri't bethan chrome streamlining.

I

it.
He was sitting in his room
the Forrest hotel on 49th street,
Broadway, his hair in a stiff,

lieve

.

at

.

off

cut;
white,

seersucker pants with' wide,
old-fashioned g a 1 1 u is s e s;

armor.plate shirt with detachable
euns; corncob, pipe;
high shoes and
a green
eyeshade. In the bathtub
npated a thermos jug-containing the
o(

enough of

—

butter Ned likes
and
it so that he could take

tne jug to
restaurants with him. He
fiad cheese,
too, in neatly arranged
"ns, on his
closet shelf. When he
got up to
go out for dinner, Ned
•

"^"cmoniously

pg^ray

coat

donned a seersucker
and a flowing tie.

Type-Cast
nai.

J^'fas, Alvord
but in the East

.

|

Baiting the Dailies

One

of Ned's best tricks has been
get into a newspaper fighl with
manager of the theatre hfe has
booked his show into, claiming that
the theatre, upon learning what a
stupendous attraction was coming in,
insisted on raising its prices. Ned
always refused and contended that
the public was to be the winner of
the argument and be privileged to
view the gorgeoas production "at no
advance in prices."
A typical sample of advertising
in the Alvord vein is ,.as follows:

to

the

"The Marcus Show
Follies;

it

is

not

wears sTderby Scandals; it is not a
ter Garden revue; it

he wears a 10Stetson and a rattlesnake
At the outset, the idea wa.s
w^wofc like dad on the

is

riot

j

I

1

I

i

S

mistaken for a
something riles him
anrt
I,- ''r"""^
u nis
language is given full play,
wardrobe often saved Ned a lot
nf
purchase of newsna
^°^'^^"sing space. Confronted
bv (h
is

n,l„u

JT?

*

me

soft-spoken, reticent gentle-

critics

solely

too much); it is purposed
for the amusement of those

who
citizens
ruddy-corpusculated
revel in abdominal guffaws and who
contemplate with ecstatic delight
the loveliness of American girlhood."
One critic wrote a singlerpara*
of the show and ad-

arw"-'^'^ evangelistic getup, the graph review

dep-artment

usually dressed it to Ned: "You're right.
quotPrt ?v.^
w):ed
the church rate instead of Mister Press Agent: it's not ZiegAnd there was hell feld Follies; it's not George White's
to nf,
disHn„
distinguished

°^

'^t^""

when

gentleman
8irl

the same Scandals; it's not a New York "Whireturned ter Garden Revue and ifs not "Earl

show

"art."

A n.
tneatre manager
"
who never had

Carroll's Vanities,"

During World

War

the

Ope, Alvord

liad 50,000

they're blasted.

ef-

deal of this kind.

Atlas Corp. prexy Floyd Odium
has been at his ranch at Indio. Cal.,
over ,the holidays and no confirmation has been forthcoming on the
reported sale of his stock.

pounds of dyna-

in a fighter plaiie for "Aeri&l Gunner," to show him how it was done.

The plane dived on targets with
guns blazing. Shane acquired a temporary case „of palsy Which kept
him from eating soup for b month,
especially, he remembers bitterly,
,

noodle soup.

:

frightening. But, as an ex-Marine,
or more important, a screenwriter
for Pine
Thomas, how could I
show fear? Even though, boo* camp

&

was never

i

toured the Army camps and on one
occasion started a false armi.stice by
issuing a throwaway (showbill) with
big,
black headlines reading:
KAISER DROPS DEAD. What the
readers didn't take time to catch
was the sub-heading that explained
how old "Kaiser" Gloom was so
overcome with laughter at seeing
Kitty Francis in Alvord's little show
that he dropped dead in his tracks.
Ned once let his enthusiasm get
the better of him when he jumped a
show a distance of 1,500 miles (150
is a lot) on a one-week contract and
then saddled his comedian. Milt
Shustcr, with this advertising: "The
funniest man in the world; the last
and only one of his kind! When he
is gone the race is extinct."
P S. Alvord went broke.

like this!

•

When he ws^s working on "Seven
Verc Saved", which, is about the
Air-Sea Rescue Service he vtlis
dropped at sea by parachute,, aimed
at a raft, which was Missed. Luckil^^
Shane is one of the few writers wta»
can swim.
For "Wildcat" he watched them
blow in an oil well that grew dangerously out of control. It caught
apd h«d to be extinguished with
TNT, giviftg him the idea tat "High
Explosive,," in whi(% juSt that was
done.
fire

My consorting with explosives was
Ed Churchill's Blackout
a picture called "Dynamite".
Churchill,
who wrote "Power
Then, Bill Thomas got the idea that
Dive," had to go up in a plane with
riding a heavy diesel truck over the
a test.lJilot. The plane was built for
High Sierras might give me an idea
one, which made it somewhat 'unfor a story called "Speed to Spare".
comfortable, and Churchill blacked
tearly one morning, I caught a Paout during the' power dive. But he
cific Intermountain Express tractoris still alive, happy and writing for
trailer out of Los Angeles and rode
milder producers.
it to
Denver.. It was winter and
Richard Murphy (also an escapee,
when the truckdriver started Wheelwho wrote "Boomerang"-va pleasing his 60-ton load in the slush, ice
ure!), researched "Wrecking Srew"
and snow over the high passes of the
for P-T. This meant working with
Sierras and Rockies, I kept my finthe crew while they demolished a
gers crossed.
treacherous building. He was almost
I remember riding downhill into
demolished himself and directly afta sudden patch of fog and emerging
erward joined the Army in selfon a curve which was not only icy,
defense.
but happened to be fully occupied
Geoffrey Homes claims his was
by a stalled passenger car. ilow we
one of the most harrowing experiaround that one, I'll never know,
ences. He wrote "Scared Stifl" and
M'or I clcs-ed my eyes. But we skidwhile researching for it, visited a
dcd only a few hundred yards in
winery in Cucamonga (yes, there is
the right direction luckily.
a Cucamonga ). where much of the
Catete ria Style Easing
action took place. He actually t*^
into a vat of wine and had to 'be
I found out what the occupational
disease was on this job and ate off fished out. He insists he didn't drink
the mantel-piece for a week.
his way out. Homes learned a lot
"Speed to Spare" was written about wine, the hard Ayay, but he
and shot. P-T sent up a rocket for also managed to get free permisme to come back as technical ad- sion for P-T to use the winery.
viser, ^since I'd made all the conHoward J. Green, however, topped
tacts (in more way than one). I all
hazardous occupation stories
did and rode more trucks; also the when he was assigned to a comedy
camera car, skippered by a maniac called "Take It Big." In this, Jack
called Doc Merman, who actually Haley was to play the. rear end of
a horse. After brooding over the
likes speed and narrow escapes,;,
When I was through with that as- story for days. Green finally ansignment, I told Bill Pine I'd like nounced to Pine Si Thomas that
to stick to railroads. He took me up for the life of him he couldn't find
on that and assigned me -to get the anything hazardous in being the
dope on railroad detectives for m3^ rear end of a horse!
He was taken off the assignniient
next screenplay. This put me into
cabs and cabooses; in and out iff and placed on fiiedatives.
all for

—

I

not Earl Car-
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r
"Bit.-

nis

feel

complication in the participation
of Rank in the RKO purchase would
be the source Df the dollars to swing
the deal. That's beUeved not to be
insurmountable, however.
For one thing, the British treasury
might give its assent to the expenditure on the basis of value of the investment.
It might be figured to
bring back the coin in playing time
thus acquired by Rank on what
would be his .own circuit.
There's likelihood, also, that no
dollar expenditures would be required at all out of England; -That
might be accomplished by a banker,
such as Semenenko, advancing the
funds against overseas assets held
by Rank in this or other countries.
A complicated series of barter operalions, in pictures, theatres, or other
assets, is figured entirely possible in
a

I

George White's
New York Winis

to

j

IZiegfeld

roH's Vanities. It is the biggest attraction in the world ever provided
occasion of at $2 for the best seats. It is not
inaugural as mayor of Eldora, designed for the ediiication of the
The
hlase, satiated, self-appointed Jovioutfit
made
folks
lu"
it still does."
,ans of the press (Ned never fancied

one

around.

A

Kivpr.

W

company

'

.

i

.

Fourth,

a

They pounced on me, 9nd be-

This, of course, put me in the
of the Rank- Young maneuver
would be United Artists. Serge proper frame of mind for. thi^
Semenenko, Boston banker; has been "shot", which fortunately went acrt
endeavoring to buy a controlling in- cording to calculations. All J felt'
terest in UA, reportedly on behalf was a tremor and a sudden draft of
of Young, with the possibility seen wind. But I was days getting ths
of an EL-UA merger. Should Young rock dust out of my nose and 'throat.
Watching them bla.st in the conget RKO, he'd, of course, no longer
fines of a tunnel was even more
have any interest in obtaining UA.

of this color-

is

oil companies.

fects

"But it wagK't too nude nor imful fraternity, he lookg*down on the
moral for 7V4 weeks," recalls Alvord,
jpublicity people who think the west
who. has nothing, good to say for the

'

when a screen-writer
given an assignment with an un-

While the powder men were toiling itj the too-near distance, he went
on to reminisce about a "shot" which
ever, the interest of Young in getting'
RKO is to merge it with his Eagle had misfired first, then suddenly
Lion, so that would tie up satisfac- exploded and blasted his assistant to
wherever
dynamiters
go when
torily.

I

like

"The Navy Way," "Minesweeper;"
mite behind it, jjiaybe the spot "Timber Queen," "Wildcat" and
where we were standing wasn't "Aerial Gunner".
exactly safe. But, if I wanted to see
To mention just a tew of his rehow it was done, I'd better Stick seareh missions: he was taken up

tl

Should he acquire a
sizable interest in RKO, with its distributing 'facilities apd circuit of
houses, it w.ould undoubtedly have
effect on the U pact.
Likewise affected would be Eagle
Lion, through which Rank distributes some of his U. S. product. How-

1

was

'

U

and abroad.

iflny.

the intinerant

the

true, it

•

it

tour of duty with P-T began
I innocently came in with an
idea for a hazardous occupation
story about the men who .build
catalyst-cracking pltuits iOT, thfr hiK

,

facilities.

'

.

:

RKO. Rank and

stated to have offered
a -share for 600,000 .shares of
stock held by Atlas.

are

RKO

,

Abe Marcus' atstory about prominent Broadtraction and deported the entire
way pres? agents: He is almost encompany on a trumpedrup charge
tirely a road man and the world has
that the show was nude and imbeen his Broadway. Like the rest of
moral.

of the latter,

Young

,

:

A.rthur

J.

and uncoupling,

My

fore I could back away, I found myEither way^ he sits in a; nice, quiet self in Richmond, acr.os.s the Bay
office, faced with only two hazards: from San Francisco, where a huge
his
secretary's gams (long since cat-cracking plant was being congone the way of the/'Ngw Look"), st, ucted to make high-octane gasoand his producer's ulcers. (Of course line for airplanes. The plant itself
there's always the mental hazard of was in the skeleton stage, which
writing the first line, but that's more made it necessary to ride up 25
of an occupational disease.)
stories oh a Wny, jerry-fauilt, outside
But, when you do a rap with Pine- elevator. Once, on Hie roof, it meant
Thomas, .an office is a place you see going out on- a boom with a gale
when you are ready to write the blowing off the Bay. The' fact that
shooting script. WeTSks before that, the entire structure was being conyou are on the road doing your own tinually jolted by riveters made it
research and spotting locales. More more interesting.
than that, you are making contacts,
But Pine & Thomas, like good genarranging with the Government, erals, will never allov/ you to go.
perhap-s, or some large industrial where they won't go. I remember
concern for proiis which cannot be distinctly Bill Pine standing half a
like
duplicated)
submarines, jet- mile below me, yelling encouragpropeUed. planes, catalyst-cracking ingly to Max Shane, Fred Jackman,
plants, oil wells, heavy diesel trucks, the
cameraman, and myself. He
wrecking apparatus, dredges, or might have been brained by a hot
rivet.
deep-sea diving equipment.
Max
Shane, who recently escaped
For instance, one sunny afternoon,
I found myself on a location near
to U-I, is a battle-scarred veteran
Escondido watching them getting of P-T assignments. He nursed me
ready to blow the top oif a moun- -through a' research trip to the
tain.
For some technical reason, Shasta Dam :when that huge project
was still unfinished. Hiding cables
this was necessary in connection
with building the.. San Diego Aque-' and buckets up the concrete face of
til-! dam was old stuff to him.
duct.
After
The explosives engineer warned all, be had conceived, or written,
me that a "shot", as he called it, most ''tif.. their early product with
was sometimes unpredictable. Since such kiiietSc^ names as: "Tornado,"

'only

efforts

ed with soot, hot cinders* coup-

vacation.

.

RKO

.

ling

familiar background, he- calls ''Research" at the studio, or, if it's
even more beyond "his ken, he yells
for a technical adviser.

-

Alvord's Formula
been scared by rabbits and the
kind of gals who go for me went
The ingredients necessary to proPolice Gazette
out ol style with the
duce the strange concoction known
Police
Gazette.
OLD
the
mean
as press agent, according to Alvord,
Any resemblance of that Chinese is: the hide
of a rhinoceros, the sangcard to Alvordj living Or dead, is
froid of Sydney Carton on the galpurely Occidental!"
lows and the heart, if not the trigThe calling card might in all truth ger-flnger, of the brothers James.
have added that its bearer wa.s one
"If business is good, .the manageof the best. road show agents who
ment says: 'We've got a-great show!',
ever kicked adjectives: around and
but if it's bad, they say: 'We got a
tliat as 'B publicity man for a nude
lousy
agent!' No matter what hapshow he had.no equal.
pens it's the fault of the agent!'' To
Ned. can get up a girl-show adpoint up this maxim, Alvord recalls
vertisement calculated tO' put ideas
the theatrical troupe that got olf the
into the heads of octogenarians and
train and was treated to the spec
no little trouble has his talent cost
table of its leading mah' slipping on
him. Once, the staid members of a
a banana peeling and almost breakcommttnity demanded the removal of
ing
his bagk on the station platform.
semi-nude- ^lires on one of Ncc^s
Getting to his feet, he carefully
theatte "billboards; he tacked real
bra.shed his clothing, straightened his
iong-driwets on them instead and
hat and said: "Damn that press
the publicity value of the incident
agent!"
sold out the house.
Ned always advocated playing to
Occasionally Ned's tactics backOne of his stunts is to write a lot of people at low prices rather
Jre.
irate letters to newspaper editors, than to a few people at high prices.
jisning some obscure name with a He managed a variety theatre in
Haute in 1907. Al Jolson
rural address that is hard to trace,, Terre
and ask the paper if it is going to played the house for three days and
pumit such-and-such a sinful show got $28.92 (three-sevenths of $15 less
10% booking commission) and the
to play the community. This usually
highest paid act that year was the
jtirs lip the clergy and results in
free
untold
newspaper publicity. Five Columbians, a dancing act
The
Once, in a southern city, Ned did featuring a juvenile ballerina.
such a good job that .they did keep act got $350; the little ballerina was
Marilyn Miller.
tis show out of town.
By his own estimate, Ned Alvord
In X934, Alvord took the A. B.
showman. "I reckon I am. Marcus Show - to the Orients It
is -a
Having been through bankruptcy mopped up sensationally in Hong
once, divorced once, stranded twice, Kong,
danton, Singapore, Manila,
jailed once, broke several times and Shanghai, Osaka and Tokyo, where
hated by actors, what else could I it played 7% weeks at .$3 top "for a
be but a showman?" His favorite 50c sliow," Alvord admits.
reading is the official railroad guide
•Tapanese opposition theatres got
and hi$ favorite sight an empty
.iealous of- the business the Marcus
ticket rack tit show time.
Show was doing and brought official
Alvord is not apt to be featured in
pressure that closed
I've

li

Ordinarily,
is

.

stove if it

'

marshalling
yards.
freight
and
I kept ducking trains which
loomed up suddenly, and intimately

Hollywood.

Walls,

the train and quietly said, "Hello,

Hazardous Occupation

Any

and

cards

the
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SELZNICK

presents

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

starring

GREGORY PECK
ANN TODD
CHARLES COBURN
CHARLES LAUGHTON
ETHEL BARRYMORE
and introducing two new Seiznick stars

LOUIS JOURDAN
and

photographed by LEE

GARMES

Wedneadxy, Janii^y 7, 1948

Forty-second

Takes 4 Mos. More to Play Off a Pic

AnUiittrsary

By

See Return

Uiniversal'S';Statisticians have it computed after some pencil-andIt takes four months longer to play ofe a film

paper mariiBii.latidns.

p^OSIETY

First Real Step

Prod.

Hollywood To

U

formecly when
block-booked its seasold individually than it did
Company, incidentally, is the only one to put through
son's product.
switch from block-booking of a season's lineup to the sale
a straight
Other majors first changed over to blocks of
of picture-by-picture,
decree and later took on single selling.
fjve under the consent
After one full year of the chang^ operations, U finds that the
slower liquidation is due mainly to leisurely oxhib buying. Theatre
ops won't book a pic now until a pxiot reaches the exchange and
'
they've an opportunity to see the film.

Made

in

Forward
'47 But

in N. Y.

It's Still

More Shouting Than Shooting
Exploitation Pix

By

BOB STAHL

The last year has seen the first had probably more to do .'with a remajor step in the long-talked about turin to eastern production .than,
and loss of trend towards eastern 'film produc- any person in the industry. Openmuch of the foreign market empha- tiop tiut a survey of the situation ing of the new studios, which celeHollywood.

Dip

Four-month delay is behind U'.s efforts to speed up clearances. The
slower liquidation has meant a greater strain on the company's cash
Competitive selling isn't involved in the slowdown since U
position.
has hot placed its films on the auction block.

in theatre grosses

quickly

sized in the past year that the ex-

ploitation

picture

is

again.
.

in
/

Back

brated their

no

poorly made, cleaned up

throuah shrewd promo-

anniversary only

mcnt

,

how

at boxoftice

matter

f^rown Derby Stories

first

month, ranks with the oslablisliof Mayor O'Dwyor's coordinating committee for film production as
the two most important factors in
luring to N. Y. whatever fraction of
the total production has been lensed
"le^'e i" the last year.
last

With eastern production proponents boasting that some 25-30% of
all films will eventually be turned
out in New Yorlt, only one proeer has actually ,.shot a picture in
q!

'

in 1943 exploitation films,

that there's been
shouting than shooting.

reveals

much more

fore

the
'

entirety in Manhattan in 1947
and only two or throe,' more ha;ve
First War Ch ased 'Em. We stlensed the major part of their films iFilm industry, of course, was: born
in the east. Despite the apparent
.
and raised in N. Y. About 1912, howI'ailure of the oast coast to live up
Hollywood.
down its money.
to the optimistic predictions, how- over, the major producers, led by
'In the 20 years since J started edting at the Brown Derbies, a vast
Of the variety offered thai year, ever, it's still not possible to miniand on equally vast
quantity of {ood has passed under the hrldgewoi-k
j^^^^ Lasky, began traveling to the
"Hitler's Children" topped all oth- mize the tremendous'
strides forMmtier'oj stories have poiised across the table. Along wUh the pounds I
during the winter months for
Mve picked up are the stories tliai haw stuck with 7ne. Here ore a few er,s, due to subject hiatter Which ward that liave been rhade in 1947 Coast
never before had been presented so to bring at least
a share of feature outdoor shooting, returning to their
of thcivi.
franidy. "Women in Bondage" was
When Or-Son Welles was casting "Macbeth," he had a terrible time finding another which went over like wild- production back to its New York Manhattan home-base during tlie
birthplace.
day
One
at
lunch
in
the
woman.
Beverly
Derby,
Lou
ghurr fire, followed by "The Cat People"
summer. It's a little-known fact that
a leading
With Coast production costs still
Iried to be hclplul by reading otl a list of some 30 potential Lady IWacbeths
and "1 Married a Zombie." both of- soaring and with
War. I caused Hollywood to
Hollywood labor, World
-*b11 clients ot the Shurr office. But Welles kept shalung his liead "no."
„
„
fering strange tales which theatre
be established permanently as the
troubles
^
still
a
thorn
in
the
list
sides
aside
and
oiTered
put
his
suggestion;
a
Finally, Sburr
patrons ate up. A dozen or so others of
producers, practically all the ma- production cfentre.
It se;t!ms that
"Orson, why don't you play the part yourself?"
likewise drew shekels.
jor companies have lensed a. least
city fathers began to.
when the N.
Welles' eyes lit up^ "You know," he said, "it's never been done,"
C.;mc the Vision, with majority of a part of one feature witliin the city
liate one Sijturdsiy nieht. Joe Frisco drifted in st tiie Hnllywood Derby
producers staying awalie nights to confines of N. Y. Most p.<.-oducers ration electric .poWer dfiring tlja
•nil f'itt down with us.
see how expensive they could make have made the cro.ss-country trek war,' piodticers boarded up thtjir
.^Whcrc've you been, Frisco?" we asked.
studioi lor gfiod arid weiit to Hollytheir pictures, and exploitation pic- to Manhattan, though, only
to take
*'l>-{k-playini(' a benefit for tlie J-.l-Joekey's Guild," replied tile i>atr*n
lures were forgotten in mad race to advantage oi. authentic locales for wood, where they found living and
•Mint of the bookies',
pleasing
so
lionditlons
working
spend money, for this ,kind of film pictures

(From

By

a

its

And

not alone were top receipts due to bull market.
Public
wa.s impressed by what features' exploitation promised,
and planked

tion.

Forthcoming Book)

LEONARD LOUIS LEVINSON
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with a N. Y. background—
they've never come back, In the
and, since iGotham furnishes the lolast decade and a half, various (iity
cales of more screenplays than any
by the late
led
administrations,
other area, therein would seem to lie
New
LaGuardia, have attitayor F.
Came sliding theatre grosses and the major forte of eastern produc- tempted to H.
provide suitable bait for
the foreign .situation, and so exploita- tion in the future. For example,
a low-priced radio actor recently began copying Ihe celebrated Kilbride
the; return. It now looks as tliough
A friend, of Percy's came over to his table at the Derby to tell tion pictures are vejjy much in studio Frederic Ullraan. Jr., :producer of the Pathie studio.s, coupled with
t accent.
consciousness again!
HKO's "Window," claims to have
him the news.
Mayor O'D wy«r's planning, have ac•"Snj', tberc'.s a guy on the radio who's imitating you.
Every studio now has handed in- sr.ved close to $1,000,000 by lensing complished, the trick as far as ii,
Kilbrico pursed his lips, thought the matter over and summed it up structions to its story departments the film in its natural locale in and
possible,
in ihi'Gc words:
to ioG on clcse watch for any subject around Harlem, instead of trying to
Pathe studio, flrst one opsi^iifi
"Won't make much," he said.
which can be made into an exploita* duplicate such neural sets on the
since the war, occupies an- ll-stbry
Several yeiirs as:o, there was a, cycle of deaths among^ well-known actors tion picture. All producers, too, are roc,.st.
iVIore
building
in- upper Msinhattan.
Md it scinicd tfiai at every fiinecitl Gcorg;e Je,sSel would rise and deliver .scrutinizing properties carefully with
Uliman. incidentally, as the man
than
$1,000,000 has. been spent rethe ciiUnry. In t'aot, tor a while Gcorse was playing split weeks between eye to hitting upon a subject which most responsible for construction of
with com'IIolI,\'AVOud Cemetery and Forest Lawn.
can be exploited.
the RKO-Pathe studios in N. Y., has furnishing the structure
pr(j^uctibn
and
and;
modern
plete
It wits durin;:',' this time thill t'le wry and wonderful Willie Collier lay
recording .ecjuipment. fot both 16m
on his (tcatiibcd. lie knew he wa.s soin;; and h!s last words to his son,
Building cohtains
ar.d 35ra films.
vBustc!', (idivcrvd in that fainoiir: hoarse whisper o( his, were:
!"Don't tell JeK'scI."
three sound stages, alijng with ^various dubbing room.9','s(ioyirig.:r^^^^
Speaking of JcsiJcl, he tells about sitting alone at the bar of the Beverly
1
ind compjele facilities deiiigiieja to
Derby when a licautiVul, strange~1o Jes.sel, that is— girl came in and sat
permit thtee loatures' to be ;'stt)ot
down b;:sido him.
By RALPBt T.
said
ihe
girl,
"I
dream
there simultaneously. Producer can
"Hello,
about you every night, I dream wc meet
Chicago.
Howard,
who
liad produced three shoot, edit, score, mix the .'.ound
down at the bcacli at Malibu. You tyke me in your arms and kis.s mo."
agent
for
When 1 was press
Mort of my plays, because tliey selected track, print and can his film all unJessel imifiediatcly ordered a drink lor the girl. "Are you suie it was
Singer, and we made a sOng-and- another author, and I sat down, wrote dcr the same roof.
I?" lie as^ced, .getting very grinnmatical.
dance m&n out of Joim Barrymore "The Girl He Left Behind" in iive
Therifirl gaixd at him thiouph starry eyes. "I couldn't be mistaken,"
'
Several Made
T
u...—
signing
co-star
with
5!him to
Sal- days, had it produced in two weeks,
she jssidi ''The- man in my dreams wears the same clothes. He has the by
lie Fisher in
Stubborn Cinder' it hit, and I collected for five years.
Studio teed ofl in Decombei', 1946,''
sattiftj'iphyaiquc— the same tone of voice
with a three-reel documentary for
^That was ail George needed. He leaned toward the beautiful young ella." And he made good. How John
Pleasant
Shock
titled.
snapped
at
the
week
offer
Telephone,!
Co.,
"Mr,
$400 a
thing; and Whispered: "Well, it I lield you in my arms and kissed you in
by
the Bell
Sins:er which was four times what
yoUr.dre:^m.s. is there an.yl;hint; cl.so I (;an do for you?"
The night my play, "Which One Bell." Since thcni Ijfiytd o. jS>ieiaiJiels
he had ever earned! Just to make Shall I Marry," opened at Drury has used it to sho.ot mrfii of the
"1£es,",said tlie girl. "Alter lakinsj a good look at you now that I'm
sure he wasn't dreaming he touched Lane Theatre, London, and I thought interiors for his "Portrait Of Johnie"
awake, please do me
favor stay awa.v from Malibu Beach."
Xbe late Grovor Jones was telling: another writer, fresh from Broadway: Mort for a week's wages on the. spot. it a flop because the audience tit- &nd has commitments for two tnOre
"Vou . haven't any conception of how- big the motion picture business
The time I got Marvin Mclntyre a tered and politely clapped gloved films to be lensed th6re,|: .tJHmart,
Ifk Why, do you realize that over three billion dollars worth of pictures
job as press agent at Glen Echo hands, only to get stiff and awalie who gave birth to the studlO', idea
atit produced every year in the Brovn Derby, -alone?"
Amusement Park when he was flat with a pain in my head and a hit on wheA he was prez of ItKd-^PWhe,:The gUi?hy Jady rushed up to Larry Parks' table and coyly asked for and he never forgot when he be- my hands.
only last month flnlshOd Shdbtihg
his»auto.itraph. As Larry was signing a menu^ she explained:
came Secretary to President FrankThe afternoons the newshawks most of "Window" there^ -li^ich
"I ..really don't want this for myself.
I'm getting it lor a little girl in lin Delano Roosevelt. That's some- used to meet in the Steuben County marked his "first crack at feature
OhiOj aged 12. She insists that wlien she grows up, she's going to marry thing to remember!
Wine Co. and Tony, the barlceep, production. English narration t<;chyou— but of coUrse she thinks you're Al .Tolson."
Wlien Daniel Frohman hired an kept changing your dollar bill into niqiie for Maurice Chevalier's "Man
,Georr;c JWeG«U toawdercd into iJie B(inil)Oo Room with' the perfect actress named Maud Light, of Bloomquarters, dimes and -'nickles only tt About ToWn" was developed at^ the
BBSatier to the question, "W/Ki..'.'i wrong with the movies."
leave y^u with your dollar ilits.ct studio and Roy del Ruth has Indiington. 111., told her it was a hell of
It Qiiwe. from a little jellow sittiiif/-,ijc.i;t to hiin at the Chinese Tlieatre. a name, pilfered a few syllables from when you departed.
cated he 'may shoot his interiors
Aft(,r the, trailer loos ouer- h« sighed and loliispered to his wife; "Atoiriy."!
That awful ^ear of 1930 when my tor his forthcoming Babe Biitb biolier town and state, promptly named
K-ioming next Week a good pU:. tire."
her Margaret lUingtori and made her friends avoide'd me for fear of a film there. In addittoot thftt 'A^^
;JUitn: (Chet Lauck) and Abnor (Tuffyi GofI) were. discussijig the latest
leading woman for E. H. Sothern in touch and Louis Lurie tried to slip :Ameri(:aii;newsreel, 'a; Ifegjo oirtfltjS^'fiSlV^Phe' in Pine Bidfie.
five "'C" notes into my hand.
It seems that the manager of the Bijou
"If I Were King." Then he married
lcnse(} atf all-Negro musical (jttfekis
Tpciitre had to call oft the show one night, right in the middle of the
That same' year, when a manager theire last, month,
her,
•
picture. Tlie popcorn machine broke down.
.-The time, circa 1908. Louis Bade, borrowed $50 from me, made a milWhile the Pathe studio lias thtis
On tlhe-'/waU in front of rJiw HoUiyuiood Derby V)hure the autograph Dan Clark and Fred Soren.son, tlie lion a few years laterj and ne*er
liecn utilised practieally to capacity,
hounds .Kiait /or the .stars. Bob Cobb recently found the foUoioing, ivriiten railroad agents, helioed me from "The paid me back.
the^ maycir's planning committer has
The free lunch that went with a l;:opt in lino with the rcsurgonco of
^^*.m-^mw;alMre-fem.inine hand:
Four O'clock Club" at the Grand
'DARLEWE
at
Bath House John's ea.<)torn production. Jtidge Edward
Pacific Hotel bar, and we initiated schooner
LOVKS van JOHNSON."
4«tfe untl^^neath that, in « different itinrtatnre feiiiini'nB hand was James J. (Ringling Bros.) Brady,
"Workingmaa's Exchange" bar ana
C. Mag'uirc'. recently aijpointecl as
W%U6K.":'
George W. (Casino) Lcderer .Harry all for a nickel.
city labor comini{!Si,^o.i.it;i', Ha.s been in
The full meal Burki & Milan served
.'jfHO.pOJiSW'T!"
(press wizard) Reichenbach. Frank
chaise Of eliminatih.is mifeb ot' Jhe-.
(Hearst) Car.son and Will Reed for 15c.
"'^'"•''''^r McGcc" writer, was talking about an announcer
involved in- obfciininf' sep«-^*v^"'.""'
Those penny sandwiches in- News- r6d tape
his sponsor and g-onc back to susticining
(Chronicle) Dunroy,
7^
arate llcen.ses from^tiie vSrioik city
''*.' fc;iow," said
Don, "he's completely
con
deflitted since they took the
How we revived the club in 1924 boy's Alley that Louis Lurie and 1 deiiartffl(ants, heretofore ncws^rSf
„,f
»«*S out- of his wind."
used to mimch.
„ in the old Mc.,,
in
a room upstairs
,
before a producer could s6t up shop
Just back from a
Tliose brighter days when 1 held
visit to New York. Tlu.gh Herbert was trying to explain
Vicker's Theatre with only Bade and
anywhere in N. Y. Under the now
nis-bruised and skinned
face to a couple of friends at the Los Feliz Derby. I. of the original gang, present, and down 11 p.a. jobs for Chicago's out- system,
a producer ha.s oi:il.y to get
80t off the train at Albuqucicjuo and
lying stock and melodrama house
got to talking to the most inter- we initiated Frank ("Bring 'om Buck
,j
licenses from one pnui'c(\ whicli; will
Indian I'd ever met. Why, he had nie so fascinated, that when Alive'') Buck, Wallie Duggan, Jack besi(ie,s writing the Chicago letter
cnal)lc him to work within the city.
_'e=Juiished, I ran all
for The White Rats.
the Way up the stops of my Pullman be'forc I Burch. Ben Turpin. Ed Rowland,
That
factor
has- been mainly re-;
Those sunnier days when Lincoln
"^'^•^^ that the train had left 10 minutes ago."
Tom Hanlcs, Dick Little and Fred
.sponsible in luring other producers,,
J. Carter and I used to sit on the
f ™''"-''-'' Spencer, the European luriter, nrrtved at Paramount, McQuisg. The next week they tore veranda
H rii ° ."*/'Cinl.s
of the Chicago Yacht Club who had stories to shovt .avoiind
icnew tiiiot /le luict speciaiced in inwicdl pictures in Ciecho- the theatre down and we moved the
jlJr
N.
Y,
backgrounds,
to do part of
j™»fltoa, Gerwiani; and
France, so they, put hirii Hofit (o work on as club to my office in the Adelphi and talk show busine.ss.
The time William N. Selig bought their lensihg in the east. Btssidea
mm-^"Mississippi.'Theatre, adding Ray West, Nate
Marathbh Picture.'!'- "dlpsaiip." the
''^^
reading premons scripts on the picture and noted, Ascher, Harry Ascher, Ray Farrar, a play from me for pictures and
thfr^*?"™*
one
film
to be shot entirely in N. Y.,
$5,000.
Harry Rankin and otlier double- paid
^'^^y
Vt^oe had the dlrectioiw: "W.-C. jPieW.s taJccv
a
'
The time William Famum was ilhe list of producers and oomp'.mies
hsjided lifters to the rolls. CarsOn
0/ jiiiHt jutep."
playing Santa at May's, Los Angeles, lhat h.ive traveled to Manhattan reo'clocfc, 'a,fter hours of reading abotu juleps and their effect on
was elected chairman.fini^/^^^
'".tui*.
Wrw, Spencer
Sncnrfli* 'MiotrA^
+« the
*iva x>a.»....^. r»««.K-.
^^.t^,....^
-ta^ i,s,^i,j*i-f
When I was western manager for and we both recognized each other ce .tly for exterior .shootinsi includes:
rushed to
one for
hinmlf.
Brown Derby and ordered
(Mark Helliiiger for "Nafecd City";
^nrious as to what
Al Woods and we daied at Ben Rl- and smiled feebly.
this wonderful drink mit/ht be. ;i,e drooled in onticipa'lOji
The time the doctor said, "It's a 20th-Fox for "Gentleracm's Agi-ecuntil it arriued. When
ley's and he tipped the waiter and
it was placed before him, Spencer took one
v
'** and cried:
tossed a crumpled piece of paper boy," and to think he is now v.p. o'f raent" und "Kiss of Death": Unifor
"Senator
God, it'.s n. .tated!"
across to me which turned out to be a large artists' agency, and proposes versal-International
.we met Victor Moore in front
to produce a play on Broadway in Was Indiscreet"; iVIetro for the Fula bonus check for $.'5,000. How ho
of the Hollywood Derby the othtr day
ton fish market scene i.. "Hwdtsters"
laughed and I (iried. Now we'd both January with five "names."
X';'^** W>» how he was teelhis.
Yes, there are some tilings 1 like and the Brooklyn bridge sequence in
so good," be said. "I've sot rheumatism in my left ler and
cry.
^
It Ilappenetl in Bropklyn,^' ele.
to rcmembet*
(sxeept ivhen 1 f«rret t* limp."
"I The time I got mad at Rowland
paid for it?""
"N-n^no," Joe replied, "b^bu-but they p-p-p-romised to Introduce ine

"<3i«t

usually

to the m-m-mun at tite hu-hu-l»undrcd dollar window.?
Englanders, has a
I^ercy Kilbride, the laconic portrayer of nasal
morbid ffear of ihe microphone and refuses to work in radio. As a result,

is

a smaller-budgeter.

All Studios Interested
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PRODUCTIONS
CVftRENT RELEASE

JOAN BENNETT

GREGORY PECK

AFFAIR"
,

al£9"Stcirriii9'

ROBERT PRESTON
Produced by

BENEDICT BOSEAUS and CASEY ROBINSON
Directed by

ZOLTAN KORDA

CURRENT RELMASt

GEOR0E RAFT • GEORGE BRENT
RANDOLPH SCOTT • JOAN BLONDELL
Virginia Fiield

•

Dolores Moran

•

Ann Harding

''CHRISTMAS EVE"
Produced by

BENEDICT BOGEAUS

•

Directed by

EDWIN

L.

MARIN

CURRENT RELEASE

GODDARD • JAMES STEWART
HENRY FONDA • FRED MacMURRAY
DOROTHY LAMOUR • BURGESS MEREDITH
VICTOR MOORE • HARRY JAMES
PAULETTE

in

can HAPPEN"
"A MIIIACLE
BENEDICT BOGEAUS
BURGESS MEREDITH
'

Produced by

Directed by

— AWAITING RELEASE
DOROTHY LAMOUR ^
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
COMPLETED

.

in

.

"LULU BELLE"
Produced

bj/

BENEDICT BOGEAUS

Directed by

LESLIE FENTON

Columbia Release

and

KING VlDOR

and LESLIE

TENTON

1948

—

'
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MY FAVORITE
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4 STORY
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M M «»
*

Edward G. Robinson

Duririe the

War, in the Scotland Stadium In Glasi:ow,

In the days of Cantor & Lee, I played on the same bill
with Eddie Cantor and Al Lee in Youngstown, G, After each
jmatinee we'd go to the local movie and during the week. I
found myself slightly short of money. I borrowed $3' from
Eddie and we decided that ohe dSy I would buy the, tickets
and he would buy the candy and chewing gum. The next
day. he would buy the tickets and I .would buy the refresh',
ments. This went on for a week and at the end of the week,
.1, hadn't yet paid Cantor hi,s three bucks.

wlicfi tiie first Ameriesn troops were trivtng an ,atliletic
box requciiling
cxilibition, a messenger, boy came to
to come to tlie reception room to meet Anthony Eden,

my

'

me

Mr. Eden greeted nie in a typical fan manner: "Mr. Robinmy wife won't believe me if I tell her I met you unless
I have your autograph." I thought he was pulling my leg,
nd in responding I told him that 1 had heard in. Hollywood
that he had had many offers as -a romantiit lead'ng man.
As I^^'Cned the autograph, I told him that I, too, had to
sK biw for his autograph because myi wife would never
believe I had met him, unless I had something to show for it.

Son^

:

So|:>hie

The "two-'headed" man was always bragging in his home
town about his -great friendship witli Clark Gable. It was
,

One day, we happened to be talking about how much
money we could save if we worked steadily for a certain:
number of weeks. Eddie said he could .save so much and I
told him how much I could save. He looked at me (with
the money 1 owed him in minS) and said, "Belle, with

:

Tucker

my

•

The recent roOTi viarriage oi PTincess ElizaheAh and Philip
Of Greece bringi back a nostalgic memory during one of vm
engagements in hondorii My introduction to the Duke of
Windsor, then the Prince of Wales, has always been my
favorite story.. The prince, who often upset Ms royal forbears
with his defiante of convention, came to colorful Bray-on-theThames (comparable to an American roadhouse) where pie
elite dined, danced and spent a Very pleasant Sunday. Tp.d
JQeieis came out to spend the day loitH me at this time. The
prince was sitting out on the lawn,- while sovie of the supporiing acts were on the floor, and the rnanager was prep ri^g some entrance for His Highness and party. AU the royal
protocol was brushed aside when Ted Leiuis, whose compliance with convention is on o par with that of the erstwhile
British King, poked his head out of the window and .yelled,
'Hey Prince! Sophie's on." There was a 5-min«te yelp of
Ittitflhter and luhat o grand guy the Prince was when he
answered buck. "O.K., Ted, teli Sophie I'm coming."

$3?"

John Golden

recognize me."

A story Ortce fold rue in The Lambs bjy Augn.s-.fw.<! Thomas:,
G«s 'i'.homas and George.':
f iHink, very little fcnotrn.
Broadhurst, f,i/)o top ployttrishfs o.f their t(TOC,:,ri.'eTe irai'eting to Enrope. Steamer chairs (iloiroside o.f each other, they
inve7it(id- :a gam'S.. Watching the passengers as they paraded
Thov}ds and Broadhurst named lultnt each
ar'ounil the deck.
may have been in a. previous incurna .ion.
'

'

Here's another:

:

Pointing

.

one

a.t

gentleman,

Umg-fafgd

"Horse,"

A

.

Tom Howard
'

:

till

igoorantl.'

,

my

of

Jack Carson

favorites concerns the

man

little

in

a small

—

A

campaign and the Mayor became Governor. One day
"Governor," he said, "Maybe you could do me a javor"?
'^Anything,'' said the Goverrtor, "Just name, it."

terrific

"Well,

maybe you could

get

me my

citizen's

papers?

!

!

1"

Henny Youngman
Was talking to Fred Allen on 52d st. and 7th ave. A
fellow Walked up and asked Fred for a pencil. Fred handed
it to him and the fellow asked me for an autograph,
P.S.-*It was my brother Lester asking for the autograph.

the heyday of vaudeville, the late Paul MrCullough and i were playing Kcrnan's theatre in Baltimore^
It seemed like everybody on the bill was playing the races.
We would place our bets with a bookie who had a loom
in back of a -barber shop right across the street from the
theatre. The tailor who did the pressing for tlfe theatre
had a terrific dialect, In every dress ng room all he heard
was "race talk," and bragging about how much could be
won. He'v had never het on a race, but he must have got
the >'fever;" for about Friday of the week he came into
the bookie's room with four $1' bills, slapped them down
on the table and said, "I want to bet with you four dollars
i .
two to win and two to lose."
.

Louella O. Parsons
One of the funniest stories I ever heard comes from George
McManiin. It seems an Irish Catholic family were celebrating their father's birthday, which happened on St. Patrick's
Day.

A

large cake was wheeled in, and the guests all .stood up
and started to sing Happy Birthday; One look at the cake
•which wa.s .supposed to carry the inscription "PAPA,"' and
fists 'started flying, beer bottles were thrown, and a big
battle en.sued.
I

Need

1

tell

Association?]

The letter "P" was rois.sing, and it said "APA."
you that APA stands for American Prote^ta^t

:

•

'

,

,

'

v
-

Ed Ford

'Senator'
Here'are more than one of

my

favorites:

Ockie Bopp was an office boy for a While and every day
"You know.
the boss used to talk about, industriotisness.
Ockie, industriousness mfiafe sliccess.'' IIfe*d go On and on
like that, and Ockie wa.s getting a little-tired of the daily
lectures.
One day the bn.s,s. was giving out with the usual
success story and at the finish he said, "Oekie, do you know
that I started in life as a barefoot boy?" And Ockie said",
"So what r wasn't born with shoes On either."

.

.

Up in my home town there's a fellow who likes to brag
about his a.bility as a hunter. He Was talking to Dopey Dilldock one day and he said. ''You see this bear rug on the floor,
rcell I shot that bear m Alaska in a hand to hand struggle
and it really was a fight. It rmlly was a tough fighl, it was
'

either me. or the bear."

And Dopey

says, "Well,

I

rug."

.,

the beor nro/ces a better

thinfc
,

>,

,
,

,

,•'.,,
•
,

know one of those hail-fellow-well-met
was arrested for speeding and when the ca.se w^as
brought up he rushed' up to. the benchi stuck out his paw
and smiled. "Hello, Judgie old pal, old pal, how .are you?"''
This fellow, you
.

Eddie Cantor
do "business" is loo well known to
further explanations here. This yarn is true because it was told to me by- one of the principals. To save
embarrassment, let's call this fellow "Percy''— which he
wasn't!
He was fighting in the middlewest a number of
years ago and bet his entire purse of $6r000 on bis opponent:
Imagine this scene, then. Percy is trying his darndest to
look bad his opponent looks even worse.
In the fourth
round of this scheduled 10-round fight, Percy whispers to
the other fighter, "Come on, let me have it this round ^go to
work on me!" The other fighter whispers back in amazement, "Why?" Percy says, "I'm betting on you!"
Percy almost dropped when his opponent says, "Hell, I'm
betting on ]/ou.'"

The

And

the judge said, "Fine

.

fact that fighters

—

.twenty dollars."

.

Kelcey Allen
A famous legit star spurned Hollywood offers for a time
but after noting how many young actors Would return from
the Coast, spend their holidays in New York and liv^ in
Ir.vish splendor, he was forced to concede that perhaps :beinei
contaminated by film-acting didn't altogether cheapen an
actor's reputation. So the legiter went to the Coast and.
because of his standing, he got the ear of a famed directorproducer pronto. 7'he film man, hoioever, cautioned the legit,
"Acting for the screen is finite different from playing on the...
stage, you fcn'otu. Have you any experience octintr without
oft audience?" he loound up.
"That's

what

brouflht

me

out here,"

was the

-dotor's reply.

Georgie Price
I was seven years old, I played the Chase theatre
Washington with Gus Edwards. President Taft came to
the performance and alter viewing the show, complimented
me saying, "Young man, I saw your act and you do a very
good job."
"Thank, you, Mr. President," L wisecracked, "what do J«
have to do to get a job like yours."
"Learn how to bow and duck at the same time," he cracked

'iVhen

Tay Garnett

in

back.,

Ed Gardner
Marco Johansen. my

favorite big

game

hunter, was telling

to Catch elephants between drinks at Duffy's Tavern.
"Elephants don't like guns. You gotta use psychology and
you need five thin.gs a pair of binooulars, tweezers, a bucket
-

Adams

\

make any

me hpw

Franklin P.

-

type,

I

I still like Kin Hubbard's: "Tilford Moots \em over I' iW
Henryville poor farm th' other day t' see an ole friend o' his
thet WMCd t' publish a new.spaper thet pleased ever'buddy."

this one:

,

in

.

A

I really I'ove

.

Bobby Clark
Back

—

Eddie Davis
certain fellow voted for a politician when he ran for
.Alderman.
few years later, our friend campaigned and
•voted for the AldermM when he ran for Judge. He was
elected. Later he campniBncd and voted for him when he tan
for Senator He made it. Said poHtieion then ran for Mayor
VMd 'our Utile friend again campaigned and voted for him
and he was elected Mayor.
few more years passed and the
: politician
ran: for Governor and the fellow really put on a

<A

And

And the other fellow said, "Take it easy. K'U only (n(c«f:
a minute longer this u-«3/, ai?d loe'll driuc those damn
/ingerprint eaiperts craaj/."

SO-AND-SO."

.

'

One

middle western town whose job it was to poli.sh the brass
cannon on the lawn of the local courthouse. For this he
ieceived' a small salary, from the city fathers, and was quite
happy. Each morning he would start out with his rags,
l)rushes_ and brass polish, and labor mightily for several
hours until the cannoa had a brilliant polish that the citizens
of the town could be proud of. He continued in this capacity
lor 30 yearsj then one day he returned home with a jubilant
smile on his face, and he said to hi.s wife, ''Honey, I've got a
big surprise for you. During the 30 years that I've been
the cannon polisher of this town, I never told you before,
but each week I've saved a little, money out of my salary,
ond now we don't have to worry anymore I quit my job
today. We've got enough money- now to buy our own can.non and go into business for ourselves!"

'
:

,

—

—

(he no.se" said the horse.

His partner looked at him. He said. "What's the matter
with you? Are you nuts? Let's get this safe open and get
the hell outa here."

—

WATCH THE

—on

Tulo burglars had iusi broken into u bank aftd were
open the sate. Hoioever, one of the crooks $at
dcmn on the floor and look off his shoes and. socks. Then,:
with his bare feet he started to twist the dial pn the safe
unth his toes.

"Mouse," said Thonws.
^
"Rabbit," then from Broadhurst. "But this is silly; we can
never ready know."
"f'm not so sure' of that," said Thomas, "i thinte J .know 8
"
W'ay by whichn
"Vou mean," sold Broadhurst, "You could
"Yes," said Thomas, "Let's have him to lunch tomorrow,
and we'll put before him a: couple of leaves of lettuce and
a piece of cheese— AND

win

clerk.

about, to

•

,

"Rabbit," persisted Broadhurst.

Many times you will find on the stages of radio .studios
-some scripts of the shows that have already been on the
And the studios where I do my radio show is. no exceptlon. One Friday night, just before air time, I was
iStanding olTstage waiting for my entrance. I had laid my
45eript on tlie piano and, as I was talking to a friend backstage, my cue came. I picked up my script and out on the
stage I went. Getting my signal from the control room
that we're on the air, I glanced at my script and my heart
sank— I had picked up a script from another show. Here's
where my stock and burlesqu*-- experience from former
years came to the rescue. 1 started ad libbing remember,
on this show: I'm talking from the, time we go on the air
until we come off so I had to gab until the first commercial, which gave me time to run off- and get my own
scijpt.1
Here was one ,time when it did. not pay to be

io

"No," said the msin, "I just don't think you can win."

:'

Thomas.
And so. they wtnt^along for a dOseii or more agreeing
"Robbit," said Broadhwst.
"No," said Thomas, "Mouse."

me

"Whatsamattec," asked the horse, "¥iih surprised' th^t I'm
a horse and I can tallc?"

"Horse," agreed Broadlivrst.
At another passentjer; "Ape." said Brondhur,st.
".Ape," agreed

dollars for

"What?" yeH*!d the

'

Thomas.

horse trotted over to the mutual window at ilamaica,

"Two

Hid

:

.

always the topic of conversation at the corner drugstore,
e.specially after the latest Gable epic, "He's like my brother,.
we were bFought up together and went to school together,"
said the two-headed one.
One day Gable came to the little town to speak for the Red
Cross. "Here's your chance to show us hovi; Well you .know
Gable," chided the two-headed .man's friends.
They all waited
the lobby of the hotel until Gable came
down. "There he is." they jibed, "let's see you, greet him."
"Hello Pal," screamed the double-noggined one, grinning
with both faces,
:"Hi" said the star, in the usual manner.
."Hmmrhmmm," mumbled the two-headed man's friends
"Pals, huh?"
"Oh." .said the two-beaded guy, "I guess he -jusil didn't '

m

.

:

is,

Adams

Joey

Belle Baker

—

About three weeks ago I needed a shot of an eclipse of
the sun for a scene in: "Connecticut Yankee," which I am now
directing at Paramount, so I kiddingly told my assistant
that I had to have a real eclipse. The following day, which
was the Uth'of November I think, the assistant ran on the
set yelling that there was an eclipse. We stopped everything
on the set ran to the top of the sound stage, and got a
perfect .shot.

.

Since then I have been a little reluctant in asking for anyr
thing at Paramount. The other day Bill Bendix and I called
my assistant Oscar Rudolph over and told him we could use
two white elephants from Siam for the next scene. Bing
Crosby, standing nearby, overhearing our conversation^,
yelled out in a loud voice, "Be "careful Tay, remember the
eclipse,",,

,

•,•

of water and a bottle of bourbon..."
"What's the flft'>i thing," I asked.

nice comfortable tree, put
wa'er under the tree, then climb up on a
branch and sii there and wait. And while you're waiting,
you take a little dnnk. That's what the bourbon. is for. So
by and by, a herd of elephants comes along. So one curious
elephant stops to hee° what's in the bucket at the foot of the
"Elephant!!.
the bucket of

tree."

Th»t you

find

Harry

a

•,

"Yeah? Then what happens."
"You take another little drink

of bourbon.

Then you take

the binoculars and turn 'em aroiind so you're looking
through the wrong end."

down

"So what?"
"So you .see that teeni-y, ween.«y, bit.sy elephant down
with the tweezer.?, you drop him into
IheiP, you pick him
(he bucket and he dn wns to death,"

Hershfiield

Professor Schnootz was at a party. After a few minutes he
"You all know I'm a college professor and I know- you're
all dying to ask me questions.
Who wants to be the first?"
Then up spoke a fellow and said. "Is it true that profes.sors
are absent-minded and have bad memories?" To which the
profes.sor indignantly replied, "That's 4i fallacious lie.
Profes.sors haven't got bad memories. -They're not ab.sent-minded.
Don't you think I know where I am right now? And
don't you think tomorrow I'll know whrau I was last night'i
Would .somebody like to ask another question?"
said,

With that, another fellow asked, "Is it true that profes.sors
are absent-minded and have bad memories?*' To which llie
profes-sor replied, "Fine. I knew that sooner or later some*''
body would ask me that question."
_^

"

;

.

sat

'
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Chart of 1945, 1946 and 1947 Amus.

Income Tax Deductions for Show People

MURRAY PICARD,

By

taxes Reflects State of Show Biz

(Partner of the N, Y. accounting
firm of Winters, Picard k Ledertnan
classifies the most common deductions of professional expenses.)

With Jan.

i

only a short
practically the lUh
hour tor show people to file their
final estimates on their 1947 incomes.

These

1948,

15,

time away, this

final

is

estiroates,

which

C.P.A.:

other
compensation for personal
services actually rendered; travcIinK
e,\pen.ses
(including the c n I
e
amount expended for mealsi and
lodging) while away from home in
the pursuit oi a trade or business,
and rentals or other payments required to be jnade a.^ a condition to
the continued use or pos.session,.for
purposes of the tr-ade or busine.s.s. of

in-

i-

clude, taxes' withheld by the employer together- with the^quarterly P'^.^Pf^^ '".^^f
I'^^^^^n
™<= °^
payments rtiade sn
June.
'^^^^
in' March,
June
"° "^l"'^^'
'"-^ the payment
»
September, 1947 and
Translated into ordinary every
to be made in January; 1948. must
equal at least 80% of the total 1947 day language, such cxpen-scs include
agent's commission:;,
amounts
tax, or must equal at least tlie tax an
paid for 1948, whichever amount is f'P^"^ ^<"' special material, gags, dialogue, music, transportation to place
lower,
of engagement, antl board and lodgPinal returns for 1947 must be
ing when the actor; performs away:
filed on or before March 15, li)48.
from home and also maintains a
.

!

'

,

I

If

the

actor

feels

that

the

tax

bona

fide

home.

withheld by the employer is too
Legal advice in'conncction with an
high because his" expenses run very
actor's professional contracts, a.s well
high, it behooves him to keep an acpaid to av...v,u..ra...o
accountantii for the
as fees i*-'"
curate record of his expenditures, so
'preparation of income lax returns
fK,,t' If
i* he wants u1
.
J
that
his employer
to de,!,rp".r.rmittPd
a., deductions.
d«l..rtion.<i
arc uermitted as
duct those expenses before withhold
Where an automombile is needed
iilg. he must be atole to satisfy the
employer .that they are accurate and in the actor's carrying on of his
work, the expenses, of upkeep and
reasonable.
maintenance jas well as depreciation
tax problems of actors
are deductible fo the extent that tlie
dijSei niaterially from those of other
automobile is used in the performtaxpayers, njot sp much: .wittt refefance ot his dutie&.
cnce to thfe gross income, which can
usually be easily determined, but as
M«re AU<wraMe netmeOmui
{
regards the extent to which pro*
Ii has been hdd that reasonable
fessional expenses are deductlbte in,
expenditures made by actor? who
arriving at the- net iiicome jiefore
gaki their livelihood from appcatexemptions.
lanc's before the public, for the purThe Income Tax Law permits the pose ol promoting or maintaining
deduction 'of the following;
their popularity, and preserving an
"All the ordinary and necessary increase in public demand lor their
fexnehses paid or incurred during work are recognized business exthe ta.\ablc -year in carrying on any penses and are deductible
trade or business, includmg a reaThus, the following expenditures
vsoii^le ' illbwa^
orj iiaye been allowed as deductions:

™

i

:

•

.

,

,

'

>

,

<

just ended
in
fluctuations

The year

was one

'agree to cut back admis.si6n taxes
to 10% levied before the war.
The graph spealu for itself. It's
charted.* to give a comparison
j been

of

patronage
which, domestically, averaged only
a shade under 1946, show biz's peak
for mass iittendance. The peculiar
terrific

with the two years preceding. One
convolutions of .0. performance in peculiarity noticeable in '47 is that
brcik away .from
1!?47 cutting across all paid amufe- the fluctuatioiis
rr.eut attendance are charted here- the pattern" set by ihe two previous
with by 'Vijtufis Irom a break- years. Where in '46 the b,o, siwws
down of monthly Federal ajnuse- a rise in January and February,
ment tax tctums. December figure thats not tive in '47, By the same
token, biz in '47 shows an earlier
is esdmated. since the report for the
month is yet to be compiled.
The Federal index is generally
viewed as the most accurate cardiosi-aph of the entertainment fieid
since the. 30% bite is levied equally
on attendance of films, niteries.
amusement parkfi,
sports
events,
dancehalte and atl other amusements or practiciil monopoly of such rights,
which the public plunks out its and that it holds the power of duress
i
ciisii. 0£ the total, the film industry
and coercion to enforce its demands,
is now deemed to account for, 75%
hi other words, the exhibitor musf
depending on tt^ season Of have the ASCAP licen.se in order
to
the ycsu- considered.
to stay in business, and he can only
Pfevlously,.fihiis had been consid- .pretend to negotiate, knowing 'that
ered to supply about 90% of the he wiist inevitably yield at the point

gain in the^Spring montbs
reaches the terrific early
!

Another

.

remarkable

the year just endec}

:

peak

fall

[

i::

feature of
the sharper

j

and more emphasized. swings in busine'ss from, month to month.
Fast

'

1

of

never

.bu,-.

'46,

j

i

|

|

|

shifts in price structure,

{

nationwide

strikes early in the year,

a

I

flood of

durable goods and generally spotty
film patronage ate parUy the causies
of the up and downs of show biz.

1

i

|

Ac£oaif>^iiSt and music e.\-penses,
advertising and publicity,- cleaning,
Idj'eing and laundering of cesttmies
and- clothing used exclusively in
his work; costume rental and makeup expenise, efttertainment of press,,
writers, radio agents, etc.

I

Exhib-ASCAP Stuation Analyzed
Ceiitinued frsm page 38
hibits

!

;

,

from making any
.shall

in di.s'criminating in price or
bctv^eon
licensees' similarly

i

,

ASCAP

censo agreement which

•

standpoint,

"li-

result

terms
'sitj

uatcd."

i

n

j

to

seems perfectly clmir
layman that so long as

th'ei-cforc

this

might well justify the
tremendous cost and elfort that
would be required,
It is to be remembered that at one
time and another in the past industry-wide endeavors by broadca-sters,
cxliibitor.?,
hotel' proprietors
and
to bring about such a reviS'on of the Copyright Law as would
adapt them more favorably to the

In a case where an actor in making a prize fight pictUice had' soi^e
of his teetii knocked ptit ahd dental
bridge work done, to rei^l^ce tljoSe
alW'iwcd
teeth, the e;speriditure
as a deduction.
;

,

w^

Similarly the expense of a physiidocs not "discrimin:ite in
ckI trainer to assist an actor in kecpCovernmenrs a-imissians' levy, Dur- of whatever conccssion.s ASCAP is pflce or terms between licensees
ing fit hi»s been permitj;c;l to be deActually, this is similarly situated" it may la'wfuUy
i
the year, this estimate was radi- willing to make.
ducted .as a proper business expense.
ctiBy sjaled downwaiid after the the position— let there be no doubt p„t into effect "price chanscs from' desires and po'cketbooks of the users
Tips to sudio entployecs have bcctt
copyrighted music have been enTreasury
Dept.
issued
separate of that.
timc to time" in its schedule of
brciiS^dcwn 'lor niteries iwhich :disASCAP is s.iid to be a "monopoly tariCfs'for performing rights licenses, tirely unsuccessful. There seems' no held deductible.
A deduction for amounts sp<!nl for
ciL.'ccl a surprisingly .healthy
per- of monopolicp," inasmudi as the in- either upward or downward in its vaJid reason why Congress would
cen^uge came from that source. For dividual copyright is a monopoly in sole discretion with the full sanc- now do something that it has re- complimentary tickets to plays,
ii-stunce. in' Novcmfce'.-. the U. S. the individual musical work thus tion of the Government
which is peatedly refused in the past to do. amounts spent for meals for invited
garnered a total of $35,<I73,227, of covered, and ASCAP is alleged to equally with ASCAP bound by the notwithstanding weeks "of public Suests, whO' included newsjwper
hearings, and many thousands of P<»Plej playwrights, dramatic critics,
whi^b the biitrcs and roof gardens |have a monotxtly practically indus- terms of the Decree.
hackees of plays, actors, actresses.
produced $3.9CO,000,
[try -wide,
In my judgment there are four words of testimony,
.of
such individual
Since the advent of sound motion "Sentf?, directors, etc., while at one
alternative courses of action for conmonopolies.
Sports, IStc.
I
^^'^ disallowed, are now alloA«rcd as
When a student of the whole situa- sideration by the exhibitors, hidivid pictures, the position of the exhibi- necessary expenses.
•or' is however, somewhat different
In some months when sports are tion
arrives at this point he at once ually and as an indu.stry, now, conriinn.ins full tilt such as October
trom that of any of the other comThere have even been cases where
iwondei'S why the Sherman and fronted by a demand from ASCAP
ard November, the big football Clayton Acts (the anti-trust laws) lor a substimtiul increase in per- mercial users of copyrighted music expenses incurred in the home ha\'e
in public performances. All of the been allowed because the taxpayer
months* flickelies' .share of the ei>r have not been successfully invoked formini; rights license fees:
ti!fc Pedjsral take represents a good
other users can decide what music was 'k theatrieal producer, and the
1. To accept (he increase, «nrf
to curb or regulate ASCAP's alleged
Uicy will, or will not, include in expense was reasonable and necesdeal less than 80<vi of it. In icneral, unlawful monopoly.
e.tecwte liceme agreements at
But. he fiud.s
their programs.
fiitfs* tribute to
tlie tiCtH rntc,
the Government Hiat those laws have been invoked,
The freedom of sary.
choice is theirs. They can exercise
nc'?is the 90*^, marker in the winter
2. To negotiate with ASCAP.
1>1» Ahead for 1!)4K
but wjtli what degree oi success so
a.nfl early spring end
with a view lo keeping the tiifully their discretion, as to using or
then di'vcs far as relief to the exhibitor is conMost oi the tax difficulties of show
net u.sing copyrighted music, or how
criins*' at « vdnimnm.
from ^5ay throuijh November.
cernod I Icsive to ihe judgment of
much or how little of it. and at what People Jirise by reason ot their fsiil3. To
In regard to the Federal bite, it's the exhibitar hlmBCif.
liitgntc
.well
tesUi
0/
ASCAP's rights us qualified
times. and thus are^ left free to do- "^'e to keep records which will .satinitroating to note that csliibitor
1
am discussini; in this article
ttrmine whether .they will or will isfy the tax collector. With that in
counsel may advise.
grorps in the past year have been neither the U \vs or the equities, but
not
4. To, tiiitiote e.()'ort.^ thronifli
purchase -licenses, depending mind, now is the time to get your
pressing the point with Consrc.--s .simply the facts as they are.
information ready. Reduce to writIvrjislation to cjject such ch tjges
upon what they decide to use,
that the 90<;;, estimate, tradiUonal
~(;<tn-;int" Kc«. rcs
w tJw CopyridUt Law as exhibit'
The motion picture exhibitor has ™^ 1^"'' ^^^^ expcns-cs. especially
previoiisly iu figiuing the p'roporTlie
facts
are
that
ASCAP
has
tors may deem desirable.
no such freedom of choice. It is the ^^'^ largest items, listing exact
- of film
ti
theatres' contribution, is
twice
been
the
defendant
in
actions
?'"ounts
spent where possible, show
producer of the film who decides
I a,s.«um*?. from what I read In the
way ofl, Eshibs are anxious to
prove this contention beiaui-e it instituted by the Department of Jus- trade press and trom a great many what the exhibitor will pla.y. and by ing names of people you paid, names
Iowc.\s the estimate of lost Gov- tice aUe,?ing its existence as air un- Konvc:-sat?ons witli exhibitors and contract he binds the cxhibitoi" to of people you were with, places
wh6re
went, provided they: in
you
lawful
combination
in
restraint
of representatives of their two prin- play the film as it comes "ouf of the
ei'uinoot revenues should Congi-e^s
any way affected youi- income or
trcdo. and seeking its dissolution, cipal organization.';, that the first al- can." So. the exhibitor is
entirely at
carning.s.
If that proves to lie hard
After lengthy litigation those actions ternativo is "completely mucceptable tlie. mercy of the producer— he
has
culminated in a Consent Decree, to them individually and as an in- no freedom of choice whatever— tins year, plan ahead for next year
Fellows
concuiTcd in by both the D. of J. and dustr.v.
he is powerless to self-dotermino by purcha.sing a business diary. En(entered in the District Court,oI the
The second r ,x;rnative (netiotin- what musical compositions his pto- ter your busmess appointments and
'
Minncjipoli.s.
Film .^.a'to'nion here ;;re luDiih.r; Unittid States ior the Southern Dis- tion) is i)i'C.sently being exercised, I gram played incident to the; presehr ,bus.>ness entertainment each day
jwith a close approximation of that
trict
of
New
York,
on
1941.
March
thisr Ke^l Fellows' .social club into
E.n iaiormcd, by negotiations
bo- tation of the film shall include.
The obvious solution of this angle day's expenditure and you Will be
a uoion to be alTiliated v/hh Coli- Civil Action No. 13-,95). The Decree twccn committees representmg rewell on youj' way to- hovinij data
S2um, a national oir?r:irza;;!on of was duly ai>jraved by the Court.
HJcttively the Theatre Owners of is that the producer of the film, at
Becrcc
purports
to
regulate
the America and ASCAP. I am told that the time he is purch;!.sin.i; the ri2,ht whleh income tax agents will be infilm raWsraen which is on i,.B own iuclined to allow.
A little time so
iltea£ <rf being tied up. to oJthcr the operations and policies of ASCAP in the Allied States exhibitors or^ni- to record a copyrighted composition
silent will pay off later with savings
such
manner
and
to
such
extent
as
Kation is not a party to these negotia- on the film, sliall also jjurchase a
CIO or AFL.
in additiwal tax assessments plus
Dcsisicn was reached after return will 'bring them into complete eon- tions.
license fo publicly perform such
(i'.i mtercffl;'
formity
with
the
anti
-t
ru.sf
laws.
Tf.e third alternative (litigation* musia -world-Wide,' by means of Ihe
fit President Milt Lipsror and thrci
oiliei
nicmbors. Warren Br,jntoii, -Whether the Decree accomplisbOs its dees not "i my opiniou. ofl'cr any recordings made on the film, The
Eddie Burke ar.d Pat Hallorrn. from purpo.se, from the viewpoint of .the remedy whuteve'c or promise any solution is as simple as that,
Select Categories
moiioj! picture exhibitor is a mpot con. tructive solution of the problem.
CoHyeum. meeting in Chicrgo.
I have as yet seen no etl'urt mailo
question.
Certainly tiie exhibitor,! base tlus, opinion upon nearly '30 upon tlie part of the exhibitors or
For Musical Oscans
docs not think it docs, ,Perhaus his years of close personal observation tlieir respective organizations to
Warners' Acad. Entry
Hollywood.
rca.-.'On for iO thinking is. found in a
cf and contact with just such liti- draw the Motion Picture Producers'
Hoilyvrood.
Films eligible (or musical Oscars
particular portion of the Decree gation, Ocrtainly it oilers no imme- A-ssociation into
_
whsideeation of
•
Warnci's will enter its patriotic which in part pi-ovides: " ' * ^
diato solution
divided into t^VQ categorie*
copyrigln litigation thi.s matter. 1 presurrie"the'1n&ttenshurt, "Power Behind tlie Nation." nothing contained in
this sub-para- in '
Federyl Courts is a tiihe-coftsiitn
le-consum- tion to ,thi.s angle to be the result of t^'s week. The classifying will be
iar an Academy Award in tlie graph SHALL PRBVfiNT PRICE ing,
patience - testin
wearisome ^disinterest in or di-strust of the pro- .done by an Academy commHtet eondomnentary classification.
PROM TIME TO Tjiwe process, and no living man can with iducers' organization, by the exhibi'sisting of Morris Stolofl', Harry WarSS'^^*^'^?.
D17
T>E.*c^^T ^t:,
.>-^r^,^
Work of cameramen all over the BY
RE^KSOiSr
OF CHANGINO
CON tm-tsinty foretell what the decision tors. It's the same old" slorv of too rc", Miklos Rozsa, Ray' Heindorl,
country. Technicolor film was 18 DITIONS AFFECTING THE MAR- of the
6ourts will be.
much heat and too little light being .Akbe Meyer, Eddie Powell, Leo Robin
monUis iq the making. Its beiiia KBT FOR OR MABICETABILITY
The fourth alternative (legisla- applied to the examination of the 'and Charles Wolcott,
released by the MPA witli pfoccet^s OF PEItPOEMINO RIGHTS."
tion) merits cai-cful consideration, problem, and the Jack of an
indusGroups are host scoring of a mugoing to the Damon Runyon Cancer
Anoihcr portion oX Uie Decree of In the* long-range view. If siiccesJs- .try-wide united single
exhibitor 6r- sical film and hest scoi'ing foir a draprimary interest to exhibitors pro- ful in outcome from the fexhibitoi- ganizaVion,
matic or comic picture,
/
!
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Seymour Nebenzal
producer of

ROBERT CUMMINGS
BRIAN DON LEVY
III

with

MARJORIE REYNOLDS
and

JORJA CURTRIGHT

MARIA MONTEZ
JEAN PIERRE AUMONT

DENNIS O'KEEfE
m

TLANTIS"

Atom Bombs on

is more noise than the
explosion of an atom bomb.
In lactt if unloosed all at once and
amplified by loud speakers to their
collective
these
degree,
highest
noises would create their own ex-

ture studios

S»nie Irish Bans Ufted
After hearing appeals, the SSre
Censorship of Publications Board
has revolted its ban on several nov^
"Canels, including John Steinbeck's
nery Row." Other books now given
the green light are: "After iVIany A
Knock
"I
Huxley);
(Aldous
Summer"
At the Door" (Sean O'Casey) "Pictures in the Hallway" (O'Casey);
despair in any register without help "The Transposed Heads" (Thomas
from anybody.
Mann); "Brighton Rock" (Graham
A
Sounds,
City
the
Greene); "My Son, My Son," also
Then there are
cities. published as "O Absalom," (Howard
separate file is kept for all big

plosive force, violent eno^igh to
shatter a good-sized-Ksity and 'pos>sibly the surrounding countryside
for miles beyond.
fortunate, therefore, that
is
It
these recorded sounds are filed away
and
in thousands of separate cans
dilicarefully,' indexed,
cubicles,
'genlly guarded, and brought to life
only when and as; required in conneetioh with new motion picture
productions.

A

hundred thousand

tive estimate of the

is

a conservaof dif-

number

The

New York

catalogue,

for

;

m-

Spring).

Times

•

ma

'

soft SJHow."

Whenever requests of this" or any
other kind are received' by a library.;
in the east from a producer in Cali'*
fornia, it means that the sound deare
Hollywood
in
partments
stumped. And when the resourcefulness of those studio Soun4 coUec-i
tors is 'Stumped, it must be quite an

cheer is given new trimmings
year to year— and the sound effects
library must keep right up to date

jsn all these points.

Train

incidentally,

noises,

were

the first to Jj* recorded, on an
extensive scale for sound effects
libraries.
In the early days of
sound, the Warner Bros, studio asSigned a special recording crew to
""
order.
assemble the most complete collecAuthenticity
tion of train noises obtainable. After
the
Supplying the natural sounds not spending "a small fortune on
project, new types pit irains came
faked, mind you^that are heard iu
motion picturelfe is among the most aIong;..^and practically all the noises

among

.

.

painstaking tasks in the productibn
Of film fare. For in providing good
Screen entertainment, it is just as
important to have absolute accuracy
in the popping of a champagn cork
and the tread of footsteps on a carpeted stairway as in the spolcen dialogue and synchronized musical

\

Sometimes a studio accidentally
.in the way of
a real sound effect {hat is not calledlor in '.the script-^and some of these
have been so good that they were
While making
"kept in the act."

captures a rare item

,

"Golddiggers ol Paris," Rosemary
Lane was supposed to dump a bucket
|L
of water from a transofh onto the
The
"curly head of Rudy "Vallee.
bucket .slipped out of Rosemary's
E^'.-liand and crashed on tludy's cran-

i

j

changed!

.

Today the sound

'

.

.

have

libraries

tion of being

tlie

only kid in the sixth grade"

He graduated grammar

ter.

was only

1885 to the

tliat

the teacher called Mis-

school at the age of

which must have

14,

a

include, novelist

Howard^ Fast and WOB, FRIDAYS NBC^after all, a feller's gotta get somethijip outta this
Howard Lawson trailer!) As a "warmup" and proving grounds for his gags ho was on
a radio program on Sundays for a cheese sponsor.
(At this writing it

screen writers John

Bessie, all of whom have
for contempt of Congress
for refusiiig to answer questions of
the House tin -American Activities,

and Alvah
been cited

is

not running.)

In between all these radio and newspaper jobs Harry did many things.
played Hammerstein's years ago with .a cartoon act. If the billboard
had been turned upside down he would have been the headliner. From
Hammerstein's he went to London. We don't know if the offer
came from America or England. He then threw his challc talk away and
played vaudeville as a story: teller, and a great, one. He took a flyer in
Hollywood as Animation Editor for M-G-M and as a script writer for tlie
Warner Bros. He was so popular in Hollywood, when he arrived there
they wanted to give him a farewell dinner.

He

Lammister From, the Celery Circnit

..

-

:

.

'

.

To fill the constant demand for
worth a hoot, and consequently a
more realistic voice must be dubbed thousands of assorted sounds, Holin when the script calls for sUch a lywood studios not only maintain
player to deliver a healthy shriek. their own sound effects, departments
of the most vivid screams ever but also depend a great 'deal upon
delivered by leading cinema stars the libraries of newsrecl companies.
supplied by Alice Doll, whose The ncwsrcels. With cameramen in
all parts of tlie World covering every
l|jjsty yells frequently blew a fuse
iii
the recording machine.
Bette conceivable event, have built up
Davis and Constance Bennett once vast catalog.^ of sound ranging from
scream adequately
for the blowinf! up of a battleship in the
couldn't
t^emselveSi although^ today Miss Pacific to the conking of an umpire
Davis-»«B» give Vfeice to -fury- and iii: a Brooklyn baseball park.

'

C

,

'

.

appeal, There is no intention of
deceiving anybodysrOf course; there
is also a practical economic reason
for dubbing in certaih sounds. It
f
ium.' Though it spoiled that parti- means that, when maldng a Thames
cular scene, the sound man" acquired River scene that, calls for London
a brand new entry for his Biffs and foghorns, the cast and production
Bangs department^-which is the crew of a picture don't have to be
fight transported across: the Atlantic in
for
assorted
classification,
noises,
including v punches, slaps, order to get the right soimds in thC;
kiclcs, blows and other methods of background. Nior, when a lark-singing sequence is required, is it nec^
.assault).'
essary to -go out in the fields and
Categories
wait for a lark to come along and
There is also the Grunts and! sing.
Groans division, which is not limited
Such scenes, and thousands of
to the expressions of wrestlers. Aiid others representing as many differthe Sobs and Sniffles, Screams and ent-localities, can be filmed amid the
yells. Sighs and Swoons, Gallops convenience of a studio set and the
and Canters, Trains, Carnival Mid- appropriate sounds dubbed in.
Boat
Automobile
Horns,
ways.
'Very rarely -does the screen emWhistles, Airplane Motors. Artillery
ploy its sound-dubbing technique
Pistol ^ Shots,
Machine
Barrages,
for prankish effect, except in carGuns,
Kisses,
Dog Barks, Cat's
toon
comedies. But there was one
Meows and thousands of other catechoice instance in a recent Errol
gories embracing the countless inFlynn picture. In a bit of travesty
cidental activities of everyday life
calling for him to be a tough guy,
as well as the terrifying sounds of
Fiynn talks exactly like Humphrey
land, sea and air battles recorded at
Bogart. The voice in that scene was
5^ close range in actual warfare.
'Speaking of Screams, some of Hol- Bogart's— and it was intended to be
lywood's best actresses can't yell recognized as such by fans.

"

it

13,

-

cricket Committee; on whether they are
complete
assortment
of"
noises, recorded in the fields by Communists.'
sound crews, and it is no longer
necessary to bring the insects into
Wooing Coast Authors
a studiOi Besides^ with the present
Citing tte fact that 30%-40% of
completely unionized situation exist- the books published by it last year
ing on the motion picture lots, the came from authors resident on the
technicians might object that the Coast, William, Morrow & Co. lias
crickets are non-union!
opened a branch office in Santa
Monica. Jesse -Carmack, member of
Economies'
the firm, has been named manager
The aim of sound effects on the of the Coast operation.
screen is strictly to achieve realism
Carmack' will supervise Coast proand accuracy, to give a picture the motion and handle public relations
right ear ^appeal as well as eye- with newspapers, radio stations and

.

Vitpre

America,

''of

also natural for

.

B

Ufany

was

,

•

.

It

Lobb); "The Bitter Box' plate d^'Wings for the Drover's Journal, a sfAckyard official organ; They
(EleanorClark); "Friendship's claikn his drawings started
the famous Stock Yard odors. In 1906 Harry
Odyssey" (Francoise Delisle); "The
Jug" (Barnahy Brook); "Love and covered the Republican National Convention, which attracted the attenElla Rafferiy" (John Pftddy Car- tion Qf Charles de Young of the San Francisco Chronicle, who hired him
(Hervey
in
Frost"
stairs); "Figs
for that paper. He was now rising from nothing to worse.
Hamilton); "Agbstino" (Alberto MoAll men are created equal but Harry became a cartoonist.
.."
ravia).
He Covered
sports and the theatre, ttred of it and arranged for Bob Ripley
to replace .him whae he. went .back to Chicago to .work on the Chicago AmeriNew Bbaset FoI4
New' Masses, left-wing political- can. Arthur Brisbane hired him for the I^VY. Evening Journal, and
cultural weekly,' suspends publica- When Harry arrived in New York
he looked for .the press gate in the subtion late this month. Its staff will way. Harry was hired to do
sport cartoons, but he saw what a'bnm he
join With that of Mainstream, leftist was, against a euy like TAD
(T. A. Dorgan), so he started his famous
literary quarterly which is also dis- "Desperate Desftiond"
strip which rah for four years.
He then started
continuing, in the publication of a
his successful "Abe Kabibble" cartoon which' ran for hiany years.
He
new monthly mag. Title of the news also ran- a column called "Broadway Unlimited" for
the same paper. After
pub hasn't been decided, but it's to a contractual mixup he joined
the Graphic as a columnist, called his
begin with the March issue and will
column "If I'm Wrong, SUE ME!"
The
Graphic folded but our hero
sell.forSSc.
didn't. He went to the Herald Tribune with a Sunday comic' caUed "Meyer
Starting in 1911 as a monthly, New the Buyer," which was practically a Republican version
of Abe Kabibble.
Masses became a weekly in 1934. Its
He was struggling hard to be a failure but it didn't work. He became
editor is Joseph North, and the edia radio commentator,, doing a nightly stint (spelled correctly) Called
torial board includes A. B. Magil,
"One' Man's Opinion," in which he reviewed, the theatre.. He then started
executive editor; Lloyd L; Brown,
Frederick V. Field and John Stuart, his N. Y. Sundsqr Mirror column "My Week,"' which at this writing is
managing editors; Charles Keller, still running; As a sideline to his newspaper work he appeared on the
Milton Berle radio program called "If "Sfou Heard This One Stop Me."
art editor, and William Cropper,
Boyer, Joseph Tester They did. Up to now his name meant one thing in radio, SHUT IT OFF!
Richard
Charles Humboldt and: Betty Millard, He then joined the "Can You Top This?" radio program with those two
sterling, artists. Senator Ford and Joe Laurie, Jr., and regained all his
assistant editors;
(The program at' this writing is still running, WEDNESDAYS
Associate and contributing editors prestige.
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in the "cornbelt"

ces

'

•score.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, being

natural for a "stalk" to deliver a "corny kid" on Oct.

parents of Harry Hershfield.

,

the local population..

'

:.

Hershfield

By JOE LAURIE, JR'

.

A

I

A Thumiinose Sketch-Harry

lieen a gag on his teacher's part.
He then went to the Frank. ^Holmes
School ot Illustration where he studied art and spon kn^w all the archildren's voices in congested streets, beck); "Methinks'lhe lady
foreign
cart squeaks, the babble, of
(Guy Endore); "Thte Hills Remain" teries (they had live models). In. no time Harry was able to- draw on
acof
hum
general
tongues, and the
(Nicolas Powell>; "Night Darkens his father. By now he flgured'he was illiterate enough to enter the newstivity that is distinctive with the city the Street" (Arthur La Bern); "The
paper business.
that attracts more visitors than any Common Chord" (Frank O'Connor);
Harry got a job on the Chicago Daily News doing sport cartoons, a
other in the world.
"Wake of the Red Witch" (Garland
<Nor»l» comic strip called "Homeless Hector," was a retoucher and sketch artist.
In each case, the "sound back- Roark); "Silver Nutmeg"
ground" is produced by. the. way the Lofts); "Creatures of Circumstance" His main assignment was making X's on pictures showing where crimes
in- {W. Somerset Maugham); "Sealskin
city is constructed, the types of
were
committed. All this' for six bucks a week. He was jack of all trades
(Krip
Stories"
dustry located there, the geographic Trousers and Other
Strangers" (Fran
but thei!ei Was practically no jack in any of them. He also did chalklocation, the "nature aifd tempo of Linklater); "The

ferent sound effects that have been
Constant Chances
away. in. Holly wood since audi-,
ot
bililx beciOTie a permanent part
To keep abreast of the times,
the scrcetj over 20 years ago. Even sound effects libraries must undergo
this wide variety of. noises is not constant change..
film producer^
all-inclusive, and soimd librarians can't stop a Ford car with the noise
are constantly' getting- calls from made by a Chevrolet's briikes withr
producers for anusual effects not yet out getting dozens of fan letters
recorded by.sownd cameras;
The same
.pointing out the boner.
picNot too lo'njg ago a veteran New thing, happens if somebody
York newsreel librarian, long ac- ture blows the horn of * 1940 Chryscustomed to receiving.^ strange re- ler and the toot is that of a 1939
quests for. soun^ effects, w&s nearly Dodge.
V
Jloored when a Hollywood studio
The rail clicks produced by .inodwired him for two urgently needed ern. diesel-engine trains are differOne was "the chirping of eilt from the steam locomotives. "The
items.
sparrows oh the window-siU of a design and noise of ocean-going
boiler factory working overtime 6^ liners and their whistles are cona Saturday alternoom in May." The stantly changing. Even the Bronx
other; "the sbund of a mocassin on
from

,j?f.

1948

them to christen
lum Harry Hershfield; if you ever look at him, what else would you call
him? The baby had dimples all over his face and looked like- a goU
ball, his father put him to sleep with a mashie, his mother caddicd. Today
there is a Burma Shave sign on the site where Harry was born.
Although born in Iowa he was "grdzed" in Chicago, where he migrated
He immediately entered kindergarten, where he
at the age of two.
Board flunked in blocks and sand pile. He went further and had the distinc-

contains plenty of harbor
At the same time the
lines.
elevated
subways,
turned down the follpwiofi which
Square cacophony, Central com^ under an immediate ban as "inthe
clubs,
night
decent or obscene:
Park, Fifth Avenue,
congested East Side, hawkers' cries,
"The Wayward Bus" (John Steinslance,
noises,

filed

'
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Literati

Celluloid

Studio Film Vaults Contain Enough Canned Noise to
Shatter a Big City—Files Hold Every Genuine
&ound From a Cannon Blast to a Bronx Cheer
By DON CARLE GILLETTE
Becorded on film and reposing in
the vaults of Hollywood motion pic-

WcdncMlay, January

Anniversvy

P'SwlEfV

Fony-gee0nd

S4

AND

And speaking about 'dinners, Harry is one of the« foremost after
before-dinner speakers in the country.
When' he sees a stain on your
vest he .starts speaking. In 1936 he spoke at 226 dinners. He was a semi-pro, being paid only half the time.
He has introduced and has been
phot'bgraphed with some of the greatest personalities in the world. He
boolcstores.
He'll also contact the saves the pictures; they don't. He is a B. A. of Gab. Ha speaks AvBh his
flock of authors who now do their hands; when he has a sore throat he doesn't have to gargle, he just
rinses his hands. He also has written books like "Les Miserables," but
scribbling in the west.
livelier. His novel, "Super-City," was grand and his Joke boO{ks ''Ye Old
Salami Sht^ipe" and "Now I'll Tell One" are still selling. You.cah't reckon
CHATTEB
the sale of such books. by numbers, you, reckon them by the ton. You
Herbert E. Wormser, 51, film and
drama critic, died Jan. 1 in Holly- can get them in any drugstore with aspirin.
Harry is the co-standard bearer, with another great guy, Alfred; Mc*
wood of a heart attack.
Lillian G. Genn, article editor of Cosker, of the McCosker-Hershfield Cardiac Foundation," a glorious or-^
Argosy,|
starting
various
hobby, ganization that is doing splendid work. Harry is a Mason, Elk, Modern
name, sport and new business de- Woodman, B'nai B'rith, Saints & Sinners, Dutch Treat, Illustrators, a*^
partment features.
Friar and a Lamb. He also had been president for 29 years of the Cheese
George Stewart's next, "Fire," will Club (at, this writing not running) they figure it's cheaper to keep hijji
be published, by Random House, .and in office than to buy him a present on retiring. He was adopted by the
He
will be a Book-of-the-Month Club Hopi Indians, and named, "La-^Ti-Yo," which means "Silver Fox."
has had a dozen offers from I. J. Fox just to sit in the window.
co-selectiort for April.
:

,

.

:

:

;

•

;

;

:

For recreation Harry likes fishing and auction sales, where he buys up
abandoned furniture and oil paintings. He also likes singing on keyy but
can't!'
He is stage struclc, will play anybody's benefit. He can' teU Irish,
Italian, Swede, German and French stories all in the same dialect.
He
loves to be phot6graphedy and photographs like a Rand-McNally map.
His love and avocation is Ecclesiastical.' In his office he has many stained
windows. That's what he gets for having an office near pigeons!
Harry has so manjf fine jioints you could use him for a rhatraclc. As a
at doctor's orders.
toastmaster" he invented inflation in the field of compliment dispensing.
Ben Ames Williams, whose "House
His accent is a mixture of NBC Oxford and Early Bronx,. The only
Divided" is the current top-.seller, guy who ever brushed him oft is the guy in the men's room. He quotes
goes to Bermuda ia a couple of himself to add spice to his conversation.
When he aslcs a question you
weeks to loaf and gather steaih for have a feeling he is setting a trap. If you want to know hovSr really great
his next novel.
a man he is, you must asjc him to tell you liimseU'.
Noei F. Busch, Life mag editorial
In another year he will celebrate 50 years as a newspaperman; not sellwriter, has authored' "Fallen Sun,"
ing them but working on them. In all those years he wrote with a soft
an account of the American Army
pencil.
As a critic he never wrote anything that would hurt anyone; as
occupation of Japan, to be published
a columnist he boosted and as a cartoonist he handed out laughs. A half
in February by Appleton-Genturya century of ink-slinging without a -blot on anyone or himself.
Croft.
He adds up into a grand guy. I like him for his humor and humanity.
Bertita Harding has returned to
her home in Indianapolis to work His wit and mirth give him. a passport to the thoughts and hearts ot everyon the book for a musical, "Carioca body he meets. He is an Aristocrat in sentiment and a Democrat in
Purple," to be produced by Torrey opinion. He is a missionary of laughter and in his heart he has a sacred
McKenny. She's al.so writing a something we call sympathy. Ho is a human human. In the words of
straight play, tentatively tilled "Kay- Kipling, "He has walked with Kings but never lost the common touch."
enpe."
'iVhat Vol trying to say is, "I'm just a wild about Harry." Aren't we aU?
Gerald Kersh, author of "Night
and the- City," is -working on a new
novef "-Song of -the Flea," to be
published b^%oubledayv
Alan Swallow, Director of The
Univ.'bf Denver Press, to take a
three-month leave commencing Jan.
1.
Hiatus will carry him to Arizona
•
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DivectPil

by John

John HuBtoii; basetl on iiovul b,v U.
Triivenj eunicra, 'J'tfU Mfl'onl; cflltor, Ovv<!n
Previewed
Mui'ka: muBlt', Mux Stcinei;
N. Y., Oo0i 28, 'it. Eunnine time, 1%\
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wood's great and enduring achievements.

The

Twasn't Worth the Fuss
NBC

picture has a compelling honr
a grim and brutal slice of

It's

life whose, raw elements have been
ordered onto the plane of tragedy
through a terrific -twist of "irony.
There's a magnificent joker hidden

COK Wayne
I'arire
.tT,

picture,

.

Liitest in Monogram's "Cisco Kid"
series. "King o the Bandits." stacks

,

up as passable entertainment, for
lower half of double bills. Marquee
to Gilbert Roland,
,is confined
Who's starred in the title role.

lure

.

Plot is relatively standard. Roland
is- sought for a string o' stagecoach
holdups, but in reality the jobs have
Anthony Warde,
at bottom, biit spectators will tod it. been pulled off by
masquerades as the Cisco Kid.
who
so grisly and so bitter thaf this
infilm moves out of the class of simple Seisied by an Army detachnnant
enteEtatament' into the realm of the Arizona wilds, Roland is jailed.
vivid experience. With, Humphrey He later escapes and brings back
Bogatt as the marquee lur?, how- Warde to the authorities to c7ear
ever^ siroBg uositive reaction at the himself. There's a- bit of romance
wickets is even assured frotn rank-: sandwiched in. the yarn, with Angela
and'file fllmgoers who insist upon Greene furnishing the pulchritude.
Roland contribs a fair character> their happy fadeoutsj
ization as the bandit who has his
^"Sierra Madre," adapte'd from the
share of Robin Hood qualities. Mips
populsir noVel by B. Traven,- is a
Greene is pleasantly decorative.
' story '«f i»y<;I>ol<i^icaI disintegration
Chris-Pen Martin.- the Cisco Kid's
•'rinder the Crushers of ^eed and
sidekick, acceptably handled the
Huston,
-jgolcl.* But director John
comedy relief. Others adequate in
who also wrote the lean and bril- their'
roles are Warde and' William
screenplay,
has completely
licnt
Bakewell. cast as an Army captain.
av'oicled.the cliched sJifVicture of the
•wiiilom psycho dramas. The charproductional
acters here are probed and thor- better - than - average
pnghiy' penetrated, not through psy- trimmings, Christy Cabanne's direc-

was imported

more than a year ago but nadn't
played in any theatre in this courttry.
Reason why it had. kicked
around in the vaults so long was
perfectly
obvious from its tele
.showing. Film must have been produced at least 10 years ago. Story,
acting and direction were equally
trite and, worst of all, the voices
used for dubbing the French dialog
into English sounded as though the
voice" thesps were playing it fw

.Jasper Paliwer
KIM Calianno

S. Marshal.

Orderly...;.,..

Diary,"" a

"African

.Cathy Carter
Boyd Irwlu
..Antonio pilaurl
,

. .

,

:

laughs,

yoice

;

;

.

that

dubbect

for

the late

Harty Baur, 'for example, sounded
like a caricature of a Mexican peon
trying to" speak pnglish; Old characters in the fihn sounded:, like te«n-i
ageits,;

whiie'

tiie jmunger
Ones
It's douWiiil Whether
titles
would, have

sounded old.'
super-imposed
been much better, since in the one'
short sequence eixiploying titles, they

were do'wh so low on the

pieturei

frante as to be. practically invisible
small-sized tele
screeift
•ow the
"piary" made it obvious, ho-vvever,
that uhtll the French leai^n more
about dtii{bjbg, tiUes axe deftnitely
the thing for tJ. S. theatire audiences.
_

.

as a French army major serving in
the African Sudan.: Just when he
choanalysis but through a crucible tion is standard while his story, had convinced his government to
of human conflict, action, gesture screenplayed by Bennett R, Cohen, start a TVA project on the Niger
usually
than
more
priginality.
shows
and expressive facial tones. Husriver and had- proposed to a girl, he
William
ton, with an extraordinary assist in found in similar oaters.
was stricken with leprosy and disCilb.
the thesping department from his Sickner's lensing is good.
appeared. Rest of the 78-minute feafather, Walter Huston, has fashioned
ture depicted his revitalization. at
Shakwrntala
thi.s standout film- with an unfailing
the hands of Baur, playing a French
sensitivity for the suggestive detail
(SONGS)
army doctor. Both the lead actors
an4 an uncompromising commit(INDIAN-MADE)
have done much finer, work in subMuyor-Bursty'n release «( V. iihantaram sequent pictures. As for the supment to reality, no matter how
pixirtnetion,
dlreetcd
by
Stauotaram.
Stura
St^k Ugly it may be.
porting players, they were inadeJayashrce. Sereenplay, ]>ewan E^barar, from
^
quate for the small demands placed
EjC^pt-for some incidental femmes Indian classic ot KaUtlaBaa; cnmev.a. V.
:Siiarar
sonsa, Dewun
and Pi. upon th^.
who lifflve- MO bearing' on ,'the Avadhut;
Uataupiya. I'rcviewed N. "V., Dee. lit, M7.
story, it's an all-male cast headed by Kunning time, 78 JBINS.
It's bad enovigh when television
Bogart, Huston and Tim Holt. They Shakuntilla
.layaahree broadca.sters must play U. S. films
.Cliaudra Mohan eight to 10 years old. Scanning' B
play the central parts of three gold l>ushayant
.Nintbalkar
prospectoi's who start out for pay Kanva
Menaka
.....\.
Zohra foreign oldies, though, is too mudh.
dirt In the Mexican 'mountains as pi-lyainvuila .... ......... ... .Shantarin .NBC probably deserves credit for
buddies, but wind up in a murder- Anasooya
,Vidya lining up such a preem,, but the web
.......>...
Kumar Gnnesta -officials should have fo'een a little
ous, tangle at the finish. Lensed for Bharat.
Madbav ....... w
Kttla Pandit
most part on location, the film has, .Sbnranf;
more discriminating in their taste.
... . ..>,,>.
,V
Villas
at least, a physical aspect of rugged GHUtanii
StaX.
. •
•..
Annlna
.v.
contrasted
beauty against which is
Minister.
.Nana Palsikar
the human soi'dldness. The location Sharadwai,. .., i ..•<;. .X ..Madan Moiian
> ;, >Satanpiya
shots combine with the pic's realistic I>urvnsa
^
Alatlan. , ;
.
.^he Dcfit
focus into a Tiowerful authenticity,
but director Huston skirts the docu{In Hindustani; £nfiilish Titles) *
mentary's trap' Ot sacrificing depth
Continued from Ifltsx 3
".Shakuntala"
'
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Tele's

"

is

for realism.

Bogarti who was getting tired in
his repetitious assignment as the incomes
^structible
private eye,

But aside from

its

with

'
'

.

..

'

,

As

at times

a strange

lilt.

Only

'

,

t

difficul-

Tim ty that the very picturesqueness of
Holt also registers effectively ii! a th§ scenes and strangeness
of the
simple but honest portrayal of a
music wears out after about 30 mingood-hearted Texah cowhand who utes
of it.
finds himself in a nasty predicament.
Photography by'B. Avadhut, at
In a lesser- part, Bruce Bennett, as
times almost •lirst-rate, for the most
a wandering prospector who strays part is below par. y.
Shantaram's
onto the othqrS' stake, shows a highly
direction, is unoriginal and hardly
polished talent. Among the film's'
out of the amateur class, indicating
many notable qualities is the skill just
how iis behind in the fllm-makwith which an of the bit roles are
ing parade India producers are
played by';the atvonymous Mexican today.
and Indiau personnel.
Jayashree, as the poor girl who
The' plot mechanism winds Up elopes with a king, is the principal
with a growing hatred between Bo- bright spot of the vehiojei While her
gart, on one hand, and Huston and ideas of acting fail to measure up to
Holt on the other. Bogart, after an American standards, she hints future
attempted murder of Holt, makes 'off po.ssibilities. Heading the supporting
with all the piles of gold dust only ca.st are Chandra Mohan, Nimbalkar
to meet some Mexican bandits who Zohra and a diminutive deer namec
kill him. The ironic jest is sprung "Madan."
Tffetit.
the third fortune-hunter,

s

(distributors of RCA products), ithe
sets has consistently outstripped supply, Kaye, in fact, revealed a new slogan which Bruno
has forwarded to its retail dealers:

and demand for

.

'

Boom

from

diflerentness

sufficient dramatic eifort by Jayashree, rated India's top actress, to indicate possibilities, this will have to.

performance as
memorable as his first major film get its pwncipal TJ. S. revenue from
role in »'The Petrified Forest" was a few arty theatres. Because it lacks
in 193&. Bogart is no hero, which the action, humor and appeal to atmay prove disappointing to his fans. tract much of an audience in this
In this film, he s a surly panhandler country. This, however, does not dewith a moral fibre as runi down as tract from the fact that it is a
.his heels. After 'the three jirospoc- worthy elTort from the producers of
tors strike gold, Bogart is the first India.
It's simply that it fails to
to sink into a bog of fear, suspicion measure-xtp With other product with
and hatred of his comrades. In,
Which this will have to compete in
remarkably controlled portrait, he the U. S.
progresses to the edge of madness
The story of "Shakuntala," a play
without losing, sight of the subtle written by Kalidasas, Indian
poet, is
fihadines needed to establish per- reputed to date 15 centuries
before
swsteiveness.
Shakespeare did "Romeo and Juliet."
Walter Huston, as an old hiiner It is a play about an impoverished
who guides Bogart and Holt out of Indian maiden and her love for a
a Tampico flophouse to the Sierra king, with their brief marriage endMadre's treasure* contributes a per- ing in a tragic separation. Accordformance that would have stolen the ing to Indian lore, their son, born
picture if director Huston had not aftei; the lovers split up, was <the
been so careful in marshalling all of true founder of India.
the players into a superbly balanced
Despite this simple tale, typical
team. But Huston's crusty charac- Indian music, 'some stilted, romantic
terization merges with the terrain as scenes between the two lovers and
naturally as Mexican cactus. His unusual settings go a long way in
energy and mobility are immense, lifting this out of the realms of an
and his warmth and humor provide ordinary screen production. The na^
the 'unly pleasant spots of the film.
five tunes have a peculiar chant and
through

a

different

other foreign pictures with music.

"When you

sell

,

Air Fluffs

Continued from page 3

Island, the peppery pastrami peninsula, in 20'Second announcements
sandwiched between programs? With
rotarian-Hfce civic pride, one of the
announcements starts with this exciting line: "The greatest city in the
world has the greatest beaches in
the world." Assigned to the task of

RCA

television sets,
12 months a

:

Night signing off and saying good
north and pleasant reading."

The Horror Ron
,The

of slips that pass in the
endless.
Here are- a few

list

mike,

is

from the horror roll:
Andre Baruch: "Good Ladies Eveing and Gentlemen," Also, in introsigniflcant.
delivering this highly
ducing a distinguished associate edipiece of intelligence, one of the an- tor of a daily newspaper:
"Mr.
noimcers managed to'sli'p up in his Blank, Acidity Editor of
" Anpronunciation of the word "beaches;" nouncing "Your Array
Service Pro-i
This startling admission produced gram," he .said; "And now, the
ormany phone calls demanding an ex- chestra, with Warrant Officer, Edplanation. The only exception was ward Sadowsky, seducting."
a realistically-minded young man

who isaid he had heard the announceFrench-made ment and would the station please
to the. U. S. be kind enough to forward: him fur-

:

fedvo
Connie

alike,

Treaslire of the Sierra Madre" is
•npt only radically different, but it's
a distinguished work that will take
its {ilace ip the repertory of Holly-

esty.

a First

'Diary/ But

character created

......... ....Rory MalliUK'n
................ .I"*at Goldtn

lJurl

of films that look
th^n this production
what the doctor ordered. "The

much

On Preeming

.

the boxoffioe

If

-

Any prestige that might have been
television web
gained by the
in presenting the first U. S. preem
of a feature-length film Thursday
.Laura Treadwcll (1) night was more than lost through
Wlllluin lialicwell the mediocrity of the film
itself.

.

..

from an over-diet
too

NBC Cklks Up

Antlloliy

Ciri'i'nv. Chris-I'ln Miirtiu,
("hrialy
l>iri!cte(l
by

l.v O. Henrv; udUitional dialog. Ctjlberl Roland; camera, William, Sieliner; elitor, Koy
I.U insstoii. At Now Turk thoalre,_ N, X,.,
weelv Pec. 3(1, •17. UunnlMK time, «iS MINS.
Kid^"';.. . i i i.. . . . . i . .Gilbert lioland
Ansela Oreene
Alice Mason; V . .V
Pancho.... .... . ... ...... .CliPlfil'en jMarWii
Mmokc KU'by., ............ Anthony Warcle

. , ,

.,,^A. >^'to itHnge!

. .

rablo........
Pftneho

Wardc.

Hennetl Jl.
Kt'rcMjpla.v,
story. (;aliji;tino, bahed on

. .

, .

Gol<] Htlt....
PrfHlrtcute. ,

duals.

Bandiis

tiie

MonogriiDi ri'lMif.o of .Tcflivy Bernerd proytars ({illlort Kolanil; (futures;

Humphrey
..

,

.

King of

......Waiter

.

HOWHTd',
.<3wtln

all-male cast starring Bogart.
"KiiiK of the Bandits" (Mono),
So-so western in the "Cisqo Kid"
series; okay as avel-age filler for

Herm.

,

I>la,v,

Famous

"The Treasure of the Sierra
.Madre" (WB). Superlative film
on a grim^ brutal theme with

with the bandits' ripping open of
the saddle bags and finding only
dirt instead of animal skin.s, scatter
Wurner Bros, relcrtso of Henry Blanko the gold to the winds. It's a sort
Btiira Humphfoy BOBiirt; feaIH'oUut'tion.
of grim jok« the film public will
turus Walter Huston, Tim H»U, Bvuco remember but won't laugh at.
Huston. Sciwn-
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Film Reviews
Treasure of Sierra
Mailre

•Botinetl.

Anuivermy

USilSi]t^

Vorty-wiQond

ther particulars.

A phonetic difficulty of a similar
nature had station moguls in a dither

-

Frank Knight: "The weather report: Tomorrow rowdy,- followeH by
clain."

John Reed King: (Spealdng.oX the
Lindsay-Crouse hit): 'The perennial
'Lice

With

•

Father'."'

Mel Allen: "It's Smipe Poking
a nimble-tongued emcee in- Time, Gentlemen."
troduced a torch singer from a Jocal,
LoweU Thomas, labelling the fornight club with the following intro: mer Secretary of the Interior: "Mr.
"And now^ folksies, here's a genu- Iksie."
wine treat. We bring yon, direct
Floyd Neale: "This is the Musical
from the Hotsy Totsy Club, Miss Broadcasting System."
Nedda Nasal, who swings those numArt Whiteside: (Presenting the
bers- like everybody's business, and Crown Prince of Norway); "Today,
believe you' me, what a charming it is our extreme pleasure to intro-

when

little bit

she

is!"

Nor are sportscasters immune to
There was
the pitfalls of speech.
the sad case of the sjjorts announcer
in the middle west who was called
upon to spout about a rural sporting event.
The copy stated that
there would be a state-wide horseshoe pitching contest on such and.,
such a day. But what bounced off
sounded
the announcer's tongue
more like a clarion call for a Rabe-

duce the Brown Quince; of Norway." Burl Ives, in accepting ..a scroll
from Russell Grouse: "I want to
thank Mr. Brussel Rouse."
halph Edwards: "And here is one^
of radio's most charming and lovely

-'

young

sinners,';

Jerry Lawrence: "You will know
the King and Queen have arrived,
when you hear, a 21-sun galoot;"
David Rpss: "We present Tito
Guitar and his romantic Guizar.".
Bill Schudt: "We bring you the,
laisian 'sporting- event. Not quite as.
embarrassing, biologically-speaking, music of Freddy Martin, from the
but, nonetheless upsetting, to all Maroon Reef of the Hotel Bosscrt."
concerned, was the studio announcer, It's the D^arine Roof, pardner.
Mary Margaret McBride: "A lot of
who,' without warning, cut oil a
blow-i'by-blow /account of a prize things you are supposed to eai, you
fight jn order to bring listeners the jujst don't like...e=pecial]y Children."
Harry 'Von Zoll: "Ladies and gennews of the sudden death of the
mayor of the town. He then re- tlemen, the President of the United
turned the mike to the unsuspecting States-T-Hoobei;t Heever."
sports announcer at the ftght arena,
Ben Grauer:' "This is WJ Zilch."
who picked up where the studio anYou- sure miss a whopping amount
noitneer had left oil, with these re- of tongue tripping, if you don't listen
.anarks: "It was quite a blow, ladies to the dramatic shows on the air*
and gentlemen, but it do&sn't mean lanes. Devotees of thi^ sort of thing,
familjr recall Ihe soap
thing.'^
i z z o n e r ' s
opera with thp
squawked plenty the next day.
heroine on shipboard, in a dense fog,
describing it as "thick as sea pOop."
Nebody's Imaiame
In another serial, the actor was suppoll reveals that practically posed to say, "We'll give the bell a
every announcer, at one time or an- pull," and, it emerged, "We'll give
other, has managed '.to get on the the bull a pill."
Listeners to MuFluff Parade. Milton J;' Cross has tual's "Nick Carter," heard an actoj;,
added considerably to the^ lor^ of portraying a German general, saybroadcasting boners.
Assigned to ing: "We are surrounded on all side*
introduce one of NBC's great sym- by the enemy—they come from the
phonic orchestra leaders, he intoned:. left,- from the rightr-^from the east
Ladies and gentlemen, may we call west, north and south and, we are
your attention to an outstanding without food and water. His aide
musical event to occur next Satur- was supposed to reply: "Is it that
day night: The first in a new series bad?" but, instead, he muttered! "Is
of concerts by the NBC Symphony that bad?"
Orchestra."
Cross paused signifi-

.

-

,

'

,

'

H

'
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The late Lou Gehrig endeared
cantly, and then went on to say,
himself to all levels of society when,
"under the direction of Ortosco Torinterviewed on the iSeape Nuts proganini."
Since this was obviously
grams, he said his f&VOjfite breakfast
incorrect, he tried it again.
This food,
was Wheaties. But, topping
time, it emerged as "Artosco Tura^
everyone, was Cletus Elwood (Boots)

'finally, breathing like a
Poffenberger. the baseball player.
Stanley Steamer, he charged forward
Diu'ing an interview on a musclewith the words; "Arturo Toscanini."
building cereal program, he was
Legend
also has it, that the venerthe coming year on manufacturers'
asked by the aimouncer: "Now tell
able-Cross, called upon to introduce
us. Boots, what is your favorite
plans to increase production of sets.
the onetime famed radio orchestra
While tele has pulled out all stakes known as the A & P Gypsies, breakfast, taken. With Cream, sugar,
to its growth, industry officials be- changed it to the A & P Pipsiea. On and some sort of fruit?." "Looking
lieve the two political conventions another occasion. Cross described the announcer straight "'in 'the eye,
in Philadelphia next year will give "The Prince of Pilsen" as "The Pill Poffenberger slammed out a home
run by shouting: "Ham, eggs, and a
it' its greatest impetus to date.
Joe of Princeton."
couple ctf bottles o£ beer."
Louis-Billy Conn Sight in June, 1046,
Many recall the case of the soapgave video its first postwar thrust
opera actor who was supposed to
forward. This was followed by the
say, "I never liked you, and, I never
1947 World Series and then by the
will."
Reading hurriedly, this is
Louis-Jersey Joe Walcott fight last
what emerged: "1 never liked you,:
month, which accounted for the
Continued' from- pare 3
and, I always will."
One of the
tremendous boom An receiver sales
feminine household-hinters on the implicit confidence,
that's usually attributedi to Christboih as a proairlanes, giving advice to husbands,
mas.
ducer and as. An individual. He has
declared: "Don't let your wife do
While all these events were con- all the work at home. If she is been quoted as .stating, "I want a guy
fined to audiences along the eastero mopping
the
floor^mop
up the who thinks like Mark did."
up
seaboard, the political conclaves will floor <with her.'' Introductions are
This is exemplified by "Naked
be .seen by televiewess,, either bugaboos, as indicated earlier in this
through live pickups or oii film, in piece. One announcer on a Penn- City," Hellinger's last of four for
at least 20 different cities across the sylvania station, introduced
a base<> Universal; wherein, incidentally, will
country.
Industry ofljciltls, conse- ball preview program as follows: be retained the Hellinger voice and
quently, believe this will furnish the -"And now, ladies and gentlemen,
we personal pronoun, as he talks the
greatest sales proiiooiim ciampaigii bring you tlie dope from the
ball
credits, teeing off, *'t am Mark Helto the public that the industry has paries—Doug Arthiu-."
Old timers
,.'
had yet.
recall with glee the occasion when linger. 1 am the producer of this
With the delivery of tele sets thus G. W. "Johnny" Johnstone, was picture," and from there on bis is
on the increase and radio sales ex- about to give an mount of the go- the off-screen commentary. (Conpected to fall off, radio officials have ings-on aboard the "Queen Mary" versely, Philco thought that the rebegun to worry seriously" over how on her maiden voyage, Johnstone tention of that technique in a promuch tele will cut into their billings. went on the air with this extraordi- gram the late producer had cut with
Statistics have proved consistently nary announcement: "Good after- Bing Crosby was not in keeping with
that people owning both radio and noon, ladies and Johnstone." Clos- the lighter mood of their radio (setele sets tune in their video if they ings, also, bother radio personalities. ries).
have a choice between the two. Sterling North, the New York Post's
Reported Hellinger's widow, the
Should this situation continue as literary critic and presiding justice former Gladys Glad, plans to sell her
tele sets increase in volume and cir- of WHN's "Books On Trial," signed Hollywood estate and move east
culation, the radio, audience "will oft ^he program, recently with
a with thek two adopted children,
necessarily be curtailed.
dandy spoonerism: "This is Stirling Mark, e, «nd Otadys^ 5.

you have Christmas

nini."

year." He based his prediction for
the large volume of business during

'
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Forty-second

r

MARY PICKFORD

CHARLES BUDPY" ROGERS
^

RALPH COHN

Mease:

COLBERT

ROBERT CUMMINGS

Jlit,a

Johnson,

George^ Couloum
and

"THE STARDUST ROAD"
(The Stoty 'of Hoagjr Carinichael)
.

and

"THE UNLOVED"
widi a

^eleadin^

cast to

be announced

^km United ^rtUh

,
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:
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Annivenary

P^fOE^^fY

"

THAU, FRANCES GIFFORD

Hiawatha
.By

GEORGE
(Bnrns

N.

&

OK AHER AUTO CRASH

Hoilpood

in

BURNS

ous

New

Gift'ord,

player Frances
suffered cut

and

bruises,

with him,

none

seri-

ous.

Drove a Iiin-coln con-tin-ent-al
Learned of 'ev-ry tout bis lang-uage
Spoke to hor-ses and' their jock-eys
Dined with cut^es at Mo-cam^bo

Ghummed

,By

,

Pair were en route to a party at
Arrowhead Springs when another
ear hit them.

with huck-sters at the Der-by
and ties at Sul-ka

his socks

at Jer-ry Both-schild
Split his take with Will-iam Mor-ris

Multiple-Talent

Wore his shoes with lifts by Ad-ler
Flew his stur-geon in from Lin-dy's
Gave his writer-ers gold-en cuff-links
Squawked a-bout the in-come tax-es

just direct "Brain of Frankenstein,"
Abbott and Costello starrer, while

Shaved was he

Gontiuued from page 4

;

^produces; Burt Lancaster, actor'- producer, now lining
Hands";
up "Kiss the Blood Off
Sam 'Wood, who'll produce and di-

Bob Arthur

Did a. plat-ter with El Cros-by
Did in par-the course at Hill-crest
Livefd the life of Sham-us Reill-y.
Came one day the lat-est rat-ing
Slid he on his fall-en Hoop-er
Ir&ed the dis-tant east-em spon-sor
Canned an eve-en doz-en writ-ers.
In a huff and in a has-sle
Tried, to wrest-le up his Hoop-er
Left the cut-ies at Mo-cam-bo
Left the haunts of John-ny Mey-er

My

rect "Purgatory Street," and Tony
Martin, co-producer with Nat Goldstone and co-star with Yvonhe De

Carlo in "Casbah."
Femme contingent

—

copies to .send to his friends. Yes,-lhat's what the man
I was happy (?) to comply with the request a little
.transaction that cost me exactly $360.00.
I gave away, upon request, to people I hardly knew, about 300 copies
of "Passport To Treason" and"Betrayal From the East." The fact that
Winchell plugged both of those books into the national best-seller class
brought innumerable long-vanished- casual acquaintances out pt Uhe
woodwork, not only for autographed copies, but for touches ranging from
$25 up, then back, into the woodwork again, all that being a story in itself.

he wanted'

the JlOop-er kept on sldd-ding
Goiie Was 9II the Lin-dy stur-geon,
Gone were all the socks from Sul-ka
"
Gon^ the Lin*coln Continental
Back to driv-iiig trucks and tax-is
Lo, the com-ic< Hi-a'-watha. fv

known Woman."
"Secret Beyond

.

20(t

—

saidr;-200 copies,

U-I is
headed by Joan Fontaine and Joan
Miss Fontaine's first, on
Bennett.
Which she's co-producer with hubby
Bin Dozier, is ''Letter from an Un-

Still

ALANHYND,

There is one unique problem relating to the authorship of books that I
have never heard discussed, except around my bouse when I have a new
one just off the presses. The problem is that of autographed copies for
casual acquaintances and friends of casual acquaintances. So that there
will be no misunderstanding about where I stand in
the matter, let me say that I fhink it is one of the
jnore unpleasant of the 0(!cupational hazards of au^^
thorship. In fact, it is a darned mess.
Everybody wants an autographed book. The fact
that -riiobody ever thanks you for an autographed
book, if indeed, it is ever acknowledged, and that
nobody ever reads it after receiving it, is perhaps,
beside the point.: What is very much to the point is
that people have the quaint idea th^ionce' somebody
has written {l book that he has d]Wt>>ited quantities
of them at his disposal, that they cost him x(0 jrhore
than a newspaper^ it that much, and tliai' mailing a
book is no more trouble than mailing a postal.
Alan Hynd
An author usually receives from 6 to 10 free copies
of what he has written. Anything over that amount costs him 60% of
the retail price. A' book that sells for $3 costs the author $1.80 when he
buys it from the publisher to give, in many instances, to someone he
doesn't even know.
a fine man, inciI made a hero out of a certain government official
dentally«~in' one non-fiction book, and he liked the book so much that

a
following
complications,"
Year's eve auto crash in
which he broke his leg and was
contract
Metro
bruised.
badly

Allen)

By the shores of Gitchee-^Zanuck
In the land of Sky Blue Kal-mus
liived the com-lc Hi-a-watha
Had a Spon-sor and a Time-Slot
Built hlm-sell a migh-ty Hoop-er

Bough

The Autographed-Bopk Menace

Hollywood,
Metro veep«e Benjamin Thau is
resting comforiiably, with "no seri-

at

Miss Bennett's is,
the Door," which

Fritz Lang produced and directed,
for Diana " Productions; of which
Miss Bennett is treasurer. ' Will
Cowan, studio's shorts producer-director, is. also included in the twotalent listing,

An4 Hiat

Mailing Nmaance

I

The money, however, isn't my big complaint. It's the time and troiible
involved' in packaging and mailing autographed books that makes an
author yearn for the uncomplicated life of a steamfitter. This is what I
At Warner's the wonder-boy group mean by trouble. Did you ever know that you just can't go out and
includes writer-director John Hus- mail a book like a letter? Well, you can't. First of all, you've got to
E.
ton, who has wound "The Treasure get a special sticker to put on the package, saying that it is fourth-class
{Eagle Lion Rub-AA UiTeciori
of the Sierra Madre" and is prepping merchandise and -that the postmaster has ^our permission to open it if
(As if he needed permission.) Then you've got to find
Largo," which he so wishes.
" AS a small boy I earned a dollar more pages than most pcoi-ie but screenplay of
direct, prior to taking off for some string, or some kind of adhesive material that will both sea} -up
now and then as finger man in a they haven't much use! for tlie an- he'll
the package and leave it unsealed, so as to comply -with postal regulaa, fling at indie production; Seton I.
Office boys read the first
':'sho« store and only worked^Satur- nual.
tions governing fourth-class mail.
Miller,
same
and
in
on
ticket
I crawled surreptitiously page and then only in elevators.
'SkSS.
After you've done all that, you start hunting for a mail box that will
wbrking on "Colt .46"; Harry Kurbeneath the fitting seats and slipped This is designed to impress other
In midtown Manhattan this is not as simple a
nitz, same deal, now working on an accommodate a book.
toy indfix finger in the backs of people in the elevator, lor office
untitled original, and Anthony Veil- thing as you might imagine. The slots of most mailboxes are too small
oversize shoes. This put "many sales boys, by and large, worry "about
to take books. The time spent in tramping around the streets looking
ler,
who
starts
his
,ivriter-proacross that would have been other- ^ext week's football pool and little
ducer
stint on completion of "State for a- place to unload autographed books could very well be spent in
;^ise lost. In a way, I have never e.'se.
of the Union" at Metro, where he writing the first three chapters and an outline of a new book,
teft: that business.
jp^j. a long time Annual Variety
I subscribed to a memory
I onqe thought. I had the thing licked.
acted as writer and associate proVaiobty is the finger man' of. the has been an institution. Why change ducer with Frank Gai^a.
course 'and was- able' to remember the exact location of a mailbox big
motion' picture business. It is use* now? As you browse through these
James Cagney^s new term on the enough to receive books. Then when my next book came outiftthey had
in many ways, be it selling bversize pages looking for your name re- Burbauk lot starts with'
"A Lion: Is moved the mailbox.
or
out-of-stock
people
pictures, member lots of "real gone guys"" in the Streets'," in which he'll star
After doing several thick $3 book;;, I now have one out in the small,
Vmiexy has made- it a habit to be have gotten a start writing for the and act as co-producer with brother 25c size, and three more coming uip in the same format. This all came
Kemem- BllU Others are Mike Curtiz. pro^ about thusly: Victor Weybright, the gentlemanly and scholarly, editor of
:aw«l!e of' what was going on in all Annual, so why not you?
ti^ds^ of entertainment from $6,000,- ber Bi S. Pulley was a boy once,- ducer-director and head of Curtiz Penguin Books, telephoned me and said that his 'firm would, like to re008 pictures to acts, with scalloped'.'' too.
Mark your calendar to do a Productions for
release; Ranald print a lot of my magazine pieces about famous murder oases. Mr. WeyfaoU^. in .^beir heads.
But in order piece for next year's- issue—I'm go- MacDougall, producer-writerj now bright was on the point of going into 'the enchanting details ot how
iko fl$ake Variety work forvyou— it is
ing- to, and I'll read yours if you'll -supervising editing of "Christopher much I would make if, say, four books sold a few million copies all told.
a must that you uhderstaiid how to read mine!
^ >
Blake"; Tom D'Andrea, actor-writer, I, the disenchanted, brought the spirit of inquiry to bear on a feature of
read it. The Annual Variety is the
now scrivening aB .untitl^4 original the transaction that Mr. Weybright was not even going to mention.
toughest of all, so let us- look on
"Tell me, sir," I asked. "Is it true that a Penguin book will fit into
for Curtiz after thesping in "T6 the
that for the nonce.
Victor"; Vincent Sherman, writer- any ordinary mail slot?"
Overlook the obvious when you
Alt
Mr. Weybright said that it was. That settled it, and to hell with the
director, directing "The Adventures
•
"
pick Up the 'Wednesday a.m. thriUer.
of t)on Juan," and Delmer Davos, financial details,
Continned ttvm paec 3
^Xiiet index at the top of each page
writer-director, whose last was "To
hasn't been noticed in years and now industry looks to this new- loWrCost the Victor" ^and who also wrote and
and
starred in "Macbeth," Republic Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph," for
is no time to start. You might keep
color process to revitalize the . in- •directed "ijark Passage."
has
actor-producer
John
Wayne pre- wl ich Harry Brown gets co-writer
in mind that the makeup editor has dustry as only, sound .did a gferiOver, at Columbia, producer rwriter
a one-variety mind and- insists on eratibn feidk, it is figured to come Virginia Van Upp is at work' on paring "Eagles in Exile"; producer- credit;
RKO, under new studio chief Dore
each section being in the same place within .3-5 years, at a time when the "Carmen"; S. Sylvan Simon is pro- director John H. Auer, who just
each week.
This helps' you skip industry
need a ducing and directing' "The Fuller wound 'The Flame" and is working^ Schary, is going hot and heavy for
perhaps
on
untitled
an
original;
producer-di'
these deals.
Included, SO far are.
many sections outside your particu- radically new 'lift.
Brush Man" and "I Love Trouble";
rector .Joseph Kane, whoTtinished Ingrid Bergman's star-producer deal
Jar field.
And always remember
The idea of color for all product Orson Welles (see also United Art"Old
Los
Angeles"
and
is
ready- on"Joan" with Walte; Wanger and
that there are no pictures to detract has been a somewhat Jules Ver- ists and Republic) has finished
from the lovely text which is pure nesque dream in the industry, hand- writing, direeting, producing and co- in^ "Last of the Westerners"; Lewis Victor Fleming; Herman MankieMilestone,
supervising
editing
of wicz, who is writing "Undertow,"
honey to any given publicity man.
icapped Chiefly by cost, It's been starring in "The Lady from ShangVarious types of people read figured that color (usually of the hai"; Sidney Buchman has done like- "The Red Pony," whic^h he directed his first under his new writer-proVA^wwr in a particular style. Per- Technicolor quality), adds 25% to wise, with the exception of the act- and Co-produced with Feldman, and ducer pact; Norman Panama and
Allan Dwan, producer-'director of Melvin Frank, whose first as writer'
iiaps the best way to approach this
the gross of a fllln. 'The sundry new ins e"d. on "To tne Ents of the "The Storm"
and
now
getting
producers at
'Thels-"Mr. Blandings
problem Is. to outline how experts processes which have come into the Earth"; Rudy Mate, formei'lensmen,
Miracle Of Charlie Dakin" ready for Builds His- Dream House;" .for SBO
in each category read the paper.
Pola- is directing and co-producing, with
Truoolor,
(Cinecolor,
field
release under special, deal with
,
Then all you- have to do is find your coloT, etc.) have taken or are figur- Joseph H. Lewis, "The Return of lensing.
The 20th-Fox nabobs are GttO David O, Selznick, and producer-^dicategory and emulate an expert.
ing to take advantage of this vast October," and Robert Rossen is writrector
Rene
Clair's "Man About
First—the press agent. ...
Preminger, "Forever Amber" promarket. Limitations on production ing screenplay for "All the King's
ducer-director and set for same Town."
Press agents read the "Annual"
Output alone proscribed the *orbit Men," which starts soon.
Others are Don Hartman, whose
stint on "(The Dark Wood"; John
faster than anyone for they only
of expansion.
Par's Stable
Stahl, who holds that kind of a first writer-producer job for
read by-Iincs and borders of articles.
Eastman's new process is said to
is
"Every
Girl
Should Be Married,"
press agent reads everything
Pararaount's stable includes the ticket, too, but is merely directing
permit the same facility for printing
after writing, co-producing and di'thnriigh a rose-colored pencil and
Capra, on "The Walls of Jericho"; Edward
obtains now with black-and- Liberty Films gang
as
"
u
curaes the muggs i)elween
praismg ^hite. It's figured such a quick and "Union" at Metro; George Stevens; Chodorov, writer-producer of "Sweet recting "It Had to Be You" for Colombia;
John
Ford
and Merian C.
Sue";. Joseph Mankiewicz, writereconomical process may also realize on "I Remember Mama" at RKO, producer - director, directing
^r.-..±,SiTJI'±f]^^''':!
all
"Es- Cooper, co-producers of 'The" Fugiadvertising and considers it as
all producerall-color newsreels for and William Wyler
tive" and "War Party" and preparencroaching on a straight commer- the dream of
directors. Back in the Par fold also cape" in England; Walter Reiscb,
television market
coverage.
The
pot
ing
"The
Family,"
directed by
writer.-producer,
cial pra(>osition.
writing "Neal Mcis Leo McClirey, following producerAuthors whose work appears in potential, when and if video swings director chore on "Good Sam" for Adam,'.' which writer-producer Gene Cooper; Dudley Nichols, adapterthe issue read it in a very concen- into color (long nurtured- by CBS),
and preparing "Adam and Markey will pro,duce, and Lamar producer-director of "Mourning Beis
obvious.
comes
Electra."
Cromwell,
i
and
John
TioUi,
writer-producer, now prooutrated way.
They only read their
Eve"; Bob 'Welch, who just finished
Eastman's process, of course,
producer-director of "Night Song."
own piece although some have bdeu
"The Paleface" and wHl also write cing "Jericho."
known to commit the article to would only supplement existing and produce "Sorrowful Jones," both
In addition to co-owners Mary
major
studios
pigmentations.
The
memoly through re-reading. An auBob Hope starrers, anqlr last but Pickford and Charlie Chaplin, whose
thor will spend most of Wednesday only recently renewed for five years never by any means least, Cecil B. latest pictures are "Sleep, My Love"
morning drinking cardboard coffee with Technicolor, as did a number DeMille, producer-director of "Un- ana "Monsieur Verdoux," United
and waiting for the phone to ring— of indies. The average guarantee conquered."
Artists' deals include the brothers
as Continued from page 3 ss
America
and
color
pix
in
is
for
six
'waiting for epople to call up and
Metro's two toppers are producer- Cagney,, on "The Time of Your
dompliment the author on his wit two more in Britain, per major com- directors Clarence Brown and Rob- Life"; Hedy Lamarr's star-producer Indies now obtain from 50-60%
and intelligence.
Since many of P^»"y' Metro and 20th-Fox are said ert Z. Leonard, whose la.st were setup with Hunt Stromberg on ''Dis- production money from banks, then
"
'""
pick
Up .second money from private
the
the author's friends are in the busi- to aim for 8-10 tinters, shading
"Song, of Love" and "B. F.'s Daugh- honored Lady"; Ida Lupino's with
individuals, running into trouble only
ness, they too, are doing the same others a bit.
ter," respectively.
Eagle Lion's arc Benedict Bogoaus on "Early Authing.
Eastman scientists have been at Ben Stoloff, who last produced and tumn"; Edward G., Robinson's and when seeking someone to cover the
The only people puzzled by
completion
bond. In addition to this
this phei omenon
memoers of the the Hollywood studios and also have directed "The Red Stallion" and L<- Tean Hersholt's with Sol Lesser on
arbitrary list, bondsmen also make
board of the A. T. & T. who wonder been working with the Fox Movie- preparing "The SiHritualist"; proHarness Bull"; Burgess Meredith's
dip into the producer's end
why the stock always dives on that tone labs in New York for a number ducer-director Charles Biesner, a' vith Bogeaus on "A Miracle Can aof heavy
the
film, insisting on inflexible
particular
Wednesday.
Being a of years. All of the top executives work on an untitled original, ant .lappen"; John Garfield (unbilled) budgets.
For posting bonds, indies
Vamety author saves a lot of trouble have been watching the develop- writer-director Crane Wilbur, whf
nd /Job Roberts' with Ente--prjse on must pay 1% of the budget plus
as a matter of fact, I am reading ments closely and only recently the j»ist finished "The Adventures o; "Body and Soul" and "T^ie Great
from 5-10% of the producer's part.
this right now and the damn phone realization of Fastman's research has Casanova."
Outdoors," which Abraham Polon- Bondsmen also take an extra 2% for
hasnt -ng once! (LO-5-02;)()— a.sk been acknowledged las seeing fruiIn addition to Orson Welles, whr sky will write and direct for the every $5,000 over the budget but
Jor Max\)
tion, save for a few minor wrinkles adapted
screenplay,
co - produced eo-producers; and Lewis Mile.stone's prefer the original budget be adProfessionals out of work read deemed inconsequential;
with Charles. K. Feldman, directed writer-producer-director credit on hered to.
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¥ony-»econd

LA. New Year's Eve Dbial But Biz
1;

Teeofi, 'Rose,' 'Castile' Also Great

New Fix Help Pitt; lose' Big Enough
To

week of "T-Men" (EL) and
Los Angeles.
"Linda Be Good" (E|j) at good
Despite a very dismal New Year's
$7,500.
Eve at the boxofEice, flrstruns here,
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60without exception, soared ahead on $1)_"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be
New Year's day (1) to substantially Good" (EL) (2d wit). Into second
fli'strun

frame after brisk $22,000 on first
beat the holiday eve takes. Dropoff week.
in the traditional big Eve biz is
Palace (D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.20)
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
blamed on the Safety First traf¥ic
(2d wk). Started second frame Jan.
campaign and virus epidemic.
after: fancy $27,000 initial weelf.
1
fared
Rio"
"Road
to
However,
.J-antages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l) rbig
the
be
to
oltay New Year s Eve
"Tycoon" (RKO) (2d wk). Mild
opener on that night. Bing Crosby- $19,500 for first seven days^nd into
Bob Hope opus toolc in a smash $10,- second week on Jan. 1.

—

.

,.

Hold, 'Agreement,"News' Strong
,

Only two new

Military Government for
wlio emphasized the fact
that Breitsammter is one of the fewprincipals among the players who
was not a Nazi party member. There
are 3,000 inhabitants in Oberammergau, but &(«) of the population parOf the
ticipate, in the pioductioH;
800, 152 players were Nazis, includ^
ing those who portrayed Jesus, the
Virgin Mary, and eight of the 12
Apostles. The former stage director
of the play, Georg-Johann Lang
was the Oberammergau Nazi propaganda chief during the Hitler tesime.
Office

1948

7,

i

Rehearsals are due to
start right after the Xmas holidays.
The license was presented by Lt,
Col. William C. Rogers, chief of the
Film-Theatre-Music Branch; ICD,
formances.

Bii^-Hope Terrif

,

Wednesday* January

Annivcrmry

'Oberammergau'
Continued from page 3

Soars on Jan.

.

.

of

!s.

Starts

New Year

In High;

Top New Pix
Minneapolis,

Loop theatres are putting their
best foot forward to start the New
Year right with strong attractions
like "Road to Bio" which has the
town's two top draws together. Bob

Hope and Bing Crosby, and makes

paramount (F&M) (3,398j 60-$l)—
100 from 5 p.m. New Year's Eve
"Road to Rio" (Par). Opened New
and then came baclc to do a mighty Year's Eve. 'Last week, "Wild
$13,200 in the tww Paramount thea- Harvest" (Par) and "Bill and Goo"
(Rep) (2d wk-e days); thin $11,500.
tres on Jan. 1.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- Militarism.
Three Warner houses bolstered
451; 60-$l)— "Road to Rio" (Par).
The Passion Play has been* "prethe second frame of "My Wild Irish Opened New Year's Eve. Last, week,
Rose" with a holiday eve previewj Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Bill and sented decennially since its incepfrom
$11,100
handsome
a
Coo"
(Rep) (2d wk-6 days), $8,000. tion.- The last official, performance
catching

Golden

in

New

for

.

the 1948. start especially auspicious
for Radio City which is housing this.
With single exception, line-up is n§w
all along the line, evidently to take
advantage of holiday boxoffice potential,. Coihmanding attention are
''Tycoon," "The Gangster" and "I

Before any 'Oberammergaii' ..citizen may participate in the new productions, he must prove he was not
a Nazi party member or must be
cleared under the Law for Liberation from .National Socialism and

Pittsburgh.

films

unusual

Year's week, when the town's usually deluged with them. Entries are
"Gentleman's Agreement" at Harris
and "Good News" at Penn, and both
showing excellent promise. Agreement" opened simultaneously at
Harris and Senator, but played latter house for only two days, run
continuing at Harris "only. Best of
the many h.o.'s looks like "My -yfild
Irish Rose*' at the Stanley.
Estimates for Last Week
Fulton
(Shea)
40-70)—
(1,700;
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th). Joan Crawford starrer off a little for. holiday
week,: with
around $12,000, over

'Road/ 'Tycoon/

'Gangster'

very

Triangle,

Bavaria,

hopes;

Harris (Harris) r2,200;' 40-70)—
"Wistful Widow" (U) (2d wk). Holdover session limited to 3 day^, and
about $3,000, giving Abbott and
admissions and with extra midnight Costello
starrer
10$14*000
for
showSf Despite sub-zero tempera- day run. "Gentelman's Agreement"
tures,"; healthy takes'^are- indicated.'
(20th) now playing here, and ISig.
There- was only a single holdover,
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"My Wild Irish Rose," something of "Killer McCoy" (M-G). A lot more
record:
was expected of Mickey Rooney
KKO Hillstieet (RKO) (2,890; 60- marked the 300lh anniversary of its. a I'ecent
5 p.m.. on Dec. 31 night. "Capt.
Estimates for Last Weelc
melodrama, which had 'to be con"Tycoon" (RKO) (2d wk). "origination in Oberammergaji, which
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Key
Prom CastJle," winding -up its first 80)
Okay $25,000 in first seven days and is situated in the valley of the Am- Witness" (Col) and "Gun Law" tent with an ordinary $15,000.
Eitz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)— "Merframe on Dec. 31, was strong $12,600 into second^eek Jan; 1.
mer, a river of Upper Bavaria, 45 (RKO). Started New Year's eve and
ton of Movies" (M-(3).
First-run
on New Year's Eve in foiir. spots.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Sen- miles southwest of Munich.
looks good; "Railroaded" (EL) and picture no balm at boxoffice in holiator" (U). Bowed in Dec. 31. Last
Estimates for Last Week
"Adventures Don Coyotte" (UA) day weelc, getting no more &ah lot
Last' week. of m.o. pix. About $2,500.
opened Sunday (4).
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60.-$l)r- week, "Pirates Monterey" XU) and
Devil Ship" (Col) (1st run) and - Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be Good" "Bury Me Dead" (EL) (2d wk-S
days);
slight
$2,800.
(EL) (2d wl:). Into second holiday
Shut My Big Mouth" (Col) (reis- "Spoilers" (U) and "Diamond Jim
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
flame after nifty $6,000 first week.
sue), fair $2,200 in 6 days.
Brady" (U) (reissues). Old action
"Senator" (U). Opened on Dec. 31.
century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; 80-$1.50>h.- Last week,
pix have been doing all right here
'Pirates Monterey" (U)
(m.o.). of late and this twinner
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB)
(20th)
Agreement"
"Gentleman's
was no exand "Bury Me Dead" (EL) (2d wk-8
Here after good initial Radio City ception at $3,500.
(2d wk); Socked through' with fine
"Gentleman's
days), thin $2,800.
canto.'Last week, "Escape Me Never" Agreement" (20th) in here for two
$16,000 on first week closed New
TJnitcd Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)
(WB), light $6,000,
Year's Eve on reserved seat, two-adays.
^ v
—"Senator" (U). Teed off New
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Black
day basis.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"My
Year's Eve.
Last week, "Pirates
Gold'- (Mono). Starting out okay. Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk).
Philadelphia.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- Monterey" (U) and "Bury
Me Dead"
Mild weather for New Year's Eve Last week, "Drums Along Mohawk" Best holiday showing .of them all
Blumenfeld) (826; 6541 )—"Christ- (EL) (2d wk-8 days), sad
$7,400.
enabled Philly film houses to start (20th) (reissue), big $5,000.
turned in by this one at fancy
mas Eve" (UA). Opened New Year's
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)
Lyceum (Murray) (1,800: 50-70)— $25,000.
1948 with bulging coffers. Prices at
Eve. Last week, "Body and Soul" •Castile"
(20th)
Into midtown houses varied for E!ve biz. "Scarf ace" (Indie) and "Sky Devils"
(2d
wk).
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—"Tyclosed
strong
(UA) (6th wk-5 dsiys),,
second frame Jan. 1 after fancy The Pox and Goldman asked high- (Indie)
In this legit coon" (RKO).
(reissues).
Fast start enabled
run at $2,800.
$18,000 first week.
est, $1.30.
Warner houses, Pix and house for 3 days prior to "Chocolate house to get' healthy $10,000 evei|
85-$1.26)—
Bruin (FWC)
(876;
Voffue (FWC) (885; 85-$1.20)
Last week, "Wings of though picture fell' late in week.
Karlton and Soldier."
"Paradine Case" (SRO). Debuted ."Paradine Ca:J" (SRO). Launched Arcadia got $1.15.
Morning" (Indie) and "Storm in
Dec. 30 with indications for smash .advanced admission run on Dec. 30. Keith's charged regular scale.
(3'
days)
New pix which bowed in simul- Teacup" (Indie) (2d wk)
business.
Last week, 'IT-Men''
(EL)
and taneous with New Year were "Road (reissues), light $1,200.
St. Louis Rain Sloi^Iis
Cai'thay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 80
"Linda Be Good" (EL) (5 days), to Rio" and "Fun and Fancy Free."
iiyric (Par) (1.000; 50-70)— "She
$1.50— "Bishoip's Wife" (RKO) (2d good $5,800 at regular scale.
Rest of pictures carried over from Couldn't Take It" (Col) and "More
•wk ) Teeing oS fast second frame
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)
Year's Eve; 'News/
Than a Secretary" (Col) (reissues).
Xmas
and
still are packing a
week
.after great $22,000 first week.
"<5ood News"
(M-G)
(2d wk). wallop. .Departure for this house to play
',. Chines^ (Grauman-WC) (2,(148; fiK)Hoping for pickup with New Year's
oldie twin bill because, with few exEstimates tor Last Weelt'
'Out of Past' look
i^D—"Capt. Castile" (20|;h) (2d vtky: Eve trade after oke $12,800 initial - Aldine
(WB) (1,303; 50-$l:15)— ceptions it has used moveov.ers. Last
started second' stanza New Year's frame.
St. Louis.
"Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk). Last, week, "Christmas Eve" (UA) (2d
-Day after hot $26,000 first frame,
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)
Rain that began New Year's Eve
wk), mild $4,000.
60-$l)— "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk): week, huge $31,000.
Culver (FWC)
(1,145;
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)-?- sliced grosses at film houses all over
Arcadia (S&S) (700; ^0-$l,25)—
"Senator
Was Indiscreet"
(U). Catching holiday trade in second
"Fun, Fancy Free'^ (RKO). Last "Road to Rio" (Par). Shapes as one town even with midnight shows pre•Bowed New Year's Eve. Last week, frame after nice $15,000
first week.
of year's top films. New Year's eve sented at the firstfuns. Biz still is
week,
"Body
and
Soul"
(UA),
great'
"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be Good"
midnight show scaled at $1.20, help- lagging, "Good News" and "Out of
$7,000 for second run.
(KL) (6 days), good $6,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-$I.15)— ing total and getting attraction off Past," shape as strongest newcomers.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l),—
^
Estimates tor Last Week
"Swordsman" (G61) (2d wk). Last to smash, start. Last week, "My
"•'Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d. wk).
Aqnbassador (F&M) (SjOOO; 50-75)
Wild Irish Rose" (WB), nice $18,000.
week, fine $30,000.
With second frame having New
(2,800; —"Out of Past" (RKO) and "Headed
BKO-Oriiheum (RKO)
Earle
(WB) (2,760.; 50-$1.15).
Year's Eve take, gross is expected to
Given For Heaven" (EL). Fast start. Last
(RKO).
"Killer McCoy',' (M-G)
(2d- wk). 50-70)—"Tycoon"
be near first week's good $20,200.
which, week, "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and"
effective
campaign
highly
$32,000.*
Last
week,
neat
Downtown Music Hall (BlumehFox (20th)
50-$1.30)— with cast array, looks to land a "Roses Are Red" (20th), $16,000.
(2,250;
feld); (872; 60-$l)— "Christmas Eve"
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50^75)—"Wist"Captain from Castile" (20th) (2d virile session. Last week, "Out of
<UA). Opened Dec. 31,. Last week,
Past" (RKO), stout $12,000.
ful Widow" (U) and "Blondie's AnWk). Last week, boif $44,000.
"Body and Soul" (UA) (6th wk-5
BKO-Fan (RKO) (1.600; 50-70)— niversary" (Col). Starting fairly
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50days), strong $6,600.
Louisville.
"Good "News" (M-G) (2d "The Gangster" (Mono). Off at fast wellj Last week, "Road to Rio" (Par)
$1.30)
Egyptian (FWC) (l,538;-60-$l)—
Thieves"
week,
"Prince
of
clip.
Last
and
"Glamour Girl" (Col) (2d wk),
AU downtown firstruns are splurg- wk). Last we'ek, great $27,000.
"Good News" (M-G) (2d wk). Looksock $18,000.
Katlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) (Col), fair .$7,500.
ing with top notch product this
in". for New Year's biz to help on secLoew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"ThunExile" (U) (2d wk). Last week.
ond stanza after fine $12,200 initial week, and biz looks to be big with
(20th).
Hasn't done "Good News" (M-G) and "Lone
der -valley"
iair'$i4|oO().'
week.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)— much elsewhere but .starting well Wolf London" (Col). Opened nicely.
El Bey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)—",T*; many houses starting with the New
Men" (EL) and "Linda: Be Good" Year's Eve '^hows. Big ones which "This Time for Keeps" (M-G) (2d here. Last week, "Hagen Girl" Last week, "Killer McCoy" (M-G)
and "Son of Rusty" (Col), strong
(EL) (2d wk).
Catching second •ioofc to cop big coin are "Road to run). La.st week, "Gone With Wind" (WB), light $8,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 55)— "Song $19,500.
(M-G) (reissue), mild $5,700.
week after neat $6,000 first Week.
Rio" at the Rialto. "Good News" at
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— of Love" (M-G). First nabe showEsquire (Rosener) (685; 85)— "Adweek, "Body "Daisy Kenyofi'' (20th) (m.o.) and
venturess',' (U) (2d wk). Continuing State, and '"Wistful Widow" at .Na- "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk). ing and looks Oke. Last
Soul"
good
$4;500.
"Out of Blue" (EL). Teed off okay.
and
(UAl,
Last
week,
great
$46,000.
tional.
after neat $5,000 in first seven days.
.Holdover of "Wild Iri.sh
World (Mann) (350; 50-85)
Last week "Unconquered" (Par)
Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-$1.15)—
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20- Rose" at the Mary Anderson is con(U). (m.o.) (2d wk), big .$W,DO0 ,at tipped
"Jolson , Story" (Col). Last week, "Know Where I'm Going"
$1.80)—"Mourning Becomes Electra"
(RKO) (2d wk). Kicked off second tinuing to get real money. Shapes "Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue), fair- British picture got favorable re- scale.
'
Orpheum (L6ew) (2,000: 50-75)—
views and good session looms. Last
ish $6,000.
frame Jan, 1 after fair $7,500 fir.st as a bumper week all over.
Stanlejf (WB) (2,950; 50-$1.15)— week, "Ecstasy" (Indie) (4th wk), "Killer McCoy"- (M-G) and "Son of
week.
Estimates for Last Week
Rusty" (Col).
Trim start. Last
"Road to Rio" (Par). Last week, okay $2,000.
Guild
(FWO) (968; 80-$1.20)—
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; "Green
week, "Man Iron Mask" (ED* and
Dolphin Street" (M-G), fair
"Double Life" (U) (2d wlc). Into sec 40-60)— "Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO)
"Gentlemen
$3,500.
After Dark" (EL) (reoke
wk).
(20th)
(2d
for
fifth
34th
St."
$20,000
week.
ond' Week Jan. 1 after, handsome (m.o:).
Indicates lively pace here.
40-80)— issues), fine $7,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-94)-,-"In(1,373;
Feilwayi (M-P)
$10:500 initial seven days.
Last week, "Thimder iii Valley" trigue"
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
(UA) (3d wk). Last week, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and "Chinese
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; (20th) and "Itoses
Are Red" (20th), fine $16,000.
Irish
Rose"
(WB) and
'
Ring" (Mono) (m.o.). Looks very "Wild
"Chrislm.as
Eve"
60-$l)
(UA). fair $3,500.
powerful. Last week, "Out of Past" '•Chinese Ring" (Mono) (2d wk).
Opened New Year's Eve; Last week,
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-^0)
(RKO) and "Linda Be Good"- (EL), Doing well following stout $19,500
^"Body and Soul" (UA) (6th wk-5
session.
first
big $7,000.
days), closed profitable run at $2,300. —"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Had
Stays on Gravy
40-60)—
(Ind)
Shubert
(1,500;
)'^
To
Be
40^80
You"
(Col).
Kenmore
(Indie)
(700;
Looks
better
Hollywood (WB) (2,'JS6; 60-$l)—
"Shoe-Shine Boy" (Indie). A win- "Road to Rio" (Par) and "Glamor
•'Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk). than average. Last week, "Hagen
Train; Tycoon' Torrid
ner for this spot. Last week, "Henry Girl" (Col) (m.o.). Nice. Last week,
Holiday biz expected to help second Girr (WB) and "Spirit West Point"
"
V" (UA), finished long run at ad- "Lost Week-End" (Par) and "To
stanza aftei' disappointing $14,700 (FC), good $3,400.
Each His Own" (Par) (reissues),
scale at nice $2,500.
Harj^ Anderson (People's) (1,100;
first week.
At 27G, 'Road' Great vanced
Memorial (RKO) (2.985; 40-80)— good $5,000.
Holly Wfioiil Music Hall (Blumen^ 40-60J— "Wild Irish Rose"
(W?)
Boston.
Tycoon" (RKO) and "Tracy Meets
feM) (475; 60-85)— "Christmas Eve" (2d wk). Continuing big after last
Biz made a great combaclc last Gruesome" (RKO>. Second week be(0A). Started Dec. 31 Last week. week's sock $15,000.
first
inweek despite the blizzard, all spots gins today after big $27,000,
"Body and Soul" (UA) (6th wk-5
National (Standard) (2.400; 40-60)
taking better' grosses than figured cluding midnight shows at regular
«la.ys), sturdy S2;100.
—"Wistful Widow" (U) -and "Frieda"
on. Same likely will iiold true this prices.
,lris (FWC)
(B28; 60-85)— "Sena- (U).
Shapes as best film fare this
Continued from pace 3
week with strong new product in all
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
tor" (U).
Off to fast start New house has had in a month.
Last
Year's Eve.
Last week, "Pirates week, "Exile' (U) and "Bush Christ- Itey spots getting big sendoffii with —"Road to Rio" (Pur) and "Dragnet"
New Year's trade. "Good News" (SG). Wow attraction looms after room Networkj" claiming the kids
Monterey" (U) arid "Bury Me Dead" mas" (U), thin $7,000.
looks very big at State and Orpheum. big takeoff. Last week, "Wild Irish only had one station.
(EL) (2d wk-8 days), light $2,200.
40-60)—
Rialto (FA) (3,400;
"Road Best bet, though, looks to be "Road Rose" (WB) and "Chinese Ring"
Then CBS started wondering
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)— "Man
whether the twins had call letters
About Town" (RKO) (2d wk),. Into to Rio" (Par). Another big one, to Rio" at the Met. "Tycoon" at the (Mono), nice $23,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3.000; 40-80)— for their station, and whether it was
second week Jati. 3 after trim $4,000 with Hope and Crosby pulling hefty Memorial got away fast. "Bishop's
here. Last week, "Fun, Fancy Free" Wife," in second round at Astor, still "Good News" (M-G) and "Blondie's
first frame.
registered with the FCC. The netAnniversar.y"
(Col).
Looks top work got its engineering dept. on
Toew's State (Loew-WG) (2,404; (RKO) and "Wild Horse Mesa" (Rep) is strong.
Estimates for Last Week
grosser.
Last week, "Killer Mc60-$l)—"Castile" (20th) (2d wk). potent $18,000, and m.o.
the job, which in turn made in40-60)—
Astor (1,200; 40-80) —."Bishop's Coy" (M-G) plus "Two Blondes,
State
(Loew's)
Launched promising second week
(3,000;
(M-G) and "Devil Wife" CRko). Second week exfiel- Redhead" (Col), excellent $25,000. quiries to the FGC, despite protesta(1) after mighty $41,000 in. first "Good News"
Ship"
Musical hit with lent after wow $23,000 first.
(Col).
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)— tions of the kids that everything had
week.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)— "Wild Irisih Rose" (WB) and "Chinese been cleared with the FCC and
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; familiar tunes shapes as a natural at
60-$l)— "Good News" (M-O) (2d this house. Last week, '!Killer Mc- "Capt. Castile" (20th) plus Helen Ring" (Mono) (m,o.). Doing very "nobody gives us trouble and we
Wk),
Hoping for close to first Coy" (M-G) -and "Glamour Girl" Forest, Dick Buckley, Curry, Byrd well.
Last week, "Out of Past" give nobody any trouble."
LeRoy, Johhson^nd Owen- on stage. (RKO) and "Linda Be Good" (EL),
fraime's $19,loa in second week be- (Col), healthy $16,000.
At the last minute CBS got cold
Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60)—"Out Holding up welFsecond week after great $16,000.
eause of New' Year's Eve,
feet completely, told Young & RubitoyoJi (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— of Blue" (EL) and "Return of Rin' good $27,000 opener.
State
40-80)
(Loew)
(3,500;
on the "People" show,
45-65)— "Good News" (M-G) and "Blondie's cam, agency
•Castile" (20th) (2d wk).
Exeter (Indie)
Caught Tin Tin" (EL).
Neat combo for
(1,000;
on the air
hefty $14,400 in first frame and family trade at this spot. Last week, "To Live in Peace" (Indie) and Anniversary"
Sock week that the kids couldn't go
(Col)
launched second Jatt. 1.
"Old Spanish Trail" (Rep) and "Jeannie" (Indie), Hu^e opening looms. Last week, "Killer McCoy" and set off a cycle of activity which
Mtllidn Dollar (D'town)
(2,122:
"Robin- Hood of Texas"
(Rep), days point to big run. Last week, (M-G) and "Two Blondes, Red- now has the FCC looking .into the
50-85)—Back to second
after sniendid $7,500.
"Bedroom Network."
"Bush Christmas" (UI) and "Miracle head" (Col), nice $12,000.
.

Know Where I'm Going." New bills
opened New Year's eve at advanced
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Anmv0r$my

P'ISrIETY

Rain Slows Balto Biz;

Cheers Chi;

Still

N.Y. Liinps

'Swordsman/ 'Rose' Tops

Kenyon,' Lone New Pic, Doing Oby,

Most downtown
a

New

Baltimore.
away via

Eve opening on

Year's

Chicago.
the boxoitice
,

at

clieer

continues for the second week after
there
a nrotracted slump. Although
was only one new film in, "Daisy Ken-

von" at

United

Artists,

take was

Helping swell the coffers
heavy.
were the early arrivals to the furconvention and school chil"Daisy"
vacation.

nitiire

dren
.

home on

session.
looks set for a solid
Best of the second-frame

entries

were the stage shows. Chicago is
great with "It Had To Be You" and
stagebill
Bie Ritz Bros, heading
after terrific $85,000 first week.
with "Intrigue" plus
Oriental,
Harmonicats, Jack Owens and Pearl
Bailey on' the stage should do well
initial holdover stanza. "Road to
Bio" at the State-Lake stays strong
huge take in first roundi
after
"Swordsman" at the Garrick continues sturdy in the second session.
Of the RKO houses, the Graijd
should stay 'big with "Out of the
Past," while the Palace, with "Tycoon," shapes okay, both for second

-

Gro8£«8 Are Net
Film gro^s estimates, as re>
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take* when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The
parenthetic
admission
twices,

however, as indicated,

Estimates {or Last
(.Loew's-UA)

Century

60)—"Good' News"

New

-weeks.

,,

Other holdovers, here longer than
two weeks, are equally staunch.
Leader fs still "Body and Soul" at
the Woods. "Gentleman's Agreement"

'

•

an eight-weeker,

the Apollo, also

at

remains' fine.

^stiuultes (or Last Week
(B&K) (1,400; $1.25)—
Apollo

Agreement"

("tontteman's
r

$20,m

CkkH* (B&K)

(20th)

Last week, stout

'(Stjiwk). -Fine biz.

(3,900;

We^end Storm

(1,500; 95)—"Out of
(2d wk). Continues
big. Last week, great $25,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
"Intrigue" (UA) (2d wk) with Harmonicats, Jack Oweils; and Pearl
Bailey in person for solid session.

Grand (RKO)

fast"

(RKO)

First week was wow $70,000.
Piriace (RKO)
(2,500: 95)—"Ty-

:
'

(RKO)

coon'.''

(2d

Remains

wk).

Last Week, fast $25,000.
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 95)— "For(20lh) (5th wk). "Okay.
Last week, fine $15.00».
(B&K) (1,500; 95)—
Roosevelt
."Unsuspected" (WB) (2d wk). DoLast week; strong $25,irtg nicely.
firm.

.

/ ever Amber"
.

m.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700;
VRoad to Rio" (Par) (2d wk). Smash
biz continues:
sal $57,000.

First

week

hit colos-

HitsProT.B.O.

United Artist (B&K) (1,700;
Keny on" (20th). A tall
Last week, "Escape Me
(WB) (2d wk), $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,037; 95)—
"Body and Soul" (UA) (8th wk).
Ace long run in city. Last week,
"Daisy

.

by

police and civic authorities for
motorists to remain off the streets
so that snow removal could be
facilitated, added the finishing touch
to exhibitors woes.
Best new entries look to be "Wild Irish Rose"

tidy $25,000.

World (Indie) (587; 75)—"Barber
Of Seville" (Indie) (2d wk). Terrific
for thi.$ bandbox bouse. Last week,

.

sook $6,000.

'Kenyon' Looks Ace

New

Port. Pic; ¥illy'

Sock

Portland,- Ore.:

"Daisy Kenyon"

;

is

the only

new

film to hit tovm this week and
started out with great trade. "Road
to Rio" at the Paramount and ''Wal. ter Mitty" at the Orpheum and
•

Oriental are the top holdovers.
Estimates for Last Week

"

"

•

Got

and "Good News."

Week

Estimates for Last

Albee (RKO)

(2,200;

44-65)—"Ty-

(RKO) and "Tracy Meets
Gruesome" (RKO) (2d wk). Hold

coon"/

Mice]y» First sesh hurt
storm, but lusty at $18,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 76$1.20)— "Forever Amber" (20th) (2d

by

wk).

First

week was steady

a out into business for session ending

pointing to Jan. 7.
Ban on all pleasure vehicles .stallweek. "Killer
ing Dec. 31 cut deeply into normally
steady $14,600.
capacity
midnight " s h o w s
last

Wednesday

Week

$15,000.

Vas'a (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Lady
in a ,Ja"m'' (20th) and vaude on
stage.
Look.s modest.
Last week,
"Lady from Cheyenne" (Indie) (reissue) and vaude, good $7,500.

Boosts

(20th), satisfactory $15,000.

(Loew)

(3,200;

44-65)—

"Good News" (M-G) and "Crime
Doctor's Gamble"
Fairly
(WB).
Last week, "Killer McCoj-"

and "Lone Wolf in London"
(Col), snappy $21,000.
Strand
74(Silverman)
(2,200;
$1.25)—"UncOnquered"
(Par)
(2d
initial

Very solid
week.

after

woW

$30,000

'

.strong.
.spite

big storm; sixth

was

'

;

$35,.')00.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
"Tycoon" (RKO) (2d Wk); Initial
en.ded Dec. 31, including
Year's Eve, landed trim $29,000,
but like all straight-fllmers it .suffered from dearth of drop-in patronsession

New

.

age.

Paramount (Par)

(3,664- 55-$1.50)

—"Where

There's Life" (Par) with
Stan Kenton orch, Vic Damone: heading stagebill i3d wk). Still a Dig
grosser. First stanza ended on Dec.
30 reached great $102,000, with record snow obviously cutting in. Second -Acek likely will top this since
it included Ne"w Year's;

Avenue (U)
—Park
"I-Ionry V (UA)

(583; $1.20-$1';50>

Con(.5th wk).
solid moneymaker despite
having played in three previous
N. Y. firstrun theatres. For fourth
round ended Friday (2), climbed up
to big $9,500, with New Year's Eve
sold out. Stays indef.
Radio City Mttsle Hall (Rocke-

tinues a
its

fellers)

(5,945;

70.$2.40)

—

.

:

"Good

News" (M-G) plus annual Chri.stmas stageshhow (5th wk). Despite
absence of marquee names for this
picture, the 'Hall has done remarkably well with it, helped.no end by
its "Nativity" pageant on the .stage.'
Soared to 8158,000 in fourth frame,
including New Year's JEve, about
$25,000 ahead of third jsession. "Paradine Case"''(SRO) Set to open to-,
,

.

Big Bliz Bops K.C. Biz

But 'News/ Xastile' Hot
Kansas

Town

City.

loaded with heavyweight atNew Year's trade,

traotioTis for the

wk—

but the weatherman liad other ideas.
After two weeks o£ sunny weather,
season's first heavy sleet-snow storm
struck New Year's Eve to hold down

"Good News" at the Midland and "Captain from. Castile" at
Tower-Uptown-Fairway look to do

activity.

"Tycoon" at the

solid biz regardless.

Orpheum and "Road^to Rio" at the
(Par) and
Earrings"
"Golden
Paramount are holdovers still going 'Gentleman Palooka" (Mono) (2d
great, last in tliird round.

StrMd (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) with stageshow headed by Ink Spots, Herbie
Fields orch, Frank Marlowe (3d wk).
Current session started Jan. 7 after
nice pickup in secotid round that
concluded Tuesday (6), with sub-»

Bijou (City. Inv.) (650; 85-$L50)—
"Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (2d wk).
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)— Best foreign grosser to date at this
"Had to Be You" (Col) and "Love house, and looks in for Ion? run.
From Stranger" (EL). Big midnite Fir.st week ending Dec. 29. was big
show here helping this to a nice $14,000, new housp record under for-

,

wk), good $7,900.
'

Week

Estimates for Last

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45Broadway- (Parker) (1,832; 40-80)
—"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Lost 65))— "Daiisy Kenyon" (20th). Moves
Moment" (U> (2d wk) (4 days). here alter pleasing week in Fox
^^^^ week, below average at three-house combo. Last week, "Re^500
turn of Rin Tin Tin" (EL) and
bolid (Parker)
65-1.00)— "Wild iWest" (EL), With two-^day
(427;
•Varmen" (Indie) (8 days). Looks personal appearances of Rin, fine
fair.
Last week, ^'Captive Heart" WOO.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
iHl and "End of Day" (Indie); sad
$550,
"Good News" (M-G) and "Lone Wolf
„JMf»yf»lr (Parker) (1,500; 40-80)—. London" (Col). Opened Wednesday
Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Devil (31) for good early play. Last weelc,
onip" (Col).
Torrid week looms. "Swordsman" (Col) and "Blondie's
Last week,
"Bad Men Missouri" Anniversary" (Col), bullish $19,000.
(WB) and "Each Dawn Die" (WB)
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
(reissues ) ( (8 days ), lair $5,500.
Still
"Tycoon" (RKO) (2d wk).
M^slc Box (H-E) (1,000; 40-80)—
„
after fine $13,000 opener
'Had To Be You" (Col) and "Xmas strong
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)Eve" (Indie) (2d wfe) (m.O,). Okay
Bio" (Par) (3d wk). Consession indicated.
Last week, so-so 'Road To
tinues in chips but may wind up its
$2,500.
Last week, terrific
Orlentol
(H-E) (2,000; 40-80)— run this session.
Walk Alone" (Par)
"I
Walter Mitty" (RKO).
Day-date $18,000.
played four shows New Year's Eve at
With Orpheum.
Solid biz on tap.
last week, "Road to Rio" (Par) tmd 75c scale.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
n!'S Town After Dark" (Par>. also
t^ramount, nice $7,000.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 40-80)—
.Walter -Mitty" (RKO) (2d wk), also
Oriental. Still firie after last week's Special car.
„
excellent $11,600.
Eve went at $1 per head. Last week,
(Col) and "Pacific
„ Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 40-80)— "Last of Redmen"
Road to Rio" (Par) and
'Big Adventure" (Col), fat $6,000.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox MidTown After Dark" (Par) (2(! wk).

eign-film policy.

week. Last week, "Stork Bites Man"
(UA) and "Over Santa Fe Trail'"
(GOD plus Barclay Revue on stage,

Ambassador

(Siritzky)

mild

,

.

,

.

,

New

$33,000 for this small-seater. House
Year'Sj at bigger figure.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-*1.2.'5) upped night scale to $1.80 but still
"Sen-ator Was Indi.sciect" (U) (2d did turnaway trade most of first
wk). Not shaping up as strongly as week, being helped by crix raves.
Warner (WB) (1,499: OO-Sl.liO)—
anticipated. For first session ended*
night, went to "Voice of Turtle'" (WB) (2d wk).
last Thursday
(1)
Film version of Broadway leait hit
$;i3.000. not big in view of inclu.sion

.«2,700.

—

U. S. Picts Folds N. Y. Officii
Hit by the economy wave. New
York offices ol United States Pic-

doing comnaratively. better" iti first
New Year's Eve and day.
holdover stanza. First week, taking
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-».20)
in New Year's Eve, was $26,000(
" no isoui
iua) • ain wk;.
!S^?.;U.bpvo hopes but- ort disappoinOng
''JiLX;.^^l:^.^%
Stanza which took m New (jS/r,,
^^-^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^26,000 after
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312^ 60ding an upturn m business.
5,25.000 for seventh. Stays On, with
$1.20)—"The Exile" (U) (2d wk).
45-65)-Continues fast after fine $11,400 west) (2,100, 2,043, 700;
Eliztibeth Carver, head of the N.Y. this boxing
pic
showing marked Being helned somewhat by improved
Started
opener.
"Captain Castile" (20th).
strength f-of this time of run.
office, immediately left for a Bersurface
tran.suortatioq^ in
second
fanheavy
(21)"
behind
Cnited Artist*
Wednesday
(895);
(Parker)
muda trip. Others pink-slipped inGolUani (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)— round. First week (including Nev
(40-80)— "Song Of I^)ve" (M-G) (2d fare. Last week, "Daisy Kenyon
three story readers and two "Fabulous Texas? (Rep) (2d wk). Year's Eve) that ended Dec. 31 was
wk) (5 days). Still sagging after f20th) topped average here with $16,- cluded
Not mejiSurittg u» to hope.«. fii?st moderate $30,000.
secretaries,
Vhin $5,500 initial week.
<
000.
,

'

;

stantial boost from New Year's an<}:.
improved transportation. First week,

(1,200; 70-

$1.50)—"Volpone" (Indie) t2d wk). taking in Christmas Day and endtnig .
Rain on Thursday (1) hurt' fhis on Dec. 30. wa.=( hurt by storm witB
-tfery nice .$6,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— French-made opus but broke former disappointing $48,000.
•'Road to Rio" (Par). Off. to big start high here in initial week with
Sutton (Rugoff-Beckcr) (561; 70and looks a sock winner. Last week, $22,000. Stays indefinitely.
$1.25)—"Know Where I'm Going"
"Wistful Widow" (U) and "PreCapHol (Loew'.s) (4,820; 70-S1.50) (U) (21st wk). Doing very well in
tender" (Rep), big $11,300.
"High Wall" (M-G) with Tommy 20th stanza, ended Monday (5), with
45-80)
(800;
Roosevelt (Sterling)
Dorsey orch (2d wk). Shaning up New Year's a big help. Went to
—"Good News" (M-G). Started off comparatively better now that worst $4,200 in 19th week. Not .staying
nicely. Last week, "Body and Soul" of storm conditions have been elimi- much longer after phenomenal run.
(UA) (6th wk), good $3,300.
Vietoria (City Inv.) (720-70-S1.80)
nated. Initial week, taking, in New
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25- Year's EvCi ended Wednesday (31), —"Fugitive" (RKOy (2d wk). Still
50)_"Magic Town" (RKO) and "Mr hit passably good; $73,000 but wav soaring in iiiitial holdover session
Hex" (Mono) (3d run). Looks okay. below hopes. Tornmy Dors'e.v band ending today (7). First se.sslon, takLaist week, third-run of "Down to af.so was at this spot two years ago, ing in New Year's Eve biz, came
Earth" (Col) and "Wyoming" (Rep), playing its second week through near ne-.v house high with a giant

,

:

Eighth round which
(5) continued
In seventh week, this longrunner reached rousing $41,600 de*

wound up Monday

that night.
Strand was especially .hard hit by
storm, doing only $48,0()0 in initial
Holdovers are rare this week with, week ending Dec. 30, with"Wild
the New Year's opening grosses Irish Rose'' and Ink Spots, Herbie
being aided by t|vorable weather Fields band on stage. Warner .also
(Thurs.).
and strong, new fare. "Road To felt the blizzard, getting just' $26,000 morrow
Rialto (Mayer) (394; 50-$1.EO)—
Rio, "Wild Irish Rose" and "Walter with "Voice of Turtle" in stanza
"Panic" (Tri-Color) (6th wkh Hit
Mitty" look top newcomers, all concluded with New Year's Eve remarkably strong
$8,200 in fifth
starting out big. Holiday spending show*
y
roun'd, not including New, Year's Eve
Disappointing New Year*s Eve biz
is a big help.
''"
biz, alter
500 for fourth. Both are
Estimates for Last Week
also was reflected in trade done by
excellent
os for bandbox house
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)— 'Captain From Castile" at Rivoli. at this
of
riin,
Frenehcmade
stafee
"Secret Life Walter Mitty, (RKO). This fell far short of -expectancy but
teeing oflf foreignrfllm policy here.
Day-date at Music Hall. Midnite still WES great at $66,000 in first week At curre.'t pace, likely will go sevshow helped. Looks healthy. Last ended Dec. 31.
enth or eighth week,
and
(FC)
Despite adverse conditions, '"Volweek, "Jungle Book"
RivoIl (UAT-Par), (2,092;' 60-$1.25)
"Thunder Bird" (20th) (reissues), pone," with $22,000 at Ambassador, —"Captain frpm Ci^stile" (20th)
(2d
and "Beauty and Beast,"'-witli $14,000 wk). Another
slow $3,000.
big money-maker for
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80) at Bijou, established new highs in
this spot. Wound up first week with
—"Captain Castile" (20th) -(2d wk). their first weeks, latter sans New .smash $66,000,
below hopes. New
Headed for another big one, alter Year's Eve. "The Fugitive" climbed Year's Eve 'ar below expettjincy,
to terrific. $33,000 at Victoria in inlanding superb $24,500 in opener.
Roxy .(20th) (5,886; 80-S1.80)—
Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)— itial week going through New Year's "Daisy
Kenyon" (20th)
stagebill
"Swordsman" (Col) and "Glamour Eve, only a few thousand dollars shy topped by Lanny plus
Ross, Senor
Girl" (Col) (3d wk). Continues at of a new record. Disappointing Dec. Wences, Wiere Bros.
(2d wk). Doing
good pace. Last week, trim $8,000. 31 trade probably kept this from a nicely despite snowstorm handicaps
Music Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)— new high.
With, help of New .Year's Eve,
Other newcomers were hurt by the climbed
"Wistful Widow" (U)"ahd "Pretendto stout $120,000 in initial
(ra.p.).
From Para- storm. "Senator Was Indiscreet" at stanza
(Rep)
er"
ended Dec. 31, including
mount, and going along nicely. Last Criterion was only $33,000 in first single showing Christmas eve,
bat
week, "Christmas Eve" (UA) and week, and "Exile" at Winter Gardeiu ^onsiderablv und^
N Y's
e days), sad hit $30,000. both disappointers. "Ty
"Rusty" (Col) (2d
Eve plus Wednesday was $20,000,
coon"
at Palace Vvas in much the
$2,300.
about $10,000 below "expectancy.:
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)— same category, being just $29,000 in
State
(Loew's) (3,450-43-$l.l0)—
"Walter Mitty" (RKO). Indications first session.
"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Trouble
are for a big stanga. Last week,
Estimates for Last Week
With Women" (Par) (2d rims). Be"Each Dawn" (WB) and "Bad Men
Astor (Citylnv.) (1,300; 80-!81.80)— ing helped by New Year's trade. In
(WB) (reissues), oke "Bishop's
Missouri"
Wife" (RKO) (5th wk). ahead, "Cass Timberlane" (M-G) <2d
$4,200 in 9 days.
a solid biz-getter. Last week, run) and "Blondie's Holiday" (Col)
Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; 45-80)— Still
without help of New Year's Eve. (1st run), vexy good $29,500 for ini"Wild Irish Ro.se" (WB). Starting since it ended
Tuesday (30), went tial straight-filmer for this former
out like real winner. Last week, to sturdy
nationally-known vaude house.
$36,000. Stays on indef.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3.100; 44of Blue" (EL) and "Return Rin Tin Tin" (EL). Switch to
film fare for week, looks so-so. Last
week, "Last of Red Men" (Col) and
Cab Calloway orch heading stageshow, very nice $16,000.
State

$5,400.

wki.

(9th

Capitol, with '.'High Wall" and stageshow headed by Tommy Dorsey, did
only moderately well at $73,000 since
taking in Dec. 31 and midnight show

litty/

was

fourth

(BrandtT (1,736; 70-$l.r)0)
— Mayfair
"Genlleman'.s Agreement" (20th)

Seattle.

65)—"Out

steady.

Eve be*

Year's

(760, $l.'20-$2.40)—

$1.20)— "Nicholas Nickleby" lU) (6th
wk). Improved a bit in fifth session
ended Friday (2) to get $6,000;

'Road/ 'Rose' Pace Field

Majestic
(Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB). Starting
oil
stoutly.
Last week,
"Daisy

Kenyon"

Seattle;

New

Goidcn (RKO)

•

grosser,

.

(M-G).

in

ing very mild $7,500.

(

20-

start

Last

week taking

were sorely "Mourning Becomes Electra'' (RKO)
disappointed with New Year's Eve (7th wk). Still a nice money-maker.
business which was probably the Sixth frame concluded Tuesday 30
slowest in several years. Rain and perked up to trim $9,300 after $8,600
sleet New Year's day (1) and more for fifth stanza.
rain and some snow Friday (2) also
Little Carnce;ie (Indie) (460; 95-

i

Providence.
storm knocked
the bottom out of what normally
is" a very hefty week here.
Request

weekend

Heavy

95)— wk).

Never"

com

of Deo. 26, most houses

Week
(3,000;

'Kenyon -Lanny Ross Big 120G

|

\
(M-G)
95)—

-

;

While Broadway flrstruns have
di.splayed reniarkable
ebac k
powers after the record snowstorm

|

95)—"Had over shapes

To Be You" (Col) (2d wk) with Ritz
Town's leader in
Bros.- on stage.
coin. Last weelc, terrific $85,000.
95)—
(B&K)
(900;
Garrick
-."Swordsman" (Col) (2d wk). Still
K)lid. Last week, fancy $25,000.

hto '48, Auto Ban Cutting

(31 ) night. It kept many
out-of-towners from coming to New
York for New Year's Eve celebraheaded by Robert Alda, Bcla Lugosi tions and prompted others living
and Gordon MacRae, all right $15,- outside N. Y. to start for home early
to escape being marooned with their
200.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- cars in Manhattan.
60)— "Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk).
Despite all these handicaps, ParaMaintaining very strong pace after mount and Music Hall are soclio.
terrific $21,800 opener, better than Former, with "Where There's Life'"
and Stan Kenton band and Vic
fox* G C 8 si)
35-55)— Damonc heading stageshow, h t
Mayfair (Hicks)
(980;
Started $102,000 in first week ended Dec. 30,
(UA).
"Mons. Verdoux"
New Year's Eve and drew okay and is continuing big in second
press. Last week, "Comedy Carnival" round. The Par flagship also found
New Year's Eve a bit offish in this
(UA) mild $6,400.
first holdover week.
New. (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
(20th)
(2d
wk).
Music Hall, with "Good News" and
"Capt. Castile"
Drawing them: in after smash initial Xma.s stageshow, soared to $158,000
in fourth week ending Dec. 31, inweek at $20,000.
25r75)—
(WB)
(3,280;
cluding New Year's Eve, which was
Stanley
"Wild Irrsh Rose" (WB). Holiday a bit over hopes. It wind."! up this
entry indicates hefty action. Last show today (Wed.), with "Paradine
week, "Always Together" (WB), dull Case" opening Jan. 8.
Roxy, another
stageshow
spot
$9,900.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)— that's in high gear, struck a nice
Opened New $120,000 in week endinj? Dec. 31 with
(RKO).'
"Tycoon"
Year's Eve and shapes fairly steady; "Daisy Kenyan" and stagebill topped
(RKO)
Last week, "Out of Past"
by Lanny Ross, Senor Wences, al"
though this was $10,000 below hopes.
nice ?10,200.
Taking in New Year's Eve trade,
house got only $20,000 for Wednesday (31), a big disapppointment.
Spending
Holiday

in-

clude the UiS. amusement tax

,

.

Eve

trade.

61

their

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70) .r- "Swordsman"
(Col) and
vaude. Looks oke. Last week, "I
Love Trouble" (Col) and vaude

"

1

Year!s

fairish

McCoy" CM-G) was

.

midnight

shows and are maintaining an okay
pace despite an all-day downpour
Thursday (1). Standout new bills
likely will be '^The Swordsman" plus
vaude at the combo Hippodrome and
"Wild Irish Rose" at the Stanley.
Solid holdovers after very big getaways are "Road to Rio," at Keith's,
and "Captain from Castile," at the
New.

HoaiT Huge $57M 'Past' Sock 24G
Holiday

extra

.

Holiday Biz, But Hope-Kenton Socko

spots got

new product with

).

,

ol;

Staff Of six employees were
their notice that
along with
formed
iui nii.u cui.Mb
"
the shutdown was "temporary pen-

i

]

;

Eighth
y^,.,^

>

;
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Forly'second

Top^Grossers by CtHopanies

Future Stars Shine Brightly

how many pictures each company distributed during 1947
$2,000,000 or over and how much coin' each received or
will receive in total domestic rentals from themi
No. Of
$3,000,000
Total
PIX
Rentals
15'
,.,
$50,900,000
Here's

CotttinueA ffom pa^e 7

Amber", and "The Homestretch," how
he's Victor Mature's brother in"Bal»
lad of Furnace Creek."
Barbara Lawrence
getting the
old buildup for her work in "Margie"
and "Give My Regards to Broadway."
Jean Peters unknown until her

—

now

"Mickey."
Cathy Downs— femme lead in "The
Noose Hangs High," Abbott & Cos-

—

Bichajrd Webb
won "Galahad"
role in ''Connecticut Yankee'' after
loanout to
for "Out ot the

RKO

tello starrer.

Looks very promising.

Past."

Metro's

New

Republic rai?es aoout:
Peter Miles— nine - year - old for
whom Rep expects "The Red Pony''
to. accomplish what "The Yearling"
did for Claude Jarman,- Jr.
Jeanette Nolan— radio actress who
gives out in "Macbeth," with Orson
Welles— her first screen role.

faces

Here's Metro's stable:

Karin Booth— showgirl In several
Metr'o musicals, she got her

big
break in "Unfinished Dance"; featured in "City," and lined up for
more big ones.
Cyd Charisse— feature billing in
"The Harvey Girls," after a dance
number in "Ziegfeld Follies"-and
theft again In "Fiesta," in which she
regi.^tered a smash. Then "Unfinishfirst

BKO

•fMaster

Beery's

of

Lassie"'

a

'-"Alias

on

defljnitely

his

and

way

'Gloria Orahame^dropped by Metro after "Song of the Thin Man,"
and vrere they sorry when those

,:

up.

Betty Oarrett
caught Leo's eye
With, her "South America, Take It
Away" in Broadway's "Call Me Mister,''
year after her husband,
tarjty Parks, hit stardom in "The
Jolson Story," she snags- star billing

reviews popped! Currentin "Roughshod."
Jane Gr^er
won her spurs in
"They Won't B.elieve Me," followed
by co-star roles with- Robert Mit"Crossfirei"
ly starred

A

.

|

ICichard Hart—smash hit in "Dark chum and Dick Powell, respectively,
of the Moon»" his first Broadway in "Out of the Past" and "Station'
show. Hart .was featured in "Desire West."
Me" and "Green Dolphin Street,"
Barbara Hale—starred first in "A
but his name will be in the 'same Likely Story," opposite spouse Bill
s«e Jype as Barbara Stanwyck's in Williams, ditte with Arthur Kennedy
in "The Window," her next.
::'Kf-:s Daughter." -,
."{Jlaude Jarman, Jr. -.-.aimed for
"
Bbb.er( Byan-^lotig silence after he
Sfairdom because of his work* in "The enlisted, following
male lead with
Yearling."
Ginger Rogers in "Tender Cdmrade;"
Marina Ko.shetz— operatic thrush flashed again in "Crossfire,"
-.then jvon
will l»e featured in "Luxury Liner." top-rung
billing again with Merle
Metro has great hopes for her.
Oberon in "Berlin Express."
,At!(fel'»'Ii«nsbu|ry— somewhat of a
Albert Shairpe—"Finian's Rainbow"
vet,, but belongs here becauFc she
leprechaun 'wag snagged by RKO,
her 'first starring roles in "If
;
who immediately loaned him to U-I
Winter Comes" and "State ot the
for role of Deanna Durbin's paw in
Union."
"tJp in Central Park." Hot as a' firePeter

Umi>ersa,l-Internotional

•

lifces:

Francois—French stage-

right off the boat ipto
co-star chore with Miss Tbren ih
'The Tin Flute."
.star,

•

.

Louisa Horton--fresh out 6£ legit
("The Voice of the Turtle"), into
My Sons."

femme. lead in "AU

Lew Parker — Legit-vaude-n'itery-

.radio star can add "film stM" to Ws
list; tees off with "Aye You With
iV?"
.

—

.

Marta Xdren
Sweidish actress'
U. S. debut is in 'the. Hedy Lamarr
role in "Casbah," remake of "Al'

Tony Martin.

,

gm

••

•

quite
posite

.

Lawtotd~has been around
a spell, but "Good News," opJune AUyson,

is

his ftrst star

stint.

Janet Leiffh—femme lead opposite

Van Johnson

her

in

first

'picture

"Romance of Rosy Ridge," then featured in "If Winter Cbmes." Next is

,

femme

lead,

Lassie."

.

in "Master

of

up ivckek

'sending
.

—

is

—

.

;

Christian

Parampunfg White Hopev

I

,

Paramount toppers see the follow-

*iSg,

through rose-colored glasses:

Billy De Wolfe—one pt Par's pet
comics, after hjopups in "Blue Skies,"
"Perns of Pauline," -"Dear Ruth" and
^Variety Girl." Deflhitely a comer.
Msry.niiteher
tiek back to New
York and "Oklahoma!" after her
hit in "Variety Girl" js part of Par's
buildup campaign for Miss Hatcher.

Kelleffn—Swedish star
known in his own country as
Kjellin; set to star with Miss
Jones
'Tender Is the Night" as his first
for Selznick.

AU

m

Beatrice Pearson—contractee
from
the New York stage being
groomed
for stardom.

—

Ricliy

Soma—ditto,

ValH—Italian

actress

(first

name

in I'Abigail,

Ahda, but mustn't use) loaned
by
David O. Selznick after "Paradine
Case' to Lasky-MacEwen for the'
eagerly sought "Olga Treskovna"

Rams

role in "Miracle of the Bells"

WMda

iHendrlx—starred,

arid

initially,

Dear Heart," with Claude
MacDonald Carey. Snag-

,ged by Par after a hit in Warners'
Confidential Agent," she clicked

again

m

"Welcome Stranger," again

in

Universal-International's
the Pink Horse."

"Ride

John Lund-~ovorshaaowed by

vir-

tuoso roles of Olivia De Havilland
in
To Each Hi.s Own" and

Betty
Button, in "Pauline," Lund is in the
Digger-and-better groove final l.v costarring now with Jean Arthur
'and
Miariene Dietrich in "A Foreign
Affair."

—

Florence Marty
Czech actress
making her U. S, bow as Ray Milland's co-star.*(i "Sealed Verdict."
George Beeves
elicited in "So

—

Proudly

We

Hail,"

then

went

into

Stars Alone Not Enough
Continued from page 3

;

issuei da and Barbara Bel Geddes; "Honeyfrom- the moon," Shirley Temple and Franchot
Tone, and about $1,750,000 with "The
Locket," Laraine Day and Robert
"where near }he top is- there through Mitchum.
a combination of values^ not through
United Artists had "Christmas
star strength alQne.
Eve,"
George Raft and George
"dopacabana,"
Brent,
$1,000,000;
Cros by the ExcejtUon
Groucho Marx and Carmen MiranThere's one ejw^tion-^the inevi- da, $1,250,600; "Matomber Aftaiv,"
table Bing. It was Crosby, alqtjg with Gregory Peck arid, Joan Bennett,
Ingrid Bergman, who indisputably $1,600,000; "Ramrod,"- Joel" MeCrea
was 1946's top money player. Miss and Veronica Lake, $1,300,000; "The
Bergman, appeared in: no films in Other Love," 'Barbara Stanwyck and
1947. The Groaner was in'only one. David Niven, $1,400,000; "Monsieur
But that was enough to prove his Verdoux," Charles (3b«i*Jin,.probably
strength. It was "Welcome Stranger" under $1,000,000; "Effi^««>red Lady,"
(Par) and, with ' no values beside; Hcdy
Lamarr, -'^^^PliOOO;
and
some good supporting players and J'Lured," Lucille "fPP' $700,000*
si
pleasant little story, it reached
seventh place, on the top-grosser list'
with $6,100,000.
It
already
has
Above list makes it abundantly
stashed in the till right "now. With
clear that it's more than a single
only 4,200 dates played, $4^70,000.
.star~name that adds up to a big
Fancy Div*gross these days. Else how come
the iiuccess of "Best Years of Our
Esther Williams fished by Metro
in which Teresa
out of a swimming tank—-is far and LJyes," $11,500,000,,
away the most -potent of the newer W^right appears, fis against "ImperLadjr," $l,800,OOb, in which she
fect
players to establish herself as a
also starred. Or "Duel in the Sun,"
power.
bat twice, she
tjiis

films that didn't make the list. And
virtually every picture that's aiiy-

,

.

-

—

.

$10,750,000,

20th-Fox's Stable
Here's a peek through ZOth^Fox's
crystal ball:

—

Robert Arthur
supporting stint
"Mother Wore Tights" garnered
him. romantic lead opposite Peggy
Cummins in "Green Grass Of Wyom-

m

•iiig."

—

Vanessa Brown
consensus says
material, aft?f "The Late
George Apley," "The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir" and "Foxes of Harrow."
Oolccn Gray—^bits, and then a
smash in "Kiss Of Death." Happy
star

days ahead.

Glenn Langan— .slow but steady;
in
"Margie," "Forever

important

properties"

are

Hfil

Wallis'

Kirfc

Douglas Wendell Corey, Mickey
Knox. Douglas Dick and Kristine
Miller; Howard Hughes' Faith Domergue, George Dolenz and Donald
Bulca, oil being showcased initially
in Wendetta"; and Screen Plays'
Henry Morgan, radio star whose first
film star role

"So This

Is

•

in,-

in SP's
York."

is

New

first jilm,

Then there are Howard Hawks'
Joanne Dru, starred, after "Abie's
Irish Rose," in "Red River"; Hazel

'

'

.

Going through tht.-liqp fllme.
be seen that vHtS added

—

My

News")

who wound an E-L contract for a
role in F. Hugh Herbert's "For Love
Or Money" and became the toast of
Broadway overnight. Both femmes
are being paged pantingly for piXi of
course.
Definitely in the running is Pat
Marshall, no longer with Metro but
an eyeful as the menace in "Good
News," as was expected after the
hit she made on Broadway with that
"I'm in Love with a Married Man"
bit in "The Day Before Spring."

^

to
their success, u'tidpubf^dl^;,. but no
indivifiCual was 'responsible,
"Best
Yeats" had not only a' combo of top'
players, but topnotch story and direction;'

"Duel" had

color,

western

,

DeM^^d

-

get $2,000,000:

in- Triangle's
^'rom 'Paramount, "Perfect Mar"Sleep, My Love" after scoring in l^iage," starring Loretta Young and
Enterprise's "Body and Soul"; Sey- TJavid Niven, $1,300,000; "Imperfect
mour Nebenzal's Jorja Curtright, Lady," Teresa Wright and Ray Milwho starred in her first picture, land, $1,800,000; "Blaze of Noon,^'
"Heaven Only Knows," and Mark Sonny Tufts and Anne Baxter, $1,Hellinger's Howard Duff
"Sam 850,000, and "Easy Come, Easy Go,"
Spade'' of radio— who's prominently Barry Fitzgerald and Dian« Lynn,
featured in "Tlie Naked City" and' $1,000,000.
"All
Sons."
From Columbia there jas "The*
Hotter than several pistols, too, Guilt of Janet Ames," Rosalind Bus-,
are Leo Genn, who bolted the J. sell and Melvyn Douglas, $1,350,000;
Arthur Rank stables for star roles "Her Husband's Affair," Lucille Ball
in
RKO's
"Mourning
Becomes and Franchot Tone, $1,500,000,. and
Eleetra"
with
Rosalind
Russell, "Johnny O'clock," Dick Powell, $1,?Oth-Fox's ':The Snake ..pit" with 750,000, although' thb was 9 light*
Olivia De Havilland, and Independ" budgeter which showed a heat profit.
ent Artists' 'The Velvet Toufh,"
Warner Bros, had "Never Say
again with Miss Russell; Kay Thomp- Goodbye," Errol Flynn, $1,770,000;
son who blossomed out after her last "Love and Learn," Jack Carson, $1,-

writer stint at Metro ("Good

it

can

atmosphere, spectacle and a terrific
publicity campaigti alopg the sex
angle; ''Jolson Story" hit the nation's
nostalgia op the bufton; "Forever,
Aiobei?* was based on one of the
best-'KAAwtt books of the eentury,
and all sex to bOot, ki addition to
color and spectacle: W^nconquered"
had Cecil B.
spectacle,
plus Gary Cooper and Paulette Goddard; "Life Witlj Father" is based,
on the widely known and highly
Power, which didn't get on the first popular play and book; "Egg and I"
75 list at all. Or, in the same wobbly was from a best-seller; "Yearling"
category,
"The Ghost and Mrs, had a poignant story and color, plus
Muir," also 20th-Fox, .with Oeae Peck.
Tiemey and Rex Hftrri'soa for the>
When you get to "Green Dolphfn
marquee.
Street," it looks pretty much like
Lana Turner's baby, and, the same
Those Who Failed to Hit
with Gable in "The Hucksters." The
Going down the list through other rest of the more thifli,. $4,000,000 pix
companies. points up the thesis that included "Razor's Edge," whi,ch got
stars alone won't do it. Here are by partially on ZOth's great publicity
some of the pidtures which' failed to' buildup, ','Till the ClOUds»Roll By,"

Brooks, cast importantly

as a nitery star of the first magnitude, opening at Giro's with the
Williams Bros, to nothing short Of
wild acclaim; and June Lpcklufrt,

which Gregory Peck

appeared, as against "Macoi^iber Af$1,600,000, The point hardly
"
need be labored,

fair,"

—

based on thise two r^oan," starrinjg Irigrid Bergman.
BbpntfA Fleiiiinsr— small roles in
first topline rating
'fSf^^well
'Spellbound" and a few others, folOaring Daughters," form- lowed by loanout to
^^•^S?*^,
Pine-Thomas
'
erly. "The' Birds and-the
for, lead in "Adventure
Bees"
Island," lol»
Danny Thotaas—nitery comic who lowed by femme
lead opposite Bing
cHmbed from Chicago's. 5100 Club to Crosby in Paramount's
"Connecticut
*.tOp role in '.'The Unfinished
Dance" Yankee."
Louis Jourdan— Frenchman, also
loaned after "Paradine," to Rampart
Audrey *o.tter— co-starred, for the Productions
and U-I for clinches
first
time at Metro, with Robert with Joan Fontaine
in "Letter from
Taylor in "The High Wall,"
after an Unknown Woman." 'Skedded by
loanout to Warners for "The
Unsus- Selznick for "Romeo and Juliet"
pected."
with Jennifer Jones.
bwildap

.jjerjEormances.

$200,300,(100

—

'.

Bicardo Montalban— made his first
actor-director pachit in "Fiesta," and is
featured in tee's kickofl—on loan, of course—is
p^. an Island with .You." Current Itop male .role in Sierra Pictures'

.star

'

again,
'

6,050,000

Total

Jin> Davis ^real success story; dropped by Metro after "30 Seconds Over
Tokyo,;' "Rosy Ridge" and several
others, he freelanced a role in Republic's "Fabulous Texan/' then was marquee
At
snatched by Warners for male lead scoreid both times without top much
opposite Bette Davis (no relation) in aid from other stars or story ma"Winter Meeting.''
terial.
She brought Metro $3^650*^
Robert Douglas
Britisher who 000 with "This Time For Kfeeps" and
starred right off the bat with Alexis $3,550,000 with "Fiesta," an average
Smith in "Christopher Blake." He's of $3,600,000 a picture.
also in. "Don Juan," and will co-star
Beyond that it's pretty hard' to
With Joan Crawford in "Until Proven pick
exceptions.
Lana .Turner's
Guilty."
.
ability to push Metro's "Green DolVIveca Lindtors-^Swedish import phin Street" to 10th position ($5,hailed by some as "another Berg- 000,000) is one, and perhaps> Clark
man," but quite a gal in her owa Gable's accomplishment in making
right, as "Night Unto Night," "To "The Hucksters,"' likewise Metro, No.
cracker,
-s
the Victor" and "Don Juan" will 12, is another. RKO's "Bachelor and
testify.the Bobbysoxer" reached 13th with;
Selznick's Hot ..properties
Janls Palge^see raves for "Chey- Cary Grant starred,, but Grant had'
Vanguard Films TOwnts:
enne" and others; clear sailing in- co;nsiderable aid from other 'players
Roj-y Calhoun^r^Iso getting. DOS' dicated.
and. the story itself. That's, all the
w.k..
loanout treatment, ineludjii'g
possibilities in "The Golden Circle'''
"Island" with Miss Fleming -and
Assorted Others
pictures those In' that elite which
Warners' "That Hageh Girl" with
grossed more than $4,000,000.
Others in the lineup of hopefuls
Shirley Temple.
On the other hand; try 20thiFox's
labeled by the' trade as "important
.lose
Ferrer—
^'Nightmare Alley,'' starring- Tyrone
,

,

75

.,

United Artists

•

is

•

;

SHO

Columbia

'

Burhanh's^est Bets
Wa.rners
about:

.

,

..

48,050,000
39,050,000
38,800,000
35,750,000
20,450,000
10,750,000
10,500,000

Universal

compiled by Variety in
It's
even more evident

Paule Croset-—hot shot, following
hit opposite Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
in "The Exile."

—

in "City."

—

Vnlversal's Contenders

giers," opposite

10

:

Jericho," her first feature spot.

Jacques

Escapade'' in the offing.

Gentleman"—But

—

i

'

,.

in

Martha
Stewart
featuried
in
"Dni.sy Kcnyon," Mrs. Joe E, Lewis
has been borowed toy Ur'I to share
-star stature with Donald O'Connor
in "With It?" ;
Cplcen Townsend--grapevine .reports a clickeroo in "The Walls of

Badlo's Baveroos'

RKOrbits are on:
Barbara Bel Geddes
KormaA's
little gal;
good notices for -"The
Long Night," but tfie seers say you
ain't seen. nothin' yet, with "I Remember Mama," "Every Girl Should
Be Married" and "The Baltimore

Wally'

in

Pretty," pretty.

screen

ed Dance" and "Island;" and was set
for "Easter ParadB" but broke her
leg and dropped out. There are big
things ahead when she mends.
Tom Drake—still a juve lead—in

Tyrone Power

with

from Castile," next topbilling is in "Deep Water,"
John Russell— he was "Black Jack"
in "Amber," now sitting, in "Sitting
'
'Captain

'

"Merlin" in "A Connecticut Yanltee
in King Arthur's Gourt"-^and going
up the ladder.

BKO

—

vis-a-vis

—

buildup.
Lpls Butler— fifteen and fresh-asa-daisy in her first, title role in

'

which grossed

j

formerly with Paramount and War- the service. Sat around after his
ners, for whom Col has stellar stints discharge and was set for featured
ia store; femnie lead in "Wreck of part in "The Sainted Sisters." Sterling Hay den stepped out of the top
the Hesperus" is first.
male role. Reeves got it.
Eagle lAon'o High Flyers
Olga San Juan her work in "Blue
Skies," "Variety Girl," etc., intrigued
Eagle-Lion is doted obout:
U-1, who borrowed her for her first
Richard Basehart^out of Broad- star chore— "Are You With It?"
way's "The Hasty Heart" into "HeMurvyn Vyc
registered solidly
peat Performance," a warmup for a in "Golden Earrings,"
he's
,

1948

7,

500,000; "Deep Valley," Ida" Lupino
Daiie Clark, $1,400^000,' and
"That Hagen Girl," Ronald Reagan
and Shirley Temple, $1,500,000.
Universal got—or will get—less
than $2,000,000 with "Bide the Pink
Horse," Robert Montgomery; "The
Lost Moment," Susan Hay ward and
Robert Cummings; "Something in
the Wind," Deanna Durbin; "Ivy,"
Joan Fontaine, Herbert Marshall
and Richard Ney; "I'll Be Yours,"
Deanna Durbin; "Temptation," Merle
Oberon and George Brent, and "The
Magnificent DoIV\ Ginger Rogers
And David Niven.
RKO will draw less than $1,000,000
with "The Lonj^ Night," Henry Fon-

and

:

_

which won on music and

<!olor

and

a fliock of names; and "lUother Wore
Tights," .another ot jS^ose musical,,
nostalgia pieces more than a Betty

Grable accomplishment.'

•

Dore Sehary the Top Producer

|

.Producers, directors and writer*
responsible for the year's
top pictures were, almost as hard
to put .a finger on' in 1947 as were
players'. Top honors among the producers .must go to Dore Schary, now

who were

RKO

production chief, who turned
out three important moneygetlers
for his studio, They were "Bachelor
and the Bobby-Soxer," "The Farm'

Daughter" and "Crossfire."
The busiest producer undoubtedly
was Jerry Wald at Warner Bros.
He has' four films oh the over-$2,000,000. list. They are "Possessed,"
er'

"Dark Passage," ^'Tfie Unfaithful"
and "Humoreflque."
WarnetS' Peter 'Godfrfey was the
having
hardest-working director,
made "Two MrH. Carrolls," "Cry
Wolf" and "Escapfe Me Never."

There

among
75

repeaters
aren't ,many
the writers in the year's top

ftiir.s

.

Arthur Sheekman scripted

both "Stranger" and "Dear Ruth"
for

Par,

"Qolden

Abraham
Earrings"

Polonsky

did

Par'

and

for

"Body and Soul" for Enterprise, and
Seaton ddubled on his directing
eSore by cHso writing "Miracle" and
"Pilgrim."

'

'

.

.
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Auniti^smy

.

rathet slawl^ for Metro, has been

Top Grossers

tremendous

of 1847

With

small towns.

in,

250,000 anticipated, that will

Upped Scale Films Cop

make

the company's largest grosser
the original issue of "Gone
With the Wind."
That almost $100,000,000 gross
in
achieved by ''The Golden Circle"
films proves substantially one pojint
in an industry famed for the bitter
made over and over again by dis- relationships between its branches,
tribution execs. That's that only the
upped admission "Pictures probably
big pictures are paying off -with big
drew more punch-swinging in 1947
gro.sses now and the mediocre and
than any other subject. The five
smaller films are dying. It's the old
films that were sold on that basis,
story that "The public is shopping"
intere.st
therefore, have held top
—which didn't apply in 1946 and among producers, distributors and

Hfjn, Place,

it

Following are th* $2,000,000 (or over) films of 1947. Included are
those pictmes Which, in the U. S. and Canadian markets, earned that
much in distributors' rentills or which have played a sufficient number
oi dates* to permit a reasonable estimate that they will bring in
$2,000,000 or more. Alsp included are a few pictures released toward
the end of 1946 on which there weren't enough dates at that time to
estimate what their total gross would be at the end of their releasing'
Company's standard amortization- period. Sinularly, such late 1947
entries as 20th-Fox's "Gentleman's Agreement," Metro's "Cass Timberlane" and RKO's "-The Bishop's 'Wife," have been excluded from this
,

•list.

2.

Best Years of Our Lives*
Duel In the Sun*

3.

Jolson Story

1.

~

5.
6i

8.

•

.

M^G
20th

4

Par

0

BKQ

'

California

i7_

Dear Ruth

l?Stt

10.

Pprilc

Par

'

PflulinA

^

on

± [lla

lUi

±11111::

Vdilcuy

-Aifin

A

.IVCCj^Kfr

24.

ixie

28.

29.

.„

30.

s,

31.

'

1

•

"

32.

Song of Love

33.

Dark

34.

Secret Heaiif

3S

Where There s Life

36.

'Dim

OCA AAA
nAA AAA
1 ^ A AAA
rt

<5,i!u0,u00
r*

3,150,000
3,100,000
1' 1 AA AAA

Par

M-G

3>10l),000

WB

37.

Pursued

No

*
.

Miracle on o^in

47.

Cheyenne

A, .AAA

WB

16 xiue iVLauGjeine

:

,

M-G
.

"
,

RKO
UA

,
'

'

.

'

^

Auin

oi.

nnn
0 fiR n nnn
0 flnn nnn
n tzcif\ nnn
^,DDU,UUU
0 Rnn nnn
0 r;Kn nnn
0 f%f\{\ nnn

*

w is

Tim
1

Par

.

-

'^ v*#\GicAw*^

Xr^owii iu

01.

Two

56.

Homestretch

57..

Stallion

,

,

Ltll

1X713

Via

.

t-

illlLl

'

WB

•

Wagon Gap

58.

£9.

Possessed

WB
WB
WB

m. Boomerang
Shocking Miss Pilgrim

62.

Unfaithful

63.

Brute Force

64.

Romance

65.

67.

WB
U
MrG
M-G

of Rosy Ridge
Happened in Brooklyn

U

Song of Sheherazade'
Suddenly It's Spring

Par

69.

Buck Privates Come Home
Cry Wolf

70.

Great Expectations

71.

Lady
the Lake
Magic Town

68.

72.
73.

Slave Girl

74.

Smash-Up
The Unsuspected

75.
*

WB

U
M»G
'

RKO

U
u
WB

Uppcd-admission picture.
distribution plus

U

.

first

around

•

tet

"Unconquered"

,

"

dubious.

Metro

Paramount

and

ailmiHsioii rcffulai^

retained

rclcnso

relcttBe

their No. 1 and ,2 positions, respectively, in the 1947 boxoffice sweep-

Tuliil

"ni\st
.

Yearn"

.

ifn .stw.noo

(>s.(K)fi.o()0 $;),3wi,(i()0

.

''Duel"
...
"-Araher" ..

T.'iW.OaO

lO.i.^iUllH)

S.,'iO().i)0«

Metro had more pictures
!i,«0«,000
tl,l)(iO,l»0
3,I1<«>.<HW
than any other company in the list "Vn7,ri(iU,i)IIO
r>,tlH(l,(ll«l
"(.MlQUPrHl'
2,.1TO>,00()
which topped $2,000,000 in *"i'^aUier".
L'.7.'ifl,(l()l)
tV,-'.1<MI.(Kt^
Si.CSOO.OOO
domestic gross and also got more
rentals from the group of films than
With the race nip and luck bcany other distrib. It had 15 pix on tween the Gofdwyn and Selznick
the list with a total take of $50,- forces all year, there's con.sidcrable
900,000.
secrecy concerning how much either
Par was second in income with of the two pix actually has in the
$48,050,000 but third in number of till.
"Best Years" is understood,
films on the list.
It had 13 entries however, to have in now approxia.s against Warner Bros.' 14. Latter
Although the
mately
$7,700,000.
had almost $10,000,000 less in in- Selznick ;g,b.q. claims about the
come, getting an aggregate of $38,- sanje, other impartial distribs and
800,000.
circuit execs who've played boUi
WB, as a matter, of fact, was in pictures are of the belief that
foui-th place in income, being ex- "Duel" has banked something less
ceeded by RKO, which had only IQ than "Years,
films on the list. RKO's tremendous

'stakes.

given

being

is

slightly different treatment. It will
play a total of only about 285 uppedadmission engagements. Then, instead of being held back a yoar; as
the other pictures are, it Will .be

'

sent into regular release^for .Easter.
The limited numbet; of tilted admisision playdates gives cause .for.ttilnking that regular release shotild see^ a
$5,000,000 gross.

I

of films

Vapid Squawks

.

Topnotch income

'

the

films are .registering,

I

among organized

exhibitors.

Whilt!

many of the exhib associations were
passing bitter resolutions against the
members apparently
their
policy,
wero booking the films.

—

.

—

-

of

all _ five

however, compared with What they tnight have
received Without the tipped admission, is hardly in line with the terrific squawks they have engendered

.

Only recently, when the number
of such pix got too great, did the
exhib pressure build sufiflciently to
cause distribs to abandon the idea
of further demands for price tilts.
Metro thus called oflf its plan for
"Green Dolphin Street" and 20thFox ditched it on ''Captain Prom
Castile."

j
'

T«Mrs" Vs. "Puer Dnel
film rental as. against number of
films was largely the result of the
Estimates of what the two films
super-colQs-sal $11,500,000 it garnered will
do in regular release are based
on "i'ears." That moved it up from mostly on what they've done up to
fourth position in 1946 to third in now, although there are two schools
1947..
of thought on the subject. One holds
20th-Fox ended fifth among the that "Years" Will do better, on the
distribs on film rentals, in contrast
basis that "qiiality will tell," tlie
to third place the previous season.
Gold wyn film having received unan.

,

.

In addition to the upped admi.s*
pix, there was one true road"

.sion

show film during the year. That was
"Mourning Becomes Electra,*' Whi(^'

Universal retained its sixth slot,
imous praise frotanr pubUc and critics;
while the newcomer, Selznick ReThe other scHoot believes that
leasing Organization, with only one
"Duel'-' will do better betauso it is
film, "Duel," pushed United Artists

playing on a regular two-a-ctay,
tesrrved-seat basis.'
«
is"

1

•

out of seventh.

UA

dropped

to last place, revers-

2,300,000

ing positions with Columbia, which

2,250,000
2,250,000
2,250.000
2.200,000
2,200,000
2,150,000
2,100,000
2,050,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2.000,000
2.000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2.000,000
2,000,000

wound up next to last. Although
Col had only two pix among, the

Top-Grossing Stars of 1947

top 75 grossers, "Jolson Story's"
great
and
$8,000,000
"Down to
Earth's" $2,500,000 gave it a re-

sounding $10,500,000

UA

total.

also

Following are the stars whose names' appeared on the nation's mar*
quees during 1947 and accounted for business at the boxoflice. Accompanying each name is the number: of pictures in which they
starred during the year (out of the' list of S2,000,000-and-over grossers), aggregate rentals their films earned— or will earn— and the aver>"
age per picture, The figures obviously do not x'eflect b-o. power, per.
se, since they make no allowances tqr draw of .co-stars .pr for story,,
director, production values and other ingreitents which- make for a
•

had two pictures. Enterprise's "Body
and Soul" and Hunt Stromberg's
"Strange Woman," for an aggregate
$6,050,000.

Metro's

%

Terms Did

It

i

~

Metro's" .$5O,0bo;000
total
was
achieved despite the fact .it didn't
get a film on the topTgrossers list
until ninth place.
It vcame in at
that point with "The Yearling" at
That indicates the oom-^
$5i250,000.

pany had/no super-colossal
als((

It

indicates,

grossers.

however,

that

there's
considerably
more than
meets the eye" in the tabulations,
presented herewith, of the 1947
films that did more— or promise to
do more— than $2,000,000. Even be-

Circle'

.

'

'

about squeezed ontO/ the list with
a flat $2,0.00,000. "Caesar" did much
Crosby Pic's Surprise
1 better. It was estimated at the end
but actually
Runner-up in the regular admish [of 1946 at $2,250,000,
turned in $2,600,000 before it wound
Its
class is "Welcfimd Stranger."
more than $6,000,000 is something of 'up.'
revisions of the 1946 list of
Other
since
it
has
trade,
in
the
.surprise
a
published in last year's
/about $66,000,000.
been doing tremendously at the b.o. estimates
Divvying show money in the pic- Without too mueh excitement or Anniversary Issue of Variety include "Leave Her to Heaven" (20th)
ture
Sweepstakes and " the real f anfarci
with $5,550,000, inslartlcr of 1947 was Columbia's "The
Right after "Stranger" comes Uni- which finished
Jolson Story."
With .stead of the $5.750;000 estima.ted;
\
Without benefit of versal's "The Egg and I."
admission tuts, it will have garnered $4,950,000 already in the till toward "Blue Skies" (Par) $5,700,000 in$5,000,000; "Road to Utopia"
$8,000,000 before its final playoff. an estimated total of $5,750,000, that stead of
^
,
^
nnn
'^^hat will give it a photo-finish with puts a non-theatre-owning company 'P^^-l
$4^00•"0^'"f
ZOth-Fox's highly-touted— and em- like U at an unusually high point "Green Years" M-G) .$4 650 000 in"Notorious",
$4,750,000;
of
battled—"Forever Amber,"- which is on the tbo-"ros!3ing picture Ust. Its Stead
of $4,500,going out at the $1.20 price scale.
t'pperllsfye^l^ral ''Dark Mirror's" mKO) ,$4.800,()00 instead
(M-G), $4,400,'Jolson,"
"Egg" has been some- 000: "Harvey Gnls
in fact, is the only $2 750 000
straisht admission picture to break wl'iat 'spotty, doing best in the south 000 in.stcad of $4,250,000; and "Poslman Always Rings Twice" (M-G)
.-into the lineup
of the five upped- and West
instead of $4,000,000.
$3,875,000
P^ice entrants in the film iw^epoff
started
Which
Yearling,"
"The

Day

which will easily give it
the $5,000,000 estimated on the up«
in rentals,

per admish.

since

difficult,

|

yond what the statistics reveal of
entire bistoj^f of .the indtistry— and stakes. Its $8,000,000 equals the take the b.o. drawing power of the films
W.of.ihsjB waltzed in in 1946, the of last year's champ, "The Bells of themselves, they reflect the policies
Incidentally, arid strength of the sales organiza'Sf^mii^ boom year pictures have St.' Mary's" (RKO).
RKO' has distributed the top money tions behind them. Likewise, the
known.
picture now for two years in a row. number of theatres each company
Hielier Average
The two other hiked-admish pic- owns or controls.
Count for 1947 again includes one
The 15 "Circle" pictures in 1947 tures in 1947 were Paramount's "Unaveraged almost $6,500,000 each, conquered" and Warner Bros.' "Life British film. Previous year it was
while last
while the 19 the previous year av- With Father." The Cecil B. DeMille "Caesar & Cleopatra,"
Rank entry,
eraged only a bit better than $4,600,- spec will earn $7,500,000, while the year if was another
"Great Expectations." Latter just
000. Counted in the compilations are WB filmisiation of the famed Clarence

partictdarly

is

'

Continued from page 3

those pictures released during 1947
or at the end of 1946 on which there
were a sufficient .number of playoates for industry distribution experts to make a reasonable estimate
ol' gross.
The 1947 "Golden Circle"
pix- actually, have
in the till now

demised list. Mj.ny exhibs pushed
oil booking it until it was recently
revised and given tbe Legion okay.
Ho.wever, it already has in $3,400,000

I

by "Forever Amber" I20th),
"The Unconquered" (Par) anC "Life
With Father" (WB).
Making an estimate of the final
grosses to be achieved. by the quin-

Foreign market formerly was
regular^price
counted on to add about 40% to a none has started fn
e.ntipicture's gross.
With one country ''G'easo as yet. Here are the
however, drawn, as finely as
after another adding restrictions on
distribution
°f
s°tno
top
10
g>"°"P
U. S. films, what percentage can be i'^
can
limn
them:
[experts,
counted on from overseas no.w IS

in regvilar release.

Top 'Golden

'

closely

i

/

,

^ "Aniber"~ suffered a severe loss of
the Catholic Lc^
gion of Decency put it on its con

momentum when

'

.

Estimate based on take o£ increased price

time,

fall.

it

'

2-.300,000

20th
20th

t

:

61.

Ann nnn

2,400,000
2,40a,000
2,350,000
2.350,000

.U
2Gth

•

Road
Escape Me Never

66.

Ttzn

fnt
COJl

.

55.

K

54.

.

i!j£tri<ii

Mrs. Carrolls

E tillLjr B i
Nora Prentiss
Wistful Widow of

53

t*

2,800,000
0 f'AA /^AA
Z,oOO,000
<t f>AA AAA
2,800,000
ti f?CA AAA
2,750,000
•J

Slum ores QUO
Xiigh Hsrbciree
VVaILi AalVCiat

IT*

n AA/\ AAA

Par

..

3,000,000
AAA AA^k
3^000,000
3,000,000
2,950,000
AAA
2,900,000
2,900,000
A A AA A
2,u50,000
1-

Par
Par
Par

,

Leave, No Love
Calcutta
Sinbad the Sailor
Strange Woman ,
Desire Me

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

.

A
•

M-G

39.

An

^'i

0

3,250,000

20th
20th

Passigge^

38.

*t<3.

o,ouU,UUU
O"
A A n f\
3,aU0,Q00

RKO
UA

•

Golden Earrings
Desert Fury

nnn

0 Ann nnn
0 onn nnn

'

27.

•

O'Atin

WD

pecret XjIjlc vvdiier jy^niiy
Farmer's' Daughter
Its a. wonaeriui Lite
Body and Soul
Wonder Whos Kissing Her IMow
Poxes of Harrow
My Favorite Brunette,

25.

'

Leading the pack, both chironoand in the amount of coin
garnered, was Samuel Goldwyn's
"Best Years of Our Lives. Right
liter it in take is David 0. Selnick's
Duel in the Sun," followed less

logically'

That's still further evidence that
grosses were great in 1947; since it
is some $15,000,00 more than the previous year.
Again it dramatizes
that while the big pictures are doing
well, the mediocre and minor product goes begging at the b,o.

IVl"!*

AxVu

'Duuin
Time, Place and Girl
ouiig ui

.

Q Rnn Ann

'Vol*

VTilJl
.

tkn

Both films have pretty much completed their uppe4 admission runs.
"Years" has had 4,500 dates and
"Duel" 5,300. Regular release on
both films will probably start next

|

o,oUU,UUU'
^ fit^n nnn
Q f!c^n nnn
t5,t}0U,UUU

•

Ao.

$260,300,000 in domestic film rentals.

K

it

'

i;

9^n nnn
nn nnn
7cin nnn
oRfi nnn
nnn nnn
nnn nnn
7nn nnn
Rnn nnn
(inn nnn
lAA nnn
Qnn nnn
nnn nnn

more basic and earthly pictureactually a western—which will get
better biz than "Years" in ih«
many small towns that have yet tobe played.

a

exhibitors.

75 Gro.ss $260,300,000

The 75 top flltns—all- those that
grossed $2,000,000 or more— returned
to their distribs an aggregate of

fi

A
4
4

Mother Wora iighte

91

during the boom war years.

fi i

7 Rnn nnn

M-G

16.

ftf

'

R

20th

M-Gr

'

.

U

Hucksters
Bachelor & Bobbysoxer
TUM Cl6ud$ Roll By

14!

.

Par

Razor's Edge

'15.

.

WB

Yearling
Green Dolphin Street

13,
'

'Par

11.

9.

10 750 000
n
nnn nnn
0,UUU)UUU

'

Gross Sweepstakes

Show' Spots

ZOtli'

(

10.

12.

,
"

*

Welcome Stranger
Egg and 1

7.

Sii 500 nnn

SRO
CM.

Forever Amber*
Unconquered*
Life With Father*

-4'.

RKO

since

story will gel $6,260,000.

top grosser.

•

•

•.

.

,

No. of
Jennifer Jones

1

5.

Gregory Peck
Linda Darnell .....
^
Gary Cooper
.i^;.-.
Teresa Wright

6.

Dana Andrews

2.
3.

4.

7.
8.
9.

10/

William Powell
Irene Dunne

Ring Crosby
Larry Patks

Z
1

2
2

....
. f

—

.

.

..

. .

1
1

;

1

....

2

WUde

n.

Cofnel

12.

1

17.

Lana Turner
Gene Tierney
Tyrone Power
Paulette Goddard
Clark Gable ..
Cary Grant

18.

Claudetfe Colbert"

"2

19.

Joan Caulfield

20.

Van

21.

23.

Fred MacMurray
Betty Hutton
Spencer Tracy

24.

Eiither

25.

Ray

26.

Katharine Hepburn

27.

Danny Kaye
Ixiretta Young

13.
14.
15.
16.

22.

.

1

,.

2
1
1

2
1
l

3

.,;

Heflin

S
2

.

Rentals

P«r Flo
$10,750,000
8,000,000
8,000,000
7,500,000

'IMillandf

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

,

;

2
2

I

28.

29.

.

.

'

.

*S

'

30.
31.
32.

6,750,000
3,350.000
3,300,000.
6,400,000
3,150,000
6,100,000
12,100.000
3,000,000
5,950,000
5,850,000
5.650,000
2,80o:00O

33.
34.

2
1

Bob Hope
Van Johnson

.

,

John Garfield
Dorothy Lamour

37.

Douglas Fairbanks.

38.
39.

Hedy Lamarr
Humphrey Sogart

40.

.lameir'

41.

[

42.

|

43.

!

44.

45.

.

.

Walter Pidgeon
Dennis Morgan

36.

35.

.

t

1

1

2
2
2

'.

Jr.

...
. .

Greer Garson"
Robert Mitchiim

1
1

2
2

2,800,000
5,500.000
2,750,000
2,750,000
8,150,000
5;350,000
5.300,000

%'

i.9QO.00O

-

2

Cagney

Alan Ladd
James Stewart
Joan Ci-awford

2
4

1
, .

.

1

3

:

•

3,^0,000

6,8,50.000

,

1

Betty Grable
Rex Harrison

7,200,000
6,875,000
6,250,000
6,250,000
6,100,000
5,250,000
5,175,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000.000
4,775,000
4,700,000
4,500^000
4,375,000
3,967,000
3,930,000
3,900,000
3,800,000
3,650;000

7,800,000
3,800,000
3,650,000
7,200,000

2

I

.

.

l,i;800,000

1
1

Williams

.

Aggfegftte'
$10,750,000
16,000,000
8,000,000
7,500,000
14,400,000
13,750,000
6,250,000
6,250,000
6,100,000
10,500,000
10,350,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
9,550,000
4,700,000
4,500,000
8,750,000
11,900,000

Pfctiires
1.

•

.

-

3,425,000
3,375,000
3,350,000
3,300,000
3,200,000
3,160,000
3,050,000
3,025,000
3,000,000
2,975,000
2,925,000
2,825,000

2,800,000
2,800,000
2,750.000
2,750.000
2,750.000
2,717.000
2,678,000,

2,050,000

"«p(.l

.

.

•

64.

..

Forty-second

P^SrSS^^

Wednesday, January

Anniventary

7,

SOL M. WURTZEL
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1417 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cai.

INSURE YOUR BOX OFFICE
RESULTS FOR 1948

READY FOR RELEASE

* ROSES ARE RED
DON

..

PEGGY

CASTLE,

KNUDSEN,

PATRICIA KNIGHT {Mrsc Cornel Wilde)

GREETINGS
a vigorous airing and two
a nion'l love.

Dirty politics get

beoutiful worhen clash for

GMDE

BETTY
DANGEROUS YEARS

A
--i.

:

^

-

SOON TO

WILLIAM HALOP, ANN E. TODD,
JEROME COWAN, ANABEL SHAW,
RICHARD GAINES, SCOTTY BECKETT

,

-

..

•

hard

hitting,

up

20TH CENTURY-FOX
"CALL NORTHSIDE 777"

to date juvenile delinquency:

Thanks fe

.story.

KAlf

PA^

BE SEEN IN

FRANCES ROBINSON

MIDNIGHT

KENT TAYLOR, PEGGY KNUDSEN

A comedy
~

drama.of a

out of trouble

him

mon who

just can't

stay

and of a woman who helps keep

there.

SHOOTING

ARTHUR TAKES OVER...
JEROME COWAN, LOIS

COLLIER, SKIP

HOMEIER

A

Domestic Comedy in Which Young
America Teaches Its Elders the Facts of (Love) Life

TUCSON... PREPARING
A

modern Western

to

be shot

at the University

of Arizona.

SABU
AS

TICKET TO NOWHERE

.

.

THE

LITTLE

GENERAL

The story of a man's regenerotion.

IN

"BLACK NARCISSUS"
DISTRIBUTED BY 20TH CENTURY-FOX

"MAN-EATERS OF KUMAON"

"SONG OF

INDIA*"

1948

66

f^tSIBj^

Forly-sncoiid

PARAAAOUNT

THEATRE

/times sQUARe
;

N6V/

Wedneaftoy, JaMuary 7, 1948

Animitfattty

^

V0:RK,

December 23* 1^47

Office OF tH 6

DeWolfe
Mr. Billy
paramount Theatre
Y*
New YorK, N.

/

Pea.r Billy:

delightful. vB teve

r.:-;

S
Wd

on

by

-ti^ed ouster..
Thanks Bob Weitman,

fcrly return.

-

1

am

grateful . ^ . and to Bob Shapiro

and your capable
for

staff,

thanks

making my engagement at

the Paramount a most pleas-

ant one. The Season's greetings to

all.

BILLY DE
Direction

WOLFE

MCA

Under Confroct to Paramount Fietures

ROOSEVELT STORY • UNITED ARTISTS • WHISPERING CITY • EAGLE LION • MARCH OF TIME • TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
SPORTREELS • COIVIMUNITY SING < COLUMBIA PICTURES • MIRACLE OF LIVING • U. S. ARMY • HARNESSED LIGHTNING
• UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL * SPORTUTE • PARAMOUNT PICTURES • PATHESCOPE • CONDUCTOR CARNEGIE "POP" SYMPHONY • RADIO TRAN- • SPELL OF CHINDY METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER - INTERNATIONAL • BIA PICTURES • U S.
SCRIPTIONS 500 STATlOl^
GOVERNMENT * B. K.
• SING & BE HAPPY *
BLAKE • ONE WORLD OR
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONNONE • PHILIP RAGAN
AL ^ THE NEW AMERICA
ASSOCIATES • BROOK• LIFE MAGAZINE PANLYN U.S.A. • UNIVERSAL.
OR AM A • LOUIS DE
INTERNATIONAL • MAGROCHEMONT • SILVER
AZINE MAGIC •PAUL
STRINGS • MOOD MUSIC
THOMA • ELECTRIC TRAN• SPELL OF CHINDY •
SCRIPTIONS • LANGMETRO - GOLDWYN - MAYWORTH FEATURE PROER • ELECTRICAL TRANGRAMS • SPELL <>F
SCRIPTIONS • LANGCHINDY • METRd-GdLDWORTH FEATURE PROWYN-MAYER • SILVER
GRAMS * MAGAZINE
STRINGS • MOOD MUMAGIC • PAUL THOMA
SIC • LOUIS DE ROCHE• BROOKLYN U.S.A. •
MONT •LIFE MAGAZINE
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAflON^
PANORAMA • THE NEW
AL • ONE WORLD OR
AMERICA • SING &'BE
NONE • PHILIP RAGAN
HAPPY • UNIVERSAL-INASSOCIATES • B.
TERNATIONAL • ROOSEBLAKE • U. S. GOVERNVELT STORY • UNITED
THE GAFNI
ARTISTS • WHISPERING
STORY • COLUMBIA PICCITY • EAGLE LION •
TURES • UNIVER^AL-INMARCH OF TIME •
tSRNATlONAL • NEWSTWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
REEL • U.S. NAVY
PIC• SPORTREELS • COMTORIAL RESEARCH • RAYMUNITY SING • COLUMBELL • MARCH OF TIME
BIA PICTURES • MIRACLE
• TWENTIETH CENTURY
OF LIVING • U.S. ARMY
FOX • WHISPER NG
HARNESSEb LIGHTNING
CITY • EAGLE LION
UNIVERSAL-INTERNARAY-BELL • PICtORIAL
\
iTIONAL • SPORTLITE •
RESEARCH • U. S. NAVY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES •
„• UNIVERSAL - INTERNAPATHESCOPE • CONLeading Film Musical Director in the
NEWSREEL
THE
DUCTOR: CARNEGIE "POP"
VaFNI STORY • 60LUMSYMfHONY * RADIO

Greetings to All
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INDUSTRK

nflTionnii thehtiiis
Charles

P.

Skouras, President

FBX miDOffST THIfiTRe
€imer C. RKoden, President

F,

H. Rick^tson, President

iVIRGRlIN STHTI THIRTRIS

m

Frank

1.

Newman,

President

fOISGBRSin THERTRtS
Harotd

J.

Fitzgerald, President

FOX PHIfaRBEiiPHiR THERTRES
Harold Scidenberg, Managing Director

FOX miEHIORN THERTRES
David M. Idzaf, Preiident

FBX UfEST eORST THERTRES
George Bowser, General Manager
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Pine
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Thomas
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Seoson^s Greetings

Comeiford - Publix Theaties Corp.

CONGRATULATIONS
NOW
UNDER

CONTRACT

TO
OilM^T
.

rox

UniversaMnternational

nCTURfS

FROM AN EX-MUG6

CLAUDE BINYON

—

This industry of ours grew from infancy to its present gigantic stature as a double attraction
An entertainment-hungry public sicyrocketed nickelodeons into mighty movie palaces because
they took to their hearts the sure-fire, diversified programs that were the foundation of our success
a
dramatic feature for the adults, a two-reel comedy for the younger element (and that often meant
from six to sixty), a scenic and a news.

business.

In the early days there were as many come'dy stars as there were dramatic top-notchers, and
But the comedy stars, disre>
very often the two-reel comedy was a greater draw than the feature.
garding the maxim that brevity is the essence of humor, moved into the feature length class . . . and
by so doing, eventually into oblivion. Audiences soon learned that their favorites of the shorter subjects
became very unfunny attempting to sustain feature length.

The

two-reelers, stripped of

and were

name

value, with less

and

less

entertainment appeal>

became

"fillers"

worthless as the exhibitors' second attraction.

To fill thisimportant secondary spot, the exhibitor substituted a second feature, but it doesn't take
an economist to figure out that the second feature would have to effect some short-cuts in order to
assure itself of alreturn. The studios recognized the situation and set up the distinction now known as
"A" and "B". But audiences couldn't be fooled eitheir. They were quick to grasp the distinction and
history repeated Itself.
The "B's" graduafiy dropped in budget, in production values, in quality until
they too became "fillers"—more of a business-killer than a stimuldnt.
Again you exhibitors were called upon to fmd a substitute for a second attraction. And the»mar»
quees of today's theatres bear the answer. Two "A" features teamed together on one program.
But that is an unhealthy situation.
It is obvious that you fJon't team up two top-grossers.
And
two distressed "A's" together certainly are not conducive to sending audiences home in a happy frame
of -mind.''
There is another obstacle to the teaming of two "A's", regardless of their quality. One or both
of them are going to degenerate into fillers—-and the movie-going public who are willing and eager
as ever to build your box office, given the right attractions,, will pronounce the same judgment that
•

•

^

killed off the two-reelers.and deteriorated the "B's."

We feel that showmanship and only showmanship can fill that second attraction spot that
is so vital to our business. And we have injected that showmanship into the newest idea in
The real answer to the problem! Our 50 minute feature comedies
motion pictures!
in quality, in production value/ in entertainment!
of a top "A" feature
ore
They are the only solution to your crying need for a box.office stimulant to bolster
thai all-important second attraction spot. No "fillers" ... no tired "B", but V2 of the
highest quality "A" to come out of Hollywood . . . specifically designed for audience applus a turnover that will spell top grosses!
peal

—

We

—

sincerely believe that this type of product will enable you to get

rourtded programi that built

oW

business to tremendous proportions!

back to the

sure-fire, well-
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WILLIAM

A.

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

7,

1948

SEITER

UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

BACON
DIRECTED

"GIVE

MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY"
.

"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME"

20TH CENTURY-FOX

In frc|Mirafien

"THE GUTTERING HILL"
A LLOYD BACON-SAM JAFFE ritODUCTION
.

FOR INDEPENDENT RELEASE

ALAN YOUNG
MOTION PICTURES
20fli

CEIITURY FOX

TEXMO

«

Management

JAMES

L

SAPHIER

AGENCY,

INC*

THE COMBINING OF THE HIGHEST

AND

CINEAAA ENTERTAINMENT WITH THE

MOST

SHIP

IS STILL

THE DRIVING POLICY

FINEST TRADITIONS

EFFECTIVE

OF

SHOWMAN-

AND AIM OF ...

.

GOLDEN PRODUCTIONS
ROBERT

S.

GOLDEN

Producer

NOW

IN PRODUCTION:

"TEXAS, BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN"
(Based on the Barry Benefield Best-Seller, "Eddie and thcAirchangel Mike")

WILLIAM CASTLE.

EDWARD

Director

FOR UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

.

A.

GOLDEN.

Executive Producer
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Forty-second

Happy

Wednetdoy, Jannnry 7, 1943

Anniversary

P^fSiB^jY

'

New Year
FROM

BUTTERFIELD ThEATRES

MICHIGAN
INSTITUTION

1948

1906

MUSIC HALL

RADIO CITY

Rockefeller Center,

Showplaije of the Nation

institution

and

known throughout

stage

shows notable

the world for

for their

good

its

taste,

N. Y,

presentation of outstanding motion pictures

beSuty and perfection of execution.

WedneBday,

Jannwy

7,

1948

Anniversai'y

7S

F«rfy4MO>Hl
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JOHN
"LEAVE HER
//

M.

Wedn^,

AnnherMmy

UH^RSSfr

January 7, 1948

STAHL

TO HEAVEN"

OF HARROW"
JUST. COMPLETED
it

"WALLS OF JERICHO

CONGRATULATIONS

On Your 42nd Year

in

Show Biz

L.EW f>a.rke:r
Just Completed

"ARE

YOU WITH

IT"

FOR UNIVERSAUINTERNATIONAL

BEST WISHES

LEO ROBIN

J

76
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^fSMETY

W«dneeday« JoBVavy

Aunimnmy

7,

I943

Holiday
Greetings

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

New
MAINE
AND

York

NEW

Original

Of

HAMPSHIRE
THEATRES

Home

Broadway's

Greater
2-for'l

Shorn

GO
Greetings to All

Our

*

I

Friends in

Show

Business

Whiteway

Electric

Sip

AND

John

J.

Ford

Maintenance Company
1317-23 Clybourn Ave.
Chicago,

III.

Michigan 6580

Thomas

F.

Flannery,

President

VcdncBday, Janiwiy 7,

19^

Farly.,econd

f^SsRIEfv

Annivertary

DORE SGHARY
In Charge of Production

RKO

Radio Studios

77

F^rtyteeond
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f^mJE^fr

WcJnewlay, Sannarj

Anniversary

Seasons Greetings

BOB HOPE

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
.

to

^^Ty

from

We

CANADA!

point with pride to th^ fact that John

GarfieMr who

stars in 1|wo of the season's

most outstanding

pictures,

"Body and Soul"

and "Gentleman's Agreement,"
tract to

FAMOUS PLAYERS
CANADIAN CORPORATION

LTb.

operaHng
350

THEATRES

IN

CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
.

.

y

our company.

is

under con-

%

1948

'

Vedneaday, Janmuy 7, 194S -

—-r-'

forty-^econd

f^SsStffS^Mt

4'*"}^'^'*'Y

The Marquee-Note
of Quality

"Color hy

TECHNICOLOR"

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
Herbert T. Kalmus, President
,

'

and General Manager

.V..'
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FROM THE

Anniversoiry

P^fSil&lhr

Wcdnemliiy, January 7, 1948

OFFICES. OF

GEORGE
PRODUCING FOR TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

NEXT RELEASE

"KIGHTM ARE ALLEY"
IN RELEASE

"I

WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW"

«

EDWARD
EVERETT
~

HORTON
Season's Oreetings

JONES. LINICK
CHICAGO,

& SCHAEFER
ILLINOIS

81

BUD

LOU

ABBOn - COSTELLO
COMING RELEASE
for

EAGLE LION FILMS

NOOSE HANGS HIGH

T

Forlyteeond

82

US^lSff

W/Minc8day, January 7, 1948

Annivertvry

GREETINGS

RUSSELL MARKERT
OF

RAMMITY

MUSIC HALL

NEW YORK

CITY

CONGRATUlAriONS

Nassoar Studios,

Inc.

Alliance Theatres

5746 SUNSET BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD

28,

Corp., Chicago

CALIFORNIA

'
.

y

.'

World's Newest and Most Up-to-Date Studios
S. i.

GREGORY
G«— rol

lilaiM4«r

*
ESSANESS

ORIENTAL
CHICAGO

Contribute To The

Motion Picture

Relief

Fund

¥*''^f**^

PT^^Eff :Am^mfjt

EDMUND GWENN
MLEASeS

1947

1948

ON 34TH STREET" ~ 20TH-FOX
"GREEN DOtPHiN STREET" - M.G.M.
"LIFE WITH FATHER" ~ W.B.

MIRACLE

'THE

MASTER OF LASSIE" - M,G.M.

"AN APARTMENT FOR PEGGY - 2()TH-FOX

'THUNDER IN THE VALLEY" ~ 20TH-FOX

Under Contract

to

METRO- GOLD WYN-MAYER

BEST WISHES

FOR THE ISIEW YEAR

ROY ROGERS
AND

TRIGGER

RUTH DEL RUTH
Productions, Inc

IN PROmjcrtON

OF BABE RUTH"

"THE LIFE
IM RELEASE

"IT

ON

HAPPENED

IN

AVENUE"

FIFTH

PREPARATION

RED UGHT"

FOR AUIEO ARTIST RELEASE

"
.

.

.

;

"
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

Congratulaiions

From a

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

New Fashioned
Rlalfo

FROM THE
World's Largest and Most Beautiful

Old fashioned

RIALtO

.

.

.

DRIVE-IN

THEATRE
State

and Van Buren

THEATBE
«»

ARTHUR

AT

"Esoteric"

WAUKEGAN & GOLF ROADS

MAYER

CHICAGO

f9500 NO.

WAUKEGAN)

CHICAGO.

ILL.

"-7
.

GREETINGS

ASTOR and VICTORIA THEATRES
NEW YORK

JOHN

Forty-second

86

Dallas Exhibs

Fonn New

Indie Ass'n,

Tony Liguori.

'

.

Irene Rosen, formerly with
has joined Republic exchange
as private secretary to Ike

Dallas,

of locEil exhibs have formed
independent Theatre
Dallas
Owners Assn. Phil Isley, circuit
operator, was prime mover in organ-

Group

group and has been named
chaimian. Lloyd Bust, of Gene Autiy

izing the

Enterprises,

move and

assisted

Isley

the

in

serving as secretary.
Col. H. A. Cole was re-elected prez
and most ot the other oflicer.s .were
renamed at the annual confab here
of the Allied Theatre Owners of
Texa.s. Officers besides Cole are Rutin Frels, C. D. L°eon, B. K. McLendon, Martha McSpaddeh, B. N. gmith;
Posey Williams and B. B. Heralson,
vice-presidents; A. W. Lilly, secre-

,

is

tee

tarv-treasurer. and

Bell,

Henry

Sparks, Will Dorbandt, L. C. Tidbell.
Lonnlc Legg. Phil Isley, H. Ford
Taylor; W. J. Chesher, Walter Knoche
and B. J. Cordell, directors.
Eagle Lion has opened its new ex-

change here.t:iair Hilgers.

Brangh

is

r

as Churches
:.

.

.

.•-.Dallas.:

:

B, Adelman and Harry Sachs
I.
have granted the use of their Del-

man theatre here to a local Episcopal
congregation until it's new
church, now under construction, is
completed. Gene Autry Enterprises,
operator of the Kessler theatre, has
e;itended use of the house to .a Baptist Church in that vicinity for use
Sunday mornings.

•

Don

C. Clark and Ed V. Green
have formed a partnership in two
service companies, the Texas Theatxe Service Co. and Money Mart
of Texas. The first is a buying and
booking office and the other a box-

Both are forClark is son of

office stimulant plan.

mer

salesmen.

_

1948

7,

amusement tax

despite protests from
three groups who claimed the
levy
on top of a 20% Federal tax, is

Don Baecher has been appointed

manager of the newly-opened Glendalc, modernistic 997-seater and latest unit in 2Qth Centur,y The«tres*
65-house chain in Ontario.

''lin:
"

just.

«t

$40:i?go°a^Uy

branch manager.
Film Classics of Western Penna,,
Sullivan to Strand, Syracuse
Inc.; will change its. corporate, name
New Charlotte Drivc-^In
Syracuse,
of Pitts1,'
.
T «.
r,
.
Duke Clark, Paramount district to Screen Guild Productions
Jeff Sullivan, of Loew's State
Charlotte.
burgh. Hymie Wheeler, ex-Mono, is
manager.
New
theatre
built Providence, R. I., has. replaced Jno
drive-in
will
be
Harry M. Paul, district manager the local manager.
just beyond the city limits of'Char- Sloan as managei' of Loew's Stranri
Bert Steam's Cooperative Theatres
"*
in: the Atlanta territory for RCA's
lotte.
R. C. Sanders, secretary and here.
theatre division, has moved over to will be the tri-state representative treasurer of the Av S. F. Corp., will
the southwestern territory tempo- of Jules Weill's new Masterpiece opoj'ate it.
rarily to succeed Bob Amos, who re- Productions setup for the release of
Reading,
Pa., Plans
He is now connected with the
signed to enter the equipment biz 40 UA reissues, which Weill recently
Theatre Booking Service, Theatre
in St. Louis.
Admissions Levy
,
^ purchased.
A. P. Boyott has acquired W. G.
G. J. Geinzer, former exhib and Equipment Co., owns an interest in
Reading, Pa. ,
Underwood's half-interest in the now representing Max Shulgold's a drive-in at Hickory, N, C, and is
The Reading city council has inCampus theatre. College Station, indie Crown .exchange, has also sole owner of other theatres in the
Texas. ' Ben Ferguson, manager, formed Road Show Pictures, dis- Caroiinas.
troduced and is planning to pass
owns the remaining share.
tributing special product in West
at the end of a legal wailing period
e. B. Wilson has joined the staff Virginia territory.
John Bello Uppcd by
of Eddie Joseph Theatres, Austin, as
William Grande, film roadshowlate in January or early in FebruPittsburgh.
a buyer and hooker for the five man, who underwent an operation in
John Belle, former assistant man- ary, a new 10';^ admission tax
on ah
Joseph houses. He was formerly an St. Francis hospital some time ago, ager of
the Enrieht, East Liberty,
RKO salesman,
is. now a patient in the city hospital
including
theatres,
Pa., has been promoted to manager amusements,
to
and Film Row has been asked
of the Grand in Greensburg' by the sports and dance halls. Only religStephen LaCause Shifts, Akron
help assist his wife and their infant
circuit.
Akr*!.
ious and charitable benefits, enterJames Lindsay has resigned as asStephen LaCause, former assistant
sistant to Ken Hoel, publicity di- tainments or games are exempted
manager, of the Strand, Akron, is
rector for Harris theatre chain.
Irving Helfont Adds fl Title
now an assistant manager ° at the
in the ordinance, which councilmen
E. C, Wilson, who recently opened hope will net the city
Palace, in the same city.
Irving Helfont, homeoffice assistant
$200,000 a
the
J. Henry. Davidson, Lynchburg, O.,
new Crown, W. Va., theatre, also year.
to Metro's western sales chief and
and K. R. Roberts, Greenfield, O., New York contact for the company's plans to open a new drive«in at
Theatre managers have organized
owners of a string of drive-ins, will Canadian sales toppers, has been Metz in the spring.
Washington
another
near
erect
George A. Baldwin has j'ust re- a protest committee which is sparkhomeoffice assistant to Burtus
named
ing a postcard protest campaign, and
Court House, O.
Bishop, Jr., midwestern sales man- ceived an okay to build a new $200,Construction of a new drive-in
placed display ads in the dailies.
ager. He's to handle all three jobs 000 theatre in Erie, Pa.
theatre, east of Sandusky, O., has
R. W. Spang, 85, has resigned as Managers
of
commercial
concurrently.
sports
been announced by the Seitz interAs assistant to western sales chief doorman at WB's. Kenyon theatre, events and schools and colleges also
ests, which operate the State, Plaza,
after
15
years,
to
make his home oppose the tax measure,
George A. Hickey, Helfont succeeds
but thus
and Sandusky houses in that city.
with
son,
Harry,
a
a
veteran
projecfar have failed to follow up the
The Star, East Liverpool, 0., has Joel Bezahleri recently, appointed tionist, in Cochranton.
William
F.
to
sales
veepee
been sold by Lawrence Black to Al- assistant
action taken by the theatres.
Rodgers. Bezahler last week was in
vin Green, Sebring, O.
accompanied by Metro
Robt. Westerman to EicliinondCity Qouncil at East Palestine, O., Chicago,
has passed a 3% admission tax. The legalites Jay Eisenberg and Ben MelHarrisburg.
and
Bowling Green and Alliance, C, niker, for- huddles' with Bishop
Robert Westerman", assistant man"
Councils have postponed action on his staff,
ager at Loew's theatre here, has
such a tax.
been promoted to the assistant man^
agership of Loew's in Richmond,
Hendel-Stearn Get Release
Pittsburgh.
Va. '' William Blankenship, student
Hip Smith Back to McKees Bocks
Pittsburgh.
Harry Hendel, local; exhib, and assistant at the Richmond house,
Henry (Hip) Smith has returned Bert Steam, who heads a booking trades places with Westerman.
Robert Miller, manager of the Elto the Parkway and Colony theatres combine here, have just landed a
in McKees Rocks as assistant to M. major releasing deal for their second ton and Strand, in subu»ban Steelindje picture- which they produced ton, has resigned to take a job in
recently on Coast with Maurice Hollywood. -John Sites, manager of
Conn. Film, as yet untitled; will be the Lemoyne theatre, is suqeessor.
distributed through 20th-Fox as an
Edward SmalUReliance production.
Sell Capitol, Beadinjr, Pa.
Group's first pic, "Dragnet," is
Reading, Pa.
currently making the -rounds, and
The Capitol, formerly the Grand
they expect to have their next one Optra House,
once the largest the*
sometime
cameras
in
before the.,
THERE'S ONLY ONE
atre in Reading, has been sold by
February.
Steam is UA's former the Reading
Trust Co. to Isaac
western division sales manager who Greenfield, furniture dealer,
who
has more tHan 100 theatres in tpi- will reconstruct -the lower
floor lor
state territory , in his Cooperative use as a display room.
Theatres combine.
For the last two years the house
MIAMI BEACH
has been used as a bingo pai-lor.
Odeon, Canada, Staff Shifts
OCEAN rilONT » 40tltl« 4l>r St^
.

.

.

,

,

"

.

.

•

New

••

10%

.

.

.

WB

'

WB

;

'

Lend Theatres
.

manager

_

Par,
sjtafl

Sweeney,

Cole Again ATO Head; Xchange Briefs
the

Vedneaday, January

Anmvertary

p^^OHETr

Hamilton, to the Capitol, Niagara
A, Rosenberg, who owns an^ oper- ace,
Falls,
ates them. His aide at the Colony is

•

-

^

I

•

FLORENCE ROGGE
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

,

Toronto.
Following managerial transfers are
announced by Clare Appel, eastern
division manager, Odeon Theatres of
Canada (Arthur Rank):
R. E. Maynord, froxn the Savoy,
Ha'milton, tp the Palace, Hamilton;
Keith Wilson to the Savoy, Hamilton; Steve McManus from the Palace, Hamilton, to the Odeon, Kingston; Claude Hunter from the Odeon,
Kingston, to the Odeon, Peterborough; Jack Whitfield, from the Pal-

BAU^ET DIRECTOR

New Tax

In Mcadville, Pa.
KeKIMftiNis Inpited

Meadville, Pa.
„
Council here has approved a 10%

•

.

Walter Jacobi

"

RADIO

cm

MUSIC HALL

New

Yorfc Theatres

n'AKNIilt UKOS. 1'KISSHNTS

"MY WILD

WARNER

IRISH ROSE"

BROS. FRESCNTS

"THE VOICE of the TURTLE"

Color by Ti-cbnicotor
Starrinq DENNIS

MORGAN

With Arlcns

Ditil

Goorge TcblM

Dli'evtca

-

>

Aimnii King

Alan Hilt

Gtorgg O'Brien
Sara AMgood

by

DAVID

RonoM REAGAN • Eltanw BARKER
Ev« Antep • Woyiw Merrit

Ban Blua

BI'TILIOK

Muiieal NuoilMri Craated and Dlrtltcil by
LaRay Prinz

KmV

In Porscn

IIKKBIK FIISLDS and
Friink Miirlowe

•

,
„
Bronilwiiy
At 47tb HtrrH

with

SMITH

• 30BS mtEKS

" Diractad by Irvins Rapper
8cr««ni t'lwy by <T«ilm Tan Driiten

THE INK SPOTS
Ilia On-liostra

Mlrlnin LaVelle

llVrk WARNER

WAKNICB BnOS.
C T
D A
A hi n
T R
9
N. D

PALACE

Th«afre

Genlkimiri's

JOHN WAYNE LARAINEDAYi

ongratulations!

TYCOON
,

tm

COLOR BracmNcmcat

IwHIrAlH 7

lli

Aw.

II

Wik SL

MC-M'sTOWEMNCDniM!

Joan

CBAWFOKB

ROBERT TAYLOR
AUDREY
TOTTER

mm
A.

J.

BALABAN

(Founder of

Bahban & Katz

Theatres)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

A

Plui, •<

AKIWKWS--

nnnry

IWPA

20th Centursz-Foa; Picture

Sl*0

— Uiiny Bm

Wlera Btm.

^

& Ca: • .HsIlMa «li»*
Sentr Wancii

BaaUiw'Kralt

CAPITOL

-ROXY

Mn ful Uii Ihr'm C t—ft orannf hfsf tkMts'^

DOLOflES

•

PEDRO

SOtll St.

BOB HOPE
]

HENBV

Iiiitti

.

"DAISY KENYON"

HERBERT

MARSHALL

I

SIGNE 11ASSO
WM. BENDIX

FONDA -DEL RIO -igTORg^!
JOHN FORD/vICTORIA

tDuecled by

.

MfOHiCIIT

fWltMy

ROXY THEATRE
NEW, YORK CITY

CflSTiie
CflPTflin
TECHNICOLOR
.

TYRONE POWER
COlMSVTHWIieQIOR
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Count Ears" Tune Plays

"Let's

As New Year Bows Radio Chooses Easy
Program Way Out, Shunning Fresh
Pastures and Eyeing Its Ratings

A Radio Gagman's Footnotes
To Shakespeare

By

By ALAN LIPSCOTl^
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thy ear, but few thy voice. (3)
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(Hamlet)
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How

sour sweet music is
When time is broke and no proportion kept. (6)
(King Richard II)
His better doth not breathe upon t?ie earth. (7)
(Kind Henry VI)
i8)
I aJri tied to the stake and I must stand the course.
...
(King Lear)
My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
Aiid every tongu^ brings in a different tale. i9)

.(King Richard
air bites

The
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lioyal

III)

shrewdly. (10)

(Hamlet)
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Who can be
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amazed/ temperate and furious»

wise,

and neutralvin a iTioment?
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(illocbetli)
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Wiean''

you take

Tlie kiss

(Measure for Measure)
better than you give. (13)

is

(Troilus

above conscience.

•JtoUcy sits

with the announcement that" Eversharp was dropping Henry
Morgan and Jack Paar was exiting as an L§/MFT standard

.

Truth will come to

light;

bearer, for the trade was all too cognizant- that their failure
to produce impressive ratings was an obvious factor.
And
the trade was equally cognizant that Paar and J/Iorgan added
up to the two elements of freshness injected into the networks' comedi'c pattern over" the past few years.
As radio moves into the '48 cycle, it's still Fibber and
Hope alternating for the No. 1 slot, with those hardy perennials, Jack Benny. Fred Allen, Lux Radio Theatre, Red Skelton and Charlie McCarthy week-inTwee!t-out contenders for
the top-bracketed berths. The skeptics say it won't, be any
different in '49, or again in '50, so long as sponsors and the
agencies continue to pay homage to the ratings. .Thus the
programming picture has been likened to a $500,000 dog
wagging the tail of 3^00,000,000 business.
,

and Cressida)

(14)

^

{Timon of Athens)
Here are a few of the unpleasant'st words
that ever blotted paper! (15)
.
(The Merchunt of Venice)
What's mine is yours, and what is yours is mine. (16)

(Meamre for M^amre)
murder cannot be hid long. (17)
(The Merchont o/ Venice)
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Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie,
Which we ascribe to heaven, (18)
(All's

He wiU

.
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Well That Ends Well)

give the devil his due. (19

my

brain.
(Hamlet.)
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will turn, being trodden on. (21)
(King Henry VI)
burns out another's burning,
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pain

is

lessened

Double, double

burn and cauldron bubble.
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by another's anguish.
(Romeo aiid
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Be

to inject the season's facelift. And if there were
the usual upheavals around the agencies, as witness the Tom
Lewis exit from Young & Rubicam with the attendant ascendancy of "Pat" Weaver into the "Y & R radio helm, it was
more of a bid to stave off further loss of accounts due to
unimpressive programming rather than a determined effort

an oldtimer

i23)

(Macbeth)

wound. (24)
(Romeo Olid Jiilief)

never

jests at scars, that

More sinned against than

:

(22)
Juliet)

and trouble;

toil

felt a

'sinning. (25
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(Ki'ifl li;.ear)

And

A

made

art

have

prepare to

tears,

taries as '47
role of the

(27)
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H you

revolutionize agency thinking.
Perhaps «ne of the most significant and revealing commenmakes way for the new year is the predominant
networks— particularly CBS in the commercial
programming picture. In fact, the stepped-up program activities around the networks portend a drastic change in the
whole agency-network relationship that's existed over the
past decade or more while programming remained strictly an
agency "baby."
Take, for example, what's been happening at CBS, where
something precedental in character has been going on. It
remained for CBS to turn the trick that eluded all the agencies during llie past year-developing a brace of house-built
shows into a Top 15 rating pavoff within three months after
wrapping up sponsorship deals. It so happened that both
shows, "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts" and "M.y Friend
Irma," landed in the Young & Rubicam camp, giving that
agency its first toehold in several seasons in the Top 15 program category. Yet it's a Y & R distinction that .stems fi-om
CBS' creative knack in comedy development, rather than
to'

tongue-tied by authority. (26)
{Sonnet)

fool's paradise.

(Komco (i)id Juliet)
shedHhem now. (28)

Oulius Caesar)
.so bgld a head. '29)
(T/ic Merchant o/ Venice)
1 can no other answer make but thanks.
And thanks, and ever thanks, (30^
(Twelfth Night)
Oh woe is me,
To have seen what I have seen; see what 1 see! i31)
(Hamlet)
1 would to God thou and 1 knciv where a
Commodity of good names' were to be oouKht. (."2)
(Kiiiff Richard I/)
V Neither borrower, nor a lender be. (33)
(Hamlel)
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The "Godfrey"-"Irma" payoff parlay has served as an

ment

wise father that knows his own child. iSfi')
(The JWerchdiU 0/ Venice)
'
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"So so"
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many
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(King Henry VI)
goodv very good, very excellent good;
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Audience participation
show.
Option
A quiz
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Payment
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Studio audience.
Guest stais.

^r. District Attorney.

(33) Tlie f,at!mah.'
(34) The comedian.
(35) Joke.s.
tad) Final script.
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(37)

Bing Crosby.
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Prdduc«k^» criticism.

All ir^
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John Kieran.
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or Consequences.

The agent,

script.

'

A,i'adio joke.

Drew Pearson.

'

in-

centive lor unprecedented four-network activity in developof their own programming; particularly in the comedy
The year 1948 will find CBS' Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,
field.
surrounding himself with hard-hitting agency men to establish a permanent foothold on creative programming

Cacsor)

(Ttcvlfth Nlfilni
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" is a
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the agency's.

as like as eggs. (35)
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As proot the Wailing Wall contingent points to the static
regime of the agencies during '47 and the almost total lack
of fresh commercial programming to hit the coast-to-coast
kilocycles. The heavy budgeted "Ford Theatre" took to the
air, but without creating any undue stir.
Al Jolson crashed
into the payoff columns, restoring stature to a Kraft Music
Hall that had lost considerable ground— and ai5di«nces
after Bing Crosby deserted the show.
But here, again, the trade deplored the fact that it took

20)

<

The smallest worm

One

Wailing Wall Contingent

I

(King Henry IV)
Within the book and volume of

si'i

ipi.

The broadca.sting industry, which is just reaching 26, is a
youngster. It should be nimble and supple and fast on its
feet;

comparatively

in its outlook

freiih'

and

flexible

in

its

thinking.

But

is it?

straws which the wind has
blown across the picture of .late have
("(t
room for douW; have suggested
.Several

,

perhaps the iiidustry hgrlSftrs tc»»:
fogies.
Mr, ^ebsie'' depti'es
fogy as "one who is behind the tiiaijeS,
that'

many

overconservative, slow," He al-W says
the word is usually U.sed with "old"—
as in "old fogy." Broadcasting isn't that
old.
Nevertiieless we have fogiesyoung fogi&s. Let me give you aii;

example.
One of broadca.sting's young inen was
Edgar Kobak
recently quoted in the public prints as
having made the statement that "to criticize radio is— why—
it's un-American."
To be sui'e he had not been misquoted,
I checked with him.
He told me he had "spoken in jest-^
but that many a true word is spofceh in jest."- From this„it,
must be obvious that he feels criticism of radio is little short

—

'

'

of treasonable.

.

:

I submit that his attitude is indicative of the kind of fogy
thinking I'm talking about... the kind that's all tob preva-

lent.

It didn't help matters that the accenting of the trade's
oJ>eisance to counting e&rs came almost simultaneously

we speak not what

have,

By EDGAR KOB VR.
(President, JWutual Broadcasting Sj/.ftcin)

something new and something different.

oft falls Out.

It

we would

have What

TE<i

GEORGE ROSEN

As

Ears.''

BMB

XMeaaure for Measttre)

•

Give every
;;:A^:„„

RADIO BURDENED

IS

WITH YOUNG FOGIES?

radio moves into 1948, its favorite game is "Let's Count
Scratch a broadcaster, a spon.sor, an agencyman, the
star and the smallest Afran— and you'll find a
Hooper Pocketpiece. The research bug— qyantitative, that Is
r-ljas. smitten radio as it's never been smitten before.
And
behind the story of how the battle lines are currently being
drawn for the Hoopftr vs. Nielsen vs. Gallup vs.
vs. CBS
Radar showdown, lies the more significant story of the static
void that's gripped the whole radio showmanship picture,
.Those who prefer to look upon radio as an integral part
of show business rather then a strictly sales medium deplore
the fact that ratings have entrenched themselves so solidly
as. part of the trade consciousness.
The fact that Hooper has
become a household word signifies to these viewers-with'alarm that the emphasis has been misdirected; that not until
radio applies itself more to the qualitative aspects of research in determining the whys and wheretores of program
likes and dislikes, instead of remaining circulation-happy,
can the medium hope to mature a.^; Show Business.
When, as the old year faded, the Nielsen Board of Strategy
dfijeided it was time to up and "knock Hoop for a loop" by
prominently publicizing its rating _system as opposed to its
previous "for-clients-only" re.striction, it set off the hottest
round to date In the Battle of the Ratings— one- that augurs
for a passible fight to the finish in 1948.
Only the week previous CBS prexy Frank Stanton revealed
to an unsuspecting _trade the web's development of radar
ratings, which hardly contributed toward easing the mounting leeling within the trade that the exaggerated accent on
ratin^a was holding radio in check in the bid to encourage

(The Merchant of Venice)

•

On

bigtime

Sir Oracle,

Oh,
Xo have a giant's strength; but
lo use it like a giant. (2)

^

.

NBC, which like CBS underwent a program department
overhaul with the exit of Clearance Menser, and Ken Dyke
stepping iiitO' the adijiinistrative berth, closed out the year
With a rash of comedy show auditions. ABC, who.se revamped program department now finds Charles "Bud" Barry
occupying the veepee slot held by Adrian Samish, who has
moved into agency pastures, is also alerted to the current
network program sweepstakes, coming up with one of the
fresh innovations of the sea.son in "Candid iVIicrophone."
And over at Mutual, where "Hank" Boorhaem has been giving a profitable assist to Phil Carlin's •administration, there's
been a steady accent on developing contiedy shows.
The emergence Of co-op programming as a vital segment
of industry operation during 1947 is linked directly with the
"static quo" of the agencies in failing to replace the old with
the new. With such high-budgeted packages as "Information Please," Joan Davis, Abbott & Co.stello, Kate Smith, etc.,
stripped of national sponsors, their perpetuation in coastto-coast showcasing was made- possible through the adoption
of a new sales technique (spotting them via networks but
selEng them t«> Ideal bankroUers).
Thus, instead of romancing these national sponsors by applying its creative talents to fresh programming, radio, it's
argued, has chosen to take the easy way out: keeping alive
the oW ttierely by transferring theijn into new sales avenues.

Here's how my^ triend figured it: radio gives people what
they want; so, if. radio is ''lowbrow" it is only reflecting the
people, who.se tastes are low; and so criticizing radio is cnticizing the people; and that's un-American.
This line of
reasoning, which by the way is typical if not as badly put,
was also quoted in the public prints.

Now, our young man is not only superficial, but he leaves
himself (and the industryj wide open to further attack, because of his stiff-necked and fogy attitude". Let's examine his
realLstically: let's see what the "other side" could
say (and let's not kid ourselves about the degree to which
the "other side" is vocal);

,

arguments

1. "Badio elves the people wbat they want." It is true that
ratings tell what people like and want— but remember that
they can choose only from the fare that is offered them.
That isn't saying that radio is givjng people all they want,
or even giving them programs which they inight like better

than those they are not getting.

,

VAhtEiY, which keeps pretty clo.se tabs on programming
has been singularly frank in pointing out that for too long
radio has been dLshing up the old fare—-and beeti notahly
laggard in developing new types of programs, new talent*

new

twists to present formats.

To say that ratings prove that iradio gives people what
they want, is like saying that the old Model-T Ford was the
word because people had bought millions of them,, What
would automobiles look like today if the industry had inthat type of reasoning?
dulged
last

m

reflecting; the people anil M their tastes
is nece.ssarily 'lowbrow'." And that considering the responsibilities which radio has toward the listener, is a pretty damaging admission; equal to saying that
we are not living up to our responsibilities and don't much
care. Let me not press this point, except to say: that if our
bright man's argument were valid, then all of oui industry'*
eff'orts in public .service programming (serious .mUsic, re^
liglous, educational, cultural) represents so much money
heaved into the bay.

2. "Radio is only
are low then radio

and Eyewash

Criticism
un-American

criticize the American people."
Happily we have the right to
our minds
even when we are critical
about
Congress, the Administration, and even the White HouseAnd that most hallowed of documents. The Constitution, has
not been beyond criticism: iij fact, with twenty-one Amendment.';, I would say the Constitution has been criticized at
least that many times.
3.

"It

This

is

so

is

to

much eyewash.

—

—

.speak

"

And for any young man in radio to .seek to imply that
radio is beyond criticism is to go way out on the limb and to
invite the "other .side" to saw that limb. So much for thati
I could, it I wanted to, tick off on my fingers incident after
incident showing young fogy thinking in broadcasting; and
smugness; and complete and fatuous satisfaction, with the
status quo; and a high and mighty attitude toward criticism
(even though I admit that some of it is uncalled-for); and a,
sort of "be damned to you" position^
I have always maintained that the listener is our boss;
that we have a serious responsibility and duty towasd him;
that we cannot assume for one moment that we know everything there is to know and nobody can tell us; nor can we
assume (:hat we are doing everything that can or should be
done. I have always maintainc^d. all these things and I £ay
them again.
'

•

What do I suggest? I don't think I need say anything
which the thoughtful reader will not h?ive concluded for

V

himself. To. wit:

We

.

the industry should not take personal offense at
we should examine it objectively and honestly.
substance in what is said about us, we owe
to our bos.sv no less than to ourselve.s, to. see what we can
in

critici.sm;

Where
it

thei'e is

do about

Where

it

and

to

make an

attempt to do just that.
we owe it to our boss and
misapprehensions through «

honi^iit

criticism isn't wan-anted,

ourselves to correct any
public relations program.
to

I think we should remember that no one on the outside,
can harm radio, but the young fogies ih OUr inidst can, W«
shouldn't allow them to do it.
•

.
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with

underneath him."
^- „ „,
James pressed his soothing fingers agamst Boffy s aching
entire
"It must.be nerve-wracking, sir, when the
your personality,"
up
I
put
why
know
don't
Boffy nodded in agreement. "I
in
With comedy writers. They're nothing but the Vigor©
conthe garden of radio. And by the way, James." Boffy
.

.

teiiiples.

30 minutes depends solely on

'

Some day when we're .Tvith
."Boffy, it won't work out.
important people like producers and account executives
you'll forget yourself, and mention Crosby's horses, or the
•Sunset Bus."
Boffy winced, as the full of impact of her remarks sank in.
Ruth vCas righti *'Do' you mind .if I say goodbye to the children?'.', he asked.
.f
"But .they're so young," Ruth implored. '"Must they Icnow
the truth?"
Boffy turned, walked slowly back to his room, threw himself on the bed and wept.
All night long he tossed and
turned. He who had despised writers was now one of them.
He himself was one of those lumps of Vigoro.
But perhaps Ruth .was wrong. Maybe it could be kept a
secret from everyone.
With that thought he fell into a
troubled sleep.

....

'

m

,

.

'

be

listening."

"God

bless

Mommie, Daddy, Mr. Hooper, and

last night's- events "were

,

'

,

to

liv.e for.

He finished dressing and went down to breakfast. He
prayed inwardly that his secret was still safe. But he was
wrong. In some way the cook had foqnd out. There on
liis plate was his breakfast—Fried Red Heart
He was afraid
to question the cook so he ate it. And then he realized to
his horror that writers' blood actually did flow through his
veins. Otherwise why did he ask for a second helping?
The doorbell rang several times before Boffy remembered
that James had quit He left the breakfast table and opened
the door. There; facing him on the steps, were his Beverly
Hills neighbors. They stood there silent and grim.
There
was no need to talk. The accusation shone from their eyes.
And then to his horror he noticed several of them marching
back and forth like pickets with biige placards that. read.

creatyres.

Who^s

L

Who

Started It All

1

Ruth interrupted'his thoughts. "Barling, have you heard
the wonderful news about Who's Who?"
Boffy shook his head.
"I have permitted them to, use your name in the new
.edition," Ruth proudly informed him.
"Oli, how generous of you."
"In fact," Ruth continued, "Fve a genealogist ^o trace
your entice ancestry so .Who's Who wfll have a full report."
"A genealogist," Boffy scoffed, "what a waste of time.
How could there be anything but Royal Blood, in, my veins.
1 who won't eat a sardine unless it- swam behind the May-

"Boffy MiUer Is a Writer."
"Beverly Hills Doesn't Want You."

.

^

K
I
P

to

.

I^fessor Ballincoff bowed low. ^1 have here the complete report of your entire ancestry."
Bof^ took the sheaf of papers from the Professor's baud.
With a smile of anticipation he settled back in his chair and
opened the- document. As he glanced at> the first page he
drew back in disbelief. His face twisted in agony, and the
pages fell from his nerveless fingers.
Ruth grabbed his arm. "What's wrong, dear," she asked.
"Don't touch me."
B.<iffy pulled his arm away.
"Darling, what's in that report. Let me' hear the worst.
Are you a descendant of a murderer, a bank robber, a horse
thief?"
"Oh, if it were only that." Boffy hid his head in shame.
"I I—I am a direct descendant of Joe MUhir. I have comedy
'
writer blood in my veins."
scream tore through the night air. Ruth fell to the
living room floor. "I'm married to a comedy writer," she
jnoaned. "A comedy writer."
Boffy patted her -wrists. Ruth recoiled as though from a
"Don't touch me," she shrieked. 'To think
rattlespake.
that the father of my children has comedy writer blood in
his veins!"
Boffy looked about the room helplessly^ "What am I to
do?", he groaned.
In silence the butler handed him a loaded revolver.
•

"Go

the Children

Who

It

'

on all American cities alike.
Of course polarization i^ .not a uniquely American phenomenon. It takes place all over the world, for the simple
reason that the production facilities; entrepreheurship and
main economic bases of culture are concentrated in big
cities. London and New York, for all of the native expression
of Edinburgh, Wellington and Sidney, are still the magnetic
poles of the British Empire. This is strongly borne out in a
letter I received last week from Australia, which said, in
part:

"Publishing here has always been difficult because of
overseas competition. It is impossible to get a book published in the United Kingdom if it has first been published in Australia. Little magazines of serious writing
have almost no chance of surviving when competing
with well-financed American magazines printed here
under license. Our writers are handicapped by newspapers being able to buy the matrix of an imported short
story plus an illustration for approximately one 'doUar.
With these and other obstacles to overcome, the AustraUan writer is in many cases just not read, by the

~\

Really Suffer

Ha^nieu»''Everywhere

am

arguing here for self-expression and the integrity of
We are not surprised to find differing cultures
being expressed simultaneously within short distances of
eath other in the United Kingdom, where the Welfh and
Scotch and English are always, turning up their own artists,
and mighiy proiid of than, too; The output, the songs, the
thinking of Glasgow, tends to be different from that of London or Cardiff. But the cultural 'output of Baltimore is
hardly distinguishable from that of Cincinnati, Dallas or
Sppkane. And no wonder; The same conditioning factorsidentical magazines, movies, lecturers, book-club selections»
juke-box choices, pocket editions and iwoadcasts, rain down
I

regional art

-

,

,

—

(Continued on 'page 96)

there and stared.
friend
friend

Boffy clutched his boys close to him. "Fellows." he beseeclied them, "being a writer "isnt so teirrible^ Writers are
human. They get warm; They get cold. They get hungry,
They have feelings lilce everyone else." '
"Then you are a writer, dad!"
Boffy threw out his chest almost proudly as he answered,
."Yes." Would they understand? Sfis; they understood*. They
hit him with a baseball bat

Reverse Blood Bank
"Please, darling," Boffy fell at Ruth's knees, "I'll do anything— anything. I'll go do*n to the blood bank and have

'

Staggering from the blow Boffy crawled up to his room.
His -thoughts were in a turmoil; He realized for the first time
that the torrents of prejudice can overflow the banks of humanity at any level. Nobody was safe from prejudice and the
resultant hate. His wife had deserted him, his children had
beaten him, his neighbors were tossing him out of the community. Well, if the world wanted to treat him like a writer
Ihere was only one thing for him to do. He would become a
writer. He would act like a -writer. «e would live like a
writer. But could he write like a Writer?
He would find out this very minute. He would sit down
and make tip a joke. After all he had always said it was so
e- J. He put a sheet of papei- in the typewriter. Then he sat
;

moment had

A

.

did one go about this? But wait—he

Idea.

is

was

he had done it! He could write. He wanted to tell somebody
he was a writer. He wanted td shout it from the housetops

veins.

'

How

Of course. His fingers hit the keys. "Afy girl
so fat that—"Gad, what a Straightliiie! "My giil
so fat that"—he sat there enthralled. All he
needed now was a collaborator fo supply the punchline. Yes,
had an

-

A

of the

'

His attention was di-verted by two children approaching
his house.,_ Their clothes were ripped to shreds. Their eyes
were blackened and their faces were scratched. They looked
like—no, they couldn't be. Yet they were—his own two
children. What had happened? Soon he had his answer.
The older one spoke- through puffed lips* "Daddy " he
sobbed. "Are you a writer?''
The younger once spoke through his tears. "The kids in
school tlirew stones at us."
Boffy's fury consumed him. "And while they were throwing stones what was your teacher doing?"
"She was throwing rocks," was the sad reply.
Once more came the question that Boffy dreaded to hear.
"Daddy, you haven't told us; Arc you a writer?"
How could he explain this to his children? How could
their little minds conceive of the trick that his ancestors had
played upon him? How could he make them undcr.stand that
only one-sixtyfourth of Joe Miller's blood flowed through his

'

"Darling," he pleaded, *'After all, I've given you the best
has to offer;
home in Beverly Hills, mink coats, and
even a butler."
In silence James handed Boffy his resignation.
"James," cried out Boffy in anguish, "You can't leave me
Just because I have waiter's blood. I'll raise your 'salary,
in give you $1^000 .a week."
In silence James said,'*'! have my pride."
Desperately Bofty turned to Professor Ballincoff. '•'SEou.

It*g

I

.

life

read,

,

be falsies.
Leave Beverly Hills? Leave his swimming pools? Leave
his Wife and children? Where would he, go? Where do
writers live? And woifld there be another empty cave in
Griffith Park?

Their conversation was interrupted by the door chimes.
James ushered in a dignified gray-haired gentleman. "Announcing the arrival of Professor Ballincoff, the eminent

them drain me."
Ruth sat sfone like. The sheer tragedy
stunned her beyond words.

And another

Kokomo, Shmo."

Boffy stood there a broken man. Theise people had been his
friend.1. What had once .been bosom pals had turned out to

flower."

';''i;ehealogisU'

—

the back.

Being a comedian was a
w<»derfut Ufe; " in' the momiiig you found your name in
jack Hellman's column^ in the afternoon you had lunch at
the,Brown Derby and at night you worried whether your
name would be in Jack Hellman's- column the next morning.
He sat. back in a' glow of self satisfaction. Why worry about
writers? He would never have to associate with the lowly

somethmg

—

,

,

m

'

.'

all

thm

Ui jfiye her

his eyes and hoped that
merely a dream, a horrible night-

But, no. It was all too true. It must be true. Look
what the birds -were doing at this window—and to think,
'
yesterday they had been singing there-.
He jumped out of bed. A ray of hope shone through his
trotibled faoriiion; He didntt feel any different. But then it
happened.
He couldn't straighten up. He was walking
around in a sitting position. Without being told he knew
what he had the most dread of £fll radio diseases Gagfile
Crouch.. He kazotzkied over to his mirror and looked at
his reflection. His face was the same. His shoulders "were
the same. But there on- his chest was "the evil thing that
stamped him as a writer. The hairs all stood up and spelled
out, "It's the script that counts." He desperately combed it,
he brushed it but it kept snapping back into the same bateful slogan; He quickly put a. shirt over it. J^t, even his
shirt' showed he was a writer. There were whipmafks on

mare.

the network stations that carry daddy's program."
Then they climbed into bed and" covered themselves with
a aiiilted autographed picture of Boffy that he had given
for Christmas. He tenderly kissed each child on the
left ea*^the one they used to listen to his progx-am, and
rejoined his wife in the living room.
He noted with pleasure that Ruth had re-knitted his
sweater so that it included his West Coast Rating. He smUed
Slyly as 'he noticed that her needle had slipped and accidentally given him -two-t^ths of a -point extra.
Boffy put his arm around Ruth.. He did this now and then
•'

-

'

The next morning Boffy openel

"Fm sorry, dear,", apologized Boffy. "And by the way
little angels?"
"They're just going to sleep."
Boffy tiptoed up the stairs, opened the children's door,
9nd watched as they knelt beside their bed. One waited
"
for' the other to throw him the cue, and then he started his
where are the

prajrer.

.

writer's blood."

this
tinued, "at the last meeting one of the writers entered
house through th? servants' «ntrance. You know very well
they're supposed to use the gopher-hole under the back
fence."
James apologized, and carried Boffy into the nvmg rown.
There by the fireplace sat Boffy's wife, Ruth, knitting hi^
latest Hooperating into his tennis sweater. It wss a itouchr
ing domestic scene.
,
;
Ruth held up the sweater proudly. Boffy drew back
horror. "Darling, I told you to use my West Coast Hating.
It's so much higher."
sweater.
the
miravelled
Ruth blushed and
"I didn't mean to be cross, dear," Boffy explained, "but
I've had a frightful day with those writers again."
"I've told
"Writers," Ruth exclaimed with a shudder.
you not to use that word around here. The children might

Hollywood.
I have been wondering about culture in -'America ever since
Life magazine, the poor man's encyclopedia, boldly announced
to its readers that "Don Giovanni" is the world's greatest
work of art.
Now it would probably never occur to a man reading Life
in a barber shop in Toledo, to crown anything the World's
Greatest Work of Art, Chances are he would not have the
background, the reference library^ -the interest, or the time.
But suddenly, while waiting for a shave in Ohio, he finds
this service has been performed for, him by an expert, a
deeply cultured man, in New York* and the Summum Opus
turns out to be an opera with music by Mozart and words
by da Ponte. New York has spoken.
This is an isolated and inconsequential item, almost to be
admired for its- brashness; but what set me to brooding over
.my tea was the fact that just about everything we call culture dn this country, including the most extravagant criteria,
seems to originate in one of two places—N. Y., or, limping
along badl^ la si&cond place, Hollywood.
This state of affairs has been observed before, and has
raised alarums and rueful warnings of cultural standardization.
But I would like to 'go further and declare that (1)
such standardization is largely the result of polarization (by
which I mean that all cultural currents of the country are
drawn inexorably, toward two poles, leaving a big vacuum
between; and (2), that this process oi polarization can be
checked- by a painless and inexpensive means.
First, however, let's' establish that polarization is a fact
and not merely a phrase. Beigin by looking around the country at the great cities, any one of which is bigger and richer
than the average European capital. You will find that these
cities support excellent symphony orchestras, opera companies, museums, schools and universities. Fine. But where
is their self-expression?
And in what detail of cultural incentive or accomplishment does Des Moines differ from
Providence, or Miami from Milwaukee, or San Francisco
from St. Louis?
If a superlative actor arises in- St. Paul, or a Shakespeare
is found in Washington, or a Beethoven develops 'in a rathskeller in Kansas City, what arc the chances that he will
be proclaimed by his .native city, nurtured by it,' sponsored
by it, presented by it? The chances are none. If his talent
is sufficient and his breaks lucky, he will be whisked off to
New York or Hollywood with no local stops, and he will
enter the world of agents, managers, producers, percentages,
bookings and commissions. He may return home for a vacation now and tlien, or buy a ranch in New Mexico,- or tour
the hinterlands by arrangement with Colston Leigh, but
always as a visiting Hogen Mogen, home offices Madison
Avenue or Beverly HiUs, care, of William Morris or MCA.
Our artist is polarized in no' time, and in tliis condition he
-no more represents the peculiar genius ojC .his city or state
or section than the Notre Dame football team represents the
soul at the Irish of Eire.

do?"
Tears streamed down the Professor's cheeks. In sympathetic tones he answered, "Join the Guild."
Bofl'y, his senses reeling, turned once again to Ruth. But
she had started up the stairs to her room. She paused on
every Step to throw back mingled glances of hate and scorn.
Boffy crawled up the stairs after her.* He clutched at her
skirt.
As She brushed him aside, Ruth made a mental note
to send the skirt to the laundry.
"Ruth," he reminded her, "You're my wife. You married
me for better or for worse. You can't switch things now;''
Boffy put a hand to his mouth and trembl^^, "Switch things—
I'm even talking like a writer."
Ruth, with brutal finality, and with a world' of meaning,
unravelled his sweater, down to' the last Hooper point.
"Boffy, this is the end."
As a last resort' Boffy made his final plesi- "We can keep
No one. need ever know fhat- I have
it a secret, Ruth.

Of

NORMAN CORWIN
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'^^Finally James Opened the door. He helped Boffy O^E
sir," symhis "hat, coat, and ad libs. "You look exhausted,
pathized James, kissing his hand. "I take it your writers
failed to come through again."
.
,
,
s only
"There
stormed.
"Those miserable creatures," Boffy
that
one thing lower than a writer, and that's the writer
lives

By

Now that I
sir, have brought ttiis tragedy to my doorstep.
have writer's blood in my veins—tell me, tell me—what lun

Hollywood.
Boffy Miller, America's foremost radio comedian, walked
up the marblp steps to his palatial Beverly Hills estate, careAs he
pools.
fully wending his way among the swimming
waited for l^is butlef to open the door Boffy cursed mwardly.
What trash his writers had handed him. Only by the force
brpadgood
a
do
his great personality had he managed to

More la U.S.

There's

COMEDIAN'S BLOOD ROYAL

-scream
.

it

to the world.

Suddenly a shot rang out There was a crash of glass and
something whizzed by his head. He looked out the window,
and there surrounding his house were his neighbors. One of

them shouted, "Wfe

told

you

to' leave."

And

then more shots

rang out

Was

this to Ijc his finish?

Before he found out

how

fat

she

was that—? Let them shoot He would finish the joke himself. He was proud that he was a writer. Yes, proud.
Boffy watched them take aim. "She was so fat that— she
was so fat that—" "Oh, if he could only find the words. But
then, like a bolt 'from .the blue, he had it. He screamed for
joy as the words flashed through his mind. ''She was so fat
she looked like one of Crosby's horses on the Sunset Bus."
He jerked open the window. He wanted to throw his joke
into their very teeth. But even as he spoke one of the bullets
found its mark. Boffy sank down on. one knee. He tried to
talk, but no words would come. Then, with his last remaining strength; he propped himself on one elbow and in his
own blood he wrote across the floor, "X demand air credit."
Yes, instinctively, he had oven died like a writer.

Radioes Dramatis Personnae of N.Y., Hollywood

New

In

Nil* Mack: Alumnus of the Kansas Dust Bowl and small
time vaudevillian. Miss Mack has made a career as chief
impresario of "Let's Pretend," the Saturday morning CBS
show, which was sustaining for 13 years before snagging 9
sponsor (Cream of Wheat).

York

After 11 years on the treadmill at
Rubicam, where he was the youngest ever to, get
he's just toted his office paintings and other
ifeepee chevrons,
professional brioa-brac to CBS, There, with his old stratHub Robinson, he'll build programs and superegy partner,
cue-tossers. The nifty blonde on his arm is his
Vise the staff
of the "Aldrich Family" and Milton Berle
wtfe, JWary Shipp,
jparry Ackerman:

&

jToung

The networks have a special category for
Tomorrow's postscript is more important than
this 15%er.
He's the hero of many an unwritten
today's negotiation.
Milton Blow:

movfij.

John McDonald: As administrative veepee of NBC in charge
of finance, he doesn't talk much. But what the glamor hoys
throw at Petrillo usually stems from McDonald's thinking,
Fletcher Markle: Director Of the CBS "Studio One" hourlong dramatic series is Canada's answer to. Orson Welles.

that matter, a radio industry code.

main

,

HIiaan Brown: For 13 years he's been in business without
office.
He adopted the method for reuse of envelopes long before the paper shortage in Sngland. He's

,

man who

the

Sanctum

introduced sex into murder mysteries
"Thin Man").

"

shore.

Lou Cowan! Has been making the

Charles B. Penny, Jr.: He left a $10,000 Government job
chairman of the FCC to make more money as an NBC
executive and it's a question now how far the network will
^go in accepting his liberal theories.

s

.

Showmanship

-

.

National Broadcasting Co. with a driving force ^and knowsolid public relations job. Relax, boy,
and stop worrying!

A

and digs for the possible undercurves and angles. As
confreres at Young & Rubicam have found, gets his biggest
kick out of hatching up new twists on a spot campaign, confounding the network sales departments with a rate saver
facts

chest.

-Kobert

P

Heller:

As

Y

&

R

talent head, he's helping to

chief of the

his business life begitis daily

Documentary Division

of

with a conference of six

to 10 people -who crowd into an office big^enough for two.
Has an unvarying Monday-through-Friday cross-the'-board'
desk luncheon consisting of chicken sandwiches and cups of
coffee.
He's active in the Duncan-Paifis Post of the Ameri»
can Legion. And a credit to Serious Radio;

Hooper: All of a sudden he's emerging as radio's
No. 1 Glamor Boy, being projected into the same magazineether prominence, as the personalities he rates. And when
you can hooper your name into a household word—brother^
you ve arrived!
'

Robert Kintner:

Radio's amiable blotter. Absorbs everyand never forgets, frequently to the disABC colleagues. Considering the few years
been in radio, he can talk the whole route.
Edgar Kpbak! There probably isn't a Pullman train in
America that can't boast "Ed Kobak slept here." He's the

thing he picks up,
comfort of his

he

s

travelingest

network prexy of all time. And as Kobak goes
_so goes Mutual, as he
injects the personal element into
jne web operation
to the extent that, to many affiliates, it's
oetler known as The
Kobak Network.

Bill Lewis:
Despite the precariousness of ^ho newlyinhented Ford and Borden billings, he still rates an accolade
as a terrific salesman,
as witness the way he maneuvered
w>e switchover
of the two prize accounts into the Kenyon &
.

Mkhardt

organization.

it

And if all the agents in the talent field were as dewould be fewer ulcers around.
Theodore C. Streibert: He was assistant dean at Harvard
School of Business. One radio executive who studied /what
it means to exec. At home at the fashionable spas, the Union
League, Racquet and you-name-it spots. Gravitates toward
industry committees as Harper's Bazaar gravitates to the New
Look. In Brooklyn, and We don't mean Canarsie, he tjnd his
family were socially prominent for yfear^—but -will become
Long Island gentry soon,
Robert Swezey: If the industry took a personality poll,
Mutual's exec veepee would probably win the coveted designation as the most charming guy in radio. Well educated
and well mannered. All this, and a lawyer, too. Niles Trammcll: Prexy of NBC is currently heading the
new blossoming as a personality and force in the broadcastA hard-hitting, clear-thinking broadcaster
ing industry.
'

.

with the manners of a Chesterfield*
;
Mark Woflds: Managements can come and go, but Woods
goes on, as debonair and as popular as ever. He's the No. 1
of the 25
presidency
labor negotiator in the business. His
T, one of the
Year Club recalls his apprenticeship in A T
.

&

*

first

radio operaf^ons.

•

•

Ernie Martin: One of the "wonder boys'' who was picked
as "most lifefely to succeed" and didn't disappoint. Started
as a page at CBS and rose rapidly to bis present post of
program .bead in Hollywood for the netlWork. Only Cy
Howard can, keep up with him in rapid-fire conversation.
Takes himself and the job seriously and CBS has a special
budget to take care of his long-distance calls. Has a theory
on everything which he announces in a firm voice to ajl
and sundry, including; CBS brass east and west.

"
'

Clare Olmstead: A striking 4gure with his mane of
sprinkled grey and broad-shouldered six-foot-three, he's
probably the best posted radio exec on music. He's been
around and now is headman at Kenyon
Eckbardt.
scholarly story-teller and just the right kind of companion
*
at the cocktail hour.

&

A

•

Was a major- during the war and perhaps
one of the shyest. Soft-spoken and easy-going he, nonethemakes his e.xecutive presence felt at the Ted Bates
shop.
Gets farther with a smile than the arm-waving
Austin Peterson:

cent, there

'

may.

.Ruth Lambert: Pleasant, smiling; competent and gracious.
Runs the L. W, Ramsey office all by herself and keeps
everybody happy on the Fitch Bandwagon.

business.

C. E.

» .

A! Kaye: Goes about his chores without fanfare or flourish
and highly popular with: his crew at Benton & Bowles. .Can
dangle a cigaret with the best of them, 'let the ash fall where

A

On-the subject which throws the average rep salesmen off
stride. Has a predilection for pointing the laugh at himself
as well as the ability to laugh at the business.
Frank Stanton: Dropped about 40 pounds in weight during
the past six months but in the process picked up 40 pounds
of taedals, diplomas; scrolls, degrees and citations. So busy
as CBS prexy he's had to give up his hobbies, but can still
design a new office gadget in a taxi.
Don Staufter: "Now partnered in the Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Boyles agency, he's one of the ablest men in the

(even

numbers) of any Broadway legiter since 1923. A
nervous dynamo whose snap judgment and quick decisions
seat

invariably are right. As
eve radio that New Look.

racqueteers, he's also married to a film star (Gail Patrick)
but is still called by his own name.

bland visage that covers up one of the
in the business. As chief time buyer at
to 'em with droopy lids and casual detachment tfnd then suddenly interpolates an ironic question

Frank Silvernail:
most sardonic wits
BBD&O he listens

,

own and ftlaying his cards, generallyv close to his
Can reel oft the dates, theatres, cast

ticster Gottlieb:

Cornwell Jackson: Boss of the works at the Thompson
agency and distinguished by two extra-curricular elements.
Prexy of L.A. Tennis Club and one of -the traded best

Reggie Schuebel: Veteran among the time-buying sisterhood, dating back to when the Bulova signal was but a
hieroglyphic on a station's rate card. While with Blow had
rep as toughest bargainer in biz but has mellowed much'
since: gently addresses the seller as "darling" before applying the clamps. Though combination dynamo' and merryx
go-round at Duane Jones, nothing takes precedence,, now as
ever, over her son in attention or tim^

Carlos Franco:
mind that's characterized by its tendency
to remove the article from a box and then tap around it to
see whether there's a false bottom.
Glosses over surface

less,
.

scowlers.

Sam Pierce: He's kicked around in radio for a long time
and finally made his. mark as top kick at Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Workmanlike without being showy, he's a hard and determined worker and gets along well with everybody.
Frank Plttman: It wasn't so long ago that he was a mixer
at NBC but he proved his fitness as an executive and now
heads up the Hollywood operation of Needham, Louis &
Brorby. Goes about his business quietly and his main job
is to keep, "Fibber & Molly" and "Great Gildersleeve" on
even keelj which needs no elaboration here. Mr. Hooper
tells it better.

Lou

,

Ws

Unassuming and easy-going,
probably the
Ground "the spots" of the. agency heads. Came
up from New Orleans^ where he was a stage aij^or, an'nouncer
and producer, to run the Hollywood office for Russet Seeds.
Neil Beagart: They say he should have been in plotur'e'&--i
instead of his brother Ronald. The matinee idol type that
'
(Continued on page 96)
^liMie:

least seen

"

.

.

'
.

.

Whacks

Schechter: Probably the most frustrated news and
special events chief in the business. He turns 'em out (bigger
and better) for Mutual, and with equal- consistency WOR,
the web's key outlet, doesn't carry them.

'Mexico City radio. A dynamo in business, at parties a mimic
•1 Helen Hayes, Dunninger and who-have-you. Added footnote for 1947: now sister-in-law of Look Magazine.

CB^

Vic Hunter: Afl^ectionately called "The Eyes" because of
own and those of the distaffers which always follow him.
a mean golf ball and keeps Bob Hope happy with
Pepsodent sponsorship. Pleasant chap and envied only
by the males.
his

his

still

Abe

Mildred Fenton: The charge of'the light brigiade. Collector
celebrities, package ideas. Graduate of the Frank Hummert assembly line. From Stenog to she-impresario in 12
years. "Knows everybody in New Vork, Hollywood and

itls

Floyd Holm: Chubby; cheerful and contented he makes
friends with a ready smile that most do with a loose
sheaf of frogskins. His domain is the Compton agency and
the easy friendliness of the office is a reflection of the headman's expansive nature. A little new around here but well
spoken of everywhere.

more

hilt

«!f

'

&

wonder how he can major
domo 1,000 benefits a year and keep the Hummerts happy
casting those 14 daytime serials, which adds up to a lot of
soap sales, not to mention a happy faculty to live life to the

how, adding up to a

,

.

personified.

James Sauter: Gothamites

'

•

nranit B«]tner: Onetime actor (Walter Craig questions it)
and songwriter, he's the only radio director out west who's
a partner in his agency (Lennen
Mitchell). Refuses to
be rushed or stampeded and figures he'll live longer that
way. Once asked a fellow huckster, "What's an ulcer?'*

'

medium.

"

.

Frank "Scoop" Russell: NBC's administrative mouthpiece
Washington and if there's any doubt as to his stature, the
boys will tell you that President Truman didn't name a new
FCC chairman without relying on his judgment.

Sydney Efges: Came up the rolled'sleeves way. Parlays
kn overwhelming consciousness of the magnitude- -of 4he

of his

Young.

in

'

public service

,

John Guedel: If he had a head of hair he'd be the happiest
in town.
They say no grass grows on a racetrack and
he moves that fast. Although still in bis 30's he's one of the
most successful' packagers in. town and the guy who the
banks go to for a loan,

John Royal: In the eyes of Royal, vaudeville never died.
He's determined to perpetuate it via television.^ He's Mr.

Ken Dyke: Brigadier General (junior grade), ex-sponsor
and .ex-ad man, has emerged as radio's most determined
Jbachelor. And equally determined to give NBC stature 'as a

,

**t

man

Hubbell Robinson, Jr.: He's the top'j.Db kid of recent years,'
parlaying himself into bigger and better spots each time
with the usual Bermuda interval in between. Keeps working hours that a Chinese coolie would complain about (as
his stafC does). Poker-faced, wears sincere cuff links. Right
now he's the fair-haired boy around CBS; self-made all the
way. And he knows what the score is.

Georee Crandall: Despite his year-round lament to "give
us some names to publicize," the CBS press boss has been
copping those coveted scrolls and citations.'

'

'

John U, Beber: Many call him the "Grim Reber of Radio"
can you get with such a year-in-year-out
Top 15 properties as "Lux Radio Theatre," Charlie
McCarthy, Fred Allen and thfe Al Jolson-Kraft Music Hall?
Credited with the neatest agency trick of the year in the
sotto voce switchover of Fred Allen from Standard Brands
to Ford, thus keeping the comic in the family.

transcription package

and came

can remember

Ed Cashman: It was once -written of him that all should
resolve on New Year's day to have as many friends as he.
What the trade likes to call a "sweetheart" and never with''
Out a smile or a kind word. He bosses the Kudiier agency
on Vine St and flips the cues lor Tony Martin and Alan

stable of

notice. Particularly conscious of radio's
boys
need for hard-hitting and vital shows, he's applying himself
at the moment to piling up a reserve so he can put them on.

JWT

Carroll CaiToH: One of the miglitier mites among the commission men and the wraith behind every piece carrying
Bob Hope's by-line. He wields the quill for Ward Wheelock
and with hawk-like vigilance watches over the scripts for 11
Campbell soup shows every week. Likes to stir up con"troversies and write about them for Variety.

—but how grim

up and take

at

He

Walter Bunker: Hats were tossed into the air when he
was given charge of the Coast office of Young & Rubicam.
One of Hollywood's most popular vets, his affectionate greeting to everyone is "chum." Knows more about radio from
rough script to warm mike than most of the geniuses.

-

'.s

-

sit

-

.

William S. Paley: Reading from left to right in any Town
and Country issue you're apt to find Bill Paley behind some
The quiet, handsome, pleasant-mannered
social dowagjsr.
board chairman of CBS has been adopted as society pet
broadcaster.' He had more fun. being a Colonel during the
war than David Sarnoff had being a Brigadier General.

Bob Colwell: Nof as active in radio as he was before becoming that third letter in SSC&B, but the older generation
pf '«criptist» and directors remember the "old man's" inexbiaust'ible enthusiasm and encouragement while braintrusting
It J. Walter Thompson. Perhaps responsible for introducing
more comedy writers into the business than any one else.
Biggest source of gratifipation for him in '47 was his improve»
nent as a golf player.

to his vice-presidency.

years ago that he and Vio McLeod* n^jw a

Willet Brown: Dapper and smiling,, he carries his vicepresidency of Don Lee lightly and puts in more hours than
anyone at the network. Programming is his specialty and
his record for developing new programs and talent is envied
Apple of his eye just now is the new
at the other skeins.
$2,500,000 plant to be ready by April 1.

ABC

one.

many

Diana Bouirbon: Has been one of the top femme radio execs
since Hollywood went big time and is still operations boss
Constant pal is her mother, still gay
for Ward Wheelock.
and chipper in her 80's. As easy to take as the bonded stuff
she shares her name with,

a nickel into millions via the LifeSaver route. He's in radio to stay, and while not too active
management, letting Mark Woods run the show,
in
there's no question about who's boss. Economy-minded. Has
violent likes and dislikes about radio, frequently not followed by his executives.

Carrington: Her three soap operas, her two chilher N. Y.-Bridgehampton-Florida shuttling, plus her
people and encouragement of new talent add up to a

?'a

act called "The Beach Boys." They both play the Lakeside golf course^ McLeod in the 70's and "Blackie'' comes in
like Crosby's horses,

Ed Noble: Parlayed

iBIaine

as

,.

cally her

lovt^ot

commonly known in BoUywood

four-figure writer, played the second-run picture; houses In

Linnea Nelson:. Walter Thpmpson's time-buyer-in-chief,
has just celebrated her 20th year on the job and practifirst.
Within her organization she's rated as No. 1
diplomat, being able to handle even John U. Reber. With
station reps she has the often disturbing faculty of. cutting
through double-talk and chaff and prodding for the facts.
Has habit of toting her husband around NAB conventions.
Major recreation is to roll out the barrel for her friends at
what she calls her "shack" away on IiOng Island's north

Walter Craig: Back in 1926 he was a dancing juvenile with
Kolb & Dill. He ran his own freelance program business
for years, reaching the opulence of ii second-hand yacht and
100 Guernsey cows. He learned about Ed Noble at WMCA.
As radio veepee at Benton & Bowles, with its lucrative Genfral Foods-P &:"G-etc., accounts, he's as hep a huckstei; as
ihey come.

merry

not too

Frank Mullen: As long as NBC has him around as its exec
veepee and general manager, there won't be any danger of
the web being bogged down by New York atmo.sphere. He's
the cdnjmon, sense guy around the network, with the correct
.perspective on 'things in the middle of Idaho and his eyes
iocussed west of the' Hudson.

who

fcen,

breeding thoroughbred

to advertising his
stock. Loves country

is

an

Arde Bulova: Watch king and owner of the brace of Manliattaft indies, WNEW and WOV, has been spending considerable time in" Switzerland; in fact, he has yet to see the
JJlterior of the elaborately-headquartered WNEW on Fifth
Ave., but having passed it on the street one day called up
(ind raised hell about the Venetian blinds not being straight.
What impresses him most about WOV is its cleanliness.

jfiffilife.and'.a

is

up the hard way

Next

life.

Us own

('•Inner

interest

.

What

Normatt Blackburn: Second in command

Charles Mortimer; If all advertisers had as broad a gauge
of the business as General Foods' advertising boss, there
wpuldh't be any need for' a Fair Trad^ Commission or, for

'j'

also

In Hollywood
Bol> Bailiii:

sweet guy" and comes by it honestly. One of the main
reasons why the spirit is high at Poote, Cone & Belding and
everyone comes to work with a smile. Knows the business
as well or better than most, having come up through the
ranks and first mike-teethed as an actor.

.
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Anmveraary

The Coming

of the Five Fifteen:
You Don't Have to Reach Down
Evolution of a New Formula
By HOMER FICKETT

By CARROLL CARROLL

JOirector,

Hollywood.
they don't stop to think that in one
the sprawling full-hour half-hour there is only about 20
music and variety broadcasts oi the minutes of comedy material. Divide
all
late 20's and early 30's came the that by three and you have
digested half-hour "personality -plus- they'd have to do on three quarteradd the cuts necessary to
,
guest-star" programs of the late 30's hours
and early 40's. With this process of ram what they have written for a
have
evolution, and an already apparent half -hour into 29:30 and you
trend as evidence, there seems suffi- your fourth and fifth fifteen.
Work? Of course it would be
cient reason to anticipate the inwho was
creasing popularity Of the 15-minute work. But a comedian
once willing to work very hard for
flVe-tiines-a--week radio, show in the
$750 a week to make a half-hour
late 40's and early 50's;
Sy slicing the 60-minute sagas to show a success, should be just as
willing to woi'k just, as hard at his
30 we made them more functional
This same streamlining can, and will, current price to assure .another 10
with fivebe applied to bisect the hall-hours .v^ars of such success
fifteens,
to at 15 minutes. And to those who
I know it's been tried by comics
will argue, "Can you imagine Eddie
important new
Cantor or Edgar Bergen or Fred and failed. But what
reviAllen cutting their half-hour to 15 trend hasn't been based on a
errors?
Musical
earlier
minutes!" the answer is, "Remember sion of
shows are already using the fivetviien they had a full hour?" So
fifteens very succes-sfully, why not
it becomes important to analyze the
singers
evolution of the basic formula of all comics? I know bands and
What comedian
repeat material.
big comedy half-hours.
like to say he doesn't?
First there was a comedian and would
Maybe the flve-fifteens for comea name band. The comedian just
wanted to. come on and be a sensa- dians would give a few more writers
jobs. Who cpn kick about that? So
tion. So the bandleiader became the
eoaster-of-ceremonies. This resulted the comics would have to show up
every day. Is that too tough? Most
in two things: CI) a big battle between the bandleader and the comic people who work for much less are
for top billing and more time; (2) willing, to work five days a week.
a realization on the part of the In pictures and on the stage it's not

No

.

.

comic

m.

c.

that

and

all

the

baijdieader,

nice

around patsy, was getr

•

disappeared from most comic setups. He was replaced either by a
very modest name band or by a pitband that played only when the
Sokes thinned out. The comic hiraself took over the.m. c,, duties and
soon became very lovable. So lovi(ble, in fact, that he had to be
bolstered with guest-stars— big picture names who were even moi;e
lovable. This made the comedian
fabulously lovable because he was
associating with such. um'versaUy
loved .personalities.
But pretty soon associating with
such, great guests begap to lose its
percentage as fteir fees rose, their
novelty diminished, and- their ability 'fo read a lunoy line failed to improve. Then csme a rash of exchange appearances among comedians, a sort of daisy chain of back

—

'

often more stimulating
the performer's ego than to his
audience. And while all this was
going on, the lovable comics in ordef
to. Stay lovable, had to 'sutround

scratching,
to'

themselves

with

a

lot

who could say

stooges

of
a

AFRA
lot

of

extremely uiTlovable but very funny
things in as many 'hilarious dialects
as required.

Even the Padding

Is

'

preferably gags.

KLZ'S

NEW MUSIC DIRECTOR

ARt GOW
Art Gow mounts the ICLZ podium
after five years as staff organist.
He was formerly *planist-arranger
for Johnny Davis' orchestra and has
been In the business for 24 years.

KLZ, DENVER.

of

Common

things I've encountered.
Among a
total of 9,000 spectators, you could
have heard that pin drop,
They
watched and listened so atten'Uvely
it seemed they were forgetting to
breathe.
,

i;

—

function to the exclusion of all others, broadcasters are also reporters
of news, publishers of a running commentary on the*events of their
coinniiunities, of the nation, and of the world.
It has long been recognized in the work of editors, playwrights,
novelists, scientists, historians and essayists, that only by the free and
unabridged competition of speech and press in the market-place of

ideas can truth and understanding be achieved. This fact has not been
clearly realized as applied to radio broadcasting. If it were admitted
without challenge that an administrative body of the government- could
abridge or abolish a part of the Constitution as it applies to onk medium,

is:

medium would be wholly

safe.

well to strike this note of common interest on an occasion
doubt, 4vill be speaking to yoQ, exclusively, of
'

when
show

—

and "Lux Radio Theatre"—is
proving the existence of a larger:
literate "audience than many program
planners have been willing to admit.
I think radio can stop overlooking
the human mind quite as much as it
tre"

has.

Padded

Morgan,

When plans for the weekly
hour "Ford. Theatre" were
nounced early last fall, it was
intention of the Ford Motor Co.
those immediately responsible
.

one
anthe

and
for

producing the program to make it a
true radio repertory theatre where
radio classics could be presented
again and again.
Since Oct. 5, 1947, when the program mkde its debut, we have carried through our original plans -by
presenting during thf first 13-week
cycle, adaptations Of stage playsi
motion pictures, novels and original
radio scripts.
film, worked on for months, frequently makes the rounds of theatres
for thousands" of nationwide showings.
play, too, if succfcsisfuli may
have' hundreds of perfo^aiices including tours and revivals. But only
one radio script -in a thousand, even
if it is a great success, is ever presented on the air again. The single
performance tradition is responsible
for a vicious circle in which less
time is spent on one-shot scripts and
resulting poorer scripts have less
chance of repeat presentation.
This circle, we fervently hope, can
be effectively and permanently destroyed by building up a radio library of carefully prepared scripts
-

warrant repeti-

made

it

show

as

polished production not
a clambake thirowh together in *
week. Other programs already presented and some to be heard at later
dates are the result of from four to
nine weeks Of intensive preparation.
This effort will not be thrown' away
in one performance, but will be ap>
predated in future performances.
While the aims of the "Ford TheS'
tre" cannot be completely realized
in the first year, we expect that a.
backlog of programs will gradually
be built up.
Of the 52 scripts,

:

and adaptations, that will
have been aired by next October,
we feel that at least 10 '.vi!l win a
originals

know any number

of comics who
psychiatrists if

place

told they liad to do five 15-minute

"We

Theatre
By GEORGE ZACHARY
iProducer-Difector, "ford Theatre")

a' finished,

ihated quarters,

holler,

is

Repertory

The earlier performance
possible to present the air

half -hours. The fiill hour variety
shows were MOiere^ two cofigruent
half<.}idui^/ And listen io any latOthour iod£Q^. You'll hear two cleverly

already have plenty of trouble getting one half-hour a 'Week!" But

comes

A

accomplish.
Successfully presented as the fifth broadcast of the
"Ford Theatre," the O'NeiU play was
used for the progriEuin's atidition
record.

Actusilly every radio Show has
always heen two or more smaller
shows. When we first planned the
two-hour holiday shows for Elgin
in 1942 we planned them as four

•hows a week. They'd

the ascendant, -^troves again that the
o
play's the thing.

to

showed he wasn't.

'their

—

The "F-ord Theatre" adaptation of
"Ah, Wilderness" furnished a good
example of what the program hopes

wants to say that Henry Morgan
wouldn't be better in a 15 minute
shot? The suceess of Abe Burrows'
l5«minute romp brought on the
tHought he'd be better ia hall-hour.
Apparently his Ii{df-ti6ut': audition

1

with

Of sufficient nierit to
tion.

'

would phone

—

in "The Corn Is Green,"
Donald Buka as her poetic
pupil.- But the fairly steady line of
the rating weelc after week, always
from the time it started— bit in

teacher

A

'

Henry

with the latter; alone,
You don't
have to reach down.
I don't, of
course, mean that non-musical pro*
grams should all be grim and serious.
"Theatre Guild on the Air"
has been putting on such disparate
pieces as the hilarious "Three Men
on a Horse" and the tragic "Ethan
Frome," and the rating has shown
lio sharp oscUlation from one broad?
cast to the next.
The presence of
certain well-proved stars naturally
gives us certain peaks
as when
Helen Hayes played the devoted

A

shorfe

mcluding

—

down to this : the
greater than any of its
True, the ratings .show that
the part of the radio audience that
whole

parts.

show

Who,

clear presentations most

where" people

It

It

told ourselves that this

New York

but Birmingham,
haven't had much
practice in attending serious performances "in the flesh."
What capped all this was the fact,
which we learned later, that this
play, one of the lejgst known of
O'Neill's, one that had never been
a stage success, had attained a higher
rating than any previous- broadcast.
Adding, all this up, it seemed to
me that the pioneering being done
by the Guild's program and such
others as "Studio One," "Ford Theawasn't

the half-hour comedy
got padded. Until today every
'^ne of them has one or two too
many stooges, one or two too many
girt singers or quartets, one or two
too many Old jokeS; one or two too
many situations before the payoff.
And they're also .padded with too
many listeners who know one or two
too many times what's coming next.
This is the penalty the comics pay
tist being so lovable. Because those
iwe love most we understand best
and can most frequently aintieipate.
It's fiiae' to start taking the padding out of a half-hour. And we will
when we all stop saying a comic
can't get rolling in 15 rninutes, and
start to remember when they used
to' walk onto a yaudeZvllle stage with
nothing but a stale play-on, and in
13rto-18 fast minutes' smashed across
everything they' had. When we reaieniber this we'll suddenly start to
realize that 15 minutes is plenty long
enough to be on.
In

We'd

self.

others, no
business.

same we Straw." In

Interest

In oi).e phase of their activities, broadcasters are entertainers and
show people. Lilce other people so engaged, they look to .'Varieiy each
week for criticisms, suggestions, opinions and news. For that reason,
among others' they join with you in sympathetic interest on the occasion of your anniversary. Indeed, the broadcasters, like 'Varieiy and
its readers, perform the same dual function. Just as 'Variety would be
a colorless and crippled public servant without its opinions, so radio
broadcasting would be hampered in its public interest activities if it
were denied the right to say what it believes beyond mere reporting.
For* indeed, although some people would emphasize its show busUiess

then no

All the

had two huge audiences, one of stu- people will recognize good and evil.
Radio today is holding audiences
dents at a dress rehearsal and one
of adults at the actual broadcast, with shows that are geared to 13and their intense absorption in the year-old minds and also with true
play was one of the most impressive drama, but 1 think it could do it

It's true that the broadcasting of
considered impossible to show up the "Theatre Guild on the Air" in
every day to do a job. A lot of nice Birmingham had been made into a
people work every day. Eiven some gala event there comparable to a
rich ones.
simultaneous visit by the President
of the United States and the Barnum and BaUey. Circus. This was.
U. S. Steel's own radio program being 'broiight to a Steel Co. center.
We were prepared for hoop-la for
the stars of the show and others
^By JUSTliSf MILLER-at civic receptions, and an indifferent audience reaction to the play itWashington.

Or a Note

'

Everybody
tical overtones, set against a back- of everybody, I believe,
ground that's not only unglamorous knows in his own life a man like'
but even depressing^ a tuberculosis Macbeth or a woman like Nora.
sanitarium. It was hardly an item It's nonsense to say that the great
calculated to fascinate a public that's mass of listeners can't understand a
supposed to want escape-stuff and play like "A Doll's House" or "The

,

ting to be more popular than the
comic. So the .big-name bandleader

"Theotre Guild on the Air"

would say that radio's likes the gag-comedy program Is a
comedy-program format is on mighty big part of the whole aiidithe way out.
But the time may ence. But it isn't the whole audience
come when sponsors may question There are many people indeed who
that it is always the answer.
And vehemently shun the gags. But is
the reason I think so is an experi- there any considerable number who
ence I had a few weeks ago when would as firmly shun good, true
I directed a "Theatre Guild on the dramas if they were Offered as freAir'' program in Birmingham.
quently as the gags or the crime
We were puttirtg on a radio, ver- melodramas?
A sound story, told truly and.sion of Eugene O'Neill's play, "The
dramatically, will hold the interest
Straiw,'.' a sombre story with mysone

staple

W

Out

QZZIE and HARRIET
Now on

Every Friday Evevin«->- ^t*^

in
the program's libfary,
where, instead of l^isthering dust on
the shelves, i iey will tie taken out
as a continuiiii; contribution to radio
'

Itetenihg.

.

.

•

—

—
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Typed!- Or Almost a Medieo

Believe Everything

Bveiyone in radiOf of course, is
interpretaawttie of the distorted

As a consequence of

listeners

of

—perhaps

not

this approach

consciously

devel-

oped—thousands of people are

in-

acciiratiii 'news
clined to believe everything they
reports —invahear broadcast over the radio. The
rlably on the parallel
to this, of course, is the fact
side of exagthat uncritical people are disposed
geration
and to. believe everything they see in
drama, and tiie print. Witness \he gullible readers
pity desks of
who fall for the April Fool pictures
iie\yspaper,s are
many newspapers publish to trick
freiiuently their subscribers 'and the millions
Q\rietw<>rkied by
who believe the stories about gazelle
necessity
the
i)oys in remote Asian countries. And
of discounting the flying discs!
:
„ « n.M.h.M
these misun.
As an actor on stage and screen
derstancUiiSs.
for more than ^0 years, I rarely witmelodramatic example of the nessed this confusion betw.eea myXnlblie propensity for belief was the self and the roles X playeid., As a
Orson Welles broadcast several years matter of fact, when I played the
ago of an H. G. WellSj. story. It role of Dr. Dafoe in "The Country
startled otherwiserationaf men from Doctor" and later made a series of
their hearth-sides and caused them motion pictures on the "Dr; Christo run into the night in sheer panic. tion" character, the. fan letters I relathe more than 10 years I have ceived were addressed to Jean Herappeared as Dr. Christian, on the sholt never to Dr. Dafoe or to Dr.
ColUn^ia Broadcasting System show Christian. "My fans recognized me as
an actor, not as a doctor.
title, I have had an oppor^
For more than 10 years,: however
tnotbi^'to observe this inclination for
since the inception of Hie Dr.
l«litijr belief and exaggeration on the
have retuiSt of a large section of the radio Christian radio show—I
ceived thousands of letters from
•Udience.
^
Thousands of people in the United people, who, firmly convinced that
country dtfctor of River's End is
States, I have found, have identiiied the
"Dr. Christian" as a real person. I an actual, living medico, seek not
only medical advice but help and
receive letters from these people
who are sometimes kindl sometimes counsel on matters of the heart, fiunhappy and often frustrated every nances, etc.,- with which the irfdio
character so often concerns himself.
-day. Of course,'" these listeners repSome of the letters are amusing
resent a minority sufficiently large
while others are disturbing by their
In number to cause wonderment.
desperation. To those seeking medIt proves, among other things,
ical advice I naturally write that
thft there Is a wide differentiation they should consult their own family
1»e'tween the radio Audience and the
doctor or some repvitable physician
aiidieQce in the theater and the moof their community.
tion picture ho^use.
But, here is a confession. I have
With, extremely rare exceptions, played the role of Dr. Christian for
the normal person who enters a so many years and have become so
legitimate theater or a motion pic- firmly established in the radio auture house approaches them with dience mind as Dr. Chritsian that I
an anticipation of being enter- sometimes feel more like a doctor
talaed and of being "fooled." While than an actor. All these letters are
ilu'ihe theater, the line of demarcabeginning to have an effect on me.
and
tion
between '^make-believe
The fact that I once appeared as
tnii]t-^if temporarily and pleasantly a ipeaker at a national convention
dbmned—zemains drawn.
of the American Medical AssociaTliete is a distinct difference in tion, received a commendatory letthe approach of the auditor to the ter for my efforts in behalf of the
-radio program, and the politicians medical association from Dr. Morris
and propagandists have not been Fishbein, editor of the Journal of
among the last to discover this dif- the American Medical Association,
ference.
Although
perhaps the and became an honorary member of
greater part of radio time is re
the Los Angeles County Medical Asserved for programs of a strict en- sociation, may be adding to the iltertainment
the
radio lusion.
content,
listener is inclined to think of the
Perhaps I had better write Dr.
medium in much the same spirit in Christian Immediately!
'

,
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Take Them Teeth
My Wrist
Outa
BHIIISH IllSIE
MARGE KERR

Hollywood,
which he regards his daily newspaper-^s an organ tor communicaRadio listeners are impressionable tion and information.

make
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(Talent Buyer, N. W. Ayer)

By LEONABD M. GANDEB

peppJe.

tions
«ften

'

TOP 6 GANDERATINGS

BBC'S
=By

P^^OE^T

Foriy-uxond

—

Nobody, that Is nobody except
London,
Variotv, has delegated me to speak
In this precious stony-broke isle
for outraged American womanhood,
set in the silver sea, broadcasting is
one thing flourishing as never be- but from where I sit, night after
night at my radio, I conclude that
fore. During 1947 the British Broadit's high time somel3ody rises in procasting Corp. had more licensed

but for a different reason.
caricature just doesnt like

i

From

phenomenon, a Freudian
might deduce that the war brought
out the male hormones said to be
test at the radio advertisers who are dormant in the feminine sex. The
listeners and more headaches; atliterally biting the hand that feeds average
radio listener can only
tracted more abuse and more praise,
deduce that sponsors hate women,
received more money and spent them.
Especially the radio advertisers and that the comedians who vilify
more, than in any of the previous
sponsoring male comedians. These women and the women who portray
24 years of its existence.
Dollars aren't the same as pounds, are the advertisers who go out of these vilifications and the gagwriters
who put the words of vilification in
as we are constantly reminded in their way to offend.
Great Britain today. However, in
Listen to any of the big, male their mouths must have a mighty
the sterling equivalent the B.B.C. comedy programs—yes, and some of sad sex life and an even sadder conreceived during 1947, $52,000^000. the small ones too. What do you cept of who buys the goods they
More than $13,000,000 came as a hear? Gags? Brother, you said it. are trying to sell..
direct grant from the government to The gags you hear about women
Jiist Lack at The Ficares
J
support overseas services.
gag you and that's for sure. EveryAnd if you don't think it's the
The rest of the money came from body from Hope to Paar devotes at women who buy the goods, let'»
licenses which have now reached the least one stooge routine to the vili- take
a look at the figures. lii an exall time high of nearly 11,000,000. fication of women. This defamation
haustive survey made by Hearst
How was the money spent? Are of women is so well organized that Magazines, Inc., "The Influence of
the $100 wisecracks any fvmnier than I almost suspect Phil Wylie of spon- Women on Buying," over a lO-year
the $10 ones of a few years ago? soring it. After all, he didn't father period— 1926 through 1942— it Was
The obvious thing to do is to ask momLsm for nothing, and if he isn't found that women either buy outthe great British public but un- getting a payoff on this big,, national j-jght or. influence the buying of 97%
nothing so follow-up on, his book, "Generation
fortunately there
is
of all food and 80% of all drug
simple in British broadcasting as the of Vipers," I think he oughta sue.
prjjducts.
Hooperating. The secrets of comAmerican wmnanhood should inIt doesn't make sense, does it?
parative success hoarded by the stitute
a mass suit, too, because in Here are the food and drug fellowi
B.B.C. Listener Research Departthis

.

.

)

|

j

!

-

,

these

so-called

comfedy

ment are guarded more jealously women are caricatured as

routines,
ugly, flat-

in the role of radio's biggest

than those of the Black Museum at chested, piano-legged; moustached,.
Scotland Yard. But here are the repressed, unloved, unwanted and
Ganderatings of the six most popuunsung unsung except in the offkey
lar light- shows of the year based on
tremolo of some goony gagwriter
powwows with fellow critics, B.B.C. who hates women becaiise his psy
bar babble, and some pipe dreams.
his

—

chiatrist

(1) "Have a Got": This is a British
variation' on American ad libblhg.
Both countries claim to have thought,
it first.
Wilfred Pickles Is the
ad libber. He has a Yorkshire accent, a pleasant change from the
standard refined -accent of B.B.C.
announcers. Pickles has hearty manner, roars with laughter on smallest
provocation, induces people to say

of

silly

things,

is

occasionally vulgar,

and a good time is had by all. Was
an announcer once during the war
but was considered a bit of a flop
in that job.

told

him

be

loves,

mother.

A

lot of radio actresses must share
this lo^e-hate for their mothers too,

and here are

same buyers, night
over the dial.

portray women as.flatchested, moustached, fat-legged, thin-legged, bow*
legged, piano-legged, and knockand others of kneed.
and good and
A quick look around might help
sympathetic. The girls on my. pan some of these actresses say no to
are the raucous tots who run in .some of the dialogs and caricatures
and out of the various comedy pro- radio parcels out to them. In many
grams travestying women for AFRA cases, these actresses are poking fun
scale or maybe slightly over— the directly at themselves not to mention
raucous tots who sprang up in the millions of their sisters. I'm hot
wake of Brenda and Cobina and such a frightwig myself but I know
have been losing friends and alien- that my flesh is heh: to at least one
ating people for the sponsor ever or two of the physical morbidities
since.
comedians love to dwell on. And as
Perhaps the most interesting slant I look around at friends, colleagues
on these girls is the fact that through and acquaintances, I see still moret
them, the fashion in female carica- evidence of universal female imture seems to change with the times. perfection. I can see it for myself.
For example, before World War II, I don't -want some big comedy prothe fashion in caricature was the gram pointing it' out to me. So here's
scrcecher
a highvoiced, giggling my message to those advertisers
type who went to pieces whenever who try to make me buy their goods
a male got within writhing distance. while sticking a mirror in front of
After the war, the fashion changed my face:
"Lissjen
from the screecher to the honker
Jack, take them teeth
a gruff, deepvoiced, bellicose type outa my wrist. Stop biting the hand
the pan. Those two,
their kind, are warm

I

(2) "Twenty Questions": Definitely
American and run by a Canadian

I

I

quizzer, Stewart Macpherson, who
started as an ice hockey commentator and has rapidly risen in the,
last 12 months to position of top-'

ranking commentator on all sports
except cricket, and most talked of

Owing to
in British radio.
native reticence and the income tax
nobody will admit earning any
money in British broadcasting, but
it's suspected thai some of them do.
Stewey is saiS to make, with various
sidelines, $30,000 a year. He's quick
witted, fast talking with an intriguing touch of tran.satlantic accent.
Listeners' writhe at his ignorance but love every minute of it.

man

.

j

]

;

j

t

—

I

j

|

who

goes to pieces over

men too—

that feeds you."

—

"Merry Go Bound": Stariing
Eric Barker. Evolved from wartime
naval concert party. Pokes fun at
newly rich peer—Lord Waterlog
who has a terrific Cockney accent
and whose favorite expression is
"Wotcher cock, 'ows yefself? Bobs
(4)

flippin Uncle." Also at exR. A. F. types with their hearty beloved vacuity and wonderful jargon.
(5) "Much Binding in the Marsh":
Starring Richard Murdoch and Kenyej-

neth Home. More backwash from
the war. "Binding" in R. A. F slang
meant "complaining" or bellyaching
or griping. The scene is an R. A. F!
Station and there is an "erk" or aircraftman with a wonderful moustache, and & Cockney accent—Sam
Kosta.

BaLYREDFIELD

after night all

\

gross routines. If I were a comedian,
I'd fire the gag-writer who relied
on it, and if X w«re .an actMSS, I'd
refuse to perform the earicature thai

be caught dead
doing what they do on some of the
programs they do it on. Understand
now, it is not the Molly McGecs
and the Gracie Aliens who jjre on
else they wouldn't

York this sunmier, Mainly dialect
fun with characters like a drunken
Indian Colonel (Jack Train) and a
bfeUyaching charwoman, Mona Lott
Something like
Harben).
(Joan
Fred Allen's Alley. Many think has
gone on too long— nine years but
still rings the bell and is lavoiite
with the Royal Family.

Coast-to-Coast—Thursday 9—9:30 P.IW.
American Broadcasting CompSiny

spenders

in the role of'

If I were a sponsor, I'd nix the
comedian who relied on vilification
and debasement of women" for hit

ITMA (It's That Man Again):
Tommy Handley, who
Starring
gave a sample of his humor In New

STARRING ON "TALES OF WILLIE PIPER"

women

America's biggest buyers and here
are the programs- outraging these

(3)

SigASON'S GREETINGS

This

ment

that's all.

(6> "Ignttrance Is Bliss": Another
Stewart Macpherson program. Also
American inspired. Not strictly a
Ganderating (prejudice based on
shouting and the rudeness and thfe
crudene,"?.'? of the personal jokes), but
included for the sake of fairness.

GREETINGS

'

|

j
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Disk Jockey Due For Sustained Run
As Commercial Force in Local Radio

Back about 20 years ago, during the early days of
commercial broadcasting, my orchestra did one of the
loop broadcasts in radio history. Playing in Chicago
we accompanied Bebe Daniels, the movie star, in HoUywoodw Singing on the Coast, Miss Daniels wore earphones to hear our accompaniment and, in Chicago, I
wore earphones to hear her as 1 conducted the orchestra.
At. the conclusion of her song I had a fexjr lines of
dialog to exchange with- Miss Daniels and everything
worked out fine in rehearsal when the announcer did a
verbal stand-in for the star. On the air, however, a few
unexpected difficulties presented themselves and presented themselves so fast that ! could hardly cope with
,

first

By BEN BODEC
James C. PetriUo notwithstanding, the disk jockey is due
for a sustained run as an .article «£ commerce in local radios
If and when he passes out of the picture, it will be strictly
of natural causes, namely: the public got tired of his chatter
«nd his jrecords. Also, something cheaper came up to crowd
him out of the advertiser's dollar.
Station managers around the country seem to get a malicious pleasure out of interlarding a conversation on the subject of disk jockeys with the remark, "What's nevf about a
fellow talking between records? Why, I bad 'em on as long
as 15 years ago." What the sources of such comment oyerlook apparently is something that has nothing to do with
the genesis of the jockey.
In radio, as well as all other facets of show business, the
innovation of a type, or style, or what-ihave-you leaves the
trade cold, as a rule. It is not until some personality, or

With the indie station the position of the disk jockey is not
merely one of importance but dominance, and there's where
many an owner and, paiflculatly, station
Stations' .Whose revenue from disk Jockey 'sessions
represent anywhere from 40% to 75% of their gross income
are anything but rare. Some station managers have grievously come to the realization that the relationship between
their operations and their disk jockeys is one of the tail,
wagghig the dog. For the first time in the history of their
operation they find tbienkselves in the position of having to
kowtow to, or, at least accept as better than earnjng equals,

:

Also for the first time in local radio, the scales are tipped
the tnfinagerial or sales executive side. The employee with the top check used to be the station manager or
the sales manager. Now it's the disk jockey. Again, for.' the
first time the station manager finds hbnselt jostled out of
upper position as '*the" station^s personage in the community.
.

>He

Who

Has

i£ in

-

i*

'

-

;

,

Now

^Audieiiee Gravy ^

battle of the generation is as old as the race. Radio,
however, has added 3 new note. It has dragged the battle
out of the home and itnade it a national issue. The question
before the :c<i>urt isi-are we going to let radio become an
instrument for further, dividing the American home^ or. are
we going to try to be sensible and reach some efficient,
workable compromise which will at least consider the
wishes of both sides—the children and the adults?
No, one in his right mind would advocate that children be
given complete license in any field. However, that does not
imply necessity for arbitrary decisions in a situation where
wise direction, considered discipline, and a careful weighing of issues, views and values might bring very positive
results.
Since we have listened ad infinitun to- what adults want
for children, let us try for the moment to guess what it is

Tfie foregoing reference to; "audience gravy'Ms of no idle
significance to some ad agency men. Daii Potterj head of the
Compton agency's planning board, may be cited as a case in
point. Potter disclosed recently that a study made by Compton statisticians of Hooper local ratings showed that, aifili*'
ated stations have been steadily losing their audiences to
record-playing stations since 1943.
As for tiie economics of disk jockeying, the story so far is
pretty much, limited to local dimensions. Generally speakr
ing, his sponsors are local distributors and merchants. The
national accounts haven't got around to him in laifge number mainly because the agency men have preferred to deal
with something in which they can talk iii terms of network
ratings to their clients, such as chainbreaks and minute an-

•

nouneements adjoining high-rating network shews.

Again,
the agency time^buying hasn't the time or the facilities to
probe into local' personalities or success storSe$. As it is^he,
or she, is always con!tplaitting about being understaffed.
On the local front the disk Jockey show is what it is and
Will continue, to be for some time because it's ch£ap» that id>
an economic buy from every angle. The entertainment the
oflfers—the most broad selection of, artists for' all sorts
of tastes and moods is in popular' favor. The artists carried
on these records are tops in their respective fields or idiom.
The personality which presides over the presentation of these
top-ranking personalitiese not only lends to the-program a
local flavor but sparks in the listener a sense of local pride
•^tbe disk jockey is someone who belongs to the same town.
In some instances the jockey has taken on odd eminence.

a National Issue

The

j

—

to

answer their frantic questions.

.

"I liked

it,"

she half -sobbed, "until that scene where the ^ionS.'Vvere going to eat the people.
Because—becauseAlh the comet.
there was a little baby lion— (and here the tears started
streaming down her face again) and he didh't get even one
person to eat!"

,

children might want. So far, not many of them have been
asked, and if they were they might have difficulty verbalizing their points. It would seem a good idea then to try to
Idaitify with them/ for the.mom^t, to guess what their
reactions might be—and fill in the empty spaces with some
facts discovered by people who have- made a special study
of child development.
To begin with, I would like to present to you the case of
Nancy L., aged four and a hall Nancy's parents are alert,
young people, anxious to help Nancy develop properly, anxious to shield her from as many harmful experience as
possible.
One blistering Sunday afternoon a revival of
"The: Sign of the Cross" was playing at the neighborhood
air-conditioned theatre. MrSi L wanted to see it. So did
'
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I

'

,

show

down enough
•

.

I

.

.

.

55^..

.

'

.

'
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(Producer-Director "House 0/ Mj/steru")
Mr, L. But there was no ^)aby sitter to stay with Nancy.
After much arguing^ allaying of guilty iCeelings, etc., they
came to the conclusion that Nancy wouldn't understand the
movie anyway and so it was quite all right to take her along.
Nancy sat enthralled throughout the entire picture. There
wasn't a murmur out of her, until the scene' where the
martyrs wereiin the arena, being thrown to the lions. Nancy
watched this, too, in open-mouthed, wonder; Then, suddenly,
she began to wail. Her wails mounted to sobs and her distraught parents rushed her home. Eventually, she quieted

There is an .oppressed minority among us that seldom
gets the kind of attention it deserves. I speak of the Amerlean child'and of his right "to 'listen to the kind of radio
entertainment jie considers satisfying. The child listener
gets enough attentione-but It is 'the quality, and often 'the
thoughtlessness of that attention which concerns rae.
Some time ago a group of parents, educators, librarians
and others who "Know What's Best" for Johnny and Susie
adopted a resolution. Addressing two. of our four coast-tocoast- networks, these grownups made' a summary request:
"Remove 11 of your children's programs from the air."
These ll programs comprise the entire roster of children'shour programming on the two' networks, taking up the time
between 5 and 6 p.m. five 'week days. All of these shows are
adventure pieces. All of them are listened to by between
But the grownups
6,000i000 and 10,000,000 kids each day.
press,
;
"Know What's Best." Off with these shows! These millions
In knocking around the countryman observer will find?—as
of listeners' are not fitet-plass citizens. They have no rights.
this writer has^that the disk jockey is a pretty hardworking
They compose a minority—and one that not only has no
and methodical person. He takes his job quite seriously, and
ballot but lacks^ also consultative tights.
Adults abrogate
himself, more negatively than affirmatively, less so. It is JJtit
to themselves the right to try these millions of listeners and
uncommon to learn some of them put in as many as 12 hOid:^ ^ condemn them without even a hearing.
« day preparing and broadcasting tlieir shows.
If .these statements seem facetious to you, that' is just anDisk jockeys are here to stay for some time, if only for
other evidence of the general contempt in which many of
the. circumstance that in many communities they, have come
us hold the fundamental rights of , our children. And if
to be 'accepted personalities of and with the town. The nathere is any doubt in our minds that many children contives want to know them personally and look upon their
sider grownups bullies, listen to this poetic expression on
favorite platter-spinner as not an isolated voice but a guy
the. subject by six-year old Jane Reis, as published in the
they see m.c.ing some social event in a local theatre, lodgeSeptember Woman's Home Companion:
hall or call-me-Bill event. He's much closer, to a personality
Oh igrownups.
holding forth from a mike in New York and Hollywood, and
Oh grownups, oh grownups,
that in a major way accounts for the fact that disk jockeys,
They won't let you stand.
competing against network programs, pull ratings as high
They won't let you sit,
as'15 and 17 in such spots as St. Louis and Detroit. It is also
They won't let you talk
the:.reason why it's getting increasingly tough for some of
They won't let yau sing
the networks to get a buildup for their sustaining programs
They it^an't Ui you pick flowers.
in the hinterland. The recalcitrant affiliates prefer ta subThey wont let anyfliing happen.
stitute a disk jockey and cuil tn on some of that audience and
Oh grownups, oh grotonupSi
commercial gravy.
'

I
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By OLGA DRUCE

in the art ,of suggestion. They
have others suggest and pick things for them. Hence,
our billions spent on advertising and the gilded touch of the
something-of-the*month-club idea. And so it is with the disk
jockey. He selects the best, theoretically speaking, from the
avalanche of records turned out under scores of labels, packages them, also theoretically speaking, into a cohesive and
well-balanced program and dresses it all up with some pleasant and, what is to be taken-«s, authoritative chatter.
That there have been otishoots from his general functional
pattern' is something else again. The aberrational comesf
With every business. Some go in foj; clowning; others for»insult; Still others whip up a jive and double talk that usually
nobody but themselves understands. There are also isolated
cases of the bizarre and juvenile behavior, such as smashing
records. It is the latter species that have garnered disk jockeying—the frothing jivers shouldn't be excluded^its bad

like 10

,

.

Let the Kids Decide

on the other hand, pushovers

,.

banjoist,

,

J

confirmation of the old wheeze, "he who has gits,''
along the major phonograph recording companies
to pour their advertising largesse on hundreds' of disk jockeys. The recorders have, it seems, but recently made the discovery that the best way to sell records is through the fellow whom the community accepts as an authority on records. Columbia Records has recently put 175 jockeys on its

As

now come

~~T

.

my

—Paul Wtiteinan

away from

Americans may be traditionally fighting gamecocks when
comes to being told what to do .or what to like, but they're,

;

Pingitore,

payroll to plug CR's current releases, and RCA 'Victor is in
process of cutting a similar s'wathe in behalf of its pop
product. The 175 jockey shows are exclusive of Columbia's
Record Shop, which is carried on 537 stations, and the label's
r°oster of local hillbilly specialists.
In a bit of research which preceded the launching of the
pop jockey campaign Columbia found that while a record
cannot be^ advertised into a hit, a coming hit can nevertheless be advertised into an outstanding seller.
It is when a
record is on the upgrade in a particular community that it
need? some directed force to -get behind it. And that's where
the jockey comes in. The label makj^s the contact with the
local station for the half hour of time but the jockey '»?orks
directly with the local distributor in making up the program; and singling out the records for extra-heavy pushes.
goodly
The disk jockey represents big radio income.
percentage of them have moved into the uptown-income
brackets. They have to a widening degree community standing.
They have become an integral part of local broadcasting.
They carry econoniic weight with the advertiser.
The only way their: 'ranks could be seriously decimated in
the near years would be for Congress!' to so' amend the
copyright law as to curb their use of' records. That eventuality is hard to imagine.

staff talent.

-

Pushovers

'

'

.

manager.

-

'I

Remember, I had a script, a score'', a. baton and earphones. At the crucial moment, I started for the microphone with my script and still wearing the phones. The
cord wouldn't stretch to the mike so I reached for the
box into which they were plugged still holding my script.
I got all tangled up with the script, the cord, and finally
reached the mike by dropping the box, ripping off the
phones and holding one side to my left ear. Meanwhile
the orchestra was doubled over laughing.
"You looked like a man attacked by bees,'* said Ifike

the rub comes for

WNEW,

annotator and anthologist.

'

''them..

trend, are disposed to let their local rate structure alone.

personalities, come along and exploit that new twist into
"
\iRajor attention and substantial coin that the business reveals
real interest, and, as often happens, reaches for a piece of
carbon paper: (linltation, to interpolate a cliche; is the show
trade's highest accolade to success.) So that to trace the
tause or reason for a "phenomenon" in radio it would be
more appropriate to cite the personality, the program or the
set of circumstances which can take full credit for catapult:
Ing the type, the idea, or the twist into heavy acceptance and
clothing it in a thick layer of greenbacks,
The personality who made big time and big money of what
we recognize today as the disk jockey-presided program is
Martin Block. And ' the station that was first to exploit the
New York. It was this station
thing to the hilt was
which back in the mid»30's took the then-radical step of
building ah entire schedule around a disk jockey. "The
Make-Believe Ballroom" became WNEW's underpinning of
an operation which for profits, and imitation, is perhaps
without peer in indie radio.
EVen though, there were others, like Rusli Hughes in St.
Louis and Al Jarvis on the Coast; subsequently cutting;
through the underbrush of listener popularity, the dislc.
jockey program didn't come into its own as a big industry
and solid bulwark of radio programing until after the war,
when phonograph record production went spiraling to>an unprecedented level. The product was plenty, the choice was
wide and the artists were many. The disk jockey was in his
heaven. The public interest in .records had mounted witb
the diversity of the interpreters and the personalities. Fundamenttajy,. all that the disk Jockey- added was the role of

it

'

These are reflected through his fan mail. While the pash
depends on the degree of the jockey's bronchial timbrcf,him sought after much more in the role of a
Dorothy Dix and arbiter of family affairs.
Returning to the economic factor-r-as the audience of the
disk jockey program has gone up the cost-per-impact has
moved in an opposite direction,: Local time rates have been
generally static while this has been happening, .-Like any one
else, the advertiser seeks the best buy wid It is hard to
imagine his alienation from this type of ifadio alliance until
such time the' rates outbalance the cost of impact. As the
Compton study disclosed, the trend is markedly still in the
record-playing station's favor, and station operators as a
whole, because of uncertainty over the overall business
stuff

his mail flnd^

^

I948
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When Radio Was Young

j

Losic All Their

"1

Own

At the risk of beipg a point-killer, I would like to underscore the fact that Nancy was upset,' not by the thing
her parents considered upsetting. Children's thoughts and
emotions follow a logic all their own—in most Instances
dictated by their personal makeup and private experiences.
In Nancy's case, the deprivation of the baby lion was harder
to beat than the sufferings of the martyrs.
The adult, it
questioned, would probably tell you he never jsven knew
there was a baby lion in the picture.
So, when adults tell you children's programs are too noisy
they are forgetting that most children like noise. When some
demand that all children's programs be "educational," they
are forgetting how very much children need relaxation and
escape— that there are also 'tired-businessmen' in the short
pants set!
lot of Us in the radio industry take our responsibilities
toward children pretty seriously. AH the networks have
special boards supervising children's programs.
Everyone
agrees, that if programs are proven harmful, they should
be taken off the air. So far no such proof has been advanced. Meanwhile all the adventure series try to include
public service and. positive angles in their -story lines. One
plugs the safety campaign, another stresses inter-racial
tolerance, while a third concentrates on authentic aviation
facts.
The show I do is a ghost story with a logical explanation, proving that belief in ghosts and superstitions i»
based on irrational fear— and ignorance—and, that prejudices' also grow in the same soil.
Some of these prograijnts
stand up rating wise—others are falling off. tt they fall
off much further in audience appeal, they will fall right off
the air at the same time. But the audience Will have made,
as it is making, the ultimate decision.
However, until such time, we as creative people in 'an
entertainment medium, must try to give the kids as good a
show as Ipossible, so each particular framework' is played up
to the hilt. The adventure series are as adventurous as our
talents can make them, our heroes as heroic, our mysteries as
mysterious. IT we fall short of perfection-^if Jiterary quality is often lacking—if we slip up now and then on standards
of taste-^ff our imagination's falter instead of soaring to
greater heights— put it down to the human element and
hope that our profession will attract better and .better
craftsmen. That is the answer to lacks in a field like radionot censorship either by prohibition or prescription.
Many of us, as producers, try to keep faith with our audience, adults and children alike. 'We assume that if they listen,
they are getting something out of the programs which command their attention. I will take that attention as my guide
instead of setting myself up as a judge.
Because I am
quite confident that, should our "program Stop' fulfilling a
need, it must go off the air, no matter what we might
think of its merit.
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tele As Hypo to U. S.
Stonilards of Living

By LESTER GOTTLIEB
hear "The Great Oildersleeve" has been having some fine radio shows
I wouldn't know. You see I've been "In the Kitchen With
this season.
I learn how to malce fudge with pecan nuts.
Alma Kitchell." Next week
Reports reach me from archaic Iriends who still listen to radio that Al
chants are enchanting, but how would I know?
Jolson's Thursday night
John Gnagy assures me I am an artist.
On WNBT at the very same time
focused, lights dimmed, and charcoal and easel in my lap, I
s2 With eyes
^^ve jvist mastered my first still life—a wad of bubble gum stuck on a
I

By FRANK

own /a television set. And its acquisition has not
my social life, it's piit my extra-cuiTi<iular business
one helluva shape. Getting paid«to chart the broadcasting into it than a comedy producer does to a hitch
dustry I've paid Jess attention

only monopolized
afrairs in

fsom my fickle affections are Fred Allen, Jack Benny, Henry
Morgan, and "My Friend Irma." I've found a whole new world of celebritelecaster Dennis James, wrestler George Lenihan, fight
tiei that includes
announcer Harry ;Balogh, Jhe aforementioned John Gnagy, Jack Kilty,
Aunt Grace and Bob Emery, the video "Uncle Dons;" and assorted boxers,
V groaners, ice skaters and court athletes,

effects

Looking forward to greeting" you
brand new restaurant, 1539
North Vine Street.
in our

Radio Receiver! What's That?

my

.

friends

Years ago

tecciver;

who

cling to that relic of another era, the radio
these same reactionaries probably snorted at my

who courageously drove

ancestoris

The best of everything for
best of peopks our friends.

still

the

—

Stanley Steai^ers wIUl^ they

first

icurried around in surries.
video log ol- the week I hope to convert some
As I briefly review
more Variety readers to this new home-art form.
Sundays while miost prepare for Bergen and Benny, I'm all set for WCBSiTs cliffhangers like '''The Lost Jungle" starring Clyde Beatty; So what
I'm reliving those diays when Pearl
if the films are a little mouldy.
White and Elmo Lincoln were my pinup heroes. This over I switch to
(Channel 4). for a thrilling short subject, "Samoa Pearl Divers" and,
appetite now wlietted, I'm all set for the hockey game at the Garden
When Hoy Conacher whacks some unfortunate Ranger with his stick 1

the

TOM BREiVEMAN.

'

my

'

^

j

WNBT

the wood than Edgdr Bergen.
Mondays my old-fashioned friends pencil in the Lux Radio Theatre but
I'm busy -seeing "a film, "Fisherman's Wharf," and a sprcckled but still
.sprightly musical short featuring Larry Funk' playing "Tiptoe Through
tb* iPulipis," which, incidentally, is No. 1 on the Video Hit Parade.
jiaven't gotten around to "Near You" just yet.
.fenbW he is

We

to Tuesdays you can keep "We, the People" and Bob Hope. I'll just
tune in my not-so-trusty Fhilco Table Model with the 10-in. screen to see
HoOt iQibson head oS the rustlejrs at the pass in a corking horse opera on
'

•

'

tA|l&.'

$125,000You're In

more adept with

;

.

'
.

;

Henry Morgan

Vb.

Ahna

Kitchell

Henry Morgan may be witty on Wednesdays but I'm too exhausted' to
care;
That Alma Kitchell is a' hard taskmaster. One thing about these
video recipes, you can see and bear them but to date you can't smeU.them.
Thursdays I have, my little ones crawling all over me as we look and
listen to Bob Emery's ''Small Fry" club and see delightful snapshots of our
.'

Video neighbors' oCfspriijgs. Last week I thought Henry Spriegelspan III,
looked particularly dashing in his new snow suit. Then there's
Aunt Grace, a tolerant mistress of ceremonies who trots out amateur
'moppets born too late tor Major Bowes foid too early for Arthur Godfrey;
Finally 'on Fridays we have Campus Hoopla, where energetic .zanies try
Video has the Petrillo-ban
to sing and dance to phonograph records.
problem now. The only musicians we know are well preserved on ancient
sound tracks or Okeh records. By 10 p.m. we're at the ringside at Madison
Square Garden and when the main event features someone like Jake
If this
laitUcftta we get both, leather pushing and waltzes simultaneously.
is on view with the
is too strenuous, a switch of the dial and
wrestling bouts from Jamaica Arena.
These pot-bellied performers dock more laughs than Bob Hope at an
~."Army Camp.
I once had a radio comedy writer witness one of these exhibitions. His
only' comment was, "Too, visual."
As for the commercials, they have found in me a feverishly loyal worfb^per. I've found a whole new world of modern merchants in Paterson,
Rahway and Bergen County who peddle their wares on WABD. I just
rush out, hop a bus at the Dixie hotel, and in a jiffy I've outfitted my
.whole family on easy credit terms, and I'm back at my video for the

:Tl>ged 4,

WABD

.

-

^

'
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NBC)

Busines&
DU MONT
By ALLEN

B.

I wish to take issue with an idea
that is fairly prevalent and is, in my
opinion, false: namely, that televir
sion broadcasting requires an origr
inal investment so large as to place
this phase of the industry within
reach only of big business.

we

cannot even foresee.

•

.

Products unknown today will tomorrow, through the miracle of television, become as common on the American scene as soap and toothpaste.
For television will create desires and demands which' today do not exist.
As such it will prove itself not alone as an advertising medium but as the
basis for the developmeht of a greater and more prosperous economy.

Through the already-developed advertising media, Americans have become the best-equipped and most prosperous people in the world. Now
there is television—^ new medium of advertising^ifor which we can as
yet see no limits, With the addition- of sight and motion to sound, television
encompasses the scope of all earlier instruments of advertising, and adds
its own Inherent capabilities to them.
For this reason, televi.sion will be able to create demands and desires
for products hitherto unadaptable to any other medium. It is no empty
genex-alization to say, then, that many nCw products will come to the American marketplace, as the direct result of advertising by television.

Sees;

SO

Stations

'

by Yearns End

This will happen: when: television achieves full nationwide statiu'e. And
the time for that grows nearer. The rapid growth of the -medium in 1947

'

seem slow in years hence when it is compared to television's progress
between 1948 and 1950. In the past year we have seen the number .of tele^
vision stations on the air jump from nine to 19. But by the end of- 194&—
one year hence that number will be 50. The number of receivers'.in the
hands of the public soared in 1947 from 12,000 to 175,000. But by tlie end
of 1948, that number may seem like a statistical error for there will be
will

—

750,000 or possibly 1,000,000 sets in operation.
Dui'ing the past year, a commercial east coast television network became
a reality. But by the «nd of next year, the midwest will be interconnected
with our present rietwork and nearly one-third of the nation's entire
popula.tion^O,000,000 persons— will be served by , television.
By this time next year, hundreds of new advertisers will hdVe entered
television as an adjunct to their present advertising. The numbers of ad->
I believe that an invefstment of
vertisers in 1947 skyrocketed, from 31 to more than 160. Given that rate
$125,000: plus real estate can put a
of increase and all indications point to a continually rapid entrance of
television
business
as
a
in
man
new advertisers into the medium the number ^should certainly exceed, our
Furthermore,
with fondest
broadcaster.
expectations of the past year.
..
careful and intelligent management,
Jn the years to come television will, expand coiSimereially. because it is
liis station can show a profit on the
inherently the most effective advertising medium man has ever devised.
first year's operation.
With its inevitable expansion and. the possibility to merchandising. nevir.
The popular misconception about goods and services on a mass-production basis to' the American public,
the cost of television broadcasting television will create new industries,' provide employment on a mass sc6Ie,
probtibjy stems from testimony given and immeasurably broaden the economic horizons of our time.
by applicants for. channels beforeIn plain dollars and cents language, television bids fair to be a $5Q0,0DO,the Federal Communications Com- 000 industry in tht; next year, with its prospects soaring for the years
mission.ahead.. As the multi-billion dollar industry into which it will develop, teleFor' instance, the first hearings vision will have a marked effect on. the American economy, by providing
held on a city-wide basis were in hew markets hitherto undreamed of for new products which will raise to
Washington, D. C, early iti 1946. The an even greater level our already high standards qi Uvingv
testimony of the applicants in this
'

—

—

:

:

hearing was widely quoted by the
press. In aU- parts of the XT. S. businessmen more or lesff seriously considering an investment in television
broadcasting, eagerly followed the

invest. Television's strictly for ttie
rich."
fact often overlooked is that

A

many

the television applicants
heard thus far are relatively big
hearings.
corporations planning television net>
Many of them were surprised, works. The stations they talk about
main event.
even shocked, by the size of the capr are frequently intended to serve as
'
When th6 anhouncer teUs me it's easy to make Sanka or Jello I don't ital investments and operating budg- pivotal points of networks. As a
have to take his word.
shapely, well-stacked dish is puttering around an ets quoted by the applicants. And consequence, the figures quoted on
all electric kitchen, proving it.
no wonder. One company planned construction and operating costs are
I've got to hurry alon% with this piece as I've just looked at my Gruen to spend, in these two categories, in no sense typical.
•
Curvex and in a few minutes. I can either focus in
and see Jack more than r$l,250,000. Other figures
The television broadcaster in a
XaRue in a 1927 Monogram feature film, "The Sneering Gangster," WCBS- were nearly as hig'^ .
middle-sized to small city needs
TV t6r. an educational short, "Violin Making in the -17th Century" or
nothing
nearly
as
elaborate
or as
reaction
was
many
cases
the
In
WNBT for a terse travelog, "Berry Picking In Bermuda" and I need a little something like this; "Not for' me. costiy as a network key station.
mae" to decide which one to miss.
The following equipment is adedon't have money like that to
.1
Ah, yes, video has opened up a whole new world of eye-filling adventures for me.
If I'm this enthusiastic now about this new miracle of the air, what will
1 be like when I can actually see some entertainment on it?

:

MDLLEN

E.

(Executive Vice President,

In 1948 television will continue to move ahead with incredible speed;
In the year just past we've witnessed the birth of the first television network in" the east. "In the year now beginning we will winess the swift expansion of that network. Measured in terms of dollars and cents, television
will grow in 1948 to the point where television broadcasters .and adver..
tisers will spend around $10,000,00(1 for programming alone.
And television will soon begin to exert profound eft'ects on the national
economy; Aside from the economic lift involved in the building of transmitting stations and hoine receivers there will taei another spur whose

''^jS'^yOu can guess I

I scoff at
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The Video and

of

A

i

WABD

Some $64 Tek

'

quate to set up a television station
in a Comm
y of 150,000 to 500^000
people:

,,

Transmitter (500 watt video
and 250 watt audio) ..... '$35,000
Transmitting tower* ... ... .
5,000
Transmitting anteniSa
12,000
Sync phasing and stretchings
.

.

equipment ...............
Speech equipment ..... ,,.
.

.

.».,',.

Sync generator
Film and slide equipment

1,500^

IjSOO

.

Distribution amplifier

'

845
3,400

.

.13,700

Projector
Lines and equipment
Remote vnit (.two' image
orthicon cameras)
Micro-wave relay unit .....
Truck or station wagon ...

3,500
3,560

;

,

.

.32,500

'

Total

10,000'

2,500

$124,945

. .

*The

cost will vary greatly, de-'
pending upon local conditions.

Questions

Let us assinnf! the station described above. -is -liot located on a
television network system, that it
cannot take feeds from established
stations, and must for the time being operate as an independent.
'

By LLOYD LEWIS
Chicago.

A

timber and get our news of the
wptld via aerial voices are concerned over what television has in mind

;

lot of

us

%,«s.^
Whea our
;

..

who

live

away back

in the

'

',

television sets are in, are we to be asked to stare 15 minutes
so, let me
Kaltenborn's face while he reads his news 'script?
warn the televisers it will riev^ work, for while Mr. Kaltenborn's voice
.« the most emotional of all the nevvsCasters, boiling and bubbling away
it does, the
jemotion will be gone if we have to see him while we listen.
^
H? will be then merely the watched pot that never boils.
Ii-who am probably the longest- winded listener that the radio newspasters now have, am a nervous wreck after watching for 30 seconds, those
few experimental television talkers whom I have seen. They are so seUconscious and affected that I am as pained as when watching an unwilling
Wild speak a piece in school. Ahd once when I saw a television 'caster
attempt to escape Monotony by daintily picking up a pointer and turning
.to a map
of the Agean Sea, I was right back in the deadly dullness of
school days myself.
If tele
newscasters and commercial salesmen stare us out of counte"'"ice— making us either .so uncomfortable ourselves or so sorry for them
Uiat we pay no attention
to what they are saying— what, then, is to be done?
*
service without ne^s is unthinkable. Shall news be presented
"i h
lively method of sending new.scasters up in panting relays, as in
"^i,
ihe Front Page," each ga'sping out
4
a late bulletin? That would remove
J :?°!""*, IJ"* might well have us all roaring with laughter before *e realized
we were actually hearing was the death of 50 infants in a flood.
,i
LJ"
onaii television
news be merely film newsreels? That will be too slow to
compete with radio news. Shall
portable units on the scene of disasters,
2,'^?"*^' conventions, flash us sights and sounds as they happen?
o'fcrs the best hope, but the expense will be high and risks consid!;
p. A'^
erable, lor news
takes a lot of editing. For example, if a commercial firm
sponsors a news
program which shows a crowd i:t a fire, and some neighbor
^^^^'tsflly accuse an innocent man of arson, the resultant libel suit
wht I"
^^".,.•^6 something!
Advertisers do not have oven those freedoms from,
^e suits that news columns in papers possess.
H..-y,

The success or failure of the projr
ect will depend largely on the programming schedule. The cameras,
used on the remote unit can b.e
placed in the studio for live shows;
However, the broadcaster will be
\yise to avoid elaborate studio productions, certainly at first. His ini"

M

.

investment need not include a
completely equipped studio. This
can wait until the audience grows
to the point where time Sale, make
studio productions profitable.

.tial

.

.

•

The broadcaster has other sources
for programs:

•

.

.

"The industry has now developed
a sys'tem for transcribing television
shows. Before the middle of 1948
transcriptions of programs produced
by the established atxd relatively old
stations will* be available to new
broadcasters and those now within
range of iietwork facilities.

-

i

,;

j)

PAUL WESTON

i'

^^p,.^QL

THE CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
Starring JO STAFFORD
RECORD ALBUMS

Ofvn>inB"

"Muiic for Memories"

Musical Director

rAPiTOL RECORDS
HKwnu
CAPITOL
"iy(Mtic for

:;"Muiic for -Romanco'';-

A second source of programs will
films. .More and more films lor
are steadily' appearing.
Within a year films can' sU)(}t)lysan
important
part of the ^•i^tll0m

be

.

tdevisiOB

schedule^

"
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Is It

WWJ'TVUps Weekly

Operation of

from IG to 5G Via
WWJ-TV,

(General Manage)-

Television in Detroit is so hot, it's
Not in my fondest dreams
did 1 envision as much, progress as
.

sizzling.

'

his been made since June 3, 1947,
when we inaugurated, commercial

WWJ-TV.

operation of

We made a jittery start with fear
and trembling in a converted studio
Today, our operation is
of WWJ.
smooth, confident and regular as
We ^egan with 1,200
clockwork,

Following is <me of the first arguments Ijj/ ,o ispprfs promoter ami radio
against the televising of majorj sports events. As oiuner of the.
Boston-Yanks' pro football team, ;Ted Collins bejieves television will
^gfi.
nitely hurt his gate, receipts. 0,ther promoters, sucfi os Gen. JoJiri. Reed
Kilpatrick, preg of Madison Square Garden, JV. Y., argue that tele builds the
gate, as radio did, by creating iiew fans. As an eaomplc of pro-tele'uision
thinking, see the story by Hf^rbert Bayard Swope, Jr., in tWs section.

FM

square feet of studio space. We now
2,400. We had 28 people on our

starting staff; now we have almost
We started with one ike chain
60.

and one orth. Now we have three
one ike. and could use more.

aii'

this

60,000,000 radio sets
:

"

fairly certain that within a "few years
all cities of over 100,000 Will have
television,
and probably
smaller communities will also come
along. And eventually some system
of relay stations will be devised
which will make television available

some

to rural and in-between communities as well as to the large cities,
tinder Such conditions, the- ownership of television sets may some day
reach as high as 10,000,000-15,000,000.
There is not the slightest doubt in
my mind that television in Detroit,
and everywhere, has ^the brighfest
sort of future. Our. people have accepted it completely. So-^ have our
advertisers.
Of course, it still has
tp prove itselt as a day-to-day means
of selling goods; once the lure of its
newness wears off. But of that .1
have no doubts. In fact, I have more
than a suspicion that it will prove
to be the most efficacious means of
promoting sales yet devised by man.
.

Our" staff is constantly besieged
with requests for appearances at
.

=

'

luncheons, dinners, meetings; etc., to
speak' on television.
Everyone in
.town .apparently ,is intrigued. and
enchanted 'Witli what we're doling,
and they'll all want to know everything about television. We tell them.

(

,

.

AH of our department heads are
competent to explain the subject in
all
its_ ramifications' because
for
.

three years before we.started operations, the brass at 'WWJ was- put
through a thorough indoctrination
•

.

,

now owned by

pur people. Also, it is certain that
the United States will never be
served by as. many television stations as we have iri radio. But I'm

regularly at present.

-

.

.course^ at every place -where there
was active television, or where there
yfas anyone -who knew anything
about it.
Now this is paying off

What

television needs now, more
anything else, is netwo^
seryicei We, being an N&C affiliate
ever since NBC started, naturally

than

-

handsomely, because without raiding any other organization or having to. take chances With untrained

look to

this

great organization to

provide us with network service,
According to Dave Sarnoff, a day
management, our'f o-wii tried ; and
will come when there will be no
tested 6-man managerial cadre has'
sound without sight.
While that
assumed direction of television to
may
appear fantastic today, I re•put into effect the same smooth opmember that so many of Mr. Sareration we have always had at WWJ.
'

:

'

,

noff's other predications in the early

On^ small incident, illustrates just
television know-how has penetrated into our management.
Ed
'Wheeler, ai^lstant general manager,
moved into -a new apartment where

days came true with' the passing of

how

time, and 1* for one, am inclined to
plan accordingly.' We'll go on Operating an
station and a television station separately, but always
jh^s '.-landlord would not permit an:
we'll be prepared, when the time
outside aerial. So, one evening; he comes, to merge the
two into a single
and business manager Harold Priest- entity.
ley put-up an inside aerial' in Ed's
apat'tment, and now, four miles from
tlie- transmitter, he's getting swell
pictures^
And neither one is an
engineer. This worked so well that
general sales manager Harry Betteridge decided he also would like an
inside aerial so, again with Priestley's help, an inside aerial was installed,, this time seven miles from
the transmitter; results are esccellent.
.

AM

:

-

:

.

Mistime grosram Operatien

.

ED EAST
He.-\d of -15d Kast Creative Recorded
Spots, whose tailored and syndicated
jingles ar* selling pi-oducls for network, regional and local spon.sors.
from ooast-to-coast.
^
-Write for Full Information

ED EAST

Taft Bldgi^Hollywood and Vine.
28, Calif6rnia

fighting,

•

.

.

;

.

.

r

'

,
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—

,

.

.
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As we keep our eyes-forward we
can discern, and not too dimly, the
shapes of many fearful men, all
joining together in "television advisory committees" in the sports
field. Baseball men, football men.

pro and college men— all forming reach millions of such potential cuscommittees to find- out whether tele- tomers. Bach television broadcast of^
vision is going to bring more and a sporting event is really an ad for
more eager customers to their ticket the sport in itself, And this must
windows or cause more and more be reflected in increased attendance
customers to stay at home or in at all good events. Let's look at
their favorite bars. I hardly h^ve some facts. The New, York footthe space here to.answer some of ball Yankees, whose games were
these fears, or to act as advisor to

fans.

drew the alltime record -attendance fpr a progame, against Cleveland, ove* 70,000
fans. And the game was televised.
The Rangers, »whose games are on
television for the second year, set
a new record of over 15,900,, in attendance, several weeks ago. And
the game was, televised. % The Brooklyn Dodgers set a nSw attendance
record this past js^spn. And the

basketball.

And

advisory committees.

t^iese

However, I must make a point
which I believe the more timid and
pessimistic of these entrepreneurs
overlook:
television
is
reaching
thousands and thousands of people

who never have had any interest in
sports, and who were definitely on

{

the unapproachable

list

as potential

televised- regularly,

These men and women would
never think of going to a ball game, games were televised. The World
or to the fights, or to hockey, or 'Series set a new .attendance record.

But with television receivers sella dizzy clipi these, very same

peopjg fin.d themselves at home with
shiny new sets. They turn oii, say,
the b,asketball game; They look at
the players scurrying around the
Garden court, they see the customers' intense interest, they see closeups of men tossing a ball around
With the skilled movements of ballet
dancers. Television has already done
something whfch couldn't be done
before, namely to put these recalci-

'

'

and other
have done two
and are planning

We

more. Christmas; Eve we did a full
length midnight. Mass. When a new
City -Council toolc office, we televised the first session.
Currently,
we have a six-day operation' for a
total varying between 30-43 hours
.

trants inside a sports arena. Then it
provides an interesting .supplementary commentary, so that the view,ers know where the face-ofi area is
in hockey, what gesture a referee

v

There are now some G,000 sets in
the community, of which about.30%
arc in public places and the balance
,

PROF. QUIZ
Rentiwed for 3rd year for

AMERICAN

OIJL

Saturday night 10:00-10:30 P.M., American Broadoastln»? Company.
Personal Manager! Pranklin H, Small, 191
51si St,, Room 346.

makes for, a holding penalty, what
the three-second rule is. This simple education makes them understand what's going on/ their interest in the spectacle increases.
1ft

my

.opinion television is the
m^ans for building
sports fans, and will eventually

finest possible

new

games were-

all the

televised.

Xele Will Aid Sports

ing at

ing, quiz shows, kid shows,

in homes.
A handful of manufacturers has supplied these sets, and
as more and more enter the market
and their production develops, I look
for the ownership of sets to multiply
by astronomical proportions. By the
end of 1948, I expect at least 50,000
sets to be distvftuit-^ within metro-

'

'

-'

man-on-

•

.

'Best Seat' in the House'
The general public' is never able to jjurchase seats to sports events comparable to what he gets with television. In teliByision,-,every play takes,
. at the -ringside ';" » , the' best ''seat, in the
place on the 50-yard line
•
.
hou.se," no matter what the Sport.
The solution for television-^for after all, sports are their first attractionBy HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE, JR.
(CBS television remote picJcjip director) is to go into business themselves. They are starting to already, with sev*
Usually Anniversary Number ar- eral television stations buying small fight clubs in cities away troin New
York. Eventually, television sponsors will treat sports the way the- radio
ticles are full of nostalgic sighs for
sponsors put on the Kate Smith show---they pay for'Kate, her talent; -her
things long past, and they: give oft a Hihe and gives away- free tickets to fill the house,
" musty odor. It's a little difficult for
In sports the sponsor will pay for the teamsj the arenas, and then give out
one. in television to indulge in this enough tickets for spectators to fill the place.' It will be' a mighty expensive
proposition
for
television
when
Yankees alone
you
consider
thatthe
pastime, for our history is really
sold nearly 3,000,000 seats at home,
limited to the last year or so, inAny arguments? The World Series? Of course- the World Series was
sofar ,as remote coverage of sports sold out even though it was televised. But the Series attracts everyone'
is concerned.
but the baseball fans. Next year's October, classic is sold out' now it is
But don't for a minute think that fashionable to see the World Series.
shall relinquish this pipe-dreamThe sports promoters are up against this how long will .it, take the,
ing without a struggle. From a average sport fan to.,'bieak his habit of actually going to a sports, show,
schedule. as crammed full of major once he finds out how comforfable and easy- it isrio see the same game at
sports events as is that of WCBS-TV, home ; and hot have to lay out money for a ticket?
There may be a feilv events, that will retain the public linterest, such at
it is easy to pull small bits of sporting history, bits which will 'be re- the World Series and the Army-Navy game, but in the windup, television
membered not alone by the thou- will do to the sport promoters what the movies have done to the Stage.
sands of fans who were at the game There are maybe a scoi-e or more pf theatres around the country making
in person, but by the additional money, with live attractions, but the day of the legitimate house lot 'fiy«!ry
thousands
ever - increasing thou- town is gone, except perhaps for several weeks a year.
Ford, some day^ will be biiying third-basemen, left haUbaclcs and center*
sands-rrwho were there via telethe way they today are (buying machine tOQls.
vision.
There will be a lot more gold'fh sports as an amusement enterprise, but'
Eyes Forward
not for the promoter, sonny ... for the sponsor and hjs product.
I am not adverse to sharing my Boston Yanks footbau team with a sponOh, yes, television can roll out a
long carpet of memories, woven in sor who wants to sell his soup, but only when that sponsor takes the rubbut a short time. But a child just ber band ofS his bankroll, and spends a half a million dollars as I did, to
beginning - to walk doesn't dream build up the team, without any jnore eoqcern than lie does today, when
about the time he crawled.' He -en- he 'buys Kate Smith; because he knows she |s goln^ to sell enough soup to
joys his struggle with the future. give him his half million 'back, plus a profit.
As a showman, I say sports .are, tele vision's finest attractions—as a sports
And that's just where we are now,
coming to 'grips with the most tre- promoter, I am against telev^ibn, until sponsors are .ready to pay ior th*
mendous future in the entertain- salaries of the teams, the expenses of the stadium, 'and 'the investment of
ment world, and let's keep eyes for- the promoter!
ward, guys.

variety, ballet, 4r?ma, forum discussions, cartoons, sculpture, celebrity interviews, political electioneer-

weekly.

on the radio whets your appetite; watchon your television set, in the warmth atid security of your homei
your appetite.
sports
events
broadcasting
of
has definitely increased the gate.
Radio
Sports promoters who continue telecasting, their events are digging their
own graves. They had better throw' down their shovels because of these
it

fills

Make 'Em Bigger

the-street, newsreels, live news, audience participation, church service."!,
fashion shows,
cooking -shows,

odds, and ends.
full length plays,

Palace 'theatre.
Listening to a sports program

factors:

to.

wrestling,

.

Sports? Tele Will

date has included
baseball, football, basketball, hockey,
horse racing, midget auto racing,
prize

to a, live band?"
their descendants are saying with the same
vision; "Television will never hurt sports.
People like the crowds an^*
the live athletes. 'Who wants to; stay home and see the little figures oR
the sc'reen? It gives you a headache,"
I say, as far as I can foresee, eyeryope.
I say that some day the sport prompter will be as tragic -a figure standing in front of Toots Shor's as the vaudevillian is, standing in front o£ the

ing

•

..

Our schedule

'..,,'.

.

,

among his friends and listen
Today these prophets and

Hollywood

Undoubtedly, we will never have
a distribution of television sets In
country to equal the more than

Our first week's 'operation yielded
about $1,000 in revenue; now we're,
taking in alipost $5;0Q0 weekly. But,
while we're jstm far from the breakeven mark, 1 take great, encouragement, from the fact that in radio -it
took us over 10 years to bring WWJ
to the same point in^ revenue now
reached by WWJ-TV.
All of our original sponsors are
still with us, with but one exception,
and!,that one is shopping now for
4 new'prpgram. Hardly a week goes
by withoiut- the addition, of at least
one iiew account; sometimes we add
Several. Tb date; we have had over
35. sponsors, of whom 21 are on the,

-

Remember the boys who once so proudly said, "Movies—they'U never
hurt vaudeville! Who would' prefer to see flat actors rather ih&n round
ones?"
Later on these same seers said, "Records vvill never hurt the live inugj.
cians.
Who'd leather stay in his '.home and listen to the record than, fee

Sees 15,000,000 Set Outjput

orths.

.

.

Detroit)

.

have

to Televise ?

showman

6,000 Sets

Maybe a lot, more.
politan Detroit.
From the top of the Penobscot
building, the highest structure in
this part of the country, we get a
horizon of about 55 miles. But
strangely enough, we constantly get
identifications from points far beyond our- horizon, some from as far
away as Dayton and Indianapolis,Inboth about 200 miles away.
cidentally, we've been, paying rent
on the Penobsfcot site for almost
war
before
the
long
10. years, where
we established an experimental high
frequency station,. W8XWJ, later to
station. Bill Scripps,
become our
then manager of .WWJ', selectefl this
location mainly because of its ultimate use for television.

Detroit.

Wise

By TED COtUNS

By HARRY SANMSTER
.
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7,

Sport Promoter's Headache-

Sdes in Detroit as 6-Mondr

Tele

Wednesday, January
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But seriously,

I believe sports at-

tendance will increase as television
spreads across the country. And the
faps will Itnow more about sports
and will also .demand better and
better contests. So sports will be
forever on its toes to fulfill such
a

demand.

And

television

will

bri'ng

better

coverage as Its plans grow. Stadiums are now being built or are
in the planning stage which incorporate suggestions made by us in
television.
Technical development
and improvements, and such fine devices as the Zoomar lens, will make
the coverage better, the picture
finer.

And

color

in

then, of course, there's
future, for it must

the

come.
for television and for
is bright as can be for ISiS,
of public interest in
sports and the growth of television
continues.

The outlook

sports

The growth

Wednceday, January 7, 1948
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^ere Have You 3een?

'48 to Test Ability
Of Industry to Unite

By ARCH OBOLER
Hollywood.

Some estimable men have written to me recently, with parallel ques"Seems like a long time since I have heard your name on the
Where have you been'' ..."
What have you been doing?
jjjf
a long j,ime. Two years. The reason may be of interest
It has been
correspondents and my banker, but to anyone concerned
not onlj' to my

By NILES TRAMMELL

tions:

.

.

,

.

.

(President, JVationat Brofldcosting Co.)

.

and, or, art of radio drama.
with the business
been off the air not (or lack of opportunity, creative
X have

.

and finan-

^^^^'^ playwrighting, I have written almost 800
In my 10 y*^'*
separate and distinct plays. Since I am not a documentary writer who
«Sn fill' *iS allotted air time \frith a montage of facts, nor a poet who
for 30 minutes with a rhythm of pyrotechnical
thought
cait buttress a
words, I have had to find' plot, beginnings, middles and ends, conflicts and

climaxes and denouements for each of the 800,
has taken place within radio's conventional frame of cycles of
or even 52 successive broadcasts, with a total of, at best, four
Musical Director
4Bys in which to make art idea ehoice, and then elaborate and integrate
'f|T PAYS TO BE IGNORANT"
that idea into a play Uhe other three days of the week being taken U[l
of rehearsals and the actual broadcast).
mechanics
with the
CBS OOCUMENTARIES
Ste» a private, inner-fury has, for years (except for an ill-advised
mothSJ picture lapse) prevented me from following the "love- me— love
event. Lil's doing great now. You
me mot" formula, and since another inbred turmoil has always goaded hear her on a lot of shows. Dramabelieving that; even as they entertain, radio plays*can also recogme
tized commercials and all.
nize the existance of a world- of people, the writing of each play, over
these years, has been a nerve-wracking, stomach ^turning, head-spinning
Tbe Old Sailor Balls Backweek-after-wcek crises.
leries
Jimmy Montgomery was quite a
kid. School paper, you know. EveryOh» For Swm^ Qnict Contempiatioii
body thought sure he'd grow up to
be a press agept. Well by (Jeorge,
I do not believe that there is an author alive, or dead, or in the womb
who can satisfy this rapacious appetite of the radio medium without an he didn't disappoint us. He's with
Or
eventual loss of values or integrities. For radio gives the serious writer a big advertising agency now.
no time for evaluation and considered choice; above all, no time for the was. He got fired one day when he
Wfllling of depleted inner cieative reservoirs through study, and analysis, sent thc pames of a list of actors'
and .quiet contemplation.
and songwriters' .birthdate^ to Ed
Badio, for the dramatist, is a huge, in.satiable sausage grinder into whroh Sullivan and didn't send a clear carYou can bet
he feeds his creative life to be converted jnto neatly packaged detergents. bon to Nick Kenny.
heads rolled over that one. Jimm^
,Th«! result of this dcipletion of radio's own playwrights has been a
was a good kid.
gradukl formalization of radio drama into a lazy form of narrative writAnd poor old Freddie McGuirel
ing
permits the writers to keep up with the inexorable stop-watch
Everybody felt so sorry for Freddie.
deadjiaes at the lowest possible cost of creative effort;
the hash and rash
He never mingled. Never went anyof first personal singular all over the dial is no writing accident
where after school. He was there
Ves, even as the factual documentaries have shown tremendous im>
morning when we came in
prpvement, fictional radio drama has changed from literature's poor rela- in the
and he was there when we^ left.
tive to- something that is neither literature, nor part of experience nor
Some people say Freddie lived in
truly entertaining. The "My name is Sam Simon, Private Eye, her fingers
desk.
It did have a different
-running down my holster made sounds in my head like iee cubes in a his
odor.
But
Freddie must've left
tall glass" type of radio writing is the devolution of
what was once radio's school eventually. He's now the Meonght writing promise.
Guire of McGuirc, Fieldston, PlimWhere have I been? I ^ave been sitting on a mountain top occasionally shin, Gorrot & Craw. They handle
listenmg to radio dramas. I have also been praying for the accleration more
billing than any two outfits
Of the forward moveoient of the coaxial cables!
you can name.
But nobody ever
sees Freddie any more.
He must
be living in a larger desk.
tontrdsts,
All this

HARRY SALTER

.

13,

and

26,

'

casters.

The

Mo

is

.

^

done

Hollywood,
Sean

friend

Re-passed from this vale of tears
as he was about to achieve the

lust

success his myopic eye had had been
focussed on since he got into radio.
;

(Sean had bnly one eye. The other
was stabbed out by a network censor's head during a brief encounter
over a Jack Douglas joke).

Ever since we slipped into the
game, as he always used to call
Sean had wanted credit for his
conteibutions.
Air credit. But the
Jgeiicies and the stars, they always
felt that a man
who wrote song inwoductions and patriotic closings
oidn't deserve air credit. I didn't arStte with them.
Sean didn't, either.
That's the kind of fellow Sean was;
just a little one-eyed fellow who
wrote song introductions and patriate closings who didn't argue with
radio

,

it,

.

But Sean had just been asked to
*nte a six-hour sliow for the Govetnment It was going to have six
name bands, 53 Hollywood names,

•

eigm

3

actors, 12

directors (radio) and

Producers.

Sean

wa.s going to

^'^^^

credft

thf^i^T^

was

my

friend Scan, on

°* success, as
„6„j
used f*""^
to call it, and
at

fi,^ij

VWJd meeting.
ti,?!^n?"^
nme-25

^

he always

he died—pcnnia Radio Writers

^^'e friends for

a long
In 13-

years, to be exact.
cycles, of course.
We'd gone
school together.
In those days,

wfieic

»

^''^^

tihJ«T-

Warren. He
'^ean Schwartz when
^la"'!'

^,
h» decided
«e
to write for radio.

^^^^ always finished his
for the other
sS f^P^''^""Py- "nie
He always did his
\°

horn!?
nomework
i„ triplicate and two of
«s passed
on his ability as a mathe^ ^^'^^^ovi^" and as a

woodirnlf

Kdt,'?:r-,'^^
stnaiw
' ^^"^ *e
them
social

f,^"*

tablet

When

I

'1'"

forget

"""de once.

One

We

gave

other.

s^^n at any school
without that nest of

heard of Sean's passing,

I

Crestal!

Now,

Tommy
What
What

Anything he didj he
could make you screamj that Tommy.
Tommy really went out and made
personality!.

By HAL KA^T£R

my

Tommy

there was a guy for you!
was the life of the party.
laughs with that character!

(The short, saA saga of Sean Schwartz)

lAst night,
Schwartz died.

here's

reached for our old Class Yearbook, a name for himself.
What talent!
he always used to call it, and I He sells more life insurance at a
thiunbed
through
its
whitening Kiwanis meeting than most guys do
pages (it was printed on yellow in a-week.

as

stock) to find his -shy, sensitive face
as X used to know it. I always do
that when I hear of the death of another classmate.
There are only
nine of 41S left and the old Class
Yearbook is filthy with thumbprints.

Ah—there's

Sean's [licture!

Clark

Warren, it says. His real name was
Clark Warren.
Did you ever see
such a sweet, gentle face? So much
compassion.
Too bad about Sean.
On the brink of success, as he always used to say.

Here was a picture of Hester Mullins. Beautiful, buxom Hester!
She
But don't worry-^we'll do it up
was the school's cheerleader. Later right for Sean. He'll get his credit
she married a bead writer of a com- in The Broadcast, Up Yonder. E(ut
edy show and she's still leading before we put him away, he'll
them.
get his final hours of respect. To
day. he's lying in state in the men's
There was a picture of "Preck"
room at CBS. Tomorrow, he goes
Hollaman. Good ole "Freck!" He

was all-state basketball center.
What a reach' he had! "Freck" is an
agent

now.

Still

reaching.

to the ladies room at NBC.
script girls loved him.

Those

just that.

You

wM

And

,

!

That

was

listener.

j
I

From our own experience I ean tell my fellow broadcasters that any
improvement in broadcasting standards brings with it public acclaim and
support. This was our experience last September when we. adopted our
policy of scheduling crime and mystery series to periods after 9:30 p.m.
The enthusiasm on the part of- our listeners, as evidenced by the hundreds
of letters from civic, educational and parent-teacher organizations, was one
of the most heart-warming experience.s I have ever had in radio.
Let me also point out that' listeners like a station to keep .good company
as far ajs its advertisers are concerned and advertisers like to be in good
company. This has become most emphatically evident on NBC during the
.

year just concluded

a

picture

And

to the galaxy of radio's top stars

we

added-

good facilities beget more of the same.
We have geared 'ourselves to the problems of the future by realignment
of our executive personnel. We have appointed three adminii^rative vice
presidente. Ken R. Dyke, in charge of Programs, Public Affairs and Education and Continuity Acceptance Departments and Director of Broadcast
Standards and Practices; Hari-y Kopf, in charge of Network Sales, National
Spot Sales, Stations Department and Owned and Operated Stations, and
John H. MacDonald, in charge of Controllers; Treasurers, Budget, General
Service, Personnel and Guest Relations Departments. Charles Denny has
joined our cornpany as vic^ president and genetal /lounsel and a -member of
our Policy Committee. In addition, we have also pigomoted Charles Hammond to the post of vice president and assistant to the exeOuUve vice
president. This will make it possible for Frank E. Mullen to devotte the
major portion of his energies to the rapidly expanding field of television
in which NBC, along with RCA, has pioneered for so many years. We have
also promoted Sydney Eiges to vice president in charge of Press.
I have never lost confidence in the wisdom and' spirit of my fellow
broadcasters. My one hope for 1948 is that they will not let their listeners
down on the matter of tiie industry code.

And

$400 Per Hr. Rate
Set for

Tele

vision broadcasters,

CBS has

issued

schedule of time charges for
its N. y. Video outletAir time is to be charged for at the
rate of $400 per hour, with an .addi-

its first

WCBS-TV,-

tional facilities eharge of

of Wallace

for film and $700 for

got

(CBS does not

$12.')

:

hourly

remote pickups.

air live studio pror'

gramraing).
Total rate of $1,100 for an hour
remote show is about equal to NBO7
which charges $500 per, hour for u.se
plus additional
its transmitter,
charges for pickup facilities which
are "given on request." DuMont
charges a total of $800 per hour for
either studio or remote shows.

.of

CBS
effect

there ivas Lillian Atabaster.

was quite, a card. What a personon that gal! She could smile at
you around corners. She had a "yoo
hoo" that could carry across the
track field at the end of the mile

CBS

Following the trend of other tele-

kid in school,
anything but
straight A's, graduated as valedictorian of the class, knocked off a
Rhodes scholarship. After he graduated trom several colleges, he
started writing. Sold a short story
to the Virginia Quarterly Review
and inoved to Bimini. Wrote for a
long time. Brilliant boy. Just couldn't
seem to self anything after that,
though. Took to drinking and reading Reader's Digest.
But I guess
There
he's snapped out of it now.
are times when that radio column
he does shows a .sparlc of the old
Freed, back in high school.
liil

ality

when

many new ones. These include such programs as "Your Hit Parade" with
Frank Sinatra; Jimmy Durante; "Take It or Leave It" with Garry -Moore;
"The Ford Theatre"; the nighttime Fred Waring program for General Electric; .the Horace Heidt program; "The Bi,:; Story"; "Hollywood Star Preview" and a late edition of "News of the World." We feel the addition of
these top-ranking shows is further evidence tnat good programming and

Smartest

Never

Can't Kid the Listener

Let me say a word of caution to those who believe it may be possible to
adont a code of lowered standards which would merely formalize broadcasting as it exists today. That would indeeci be tragic shortsightedness.
The Am.erican people cannot be deceived by any such maneuver. Any code
which does not change by improvement what the listener hears at the side
ot his radio in his home will be quickly and thoroughly rejected by that

there's old "Doc" Grunion.
Our
football coach.
Sixteen years a
football coach and he never had a
winning team. He worked all the
plays himself, drilled his boys for
hours on both ends, did everything
but play for them. But he never
had a winner. Nobody blamed the
Board of Education when they told
"Doc" to take his stop-watch and
leave.
I hear now that Doc's getting producer-director credit on both
the opening mid closing of his shows.
Kind of rubbing it in to the old
Board of Education, I'd say.

Freed.
Wally.

NAB

NBC

code
in urging the adoption of the original
to the industry.
Our aggressive position on this question
of our own e.'tperience. Since our very inceptiort

the highest standards to insure against over-commercialism, broadcasting excesses and bad taste. We have pro.spered
under our own code. In fact, th? more stringent our own regulations of
conduct, the more secure our economic position has become. We know
a code will work.. That's why we champion it for the entire industry.
It is unfortunate that the task of Adopting a code coincides with the
entrance of many hundreds of new stations into the field of bi'oadcasting
and faces many of these stations at a time when their economic footing
may be or appear to them to be insecure. It is naturally difficult for such
stations to visualize the possibility of obtaining new business which some
urgently need while raising their commercial standards. It is my hope that
they will be guided by the experiences ot successful .stations which have

W

-

.

known

we have maintained

r

-

.

position of

well

was a natural evolution

,

In

my

opinion, be one long remembered by all
of 1948 will,. in
of U.S in radio broadcasting.
It will be an exciting year because of the further breath-taking advances
in television. It was just about a year ago that I predicted 1947 would
see the real beginning of network television. What has happened in
the past 12 nionths has borne out that prediction. Netwoi-k tclevisiqi-iin the east has become an everyday working reality, In 1948 televi.sion
will work another miracle. Television will bring the people in about
one-third of the states of our union and the District of Columbia ringside seats at the political conventions. Television will give these people
first-row seats at all the rallies and political meetings. By the time
November rolls around the candidates will bring themselves and their
election eve messages right into the homes of people in almost, half the
states in the .union. The impact of television on both the electors and the
candidates is something beyond prediction.
In sound broaacasting, 1948, likewise, will be an epochal year. It will
be a year in which our ability to unite <is an industry will undergo its
most severe test. This statement arises from the situation which confront.s us as we seek to adopt a code of improved program and commercial standards under sponsorship of the National Assn. of Broad-

The year

reason has been entirely because of the medium itself. It is
cial; the
between "Wind" radio broadcasting and the writer upon
this relationship
which r would lilce to elaborate^

•

9S

MEL BLANC
Tttket Off Voices on the Radio

Mkkes Like a Btinny on the Screen

time rates, which went inl6
(1), are djyidpd

Thursday

into eight units under the new setup:
one hour, $400; 40 minutes, $320;
half -hour.. $240; 20 minutes, $200; 15
minutes, $160; 10 minutes, $135; five
minutes, $115, and one minute (including use of film facilities), $100,
Additional charges are made for re*,
hearsal for either film or reraol*
shows,'

'

.

—

a

Foriy^nd

96

No Business

There's

Radio Offers a

Show Business

Iranseribed
By LOUIS

G.

COWAN

synonymous
Until now, spot broadcasting has always been
With minute announcements and/or jingle station breaks^
well as
or a combination oJ the two. Major advertisers, as
solely
campaigns
their
regarded
local and regional clients,
thus creating
In terms ot "the number of spots per market,"
fundamental
radio's
affecting
a trend that has moved close to
with
wearied
become
have
Stations
entertainment purpose.
minute spots, participation spots and chaw break spots.
different
Fortunately, the corner is being turned and a
proLocal
concept for spot broadcasting is now developing.
has
gramming, due to a variety of reasons, is better than it
resourcefulness.
ever bean, and is coming fast with greater
imagination,
Station managers are patterning programs with
time-buyers
and the purchasers, local advertisers, and agency
achieved iwith
are looking harder than ever at what can be
effective local programming.
Three fjctors have contributed to this interest, First, the
which many staticjns displayed over choice time
.

•

.

.

,»

risks of such programming would be as small as any
which the enterpriser has nothing to lose; the dividends
e.g., incentive and opportunity for young artists; revival of dying or dormant regional- cultures; pOmp-

The

fresh blood into the arteries of the country; reversing
the current 'degrading tencjency toward blind conformity,
especially in the political field.
About three years ago CBS carried a series of broadcasts
which roughly approached this- theory, but on a specialized
It
wsiS called "Transatlantic Call:
documentary plane.
People To People," and it originate^ alternately in England
and the U: S. It su'ffiered from- the usual handicaps of sustaining programs, heard early on Sunday morning, and it-j^as
grooved to fit wartir/Je needs.' It was not .concerned jlirectly
witE regional, cultures, but with information of a meet-yourneighbor variety. I believe it was an important series, not
so much for its performance as for its concept. That the
formula has not been succeeded and improved upon^ since
that time must be deplored.
.

Unused Limb Atrophies
my argument is based on two principles whose

'

•

taining.

With- little fanfare, many national test campaigns were
this past year by' major agencies— and have proven
Some have already been extended into fullsuccessful.
blown national coverage reaching from coast to coast. Others
will receive similar treatment during the forthcoming year.
While many regional and local advertisers were first to
realize the aflvantage of "name" programs available to them,
the: national reps' are now pointing out the same story to
larger agencies in behalf of their local stations and. the con-

launched

'

version has begun.
Thfe biggest hill to climb, with local advertisers, was that
of higher program costs. Xbe local advertiser, particularly
in the smaller markets, has felt for the most part that being on the air was enough. In so many instances, it has
been almost like taking space in a newspaper or magazine
-without good layouts or effective selling copy. They are now
'beginning to realize their greater potentials with better

be of help, I believe, in developing
more local talent. And, as the transcribed programming
business develops, this talent will have a greater chance than
this, too, will,

ever to be projected onto the l)ational.*cehe.
Hitched as it must be to the advertisers' dollar, the for-ward tnovemeiat of this trend depends on business conditions.
The start is ttiere. It should continue.
.

U. S.

Not

All

N.y.-LA.

Continued from pa^fe 8S

All in all,
value to physical and intellectual well-being is too well established to be debated: the principles of expression and exchange.
The unused limb atrophies; water which has no
outlet stagnates; a body with no circulation dies;- A vast
nation whose culture emanates only from a small island off
the eastern mainland, with a ghost of an echoing effusion

homegrown

The fact that polarization goes on everywhere does not
What is bad for the part
it more desirable anywhere.
It is bad for Melbourne not to have
is bad for" the whole.
circulation in London and bad for London, too. It is bad for
Chicago and Denver to be producing no original theatre or
radio, or works ot axi, and:-what is bad for Illinois and Colostates.
jrado is bad|i for the other

make

stantial.

'

.

Temperament seems to be one of the basic ingredients of
outstanding achievement in the entertainment business. The
producer's job is not to fight it but to value it, understand it
and shape it to his ends.
.
In my six months at CBS, I have seen a great appreciation
of this point of view and I think it is one of the reasons fW
CBS' achievements this year in the program field aftont
which, both the press and the public have been extremeljr
generous. We' are- going to do everything within our pow«r
to continue to make CBS a place where creative people
can be at home and happy.
.

from a suburban community 3,000 miles- away, is culturally
an unbalanced and'unrealized. nation. It is not that we don't
produce fine things; it is that we don't produce finer things,
and more, of them, on a basis that is democratic geographically 'as well as politically.
I refuse to believe that communities will ngt support their
own cultural enterprises when given half a break. If Green
Bay can express itself in terms of a successful football team
and New Orleans in terms of a Mardi Gras and Phoenix in
terms of a rodeo, I am sure that Pittsburgh, Indianapolis and
Albuquerque are not so poor of mind and spirit that they
and their regions cannot produce something well worth seeing, hearing' or reading by the rest of the country.
Radio is the first logical agent for this kind of expression.
Mechanically it is a great exchange, plugging in and out with
the facility of an operator at a switchboard. It can tap the
body of the country just as easily as it ndw taps the head.
It can alter the situation whereby today not a single transcontinental broadcast of any importance originates in the
nation's second city. It can begin there.
The^suggestion is one to be filed away for a time when
radio in general is more concerned with its social and cultural responsibflities than it happens to be at this hour.

versed in Coast radio and he gets along with everybody,
is a sterling virtue in this town of prima- donnas.

Whiph

is his baby and if over-attention ^n
Doq Sea>rle:
spoil a child then he has a brat on his hands.. Gets around
faster than an exec should but- has slowed down since the
pump went bad. He_ keeps everyone on his toes because
that's his natural stance.
Can live the life of Riley if; he
retired tomorrowj They say hei's "loaded." *
Sidney N. Strotz: One of Niles Trammel's Chicago boys
and a doughty defender of NBC's Western segment over
which he rides herd. Gets things done without regard for
the niceties and his gruff nature -is not for thin hides. Nice

ABC

.

•

guy, though.
Olenhall Taylor: One of the real vets of Coast kilocycling
with a gay dash of sartorial splendor. Long with Young &
Rubi'cam, he mQ.ved across Hollywood boul to park behind
the oak at Ayer. Has a feather-edged sense of humor and
loves to tell a spicy story.
Donaiiil W» Thornburgbs The perfect model for the bustr
ness man type and highly resjieeted by the tra-de. Although
he's a bank director in addition to running the western
division for CBS, the only starch in him is in his shirt collar
and cuffs. ltegiUar'''as they come and the gang at CBS swear
by him.
Wayne Tiss: Tall and* statuesque he moves briskly and
quietly through his daily duties as top kick at BBD&O.
Especial favorite of the gals during the war when nylons
were not to b6 had because of the firm's DuPont account
but it was a vain gesture because DuPont doesn't mafe
sheers for stems. But they still look- up to him at six-loot-

Perhaps Columbia's new lAMS technique, which promises
more precise than any of the existing audience
mea.surement systems, will end the tyranny of Hooper and
such telephone cabals, and demonstrate that the phrase "cultural program" can be used without rating a sneer from the
sales department, the- account executive, or the masters of
the singing commercial.
_
This is a great, rich, energetic and talented country, and it
deserves better than to be Wagged by a tail or pulled by
-

a pole.

three.

^

...In Hollywood
Continued from page 89

•

pete for a place on somebody's .varsity. Whereas an ordinary
tennis player or a bosomy girl has the opportunity to com*
pete locally for increasing recognition leading, respectively^
to FoYest Hills and the Miss America sweepstakes at Atlantic
City; the young actor or writer must promote himself a trip.

"And what does

it

all get

you—

their cups or out you'll get that

Ill

air

of resignation

from the

boys on the western slope

writin'

who

greasepaint is to the actor gold Is to
these gagmen.
Once in the blood
their life lines don't

chinchilla

when

she pops her pupils at the four-figure reader from the ad agency. It's

chum, all this and climate,
and if you stay in the chips long
enough you can. rest in peace with
greats

are
getting just a little fed up' on the
eastern version of their lush lives
and weekly deliveries Of biillion

th^-immortala at Forest Lawn after
they've counted 10 over.jj-our tired

from

torso."

TPort

Knox.

"Sure," they'll

tell

you, "a thou-

sand bucks a week
but what's

is a soft touch,
for
after Mr.
his and the bills start
Yessir, the same little

left

me

Whiskers gets
'

Or maybe

rolling in?

woman who was happyasell with
• forty-buck cloth coat, when you
were making a hundred clams A

too,

,

The
down

yippity^yoek boys,
the luscious loot,

who

drag
haggard,

wizened and ulcerous :n the primt
their lives, would gladly .swap
their ivory towers for a' shack in
Athlone.
The o'l' .svimmin' hole
would look better to ft/em than their
tiled
aquatic
plunge but what
of

;

& Marquette agency and keeps Judy Canova among the
Saturday* leaders. If he had jobs for 100 people there'd be
a line a mile long. 'He's that kind of a gent.
Jack Hunyon: Holds down the fort for Milton Bio w and
has done it so well he may be veepee'd. None .is better

Not

week, can't be bothered with anything, less than the mink you love
to touch.

doccMit burial."

'

gives femmes the flutters.
Solidly grounded in radio, too,
and bosses the works at McCann-Erickson.
Joe Rines: What Coast radio needs, and we quote, "are
more guys like Joe Rines." Easy going, affable, friendly and
helpful is the onetime band leader who runs the Sherman

IT UP, BOYS'
YOCKBy JACK
HELLMAN
Hollywood.

Cecil Underwood: There's a snap and dash to this hombre
humor which comes in handy working for
Paul Warwick (& Legler). Got his start at NBC and has
been around since radio went big time. Can't forget his
producer days and works on split-second timing.
ifacic Van Nostrand: Let the world and others rush by, he
moves with methodical sureness -without working up *
lather. Knows his business as well as the next one and has

plus a sense of

However, there is a icommunications medium in perfectly
good running order which could in a Umited way neutralize
the-;^rocess of polarization. It is, of course, radio— whereby
the technique of bringing Cleveland to the w.orld rather than
the world to Cleveland (via N. Y. or L. A.) is as simple as
flipping a switch.
Tiiere are thousands of writers, actors, musicians, directors,
composers. liying_ and working in Tulsa, Buffalo, Seattle,
Boston, Savannah and elsewhere who would love to get a
crack at national publication— or at' least a chance to com-

•

,

to be far

;

Australian public, j^nd a prejudice against
products has- to be broken down."

-

group of o'utstanding creative talents is at the same tirafe
spawning a collection of week-to-week headaches— but they
are worth it many times over. Successes like "My Friend
Irma" and "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts" do not come
e.asily. Although they do not involve blood, they most.cer*
tainly do in-volve sweat and tears. The creative people' re*'
sponsible lor these successes may not be the world's most
tractable 'individuals but their talents are definite and £ui>'<

I

•

f

Any producing team which approaches its job with thai
philosophy is bound to be intolerant of the second-ratei
That intolerance inclines to be explosive because when yoq
have to go to bat every -weelt there is no time- to fool arouiid
with amateurs, meddlers or incompetents.
Any producing organization v^hich gathers unto itself a

iftg

,

Intolerance a Virtue

I

could be high;

I*articular credit for pioneering this
given the -many astute station managers who were quick to
realize the value of. these new programming assets.-;- The
brace o£ bigtinie open-end shows and network offoperatives
offered stations for the first time in 1947 coiald have been
construed as a. new competitive lactor, to local programming
efforts.
But instead, they understood their immense value
kS a bUlwSrk to local efforts. As a result, I think • new
point has been touched, and 1948 should reveal that radio
will Provide improved programming-rcommercial and sus-

•

.

in

development must be

JR.

'

;

Astute Station jWnagers

LOVE YOU

There is probably no business in the world as thlckW
populated with neon egos as the entertainment industry
Other callings are certainly not exempt from personalitia
that flame and crackle unless they have their own way
But in the entertainment world this is a characteristic^ nor
an exception.
And yet if you try to understand this, there are some very'
good reasons why it should: be so,
In no other field does a worker in the vineyard take his
career in his hands every time he goes to work. A bad per,;
formance can nip a promising picture career. A couple of
bad shows can start a Hooper sliding the wrong way. The
pressures are insistent and the results immediate.
In radio entertainment this situation is particularly acute
Each week the performers* '(writers, producers and directors
have to prove thfJr merit all over again. And since the actnal show end of the business is cfne of people and person,
alities it is small wonder that the sparks fly fast and furious.
While there are exceptions"
It is a goodHhing they do.
•temperament usually results from an honest desire
86
the best job plus the arguments that arise out of how to do it;
Indifferent or complacent people present none of these
problems and they usually don't get to the top. If they do
they don't stay there long. An enduring and fierce insistence
on quality, an unfailing refusal to compromise for "good
enough," are priceless ingredients which make hits.

Hollywood).

less

I

By HUBBELL ROBINSON,

If nothing else, these programs should be 'a' matter ot
regional pride, and as such should become the collaborative
enterprise of local governments, schools, literary spcjeties,
musical clubs, historical associations, churches, radio staThe programs need not be
tions, the press, and whatnot.
glorified amateur programs, either; 1 believe it quite possible
to create broadcasts as seriously expressive of a region as
the plays of Tennessee Williams are expressive of 'an aspect
of the South, or the poems of Robert Frost express New
•England, or the novels of Nelson Algren' and Meyer Levin
express Chicago.

SRO sign
Second, the realization that it is now possible to
periods.
that are
obtain bigtime, top-quality, open-end transcriptions
regularly attracting peak audiences, gaining tar greater client
prestige, and inost important— selling wmore _ merchandise!
Third the realization that a listener reaction against the^ endchain of high-powered spots and jingles was in progress.

shows.
All ot

TEMPERAMENT.

^

^

Way

but of
Radio has the power not only of annihilating space,
It may
destroying economic barriers to local production.
Dramatic
be prohibitively expensive for the East Flagstop
the
Society to produce the work of the local laureate at
Masonic Temple, but it costs only a pittance tp bring the
same company and script before the entire community over'
relatively
the 250-watter on Main Street. Similarly it costs'
to the whole nation.
little to pipe the best works of a region
In my idle dreams of ultimate glory for the art of radio,
I have envisioned the networks reserving a weekly half-hour
across the calendar for official and definitive broadcasts from
each principal section Of the countryr-North (excluding
polar N. Y.); South; Midwest; and Far West (excluding polar

new
^This past year Vias seen the strong emergence of a
profactor in spot broaclcasting—important local transcribed
eramming. The trade requirements and psychological facindustry.
to
the
known
are
involved
tors
•

Anniv^rswy

f^jSHiEfV

he is probably not
to the pole of Manhattan, at a time when
consequently too
ready lor professional competition and is
easily discouraged.

Like

,

AU

Beer

To hear the
tell

it,

it's

all

change

color.

aatd Skittles

eastern seaboarders
beer and skittles in

they Hollywoods and

a lush living
A few, hours
the
Underwood -assembly, a
seance with the spirits (Cutty Sark
preferred), a dip in the pool and a
night of revelry!
One recent, morning, about 10, encountered coming out of a bank was
one of the whinjsy boys, .blearyeyed, unshaven and unsteady.
"Isn't this a bit early for you?",

favored for the few.
at

he was asked.
"Yeh," he labored, tightening his
on a roll ot dog-eared parchment, "but such a night X had. All
benzedrine and no Shuteye.
The
grip

:

had many
Colwell

big jobs before going with Sullivan, StaufEer,
Bayles as topper ot the Hollywood domain.
-Weiss: Three words best describe the man

&

Lewis Allen

who put together

the Don Lee networljj (world's largest
regional, if you please) and now chairmans the Mutualboard: fastidious, discriminating and immaculate. Socially
he out-Posts "temily and is the town's most polished host
Popular among his employees because he puts a man in e
job and never tries to tell him how to run it.

funny man didn't like the middle take is the Mt. Everest of the clan,
so we had to work it over. He a mere $3,500 per show, yet he seetns,
it was limp
so's his brain
to find plenty of time to indulge his.
and to pile misery on misfortune the passion for horses" and ranch life on
guest star cancelled out and we had his rolling acres.
Rarely does ne
to do a rewrite of his spot.
Why start putting words on papers earlier
do we have to have guests, anyway. than 48 hours before broadcast tim^
All they do is louse up a show, and It's a knack with him cultivated
for .5.000 bucks what do you get out over the years.
o£ them'? Those picture dopes can't
But with the file-and -memory
even read a, line on the first take. boys, who not only invented but
'"Needed some Hooper points," they practice
beat-your-bramS^«»
the
told us, "and movie stars are the technique, it's a dog's life with
only ones w.ho Can get them for tincan burden to bear. Tired ano
a
you." How silly can you get?
beaten with the hunted look ot
Not all writers, however, are displaced Czech, they bear a neicv
badgered into an early obit. Take, resentment toward only one persoiji
them, "why doni
Rapp,
'

'

.

spot,

—

said

'

who

for instance, Phil

the guy

cheeked

Ift
you write for radio?"
dreams and in their waking nonw

the appleperpetual juvenile who
does the solo job on the Old Gold
-

told

show for Frank Morgan, Bon they hear the constant din of y<"7,
Ameche and Frances Iianigford. Hi» ittip and don't spare the benzedrine.

"

!

'

.

RADIO
He

something?

word ol

fantastic

97

it—every

meant

Radio Publicity Needs

it!

And I recall the time the revered
Percy Hammond had just passed
away. One ol Ihe nxsre talented
ly SID
guys in our office immediately
penned a touching tribute in verse,
home ^yewns iHsat lend irasieZjt into'Georse's signed a cMcists niune to it, and
jieen runiniatint at
By S¥DIiiEY K. EIGES
dip- character, A bundle ot clynamics hustled it over by hoy to ihe Herald^^-ajU anne laded newj^pw
'tJJBC Fice-Presiden* I« CJiorge of Press)
himscll
and
»eatjmeat»l
passionately 3n Hove Tribune. That paper, the vety next
kept elrict'y Cor
day,; tan the ?v«sise> iwit m0^::<sfa.
wjlh his work, he jast assumed thai
Way back in my early days as a newsgjaper pepoxitir to Pittsburgh 1
its editorial page. Drttaan came .an
Ms emploj'en ^cere, too. So, he'd 'bri^jt and
coveted the sad case of a 2tnan who operated s comer ice cream parlor in
early that day-<-tw<o in'
ioave us alteiriate coming in Sunday
of the less desant nds^hoihopds in the dty. Came the dty inspectors
the afternoon. I never saw him an- one
aUeruoiiDs. One sipeltering August
w4k> discov«SDed' that most 4^ the jbognedients lUtilized ih maniifactwnhg his
grier, nor more hereSt' of-all that'
midday, wSien jhe Shennomctar
particular concoctions wane merdy subsiitnies for the real things. Ihcve
wonderful poise.
was no law at that lime to ciMi^d him to use i«s3 -ouIk, red cream, real
UteC«»se hovered around the 101 naric aiid
"Hammond
^licl^Beid jaJuted flje
w-as a great man,'" he
But thoe was a law to force
compleited, people were drappine like cadiausted shouted, his. rage almost, nsaking him £ruhs and otttN reel tiihigs in his ice cream.
{^Ddiaiaa for famvins
flies around the streets
him to post a sign in$anning his caastxxners that his. product 'was adultown, incohoeiit,
''We did a dieap thing,
pm»-4«eotry.
week, a» years of
GeatjSK popped iota the oflSce mihecs
.nsing his death to grab « wetrS'
Maurice ZoJotww sud I w«De down
Our entiepenecir sci-atdied his head, made a rapid analy^ ot the meiit.il
Brid tad iuclu***
papxar dipptog. I n«»ner .^ivant anyconi^teteoce of his underprivileged customers, and •went lUie dty hisswctors
rSama alo(i£ with oOwr tottonn to our shorts and struggling with thing like that to happen aisainf^
is HXGHLY adul?J^e,n}KHs, That w»s in '3V, and some Nidc Kenny icopy.
George was calcoilating and impul- one better. He posted a sign reading: "ISy ice cieaxn
**
'':'<-''''y'':'^'':^
y^'^
TiZimt. had S«
'•PcMowss" £aid George dwnlidty, sive; tolerant and hot-tempered; hoatisdt:*
uMieistooe aldn^ «i»h •"Ihiisk of Ijow lT*d[y
His husiness tripled!
'J^Sini; a
vie. are, up in generous and .stinting: sup^-sophisI have often thoni^t of that ioe cream peddler in those sacred moments
this cool oSjce. How about UMise ticated and naive; briDiant and erpcHM- siobs, sweating out tbexe on ratic. Xiife with tiim was a tiling of of intense soul-seajdung wMdi dMne to every pvess agent, ^ddtdst, p<i)bi^4Is*ww^./^'^^:^
idati^\diredQ!r' of, ^;i(M|-^iPji^yioU'...as',he '^panides''-'
his those faeadtesT'
tii3<&;''.dlt<ei(i)^^
And yviu know never-ending wonder.
A wiweiec an xadiio publicitr. Van
aii«d''''tahultd^
My .'colliK@.te6.'s&'''3?M£^;i^^
of Harriet
'
-u the W**.
;*Siy,
Jack
and.
John
ffoAtg
UMifc WMl
is also the more recrait instance at the Ohao State University radio
There
and
FMter
li3Eie
of
Imdll, hut
'
institute where TW'O years aso some hapless puMictsIs were inv^^cd intq
Mfver
came
L«ttinaa
.j$fjk. IVistar.
a pand session on aradio publidty. Our protagonist was a school supcrinHeniy
to tgftfsMK the hilarities of
tendent trom Chica^ and as Ik pointed his fiuser at us, he said: "If you
:'mp.jMi, Jade Faar or Ririieit Q.
Idlows had done .j'our job -wdl thene wouldn't have been a Blue Book and
aimXmris. His job was to relay the
AXOMCS
OCBSBLVBS
pidcups
Wa«hin£tion
there wouldn't be all this iiaitidUni of radio.'" l%e genfleman had a point
from
veAw/Baiet
Ifolasses
£d
Xtmry,
ablti Alanines ot
WMh
Cadhaty ScMt, Jaha Sylvester, loca^ties; playtiacks of high jj^Miite a|^.l^.|w«nt»wii?g it
the
of
Sli^iexs
Hooks ania the;
J«aM n^mumlntm, Saai .Si
from talks hy President TrmnatTaid'i In other words, the day has come for a>c xad$o paldksst to get his ears
Secretaiy lilai^shall.
In bdween, up atsove the mats and ;g$lossaes, tiw late prognam corrections and bios, the
twikm Faifflk. Clyie S^aclh,
ABC newscoom phones were ring- program logs and the {cature stories, and the other phenomena of his craft
Gesree Lottman lived and worked
ing, tdetypes were dmtlteriag, ani
4uing the miciapbatae cxa «f Writer: Sri raaits
Bernie. .Greiars kettle drums were and gjve a good listen to tlte product fae'.s puhlicizins. If he doesn't dnd a
iOiMiBtcm cask Albaiut, frinng Aaron- Binectwr: Albert Waol
Smmping. It was all prdty hectic niew dim«x<don for h^ job ni eat my cratificate of ai^pohxtowM as- a- viceand Cbariey Cadii^ of Jolly PMdMscr.: Kolwrt Heller
and, alter SB minoaxs of i^ left a president in E^ed Allen's acidnlous presence.
Ferdanando and
V!dlix
listener a Uttle dizzy andtewildiNvd.: .:..:|3dbed,.;:iot':gi^
VBmmA Tacsday (It);,
viiMlin,
,3S:.t!w'. '''new..:look''^.'.;hi:'rai^. ptdiiiidty.' Isa^-. .-And'
'•iiyer.W«dCe Kaho; of Bed Nkhols, Sntataiac
Ihe piece could have heen a. let those-ik'us in the craft who.don^ wear H are out of fs^ic
Faricy and the CBS. fma New Taifc
more dfedive. Despite slide pro^
AdAMC, KOfy
CBS documentaty unit's last pmn ductioo, a oomprehensive wrapup of
pHtiUt; «C Julie Wintz and Bfax
gram in tiM7, "Among .Ourselves," the year's taeaiUines, and a oonspicuttaib. jjlxai he taliod of Snatia. he
To get down to ^^peciScs. there's the ptf^osed NAB industry cede. To
didn^ meet .the MgOi standavdsset 1^ <i«s effort to breathe life into
wNid Say, not Fnudc He knew their
previous bioadcasiat. Oesigaed terdays news and .recaphjre the ex- me it's as hnptHtont to get publicity and press discussion of that doonnent
XctaSebmoo as an. ondiestxa leader, to report
yeu-'s advance in laoe citement attending it, the thing came as it is to .get the same for Jack Benny's toupe. Bob Hope's latesi quips,
aat.4 jMcoessiiSul Hollywood char- and minority rdatioas, the show off a canfnsang hodse-podge -n^idi and Arturo TVtscanmTs OteUo. The stakes are just as hig but the range
had an anecdotal diarader amified failed utterly to accent the sig- is mudi longia-. Our indiBtty is;, of course, lar from imited on the code but
only by a suriace. ptdllyaiBia traic mficanoe eS. the year's devdop- the press discussion of all, sides of thie controversy are woitiiy tsi any
This dfort was more ceremonial ments or to hdp the &aener under- radio publidst's attention. Save for a Sew memorahle exceptions, the
docuiioentaiT; making not even stand the meaning of IMTs moA passing line tram F. Scott Fitz- attian
press dippamgs I see give nei cvideMsi; that the publid^ ill «ur hadnstry
pretense of probing the matter at mentous, events.
(etaiars
inenioraUe "Ihe Great
have devoted themsdvte to flue. taisJc ibC' lihe code with the same zeal and
hand with a rounded scientific apIVriiaps it would ooLine under the
CMaeby'' bas appUcatSoa to Geot^ piXMtch.
'thesne was nothing wnmg heading of editorisdizing if the web fervor that marks' tfadrpublidz%ig cdf arlBsts and jprogpains wifii th* aatjon's
'
I think. Fitiseraiid describes one with Uie show's opthnistic tone, bvA
*. .u.
radio
editOEs,'
InteiprdatisQ
any
of
dnracter this way: *I»aisy always only with its gmnndlessness and events. But it's doubffiil whether
No <me should succumb to the erroneous impiiesaon that we in the If BC
C^ve the inipz«5sion lhat something faanie to trace the i^timism to any anyone who vegularly lemls the Press Oepartment are mow any less eager to get puldidiy for our stars and
tbnlling and wondetid had just disoemflile changes in the social daily papeis and listens to news- programs than we ever were and that we've heonme crusaders tor the
mednnism or groiip psydtokigy.
casts sot anything more out of this
.AiwiMened and that soaaeBiine thriUobligataions to our dients, asendes, stations
nils documentary was based on hour of listenmg than a feeling that code. TSo, we recognixe
viig and wnndNfUl iKOuld happm
and muugement. We still count the agate lines; the best het iisiings, the
Sour incidents culled from news- the' world'. is in. an awful mess..
«eiy isoon aguo.'^ Lottman was Ifloe paper files of 1947 whldi involved a
cduinm iinentians and the picture hngaks Just IHeb we Mqpect <i«»:cge
.'DOBUI,
tlMt When we'landed a new dient, Japanese, Negro, Jew and some
CraadaU, Earl Midlia and Jim iVBiyva are doing, and '4Aia the Ssaxea,
Qeorge would have as speJIbouad Mexican children. The inddents
aroit what we think they should be, thiaxis pkn^r of c»d%eBKnl hi Boom
'htth all the r-ai^ posnbiUties stem- were all perfectly paraUd so that mas. tx
400 of the RCA huikUng. R'is just ttoA we thinks 1he» at« jabs to he iione
Ming out of tlus sew association.' after the Sist one, tUalcss could With Alan laM
on anotoer plane of press .activity,
have piedided the oidcaine ot all Director: Tcm CarstcasKr
mitai we'd lose the dient, George
Here are a 'few. of those' jobs:
WckaiK
Saavilie
iSbt others,
hiitiany. Ihei* was tl»e rnAwcr:
ifwiild have ns reeling again like
The mea 'who rem broadcasting need to be better known by. the people
of ''the Japanese iEumer who,', SM'MtoK; WcA, Sr3» fjm.
.Ipt with the iedhis; .1Htl«t.««. '•MXf after lieing ridden out of me Texas Variiclpaitac:
of the oountiy.on both the national and the local levds. Omshadowed
WUnr .oS, hecause soawOnng even county, was,wdc<»QBed hy another we^vt.v~:
as.thc3r'ai«:hy.^|he great .'Staxs of 'the '^
^jUe.ior fhc mtoftpart;..'
MM* esxating was loonung just he- group of Texas fnrmeis on a level This secies of Jmyejietgrnadventure anonymous .to the masses of the ommti^^ Ihegr do not ly^gia to eiii<^
%iM«e BriQ BMfr Tou cooldn''t of fuU equality.:
natiand iSeratification tint do the mognb. of the 'movies «r 'the tatahs of
.Inddtsat coacewiing. '13w Negro tdes, transcribed id. ttsffltywood, has. steel and automobiles. Yet the
electridty Srom any utility
IWjr
business of hroadsKSlxng they 'Oomannd
was Ivsed on Hie «aMy wiblidzed all the trates iof lidii^ made .on a
•Htli^ it was the kind that generscandal ol the lT<Hih Catouna Negro quickie corner in the film jtiapitd. enters into the most immediate contact possible '^i^th IChe. AaMncan home.
tMI ftoih a man^ heait and hnag- who was disqualified fnan his radOSe 'There isn't anything bcsFond the lure They need to talk less to themsdves and more to thie peagpfe. Ihrae's a
winnings oa the ha^ ot his color. of Alan liadd's name. The scripting press jd> tor all of us.
There's a problem in 3ai>or relations as if I need to aaentJon it It's
A.Ienc time. ago, WincheU penned Here, twii, the' connnusity was onrer- is contrived, straining too much for
• nasberful cohxmn tintype tagged, come with :d3a]ne.and presented Uie a louxh style of smart dialog hut paradn2cical that an industry like radio wisk^ created so many jobs where
Negita, not with eQuaiUty, hut with adileving only a constant patter of there were no jd>s before and pays its .oteative and «ilKr tatoni so well
*A..IGIest3eman ol the lost Geoeraancjther aii!)t{«mobiile. 'fhlrd inddent clidies. The plot Structure on the should be plagued almost unceasing 'wath
the- touosioa «C Ubqr. nantroiiMC* Were George alive today, it revolved
was 'void of any subtense
around an experiment in preem
verESeK .'Sottieteig doesn't i^':u#''.h6i«; «ikdrasP!ie'-.l^
MwU he a descriptxKi of hizr^lf.
joint education of Mexican and or thrills, and the sdnlann of an inand iagdiious publidst can aid in the devdciptnent «1! jautuaJ. nnder'^'ifa-WlncheM'a wiwjds: "Tlhe show- American ch^dren hi Caiiionila m. tricate wd> of dicunastanoes deSed
stamding.
loiown
dialer
aMSds
of
whidi
logic
to
initial
any
prejudices
dissolved
un.lais he
admired may he plump
These are a few of the problems which give a new discussion to radio
der mutual contact. Final episode whodunits.
JSatrotis
or faded spinsters now., was based
On WOR, the platter has three publigity and public relations. It may be a misconception to operate on
on the assault of a Jewish
Ihsy were symbols of a magic that student in an Iowa university
The effect of the theory that the radio publicity's product is comprised of the Hope.s,
by a different sponsors.
../faced through the Twenties, props
couple of hooligans before an im, listening to three widely diverse the Bennys and the Cantors instead of the over-all programming .schedlor a lost dream, enchantments that passive group of spectators.
Up.shot, types of plugs is that of practically ule that enters into the home. That's the
product by which the listener
feded in the -stern light of reality." after Norman Coiisins, editor of the splitting this half-hour into three
us.
JFferwSaturday Review of Literature, different programs.
"<Gtorge liottmati was one flt Thnes
wrote an indignant editorial, was
j»^»t » » «
*
^uare's children all right, and the that the whole state expressed its
Hoaring Twenties
his stJcSc of horror at' the uvutrage.
candy. But the show has lelt town
Television Follow-Up
As an afterthought, the program
|
*H is no more. To paraphrase Win- skipped over some statistics coldl.v
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cheU's iBoadiudsnB paragiajihs:

«9P$ there's a special spot in
tor His kind— where

Mm

&

Van

"Per-

Heaven
Schenck

every performance coM with
jctiat-SediHead Gal' and where Ma•twa ibiyg sings
^My CtosHKy Sias

,

.

LiTcles

Under Her

Eyes:'

describing the real .situation in race
relations in America today. The picture was not prett.y. but the brushed-

NBC television took advantage of
"Studio 3-H" show Thursday
(1)' night to present news chief Paul
Alley in a prospectus for the 1948
NBC tde newsreel. In an informal
huddle with announcers Bob Stanton. Ray Forrest ^ind^ Jim Stev^Shson,
Alley Tevealed ambitious plans ior
the reel's expansion in both foreign
and domestic coverage ih a further
step to meet intensified competition
from outside producers.
Rest of the half-hour show, directed by staffer Fred Coe, was excellent.
Format fQllowed the utjual
rehearsal idea, Which |ives NBC a
chance to stage ambitious productions sans expensive sets or costumes.
Li.sa Kirk, featured singer
in the current Broadway production
of "Allegro" did a standotit job
with "Man I Love." Tele thesps Bill
Post and Steve Courtlelgh gave a
moving reading to a scene from
Shakespeare's "Julius Ceasar" and
Stan Cavanaugh amused with some
Marge and
deft juggling tricks.
Gowee Champion topped off the proceedings with a terping eulogy .to
its

ill which it was drawn did
not interfere with the glow of self*
complacency induced by the central
portion of the show.
Production on the documentary
was polished. The brief dramatic
sketches were warm and iwi^iant,
and Zachary Scotfs narration was
simply and sincerely handled.

otf s^ylt;

.

The BigtiMe
Under Lottman's guidance, many
^.as tumaiy pecked at the coveraete
.r^™.« Pu'blicity business. Some have
^^al bigtime.. George

JS\*"
he piToud

^1

ol lElt Jnsefsherg,
top writer; of
authors several of

'Senny's
T

who

^.yons,

J™*

&

^clue"
2«Jer

and "Talent Scouts;" ol
Mansiield, •who piwdbces the

show for CBS;

Cnt^'
vTOjng

.

"""^
Po,st'.s

^

.

most valuable conK^^y

Ky-

ander'^T"?\*"^"''^^'"! °^ ^1 Ryldirector for
c"],,L-^^^'^'
P«=tures; of Lester Zimn.er2n^
d

So?: y'P^""

1

ecto

Mss

.

nf

Moi-ris

publicity

Brackman, recording
^^"^ Mills; of the suc-

^
°^ Al Lewis, head
CBS, Sweeney and
Chf,"
..^i<=h stanza:
of Bernie Green
WitPr

^two

.

and Tim Marks,

anecdotes'

Berni.

HAWENED IN 1947

N«rinan Kose, Ronnie Liss,
liou Clarke, Pecgy Allenby, Alice
¥«urnian, Wilmot Johnson; Bcimic
Oreen, nrasic
Writer: Vince Dcmpsey

Director.' Gcorire Wdst
Fretlacer! Michad •os^ktod 60 IMihs.; Xhurs. (1), 19 p.m.
Sustaining.
ABC, from New TTork
Top news .stories of 1947 were
giddily uni-eeled, at times in verse,
at times in dramatic sicetches, and
at times via playback of actual
broadcasts, but at all times with
terrific fanfare, on this hour-long
doctimentarv. It's hard to thmk of
anything the producers forgot to
mention, from the New Look to the
.Maa-sliall PJan.
Tliere were excerpts of broadcasts
:

of Maurice
0* the Saturday

^"""^

.

IT

With

and

pring out of the

the

of

on-the-spot

from scenrs

ot disaster;

roster;

broadoa.st.s.

slices

now-defunct vaude at Loew's

State; N. Y.

Paris, Tex.— Pat Steel, former promotion manager and program direc-.

,

LUCY MONROE

by Walter Winchell Drew Pearson ,
Louella Paisons, Bill Gorum and
virtually every other gabber on lh6
web's

'-4'J

.".:'';,
'

TOITRING

VE-riaRAIifS

'.'.1948

:

HOSPKillS CAMF SHOWS

tor for KPLT here has resagned to
join the adv. promotion.d^t. of NBC
in New York as copywtitet in audl-

Ince promotion section.

Fffrtysecond

P^IETT

STORY OF A MYSTERY THEATRE
Mystery Theatre curtain
tember, 1943,
Poe's
V

it

first

went up on

"The Tell-Tale

tations

in

the

Sep-

was on a radio version of Edgar Allan
Heart.'-' It

had been decided

the Mystery Theatre would feature
thrillexs

When

NBC

classic

that

midnight

along with especially written chillers and adap-

of current short

stories,

novels and

Broadway

plays of the macabre,

There were

endless archives of dark literature from

which to choose. Conan Doyle> Mary Roberts Rinehart,

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

S. S.

Van Dine and

skillfully tangling skeitis

intrigue into fascinating tales that

An

long paat

expert in

apdiuidetlie

many

ee:riness

series.

finger straight; at

194^

countless other top-notch writers

have been at work for years

interests

7,

have held

of

readers"

a witching hour.

was needed

to select material

That

Geoffrey

Bafiies,

Sherlo^^

•

himself scarcely possessed more varied kubWledg*' than

Barnes
ist,

who had been

an experimental chemist,

occult-

psychologist, opera singer, criminal investigator,

AMERICA 'S MO.
.

I

,

M

I

^^^^

W^edncsday, Janwiry 7, 1948

Fariy-sei-o nd

au thor of a book on voice culture, poet and radio actor.

Hidden aAvay

somewhere

in his eyrie,

•

at the stroke of

midnight, Barnes finds time to select stories for the
M^'stery Theatre.
is

On this

facilities

. .

A Sernice #/ Radio
CorpomtioH ofAmricf'

J

in

of the

.

company of Other

heard on NBC, Let the vast

NBC

great

shows

audience shiver in

Theatre with the message of the sponsor, Sterling Drug>

of past and present for the most baffling

powerful

stalk the airways in the

pleasurable concert. Letter the curtain of the Mystery

literature

chilleis

ever

the most outre fashion on the

NBC

,

telling listeners

to stage a mystery? Ransack the great

Dramatize them

when the children have been tucked into bed). Let themi

and narrator by Bernard

IjCnrow, outstanding young actbr.

written.

9%

Friday night program Barnes

iK)rtrayed in the role of host

How

AimiwrmrY

^^^iiETY

Network- (at an hour

sult:

on

how

to

shave—^without

Friday night becomes

tlie eeriest

liorror.

The

night in the

re-

week

NBC with a show that holds the breath of America for

thirty minutes
drift

while suspense and spine-tingling

thrills

hauntingly from loud-speakers from coast to coast.

the JYational Broadcasting

Company

PjS^SBfMT

PMrly-^iecomd

'*Tbe People

Who

On the Air

for

AmmtMsraitry

Live in tte

Boms

Hoose''

Maxwell Hoose Coffee

WITH

Writtm by KEITH

FPWU»

and

MUL

HENNttiG

THURSDAY NIOHTS -NBC

I

Season's Creelii^

PRODUCER-DIREaOR
Musical

C^ttdor and

Arranger,

FOR

THE

JUVUVIY

DURANTE PROGRAM

FOR

REXAU
NAT

e.

«OLDSTbNi A«INCY

Wtineiikf* JM«j»«t ?» i94»

Vmty^ee^

PSRliftY

IM

Annhtenary

BBDO
and
of

HABIO TERM*

GLOSSARY
RADIO TfiRMs

WEB* TIMECISI)
DAY

NAME

Sunday

Spade
Adventures of Sam
whodunit* with S»m

8:00

CBS

PM

off

(a

asdicH)

the Air
theatre Guild on

Sunday

(Geo. Hicks

is

(swell
'

BANKROLLER-sponsor (whom

menw**'*"^^**"

The Listening Post
on the ether*)
(Satewepost stories
America
Cavalcade ot
-

Monday

Monday

(history with

Inner Sanctum
Witt* tWdoor»
(the whodunit*

Shov»
The Fred Waring

CBS

show

ETHER-air (what radio goes
out pn)

FLACK— press agent

FOON-a

10:45 AM

ABC

spiel before

E. T.-electrical
transcription

10:30 PM

NBC

snicker,

more than a titter-less
than a

Doffola.

PM

ABC

9:00

ABC

10:45

HOOPER-DOOPER-a

(|0tS8lK)»fS*««««y'?'*«*>

Friday

or a turkey

COW-CATCHER-product
8:00 PM

Willie Piper

Post
The Listening

singer

CLAMEROO-an egg

8.00 PM

NBC

else?)

guffaw

CANARY— dame

schmerz*)

Listening Post
VVednesday The

^

BOFF-a

10:45 AM

ABC

(lotsa canaries*)

Thursday

without wMch It wonid
be
fcelter not to speak
at mU

10:00 PM

CBS

Plymouth spiel*)

Monday

Monday

ABC

the spieler*)

AdwenturesolChristopherWeHs

Sunday

9:30 PM

CBS

11:05

MELLER-melodrama

AM

PUTTERBRAIN-disciockey

rlStcreamotWheat)
CBS

super-Hooper. natch

LIVE-ain't on the record

AM

ROVER BOY-account man

12 NOON

SCHMERZ-oomph
Hooper-dooper*)

HBC

5:45 PM

SCHMO-emcee who

don't know from nuthin*

SPIEL— commercial

SPIELER— announcer
but li ve* here)

STINKOU-iust what

- .*w46 spot
^F„,„to,„dschmerzA„deve.vdayontheether*0.veore.t.*)
advertisers.

in the

it

says (a turkey that's
been

sun too long)

STRIP-show

that runs

more than once a week

TEN PERCENTER-agent

for talent

WAX— master recording
WEB-network
WHISKEY-TENNER-expense account
money

WHODUNIT-bang-bang script usually

VUK-so

i

i .4

funny you bite the nig

"(or

with private eye

linoleum)

7,

Boston

Symphony
Orchestra
TUESDAY 9:30 PM

THIS IS YOUR

MONDAY

FBI

WORLD

MORNING

SECURITY

HEADLINES

FRIDAY 8:30 PM

•

Equitable Life

Opera

THURSDAY
9:00

AM

itOO

Pll

Metropolitan

WILLIE PIPER

^gronsky
MON-$AT

SUNDAY 12:30

Air-Wick

Assurance Society

DREW

WORKSHOP

SUNDAY 6t15 PM

pap

Headline

PM

Auditions

General
Electric

SUNDAY
-

Lamps

PM

6:00

"YOU BET
YOUR IrlFEf'

Frank H. Lee Hats

WEONESDAV

9:30

iPlift

ELGIN-AMERICAN DIVISION

'»iON-FRI2:KPM

Abbott and
Costello
TAlKiNG
MON-FR1

SUNDAY

6: 30

1:00

PM

MON-FRI 11:00

MON-VED'i-JU

PM

MON-PRl

AM

Musical Digest

MICROPHONE
mURSDAY

8:00

PM

'

of Sports
FRIDAY 10:00

Gin
MON-HN3t30PM

MON-PRI

Kdlofff

Gillette Safety

JiMMIE

Razor Co.

SUNDAY

10:30

PM

Carter Products, Inc.

Milk Pmhwl*, Inc.

R. J. Reynolds Toiwcco Co.

IiiSd6
John Morrell
•nd C9Mpan7

Club

POINT

Time

SUBLIME

10:4S

AM

Club Alumbium Pmdluetti Co.

PM

PM
Stataa

American Bakers)

TUESDAY
2:30

7:30

Genaral Milisi lac.
(In S. E.

Wmmmi OM** SNowrfrifl Co.

SUNDAY

1:15

I'M

National Biscuit C*.
Nestli's

MON'FRI IOiOO

Cavalcade

ffHIRlUS

PM

AM

tibt>y,MCMeiil&Ubby

AM

11:30

SUNDAY 8:00 PM

Curtis Circulation Co.

PAUL

Candid

AM

mm

POST
10:00

8:30

American .Express Co.

GAUN

LISTENING
10:45

WEDNESDAY

TOM

Procter & Gamble
Kellosg

TIIE

PHILCO CORP.

PMi

VOX
POP

BreneiiMin's

PM

WEDNESDAY

MC

WEDNESDAY
9:00 FH

& Rubber Co.

Gocdiyeac Tire

5:45

Brotherhood" of
Railroad Trainmeo

TUESDAY 8)30 PH.

7100

Televifioa Corp.

SATURDAY

ofthekVR.

Ike Smtest
tier Told

MON-ntl

ft

Fuldheim

MEETING

T

Edition

SUNDAY ^:3Q PM

Dorothy

TOWN

and

of the Air
Farnsworth Radio

MONDAY

8:00 PM
The John Hancock
Life Insurance Ce.

Exploring

the

Unknown
SUNDAY
7:30 PM

PM

1948

Wednesday^ JFaouary

Porty-seeond

P^^SB^TT

Amdveraary

T

9:00

DAVID
HARDING

tF7

Sui day

PM

Jergensi

COUNTERSPY
SUNDAY

Walter Winchell

TUESDAY 10:45 PM

Schutler

JACK

Ladies,

Be Seated
PM

ARMSTRONG

QUAKER OATS CO.
TONIjCOMPAMY

General

MON-FRI

PM

SUNDAY

9:15

PM

CO.

Ted
Malone

PM

MON-FRI 11:45 AM

Westinghouse

Woodbury

Miils) Inc.

5;15

QUAKER OATS

Parsons

PM

5:30

5:30

Candy Comfwny

JLouella

MON-WED-FRt

Mon-Fri 3:00

and fhe

Electric Corp.

W

The _

LOST

Sheriff

lAHO

im
SATURDAY

AM

11:30

DOROTHY

G^MGBuSTERS

THURS—10:45

FRIDAY 9:30

SATURDAY

9:00

PM

Pdciflc

Coast
Borax Co.

Botco Company

PROFESSOR

10:00

PM

American Oil Company

WELCOME,
TRAVELERS
12

Procter 8C

TUESdAy 7:30 PM

CO.

General Mills, Inc.

Betty

•

.

.

MON^FRI

10:25

AM

GENERAL MILLS.

1^

INC.

Sam

u.

NOON

Gamble

ettingill

famous

THE GENTLEMAN

SUNDAY

1:00

PM

TUESDAY
SATURDAY

8;3Q

club

19:15

PM

MONDAY

Swift ftCompainy-

tfirii

PM

Phiico

FRIDAY

Science
Monitor Society

Cor|S»,<^'

Ciiristian

General

America's Future, Inc.

Roll Call
FRIDAY

9:55

Mills, Inc.

Stage,

America
MONDAY 9M0PM

PM

9:00 am

Toni

Company

SKY

elmer

KING

DAVIS

TUES-THURS 5:30 PM

Champion Spark Plugs

Sterling Prugs,

breakfcist

NEWS

Jury Ttiu/s

Champion On
MON-FRI
2:30 PM

MONITOR

VIEWS THE

FROM INDIANA
MON.FRI

WATERMAN

(^rocker'

UIZ
SATURDAY

L, E.

AM

The Draqkett Co.

MON-FRI

7:15

PM

Derby Foods, Inc.

Inc7

All Times, Eastern Standard

Break the Bank

These are the shows. .the
.

FRIDAY 9:00 PM
Brisfol-Myers Co.

and

•

.
-

MR.

stars, ..the sponsors

outstandingly successful year for

ABG was the only

ABG. They

who have made 1947 such an
are good reason^ wh^^.ift '4^^

network whose share of audience substantially; increased!

MALONE

SATURDAY

9:30

PM

American Broadcasting
A-NBTWOl^K

Of. 258 RADI<^

^^i^iaan:it

WgdnciAty,

Jammy

7,

1948
t

THE MNMV DUIIUme SHOW
(Porl^UPr<iflCo.)

FOOTMU ilNB
MtEUunoAocjim.
mo mECMTS

ATUNTiC

ayer-powered

MHIEt TO YOU

fW

Hanna and FhU

D«vV

jbrchwirt

air

shows

LUCKY STRIKE

FOOTIAU TELECASTS

HOW

THE ELECTRIC

-THE
rtiit

THE TELEPHONE HOUR
diinaM VoorhtM,

HOW

OF CHMMI
41m

3pit«iiir.'«iNr

All-eirl

Orchntra

,

SOUND OFF

will

Mirk Wamtit

FOOTULL IROAOCASrS
(For U. S. ARMY
and U.

S.

AIR FORCE)

ii.w.ayer &son,inc.
niMtlphla. Ntw

York, Chicago, Dttrolt

San Fmnelteo, HollYwea^, ietton, HcaolulUi London

in transcriptions
Our hat

size is

Bight from the microphone- to the

• Superior craftsmansbip
production>

BIGGEST QUALITY STORY

only normal but we've got the

in the transcription and record httsinees.

-^fti

final pressing,

• High speed

• Finest of materials (including

our label stands for:
• Top quality

service

100%

We are eqnipped^p make vertical or lateral
eputtering
controlled to

lecordingsv . . . use ottly gold
high speed plating .... with iJie most modem jfacilities
liigli staodards throughout.

Muzak

Licensed under U. S, Pflfdnh of Weffet^n Electric
•

8VUDI0

• New

ft

ffECORBINC FACILITIES

U.

S. Pal, Off.

Central 5275

C4»., Inc.

.

RECOf BINS

Guicago Representation;
151 West 46th St 221 North LaSalle St. yoKjs:

B%ant 9-1247

re-

pm'e Vinylite)

ft

PRESSING PLANT

New Yom
250 West 54th St
COliunbus 5:8552

1948

W^edneadajr, Jamunry 7,

T

H
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E

/
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1948

Greetings

MCGEE

AND MOLLY

To

my many friends

AL GOODMAN

WISH TO THANK

PRUDENTIAL FAMILY HOUR
1

- DON

2- PHIL

QUINN

FRED ALLEN

SHOW

LESLIE

3- FRANK PinMAN
Recording Exclusively For

VICTOR

R.C*A.

4-NA1iL0W

MLGOX

i-Ntti THOMPSON

6- ARTHUR

Q.

BRYAN

If-OAUfiORDON

/AARX
KING'S

MEN

B.

LOEB

CURRENTLY DIRECTING

101
II

The Greatest Story Ever Told

12-^BILLY MILLS' ORCHESTRA
for

The Ooodiyear

and -Rubber Company

Tire

ABC

13-JOHNSON'S WAX

for

Hallmark Greeting Cards
CBS

For 13 Wonderful Yedts
Tuesday Evening

on the Air

— N.B.C.

and a Hearty "^Thank You^'
from

CAMEL CIGARETTES

to Executives

and Members of the Screen Guild Players

of the Motion Picture Relief

Fund

anid to the folloi^^ng disllngiiished actors, actresses,,

and studios:

October 6

October 13

October 20

October 27

BING CROSBY
IN6RID BERGMAN

BOB HOPE
DOROTHY LAMOUR

BETTE DAVIS
BRIAN AHERNE

BETTY GRABLE
TONY MARTIN

Maxwell Anderson

IVventicth Century-Fox
for

JOAN CARROLL
Rainbow Productions
for
Bell, of St. Mary>»'

Paramount Pictures

for

for

"My

Favorite Brunette'^

DANNY KAYE
MAYO

November 17

DANA ANDREWS

OAUDETTE COLBERT

JANE WYATT
RICHARD WIDMARK
HADLEY REED

.

Min Pilgrim**

November 10

fiovembenS

VIRGINIA

Shocking

"Elisabeth the Queen**

WALTER PIDGEON
DAVID BRUCE

Samuel Goldwyn
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Twentieth Gentury-Fox
for **Boomerang**

tot

'The Secret Ufe of Walter MiUy**
November 24

December

for

"2%e Secret Heart'f

Decembers

1

FREDRIC MARCH

RAYMHIAND

MYRNA LOY
TERESA WRIGHT

BETTY HUTTON

IDA LUPINO
VICTOR MATURE
ETHEL BARRYMORE

,

Samuel Goldwyn
for

**The Beit

Paramount Pictures

•

Twentieth Century-Fox
for "ilfoss Rost?*

for

Yemt of Our Uve^*

(Academy Awud Wmner)

**Tlie

TrouMe With Women**

December 29

December 15

December 22

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY

FANNY RRICE
HANLEY STAFFORD

JAMES STEWART

.

DONNA REED
VICTOR MOORE

Metro-Ckildwyn-Mayer

Walt Disney

for

for

liberty Films
for

a Wonderful UftT

And to .^tera, prodncens, and
all

C.B.S.

others

who have

ebntribnted to the conthrahig snecess of

MONDAY EVENINGS—7;30

P.Bt, P.T.

Printed by CAMEL CIGARETTES

,
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Forty-second

DOROTHY KILGALLEN

l^/URiteTY

•

Wednesday, January 7, 1948

Anniversary

DICK KOLLMAR

"DOROTHY AND DICK"
"STAR TIME"

"BOSTON BLACKIE"

109

Show Productions, Inc.
the Radio and Television Department of

Dancer-Fitzgerald-SampleJnc.

Name

Network

of Progrom

Joyce Jordan

Radio

.Procter

,.a:..> v.... Whitehall

Our Gal Sunday

........

i.r.

Bride

. .

......

:>Tcr£.'

,

Procter

.

& Groom. ...-c.......T..:<r.^..vSterling

Lightof the World... r.

Sponsored

Life

Can Be

Ma

Perkins

^•••'•••v«>33:o?>- Procter
.

rrr»-Ti»«yi^-.>

»

.

Network

...ABC—MTWTP

.... ....10:25-10:45

.10:45-11:00

Co..

Pharmacol Co..... 12:30-1 2:45

v> r. .Sterling

& Gamble

...CBS—MTWTP

ft

1:15- 1:30

Co..

Gombio Co.. .-.«».«

MillSi Inc.. ..T:rf3>-*:«'«

2:45- 3:00

Gamble

Co..<:.«:r.. 3:00- 3:15

& Gamble

Co...>vjl>.. 3:15- 3:30

ft

...CBS—MTWTP

2:1S> 2:30
2:30- 3:00

Drugii Inc..

Drug, Inc...........:.

4:00i-

4:15

...Hi.a:.r.»aic<a:.3cii3T Sterling Drug, Inc., .,,......3. 4:15- 4:30

Stella Dallas

By

General

Beautiful..,fxi,:«i3Dc>'< •Procter

Boekstaqe Wife

.

Whitehall Pharmacol Co..... 12:45- 1:00

Perkins ........................ .Procter

Perry Mason

Inc..

& Gamble

Romance of Helen Trent.

Ma

Programs

Time

Sponsor

Betty Crocker Magaifn* of the Air. .General Mills,

Lorenzo Jones

Inc..

4:30- 4:45

-Sterling Drug, Inc..

^ 4:45- 5:00

.L...x,ivri-i. .Sterling

Young Widder Brown.

..j...!?*..

Drug,

Just Plain 6ill...._ija,:o:o3xoix..s... Whitehall Pharmacol Co..£... 5:30- 5:45

Clients of

Beulah
'Jack Smith

Lone llangdr

Dancer-

Procter

&

•xi< •Procter

.ft

i:...j:..x.t..3rx*.^

Show.
. ,

tx>

'jisa:* r«

.x.cr*xr»:«'3-«3F33:.

• • .

Gairible Ce..£:ci37<:. 7:00- 7:15

Gamble Co.

'6*neral Mills,

Green tiornet ...... v. .TmcEi:«i3E3:"©«'"eral

Inc..

Mills, Inc..

•

7:30- 8:00

P.M..
P.M..

Trials

.-fj^^c*

-General Mills. Inc..

Manhattan •Merry-Go-Round.... ....Sterling Drug.
American Album of Familiar Music,

Sample, Inc.

NEW YORK

Wolti Time

>..*.

CHICAGO

•*

8:00- 8:30

Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons. ,2. Whitehall Pharmacol

Famous Jury

7:15- 7:30

.3x030 tf 7:30- 8:00

American Melody Hour......... r«.. Sterling Drug, Inc

Fitzgerald-

csjss-rc

VCTr^y* *

Co..-£.. 8:30- 8:55

.^i.:.

Inc...>

.Sterling Drug, lnc...>

Sterling Drug. inc;...-.

P.M.

P.M

P.M

HOLLYWOOD

,

. .

.CBS—Thursday

ABC—Saturday
NBC—Sunday
P.M..... NBC—Sunday
P.M
NBC—Friday

8:30- 9:00

9:30-10:00

ABC—Tuesday
CBS—Wcdncsdoy

P.M

9:00- 9:30

9:30-10:00

...ABC—MMfP

:

TORONTO

.

Ha

Worty^econd

Wednesday, Janwary 7, 194^

Annwer»ury

P^-RIETY

PROGRESS REPORT: A year ago, it was widely predicted that we would collapse and that our small son Paddy would be the only
one-year-old child in medical history with ulcers. The prophets didn't realize that "there's no business like show business," and
all the work is only fun. Agoin, we'd like to thank all the people in show business who've helped us learn their game.
JINX

.

.

,

TEX

.

.

.

PADDY.

A MILLION TH ANKS TO .....
NEW YORK YANKEES

THE

For

th<e

Pnviie^e of

THE GjlLETii
.

Aiiring

Thejr^B^

j^trtball GciiYie^

S/Ui^

:•.^l^^tKeWori<^:•5erie^
V;

AU'Siqk iScinie (MBS)

.

Sugar Bowl Qqnie (ABC)

BAUANTrKE Alt
For

JUsl^t^^^^

Yankee BcisbbaU a^^
:'

^.v

V All-America ConjFerence'
./V

Champibhshlp.Plqy-^ffGame';

'-r''v'r'^vs>

/

white: ovvt-'<:K^
Yankee
y

Btisebieill

i&tl^

Whil^^r*tTOker:Xr>lBC)'V'-----^^

KNOX HATS
FootbcJl television (CBS)

FOX MpVIETONI N
'

^'^Sportis-'lteel'/^

'',yj:'''^\

RUSS Hboois
^

;My' -Ternf if

'

Colleague

•

MEL ALLEN

WeimtMhty^

Jawmy

7,

Fmrlyteemid

PfHSSSBTt

AwshttirtmPf

PHR HARRIS
ROCHESTER
DENNIS DAY
wbA

don wiison
,

Writers

SAM PERRIN
'~

GEORGE

BAIZEIC

JOHN TACKABERKir

Agency

Sfmnor

Wl

FoHy-aecond

112
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Season^s Greetings

mk4
km:.

JOHN GART- -(Composer,

Conductor) and STAFF

MarlY

GLICKMAN Vl

Winners" on
wxm
"swiKB

•

•

"TCOAH fumm."

Bm»"

.

.

"iHKms

• •

tmnui

•

atv hkm

"take

mm mmiMMmis"

•

WHN

•

"warm-up

ww

Vorty-secon4

NEVER

TOO

LET

^'^SSSSStT

BE

IT

SAID THAT

MY

JEALOUS TO GIVE

113

Anrtivertmy

I'M

COMPETITORS

A PLUG
so

HERE'S BEST

ART

WISHES TO

HAWK

BOB EDWARDS
RALPH O'KEEFE
AND

WALTER LINKLETTER

FROM

CARRY MOORE
TAKE

IT

OR LEAVE

IT

SPONSORED BY EVERSHARP

AGENT

AGENCY

THE Blow
PRODUCER
BILL

LAWRENCE

COMPANY

THE iWORRIS OFFICE
CpNfWCTOR

^^^^^^^^

"

COOKIE FAIRCHILD

JACKIE

CUNSON

AVAIUBLE!

-

EDGAR BERGE
Character Actor
Has Tuxedo

- - -

Will Travel

Meaty Charaderizations a Sp

NOW
^

(^^^

McCtirthy)

ii
I

REMEMBER MAMA"
Sunday Evenings

The Chase and Sanborn

Show

WeiIneH<lay, Jaiiuafy 7, 1943{

Forty-Becond

P^SsRS^TV'
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SPOTSx-Thousands of spots-^written,
directed and produced b/ 1 and M
.

.

like

placed every month for

.

clients

Colgate.

Lorillard, Rupp<>rt,

NETWORK— Morgan, Amecbe gnd Langford "take five" during rehearsal of Old

SPECIALarLennen

&

Mitchell pioneered inputting

play-by-pl9y baseball on

air.

Gold show.

A

Lennen

&

Mitchell production.

Above, Red Barber

doing th* Dodger games.

DREAM GIRL— There's
"Dream

showmanship plus

and

tn

Lennen

Girl" spot for Colgate's Lustre-Creme.

Day, Blondie, and Can You Top

&

Heard

Mitchell's
on.

Denni*

This.

televisioi
from

tennen

the radio

a

mifchel

VIDEO— Ler

CHARLES McCARTH
STAR

OF THE

CHASE and SANBORN SHOW
Comedian

Extraordinaire,

Dramatic Star and Romantic Idol

Now

available for suitably important
niotion picture starring roles

Broadminded

work with anything but
dogs and ventriloquists

Will
^

Money No
(No Objection

Object
to

It

Either)

I
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NoveDnbcr 1, 1947 w» 28,712,652 radio
homes. And here are two exaniples of what
tlwt coverage can

Code, Costs, Coverage

With the

1.

Series,

1?47,

mean

to advertisers.

World

Gillette- s|»nsored

we

scored the highest rating

ever hit by a daytime commercial show-^

57,6 (Crossley) for the

& Competitive SeUing
Some Not-so-random

Thought-; Aboj'

Broadcasting as

-js

it

Fac

th.j

Nt-- a<

October

game

of Sunday,

We also chalked up a new high

5.

in the average rating

'for

the Series— 36.7*

Applying these ratings to out daytime covhomes in the U.S.
erage -72.2% of

^

/-.cjr

heard at least one game; and

35.5%

of

these families heard all seven games.

Our program

2.

came

"Heart's Desire"

-

up with something too. There's a
Church in Grand Junction, G>lorado,

little

built

by funds raised by the congregation. But

no beil— the money

there was

SEPTEMBER in Atlantic Gty,..NAB takes
'

the wraps off % new

Jftroadtasriiig

Code

Months of oMnnutter wvk
and writing lud gone into it., .miinths of
<rf

Standards.

JiMU^km and atgumenr
It i» dijfOMttaging that

followed

most ol the aoen-

oa coametCKtlt-'tfaetr kti^gdt
aurobcrs. Not- much 00 f»ni»menttis

riea &as been

'

nd

—the

indKstty's respoosibitity for Xt^Mag.

1, I9'i7

(as

caknbtcd by out UstenatMl-

M4 iWKe--"^ peog^nun

erewt^ OBer«-w«ek

oTiicism

and

.

'

froia ivtofcssiotial ''do-goo(feis''

listcneiis afike:

Tbrhaps tiMsre is somctbinf which comes

bef»re a. Cade; Maybe

we

that there- are- practices

be

lixiuld

bttaadbwting-

evening 2-to-5

In-

eocreetec^ Cocte

desire ;o1)c worthy of out trntti
.

Oabf

'tSteot

I jSnakr will

ia die conriction that

rcatly

Hee ttp to a

that's-

dbe ootf

in^ we cso admre o«f sofll of better qmSol.
"Wc
tSma^ want * Code. Mcaadme
wcH do what we've alwa?» done: our level
hen » i/afisvre the 'programs oft our ak.

^

,

-

Barty

m

1^7, Mntoal

tisemeno discussing
.

pi advertising.
of

thC'

ran twtt advcr-

the. (their),

mqg, cost

We nude the' statement that,

four tiational networks, Mutual

of fered the biggest value for the advertiser's

moneji^the knvest

cost,

in

2&th.-

^e

* weck^ and

A Mutual

per lOOOt radio

friend of

mine at hatKh the ether

itive spirit in everyone." I say

I

good

sajr it's it

thing.

expression of that
,

classifieati«n,

another ranks*

3rd in the wedkettcl dajrtioer gnnqgw

si>itit

often-

the beginning

i» scUiiig , ad*eni*it)tg

fssinci

t)ut

we have con-

been worlcifts to keqp 6ac
1000 homes doii ti. CVW; are. not

cost

pathy with the idea of getting rates

"what the
«Mit

tcdfiic

of line.

As

will bear"

We want costs

a'result,

and

per

in sym-

up

ptofits

to

up

low.)

Mutual continues to

deliver

coverage to the advenisers at the lowest,
cost. Taking

our cdver^ige

as.

«^ Meivember

first,

radio

ASE YOUR

WAAT MAN

aad their owtt medita third. Ihat
was good and
was mature thiakine.
Now I <£nea a vecting awiy (tool this—
growing ten&UKj' ta go » step bcfoud seH?
ing one's own medkim— and fo> knodt tb»
secotidi,

Am

feet

of Grrerage- and'Aiidietice measure-

ments ii» ihe past Aeee or imr laeottH duo
in
Jikr period ia naaiq^ a loog Scat. 'WSr
ourselres,.

YU acksM^

hove

pMaAd iStmt

or four adrertHemems oa onclUscelaatMlity"

measoiemeiK. W*;)!^ wlif bqc? We're

proud of the method, because we hoqcsttf
believe (and adrenisen .and j^gendcs bme
teiA its) that it provides mwctbittg die
industry nceicb

aaj can

ose; also

we Andc

"Listenability" gives a truer picture of
physical coverage not only for

Mutual but

oiber

fettote's.

immatiue
(26

gist of "Listenability"

is

that

Mutual's Daytime Grade I coverage as of

I thini: that's ytMtqg aadi

—aad while radio

years), ir can't possibly

tttte^

And

is stitl

be

ymuqi

that itnols^

what's- mote that sort of sdlii^s

dbesn'^tealty

sett

ABODT

WATV

anything—not one's

medcura, nor the industiy one belongs

to.

Let's self btoackasting—let's pta>ve to the

adveniser that radio

economical medium.

power of

the other networks as well.

The

•

is

an

effective

the competitive spirit into the

right harness— for the

good

Left,

MUTUAL
Brojclcci\tino S] stew

iSBRVmC NEW

and

Let's get the horse-

CfWts of distribution and advertising

sistently

needs carbr

it

homes covered.
have Continuet( to.go;,v|r,

con^-

"Amen" stid

But I also believe the

go overboard.
and for a long titne,
the various dements ia bioadcastitig rightfully curbed the ooto^ifWe spirit vaA

ing, lest

From

Trt heard mere ^scnssioA <»' thr

we be

soktjr for » Cbde-and reader /»

2nd

a

Said

day. "There's at least a little of the

programs, based on

tanking 3i3y Sth, 1 8th and

m every State of the Vmm.

:

eflFective

homes per dollar (talent costs
added), mdudcs fof/r Mntttal programs...
piegrattt ranks

or no—
taxjbemc need « "Je» Cormnrntdmentf of
t^roadcostios to reflect oar deep-dewit

ifiiikli

county

listening'

need to reafee

was made

I>esite"— and in a sheet time

224,581 pennies were received. What's
more— eoocritmiaas came in from every

MttQi»Fsh>wcost;'ff(«£tfi0«.NieIscn(Ne^etn-

>er2-8k. |$47-);Msting.the 20 took

sttHctnie bejnnnd

OB "Heanfs

Grade I coverage, 28,71 2,(i5'2; Tune cost,
based on 3 daytime quartec-hoitrs, net
weekly iot 52 weeks, tl4,298i)0; Cost per
1000 radio homes, 50 wnts; Ntunbef of
radio homes pet dtdlaw, 2,608.
Niow foe SMHe independenc statistics on

people @Kigiafl»«lueh entettain^eiriigjbim

didn't reach

dtat far,'So> aa appeal for petmies

method) here's the pictnrc^ Daytime

ity"

of: the industry.

JERSEY AND

mmOFOUTAN
NEW YORK!
New

Jersey's 1^ Station

WMV
NEWARK MEW JERSEy

.

8,

^mlnesdayt January 7, 1948

Worty-aeeanA

P^fUETY

Anniversary

r

THAHKS TO EVERYBODY WHO

On Sunday, January 4,
sented

its

MD A

HAND IN

IT!

Theatre Guild on the Air pre-

100th performance. To the distinguished stars

of stage and screen—and to everyone else
tributed toward

show—U.

making

this

S. Steel says

who has con-

program a top dramatic

a heartfelt "Thanks."

Every Sunday at 9:30 P.

U. S.

M. (EST)

over

ABC Network

STEEL

lift

¥orty-M>cmmd

P^btdBEfht

Ammipmmr

W«dhwSiidhy»

J—wwy

7,

1948

HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM YOUR

FRIENDS

OF

MY FRIEND
IRMA

LOU
If

STARRING

IDLADD

STEELE

yoHr product

do woll to sot

M*ds •
yeiir

shot In fb* arm, you'd

tighit

on Ed Ladd and

Low Stoolo, two disc )eekoys wko bavo bmii

Marie Wilson Cathy Lewis
as Irma
as Jane

aiming

for

and

roacbiag

an ovor-oxpaadfiig

"buying" audicKo.

with

John Brown

as Al

Leif Erickson as Richard
Gloria Cordon as Mrs. O'ReiDy
HansConried as Prof Kropotkin
.

1

.

.WrHteii

by

My
Assisted

STANLEY

by

Friend Irma

CmrfMi, ProdMCMl aiKl DiracM by

ADAMS

CY HOWARD

and

ROLAND MAC LANE

i
Music Arranged and Conducted by LUD GLUSKIN
Annouricer:

FRANK BINGMAN

Sponsored by LEVER BROTHERS for

SWAN SOAP

Heard Over CBS Monday Evening

GREETINGS

WGN

WMAQ

LES LEAR
BILL EVANS
CHrCAGO

CHICAGO

WCFL

Wednesday, Jwttary 7, 1948
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Atimvergary

To radio and leading personalities of the entertainment world
'

falls

a major portion of the task of teUing the story of Philco products and

Philco quality to the people of America. Philep leadership in public

demand

is

convincing testimony that the job

is in

good hands

BING CROSBY
Every Wednesday
ABC NETWORK and many addinal state

rro

Monday

thru Friday ntornin0$

ABC NETWORK

Friday evenings

MUTUAL NETWORK

.

WcdhUMMifaiy, Jamtarjr 7, 194UI

120

5M AAA
4,000

Today the

circulation of the

WQXR- WQXQ

Program Guide

h more than 54,000 ... a gain of 15,000 in the past year

.

.

84,000 listeners each paying a dollar a year to find out what
they're going to hear

These

on our programs of fine music.

circulation figures are. but a small indication of the

above-average purchasing power of more than half a million

WQXR-WQXQ families

.

purchasing power that means

. .

moi-e sales for you.

Good music
advertisers.

is

doing a top

A new

selling job for

WQXR-WQXQ

high in sales volume and contract renewals

emphasize the fact thatmore, and more advertisers are selling

WQXQ

this pre-selected

audience

huge purchasing power.

WQXR andFMBt^im WQXQ

tiadip Stations of

The Netjo York Times

I

BURL IVES

.

.

the cream of

New York's

"The Tennessee Phwboy".
. . .

assisted

by

ROY WIGGINS
AND

^

No.

American Folk Song

1

Artist

*

HIS STEEL GUITAR

truly the Nation's

. . .

favorite I

^
,

Three of Eddy Arnold's latest
RCA Victor recordinc|s are
currently top on the list of

"MOST-PLAYED" Juke Box

Favorites!

Be Sure To Get

'm

TIME HITS FROM

THE HILLS"

A

Brand Nevif RCA
Eddy Arnold Album,

ON

Victor
P-1 95

SALE AT YOUR RCA VICTOR

DEALER— IT'S EDDY AT HIS BEST
Eddy's Latest RCA Victor
Re/ease ...

"TO

MY SORROW"
Hp, 201^2481

EDDY ARNOLD

backed by

"EASY ROCKING CHAIR

NOW ON SALE
DON'T BOTHER TO CRY
I'LL HOLD YOU IN MY HEART
RECORD
\

COULDN'T BELIEVE

IT'S

A

IT

WAS

PURINA'S

20-2332

*

"CHECKERBOARD JAMBOREE'
20-2241

For Ralston Purina Co., Consult Your

THE CATTLE CALL

Local Newspaper for Time

WALK ALONE
RECORD

Radio Direction

20-2128

EACH MINUTE MEANS A MILLION
YEARS • YOU MUST WALK THE LINE
RECORD 20-2067

The Brown Advertising Com|>any
2511 West End Avenue

WHAT'S LIFE WITHOUT LOVE
BE SURE THERE'S NO MISTAKE
RECORD 20-2058
THAT'S

HOW MUCH

CHAINED TO

COAST-TO-COAST

TRUE

SIN

RECORD
I

"GRAND OLE OPRY"

Every Saturday Night 9:00 P. M. EST

EDDY ARNOLD'S

SONG BOOK PROGRAM

Nashville, Tennessee

WSM

Orand Ole Opry-^Saturday'
11:00

I

P.

M. EST

LOVE YOU

A MEMORY
RECORD. 20-1948

MANYTEARSAGO * MOMMY
PLEASE STAY HOME WITH ME
RECORD 20-1 8;i
CAN'T WIN, CAN'T PLACE, CAN'T
SHOW • ALL ALONE IN THIS WORLD

^ NOW

'

nation's No.

RECORD
TALK TO MYSELF

LIVE

20-1855

ABOUT YOU

AND LEARN
RECORD

1

. v ^ Now you can cash in'on Eddy's great popularity OS the
Folk Song Artist and top ranking RCA Folk recording artist

UNDER EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

WITHOUT YOU
I

AVAILABLE FOR MOTION PICTURES

MR. PRODUCER

THOMAS A PA RKER

20-1801

4218

SAN PEDRO-TAMPA

(6,

FLA.

PHONE W3951

122

Anmveraary

p^fjlETY

'Fotly-second

.liredlieBday,

January

THINKING OF

on its glorious 42nd Anniversary, we're reminded of the tiOti^liti^ff
clientswe server and the variety of talents we feature in thevafwtyofnet-

work programs we produce in the great world of entertainmesnt—for which
is such an important, able and Uv^l^ $p6^$man»

the magazine Thriety

MeCANN-BBICKSON RADIO CLIENTS

MeCANS-BMiaSSVS

Associated Dental Supply.Cok
Avoset, Lie.

BREAKFAST CLVB,..ABC

Boeco Cktmpany
Broadway Dept. Stores
California Paclcing Corp.
California Walnut

PR, CaRISTIAN...CBS

GRANB CENTRAL
STATWN,..CBS

RAHVEST OF SrARS,..KBC

HOME SERVICE

.

OrowerftAssn.

(TelevUion IttiumTk}

LAND OF THE LOST,„ABC
PAVL WHITEMAN
CLVB.^.ABC
POINT SVBLIME...ABC

TED HALONE.„ABC

^E SBERIFF^.ABC

Rice Growers Assn. of California
San Francisco Baseball Club

Life Insurance Go.
Leisy Brewing Co.
Macey'Sj San Francisco

Seaboard Mills
TfaeSoiLOff
Manufacturing Go.
The S. O. S. Company
Southern CaHfomia Gas Co*
Southern Counties Gas Co.
Stanco Incorporated
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)

Majrtag Company

^ Milk Foundation, Inc.
National Biscuit Co.
-•National City Bank of
Cleveland
Northwestern Electric Co.

The Ohio

Perfection Stove Go^
Piilsbury Mills, Inc.

SmFrancisco •Boston •Cleveland
Toronto • Montreal

•

•

•

•

Tivoli Brewing Co.
IWin City Federal
Savings & Loan Association

& Coke Go.

^'n^tm^onse Electric Corp.

'4M^$af • Neta York

Detroit 'Minneapolis •

Winnipeg • Vancouver

Montemdeo

^

Portland Gas

Stores, Ine.

London

SontMigo-* £iiiia * Bogota

*

Los Angeles

* Faris •

•

Hollyuiood

Buenos Aires

Caracas • Meaxeo City

*

*

Brot^iera Co.

Swift & Co.
(Brookfield IMvision)

Bell Telephone Co.

Pacific Coast Borax Co.
Pacific Power & Light Co. ^

General Brewing Corp.
Gluek Brewing Go.

IH^CANN-ERICKSON
•

Creamery Co,
John Hancock Mutual

W.B Fuller & Co.
Hale Bros.

SSo Paulo

Bichman

Interstate

The

.

Cheaebrongh Mfg. Co., Consfd
Coldstream Products Co«
Columbia Record^ be.
Consobdated Eiffimn Go^
of New York
Daggett & Ramsdell
Dwight Edwards Co.

^

CLVB..,mC-TK

International Slarvester Go.

Chicago
«

.

Portland

Bio de Janeiro

San Juan

•

Havana,

PERCY FAITH
ON THE AIR
FOR

COGA-COLA
Sundays, 6:30 P.M., EST, CBS

Excl usi ve Management
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

7,

1943

AIR FEATURES
INC'

0

247 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK

124

Foriy-feeond

PSkRO^

Wednesday, January

4mh^r$wy

J2e

Qaod

7, 19;^

% y<Mn^
IS

rr

THE

NEW YEAR WISH OF

TOASTMASTER OF THE

1

Sth YEAR

SPONSORED COAST TO COAST
MONDAY THR^^^^
ABC, 8 to 9

a.

m., C. S. T.

SWIFT-PHIlCO-TONi
SEASON'S QKm\m%
FROM

PATSY LE
SING ON IT,
AND SAY FUNNY

HAPPy NEW YEAR
FROM

SAM COWLING

lit
'\

THINGS, SOMETIMES./'

iff

"I

AND

CLOWN ON
KEEP

A

IT,

FICTION

& FACT ALMANAC"

axiy
CUCrOALLCU L
Like

any other salesman who has access

^America's homes, a radio
neat, clean, of

to

show should be

good character and pleasant

personality.

And,

like

any other salesman, a radio show

must be a profitable investment for the
business which employs

All radio production at

it.

Young & Rubicam

is

based on these two fundamental requirements.

Young
ADVERTISII>rG
Hollywooni

•

&

N«W York
Montrool

Ritlii0aiii,

CWwg*
Toronto

Inc.

Detroit

Mexico Cl»$

Son Frandseo
London

Forty'itkimd

Anniveraaiy

PStSIEirf

\f etlnesday, January 7,
1948

"CAN YOU TOP THIS ?"

SENATOR FORD • PETER DONALD • JOE LAURIE,

'

^

]^

RUTH
and

MYRL ALDERMAN
Thru
Friday-^6:45 p.in. EST
Personal

Management

JOE GLASER

• WARD WILSON • HARRY HERSHFIELD

-'-^

Season's Greetings

WHN-^onclay

JR.

WOR

Proudly Calls the Trade's Attention

To

the Item Below
f

**P.

S.:

We Think

So,

Too...

1947 "Mrs. Hush" $543,000 for the March of Dimes

1947 "Miss Hush" $600,000

for the

March of Pimes

Thanks a "Million/* Ralph

•Hopper

Advertisement Courtesy MCA-Apttete,

Lffl.

128

FortysectHtd

PH^SMfTT

Aimh«ra*ary

W«iineiwlay, Januagy 7,

CAPITOL RECORDS
"CLUB

15"

Exploitafien

Personal

BOB WEISS & ASSOCIATES

WiLLlAM MORRIS

ABE BURROWS

BILL

Management

BURTON

WJZ PROGRAM CORRECTIONS
A/

Effective

January 5

6:05-6:15 P.M.-Kill Walter Kiernan

New

en CIS for the

LAMIERT PHARMACAL COMPANY

6:30-7:00 A.M.-INSERT

7;15.7:5S

WALTER KIERNAN

A^.-INSERT WALTER KIERNAN

XJn^

Pmty-Meamd

PS^^T

dimkmmrv

Tlw Jactctenny Sh*w, t*« A»Mnc<rR
Ths

Man

Tetaceo

e*mp«ny

C«ll«cl X, FT%ti4airt IHnsUm,

Gttmta \Uf»n C«rpm»Um

MahfasT Clwfc,

rte

Tmt

C»mptuty

HinI Huntf -AriAMr

omiI

Qmpany

FMtto Fac««
1i,

Tkt

Life, Gen«r«< FttJs C»rp»T*ti»H
ifiiutUUSpmsvrship)

Tmi Cen^mny

liaaitftnf

QWOMI

Chill, Tkt T*iu,C0mp«ty

IM* ia ffaaa DnAar TA* r«M<<WM^>
la Saafatf, Tkt Tmuctmpmty

far « 0«y, AniMwr mmT C»w^y

tadRat

Hint HiMtf itrMMMr

Caimt af Maaia Oidaf ftpi»4i$ia Duumh.
Lner BtMIUxs C*mp«Hjf

{^iKifie

CmhI)

riaiffia

Tlia Saint, /><tM«i(Mii>i*««i^
£,«i«r Bifttkm Company iPmeifit^BMt)

Braaicfinf Clwii^ tht
;

Tha ilg Slary, Ameriwt ^ttiUtmMdCiim
Cmnpmiy
Hfalf

m

U'tfgn^tHail-BriitKtri,

Utu:<S»H^y

This UH»tm9ii^i^l^^

;

';l«diaii^iEi4MM4l^
Partia Fa«as Ufa, Gtmrai r»»4$ Corp»mion

Nant, Armmi 4MiC»mn^y

Radia Kaoilar'*

CSMNt^my

fa«a« Ufa, CMcmt >;»««r curjMwfiM

,

lumfimnHtd

Qwaan

far

Thit

Nera Draka, Thetmi Cmttpf^y

Day, 4rmMr m^i Ctmpmty

UMKa* la Saatad,

Tht Toni Cmpmy

Hint Hunt, Armur and Company

PfiH^ Facac Mfe, Gtmia Feeds Cmpomion
(Pmliat SptnstrsMpy
i<

Hint Hunt,

ilr;>Mi<7

anJ Company

I

I

•-'M'"^-"^'"^ -s^"

'

ladiai
Thic i«

Ba Saatad,

T**r(««' CrMK/Mwo-

^^^^^^^^^

Dral(a, rfcTimf<?im^

Braakfost Club, Tht tmiCmpan:^
Paitia Fa«a« Ufa, Gmttal Fteds
CtrptrtUion {PmtHalSpottsorsliip)

YMrtmNMda
Giva and Tefca
The t«ni Ctmp4m)>

San Pran<i«fo

*

Hatlywuffod

^

*

landon

130
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THE FITZGERAI/DS
EDandPEGEEN
''BREAK THE BANK''
,

THE JBIGGEST

MONI^^^^^^^

THE SEASON'S MOST EXCITING
'

9:00 P.M.. E.$.Tn A.B.C..

AM

ED

INC.,

•

WOL^^^^^^

FOR BRISTOL-MYERS
(IPANA-SAL HEPATICA)

WOLF ASSOCIATES,

SHOW

NETWORK

.

420 Madison Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

Wednesday,

Jmumy

7<,

194S
Anniveraaty

131

mum
mmm
mm

liiiY

ROYiL

At The

ROOSEVIIT HOIEl
NEW YORK

I

Exclusive

DEGGA RECORDS

Maha^ement

MUSIC CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

132

Vnny-UiCOWl

P^mEfr

Anniversary

freid alien
has switched

ford

*0iUlH^m4,%»mMmry 4, 1»48, the frcd alien projgraM will he preseutea

the ford dealers

hy

:

ERWIN
ond Company
Advertising Ageuiy Servke
in

New York
Chicago
Lflindon
.

Minneapolis

Oklahoma

City

Toronto
Rio de Janeiro

and
1

0th Year, EDDIE

CANTOR,

N.B.C.

"SMITHS OF HOLLYWOOD"
Public Relations:

COLUMBIA COMEDIES
Picture Rep.:

DON

HiX

BOB SAHERFIELD

after

March Ut

tas ANGEtIS

CDflHQflD MILES
OrUnOMIlA-DAY

LABORATORIES. INC. (ALKA-SELTZER •
[BRANP] VITAMINSl ELKHART. INDIANA.

CHICAGO.
AGEN
AfiEIIPV WADE ADVERTISING AGENCY,
RUEinil I LOS ANGELES. CALIFpRNlA^

OWNER

LOUIS G.
8 S.

COWAN,

DrDDrecyTllTllfi:
KEPRESEIITAI lib

NETWORK

INC., 485

MADISON

ILLINOIS;

AVE..

MICHIGAN. CHICAGO; «331 HOLLYWOOO

HOLLYWOOD,

OME-

N. Y.i
BLVD..

QALIF.

James parks. 333 n. Michigan aye.. Chicago:
12511 HORTENSE ST.. north HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

NATIONAL BROADCASTiNG COMPANY

*Ask Your Secretary

for Her Mirror

AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS
RADIO
1697

TELEVISION

BROADWAY

Circle

NIW YORK

5-6215

Fotty-teeomt

P^^RtETT
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HtOKO

111

1

Cooper*
the

ait.

promote*

sengerW

>

\V\ieft I

Chicago

I

Pro.

••

7;..

^phZr

'""iBo.

UNDER PERSONAL DIRECTION OF
30 W. Washington St.

R.R.KAUFNIAN

CHtCA<»0

WedncMlay, lamuury

Fmty-aeeond

erman

8c ]VIarc|uette,

Inc.

ADVERTISING

CHICAGO

•

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
•

5,433,574 Pairs of Ears
within reach of Philadel-

phia's Pioneer Voice.

^AS(e jviuniAL
£10 on Dial

JOHH

That 6ai
lepresentad nationally

by

EDWARD PETRY &

CO,'

Gleason

SEASON'S GREETINGS
WCFL

JA(^ BRICICHQljSE
DOODLES WEAVER
(Professor Fieflelbaiini)

CHICAGO

PEACE,

Tie

Spike ionics Cdccir
DAYE

THANKS

Spik«, I

om

looking

forward to anothor yoor

witli

yon

GARROWAY
'He must've trained on Wheatiwl*?

7,

1948

MONDAY through FRIDAY at 10 AM, EST. MONDAYS at 10:30 PM, EST.

1S8

f^SsSEEVT

Fmrly-Mecand

WcAiMday, Jrauty

Annitmramgy

7;

1948

Yours For

A
B
C

THE SECRET'S

irculcitfon

EDDIE HUBBARD
"ABC" Club

Chesterfield

We

found out about folk music 22 yean£ i^o. Musicijans
'

from the

hills

came

in

and

we

put 'em on the

air.

WIND, Chicago

The au-

dience response piled up for hundreds of miles in every direc.

tion.

From

the spot next to the trained seals they

into *"next-to-closmg"

them top billing

in

with us

rave

,

moved

— because the audience gave
*

letters.

WSM

The mountain music boys and

girls built
into a
Music Capitol of the wcnrld.
They proved that folk music is,American 'music. They proved

from

CHICAGO

national institution r-^ the Folk

it's

one of the biggest drawing cards in the (entertainment

Moving East

world today.

First

Add

of the Year, So Will

After the fabulous box^olfice smashes our Grand Ole Opry
units scored recently in Carnegie Hall

the secret's but

and Constitution Hall,

— the whole country's recognizing the

Me€U yean.

Jtoftfidf

tremendous audi^ce that belongs to folk music

from

NEW YORK

NELSON OLMSTED
urn STONE. 6EN. MGR.* EDWARD PETRY t CO., NATL, REfRS.

CAMPBELt
Is

it

Is If

NASHVILLE

a Soup?
a Cigarette?

No, Ifs

JIM CAMPBELL
MX.

of "Party

C.B.S.,

BEST WISHES

Actor

— Announcer — Narrator

Radio

Recordings

DONAID VOORIES
BELL

Time

Chicogo

Films

THE HONET
DBEAHERS
Coost-to-Goost

TELEPHONE HOUR
ViittCMstfe Records

"My SwccfhMrt' Went Away"
"Get a

Pipi.Up Giri"

Management:
AltT

WARD

4200 Civic Optra BMs.
Chicago

"ABC

Honey Dreomers
Rex Maupin Presents

Tpmmy

Bariett Time

Direction:

M.C. A.

7,

19«»

Wmrly.,ee»ni

How to win
Some

/^jewg^Tr

Ammkitnmr

friends

of the highest commendations from the public^

from the press and from the profession are heing
currently awarded to

Kudner radio productions he-

cause they win friends for radio as well as for clients:

THE TEXACO STAR
THEATER

wSk greatest story
EVER TOLD
for

The Goodyear Tire

&

—The Tony Martin Show featuring

Rubber Company

Alan Young, with Evelyn Knight

AB€

THE TEXACO STAR
THEATER
— featuring Gordon MacRae,
Victor

Young and

Evelyn Knight,

his orchestra

CBS

and friendly announcement
programs for Dill's Best Pipe
.

.

.

Tobacco, Banjo Snuff, Rooster Snuff

and War Assets Administration.

KUDNER AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK

DETROIT WASHINGTON HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES'SAN FRANCISCO
•

•

A sincere thank you to the many
friends who helped make "How Soon" what
Bhe la - to Carroll Lucas who wrote the

•"catchy" melody to my little ol* words
to Dick Bradley who slapped a Tower label

on

niy

record of It - to the disk Jocks

and operators who plugged it - to McNeill

and the Breakfast Club for same - to
Supreme for publishing it and to the

public (Ood love 'cm) for. .'laying it on.
^

the line.

HAPPY KEW YEAR

SEASON'S

GREETINGS

PAUL
BARNES

RADICSMOST

MARGE

DISTINCTIVE

CALVERT

ACTRESS

Announcer, Narrator

Calling All Detediyes

W6N

19 Ea$t
PsarionSt.

GREETINGS

Formerly Judy

Actor, Disk-Jockey
Creating Ail Chdreicters

TO MY FRIENDS
SEASON'S

GEsmDip

Judy
F(dir

KAY

Jane
Many Years

aiid

L9! Thfsf

NOW FREE LANCING

DUTTON LIPPOLD
-

Press ftepresenfafrves

DON
GALLAGHER
ACTOR

CHICAGO
ILL.

W«dtM»»4jiy»

January 7, JS4M

Forfy.»eeand

USSHETY
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ijircBs.vv
Macl!ion,Squ«ir«

Garden

Eveiili-^

Ford Motor

.

Company

WWI-TV
Wrejfling

ford Motor Coni|>any

KTiA
A

Wreiiling
.

Ford Motor

Boxing

Company

WrOstlingWScott

WNBT

•

WBAL-TV

« Grauor

WNBW
•

WRtti

WPTZ

;^

Kraft Tohivbtan Tbootrc-Krafl Foodi Compoity

WWJ-TV
Junior Jamboree -RCA Victor Daolert
V';''

liBIll
Junior

JamborM —RCA

Victor

OMier*

WABD
York Yanl(ee(-~P. Baliantina

|>lew

&

Son!

Washington $«naton— Ford Motor Company

Brooklyn Dodiioi'f

St.

— ^nd Ajtotor tfmfmiif

loub Cardlnoli, Aowm—
Ford Motor CofflfiuMy
;

'.''iniKB''^'^'
ClilcagoCvbl— Ford Atotor Company
.

...and successful radio programs and announcement
campaigns for 35 advertisers over dOO stations from

WABD

•

WCBS-TV

WBKB •
WNBT

•

1CSD<TV
•

Wm

time Signals— Elgin Hcriional Waitb Company

coast to coast.

J.

WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY

•
In North Amerita: New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Air^eites,
Hollywood, Seattle, Mexico City/ Montreal, Toronto, Latin-American Division in New York • In South America: Buenos Aires,
Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Santiago • int London, Antwerp, Johannesburg, Capetown, Bombay, Calcutta, Sydney, MelbouriM»

maintains 22 offices throughout the world

142

Forly-xi-coiul

P^^SIE^JT

you bet we believe

Vcduemlaf,

Anniversary

Jiinviarr 7,

194«

Season's Greetings

OK MILLE
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

EDDIE CANTOR

SHOW

THURSDAY NIGHT NBC
Sponsored by

PABST BLUE RIBBON

"KATE SMITH SINGS"
ALDRICH FAMILY

HALLMARK READER'S DIGEST

THIS IS YOUR
FRIDAY NIGHT

F.B.I.

ABC

Sp onsorscf by The Equitable

Life

Assurance Society of the U.S.

P
THE METROPOUTAN OPERA
AUDITIONS OF THE AIR
SUNDAY AFTERNOON ABC
-

VOX
p

Sponsored by Farnsworth Television &
Radio Corp. (Makers of Capehart Phonograph-Radios and Farrtsworth Radio

and

Television Sets)

SINCE 1932
HOLLYWOOD AND NIW YORK

_FMi^<MM»ml

44

p^SS^nSf^

LITTLE BOY BLUE RIBBON
Thursdays, 10:30

143

AnnivM-Mmry

E.S.T.,

NBC

for

PABST Bill RIBBON BEER

9 9

'

AMERICA'S '1 BAND ON AMERICA'S

''1

SHOW

THE ROVAI. CANABIANS
v?ith

Guy, Carmen, Lebert Lombardo.

DAVID ROSS, NARRATOR
Poet-Laureate of the

(THE

air.

TWIN PIANOS

jwitb Fred Kreitzei*, Paul Rickenback.

LOMRARDO VOCAL TRIO

-

Three voices blen^d

in harmoit^.

THE LOMBARDO MEDLEV
A

sure-fire

audience builder.

LOMBARDO VOCALISTS
•

Don Rodney and Kenny

•THE CVlMOVS

Gardner.

LOMBARDO

PICTVRE STORY

IINIXED HEXAI/t DRUG CO.
KBC, 10:30 I'.M.. E.S.T.
the Island With Voa"

Weiliieailay,

A tapestry in story 4nd song.

M-«-M—"On

"THIS TIME FOB KEEPS"
Mit.: LOU CLAYTaN

Management

M.C.A. ARTISTS, LTD.

'rfHB
lAftf^CC
VV\7E;9

'=30 A.M..
5 P.M.
lOiSO A.M., 11 r.M.

OIp

SWINa^^^

M

ENSON
HEAkD flVt rtim DAIIX

CHICAGO

12:15 r.M.

WJ JD

.

«

Anniversary

AVENUE

FIFTH

the world...

.

.

.

Style Center of

WELCOMES WHN...

FIFTH

711

AVENUE becomes

.WHN's new home

New

studios

and

early

in

1948.

offices set a pat-

like

the ladies love

Schiaparelli! All the latest

ments

Style Setter for radio!
:

gineers love

develop-

acoustical treatment

in

and

reproduction of sound have

faithful

been incorporated ... for both

and FM.

AM

-

145

utmost

in.

service. All that's old

WHN'S MOVING DAY
red-letter
ties

day

mean

better

EVERYTHING'S NEW!

Especially

audiences

designed studios to accommo-

advertising

A

date every broadcasting require-

One

(depicted above); from gleaming,

ment... luxurious sponsors' audition

of smartness that shines every-

where

.

.

doorway

.

to

sumptuous Studio

program

all-new speech input equipment to

rooms

a model control system .that the en-

...modern offices streamlined for the

SMflO WAIIS-lfl5fl

.

.

.

KC. CLEAR.

efficient

in

CHANNEL

facilities

5

.

.

in

Market.

.

is

a

radio. Better facili-

programs

service to the public

from the number on the

tern

is

quarter-century of radio know-how!

.

.

. . .

.

better

greater

a better niedium

the Nation's
"

.for

Number

.

that hatched

That's

how W-W-D-C

. .

grew, too.

We

germ of an idea.
and we grew
out

started with the

We

hatched

and grew.

it

.

We

.

.

developed with the

help of advertisers

who

believed in

our programming.

They've
yard

and grew

into Ki

just

grow

big in sales.

great

capital

AM-FM-The

To cover

market

>

.

.

this

your

1450 on

at

D

C,

5Y

North Jersey

WN JR

A great outlet with

WN

approach!

grammed

if^

WW WW

NaTIONAUY

for

Independent^

'MJkt

:Wya< jist^.^6rs^
.REPRE,SeNl'^0

us o king in the barnas we've helped them

made
.

W-W-D-C, Ipl.l on W-W^D-C-FM.

Only one otHer.station- in
Washington Has. more

•'

.

message belongs

of the Bornyard?

:

.

a

JR

is

fresh

pro-

exclusively for

the rich North Jersey

FORJOE & COMPANY-

you're

market.

If

ested

selling to these

in

11.000,000 homes,

5000 Watts
1430 Kilocycles

inter-

WNJR

just right I

is

OHs

the radio station of the

P.

Williams

Gensrat Manager
91-93 Halsey St.
Nawailc 2, N. J.

W

J J D

50,000

WATTS

8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
11:00 fo 11:30 a.m.
11:45 to 12:00 Noon
T:30 to

2:30 p.m.

CHICAGO

RNIE
mm
mm
m

I'l

.

.

NO, MADAM, THIS

IS

NOT

R.

H.

MACY'S.

THIS

IS

WINNER TAKE ALL
^CB$

co-op five half hours a

o.,a
week

ON REFHI&BRATOR

IN SINK...

MARK GOODSON

BILL

.

.

.

TODMAN

ETER VAN STEEDEI
Besf Wishes

ED COOPER
GRieilNGS

CHICAGO

WGN

Disk^Jock ithow

WCFL
CHICAGO

CHICAGO RADIO coy NQL
STATION

EZ

F

M -44.5 m.c.

GEOItGE JENNINGS
Director

We«ln<iwlay,

JwwMwy ?.

19^

Vmty-tuusond
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Annwersmy

BEST WISHES

INA
COLUMBIA RECORE^

THE

PHILIP MORRIS PROORAM
CBS - FRIDAY EVENINGS

7 P.M., PCT

-

8 P.M.,

MSt

- 9 P.M., CST -

10 P.M.,

BT

RCA VICTOR RECORDS

ROXY THEATRE
NEW YORK

SONORA RECORDS

HAPPY FELTO
-

4th Year qs Quizvndster

"GUESS WHO"
WOR
For Sheffield Farms

BEST WISHES, WISHES

THAT

IS

KENNY DELMAR
SEASONS OREETINGS
HARRY

BUD

SMITH

^

TAYLOR

KINGS OF THE KEYBOARD

NOW

IN

2ND YEAR AT NEW YORK'S

HOTEL SHERATON LOUNGE
WNEW—10:45 to ri:QO p.in.. EST, Week Nights

fMneaJay, Jannary

7, 1!>48

foHy-aeeond

PUbtSiEfY

Annhmrmry

l/IB

total impact of The
Nation's Station within the

The

WLW

Merchandise- Able Area
the exact over-all performand leading comknee of

~

'

WLW

peting stations

— is now

available through a special re-

pott of the Nielsen Radio Invdex, based on four measured
weeks of listening .in february
and March, 1947.
i

'

.

ance of

WLW

ahd

its

leading

competitors.

For example: during the four
reached
weeks,

WLW

report

81.2% of aU radio homes in the
area between 6 AM and midnight, as compared to 29.3%
averaged by the next 15 leading
stations.

And among

these

homes , reached .by WLW, the
number of minutes of listening
during the average week was
.

As an

actual or potential user of
radio advertising, you should be
vitally interested in these new

;

:

;

i

.

1

coverage and circulation data.
They provide an accurate picture of WLW's total coverage
in terms of homes reached ...
intensity of coverage in terms of
share of
minutes listened
.
total listening within the area
... the {comparative perform-

550 for

The Nation's

Station, as

'compared to 233 minutes of

lis-

tening per week av«iaged by the
next 15 stations.

Even more remarkable,
lieve, is the fact that

we

be-

WLW re-

ceived one fifth— 19.3%— of all
listening to all 175 Stations

heard within the area.

WLW

Sates Offices in Cincin-

nati, New York or Chicago will
be glad to show you this new
NRI report. On the West Coast,

contact the

Commercial AnnoUlicements

Keenan & Eickelberg

oiBce in Los Angeles

,or

San

by

Francisco,

CY

.

CR

EY

BROADCAST ING COItf»ORATION

JIMMY
"BIG STORY"

BLADE
AND

ti

RADIO READERS DIGEST
"QUICK AS

HIS

MUSIC

A

FLASH"

"SHERLOCK HOLMES"

WMAQ

III

PORTIA FACES

Monday Thru Friday
For

Qhicago Motor

GIttb

Personal Man«igemeMf

Martin

5TH YEAR

II

LIFE

6:00-6:15 P.M.

600DMAN

II

"MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM"
WNEW — New York
Hours Daily

31/2

Starting 14tii Year

"CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB"
N.B.C.
Y«ar,

starting 4th

"THE MARTIN BLOCK SHOW"
Mutual Broadcasting System
1

Hour Doily

MARTIN BLOCK'S
Musical Merry-Go-Round Series

FOR

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

MARTIN BLOCK MUSIC CORP.
HOUYWOOD.

MURRY LAZAR.

'

MARTIN BLOCK STUDIO
IMCIHO. CAUF.

C«llf.

Prof.

Mgr.

At IROWOY,

Cfefol

U^^mttf

.

.

HTcdnoaday, January 7, 1948

What dp you mean by

NEW!
POITTABLE
PINHJC

HDMIESS
SYSTEM

Natkliic to

Jmt nok an
Talk

Do you mean

"earliest"

....

NO WIRES TO CONNECT
Ma»t |»ra«llciilly •vi.ry naad with
thl* |Mw»rfikl, fully psrtabia, battsry
•M'wMtl 'Mbltc JUMraf « Syitent. Exc»il«iit''««.||n4,«r>r IHIoflan. Unit
.

...

highest repute"

or "of

walght oiily; 12 peumlt. Can ba uied
•nywhara'—walkln9r*finilin9' riding.
Tkt SiHnwleiita*«V,>aM BMc., Pgh.,

Pa.

•fit

Whichever way you take
is

it,

buy in

the best radio

CFRB

Canada's

richest market!

first

for inspiration! It supports every

community eflFort, reports all imporuat
news and rounds out its broadcast
pattern with excellent public service

TWENTY-ONE YEARS:

programs;

Since 1926, this station has pioneered I

balanced program schedule, CFICB

Today,

it still

has built

pioneers, spending

more money, working towards an even
more suecessful future. As one small
exainple,

CFRB

has teen broadcasting

Frequency Modulation for

Because

listeners best, it

an

up and holds a

is

the unquestioned

first

simple: take (l) widest

is

coverage (2) largest share of -populat

advertiser!

programs

PUBLIC SERVICE:
In OAtario CFRB is first
entertainment,

loyal,

an advertising buy in Ontario.

The proof

pays you best as

a

SALES RESULTS:
as

Ontario

consistently planning

responsive audience!

This station

six years.

this station serves

By

first

i

for

•

ti and

station.

An

audience

for information^

(3) greatest listener loyalty

you have the most productive
is

investment in a

a

solid

CFRB

investment!

EimrgenciiS '

PLANNING

NOW

-

FOR

|

TK*

Siltronic

Cnwd

Control

'

Shows

• Caniivals'

Cv.

Point Bdildint, Pgh., Pa., D*pl.

N

I

I'm inlarailad In th* Stitronic Porlabb, Ballaiy
I

THE NEXT TWENTY YEARS!

I
j

'Oparatad Public Addrais System.

PA-*', at $75.10 ea.
Sand me:.............
$78.10 aa. wail QfRocklat (complete

I
I
I

with battarlai).

'

DCaih

OCO.0.

Send me

achaclc

deaeriptlve litaratuia.

Name.
j

I

I

Addren
City.

fi^-;:

.*

Stale

.,

CONGRATULATIONS

NBC—THURSDAY
FOR
iEALTEST VILLAGE STORE
fcSO PACIFIC

COAST

9:30 E.S.T.
1

/

.

ON

42ND ANNIVERSARY

IT$

Management

JACK CARSON

STEMPEL-OLENICK AGCY.

^

Hollywood

i'

—

1

1

"TitnT'

in

II

Hrr"^""-^'

"

i

i
i

i

.

.'IL

Forly-second

P'^SIETY

Annitjertary

15S

4'

Currently

HEADL/NfNG Gala Holiday Show

ROXY THEATRE
NEW YORK

0

1947

-

-

-

1948

RADIO THEATRES CONCERTS
•

•

CAFES

•

RECORDINGS
Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Wcdncddaj, Jamuiiy 7, 1948
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"THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD"
ProfluMd by

RAY SHOW,

hic.

•EST WISHES

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Happy Anniversary
to

three children the Kcllys
lost within the past year.
Charlie Earley, ItDKA news ed who
local. has been hospitalized for last six
months, will have to stay there at
Philco dealers.
least until springs medicos have adCed^r Bapids—Winn Williams, an- vised him.
nouncer for WMT, has left the proBoston
Lew Sargent, formerly
gram-department to become director
announcer for WHDH, WNAXI and
of publicity foi that station.
WEEI in Boston and later commercial manager for WKOX, FramingHartford
Tie between Station ham, is assuming same post with
and police department has< the HaverhiU Gazettes WHAV.
been effected to aid in decreasing Opened, Deci S, fhe 2 50.<watter goes
juvenile delinquency. Weekly half- into
i;n the spi^|< Sargent sucSaturday mornings is ceeded James B. Dunbar, npw with
on
hour shot
Weekly WLYN, Lynn.
being; aired by station.
slot consists of case history of lad

Dallas—"Heading For Hollywood"

is

the

title

of a

new

series of give-

away programs being heard
on KLIF under sponsorship of

ter, last of

have

FRED NiLES
HOT CLUI

CHICAGO

WJLA.F.

daily

'

—

—

THE

MCQtD UNOm.

IM

CHICAGO

IS

LINN BURTON

WCCC

FM

finally landing
right side ot law and commiJiiity.

gone

wrong,

.

:

on

—

PEGGY

MARSHALL
and tbe Holidays

Pittsburgh Milk Co.
Pittsburgh
has dropped the Joan Davis co-op
show on WJAS after 11 weeks, but
it's being picked up without a break
by Fort Pitt Brewing. Bob Prince,
brewers' sports spieler, will do the.
commercial cut-in, just as he has
been doing for Pittsburgh Milk.

OmaiHii^Sportcasters of local
tions, have'- formed
with' Bob Steelman of
^
dent.

an

GREETINGS FROM

NORMAN

sta-

association
as presi-

KRAEfT

Toy Town Tunes

KOIL

.

Clasfies Uidimitml
W.EN.R.. CMeOg*

PAUL

WJAS announcer,' on
a month's leave of ab-sence following
the death of his live-year-old daugh-

Roger Kelly,

TAUBMAN

TAKE THE ClUESS OUT OF BUYING
WITH WOV'S

ORGANIST
CORAPOSER

CONDUCTOR
RADIO PROGRAMS
ROSEMARY

TRUE DETECTIVE • MYSTERIOUS
TRAVELER • ADVENTURES OF FRANK MERRIWELL
STEPHEN GRAHAM (Family Doctor)

WOY

TELLS YOU THE DIFFERENCE IN PEOPLE. Sound, basic
•fact8...known^ proven, tested
facts— Specific Markel Information on each of 5 Audited
Audiences.r.each a different
group of purchasers^ each the
result of an accurate «nd con.tiuuing listener survey. Ask us
for the taciA that will hel^ you
to... "take

the guess out of

•

Musical Commercials and Jingles
for

R<tlfk.N.WtU,Ctiurallliu>af<ir

John E. Ptartoh C«.,JVaiiana( Ai]»»rmMI>i»

P&G's Ivory Snow

RCA VICTOR

Recording Artist

—

.

'

Wednemday, Januavy 7» 194S

"

Forty-teeond

AntMfwood Talk Down

p^^^RtETT

to a Wlnspo^

In So. America; U.S. Yn. Win New Favor
By RAY JOSEPHS

aroericano..
It

got so that for a

time every

book
magazine and
"It only our
chorus.
movie makers would reform and
come clean," went the beef, "relaborder
tions north and south of the
newspaper,
joined the

muld

warm

get as

as the carnival

In Bio."
Then,

it was figured, the Latinos
toss the Nazis into the AtJaps into the Pacific and
forever pledge themselves to the

would

lantic, the

democratic way.
In the past eight years of covering
south of the border doings, -*his
V/uiiiwrmugg has,occasionally joined
thfH

chorus,

only— its hoped—when

But the. news to be reas. a result of the first
post-war survey of Cuba,
Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
justified.

ported

WOW

exteasiive
.

•

BjlHvia, Chile,
tina is:

INTBRNATIONAI.

Anniverttay

French Film Biz Snarled by Politics;
Escapism Rampant Despite Lack of Coin
•

Buenos Aires.

when
In the early days of the war
hop-skip-jump typewriter pounders
were once-overing the Latino circuit,
never
that
the one surefire story
back in
toiled to click with editors
Hollythe States was a blast about
wood pix and what they were doing
down here a
to give our amigos
cock-eyed idea of things Norte-

By IMEAXIME DE BEK'

rnade a place for themselves on the
tamale and rhumba circuit. Tlieir
Paris.
stars, directors, writers and proAmericans who first visited Europe in uniform a
ducers, who once couldn't even get few years back to look at it through a gunsight, and
a showing in the firstrun houses in now come back to see what has become of it, find
their own capitals,, are now in the conditions somewhat improved. But those who knew it
pesos,
reis,
sucres,
soles
and in pre-war days or better still, in prc-depression days
—cannot fail to realize that there is something vastly
bolivares.

American pictures out of the market on any pretense
they can find, or at least
they swamp the market.

stall them, complaining that
Tliat's partly true, but it is
own fault, since French importers brmg in about
three pictures they themselves buy cheaply in America
for dubbing here against one the ma.iors send here.
And when current hurdles have been jumped, trust
the nimble legal mind of the French to- bring up
some new point that will, at least temporarily, spike
Hollywood's wheels. And besides that, there are other
problems facing the distribs here in common with all
other businesses.

their

—

But any

of the critics

who

insisted
that when the Latins got around to
making their own films they'd show

Hollywood what the good-neighbor
entertainment seekers really wanted,
are now- in the word-eating stage
and that down here is no longer
dubbed.
For it turns out that rarely da the
Latinos themselves turn away, from
the very same ideas which Hollywood, b/ experiment and' road testing, has found to be more or less
sure fire with audiences here and
In fact, if there are -any
there.
orchids to be handed out for blazing
new trails, they still must be reCalifornia
for
Southern
served
rather than for the below-border
makers. Even though; the latter are
far less handicapped by any Johnston office taboos and other restrictions, they need to cater to world
markets with a basic common de;

,

different.

Planes

may have made

travel faster, but politics
than it was at any time
within the memory of man. And then, the- men have
changed. Living for years in want in fear and with the
habit' to deceive has had a demoralizing effect which
has turned what were genial, industrious and obliging
people into loafers, beggars and sharlcs.
Red tape,
which always, existed, has under current conditions
grown to such dimensions as to amount, in many cases,
to effective snafu Df all tourism.
Some of Europe'^
playgrounds,^ such as the Alps and the Riviera; are
feeling the effect of the provincial attitude which
formerly wealthy countries like England have found
it suitable to adopt to protect their bank balances.

have made

it

far

more

difficult

;

Even though French theatres are doing well, picture
production has nearly stopped. It has become an over>f
hazardous business due to impossibility to figure
budgets on account of constant tilting of costs, of the
claims made by the technicians, and of the banks'
refusal to finance producers. So they, try and produce
abroad. And then there is the new drastic tax law
which comes into effect and will cut most of whatever
profit might have been made.
But that will hit the
American distribs, too. Despite which they carry on.
and in the face of terrific opposition, political, and
official, as well as business.
And they
the best dates in tlie best theatres.

rather than fresh and new, deteir
mines what goes onto their- celluloid,

the public on this side has been indoctrinated with a
vastly different way of thinking. Irrespective of what
American pix down here, despite the American taxpayer has contributed to feeding
the warti.me kicks that to6 many and helping to rehabilitats a country that was. practi-

with exclusively domestic cally lOUt for the count, liis presence here is resented,
dealt
themes, have more than held their and his motives qu^ioned:: A poisonous propaganda
made-in-USA is still own in the postwar' period. In prac- depicts him as a Shylock whose only aim is to control
tically every country surveyed, tney local policies through hard»bargains;, A few instances
e stamp to bring out the biggest line
have been reaping better returns, easily show to what extent such propaganda (practi*i 'ticket-buyers. They not only pay
attracting more favorable notices cally left unencountered) effects public thinking, esthe highest prices for their entradas"
and indirectly influencing viewers to pecially among simpleminded folk, who, .after all, are
in the capitals but prefer U. S. pix
things from our vantage point.
a majority. -.And their votes can run a country.
In the nabe houses and' in the see
Morever, the 16m program, in
A villagfe innkeeper^ told this reporter when the
provinces.
"Of course, the
3. Artd that while no one wants which the Hollywood majors worked rationing of food was'' mentioned:
to give out with the idea that Amer- with the Coordinator of Inter- AmeriT Americans' are deliberately starving us because we
ican films are perfect propaganda for can Aflfairs to do a direct propa- won't s^l the poot of Le Havre to Mr. Marshall."
los Estados Unidos, their net -effect gandizing job, have caught on so In several cases, men in the picture- trade, who should
is to produce the very understand- well that it's become a major en- have known better but had been deliberately misled,
evidenced the belief that the screen quota, which in
ing, good will, prestige and every- tertainment buying factor.
There's no doubt the complainers th| 1948 Washington agreement provided in favor of
thing also the complainers previously
and the kickers, about how much French films a compulsory- ^showing of four weeks
insisted they missed.
better things would be if Holly- per quarter, and leaves the other nine weeks free to
Mex, Argenttne Growth
wood "only painted "us better" are open competition, was in reality providing a comMexican and Argentine industries, still around. But there's also no pulsory showing of American product nine weeks per
which at the start of the war were doubt the Latins have made it plain qualrter, leaving only four weeks open to iFrench and
sundry product. And both in their own press and
fledgling shoestring operations, have that complaints or not, they like
b^ome maior screentime consumers our pix and mean to keep going on the air, as well' as through any other media they
could muster, the Reds have not only ceaselessly disand grossers. They've more than to them for a long time to 'come.
seminated such misinformation but, knowing well that
hungry people are easily led to believe that someone
is deliberately starving them, they have claimed that
the shortage of dollars here to import vital necessities is due to the payment of films to Hollywood.
And they «ite flgures so fantastic that no sane person
could even take them seriously, except that political
passion knows no common sense. Holly woodites will
rejoice to know that they are reportedly taking yearly
from France an amount exceeding $240,000,000!
DAVID

MARTIN
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That Propaganda

there.

,

Compared to France, production in Italy is flourishing.
The only brancli of the film business which is
satisfactory in France is exhibition, though' grossest
show signs of weakening, owing to tite waning
spending power of the masses. But then ,lt i$ {raiics,
and inflation is falsifying all computations. Atl Frank

there

McCarthy and his aide, Rupert Allan, can- do is to
help the American reps keep their product -on the
market: returns are something else again,, But they
all keep up the flag.
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<Mana0in0 Direcfor, TivaXi Cir- Angeles is the principal booker.
But .all the same, such propaganda is not without
Australia has been able to control making
cuit, Australia and New Zealand)
things tough here for the American reps, in
sanely its currency; and the experi- all and sundry
matters. And for those who should
Sydney.
ence of some artists visiting these
With the dollar freeze on in ear- shores is that, compared with Aus- be of a reasonable mental level, other arguments are
brought to bear. They are egged on insistuig that
nest, the outlook for another year, tralia's economy, England is inflated their artistic and cultural
value qualifies them to deny
two to one and America three to producers the final say in production matters, thus
61" quantify iniportations of Amerione. Although artists in the Austra- making co-production harder, as was especially the
can vaudeville acts in Australia and
lian territory accept lesser salaries case of "Diable au Corps."
There, director Claude
dimmer,
has'
grown
Zealand
VTew
than they receive in England and Autan-Lara bullied Paul Graetz (financed by Unithough the situation is far from bad. the U. S;, their purchasing power in versal), to shoot scenes he did not want under threat
The reduction will be made reluc- Australia is considerably higher.
of having alL work stopped. FJven sadder is the case
The difficulty in obtaining dollars when the instigation to damage American efforts here
tantly since Americans have always
by AmeSrican acts has not as yet came from America, as happened when the French
proved highly popular with Down
Most technicians union and the Fi-ench scenarists guild were
presented any difficulties.
Under audiences, who are markedly
artists so far have been able to get cabled by Herbert Sorrel!, head of the American Conof
conditioned by a constant diet
their net earnings converted to dol- ference of Studio Union, to boycott American product
Hollywood motion pictures.
to help him in his Hollywood jurisdictional strike. But
lars while others have agreed to
During 1947, 30 standard Ameri- invest their surplus earnings in whatever be the case, whichever the medium, and
can acts were brought to Australia Australia, since this country's future whoever is propagandized, the source of the informaby the Tivoli circuit. Among those is sound and solid.
tion, or rather misinformation, is the same and reeks
who went over big or ''boff" as you
Though business has tapered off of vodka. It is all part of a scheme, and goes far
would put it—were The Appletons,
beyond the amusement business. Its very simplicity
Tom and Jerry, Cy Landry, Ade from the boom war years, when any- nearly made It succeed.
thing went and everybody paid, the
Duval, Sibyl Bowan, Dr. Roy PickAgainst all the Red stuff, Hollywood product, which
Tivoli circuit .is still offering a minard, the Massive Twins, Heller &
imum,
engagement
of 10 weeks to be is practically the only medium by which the French
Riley, Bobby Baxter, Frenchy Manplayed in 12. The circuit takes op- can be shown the American way of living, is the best
ning, Gilbert & Lee, "Vic Perry, KenThat is, as long as
tions on each act booked, and gen- peace-preserving propaganda.
ny Brenna & La Mar, Candy Stevens,
erally acts remain in the territory Hollywood will not permit its studios to fall under
Cabot & Dresden.
Judging from
for 20 weeks while the better ones R3d influence.
this roster, It appears as if comedy
st:.y for as long as ^0 weeks, usually
Plenty of Problema
teams or specialties With comic anplayed in a period of 62 weeks,
gles are most favored.
While Switzerland is no problem at all, and Belgium's
The tightening dollar situation will
government comprehensive enough, there are plenty
probably cause Australia to turn
problems in France and Italy for the Motion Picture
more to England during the coming Zetterling's 2d Brit. Chore Assn, which need adjusting. In France^ the Cinema
Stockholm.
year for its attractions. They have
Administration, headed by Michel Fourre CoiTOcray,
Mai Zetterling, who recently. fin- in an attempt to play to local wirepullers, is stonealways proved to be good draws; in
ished a role in the Swedish film walling air endeavors to have them live up to the
1947, 10 acts came over. Tommy
Trinder and George Formby, in par- "Music in Darkness" (Terra), has Washington agreement, necessitating MPA's rep hercj
She's to appear Frank McCarthy, to take matters to the Foreign Minticular, are tops among the British left for England.
comedians, who include Georgie there in a pic about Lord Byron, istry through the Embassy. A new headache will be
Dennis the new French import tariff, which is increasing the
Wood, Cliff Cook and Hal 'Monty as "The Bad Lord Byron."
local favorites.
Price is male lead.
film import duties from four to about 20 times, acActs will still be taken by the
This will be her second film to- cording to whether printed or Aot, gauge, if in color,
Twoli circuit during 1948 from British
was etc. The long and short of it is that the French,
prodacersr" First
America, where Sam Kramer of Los "Frieda" (U).
despite the Washington agreement, are trying to keep

—

film festivals.

glamorous way for their country.
In Italy, American pictures are. finding a somewhat
A new filn. law' is coming ou^ and
even if it does not yet megt all of Hollywood's desires,
it is a vast improvement on what used to be, mostly
due to Frank McCarthy's pleasant contacts with the
Italian film toppers.
They have agreed not to use
administrative' delays to stall imports. Upi^gK. no
dollar remittances can yet be expected thSs 'yeai^ *l
least Hhe frozen balances are exempt froin the 4%
patrimonio tax on all capital, and can locally be-usect;
Also, some'*,
a little more freely than heretofore.
liberalization is showing iif- the disposal abroad of the:;
proceeds there of currencies accruing from pictures
dubbed or co-produced in Italy, or produced there
with foreign bankrolls so as. to provide more work for
Italian workers.
Also, American' funds Will be per-^
mitted to be used for the purchase of foreign rights
to Italian pix, being understood that' the proceed*, can
be kept abroad. The Italians are' showin(< enough' interest in the picture indtlstry to facilitate production

different climate.

Aussies in Importing Talent
N.

many European

tions in the

nothing compared to what they are dofuK'.
less
:

Dollar Freeze Seen Hitting
By

'

.

'

-

to £et

Even if American distribs cannot remit home any
dollars, they are doing a great job, which goes a long
way, beyoiid the amusement sphere., Apart from the
Friendship Train, which is getting America notices
such as had not appeared in a long while in the French
press, there is nothing here, apart from the pictures,
to propagandize the American way of living. And if
America is' spending dollars by the' barrel to- keep
Eurbpe open to the- rest of the wprld, the Srst thinj
is to make an effort tb keep open ihe European ve&aA,
In this, Hollywood is widely contributing to the
Mar.shall plan and doing public service.
American
producers, technicians and actors, have won distinct-

:

.

manage

Yanks' Great Job

liatin screens,

"'

,

free trade.

Crossing of a frontier either turns a disappointed
traveler into a pauper, for lack of suitable currency, or
a cause of more moral disintegration if he resorts to'
blackmarket exchange. This attempt of poor countries to prevent the outward flow- o£ currency is
doubly felt in show business since Americans, out of
what they can make in Europe either from personal
performances or through the supply of films or disks,
are practically unable to take the proceeds back home.
'

I. That while the anti-Hollywood
are still around, they've
glowed to a whisper.
who
V S. That while tlie Europeans
long enjoyed favor with Latinos are
b^Clf and not doing at all badly on

'

As stated above, getting home the proceeds of the
bu.siness is a problem in itself.
The Marshall plan,
with every dollar earmarked, won't supply dollars to
permit the transfer of some $10,000,000 owed the majors,
and this will have to wait until France's finances ar«
sound again.
The only thing, in short, which American distribs
can look to for protection from discriminatory measures is that part of President Truman's statement
which provides that countries seeking help must favor

Worse still, for generations visiting Americans had
Uruguay and Argen- nominator or the patterns estab- been considered here as millionnaires, whose advent
lished by custom, tried and true
could only result in profit and pleasure. But, of late,

kickers

..

'

\-/

\

~yke

U. S. Legitg

'/^

Strangely enough, while' the French have "been
heavily propagandized against American pictures, no
political objector raised his voice against their importing plenty of American and sundry legit plays.
This is mostly due to the fact that after they have
been adapted, they look like French originals and,
except in such cases as "Morning Becomes Electra',^ or
"Tobacco Road," they look more French than Jean
Paul Sartre's "Putain HespectUeuse^" for instance.
And, having been tried abroad, and tested, they provide the legit producers with material involving a
minimum of risk, besides netting a profit for .the
adapters.
Not that the French playwrights are not
kicking against this influx: But who should heed
them? And after all there are plenty of French offerings. Two of them clicked on their own merit, so
far in the season: Jean Anouilh's finvitation au
Chateau," at the Atelier, and Armand Salacrou's
"Archipel Lenoir" at the Montparnagse. Beside which,
Jean Louis Barrault, with his- wife, Madeleine

;

'

Renaud, have formed their own company, which is
turning Simonne 'Volterra's Marigny into a stage that
is putting the Comedie Francaise in the shade when
it comes to production and building up a compact
troupe. Louis Jouvet, who at his Athene© had done
"Ecole des Femmes/' has now. staged a "Don Juan,"
the first Moliere production getting better notices than
the latter. Musicals £ueh as "Andalousie" at the Gaite
Lyrique are clicking, and the former vaudc stands are
putting on minor revues due to the disaffection f rom
vaude. From the smallest one to the Folies Bfergere,.
they are all doing business: What the French can ^are
from indispensable food and clothing, they are sjaending on amusements, so fed up are they witli the €»tt(Continued on Page 191)
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FaHy-wmu^

75% Tai

That Old Devil-*

.

Producer and Director)

«

London.
Since news of the 75% iax was first broken to a peaceful luncheon party
Of trade notables Jhere last sumitier, precisely nothing has been, accpm"
plished to bring about a modiflcation of this taxation on American iilms,
imposed by the British government.
At first blush the tai appeared to be an unfair and even a stupid measure. Unfair inasmuch as it ignored the substantial part played by Ameri'can films in' establishing the film industry in Great Britain; Stupid, inasmuch as it failed in its purpose to stem' the flow of dollars to the U. S. in
respect to film rentals from British cinemas.
The first blush behind Us, it is quite evident that a complete stalemate
exists, and at the time of writing, there appears to be little Chance of the
two points of View—so diametrically opposed—being reconciled. In viewing the two aspects— the American and the British—it is vital to be strictly
realistic and avoid rising passions and recriminations.
Realistically, the American viewpoint must be a refusal to accept the
^"position of tlie tax. Serious as the loss of the British market might be
to the overall economy Of the Hollywood companies, it still only represents a proportion of the foreign revenue. Were the tax to be accepted in
its present form, it would inevitably lead to the imppsitipn of similar taxes
in all other foreign markets, with disastrous results to the American firms.
Therefore, it is better— or less harmful—for the American industry to lose
the British market than subscribe— by acquiescence—to the loss of the entire foreign markets by agreeing to the tax or a modiflcatioB <»f it.
'

"

A

Food

Matter of Dollars

the British point of view it is purely a matter of dollars. By. now
it must be evident to all but morons that we simply have not got the
amount of dollars to spend on films that have been leaving this country
for the past seven years. It is a Wardour street secret (?) that Sir Stafford
Cripps and the government would welcome any proposal to meet the
American case so long as tlie proposal did not envisage the payment of
dollars in excess of approximately 20 millions annually.

From

== By George

Arcliibald=='=

Producers, Ltd.)

war and

in the,

this

Pinewood

Studios, the home of InLtd., has five

.

stages,

and two

three large

'Stnalli

and has always been regarded as a
two-picture studio. In the majn, only
big and important pictures have been
made there since it was de-requisi*tioned by the Government- after' the
war, and because of the long shooting
schedules of these big pictures output has not averaged better than six
films a year. For 1948 production has
been scheduled so that -Pinewood
will contribute nine Jfilms, two each
from Cineguild, Individual and Wessex, and three on a highly developed pre-planning process, that is
called Independent

Frame.

They

don't,

however.

Wish to see the British market deprived of the films of other- countries.

they don't believe that it
could be a healthy situation for them:
as creative producers. They -Would
like to see on the screens of Britai^

-vation

.

,

B^y

,

.

.

speaking world.

and a very important point, this >suggestio(i would bring
about a better feeling between' the U. S. and Great Britain. So much poiitical bile has been spilt over the present unfortunate situation thai something shbidd be done to cure or alleviate the bilious attack.*,'.
;incideiVttiily,

[Weefcs a/tcr Variety received this article hy Herbert Wilcox, the president o:f the British Board of Trcide, Harold Wilson, proposed a virtudll]/
identical solution to the 75% tax impasse. Both schemes advance the
ih'eorj/ thot Americon Jilm companies looitld be able to talce out a larger
amount of their earnings in Britoin in retwrn for increased playing time
of British pix in America. Ed.]

\.

.

—

Good Films Can Combat
Any Audience

Sought
For U.S. Distribution

Filipino Films

Manila.

Cavalcade Pictures, a XT. S. dis*
tributing agency^ is presently negotiating with Philippine producers for
exclusive rights to release local productions in the U-. S.
Harvey Pergament, president of
Cavalcade, said his agency is
familiar with Filipino productions,
adding that for some time he's been

One of the leading exporters of
American pictures to the Philippines;

It's

'our people to

only natural.

The American

Better Pix

studios "have their
troubles, I know. They face shrinking markets in some parts of the
globe.

So why

not expand what

markets are left? They can do it.
With better. films, and that we must
have here.
Greater Union hasn't lost faith in
By
B.
the industry by a long shot. In fact,
(Managing Directw, Greater Vnion Theatres, Australio)
this company has consistently exVSTiy? To find what people want, and
Sydney.
panded its circuit and is larger than
In the year that has passed since to make films with stories ac-^ ever in its history. We have more
cordingly.
I last wrote a message for Variety
people than ever to entertain, and
It is not good enough that we get
our job is to entertain them—with
lots of things have happened, espelike "Best Years of Our Lives" U. S. films. So it has to be. good to
cially to the film industry. But one a film
just once every so 'often. Nor is it please them andns.
thing I did say last year is even
good
enough
that a studio brings'
We know all about the need for
more urgent this year. It was a plea
out one good film in six. We want showmanship we go after it all the
for better .production.
all good films. They bring people: time.
We don't sit still and wait
The industry's basic need ^remains in, the others keep 'em out.
for business we leap after it. But
the same. Good films will combat
Never mind about the great artis- it's pretty disappointing as well as
any conditions. Those that aren't
bad business when pictures don't
good merely accentuate our prob^ tic glamour triumphs. The road to
flopdom is strewn with those. They live up to the selling we give them.

NORMAN

'

RYDGE

>

—

—
—
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lems.

Let's put it straight up to those
films. On their successful production depend all theaters
that trade with their celluloid. It
isn|t just a one-man show where a

who make

satisfied

producer has Solved any-

thing. He has got to solve every
theatre's problems with good films.

Or

may

stagger the Hollywood colony,
but all they do to us is make us
stagger differently-^at the boxoffice.

Make
joy.

they\won't be -driven away by our
failures, of tempted away by other
forms of entertainment.

Other 'Varied Amusements
is that because

else!

Producers

down from

may

have

to

come

the rarefied atmosphere
of their conference rooms and get
Into
the Wfjhways and byways.

,

films for all the world to enThen we'll keep patrons, and

Our experience

good pictures are few, other forms
entertainment, sport, carnivals
and the like, offer more varied

of

the tax

first

struck Holly-

i sampled that dramatic
force—the reaction
of incredulity bordering on

impact in

was one

darkly

.

That's where production comes in
agqin.
Restrictions in the press affect us
But we Will surmount that
h^re.
difficulty by exploiting via another
avenue.
Our job in selling is to
get coverage, one way or another.
It will call on us for more resource;
our task is to provide it.
This is a good time for us all to
exchange greetings. On that basis
we can all be a great team for the
industry, all for its success.
For
Oil tiiat

depends our

nvm

fate.

•

;
'

space is inadequate to meet the
needs of even the existing production units, and the shortage of struc.^
tural materials and the strict controls on building preclude any hope of immediate expansion, of produc- ,
tion facilities.
Even if, we should
like to, we are in no position to

all its

followed by alarm and
The trade papers hinted
at an unholy alliance be-

disbelief,

anger.

-

•

wood—and

,

-

tween the Labor, Government' and
Arthur Rank. They suggested
J.
that the government (and the government was always personified by
Sir Stafford Cripps) was -concerned

•

make

sufficient
pictures in this
country to meet more than a fraction of the total demand. A target
of 100 feature pictures a year is perfrom American opinion and hiding' haps as high as we can hope to aim
from .its eyes those luxuries of at the' moment— a figure absurdly inAmerican life which in this country adequate to meet the full requirements of the neighborhood houses.
r.-jst go for export.

not so much with saving dollars as
with insulating the English public

Suggestions for ekeing out the
supply of new British pictures inelude the abolishing of the double-^.'
feature program (to my mind a st«|
entirely to the good both artistically
and economically), prolonging of en- ''
gagements, use of revivals and the

Reports from England that the
public had accepted the tax and the
prospective loss of Hollywood pictures with surprising equanimity
were soft-pedalled in the American
trade press or treated with scepticism. The very brusque treatment'
meted out to one most important
American envoy who tried to lay
down the law at the Board of Trade
never reached the papers at all.

.

:

import of suitably dubbed pictures
from Europe. Our problem is aggravated by the conditions of the
Dollar Loan which debar any discrimination against American pic-

I believe that a few weeks spent
England— weeks spent not at the
Dorchester hotel but, say, in Netting
Sheffteld^would cause those
Hollywood columnists to see things
ii- a different light. Sure; we like
Hollywood films; people have been

tures.

in

We

cannot import

films

from

soft-currency European countries to
helj fill the gap without imposing
upon them the same crippling duty*

Hill or

.

Deplores Ingularism

Speaking for the moment as a
plain citizen rather than as a film
producer,: I should like t<f' voice my
whole-hearted distaste for measure
such as the film tax which, togethelp
able realism of current British pro- with
the restrictions on foreign
duction (I admit that I have led travel
and on the import of foreign
the way with pictures about "spivs,"- liooks,
are making us more than
"holiday camps," "penny pools" and ever
insular (and heaven knows we
other, to you, no doubt, peculiar forwere insular enough already!). It
eign institution's-) makes one yearn
does seem to me that trade and culfor even the fiimsiest of Hollywood
tural barriers of this type place
happy endings. Sure, we want your real obstacles in the
way of interpictures, but not if it means a pound national
undeirstanding at' a time
off the potato ration, an empty fire- when
such understanding is more
place to 'come home to at- night, or than ever necessary.
fewer coupons to buy clothes for
I hope that I have made- it abunthe kids:'
dantly clear that I personally—and
I'm confident that our transplanted I think most responsible persons incolumnist- would realize, after a so- side or outside
the film industry
journ. in a Sheffield rooming house, regard the tax as nothing more than
that we must put essentials first. It
an unfortunate and temporary exreally is a question of food or filmsi pedient.
We must -hope ; that the
Perhaps cynics will be more inclined Hollywood producers, realizing the
to believe me now than they were
seriousness of our plight, will find
in Hollywood last summer. The it possible
to meet our government
wholesale stoppage of British tobac- at least -half way. Considering the
co purchases in America and the importance
of the English market
drastic reduction in our imports of
to Hollywood, this would, to my
food, which took place later iij the mind,
be sensible policy for the
year, have demonstrated that the
American industry. Though it infilm tax was in no way an attempt
volves drastic temporary deduction
to victimize a single industry but
of the great profits hitherto drp-ivn
just one of many urgent expedients from
this country, such a policy

lining

day

after

day,

month

after

.

j

to save dollars.

amusement and lure
them.

Norman Rydge of Australia in Plea for
From Hollywood Producers

the Boston Tea Party

again.

When

Apart from the disastrous results on month to see "The Best
Years of Our
cinema attendances which would Lives" and 'IGone
With the Wind."
probably follow from such a depri^ There are times
when the fashion-

the best filnfis of all countries. The
British Pix
best films of France, Italy, Czechoslovakia, etc., are unfortunately deAlternatively, any American company, could add To its quota of revenue
barred from mass exhibition by the
from the British market by purchasing good British films and be .permitted
language handicap. American films,
to' recover from our market an amount equivalent to the purchase price.
having no such handicap, are thereThis scheme would serve to bring the two industries' closer together with
fore the tiatural product to share the
an exchange of views on subject matter and an exchange of ^talent; This
British screens with the British
could only' result in finer overall product being made for the Englishproduct.

E

just

is

aU over

dependent Producers,

the Quota Act.

one?

phrase, set the turnstiles spinning.
In these circumstances British producers regard with the utmost nervousness any boosting of quantity.at
the expense of quality that might
presage a return to the days of the
quota quickie, or any step that might
threaten the new-found American
market through rataliatory action.
At the present time studio floor

.

years.

'

.Hollywood. More than that, pictures
London.
be in Hollywood Uke "Seventh Veil" and "Great Expectations" have, to borrow
your

.

—

I

to

>

when the storm first broke and so
Xiondon.
British film production is increas- had. the best opportunity to study
ing in quantity and is, we hope, reactions in both countries: At least
maintaining the quality which it I can dear away misconceptions,
reached in the latter years of the
notion that
immediate' postwar especially the mistaken

:

-

happened

I

New Yank

75 % Tax
By SYDNEY BOX

Attitude on'the

Director, Independent

(JWano'ginflf

'

well, I :have a. suggestion-T^andi the suggestion is predicated .upon the
basic fact that the American', film industry needs this market and the
British film industry needs,.the American market. Surely a reasonable
deal can be worked out whereby British films attuned to the American
mSrket shall enjoy playing time in American cinemas, and this playing
time shall represent token dcdiar remittances, in addition to the $20,000,000
^agreed. The 'take' of American conipanies in the British 'market would
ihereby resolve itself into whatever' success the American companies
acWv^e in marketing our product in the U, S.

Films

Film Producer Asks for a

THOSE YANK PIX

But even with all the increase in
output of which it is capable in 1948
the British film production industry
Will not turn out anything like
The attitude of the British government is simple: if we cannot afford to enough films to satisfy the -needs of
buy foodstuffs from the American market then we definitely cannot afford the British market. It will be a matan excessive amount for film entertainment-^and the limit is,: approxiy- ter of profound regret to British
producers
apart froHii the regret
mately $20,000,000.
British exhibitors—if the
The outlook and the attitude of Cripps is such that he.would not regard and loss to
problem, of the import tax on foreign
as a national calamity the British public belng denied entirely the mensolved in such a
not.been
has
films
tal refreshment of American film entertainment—if 11 means restrictions
way as to permit the flow into Britin other and more vital necessities. The talks gbing on, at this writing,
number or films
between Pay Allport and Sir Wilfrid Eadie may be making some progress ain- of an adequate
and particularcountries
other
from
in seeking a compromise. I sincerely hope so, as without American films
we are bound to encounter a recession at our boxoffice but much more ly, of course, from America.
feel the need for
producers
British
serious is the prospect of quantity and not quality British films, which, if
protection of their' somewhat inthe
turned out, will inevitably result in the British public turning against our
fant industry which is afforded by
•',

home product.
What is the solution? Have

oj^

BlimSH NEED
British

By HERBERT WILCOX
(British

"^ci^negday, January 7, 1948

Annivertary

f^jgSij&ff

would keep American names before

Producers Just As Concerned

The idea

that there

a serious
division .ot opinion about the tax as
between British producers and exhibitors is also mistaken. Naturally
the exhibitors have been more
is

alarmed and more outspoken 'than
the producers because, in the drying

the British public, so leaving the
American industry in the strongest
of positions when normal trade relations are restored. After all, many

of our own manufacturers are now
spending large sums on the goodwill advertising of products which
have not been available since .the

war and on which no

profit at* all

up of American films and in the
is being made.
absence of any alternative product,
We. of ttie British industry, playthey foresee acute difficulty in keeping their houses open full-time and ing bur part, in the wider economic
a consequent shrinkage in their live- effort, are doing our utmost, .by
lihood. But it would be absurd to every means short of endangering
argue that, because they have been quality, to make pictures that will
less vociferous, responsible produ- amuse and sustain morale at home
cers view the tax with any enthusi- and earn dollars abroad. The only
lasting answer to the- film tax must
aam.
be the success of the British export
The fact is that British producdrive and economic recovery in Eutions no longer require artificial
rope. Anything that Americans can
respiration.
For the first time iti
do to assist us during the interim
history British pictures
I mean
will hasten the day when trade .barBritish pictures as a whole and not
riers go for good.
just the occasional outstanding picture---have won their place in the
:

—

world's, theatres

on their own merits.

In England nowadays the most successful British pictures are received
enthusiastically
and gross
rather more than their best Hollywood counterparts. For the first
time the pictures have won a firm
foothold in America. They may not
yet be acceptable in the houses of
the Middle West, but in centers like

more

New York

and Los Angeles the acclaim of the critics has been such
as to cause real heart<fiearching in

Vienna.
There'll be

no more

politics

on

The Austrian
the Austrian air.
Broadcasting System had arrangemenis up to now with the three parties (Conservatives^ Socialists and
Communists) whereby each had

its

hour, utilizing mostly articles from
their newspapers.
Due to difficulties with the censor
office, this practice has been stopped.

—

Farty-teeond

Vifely Salute

^a

you that
'
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Op

By NATHAN

physical destruction of
-

is

sure,

you have done your best

My colleagues in your own country must be even mor9
you for giving them a nine months' vacation
(without pay) after your theatres really begin to black, out
V. S. product.
am sure that they feel, as I do, that every Socialist
cloud has a silver lining; -That they are rcaUy grateful, as
we are, for one happy by-product of your tax.
.For the stroke of your. pen that imposed the 75% scuttling
tax, accidentally wiped out a lot of unnecessary expense
from American motion picture production.
Not 10 minutes after you had written the tax, the collective' hand of the American picture producer was seen drawing a large coarse red pencil line, through a cost-item which
for years has been the darling of our industry treading
,

Thus you

.

New

it.

adverse ideologies. Totalitarian or near-totalitarian influence has spread to such a point that, in many countries fall*Ing within its orbit, nationalization of industry is being enforced and trade in commodities is under complete government control, while in oth'er areas, disciples of this ideology
hold high government positions and biang strong deterrent
influences (highly troublesome to U. S. interests) to bear
within those countries. It is therefore easy to understand
why the American motion picture is under heavy attack,
for it is unquestionably an excellent means of expressing
to the European peoples the American way of lite.

Walt Roetich

• RUMANIA—MPEA operating, in Rumania but major problem
obtaining dollar currency, Recent pi-ess attacks against Amerlcan films has resulted in American films being witlidra.Vim from
'
•'
all theatres by the exhibitors,
SPAIN—All imports of films are dependent upon obtaining import licenses.. Licenses are issued only for production of films'
in Spain, but after issuance may be sold for whatever the market
will bear. In eilect this limits the number of films that may be
imported each year to the number of import licenses earned
by the Spanish producers. Spanish theatres must show one
week out of six a Spanish film, unleks' national production' ia
not available. The Spanish newsreel Nb-DO must be shown on
each program. No foreign exchange is being granted by Spanish foreign exchange authorities
Sim. eamings,
SWEDEN—Tentative agreement with Swedish authorities on
transfer of remittances has been reached, which operates through
1948. Agreement will permit 50% of 1947 revenues and, one-third
of 1948 revenues to be remitted for American films. Unremitted
balances may be u-sed in Sweden for normal activities and subject to normal controls. Normal importation of American iilmS
and sufficient supply of accessories including negative and positive raw films. Full cost of accessories and raw film will be remitted. There is no limitation placed, oA earnings.
SWITZERLAND^Motion picture films may be Imported to the
same extent as imported during the four-year period 1935-38.
Contingents are based on titles and allotted to mdividual importers
and not to. countries. Maximum rental for films is fixed by fed-

:

'

.

m

'

A
MPEA

'

DENMARK—Remittances

for all 'oreign films from, Oct. 1, 1947
to Dec. 31, 1948, limited to Over $800,000. U. S. films to be distributed on percentage basis until March 1, 1948, and thereafter
at fixed prices only. Motion Pictuxe Assn. objected to allocation of only about 51% of the 4,000,000 kroner to U. S. companies,
American films were withdrawn from theatres on Oct. 3.

FINLAND—All transfers of foreign exchange musst: hsive the
approval of the Bank of Finland, immediate exchange is not
granted for importation of films. Bank of Finland authorized
$50,000 for films in 1946, which was allocated proportionately
among importer and distributor. This amount covered less than
10% of U. S. film earnings, which have been accumulating in
blocked Finnmark since 1842,
FRANCE— Under the provision of the BlOm-Byrttes agreement
exhibitors were required to show French films at least four
weeks of each quarter, It provides that no restrictions will be
imposed on U. S; film imports and exhibition, other than the
screen quota, except such restrictions as are also applied to
French films. No film remittances are avallahle from France.
At present some $9,715,000 of American film rentals are frozen in
France.
GIBEALXAR—Applications for dollars are made to the financial
secretary of the polony, who is bound by regulations emanating
froih London. Dollars for the purchase of U. S. films can he had
only if the British financial authorities in England agree,
Gibraltar ordinance provides that all U. S dollars acquired mUst
be surrendered' to the government.
GREECE—Meeting was held Oct. 4, 1947, to discuss a method of
It was decided
financing 1947-48 imports of motion pictures.
that the exchange needed for films was out of proportion with
the country's resouitcs in dollar exchange and should be {ilaced
under more rigid control. Suggestions were: Imposition of tax
on film earnings, limiting remittances to percentage of earnings
with balance to be used in Greece, and application of a system
Of negotiable exchange certificates that could be bought and
sold at rates approximating the open market exchange rates.
The members of tile currency committee and of the aid mission
were in agreement that a global allocation of about $600,000
should be made for motion pictures during 1947-48. The general subject of film "imports in 1947-48 will, come up again for
discussion and decision very shortly.
HVMfGARY—MPEA operating in Hungary. Since Aug. 1, 1946,
film imports have been dependent upcrn permits issued by the
Hungarian authorities. This resulted in a great shortage of film

eral Price Control Office at 50% of theatre receipts for di^Btrlbuiif
tors. All imports into .Switzerland must be accompanied by A;
dollar payment certificate which can be obtained only by pwr«
chase of the necessary dollars at tlie Swiss National Bank with
Swiss francs at the official rate of exchange.

UNITED iaNGDOM-.<The

British film industry operates

March

Cinematograph Films Act,- which

under

the
expires
The act contains a distributor's and an exhibitor's quota requiring a percentage of British films in the total film footage
distributed and exhibited in Great Britain,
new film Quota:
Act is now in process of preparation. Effective Avg. T, tlie TTnited
31,

1948^

A

.

Kingdom placed a 75% ad valorem, duty

on: the value of imported
films. U, S. producers immediately stopped all shipments of films
to Britain.
Negotiations for a settlement have been carried on
almost continuously. Proposals suggested involve a 50% remittance and the other 50% to be frozen: or invested within.' the
country over a^ long period of years.
YUGOSLAVIA—An outright sale in Dec., 1946, was made to the
State Film Enterprise of 200 films of independent U. S companies.
The major U. S, companies have not entered- the Yugoslavian
film market becau.% of government monopoly conditions,
:

,

,

CANADA

A

-

is

is

CZECHOSLiO'VAKtA— state film monopoly controls the motion picture industry.
and state film monopoly have a oneyear agreement to distribute American films under a three-year
license.
Eighty American film programs, consisting of features
and shorts, to be distributed in the first year: In 1945 the Monopoly assigned 60% of Gzeph. screen time to Soviet films. Latest
information received advises that import of French, British,, and
United States films will have to.be based on barter agreement.
That is, these countries will be obligated to display Czechosiovakiaii films in order to procure foreign currency. Puitchase
of Soviet films does not require foreign curreney since some
Russian films are being produced in the Barrandov studios.

-

ITours truly,

operating in Austria.

—

fisheries.

.

not available.' Remittance of accumulated
royalties has been free of complications during recent years;
however, from date ol Aug. 27, 1947, they have become subject to
prior sanction by the Bank of Portugal.

picture industry nationalized and imports
As.?n.

.'

-, Theatres must exhibit Portuguese films one
to every five weeks of foreign films, except when actual

national production

.

'

foitnd.

PORTUGAL
week

EUROPE

BELGIUM—Decree of Sept. 22, 1947, issued by t!ie Minister of
Economics, confirms agreement between Distributors Board and
Exhibitors Association that films admitted by the Derogation
Commission as "special" films can be booked in firstrun tlieatres
—"under certain conditions .rental terms may i-un up to 60%
of the net receipts." Other theatres "under certain conditions
rental terms may run up to 55% of the net receipts."
BUIiGARIA—MPEA operating in Bulgaria. Have permission
to release 20 films from September, 1947, to March 31, 1948. Profits
Bulgaria on condition Bulgaria pays 7/12 of cost of
to remain
print.
Recommend using blocked Bulgarian funds in U.S. for
this purpose. Approximately $T,000,

American Press.
..
I bet. Sir Stafford, that you have already saved our industry hail a million, bucks. That is good.
But I ought to warn you: you have started something that
ivill probably badtfire.
You are plainly against dead fish, especially anchovies.
This Press Party was one of the chief outlets for elderly
.anchovies., You will near, hard words from the anchovy

You will hear, too, from, the canneries who malce caviar
out of blackface tapioca and rock salt.
You will also hear from the tasteless-cookie people who
malce the thing they put under the anchovy and the tapioca^
You will hear from the California Olive growers, an aggressive group, with strong farm-bloc affiliations.
MWien the
distillers of the free drinks hear what you have done to their
market, they will pressure the Grange, and tV.e Grange will
pressure Truman, and yo"U will begin to realize What you
touched off, You will hear from the soft drink people and
the glass interests who malce the bottles and the tumblers,
and the people who make the maciiinery for the drinks and
so-called foods dispensed at the Press Party.
Then you
wjll .hear from the Unions, .and while 3!ou may think you
have the unions in your country under your dictatorship,
just try it. on one of ours.
Cripes, Cripps, I wouldn't be in your striped pants for
anything.
But I am really obliged about the Pr^^s Party
thhig.
If you come over here, let me try to promote one
lor you, and you'll
see- what I mean. I know Louis B, Mayor
very well, and I am sure he will be glad to underwrite it,

is

fortign markets follows;

ilLBANIA—Motion

.

'

78

only Soviet films.

for which the party was supposed to be held,: but jie or
she was usually blocked from public view by somebody -who
wanted an autograph for little Mamie, or a still pose •foi
an exhibitor's paper. I always felt so sorry for the stat
in.tliis .spot that I naver dared walk up and say, "Tell me
in about 1,000 literary words about the significance of
your part iri this new epic"— partly for fear the star might
tell me in four letters— and partly just because I happen to
think that actors can be human beings also and Wobody hgs
a right to molest them. Sd as far as 1 am concerned, these
cocktail: parties never accomplished their' purpose of getting
extra press for the actor that the actor wouldn't have got
anyway. And there are plenty more a-t home like me on
The'

production, distribution, and- exhibition of pictures for the entire country.
MPEA completed agreement for the exhibition of
Poland. In addition 14 pictures have been purS. independent producers. During last 12 months
American films were distributed. Problem is to get dollar
exchange; to date no foreign exchange has been granted, A£t,e6ment will be cancelled at the end of six months' If no means
65 pctures in

thumbnail' roundup of legislative barriers covering the

AUSTRIA—^Motion Picture Export
No transfer of money is authorized.

.

But Uiat round $100,000 is only the beginning of your contribution to our savings.
For beyond thg New York and
Hollywood cocktail parties, there have always been the
Chicago parties and the Philadelphia parties and the Pitts"buTgh or DeMille parties and the Fort Dodge, Iowa, parties
conceived to add glow to a picture by means ol local ballyhoo: Add to them the transportation cost of getting the star
from wherever she "Was to wherever the party is held, and
then back to wherever she belongs, and you're running up
a dandy tab.
So we thank you.
First because thi! parties never accomplished much. They
came in handy for eating and drinking off-budget, but the
quality of the food was too uncertain.
Second because the
only people we saw at the parties were the people we see
every day of our lives ;the guys and gals from all the otlier
papers. Sure,, these was usually a star from some picture

—
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A
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Film Polski has a monopoly of

Chased from U.

The Barriers Abroad
.

more important

.

:

;

POLAND—Grivernment-owned

•

'^

.-

V. S. films distributed in Norway subject to •
rental of 30% during eflsuing contract year. United States
films to be shown in theatres as long as attendance at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. shows Wer-? 50% of capacity. No dollar exchange
available for transfer of royalties earned between Nov, 15 and
Jan. 1, 1948, Foreign exchange budget of more than $400,000 set
for all films imported'in 1948. State Film Board to recommend division between dollars and other currencies.
Any; eaniia>gsblocked after Nov. 15, 1847, will probably not be released for
five years but might be invested while blocked. United Stales
companies will have alternative of leaving earnings blocked oti
withholding films from exhibition
'
flat

|

S. films have always presented the American way of
and have exemplified the workings of a real democratic
nation. But today our films >are at variance with powerful

U.

PRESS COCKTAIL PARTV.

you for

Work

.

'

NORWAY—All

life

able gold.

tliaiik

U. S. Democracy at

.

MPEA

pessimistic, the .future does not hold very hopeful prospects.

—

liave lined our cloud with silver if not expendWhat's more, we save it in dollars.
..
You see, the average non-fancy press coclctail party, in a
York saloon, sets the producer back at least
good
250 pounds, your money, before tips and leakage.
Multiply that sum by (say) a picture a week to whose
star or excellence the^producer wishes to' call special New
York press attention, and you get 52x250 or 13,000 pounds
a year. Now add say another 26 press parties for the 400odd Hollywood correspondents which can run into considerably more pounds per, and you've got at least 25,000 ^pounds
—or rather we've got 'em because we didn't spend them,
all on account of your taXi ^hat is quite a tasty 'saving, and

NETHERLANDS—MPEA

delivers all of its films at the maxirenting price of 32y2% while tlie independent importers of
U. S. films only charge this higli price for their very best products as do importers of European films. Normal accrual to. major
companies represents 90% of aU U. S. film rentals in Ketherlands:
Major company distribution limited to 1?2 features in quota yeaic
1947-48, and only "A" films are distributed.
Playing time for
U. S. films restricted to 32 weeks by Bioscope Bond members.
representatives now negotiating with government for this,
ramoval. Excess guilder question is being explored with Nether-lands officials, and any agreement reached will be subject to acceptance and control of Netherlands Government.

mum

completely reversed.

I

tiie

,->

There is not a country in Europe, with the exception of
Belgium and Switzerland, that has sufficient dollars available to pay for American, films. The question then arises:
what is the future of our American films in the markets of
the world? Speaking quite frankly, and without being too

to lose us all our

May

under the presidency of the Council

theatres,

restrictive measures. Forejgn exchange was commencing to
tighten at that time, but American companies were still able
to secure dollars fairly freely. Today, however, the picture

•

the hell you raised with that 75% thing.

grateful to

we

war—create no

Nathan O. Golden
picture abroad will continue to be
grave. 'While the situation iij 1939, the period before World
War n, was also a precarious one, the American film distributor in Europe did not have to contend with too inany

,-jobs.

,

Cinematographic Law, published in the OtTicial
30, 1947, established a central cinematographic
of Ministers and brings
industry to a considerable extent within the governmept. The law requires Itali.w films to be .shown 20 days
a quarter, or 80 days a year. Subsidies are gr.mted to Italianproduced documentary films of 3% and to Italian newsrcels
of 2% of the gross receipts, which represents a considerable subsidy for such production, Motion picture funds arc Iroaieu but
may be utilized for production and investment. It is reported
tliat few of the provisions of the law have been actually put
into effect;
Frozen funds may be invested in Italian motion
picture production on
partnership basis up to a limit of 50"{)
of producton costs, production for third parties, investment in
motion picture plants and establishments, building and leasing

As long as the present economic situation exists the future of the American

.for lack of
But I

'

ITALY—The

office

control of

less a problem in the family of nations
and industries.

Dear Sir Stafford:
«
Let me thank you, on behalf of my American co-workers
who make an underpaid living writing about motion pic^

To be

effected..

Journal of

—

'

Dept. 0/ Commerce)

D'.S.

material in Hungary. Tlie authorities finally gave permission
for tlie importation of a limited number of U. S, films to the
value of $30,000. This enabled the MPEA to import sufEicicnt
films to start business. Tlie Communist party is the only group
For some time the U. S. imstill hostile to the existing situation.
porters have been endeavoring to work out a formula for compensation transactions mvolving the expoi;tation -of Hungarian
goods. Up to the present time no such transactions have been

.'Washington.

In 1946, I was on a mission to Europe, which took, me into
Frankfurt, Munich, Berlin, 'Vienna, Prague, Paris, Brussels,
and London. The destruction that I saw in Germany, England, and France was so deva.sta ting that it will take Countless years to effect the moral, ethical,
and economic reconstruction that we
would like to see. To do this requires
help in the form of cotton and coal, of
iron and steel, of lumber, tooLs, machines, chemicals and food yes, and
even motion pictures. The social and
economic dislocations of all of Europe
even in the countries that escaped the

letter of Thaiiks

'

GOLDEN

D.

(Chief of Motion Picture Division,

To Sir Stafford Cripps
tures, for all
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FUTURE OF U. 5. FIX ABROAD
GRAVE A S CURBS PILE UP

Hollywood.
This happened 20 years ago, about the second .year I
married, and I must preface this story by telling
my wife, Mary, has a great sense of humor.
Thie first time I was ever a guest of honor was abdut 20
years ago when the Friars gave me a stag dinner at the
old Friars' Club hi New York. I felt highly honored at
the time, not only because It was the first time an affair
like that was given to m«, but also because of the very
important people in show business who were associated
with it. Willie Collier, Sr. was the toastmaster. I was
thrilled and exdted for days before the event, and on
the night of the affair, as I sat there on the dais, I couldn't
remember when anything so wonderful had ever happened to me, AH of the speakers on the dais were paying me glowing tributes; my chest swelled with pride}and finally Collier Stood up to introduce me and after
many superlatives^ he was just about to mention my
name when a telegram came from my wife, Mary Livingstone, and Collier read it thinking it was another
congratulatory wire. Tlie telegram read as follows:
"Dear Jaek, before you go to bed tonight^ don't forget
—Jaek Benny
to take out the garbage."
'

•
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Canadian film distributors and exhibitors feel that there Is
likelihood that Canada will copy Britain by imposing taxes
S. films, orttiat Canada will greatly .increase.customs duties
to help the Canadian exchange position! However, it is aclmowl*
edged that Canada may possibly feel forced to withhold temporarily all or part of the money payable to companies in the
U. S. for the use ot, their films, should Canadian-American balance of payments become n>arkedly more adverse.
At the present time permission is granted by the Foreign Bkchange Control Board for the payment in United States dollars
of current income of all kinds accruing in Canada to non-reslSuch income is eligible for conversion from Canadian
dents.
dollars into U. S. funds at the official rate ($1 Canadian' for $t
United States) plus a service charge of li: of one per cent on the
selling rate only.
The permission granted by the Board can
be withdrawn! at the Board's discretion if the Canadian foreign
exchange position should warrant, U. S. motion pictures enter
little

-

.

(Continued on fage 191)
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lems and the same fascinating unt

an impression I in-'
variably take with me after my visits
to the United States.
With the new year it is fitting that
Vre should pause momentarily to re*
fleet on the achievements of the past

weigh up possibilities for the
Although the war' is
than two years behind us,
Australia finds that most of the
immediate postwar problems are still
with her. Indeed, in many respects,
they have increased.
Any realistic appraisement must
inevitably reach the conclusion that
for the Australian motion picture industry this will, be particularly triie
of 1948. Australian thi^fitres' enjoyed
an unprecedented boom' during the
war yeats, and streiiilous efforts
have "been taade in air departments

and

to

year

ahead.

now more

.

'

,

of film merehandising- to maintain
ceiling figurss, since the great wartime city populations gradually decrea^ed.

'

•

To mid-1947 these" efforts were
extremply successful! "But' every
month the task becpnies harder and
I thinjc we will be most fortunate
if present .grosses can be- held far
into the new year,' despite AusCQmparattvely ' prosperous
traUa'f
condition.

HANSON.

Sydney;

.

The year

was a

1947

mo-

fairly

Capetown.

'

in South Africa was. not marked by any noteworthy
event or trend eiicept lor a definite falling off in cinema attendances. THa
immediate postvyar years saw the inevitable reaction from capacity houses
to more moderate business but during the past few months this decline has

The past year

productions

believe they are

I

:

-

,•

;

,

.

.

,

.

,

.

I

'

'

,

,

-X|ie

I

con-

mentous one in the Australian the- become even more marlced.
Top-ranking productions are still good for extended rung at capacity
atre.' Paramount among the current
but, whereas iii.the past any better-than-average picture always did holdis the presentation by
over business, these, now: do a moderate week only,,, and: anything else'
the WUliamspn firm of t|>e Broadnosedives..,
superior.
way and London success, "Annie
The reasons for this are fairly obvious. Although authorities deny that
The Australian theatregoer ha.s
Get your Gun,"' 'Which features a there is" any sign' of a -depression, 'money is certainly tighter today, and
been educated to a miich higher de-,
artist,
Evie people are concerned with a'spirallin'g cost of living coupled with housing
gree of service than his American favorite^ vaudeville
and other. problems. Additionally, in some provinces, a heavy increase id
counterpart. For example, the long Hayes. -'perhaps better known as the
taxation has been smacked on admission prices. This is particularly so in
qupues, moving slowly towards the wife of valideville's Will IWahbney.
tlie Cape prowince, where 50% pf all takings now go in taxes.
theatre entrance as patrons pa'tiently
His' Majesty's theatre, Melbourne,
It is stiil too early to say whether these increases are accelerating the
wait for protracted periods— a comsince
last decline in attendances or not, but exhibitors are confident that fans
capacity
has
been
filled
to
never
York—
is
in
New
are
mon sight
now "shopping'' for their films, Upped prices are not affecting the'run of
capitals.
when
Australian
there
is
sign
of
the
July,
and
no
seen in
firstratC;
Attractions but if the public is at aU doubtful as to the 'entertainsystem,
reserved-seat
Under our
the Qther states may see the show.
ment value of a feature, they prefer to stay away.
seats are booked a week in advance
Tilton, the importe<d[ baritone
Webb
popular
shows,
and 'for the more
It is generally conceded that the- iQwer-income groups have been most
from America^ is doing a great job
door sales are thus substantially reafllected by this increase, and the exhibitors who cater to this type of
as "Frank Sutler," as is Carl Ranpatronage' have been hardest hit at the boxoffice. One showman in a
duced. We found this system most
dall, well known with the Shubert,
popular with the American troops.
small -university town who has a twice-weekly change of program pointed
who has also directeH the show.
out. that the students who used to' see every show ean now afford to .corns
Andieuek Xastes
The "miracle" .of the Australian once a week only.
':..., ..,: ',
Theatrical Season has been the long
If it were possible for Hollywood run of
Industry Incensed
a group of New Zealand exproducers' to make their films solely .servicemen in "The Kiwis," booked
The industry, as a. whole is iii'censed-at the imposition of heavy taxation
to meet Australian tastes, I would into Melbourne's intimate theatre,
ask 'them 'to concentrate on themes the Comedy. They've novv. passed at a time> when it's squaring up to difficult postwar conditions. In spite of
increased overheads, net cinema admissions are about the only commodity
of a simple, down-to-earth quality, their
first _year~^and are scheduled
that has not increased in price enormously; and high ticket prices today
the- Icind of films, the whole family
until, febriiary,
1948-:^an all-time are solely due to taxation.
can .see. For all-around popularity, record for a run in Australia.
The standard of films exhibited has been generally consistently high,
such films are the most dependable
Ballet has been kept .alive in Aus- and it is felt that this is one of 'the main reasons why the boxoffice declina
and they are also the industry's
goodwill winners. In a quiet, effec- tralia by Borovansky, whose com- has not slid into an actual slump. Last year's deals between African Thepany has now... made two complete atres and several major U. S. companies has meant a steady stream of
tive way tljey dO' much to countertours of Australia; while the Ballet better-than-average features on the circuit.
act the anti-film propaganda that so
For several.years Paramount, Warners and other major companies' prodfrequently finds' prominence in the Rambert from London has charmed
Melbourne audience with ballets in ucts were not screened in South Africa while deals were being negotiated
news -columns.
with the result that there was a big backlog available -which had becoma
the ilnglish tradition.
iMuch of such criticism springs
widely known via U. S. periodicals and film piaS^- This, of course, in adProIn
straight
plays,
Whitehall
knowledge
ap«
from a lack of
and
dition to current releases.
preciatioh ofi.''tfae true facts, and ductions has produced "Life With
Rah&'s buy of a 25% shareholding in African Theatres, announced early
often from demagogs who .have' Father," "Gla.ss Menagerie," "Wind last year, also gives the -Schlesingei* circuit a wide choice of most of the
some kind of. -axe to' grind. Never- of Heaven," "Grand National Night" worthwhile British: productions. Metro, too, last year announced a deal
and
the
English
success,
"No
Room
theless, 'their well-planned assaults
with Samuel -Goldwyn for release of his major films on its circuit here.
at
the.
Inn."
must discredit :the industry to some
It is 'confidently expected that the present setup will be maintained for
Cicely Courtneidge, whose brief some time, at any rate until building restrictions are lifted. The housing
extent. To such .critics, the .real answer is provided by the, industry's run in America in "Under the shortage is still acute and it may still be some yeajj^ before perrhission will
was unexpec{e.d, has be granted Ibr new cinema building. After that it's pure guesswork
best prbpaganda^the' films them- Counter"
.4arrived in Australia to do the same whether the,'ihajot companies will attempt independent^ exhibiting In their
selVes.
show, and it is expected that her own houses with' the consequent risk of overseating, or whether they will
Cross-Se'ction bf Op:nian
personality will prove, of greater in^ remain.iH>ntent 'With' the present contracts.
'.terest to the '•Aussies than to BroadOur company controls 150 theatre's
I6m Growth
'way theatregoers, who have been
in Australia. Mqst'of them. are sitaccustomed to more lavish producA field that has grown steadily in the past few jrears is the 16m' indusuated in city and suburban districts;
point of service,

is

-By JOE

Mawgef, J. C. Wiimmson
Theatres, Australia)
'

to indulge in

troversial comparisons^ I think it a
reasonable observation to say that
With a few American exceptions, the
leading Australian theatres' are on a
level with the world's best. In some
re.spect.s, particularly fron; the view-

Fund'amehtally, the. task of
presenting films to the {>ubUc offers
the same .tasks, the -identical prob*
That,

re-

(General

Without wishing

tails.

at all events,

its

BOWDEN

By HARALD

tention.

man,' American inetiiods of theatre
operation differ "frorn his oniy in de-

certainties in 'both countries.

Aiistraliay

longer any justification for

Australian sh(Jw-

visiting

16m Up, Le^it Booms, Radio NS6

'47-

Legit in

By ERNEST- TURNBULLSydney;

To the

Hip TaxcsHit So. Africa Pic Biz;

Tops A ussie

Thorny Postwar Problems
(Manoging Director, Hoyts Theatres,

Aimivenary

f^S^g^FS'

Forfymetoiul

Showman Reveals

Australian

.

ProHt Marein

To safeguard- the. profit margin, it
'Will l>e- therefore mb^t necessary for
.AustraUan.'. showmen to contintie to
advertise' and exploit' their product

.

-

,

".

With ihe' utniost vr^or and to con,duct their treatres with a maximum
of efficiency. The success of their
efforts will, of course, depend enormously on the quality, of film's forthcoming frpm Hollywood, and to a
Jesser 'bt^t increasingly important .extent feitta Oreat%itain.
,

-

.

.

towns.
a few are in country
•Throughout each year, about one-

-

.once imposes

this

,

A

a sharply increased Wages bill on
the industry. Industrially, Australian unionism is making remarkable
gains in increased wages and shortei;
hours, and to cope with the$e ciiang<<
Ing circumstances,', drastic 'ftdjusty
ments' must follow.'^
;

A

definite bias against any ,subjeets.^dealing with the war.
;

-

'

.

I

A

;

preference for bright, escapist

For repairs and replacements and entertainment, and a disinclination
maintenance work of all to patronize drania which empha.

general

hizes the sombre, depressing note.

kinds, 'the Australian theatre-owner
now has tp meet a bill at least
double, the pre-war figure yet the
admission price level at his own
boxof flee is pegged at 1939 rates.

A

keen interest .in -musicals with
fiavor "The
Jolson
nostalgic
Story," "Margie," etc.

-

—

Motion picture entertainment is
almost the only commodity that ha^
not been caught up in the whirl of
Australia's semi-inflation; biit wijthi
dwindling grosses and the burden of
Increasing operating expenses, sonje
review of admission prices may force
Itse.lf upon the industry before long.
'

American westerns—except

for the
."super" westerns ^have lost tlieir
old '.pupularity. Horror subjects attract a big following in specialized
houses and the, same-applies: to gang•
ster melodra'mas.

—

.

'

T^x BeKef Overdue
Australia has a total

1,600 theatres.'

Some

of,,

roughly,

of these screen

only one or two nights a week, some
are tot^ring outfits. The real boxof
flee revenue comes from the 84 firstrun city houses and tlie neighbor-

hood

circuits totalling

,473.,

-

Treasury figures covering the nashow that annual picture house
attendances are about' 152,000,000—
a satisfactorily high figure for a
country of 7,000)000 population. At
the emergency wartime taxation
rates, which stiU apply, the federal
government's return from boxofflces
tion

is

about $12,000,000 annually.
believe that: some- taxation

I

re->

lief for the industry is .overdue and
we are hopeful that the federal gov-

—

ernment will give sympathetic consideration to our overtures before
long. The high taxation rate now applied to entertainments was brought
in purely as a temporary wartime
expedient. Since federal revenue is

now

tnost buoyant and comfortably
in excess of expenditure, there is no

—

a

-

I

try, particularl/ in the

.

The

.

dollar situation is

and may
from seeing' ."Brifadoon,"
"Oklahoma," "Pinian's Rainbow,"
concern

':

tralians

etc, in the musicals, until currency
conditions improve, but Broadway
successes such as "Born Yesterday,"
"Dream Girl" and tlie Noel Coward
pla.v, "Present Laughter," will play
under the Williamson-Tait banner.

The

theatres have kept
their biggest at*
tractions being: the Snglish- ComeTivoli

vaudeville

:

alivei

Tommy Trinder and George
click has been the
American team of Cabpt and Dres-

dians,

Formby A dance
.

'But ;gone .are the' days.

'

from Italy and augment with
prominent Australian, artists to pre.sent a • season of grand opera in
cipals

.Australia.

have,

.-,

When you mate

'

:

Actual • imports of British films
not shown exceptional fhand by no means indicate
Australian the great strides made, by British

selves, great boxoffice value.

British

Ai\mee

.

Unoiuestionably,
the
public has become somewhat overled on many of 'the screen person-

have

ci'eases

films in the past

two years.

For example, Britain exported to
who have been constantly re- Australia 42 features out of a total
appearing in film after film for many import of 384 in 1946— a rise of only
•years.
2% over the previous year. But the
Perhaps this is one reason why actual money grossed was far in exaudiences there quickly responded cess of that figure. For 1948, Austo the British product in^ the early tralian-showmen -look to Hollywood
postwar period—and to such play- to outstrip even her past- achieveers as l/aw^es Mason, Margaret .Lock* ittents-T-despite the complexities arijiwood, Stewart Granger, Patricia ing from present economic: and ihRoc; and, of course, to the difference duslrial conditions^
alities

Past year also saw progress in efforts at film production in Afrikaans,
South Africa's second official language, ^Diirini; ,war years African Film
Productions -and government film units "^turned' out a number of propaganda shorts with separate English and Afrikaans versions, and Dutchspeaking' section of population has long been clamouring for full-length

productions in their language. Difficulty, of course, is the limited screening possibilities of such films, which would give very little return for
large sums sunk in production, as pictures would have no audience value
outside South Africa.
The first feature produced a year ago was so well received that a second
one was put into production and completed in 1947 and is doing well
throughout the country. Technically, neither of these pictures measures
up to American or, British standards, although theory is hdd foy soma
that, in same way ^ as there is a distinct French and German style, a
typical South African technique may emerge.
The future of film production here will'- be given a big fillip by Rank's
interest in African films, and plans have already been divulged for vast
'

•

.

of audio visual teaching.

,

den.

The present intention of the Williamson-Tait firm is to import prin-

The repertory and amateur groups
become strongly entrenched
owing to the great shortage of legitit;heatres in Australia^ and plays
could depend on this class of subject: oif non -commercial value have thus
to gross heavily and even consist.^ been presented for the intelligentently; it now has but a sectional ap
sia.
The chief group is the Indepeal and its adherents' are soon ab- pendent theatre, which has presorbed.
sented plays like "Mourning BeElectra,"
"Antigone"
and
I have observed that, by and large, comes
star preferences in America and Thornton Wilder's "Our Town," and
Australia coincide pretty closely. this group has now advanced to a
Bergman, Crosby, Hope, Power, -Peck standard much- higher than the ordi—these are tjic people who mean nary repertory theatres.
most on the Australian marquee,
just as they do in American cities.
There are others, too, hut most bt in technique shown by the British
the remainder have not, in them» studios.
:

sphere of visual education. The film division of the

Dept. of Education has an extensive film library of instructional films
available at extremely low cost, and, in addition, schools and colleges rent
one of great educational shorts from African Theatres, Metro and others. There is wide
prevent Aus- scope for expansion here as educational authorities learn the advantages

Dollar Situation

:

'

introduction of ja national. 40yeari^t

hour week

tions.

.

:

third of the people of Australia who
attend cinemas do so in a Hoyts theatre, so that from the coniments and"
actions of a truly representative
cross-section of the community, we
can obtajn a dependable picture of
the wordings of the public mind.
fairly accurate expression of the
changing aUdienee tastes on the past
year or so may, be' expressed as
follows:

an extremely difficult ohe. Although
attendances are likely to decline,
.operating costs a'ri continually rii;*
Ing for: every commodity ^essential
to theatre operation,<incIuding labor.

The

.

'

-Several 'factors will make' the" task

"

-

'

-.

.

•

new

•

studios to replace present ones.
Climatically and scenically this
country is ideal for film work, and the industry will benefit considerably
from the advice and a.ssistanee of overseas technicians.
Just how true this is was demonstrated by the visit of the royal family
earlier in the year, which was given the biggest newsreel coverage ever
attempted here. Assignment 'was handled by special Movietone New*'
team with cooperation of African Film Productions! own capiisramen and
use of their laboratories for rush treatment of negatives^ Results set a
remarkably high standard.
I

Legit

J_

Booming

:

I.

Gradual easing of travel restrictions is enabling legit companies once_
to visit South Africa. Sea passages are still difficult, but air travel'
is now free of priority, restrictions. Routing by air, however, is suitable
for single arti.sls only as large companies must travel by sea on account
of expense and quantity of baggage moved.
First major presentation was Ivor Novello's full company in "Perchance
to Dream," -which opened a six- week season at Christmas at His Majesty's,
Johannesburg, to be followed by South African tour.
Great credit must be given to local amateur and professional talent
which achieved progressively high Standard in staging productions during
the war years and up till now. As a result of this, cry has gone up for
the instjitution of a national theatre in South ^frica. Lack of theatres \3
certainly a drawback which- cannot be remedied uritil building is permitted, but moves are being made to take over suitable existing buildings
in all major cities for conversion into intimate theatres on Bep lines.
In common with pepople of most other countries, South Africans during the war developed a desire for classical music, and since then large
numbers of concert artists have cashed in on thisi Before this yeaT most
towns could stand one or two concerts a year, -even from artists of
international repute; now a concert a month is not unusual, with capacity
\
houses the- rule.

more

'

Lawrence Tibbett and Benno Moissewitsch
and with more, announced for the coming year,
obvious that this craze for classical music is more than a passing

Artists of the standing of
'

didit

tremendous

is

.ptiase.

'
'

bu.sihess,

-

.

There has t>eeH little change in the radio scene in the past year,
cept perhaps, for a slight improvement in programs.

y#r^-«ecoiMl

P^^BESMr

Amik^mmry-

t*--

I

Ik

&^

M

The Archery
JMIICHAEL

POWELL AND EMERIC PB£:SSBURGER
Who Guve You
COLONEL BLIMP
I

KNOW WHERE I'M GOING
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

BLACK NARCISSUS

'

Now Present

THE RE> SH»ES

m

COLOUR BT TBrHNtCOI.OIJR

•

ANTON iVALBROOK as Lermontov

MARIUS GORING Julian Crasfer
LBONIDE MASSINE as Grisclia Ljubov
aft.

MOIRA SHEARER i» Victoria Page
ALBERT BASSERMAN as Sergei Ratov
ESMOND KNIGHT as Livingstone Montague

ROBERT HELPMANN as Boleslawsky
LUDMILLATCHERINA as Boronskaja

Thm Red Shoes BuUmt dauemd
LEONIDE MASSINE
.

as

MOntA SHEARER

;

^J

bjg

The Shoemaker
aa The Olrl

'
'

.

f|||

and

ROBERT HELFMANN as The tover
Muaic by BRUN EASDALE
Choreography by ROBERT HELPMANN
Pwsor and Costume by HEIN HECKROTH

r

F0ny-$econd

J

P^SkME^

AttnUiwtawy

161

ARTHUR RANK
PRESENTS

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN
RONALD NtAME
DAVID LEAN
ERIC AMBLER
STANLEY HAYNES

The Team Who Gave You

BRIEF KNCOIJNTER
GREAT EXPECTATIONS

TAKE MY KIFE
BLANCHE FURY
ijolourbyTechnicolour

Jn

Production

OLIVER TWII^T

^^^^^^

In Preparation

THE PASSIONATE FRIENBS
^^^^^^^

^^^^^
^^^^^

0M«finsborongh Pictures (1928) Ltd.
3YDNEY BOX, Managing

A Sydney ^Box

Am TODD

Production

In

b:^

DENNIS PRICE

JACK WARNER

DAYBREAK

Direeted

GRETA GYNT.

-

MAXWEfJL BEED

ERIC PORTMAN

.

Direetor

COMPTON BENNETT

EASY MONEY
SYDNEY BOX
FRANK BUNDY
BERNARD KNOWtES

Executive Producer:

Produced by
Directed by

J

A Sydney ^ox

Production

JAMES. MASON

ROSAMUND JOHN

GOOGIE WrmERS

GLYNIS JOHNS
JOHN McCALLUM

GRIFFITH JONES

PAMELA KELLINO

In

MIRANDA
THK UPTURNED GI^SS
Directed by

LAWpifCE HUNTINGTON

DENNIS PRICE

Directed by

KENNETH ANNAKIN
BETTY E. BOX

Produced by

PATRICIA ROC
MARGARET LOCKWOOD
DERMOT WALSH BASIL SYDNEY

DENNIS PRICE

HAZEL COURT

JASSY
(Colour by Teehnieoloury
Directed by

BERNARD KNOWLES

Wednewlay, January 7, .1948

FoHy-tecond

P^SRJOEjhT

16S

Anniversary

'I

Gainsborough tHetnrea (1929) ttd^
^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^

JOAN GREENWOOD
MAI ZETTERUNG
in

DENNIS PRICE

A

Produced by

DENNIS PRICE
in

THE BAD LORB BYRON

GOOD TIME

AUBREY BARING
SYDNEY' BOX

Executive Producer:
Directed by

Sydney Box Production

JEAN KENT

Directed by

JACK WARNER
GEORGE COLE

BILL

OWEN

PHYLLIS CALVERT

YVONNE OWEN

MARGOT GRAHAME

SUSANSHAW

BRENDA BRUCE

BOVBLE

BOX
KENNETH ANNAKIN

Produced by SIDNEY
Directed by

DENNIS PRICE

ROBERT NEWTON

ANNE CRAWFORD
MICHAEL DENNISON

in

SNOWBOIJNB

in

BLII¥»

GODDESS

From

BETTY E. BOX
by HAROLD FRENCH

Executive Producer:

Produced and Directed

'

BROKEN JOVRNEY

PIJRS1JIT

ANTONY DARNBOROUGH
Executive Producer: SYDNEY BOX
Directed by ALFRED ROOME
Dialogue Director: ROY RICH
^

Produced by

ERIC PORTMAN
HUGH WILLIAMS

DEREK BOND,
ANDREW CRAWFORD
in

m

THE

GIRl.

DAVID MACDONALD

DAVID MACDONALD

the Novel,

By

"The Lonely

HAMMOND

Directed by

Shier'*

INNES

DAVID MACDONALD

'"'/,'f

GAINSBOROUGH PICTURES
1928)

LIMITED

,

''i"/;"^. ,/'-'A

—

J

^

S

ARTHUR RANK

,

Two

Cities Fiims^ Ltd.

JOSEF SOMLO and EARL ST. JOHN

LAWRENCE OLIVIER'S

in

HAMLET

VICE VERSA

,

Charge o{ Production

in

—

'

„

'."I

'

I

MICHAEL RiSDGRAVE

"
.

Baieii

FAME
*

IS

ihe Novel by

Produced by

'by F, Anstey

F.

A

HOWARD SPRim

PETER USTINOV

F.

DEL GIUDICE

in

Brown Production

Charge of Production

ROY BOULTING
Chaise of Production

lia

KATINA PAXINOU

JEAN SIMMONS

H.

Co-Producers

SALLY GRAY

DERMOT WALSH

PATRICK HOLT

THE MARK OF

in

IJNCLE SILAS
CHARLES

ERIC PORTMAN
in

DEREK DE MARNEY

Directed by

liy

Peter Ustinov-George H.

JOHN BOULTING

Directed by

DEL GIublCE

on Famous Victorian. Comedy

Directed

THE SPUR

I

•

ROSAMUND JOHN

in the Boulting BrothersV Production

From

Managing Directors)

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

DEL CIUDICE

F.

(Joint

Presentation of

Produced

FRANK

Directed

l>y

W.

P.

CAIIV

LIPSCOMB

i
PS-

hy BRIAN DESMOND HURST

.

JOSEF SOMLO and LAURENCE IRVING

P

joan greenwood

in Eric Ambler's original story

THE OCTOBER MAN
Directed by

DEL GIUDICE

in

In

ONE NIGHT WITH

YOIJ

.

AMBLER
ROY. BAKER

Produced by ERIC
F.

PATRICU ROC

NINO MARTINI

JOHN Mills

Charge of Production

TWO

SOMLO
TERENCE YOUNG

produced by JOSEF
Directed by

A WILLI FORST

CITIES FILMS

Production

i

1

r ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

J

ARTHUR RANK
PRESENTS

Two
MARIUS GORING

Cities Films^ Ltd.

STEWART GRANGER

FARRAR

.VID

GRETA GTOT
•.

in'".

WOMAN HATER

in'

MR. P£RRIN AND MR. TRAIIX
Produced by

wmmwm

Directed by

.

ALEXANDER GALPERSON
LAWRENCE HUNTINGTON

Produced by WILLIAM SISTROM
Directed by

TERENCE YOUNG

Oscar Wilde^s

ANNE CRAWFORD
JEAN KENT
ALBERT LIEVEN
DEREK D£ MARNEY

THE IMPORTANCE
OF REING EARNEST

PAULDUPUIS
;

in.

.
.

SLEBPINO CAR TO VENICE

STEWART GRANGER

GEORGE H. BROWN
JOHN PADDY CARSTAIRS

JEAN SIMMONS

Produced by
Directed by

ARAM AND EVAUNE
From an

GEORGE SANDERS

and

TREVOR HOWARD

Original Story and Script by

NOEL LANGLEY

In

An ARNOLD PRESSBURGER

Production

SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S Famous

Sfory

THEN ANO NOW
Directed by

THE CAPTAIN WAS A LADY
(J.

ARTHUR RANK/R.K.O.

THOROLD DiqKINSON

Joint Production)

A JOHN MILLS Production

mi

?>

i 1

^^^^
TWO

CITIES FILMS

FRANK LAUNDER

'

Now

—

STONEY GlLtlAT

in Release

NOTORIOUS GENTUEHIAN
SEE A BARK STRANGER
GREEN FOR BANGER

I

cntfl

CAPTAIN BOYCOTT
And
Morman

JVow in Preparation
Collins* Bc9t*SeUilig;

Novel

BIHCIMER STREET

THE BLUE LAGOON
Colaur hy Teehnieetour

^^^^

ARTHUR RANK

J

PRESENTS

^^^^^^^^^

Wes»ex Film Prodnetions,
Producer IAN

Ltd.^

DALRYMPLE

Present
CECIL PARKER

JEAN SIMMONS

URSULA JEANS

IN

B

WOMAN
BYG.

B.

Direcied by

And

THE HALL
STERN
JACK LEE

fiow in Production

GEORGE MOORE'S

ESTHER WATERS
Produced and Directed by IAN

^^^^^

With

And

DALRYMPLE
as

DIRK BOGARDE

as

Introducing

and

PETER PROUD

ESTHER

KATHLEEN RYAN

WILLIAM LATCH

FORTHCOMING PRODVCTIOISS

THOMAS HARDY'S

Oiiec

a JTolly Swagman Far from the Madding Crowd

By

''/-}

MONTAGU SLATER

Colour by Technieolonr

ForiynMcoml

p^^SSfT

Annh>er$mry

ARTHUR RANK

J

^^^^

Ewiing StuMas
PRODUCERS OF FILMS OF
INTERNATIONAL APPEAL
For World Distribution through the
J,

ARTHUR RANK ORGANIZATION

EALING STUmOS, LTD., EALING G»E©J,
LONDON, W.5.
•

Producen MICHAEL

BALCON

Managing Dii»eior« REGINALD P.
BAKER, F.C.A.

EALING STUDIOS
LIMITED

W46dne«liiy, Jwauary 7,
19411

Wednewlay, January 7» 1948

Forly-seeond

P^^RIETY

1(9

Anniversary

ARTHUR RANK

J

PRESENTS

tew
^^^^

m

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^1

GR Animation Ltd,
PRODUCERS OF DIAGRAMMATIC AND

TECHNICAL ANIMATION CARTOON

AND PUPPET FILMS

ETC. ETC.

FOR THE BRITISH FILM INDUSTRY

sTvmosi Moor Hall,

Cookham, Berks

England
R«gi8teml Office:

HLM

HOUSE,

WARDOUR STREET, LONDON,

W.I.

Directorst
J.

ARTHUR RANK, J.P. Cdudtttttm)
DAVID HAND (Man. Director)
JOHN DAVIS
IAN CREMIEU-JAVAL

BARRINGTON

X'^I'-'J

C,

GAIN

'

yf

, -

^

170

Farty-teeond

t^jgaEltf

AmuverMry
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The
Season's

Greetings
FROM

1

HIS MAJESTY'S

THEATRE OFFICES

LONDON,

S.W.I

Wwty-wamd

P^^aH^ff

Anniversary

Wotbtesflay, Janwvry 7f

1949

1947
OH! WHAT A BEAUTIFUL RECORD!
OH! WHAT A WONDERFUL YEAR!!
for

™ HERBERT
SIX

EVENTS- SIX FIRSTS!

ANNA NEAGLE
Motion Picture Herald

(I)

TOP Box

Poll of

Fame

Office Actress in All Britain's Films
1.

2.

ANNA NEAGLE
Margaret Lockwood

3. Patricia

4.

Roc

Deborah Kerr

BUT MORE THAN THAT!

ANNA NEAGLE
(2)

TOP Box

Office
1.

2.

Woman

Whole

Star in the

International Field I

ANNA NEAGLE
Margaret Lockwood

3. Bette

Davis

4. Ingrid

Bergman

HERBERT WILCOX
(3)

Motion

Herald
STREET"

Picture

CURZON

The TOP ot

Britain's

Officially

Lists "THE

COURTNEYS OF

Box Office 1947

The Kinematograph Weekly
Likewise
Britain's

II

Lists

"The

Courtneys"

Top Box Office Grosser

for

1947

NNA NEAGLE
(

r

)

Awarded Picturegoer Gold Medal for the BEST PERFORMANCE
Any Actress in 1947 in "PICCADILLY INCIDENT"

of

HERBERT WILCOX
(fr\

Awarded
FILM

for

Silver Star National Film

Award

for

1947 with "PICCADILLLY INCIDENr

THE BEST BRITISH

174

Fony-aeeond

Wctlnesday, January 7, 1944

Amtiveraary

/^fafjgiffr

SEASON'S GREETINGS
HtOM

CHARLES

L TUCKEITS

ENtEiralSES, LTD.

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF ARTISTS
THEATRE

-

FILMS

-

RADIO

-

VARIETY

DIRECTORS

17 SHAFTESBURY AVE.

L. TUCKER
SYDNEY GJIACE
DAVID DRUKKER

CHARLES

LONDON, W.I
ENGLAND

GREETINGS
FROM

GEORGE AND
ALFRED BLACK
'PICCMItLY HMBIDE'

SID

FED

™h« OF WMB W"™

BOBBIE-. THE
HAT Mitts*

TROUBLE

^

J.

mm

IN

'^1'^''

1

THE

AIR'

BAKK OBBWISATIOH

STAGE-

ftNOTHER SID FIELD PRODUCTION

FILM,

[

ANOtHEH COMEDY FILM FOR THE
J. ARTHUR RANK ORGANISATION

GEORGE LACK. LTP..23A. ST. JAMES S ST.. PICCADILLY. LOMPQN. S.W.I.
j

SENDS

BEST WISHES
TO ALL HIS FRIENDS
IN

AMERICA
AND

HAS PLEASURE

ANNOUNCING THAT

IN

THE AMERICAN RIGHTS OF HIS SENSATIONAL

''CONCERTO
IN JAZZ
99

BY

DONALD

PHILLIPS

HAYI lEEN ACQUIRED

MILLS MUSIC,

BIT

INC

NEW YORK

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY,
19

DENMARK

STREET,

LONDON,

CABLES: VOCAiLE,

W.C.2,

LONDON

ENGLAND

LTD.

116

IfcdneMlay, January 7, 1948

Amdveriary

US^KtEff

Forly-econd

GREETINGS
"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"
& Hammerstein & CKappell & Co.
COLISEUM. LONDON

(By arrangemenf with Rodgers

Lfd.)

"SONG OF NORWAY"
(By arrangement with

Chapped & Go.

&

Ltd.

Mdwin

Lester)

ON TOUR
"HIGH BUTTON SHOES"
Production 1948

"THE MEDIUM" and "THE TELEPHONE"
'

London Presentation 1948

"THE BARR^nS OF WIMPOLE STREET"
British

Empire Rights

"CHARLEY'S AUNT"
London and Tour

.

SIX RESIDENT CHRISTMAS^
London

Manchester

.

Birmingham

PANTOMIMES
Coventry

Sheffield

Plymouth

THE PALACE THEATRE and THE LONDON CASINO
Two

of London's Largest Musical

controlled

by Tom Arnold

Comedy

&

Emile

Theatres, both
Littler

EMILE LITTLER
31 ST.

MARTIN'S LANE. LONDON, and PANTOMIME HOUSE, RIRMINGHAM 1

FROM ACROSS THE HERRINGPONDI

1947-1948

Gre
KEITH

PROWSE &
S.

VAN

CO., LTD.

LIER

Gcmrol Manager
PUBLISHERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS
flq Cenjunctioii with Mestn.

L

H. Foling

A

"NOW

IS

THE HOUR"

Co., Ltd., Aastralio. ahdl Mtfiri, Chvrlts It^g

&

Co., Ltd.,

Telegramsj

42/43 Poland Street
LONDON, W. 1, ENGLAND

CaTblesi

New Zcahmdl

ACADEMY. RATH. LONDON
STALLS.

LONDON

Cod«i WESTERN UNION S LETTER EDITION

.

GABRIEL PASCAL
and
....

.....

.

•

BERNARD !SHAW
Wish
All Their Friends

A SiJCCESSFVL JVEW YEAR

0 All OUR FRIENDS

A PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR
CHAPPELL & CO., ITD.
IRVING BERLIN, LTD.

EDWIN

H.

MORRIS

CO., LTD.

WILLIAMSON MUSIC,

LTD.

VICTORIA MUSIC CO., LTD.

BRADBURY WOOD,

LTD.

MUSIC CENTRE ...ENGLAND'S
THREE HITS IN 1947

"THE OLD LAMPUGHTER"
'THE LiniE OLD MILL"
GREATER UNION
leaders

tertainment
largest

THEATRES,

field,

and most

operate

the

successful metro-

politan theatre chain in the

Com-

monwealth.
-

"MY HRST LOVE MY LAST

the Australian en-

in

LOVE FOR ALWAYS"

and a
have
policy

Vigorous showmanship

virile,

been

progressive

striking features of the

WATCH US

Com*

IN 1948

pony's advance.

With its motto "Success with
Honour" and its slogan "Forever
Forward," Greater Union faces the
future with a great and growing
confidence.

IRWIN DASH

NORMAN
Cliflirnian

B.

ST.

RYDGE,

of Directors

NOW

AT THE

49 Market

REGIS HOTEL, N. Y.

UNTIL FEB. 4th

GREATER UNION
THEATRES PTY.. LTD,
I

IS

^

Street,

Sydney,
Australia

THE IRWIN DASH MUSIC CO., LTD.
17, Berners Street, London,

Telegrams:

DASHMUZIC

W.

England

/I.

74,

B.

and Canada

FELDMAN &

CO., LTD.

FELDMAN BUILDING
125-7-9 SHAFTESBURY

AVENUE, LONDON, W.C. 2

1«0

Forty-terond

GREETINGS
TO ALL MY
FRIENDS IN

AMERICA

Permanent Address

GARRICK THEATRE
LQNDON, W.

199 PICCADILLY,

LONDON, W.

C.

2

1

GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR
FRIENDS IN

AMERICA

Raprestnfativn for

MAURICE WINNICKS

IGNORANCE
General Managers

CHARLES MUNYARD
FRED MARLOW

IS

BLISS

STEWART Mcpherson

in

"TWEINTY QUESTIONS"
MICHAEL MILES

in

RADIO FORFEITS

"Wedmeedvy, JfwniHwy 7, 19411

Farly-aecond

P^SSRMBTT

AmUvermry

191

BERNARD DELFONT
SENDS GREETINGS TO ALL

HIS

MANY

FRIENDS IN THE.U.

S.

A.

AND
A HEARTY WaCOME AWAITS

OLSEN

AND JOHNSON

IN THE

LONDON CASINO

......

SAVILLE THEATRE
.

GARRICK THEATRE

"

"

'

"

"

.....

WIMBLEDON THEATRE

.

.

.

NEW YEAR
ARTHUR

W.I.

General Manager'

W1

V""®*y Booking Manager
Production

W.I.
S.W.I.

•

.

H,

WILLIAM

FRANK

Manager

CROCKER
R«
P.

MARSH
ADEY

RENEE STEPHAM

secretary
director of

•

Press

and

Publicity

ROSA HEPPNER

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES, 62 Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON,
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: "BERDEL, LESQUARE, LONDON"

W.I.

182

P^klWE^

toHyseeiMA

W9dui9daj<f lannmry. 7, 1948

Anniversary

FIRTH SHEPHARD
Manager

Production

General Manager
STANLEY FRENCH

UURENCE GREEN

London's Greatest Hits
"LIFE

"CANARIES

WITH FATHER"

soMtETiMEs
JACK BUCHANAN

.

DOROTHY GORDON
-

'

ANN JITHERADGE
JtOWLAND lARTROr
DOUGLAS 4EFFRIES

SAVOY THEATRE
241

FtrftmaMM

"FIFTY-FIFTY"

msr

BANKS
SOPHIE STEWART
LESLIE

HEATHER THATCHER
'AUSTIN TREVOR-

H4IGH DEMfSTEK'

CORAL BROWNE

URSULA HOWELLS

GARRIGK THEATRE

GdRDON
EMMA TRECHMAN

CAMERON HALL
DAVID LANGTON
RAYMOND ROLLETT

JOANNA CARTER
LESLIE SPURLING

GERARD HEINZ
ROIERTA HUtY

H F«rf«niiaH<M tk D«i»

!• Dot*

HARRY GREEN

AN9 OBEY"
NAUNTON WAYNE
NORA SWINBURNE

.-ON

DENIS

.

•

SAVILLE THEATRE
f«rf»riiMtte«t ta

A

PROVINCIAL TOUR
449 PtrformaMcM to 0«t«'

Dal*

OFFICES-GLOUCESTER HOUSE, 19 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 2
CABLES-«SHEPSHOW« LONDON

TELEPHONES—ABBEY 6292-3

Season's Greetings

To

All
in

.#.,

.

*

My

Friends

the U.S.A.

*

DirectiWK

OF WALES TMEATIE
LONDON, W.I.

ARCHIE

LEN BARRY

MRNELL &

CO., LTD.

3, Goldtti Square, London,

W.l.

Wetlneeday,

Jmuary

7,

194S

F^ny^me&tnd

P^RMETT

183

Anuiveraary

BRITAINS BIGCEST

BAND BOXCFFICEi
ATTRACf ICN /
GREETINGS AND

SALUTATIONS
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
ACROSS

THE WATER

184

Fortf-teeond

SINCERE

GOOD

WISHES tOR

f^bUEfjr

194B

WicdnRBday, Januarf 7, 1948

Anmyeru^

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS IN AMERICA

FROM

THE DIRECTORS OF

Francis, Day

& Hunter, Ltd.

fUBUSHERS OF BRITISH AND AMERICAN

GREETINGS FROM

SONG SUCCESSES

LONDON

AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
To

All

My American

Friends

HERMIONE GINGOLD
"SWEETEST AND LOWEST"
AMBASSADORS THEATRE
LONDON,W.C.2

I
GREETINGS FROM

WALLY BOAG
FEATURING IN VAL PARNELL'S

SHOW

*

"STARLIGHT ROOF," LONDON HIPPODROME
"Morning Advertiser"
^
r

London Represenkitiye^--

CHARLES

I.

TUCKER.

17. Shaftesbury Avenue.

London. England.

I London

Mo

"yif
Command Performance, Waff y Boog maferjaf/y increased fke
{Mtptlarity with Ikfs dexferoes manipuMioH of Haffoons ondl Ms imn$««I
donefng/''^

New Yorfci—
MARK LEDDY
48 West

New

48tli St*

York

RADIO!

FILMS!

STAGE!

VARIETY
AND

TELEVISION WILL

LIVE FOREVER!

LEVIS
"Thie

American Voice o
,

TRIUMPH HOUSE
CABLES;

189 REGENT STREET

CARIEVIS/

LONDON, W.l.

LONDON

ENGLAND
American Representatives:

C.

HASTINGS LEVIS and GEORGETTE GEORGE

NAMES TO REMEMBER r

TELEPHONE:

REGENT
7328

STOLL THEATRES CORPORATION, LTP.

ASSOCIATED THEATRE TOOFERTIES (Londim) LTD.
Chairman and Managing

Dir«clor

. . .

PRINCE LITTLER

STOLL OFFICB
TELEGRAMS: QSWASTOLL

LONDON COLISEUM

iES9UAM, LONDON

TELEPHONE
TEMPLE EAR 1500

LONDON, W. C 2

AL BURNETT
SENDS (iiREeriNGS

TO

AU

HIS

AMiUCAN

FRIENDS

Appearing Nightly at

THE ORCH/D

ROOM

MAYFAIR
Drop m* a
'

40,

line

even

if it's

only a gag or a parody !•

PORTSEA HALL, LONDON, W. 2

TO ALL

HIS FRIENDS IN THE U.S.A.

WITH A SPECIAL HELLO TO

SAUL BORNSTEIN

and

BONNIE

HERMAN STARR
WILLY STARR

THE "Mc" GOLDMAN
ELLIOTT SHAPIRO

LOUIE BERNSTEIN

CHARLIE LEE

DAVE DREYER
MR.

AND

MRS. MICHAEL FEIN

DIDN'T GET AROUND TO
PLEASE ACCEPT MY
APOLOGIES, BUT I HOPE TO REMEDY IT SOON

TO ALL THOSE
SEE

ON MY

Direction:

1

LAST TRIP,

LANGHAN PRODUCTIONS,
12 B. ST.

GEORGE

LTD.
ST.

HANOVER SQUARE, LONDON,
PHONEi MAYFAIR 8601—8602-^8603

W.I.

18S

Forly-Beeand

Wednesday* January

Annivenary

P^^fgRlO^Pjt

7,

1948

GREETINGS TO ALL

My AMERICAN

FRIENDS

REG CONNELLY
&

i

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY

\

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY, INC.

CO., LTD.

'

EDITIONS CAMPBELL CONNELLY

^

QINEPHONIC MUSIC COMPANY, LTD.
IRWIN DASH MUSIC COMPANY, LTD.

.

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY

DASH, CONNELLY, INC.

r BAHAMAS MUSIC PUBLICATIONS, LTD.

caps and difficulties the theaters
here have to fight. The lack of elementary Items like wood, paper,
nailsi'-

paints, textiles,

bulbs,

etc.,

*

necessary to present a show are here
such a problem that it still is plenty
tough to produce Sjhows here^ Players
rehearse in cold, unheated
halls, besides other handicaps, with
a feverish enthusiasm and. ambition
inspired by the feeling of freedom
and liberty and love for their pro-

'Brussels Festival' Widest

Vienna.

When,

their

hordes

in 1938, the Hitler

Vienna

I left

voluntarily, I knew then that the
Austrian theater, like all other
achievements ot civilization and cullur^i had received a deadly blow.
Th6 Viennese operetta in particular,
which, aside from the cultural mission, had always been one of the
foremost articles of exportation, died
overnight.
All great writers and
composers who for decades have
co:itinued the great operetta tradition of Austria have all (with only
one exception, Franz Lehar) been
either, silenced 'or forced , to seek

homes

.in

new counMes.

Vti-

fession.

.

der the control of the State talent
was not the decisive factor; only
the

political

attitude

and

'Lack of TheatreB

The

loyalty

towards the Nazi party were.
In 1946, at the invitation of the

government, I came to
Vienna to help in the rebirth of the
Austrian

Austrian theater, particularly in the
renaissance of the Viennese operetta. I found an impoverished, worried people. I was amazed to see
how, despite all diSiculties, lack of
food; fuel' and other bare necessities,
the will to rebuild was so strong.

One cannot imagine

in a country

like the U. S. against

what handi-

of

greatest

'all is

handicap; however,

the lack of theaters. Inas-

much

as. the State Opera and the
Burgtheater were badly damaged
during the war," opera performances

are being presented at the Theater

an der Wien and

in the Volksoper;

Appeal

By RUPERT ALLAN
iContmental Aide to the Motion Picture Assn.)

-

ROBERT STOLZ-

(The Writer' Is the Noted Austrian Composer)

Invaded Austria and

CO., LTD.

'

Lack of Facilities Snag
Viennese Legit Comeback
-By

&

DENMARK ST.
ENGLAND
LONDON
10

: -Paris;.':
tween'' the two countries, Venice
saw a crop of film this year was supposedly an interwhich has obliged Euro- national festival and Cannes a napean producers to review the whole tional one, this distinction was not

Xn 1947 Europe

festivals,

.

question of these festivals.:
apparent in the festivals themselves.
The World Film and Fine Arts In addition to the above four, there
Festival in Brussels led off in June, was also a festival at Marienbad^'
and the general sentiment of the Czechoslovakia; but Marienbad, not
major participating nations seems being a competition, was not a festo be that it was th^ most important, tival in the sense that the others
best organized festival and bad the were.
widest international representation.
In reviewing the results of these
Switzerland followed in July with festivals, the U. S. industry can well
the Locarno Festival, which, be* take ptide in the awards it achieved.
cause of its smaller scope, should, At Brussels, Goldwyn's "The Best
perhaps, not properly be classed Years of Our Lives" (distributed by
with the other three .major fetes.
RKO) took two of the festival's
•.

the Burgtheater performances are
taking place in the Ronacher.. The
performances of operas and the
The Italians held the Venice BienBurgtheater (drama) are excellent nale in August, and France followed
and are doing full justice to the with the Cannes Festival in Sepgreat tradition of yesteryear. In the tember. Although, by agreement befield of operettas the .lack of thea'
ters is particularly bad. The famous
Theater an der Wien-^the cradle of
operettasr-is
housing the
State
Opera Co. Other theaters which
have played operettas, like the Carl
or.the Johann Strauss, are now pic
ture houses. The only theaters play
ing operettas today in Vienna are
the Baimund and the Stadt.

seven prizes for feature-length films:
the Grand Prix for the best scenario
of the festival (Robert E. Sherwood)
(Continued on page 190)

:

Cofnpff'menfs

of fAe Season to AlL

OLIVELirS

from

The

theaters are playing mostly to
despite the pretty high
Patrons are: so eager to see
new- and. good shows that producers
are doing their utmost, adapting
dancehalls and picture theaters to
present living theater there. And all
are doing good business.
sellouts
prices.

HARRY

LOWE
Suite 26, Gloucester Mcinsions

Cambridge

Circus, London,
^TEMPLE BAR 03^-7

W.C. 2

CABLE ADDRESS "LOWE" LONDON

Inasmuch as during the Nazi regime nothing worlfewhile was 'created, the shows now consist mostly
of plays of American, English or
French origin, or revivals of classics
and shows forbidden by the Third

Famous
THE

SHOW
SEND

in Last 15

PEOPLE'S

NEW

Years as

RENDEZVOUS

YEAR'S GREBTINGS

TO ALL OUR fRIENDS

Reich.

In the field of drama American
playwrights are leading in the repertoire of the Austrian theater. Works

by Eugene O'Neill, Clifford Odets,
William Saroyan, Robert SherWOod,
Lindsay and Crouse, etc., are being
presented here with great -success.
These plays, combining the free discussion of political and social. problems, create the greatest interest.

HOPE rO SEE MORE OF YOU

THIS

YEAR

35, Store Street

London.

W. C.

1.

GREETINGS
FROM

MAURICE WINNICK
TO ALL MY FRIENDS IN

AND

U. S.

PARTICULARLY TO

TOM HOWARD
FOR ALLOWING ME TO PRESENT THE ENGLISH VERSION OF

'1T

PAYS TO BE IGNORANT'^
NOW

ENGLAND'S NO. /'1 RADIO

Also

SHOW

DONALD HAMILTON
FOR YOUR HELP WITH

"20 QUESTIONS"

MAURICE WINNICK
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

CIRC
LONDON'S MOST EXCLUSIVE RESTAURANT

;

.

FaHy'Mieond

Wednesday, January 7, 1948

Anniversary

P'^/tilSUnrf

TIVOLI CIRCUIT AUSTRALIA la
DAVID N. MARTIN

-

-

-

-

-

Mdnaginq p|r«ct«r

-

CURRENT ATTRACTIONS:
'

MELBOURNE

TIVOLI THEATRE,
5th

MONTH

TIVOLI TtlEATRE,

GEORGE FORM BY

THE 4LENNS

FRENCHY MANNING

KWAM

BROS.

•

> McCOMN^
!

DR, :ftbYwPiCKAlU^;

^

Also HELLER and RILEY
•

SYDNEY

AFRIQUE

AUSTRALIA

in

CABOT and DRESDEN

JOHNNIE MACK

'

For'Eorly Presenfafion:

.

DICK TODD
Overseds Representatives:

In Association:

TIVOLI CIRCUIT

NEW ZEALAND

LTD.

^

L^vif

and LRIIE^GRADE LTD.

'""^

62

KERRIDGE-ODEON,

R. J.

16r.i

Toward

British Films;

Qn

.

some measure

60% Tax

of value

'Brussels Festival' Widest Appeal

to general

of

films

:(Conttnued from. pAge US)a

as

and the Grand Prix for the best actFreedom from taxation of live ens- ress (Myrna lioy). An additional
tertainment meant slightly enbanced Grand Prix, that for the best anirevenues in the last quarter of the mated cartoon, was awarded iMetro's

best director (Rene Clair) and, best
actor (Maurice Chevalier); RKO,
for Mexicaii-prbduced film, "La Per(HKO-AGUILA), awarded at
la"
"Venice prizes' for best contribution
to the progress of motion picture
making and best photography (GaFigeroa); Universal-Internabriel
tional, for its French-produced "Le

tr.aining aids.

Gross Raps B. O.

shows probably "The Cat Concerto."
At Locarno, though only a few
legit and
U. S. companies participated, their
take a big- films were awarded six of the 19
ger slice of the public expenditure. citations: John Ford, for direction,
Ireland is lacking in big vaude in "My Darling Clementine" (20th),
names; topline comedian^ Jimmy for acting, Jennifer Jones in "Cluny
O'Dea, was in Britain for the year, Brown" (20th) and Bette Davis in
returning only in time for Christmas^ "A Stolen Life" (WB); Anne Baxter,
pantomime. Other star vauders were for > feminine character portrayal,
working in pix or mulling offers 'Walter Brennan in "My Darling
which kept them off stage for long Clementine'^ (20th) and Richard
periods. Little top talent was im- Haydn in "Cluny Brown" (20th).
ported, and there was a reluctance
At Cannes American films came
by houses to spend money on names. off with three of the six Grand
Smalltimers did well oh swings Prix; "Crossfire" (RKO), the best
through the sticks, which are show- social problem film; "Ziegfeld Follies" (MGM), the best musical coming increased interest.
edy; "Dumbo" (Disney-RKO), the
Few New Plays
best animated cartoon.
With the Abbey Theatre fading as
In addition to these prisies, several
centre of Irish drama interest—now U. S. firms, got awards for films they
appealing more to tourists than co-produced or produced abroad:
dEama<-goers-TOutlook on legit in RKO, for "Le Silence -Est d'Or"
Eire is changing; Few new worth- ("Man About Town")— the Brussels
while plays are coming from Irish Grand Prix' du Festival and the
writers. Best of the year were; a three Locarno
prizes of best fllmj
verse-play,
"Happy ^As
tarry,"
from Donagh MacDonagh, and Micheal
MacLiammoir's "Portrait of
year,

and with'
more

costing

drawing power of a few years back.
Customers are going for stories more
than stars. Move in arranging benefit show of "The Yearling," under
Catholic Stage Guild auspices, with
,

the President of Eire present to meet
American stars, was regarded as reply to J". Arthur Rank interests' big
town houses—and they, have shown splash with "Odd Man Out" and
a decided tendency to shop around, "Captain Boycott."
for the best pix before putting down^ •The United Kingdom's 75% tax on
their, coin.
Tlie fall in revenue, remittances to the U. S. for films has
taken. with a steep hike in pay to not yet had an effect on the amount
nearly all theatre employees, will
of product available since Irish re.certainly be reflected |?y cut profits
lease, dates are well behind those of
in next balance sheets.
Britain. on most pix..
:

•

,

,

but comparatively few have
down their money. This

due, in

unawareness

By MAXWELL SWEENEY
Dublin.
Cinema biz in Kire has beensharply liit by rapid rise, in tax on
admissions' whicbv jbi January, goes
to 60% of the gross take of all ifilm
houses, after a rise only lour njpnths
back. The upped prices have certainly kept customers out of the up-

LONDON w.t

so far put
is

There has been a swing in favor, .The 16m market has grown, but
of British films; first-class American is Mill far fiiom saturation point so
product still gets the coin, but star far as equipment is concerned. The
names do not appear to have the government has approved use, of

film
in

.

,

1948,

may

vaudeville houses

Diable au Corps" (Transcontinenat Brussels the
tal), which' won
prizes of best actor (Gerard Philipe)
and the motion picture critics' prize
for the best film.
Following the criticism of U. S.
participation at the Cannes Festival
of 1946, the major V. S. companies
reached the conclusion that, because
of the type of organized participar
tioh by the industries of other countries, the American companies either
should make a dignified and representative showing at a festival or
should not enter the festival at all.
In line with this conclusion' this
year the major companies put forth
a serious effort at Brussels and

'

,

Cannes and made creditable showings with resultant favorable publicity,
Locarno, being on smaller
.

^

scale, did'ndt necessitate

.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

FROM

.

MR.

Music |md Badio

K&P PRODUCTIONS
LEON KIMBERLY and HELEN PAGE

CHANDOS HOUSE
45/46 Chandos Place
LONDON, W.C. 2

the Irish were careful
spenders on the longhairs.
They
went for big name orchs such as the
Halle with John BarbiroUi, and the
Liverpool Philharmonic with Sir
Malcolm Sargent,, but stayed aWay
in large
numbers from concerts
given by Radio Eireann Symphony
Orch under the baton of Rome
nation,

MRS. SIDNEY FISHER
Send Greetings

To Their Friends AU Over the World
Glad to Welcome Our Old Customers

Now Working

Opera House conductor Vincenzo
Bellezza. They demand names they
know; and pianist who got the best
house was Jose Iturbi, who packed
the 3,750-seat Theatre Royal.
The State-controlled Radio Station
developed its programs during the

new

appointments. John Brennan, former Irish Minister to Washington,

became

Variety, London

anil

Despite their claims to be a musical

past year, largely as a result of

in

England

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON
StiU

TAILORING

to the Best People in tlie "Show

7S-77 Shaftesbury Avenue
London,

director of broadcasting,
and, later, a former BBC man, Larry
H. Morrow, was appointed director
of productions.

W.

1,

England

,

NEW

YEAR'S GREETINGS TO ALL
IN

OUR FRIENDS

AMERICA

DUCHESS PRODUCTIONS, LTD
LONDON, ENG.
Managing Agents:

pUCHESS THEATRE
DUKE OF YORK'S THEATRE
SAVILLE THEATRE

a carefully

planned participation.

a likely for Broadway
when MacLiammoir and Gate Co.

Miriam,"

visit D:; S. in early 1948.

CABLES: Kimberly,

^kraSeR

projectors for 'schools and col-

leges,

Eire Swings

j^J,

Orpheum Theatre Building
846 South Broadway

ShX"bH?y Avenue

KERRIDGE, Managing Director

Directors:

MARIANNE DAVIS
LEIGH STAFFORD

EDWARD HORAN

World

Future of U.S. Pix Abroad Grave
(Continued from P4ge 157)

the terms of exchange decree of June 8, 1946. ^der tlie decree
Costa Rica authorities are now allocating $2,000^000 a month as
available exchange, only 10% of which is to be used for motion
picture films, automobiles, cosmetics, and other Imports not
specifically designated as essential,
CUBA—There are no restrictions on the importation of motion
picture films, neither are there any exchange controls or quota
rtssttictions which would hamper the marketing of pictures.
EL SAL'VADOR^A possible threat to continiied U, S. dominance Of the motion picture market is inherent in the monopoliatic nature of the Circuito de Teatros Nacjonales.
Gircuito
has the exclusive right to supply films to all theatres in Salvador
and it is in a position to control or alter the distribution pattern.
It is known that agreements, designed to increase the playing
time allocated non-American films, have been under consideration blween the Circuito and certain Latin-American distributors. 'There are no regulations limiting the tran.ster of foreign
exchange from El Salvador.
HONDURAS—There are no restrictions on the importation and
exhibition of films in Honduras. Payment for films, as well as
all other foreign exchange transactions, must be cleared by the
Foreign Exchange Control Commission. HoWever, approval is

.nd art dtstributed freely throughout Canada without quota,
Mport (ienwit, or exhibition restrictions. The only requirement
the payment of import duties and taxes.
-

SOUTH AMERICA

•

ABGBNXINA—Law of Aug. 7, 1947, provides that all theatres
zoae 0f the federal capital will exhibit Argentine
feature films at the' rate of one Argentine film not more than
years old during seven days per month (22%), including
Sunday, and that all other theatres in Argenand
'Saturday
a
Argentme feature film at least two wieks
tina will exhibit one

to the central

Wo

,

BOLlVIAr-^The motion picture industry will obtain an allotment of $18,0Cf0 monthly at the legal rate of exchange to be
divided equally among the three importers. This is a .substantial
reduction from the previous monthly ^allocation of some $29,000.
Unofficial comment is to the effiect.»that the government will
soon take steps to capture some of the exchange now filtering
out of tlie country through the- free market by legislation to
legalize imports with cxcliange obtained at this rate.
BBAZILii-Income tax mea.sure presented by Communists recompanies will increase tax to 25% on
In view of government's urgent need of additional revenue
'

lating to remittance to film

60%.

sothc increase in remittance taxes appears inevitable but
dications are Finance Ministry may not insist on proposed

A

in-

15%

domestic film industry is slowly developing:
on 60%.
CHILE^Foreign exchange shortages" continue to handicap the
^operations of motion picture importers. Although an increase
bt $200,000 over the dollar exchange originally allocated for 1947
had been authorized, importers had not been able by mid-OctoContinued efforts
ber to obtain tlie foreigh Exchange itself.
to obtain this exchange, and the further $200,000 promised earlier,
are being made by the Assn. of Motion Picture Importers in
,

.

•

Chile.

.

COLOMBIA—Distributors

are permitted to remit to the exterior f>S% of their revenues from rentals, the balance remaining
inCdtombia to cover 'operating expensesi In 1947 the film disMbtiWs have- been allotted individual dollar-exchange quotas:
/^niilar to those provided for all importers. It is estimated that
ilte, quotas allotted were approximately equal to remitanoes in
Under current rulings of the Office of Exchange Control,'
liiH.
however, holders of quotas covering imports in the first group of
{exchange control priority schedule (motion pictures are included
in this group) can receive import licenses entitling them to dollar
exchange to the value of only 60% of their quotas (15 per quarfer)i The Office of Exchange Control, evidently considering all
importers, has limited them also to remitting only 15% of their
quotas per quarter. Gross revenues from film rentals have been
cunning considerably above last year's figures and it is estimated
that .the. restrictive policies of 'the Office of Exchange .Control
has limited the distributors to remitting only about 30% of their
revenue instead of the 6,")% previously allowed. As a result frozen
funds are piling up in Colombia. Colombian government' in December, 1947, approved permission to remit $800 000 for U. S<
distributors in 1948, It is claimed these funds arje subject to
the Colombian "patrimonio" tax in addition to the income-tax
that has already been paid. Film distributors have prepared a
memorandum to the control board of the Office of Exchange
Control protesting this action.
ECUADOR—Restrictions upon transfer of foreign exchange
have been recently revised and are quite stringent. In order to
obtain 'foreign exchange with which to make remittances, representatives of foreign producers must buy the exchange in the
free market and pay the following taxes:' 1%, 4%, and five
(Official rate of- exchange, 15.04 sucres to
sucres per dollar.
tlic doUari free market rate of exchange 17 sucres to the dollar).
PARAGUAY—Exhibitors are required by law to furnish to
th6 Banco del Paraguay each lear a list of contract obligations
with producing countries, and requests for foreign exchange are
granted in accordance^ with tliis list: All contracts are made
with film exchanges in Buenos Aires, and payments are in Ar(entine money. No restrictions are noted.
SmdlMTAM-i-In Surinam each exhibitor of films is limited in
lUis exhibit!^ by currency' exchange restrictions.
Remittance
to the film companies for showing of films is 40, 50, and 60%
of the gross receipts, depending upon the category ol the fiim.
Bach exhibitor is allowed exchange for U. S. currency in proliortlon to his volume of business.
Takings, at present, do not
^'^ceed the quota allowed.
URUGUA'Jf—There arc a great many restrictions prohibiting
•t limiting the transfer of foreign exchange.
The control of
-available foreign exchange is ellected by strict regulations; Im^ports of non-essential commodities are being curtailed,. Exposed
film is included in the reciprocal trade 'agreement between Uruguay and the U. S. Films are placed in the second category
of Imports, which means that exchange is made available only
after full consideration has been given to items in the first cate?
ilory.
Despite the serious shortage pt dollar exchange, the importers of U, S. films arc confident that they will be able to obtain sufficient j|unds to continue showing films to the Uruguayan
'

-

•

,

.
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GOS^IFA IHC.\—-Foreign exchange controls were tightened by

;

Panama, and there are no

hard times and the fallacy of saving currency

fast vanishing in piu-chasing power, or get?
into the taxcollector's office. This escapism at all costs
is what mostly characterizes France of today.

that

is

The desire

to

evade hard

facts,

which was symbolized

'World War I by the slogan: "Germany will pay,"
and after the last war by "America will provide,"
'lieneftts at least the show business.
:after

Ballet Craze

Above all, the one branch of amusement which has
how taken Paris by craze is the ballet. The Wediies^
day ballet nights at the Opera are doing more business
,

wan any grand opera, and the Palais de C^haillpt, the
des Champs ,Elysees and the Alharabra have

.

..Theatre

turn been packed by vi.siting companies, -irrespective of quality, whether- Ballot Russe, Monte Carlo or
Original Ballet. Last to come in was the Marquis de
Caevas' company, headed -by Marjorte Hightower and
Jtt

-Marjorie Tailehief (Mrs. George BalancWnfe).
Two local per.sonalities staged a strong comeback

ouring the year after polities had kept away so far.
is Sacha Guitry, who resumes his activities as
a- playwright
and picture producer. Other is Serge
Lifar, who the Opera stagehands won't permit to
;St)pear there but who had to take a bow as a choreofitapher, so strongly did the Opera audience want him.
.

Fu'st

Radio
.

NS6

Radio as an industry does not exist in France though
considered reestablishing
commercials through
It is politically ridden, and the only
°^ ^"^ewch radio which is permitted to produce
•na air programs free from party
politics is the North

H

:r,*P^*al agency.
•

Warfare Board.

in 1947.

;

FRENCH INDOCHINA—Indochina is operating as a controlled
All imports are controlled by quotas. For the first
half of 1947, $13,500 was allocated for films, but apparently this
amoimt has never been used. Basically no foreign exdiange
may be transferred without permiiKion of the Indochina Exchange Office. This office is very strict in granting exchange
for certain essential imports only.,
INDIA—Imports of motion pictures into India are regulated by
licenses issued by government import control authorities.
Effective July 1. 1947, such licenses are granted against quotas
prescribed for individual importers on the basis of their imports
during the period April 1, 1945. through March 31, 1946. The
objective in restricting Impoits is to conserve foreign exchange.
Transmission of foreign exchange is controlled by the Reserve
Bank of India and is automatically limited, by restricting imports.
NETHERL.'\NDS, EAST INDIES—lu view of the critical shortage of foreign exch.™ge, the government has established a restrictive quota upon the total number of films imported into
Netherlands Indies. The
has been limited to the importation of 80
S. (ilms fi'om May 1 to the end of 1947. BritisH
quota is 40 films, and the government distribution service has
reserved for itself a total of 40 productions to purchase pictures.
produced by companies other tlian
and the Rank interests.
The Aid-to-Brltain conference in late August,
1947, convened by the prime minister, recommended that tlie tax
on U. S. films .be increased froiii 25 to 40%, and that dollar remittances for films be limited to about $972,000 per year. There
has been no official announcement of the goveriiment's attitude
toward the recommendation, but it is felt that- some sti^s will
be taken to limit dollar expenditure on films. The annual remittances for dollar films is approximately $1,296,000. New Zealand
law makes it mandatory for film distributors to acquire BritLsIt
features to the extent of not less than 20% of the number of
foreign films exhitbited. and each exhibitor shall exhibit British
feature films not less than 20% of the number of foreign films
exhibited.
PHILIPPINES Ther<! are no restrictions prohibiting conversion of pesos into dollars or vice versa. U. 9. films are subject to'
no discriminatory measures', but are free to cbrculaie in, an open
'

transfer of funds.

AFRICA

—

ALGERIA As^the direct importation of films from foreign countries has practically ceased, films being normally first sent to
Paris for dubbing, the question of the transfer of foreign exwill probably be unimportant.
No exchange was allotted for film imports during the first half of 1947.
All decisions concerning the transfer of forgein exchange originating
from the import of films into Algeria will henceforth be made
in Paris-.

change

EGTfPT—On April 28, 1947, the Egyptian Ministry of Finance
informed distributors bt U. S. films that because of the shortage
of dollar exchange at its disposal it would be unable temporarily
to remit in dollars the full amount of the royalties due United
States producers, that until further notice not more than 50%
of the net receipts from United States motion pictulfes shown in
Egypt would be convertible into dollars for remittance to United
States producers instead of the amounts stipulated in their contracts,- i.e.. approximately 80%. Local distributors have accepted
this situation under protest and strong efforts are currently being
made to induce the Egyptian authorities to withdraw this partial
restriction on the remittance of royalties.
EXHIOPIA—While motion picture films have not been placed
on the luxury list of articles for which the bank will not grant
foreign exchange there remains nevertheless the question of obtaining dollars for their purchase. The fact that films are not
on the luxury list does not mean that the bank will release dollars to buy them. Until the present time all. United States films
.shown in Ethiopia have been obtained from Cairo, for which
Egyptian pounds have been acceptable. Since Egypt has withdrawn from the sterling block, however, local film importers
state that Cairo is. none too eager to sell U. S. films to Ethiopia
for Egyptian pounds, since distributors there have to pay for
them with U. S. dollars. Importers therefore fear they may
have to fbrnish dollars to Cairo, which will have to be purchased
on the local "open market" at a premium of from 20% to 30%,
unless the bank will grant tliem at the official rate.
FRENCH MOROCCO—The transfer of foreign exchange is regulated by the Exchange Control Dahirs of 1939-1942, which were
accepted by the U. S. on Sept. 5, 1944. To date, the protectorate
government has been disinclined to make dollars available for
the repatriation of profits made by U. S. film companies. In
actual practice the U. S. companies send their franc profits to
their head offices in Paris, where they are handled under the
provision of the French-American agreement:
GOLD COAST-.-The restrictions on the transfer of foreign exchange is the chief factor militating against the importation of
U. S. "motion pictures. Details of these regulations are voluminous, but the basic principle is that dollars should not be used
unless the purchase of an imported article is essential and not
readily available from another- part of the British Empire: U. S.
films would not fall within such category,

'

MPEA

U
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FAR EAST

AUSTRALIA—The Australian Government has agreed to permit remittances of current income for U. S. films not exceeding
70% of the remittances by companies for the calendar year 1946i
that year being used as the quota year. U. S. companies will

.

MPEA

NEW ZEALAND—

'

'

.

—

and highly favorable market.

ADEN—As
sterling area

'

'

NEAR- EAST

,

American branch, managed by Robert Langfe, with Ben
Smith as production head.. Up to Tecently, the job
was in the hands of Ed Grusking, now prcpping an
American tour for a French legit troupe. The French
radio bu.siness, commercially, is done through Radio
Luxembourg, where both Maurice Chevalier, on
platters, and Sacha Guitry, are airing sponsored mapower of the Monte-Carlo station, while the Radio

:

economy.

restrictions prohibiting or limiting the

(Continued from page 155)
tent

FIJI ISLANDS-^The transfer of foreign exchange is eontrollcd
by the Secretary of the Treasury through the Economic
U. S. dollars can be obtained only througli
application to the Economic Warfare Board. The board states
it has no set of regulations and that its policy is to grant exchange only ^or "necessities" wliich may or may not include
motion picture films. Up to the present, U. S. films shown have
been supplied by U. S. distributors in New Zealand and paid
fpr with New Zealand currency. The New Zealand government
has informed the Fiji Economic Warfare Board that it may soon
require paym-ant for U. S. films wholly or in part in U, S.
dollars.
One company imports film's direct from the U, S., and
the. Economic Warfare Board has granted $2,000 for this purpose
in Fiji

.

A

•

film distributors.

•

automatic and without delay.
MEXICO—It is proposed that the duty on films be raised 20
to 40 pesos (five pesos to dollar) on all but master film. .At
present there are no restrictions prohibiting or limiting the transfer of foreign exchange.
National Motion Picture Commission has been created to im!prove and develop the Mexican motion picture Industry,. Considerable agitation to force theatres
to reserve 26 weeks annually for Mexican films. Mexican tlieatre
owners protesting .such legislation.
NICARAGUA—In a press release dated Sept. 6, 1947, the
Nicaraguan Commission to Regulate Commerce -declared all imported merchandise superfluous in view of heavy imports since
the first of the year, Although picture distributors view the
import restriction with some concern, they are of the opinion
that it should not affect their industry inasmuch as foreign exchange is purchased from the street exchange and no import
permits are required for motion pictures.
PANAMA—U. S. currency is the medium of exchange in

French Film Biz Snarled By Politics
.

'

The

including two Saturdays and two Sunout of every five (40%),
o£ exchange permits for all imports into
days. The granting
Argentina has been suspended as of Aug. 22, 1947, according to
Bank, This' measure was talcen
an announcement of the Central
Britain's
recent decision to suspend the
Great
of
as a result
conversion of sterling to doUars.

of $5,014,550, the sum agreed by tlie ComThe
70':i proportion of the quota year.
agreement shall operate from Sept. 1, 1947, to Dec. 31, 1948. No
assurance can be given that tiiere will be no further xestrictiona
on dollar remittances: this' will depend on circumstances existing from time to time. Proposals for additional restrictions, according to press despatches, indicate a reduction of 20% in remittances in addition to tlie present 30"!i now in effect. Film
remittances now limited to $9,690,000 annually starting Januaryt
1948. vThe -amount of net film hire earned by U. S. companies -in
excess of 70% quota basis is to be definitely expended in
Australia, either finally or through investment subject to official approval, such investment to be held in Australia for 10
years.
The companies are required not to remit any portion
of these restricted funds prior to Sept. 1, 1957, or to press tor
remittance of any part of the money refused remittance.'
CHINA—Central Bank of China has power Id regulate the
foreign exchange market. No exchange has been given American

month 1/12
monwealth Bank as the

receive each

«'

is

'

'

'
'

Aden

a British -Crown Colony,

and was,

'

:

'

•

'

Included in the

until July 15, 1947, subject to British

Em-

pire controls of foreign exchange. Since July 15,: there lias been
no relaxation of controls,' and as tlie availability of doUars has
become increasingly, limitedi controls have' tightened.
IRAN—Foreign exchange may not be taken out of the country
without the .permission of the Foreign Exchange Commission.
U. S. oompanies find it more satisfactory to let the Iranian film
distributors find dollars to. rent films than to establish agencies
in Iraif>wfaose earnings would be in rials,
LEBANON—Because of the shortage of hard currency, it ba«
been suggested by some officials that imports of luxury goods be
curtailed. Adoption of such a measure is not. considered likely.
Dollars for U, S. films are obtained on the black market, at a
current premium. Of about .3S^. AU transactions 'm, the black
market are forbidden by law: hcwevetr, ih« regtOations. are not
observed.
SYRIA—No quota r^ulatlons are in force: however, the Syrian
Government will shortly be faced with .the necessity of curbine
imports of all kinds, especially non-essentiat goods. In view ol
the shortage of hard currency. For motion pictures in general,
foreign exchange can at the present time be transferred freely
but the e:(change must, as-a rule, be procured lathe open market
at rates higher than the official market l-afe.
.
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Menco Is StiD Good Pay INrt For
U.

Fordp EntertaineHf Good
By DOUGLAS

Mexico City.
Mexico continues to be the same
foreign talAnaorra, once much used, is fast dropping in' aijdience good play-pay land for
ent-^from vaude to longhair— that
value."
she definitely showed herself to be"
terial.
The watters are contemplating increasing the
20 years ago. Survey by competent
observers demonstrates that Mexico
The Nileries
is very far away from a consumer
Though it has no floor show, Florence's is still popu- surfeit in most lines. That particularly true of the entertainment Mexlar for dancing, just lilce for lunch and dinner. Maxim's
want.
But icans
is a must with the Albert celebrated gladhanding.
What kind of enteltainment MexiBernard Hilda, at his Club Champs Elysees, evidences cans want is easy to ascertain: that,
plenty Showmanship in the way he blends his offerings, naturally, by Mexican entertainers,
is
an! that by foreigners who can relatest there of note being Lena Home, whose style
Showmanship of ally deliver. There's a sharp depresa novelty here. She made a smash.
another kind is the keynote of Monseigneur, where the sion on in Mexico. But that condiGeneral
fiddlers have a special knack of turning fiddling into tion can be broken down'.
At the Ambassadeurs Cliff Fischer is sales have dropped in volume and
a true art,
giving the French their first taste.of an ice show. For amount. But there is still coin to
very
ma.ss entertainment, there are bigger places, such as buy what the customers want
the Lido, whose operator, Jean Pierre Guerin, cur- much. Entertainment is .still a prime
rent! v vi.siting America, brings plenty of American need of Mexicans. Coin is tight; the
acts as a draw, and Tabarin, which is the showplaCe free flowing money of wartime is
gone, but there's still money foiof Montmartrc with its revues.
Mexicans.
Summing up the general situation from the American what's a must for
Playing opportunities for foreigna pretty bad
side, France, in the near future, looks like
ers in Mexico is considerable—theexcept
business,
fishing ground for American show
stadia and cirhalls,
atres,
niteries,
circuses.
possibly
maybe for a few acts in niteries and,

L.

GRAHAME

cuses, plus radio to some extent.
Theatres, though, are limited about
100% to vaude for Americans and
other non-Spanish speakers, though
Latins do have a good look-in in
legit houses. Only break in legits,
down here for U.S. and other Nordic
entertainers is as halls for class
dancers or extraordinarily good pantomimists, and that when extra high
prices can be commanded. Or when
iegiters happen to be dark and their
operators are only too glad to letthem for a big show.

Practically all U. S. and' other
foreign entertainers who click In,
in
automatically
double
vaude,
niteries, and vice versa. Latest example was Josephine Baker. She
also tripled— doing a' radio stint.
That, however, is uncommon.. But
visiting players have no complaint
about income from douhling,
Americans and others who- work
in circuses seldom if ever get in on::
that doubling. Not because they'll
not wanted in other spots, but Isecause the circus playing here 'teikes*!!
their time and energy.
|

'
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are those pressed by the local Vic-

las

V^ted in

and Odeon

tor

Ai^entiiia,

licked by Censodiip and Boleros

This means
Benny Goodmaut

plants.

that oldtimers like

Faviwfte Standards of 1947

or newcomers like Stan Kenton, who
record for Capitol or other plants

(Peatman Annual Survey)

no local presses, go unheard
and unsung as far as Argentina is

The 25 standard* wMh the Largest Rodio, Audiences ore Listed Below
in
Order of the Total ACl Points Received in the\ACl Surveys Durinn th^
"
Yeor Dec. 27, 1946. through Deg. 25, 1947.

.with

concerned.

Buenos Aires.
Thirty years ago, along the Bueijos
A res waterfront, the bandonetfo
(piano-accordion) roll e d out its
tango wail, while the Woods of the
town sat at small tabled sfpping innumerable vefmouths. They ga wlted
as Carlos Gardel Or Rosita Quiroga
wailed their pungent lyrics about
the "milonga". who abandoned her
"man," or the last drink of "cana"
which would drown out their yearning tor the mistress who vamopsed.
i

'

les and cafes, with the tango fans
queueing outside to gape and listen
yearningly. The other is the "melodious" tango, plugged on" the air,
with meaningless sentimental lyrics,
chanted more in crooner style by
the cantores (warblers) who have
foUowings as big and enthusiastic as
Bing Crosby or Frank Sinatra in

the U. S.

.

Record and set dealers were well
Number oC:
enough sto'cked at the time the imTotal Weeks in
port freeze went through, not to
Akii
ACI
worry overmuch, and they have ac- Bank Feints Survey
tually profited from the increase in.
1.
7,950
33
prices which resulted from the imt
2.
5,025
22
port stymie. But after the Christ3;
4,140
14
mas rush most of them will be able
4.
4,087
17
to see down tp the wood on their
5.
3,915
18
shelves, and they will then have to
'6.
3,815
16
petition the government for some
7.
3,682
3
easing in the curbs, or go out of
•

But on the whole, the new genera?
Argentino is less melancholy
business.
than his gra,nddad, and the luguLocal radio and phonograph manmoanings of the apache for
brious
The tango lyrics w e r e meaty,
well
ufacturers, were fortunately
don't hold him now
"milonga"
his
melancholy dirges, packed with sex
stocked with parts for building sets
Buick
off
in
ride
a
he
can
that
and not' too obscure double entendre,
locally, but' six months have passed
lush
lioleros
at
dance
a
to
roadster
Dancers moved around to the bansince the import freeze, and possibly
the
waterfront,
but
on
joint,
still
doneon's wail in intricate walk-step,
some ot the manufacturing plants
of San. Isiwith twirls and twists that were in the socialite suburbs
will have to close unless the ban on
banned for many years from re- dro or Martinez.
is lifted.
"Bugie-wugi," w h i c h had taken chassis imports
tioa

3,540
3,419
3,062
3,001
2,766
2,707
2,551
2,401
2,388
2.316
2,037
1,979
1,821
1,769
1,745
1,731
1,687
1,603

8.

9.

.

10.

'

.

'

*

spectable ballrooms.
Today, Buenos Aires is a city of
hundreds of lush niteries,

where

hold more extensively in: 1945 and
'46, has dropped back again, and in
the line of swing, the slower, sweet
rhythms are the most popular lo-

young people dance to rhythms imported from all corners of the world. cally. "Mademoisellej" from "The
The tango still tries to hold its own, Razor's Edge," and an oldie, "Who's
but it's a very different tango from Sorry Now,v hold top interest,
,
that of the waterfront of 40 years
"India,", by Manuel 'Ortiz-Guerrero
ago. So different that it has lost its
and J. Asuncion Flores, and "Mi
punch, and' in losing it, finds that
Egidio Royala
Dicha
Lejana,"
by
the Argentines of today prefer the
Baez, are on the bestselling list.
gayer rhythms of the samba or boBut the chief factor contributing
lero, with lilting, Shttocuous lyrics
to the decline of the tango is one
that no irate itaterfamilias can obcreated by the composer-bandleadtripping
ject to. In laJ!t,'Papa( is also
ers themselves. In fact, they have
gaily around; murmuring happily to
"

p r 0 ve A their own public enemies
No. '1. 'feabh tango maestro plugs his
own .tangos and refuses to record or
play those of his competitors. This
is a stymie to more widespread
-

"Quizas,
partner:
bolero-ing
"his
Quizas, Qiiizas" ("Perhaps, .perhaps,
perhaps"), the bolero by Qsvaldo
portenos
Parres which has taken the

dwdlers) by storm popularization
of possible hit tunes,
so the other rhythms step in and

<B)|>enos Aires
this year.

'

Tango thus becomes anoHier victim of overzealous censorship. The
Radio Control Board four years ago
started to sweep the more pungent,
tango- lyrics off the Argentine '.airwaves, and in plugging their newest
tangos on radio, the bandleaders
must give. wiOi revised, JUy-pure
Deprived, of its sexy
Versions.
pUtU^, the tdngo, comparatively
speaking,, has dropped from its
niche on a pedestal in the hearts of
good Argentinos; Then again, personal tours by< Mexican warblers
like Blviiai Riosi. Pedro Vargas, Juan

-

.

Arvizu and Chucho Hartinez

.Gil, all

helped put' across, the other Latin-

American funeS/

:

Jean Safolon* Charles Trenet, Lucienne, Boyer, Paul Misraki, Carlo.
Buti, Miguel de Molina and Imperio
Argentina, have all been heard- on
and off the air, and helped to revise
the taste in' songs and dance tunes.
The bolero especially took the popular

fancy.

Its

lyrics "are

easily

learned and understood by all South'
Americans, and especially appeal to
the femmes, Elvira Rios' lush singing establishi^d the craze, and it has
spread like wildfire, "Quizas, Quizas" tops the list of bestselling boleros, with "La Ultima Noche Que
Pase Contigo" by Benito Collazo and
"Eseucha" by by Manuel Galvez,
.

•

Oi:

Mario

Clavell's

"Porque

Si,"

Close runners-up.
Charles Trenet's personal appear"

take the orchids. It is paradoxical
that since the local ASCAP was
created, to protect the tango composers, these have become so royalty-minded, that the tango' started on

11.
12.

.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19,

Flock of Femme

20.

21.
22.
23.

Son^smiths

,

.

'

'

By GEOBGE GILBERT

24.
25.

Carrie

Jacobs

PubUsiier
-•••••Harms

Begume
Day

Harms
.....Berlin

Star Dust
Just One Of Those Things
Easter Parade
;
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

, ,

.

.

Mills

...Harms
;

..

.

..

.

Eyes

.Berlin
T. B. Harms

''"P"'^
All the Thmgs
Ypu Are
Chappell
On the Sunny Side of the Street. .Shapiro
Tico Tico
Harris

13

Tea For Two

10

I-iza

10
12
14

Temptation

I

Harms

.....Harms
Advanced
Bobbins
This Thing Called Love". .Harms

May Be Wrong

What

Is

.

:

Dancing In the Dark

11
10
8
10
9

Harms

Summertime

m

Chappell

.iElmbracesble

"Lover
In the

8

You

See You In

.

.

.

.

;,.

.

. .

.

T, ....

My Preams

Still

Of the Night

Chappell

Body and Soul ..................
OveT the Rainbow
Where Or When
,

8
8
9

Harms
Feist

Famous

Clara Edwards moved
into prominence from the ranks of
the standards w;libn Jack Lawrence
jre vamped
her concert piece into
"The Wind and the Rain in Your

.-''"•ms

Feist

W

h-Boier

B.

Harms

Grove

Izzf

Dons Tide of Kid Cupid

Bond,' Hair."

In Dance Promotions
Lyricist Dorothy Fields for years
famed for her "I Love You Truly"
Spmeone once suggested that exand "End oi the Perfect Day," of teamed with composer Jimmy -Mccourse was the dCau of the distaff Hugh, of course is now also an im- pug' Iz2y Grove be nominated for
songsmiths until her recent death in portant librettist, with her brother oblivion. The former middleweight
Los Angeles. And one of her early- Herbert Fields C'Annie Get Your title challenger says he was elated.
day contemporaries, Maude Nugent Gun," etc.). Maria Grever is noted He thouglit he was .going to run for
for her Latino novelty, "Ti-pi-tin."
Hildegarde's manager, Anna Sosenko, is within the ASCAP fold
due to her lyricing of the singer's
classic,
"Darling, Je Vous Aime
Beaucoup." In pre-war days Ruth
Lowe dashed off the smash ballad,
"I'll Never Smile Again." Vee Lawnhurst, who paired with Muriel Pollock in one of radio's first two-pianoi
teams, has "Swingin' in a Hammock"
to her credit.
Among the tmany other femme
writers are Kay Twomey ("JohnnyDoughboy Found a Rose in "Ireland"), Bernice Petkere- CLullabye
of the Leaves"), Ann Ronell ("Who's
Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?") Alma Sanders ("Little Old Town in the

Jerome; is still flourishing, although
in her seventies. Mrs. Jerome not
only wrote "Sweet Rosie O.'Grady,"
some 52 years ago, but also introduced'
it at Tony Pastor's. Her husits toboggan ride, merely because
band was Silly Jerome, Iiimself a
the composer-maestros refuse to
songwriter
and music publisher; he
boost the rhythm itself, and conwas .the original pub of George M.
centrate on their own stuff alone.
There" before Feist
"Confesion,'' by Enrique Biscepolo; Cohan's "Over
over.
"Tapera," by .'Hugo Gutierrez and took it
Some of the biggest pfop hits have
Homero Manzi; "Yira Yira," another
written
by
women. Mabel
Discepolo hit, and "La Muchacha been
del CircOj" are the four tango hits Wayne has chalked up such clicks- as
"In a Little Slianish
of the year. For the rest^ old favor- "Ramona,"
ites like "Mi Noche Triste" by Cas- Town" and "I Understand,'?
One of the more successful contriola and Contursii and "El Amanecer" by Roberto Firpo, hold the temporaneous gal -writars, -Peggy
Lee, was a cornfed North Dakota
spotlight.
schoolgirl who graduated from '.high
Folksonss To Dance Rhythm
school at 16. ;She made an- early
Folksongs are beginning to come pilgrimage to Hollywood, where she
forward for dansapation. Their sang in the Jade Room, a Coast night
rhythm' -is similar to the Brazilian spot. Later she returned to the
samba. "Los Ejes de mi Carreta," prairie, warbled with a Fargo, N.D.,
Risso and Atahualpa Yupanqui, radio station, chirped tor other
by
IS on' the hit parade, with "Canto
midwest hotels and ra'dio stations
del Peon Envejecido" ("Song of the and eventually joined Benny GoodAging Peon"), also by Atahulpa man's band as vocalist. Miss Lee's
Yupanqui, are sung all over town.
origin.
While with Goodman, her
On the upbeat among tango mae- "I Don't Know Enough About You,"
stros is Astor Piazzola, who has be- which she wrote
in a swingy idiom,
gun to stand out, especially, with registered as did her "It's a Good
male fans, for a certain difference in Day," and "You
Was I^ight Baby."
stylCi
This is more a band for the Wed
to Dave Barbour, one time guilyric enthusiasts than the dance fans.
tarist with Goodman, she'$ also a
On the other hand, Alfredo de An- top disk
vocalist via the Capitol
gelis ranks in
,

,

.

,

"

'

he claims, at least one

title.

Flat-

nosed,
cauliflower-eared
CUove
thinks he's the Kid Cupid of onenight danceband promotions.

"We
this

don't get no carriage trade in
lonely heart business,"
sez'

Grove, who
girl
dances

Broadway.

promotes

boy-meetsnear

dancehalls'

in

"Since

I

the

entered

Country

Robert

A. King (Keiser), wrote
"Beautiful Ohio" uhder the name
Mary Earl. In his songwriting

of

career

King used

at least

some

female pseudonyms. "Mary Earl" is
still a registered trade-mark name,
owned by l^hapiro-Bernstein.

That Olaiiior Look

the top .spot as far as

Plenty hiportaiit For
label.ances in July put over "Que Reste tango dancing is concerned.
This
Doris Fisher, writer of "Whispert'il
de nos Amours" until band- unit has been signed for the second
leaders are sick of the very sound of consecutive year by Sterling Pfod- ing Grass,'' "Into Each Life Some
Warblers
Rain Must Fall,'" made famous via
it.
Carlo ..BUti's "Camilla"' and ucts for 1948 stints in radio.
Years ago a slick pair; of pipes
"Zaza" are hummed on every street
Osvaldo Pugliese's unit is next in an Ink Spots recording; "You Can't seemingly was the only requisite for
"
See the Sun When You're Crying,!'' a girl
corner.
line, especially for dansapation, with
vocalist. Her vpice alone in"Una Mujer," by Paul Misraki, Anibal Troilo in third place. This "You Always Hurt the One You sured success.
But today's femme
first heard four years .ago in the latter
xombo was in the vanguard Love," etc., comes by her talent nat- warblers point out, in most inmusical, ."Si .Eva Se Hubiese. Ves- three, years ago. Troilo gives with urally. Daughter of the famed Fred
stances, a classy chassis is a necestido," by Pondal Sips and Nicolas the tango rhythms
at the Tibidabo Fisher, she has, been an ASCAPer sary ingredient of song salesmanship.
plivarl, has become a hit song four cabaret, with the fans piling
around since 1941 and prior to that was a It catches the customer's eye and
ye.-jrs after its preem, taking oh a
the platform to hear his warblet radio and nitery singer. She was holds it,
new lease of life when Elvirti Ribs JSdmundo Rivero sing "Reo." Juan last under contract to Columbia melody until the first few bars of
pour forth.
started, singing it. Another Misraki D'Arienzo and Carlos
di Sarli are Pictures.
"Appearance means a lot," agrees
hit with lyrics by Ben Molnar is still tops in their
Gladys
Shelley,
since
class, but no Ictnger
joining' Sammy Kaye's thrush, Laura Les"Let's Love Again."
ASCAP in 1940, has to her credit lie. "The fellows and girls
head the list of favorites.
always
From the swing angle, the best "There Shall Be No Night," lyrics to look at you first, then listen to your
Brazilian JBhythms Third
local unit is Hector Lomuto's, fol- "Pavanne" and a book of children's voice."
Likewise Stan Kenton's
.The BraziliSiJi rhythms, the most lowed very closely
by the Cotton songs. She's also dabbled in play- chirper, June Christy, analyzes the
popular two years ago, have dropped Pickers and the Santa Anita combo, wrighting, havi^g done
the book audience p. o.'s with the remark
back into third place. "Me Gusta el which have made their name
on and lyrics of the "Duchess Misbe- that "womep. look to be catty and
Samba," from the local film "EI Re- Radio Belgrano.
Oscar Aleman's haves" a^couple seasons ago i.nd has the men look, for glamour."
tt-ato," is perhaps the bestseller in
swing sextet is good enough to rate written for the iilms as well.
Whether the patrofls concentrate
fie Brazilian style.
applause by many visiting Yanks,
on one's voice or figure depends
Prodttctlen Writcsrs
There are sevferal factors which who have tried hard to arrange for
Another writer of revues is Nancy upon the typp of band, Miss Christy
are contributing to the decline of
the unit to get an engagement in
declared.
"Our audienpe is mostly
Hamilton.
t-he tango craze.
She wrote the lyrics to
First of all is the the V. S.
the younger set and their interest
mutilation of the lyrics for radio
Barry Moral, formerly most pop- her series of musicals, "One for the lies in the
music. But with a society
plugging as a result of radio cen- ular jazz outfit,
dropped out of the' Money," "Two for the Show." etc. band, or an outfit
catering to the
sorship.
Deprived of their pun- running.: through staying away too which she also produced.
Betty
sophisticated trade, the accent is
gency, the lyrics haven't the right long on tour.
Oldtimers like Eduardo Gomden, who started out in Greerimeasure of heart throb for as big an Armani, Santa Paula Serenaders wich Village niteries with an act more likely to be on the gi 'l's figure
and face.";
appeal as formerly to the masses. and Dixie Pals
are still popular with known as "The Revuers," moved up
Onetime Tommy Dorsey vecalist,
Consequently, tango fans keep ask- the carriage
trade, but don't count to Broadway to collab on such hits Connie
Haines fears the "new look."
ing for the old favorites of from 20
with the large mass of popular fans. as "On the Town" and films such as
Now doing a single, she recently
to 30 years ago, and most of the curOf the U. S. bands heard locally Metro's "Good News" in collaboraexpressed concern over the current
rent bestsellers are revivals of on
records, Harry James is still the tion with Adplph Green.
style trends while doing a single-o
tangos of what is known as the most
popular, down here, with
Perhaps one of the greatest stand- at the
New York Paramount.
"Guardia Vieja" style, popularized by Woody Herman
and Tex Beneke ty- ards ot all time, "Happy Birthday to
"These long skirts may be okay
the famed Carlos Gardel before his ing for
second place. However, the You," was authored by the late Milon a tall girl, but they're not suited
death in a plane crash around 1933. importation
freeze decreed by the dred J. Hill. Sylvia Dee's biggest
for my four-foot eleven." Warbler,
There are now two schools of government
last July, due to short- hit was the novelty of a couple sumincidentally, received her start on
tan.§o, the Guardia Vieja, with
its age of dollar exchange, has
stymied mers ago, "Chickery Chick." Singer Broadway
more staccato rhythm and pungent the importation
some five years ago, along
of recsrds. The only EUa Fitzgerald rates an ASCAP
lyrics, which can be heard in niterWith Prank Sinatra, when both were
new items coming into the market membership due to her
"A-Tisket in T, D.'s stable.

Femme

;

-

Seventeen years- ago he doffed the
gloves to become a' promoter of onenight dances. Which has given him,'

.

'

.

office!

Izzy. Grove is not as dumb as he
makes himself out to be. He actually
finds it's sometimes 'good business
to act as dumb Its he looks and talks
in his chosen show business career.

Dmyn") and Dana dance promotion field in 1939," he
SUesse, remembered best perhaps averS) "I've brought about more
for "Sweet Surrender'' and "Ypu' than 60O marriages -through
the
Ought to Be in Pictures."
dances.
One of the. top male ^songsmiths
"It's the weather that counts in
used a femme pseudonym. The late this racket. The guy has one good
Old

I

suit to impre.'- 1 the girl.

he stays home to save

If

it

rains

And

it.

she

stays horne to save her stockings.
Business is lousy, and that's life.
For my spots such as the Hotel St.
George, Brooklyn, Hotel Riverside
r

iPlaza,

N.

Y.,

and the

Manhattan.

Center, N. Y. I've played bands from
Glenn Miller down.
'"I get 'em from various offices,
mostly for scale and commission. 'if
the big names have been set for a
date and the booking's cancelled,

where Grove comes in. Rather
than be idle they play for me. But
not everybody's at scale. I used
Louis Prima a couple years ago.
.yiFith bad weather business was then
from hunger?'
It's a plenty lucrative field, the
that's

promoter points

,

.

it., \,,^tYxiS

'.

A-Tasket."

Composers and Publishers.
late

the

Night and

.

Songwriting is not wholly a man's
domain. The distaff side is well represented in the membership rolls of
the American Society of. Authors,

The

14
17
12
14

SdwrTliie

Begm

Always
Somebody Loves Hie

gross

at

the

out, citing a typical
Plaza as

Riverside

$2,500 at $1.50 top.
"I quit boxing in 1931/' he reveals,
"and agent Harry
started me
off booking Will Osborne on pnenighters. Now. I'm almost 17 years
in show businesst' I owe a lot to rojT
old fight manager, Joe Glaser, a^

Romm

well as Lionel Hampton, whp I
cleaned up with in 1943.
"Glaser made it possible for me
purchase a home called 'The

to

House that Hampton

Built.'

And my

children before they go to bed say
'God bless Lionel Hampton and Joe
Glaser.'"

Greta Keller Opens Bar
In Znrich as Sideline

'

Vienna.

Austro-American
Greta Keller,
nitery singer, has filled her contract
here with the Red-White-Red radio
in St, Moritz,
now
station and is
Switzerland, where she's gone mto
business. She recently opened a bar
Badputt,
Casper
there in the Hotel
named it "Chez Greta" and took
her one of Vienna's best pian-

with

ists,

Walter Grimm.

She's due to return eariy in Marcn

to

New

York.

.

MUSIC
Information Please

*

Tin Pan Alley Needs a Return
To Its Oldtime Showmanship

,

Sitting one evening, a little tired, between rehearsals
the lobby of. the Mayflower hotel in Washington,
approached me, very politely asfcihgi
0 gentleman
"pairdon me, sir, have I not the privilege ol meeting
,

in
.

.

Morgenthau?"
am not Mr. Morgenthau. (I really am sorry!)
No?' *Or perhaps er--are you the brother of Mr.
Morgenthau?
Sorry, I am not the brother of Mr. Morgenthau.
But—I must have met you some place. You seem
prominent person maybe a famous
to me -a rather

..'tSecretary
•
Sovry, I

'

•

-

—

1947 Gave the Music Business Plenty Of
Cause for Concern; Petrillo Blues to Be a
Determining Factpr During Coming Year

—

'

'

writer.

No,

,

,^

Fm

not a writer.

Dr maybe & famous composer?

'

Maybe!

Would

„•

it

My name

be preposterous to ask for your name?
Osscar Straus.

is

The gentleman, with outstretched hands, "Oh, am 1
bafiff to shake hands with the Turki.sh Ambassador!"
'But I just told you that I am the composer Oscar

By ABEL GREEN
Has the romance gone out of Tin Pan Alley? Now that
no longer tinpanny, or an alley, music men are asking
themselves whether the partial shift to Radio City and Hollywood & Vine, plus the accent on the business end of the
music biz, isn't hurting the industry.
The year just past 'gives plenty of cause for concern. The

me. You are
Oscar Straus. J. remember, the composer of the 'Merry
He, embarrassed,

Straus.

"Oh

yes, excuse

"Widow,"'
"
"No. I'm not even the composer of the 'Merry Widow.'
He returned with apologies to his table and consulted
a friend.' A few minutes later he came back, smiles
all over his face. "Now I know definitely who you are!
-Yoii are the composer of the famous 'Chocolate. Soldier,'
1 recognized you at ifirst sight."
Oscar Straus

LOOMS AS CRITICS

faces an uncertain year during 1948.
Djiless the industry can find a way to wrest itself f>-ee of
the economic squeeze which now besets it from within and
without and, to repeat an oft-spotlighted failing, develop
more imagination 'than it has shown during the past
year^ the coming 12 months probably will not bring the
-entw the b.o, situation in which all bandleaders have found'
iiiemselvcs "since last spring.

—

ness.

,

W

stands now, the band industry is no worse or no
better oif than any other phase of the entertainment field.
All: b.o. totals are off.
But in most cases the operators of
these situations are better able to stand off continuing low
The situation is
grosses than those who employ bands.
ptrticularly acute for the one-night opei-ator, who is the
source of the major portion of the average maestro's revf nue.. Too frequently top names fail him. When this contin;'ues to happen, the entire band business is placed in jeopardy.
a one-night promoter cannot buildva surplus of first-rate
.orchestras, as a rule he cannot afford to allocate attention
•often enough to second and third-rate bands trying to stay
in business while endeavoring to buflid reputations that will
it

j

.

The
records and/or .synchronization.
now—even if Crosby,
Sinatra, ComO or Haymes do, put it on. the air— as when the
boys on Broadway would hiig that back rail at th^' old Palace, or get the class cabaret reflexes from a first-performance'
Today

.

'

it's

radio,

immediate reaction

.

isn't as electrifying

at Maxim's.

written for a film soundtrack which won't see
daylight until a year later or longer. Or a record—Jikewise
The immediate reaction has given way to
in the future.
discounting the future acceptance.

Today

.

it's

—

•

H

establish b.o. appeal.

•This is what has been occurring in the band business during
the past year and which has resulted in an economic standoH 'between bailds and patrons of them: high operating
costs force pricej quotations to the point wh'ere one-nighter
buyers, for example, must ask higher admission prices. And
the public, already apathetic toward bands, excepting a
handful of establisjied -names, will not pay the tariff.

•;

•

,

.

Breaking it down makes it clear that in many cases the
bnncUeadcr is still at fault, while in others it is the booking
agency that's responsible (agencies, in some cases, are in
oiie" breath asserting that prices are too high and, with an>Other, maintaining them).
Most name bandleaders have re'duced the salaries of their musicians.
They point this out,
as evidence of a sincere desire to meet new conditions.
-They submit costs to bookers and buyers and point the
But,
totals out as the minimum amount needed to operate.
«t' tlie same time, very few top and close-se.cond leaders
have gone about reducing the size of their bands, and many
still -carry, the wartime retinue of personal manager, road
manager, bandboy, valet, several arrangers, secretary, their
own offices, etc., and add these items to so-called opera.

tional

cost.s.

Overstuffed Rosters

J

the average band docs not need the
number of musicians they carry. It's granted that most
theatres, one-night operators, etc., have been conditioned to
«xpect an imposing array of instruments, but the eight and
c^tnetimes nine brass many bands still carry are regarded
even by arrangers as overstocked sections. As for the nonplaying people on the payroll for comfort, companionship,
a leader's inflated' ego— there's nothing that can sanely

Jn the

—

be said.
There are two bands that are alwaj's pointed out as examples of two sides of the above argument .when discussion
over them eruptji. One is that one of the greatest bands
ever fo come into existence—
the original Benny Goodman
orchestra consisted o? three trtnnjpets, two trombones, four
sax and four rhythm.
So much for instrumentation. The
other example is the current
Guy Lombardo band, which
'^'^^ used a road manager, secretary, valets, or even a
h^^^u
bandboy
(each man handles his own instrument and seems
^."0"gb to move it from a bus into a ballroom and out
»B
In other words, the expenses of the B.G.
onu instrument-wise,
?™°°>
and the expenses of the Lombardo
oancl on the road
were, and are, at a minimum. It's not
suggested that today's bands cut to 13 men, ailhough in
many oases that would be an idea that would heal many of
'?"-„J""'Vidual band's ills, but it is stressed that too many
that today feel they were opdratins; at minimum
eosts are burrowing
their collective noKs-iii.s in the .sand,

—

'

,

uespite efforts to revise
payrolls, the move in this direction
subconsciously Controlled by inflated wartime thinking
'^'"'"''^

banlj'^f"^'^'''"

'

'

^

•

-y-;.'-

.yen'

"1

And what has happened may be the answer to the past
yen for the oldies like. "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

year's

Now;" "Peg

o'

My

Hea^t," "Heartaches," "That's

My

Desire,"

16," "Wrap Your Troubles in
Dreams," "Mickey," "Peggy O'Neill," "More Than You
Know," "Sweet and Lovely," etc.
It's significant that, whether it's an established Gomo or
a newcomer Laine or Damone, in their resurrection of certain oldies these tunes, maybe, are more truly reflecting the
public taste than are the so-called sophisticated 1947 crop
of music-creators. Kven the upstart Francis-Craig-KermitCoellj and' the like, who come along with a "New You"
and outrank the many established songsmiths, evidence that
they, too, perhaps, are more aptly attuned to the public taste

"When You Were Sweet

than the so-called sophisticates.
Perhaps it should be a case of "the public be praised."

Maybe it's the music men who are phoney in their ideas of
the public's tastes^but the public isn't. The public seemingly has its Own ideas about quality. Maybe Tin Pan- Alley
must recapture that feel for what the publffi wants. If the
American public, circa 1947^"48, yens for a harkback to an
era of gemutlichkeit, when things were mellower and the
world less distrait— which may be why they fancy the' sentimental ballads that 'have no fancy or sophisticated lyrical
tricks or musical furbelows ^then the music business has
been remiss in keeping apace of the- times.
We have gone through two world wars. A third may be
in the making. If that's the answer to this sudden upsurge
yfor nostalgia—because today's music creators lack the fresh
spark to dish up the right sort of sentiment—then Tin Pan
Alley had better take stock of itself.

—

first .place,

%

lethargic public roartion to the

'^^^ ^'^'^^^
^"^'^
the past few
^S"'"
and there's nothing, seemingly, that anyone can do
"^^"^ of a bellwhether combo.
Mo.st
agree that the loss of Glenn Miller during his
ir corps
service was a towering blow to the postwar band
1°"^'
^''''^^'''s followers were legion, and it's felt -that
hart
Aa he returned
and put into execution his postwar plans
^^"^ strength of his b.o. appeal, gone a
Ion.,'""
toward pulling the band, business up to at least
eon I'^f?^
'*^'"'t'me trend of the younger clement toward
eSlaKr u-°
^ •'''"Ser's market on recordings. The latter has
had quite
«
a bit to do with submerging the importan<!e of
(Continued on page 195)
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The band business

As

It's

I

Memorable

Names

_]

The lack of what the trade calls the "romance" of the
business is indisputible.
But the oldtimers have certainly
had it. Whether it was Fred Fisher or Walter Donaldson,
Max Winslow or AI Beilin, Arthur Freed or Nacio Herb
Brown, Isham Jones or Gus Kahn, Joe Keit or Mose Gumble,
Henry Waterson or Edgar Bitner, Phil Kornheiser <whe»
he was the kingpin professional man of Tin Pan Alley) or
Maurie Abrahams,- Harry Puck or Bert Kalmar, Harry Ruby
or Dick Whiting, Al Dubin or Harry Warren, Joe McCarthy
or Jimmy Montgomery, Hurry Tierney or Bobby Crawford,
Buddy deSylva or Victor Herbert, Lew Brown or Ray Henderson, Chester Conn or Rocco Vocco, Jack Robbins or Max
Dreyfus, Jack Bregman or Henry Spitzer, Jonie Taps or
Harry Link, Milton Ager or Jack Yellen, J, Will Callahan or
Lee S. Roberts. Gus Edwards or Will D. Cobb, Ted Snydfcr
or Abel Baer, Billy Rose or Mort Dixon, George Gershwin
or Jerome H. Remick, Leo Feist or Edward B. Marks, Ray
Egan or Dick Whiting, Leo, Robin or Ralph Rainger, Kerry
Mills or Fred Forster, Howard* Johnson or Leo Wood, Jimmy
Flynn or Ben Bloom, Fred Ahlert or Charlie Tobias, Will
Rossiter or Charles K. Harris, Maurice Shapiro or Joe Stern.
Whoever it was, a' reprise of these names strikes a certain responsive chord to those, in the tirade who know.
Many are still alive—and active. Many are gone. .Some
who are alive are gone in another sense. Some sit on their
ASQAP laurels in The Paddock or Lindy's, Times Square
haunts for songsmiths. and some have gone on to bigger
things in legit, Hollywood, management. And some are just
clipping coupons.
It should be stressed here that these names, some in historic
juxtaposition when they were teamed, and .some ju.^t interpolated at random, would be among the first to recall those
struggling days when Tin Pan Alley had vigor and vibrancy
—and romance,'^ It's only natural that the hoys, as they grow
Older, want to coast, But it's a certainty also that the songs
that were spun of dreams--or necessity—fin another era seem
to have a durability which few of today's crop seem to possess. Else why would the public pick the old for the new?
When the most exciting aspect of the business today is the
fact that a pair of untried songwriters wrote the No. 1 song
of the year ("Near You"), and that diskjockeys become po;

it's'

time for the

Ilils

I

not just that these things happen but how they bapis important.
Francis Craig was a sustaining
and a good one by the way over WSM, Nash-

pen that

.

&

YEAR FORJAND RIZ
By BERNIE

Those 'Quick'

public apparently manifested its balk at the assembly-line
method of creating song material.
There's no question that the unprecedented nostalgia cycle
so strongly manifested in 1947 must affect the nation's song
ta.stes, standards and- business technique in future—Petrillo
willing. But maybe the Petrillo impasse inay prOve a bless-*
ing in disguise and end the tail which has been wagging the
dog. Music publishing has actually become a mechanization
of music in the recent lush years.
Lewis & Youngi Kiahn- & Jones. McCarthy & Fisher, Berlin, DeSyl-va, Brown & Henderson, Leslie & Meyer, Dubin
Warren, Brennan fc Ball-^and many of the other oldtime,
great songwriters seemingly could instill a romance and
enthusiasm into .their song -making which barely exists
they hit a good one, they'd grab Bayes or Baker
today.
at the Palace, Richman or Koye at the Orpheum out west,
put it oh at' the matinee, and if it clicked they'd .^run the
lead-sheet in a page-ad in Variety and they were in busi-

—

1948

tentates as i-evivalists (."Heartaches''), then
business' to take stock of itself.

it's

—

—

bandleader

when he and his blind singer. Bob Lamm, uncorked
the music to ''Near You" (Kermit Goell, Lyric), and it pro»
jected a Bullet indie disk label like a bullet into-hitdom. The
mechanical influence goes right down the line. It's keynoted
as in the case of the Charlotte. N. C, WBT disk jock with
"Heartaches"; and the radio-and-records combination is illustrated by Red Ingle's "Tim-Tayshun," NelUe Lutchpr's
"Real Gone Guy," Jack McVca's "Open the Door, Richard,"
Arthur Godfrey's "Too Fat Polka," Jan August's "Misirlou,"
Harmonicats' "Peg O' My Heart,' Tex Williams "Smoke,
Smoke Smoke" and Dorothy Shays "Feudin' and Fightin',"

ville,

among

others.

These are but a few.

Some

— many

last

are forgotten

faster than B. S, PuUy. Freddy Martin may run the gamut
of rhythmizing Tchaikovsky. Grieg or Chopin; he'll last be-

cause

never run out of the old masters. But the Red
Ingles and the_Al Dcxters ("Pistol Packin' Mama"— '.•ind
the Rileys & Faile.vs <"Muaic Goes Round and Round'")—
remember?) are of the moment. Eddy Howard is hot wliile
"To Each His Own" is on top. And so it goes.
he'll

Disk Jocks

,

I

The fSsk jockey thing took hold of such name maestros'
as Paul Whiteman, Tommy Dorsey and Duke Ellington. It's
said that the thing that threw Petrillo over the hurdles com*pletely was the fact that two of the truly top sparkplugs for'
live orchestras succumbed to the platter-turning business.
Martin Block, Ted Husing. Bea Wain-Andre Baruch (as a
team), femme disk jocks like Rosemary Wayne in Chicago
and Bea Kalmus in N. Y., the night spots' late-hour disk
jocks <witb their ad lib "interviews" and show biz palaver)
piled on the eviderose on the usage of platters for benefit of
everybody but the musician. Even Vabietv had to take
recognition of this new vogue' with the Inauguration of a
disk jockey "reque.st" poll, which indicates each week which
are the public's pretei'red tunes.
The dLsk jockey whirl got dizzier; Chicago alone numbered
a total of 39 platter-chatterers on its combined stations, giving out with the palaver and commercials to the accompaniment of turning- the biscuits. This, of coufse^ 3sae^ lesser
stations aU over the land, and even the broadcasters "were
surprised that the total of American Federation of Musicians
letouts didn't number more than the few hundred affected.
The Chi preponderance caused Petrillo fo nix guest-shots on*
disk jock shows, and agitation for a .code of ethics for the
*
platter-turners was heard.
.
The Taft-Hartley Act,' outlawing royalty payments to tinion
coffers for indigent irfembers, set the diskers and broadcasters into possibly devising a means to make up for the
loss smce everybody but Uncle Sam seemed to "want to main^
tain the status quo.

-

,

Extra payments to working musicians have been kayoed
by Petrillo, whose concern is the unemployed musician. The
extra payment whether in the form of a royalty or bonus,
a means to emulate the ASCAP technique—is NG for the
working musicians as (1), it is subject to income tax, and
(2), the AFM doesn't think it would hold up in the first place.
(All agree that a basic revision in the Copyright Act of 1909
is essential, if this problem i.s to. be legally resolved).

—

:

Records

1

Everything wasn't sweetness and light in the disk business, however. RCA Victor reported a $500,000 record royalty payoff in the first quarter, and six m-onths later business
was down 50%. Decca reported $30,675,381 sales lor 1946
but, despite the slump, prexy Jack Kapp figures on a $3S,$40,000,000 business for '47. The company reported a $687,000
first quarter not profit.
When Signature encountered financial troubles, although this Indie had been making some good
product, its No. 1 singer, Monica Lewis, .switched to Decca.

Johnny Mercer and Buddy deSylva's resignations from their
Capitol posts as president and board chairman, respectively,
some $100,000 from the payroll, leaving Glenn Wallichs
alone at the helm. A proposed deal whereby the ABC network-takes over the company has yet to be consummated.
Production costs warranted some retail price-tilting but
Capitol and Victor held the line. Decca of England came
into the field as the "London" label, with an '85o platter
(can't' use the Decca tag because of Jack Kapp's company)
whereas the U. S. Decca company, in turn, may expand its
50e market. The company has a $i,00p,<m revoiving^ credit
available from the First National Bank of Boston iat
(it
becolifies 3% when the money is actualy borrowed) and, as

.

sliced

part of Decca's expan.sion program, the enlargement of the
mass market m('rchandi.sin<; at a lower price for certain
artists may be the result.
/
Columbia'^ Manic Sack.s and Ted Wallerstein (now deactivated but remaining as board' chairman) continue to
shuttle between both coasts, with their enlarged California
activities, for both recording and manufacturing.
Columbia
.'also; took cognizance Of the disk jockey's' exploitation potency
by sponsoring them for adveiti.sing purposes across the country.
From other sources, however, there have cOmo complaints that the disk jockeys' over-plugging of certain pops
were hurting rather than helping di.Sk sales.
Cash -on-the-line became the order of the day from Harry
Fox, trustee for the Music Publishers Protective Assn., as
he saw the freak war-enriched indies fall -fast by the way*side. Even the better-grade indies like Musicraft and Signature experienced reorgani-/.ation. Latter's stock pmspectus
revealed a $61,100 lo.ss in 11 months of operation. As all the
disk companies felt the sales slump, the indies with ti:^
restricted merchandising outlets were the first affected.
'While the mechanical problems dominated the miaSe "ifo^
(Continued o,n page 196)
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cold water, .Biit the rpm^^W^^
I
didti't end there; ri^^ next^^
back at the ^^rfowra' hoiise, a
for those mo- !ggnfij,(tied devot€(&:ments, as we
i
r
^:
CndW:
wijed
Burro
Completely
drove tlirough'l
the dark streets,
Did I say devotee? I was more.
I was too busy i ^^gg ^ soswell.
Abe had 'forgot•with
a small jg,, j,,;,^^
tj,c lyrics of the evening
.

.,

:

;

.

.

—

intetisre

'

apgfer,'

to

about

.bother

Serenade to the Bells
Too-Pat Polka
Golden Earrings

And Mitni,
On the Avenue

I aslcect bitterly,

"and

'

'

*

jrbu'Ce arranged, -This isn't like

voices'

latighing

Did

say

I

Bos well?

Shapiro-B
....Paramount
Barton

.Supreme
.

.

,

.

'

...... (Mat

.

,

.

Simon»Jimmy Kennedy)

<

............

•

.

Your Wedding

Sigman-Bob Hilliard)
Sigman-Bob Russell)

.............
;

<Kay Twomey-Al Goodheart)
(Russ MacLean-Arthur Richardson)
(Herb Magidson-Ben Oakland

,

.

.

'.

tCJejrcy .Idvingston-Bl^y £vatt$*'Vict6r

Filmusical.

.

-.'...Shapiro-B
...leeds
......... .Morris

(Harold Rome-Fred Freed)
(Calrl

f-

i

.

.......

Legit production.,

,

..

.

.

.

Young)

Jefferson

Morris
Shapiro-B

Paramount
Simon

r,

^•
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presented

Pubs

never had managed to remember
any of his spontaneous compositions
more than five- minutes after they
'were out of his .treacherous mouth
and the laugh had- died down.

A

I-

was

It
also, but paid the costs himselL
seems he had been assigned dates
in N. Y. by RCA-Victor, to which

Ifnderiiriite^^

Of Gte
Beat Ban

and ifot one, tune was canned.
Charlotte, N. C.
As a result, Victw didn't have
A ballroom free to the Public
any studio time to assign to. him to
every night, and" for *'teen-age^s"
enable the completion of the sides,
every Friday night has been opened
and, rather than not do them at all,
in (Charlotte by Statio'n WAYS in
Dorsey leased a 20th-Fox studio in
conj unction 'With' the Bomar Cafe^
N. Y. two days before the ban and
teria. Debut occurred New Year's
(31) midnight. In some cases where cut the tunes 'Victor wanted, plus
Eve, the dancing starting at 10:30
and
which
'Others
did
his
own
he
on
cut
artists did not or could- not
for
.,,
iP. m. and continuing until 1 a. m.,
i,.
,
probably
will take over and
Victor
the companies they are affiliated
the doings broadcast direct from
Music?

his

under contract. But he couldn't
get the sides completed. He worked
one night for six hours (two ses-

he's

Own to

Cuts

ptijilishers

took

a.

sions)

Jhand la

:

;

His Anna Sosenko. some .exteat in the cutting of the
ij-a""? Rrosby.
His ilouis Shurr. I introduced him .final recordings; made' prior to the
I got his name in tlje
People,
(.j^^p j,f the American Federation
brought
him to parties.!..
^
„
P^Pf"-.
of Musicians' disk ban Wednesday
1

|

i

^i.^

fiendishly.

Then, a.s' we rang., the bell, a dog
bayed dismally somewhere within.
"Don't try to run," she warned,
gues.sing my mind. She haS me by
the; wrist and- the lapel. I imagine I
coutd hav« shaken her off and.
bolted, but I. wasn't scared enough.
Fear \yould have done it, but not the
mere; irritation 1 was experiencing

I

these to him, and he thanked- me,
hardly' concealing what appeared -to
be real tears of gratitude, for he

she.

:

many

Gruebengfifit.''

X>er

you

commande'd.
I got out of the car, and we walked
faint
toward the house together.
amber glow appeared through a
large stained and leaded window to
one side 6t the entrance. Past this
glow, a shadow moved briefly. The
Shadow of a frenzied tortured man,
hands aloft. Partly muffled by the
ponderous walls of the house,
..„„.^, came
v,.....^
the "echo" oV "his"* dMpcrater sein'ihliman- shjiftk. Then the sound- of
"Out,"

at

Marks
.Chappell

.

,

,

(Carl

Dance

I'll

'

-at all."

.

.

Ballerina

forth.

promised."

.

.

Shapifo-B
,

.

,

,.

...w...

Civilization

In two weeks time I had
neatly typed copies of the lyrics of
Girl With The Three Blue Eyes,"
Bela
"But 1' didn't.- I didn't promise Green Christmas," "Ballad of
"Documentary On The
anything. And I don't like the looks Lugosi,"
of this place.
And this meeting K^;V York Times,". "Maedchen von
"I

'

i,.

"Why here?"
why tonight?"

.

Feist

".

•

.

Santly-J

Bobbins
....Capitol

;

.

who

Mills

,

:.
Supreme;
American
Martiii
(AUie Wrubel)
(Meade Minngerode-Geo. Pomeroy-Tod Galloway) Miller
BVC
t(Mack Gordon-Joe Myrow)
Encore
(Irving' Fields)
(Dusty Fletcher-J. Mason-Jack McVea-D.- Howell).. Duchess
.Crawford
•(E, Y. Harburg-Burton Lane) ....
.............
Leeds
(John Klenner-Al HoiTman)
.....
...(Jack Lawrence)
.v,..y. Morris
Feist
(Edmund Gpulding-Mack Gordon)
,
...Peer
(Louise Massey-Lee Penny)
(Peggy Lee-Dave Barbour)
Capitol

.

, .

,

Heartaches ,* vi . ......
Linda
.',
Mam'selle .>
My Adobe Hacienda.... s..-rr-r
It's a Good Day

I,

Fox
Harms

,.

—

:

»««

Mood

„

,

Managua Nicaragua ............
Open the Door, Richord ......
How Are Things In Glocca Morra

>

.

,

:

hadn't been quite
omens.
so fuH of Old Bushmill's, managed
On fier lips was the catlike smile to do the rememberinig for him. At
again. I watched it form on her le$st the remembering of the punchprofile as she sat beside me. dNving lines. He was grateful. He told me
the car. "You'll see," she purred, I had a Ane mind 'and -a prodigious
through the smile. The car slowed. memory. 1 found a pencil^ ancl that
We were pulling up to the curb be- n' lit began the practice of jotting
fore a gaunt gray-brown house."
down each Burrowsisir. as it issued

and

before,

>

Wonder

I

.

You Do

,

;

'

;

Pdlms

Whiffenpoof .Song

M »»

(Buddy DeSylva-Lou Silvers)
(Carroll Lpveday-Helny Kreaa)
(Jerry Livingston-Al HofCman-Mack David)

•
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Publisher'

t(Saul Chaplin-Al Jolson)
'(Frederick Loewe-AUan Lerner)

'

Lady From

•

|

,

FraiQt JfOesset

.

.

j

.

«

Sheet Setters

(Daryl Hutchins)
(Fred Fisher-Al Bryan) ,
Across the Alley From the Alamo.-,... (Joe Green)'.....,
(Jarhes Thornton)
,
When Yoii Werfi Sweet Sixteen
I Wonder Who's'Kissing Her Now
t (Will Hough-Frank Adams-Joe E. Howard)
(Burton Lane-Al Dubin)
Feudm' and Fi^htin'
(Nat Simon-Jimmy Kennedy)
Apple Blossom Wedding
I Wish- 1 Didn't Love You So. ,.....'.. t(Frank Loesser)
(Johnny Farrow-Marty Symes)
I Have But One Heart
...... (Francis Craig-Kermit Goell)
Near You
(Jack Owens-Carroll Lucas)'
How Soon
.".
;
(Merle Travis-Tex Williams)
Smoke,. Smoke^ Smoke

Wonder, I Wonder,
Peg O' My Heart

— but

.-
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WHiera

I

and the strange:

.

I

Anniversary Song

Almost Like Being" In Love
April Showers
x.
That'.s My Desire
t Chi-Baba, Chi-Baba

|

•
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silence

»

Sans
..

FRANK LO£SSER:

Hollywood,
[the pocket of that overcoat in the
Hey,
There were ominous gray strealcs hall is a half a Chicago Salami.
Cut Frank some isalamj.
Eddie!
In the evening sky. I suppose, now
Then he sat down to the piano and
that I think back to that evening in
doe?.
what
he
did
T
should have, been more
1942,
'
Very] And soon, like a big shmo, I had
afraid.
likely I would fallen madly in love with Abe Burhave felt, and rows.
heeded .thei it was five in the morning, When
warning In that jYiy. wife finally succeeded «» separsky, and in the. ating, us by dousing; us \yitb buckets
'

chill of the air, Jqj

MM

Top

CALL ME FRANKENSTEIN
:By

Annixiermry

P^^ORtlSlft

M

fame grew.

Burrows "type

t'"es were on every tongue
the New York and HoUycognoscenti.
"Make up your

'

,

,

,

.

,

,

wood
own left hand" piano method, in- with, or had no affiliation, tub-^ release sometime in the future.
cafeteria.
vented by Abe, promoted by me
Another angle "of the recording! in establishing the free balUoom,
became the rage.
Burrows took' lishers underwrote the expenses of rush early last week viras the cutting, WAYS and thp JBomar Cafeteria
over the Dinah Shore show and then recording independently in the hopes by Columbia particularly, of "back- [feel it Alls a demand by those who
the Joan Davisl Burrows became a that the masters will be sold' to a grounds" originally written for vo- ha-ye been wantihg a place to go. It's
picture producer at Paramount. Bur- disker at a later date.
Of course, calists. For various reasons, illness, entirely a Jiubltc service, and Is abat the moment. Yes, 'crawling creep- rows was invited to Louis B. Mayer's the masters made this way were eto.„ the singers couldn't make the solutely free to the public.
dates. With the baclcgrounds already
ing horror would have sent me out house Christmas Eve! He was IN!
inscribed with tunes the pubs did cut
the vocals can be inserted later.
jf her clutches and flying away. But
And as I proudly watched my
or
not
not
could
get
recordedCreditor Sues Signature
by This happened in the case bf Buddy
I' wash't smart enough to be afraid, mon.ster grow, I failed to notice that
Clark and Dorothy Shay.
And' So,' there I stood watching her his big fat shadow was falling major di.skers.
While Signature RecordSj,isia>
Columbia's method of arriving at niched albums by KoWarH'Matfhews,
«at-smile, juntil the door opened.
darker and darker upon me. Me,
For example, Ray Dorsey, who's
been having trouble with Majestic the completion of recordings also Inci Jgst July, the disker failed t«
The monster was -standing there, wfio had taken him to my bosom,
Pastor make payment, it was claimed in
lacing us— an amorphous 200 pounds
This summer he started his Pwn Records to the point-where he claims affected Tony Pastor.
of him; There was no nape to his- radio show. Like a devotee, like a his cofi-tract was abrogated, cut early has been ill and had taken a two- N. Y. supreme court last week.
last week under Majestic's license, week vacation', giving his band a Matthews is asking a summary judg*
neck. The back of his head simply Boswell, like a Louis Shurr, like'
oozed down to his heels, while his damn fool-— I -attended the cutting of but using funds provided by a pub- hiatus. He made some recordings ment of $5,500.
Suit came to light when Matthews
Boyd Raeburn worked the in N. Y. just before the ban date by
big belly pushed forward evilly at the audition record, choosiiig a seat lisher.
fronting a combo made up of crack made a motion to strike out the
us, over the waistline of his sagging
dose behind one of the audience same way.
Tommy Dorsey cut independently N. Y. radio and recording musicians. defendant's answers to the action.
pants. His face and hands were the mikes so my screams of hilarious
,

j

i

j

j

i

'

j

,

i

1

,

j

|

,

;

consistency of soot-covered lard. His
eyes, half Closed, jn sly animal indo;
lence, were pe«iring down at me
hungrily,

The hand

wughed

let

my

go of

wrist.

nervously,

"Abe," she was saying,
husband Frank. Frank,

"this is
this' is

appreciation would be heard on the
recording.
screamed myself
I
hoarse.
Burrows bellowed himself
insensible. The audition record was
I !a success and soon Abe was a regu
lar CBS feature oii Satutday nights.

my J, They say
Abe! And why?

his Hooper is enormous,
Because ,he ridicules
jthihgs, and the people eat that sort
of thing up.
And whom and what
does he ridicule? Songwriters and
their songs. Oh I didn't mini when

Buri'ows."

She 'had been there with the Fred
Aliens the night before. I had been
stucic with an ASCAP meeting, and

The Peatman Annual Survey of Song Hits with the Largest
Radio Audiences
(Bee. 27, 1946, throagb Dee. 25, 1947)

Tde 35 song hits with the largest radio audiences are listed belotu in order of the total ACl points' re(Songs in stoge or /ilm productions are indicated. Songs currently
ceived in the ACI surveys during the year.
active are marked with an asterisk. Songs 'whttse activity besian .iw the /aU a/ 194Q ^re.itUo indicated by (1946).
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,
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Total

j

we had met for coffee at two in
.the morning, when I noticed the
feline grimace^

1

'

!

'

"This guy," she had said, "is an
amateur songwriter, and you have
GOTito hear him. And see him."

'

j

he took

a beautiful pot .shot at an
Irving Berlin lyric two months
ago.
Or when he belted Dave
Franklin' with a parody the follow'"S week, , I guess I chuckled a
old.

Rank

ACI
Survey
30

5.

32,088
23,217
23,027
21,900
21,369

6.

21,301:

7.

21,248
19,618
19,004
I8i6a9
18,224

1.

2.
3.
4.

little.

But the other day he stopped by
"Got Schmot," I had answered. We
have been married six years. Going for coffee (Old Bushmill's), and
together 8. You ought ' to knoW by that old ogre look was back. The
this time, not to steer we into these look J had 'seen whenr he stood
auditions. He may be a wonderful there, framed in* the "dimly lighted
guy, with talent even, but I can't doorway, luring nie in with salami.
help him. Send him, to Jack Bob"Hey Loesser," he leered, towerbins."
ing over me, "you wrote that old
"But this," she had replied, "is not piece of junic about Manakoora,
the run-of-the-mill amateur. This didn't you?"
guy was once an accountant, a wallThe tone made me shudder. "Yeah,
paper salesman, and a lot of other mooj..
Manakoora," I said, nerthings. Then he became a writer. you.slv
Wrote the Vsllee shows when they
J,-].
snorted.
I believe antwere good-with John Barrymore.
And then some Fred Allen. And c. tons make the same noise right be-

Number Of
Weeks In

ACI
Points

26
21

'

'

,

now

Duffy's
ferent."

Tavern.

This

is

dinner.

dif-

Ha,

"'What abvHit it?"
I faltered.
And it was. Abe ushered us] "That's '.one of those crummy
-through the Hollywood-Moorish limpid type lyrics. Ha!" I knew
foyer into the living room. The Al- that the wheels inside that head
.

I

8.
9.

10.
11.

26
21

17.
18.

16,.383

20

15,314'

28

14.
li).-

16.

19.

13,757

15

•13,696

27

22.

13,467
13,249

26
22
16

23.

.

25.

12,865
12,677

26.

15,621

27.

12,562
11,415
10,865
10,470

.21

10,412
9,974
9,934
9,527
9,426

19
12
19
14
19

24.

17

,

were there. That had been the
shreiking
laughter.
There were
Betty Comden and Adolph Green
Eddie Gardner, and Sam Moore. And
Erwin the dachshund.
After all the greetings, Abe said.
"Have some Irish whiskey. Fine
di'itik.
Comes in a square bottle,
Can't fall out of your hand. Also iu
iens

were starting to turn. Wheels I had
!P"t there, geared together, and oiled
Burrows was out of control
I haven't seen him since, but Saturday night I'll be glued to the
radio,
It will be too late to heed
omens in the sky, baying
shioiks unholy and all the rest,
I have a feeling I'm next.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

|

i

34.

55.

'

25
21

16
20

,

.'Encore

.Santly- Joy
.....Remick

(Song Of the South)
(Time, Place & Girl)
So....... (Perils of Pauline)

Paramount

Leeds
Peg O' My Heart
Bobbins
(Razor's Edge) ................. .Feist
Mam'selle
Almcst Like Being In Love, ........ (Brigadoon)
.....Fox
(Mother Wore Tights)
i...BVC
'You Do
...Southern
My Adobe Hacienda
,
<Time, Place & Girl), ........... ;Witmark
Oh. But I Do (1946)
Guilty
....Feist
,
'i-Feudin' and Fightin'
Chappell
,
^

33
20
24
16

21.

20.

.

Heartaches

21

17,71,1

17,695
17,123
16,748
16.512
16.461.

'

,

Managua, Nicaragua (1946)
?ip-A-Dee Doo-Dah (1946),.

A Gal In Calico (1946)
! Wish I Didn't Love You

28

13.

Produetton
Publisher
(Jolson Story)
, .Mood
a Good Day
Capitol
,
Close My Eyes (1946)
.Peter Maurice
.'.'j ................ .Duchess
I Love You For Sentimental Reasons (1946)
Linda
.v. ., .4. E. H. Morris
How Are Things In Glocca Morra'. (Finian's Rainbow)
...Crawford
..

I'll

17
22
20
21
15
17

12.

Song "iltle
Anniversary SOng (1946)

It's

.

,

-

"NearYou-^.:
That's
•

I
I

A

My

.......Mills

•.

Rainy Night In Rio (1946)

,

.

.

(I

Wonder Who's K.H.N.) ....

&

Believe

Marlw

Witmark
Harms

....1............ ..... (It
Love.,-.....'...,

..Witmark
.Simon

v
..,

.i,.Qxford
.

Happened

Itt

Sunday Kind of

And Mimi

.E. B.

.

Girl)

Ask Anyone- Who Knows
You Can't See Sun When Crying
Chi-Baba Chi-B^ba
...................... (Allegro)
*So Far >,
I

t.

.Robbins
(Time, Place

<The Jolson Story)

April Showers

A

....Supreme

,.,

Desire

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now.
Wonder I Wonder I Wonder

.WiUiamson

Brooklyn). ..... .Sinatra
Peter Maurice
j... Shapiro
.""

-.

Lady From 29 Palms ........... i.,.
You ll Always Be One I Love (1946)
There Is No Greater Love
,

..Martin
Sinatra

..,

^
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Forty-aecond

t^l^IETY

By BERNIE
The
.
'

!

biggest question during 1948— and possibly for

'

tMted

;

by,

the Annerican Federation of Musicians, will

to build

tasic

a b.o.

name without

the impetus and

—

-

iitg

other phases

by bands and singers—^vaude,

of exhibition covered
Qn6»nighters, locations.

more
.

Even

radio, since that

medium

,

spawning

its

publishing industry submitted for consideration.

.

out

.

ban on them

recording

is

No

obvious.

:

,

instance recording companies were forced by the
contingencies of. battle lack of materials, manpower,
etc.*— to confine available and often reduced facilities
to the top names then in existence. For around five
years they could- afford neither the time nor the
roaiferials to develop new names.
As a result, the
band business lost its hold on the record;buying public.
The same old bands playing the same old. styles
swung over into a
•cool.edi • public reaction^- which
singer cycle that submerged the band indu.stry to the
point where it is now in. a very precarious position,

.

—

.

i

lis pre-war teen-age public had matured and in its
place grew a crop of Sinatra, Como, Haymes followers,
who subsequently looked ..farther afield and extended
portions of such allegiance to Andy Russell, Frankie
Laine 'and 'Vie Damone— further strengthening the
vocalist hold on recording sales.

'

the

And

'And today, as a result, the name band is conspicuous by its absence from commercial radio; it is
'Often a secondary feature in theatres to the b.o. puU
of one of the above singers; it has virtually disappeared from the screen, and one-nighters and locations
do not achieve the same b.o. reaction as before.

Under the forthcoming sehen^ of things recorded,
the vocalists now riding the pinnacle of recording
success could possibly experience the same situation
that helped depose the bandleader, according to some
veteran music men. With fresh talent barred from
forging into the spotlight by the record ban, public
Interest could wane, although what would replace
It couldn't even be conjectured.. It wouldn't be easy
lor the band field to take back its own because the
ban would be having the same throttling effect on
new bauds as on new singers.

Bootleg Plan s

"

None
become

of this gloomy outlook, however,
fact for a couple of years at least.

earlier
of Janv

warning that-recording would be stopped as
1 gave the major and minor companies a fair

likely to

The AFM's

amount

of time to plan. for. the future. They've been
recording virtually day and night. How much ot the
material stocked away will be of real value to them
as time goes on is something that won't be answered
for a year or more. For the first year at least the
manufacturers are safe; they have a satisfactory numbei*- of sorigs recorded which will be included in film
and legit musical scores, the source ot which won't
go on exhibition in some cases until the middle of '47
and, in rarer cases, at even later dates. A certain
percentage of these must become hits.
.

;

This' must su-stain sales figui}es established during
the -past year by the majors and keep them in a
healthy enough state while awaiting the event ufil and
"UltitTiate
settlement of the recording ban. Beyond
that'one year, however, there is no guarantee of anything. Once the recorders and music publi-shers get
past those .scores and a serving of pops turned up by

responsible writers, and major publishers of which a
fairly high average can be expected to find public
recognition, tlvere will be a .scramble.
Recording
executives themselves admit that due to the emergency they have recorded material that would not
have been acceptable under normal circumstances.
In other words, when an artists and repertoire chief
proclaims that he has material enough for three years
he's telling a truth—but doing so with his fingers
'

•

'

AFM

All things considered, the recording situation is in
a good position—at least for a year or more. After
that"il:'s anybody's guess.
executives have been
repeating within the- past couple weeks that union
members will "never agaiti", make recordings, For
that first year or so, however, recording sales won't
diminish much from the '47 level.
- About t\vo years ago many so-called
experts branded
as laughable a trade prediction of annual sales of
350,000,000, to 600,000,000 disks—as against the 125,000,000 peak reached before the war.
In 1947 the
recordmg industry sold approximately 350,000,000 to
400,000,000 pop and classical recordings. The exacl
number is impossible to obtain since there are so many
indie labels, but the overall total is at least that high
and po.ssibly closer to 400,000,000. The four-month
slump during the past summer hurt. It was caused
by the industry reverting almost to pre-war sales ideas.
Biz picked up again, however, and lifted a pall from
the industry.
-The breakdown: RCA- Victor, 95,000,000; Decca,
85,000,000 to 90,000,000; Columbia, close to 80,000,000;
Capitol, 30,000,0000.
After that it's anybody'^ guess.
Once you get past the first nine companies it's
a question of determining how many disks the dozens
of small labels, many of which are headquartered
in Hollywood, sold during the year.
For instance.
Bullet, the Nashville indie. One of its songs, "Near
You," which close to the top record ot the year,
is claimed to. have gone over 1,200,000 copies,
Then
there's the Vita-Goustic label, Chicago indie, which
came up with "Peg O' My Heart" (sold over 1,000,000).
And the Tower label, which launched "How Soon,"
by .Jack Ov/ens, probably may hit the million mark
before it expire.?. There's 3,500,000, Or thereabouts,
done by three single recordings by indie firms. Add
those to the many disks -issued by a hundred-odd more
indie manufacturers in business which do not sell
35,000 of each release, yet do well over a 52-week
period and quite a total is realized.
In short, the disk business had quite a year, and
they have one or possibly two more good ones left
before the AFM's ban begins to squeeze production
and shrink those totals. Before that occurs it is very
probable that the U. ,S. Government will have done
something about that "never again" stand by Petrillo
and the AFM, either by helping him get what he
wants or by cracking down on the ban. It isn't likely
that the Government will allow the union to completely destroy a business which, overall, from fac-,
tory to retail counter, and including sidelines such as
the coin machine industry, employs thousands of
workers and represents investments reaching into'

AFM

.

.

.

billions of dollars,

i

Vaughn Monrcie and Eddy Howard.
really

Band Biz

in

:(Continued from paec

Fields

radio

"'Working Party,"

series,

lits):

lack of it enters the picture.
Listen to virtually any recording released today of a major
or minor band's efforts (if one of the latter has been lucky
enough to attain a recording contract). With the exception, of course, of the novelty combination^sudi as Spike
Jones, a record-buyer is defied to determine anything that
might be called a fresh, different approach to the band
problem. Any recording selected will begin with a hackneyed instrumental introduction to a vocal and, following
the latter, dose out. And In the event such a recording
connects with public acclaim the chances are it's due to the
vocal, which means that the Singer's market has scored
again. That's what has given such impetus to the bands of

They are

appeal, there
of successful well written music and
lyrics bv
craftsmen, which, remembering the varied
discourigedifficulties there are, is praiseworthy.
Austerity diabness
uncertainty strikes or what-have-you
are hardly ingt'6dien4 one wouldl
prescribe for stimulating creative faculties.

ments and

More

iAe

to

^Ce
:

'"i

a half-dozen others, has had.

While the tendency

to exei>
much greater discrimination in selecting the tunes to be
exploited the
opening up of these wider possibilities for our
writers has definitely
brought fortii more local successes. At one period
recently 50% ot the
cise

hrst Best Sellers were of British origin. This,great
the developments
in
British film
production,

is

improvement parallels
and in America it

should have much the same effect as the appearance
of successive outstanding British pictures has had. It will create a closer
self-examJnatiOn
among your writers to meet the challenge, with the inevitable result
the
Standard of popular songs may be much improved.
.
'

Production and Latin Music
In the musical play field, although '"Oklahoma!"
and "Annie
Oun are unanimously acclaimed. Sir Alan Herbert and Vivian Get Your
Ellis have a
great success in 'Bless the Bride," which bears
comparison with the two
Dig u. t>. musical hits, and
guess is at the present time a number of
our best known show writers are busily engaged in finding
something
of the same superlative calibre.
recent B. B. C. feature. "The Lives of
Gilbert and Sullivan," a six-part serial based on
the immortal writing
combination, was a reminder of the refreshing high standard
these 'two
typical British personalities once achieved.

my

A

"

In the production field

local composers
Latin-American style with the steadily
Geller's "Green Cocksamba, which America will be heating early in 1948, was a great
in the

increasing success this music
atoo," a
hit

-

was inevitable some of our

it

would produce some tunes

is

making and Harold

here earlier, this year. Significant in this connection

the increase

is

number of Latin- American orchestras. There must be at least 20
bands in London's West End at the present time. They rely for
on.rhumbas with a generous sprinkle of sambas— the samba
understandably popular, the fundamental march tempo giving this particular dance a powerful general appeal.
Great interesr i,as been evoKed by the news of the Petrillo ban oil
recording after Dec. 31, and the effect this may have*on activities here
next year, should the ban last. Reports indicate supplies of matrices cut
by your star singers and bands particularly popular in this market vvill
not be seriously interrupted for quite a whiles Nbt unnaturally, many
people locally are anticipating the position may offer oB(pdFtuntties jtor
release of many more British made matrices iii the "tf. S. mar'ket. 'Apart
from the primary purpose of helping the expost drive, the obvious advantages this could bring in introducing new British talent to Amefic^^ at
the same time focusing attention of 'the songs' and music they record,
are fully realized. To date this flow has been almost entirely "one way"
except for recordings of classical music, and it is possible the releaife of a
proportion of top British record sellei's such as 'Vera Lynn, Joe LosSy Anne
Shelton, Ted Heath, Dorothy Squires, Lou Preager, Edmundo Ros, et a.1>
could not only redress this unfavorable balance, but prove, ultimately in
the best interests of all concerned.
Apart from the music of a semi«-serious character, writers ot populat
music are hoping the big expansion in film production activities will- in
due course include a proportion of "musicals" of the Technicolor type,
for which Hollywood has had practically the monopoly to date. Supplying
this demand in America are such names as Harry Warren, Mack Gopdon,
Harry Revel, Leo Robin, McHugh & Adam.son, Burke & Van Heusen, Frank,
Loesser and more recently Styne & Cshn, and as the demand comes here
names like Jimmy Kennedy, Billy Reid, Towers & Pelosi," Harry Leon, etc.^
;
may soon develop the same familiar ring.
Taking the overall picture, it can be seen that in spite of conditions the
spark is still shining brightly and often with remarkable vitality. Givea
an all round Improvement in conditions with Increased incentives, British
music may soon enjoy widespread poularity, greater than before.
in the

of these

the most part

is

vocalists,

.

not

incidentally, which seems to have a Chance
attention is Stan Kenton's new outfit.
rs a heady item (and that's
.since it can make your noggin ring like
an anvil), and different. It- is' by far the most exciting
grouping of excellent instrumentalists to come down that

capture

c&v^hen

•'^^''^'"'^
tte hearted
inTeXt "fh''' ""'''T'"-"'°* "-^^Ple Blossom Wedd^L.^' "T ini
AM MM, ."J^PX'"''
Avenue," "-And Mimi," "How Lucky
°"
^ 5'i*'

Vo,f'A-.
!.
\QU Am and

The one band,

to

°^ '""^ """'""=''

many accompl.shed

Konlon's Outfit

Thi.s

'r^-^^P^ble. And,- those, of us on both

T'"*'i^

ha?
has he^rr
been a li,^.!^^
sizable amount

bandleaders.

'48

the name band, since the grip now held by Bing ero.sby.
Perry Como, I'rank Sinatra, Dick Haymes, Frankie; Laine,
Vic Dan^one, Dinah Shore, Jo Stalfoid. Peggy Lee, M:u-j.;ai-ct
Whiting and others on the disk world is rarely broken voday
by a name band. And this is where imagination or the

ofthrA «nil

ides

However, while the indie companies are in great
danger, on the surface, from the AFM's ban; it still
may not mean that all will be knocked out of the box.
.Plans to bootleg masters have grown rapidly during
the past six weeks or so, and it's very likely that
dozens of the comparatively, unknown labels will continue cutting masters without the sanction of the AFM.
"There are hundreds o£ school bands, etc., that do not
come within the AFM's jurisdiction which can be usedj
for jsueh worki And the AFM, under the terms -of
the Taft-Hartley la.w, cannot interfere with them.
Their only worry would be that their actions would
be tabulated by the
and that some sort of rer
taliation would be leveled against them by the union
if and -when the recording situation is resolved and
the majors resume cutting.

'

Time to Plan
is

Gracie

better

.example could be highlighted than what happened
In this
to the band business during the last war.

;

.

it

from recordown.

Since a fairly_ consistent flow ot new talent is the
Ufeblood of 'these various ilelds, the effect of a drawn-

;

By REG CONNELLY

guaranteed

which had— at lea.st for this couhtry-^almost utt'had trouble securing recording studios, which must
paraUeled "listener appeal" and, in the course of
be leased in N. Y. in competition, with other indies
Ree Connelly
^'^^^'^ punched over virtually the entice
(M-G-M doesn't operate its own N, Y. studios; 'in vpar', "Rp,t QM.o
v'l''"?
that same excellent show mu.sic,
Hollywood there's no such difficulty, since film studios but on,>
put
*h
"super-hit" class, and that became, a best
are available).
seller in
?wo week- »nH

often culls its musical performers

rosters rather than

less

;

j;

all

or

in the style to

'

- continued support of recordings. And the new ban
can and will exert a strangulation hold on new talent
that will-have far-reaching. effects on

Land of

for

London,
1.
ji,.
f^xistmg
conditions are scarcely conducive to healthy music business,
which and that being so those of Us concerned have reason for some degree ot
encouragement in the year's results. Sales of sheet muiJic have been
Meanwhile, the recording ban is a serious threat irregular," it's true, but— illustrating very emphatically the point made
recently in a VARTwy article— it needed only tha
to small recording companies— including the Metro
arrival of really great songs like. "Anniversary sonjg"
film company's $3,000,000 baby, M-G-M Records. Not
and "Now Is the Hour," together with outstanding
blesised with the sort of talent rosters the majors have
interpretations such as Al Jolson and Gracie Fields
available to them, and faf less-heeled financially, the
gave them, to obtain half-million copy hits /There
indies are looking forward to a rather bleak time
were plenty of other ^'run-of-the-mill". elTortsr-film
after Ihey have marketed the tunes each has managed
songs, show music and pop tuncss-^oine of yhtch
to stock up on during the pa.st nine weeks since the
sold reasonably well. Even the'aUFi pf sti<;cess Which
AFM signified the end of recording. M-G-M is in a
surrounded Berlin's "Annie" songs atjd Rddjgers*
similar category— though not financially— but froip
"Oklahoma!" score, failed to put ih^ija Up into that
the viewpoint that it hasn't the artists with which to
rarefied "hit" atmosphere. Significant too, is the fact
record the mountains of pop and standard material the

even deeper effect than the ilrst. Today,
even more so than during^ the initial ban against the
disk industry, it is a monumental, almost impossible,

'

He has enough more

support companies and artists
they have become accustomed.
to

art

iiaVe

!

Publisher's Pitch

Austerity's Musical Capabilities

material for a year or slightly longer— but after that
the public will have to be much less discriminating

the second ban against recording, jnsti-

that,

today

s

Can Do!

British Writers
London Music
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WOODS
cro-ssed.

years afterwardST-in the popular phase of the enter;tainment husineSs will lie the recording industry.
S(» nuieh revolves around the spinning turntable

MUSIC

Anniveruay

Ban May Strangle Development
Of New Talent, Injure All Show Biz

Disk

public

overpowering combination

meant; lacetiously.

well-worn orchestra pike in some time. And it's the excitement stiniulated by a bunch of guys who like to do what
they're doing. It's not the precision with which they play,
or the unusual ari-angements they work on, although the
'This band is a
latter is certainty the fundamental cause.
potential to achieve a renewed stimulation ot interest in
name orchestras, and all agencies concerned with booking
them hope Kenton can turn the trick. There^s only one
drawback; it is extremely difficult to balance this combo for
radio broadcasts and almost as difficult to capture its output accurately on records.
There's another contributing factor to the lag' of bandinterest which cannot be hung on tnc leaders or the agencies

— that's the

disk jockey. Just as music publishers believS that
the constant any-hour-ot-the-day hammering by disk shows
tends to minimize the sale of hit-tune recordings— it's felt
that the country's plethora of jocks is making deep inroads
into the b o. success of the band"l)usiness.
Since "the music
of almost any band in existence that records can be heard, at
almost any time on the air, the public is felt to be so sated
with what it otherwise might pay to hear that there's no inclinalion toward the Jattar, It's just a theory but one that
may hold more' water thau even, those who hold with it may
think.

•

.

:

Regardless of
to this: the

who

band

or what

is responsible, it ajl boils

dowii

business, after 10 years of riding the cres(

of popularity, is not in

that a part of the lag

good shape. There's no question bu(
due to the general b.o. letdown in

is

all of the entertainment field, predicated on constantly ris-.
ing living costs, but there's also no question that the apathy
toward the Dorseys, Harry James and others go.es deeper.

When such

times occur in any business or with any country
the initial antidote calls for clearing the desks for actkm^
followed by the proverbial belt-tightening, followed by a
survey to determine a new approqdi to a problem. The
band business can hardly be
tO be doing any of these.

f

,

—
.

'
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Cramped by

Biz

Use Slundig Coin

Election,

ToNip'Stipa'

a
o
sellers, 'based

11

that,

because

New

election date,

civic

all,

and

Jon. 3

This Last

wk.
1

1

2

2

O

M

"N

I

a

,

X
s

(Victor)

8

PEGGY LEE

o
a

s

Artist, Label, Title

wlc.

VAUGHN MONROE

1

3

I

1

1

99

ft

3

8

51

10

7

3-

8

5

4

6

4

34

2

27

(Capitol)

3

1

.

9

AKTHCTK GODFSEY (Columbia)
'

STAFFORD

jro

4

ANDREWS
6
9

call

would he

"I Catet

KAY

SIS-D.

ROSE MURFHT

a

2

7

5

(Deoca)

%

2

\

(Majestic)

Give Anything But Love".

BINU CROSBY"How Soon"
B»NG CROSBY

3(i

(BuUet)
2

7

6

4

'S:-

V"
6

5

(Capitol)

FRANCES CRAIG
:

2

3

3

3

Liquor License Board, decreed
only one drink jcould be sold at
to a custoiAcr, that the last

4

5

'

1

26

(Decca)
23

'

11:^0 p.m., this giving

9A

14

9B

10

(Decca)

"White Chrli-tinas"

PEGGY, LF.E

the drinker 30 minutes oni>one drink
to .get .under the midnight wire, and
tjiat the pre-midnight possibility of
liiiing up' a row of drinks was> out.
He al50..-stated that night spot patrons woiild not be allowed to bring
their own bottles and {that police
the; measure and
vifould:. enforce
would be patting -male hips on entering night spots.

"I'll

1.")

(Cnpltol)

Dan«e at Your WcMing".

MARGARET WHITING
10

11

^«Fass

That Peace Pipe"

BING CROSBY
11

7

15

(Capitol)
14

(Decca)

Sons"

"^^miiiffenpaoC

»

..

..

9

..

..

8

8

.

•"DOKIS.DAY (Columbia)
12A

.

4

,

(i

..

9

.

12B

'

'Nother Suit vsL 'Alamo'
15

13

Songwriter William F. Peters
slapped Capitol Songs, Leslie Music
and tunesmith Joe Green with an infringement suit brought in N. Y.
,

Lecuona's Musical For
Keggie Hairanerstein
"Taniborila," legit musical, -into re-

'

'

tma

JACKCWENS

'.

.

4

12

.

(Tower)

.10

2

BING CROSBY
GfTY
ISB

by Green, and pujUished by Capitol
was lifted Irdm the
melody and chorus of his " Al for.
All—All for Al." Plaintiff claims he

18

..

10

.....

9

(Decca)

LOMBARDO

(Decca)

-f

"Vm My Own Grandpa"

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

wrote the tune ip 1928 with Sam
sWanger, copyrighting it the same
'

ORCa. (Col)
WeMinx".

B. CL&RK*NOBI<il
"ini Dance at

15A'

i^ind Xicslie,'

,

"

16

14

federal court last week.' He asks
$5,000 damages.
iPeters alleges thsrt "Across the
Alley -from the Alamo," as written

Hammerstein plans putting

hearsal' the end of February. Score
is by Ernesto Lecuona, the Cuban
^Composer, with lyrics by John Latouche and book by Milton Herbert
Cropper."
•Title is the same as the Panamajaian national dance, and locale is
naturally
there.

P
'

'

deadline.
Notification came so unexpectedly
that night spot operators were unable to get any rescinding of the
On. possible outs. Judge
measure.
W. T. Robb, chairman of the On-

Angled for N.Y. Cafe Date

L

.5

O

:

Herbert Jacoby and Max Gordon
are seeking Gracie Fields or Florence Desmond to open the crfe
.they're plrnning on the site ol .the
.fermer Cffe Society Uptowii, if. Y.
.'
Miss Fiblds. has made oniy oflj:
jiitery appsarance previously in New
'.York at the Vlsssk hotel's fersiatf
Boom, while Was Desmond,' Et^-'
lish mimic, has played the ^JacobyCio'rdoh M.ieration, the Blue Anjel,
previously. No deal has been made

A

a

'

K«tinc

30 years that liquor has been
permitted sale, reservations for night
spots were sold out at capacity long
in advance of the night, with clubs
and hotels charging as much as $20
a couple cover.
With Toronto's civic «}lection date
being New Year's day,; discovery was
luddenly made two days before that
a by-law forbids the selling of liquor
on an election day, this leading to
notification to night spots from the
Liquor License Board that licenses
would be immediately cancelled if
drinks were sold after the' 11:30 p.m.

tario

T

O

National
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Al JOISON
Album No. I
Decca

^GOES TO TOWN'
IJjtralhy SiMy

Columbia

.

"XMAS CAROU"
tag Crosby

"AUEGRO"

iDecca

Victor

"HIGH BUnON
SHOES"

Grig. Cast

Orig. Cott

:

.

Victor

year.

Tin Pan Alley
sCContinued trom pace 193):
jiess-^and Petrillo promises to further complicate it-r-a new.
cycle came into full flower in recent months. Jazz went
longhair. WhaVs more it paid oil in the Carnegies and Town
Halls in real bigleague manner
Ernest Tubb.s. brought hillbilly music to the effete Cam-3gie Hall and killed the people.
Phil Spitalny, Spike Jones. .Tosh White, Duke Ellington, Ella
.'Titzgerald with Dizzy Gillespie. Libby Holmajo. and Susan
Heed, were among the' s<^called "popular" .attiisIS' who have
beqtj doing well in "isoncert." Actually, it's a fancy way .of
'
]«lbeling an elaborated stage presentation—;Some' ot it with
frank vaudeville overtones but the reserved-seat trade
bought it at prices up to $3.60 top.
'•;
few banci perennials like Guy Lombardo continued their

'

'

—

.

A

liotency, and maestros like Xavier Cugat and Harry James
did comebacks by taking to the I'oad. The mechanicals likewise impressed many of the dance spots that this has become
a siMger's era. Perry Como launched the new policy at the
Meadowbrook in Jersey by playing name vocalists with
dance bands. And timiedi biz away. Como's potency, incidentally, was evidenced with an $87,000 Chicago gro.s.s, of
which he pocketed $29,000 as his share. The King Cole Trio
demonstrated th^ concert field's partiality to small disk
'combos of this nature by guaranteeing Nat (King) Cole $2,000 for' a one-iaghter against 60%.
More reaUsticiJly, ,the band managers started asking the
maestros to take less money if they're to survive.

versely, the music men, realizing it's better business to
capitalize on 'what is a so-called evil, have had no compunctions about negotiating such ties.
The «liskers, realizing their own power, have music publishing subsidiaries of thellf own, of which D«cca, with its
four or five Setups, is the most dominant. Slickest movp
was the Mood Music partnership which Jonie Taps shrewdly
engineered whereby Columbia Pictures, of which he's now
the musical expert (and also slated to become an associate
producer), got itself a two-ply partnership ^for free. This
was done via Louis Bernstein, head of Shapiro-Bernstein,
Taps' old boss, and Jack Kapp, head of Decca. Both formed
Mood Music; with S-B as selling' agent; giving it inside
^track Oh Col's filmusical excerpts. Most signal, of course,
has been the socko "Anniversary Song" and other "Jolson
Story" excerptSi.
Decca is also cashing in currently with two of the recent
top songs, via Supreme Music (Bre,?man-Vocco-Conn partner- ship)^ to wit, "Near You" and "How Soon," the latter by
Jack Owens, of the "Breakfa.st Club" (ABC a.m. radio""
show). It parallels the radio impptus which Craig and
Lund- gave "Near You," -"How Soon," actually some five
years old, happened to be backed with another number,
and via diskboxes and disk jockeys it was suddenly "dis-

—

'

.

not restricting its licensing to radio, as heretofore. It also
took over As.sociated Music Publishers, acquiring the en,tire capital stock, and made Carl Haverlin the new prexy.
'
ASCAP, in turn, fell into .some $900,000 in blocked foreign
revenues, following the war; but in turn had to pay out
several thousands to its European affiliates, held for the
duration by the Alien Property Custodian.
ASCAP again clocked, .m $8,000,000 annual melon on '47
but its aspirations for tilting income 'from theatres, via
upped seat-tax levy, ai%. due for a battle. Exhibitor as.seciations are resisting proposals to increase music fees by
some 30% although a compromise is likely early in '48..

,

Personalities

'

'

'

covered."
Despite Decca's expansion in affiliated music activities, that
company remains the lone independent o£ the Big Four.
RCA Victor, after all, is but a sut#' diary of the NBC-affiliated empire. Columbia and CBS are tied in. Aiid if the
.American Broadcasting Corp. does take over Capitol it
would in^iure^that network of its own disk catalog. Decca,
however, remains independent: of radio although its .subsidiary World" Broadcasting System (transcriptions) gives
Decca a .sizeable radio iharket.
Incidentally, 20thrFox bought into the Metro-Bobbins
music combine by taking over Jack Robbins' 26% for the
same $67,300 that Metro paid Robbins to buy him out.

.
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com-

and showing
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night spots

would have to stop serving drinks
on New Year's eve,
With this the first holiday Season

€nicie Fields Being

'

last

*3

at 11:30

records

I

Gitiira,

o,

parative sales rotins for this

announced
Year's day was a

city fathers unexpectedly

.

.

1940
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Survey of retail disk best
on reports obtained iroin leading .stores in

On the one night in the year when
bistros expected to clean up, night
clubs and bars had a rnonkeywrench
thrown into the cash registers when

National Assn. of Disk Jockeys is
planning big things with its financial share of outfit's shindig being
staged at the Metropolitan Opera
House, N. Y., Jan, 25, Plahs call for
mn attempt to lift from its members
the "stigma" of being labelled the
guys who earn more coin^out of
pldying disks than the artLsts who
make themj meanwhUe doing or
NADJ
paying nothing in return.
intends establishing scholarships at
JEuiUiard and other music .schools.
Scholarships, according to present
plans, will be awarded on tlie basis
of regional and final auditions of
amateurs. NADJ has split the country into marked areas and would incluce prominent tradespeople to be
Also, the outfit will seek
judges.
arrangements with major recording
manufacturers whereby the winners
-will eventually receive contracts to

.

7,

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Civic

Ban on Drinks
Toronto.

Ri-.gsjie

Wnlncwlay, January

Anniverua-y

P^SrIETY

Forty-twmnd

Toronto^s Hew Year Eve

PublisfatMg Setups

.

New publishing setups included the long-brewing liave
Dreyer-Frankie Carle firm, which is off to a good start.
Ben Bloom, another ex-Irving Berlin associate, likewise
~\
AS^Ai>-Mid:ipiM
l^ft the Warnes Bros, music combine to go into business
jtor himself,
Sanfrnty Kaye and the Lombardos further reThe American Society of Composers, Authors and Pubvitalized their music business. Disk Jock Martin Block also
lishers and Broadcast Music, Inc., because of their large
^vent back into the music biz. Margaret Whiting mulled the
pools of music, are ever to the fore. BMr extended its
idea of starting her own mu.sic pub business with her late - contracts with the major Networks until 1960, and ASCAP's
father's (Richard A. Whiting) catalog but, for the moment,
contract with radio, which expires in 1949, is likewise exin view of conditions, that's in abeyjince. Conditions likewi.se
pected to be extended following the usual negotiations.
forced Frank Loesser to abaadon his capital-gains music pub
Television is something new that's been added for all of
setup, but is cooking a similar deal with Morris. Dennis Day
sliow business, but particularly as regards the value of
also got the pub idea. Veteran songsmiths Jack Yellen .and
music for video. Right now, another AFM tabu, as edicted
Sammy Fain likewise set up their own company. Jesse Greer by prexy James C. Petrillo, bars pickups of live music on
Is another to turn publisher on liis own!
telecasts, (excepting old soundtracks), so that public events
The Dreyer move keynotcd the accent on the necessity
ice shoves, sports, ctc^have* to fade out the actual music
of the recording aspects a? the impetus for song publishing.
and substitute its own awkwardly "synchronized" miisical
I^r, has
had its effect up and down the line. (For instance,
accomp off disks. This phase, naturally, keynote!; but one
one Hollywood name, the top crooner of his period, frankly
of the many problems facing ASCAP, BMI and other music
yens for somebody to give him a disk Opportunity. In short,
copyright pools and owners irt relation to tele and the.
he needs that disk for revit;Uization. Dreyer, after 25 years '.future.
with Berlin as general profes.sional manager, felt that Fratikie
ASCAP, recognizing BMTs dominant ownership by the
Carle as his partner set the ideal pattern.
broadcasters, figures on parallel procedures on all these
From the orthodox songwriter-music publisher viewpoint,
future phases. It wants any U. S. decree to impose the
the recording aiiist angle (or cut-in) is both deprecated and
same limitations on 9MI.
wooed. It's become the tail wagging the dog^and, conBMI went in for some aggressive paeting of niteries
'

usual personality highlights. Guy Lominspired Tommy Dorsey into fooling
around with cabin cruisers. Maestros like Whiteman, Dorsey,
and Ellington going disk jockey inspired the Coast di.sk
jocks to protest bandleaders invading their field. Sigmund
Romberg's 117-date concert tour, which put the composerconductor at the peak of his career, coincidentally saw Spike
Jones' musical mayhem selling at $3.60 "concerts" to boff
b.o.
Le (jaUic Kidi Maurice Chevalier proved toujours
sockeroo^in bis U. S. comeback. Margaret Truman got
serious attention as a singer, but the conclusion remains
that she's more White House than Metropolitan Opera
House.
There were Grace Moore's tragic end in a plane crash, and
Ruth Etting's nitery and radio comeback. Benny Goodman tiffed with Columbia Records prexy Edward Wallerstein, shifting over to Capitol, and RCA Victor brought
out an album' of Jane ("The Outlaw") Russell's voealisthenics. Bodgefs & Hammerstein continued as the wonder boys

The year saw

of
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.

-

its

Tempo IV

bardo's

Tin Pan Alley, Broadway, Hollywood and

west,

poinl.s

while Billy Ro.se's column snowballed into journalistic lenown. Van Johnson made his Sijftging debut on M-G-M
Records < where else?)," and Al Jolson continued to prove
he's the only multi-millionaire to do a comeback, as, liis
"Jolson Story" album hit 1,000,000 sets on Dooca. Motio
refused to make Irving Berlin a "partner" by giving him
a percentage deal but did contract for a flat $600,000 lor his
"Easter Parade" filmusical
and Philco budgeted $3,000,000
per annum on the Bing (iirosby ra(iio program, Kivsten
Flagstad became a cause eelebre in longhair circles, including Damrosch's statement he would conduct for her,
as an artist, and Columbia Concerts went to bat lor Paul
.

.

.

Robeson after he was barred in an Albany school auditorium. Tex Beneke is dropping the Glenn Miller billing and
the Miller estate protested to the new Rainbow Records
for its release of "A Tribtite to Glenn Miller" album.
.

1-..:.

.:

-.'.^

.

Tragic •MileatOneB..

,

;

,

_J

The tragic milestones of the year included songwriter
Walter Donaldson, who died at 54 at his Santa Monica home;
Mose Gumble, dean of songploggers, who died in harness,
en route to a periodic Hollywood assignment, at the age of
71; and ASCAP general manager John G. Paine, at the age
Of 57, while he was making one of his many fiootl-wll talks
in the west on behalf of the Society.
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WEEK CONCERT TOUR
AAAY 17—ASTOR ROOF, New York
SIX

PARAMOUNT
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»
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DECCA RECORDS*
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THEATRE,
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«
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»
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»
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INSTITUTION

iSDAP
In every state and territory of the United States are found the

men. and women whose membership in
Composers, Authors and Publishers has
sical repertoire of

.

ent

the, American Society of

made

possible the vast

mu-

great body of creative musical tat

ASCAP. This

— a x;ross section of the country's population — represents every
The music

type of music.

available to the

of all

America, in

all fields,

thus becomes

program builder. This, together with the music

of

ASCAP's associates in other countries, provides material for his
every conceivable musical need,
i

For more thaji a generation

ASCAP

has supplied in ever in-

creasing volume the rich flow of music that

is

the

life

blood of thou-

sands of .American business undertakings^ Now, better equipped,

than ever to meet the ne^sds of the public,

ASCAP

looks forward to

1948 as Amejrica's greatest musical year.

American Society of Composers, Authors and Pubushers
,

30 RockEFELLER PtAZA,

New York

20, N, Y.
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Bob Atcher
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.

Cotton Ficken

Monroe

Big
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'

Johnny Bond
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Band

and Molly Davis
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(Claude Sharpe)

'
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Resetta

(Curiey Willicmls)
Ballet Brothers

Bill

Buster. Bennett
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HowanI

The Johnson Family Singers
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VICTOR
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Floyd Tillman

Dell Trio
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Al Dexter

'
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Haz«l Scott
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100% Recorded!

for the
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JIMMY McHUGH M^^e4U
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I

GANT GIVE YOU

ANYTHING BUT LOVE
ROSE MURPHY'S

Sensational Majestic Record No. 1204
More records to come!

1948 MUSlCalendar
PRE-TESTED!
DISK JOCKEYS PREDICT

TWO

SURE FIRE SONG HITS!

Jack and Jrmg

CUCAMONGA

Mills

CALIFORNIA WALTZ
MILLS

MUSIC

Inc.

1619 Broadway, New York 19. N. Y.
Hallyweed • tM Angctes • Chicago • Loade*

Wednesday, Jannaiy 7, I9ii»

Forty-seeand
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Anniversary

JACK and IRVING MILLS
sliieereiy

trips

,
.

apprteiate the

warm

and thanks also to
hospitality afforded them during recent
their London friends in

abroad and cherish the time spent with

the music industry.

LAWRENCE WRICHT MUSIC CO., LTD.
for the American Rights

Extending heartiest greetings, they liliewise announce with
pride the
qcquisition of the American Rights to the distinguished
composition

to

These Outstanding

CONCERTO

^HGLISH SONGS

MY LOVE
ONLY
FOR YOU

JAZZ

IN

IS

by

DONALD

PHILLIPS

Tiie

GOOD LORDS

with utmost thanks to the
original publisher

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY,
of LONDON!.

SATISFIED

LTD.

ENGLAND

MILLS

MUSIC

1619 Broadway,
Hellywopd

•

New

L«s Aagctet

•

Inc.

York 19. N. Y.
;Chic4ig»

•
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Manager
LOUIS ZITO

Personal
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Band Manager
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Direction
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Ancf This Favorite of Every Year

MY WILD
From the Warnvr

JACK McCOY.

IRISH

Bros, picture

ROSE

"My Wild

Irish

Rose

'

Director of Stcudard ExptoitoHon

MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP.
RCA

BWg., Rockefetler Center,

New

York 20, N. Y.

Holiday Greetiiigs

Johnny Mercer

Mgr.
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HITS Are Rolling Off the Presses

AT
515

Inc.

*

GONN,

iBe.

SUPRBNE MUSIC

' JAMES V.

Corp,

MONACO,

Ine.

No.1

UNANIMOUSLY!
buddy

OOH! LOOK-A THERE
AIN'T SHE PRETTY

BALLER LN
«4 andPC'^-"'

524

SLAP HER DOWN
AGAIN.

531

esmereldy

PAW

WilEiE DO YOU

I'HIL

BRITO

WORK-A JOHN
15118

THE BEST THINGS "EtioRME
IN LIFE

ARE FREE
AND

An

Inspiimd Recording of

An acknowledgment to ail the wonderful people of our
who have made it possible for us 10 start 1948 with
Number One Song.

Industry

525

THE LORD'S PRAYER

America's

BY

SARAH VAOGHAN

JEFFERSON MUSIC CO.,

Inc.

"VTc^lneMlay, Jaiinwry 7, 19431
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ROYAL MUSIC PUBLISHER
HOLLYWOOD, CALiFORNJA
CURRENTLY:

HAWAII WILL BE PARADISE ONCE MORE"
"PRINCESS POO POOLY"
'THE PLATTA PUTTA"
"LET'S HAVE BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD

it

good

advantage,
concert
effects,

Band Reviews

enough

of

them

resulting in neat
but there's not
to fnake much of a

dent.

Trombonist Al Jennings handles
Manner"
features the "brasses and wood- male vocals. His pipes are okay on
winds, with a sizable fiddle section such novelties as "I Can't Get Off
je.'itimo-i'.c Hotel, N. Y.
My Horse." Pat Laird, a slim bruLong one of the established names forming a smooth background. Ar- nette who joined the band two
rangements' are noyel enough to cop
of the band biz, Russ Morgan reattention and short enough to avoid months ago, does the chirping in an

ItBSS MORGAN OKCH <1«)
With Al Jennings and Pat Laird

"Music

in

Morgan

the

'

recently to the Bowman
of the' Biltmore where his
teed off sontie 33 years ago.!
returning toi his old. stamping
lia
rounds, Morgan moved in " with a
fanil that adheres to.'th.style basically
the 'smfe as it has used"- in the past

turned

Eoom
outfit

monotony.

Brasses

blare too much."
said today.

'

decade.

Check with
the band in

a Variety review of
1037 revealed that
.

manner.
An excellent
according' to Morgan, she'll

adequate

occasionally

As much could be dancer,

be used for lioth warbling and terp"

.

ing' in' theatre dales.

.

With

five brass, four reed and six
rhythrii (three violin, strifig bass,
drum, pian^i), outfit displays a pleasing versatility, shifting Irom Straus
waltzes to jump in the "Sheik of
Araby". motif. Strings are used to

Here for an eight-week stand
after winding up; a 17-month stay at
the Biltmore Bowl, L. A., orchestra
is lajter schedtiled for eastern theatre dates before returning to the
Coast to open April 13 at the Claremont hotel, Berkeley. Calif. Since
coming east outfit has been busily
waxing for Decca with some 60
sides due to be cut before the ban
'

I

[

takes effect.

Grade

Fields',
TOMMY REEU ^ORCH

(12)

With Sherry Stevens

li

THE HOUR'

IS

"COME BACK TO SORRENTO'
London No. 110

Litt Price

75c

Edison Hotel, N. Y.
Fresh from a six-week theatre and
nitery tojir with the Three Suns,
Tommy Reed's band is making its
first New York major location appearance.
Outfit
comprises
five
reed, four brass and three rhythm.
Organized about a, year ago, orchestra has played the midwest, south
and -did a brief Stand at Donahue's,
a rural spot at Moimtainside, N. J.
A commercial band on the sweet
side. Reed's crew features a fine
dance style for the Edison type of
trader For dinner he employs a
tnuted easy ternpi approach, which
for later-hour dancers shifts to a
,

Pluf Tax

the instrumentation, combining
with three reeds, three trumpets,
piano, string bass and drums, and
fronted by Bishop's own keyboard
fingering. Music put out essentially
is sweet commercial, but fairly well'
rounded with novelties and Latin
rhythms now and then. Bishop is a
vet of both European and American
orchestras,
and' carries a heavy
sprifikling of proven oldies, a few of
v,-hich the outfit recently put on
wax.
The 3-3-3 grouping of instipuments
music generally is very commercially flavored, with extra fills from
the lead piano which Bishop thumps
frequently. Throughout, Bishop adds
to

showmanship

"not

usually

seen

in

bands here. In thLs stand the band
is
even putting on its own little
with a show consisting of nov-

Music Notes
Bob Graham waxing five side.'? for
Columbia label with Xavier Ciigat or.Two songs in Metro's The
Kissing Bandit" go to Feist. Tunes
"•What's
Wroiig With Me?" and
"Senorita" have lyrics by Edward
Heyman,' mu,sic by Nacio Herb
chestra.

.

.

,

Brown

.Daniele' Amfitheatrof set
score to "Letter From An
., .Lauritz Melwaxed a series of .sides lor
M-G-M label
Fuzzy Knight cut
with Kay Kyser's orchestra for Columbia.... Tex Rittfer playing Interstate circuit, Texas, in January
to

.

.

.

cleff

Unknown Woman",
chior

Al Comparti working for his
Amco Music firm .... Mike
Sukin replacing Ted Grouya
as Coast rep with Dave Dreyer
nightly.
Lutcher
firm .... Nellie
Alice- Mann, vocalist, handles the music
inked
for week at Paradise, Demore torchy numbers in thrushy
style.
She gets in on novelty n'ow troit, April 9, at $2,500, .singer s top
and then, but mostly Bishop him- salary to date^. .Max Steiner set to
self and Bill Darlow of the orches- ink score for Warner. Bros.' "Johntra do the cute numbers.
Eddie ny Belinda".
.Frederick Hollander
Meyers also steps down from the clefflng seven tunes for Betty Grable
stand to warble on the ballads, and
crew frequently backs singers with starrer, "This Is the Moment," then
Marlene
Dietrich's
to
"Foreign Afchoir work.
Following the date here Bishop fair" for which he'll do three numband wends eastward for a stand bers and follows with score for' the
Youn'g - Robert
Loretta
Mitchum
in the Peabody hotel, Memphis.
fillip

elties

and

.

,

,

own

specialties arotind 11 p.m.

.

. .

Quiti.

starrer. "Tail, Darlc aiid

Handsome"

T
Y
Y

,

But

pleasantly
sweet with .the leader ,contribbing
an occasional sax or clarinet solo
while
fronting his
men. Trombonist John Cochran shares the vocal
chores along with Sherry Stevens,
a tall brunette. His baritoning is
okay, but Miss' Stevens' piping is

faster vein.

it's

still

Starts the

New

Year

I

'

««««

tt„«.OH>«

just so-so.

BILLY BISHOP OBC.H
With Alice Mann

(13)

I

is

the

elds"

(New

Recordings Ready Soon)

stand in town. The orchestra worked
a long stand at the Southern Mansion just dowfi the street some six
Since then outfit has
years ago.
played throagh the middle west and
has undergone some revampihgi

Main change adds a

.

Y

for Billy Bish-

first trip

crew into the Terrace Grill of
the Muehlebach, but not his first
op's

ir'i

these

POPULAR SUCCESSES

Muehlebach HottI, Kansas City
This

loi'th

record ever

rative

FIRST
o,

HIT

trio of fiddles

SMASH

OF 1948!!

WITH A HEY
is certainly ^°",^perien°«*you
,,ever P-«'^°"''',^i, .un.>.er do
me.
tnany of

HOW

5^^^

-

eaW

MID A

"YOU TURNED THE TABLES
ON ME"

!

i

"NIGHTS OF SPLENDOR"
(Heo^lHan Mghts)

:

'

!

"NOLA"

«LADr^^
HI
And the

AND A

Successful

i
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Season s Greetings and Congratulations

EDDY DUCHIN
Orchestras-Music
TRULY

M>G-M Records has signed an instrumental and vocal group that had
been gotten together to make a demonstration recording of a new song
bf Buddy Kaye and Carl Lampl, titled "Thoughtless." Tune itself was
grabbed by Feist music after the demonstration disking had created a stir
in Cleveland when Lampl, who lives there, gave copies ol it to a couple disk
jocks to air in an effort to determine the tune's value.
Playings of it started requests for the tune among Cleveland coin
machine owners and one. Jack Cohen, who's also head of the Cleveland
Phono Merchants As.sn.. brought Feist into the picture.
Name under which the group that made the flrst disking, will record for
M-G<M .is undetermined. It consists of N. Y. studio musicians aod vocalists
headed by Artie Malvin, formerly, with Tex Beneke.

A STANDARD

TRUE
y

WALTER G. SAMUELS
LEONARD WHITCUr

QMl

SANTLY-JOY. INC.
U19 Iroorfway. N«w Yorli

Emma Lou

CAB
CAllOWAY
Am*. His Orehestra

Welch, femme chirp from Kansas City, discovered that it
can take a long time to eover two short bloclcs. Miss Welch has been
in Hollywood for the past two years trying to get a disk break to no
avail. In desperation she sent a test disk to Louis Bla.sco, head of K. C.'s
Blasco Music in hopes that he might be able to help. Blasco sent the disk
to Capitol Records here, changing Miss Welch's name to Madeline Brown.
Benny Goodman happened to' hear the- platter and immediately phoned
Blasco for information about Miss Brown. Goodman was informed that
Miss Brown was Miss Welch and further informed that Miss Welch
lived

Lou

IRVING MILLS
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

Emma

blocks from Capitol. Records' Hollywood offices.
Welch has etched five sides with Goodman to date.
just tiyo

I

Unusual siu-prise twist to an unintended song exploitation has taken'i
place in Europe with a ditty Pat Ballard penned as a private gift to Ws
.

.

.

Ballard was moved by the privation expressed in letters from abroad
and dashed off a little violin, piano and vocal number which was sent
overseas as a "message of hope"— but the musical family have made it a
local hit, translating the English words into, native lyriiii.' Piece, titled
"Sad and Gay Wein,'' is dedicated to Fritz Kroisler; apparently these
words struck hom'e,

Paul

Mills, of Mills .Music,

had

picture printed in papeis throughout the country complete with address, stating that he had "switched
to Calverts." For the past three weeks Mills has been getting mail from
different religious sects and even Alcoholics Anonymous asking him to
give up drinking, stating that he was being prayed for and asking if he
needed any help in overcoming his addiction to alcohol. Mills feels that
if he had left well enough alone, he could have gone on having his
occasional highbaU in his casual way without developing. a guilt complex.

;

,

i

Mil sic by

j

JIMMY McHUCH

!

Murphy of
New York and

"I Can't Give
other ed.steni

.

•

.

MILLS

hi.s

Since the Majestic recording by Rose

CAN'T BELIEVE

THAT YOU'RE IN
LOVE WITH ME

!

-

wife's family in Vienna.

,

|

Sin's CM

OM SwMlhMTt

|

New Look

"

with the

^

IVSARY

LGU

You

Anything But Love" began clicking in
markets, there's been some speculation about the source of one of the .sounds
on the disk, which seems to be a too-harsh braiss drum kick. Actually,
the sound emanates from a board placed'under Miss Murphy's foot at the
piano, which utilizes and echoes her heel kicking out rhythm. Disk, which
has stirred up considerable reaction, is being played all day on Broadway
disk store g.a.'s, which music men take as an indication that the recording is no flash in the pan.

The Nation's Record Hit
I Can't Give You
An3fthing But LoVe

Rom Murphy MaiMHc
I

1204)

'

Pertonal Maii(H|*in*iil

WM.

PHILIP

J.

Xmas
Is

\

.

.

o

"High Button Shoes"

"Bonanza Bound"
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek"
"Billion DoElar

•

that

I

wish evei-yone
P^o^iif»erous
/

iii

New

the band busiYear." "Pros*

f

LANG

-1

Music

empathy

Merry Ciiristmas and a Happy and
perous" was uiiderUned.

,

Eiliicational

Moffett, manager of the Hal Mclntyre orchestra, sent out an odd
card. Edged in black, the envelope likewise, the card read: "It

with the greatest of

ness a

ORCHESTRATOR
"Annie Get Your Gun"

Radio

HOME

_George

MimER

H.

Ult 9r»arfway
Y.
New T«rfc 19,

Baby"

•

Piciiires

DIJKE

MILLS MUSIC.

1*H

iTOddwery

Inc.

How
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Annivermry

"We're pleased
and proud of these honors

heaped upon honors"
for "THt B[Sr
OkClitSTRA

"
OF 1947"

Tk. r

l „

,

jjddyHmanI .iJi^
"The Sheaffer Parade"
IDDY HOWAKD

BEST ORCHESTRA OF 1947
EDDY HOWARD 85,290

GUY LOMBARDO

VAUGHN MONROE 38,208

SAMMY KAYE

The Cash

Box

17,720

16,980

'Ws" Jhlm^^irL A 1 i/ff"^

M«s/c Industry of

AnionTfo

T

Eddy Howard
Majestic Records
IDDY HOWARD

MAJESTIC
RECORDS

W. A. SHIAFflR
PEIIC0.
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GEORGE OLSEN
'

HIT

TVmS FOR JANUARY
fOn Records)
•

r»x B*neli*~V;c. 30-2497

Tommy

.

AS SWEET AS YOU
lund-MGM

Art

7269

Viclor tombariia-Maj.

Ti>clr«r'-^Cei.

37M1

'

'

«i««i«rt>

FwWy

•

10072

Stewort-Cop. 47»

^

Kll Millner-UiiHM ArtKl*

FOOL THAT

I

AM

Dinah Shon-Cel.

tHmaR«H,«)
37952 • Sommy Kiiy«-Vi<.

2O-240I

6M»r#a Gibb«-Miii. 12013 • Billy Edksfinv-MGM 10097
EnbiiM Hawfcins-Vic. 304470 • rooin Brolli«»-l>tei
Dinah Wfrfhinglo«-M«K. 0050 • CfaHlys Mmf-inntam

:

FORGIVING YOUtMeHi.)
Hariy JamM-Col. 375WI
20-2434

•

Johnny Johnsfon-MGffl 1007«
Jerry Cooper^Oiamond 20S4

•

Sammy Knye—Vic

OF COLORAIX)

HILLS
LET'S

Mu*

aamn-MCM

10121

•

iobnson-Vic 20-2591

.

,

:

AGAIN \cm»,h^e^

BE SWEETHEARTS

Margant WKIiMg-Cap. 15010
BiH

.

ilmnImI
• Robert Scott—Mercdry 3069

City lomixirdo— Dec. 24179

• Viclor tombardo-Moj. 7269
• Shop -HoU*-Mni(nrfi 53$
Guy Umbordo-Mwiica .UWit-Dcc.*

MADE FOR EACH OTHER

ip«»i

X«Wiw CiigaMMMy Chwli'i-Col. 37939
DMt fmnmr-MUi. 7273 • Enric

and HIS MUSIC

Uwii-Sifl. I5I0S

90»

BMi' Anm-^ViiE, 20-2550 •
* Mario iim kmCi»-Vk^ 70-734S
Itono (MwI-Om^ 5000<
Elhrf SmilUob Eberly-Doc 34-272

MY RANCHO RIO GRANDE
Mck SMilh-Cap. 473 •
Sick jMgoM-(M. 30037 •

,

CHICAGO

Fielil»-llllwicrirfl

MADE

IHERriL BE SOME CHANGES
•

Dinah Sboio-Col. 37363

EDG^WATER BEACH HOTEL

iHi«wriM:rii«Mii

522
Esquire Trio-ltailnl Altai 114
Sbep

ManagciMKt

MAJESTIC RECORDS

CM«ksi

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

"Pegey U«-Copito! 15001

r«h W«H«r-Vic 30p32M • Tad W«on»-De«. 35288
Hahy Merc 4067 • IMiKo ComIoih-Dm. 18041
MiKM-Vk; 39-2607 • Ondr WoNwr-UiiilMi Artnt 903

Aidbrooo

Vaughn

WHY

DOES

IT

SEASON'S

Music Notes

HAVE TP RAIN ON SUNDAY

.

Mill

Sneaky laiKOfMHwR. 5002
Herth Trio-Oec *

*

VKiOr

•

Alt

7263

MeoMiy-MGM*
>*Sowt To

.

Bm MaoMd.'
.

:

MEYER
DAV S
MUSIC

.

.

.ZU-BI

dtefMbiiel
Sanimy Kf^a-Vk. 20-3420
ToiiliMiy Tvckwr—Cot.*

GREETINGS

Carole Arden cut eight sides for by United Artist label. . Carlos
Gastel to Mexico City till New Year.
Dick Webster running the agency
here pro tern.. .Mel Torme signed

Calhoun Productions which will be
released by United Artist label under new pact. .Roy Webb and Paul
Sawtell wound up store of "Roughshod" at RKO. Film goes to dubbing
stages Friday. .Harold Arlen and
I»eo Robin cleffed "Casbah," which
will be used as theme song ior

•

IMMy.Moilio-Vic. 20-2557

for fortnight at Chase hotel, St.
Louis, opening Feb. 27 at $1,250 per

.Danny iTiomas waxing "It's
Ijable to Be True," which he and

week.

.

I

.

R^

his brother,
Jacobs^ defied,, far
Universal-'Intemational picture t»C M-G-M label.
same tag. Song will be put on marGeorge Murphy etched an aflbum
ket shortly before release of film in of Irish songs to be titled "It's a
Spring. .Leith Stevens .set as musi- Great Day For the
Irish" for M-Cr-M,
cal director on "The Saxon Charm''
Universal-International. .Decca
at
putting "A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court" score on wax.
Album wiU feature ISing Crosby,
Rhonda Fleming, Murvyn Vye, Wil£xitensive--and Sparse;
liam Bendix and Sir Cedric Hardwicke...Spina-Green Music Cwp. sold
Raid Threat a Factor
satirical sagebrus-h song, "Crossbone
Country" to Lou Levy, chief of Leeds
Paris.
Music, for $4,500. Tune, authored
Xmas Eve. merrymaking this year
by Harold Spina and Bob Russell, was the. most expensive ever known
was to have been published' by here, with supper and wine totaling
Spina-Green next month. .Freddie about $70 per in deluxe spots. Spots
Slack sliced fduf sides -for Capitol were far from filled, however. Not
with idharlotte Blackburn on vocals that the free spenders did not' have
.Norma Harriet will cut for Al- the dough, but first there was some
legro label backed by Bert Shefter hesitation in laying oneself open to
and crew. .Freddy Martin tracking heavy taxation when new taxes
20 tunes for Standard transcriptions would be trumpeted by the govern.Mai^
orchestra cutting ment.
"California Waltz" and "Whispering"
Second, last year's police raid on
for Coast label with liorry Raine on the niteries was still remembered,
vocal. ,Bing Crosby etching more with the names of the merrymakers
sides for Decca this week. .Jesse taken down by the police for checkStool will take over as Coast rep of ing income tax returns. This
year,
Witmark relieving Eddie Kelly, who no such raids took place, at least
moves to Advanced Music. Stool is openly. But the Controle Ecofrom Harms Chicago oflice. .Beryl nomique >nade a survey of the
Davis waxes six more for RCA- niteries to check on wine sales with
Victor: before year's end...DeLuxe the ob.iect of compelling the boni^
Records, now with full distributor faces to render accurate returns of
coverage in. the West will ietease the take. Also, in most places, the
disks semi-monthly in accordance cops took a perfimctory look at the
with what the traffic will bear;,; way food rules were kept.
"Ceribees,"
beguine
number by
Restaurants in Paris will experiJohnny Mercer and Robert- Emmit ence a new
regulation, somewhat on
Dolan,
will,
into
go
Universal- the English style,
so as to limit
International's "Mr. Peabo^ly ,qnd spending and
conserve food. Howthe jyiermaid". ..Paul Desseau will ever, a
few of the best-known
cleff* score for Falcon Productions, places,
patronized
.

C&ming lip
BED QF ROSES (Johnstone)
ALL DRESSED UP WITH A BROKEN HEART

A

.

LOVE IS SO TERRIFIC (Moiiin)
NINA NANA (Eii«o>«)
FASSING FANCY »Ml)
TERESA (Duchess)
THERE I GO (BMTn
WHO. PUT THAT DREAM IN YOUR EYES
YOU'RE

GONNA GET MY

MORNING

MEYER DAVIS THEATRICAL
ATTRACTIONS
;

OfficM

NEW YORK
119 Watt 57tb Street

-

rStaart)

WHO'S GOT ALL THE DOUGH

Orekestrvs Exfraordinary

.

Warfctl

PHILADELPHIA

.

(Ahin)

LETTER IN THE

(Undon)

.

The SellavM Strotfoni

.

.

WASHINGTON

.

BBOaBCUST MUSIC
NEWY0PK^9.
550 C'ETH AVENUE
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.
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CHICRGO

INC.
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HOtLYWOOD

•

719 13th
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.

^er

Soars

who want. to come

here.

Radio Belgrano has also signed a
Hermanas
Portuguese
act,
the
.

-

.

To Top Com

in Radio

For '48 Argeot Season

Mireilles, at $5,000 monthly for radio and nijtery, starting this month.
The trio comes to Buenos Aires
:

from Rio de Janeiro, where

sang
Buenos Aires.
in nitery at Quitandinha during the
Carlo Butti, Italian warbler, for Pan-American conference.
many years a bestseller on records
Radio El Mundo has made deals
in tlie Argentine market, and the for 1948 with the Iriberri Concerts
highest earning star in Argentine and Daniel Concerts organizations,
radio- since 1947, has been inked by for all concert talent visiting Buenos
Jaime Yanltelevich, operator of Ra- Aires,. General Electric is reported
dio- Belgrano, for more radio chores to be sponsoring the longhair radio
here in 1948.
stints.
There will be a big proporButti was paid, $39,000 a month tion of EJuropeah. tal.ent on the Arby Yankelevich during 1947, for ra- gentine air during. 1948, with a deal
dio and nitery work; The story of about to jell for a visit from the
his hiige earnings reached Italy and Squadronnaires,: Britain's toprankbrought a flock of bids from Italian ing dance band.
'it

.

Season s Greetings

JULIAN

T.

ABELES

'THREE

.

,

•

mostly by tourists,

.

Jerry

WayM — Deli Trii

TIE
i
i DICKEY-BIRD
SONfi

I

Film Classics picture, "The Unwrit- will be permitted full
freedom for
ten Law" . Bregman - Voeco - Conn publicity sake.
Another English idea
will publish "JLetter From a Love' studied here
is to have the Opera
Unknown" from Rampart Produc- bar serve A buffet supper. Opera
in
tions picture of the same name star- Paris opens
about 8 p. m., and in
ring Joan Fontaine and Louis Jour- many cases
people either mUst ardan. Lyrics are by Sidney Miller rive late or do
ROBBINS
without dinner. Eatand Inez James, music from an old ing a snack during intermission
Viennese waltz in public domain;
would ease that situation.
...Betty
Garrett
waxed "Ok'l,
Baby, Dok'l," "You're Going to Sec
An Awful Lot of Me," and "Don't
Blame Me" for M-G-M. JMfiss Garrett chirps all three in "Big City"
....Joe Higgins, Coast .artist and
repertoire head for Columbia, hitAKW..HIH'.
ting New York for holidays., .Rudy
Vallee sliced J2 sides under Vallcc
VHnNHMncciNnnB
Prod[uctio;ns, .which w,ill be.rcleaiscd
,

DARING DAUGHTERS'

.
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Cafe Industry Caught
In

Wave

f^HgWE^Tf"

Local

to Jamaica
By CHUCK BROWN

Back

of Cycles

TAVOEVIIXB

Anuiverswy'

219

AM

Boy Not Blue

Chi;

J

Beaucoup Shows in the Black

"That's ^ great act you got there
kid. Great; only one thing, though.
You shouldn't try a single. But
don't worry about a thing. You can
old sdage that lightning never
KlIPCINET
By
same place
All you got to do is
fix it easy.
strikes twice in the
(Conductor, Kttp's Column, Gliicngo Times)
put a sexy-looking girl in the act."
doesn't apply to the cafe business.
Chicago.
He did seven shows per day. except
Our industry has been caught in a
first
the
I'm told this right after
AH right, so everything west of the on Saturday, Then, after he ha4
grip of repeating economic cycles
The day of affability in niteries show in Jamaica, L.. I., where I'm Hud.son is strictly Shmo-ville and finished lus seventh show Of the
'that makes it possible to predioHtl
has now returned. The bonifaees are doing a showing date. So I try tp tantamount to playing; a week in day, Benny was visited by Nat*
a
the next stage.
have
now amicably chatting with the cus- explain to this agent that I
Platt, the B. & K. exec in charge' of
Hartford. But we Shmos in Chicago
Over the past- 35 years there's tomers. It's an art that many cale trapeze act and it is almost, impos.'.
stage shows. ."Some day, I'll say,''Chicago, that's
iaeen a regular trend in the class owners have neglected since the sible to find a girl who can do any
reported Platt.
"We've still got
a fairly large
of patrons at niteries and, side by boom •wartime era and has been re- tricks, but the Way he explains It
2,000 people outside to turn away."
sized
comrnufide, the .spigot controlling the free acquired coincidfiital with the busi- to'me, she, really wouldn't hayfe to do
"We're not going to turn away
nity of approxand
off.
gone
on
coin
has
of
up
dress.it
just
the
act—
flow
anything in
ness slump.
2,000 people," replied Benny.
"Not
imately 4,000,me
handing
and
To go back to the nostalgic period
there
standing
by
after they've stood in line for hout-s.
000 p e r s o n S:
Similarly, the stalls are at their
Well, how, thi's agent has
things.
ol Healy's, Delmonico's, Luchow's
Let's put on an EIGHTH show.'' So
who live on
amiable best. The maitre d' for
ijind Rector's, around 1910, these f ashbeen in the business a long time and
at 1:15 hi the ayertij Bfenriy iand his
'some time has been giving out I figure he should know what he's the banks of
ijonabie restaurants catered to the
troupe went into their' act for the
the blue waters
3im Brad'ys ^nd Lillian RusselJs and ringside tables without a hefty pour- talking -about so I take his advice. of Lake Michieighth time in a day that had started
boire, and everyone from captains
I find a sexy-lopking girl and we
the contemporary "400." The people
15 hours earlier for them,
(Ed. note
waiters and busboys are showing start west to break in the new act. gan, about 900
able to afford such extravagant titles to
—Not even the week Kup and his
miles, as the
courtesies
that
have
long
been
negr
stage
wine-buyers
and
gourmets,
.as
Times-Harvest Moon Festival WinAfter about six/months, she finally S W if ty Morlected.
to
the
confined
were
lotharios
door
ners
played the Chicago rlvajs
learns to hand me things and I figure gans fly, from
Ij-v Kupcinet
It's now apparent to many that
•comparatively few wealthy families
Benny's feat).
Broadway
do
it's time to go back to New York.
e*istent during that lush plush era. the day of personal followiiigs has
have our moments.
Jessel and Goldwyn
iThis clientele patronized the palaces. returned in full force. The stock of SO BACK TO JAMAICA.
Just ask Jack Benny, TaluUah
Of food until about 1920. With the friendship.'! is again paying off, now
Now the act seems to go a little Bankhead, the Lunts, Danny Thomas,
The Oriental theatre, kingpin of
experiment,
boniface
the
noble
that
can
no
longer
rely
of
the
inception
better this wa.y. However, the agents the Ritz Bros., Joe F-P-F-Frisco, S&S chain, blossomed out as a first
millionof
amount
batch
terrific
of
transient
Prohibition, a new
on a
tell me that the kid is pretty but Spike
Jones, Mary Martin, Sam rate house this year and tried its
aires was Ijorn due to World War I. trade, and the lure of names, Tlje she doe.sn't do anything.
X need a Goldwvn, George Jessel. Bob Hope, hand at lavish premieres. It was here
latter is true becau.se so few are girl in the act who can really do
George Jessel's "I Wonder
the Andrews Sisters,. Noel Coward, that
Bucket Shop Operators
available.
some tricks. Well, this kid can't do Sid Luckman, P. K. Wrigley, George Who's Kissing Her ;Now" made its
iree
group
another
of
There was
Helloooo There!
anything but stand there and hand Halas, Ben Lindheimer and dozens world debut abetted by a llock of
spenders from 1910 to the middle
me things but she has^a sister who of other important figures; of the Hollywood st&rs, including that maisIt's also apparent to many that
"208 called "Bucket Shop Operators."
So stage, screen, radio and sports ter of the spoken word, Jessel; J oo
acrobatic dancer,
the cafe performer commanding a is a terrific
These characters sold stock to client's
in the act too, whirls.
Howard, June Haver, Mark Stevens,
four-figure salary is no longer flee- we put the sister
a .10% marginal basis. However,
start west to break in the
The year 1947 has been a particu- Mcrtha Stewart and Richard Greene.
ing the boite' lifter his -chores are and again
there was one flaw in these transtrio.
larly bright one for .show folk of This broke all records for the house.
too, is busy building up
over,'
He,
actions-=-they rarely, if ever, purAnd just a few doors dowrf-the
Chicago, because of the
months, BACK TO all types
a roster: of acquaintances ior what
After
six
chased the stock. The bucket shop
constant flow of hard - earned in- .street (Randolph, that is') another
he hopes will turn out to be a per- JAMAICA.
boys had plenty of sucker money,
flationary dollars at the boxoftice. Essaness house, the Woods, broke
sonal following-. That's 'one of the
to operate with^ and were frequent
The act is improved 100%. The And talking of b. o., let's start -with all records with "Best Years of Our
reasons why several of the top
But the the maestro of the fiddle. Jack Lives," for which Sam Goldwyn esliabitues of the night, life of New
fact is, it does veiry well.
cafe entertainers have stayed in the
agents still aren't quite satisfied. Benny.
York. Finally, in the late^ '20s^the
For 17 years the Chicas;o tablished a new Chicago high'- by
brackets for years. Mixing
GDvernme»t;put these phoney brok- upper
They tell me; the. act needs just a theatre's, money tecord was held b^ Charging .$1;80 per seat. Chicago'ans
is .still forbidden b.y the chorus line
ers out of 'business aAd, in many
little more punchw Now; one of the
Guy Lombardo, who took in $79,000 flocked to the theatre and admitted
in the firstrate clubs, but the uppercase!!, behind bar;.
girls knows a guy who is a sensaIn May, 1046, along the movie was worth the price.
in one week.
salaried entertainers are considered
We put him in the came my Frankie Boy
The restaurants, supper clubsvand
tional hoofer.
The legits enjoyed the same sensaSinatra, who
exempt from that score.
act and start west to break in the
class "speaks" were then frequented
lured $90,000 into the till.. Two tion. "'Annie Get Your Gun," with
Possibly the foremost example of quartet.
by a complete cro.ss-section of Amerweeks lalti, Bob Hope's movie ^^''^ ^^rtin capturing Chicago's im-

By NICK PROUNIS
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seen in

affability pays off iSi
After six months, BACK TO
the case of Eddie Davis, of Leon & JAMAICA.
Eddie's, N. Y. Davis knows the first
This time the act really murders
names of many hinterlanders who
them and I figure we're all set for
come into his spot. Furtherrnore, hg.
the big time but .some agent gets
'34.
Again the pendulum swung to draws. upon his knowledge dl small hold of the three other people in
thj other extreme, as in the days 'of towns, gained through many years the act and a.sks them what is that
1910, becau-se the people who al- of trouping, and can converse flu- guy. on the trapeze doing in your
familiar
in
landmarks
that
ways po.ssessed the -greater portion ently on
act, and suggests that thSy form a
"Of the gold of the land were the, town. It's been paying off for years. trio and go west to break it in.
oiily 'fortunate ones 'financially able Davis probably holds the alltime
This is how I became an agent.
to go oat on the town,' The less-l table-hopping championship in the
doing all right too, I have an
,rm
fortunate reverted back to enlei^ niteries.
act.lined up that is really going
tainment suited to their financial
Among the performers, persohall- places. That is, just as soon as I
status.
ties such as Sophie Tucker, Hilde- can: find 'a sexy-looking girl to put
garde, Joe B. Lewis, Phil Regan, in -it
Penduluui Again Swings'

icans.
Everyone enjoyed himself
through' the simple process of making a lot of money and continually
.flaunting the I8th Amendment, unr
til the frightful dark days of '29 to

•

.

,

'

'

i
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II the

to grind itself

|

—

:

•
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general population started increas- friendship foUowings.
ing its income and thus spreading
the national wealth around; Conse-«;
quently, the cafes found themselves
catering to John .Q. Public, but in a
big way. In addition to increased
iJicbJnes
enabling folks to spend
more money on amusemejit, the
natural reaction of war hysteria,
coupled with a feeliijg of abandon,
helped populate the nightclubs. Now
th&t the" war is over and we are
slowly returning to comparative
normalcy, the so-called spending
honeymoon is over and the old penfluliira is how swinging back again
to where the small group of people
With a luxury income can now only
afford to frequent the better diivng
and dancing saloti.s. Another commentary on why nightclubs can anticipate a dropoff in attendance is
due to high taxes.
In view of the fact that the attendance in exclusive cafes and res*
taurants will naturally be lowered
by the return of so-called normal
times, it should be remembered that
Amei'icans are, at heart, tun-loving
people, and even though they may
not be financially able to go out as
often as they might wish, nevertheless, they will occasionally seek
entertainment Therefore, cafe owners must stress the value of excellent cuisine and unexcelled' service
in their establishments because it
will now be a question of the survival of the fittest

Beach, Jan.

—Rochester,

Phil Harris, etc.
at the Chicago this

her "Private Lives."

way

'

a running', nose to
ol a super-eftort.

Spike Jones and his ^^'Musical; .-Depreciation Revue" have proved no
successful 143 a legit theatre in phi-"
cago that maestro Spilceowski now
plans to return here annually. 'And
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne in
.

"O

.their

'

citizens

Mistress Mine,"

wercj^id

from the very opening night.
Niteries

Until the holiday doldrums " arhad their .ripotoo, even though the .cafe
business for the most part "lias hit
a now low. The Chez Paree bi'oke »
all records last summer with Danny
Thomas and in November celebrated
a record -life
its 15th anniver-sary
ill
this precarious phase of show
It's a tribute to the combusiness.
bined talents of Joe Jaoob.son -and
Mike Fritzel. Ralph Berger's Latin
Quarter had its high spot»-too, with
The three brothers
the Ritz blitz.
packed the Randolph St nitery- forweeks.
And the Mayfair room, heretofore
catering only to the bloods and
elite, pulled a surprise by booking
stuttering Joe F-F-Fri.sco in for two
weeks. Frisco remained five weeks
and had the dowagers screaming.
rived, the- night spots

-

pents

—

.

;

When

it

comes

to .sports,

Chicago

doesn't have to take .second place
(except in the standings) to any

town.

:

The Cubs, White Sox and

.;

Black Hav^ks, although each finished
far down in the standitigs, bad banner years at the b. o.
The Bears
and Cardinals^ad the biggest sea-

-

sons

o£

.

their

histories

and

their ^

game on Dec. ^4 in Wrigley field
drew an all-time high for profes-^

Fhiliy Niteries' All-Out

sional
paid.

Cominuiiity Chest Aid
Philadelphia.
The' much-maligned nitery business chalked up the best record of
any industry in the recent Community Chest drive.
Frank Falumbo, chairman of this
division, received a medal last week
in recognition of the record achieved
by the night club industry which
raised 622% of its quota.

Talu, always a

one week
Chicago favorite, has 'em standing
summer, Benny jammed the house in line and what was expected to' be
to such an extent that 113,000 Trua few months' run has now developed
man dollars passed through the box- into a half-year stay. It even caused
Never before in Noel Coward to change his mind
office windows.
the history of Chicago'.s movie houses
„out Chicago.
In 1925, Coward's
have such, crowds gathered in and ..^j.,^ Voitex" flopped at the Selwyn
around a theatre.
and howrote on- the wall, "Cav^srd
Benny admittedly is no spring Died Here." Now Talu's a settsatlon
chicken.
At 38, you bC'gin to feel
at the Selyjcyn and Coward has"f^your age. But he didn't permit his turned" to life.
stand in the

16.

-s

•

talents
In his

Morton Downey, Harry Richman
to the end
of and a few others m that category
Bernice Parks and Betty .Tane
pendulum started can fill up various clubs for long Smith parted tor the George Jessel
back to where the stretches becau.se of their personal- show at the Copacabana, Miami cregking bones or

about 1935

World War

"Monsicur Beaucaire," with tiie An- mcnse heart rode into town oif its
drews Sisters on the stage, and special nine-car train some 12 weeks
whamnio
Sinatra's
mark ago and ha.sn't played to an emptjr
$90,000
seat to date. Capacity at the Shubert
was battered by $200.
is $52,259 pen- week and that's what
But the big wallop was delivered "Annie" does every week.
by Benny, who came to the theatre
Another- boxoffice bonanza is the
loaded with his and other people's
celebrated Talullah Bankhead .-and

football

in

Chicago

— 48!^00

Chicago also .set a new record
for indoor lights with the Tony
Zale-Rocky Graziano fight in the
Stadium in July grossing $422,918.
That gives this little burg the record
outdoor (Dempsey-Tunney) and indoor fight gates.
All right so this Illinois village
9D0 miles west of the Hudson im%
like the BigTown. But it'll do utiitJt
another New York comes along.

,

'
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Laying Off Under
Laying

it

more

SOLLY VIOLINSKY=

quite an art, although there is nothing comit.
It just so happens that I like laying
anything else and, that is Why J have made
work. If is my only hobby.
1 was botn in Russia, but I didn't

my

off is

life's

see daylight until I got to Ellis Island.
That's when a custom officer found me
asleep in a violin case that my father
Was caiTving. When he discovered me.
he accused my father of being a dope
smuggler, which my father didn't admit
until several years later. My fatlier
was a tolerant gnd cultured man. He
believed that every child should have
a musical education. So oh my 41st
birthday he took me to a pawnshop
and. for a minute, I IbOHght he was
Violinsky
gomia hock me, but instead, he bought
me a Mdle. It Was a genuine imitation
four pretty good,
of a Stradivarius, and it cost $5 including
to be a fair-tolessons, because the pawnbroker happened
lesson, but I was
middlin' fiddlin' teacher too. I took the first
father didn't want
too lazy to take the second and third. My
and
me to miss the tourth, so he picked me up out of bed
fourth
carried me to the pawnbroker. In the middle of the
name of
lesson I woke up just as two gentlemen by the
Proctor came into the shop to hock one of their

Keith and

theatres.

Just by luck they didn't

and

nitisic

figured. I

was

my

.

.

off their

written out by the firm hand of fate, the head shipping clerk.
The name, address and future of each baby iff neatly writtentag, which is placed on- the handle of the basket.
The Stork foreman i.s eheckmg up on his gang's wing.s and
time-meters; a loafing Stork can cause a lot of sufferini; and
worry, and he is smart enough to know when a Stork is
lying about a non-delivery, for you know Storks have a lot
of excuses. Wliile he is checking up on his crew, there is
a middle-aged, short-legged, tired-looking Stork talking to
a crowd of his follow workers who are waiting around for
assignments. He is trying to get them to strike. He claims
that they should get more time off; there a»e too many deliveries being made; the earth-people are not taking proper
care of the goods after they are delivered: that they are
reglecting their proper feeding, schooling, teaching of manners and religion; that they raise them only to be shot down:
by cannons backed by Hate.

on a

.

,

Why

Doves down for a few trips to
deliver Peace? They have been sitting around cooing softly,
doing nothing, while we have to go out making deliveries at
aU hours of the day and. night. Let the Doves go down and
set the scene properly for the delivery of these beautiful
bun'dles of joy. With Peace on Earth our jobs will be so
much happier and easier.
\
don't they send the

-

A Bow

to

Diamond Jim Brady

The listening Storks shook" their heads and started to go
.on back to their work. "He's right," some of them murmured, "but after all, this is our job and we have to do it.
The Big Boss knows what it's all about and will take care
oi everything in good time.
All we can do is to. deliver.
Fate makes out the Bills of Lading, taut I do wish he would
stick in more laughter in the pockets of these baby's souI.s."

.

best representative, told Keith and Proctor that -I
laziest child in the world, and that it was fortunate

That was very sweet of him and I th&nked
it, but 1 must confess that up until 1948 no one
has ever offered to give me ^ything like the Empire
State Bldg, No one even: has any plans to name a thetertainers.

him for

easy, and that I would only have to walk from the wings to
anfl I sjiook my
the center of the stage. Pop looked at
head, NO, because, even short walks didn't appeal to me.
Howevtr, Keith and Proctbr agreed to personally C3rry me
on to -the stage to do my act, but^ I wouldn't accept until
iiiey agreed to carry, me off at the finish, too. They agreed,
attd everything went.a(long nicely until the audience finally

me

-

I am thinking of one night at the Plaza, a wonderful
It was a show that the people enjoyed from the
beginning— there was something In the air, -u-ne Joie'de
vivre, a wonderful, wonderful quality that changed the
room into a parly. On nights -like that, every show person knows, an entertainer pan do no wrong. Everything
went right, the bad Hildegardean jokes, tHe romantic
songs, even the loud .songs and the clowning, everything.
And when it was over a man came backstage. I swear
there were tears^in'liis eyes, genuine tears. He paid me
many delightful compliments: and then wanted to show
his appreciation by offering me money.
I couldn't take it, I have never accepted money from
anyone under those circumstances, and I explained that
I couldn't. It would- be against all my principles. But
he insisted and I didn't want to hurt a man who felt

a Suii Tan

.

NEAT

like that.

—

,

'

"Why

,

my

—

Hildefirardft

>r

no," answers Pate, "I've given him adventure, travel,
and success. And all you have to give
an actor is good Memories and he feels repaid for. everything he has gone through. Of course I put in a little sickness, disappointment, discontent, disillusionment because that
sort of sweetens the good things. Most of all I gave him a
sense of humor and the great privilege of distributing laughs
to his fellow man.
I thirfk I did okay by him.
Let me
see
oh yes, dies at 65. Buried by The Actors Fund.
These actors are very clannish, they like to be with folks
they know, Okay,'^ive this to Stork Number 4,500. I have
a lew more kids for that same town, but it won't take me
long to make Qu their Bills of Xading; they are just going
to be ordinary folks ... I make theirs out on n^y multi-<
iove, fame, friends

'

-

—

hardships.
Middle Age big success in New
York, travel all over the world, making friends and making
people laugh! Acclaimed by press and .public! Big chance
in Hollywood, hig chance on Radio.
Sig money! Marries.
Mansions, drinking, divorce, gambling, sickness; loss of
money .... taut takes it all with good' humor. Old Agefewer jobs, fewer meals, furnished roorjis, a few small bits
in shows and commercial pictures, posing for advertisements,
small parts on radio, rheumatism, a few real pals, a grand
sense of humor:Trand MEMORIES. Just about getting by.
'^Sayv Pate," piped up a tiny office-boy. angel, "Aren't you
a little hard on that baby?"
ings, hunger,

•

"All right, then," 1 finally suggested. "I will give it to
the Red Cross or the Community Fund, or any charity
you prefer." And a smile Ut up his &ce as, he pressed
the money into my hand.
When he left me, I was exhilarated. Here was a man
whom I had made so happy that he insisted on doing
something like this; Ah, -lieople are generous to a fault
when they .dre affected deeply! I glanced down at the
hand and to this day I haven't recrumpled bill in
covered from the queer shock. It was a $1 bill!

SPELVIN, ACTOR!

—

.

my

GEORGE

Normal Childhood— his snfile to make folks happy. A
Boyhood of little schooling, but learning more how to jig,
sing and dance and "be funny''; hanging around the local
Opry House, etc. Early Manhood with' Minstre^ Shows, Eep
Shows, Vaudeville, Tabs and Stock Companies. Love affairs
with soubrettes, leading ladies, cftorus and town girls. Strand-

night!

.

:

has tagged as

But please, please don't misunderstand me, I would
feel terrible if you did. All that I ever want is to know
that audiences can forget their worries for a short while
through my kind, of ent?rtainment. Yet it doesn't hurt
just to glance back at those f abulou.^, those fantastic days
of' the extravagant barons, does it?

I got .So sick and tired of laying off in vaudeville that
I decided to go to California and lay oft in pictures. Not
being on speaking^ terms with Keith and Proctor any longer,
ther- absoltjtely refused to carry me to Hollywood, so I
:wallted tlj6re alone.
I did very well in pictures. I specialized in doing a
MEXIC ATI,- and just by luck, no producers needed
*r waftted a NEAT MEXICAN, but that didn't worry me.
It- didn't worry Louis B. Mayer or, the Warner Bros, either.
They continued making pictures and I continued laying off.
Only once in my entire moving picture career did I
weaken and accept a day's work. .,1 was so ashamed of myname. I changed It
self- "for- ^oiBg '.ft that 1 changed
1>ach: to Qinsberg. The 'part I played W5is that of a corpse
is a murder mystery. The way 1 played thp corpse was
B(j life-like that everybody thought I was dead! And- when
they found out that I was only acting, they were pretty

Crosby or B6b Hope were to lose their jobs tomorrow,
Barney would be the last one to leave 'em.
Jack Benny is a nice guy, too. I don't think hell ever
Quit "Rochester.'' I'd be the last one in the world to knock

But now, we go into Fate's office, where we see him busily
engaged making entries in his big book. We look over his
shoulder as he is writing the "Bill of Lading" for a baby he

atre after- Hildegarde.
.

decided to come up on the stage- and carry me off long
iore I finished my act Hiis was funny at first, but" it got
to be- so monotonous that I fihally quit. That's when I
realfy learned bow to lay off. I teyed oS for five years be'fore I fOiund out that my agent was .dead,

sore about it. Bufi that's Hollywood. The. town is loaded
with jealous-, high-hat characters, Loyalty doesn't exist.
Bainey Dean is. the one possible exception. If Bing

me

that I should have
when so many charming and wealthy admirers showered railroads and yachts
and diamond mines-and-baronial estates on feminine enrecall nn(» -writer saying of
been bora 30 or 40 years earlier
I

that I walked in my. sleep occasionally, because
was the only exercise I ever got. This did not- discourage K. & P. They assured my father that the work was

Off—With

cloud-like baskets, and the tired office boy angels wipe
dew-dripped halos and bring out the Bills of Lading

fltiffy

LAYII7G OFF.

for

me

Laying

angels and archai)gela placing millions of babies, red-faced
babies, babies from the peaceful Land of Nowhere into

popular songa
In the meantime, I'm going to write some
because I understand that it's practically impossible to place
one and that's right up my Tin Pan Alley. I've always
and
it's getting
songwxiling
for
head
had a soft spot in my
softer all the time. Milton Berle is a songwriter, too, We
collaborated recently and when we put our heads together
how
soft a
sound..
Shows
slightest
they didn't make the
'songwriter's head can really get. But I discovered that
when it comes to doing busines$ and talking money, Milton
be.
cracked
up
to
it's
harder
than
Berle's head is much
Some publishers claim 'that a good song needs no plugging, and that it will jump out of the window by itself.
That's a lie. No song jumps out of a publisher's window
Unless it's in a songwriter^s hand. But publishers don't worry
me because right now I'm specializing in writing private
Kits. In my inside coat pocket I generally carry 10 songs
and quite often I rearrange them so as to give every songa chance to become No. 1 on' my Private Hit Parade.
Incidentally, Varietst asked me to write tlys for the
Anniversary Edition only, which makes me very happy because I wouldn't want people to hatp me every week.
Goodbye, now. And in the future let's- go through life
UVING, LOVING, LAUGHING, and last, but not least,

was ready all right, but he dian t thmk
audience waa Then my father, who I now realize

was the
for
that

By JOE LAURIE, JR. ^^4^.444^.J
The scone is the lareo, downy, golden-colored cloud in
Heaven used as.a shipping room by Fate. Here we see

know anything about

was a musical genius and ready

vaudeville.
My father said I
thft

HEAVEN'S SfllPHNG IM)Oi^

1

I'm laying off on Radio and I don't care for
good. Some
I'd quit, like that, if the money wasn't so
it
possibiUties of
day, not too soon, I hope, I'll explore the
than
laying off in Television. I think lU enjoy that more
Radio because people will be able to see me doing it.

now

Eight

than,
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be neutral.

Including the Video Rights

mendable about
off

Amivenuy

m

I'll

Four Presidents
=By

P^RltiS^

Fony-teeond

'

jealous.
his fiddle playing, because, Fd be accused of bemg
On the other hand, if I sl^ould boost it, music, lovers would
shut and say
call me a moron. So, TO Just keep my mouth
that way
that he is not as good as Heifetz or me, and

.

.

.

ographing machine."

'^:-.^-;fl^^;5K^^?^^-^s

RY.EveSizGot
11th

OeenptM
Chicago.

Major New York 'niteries beat the
snowpile and snafued transportation
and sold out <m New, Year's eve de-

I

phychiatrist,
failing;

in

scalp, lukemia, stomach ulcers,
swollen ankles. After I left, he

most niteries were stopping amusement seekers at the door tq admit
«fi]y those witfei reservitions.'*

just overestimate the boxoffice take of the attraction and
multiply by two.

They

my

periods

over a single drink.
Most bonifaces frankly admitted
that sellouts weri not expected. Any
chance of full houses, they thought,
were mined by scare headlines in
Tuesday's papers which predicted
another huge snowfall for the eve.
Nonetheless, good subway service
and partially restored bus routingr,
helped bring out the mobs. It wa,s
not uncommon to see carriage trade
customers straphjnging in thre tubes.
The "subways at around 9 p.m./ were
running with rush-hour frequency,
and nearly all cars were loaded.
The Broadway niteries again
closed down the bars for the e've.
ThC! Magical MenlaliBts
"A
This was done not only to prevent
Lucille and Bddie Roberts are currently -appearing in the Hotel Statler,
rowdy elements from congregating, Boston,
Mass. They recently cM>iicluded their second cettirn engagement
but to whittle away the cheaper in the Cotillion Boom of the Hotel Pierre, Newtrork
City. The Roberts
crowds. Many who anticipated see- are cxpoct'ed to return to New York In February
to start to work on their
ping the shows from that vantage new radio shoWi
point were forced to take tiiblcs or
All of these bookinp:.'? were arranfired by Mr.
KfLBY of GENelse.
ERAL ARTISTS CORP. and
GREEN, X'orsonal JRepresentative.

XUCilXE AND EDDIE ROBERTS
.

HARRY

HARRY

and

took
out his card and jotted down, "normal night dub operator
The reason that the Mayos want
me to have a checkup, at Johns
Hopkins and Johns Hopkins suggests
that I go through the wringer at
Rochester, is entirely due to occupational diseases incident to nightclub operation. The more severe
complications can be directly traced
to 'certain phases of the tclUng pastime of running a night club. It has
been known io strike at the stur-diest of our hoods, who have ruefully discovered that funning a night
club is the most roiindabout and' expensive way of contacting chorines.
For instances, the medicos believe
my debility is the natural result of
dealing with talent agencies. No
telephone conversation wtth a talent
ageni? ever takes less than an hour;
59 minutes for the agency to swoon
about the attraction and 1 minute
for me to explain that I am nervous.
The agency will tett you everything
about the attraction, hour by hour,
except the price. If you ask about
the price, the agency says, airily:
"Wfi cart fix that." They can fix if.
They have a formula for fixing the
price of attractions. It is very sim-

However, takes were about 20%
below those of last year's eve. The
last minute rush of trade brought in
minimum spenders mainly who lan-

'

my

symptoms:
numbness

ple.

Plenty Problems

extremities, severe insomnia, itching

A

interminable

my

vision, backache,

spite the gloomy outlook for the big
night.
last minute rush of patronage was. brought on by the extrememild weather, and by 10 p.m.

for

recently visited

and recited

ly

guished

Disease

By ERNEST BYFBELD

Hour Break

My lukemia, doctors Oiink, comes
from conferences with the waiters'
union, Their representatives reprcrsent, that if we do not x»ise waiters'
wages, for the sixth consecutive
year, the waiters will then be receiving less compen.sation than the
executives. This would obviously be
a major hardship on the waiters and
would be playing right into the
hands of the Commies.
of night club goodis undoubtedly responsible for
swollen ankles. The customers
are always a great help as goodwill

The problem

will

my

builders

if

your

new

attraction: isn't

up to the last one. in their opinion.
They can't wait until they get out
of the room to tell everybody that
the

show

'Stinks.

No

scandal ever

travels faster. Acts that they decide
are lousy get a leave-town notice in
the first 24 hours.
So, if you hear gossip that I have
been withered by the vine, discount
it.
I have just been withered by
running a night club. 1 could run
this saloonkeeper's lament on for a

few hundred more words, but

I

have

to write a piece for the Encyclopedia Britannica. I have written for
Vaiheiy and the Britannica before,

but this is the arst time T have
ever tried it on the same afternoon.

—

.
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Glasses of Beer
By PHIL SILVERS

My wife and l dropped by at Dipty Moore's the other night. We ordered
i^he Iiouse specialties—mock turtle soup and corned beel hash. Moore's
wonderful restaurant and. needs no plugging here, even though I'm
is aprised to admit I'm more of a Toots Sbor man—forced by Toots, of course,
'

By DAVID F. O'MALLEY
(Veteran Chi Booker and Manager)

There was a sentimental reason

for that Moore's
read, that correctly— "foray." I'm a book
covnie now. Jt's quite a story and I don't think all of
its sentiment and drama— for me, anyway— can be
squeezed into a piece for VAiiiETi'b Annual.

'

.

.

-

early
trade
alike

.

anyway,

night clubs.

Wen,"',we get_ down 46th street to Moore's and Rags announces:
.
Jieer?"

1;

;

how about a

'

•

who

Vaude Concerts

"Kid,

now.

•

The vaude concert
hotter

$10 a Schooner

is

the fact that
holding their own.
may begin

despite

grdsses are

.of

field, one of
developments
showing some sign of

showbusiness

•

weakening

By now. Rags was fuming and so I went along to sort of pick up the
pieceSi
The bartender took one look at our outfits and madc vsome sort
-lame: Maise for not. being, able. to serve us.
Rags might have had a
ripped shoelace, or maybe the wrong administration was in City Hall
power,' I don't remember now. Rags, fuming by now, slapped two $20
^bills on the counter. There was teal'dynaqnite in his voice i^hen he said:
"How much is m glass of beer" berie^lO? Okay, give us two;" We got
them and hung'arpund for half-hour or so.
I'm. hustling this story along now. We' were back the following day
and the day; after that. A few weeks "later, somebody asked Willie Moore
who "those two bums" were at the bar. Moore told him those "two bums"
were his best customers. And so we were. Old man Moore ordered his
vvaiters never to serve us any beer unless we had mock turtle soup and
corned beef hash-^fcjr free. He had us upstairs to visit with Mrs. Moore,
q rare privilege for only favored clientele. He told us who, should be playing third base for the Giants and where FpR had made his big mistake
and even wound up buying Rags a set of store teeth. Rags and I used to
hold court at the bar that summer. Our strip women in their smocks
Margie Hart, Betty Rowland, Roxanne— all were welcome 'cause they
worked with us. Lou Holtz, Jessel, Greg LaCava, Jack Haley, Orson
Welles all used to stand around gettihg kicks from the'uninTiibited Rags
:—and ma.vbe one or tv;o from me.
"it was a happy summer for us but like all good things it came to an
end. As I say, I don't get around to Moore's any more. I did stop by the
oth^r day, though, and I had spme turtle soup and corned beef hash. You
know something. It didn't seem to taste as good as it once did. Could ij
be because Rags is gone now? Or because I had to pay this time?
•

.still

First indications grosses

seen by the fact

to decline 'soon is

'

that the $3.60 seats, until recently,

the first to be sold out, are now' selling after the cheaper seats are gone.
Situation has been evident both at

Town

Hall and Carnegie Hall, both

-

N. Y., where major concert activities

.>

;

'

are curried on.

This

when

the reverse of a year ago,

is

.$1.20 and $1.80 seats were
a drug on the market
were bought' ^nly as a last
resort when the more expensive du-

the

considered

and

the field a comfortable cushion to
fall back on during layoffs,
Hundreds of others have completely forsaken the road and have settled
down to a normal family life-—^and
club dates. Thes&-acts can stay on
in one large city for quite a few
profitable years before they are'
played out on the club date market.
It was during the lush yeai's of the'
late '20s that private entertainment
^i2-«i <.ga«iecl«Juiional attentio;i.
Dollar-happy firms, associations and
convention groups led the parade^of

that club date acts, as a rule,' must
peddle filth. Nothing could be, further from the truth. Entertainment
chairmen of over 9(1% of programs
staged by our office insist on clean
Convention * happy
entertainment.

crowds may,indicate a need for girly
shows or smutty-material - comics,
but those features are taboo in the
hotel where the convention is held.
No convention committee wants that
calibre of talent in its vicinity. What
conventioneers may denjiand- afterconvention; hours has no relation to
their entertainment .demand in their

,

.

—

.

cats were,sold;Out.

'

.

'-s.

• The declining demand- for toppriced seats, according to promoters,
•

doesn't

a

indicate

drop

great

in

i

'

.

-

.

parties that were taking place from
coast
to- coast.
One corporation
eager to better his competitor, paid

own

They claim tliat the essenbigger bonuses to salesmen, poured
tial demand for concerts still exists,
and as long as fresh and potent at- more champagne at their dinner
functions and presented more extractions are .around, grosses will,
pensive showjs.
JName attractions,
stay up;
lavish production shows and even,
So far the concerts produce more spectacles became standard equipment
banquets
at
and
celebrations.
houses.
sellouts than partially filled
The Ernie Anderson-Sam Gut\»iirth
The '29 crash brought the corregrosses.^

—

I

JOEY ADAMS

iBy

i

-wrote

I,

my

to Riches,"

i

you
:

first book, "From Gags
about a comic's life (if

call

that

living), I

have

AVAILABLE—HAVE

received nothing but -abuse

TUXEDO—WILL TRAVEL—JOEY
ADAMS."

from my fellow cortiics.

V
.

"A book

Berlesaysmy

'

Donald,

ftook is selling
like -hot cakes
"

r-but
:})e

i{

Selling like

6th

could

Joey Adams

he can't write a
book but he's ready to open one.

Henny Youngman wired

Avenue

he

that

but the hero.
V Joe Pasternak was going to make a
picture of the book, but he wants
to find somebody else to play Joey
Adams. He says "I don't look like
«
me" in the book.
liked everything in it

Jan Murray saw so many names
iti the book he decided to -write his
own story, so he bought a telephone
book and put a leather cover on it
and called it "Manhattan" by Jan

The average Town Hall concert
produces around $4,000! while Carnegie has a $6,000 potential at a

clubs',

j

days.

"

:
:

,

,

.

and the need for closer em-

-

;

;;
.

Hirshfleld said my
better than most ^more

Harry

—

,

is

no

writers

longer limited to the booking of the
show. He has to see it through to
a succeBsful conclusion if he can
hope to secure it again nejrt year
and build good will among his
clients.
Not always, however^ will
a successful show mean repeat business to the office. Convention committees change and with it may come
demands for a new agent, for any
number of personal reason's.

ter

functions,

MARRY AN

ACTOR."

I figure it I

can bother the comics a little, what
will I do to Sholem Asch, Ernest

Hemingway and George Bernarc?
Shaw? Maybe I'll drive them to become comics. I figure if all the
become comics and all the
comics become writers, I have a betchance in either field.

Where

IVIontand's

Revue

a

permanent

•

committee

an office has a fine opportunity to continue to, service that
client, wherever his convention may
We have, in the past,
take him..
serviced shows from Chicago to
Houston, Tex., Mexico City, Halifax,
Nova- Scotia, and San Francisco,
among other farrflung towns.
recurring headache to the club
da-te agent Is the as-stirance of the

French Vaude
Tour

for American

Paris.

A

tome

high

'

:

Our officfe, many
wjith a celebrity.
a time, 'has flown in a nanie at ,a
four-figure salary to top one of its
more important shows.
The club agent's service

bookstores, with a torn

Yves Monland, French actor (at
one time reported to be under eontract to Warners) plans a U. S. tour
'class, it would never wind up in. a
drugstore—it would end up in a shortly in a vaude reVue to be propharmacy.
duced by Borrah Minevitch. LatToots Shor .said, "Everybody ter's Harmonica Rascals, currently
..should carry a copy of it, the cover
at the London Ca.^ino, are due to
ttiatches any fsuit."
at the Champii Elysees,
.Tony Canzoneri and Mark" Plant play here
They'll double with the
elaim they helped me with it. Tony jiitery.
loaned me the pencil apd Mark pro* Cirque Medrano.
Jected me from the readers,
IHirievitch, w.k. locally in French
"tew Parker loved the few fore- version^jOf U S. mu.sical hits ("Ro.se
words by F. H. LaGuardia, ToOts Marie," etc.). plans building an all-Shor, Earl Wilson. Frank Sinatra Gallie variety show in support oC
Ana Gypsy Rose Lee and the 80 car- Montand.
,
,;

'

,

•

•This all ijroropted me to immediately start on my next book, "NEVER

/Murray. "What a cast," commented
Jackie Gleason, "but, no plot."

:i'^.Was

|

|

year, suffered on his, two-day
Carnegie shindig^ starting Friday
(26) because of the snowfall. D.espite
an $8,500 gross is'claimed for both
this

i,

•

Demand

'

cover-*rOii Sale 9 Cents."

for dinner."
'Joe E. 'Lewis says

'

said Peter

know he

in

,

1

hit me the day
of publication with,- "I can just see
your book now, in one of these

it

'

Adams?"

didn't

lUTost

$4.80 top.

Concerts at Midnight"
Town and Carnegie Halls, frequently has an overflow oh stage.
hit capacity houses, although Diike Ellington,

The band concerts 'usually

""Henny Youngman

should

Chase liked it
60 much he ""ate

'by

"!

read!"

book s. Chaz

:

toons by 23 of the most famous cartoonists in the world, but he didn't
like the writing injected in between.
Few said my only comment should
be on one page, sandwiched in between the forewords and the cartoons.
"AM

Acts

-

series, .both

at

Ever since I became a member of
(whatever that is) when

?

the, Literati

cicaii

members from, the audience most
familiar to the crdwd. ^eo^le love
to laugh with and at oiie of their
friends trying to act in front of the
Mind readers do well,
spotlight.
sponding depression in entertain
ment, including the club date field, f too, for they involve members of the
audience.
Novelty and thrill acts go
The demise of vaudeville turned a
well
needed to balance a
apd
are
dozen acts in search of one, poorlypaid club job. The business limped program.
Names, of course, are in demand,
along until the middle '30s when
comparatively
few club
only
a
but
tip
it graduaUy began to pick
some
steam, switching into high gear just dates' can afford them. Itational
before World War 11. Full employ, groups with large show budgets dement, fat union treasuries, the re- mand a name, if only to satisfy their
turn of normal production 'and the small-town- visitors who can return
consequent need for productive sales home and boast that they have been
forces, financially healthy fraternal entertained by and. -shaken hands

•

TO THE WRITER BELONGS THE SOIL

.

head.quar'ters.

Clean comedy acts are by far in
greatest 'demand. Next in order are
audience-participation acts who use

;

t

!

.

•

Losing Appeal

We're not

of the year,

.

I

know. I'll let t'O"- intelligent salesmanship*,, un,
you know in a few days." Today, usual .service and a practical search
new groups and interests in need,
the club date is an important ad>
junct to the average act's weekly of entertainment.
It is no longer a big city business.
income: As soon as he has a steady
engagement set in any city, he makes Small towns in our area, by the
plans for dub date representation. hundreds, use shows for local funcHe malces sure, through direct ,con-' tions. Educated first in key cities
tact Or through his agent, that club through attendance at conventions -or
date bookers are aware of his pres- other celebrations, prominent indusence in town and of his time avail- trial and civic leaders in smaller
able for single engagements between communities carry out the entertainment formula locally, one that
shows on his steady job.
is
repeated successfully time and
Today, a great number of acts
again. With all towns in the counworking. In hotels and cafes make
a few air miles from a big
more money .doubling on club dates try just
supply of talent,- club date
city
tham, they 'are paid by the location.
agents in small towns are in. a po.siWell-spaced shows on the steady ention to offer very creditable progagements permit the more popular
V
grams.
acts to work 8 and 10 club dates a
Some agents in the trade, as well
week. Hundreds of acts have found
as acts, have the mistaken belief
I

patronized the

..

"We'll go irf 'here some day, Rags,'' I said, "but not
ready. We'll go in the right Way :some day."

';

to take this added job.
get such replies as, "Well,
write my manager about

'

'

.

to

|

,

,

,

Because; I kiiew the kind of show business patrons
place, I tried: 'to talk Rags out of it.
'

have

(

this," or "Well, I don't

,

v

actors

and

You would

Lontrer » Fusliover Biz

Regardless how the other branches
show business may fare in the
(night clubs and theatres say they're off; radio producers
are looking for new formats to stimulate a greater listening audience)*
I am bearish on the future of the
It is not going
club date business.
to be an order-taking business, but
one that will need increased atten-

near future

night cliibS;
theatres

in

approached
I'll

"'"-This guy might be all right— looks just like 'Tiny' Fuller." (Burlesque
;
folks will know what I mean).

'

"

puzzled,

Acclaimed
the.
Salvador J)ali oC Comedians.
•Vow appearlrsg leading hotels and
Humorist.'

No

I

of

would face

JAY SEILER
.SiiiTPalist,

'

.

good will. Indu.stry knows
that and for that reason has been
spending hundreds of thousands of
dollars for talent.

mous

lit-

this

agent booking,
a club date

SEASON'S GREETINGS

we were

that's lipw

the
acts

particular talent market. In
those days, an

dressed when we walked into Moore's
for the first time; -It was a sticky August afternoon and we had sauntered
past the Fulton with its stills of Robert Morley as "Oscar Wilde." Morley
liadropehed to' fabulous^ faves! by, .Brooks Atkinson and John Mason Brown
.and tlie rest. Hags examined the Morley stiU and said;
Well,

'20s,

and

knew

about

tle

m

"

'';.;:;/..

a
year business.
In
the

I'll go back to
1937 and, despite "High Button
and Joe Kipne.ss and Sammy Cahn and Jule
Styne, sometimes I wish 1 could. In the summer of
1937, I was a burlesque comic working at the Gayety
on BrqadWay,' right down the block frbni Moore's.
The late great Bags Ragland was my blackout part*;
ner.
If you've ever been near a. biu'lesque ehterr
tainment, you know that the comics are never between show's^ only between sceiies. We Were almost
Vbil Silvers
always on stage and so when Kags.and I would duck
out lor.a cup of coffee or a beer,- we'd be dressed for the next skit— Rags
a tight-fitting "rube" tux.
Jii a'iaSIor suit and I

.Shoesl'

.

ployee - employer relationship combine to create the greatest boom for
the club date field to date. Entertainment sets the various functions
in the proper frame of mind, stimulates attendance and creates enor-

Chicago.
Club dates (call them: casuals,
paify shows, or single engagements)
have mu,shroomed into a $200,000,000

You

foray.

BOB EVANS
Personal Managements

—

and JERRY O'LEARY

EZ KEOUGH,

203 N. Wabash, Chicagp,

convention committee 'of a somber
and sober audience and the insistence
of
using
good talking
a
comedian.
Comes showtime, a few
hours after that promised audience;!
has toured hotel room exhibits with
its free -cocktails, and the aforementioned comic is forced to face a
drunken brawl.
His planned 40minute act suddenly changes into a
three-minute on-and-off lace saver.
Come what may, the club date is
here to stay attd with it the assurance of added income for' the act
and musician.

III.

,
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Names

Inability to Develop

A

One

By JOE COHEN

I

incubator.

JO|E BROWNING
Forty years ago and mote whiW trying to get a toehold In Vodvil
tried many things, mostly two-man talking acts which in those days

conversationalists." In fact I had tried it with
about a dozen different comedians. But no dice. To make matters
worse I was a Straight Man; what could be lower? As if this isn't
enough to discourage a guy I had already reached the ripe- old 'age of
25 and' a complete failure.
For awhile I even tried to break myseU of the eating habit, and
for a time it seemed as if this was one attempt in which I was likely

were called "Sidewalk

tlie vaudeville and nitery fields is the inability
to develop new names. The paucity of new attractions tflday is unquestionably contributing to the faltering boxpffice.
During the past- year, show biz has come to realize that it must rely on
amusement fields other than cafes to provide a roster of names to bring in
for
business. VaudeviUe has been written off as a tQp-talent incubator
roust
sometime, and cafes are fast approaching that status. Today show biz
rely mostly on films and recordings to bring out name talent,
faces.
new
develop
equipped
to
handful
only
a
are
niteries,
there
Of the
few years ago, La Martinique, N. Y., was considered the foremost name

A

serious plaint in

Out of there came Danny Kaye and Danny Thomas.

to succeed.

Dick

'

recognized as bigtime timber when he first bowed at that
attained standard-act
spot. Of the others that played there, many have
depended upon to
status, i.e. acts in the $l,50O-$2,5OO bracket, who can be
adjob but will not bring back their salary
entertainment
solid
do a
business.
ditional

m

Baek Again
/
However, during the war, and with the attendant dearth of manpower,
spot yas fprced to
that cafe was unable to recruit suitable material, The.
unavailgo on an established name basis. When big attractions became
pomt. Now La Marstill flopinp his way to the top
able, business dropped to virtually the diminishing
Strand Theaappearing
incubator.
Currently
talent
as
a
tinique is completely written off
tre, New York.
Other top-talent developers were Cafe Society Uptown and Downtown,
Mgt.: SINGER & TISHMAN
the uptown
both in N. Y. Boniface Barney Josephson, who recently sold
New "York
Avehiw,
Seventh
701
status.
He
spot was able to showcase Lena Home and Hazel Scott to star
instrualmost turned the trick with Z6ro Mostel and Susan Reed, and was
mental in paving the way baclc for Jimmy Savo. Recently, he brought Nelhad
She
first major eastern cafe stand.
lie Lutcher in from the Coast for her
made a nice dent with recorSs and has been picked up for more lucrative
engagements in vauders. However, it's still too early to tell whether she'll

FRANK MARLOWE

Comedian: Nix.
Joe: You need a good strjiight man like me.
•'
Comedian: Could be.
Huso Morris (brother of William Morris enters): I need a two-man
talking act for tod^y and tomorrow at D«mling's Casino, Do you know
an act that wants the jpb?
.

Joe: How much money?
HuETo: Forty, Bucks.
Joe: We'll take it. Meet
Lavan. We'll kill 'em!

SET FOR NITERY TOURS

completely.

Drunkard," melodrama of
the gay '80's, is being revived on a

The Village Vanguard has a long record of producing "almosts," and the big scale for presentation in niteries.
ihtime Blue Angel is responsible for Evelyn Knight, who isn't quite, _in Miles Ingalls, N Y. cafe agent, is
upper-qrust status. The Blue. Angel recently caused' sonke attention ,with now submitting seven companies of
that meller to be produced by LawAlice Pearce, but so far her lure is limited to chi-chi audiences.
The last names to develoK purely from cafe engagements, are Peter Lind rence HiU. This play has been run.
Hayes, whose Copacabana, N. Y., elick last season made him the first post- ning for some time at the Old Knick
created
Brds.
who
Williams
the
and
Thompson
K^y
name„and
Music Hail, N. Y., and is current at
war nitery
considerable stir with their appearance at Giro's, Hollywood. Hayes is al- the Riviera, Newport, Ky.
ready established while the Thompson-Williams combo is stm to be proven
In the Newport spot there's an
„..,,•
fe^the.east,
admission charge of $3.50 and $5
The talent agencies blame the name paucity on the fact that the cafes per person, which enables the pa^
that
the
agenclaim
tron to drink as much beer as he
Will jio longer gamble with new talent. Cafe-o<vners
des Aren't offering anything that offers possibilities. Besides, the boni- can at the lower figure, while cham'
faces say, if anything really hot develops, the asking prices are so high pagne is served for the higher-price.
Ingalls plans to use vaude acts fgr
that it's impossible to make ends meet with them.
The whole sUuation, from a long-range point of view, has reached the intermission olios with the play.
alarming stage. Imagination is needed, it's felt, to averpvhat may become
buyers
and
the
cafe
talent
a disastrous situation for the industry. The
agencies must line Up a "development'" plan. Repeating names too soon
Rings
Paris Gets

^
Hugo: -Got your makeup handy?
We don't need any makeup^ we're new stylcr^ust street clothes.
Hugo: Hop down to the Long Island depot^. but qui(^,' th^re is a

disparaging factor,
What's more, it's stressed, the U. S. must develop its own names. Of the
foreign attractions clicking in tliis country, all have been developed here
before the war. The Continent so far hasn't sent over » new star who has
reached real big time here in the postwar era.

is also
'

.

Woes of Vaudeville

Sounded Anew
VaudevUle in 1947 passed through
.

the stage of coclcy .assuredness to
one of extreme panic. There's hardly

a good word

to

be heard from

vir-

A

names

and

bands

now

Paris
Tent shows so" far have only been
One-ringers here. For the first time,
however, the American .idea of mul*
tiple performers appearin.& at the
Same time has been tried at the
Velodrome d'Hiver.
Spot* is offering a two-ring show,
,culminating with about 30 trapezists
in the air at the same time. Circus
includes Monsieur Loyal, Oamillia
Mayer, wire artist, a Chinese troupe,

cowboys, and'

demand

strong supporting pictures in order
good at the boxoffice, and
very few prefer to make a stand
with a film that needs support.

to look

When a run of pictures is good,
then stage shows languish. In the
past few years, the major circuits,
State is .bound to bring a moribund
with 3 strong' lineup of films for
reaction.
their housesi have discouraged any
All this has come during a year form of stageshows. Warners iS now
which opened with hopes that down to one major house, Loew's
vaudeville playing time would be has two regular stands, RKO has
increased tremendously. The Gov- two regular .stands and .several spoternment's divorcement proceedings show houses, while"
Paramount is
-

major film distributors bookmg
had created hopes that competition
by' a great number of independent
exhibitors and probable shortage of
pictures would bring a rush to the

"against the

t&lent 'agencies for, live shows.

That hope

still

its

New York

flagship

and

'

aniftial acts.

the Olympla, Miami, regularly, and
•
others on a spot basis.
Vaudeville still rgtains a great
deal of drawing power, agencies and
that
still
thought
bookers hold. It's
Loew's State, N. Y., for example,
could not have maintained a $28,000
weekly average gross without stage
shows. Loew execs are willing to
experiment with a straight film polsay that if
icy, and top officials
grosses do not hold up, -then flesh
shows will be restored. At the same
time, some agency men are counting
a great deal on the restoration of
vaudeville there.

Lavan

Rockaway.)>"

routine.

.

Joe: There's nothing to worry about! You are now working with
the greatest ad lib straight man in show' business.
'(Scene: Backstage, Demlirig's Casino, Rockaway.)
Joe (to Stage Manager): Browning
Lavan reporting from the

&

William Morris Office.
Excited Voice (from

.

first row orchestra)
(with heavy German
accent): Vot iss he name pleece?
Joe: drowning
Lavan.
*
Voice: Vee don't vant you,
Joe: ..OTiy'not?.'"
Voice: -I am de manager here,
*
Joe: Sd what?
Voice: I heard you rehearsing <on the train and I don't like your act.

&

'

.

Pass The Sapolio
Burlesque Miist Clean Up, Pep

Spokesmen declare it's a^combination of all these factors, plus the
fact that in this day of -high living
particularly
aren't
people
costs,
•

amusement-minded.

The alleged lack of cooperation

or

have

showmen and house operators
who have carried on with this brand
both

business. Up >to now what's
of burlesque •'had been playing to profitable takes in the hinterlands, grossing $10;000 or better
weekly and highly profitable at such
figures for the house operators,' if
not the show operators. But in reof

show

cent months burlesque takes have
taken a dive and consensus of opinion
its

is

that

it

will

have

to

change

current format to survive beyond

vaude fading

«»

i

BELLE BAKER
tliis

New

show

business.

to 1927 "refined bur-

fast,

.

talent, plus popularity of girl-show

units projected in motion picture
houses, with younger and betterlooking gals, proved insurmountable opposition, With film houses offerihg a feature picture and stagft
unit for 65c. as against $1.50 burleys,

Columbia wheel shows folded

and that seemingly was the end of
so-called "clean burlesque." Then

came the Mutual

Wfheel, which subjugated comedians and featured the,
strippers such as Ann Coriot Gypsy
Rose Lee, Margie Hart, Hindu Wassau, Georgia Sothern, fet al. When
Mutual sang its swan song several
years later, former wheel stands lu
New York and elsewhere reverted
to stock burlesque policies. With six
operating in the Broadway area
competition became keen. Showmen
decided to go overboard on peelers
and dirt shows to top competitors
and suceeded to such an extent that,
in 1937, under the regime of the late
Mayor Fiorella H. LaGuardia, burlesque in any foi'i\ was permanently
banned from N. Y.

^ Circuits

I

Still

Operating

However, there are
cuits

key

projecting
stands

city

still two cirsome 20 shows in
and about a doizen

stoclis still in operation.

;

Houses use

stock choruses of 18 girls, with travelling outfits carrying 12 principals

and a couple low-budget vaude acts,
With which provides employment for
some 1,000 performers. Shows no
longer rotate on a sharing basis but
are sold as a package at from $1,800

excepting in the
niteries, burlSique coi^ld reclaim its
former position as a developer of
talent it had been before reverting
to a plethora of stripteasers and dirty
blackouts.
Its less exacting audiences make it a perfect springboard
for new talent, as in other eras
when that branch of showbusineSs
incubated such latter day stars as
Bert Lahr, Fannie Brice, Eddie Cantor, Bozo Snyder, Etta Pil]«rd. Rags
Ragland^ Bobby Clark (Clark & Mc^
CuUough), Phil Silvers, to name a
'
few.
,4
'

£vcn though it's been evident for
two yeans that the majority of top
bands and names were failing to
sustain drawing power, there was

1917

to dean

left

integral part of

performers;' talent agencies
bookers and unions has long been
decried. There has been little evidence of these factors pitching in -to
encourage new playing time and
sustaining the present sources of
vaudeville employment.

Best Wishes to all of my fricMida throughout the World, May
Top year bring peace and happiness to everyone everywhere.

or Pass Out

lesque," as projected by the old Co^
lumbia wheel, had flourished and
up developed talenL Vaude and musifold up. That's the opinion of c-iedy's continual raids upon top

wiiere, will either

With proper sa{>olioing and"a pitch
comedy, burlesque has a
good chance of again becoming an

among

From

Burlesque, which has been taboo
New York for the past ^decade
but carrying on after a fashion elscin

for cleaner

Lack of CaopMatioB

little done to encourage new forms
of entertainment. 'It's now a reality
that the vaudeville industr.v is con-

Up

By ED BABRY

Strange as it may seem burlesque
audiences have become surfeited
with the smutty shows, smuttier
comedians, and it. looks like they'll
have to do a turn to the right and
inject some ipgenuity and real talent into their cantatas rather than
the dramatized versions of parlor
car and gents room stories. Doubleentendre will always be a requisite
in burlesque, but there's a wide Une
of demarcation oetween the two;
which the wiser of the showmen are
now finding out. The filthy stuff has
run its cycle to extent that most
of the comics are copping the other
fellow's smutty •gags, whicli malces
all shows seem alike.
Payees are
also beginning to find this out and
staying away in alarming numbers.

,

—by ejctreme

exists

tingent upon the film situation.

..'...'..••

(Brov^ing and Lavan rehearsing a bunch of old stale gags.)
Lavan: We'll neVer get-aWay with this. I'm scared stiff.t^ never

remember the

this season.

Many are reflecting on the causes
of the currant plight, of vaudeville,
Some believe it's the lack of new
ideas,*g6od new acts and timidity by
buyers. Others feel it's the high
]^rices of talent that's not contributing to the boxoffice, and some think
that the extremely high cost of
maintaining' a vaudery to be a major
reason.

1

:

Long Island depot.)
(regaining speech): Are you nuts, we haven't got an>act.:
Joe: We'll rehearse one on the way down, let's go.
V
(Scene changes to smoking car of Long Island train, bound for'
exit to

•

optimists.

.

Lavan

.,

anybody in the industry.year marked by the closing of the
lOrie'Broadway vaude house; Loew's

ttially

'.'

(to Hugo): Can you slip us a buck, we're a little short,
Hugo: Here's the dough but hiu-ry, you can just make it.

Joe

(Joe and

•

Two

Se

Joe:

'

'

Al LaTMn, now Browning

partner,

•
•

matinee,.'.:'.

"The

Hayes Developed at Copa

my

Lavan: (Flabbergasted opens bis gap to speak but noising comes
out.)

SEVEN 'DRUNKARD' UNITS

Oft

TlUB MARCHES ON.

Scene: Sidewalk at 1440 Broadway, N. Y. City. Vodvil actors io
front of buildingv Upstairs second floor is Wm. Morris VaudevUIe
•Booking -agency. V.
Time: Saturday about 11 a.m., July, 1905.
Comedian:: Whatdaya know Joe?
v
Joe: No dough. How's tricks;

Haymes waS

catch

FiU-And Didnl

to
By

Gripe of Vaude -Niteries

The most

Wednesday, January 7, 1948

Anmvenary

KifSi^^

to $4,50(1 weekly. If they do top biz
the house benefits mostly. But since
the wheel opera,tors generally oper-

ate the houses too, save for a few

they cash in both ways.
As for the new season, performand producers remain dubious.
They're seemingly reaching for a solution. And that seems to be a general cleanup and a switch lack to
cleaner shows with some real talent.
And it can be done if they try.
in.statices,

ers

.

Wednesday, January 7, 1948

lorty-secotid
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Anniversary

Best Wishes

JOE

E.

Better

LEWIS

Known As

MARTHA STEWART
Jockey— AUSTIN
Riding

MACK

STEINWAY

CONTINUED SUCCESS

"It's

DWIGHT FISKE

Been a Wonderful

Year—

Here's Hoping 1948 will be the

same for all of us."

JU$T CLOSED
«TH ANNUAL INGAGEMCNT

VERSAILLES,

exclusive

NEW YORK

Managemenf

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

GRACIE

BARME

£20

Forty-second

PS'RiETr

Wedmfi^fy JanHwry

dnniverstOy

7,

1948

Heartiest Greetings
to
^

P^^^
on

its

42nd Anniversary

RINGLING BROS

.

and

BARNUM & BAILEY
.

.

.

X

The Greatest Show on Earth

HARVEY STONE
CURRENTLY Lou

UTM

Walters'

QUARTER

NEW YORK

CITY

"ETHEL,

'Management

RALPH BLANK
af the piano

TOO!!

MCA

ARTISTS CORP.

mlm''

'
I

I

I

.

»

l.i'l'

N

III

I

I
.

.

Il.l,.

I.l.
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I

* *

*

*

out Concert Tonr threu^onf the
United Stofws.

Sell

STARRED IN

The Wedgwood Room of the Waidorf<

REPUBLIC PICTURES

Astoria Hotel, N. Y. City;
.

TRUCCOLOR MOTION PICTURES

"ON THE SANTA

The Rose Room of the Palace Hefot, San

FE TRAIL"

Franelscp, Col.

and

'THE

GAY RANCHERO

The n^inie Rodm «f the
Minneapolis, Minn.

Rcj<ii»«ii Hotel.

,

The Flamingo, Las Vegas, Nev.

i'

And many guest oppearances over CBS
'
and NBC.

And
0

1948 "Tito Guizar Productions

in

and Clasa Films Mundiales,",of Mexico
City, will release "Peregrino de
Aitior" with music by Guty Cardenas,
and "Adolorido."

starting' January 5th, a Paramount Pie•

..-ture.;

.

Openmf^ April 21 Wedgwood Room of
;

Mif Waldorf-Astoria.

Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
Aires engagements for late Spring
and Summer. New York, Chicago and
Hollywood Fall and Winter.
'

Mow

booking! Concert Tour f^r 19491950 Season.

Mercury Re^ds.

ALL THE BOYS at MUSIC
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, for tin.

Thanks

other wonderful year.

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
IQN0ON

•

NEWyORK

•

CHICAGO

•

BEVERLY HILU

•

CLEVELAND

•

DALLAS

•

SAN ntANCiSCO • DETROIT

£22

P^'RIS^

Forly-seeond

Vcdmesdny, January

^"»'"*"*«»y

7j

1948

SEASON'S
GREETINGS
From

MURAD'S

Jerry

HEADLINING

Currently
MAY YOUR

IMACHINES RING

MERRILY THE

COMING YEAR

ORIENTAL THEATRE

Thanks

CHICAGO

MUSIC MACHINE
OPERATORS

WITH OUR NEWEST

RETURN ENGAGEMENT WITHIN 6 MONTHS

UNIVERSAL

RECORDS

For Making

OUR

"PEG O" MY HEART"

LATEST RELEASE UNIVERSAL No. 25

"MY WILD

.

THE BEST RECORD

IRISH ROSE?*

OF THE YEAR

"Valse Bluette"
Excfusive

Manogemenf:

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY, 203 NORTH WABASH

GR£ETfNGS

PATRICIA

WINDSOR
SONGS
MADE DEBUT

DEC. 9to JAtt, 4

COTIUION
HOTEL

PIERRE,'

ROOM

NEW YORK

:

"Patricia Windsor marks her nitery debut, having come from
operetta, and on her Hotel Pierre showing she impresses as being
plenty
for sound (and sight) in anybody's bistro , . . She has
instinctive showmanship . . . Attractively accoutred and possessed
of indubitable -talent, Miss' Windsor is a plus value.
•
Ahel, VARiETir.

—

* Immtdialely Booked for

Ronni

Eilflagoinoiit in April

.

Tbe Most Imitated Voice

in

America

Newest Lqff-Sensation

Nito-Lif«'t

NOW

IN 5th

WEEK

SLAPSIE MAXirS
HOLLYWOOD
"Fosleiwl by"

SOL TEPPER, RKO

Blilg..

New YoA

SO

•>

OK

.

PHIL FOSTER

CHICAGO

AVE.,

Thamlit

So Maeli

CHARLES READER

OABOTmii DRESDEN

A NEW

THRILL

DANCING

IN

Now

Touring Australia
Melbourne
"Th« Herald"
For arti$try in performance
CABOT and DRESDEN
easily top the biU.

—

Dir.

KEMNETII LATER

WM. MORRIS A6ENCY

JUDYMAGEE

Miss

PaMo-MimierY

.

BONNIE BAKER

Currently"

SAMOVAR
MONTREAL

Rdcording For

.

UNIVERSAL RECORDSr INC.

LAUGHING-STOCK!
Something ,NeW in Comedy Material
for M.C.'s, Acts, ond Disc Jocks
Uuglilns-Stock Series I f* 5....
$1 ea.
Rapid Fire Rtutlnes (Dgubles) I to 3. .$2 «a.
Master Monologues 1 t> *
,,.,,,.$2 (a.
Hit) and Bits

I

to 3..

$1

SAM PERRY
ISSO

BrMdway. N«w

Ywk

l>.

H. V.

«.

Personal

FRANK

Managententt

Directiom

TAYLOR

MUSIC
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

E.

203 N. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.

WedwewUy, Jtmuui-j

7,

194M

Porty.^»d

^

P'SfSIErt

Atuiiveruuy

223

^VPPODROME

TOWN
THEATRES

I.

M. RAPPAPORT

fiALTIMORt
diahzel'ton
in

every language

it

ineans the

same—

Cotillion
HOTEL

Congraftilatidhs

PIERRE,

Room

NEW YORK

DAVID
POWELL

CHARLES
IMPRESARIO
1946-47

D.

READER
MUSIC DIRECTOR
1947^8

Direction;

MARK LEDDY

—LEON

NEWMAN

48 West 48tb Street
New York City

Enjoyins Coi$iii0M% Good Business

U^^ETT

ViMy-tecond

224

W«^hdM!8day, January 7,

Atmiiitnerjr

194$

I
rides with the

G4id

A
appearing in person

iiellie
and
on

SULLIYA

luteher

her rhythm

capitol records

THEATRES
NITE CLUBS

freddie slaek
and

RECORDS
RADIO

WNEW, SUNDAYS
Direction

his orchestra

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
Americo's great piano

stylist

master of ceremonies

on the

celebrity train

I

.1

eollege inn
no cover churge

in either rooiiif hotel

shennan

GLORIA

ROY
"SUGAR AND
L£

SPICE

V

\'

TIME5 SQUARi

•

NEW YORK

"At ?Ht CROSSftO^Bi or THl «ifO»!i»"

HOUDAY GREETINGS

3S

TS

OH YOU'RE SO NICE MR. LOU WALTERS
Thanks for a v/onderful 5-month engagemeift
at your New York latin Quarter.
Diraction:

MILES INGALLS

Dii^ipn-WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

^eJncwtoy, January 7, 1948

Forty^seeond

^''i^RSETY
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Annivmrmry

"Peace on Earth, Good Will Toward Men"

Mr. and Mrs.

BENNY

FIELDS

wish you and yours
Health and Happiness for the

New

Year and those

to

comeExclusive

CHAS.

JLU

Manqgcmtnt
V. rATES

My Many Good Friends

1

Coast To Coast

Holiday Greetings

SEASON'S GREETINGS

BETTY REILLY
Rtcmt

Enfl€igem«nt$.

"THE IRISH SENORITA"
CAMTOL. New Y«rk: GIRO'S. Hollywopd;

GIRO'S. M«xi<e City

fMhired with ESTHER WILLIAMS and TETER LAWFORP
IM M«G-M'f "ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU"
Recording on Both labcfs for VICTOR

r«w>nul

ManiiBCinciit «KN«ltAlfj

AB'HSXS COKlr.

1946—1947
CROSS COUNTRY TOUR

VAUDEVILLE, CAFES

AND RADSO

!

!

>

226

^^KfETJT

Ftniyaeeond

Anmvenary

VeJneaday, January

Curly's Theatre Cafe
Famous Foods
?0 South

the Lounge

in

JAME^

HE6G,

E.

Dear Hilde Simmons

MA

•

Fifth Street

and Shangri-La Room

2559

*

Minneapolis, Minnesota

General Manager

Jr.,

•

,

THE UPPER MIDWEST LOVES YOU For the first timein"
14 years. Curly 's Theatre Cafe has broken a precedent
in holding a "name" act for more than two weeks. Because
of tremendous crowds CLAMORING for more of Hilde
Simmons , the management was forced to extend your
engagement. You would still be here at Ourly's were
it not for your contract commitments at the "Planta- •
tion" In Nashville Tennessee.
I

,

Hilde f Please
Come back as soon as you can—MINNEAPOLIS WANTS YOU ! I
!

Gratefully yours.

JIMMY HEGG, Mgr.

JIAND-ME-DOWN
IN

WHAT

D'YA

SHOW

E RUDEllS
JUNE AND RUSS)

(MEL,

"Mid-air

BUSIN

SAMf STAND
SAME JOE

TODAY

MIrir

Currently

.

VANITIES

STIU BOOKING
Same

OF 1948

WONTE PROSEB'S

Places

(Only the Best)

10

*

Per. mtst

MARK

j;

LEDDY. LEON

NEWMAN

STAGGMcMANN

JOE HIUER
AGENCY
Centary

PUii

MASKEY

MmiNT SMITH

•>

Httlbiirfiii.

Notional ThMtrlcal
Aflantie

fa.

Exdhaitg*

2600

.

PAUL STEIGERWALD
VARtETY:

"Any disk outfit looking for harmonica players to take
over when the Petrillo recording ban goes Into effect
should snap
Stagg McMann Trio. Yonng, clean-cut

• AGAIN
« BEST WISHES

lads are fine instrumentalists, possess excellent tone and
rhythm and can handle any kind of fnnCi from the classic!

FROM

to swing, in 'good itylf/'

EDDIE MVIS
LEON & EDDIE'S

Ffrsonal

Management

JACK LENNY

33

W. 52d

St..

N. Y. C.

CHARLOTTi TAYLOR
NEE

SULLIVAN

CHARLOTTE MURPHY
Pleas* write Ivy Wantwarth, Treotuiy
Dept.,

Washington, D, C.

CURRENTLY
LE

RUBAN

BLEU,

New

RADIO: Sundaysi 3-3:15

P.M..

York

WNEW-

Personal Manager
1«»7

Broadway

•

New York

MUSIC CORP. OP AMOlfiA

H. L.S. COWEN, MGR.
203 N. WABASH

BUILDING
CHICAGO
XND5

GKEEriNGS TO

VMum

i. #Otii

•

7,

I943

yraaetwlay, Janaary 7r

Forty-aecowl

J&!grg8IEl*r

Dancing Stars of Stage and Screen

TIP,

TAP and TOE

RAYMOND WINFIELD
SAMMY GREEN
BROTHER FORD

DOUNOFFSaml

RAYA SISTERS
Sensational Novelty
I"

"Dancing Dpilusions"

"Tm GOIDEN

WHEEL'

CARL and

FAmi SIMPSON
and'

lEBRAC and BERNICE

•

Their Humorettes
jPcTMiMf

'Ihm Danish Sensation^'

ManofMinf

mil MASOIUDDIE SMITH ACBICY

6RAHAM SISTERS

HARRY LE VAN

in

and

"Songs and Dancing Violins"

Now

New

Appearing Carnival,
mImMmI

"Tiw l«v«lw

riw

e wAlM StMn

Vliftata fSwtfeM

in*

ww
Mm Umtlmu IMIy

"eralMM Stdwv wfw jKMHi'ta
"Til*

i

Mvalty

Rdbwt W. BiiM

.

in

'Mere Nonsense'

.

Mirrori

hMiiMM m»4 MMtad enhaM. SiD|«n—«Mi
itMi* ctrlMii IS 'f* vwy tar «w of
.

"LEniE BOUES"

York
.

Sttn)

«c»

fcrsonaf Moiraf

EMIC SMITH AeCMCT

fW«ri4>Tal4qji|will

Above Ads rtlnder Personal Management of EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
Associates -AL WILSON, TYLER MASON, BILLY CREEDON
Paramount Building

1501 Broadway,

New

York

Bryant 94)543

—0544

Wurtf-weeomi

P^S^SJSFt

239

Annivenary

ANGIE BOND TRIO
Femme

Foremost

Musical and Singing Trio
"A rave." from
"Ah

"The Tbpsy Turvy Boys"

Orchitf,"

'A Mental Wizard"

Topi

in

Comedy and

WilMa

Waltw

Wiiiehtll

- Pittsburgh

Press

VALDO

PEDRO and DURAND
-

from

Earl

Assisted

Tricks

by ''PRINCE PAT^

WALTER WINCHELL SAYS:
Not Signed Yet for Ziegfeld

Follies

"VoMo and

Priwcost Pat Stortlo

:•

'

•

•

ii
• f
'

BILLY CREEDON PRESENTS
3 RAYS

3 WELLINGTONS

THE AVALONS

3 COEDS

3 WELLES

3 DELAAARTINS

Produced and Conceived by BILLY

CREEDON

Personal

Manogement-EDDlE SMITH AGENCY

Above Acts Under Personal Management of EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
Associates - AL WILSON, TYLER MASON, BILLY CREEDON
Bryant 9-0543—0544
1501 Broadway, New York
Paramount^ Building

;

Jponuniy 7,

Wetln'fefldMy,

TO MY MANY DEAR

i4)-]«

FRIENDS:
If in a small measure I have iustified the confidence you have
May 1 wish you all the
in me through the years, 1 am happy.
Season's Greetings.

had

MYRON
Fifieiial

MMidgemenh

.

,

AMERICA'S FOREMOST SmRYTELLER
CURRENTLY

.

HARRY ADLER

LATIN QUARTER, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

165 West 46th StfMf
New York City

liSE

Ammtaf

The Exclniv* and

THESE

mypeNsm

PERSONALIZED -n

-POSTAL CARDS

BEVERLY WHITNEY

FOR. YOUR FAN MAIL
You get trwe photographic repi-oOiio^
tlonB In our blaok-and-whito "<iloHMTone'! Postal Cards -quottid belowDeUvery from 4 to 6 weeks. All we
neea. lt| your photo.
.

NEW

LAUREHE and CLYMAS
"DANCUMORISTS"
PHIL TYREU
Chicag*

JACK OAVIES

N*w

York

3,000

/.

.

EDDY

M

*

A

Pierson

"Heifefz of tHa
harmonica."

CONCERTIZING
You'll

-'a

Remember Her

Margery Wslles at that Piano.
"
M<|t.: Urn Uptct

"High
"IRISH EYES

ARE SMIUIjC"

FUN-MASTER

.

Sheratbn Belvedere — Baltimore
).

-

Savoy Plajtq—

-

New

5.85 per

7.15 per /A

4i000 ....

A

,

Writ* for

N
S
"
H

Fort

he* Samplet'-No

Obligation

Wayne Printing Co.

STATE THEATRE

1

HAMFQRD. COHJJ.

"Th* Shew tbi Gofl FiU"

1

22 at $1.00 ea.
10 PARODIES for $10.00

Nos,

Shoes"

1

to

"How
:

M

6.2S per

COMEDY PAHER

LEAD IN "ROBERTA"
Drak« Hotel — Chicago

M

$7.50 per

S.25 per

10,000 ....
6.45 per
5.25 per
flat charge of $2.60 win he ndd<>il
to the total cost of order 1£ pjinigrraph
Is desired for the address 'Hide or card,
not to exceed fifty words.
F. O.,^. Fort Wayne, Ind.

For All Branches of Thcalricalt

Button

20th Century-Fox

/'«.90perM

M
M
M
5.65 per M
5.50 per M

$10.50 per

.

-5,000

William

REPRINT

M
M
7.50 per M

liOOO

3,000 ....

~

•

Mtmagom*"*-

GEORGE WARD

to Be on Emcee"

$3.00 including 2 G<m Flits
Send Tor Ikt of materials parodlM,

York

««medy mmgt, minstrel MtR^blackoutB, shitflt etc.

Just Concluded Return Engagement
8(10

Vf.

HARRY

NO G.O.D'B
PAULA SMITH
Mtli Bt., New Vorb

19

38

i^'r

E

ROMM

A.

S-

New

Yori<

t.

y

WILLIAM PENN HOTEL -PITTSBURGH
CHORUS AND

Pirsenol Management

Fersonal Direction:'

MICHAEL IREEN

TOM

1595Jlreadway, Circle 6-8191

We want
In

NIP

the

COMEDY BARGAINS!

LINE GIRLS

hnndreds of glrH for work

flnest

dabs and

•

seieetions of PARoniKs, svkGIAK SONCIS, BIXS, BXO.. is one

Onr

theatres.

of the larieest In Hnowbiz!
•>

Write, Wire or Call:

*

m»

LLOYDS THEATRICAL OFFICER
562 Broadway, Albany,

Catuloi;

J.

&

MSS-K

N.' Y.

FRISK!

:

..

Exclusive materijil ouv.si>eeJaltyI

H.

KLEINMAN

No. Itronson
28, OAIjIF.

Tel:
«I. im\

HOIXYWOOD

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

COWN8 BT WNESTO

THE SENSATIONALISTS
RCA
Currently

''TOPS

New Xork

ON WHEELS"

VICTpB
k FAVORltES
,

1
All

JUST COMPLETED 12 WEEKS

HELENEandHOWAlU)

STEVENS HOTEL, Ohicagb

JANUARY 6TH
ALPINE VILLAGE. CLEVELAND

'Coin«d)^

FOK

:

.

bir;:

Danct Antics'

2 WJBBSKS

MATTY ROSEN

-

Boys

Major Networks,
and Clubs,

'flieatres

V. S.

and Canada

Fersoniil nirection—ISD

e008

niCO

ISulldlne,

Nmv>York

KIRKBBT

an, N. If.

CIrnle

6-!)3<;0

CURRENTLY

NIOOLLET HOTEL, Minneapolis

FLORENCE

FOLLOWING WITH

OOLDEN GATE, San

Frantisco

LAST FRONTIER, Las Vegas

WHITE

THE INK SPOTS
t)

The Risque Frisky
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Handsomely

staged and a blending of diverse
talents, the itme. KameroVa revue
Should revitalise take of this spot.
tRier?'^ Myron C.ohen for draw
Value. His masterful dialectoppprs
follow a tough aJrray of talent. 'That
he holds them all the way marlcs
him as a c&fe pirofif potential. What
aids him in making his spot so neat
assortment
a. niche is the varied
that preceded him.. He builds to the
climax with his mixture of Irish,
Italian and garment center dialects.

In Florida. Accent this season, seems
to be on new faces, or new routines
new cycle in the
to the old faces.
cafe business seems to be readying
here, with th€ trend forecasting a^
switch to fresh names by the vet
mitery attenders who congregate
here from all corher* at snow time.
Pte* 10 days' plethora of openings
proves the fact in no uncertain
Among the supporting acts there
Appairently the customers
terms'.
Compagnons de la
in the Les
who have repeatedly seen the same Chanson.
An attraction that has
faces in New York, Chicago and
already started, comparisons with
fresh
for
a
hankermg
elsewhere are
the Copa's Kay Thompson group.
future
set
far
-vet
acts
note. If the
Though their' stuff is done in
•dates are wise, they'll come in with
French, the sight angle so heavily
» jjwitch of new routines to meet the played is universal. Their takeofls
new trend, to answer the yen for the on "Boogio Woogie," a group of
material
in
difflerept
the
new and
donkeys,, ai^d. ;^cid(er irersi^n of ; a
end staging.
syinphony and concert ^boger^
,lUustration of the payees^ reac- seWed up show; And the regrOup'
tion came with the preems of the ings of the..nine members during the
Colonial Inn, Copacabana's intro
numbers, is smart showmaldng in
Kay Thompson and the Williams playing iip ttieir individuality
brothers, the Latin Quarter's anThe Bebonairs, five lads who work
nual teeoff and the I4ttle Hou- in and, out
of the prodvtction nummaafe^ a° complete depioture in
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Stacatta."
He makes another attempt to revitalize the English, language with
his reading of Shakescteare,, as it is

punctuated, whicU gives
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is
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Between playing of "Holiday for
Strings" Borge munches a sandwich
and segues into "Miarzie Doats" from
"Hora
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In these days of
it's good to hear a singer who puts
it right-on the line. ..That feeling,
to judge by the <^cores IPhil Regan
drew from a rbiniA in wfakh every
square of white w*s covered,' is
neither isolated- nor old hat.
Began has the traditional Irish approach to a baUad. There's that
vague: brooding' undertone best
summed up in '"all their wars, were
merry and all their songs were sad*"
This quality givts extra sell to his
"Rose of Tralee," - "Anniversary
Song," "When You Were Sw^t Sixte^tP' and others.
It's sont^thing
that can spiU over %to tnawWshness,
but Regan's restraint is txeat and
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grow wet-eyed, playfully., switches SlaUHnh <D «-U
Blaeblwwk
Sharhey the Seal
with some neat harmonies and to "Feudin' .& Jlghtin'.'' Irish novel- Paul BeeUer Co
Paul Be«kley Co ' Tpm lieTaat
smsiUer elub policy.
BroaI-ea Canova (2)
even better hooflng make for an- ties such as "O'Brieh's Got No Place RlslIeUos
Hiriam Qwynn
Ray Olsen
Preston Lambert
Almee Sis
In the case of the Colonial ton, other palm rouser with their
Uartell Brpa„ ^.
Howard
Brook*
.solo to- GO" and "Deir Old I>oneg^" J>anlay Shaw
Marian Fedele
there came first proof' that the lush spot
Shirley White
SoOB Stylists t4) .
"ISSachino Ase" routine. Dif- brought brisk salvos even though Bamona Lane
JwmP
Sltl»
*
Hop,
T tc 3 Mahoney
D Hlia DanwB (W)
(and dry as dust) plush production ferent, fined with' topical humor most of the aud couldn't tell the Trip * Pall
ClH«
T*W
difference betwe^ a Hibernian and
•with no imagination and repetitive and intelligently
Hotel Slivrma'a
handled. The Del a shillelagh.
Marty Ctould On
NeUie Lutelicr '
dance and songs is not going, to pay Rios <3), fiEst solo turn, impress
satty Kallen
Marty Hotran
MarUn & I.ewJa
Cardenas, youthful Mexican jug©a this season. £i^te«> lovdfes, with ifoeir adaSio-balancing for neat
Freddie Slack OM
THY
Betty
Bruce
TIMC
MEXT
gler,
scores
with
stick
twirling
and
Jeanne Wflllann
origioal (and mew^gless)
Paul sydell
returns.
ball
bouncing.
Teen-ager
dora
dexMarxCarl
HeM HadotoM' Pat Curran
«nd a layout of WMMs tkmt add
On the production "end, Wally. trous juggling of spheres frtnn foreBay Morton Oro
EDDIE
patfohs.
Up lilBymore, to pull
Victor Borsa
Wanger has provided Mme. Kame- head to napeof neck, thiea posses them
Xsitlii Qnarter
wiiMii--9irijm
C!«I«niat Bill
BUly Vine Co
BMict KaaHUtk
tiova with as attractive a group of from hand to hand via the Moulder
Idtttn Lovelle? (13)
Pierre Cartler
TSaWets Kay Balger. In another dancers as can be seen around route. Nice bit has him twirling a
Buddy Shaw Ore
Betono IDelsea O
ball like a hoop with
stick in ids
firaittj^ hisswae dane^-comeaics would
Blet Hyde.
Th« Stwm-rt* {«)
town. And in turn, she has given teeth. Juggler .draws a heavy hand
Tony Dlpatda OrO
,be standout. In Colonial Inn setup the group lavish costuming, imaginandnter Uoon
with three-ball twirl as closer.
Uanrlce tc iLtaryea
PMl' Began
he follows a continuous array of tive routines, said added Jack
The
Andrea
Dancers
are reviewed
Murray
Arnold Or
dancing and jumbled song, with Stantoni with 'his well turned danc- under New Acte.
Andrea Ads'gla Trio
Baxt.
Nino Mlto » ^
Joan Edwards the only bulwark to ing and singing, Don Saxon in the
BlU iaMMOer.OtV Budy Cardenas
VaraMW <I) «
larty Boas
Bernle West
break the monotony of parading emcee-song slot; Wendy Bishop to
Jump
ttatel SteveMt
*
Skip
Hop,
Mlnda
Imt
Century
il*UH,
Y.
IV.
Wallace Puppet*
Dorothy fihay
'What lend her harmonies and Patricia
The Uoyds
gills, ^orgehusiy icostumeff.
Mary F. Klncald
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Skltch IlelKlevson O
(HaTEI< COAIMOBOBE)
WMtaker 'Bros
maizes If tougher Is the early spot- Wymore, -an orb-filliag tapstress.
Berk Ss Hollow
Pryde & Day
H Eii«eWnter Beach
Mel Terrne, Sunny Dunham Orch Roberta Carttn
BBADINO ,
Birulevar-deara
ting of the Jack Cole group* ^fhose jay Shea's wcheBtral baclsgrounding (14) witii Pete Hanl«»; Niofc Perito Nlchslo & Penny
George Olsen Oro
Raiah (I) 8-10
BAI^nMOBC:
Ihdonese dance versions would be shows careful rehearsing and top •Quartet; $1 cover after 10:30, $1.50 Hippodrome
<I)
R Bay HSberle Oro
They musiciasshlgEK , ^
Robert Alda
show: - stoppers anywhere.
Sotttrdfti/s.
Crosby Sia
Russell
Aim
Cy R^vea
Tab Version
are the only bright spot in the first
ROCKFOKD
I.ewla ft van
;iriMbdi-Ca(«
Cia«ks
...
With band biz continuing its Jim Wons Troupe
Pnlaee <D «
half of the show*
Revue Clorlflcd
1%e IJtSe Romiaania is a de- downward spiral and only the very
Royal (D »
MnHedforVaadfilmers
Polger's mixture of satire and
Chris A Cal
'ttds' town
wltii its few top ones able to draw <m fh»r ininola Jaojpi.et
dance nostalgia, with its tinge «f pattore
Pat & wnia iX,eVolO
June Rlehmond
Possibility of playing condensed
heavily Yiddish atmosphere and own, the Hotel Commodore's Cen- John Mason Co.
Morris & Ryan
l)tight humor, IS class, ilewever,
policy
tury
instituted
Room
has
a
«: B Paysee
versions of Broadway legit hits ia
James
Bros
Step
show. On the site of the old Kitty
Ws present spatting, he has to over- Davis'
Lou Sc D Bernard
of coupling a name singer with orchs Bobby T Davis
is currently being probed
house
film
the room is set to reap
Paul Vfallcer Ore
State (I) 8-10
eome the lethargy left by some of
thato fall just below the top cateby Michael Kalesser, legit proiSucer.
Delia Ray
SPBINGFEEXD
the preceding acts. To his credit, healthy profits from the consider- ,gory. Thus, Vic Damone was brought Qene
Doyle
Court S<I. <I) 8-11 It's Kalesser's contention that many
the limber lad wins them over with able trade around the Beach that in last month to bolster the George Dawn Bros
The Whirlwinds
double feature policies
witti
houses
»wiU
go
for
the
Roumanian
cuisine Paxton crew, and now Mel Torme (One to mi)
2 Valors
his rhumbaddicta staketfff, balhrdotn-'
ll-M
will soon find a dfearth of pictures.
Wally Overman
and the type of show. This time has been pacted for the Sunny Bunology satire and soft shoe eccenWills S)0 & Paul
Sonny Sparks
Consequently, he's planning to step
Jack Olien
Harris & Allen
Big timeiness comes out there's Moise Oysher. His can- bam run at the room..
tricantics.
with orie-hoiir conbreach
the
into
The
Elutocrats
tor's lieds are a solid click withUie'
ColstonsThe
That the policy pays off is evident
through, with the showmanship and
to flU)
densation of hit plays to replace the
M'ASBINiatOIl
payees. Personable and a master from the fairly large patronage. (One CAMDEN
taow-how the|e at all'llhnes,;,
,
Cin«M il.) 8
second feature.
showman, he adds' the necessary Bunham-Torme combo opened the X«nreMi (I) 9-11 Walter
is a Brown
Kay '*li»iBp*»»''Soek«-. •
touring
voice tremolos and schmaltz to night before Christmas Eve (23), Wolandl
currently
Nardo
Ray
&
is
Kalcsser
III contrast to the Colonial Inn's
in time to catch the' holidscr Billy Carr
Great Barton
make them sit enthralled with his just
northern New Jersey houses with a
4t I> ReadlnE
obscuring of top talents via unDave Appolon
crowds. Top biz was not stymiM JO'Neal
Kathy
«
Approval."
vooUisongs.
top
of
'^nversion
one-hour
even by the record snowfall that Allen tc Kent
imaginative ptibductioni is the CopaMi<A«il Bos»ibere htosis-m-c's and struck W. Y. Friday <26), with hotel
U-U
Var
He's also plannlog production
cmcAfio
cabana's new show, which fouSt
lECorane. SWdt 0«
ChMco (P) »
tJitmilt adds his Shglish- guests, who were unable to. go elseShows Her
Barrie's *The Old
« fast paced, fairly brief group Sascha
mangpOng' gags and efMent ac- where for their dinner and enterMedaU,'^ '*Rata'' and "TRoom Service.*
Staging to the much publicized Xay
cordion mttsic-makjng to add a tainment, subbing for those who
Thompson and the Four Williams
bright spot. There is a soprano were unable to keep their advance
with standard Hitssian and English reservations.
Saiaiuu; Lake
Wally Wanger's production is
This date marks Torme's third masongs and one oit the members of
briskly paced, neatly staged and
By nappy Benway
the gypsy orch cohtribs a~few num- jor booking since he arrived in N. Y.
touildS to the star sequence without
last spring, having played the CopaSarahac Lake, N. Y.
Ymx.
.bers on an or^an.
getting in the way of the tables
cafoana in June and. the Paramount
Annual Yuletide party was given
What
they
for
is obviously
come
holders' food and liquor wants. Gene
theatre in the fall.
a<»tid; JSdIson.
Lad has imBnsatelle
by 'the committee of "We The PaTdmmy R*ed Ore
Barry's baritonings supplement tlie the Molshe Oysher cantorittgs and proved considerably since that Copa Dorothy Boas
Entertients" at the Will Rogers.
'
the
Michel
Rosenberg
1
Klltlt Ave
broadisms,
No
i^ncel
Blrn
opening.
With
most
of
the
triclcs
iproupingEf in top manner. Buster'
tainment was nicely handled by
I
Phyllis Grey
Amanda I,aJne
Burntil and Conute Anderson ban' plus that Roumanian cuisine, There's of the trade down pat, he no longer Kaye Ballard
George Fee, Seni Okun and Helen
Wllsoh & Hosier
a big audience for them to draw impresses as just a "precocious" Pearl Bailey
Hazel Webster
Morris. During festivities all wera
(ffle. the
ferp slots smoothly, and
Doivney & Fonvtlle gifted. Carl Keasler acted ar Santa
from. Arid' there'll be plenty of the Md Vflttt a "stylized voice but rather Jay Marshall
Storeb,
larry
in the supporting spot,
tihrMightB
as a seasoned performer who has Hal Cooke
Claus.
leaves the' impression that in any jaded nitery goers dropping in. to something .novel
Three Flames
Belmont-Plan
to sell and knows
George Lay ton, announcer of ra*
Romo Vincent
other show, he'd be a standout with see what it is all about.
Carnival
how to sell it.
Jon Xfturenx
dio station WNBZ, offl to Pittsfielfl,
Minimuuii» are in force in all the
Kd Wyna
his mtniicry of Bollywood greats
Taylor Une
With the Dunham crew giving him Elsa & Waldo
IMbm., for the holidays.
CastlUauos
Oro
Uid the drunk femme bit, I<atter spots, ranging from the Colonial Inn excellent backing, he opens here Graham
sis
Len Grottes took time out to visit
E^dle Stone Ore
xotitlhe is. intelligent, smart and a to the little Roumania, with the with "lovely Day to Be Caught in Ray Ja«*|UeUlnt
the gang at the Eogers.
Hotel BlUmor*
Irwin
liowl getter. Storch gathers some Colonial and I^atin Quarter includ- the Hairi." He does a standout job chas
George Powers progressmg so weu
Russ Uor«att Ore
ing food or -beverage, and the Copa with "Christmas Song," which he Chas aiadanan Oi Tom Grant Ore
he'ig been upped tor meals and mild
iiealHiy- palming: ttritb the sequence;
Gad Ord .
Hotel
CMMRWdoM exercise.
<even though Si was obvious the and little Roumania a strat^t wrote in collab with Bob Wells and
Cafe Saclett.
Sonny Dunham
which is naturally tailored to his
James Kirkwood, Jr., in from
(DawatavjB)
packed house was waiting for MOss beverage fee at an average of
Mel Term*
unique style.' He plugs his Metro Rose Mqrphy
N. Y. C.' to holiday with his mother,
Thompson and Williams brothers.
Mtttel t^edBtton
resting
film, "Good News," via "Pass the Dorothy Jarnac
Alomas Hatvallamt Lila Lee (Murphy), who is
Theirs was a palm-whacking 35
Maylttlr
Chi
Peace pipe," and then comes back Hope IToye
the Hayes -cottage.
Hotel New Xorltcr at
Winutes with encore-begging returns
<BLACXSTONE HOTEI.)
to do a medley of three oldies Dlaihond Horsesbee X*rry Clinton O
Emma Binkley shot in and handed
<tom the tab payers, '
topped by "Reverie." Closer, in "Mata «: Hart
Marshal Beard
her husband, John Sinl^ey, a real
Chicago.
(Ihoral Octet
Phil Romayn*
Secret of the wham qualities of
holiday surprise.
Victor Sorg'e, Ray Mwtoii Oreh Which he plays a hot drum in the Gleb Tellin Oro
Terry Brent
"Want to Beat a Drum" number, Jujintfer Ballet
«
Mose LaFountain, owner of Durfl>e..g^up lies in the stai^Bg.
(g); minimuiit, i^JSO; $1 cover,Jay Martin
demonstrate his vemtiHty and iiets
gaft's nitery, played host to kiddies
China DoU
Helen I^ee
Fronj Sue walkon to the bows every
illne & liins
Hotel Penneylvanln of the colony, with special show,
Victor
Borge,
humorist-pianist, him off to nice applause.
move seems to have been carefully
Wons Sis
Franlilo Carle
refreshments and gifts.
Duniiam orch, comprising six I.aurie Eong
rehearsed.
There isn't a wasted seems to be right at home in this
ilstel iNwnre
Many fhaqks to Sophie Tucker,
Beatrice Fubr Oye T.«ndre &
movement or lyric line, with the swank rOom. Lanky 88'er, attired in brass, five reed and three rhythm II
Vcrna
Curbello Oro
Charlie Mack, Harry Blackwell, Jotails, grimaces through his opener,
(plus thie maestro on ttie tromChas Reader Ore
CQntinuous flow building to tiie sock
seph Vaughey, Mark Carson, Fred
Van Smitli. Oro
'Fire Dance." After telliiig about bone)., fits neatly into the general Jack Prase Oro
effect engendered by the overall imCMxtcalHUM
G Hay Terrell
Doringer and Theatrical Protective
his lack of success with needed in- tenor of this roOm.
With a good
>71esen
Hotel
presb. Whether it's her Beatrice Lil- ventions, Borge laments the fact that dance beat, the crew steers away Gertrude
Plata
Union,
N. Y. C, for their gifts to the
Sondra Barrett
ItildeKatde
lieSh
hoydening .with the four while eVCTJtwng is going through from jump, tunes, cpncentrating on Jeff Clay
less fortunate of the colony.
JodI Herron Ore
talented males on loves In her life, an inflation period language is still new and standard ballads inter- Florence & Frederic Salvatore Gtorlo
(Write to ttioie who are 111.)
Michael Bursa Oro
or the Gertrude lawrence approach uninfiated. 'words that liave number mixed ."with slow-beat rhumbas. Fernando Alvarez O Hotel RooaeTelt
Guy ];.ombardo O
to a Noel Coward plano-dialogue, it sounds tilt them are given an exb°a With the elimmation of hot stuff,
Hotel St MorHs
EstKer*»
digit be-ten for benign, etc, while Dunham himself relies entirely on P Bel Monte
Edo Ijubich Ore
clicks. Topper, and in zingy conaud chuckles at his reading of ro- his trombone instead of doubling on Victoria BirMo
Esther Williams has been .sigred
H«tel 8t Xetia
trast Is the saga of "Moitle, the
Rita & Roklh»
mantic sequence from a book.
Raye & Kaldl
the trumpet as he former]^ did. Pete liOS Fancfaoa
for her first vaude date, startihg at
Brooklyn Goil" on a holiday. It's a
Nype
ft Cot»
Borge runs ipto his hex when he Hanley, the band's vocalist, has a
the State Iiake theatre, Chicago, Jan,
Roily Rolls
commercial, different and handled in asks for miusifial selection from the big baritone voice which he modu- MarthaIlarrm
Raye
Andre Andre* tt
22.
the
full
ana always carefully aud and a fetnme keeps repeating lates Well for the mike. He han- Beatrice Hratt Dors
Bonnlo
Miss Williams, during the past few
trained showmanship that stamps big "Clair ©e liWne.'*
Humorist gags dles his ballads neatly and looks B Yost Guardsmen liaazlo A Feplto
Glisa Jayne
Ted Strnetor Or«
months, has made some per.wnat ap-^
with gal until she leaves the room like a potential comer.
time.
John KlUot
J Gunmer] S
pemrances in connection with hor
and then proceeds to tinkle off
Nick Perito's quartet, comprising Mack Triplet*
Latin quarter
Hetel tttt
"Clair," superbly done. In the mu- an accordion, -bass, guitar and sax, Nevada Smith
Vincent Lopez Ore
Metro film, '"This Time for jfteepa."
Probably the answer to the cafe sical selection number, pianist works
CUarllo Brew
takes over for the relief job and in KahSLZ&Ksi. 9
This, however, will be her first apFausto Curbello
problem in tiiis area Ues in ttie ''Happy Birthday" into comnndtitms standout manner.
Havaaa-Madild
Stal. Art Itomaa O
pearance as an act
iNoro Morales Ore
,
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THE BRITISH THEATRE TODAY
EDEUE DAVIS-
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Kentucky Johnson opeifed the
door and threw the newspaaaers on
the bed. Even before they hit the
bedspread, his collaborator, George
Hart had unerringly pjcHed the
DJIy News out of the' air,
"Don't read the reviews," said
Kentucky. "They stink.'' s
,

•

Can't miss.

Then we

Boom Days Over But

with the silver."

,

•

.

Hart's
asked.

«eU;ft

'fa<:6

'

"

'

;

he

t>)jtK!k,^^

•
'

'

"Worse," said Kentucky.
Hart let the News drop

,

listlessly

"Great!" Kentucky had his tie off.
"On the' boat we have another DeMille ballet. Fairies trying to keep
the boat from sailing and the lady
sharpshooter pots them off with her
rifle one by 6ne.
fairy dies, curtain!"

WKen

the

last

from his fingers. "Flop, huh?"
"Sensational!" Hart was standing
"You got no idea," said Kentucky. on a chairi deUionstrating! "Then
He opened one paper to the theatri- we. get the comedy relief. Lepre^
cal section. "Listen to this/! he be- chaun who lost silver
comes back
"
has
a
musiCat
read:
'This
gan to
after it. Terrific chase ail over the
message which Js, know jfoiir near- joint with the leprechaun running
est exifc'

E;ronenbei?gi*,'PiM^'

Kfe' 'dropiped

picked

the"floor

was holding

Hart
head in his

lip Heair^.

his .bald

lady sharpshooter, fairies runing after leprechaun, .lady sharpshooter running after silver."
after'

to

'^^^^

"But here's the switch. The whole
tribe of fairies go Into a fairy dance

"iaevlew of *^dom And Broad' by and they forget all about the silver.
Bobert Garland," Kentucky an- Two fairies fall in love, couple by
"
'This show has tee new couple!"
nounced.
^'
look, but still keeps the old 'smell.'
"Gigantic! I can See the royalty
Hart groaned loudly.
checks from her?!" Kentucky had
Kentucky continued ^o. punish his shirt off now and his pants were
falling
rapidly. He was sweating
'relentlessly.
"Walter
WinhiniseUt
atom like a stuck pig.
chell. 'Russia can keep the
bomb. This show, is our new secret
"Dig this for a topper! -Lepre"'
weapon against Vlshinskyi'
chaun falls in love with lady sharpHart staggpred into the bathroom shooter. She falls for him. They
leave the silver and go back to some
holiljng hi^ hefid,
where nobody ever sees them
"This one is the killer," intoned place
again, except once every hundred
Ken,tucky Johnson. "Listen:
years!"
'This show is lousy, Dad, it fetinks
"Better make that a thousand,
1 never saw one so smelly
Kentuck, Don't want to get sued,
I wish ! had those authors

London.
Shaw and the best of the modern
After more than 50 years in the dramatists. Almost every big town
and show business, during has its amateur operatic society.
I've just had evidence of the magI've presented such varied attractions
as "The Miracle" and nitude of this business by the pur"The Better chase from me of the amateur rights
'Ole," Sarah of "Bless" the Bride," the musical
Bernhardt' and play now running near its .300th
innumer able performance at the Adelpbi theatre.
British revues, In addition to the scenery and cosEleonora Dus» tiimes I am using at the Adelpbi,
and the Rus- Messrs. French .& Co. (the pursian Ballet, chasers) are making four new complays by Sean' plete, productions and have Ordered
O'Casey, James from Chappell & Co., our publishers,
Barri'e and 1,000 copies of the vocal score.

theatre

which

.

;.

Shakespe are,
b o X i n g
C. B.

Cochran

matches,

and

an

inter-

£'vea

national rodeo, I find the outlook ex-

;

'.

.

would kick them in the belly'."
Hart Stuck; out his greenish head.
"V-'ko wrote that one?" he gurgled.
"Nick Kenny. The George Jean
Nathan, of the Mirror." Kentucky
threw the paper on the bedj; "What
the heck do those bjankety critics
want?" he mumbled to himself.
In a little while Hart was all right

*

you know."

All

If

Very 'Interesting'
By CHARLES B. COCHRAN

•

cupped hands.

Yet of 126 Productions in 56 Years Finds

get the switch!"

"Dam0 holds a shooting match
against a leprechaun and beats him.
Then she beats it back to America

tremely interesting.
We have run out

I

Can't See Tax.*Free Angle

.

they want to see "Oklahoma!" "Ijd-

''

of sucli a person would be a
great responsibility for the Council
of Administration.
tion

'

London badly needs new theatres,
is not much likelihood ot
getting any for many ye$a»i as bi:dldf*.'
ing will be strictly limited to what
is considered essential.
but there

-

'

;

|

Some of us think the theatre is
an important part of life, but it is a
I fear, has not been
generally adopted .in England. When,
and if, new theatres are built, I hopp
that the architects will go back to
the old horseshoe shape, so that th»
actor on the stage can,' to all intents

view which,

and purposes, embrace his audience^
I would like to see them all decorated in the old crimson and gold,
those warm, romantic colors thaihelp to enrich the world df makebelieve which is the theatre.
We have a number of clever
young, players and their numbers
'

are increasing. Alec Guiniiess has
successfully followed Laurence Oliv-

and Ralph Richardson as the

ier

leading afator of the Old Vic. These
three young men 'can bear comparithis
son with the giants of the past.

Theatre Council, "partly education-

Ward My;Son" or "Bless the Bride." al" plays, are exempt from
heavy burden of taxation.. Even
The slick and efficient presentation
Our times make people choosey; when a professional manager makes
Pinalie
Fairies With rifles shoot the crock they demand real entertainment, losses, he has to pay a heavy tax, of the straight play "Edward My
of silver while leprechaun and lady stuff of high quality, which can be which commences with the first Son'," now at the. Lyric theatre, demsharpshooter Stand up on a big "Hamlet," a good modern straight ticket sold. Such income as i havfe' onstrates completely that, on, the
shelf in the curtain. Silver turns to play, a good musical, a good picture, been able -to earn since I made my production side, the British Theatre
dross. They fade away- from the or a good variety show. Probably debut as an actor in "Around the is not without yitallty. The perform*
the only industry which Will really World in 80 Days" at Niblo's Garden, ances of. Robert Moriey ,(wrt- auaudience in a cloud of mist!"
benefit by the economic crisis 'Will' be New York in 1892, has come mainly thor) and Peggy Ashcroffr would be
"All three finales at once. Colosshow business, as limited audiences from the theatre. It seems a ridicu- memoraWe on any staged to any
•gain.sal!"
with a limited aimount of money are lous and harsh condition of trading country, in any epoch. I am glad
"Gotta get back intt action," he
"Get to the typwiriter, Hart! D,on't bound to impro've the general taste
that New York is to see this play.
that, to enjoy the privilege oif jtax
nauttered. "Ho goo* for us ^to lay let it get cold," yelled' Kentucky
of pilayers. It's a sure sigh that, at exemption, I must
In the 98th year Of my happy laassume an amaarotind after a flop.**
Johnson.
present, in London and the provbors in show bushtesE, and with my
teur status.
There was a pregiiant silence. A
"Boy, wait till our agent Jules inces,' plays and shows I like are all
"Theatre
rents
in
London are heavy, 126th production on view ip. London,
short time iatef, little quiets were Lastfogel hears this one," Hart Was doing well.
I find that all is well with^ what the
*.•
as
I
understand
they
in
are
America,
V
\>oxn.
late Henry Irving was fond of aljubilant. '-We'll be tiie biggest guys
In thinking of the theatre ih BritI don't see how that is to be
"How about aaother ti^usical?" in the Morris Corporation of ain, one mustn't thitak of London but
luding to as "our blessed calling."
dealt with. So many of our theatres
1

"Good

.

idea! Pyery thousand Sears.
ballet by Agnes DcMille.

"

'

'

;

,

i

.

,

,

;

.

;

.

'

.

ventured K^tui^.
America!"
.onlyl There are sonje 700 repertory
Hart nodd«Kl '^Sure another musiKentucky was jumping up and theatres in the c'o'iintry, and I am
cal, sure. Maybe." He riiOok his down on the floor; "This is it! This told that ll,000,OdO ,of people listen
bead. "I'in scared to even write my is it! It can't miss. Nevet in a mil- to "Saturday Night Theatre" on the
radio. Moreover, we seem to be
name right now. The critics would lie a years!"
growing into a nation of amateur
pr<ibaf)ly pan that too."
Hart ,dug his nails into his palms.
there
are
about
20,000
Kentucky scratched his head. "But how can you. be sure?" he said actors;
amateur dramatic societies in the
"Why did they pan us? Why didn't desperately.
more than ever before.
country
they -pan 'Annie Get Your Gun'?
"Because," said Kentucky proudly, They are also morle selective than
Why didn't they pan 'Finian's Bain- "this
show is going to be produced formerly in the plays they present.
bow,' oi; 'Brigadoon*?
Are those by Rodgers and Hanmierstein!"
Some of them .give Shakespeare^
writers siny better than we are? Hell

let and sublet so many
times that those holding the current
leases are, themselves, paying enor
mous overheads, specially consider
ing that the majority of them are
held on a basis of 52 we<^s a year.

have been

'

—

,

no."

;

,

GmldSticking

By

NatioMil Tbiatre

;.

not the writers,

"It's

The Theatre Guild

What's

it's
'

'

tre.

hit

hmi,,

naiaih:

it

So wh^n

almost

down!

Moms

sellers.

"Oklahoma!" now approach-

ing the five-year

James,

Wm

is

I

$416.

feet

too.

it with you. Here....
can see it now, .."
Hart was still punching.
"Show opens with a ballet by
Agnes DeMille. Out on a "desert.
Cactuses running through the trees,
being chased by coyotes who want
to take a bite at them. Symbolic,

That

is

the

on the statement for

total gross

it would
more than

tlie

Shuberts have tacitly ac-

"Look, Ma, I'm Dancing"

at at

the

Adelphij N. Y., later in the month.
Current tenant of the Adeigbi J»
"Music in My Seart," for whicft
notice to close Saturday (3) wai8
posted but efforts were being •tnad'U

A

got three hits in one.

to

cepted the Guild's stand is indicated by the booking of "Make Mine
Manhattan" into the Broadhurst,
N. Y., next week and the spotting of

see?'"

We

involved

the stop limit ($18,000) under which
a vacate notice may be given. Explanation of the "lost", ticl^ts was
that they had been placed "In next
week's rack."
It's understood ttie.
Sliuberts had intended book^H^oxm
of the Incoming musicals into the
house.

I

"Right!

•

-

were added

figure set forth

"Terrific! I got

"Sight! Then the sho.w opens.
Scottish forest. Lady sharpshooter
wanders, in and stubs her foot on
a crock of fairy gold."
"Make that silver. Let's be original!"

money

that

have made the

produced, and it's always the same
things. So, we're gohig to combme
everything and giye the critics a
Whole show of just what they like
and nothing else!"
his

at the St.

history.

of

the -syeek ending Dec. 20,

"Listen, ^Kentuck," said Hart,
a
steely gjjnt in his eye. "Those critics
like certain things. They pick out
what they like in every show ever

Kentucky was on

If

mark

longest-run musical

the

Broadway

in

got it!" He jumped up
bed so hard he Upset the
Plan chart on the night table.
it!

.

sible for the mistakes of its ticket

Amount

"I got
off the

.

.

tre

this idea

knocked

.

The Guild contends that the theamanagement must be respon-

•

at Hart.

George Hart seldom got ideas. He
was the plugger of the team, the
^/orkhorse, the guy who waxed his
pant? and pounded out the material.
Kentucky Johnson Was the idea-andinspiratidn

on

move

"Oklahoma!" out of the St. JameSj
N.JY. It has asked the Shuberts foip
the show's 70% share on Jhe lOf
tickets recently "lost" in the boxoffice of the Shubert-owned thea-

'Finian's
Rainbow'. An,
Irishman buries a crock of gold
near Fort Knox. 'Brigadoonf. Two
guys find a town that goes to sleep
for a hundred years. So?" He looked

shooter.

standing

is

refusal to accept notice to

its

,

.

RefiKal

fes

The talk about the National Theatre has gone on for a great manjr
years how. A site has been bought-^

in the show," said Hart.
"Let% see," mused
Kentucky.
"What're those shows about. 'Annie
Get Your Gun'. A lady sharp-

to

Season's Greetings

keep

it

lighted.

However,

the booking situation has eased »
as "Bonanza Bound" closed its
tpyout Saturday <3) in.mtlladd&m«
for recasting.

,bit,

KATHARINE CORNELL

'

and whoever may be chosen should
be given a free hand, until he makef
a muddle, of things, and then ha'
should be fired. Obviously the selec-'

|

I'd like to be able to say ai word
for C. E. M. A. (Council for Encouragement of Music & Arts) and the
Arts Council, who are still sending
plays into remote mining areas and
small towns and villages in the
countryside. I am, however, strongly
against the ramp which excludes
these, and some other plays, from
payment of Entertainment Tax. As I
said recently in a letter to the London Times, it is not yet a statutory
offense in this country to go into
business. Yet those of us who look
to the theatre for a living, are called
upon to pay Entertainment Tax,

of the war
"boom" and are .back to show busiwhich means that plays, and
entertainments generally, have got
to be good to do business. It's a state
of •things I like. There is less monCy
to spend and there must be more
discrimination and good taste. During wartime, 'as on Saturday nights
and holidays, people have to see a
show, and if they can't get into one
of the shows they specially want to
see, they go where they can find
and in normal whereas those who form, a nonseats. Nowadays,
profit making company, presenting,
times, generally, people don't go to a
what are considered by the Arts
theatre—^they go to a specific show;

ness,

and, I believe, sold at a profit; there
a great. deal of money in the bank,
but that is as far as it has gone up
to now. I' should like to see a National Theatre, providing it is handed
over to an individual for direction,

'is
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A
Producers,

On Gutting Service Costs
By LAWRENCE LANGNER

Paucitj of Laugh Shows
Keys To '47.'48 Season
The emergence ol & number ot successful new pJoducers
ttn4 a paucity ot laugh shows-r-these are among the major
&ctors in the 1947-46 Broadway legit season to date.
Season Bttffted rather uncertainly but indications are it
Heavy
•will top last year quaUtatively, if not quantltlvely.
dram dominated autumn, being in tune with the postwar
era, yet

,

on came sturdy patronage, proving thai audiences

diversion.
to the
Itoat ther« is fresh fun in the theatre is mostly
new rausic?as, particidarly bits in 'High Button

«an go lor serious
credit of

Shoes" and "An^el In The Wings," ntft ftom straight comedies.
Notliing among new straight jdays can ineasure up to th*
comic Values of *'Harvey," "Both Testerdigr," "Voice of
The Turtle," "Happy Birthday" nor "John lioves MaJy,'^ aU^
from previous seasons. Comparatively nearest to them, among
this season's crop are the revival of Shaw*s "Man and Superman,", which afiords intellectual giggles, and "For Love or
.

Money."
Sev^jsal season?

shows

iifOifld

new

ago Broadwayites fussed about where

come from, when

fetabii4»*<l Pi^iSucers slwrted

'

(C<i-Dir«c<ior

tien^elv^

It

tos thai jcoreciat by

"Strange Bedfellows" (PhUip Waxman); "Kathleen" (Beatrice
Lawrence); "Woman In Arms" (Harold Clurman and Walter
Fried); "Dr. Social" (Harold Barnard an4 I*e K. Holland).
Nearly all the oncoming attractions will have backers
outside the usual fold, and that goes for other shows slatedThe continence of outside
to arrive during the spring.
money coming to Broadway is further assurance that show
business is not expiring, and the iniseesing: number of sue*
cesses from new diowmen contimtes fo s1*6ngthMi the outlook. EarHet aiin the leOl the bai^g of new p^mducticnia^i^^
peared to be sldiDi^jr an4 actorA Started woK^ing.
tjje feUia* irf seyeii^ iii^rts. At
.One disappotafment
the start of the season s Ilock of Eingllsh i^hows was list
and some did come over, but "The Winslow Boy- ' is the only
draiitia from liondon that has clicked so far this season. Some,
managers went abroad for the first time in a decade, and.
the West End fare looked good, but experienced showmen are
aware that English successes on Broadway are comparatively
rare. However, American hits do fall down in England too, as
instanced by the recent flop of "Finian's Rainbow.".
Last season had its flock of newcomer noaitagers but they

were evidently not the calibre of this season's crop. That
was indicated I? the fast folding of two dozen shorn during
tryout before New iTear's lfl47. This season there have
only four or five tryout casualties.

ol««ac»ers not so

showmen

producers would s,urely tales
wlfom the parade had ikassect by.

9 NeWcolneBs

,

garded as another fftvorable sign lor Broadwast, along with
the fa<!t that investors have pieces of most of the season's

A

number of backers iot mosUy musicals) in the
past couple Of seasons dectered themselves out of subsequent
financial excursions, but there seems to be a new crop representing "outside money" in show business.
tuccesses.

,

"A Streetcar Named Desire" rates the top spot as coming
from new managements (Irene M. Selznick), other "newcomeip" shows Hp in the mioney being "Man and SupeMnan"
(Hauidce 3SVWIS, 'ii!:«^e star hut new «s a producer ); "Bigb
£ntio» Slwes" XWfente Rtosfer and Josefifa Kipness); "The
Heiress" <Fred Finklehotte but with a heavy assist from
Jed Batrk); "Angel in The Wings" (Marjorie and Sherman
Ewing); "Medea" (Kobert Whitehead and Oliver Hae), and
"Crime and Punishment" (by th© same young duo); "Command Decision" (Kermit Bloomgarden, Who is of the younger
ehowmen, with Sidney Phillips assodated); "Love or Mon(^"
(Barnard Straus); "An Inspectoy Calls" (Courtney Burr
teamed with young Lassor H..<jl;osberg). Clicks from esttifclSsheft

.1)WSf

'

producers include "Allegro". (Theatre Guild); 'An-

Cornell andi Guttwie Mcmi. €km^^i>^
ffhe pihJflSow- Boy" <Johh C, Wflsoh);

€lhii$e>

'

'\

'-

-i

Shows on
"new"

^•CHlMSr -^P^^

'

'

their

way

to

'

,

I

Broadway being produced by

are "Inade U.
w comparatively new managers (Herman
Levin,

S. A."

(Arthur Schwartz); "Bonanza Bound"
Paul
Feigay and Oliver Smith); "Make Mine Manhattan" (Joseph
Hyman); "Hailam's Wives" (William Brown Meloney); "The
Survivors" (Bernard Hart and Martin Gabel); "Men We
Marty" (Edgar F. Luckenbach, JrJ; "The Last Dance"
Jteii«i Eusso):^'Mister Roberts" (Leland
(Michael EUis
i&;^ard^; "Xhe Bicfi^ Girl in The World" (Stanley Gilkey);

mA

I)H!at^

a man gets a ehauee
wri^

the high seas

"fia'irorite story''

and

letters containing suggestioiis from scenic designers and
Irom a scenic studio-^rthis in. spite ol the lact that

leter.

drew the attention ol these parties to the importance ol
ways and means of reducing produetiim costs In
'

to think

ttrae to

met the most sincere theatre-goer of my experiwas in London, helping to produce "Hose Marie"
Drury Lane. It was the ni|^t before the Opening.
We were deep into our dress rehearsal. Someone came in
and reported that one woman had already arrived at the
She had brou^t along a camp stool and was
boxofflce.
sitting out in the street, the &st of what pro'red to Toe a
long c^ueue, I had heard that. the. Londoners lined up for
"pit and gallery seats lohg before an Opening, but this was
7 p.m., on the night before. She couldn't be admitted to
the theatre for 24 hours. There she was, alone out there in
the cold, penetrating fog of a March night. Such .devotion,
I thought, should be rewarded. What a kick it would give
a woman like tiiat to see a dress rehearsal! It would be an
experience to last her the rest of her life and make her the
most prominent parsonage itt all her family Christmas parties
from tWs time on. t knew that it would he difficult for me
to rehearse.
I would be looking at her face all the tinie.
It would be as much for me as for her.
So I ran out through the stagedoor and found her, sitting
quietly on her camp stool. She was an old lady, short and
round and rosy-cheeked. "I beg your pardon," said I, "It's
so cold out here, and you have fully 24 hours to wait. We're
rehearsing inside. I don't .supppse you've ever seen a dress
rehearsal of a big musical show. Would you lilje to come
in and watch us?"
She looked up at me and gave me the sweetest and most
inspiring answer. "Oh, ho," she said, "I wouldn't want to
I

at the

.

Bpoait."
Iloiredher.
""HOscar Hantmerstein

:

I ieel sure, however, th^t the studios are not Indifferent
to the situation, for their business has been seriously aftected
by lack of new production, and their association has ap-

2&

pointed a sub-committee to consider the situation. I have
asked this sub-committee to formulate concrete proposals fo(
reducing production costs, but these have not yet been forthcoming. If they do not make any constructive efforts to help^
then there will be no course left open to the LeagtK ol N. Yd
Theatres but to form Its own cooperative studio. Plans are
«
now being formulated with this intent.
Such a studio will, I firmly believe, enable those producers
who avail themselves ol it to reduce their scenic production
and painting costs by "at least 33 1/3% and to have the
scenery built in N. Y. on a basis at least comparable with L. A.
"

andOiicago^
According to the contractors 1 have spoken to, the mafai
effort for economy must come from the scenic deM^er&
They shape the work which the contractor has to tarry out.
They claim that many ol the designers require carved moldings where painted moldings would be Indiscernible, and
call lor the use of expensive materials when less expensive
materials would equally serve tlie purpose^
Atkinson, in liis recent review referred to above, tirades
agataist representational scenery.
The more the artist Indulges in photographic realism, tiie more expensive is th*
job. Imagination is the most inexpensive Item.in fhe jcenie
bill of fare, and is the rarest used. Most of the scenic artists
are leeenly interested in the future of the theatre. I have
already received pledges from several of them that they will
do their utmost to help out in the situation, I know tliat they
have the good of the American theatre at heart and can be
counted on to cooperate in bringing down costs. •
I wiU end this; diatribe with a pbitltude. "Hie audience
comes to see a good play and good actors. Scenery may or
ma^ not enhance •Uie play, but, by and large, the public does
not come to a play to see the scenery. I am sure that the
scenic designers as Sincere artists realize the conditions with
which the theatre is now faced, and wil do their part to
-make the production of the more experimental type ol play
ptsslble by going back to the first principle of stagecraft,
which is illusion rather than realism.

Bn% Between lonpak aiut Legit

NEGRO THEAWSItAIN'

Nmwm^M the

STOCK MEDIOCRnY

IS
The

American

Negro

Theatre,

Which has staged some interesting
plays during its brief career at its

By ARTHUR BBONSON
The gtdf between longhair {mti
lej^i narrov^ all the time; it's beeoming increasingly tough to see
the gap.
What has heretofore
geemed an unbridgeable diasm—with
concert-opfera and Broadway apparently as far apart as Oshkosh
and Omsk—is being brought closer
and closer by the talent that's play-

I

the iheatre.

In 1925 I

ence.

not the labor unions which are making

finding

M. S. Gripsholm.

Oat here on

It is

Heads Leagne Committee

one

up a

e^ts; but

As chairman ol a committee appointed by the League of
N. Y. 'iheatres to attempt to find ways ol reduttoig the costs
of production, I invited 10 of the leadhig scenic designers
and 10 of the leading buUding and painting studios to furnish me with suggestions as to how the general costs ol production in the theatre could be reduced. Although several
weeks have gone by since I "made my request, I have had only
.1

Most Sinep

Click

Of the' season's successes to date, out of a dozen clicks nine
have been presented by an element new to Broadway.
The theatre isn't What It used to he, and it tapers off now
and then, but it always seems to be resurgent because of the
itriii*l of newcomeis who are alwB^^^
1%emi is no appreciaMe diminuiHoit 61 angels. Which is re-

tio<ir

it more and more difficult for producers to take chances on
plays. Other factors are at work, lor it is possible to have
scenery built and painted lor substantially one-half, or even
less, the amount than is charged by the N. Y. contractors
either in Los Angeles or in Chicago, where costs of materials
and labor are not substantially different.

two

pessimisacallisr inclined that new

the place of the

of rheatf* Gttt^^

]$R>oks Atkinson. lar>tS{ghted drama «irittc of Hie New
Ttaies, wrote' an article last suWliner regarding the high
cost of productioii and the effect It was having on the production of Works of art in the theatre. In reviewing Barrie
Stavis' "Lamp At Midnight," Atkinson, stated "It is time for
a scene revolution in the theatre," and he added, "certainly
there is something basically Infirm about a commercial theatre that can find no way of staging an intelligent and wellwritten play about the history of human knowledge."
AtUhson is correct, and the answer lies in the fact that a
production of this kind, which can be carried 6ut relatively
inexpensively on Sleeker streeif, in downtown N. Y., would
cost anywhere from $75,000 to $100,000 on Broadway, employing the usual methods of the scene designers and commercial scene builders. Whet possibility is there for experimentation in the commercial theatre when the losses in
case of failure are so colossal?
It is usual to blame union labor lor ^ situation such as

York

be^
for

1948

Plea for Gooperation

Playhj>use in Harlem, falls to the
level of stock group mediocrity with

La Scala

in Philadelphia and the
San Francisco Opera Co. on the
The Met; goes on tour, as do
Scala and the San Carlo Opera

Coast,

its

La

production
not clear wSy ti^e

of "Bain."
should

ANT

have seleeted

There are several $0rssoi>pera c<^{lanies ih^t t^aur and usuail^ sellout

this itoy for revival
in the first place.

'

(at a $4 or $$» top) before they ara city. They give p^iffierent
performances, yet instead tfif Idlling
tog both "fields.
off the art form, they merely en-,
Bhe Metropolitan Opeira House in courage it. The lact that there are
Kew York is only seven blocks 100 Symphony orchestras in the
away from the Ethel Barrymore U. S., SO of them of major rank,
theatre, but the tw» playliouses have performiiig opera excerpts constantalwjays seemed tts he in separate ly, has also helped opera's popularity
worlds.
Yiet th«y met last sea- -^being pacemakers in IM se^^sA
son, in a inanner of speaking, when of operatic tastet
two short operas were presented ati But to return to i&roadway, longthe Barrymore in the guise Of plays- hair has .been creeping up on it lor
Vifith-musxe. Disguised as wliat-you- years in- divers ways. Using lives
will, 'The Medium" and "The Tele- of composers as themes for musicals,
phone" were still opera.
and their attendant music such as
That opera has become a popular Grieg in "Song of Norway" ana
mass art in the U. S. is something Tchaikowsky in "Music ia My Heart"
not everyone is aware of yet. There —has been one form. lacreiBSing
are two resident companies in N. Y., use of ballets In musicals has been
the Met and the N. Y. City Opera another,
„
Co-i and the Salmaggi Co. is in
Broadway writers hayf dabbled
Brooklyn. There are resident com- in the opera form, George Gershpani« in other cities, such as the
(Continupd on page 856)

current

It's

Co.

.

Basically, Ifs a shoddy piece of
stagecraft ivhich attaMted the stature
of a classic chiefly through the arresting performance ol the late
Jeanne Eagles. It was subsequently
a failure with Tallulah Bankhead as

rive in

"Bain" Is talky, formless
as dead as the era in which it
star.

and
was

born.

The
of its

way

.

ANT
own

brings to this play some
but little in the
Alice Childress, as

vitality,

of polish.

Sadie Thompson, gives a sound portrayal during the first two acts but
finds the conversion scene unmanageable. Alvin Childress, as the Hev.
Davidson, is stiil and virtuous according to recipe, while the rest of
the cast reveals only glints of tal-

—
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JOHN CONTE

ent. There is no explanation, however, for the wholesale swallowing
of lines which makes some passages
intelligible even Irom third row
center.
Hcrm.
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A DECADE OF PLAYS AND PLAY-ACTING
By ASHTON STEVENS
(Dean o/ iltnerican Drama

Period Revealed No Sophocles
or Bard in the American

19S746

;^^^^;:-;ll^!atre

(oik comedy with music by Hiehard Rodgers and a libretto
adapted from Lynn Biggs' "<Sreen Grow the Iiilaes" by Oscar
tommersteta H, set new pace and pattern for the music show
with antiphonW lwBets. Vet had "William Gillette lived an-

other 10 years, that distinguished playwright arid actor could

have Uttered again the humorously truthful words he wrote
shortly before his death in 1937: -"I have the honor to report
tliat the American theatre is still declining."
The. financial depression was Still felt when this period began. Hundreds of imeftaployed actors were given at least a
subsistence wage in the Federal Theatre Project controlled
by the Work Projects Administration. There may have been
more heart than art in this worthy governmental experiment,
greater relief for the player than for the playgoer, but when
in 1939 the Federal Theatre expired iri its fourth yeai:, Ibere'
remained encouratgement fOT a non-coihmercia) enterprise
entitled the American National 1%eatre and Academy, with
/
a Federal charter.
The theatres of the U.S. experienced an abrupt boom directly World War II had started, even before Americans had
been called to arms. This boom grew despite not only a shortage of theatres (they had been snapped up for picture houses
during the depression), but a shortage of playwrights and
players who 'had transferred their talents to Hollywood,
many later engaging in war work at home and abroad. Countless inferior plays were produced tout without retarding the
public's reawakening to" the pleasures of beholding living
actors rather than their animated photographs. Some of the
nightly plays were almost as contemporary and short-lived
as the daily newspapers. Money was spent on production and
at the boxoflice as never before. The more successful N.Y.
productions lasted SQ many seasons that duplicate casts Were
engaged'.for Chicago and the road. But failures still numbered
four against one success, and in the absence of tempting
scripts many revivals were staged, not only of yesterday's
popular pieces, but of day-before-yesterday's: Shakespeare
was again the first playwright.

unstageworthy comedy or drama died obscurely

In what

VARnsfnr, the. nation's leading amusement weekly,
lernjed strawhat production at the summer theatres that
iJiUShroomed throughout the countuyside and the suburbs of

.

the eastern

states, ttie audiences preferring revivals of firoadnational hits. In the raetrogplitan theatres were
*taged a few plays with no scenery and few props. Orson
Welles made a soeneryless prpsentation of "Julius Caesar"
without togas; Thornton Wilder's principal properties for the
bare-staging of his "Our Town" (an amiable reflex from the
bitter elegy of Bdgat 1*6 Masters' "Spoon River Anthology"),
were an array of umbrellas opened against the rainless rain
of the burial scene which would have brought down the final
curtain had a curtain bee n in use.

Way and

I

Movie Money

Movie money moved
had moved in again in

in

[

and out of the living theatre. It
Hollywood writers tackled the

1946.

behind the footlighted proscenium, and
a mournful statistician counted in one year 39 failures in 40
attempts. The "color question" was presented with heated
partisanship by some of the playwrights, and these checker'board dramas increased the attendance of Negro playgoers,
as did Shakespearean revivals, which included Paul Robeson's appearance as Othello and Canada Lee's as Caliban,
not to overlook Kthel Waters' emergence as a dramatic actress in "Mamba's Daughters." There were a number of Negro
casts ranging from Orson WeUes' Haitian version of "Macbeth" to "Arutti Lucasta," Philip Yordan's workmanlike play,
originally written with Polish-American characters before
the script fell into the capable hands of New York's American Negro Theatre and was profitably snapped up by commercial management (John Wildberg). Plays in protest
against, anti-Semitism appeared near the end of -the decade,
but none was written with the avowed impartiaUty of Gals>
worthy's remembered "Loyalties"; they were more }ust^
indignant than dramatically significant.
With the appearance of the amazingly popular ''Junior
Miss," theirs came at least a dozen comedies of adolescence
that prematurely aged those veteran critics who had not
found relief in war work or foreign correspondence, but which
greatly pleased not only youngsters temporari^ weaned
from the movies tout a va$t number of adults who seemed
happy to find their second childhood in what several of the
more morose reviewers dubbed "diaper drama."
Politics took to the stage in jest and in earnest, and the
peani of political persiflage was George M. Cohan's (he died
1942) song-and-dance impersonation of the living President Franklin D. Roosevelt in "I'd Bather Be Right/' In 1937.
A more serious and yet richly amusing consideratioh of the
Btiffer obstacles lying

m

.

O'Neffl's

Broken

Silence,

scene was 1945's "State of the Union," in which
of the durably
laughable "Life With Father," satirized not only the conflict
between political idealism and bossism but admonitory
preachments written along that line. One of the more serious admonitory dramas was noveUst Sihclair Lewis' warning against fascism in America, bearing the ironic title "It
Can't Happen Here" and produced in 1936 throughout the,
country by 18 units of the Federal Theatre Project.
^ Most of the war plays were precipitously propagandlc^ and
it was reeaUcd that America's "What
Price Glory" came six
years after World War I, and England's "Journey's End". 10
years. Black was very black and white very white, and there
Was hardly any gray in these abrupt and one-sided dramatic
political

Howard Lindsay and Russel Grouse, authors

editorials. Robert E. Sherwood's fluent "There Shall Be No
Night" lost nothing of its popular appeal even when a disturbance in contemporary history made tactful the change of
scene from Finland to Greece. But the war plays of any
quality were the lightheartedly messageless rather than the
heavily-loaded propagandist, and among these were Paul
Qsborn's dramatization of the John Hersiey novel, "A Bell

for Adano," John Patrick's "The Hasty Heart," S. N. Behrman's adaptation of Franz Werfel's "Jacobowslty and the
Colonel" and a sprightly r«vue .written by young war veterans on the matter of reconversion and teUmg^r called
Me Mister."
While many of the better American playwrights served
their country or Hollywood, there was always Shakealpeare.
As in previous periods, productions of his plays outnumbered
those of any other author dead or alive. There were Shakespearean revivals lavish and spare. The night following
Orson Welles' presentation of "Julius Caesar" in mufti, Tallulah Bankhead appeared at a nearby N. Y., theatre in the costliest ''Antony and Qec^iatra*' ever staged.
It lasted Ave

"Wl

iiights,

But a brief run did hot always mean a bad performance.
One of the best was Welles' telescoping of the Henry histories under the title of "Five Kings," in which his wioestained and greasily gutteral wencher was reckoned the ripest
and most richly humorous Falstaff of the 20th century by
critics fortunate enough to witness the too few performances
played only in Washington, D. C. The Falstaff of Ralph Richardson was widely acclaimed when Richard Aldrich, husband
of Gertrude Lawrence, brought from London to New York,
under guarantee, the Old Vic company for a repertory season
of six weeks, Here Laiwence Olivier—whose Romeo, like
Vivien Leigh's Juliet, had met emphatic failui-e first in Chicago and then in New York several seasons earlier ^was
welcomed as the right man for Hotspur in the opening half
of "Henry IV" and declared by many reviewers to have attained to little short of greatness when he assumed the namepart in the rarely seen translation of Sophocles' "Oedipus,"
originally made by W. B. Yeats for DubUn's Abbey theatre.

—
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EvanB and the Bard

'

|

Domestic and imported actors measured their skills in
"Hamlet," Maurice Evans well-played the first unabridged
"Hamlet" since, following the turn of the century, Ben Greet
had survived a "Hamlet" without cuts in the University of
California's vast open-air Greek theatre at Berkeley. Near
the close of the decade, Evans staged for the armed forces
at home and abroad a severely shoi'tened "Hamlet" in costumes of the' 19ili centuxy (including swords), which v/as
somewhat expanded later when Michael Todd took it over<
as a commercial enterprise'. I,ie$lie Howard's "Hamlet" Was
more reflective than Urgent; John Glel'gud's was declaimed
in the old tradition that had been followed by Edwin

Booth's contemporaries, but not by Booth.
Evans was the most tireless of the Shakespeareans.

Wilh

'Icenian,' a Highlight of the

Period
/Chicago.

Sophocles, ao Shakespeare emerged to make the native
American drama miomentous during the decade surveyed
In itoe flritftnnlca'i to«r*wJume "Ten Eventful Years" (193746)V True, Eugene O'NelU toroke his 12-year silence in 1946
wittj a lengthy, eloquent and often exciting examination of
the dreams and illusions of barroom rife-rafi which was
strangely entitled "The Icfeman Cometh"; there was poetry
toy stealth in the often lyrical realism of Tennessee Williams'
"The Glass Menagerie" (1945), and in 1943 "Oltlahoma," the

Many an

Eugene

:

No

'

Critics)

"A Decade oi Ploifs ond Plajz-Actina" is a CmA^rm.tion from. "Ten Svent^f ul YeorV* CoptfriffH JSnct/cIopedia

In

as, "Richard 11" he gave his most rounded and magnetic performance. In "Macbeth" his Thane was dimmed by
the luminous power of Judith Anderson's Lady Macbeth.
His deliberately coclcneyed Malvolio to Helen Hayes' ardent Viola in the Guild's "Twelfth Night" was good fun,
good theatre; good acting. But his Falstafit in ''Henry IV,"
part one, was mediocre. The versatile Miss Hayes had her
first experience in Shakespeare in Chicago when she relieved the hard routine of "Victoria Regina" with special
performances of "The Merchant of Venice." Notwithstanduncouth criticism that called her characterization "a
half-pontia," the true comic spirit gleamed throughout the
diminutive actress' portrayal. Walter Huston, a stalwart
among American character actors but unscboole«l. In verse
drama, gave up Othello after 21 Broadway performances.
Paul Robeson's attaclc on this role, whicli he had first
acted in London a decade earlier, was more popular in
New York than in other large cities. His characterlzsition
was singularly lacking in passion; here the critical posies
were bestowed on the lago of Jose Ferrer.

and

mg

The road witnessed its liveliest Shakespeare when Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, with an excellent company and
a most artistic yet inexpensive production, left New York
and toured from coast to coast hi a riotously comical performance of "The Taming nf the Shrew." Anofhei: "grand
tour" was made in the earliest of these days by Katharine
Cornell when she duplicated throughout the country the
N.Y. success of her "Romeo and Juliet," the poetic sppU of
her Juliet intensified by the highly emotional Romeo of
Maurice Evans and the dazzlingly briUiant Mercutio of Ralph
Richardson. Two- comparatively imfamiliar revivals were
"The Tempest" and "The Winter's Tale." In the former, the
versatile Negro actor, Canada Lee, put forth a Caliban whose
speeches were more believable than his makeup, and in which
the comedy dancer, Zorina, as Ariel, was more poetic to the
eye than to the ear. The Theatre Guild's "Tale" was magnificent scenically, but, even with siuch veterans as Jessie Royce
Landis and Florence Reed the acting did not overcome the
play's traditional lethargy. And late in 1946 the newly organized American Repertory Company started in Princeton, N.J.,
a well-received "Henry VIH" with interpolations credited by
Director iMargaret Webster to the Holinshed chronicles.
Early in this decade a few plays of the Elizabethan and
Restoration periods were revived. Welles acted the titular
character in Christopher Marlowe's "Doctor Faustus" for
N.Y.'s Federal Theatre.-'seats selling for as little as 25c. and
no higher than 50c. His and John Houseman's short-lived
Mercm-y theatre made a rollicking production of "Thomas
Dekker's "The Shoemaker's Holiday." Ruth Gordon, who had
prepared for the job by worldng with the Old Vic actors in
London, was, as Mrs. Pinchwife, the high cohdiment in Gilbert Miller's staging of Wycheriy's "The Country Wife." Hie
scarcity and mediocrity o£ new scripts encouraged ihe revival of successful plays of previous periods. Ibsen's "Hedda
Gabler," "Ghosts" and "An Enemy of the People" swiftly
appeared and disappeared. But where Alia Nazimova, Walter Hampden and others failed to repopularize Ibsen, the
saline Ruth Gordon's 1937 reconsideration of his new woman
gave new life to the great Norwegian's ''A Doll's House."
'Anton Chekhov's work was enthusiastically revived with
compelling casts. The Lunts, following a Russian pilgrimage
to the Moscow Art Theatre, valiantly forsook comedy for a
solemn and successful disinterment of "The Sea Gull." Miss
Cornell, sharing honours with Miss Anderson and Miss Gordon in the title parts and supported by a company of unchallengeable calibre directed by Guthrie McClintic, gave
"The Three Sisters" the most satisfying examination it had
received since Morris. Gest imported the original Moscow
cast.
Eva LeGallienne and Joseph Schildkraut had a lopsided revival of "The Chewjr Ckchard," owinjg to imeven

s

acting by their support and bits of avowedly comical stage
business that provoked in the audience mora embarrassiaent
than mirth.
Miss Cornell, whose "Candida" in Bernard Shaw's comedy
of that name was first essayed in 1924, and repeated In 1937,
became its classic Interpreter when, in 1942, she revived the
play in Niev? York for the Army Emergency Fund and Navy
Relief Society with a notable cast. Miss Cornell oiBtered still
another "Candida" revival in 1946 (her gallant experiment
with Lewis Galantiere's adaptation of "Antigone" failing to
attract large audiences), in which Sir Cedric Hardwieke
acted an elaborately low-comical Burgess. In 1941 she presented "The Doctor's Dilemma" for 121 performances in
N. Y., a duration record for a Shaw revival that was broken
only when Gertriide Lawrence restored "Pygmalioii" to the
American theatre in 1946.
Oscar Wilde's ''The Importance of Being Earnest" was seen
agate ill 1989, and in 1946 his "Lady Windermere's Fan" was
sumptuously staged (there was even an original score of
incidental music) for national consumption in San Francisco.
In 1937 Dublin's still-intact Abbey Theatre company toured
the U. S. in a familiar repertory. Somerset Maugham's "The
Circle" was revived tbeiollowing year with Tallulah Bankhead and Gi:ace Gteorge. Sean O'Casey's "Juno and the Paycock" ran to much acclaim. In 1942 Paul Muni returned to
the role he had originated in Elmer Rice's "Counsellor at
Law." After playing Rudolph Besier's "The Barretts of
Wimpole Street" for the U. S. armed forces in Europe in
1945, Miss Cornell gave the play .back to the civiliafts of
N. Y. The following year was marked by revivals on Broad*
way of Ben- Hecht and Charles MaCArthur's hilarloway
cynical "The 3Front Page," and the Brian Hooker trattslattiin
of "Cyrano de Bergerac," acted and produced by Jose
<
Ferrer.
There were biographical plays in the flesh as well as in
the celluloid. During 1936-38 Helen Hayes was still playing
extended engagements in the capitals and mighty tours on
the road, impersonating England's best-loved queen in
Laurence Housman's "Victoria Regina," which marked the
summit of her hard-won starship, Five years later she
masqueraded as Harriet Beecher Stowe in Florence Byerson and Colin Clements' "Harriet," which ran 377 petfotniances in N. Y. alone and from which ensued several catas^
trophic revivals of Mre. Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin.'*

Moriey'9 'Wilde'

I
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London's Robert Morley caught the fancy of the more
sophisticated playgoers of Manhattan in his reasonable and
witty lifelikeness of the poet-playwright in Leslie and Sewell
Stokes' "Oscar Wilde," That was in 1938, the year in which
Raymond Massey first presented his finely felt and realized;
portrait of the martyred president in Robert E. Sherwood's
brilliant and authoritative "Abe Lincoln in Illinois." Hopes
that this was the biographical play to end all biographical
plays were pleasingly discouraged in the following year when

George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart lampooned author Alexander WooUcott in "The Man Who Came to Dinner."
But the most durable of the biographies was dramatized

from the autobiographical humoresqiles of Clarence Day by
LindsEty and B^Ussel Crouse in 1939 and entitled
"Life With Father." The millions collected from the public

Howard

seven years of this thoroughly delightful comedy,,
concurrently acted by three companies, would encounter un*
even if totalized in a trustworthy work of reference.
Sidney Kingsley's "The Patriots," dealing with the animosities
of Jefferson _and Hamilton and the godlike patience of Washington in building a young democracy, was a tired piece
^
Emmett J|
about tired men and more elegy than drama.
Lavwy 's "The Magnificent Yankee" cdebrated the domestic
rather than the judicial lite of the great ihihority leader of
the Supreme Court, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes. The
mellow dignity of Louis Calhern added to the stature of that
actor and balanced an uneven play into a hit.
This period proved again that it is not always possible to
measure the true worth of a play by the length of its run,
nor by the PuUtzer prizes and the awards made by the N. Y.
Drama Critics' Circle, an organization which was formed in
1935 to protest some of the Pulitzer selections and which
eventually uttered ihany savage unilateral iarotests ai^inst
in the first

belief

B

9
^

its own findings.
Harry Brown's realistic drama of soldiers
in action, "A Sound of Hunting," produced in 1946, died in
two weelis on Broadway, yet continued to live in the admiring references of the more fastidious lay and professional
playgoers.
Philip Barry's mystical correction of a mis-

guided world, "Here Come the Clowns," endured less than
three months on Broadway despite good acting and sympathetic durection; and William Saroyan's likeable collection
of San Francisco cracki>ots, "The Beautiful People," lasted
only two months in N. Y. although a third of the critics
voted it the best play of the 1941 season. But in the long
run the long runs were in most cases fair appraisals of
diversionary, if not dramaturgic value.
The "Broadwise"
had not forgotten their ivied cliche to the effect that nothing
is so dead as a dead play.
-

I

;

;

.

P^ath .oC.Gei^^

The untimely death of George Gershwin Itt 1937 may HaVe
hastened gener&l lecognStion of the enduring worth of the
many compositions h.« had. written in the idiom of ja?i?. Hftt
"Porgy and Bess," the libretto based on Du Bose and Dorothy
Heyward's Negro folii; play, began to gain acceptance even
from musicologists as the master work of its genre. During
this period it was several times revived in the capital cities
and on tour. Jerome Kern's "Show Boat" was happily revived for a long New York run in 1946. The composer died
shortly after the first night of this reproduction, survived
by at least a dozen songs that had become a melodious part
of the musical consciousness of the American people. Victor
Herbert's ancient "The Red Mill," verging on 40 years of age,
was the surprise success of the Broadway revivals of 1948i
One.of its producers was Paula, daughter of Fred Stone^.wl|«'
had starred in the original with Dave Montgomery,
"Oklahoma!", based on the Riggs foUt-play which,*"
had produced IS yeans earli^, was the most tJcf
popular of the deca.de's ibeatricEd. offerings. "(Ji
sounded a new high for the pli^ with music. Its

^

lyfics

were

painless stage literature

«nd

Its iscor^:^

(Continued on page 239)
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The first performer ever to appear
it
for
man named Herembodies a re- in blackface was a
bert, who appeared in Albany, N. Y.,
vival of a form
in 1815, sat on a chair in front of
o f. entertainand
sang
songs. Once a
the curtain
ment that domcook, he was appropriately called
the entheir
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were men whose riches were within,
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.
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What Made Mncoln Great

•

discussions,
to fill."

men made

appearance in blackface

real ori-

of

hours."

'

entertainment. Back in 1840, F. T.
did a blackface turn in a
White Min- dime museum. Subsequently, Joseph
SEASON'S GREETINGS
Booth, Edward
Jefferson, 'Edwin
strels has nev„
, „ ^ ,
Francis Wilson and Daniel
Beraara Sobel
^j^g^ deter- Forrest,
Frohman all made their first ap- Concluded Highly Successful Tour in
mined, but its source can be traced
pearance before the footlights,
"DREAM GIRL"
to the plantation Negro and to the
Jnedicine-man on the street corner masked in burnt cork.
Now Doing Personal Appeariinccs
The minstreLsy hall of fame in•who stood in a wagon, sold phoney
drugs and sang songs as a comeon. cludes Dave Wambold, Billy S.
Sometimes he carried an assistant, ("Single") Clifford, Bert WiUiams,
Eight UJS. Plays Set For
his driver, a white or colored man, Eddie Leonard, Vic Richards, ^ames
•who Imew how to play the banjo and J. Corbett and George "Honey Boy"
Berlin's Legit Season
tell stbrieSi
Evans; Al Jolson- appeared in DockBerlin. .,
Edith J. B. Isaacs, In her excelleivt stadter's Minstrels wearing a large
Production of eight American
new work, "The Negro in the Ameri- paste diamond.
can Theatre," credits the Negro
The minstrnl show had an early plays is planned by Berlin theatres
himself as being the originator of influence on American song litera- for the coming season. Theatre and
her ture. Many of the early songs were Music section officials of Informa-*
basing
minstrel show,
the
opinion, largely on paintings of the taken directly from the plantation. tion Control 'Branch ainnounced.
period. One water color which ap- Others were the works of Stephen
They are WiUiani Saroyan's "My
peared in 1790 shows a group of Foster which were popularized in Heart's In The Highlands" and
Kegroes watching a banjo player, the first-part opening and included "Time of Your Life," "Mourning
4 <lrummer, and a group of 'dancers "Old Black Joe," "Swanee River' Becomes Electra" by Euigene O'Neill,
v^hUts another, by William S. Mount, and "Nelly Was a Ijady.". Foster is "Saturday's Children" bjr Maxwell
called "The Bones Player," shows a credited 'with ha'\^ng written 150 Anderson, "End oif Summer" and
man using the actual rib-bones of a songs.
"No Time for Comedy" by S. N.
Sheep, sheared and scraped like
Particularly interesting is the his- Behrman, "One Sunday Afternoon"
castanets, "the very properties from tory of the song hit, "Jump Ji.-n by J. Hagan and Paul Osborn's
which the original Mr; Bones got Crow." Thomas D. Rice was the "Morning's at Seven."
his name".
Since July, 1945, 15 plays by Amer^
this
first perfomcer to popularize
The iAtA «f the first professional famous number, in the year 1831, lean authors have been produced in
N. y. rtiiAstrel show was born in while standing at the stagedoor -wait- Berlin.' The most popular of these,
1843, at a boarding house owned by ing for his cue during a. rehearsal, "Thrie Men on a Horse," with a reciwrs. Elizabeth Brooks, 37 Qsctherine Rice glanced across the way and ord ruii of 176 perfojinances to castreet. New York Cityj where mdny saw a clumsy Negro in -a stable pacity audiences, has been closed
actors and musicians congregated yard rubbing dawn a horse and temporarily because of the illness
regularly. Prominent among their^ singing. Rice caugh't the words:
of its- -star performer, Ernst Blume,
were Dan Emmett, colored fiddler;
"Wheel about, turn about
but will reopen this month. Other
Negro banjoist;
Billy .Whitlock,
Dq jis so.
outstanding successes have been
who . rattled the
3E(aaicis Bower,
And every time I wheel about
"Skin of Our teeth" by Thornton
'1 jump Jim Croiu."
ibdtti^and Dick Pelham, who juggled
Wilder and "Biography" by Behrthe tetnbourine to music.
Rice was so delighted with the man,
song that, after several days,- he
Four American plays are cur•Vlrginls Minstrel'
walked out to the stableyard, met rently running in Berlin
"Skin of
One day, the four of them, either tlie Negro and paid hini to sing the Our Teeth," "Claudia" by Rose
-by-Hintention or accidentr 'a -matter .song'-'OVer and over" until 'hcifad' Ffarike1nC"7ohn van Druten's "Voice
which has never been determined, learned it. Then, equipped witti this of the Turtle" and O'Neill's "Ah,
decided to jnerge their abilities into numbei:. Rice went to' N. Y. where Wilderness."
a professional quartet balled the he captured the applapse of the
1'yirginia Minstrel" and ti) put on'
metropolitaii. public. Ihis success
"This Dark A«».'r," drama by Wilshow. No theatre was available; so he duplicated throughout the country liam Kendall Clark about Mary
they decided to give their entertain' and also in £ngland.
Todd' Iincobi, is being agented by
ment at another boarding house,
It is interesting 'to note that the Harold
Freedman, of Brandt
the Bowery hotel, operated by Jonas song most beloved by the south %as Brandt. Author is a miember oi the
Bartlett, who set up a temporary
(Continued on page 254)
CBS- writing staff.
stage in the billiard room.
.^The programv was made up of
iopical. jokes and music, and it
.

gin

'

&

sharing.

And here in, these Fordham classes
And he was right. Hours -passed were
people who sought riches that
quickly when the sessjon$ began
they might share with communities
though, at no time did we consume
where
the, theatre is little known.
two hours.
'

Alfred McCleery
tive

young

is

director

So what I had, begun reluctantly,
the imaginaand with little faith, proved a sharof

Fordham

University
productions.
Fordham
was conducting a three months' theatre semester for drama teachers, directors, and students from all parts
of the country.
In their eager presence the theatre ceased to be a Broadway problem
of hits and misses, but a subject of
national cultural importance.
These weye people not thinking of
the theatre, as a place of quick and
profitable recognition, not something
to be Used, but a way of service in
their own communities.
The taking world has been grabbing frantically for seyeral centuries,
with the result that most of the
world's- hands are empty and cold.
Obviously, taking is not the way
of fulfillment. Slowly and reluctantly
we are. learning that we are enriched by what we giyei not by what

ing experience,

"

we

take.

,

/

more than the

ters.

dinner for Al Smith. Many notables
were there.' Some paid tribute. Invariably the speaker's elaborated on
Al's. achievements, but in each case
one realized that what had really
impressed the speakers was not Al's
achie^^ements, hot the Governor, not
•the national figure, not th6 originator of progressive social legislation, but Al Smith, the good man.
He was a good man« and that was the

'

'Annie/ 'Mistress/

Cue Sock Chi Season
Chicago.

;'

Chi 1947-48 legit season, while yet

that started with a half-dozeii proon' each other's

ductions .folding
heels.

Peculiarly enough, excellent

showing

is

really

based on

only-

Your Gun,"
and "Private

three plays: "Annie Get

"O

Mistress

Lives,"

Mine,"

with a semi-kudo

'to

the

'Chocolate Soldier.''

weks has pulled
bteaWng all rec-

"Annie"' in nine
In

over

$450,000,

ords of the SfaUbert theatre.
it leaves the house Feb. 28 it
it

will

When
is esti-

have taken" in

over $900,000.
"Mistress" also has
been hitting top capacity at the Selof about $24,000 weekly since
opening Nov. 3.
"Private Lives,"

wyn

the hardy peresnnial, after 21 weeks
of excellent take, due to tije d^aw
of Tallulah Bankhead, is set to hit
the road about February. "Chocolate Soldier," aided by the mugging
of Billy.;Gilbert, had a fine 11-week
run at t;fe,:Blackstone before folding
Dec. 20. 'Oddity of the music field.
Spike Jones did 10 weeks of revue
at the Studebaker for good grosses.
Zany troupe took in about $200,000.

largely, from dime museums, variety
acts and circuses which featured
acts called "Ethiopian Delineators
-Very early the minstrel -took on
certain forms and conventions that
were to become traditional. Every

Surprise irf the season was the
poor biis encountered by "Another
Part of the Forest" and critics' prize
award, "All My Sons." Press was
not too happy with "Forest" a'rjd
theme of "Sons" was disturbing to
play attendees here. In general, the
few serious pieces did poorly while
musicals and comedies got the
dough,
"Late Christopher Bean," "Bench
Warmer," "This Time ^Tomorrow"
and "All Gaul Is Divided" did the

' 'Bh/iw was'di^^idfed
into a first" part,
olio and a second part, which concluded with the runaiound, a singing

Every show

featured' an interlocutor, originally

known as a middle man, and two
end' men called Bones and Tambo.
And every show began with the
salutation, "CJentlemen, Be Seated."
The program consisted largely di
-

antics, songs, conundrums, dances
and dialect numbers intended to
d-uplicate the behavior of slaves
"befo' de war;" Popular also were
^stump Bpeeches" by a e6median
Karrying a carpet bag and umbrella,
The first part showed the performers sitting around in a semicircle or crescent, with the interlocutor at the center and Bones and
Tambo on the ends. At first the entertainers sat on a level with the
Later they Were placed in
lag tiers.' On arriving in a

swan

act here.
Non-union Negro
revival of "Swing Mikado" flopped
at the Civic Opera.
Another musical, "Toplitzky of Notre Dame,"
was received with cold hands.
Maurice Chevalier did well in a
week's concert.

,

"Anna

Lucasta"

and

"Firefly"

Xmas day, and "Voice of the
Turtle" is having a three-week stay
at Erlanger.
opened

House shortage continues with
shows working around Chicago until
they can get in. However, Great
Northern, in which plenty has been
spent in rehabilitation, will reopen
March 1, and there is talk of a syndicate taking over the Auditorium

••.

while the last minstrel

Grosses

iiYjes' Big

on posters and bills: "The Campbells
are Coming." Tailent was recruited,

s

is

wfll find fulfillment.

are pessimistic, as I was,
about the ihea^e; becoming a great
cultural force in our country.
At present the theatre is one of
the great lags in American life.
There are many earnest people of
whom we know, nothing who are
detehnined that the theatre shall
be brought to the front and take its
rightful and honorable place in

mated that

•

'flf^.eompany always gave a.
'rade followed by a sidewalk
1 front of the theatre. The
s
grew from five to 25

It

Who

What a man is cannot^e taken from not past the halfway mark, promises
him except by his own' act, whetlier
to be the best in the last decade,
he be a' good jhan or an evil man.
A year ago there was a memorial boxoSice-wise; This despite a season

don.
Here, the N. Y. success was duplicated. ! Negro minstrels' became the
rage and traveled for years throughout England. Sitoultaneovsly, bands
of minstrels sprang up rapidly and
be>?an to tour the U. S.
Among the early companies were
the White Serenaders and the Campbell- Miastrels, who used the slogan

-

urgejjt,' unselfish desire

What I learned at Pioi'dham Ibring
to all

give than to receive." 'These are no
longer idealistic dreams, but prac-

.:

finale!

The

there and

tical directions on tbe road to well-^
being.
For too long well-being was something to be carried in' our pockets
or piroudly displayed labels. Now
we know that well-being cannot be
applied externally. Pockets jcan be
rifled. Labels can be torn away.

:0n at onee. If caught on so
well, in fgct, that the four performers joined by Edwin P. Christy,
vocal soloist, decided to go to Lon-

dEiricing

which enriched me
classes.

revealed a burning desire for
mature theatre throughout t h e
country, which' I did not know existed. Broadway'became a very small
and relatively unimportant part of
the theatre bf tomorrow. The theatre will become national, not in any
single institution but in many cenIt

Old admonitions are at last taking community life.
on true meaning. "Cast, thy bread
They are the theatre of tomorrow.
upon the waters." "It is better to

caught

and

Fordham

crowning tribute. Al Smith was a
good man.

Just as Lincoln Was great not
because he was President, not because he freed the slaves, but be'"What would I talk about?"
cause he was Lincoln. So Smith was
"Directing and producing."
great because he was Smith. Both
"I could teli ali I know about the loved their neighbor. Both
had foltheatre in one hour. What would I lowed the injunction of Polonius;
"To thine .owns'elf be true." Both
do with the rest of the time?"

"Two

citing,

inated
"Pot Pie Herbert."
tire U. S. for
Many famous theatrical
almost a cen-

Lend at

sessions af«l there to

be?" I asked.
"Twelve," replied Mr. McCleery.
"How long are the sessions?"

If Arthur Klein's promises and show, Cohan and Harris' Minstrels
hopes >come true, the present gen- (1908) advertised a hundred entereration wiU have a chance to see tainers.
an American minstrel show. The
Vot Fi« Herbert'

prospect

r
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Forty-$eeond

Freedom From Fear on
By RICHARD WATTS,
iDrama

'

Critic,

theatre's current immunity, though, shouldn't make us too proud of
fear. For one^thing, it arises from the somewhat itoIt
its. relative unimportance in the life of the nation.
just isn't big enough or on a sufficiently newsworthy scale. An investigawouldn't rate enough front pages, newsreel cameras
theatre
tion of the
investigators.
the
Nor
there
enough
to
interest
are
coverage
and radio
glamor-boys of all ages in the theatre to testify against it amid the applause of the autograph seekers.

The

freedom from

flattering fact of

.

In addition, the stage's appeal isn't general enough to place it as much
at the mercy of pressure groups as the timorous cinema is. The drama is
confined to comparatively small groups in a comparatively few -large
qittes, and Its remaining audiences, whatever their failings may be, are at
least more liberal, tolerant, sophisticated* and adult-minded than the vaster
public that goes to the mpvies and listens to the radio. The theatre pays
a price for the limited Size ©f its spectator-appeal, but there ai-e advantages
to it.

Rich StepLrothcr
Whatever these advantages for escaping the attentions

of the witchcurrently in a position to look at its Wch stepbrother, the'
at least a little vain about its superiority. I
recently
equivalent
of
the
charges
hurled
that,
if
the
think it is safe to say
at Hollywood by Ginger Rogers' mother and her distinguished associates
Were tossed in the direction of Times Square, the result would be laughter
tather than fright It would be hard for us to take seriously anything
like the charge that there was soBiething Stalin-inspired about a novel
written by Theodore Dreiser at the turn of the century ("Sister Carrie"),

JiHhters are, the stage

is

cinema, and be

^»^

(Gontinued on page 256)
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Be ANTA's Year

GEORGE FREEDLEY

By JOSEPH

C.

SHEA

Central City, Colo.

unique adventure in the thea(General Manager, Metropolitan Opera Assn.)
tre which has developed into bigIt often seems to those of us who are in the business of producing operas
time operation comparable to any
other civic venture in America is that whenever the advance guard in musical circles have a little black
crepe
On their bands, they inva);iably drape it all over grand opera, par>.
that of the Central City Opera House
in Central City, Colo., which last ticularly as represented at the Metropolitan. The gist of the funeral
orations—and they have achieved an almost classic
year celebrated its 13th "strawhat"
pattern since they are as old as opera itself—is that
season, establishing It as the "Sumthe acting is lurid and bombastic, that the techniques
mer Theatre Capital of America."
of production and distribution are obsolete, and that
The 1947 season was the most successgrand opei-a is the prerogative and pleasure of the
ful at the old Opera House, located
limited few. What is even worse, we are informed,
40 miles from Denver and 4,000 feet
grand opera does not adjust itself to the times; it Is
up in the mountains from Its parent
old-fashioned(
city, which itself is a mile high in
Throughout all these obsequies, however, the
the clouds.
corpse has a discouraging habit of sitting up and
Central City (Pop. 708X has an
enjoying the proceedings. This bit of necromancy
opera house five years older -than
certainly bears investigation. Let us, therefore, ruti
New York's Metropolitan. After the
over the charges in order and see whether -Qiey are
hard-pan miners, gamblers, merEdward Jobnson
valid.
chants
.

and mule skinners made their
stake, they desired some culture,
and built the granite theatre in 1878.

As to the level of acting: of course it is heightened.
The total capacity of the Metropolitan Opera House is 3,900 persons, some
Then ^Central City became a ghost of whom are seven stories up from the stage and a block away^ The subtle
gestures and nuances of facial expression that carry well in a small theatre
town, and was not much in the
news until the Opera House Assn. simply do not project across such distances. Since operas are generally
restored the edifice in 1932, following the presentation of the site to
Denver University by the McFarlane fainily of Central City.

sung in foreign languages there Is an additional barrier to comprehension
that acting must surmount. So dramatics are florid and often flamboyant,
and indeed are subsidiary to vocal capacity. Yet acting of a high caliber
does exist within the operatic pattern as witness such portrayals as Ezio
Pinza's Don Giovanni, Rise Steven's Octavjan, or the Azucena of Cloe

In 1860 Central City had a three- Elmo."
month season of plays and operas In
a log theatre. Then came the fire
Stage Technique
I
of 1874, Which leveled the town,
In connection with stage technique, remember that the Metropolitan
and in 1878 the Opera House opened
a nine-month season, to which came presents some 30 operas a season, with a different production every night*
Each production involves its own particular problems in scenic arrange*
the greatest actors of the day.

From the standpoint of prestige
and advertising for the State of
Colorado, the Central City Festival
is considered the biggest cultural
and tourist attraction the State has
to offer. Most of the improvements
and rehabilitation, of the Opera
Teller
historical
House,
House,
libi-ary and miner's museum were
financed by gifts from Mrs. Spencer
Penrose of Colorado Springs; John
Evans of Central City, a descendant
of Colorado's first gbvemw;; tise McFarlane family, and E'ranlc H.
Ricketson, Jr., and his civic commit-

.

.

.

EDWARD JOHNSON

•By

An

has seen the program of the American National theatre and
considerably advanced, not only in New York City but throughout the country. This work under the executive directorship of Robert
with
vital assistance from Col. C. Lawton Campbell, chairman of tee.
Breen
Every effort has been made
the Board of Directors, 'Vinton Freedley, its presi- by- the association to restore Eureka
dent, Rosamond Gilder, its secretary, Cheryl Craw- Street to its original setting (plus
ford, Oscar Serlin, Clarence Derwent and other better paving) ,and tp give tourists
along
apace»
has
come
members,
board
the pleasure of visiting a mining
On Feb. 9, after ANTA had donated the Princess town that was the gold and cultural
theatre, N. Y., and worked hard to coordinate the
[enter in the roaring '80's.
joint efforts of Actors' Equity Association and the
opened
theatre
Experimental
tiillian Gista in 'Camille'
the
Dramatists' Guild,
its doors. Five plays were given and 1,500 memberStarting with an eight-day enwas
on'this
sidelight
interesting
ships were sold. An
gagement
of Lillian Gish in "Caseats.
their
own
The
for
paid
the fact that the critics
nlays performed included' "The Wanhope mille" in 1932, other attractions at
five
the Opera House have been: "The
Building,'' by John Finch, "O'Daniel" by John
Merry
with Gladys SwarthWidow"
Forgive
"As
We
Savacool and Glendon^Swarthout,
«
„
George Freedley
our Debtors" by Tiflman Breiseth, "The Great out and Natalie Hall; Walter Huston in "Othello;" "Central City
Campaign" by- Arnold Sitodgaiard and "Virginia Heel" by John and Haroriginal
Nights,"
an
musical revue
Warren,
Brett
as
They were staged by such directors
riet Weaver.
with Nan Sunderland; "The GonPaul Crabtree, Jose Ferrer, Joseph Losey and Gerald Savory. The judges
doliers," "A Doll's House," "Ruy
for the Sidney Howard Memorial Award selected the Experimental theBias,"
'Yeoman
of
the Guard,"
"The.
in
the
development
atre to receive the 1947 prize as '*tbe most impomnt
"The Bartered Bride," "The Barber,
theatre this year.!*
of Se-vUle," "The Abduction itam
Through the good offices o£ ANTA, Katharine Cornell was induced to the Seragila," •'La Traviata," and,
tour "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" and so be in a position to open in 1947, 60
days for "Marttia," "FiLalie
the Drama Festival which marked the Utah Centennial held in Salt
deUo" and "HSMTvey."
City. The procurement of professional talent was coordinated ttrough
Brock Pemberton, "Harvey'' proANTA. In addition to Miss Cornell those who participated in the Festival ducer,
presented' Central City with
were Judith Evelyn in "Joan ol Lorraine," Orsoii WeUes and a nucleus
memorial chair in honor of Anof Hollywood actors in "Macbeth. These troupes were augmented by the a
inclusion of townspeople and university students, Arnold Sundgaard wrote. toinette Perry, his associate, who
"The Promised 'Valley," an historical dramatic pageant which ran during died recently, on Jhe first Saturday
night of the comedy's engagement.
the summer.
The gift was handed over the footAlong with the Academy Of Motion Pictinre Arts & Sciences, ANTA lights, and accepted
by Mayor John
has sponsored since June the New Playwrights Program for Catholic
Jenkins, Some 400 of the hiciliory
University. Such actors, playwrights and critics have participated as
chairs have been subscribed to- by
Clarende Derwent, James Gow and Rosamond Gilder, fflhe program is
relatives and friends of pioneers as
under the chairmanship of Walter Kerr, corporate member of ANTA.
well as stage stars, who appeared
The national tour of "Arins and the Mah.'* by Virginia State theatre (bom in the Opera House. Among the
Participation
fts the Barter) is befaig conilttCted trader ANTA auspices.
names which one may see carved
in the N. Y. State Theatre Cdsference and the Eastern Theatre Conferinto the backs of these kitchen-type
ence was among the year's projects. Margo Jones' theatre '47 and her
chairs are those of Sarah Bernhardt,
Southwest Theatre Festival were under ANTA auspices.
Adelitta Pattl, Sfoude Adams, Eugene
T.:e first rally to discuss ANTA's projects and to inform people outside Fields, Grand Diike Alexis, Horace,
New York City of its progress and plans, was undertaken under the spon- Greeley, Harry Tammen, Spencer'
sorship of the Art Alliance in Philadelphia last January. A Playwrighting
Penrose, Edwin Booth, Lawrence
Contest and competition for scene designs was undertaken by the Art
Helena Modjeska, Lotta
Barrett,
Alliance in Association with ANTA.' The judges for this contest were
Crabtree, Kit Carson, Jim Bridger,
Walter Prichard Eaton, Blanche Yurka, John Gassner, Peggy Wood, Lee
Buffalo Bill, H. A. W. Tabor, George
Simonson and Jens E;rederick Larson.
Washington Hill, Gov, John Evans
The first rally to give information on the West Coast was held under and Caroline Bancroft.
the sponsorship oi Theatre Library Association at the Assistance Leagvn
Playhouse in Hollywood in June. Kenneth Macgowan of the Univerfl<6,8M Gross
sity of California at Los Angeles^ a corporate member, presided. Cobina
Only three living persons have
Wright, Sr., introduced the chairman ot the Membership Committee, your
correspondent, as the principal speaker. Blanche Yurka, Peggy Wood, their names on these memorial
include Robert Edmond
They
chairs.
Gilmor Brown and Harriet Hinsdale spoke from the floor. The second
meeting of this kind' was held under the auspices of the University of Jones, who opened the Festivals
with "Camille" in 1932; Frank St.
Washington on the campus at Seattle.
\
To acquaint the members of the various theatrical imions as well as Leger, who staged and eoftdHCted
the general public, a rally was held at Maxine JBll&tt's theatre, N. Y., on six opetas ill Central City, aad BlU?
Nov. 30 to dedicate the restored house ito the Ejmterimental theatre pro- Hamilton, 71-year-old ctstodlan
gram. Derwent and Freedley presided and the ^eakers included Miss the Opera House.
According to the annual report by
Crawford, C. Lawton Campbell, J. B. l^iestley, Frances Rowe, Judith
Evelyn, Alan Corelli, Sam Jaffee, Alexander KirBJand and the writer. Davis W. Moore, treasurer and chairPlans for a gigantic benefit at the Ziegfeld theat%, kindly donated by man of the finance conimittee, .hew
Billy Rose, for Jan. 18 are being prepared' under ihe chairmanship of boxoffice and attendance records
were set in 1947 as the association
Serlin, Freedley and Miss Crawford,
Plans are afoot to raise considerable funds this year so as. to put into expanded Its season from an original
gross Of
effect the great program for the decentralizption of the professional the- one week in 1932 with
atre. Tile rallying cry may very well be "1948 is ANTA'i year."
$13,000, to seven weeks in 1947, with
1947

Academy

23?

'Corpse' of Grand Opera
Plenty Lively-- Johnson

Strikes Gold

out to any' such test.
i did' read in Louella Parsons' column the other day that some film
producer had "made the front pages" by saying that a lot of plays contained dirty and, I presume, un-American language. However, I think
Miss Parsons must have been misinformed, since, to the best of my knowledge, the producer's blast didn't reach any front page in this town, save
possibly that of The Daily Worker,, which I didn t get around to seeing.
Furttlermore, I can't believe that Brock Pemberton was violently in
earnest when he told Earl Wilson that there were six siibversive shows
So I think it is safe to say
on Broadway wMch shoi^d be in^
thai, at the wioisieht of ivriting, the stage is in no immecliate danger.

i

AmitmrMory

Central City
JR.

N. Y. Post)

Perhaps we who have some pride in the theatre are living in a fool's
paradise. Perhaps if the thought-control boys in Washington went to work
OH the drama the way they did on the movies, Broadway would curl up
as ignominiously as Hollywood did. But f prtunately we haven't yet been

Its

P^^RBE^TY

ment, direction and' lighting. Operating under these conditions, it is clear"
that a program of elaborate pageants on the Holly wood scale is botll ^
physically and financially prohibitive. Nor are these attentions necessacjrin .any case. The purpose of a setting is to produce an illusion consistent
with the spirit and intent of the opera; to enhance by representation '^||^<
lighting the emotional content of the action and music.
Each of the sets at the Metropolitan Opera was created by a leading
scene designer whose object was not to astonish the audience with virtuosity of design, but to add the element of art to the unity of operatic
endeavor. The fruits of this policy may be viewed in the f oismal yet
amusing elegance of "Der Rosenkayalier," in the multiscenic evolutions of
"The Magic Flute," in the somber power scenicaUy conveyed in "H Trovatore." Proof of the Met's constant development will be furnished thi*
winter when Lee Simopsop's grandiose sets for the four KtUsic-droatas of
the "Ring of the Nibelung" are unveiled.
'

•

It was interesting recently to read in VarjeW a somewhat breathless
account of the extraordinary distribution achieved by the Theatre Gttild,
which is currently reaching the public through the four-fold medium of
theatre, radio, cinema and television. According to yMxikn this represents
the ultimate to date—but is It? Friedrich Feher, president of International
Opera Films, has recently completed arrangements with the Metropolitan
Opera Assn. to photograph complete operas in color and sound and to
distribute ttiem to ed'ucational institutions. It is probable that these films
will eventually be televised. Since the Met ^eady produces on stage,
over the air,. and through records, the staid, antiquated old instituiioa
-will be one up on even the prolific Theatre Guild.

.

Adjustment to Times
The question of "adjustment' to the times" is an interesting one. The
is that in an age whose important thinking is guided by Freud

assumption

and atom

grand opera floats idly in the backwaters Of the unin«
tellectual past, relying on old devices and hackneyed' themes. To those
who really believe this, I recommend Bernard Shaw's critical analysis:
"The Perfect -Wagnerlte." "Writing 50 years ago about operas conceived WO
years ago, Shaw sums up in devastating clarity the f act 'Biat the "Ring"
deals with the dilemmas and fears reflected in today's .headlines; the revolutions of society and the concentration of lethal power.
Recent re-examination of some of Mozarf s works—"Don Giovanni" in
particular shows musical psychology of the highest order. And our moat
fabulous modern institution, the motion picture, depends to a high degree
on musical backgrounds to heighten and clarify the dramatic texture—
pure operatic device. One needs hardly cite the recent work of a GianCarlo Menotti or Benjamin Britten to show that in a sense grand opera
doesn't have to adjust itself to the times; the times are adjusting them'*
selves to grand opera. Nature indeed follows art.
In the last analysis, however, the answer to the accusation that opera is
fission,

I

—

obsolete must come from the operas themselves. None of the streamlining
of mass distribution or of modem stagecraft, not even the recondite approbation of the psychiatrists, can breathe real life into opera if it doesn't
fulfill its prime role of moving entertainment.
And when audiences fail
to shudder at the terrible doom of "Don Giovanni," when they are unmoved by the final chocked "Mimi!" of "La Boheme," when they sit placidly
through the "Liebestod" of "Tristan," and when they no longer feel the
primitive terror of Azucena's wild jeremiads in "H Trftvatore," then opera
will be old-fashioned indeed and ready to make 1ra;y for a more advanced
form.

a

gross,

excluding

tax,

of

about

Reading (Pa.) Stock Co.

$166,800.

One

Platis to Reoi^aiii20

Innovation of the 1947 Central
season was the "critique,"
which offered a panel discussion on
"The American Theatre." This single
afternoon forum will be repeated
next season. Burns Mantle led last
summer's discussion by noting the
dwindling .scope Of the theatre,
pointing out that in the 1920's from
250 to 275 new plays were produced
on Broadway compared to the current average ftt 85 per season.

City

Cressida

Reading, Pa.

Members of John Kenle/s stock
company, which folded two weeks
ago at the Plaza theatre here, plan
to reorganize. They hope to rent the
1,100-seat film house owned by the
Masonic Temple Assn for a series of
shows some time in January.
Credda Zajac, one of the troupe,
told members of a civic club that a
Theatre Guild will be organized here'
and that

m

Fla.
St Augustine.

will get

it

financial

and

other aid from New York theatrical
organiiations interested in finding

'

"Dlomedes and Cressida," a mod- employment for actors how; out of
ernized adaptation by Julia Wiggins jobs.
Kenley, who had planned to opBrinkman of "Troilus and Cressida,"
will be tried out Frlday^^gX-teJ^" Pa- prate here 20 weeks, said- he will not
tricia button's stock company at the be interested in the proposed reopening of the Plaza, but that next
Artillery Lane Playhouse here.
Ken Rockefeller is directing and summer he will again operate his
the cast includes Ned and Carson stock theatre, the Deer Lake, at th«
Gould, Tom Hughes Sand, Criff summer colony of fliat namely sai&Kl
north of Reading.
Cothren and Sally Carmichael.
•

.

'

.

1
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New Year s Eve at UppedFrices

Town

Play Out of

>

Joe GaiinihAn(I.You Can HavQ Him
By NAT DoiftFMAN

itdps

6 way Recover from fap;

Power

Boston, Dec. 20.

You must know Sam Grump. Everybody

And

He's the guy with

else does.

no personality who's forever buttonholing you to

you the

tell

latest gag.

But Sam, believe it or noti ain't half as obnoxious as his brother, Joe Grumj), a pudgy little'' jerk, with an overdue
Het by-Chnvles KIspn.
by Chloe Gibson.
$26,500 oneneil
52(],
haircut which, for all X know, he is cultivatiilg for a screen test to act as
at Wilbur, BosWn, Deo. ;W. '17; at
.flt.OO top.
<|
a standxin maybe for Leo the Lion. Joe's been around Broadway for a
of added holiday eve top of $6, tak- Flo.
Joan Newell
*.
.V...,. ...
Marjorie Rhodes, long time, much too long for the good of Broadway, but I been hianagmg
MDKBie.
ings bettered $23,000.
.Helen Jvrisener
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (10th Edith, ,..'....'.. ^.«..',
to duck him until the other night when 'I went to an opening. Sam and
.T.ewla .Stvingev
.... ...
week) (D-1,101; $4.80). Hit new high Hildle.
....Hi lary Jjiddell Joe trapped me as I was being shoved into the gent's room instead of
Antm
the
as did other shows; with aid of (Milt
.Peter Murray'
.Trevor Ward street during the usual first act free-for-all up the aisle,
upped scale Wednesday (31) at $6, .John.
gross was around $20,000.
"I want you to meet my brother, Joe," yawps Sam with a mean glint in
"Young Man's Fiincy," Cort (36th
The strongeiit dramatic item to
week) (C-1.064; $3.60). Capacity re- come this way. .wnce "Streetcar his eye. "If you Ihirik I'm a boi'e then you don't know a lemon from a
„
ported on the holiday eve and with Named Desire," this English im- lime.''/'
extra matmee, ftgured over $10|000. portation is clearly set for a Broad"I don't get it, Sam," I says. "What's a lemon and a lime gotta do with
Revivals
way wow. The opener.'^t the Wilbur
"Antony anil Clfeopati'a," Beck (6th drew repeated curtaih calls for the a borer'.;
week) ^E)-1.214; $4.80). Top Shakes- accomplished Knglish Ca-st which of"you're asking me?" ' cries Sam. "J ain't remembered a punchline in my
pearean revival this season went to lered' a< perfectly integrated per,-life.
Have I, Joe?"
new high, around $28,500.
formance.
Joe rocks with laughter, fl'U' iay yoji haven't, Sam, No, siree, you're
"Burlesque," Belasco (54th week)
The play has much of the urgency
Final and 5.5th and basic strength
$4.80).
(C-1,077;
find your way h<>Wie. You know," Joe says turnin' to me,
ot a mwder head- lucky you can
week; figured around $14,000; "The line and is, in fact, the behindrhead-- "Sam went to a lapse of memory School. Any time he remembered anyLast Dance" (announced earlier as lines story
of the slaying of a girl thing the profs gave him a zero."
^
"A Friend of the Family" and by the; favored
second son of 'a lower
"How'd he make out?" I asks foolishly.
"Strange Anniversary" ) follows late
middle class London family. The
this month.
"Make out?,"» screams Joe with what could "only be family pride. His
action, developing in the family liv"Crime and Punishment," National ing
him
the
student
likely
voted
least
class
to
know'liti^hing."
room, develops from th^ way
(2d week) (D-1,164;- $5.40). Costly
respond
"Please," cuts in Sam, "spare my blushes.
the brains of the
drama to operate, as indicated by otlaer characters in the play
John

C.

Wilson and Messrs. Sliubeft

pi-o-

then forgets the point!

km

acta
(five
In
tlwfe
play
ot
scenes) liy Mifhiiel Clnyloh Hutton. Stagreil
iluef

'AUegro' Gets

Wiihoui. Glory

'Angel'

:

Business for New Year's Eve, with
lipped scales, lagged until early last
week, then spurted and all but three
cf the 29 productions sold out. Because of the holiday prices, the hits
that were selling out established
new high marks: and generally business more than recovered from the
pre-holiday slump. Icy rain Thursday (1) didn't help night business
•with same ''type of weather Friday,

•

•

,

..

sold out -in advance, in got all the
big house (Century) would hold.
Only opening this week is "Volpone,"
also a revival (there were three
Christmas' wee.k). At the time this
edition went to press three shows

,

;

.

.

'

dose

this

week: "An

Inspector Calls/' "Caii Me Mister"
and "Burlesque"; "Cradle Will Rock"
and -"Music In My Heart" were both
doubtful.

C

K^as:

CD

K"

(Corwedi/);

iComedv-Drama)

,

D
R

the scale; big holiday eve helped to

around

"was estimated around

(Rewue),

wiU

tollow,

Coronet

Wings,"

<4th wfeek) (11-1,032; $4.80). Went to
$28,«00 -With the aid of the $7.20 top
holiday, eve and intimate fevue alpprpached house record.

«et Youn Gun," Imperial
week) fM-1.4I2;. $6.60). Back

'•Annie
tSlSth

to capacity and' with, heavy" takings
on the eve with $9.60 fop, gross iwas

ground

,$47,000.

"Bom

Lyceum

(lOlst

week's gross approximated $20,000;
•lower floor $7.20 on the eve.
."Brisailoon," Ziegfeld (43d week)
(M-1,628; $4.80). Highest gross sinceopening last week, when with $7.20
holiday price applying, the count
"Call

week)

Me

$45,000.

Mister," (Plymouth f91st

(B-1,075; $4.80).

This

is

the

final W6ek; estimated around $20,000;
,*Happy Birthday" moves here from

Monday (12).
"Command D6(j slon," Fulton (14th
week> (D-968;i$4.aO). Switching two

Broadhttrst next

'

performances to Sunday for one time
©nly gave drama fine start and the
gross went to around $22,000.
"Ftnian's Rainbow," 46th Street
<S2d week) (M.1,319;. $6). Reached
year's run mark to "great busmess,
with takings around highest ever at
$44,000; $9.60 for eve performance.
"For Love or Money," Miljer (9th
week) (C-940; $4.20). Best week so
tor and with the capacity 'eve performance, gross approached the $15,COO level.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst (62d
week) (C-1,,160; $4.80). Considerably
improved last week, when the gross
approached $22,000; moves Hondas'
(12) to the Plymouth; "Make Mitte
Maoliattan" follows here.

.

'

'

.

BROWN

m

MINNEAPOLIS

•t-

LUNTS GREAT 27G, CHI
Chicago.
Legit houses recovered from the
pre-holiday blight and, with hiked
New Year's Eve prices and the furniture
conventioneers coming
in
early, grosses were heavy again. The
biggest draws were, of cour.se. the
established smashes, ''Annie Get Your
Gun," "O Mistress Mhie," and "Private Lives."

Estimates for Last

"

"Annie Get Your Gun," Shubert
week) (2,100; $6). With $8 top
New Year's Eve, the b.o. hit a
$54,000, an all-time record

/,

(9th
for

ptaggenng

for the house.

Ballet Theatre,

week)

this .spot. Had a $12,000
Year's, Eve sellout; grabbed a
sen.sational $45,000 for nine perform-

New

ances.
"Firefly,"
(1,358;

.

•round

$30,000.

"Musical

critdcs,

(2d week)
of thumbs
the operetta

Revue."

Depreciation

Studebaker

week)

(10th

Show bowed

$3.60).

hefty $23,000 for

ovit

tlie final

formances after holiday

Desire," Barry-

"The Heiress," Biltmore (14th
week) (D-920; $4.80). Has been .selling out right along, but with shove

In spite

(1,246;

Jan. 3 with

week, with

two performances New Year's Eve.
"O mistress lUine," SelWyn <8th
week) (1,000; $4.20). Resumed per-

top.

-couiit

Blackstone

$4.20).

down from the

did a fine $20,000.

a

more (5th week) iD-1,064; $4.80).
Only way sock drama could get
higher gross in eight times was -the
which put th*

Civic Opera (2d
Ballet fanatics

(3,600; ,$3.60).

have .lammed

'

.scale,

Week

"Anna Lucasta," Civic Theatre (2d
(900; $3.60). Critics gave thi.s
a favorable nod and show brought
in a trim $12,000.
week)

foi-mances.
„
".Tolm lioves Mary," Music Box
<48th'wcek) (C-979; $4.80). Picked
up fairly well for a count aiwjnd
top
with
an
of
eve
around $42,000,
f 15,000; ma.y -tour soon;
"Music in My Heart," Adelphi
(14lh week) (0-l,434; $4.80). Notice
had bei.n posted, but efforts made
to stay a bit lonj^er and then tour;
around $20(000 estimated, ''Look Ma
I'm Dancing" booked to follow.
"Ofclahoroa!",
St.
James (256ih
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Jumped to
around $26,000; got $5,500 with the
aid of the holiday scale which had

$6 'eve

RECORD $54,000,

'ANNIE'

"

$9.60.

Named

:

—

JOE

"Icetime of 1948," Center (32d
week) fR-2,994; $2.40). Played 14
times last week for an approximate
gross of $56,000; ^ve top was $4.20
but pop scale applied at other per-

"Streetcar

i

.

"High Button Shoes," "Shubert
<14th week) (M-1.387; $6). Great
pace of musical indicates long stay
ahead; last week's grp.ss e.stiniated
around $42,000, with an eve top of

$6

.

.

'•Harvey," 48th St, (ie7th week)
(C-902; $4.20), Benefited by the holiday scale and went up materially,
with gross e.stimated ^iround $18,500.

.

than me."

'

fisterday,"

Was quoted around

less

—

—

•

week) <C-993; $4.80). Underestimated C!hrietmas week when the
count was around $15,000 and last

»

You always knew

"That's because I'm five years older: and have had more time to fo^'get,"
Thus the seven characters father,
mother, two son.s, daughter, fiancee explains Joe, giving creplit where cre(Jit can only hurt him.
and roomer are equally important
"How do you like the show, Joe?" I asks in. order to stop the Grumpa
and each contributes a notable and from talkin' theirselves into stupidity,
thoroughly credible pcfrtriait of char$33,000.
Joe phooeys through his false set of lowers, "Terrible, The critics will
"Medea,". . Royale
(11th
week) acter development" under -apathetic murder
it."
j..
Moreover, the
{D-1,025; $4.80). Sold out all times; circumstances.
"What "makes ypu say that?" 1 says; "You've only seen one act."
with standees and holiday rates, psychological aspects of family' conwell
flict
are
and
soundly
drawn.
takings went up over the $27,000
"Yeah, I know," concedes Joe,, "but tWls turkey came in without a prje»
The play is on the melodramatic
mark.
"Pirates of Penzance," and "Trial side, occasionally too much so for production deal and that's the tipofl to me."
"But you>can't get pre-production deal for a revivaV I points outj
by Jury," Century (0-1,670; $4.80>. American taste, yet there are few
Current Gilbert and Sullivan bill; details of working out the situation
"Hell!" says Joe, "don't tell'me'^his is a revival?"
first was "The Mikado" and with that
fail- to
ring
true.
Some
"It certainly is. This Greek tragedy was written by Sophocles 2,500
higher prices on the eve and $6 on sequences and some diafog needs
years
ago."
Friday^ and Saturday, gross figured toning down, but to Judge by the
"No wonder they're wearing such queer looking costumes," burps Joe.
over $43,000.
masterly direction by Chloe Gib.son,
<<Tfa£ Cradle Will-Rock," Mansfield
who staged the original production, "You know, they had me fooled good. I thought this was some sorta fan(1st week) (997; $4.20). Drew bad the proper levelliDfi off is only a tasy, you know, like 'Brigadoon,' only less up to date. Anyways, it ha.sn't
break because of the bUzzard but matter of time.
a chance— no laughs."
got around $18,000 first full week;
The cast is .brilliant, with excfep"But, Joe? you're not expected to laugh- at a tragedy."
provisional closing notice posted, tionally sensitive work by Hilary
"Which proves the point," argues Joe, "No laughs, no hit. People don't
however.
Liddell, as the older son's fiancee,
nothing serious. TWaybe it^s different with the Greeks. What the hell
want
"Volpone," City Center (CD-2^92; and a powerful cliaracterization by
got to laugh at anyway?"
they
.$?.40). First production of winter Marjone
Rhodes, as the mother.
"But look at 'Medea'," 1 says. "That's a tragedy. No laughs there, but
stock season of six weeks; N. Y. City Helen Misenfer wows in a character
.Theatre Co.- presents Ben Jonson role, Peter Murray does the mur- it'.s a smasli just the same."
drama; opens Thur.sday -(8).
"Yeah, but look Who produced it," comes back Joe.
derer with a curiously appealing
Added
balefulness, Lewis Stringer is plausi"Well?" I fired back. "'Who produced it?"
"tamp at Midniirht," New Stages ble as the older brother, Joan Newell
"Oh, you know," he stutters, "I don't pay much attention to names-r-;but
(downtown little theatre); Ruth registers as the confused, vengeful whoever he is he knows what's the score."
Draper with solo .sketclies, on ofl: sister, and Trevor Ward gives the
Sam taps me on^the shoulder. '"Does Joe know show business?" he a.sks
matinee days and Sundays, Empire. father plenty pathos. It's a sock job
satisfactionr-but believe me, his satisfaction, not mine.
with
^Experimental THteatre
of writing! acting,, direction and pro"And why shouldn't 1?" cuts in Joe. "I read Variety, all the Broadway
"Skipper N«xt to God," Elliott. Six duction, and it should make the
performances scheduled' for all male transition from a London' hit to a columns and tune in regular on Jinx FAlkenburg. Also I go to all the
Broadway hit without difficulty.
cast drama; finales Sunday (11).
first nights. Tell that to the League of New York Theatres and let 'em try
Elic.,
to keep me out hot or cold!"
"But actually," 1 .say,?, "you're not in show business?"
"Who me?" screams Joe. "Do you think I'm dopey? I make plumbing
E.
$36,000
could have run a week or ttiore fixtures. Everything for the toilet. You know, plungers and things like
longer.
that. But a feller in. my line's gotta have, a hobby, so the theatre's my
IN
Estimate tor Last Week
hobby. I get invitations to readings, auditions, things like that, .so I'm al«
Minneapolis.
"Harvey," Lyceum (single week) ways on the insides of show ,bnsitiess. Even go to Wilmington, New Haven,
Despite sub-zero temperature last (1,800; $3,60). Comedy pulled SRO Boston and Philadelphia to see shows before they get to Broadway."
week, Joe E. Brown in "Harvey" houses for the six nights and two
"Oh," I says, "you begin pannin' 'em even before they come In?"
drew complete capatjty from the matinees for a huge $32,000. Show
"Sure. That's the big kick I get. Puts me one up on the fir.st-nighters.
very opening, Monday night (29). played two performances Sunday
Thousands were turned away during (28) at St. Paul and in 10 times Also I don't have to pay no attention to What's going on up there on the
the stay .and the; show undoubtedly went to $36,000/
(Continued on pag«) 296)
,

"Po\v6i Without GJory," another im-

"Ankel tn the

the tragedy that has befallen the family.

family.

:

last

'„
-w«ek.
"Art Inspector .Calls," Booth (11th
week) (D-712; $4.B0). Current week
is the final; although gross jumped
over $13,000, English meller going to
road Because of a booking break;
jport,

to

(13th

(CD-1,331;
With
$4.80).
standees at all iierformances, top
Shavian revival this season got, over

(Drama),

$52,0(>l)

$25,000.

"Man and Superman," Alvin

week)

'CMUsicaiy. O' (Operetta).
"Allegro," Majestic (12th week)
<M-1,695; S6). Got nearly $10,500 at
= $9.60
for the lower floor OU' New
-.gear's eve; stronge.st grossing rriusical
-

' .

.'

but Saturday was clear and cold,
weather for theatre-going.
Last's week's only opening was
"The Miltado,' first bill of the imported Gilbert and Sullivan troupe;

listed to

•

;

«itcellent

were

'

.

boffi

layoff; took

$27,000.

"Private Lives," HarrLs
.$3.60),
Tallulah

(1,000;

(21.st

w

"

'

Bankheai.

bounced back with heav.y matinee

SEASON'S GREETINGS

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER

attendance and Wck $20,000.
"Voice of the Turtle," Erianger (2d

week)
with

(1,1.33;

New

$12,000,

$3).

Somewhat

bctttr

Year's Eve sold out; okay
.

'

'

Forly-teeond
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detonations were heard beyond the walls of their theatrei.
Playwrights' Maxwell Anderson wrate "The Eve of St.
Mark," the transient heroic of an American farmboy who
might have lived but for helpfully holding out on Bataan
a day longer than, honour compelled. It was an improvement on liis "Candle in the Wind'* of the previous year,
whose short season would have been shorter., but for the
popularity of Helen Hayes.
Steinbeck's "Ihe- Moon Is
Down," in which German oflieers a£ well as those they
scourged were presented as victims of naziism, fared no

The

'

(Continued from page 235)
ynpretentiously muslcianly. since" Gershwin'^i enduring miisic
for ''Porfiy and Bess." Compared with the costly song-andr
ballet plays that followed, "Oklahoma!" was an inexpensive
production. It had to toe, for when it was timorously tried
otit the Guild's financial stock pile -was as depleted as its
dramatic stock; pilej But the Guild's competitors followed
the formula rather than the frugality of "Oklahoma!"

Thg abruptly munificent Todd expended a fortune on a
spacious cantata re-exposing the scandal of old N. Y.'s
crQ(>kcd Tweed Ring and entitled "Up in Central Parle."
The Guild itself became open-handed in producing the enehahting ''Cal'oqsel" when it commissioned "Oklalioma's"
Itodgers and Hammerstein to Americanize Ferenc Molnar's
Hungarian "Liliom," with Agnes de Mille again devising the
stirring ballets. Billy Rose employed the agile "wit of Hamaierstein in "Carmen Jones," his gorgeous and popular all'*lj;egro variation of the opera "Carmen," thriftily and trivimphantly refitting the royalty-less Sevillian music of Bizet
to N. Y.'s Harlem, where the Spanish bullfighter became a
.

.

Negro

prizefighter,

Exploring the Psychoanalytic

|

I

The psychoanalytic was explored by Kurt Weill and
Gershwin in an enormous and enormously sucmusical show by Moss Hart named "Lfidy in the
But for Gertrude Lawrence's unsparing impersonation of the inhibited lady and Danny Kaye's uninhibited
Not
phffltegrapher it might not have been' so successful.
un)ik6 tlie more ribald Restoration comedies was George
Abbott's tearless staging of John O^Hfara's book, "Pal Joey,"
as; it had been made vocal by Rodgers and Hart, and was
interpreted by Gene Kelly and Vivienne Segal with un-

librettist Ira

cessful

Dark."

,

:

:

fliljcbing.

candor.

Lorenz Hart died in 1943 just as his and Richard Rodgers'
'A Connecticut Yankee," after a long way after Mark
Twain's historical satire had been revived. This industriouiS
and gifted team had turned out during this period more than
half a dozen. characteristic hits, including "Batoes in Arms,"
•Td Rather Be Right," "I Married,an Angel," "The Boy«
Irom. Syracuse" •(an impudently amusing distortion of "A
Comedy of Errors") and "By Jupiter," based on Julian F.
Thompson's "The, Warrior's Husband" and justifying the
belated but brilliant starship of Bay .fiolger, the dancer who
was to score again in the Nancy Ham'jltohwMorgan Lewis

—

—

revue, "Three to Make Ready,"
Cole Porter, who. like Cohan wrote his own lyrics, composed the scores of an even greater number of nationally
welcomed music shows. In many of these the leading roles
were sung and acted with trumpet power by Ethei- IVIerman, notably "Red Hot and Blue." "DuBarry Was a Lady"
(in which slie shared the robust comicalities with Bert Lahr ),
"Panama Hattie" and "Something for the Boys." Other applauded Porter musicals were "Leave It to Me," "Let's Jace
It," "Mexican Hayride" and "Seven Lively Arts."
The 'labor stage, expressing cultural criticism by the International Ladies' Garment Workers, turned out one of
the most durable hits, .of this or any other theatrical period
in 'Tins, and Needles," vritlf a cast composed of amateurs

.V

ind^^emi -professionals.
f Irving Berlin, undebatably,the nation's most popular songVfriter, composed and wrote the outstanding soldier show
His "This Is the Army," cast
of, the World War II period.
vy-ith enlisted men still under military discipline and played
for the. benefit ofthe.Army Emergency Relief Fund, was
tsven more enthusiastically received than had been his "Yip,

.

'

f

Yaphank" of World War I. Berlin's return to the
Ijfip,
thealre in 1946 resulted in his phenomenally
Successful "Annie Get Your Gun," in which Ethel Merman, as the riflewoman of a Buffalo Bill "Wild West" show,
rang yet another bull'seye. The freak hit among musicals
6f; the period was ^chieved by Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson
when, in 1938, they put together the mossy remains of their
vandeville past, called it "Hellzapoppin," and ran it for years
on Broadway and throflgh6ut the country.
The over-all popular hit of 1937 was George S. Kaufman
and Moss Hart's joyous lunacy, "You Cant Take It With
You.* Other lighthearted successes of the year were Clare
Boothe's laughable betrayal of the female nation, "The
,

;

'

^

.

Women"': "Ajnphitryon 38," in which Alfred Lunt and.Lynn
Pontanne sparkled in S. N. Behrman's sportively free translation of Jean Giraudoux's droll notion of Plautus' "Amphitryon; or Jupiter in Disguise"; Rachel Crothers' ''Susan
and God," an amusing travesty on Buchmanism that owed
its run t6 the energetic acting of Gertrude Lawrence, and
"Room Sei'^f-ittp," a George Abbott-directed farce about a war
between impecunious stage folk and their unpaid landlord.
Of higher and more serious aim were Maxwell Anderson's "High Tor," not quite so successful an adventure, in
metrical prose as had been his "Winter.set." and "The StarWagon,'' a prose comedy in which time alternately ran
clockwise and counter'^clockwise.
This same season saw
John Steinbeck's sometimes cruelly, sometimes compassionately realistic "Of Mice and Men," and Cliiiord Odets'
"Golden Boy," whose violinist protagonist maimed his gifted
hands while debasing them for money in the prize ring.
In 1938 Robert E. Sherwood, Maxwell Anderson, S, N.
Bebrman, Elmer Rice and Sidney Howard, who died a' year
later, formed the Playwrights' Co., which produced and
linanced plays written by its members. Their three productions of that season were Sherwood's "Abe Lincoln in
Illltiois," Anderson's Washington Irvingesque "Knickerbocker
Holiday'' (with the musical score by Kurt Weill, who joined
the Playwrights in 1946, the' year in which Behrman retired
from the organization), and Rice's swiftly discarded "American Landscape."
This was the year in which Thornton Wilder's sceneryless "Our Town" won critical a.s well a.s- popular approval,
and in which Sir Cedric Hardwicke built up a strong American following through his suaye, ironical depiction of the
proud and^polysyllabic priest in Paul Vincent Carroll's uneven hut absorbing "Shadow and Substance."
The season saw another Odets play, "Rocket to the Moon,"
which was more mellow but less exciting than his previous
•

^

.

V'

,

Death, the old relia'ble, was the lighthearted theme of Paul Osborn's "On Borrowed Time," in
which Dudley Digges was the expiring old gentleman who
lit wilted tlie grim reaper while he found a home for his
.. .j/.i?3n,
Clare Boothe, pretending in the published preface that she had written "a political allegory on fascism
in America," was represented by "Kiss the Boys Good-bye,"
a'lau'ghabje pasquinade .on Hollywood's highly publicized
search for an actress worthy of being photographed as the
heroine of "Gone With the Wind." And this was the time
when adolescence began to be a bestseller in the show shops
social' criticisms.

'

>

with Ian Hay's "Bachelor Born" and Clifford Goldsmith's
even more profitable highschool comedy, "What a Life."
The discriminating Eddie Dowling produced another
Carrol] comedy-drama in 1939, "The White Steed." in which
bigotry battled tolerance without a cliance and won only
laughter.
But Dowling's remembered oifcring of this season was William Saroyan's "The Time' of Your Life," which
immedistely established that young short-story writer's
reputation as a playwri^t with a fresh and happy outlook
on the native scene and in which the producer, not long
graduated from vaudeville and musical comedy, gave a distinguished performance of the leading role. Another outstanding success was Lillian Hellman's "The Little Foxes,"
an astringent comedy of interl'amily chicaneries in which
Tallulah Bankhcad, as the victorious arch-schemer, scored
tier first definite hit in her own country, and Patricia Collinge sympathetically portrayed the bullied wife

drank by

who

over-

stealth.

Ethel Waters,

'

heretofore

known

onljj

the

as

foremost

Negro songstress

of character ballads, was the sea.son's surwhen she made Dorothy and Du Bose
Heyward's "Mamba's Daughters" much more than melodrama by her tragic portrayal of a self-sacrificing motlier.
The Playwrights brought forth Anderson's "Key Largo,"
which dealt with the conscience of an American soldier
who had survived the Civil war in Spain, and Was the first
significant token of the numerous war plays, that -yyere' to
follow.
A forthright token of the many plays
Warning
against American naziism was Clare Boothe's well-received
"Margin for Error."
The native comedy of manners was represented by S. N.
Behrman's not-too-smooth levity that bore the .bodeful title
of "No Time for Comedy," in which Kstharine Cornell made
her debut as a comedienne, ably aided by Laurence Olivier;
and Philip Barry's "Philadelphia Story," a somewhat emotional farce in which Katharine Hepburn found her first

prising

dicovery

M

.

stage popularity impersonating a hekbine
case of arrested spinsterhood, ,

with a stubborn

Ethel Barrymore again came" into her very own in 1940
by acting with unblandished straightforwardness the geniusmothering schoolmarm who determinedly fostered a boy
poet she had-the wit to discover among the grimy coal miners
of Wales, in Emlyn Williams' sentimental but strong "fhe
Corn Is Green." In a chivalrous effort tp pay h.is debts,
her brother, John Barrymore, the first Hamlet' of th^ previous generation (he was to die in 1942 and live again in
the glowing pages''of Gene Fowler's "Good Niglit. Sweet
Prince"), returned to the stage -after too many years in
Hollywood as a caricature of himself in a drooling comedy
named "My Dear Children," wherein the actor interpolated
gusty asides that were as sad and pitiful to some members
of the audience as they were sidesplitting to others.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, the most accomplished
and admired stage' couple since England's Mr. and Mrs.
Kendal and America's E. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe, triumphed on both shores of the- Atlantic in Sherwood's admonitory "Tliere Shall Be No Night." James Thurber and
'

Nugent wrote (the latter appearing in) "The Male
Animalv" a pewter comedy plated with silver acting. Reginald Denham and Edward Percy's deftly written mystery
melodrania, "Ladies in Retirement," suffered none of the disabilities of sea change when Gilbert Miller imported
it
from London for the good acting of Floca RobsOn and
others.
The farcical fortunes and misfortunes of maiden
innocency exposed to the dangers of a great city were enElliott

in. "My Sister Eileen," a work workmanly dramatized from Ruth McKenney's magazine sketches
by Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodorov.

tertainingly set forth

War

Vs. Naziism

Lillian Hellman's "Watch on the Rhine," which might
have been called "It Can Happen Here," was not only IMl-s
but the decade's most dramatic propaganda against the infiltration of naziism. Here Paul Lukas made a memorable
figure of the briefly visiting German anti-fascist
whose
American wife, the mother of three polylingual children,
was forcefully played by Mady Chftistians. Exciting theatre
(the hunted Negro, who had accidentally killed his white
employer's daughter, exchanging »shota and oaths with his

captors when they charged jdowii the aisles to the stage)
was the very human melodrama written
Paul Green
from the Negro Richard Wright's, urgent .social novel,
"Native Son," in which Canada Lee took firrn foothold on
•.'.'
the American stage.
"Life With Father-in-Law" might have been a' second title
for Isabel Leighton and Bertram Block's "Spring Again,"
wherein C. Aubrey Smith's seasoned acting was harmoniously matched by that of Grace George. Playscriots from
England that duplicated their success throughout the
U. S. were Noel Coward's fantastical "Blithe Spirit," in
which a husband was amusingly haunted by the wraiths
of his deceased wives, and Patrick Hamiltori'.s adult and
'

'-;

tightly-built

melodrama, "Angel Street." Another

•

ribng-Iast-

ing .melodrama was Joseph Kes.selring'.'; "Arsenic and Old
Lace." Twenty-one lay henchmen of its abruptly wealthy
producers, Lindsay and Grouse, profitably hazarded $1,000
apiece against the failure of a murder comedy that wound
up with 13 visible corpses taking their bows at the final
.
curtain,
ThiS' was the year. that started "diaper" comedies. .Rose
Franken's "Claudia" was a kindergarten of sex, whose beaming girl-bride questioned not only her own biological
processes, but those of the cow, the eat. the hen. even the
rooster. Jerome Chodorov and Joseph Fields' "Junior Miss"
was a blurred proscenium view of Sally Benson's piercing
magazine studies of preadolesconcc. Its popularity was
•

,

.

,

more easily recorded than justified.
The only "juvenile" in 1942 was the comparatively esculent "Janie,"' whose 16-year-old prodigy suffered comicfally
,

in getting rid of scores of soldiers giving thems6lvte a"
party in her home during the brief absence of her parents
Thornton Wilder's spell-casting fantasy. "The Skin of Our
Teeth," which celebrated man's antlike perseverance in
rebuilding a destroyed world from the primitive age; of
stone to the poli.shed present of Excelsior. New Jersey, was
rebuked by a few ;of the critics for not acknowledging ihe'
author's debt to James Joyce's widely unread "Finnegan's
Wake," but with Miss Bankhead in the cast, un-Joycein
New Yorkers vouchsafed it a long run. The still incomparable Lunts found and imparted joy in- '"The Pirate," an
imperfect but delightfully humorous Behrman adaptation
in which Lunt, masquerading, as the deadly buccaneer of
Miss F.onla)ine's dream!!, altitudinously crossed the stage to

her chamber
If

window on a

clothesline.

the war "'"vs did not boom, at least they bombed;

'

better.
i.

Playgoers seemed to be equally Indifferent to war plays
"hard" or "soft,'' and more friendly to the lighter adventures of tlie war-di.scomforted at homo. Joseph Fields' "The
Doughgirls" rejoiced in the turpitude of lodgingless women
to whom any bed was- home in crowded Washington. The"
long-to-be-remembered melodrama of the year was Thomas
Job's "Uncle Harry," whose melancholy villain poisoned
one sister, fastened the guilt on the other and was regarded
as merely a harmless liar by those' to whom he confessed,
:

The year 1943 started the run of "Oldahoma!." On tlie
more serious side was .Tames Gow. and Arnaud d'Usseau's
"Tomorrow the World," a wartime warning in which a
precociously evil nazi, aged 12, was miraculously reformed
in an American home.
It was the success of the season's
dozen war plays. Moss Hart wrote for the Ai^my Air Forces
"Winged Victory," which was patriotically applauded.
The energetic acting of Elisabeth Bergner was the reasonable excuse for the long run of Martin Vale's "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls," a poison melodrama that wa.s cyanide to the
critical. New Yorl< was hospitable for almost two years to
Phoebe and Henry Ephron's "Three's a Family," a wartime
farce about three pregnant women in crowded quarters
which was less; tolerantly received in other cities. Thfefarce of this year and several following Was F. Hugh Her-

,

.

"Kiss and Tell," a juvenile which exploited the
imagination of an innocent adolescent who sought to save
the reputation of her secretly married sister-in-law by de'
claring herself to be an expectant mother.

bert's

But the one hit comparable with the songful "Oklahoma!"
was JolEin van Druten's enduring "The Voice of the Turtle,"
in which tlvis adroit author made relishably touching as;..
well as amusing the prenuptials of a pair of young sinners
who had. elsewhere previously loved and erred in vain.
"there were originality and flavour in the 1944 season.

•

'

'

Mary Chase's "Harvey." with

its happily boozing hero, with
and almost seen rabbit,' was a novelty
indeed. It brought legitimate actorhood not only to Frank
Fay of vaudeville and the nightclub, but tp Bert Wheeler
(very briefly) and to Joe E. Brown following liis long tour
of the Army camps overseas.
Not to mention producer
Brock Pemberton's excursions in the star rqle for a couple
of performances, strictly as a lark.

.

•

his invisible but felt

'Mama' a

Warm

,

.

:

Chronicle

Remember Mama" was van Druten's skillful compacof Kathryn Forbes' "Mama's; Bank Account," which
warmly chronicled the lives of a' Norwegian family and
their dependable matriarch in old Sah.' Francisco, This was
not only the year of the .mentioned "Anna Lucasta" and
the warborn "Jacobowsky and the Colonel" and "A Bell for
'Adano," but of Lillian Hellman's loose and cluttered anti"I
tion

.

:

appeasement preachment "The Searching 'Wind-" A poised
and polite satire on the higher inhabitants of what liad
once been called the nation's "Hub" was John P. Marquand
and George- S. Kaufman's "The Late George Apley," which
might have been as perfectly entitled "There'll Always Be
'

•

a Boston."

"

^

'

!

The season's one popular juvenile was Norman Krasna's
"Dear Ruth." in which the enfant terrible signed her big sister's name to loveletters.
From Ruth Gordon's twinkling
typewriter and for her own enactment came "Over 21," a
smart little success which encouraged its author to declare
herself ready to put by the rabbit's foot for the pen and
write an autobiographical comedy.'
Height was attained by American playwriting arid playacting in 194,5 when "The Glass Menagerie;" foUdwing the
sensational success of its initial production in' Chicago, went
to N. Y. For at least the third time in her career the Laurette
Taylor of the youthful "Peg o' My Heart," the mature Mrs.
•Midget of '.'Outward. Bound'.' (revived in 1938), and now the
burbling mother of a poverty stricken family with her boastful and exaggerated 'memories of suitors among the southern
aristocracy, was acciaimed a great actress.

,i

Howard Richardson and William Berney's "Dark of the
Moon" was a "hillbiUy" witch's brew fantastically based on
.

the folk ballad of Barbara AUeni It combined tenderness,
passion, racy humor and gross comedy, atid was justly
reckoned a worthwhile contribution to the dramatic literature of the. decade. "The Hasty Heart," mentioned earlier,
was a wryly likeable Scotch soldier's .adventure in dying;
and deservedly popular. Sherwood's "The Rugged Path" was v
that author's

first

effort following extended, service, to the
,

White House and World War

II,

and despite the reappear-

ance in it of .the. cinema's Spencer Tracy, this study of a
conseience-sftrlcfcen anti-"jsolationist" country editor was

more homily than drama. Arnaud d'Usseau and James
Gow wrote with less sincerity than had marked their ''Tothe World." a one-sided postwar examination oj
the Negro problem called "Deep Are the Hoots," which prospered beyond its dramatic merits. Yet their.s was the best
of many arguments on a vital subject,

morrow

.

.

Lindsay and Crouse's durably successful "State of the
Union" played politics without playing favorites. Any party:,
any politician, was a ijtruck target for its breezy mirth, for
at almost every performance the tireless authors telegraphed
interpolations to the three companies serving the comedy.
Blmer Rice'.s "Dream Girl." whose heroine, one of the
longest roles ever written, beguiles her idle hours in a
book-rental shop with trances gay and grave, profitably
presented -that playwrights' playwright as neither prescheJr
nor propagandist and won lasting favor on Broadway? and
•
on tour.
,

.

tiUnjts'

Return

The

1946 jieason welcomed the LuntS' return from their
long stay overseas with Terence Rattigan's "Love iii Idlo'
ness," newly named "O Mistress Mine," a comedy more
notable lor the wit of its acting than its writing. The loudest laughter, of the year was for Garson Kanin's "Born
Yesterday," wherein an illiterate chorusgirl is so amazingly
educated by a. radical newspaperman hired for that purpose
that she "ultimately ruins the countless rackets of her nefarious protector.
"Lute Song," Sidney Howard aud Will
Irwin's picturesque paraphrasa of China s ancient Pi-Pa-lSi,
whose heroine is the classic Oriental model of wifely fidelity,
was a dramatic love song of exquisite tei\deii)CSH and beaUty, <
The highly dramatic and deibatabJe 'The Iceman Comethsproved to be a parabling realism den.sely populated, hlf'
'
derelict spongers on a waterfront N. Y. salmon. of 1912,.

,

-

•

'.•
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Greetings from

Monte Proser

and

Joseph Kipness

PRODUCERS OF

BUnON SHOES"

"HIGH

NEW YORK'S FUNNIEST MUSICAL
SHUBERT THEATRE. New York

City

Season

wiih

HANK LADD

NADINE CAE and PETEK HAMIITON

JOHNNY BARNES

•

•

lithtii>»

HOBERT STANTON

ElAINE STRITCH

rroduction StogKl by

StntflO em>

Greetings

•

EILEEN

•

VIOIA ROACHE

BARTON

JOHN KENNEDY

^oilvmft >/
•
bp DONALD OiNSlAGER
CkpfMtrophy by^DWAID NOll
WIUIAM HERZ, JK., 6*n. Mar.

JUMA SH

CORONET Th^dtre
49th Street West of Broodway

• EVES.

8:30. MATS. WED.

& SAT.

PICON

!
Wednesday, Jhwrnry

7,

1!M»
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LIKE RABBITS
when

grosses multiply

Harvey ^\is

town

in

Year

(4th Sclid

New

in

BKOCK PEMBERTON

York)

presents

"Harver
A New Comedy

MARY CHASE

by

with

JOSEPHINE HULL
Directed by

ANTOINETTE PERRY

Settings by

48TH

ST.

East of

JOHN ROOT

THEATRE

Broadway

NEW YORK

f

3rd Yedr of Establishing

in Cities

New

High Gross Records

From Pittsburgh to California— Including

Season's Longest Run

Chicago!)

in

BROCK PEMBERTON

presents

"Harvey"
a new comedy by

MARY CHASE
•
.

with

MARION LORNE
directed

by

AMTOiNETTE PERRY
Settin4s

by

JOHN ROOT

The Pnizer Prize Play

.

CITY PLAYHOUSES, INC.,
LOUIS A. LOTITO.

New

York

Pres.

CORONET THEATRE
"ANGEL m THE WINCS'*

FULTON THEATRE
"C0MM4ND

^

DFJcISION'*

^

MOROSCO THEATRE
'"STRAISGE

BEDFELLOWS"

46TH Street theatre
**FimA]S'S

RAINBOW*

.

*

FINIAN'S

RAINBOW"

,

I

...

•

Season
Arfhur

F.

Driscoll

Edward

C

Raftery

t

Greetings

Paul D.

O'Brien

T.

Newman

Lawler
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Forty-aecond

Greetings

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
Noel Coward's

'^TO-NIGHT AT 830"

Greetings to All
froiTi

CHARLOTTE

GREENWOOD

GREETINGS

Herbert and Dorothy Fields

SEASON'S

INTERNATIONAL DANCING STAR
CURRENTLY
PRESENTING

RECORDING ARTIST

BAL NEGRE

Exclusively

DECCA RECORDS

On tour-COAST
DECEMBER 29

KATHERINE

DUNHAM SCHOOL OF

to

JUNE

BERTRAND

H. YEATON.
Administrotive Director

Director
Y. C.

LOn^acrc

S-TSfrl

COAST
15,

1948

CULTURAL ARTS, INC

G^fering individual classes and courses in all Dance and Theatre studies
Cultural- courses for thg professional and lay students

KATHERINE DUNHAM,
220 W. 43rd St.. N.

to
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ROBERT WHITEHEAD and OLIVER REA present

The Two Dramatic Hits of the Season !
JUDITH

JOHN GIELGUD

ANDERSON

as Raskoinikoff

DENNIS

FLORENCE

KING

REED

Dramatized by

.

VLADIMIR SOKOLOFF

SANPORD MEISNER

Directed

by

Lightiiig

ROYAIE THEATRE
Street,

Evenings at 8:40

ALICE
A.

JOHN

KRUMSCHMIDT

by

^

BEA LAWRENCE

by PAUL SHERRIFF

Costumes by LESTER

POLAKOy

PEGGY CLARiC

CASTILLO

45th

*
E.

by THEODORIe i|CpMISARJEVSKY

Associate Producer,

JOHN GIELGUD

Cosluni'es

^

*

and DOLLY HAAS

Adapted from the 'Medea' of Curipides
by ROBINSON JEFFERS

Settings

Scenery by
BEN EDWARDS

RODNEY ACKLAND

With LILLIAN GISH

MEDEA"
Staged by

PUNISHMENT

"CRIME

IN

Freely

in Dostoye'vsky's

West of Broadway

—Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2:40

NATIONAL THEATRE
41st Street, West of Broadway
Evenings at

8:30— Matinees Wed. and

Sat.

at 2:30

Greetings

PLAYHOUSE ENTERPRISES
PLAYHOUSE THEATRE, NEW YORK

BEN MARDEN

Wcdafejuiay, Jannwigr 7;
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NOW ON TOUR
17 CITIES

FROM COAST^TO-COAST

TORONTO
MONTREAL

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
NEW HAVEN

BOSTON
PROVIDENCE

HERSHEY

PITTSBURGH

PHILADELPHIA

MINNEAPOLIS

CLEVELAND

SEATTLE

.

BUFFALO

PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

THE SHIPSTADS

AND JOHNSON
ORIGINAL AND FINEST

12TH

ANNUAL

EDITION

1948

Of

HAVE YOU HAD IT???
.

WE ARE GETTING

''Something to th^ir
about."
—Ward
Morehoust, Sun

,

BIGGER AND STRONGER EACH YEAR

THE PLAY AMERICA
INSISTS

ON

''First

Hit of the sea-

son.

SEEING!!

—Rkhord

Watts,

Jr.,

I

Post

JOHN WILDBERG
Prttsenfs"..

HARRY WAGSTAFF

GRiBttLE'S

PRODUCTION

Flawless cast offers^
superb period play."

ANNA LUC ASTA
By PHILIP

NOW!!

IN ITS

YORDAN
9TH BIG WEEK

HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE,

soon;

SOON.'

February, 1948

PARIS,

FRANCE

-Robert Garland, Journal

^

LONDON

soon;

March, 1948

June, 1948

HAGUE, HOLLAND

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

AFTER 42 SOLID WEEKS IN CHICAGO

NOW

IN

A POPULAR RETURN ENGAGEMENT

'
'

"'

'"

Broadway has a
thrilling new Hit."
,

BIITMORI

THEATRE
47th

CIVIC THEATRE
YOU HAVEN'T BOOKED 'ANNA LUCASTA' THE MOST TALKED ABOUT AND
CHEERED PLAY IN AMERICA TODAY, MY DEAR FRIEND YOU ARE 'MISSING THE
BOAT." FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT MY GENERAL MANAGER. NICK HOLDE,
HOTEL EDISON. WEST 4nH STREET. N. Y. C. CIRCLE «-5000.
filg) JOHN J. WILDBERG.

"IF

:

I

<—lobcit CdtiiKin, Mirror

$f.

W.

of B'wqy.

Evgs. 8:30

Mots.

SEATS

Wed.

ON

t

$at.

2:30

SALE THRU MAR.

1
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The

Smash HT/.
finest

ance ...

new play on the boards. Jessica Tandy
A superb drama."

"A memorable
.

.

shov/

.

.

.Tennessee Williams

on the stage."

.

gives

THANKS TO

a superb perform-

JOSE FERRER

^ATKINSON. TIMES

crowded with understanding, tenderness and humpr,
certainly the Eugene O'Neill ofthe present period
--BARNES. HERALD TRIBUNe

is

HAROLD MINSRY

... A superb drama ... the answer to a
... throbbingly alive, compassionate/ heart-wrenchlngly
Kim Hunter admirable and Karl
magniftcent,
human. Marlon Brando is
CHAPMAN. NEWS
Maiden splendid."
"Season's high

Wtidiiei^y,, Jimnaicy 7« 19411

Anniv«r$ary

P^fSkl^fV

Forly-aecond

in acting, writing

playgoer's prayer

,

"Striking draina

. . .

so impressive that

it

Brilliantly

staged by

"An

Ella

Kazan

,

never ceases, to be effectlve'and

—WATTS.

powerful.

extraordinary exciting evening

in

.

nST

the theotrp'.

.

—GARLAND. JOURNAL-AUeMCAN

"A gaudy, violent and fascinating study
genuine theatre

.

.

.

it

will

be

. ...

when

—MOREHOUSE, SON

Summer's heoit"

fine ploy of clashing emotions ,

ture lA theatre."

.

.

a

lESTER SHllR

packed with

at the Barrymore

tKe sidewalks of 47th Street are sizzling under next

"A

MOSS HART

.

Irene Selznklc's producing proudly planned, expertly

executed."

ABBOn

GEORGE

terrific

DIM

NAT

adven-

—N4WKINS, ltfOU0-TELEGR4M
For Your Friendship, Guidance

and Work

RED BUTTONS

im Mis our lOSfii aimiversary year
almost everjf ireadwa/, inrediieffo* leotoretf

FABRICS by DAZIAN'S"

n
DAZIAN'S
bMMIiiiMl

INC.

1M2

The world's largest and oldest theatrical
fabric organizattpn

West 44fh
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BOSTON

Strtef,

CHICAeO

New

York '18. H. Y*
DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

HANS BARTSCH

1-Man Marathon

THEATRICAL ENTERI>R|SES

Hollywood,

LOS ANGELES

Bennee Russell, songsmith-playbecomes virtually a onetnan show when his play, "The
Whole World Can Ihrop Dead," is
produced at Paul Schribman's Las

1

19

West

57th Street,

New

York

19,

N. Y.

wright,

NOW ON

TOUR IN rH£

"THE CHOCOLATE SOLOIER," hf Osmt SAmi

Palmas. theatre

here.
Show dea sort Of "Street Scene"
of Hollywood, but not anti-picture
business, will be directed and produced by Russell, who will also enact

S.i

tin asseclalien with J.

H. Del E«Bdie^

scribed as

Biltmore Theatre

IN

"THE
'THE

the

playwright character therein.
slated for February-March.
His other play, "My Best Friends,"
being done locally also— with an
eye to Broadway, of course^by
Schribman who, besides the Las
Palmas, also controls the Belasco
and Coronet legiters.

mPARATIONt

CHOCOUTE
CHOeoUTE

SOLDIER" for LoNilei
SOLDIER" for Pwf«

It's

Ployincf All

Broadway's Important Attractions

is

PETER

P.

ERMATINGER. Manager

IN

CONTEmArfONi
"MAYTIME" (Mpdemlwd), by Stgnrand Remfterv
"THE GUARDSMAN." by rermc Molnar

Bony-second

f'^HSsSIEtY

Anniversary

ANNIITERSARY CONGRATULATiONS
TO VARIETY....

8fh

From THE EXECUTIVES

GLORIFIEO

JOHN H. HARRIS, Pr«sM«nt

WALTER A. BROWN,

LOUIS A.

JAMES 6. BALMER, A«s!>t«nt to President

R. FIERI, $ecr«fary

Vict Prts.

eomoN

I TrciiuW

NORMAN FRESCOTT, GMcml M*i\*ftr

CEORGE W. EBY, Comptrolltr

BRIAN McDonald, Company M«M9«f

'

.

DIRECTORS
lOU JACOBS
NATHAN PODOLOFf

EDDIE SHORE

AISUTPIN

JOHNSOLLENBEftGEH

PETER TYREU

4$ WE£KS
COAST. TO

And THE STARS
DONNA ATWOOD
TRIXIE.

M>»,RKHUS &

ERICWAITE

SPECHT

*

PHIL

-k

fORGIE & LARSON

MULLEN TWINS & ED RAICHE
BRIAN

AND

*

PAHI

CHUCKIE STEIN

*

.

AL SURETfE

ALAN KONRAP

setta i
a JEROME MAYHALL
* MARYWWIN^* AND THE 1C6^A"PIT$"
"
""

McDonald

ST.AMANT

COAST

ICE-CADETS

,

BOBBY

JACKSON & LYNAM

BENOIT SISTERS

-k

ESCO LA RUE

fAYLOR

DENCH « STEWART"

RED McCARTHY
PHILLIPPI

*

THOMAS

NATE » EDYTHE WALIEY

1948
SCHEDULE

iAt

PHhburgh, P«.

l«pt,'3-23

Stpf. 25-Oct. 12...;..., Clovtland,

Oct. 13-25

2'

Oct. 27-Nov.

Nov. 3-6
Nov.

'

0.

Phil«t{*lph!«,:Pt/

,

.-

MontrMlf'Ontiirlcf

^

........... Olttwti Ontario
.

BuffaloiiNiYi

t.'l6

Nov. 17-2 1

Toronto, Ontario

.'.

Nov. 23-30 >....«.., Springlitid, Matt.

M4

Dee.

Washington, D.C.

.

Deo. IE-24 ....,..«.<>....... Vacation

Dec.26Jan.(J
Jan. I2-25

.

Jan. 29-Feb.

Fob.

.

Boston, Matt.

..,.,,«., Provldonct. R. L'

B

, . a . .

New

Havon, Conn.

Ml

M«*H*/,°f*.

Feb. 2S-Mar.l

Mar.

Apr. 2-9 ......
Apr, 11-17

S

St..

Mnn.

Louis,

Mo.

..j^luciigo,
Knitstt City,
Ft-

Apr.22.May23
July B-Sopt.

Paul,

......

,

Mar.lS-Apr.l

ID,

Mo.

Worth. Texas

Los Angeles.

Cat

Attanljc Cf(y. N. J.
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•
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AmOvenmry

Compliments of the Season

MARCUS HEIMAN
234 West 44th

Street,

New York

Vera EUen, Foy, Parker,
Malina Set in 'SaDy'

ON TOUR

Hunt Stromberg, Jr., has bis proposed revival of "Sally" fully cast,
starring Vera Ellen (last under Sam
Goldwyn contract), Eddie Foy, Jr.,
and Lew Parker. Luba Malina is
for the comedienne role, for
which Cynda Glenn was reported
slated. Go-producer of the old Marilyn Miller musical (modernized by
Guy Bolton), is William "Berney,
who last co-authored "Dark of the
Moon." Bolton is officiating only as

set

scripter,

not co-impresario.

mr

THE RED
PresMfcd by

PAULA STONE and HUNT STROMBERG, JR.

«,

Miss Glenn, currently in Hulywoodi instead will probably accept
the Paul Derval starring offer for

new edition of "Folies Bergeres'
wherpin she starred once
before. She's doing a Franco-American radio transcription series, "Paris

the

in Parisy

Promenade," interviewing French,
British, American and other show
biz and literati celebs visiting Paris',:
ditto with the couturiers, etc.. A
trial interview, with Sacha Guitry is
apparently tabu to proposed Yank
spbnsors although the French playwright has' been cleared of collab-

"SWEETHEARTS"
Pr«s*nl«d by

oration.

Betsy Blair, Gene Kelly's wife, is
set for femme lead role created by
Barbara Bel Geddes on Broadway,
in Ray Spencer production of "Deep

PAUU

STONE and MICHAEL SLOANE

Are Roots."

GREETINGS
FROM

PAUL HAAKON
*'.

*

.

DANCING STAk
'

OF

BROADWAY MUSICALS

HOME ABROAD"
SHOW IS ON"
"HOORAY FOR WHAT"
"AT

"THE

"AAAERICAN JUBILEE"
H. Y.

MiUMCE tVANS HtODUCnONS, INC
SM W«it iU St„ H. Ti C.

WORLDS FA«

DANCE DIRECTOR

MEXICAN HAYRIDE

JACKDAVIES
48 W. 48th
N. Y. C.

St.

SONJA HEXIE and ARTlIUll M. WIRTZ
PreseMt Hie

^

World's Greatest Ice Skating Spectacle

SOIJlBESirS
^'HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE

W 1948"
Now on Tour

ilfipeariBK at BbiUaiin S^piare

Cwntoa Hegbmli^ Canary Tt

^'ICETIME OF 1948"
c:e]^er

theatre

Roekefeller Center

NEW YORK
l»rodiieed

by SONART PRODIICTIOBTS

Sxerativ« Aireetor,

ARTHUR M. WIRTZ

Proflnctlon IHreetor, WIEJL.IAM H.

Staged by

B1IRKE

CATHERINE UTTLEEIBI4I

>

2S2

Forty-econd

AmdfmeMuy

P^j/OaEnht

Ice

Entertainment
"EACH TIME

SEE

I

IT,

linger and louder !

laugh

I

for

1st rate

JOHN

-'keen fun I"
<—ROIT. GARLAND,
,

c.

wiLsen

America

Ail

Jli»unidl-Ani«rii«f

'

f

A Few Summer
Open

Dates

for Fairsl

HENRY ADRIAN
Pretmts

fn

HOLIDAY

Noel Coward's Best Comedy

"A YOUNG

ON ICE

DONALD COOK

y..ih

MAII'SFANCY"

Harris Thoafre

...

•

•

Chicago

•

Staged on

CORT THEATRE
Tho Thoolr«
EvMy

'EventnK Incladlnf Sunday
(No MonilAy rertormanccs)'

Giiild

—

M. Tennenf,

H.

-

Matiiiees Sat,

WmSLOW BOY"
...

The Theatre Guild

InkIi at

]

•

•

ALFRED

FONTANNE

tCNT

by

VOGUES
Our

"little" big show, for
the smaller towns, but
every
e nt of it

mo m

GREAT ENfTEKTAINMENT
Portable refrigeration
equipment, top-notch produdion and costuming,
lalent-packed cast of 65.

Terence Rottigoh

Selwyn Theatre
A.

......

.

Chicago
GEO. 0. TYSON

WAXMAN
(In Preparation 1

Pr«stiil»

ond

1775

by
10 Rockefeller Plaza
New York. N. Y.

and

COLIN CLEMENTS

BROADWAY

Room 608

the Messri. Shubert
pretenf

New

"POWER WITHOUT GLORY"
A C<>m*dy byFLORENCE RYERSON

mu*

ICE

n New YorlK

''O Mistress Mine''
miLIP

production, comedyn
sic and beauty.

Association with John C. Wilson

•ni of

yau'ra not tno'

;

LYIVN

nmtiUMiMifEBi
if

in

.

World's

ences from coast fo coosf
with its cast of J JO skat«
ing
-magnificent
starSf

Terence Rottlgon

fiy

Empire TJieatre

til ocl

C. Wilson

The London Prize Ploy

and Sun.

joying youfnU.

— John

-

"THE

MPMy

Ltd.

presenr

'

the

largest portable ice surface, now thrilling audi-

ATLANTIS PRODUCTIONS

Ewl «f IrMdway

4trii St..

York 19, N. Y.

Tel. circle

7-134a-49

Michael Hutton

PABST
THEATRE

Globe Theatre
Shaftesbury Ave., London. W.i.

Milwaukee's Finest

DRAMA

JoanTETZEL
John ARCHER
Carl Benton REID
Nydra

.

WESTMAN

CONCERT

Ruth

Robin

AMOS

CRAVEN

BALLET
PICTURES

MYRA

PEACHE, Mgr.
144 E. Wall St.
Milwaukee, Wise.

Olreettd by

lENNO^ SCHNEIDER
Scfntry by Volpii Alivant
IpMtimiiM

iy MerfdM Haoek

.

•

Happy Holidays To All
Our Friends in Show Business

OPENING

Daly 3760

SAMUEL FRENCH

— FROM —

SmCB

1880

Play, Brokers

JANUARY 14
MOROSCO THEATRE
New York

Tel.

FORTUNE GALLG
SAN CARLO OPERA CO.

and

Authors' Representatives
28 West 46tli Street, New ffork

.
16»il

^mmt

Blvd., Hollywood 40, Cnl.

HOTiEL
rooms;:<
IN HKARX OF XIMKS
Rutm,

bi^tli

and

Rliower,

toltitihnne.

SQ.
From

$3'

tlngle^ano^jSjIia double.

190?

1943

HOTEL ROSOFF
147 W. 4M 8t.

M
.

B'ww), SR. t-S«W

fsmtui
•a tKt

'

"

>

RICHARD RODGERS and OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2nd
Send Warmest Wishes

ETHEL MERMAN and

for

the

a Happy and Successful

New

"ANNIE CET YOUR GUN"
New York

Year

fo

COMPANY

Imperial Theatre,

MARY MARTIN

and Hie National Company

"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"

of

Shubert Theatre, Chicago

DOLORES GRAY

London CompanY

arid the

of

"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"

Coliseum Theatre, London
'

The

Anstralian

Company

of

"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"

His Majesty^s Theatre, Melbourne

HELEN HAYES and

"HAPPY BIRTttDAY" Company

the

New

Braadhvrst Iheatfe,

York

•

The "JOHN LOVES MARY" Company
Music Box Theatre, New York
.

The

"SHOW BOAF Company

Nixon Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
•

•

•

The "ALLEGRO" Company
Majestic Theatre, New York

Tie
St.

"OKUHQMA!" Compaey
James

Theatre,

The National Company

NewYotlc

of

"OKLAHOMA!"

Park Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio

The London Company

of

"OKLAHOMA!"

Theatre Royal, Prury Lane, London

The "CAROUSEL" Company
National Theatre, Washington, D. C.

GHARLOHE GREENWOOD

and the "I

REMEMDER MAMA" Company

Colonial Theatre, Boston, Massacfiusetts

S54
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and introducing shoes around the audience to prove of entertainment became a part of
early burlesque show. Oddly
fliat there was no iritfc appai'atus tTie
concealed to mcrease his taps. While enough, too; there were all-colored
Eventually dancing became a feaothers did doublerolls, Queen did companies in which the colored perture of the minstrel show. Softshoe
formers blacked up andl " imitated
trebles.
numbers were usually accompanied
themselves. Primrose and West, acby a convention in which a stageBlackface Popular
cording to Mrs. Isaacs, sent out the
hand would' "^come out and scatter
first mixed troupe which they called
blackface
Eventually
entertaina cornucopia of sand before the
"Forty Whites and Thirty Blacks."
footlights as a prelude to the en^^ ment became so popular that perIn one of the last "Follies," Ziegfeld
trance of (he dancer. Sddie Leonard manent companies were set up in
had a minstrel number, with lovely
built
a career around., softshoe Brooklyn, Boston and San f rancigco.
Marilyn Miller in pink tights, breakdancing, and George Primrose was Philadelphia piled up a world's
ing the tradition' of an all-male comparticularly famous for what was record of 20 years' continuous run.
pany. Among the famous minstrel
called "picture dancing," in which Here, under the direction of Frank
troupes were Bryant's, Tony Pashe would come to a sudden rest Dumont some of the greatest stars
tor's, Thatcher's and Dockstadter's;
in the middle of a dance, strike a played, including Lew Sully, Lew
posture with his hands and feet Dockstadter,. Willis P. Sweatman,
It is interesting to note that aland then continue with the 'fiumber, Tom Lewis and Chauncey Olcott.
though Christy, one of the earliest
Charley Queen, one of the most
The original minstrels, of course, 'of minstrel show producers, charged
popular and fastest tap dancers, had their imitators. Among these only 25c. admission> l)e retired with
finished his numbers by passing his were the lady minstrels, whose form a large fortune.
minstrel first-part
Negro dancing.

White Minstrels

.

2(Continued from page 236);

by a northerner in 1849. Tfto
composer was the popular minstrel,
Daniel Decatur Emmett, and he was

written,

do the number

inspired to

the

by,

.

runar'ound
"Diicie"

ham

Bryant's

in

was

theatre,

first

'

Minstrtl.

sung at the Chat-

N. Y., Feb.

17,

1843.

More;than Mty composers' laid claim
to the work, but a manuscript written in his'own hand proved Emmett's
authorship, ll^ater on he wrote a
torkoften sequel called "I'm Going
Hbthe 'id Dixie,"
Emmett was
edited, also with origipaiing the
.

Vatican Choir

.

•

Tour

Fizzles
Mexico

City.

The checkered tour of the Vatican
Choir wound up with disastrous boxtakes

office

here.

Although

the

singers opened fairly well at the
Plaza Mexico, the 65,000 seat bowl

where

bullfights are held, receipts
degenerated to the point where a

performance at the Gine Alameda
had to be cancelled because only 50
ducats were sold, Events ;Were cli-.
maxed with a collection' ts^ken at the
Cathedral of Mexico to provide fare
,

.

out of

tfie

Choir,

country for the group.
thought
by local im.

presarios to be a terrific

''NOT

ONLY 1HE BEST BALLET COMPANY,
BUT ALSO THE BEST LOOKING

TIMES

lintHIN.lilEIIOKY**-N.y.

PM

N.Y. H ERAID TRIBUI4E

MARTIN
By JOHN

^ WALTER XERHY

the
hall .eaoon at

tol

Ballet Theatre in
appears to be Seto^ r?,?^*"
^^'^ ever this
-

season.

minor

Top Form
,Ballet Theatre, by all odds the
best
the ballet companies, opened
a

ot VtsMfl

""V Sure

\

'

M

four-week engagement at the
City
Center Monday evening utider
the

most auspicious of circumstances.

Y.

S

'^"'^
">e applause
loud ana long, J,!''t
the floral tributes
» '^ported
seo'oSo In".^/™"'*- "^l^^
?u '2"" "".advance sales already in
the
box office, you had bettet
and get your tickets if you hurry
want to
see the good things this

DAILY MhtRoi

OH

Ballet Theatre

To Good

Start

«

LUCIA CHASE
;

y.;

...

H. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN

'

icheduiji,-

;'t?r|al«>. That means that
half of the seats for the
en
gagenjent had been sojd be

wOLlVEK

Cheers for Ballet

SMITH.

the

still

has come twcl:
would be hard to

much better than

at Its fliaeit

'°se.
This
wti'l*
IS thj first tjme
that an attraction has charged
more
'thkn $2.40 at the Center

company in

It

aslt for anything

Ballet Theatre

pfiinl

its

opening pwformancs at the

City Center last night. Ovations
wefe" aealtt In order. .

,

Ballej -Theatre

cSny

6^^W

tour-week season at the
City
^v^ning to i
nrf.top
and a $60,000 ad-

the best

homage

as

an

effort to
ficient fare.

to the Vatican Choir in
provide them with suf-

The plan

to guarantee the Choir
10,000 (U. S.) per concert bad to he
dropped, and guiirantee for all .concerts totalled $30,000 in U. S. coin.

Sign Edwards, Grayson
For /Roote' on Coast
Iios Angeles,

Hay Spencer, stage producer,
signed James Edwards and Jesse
Grayson, Negro thesps, for top roles
in "Deep
Are the, Boots," which
opens here at the Belasco theatre
"

Jan. 13.

Howard Bay, production
the

The

N.Y.SUN
name

of b^et, it is pleasant to
welcome
bade so {Steady an organization

as

Ballet

Theater,

SSeM
And

After some or tlie things
that
have happened here in the

which last
night opened a four-week engagewent at the City Center.

which hais withstoodmore^economte
of
assaults than any theatrical organization
i^fehtMurne d to the City Center stage aa

Ballet Th'e'atfe,

maiiflKerial

M

deter.|—

bright, as cheerful arid
mined as ever,
,
„ , i «.
For the first time since the stub-

—

-

advance at
l ast night had a 865.000
'Ihis
the Center's popular prices.
potential
is more than half its
bornly artistitf Lucia Chase began gross' of $120,000 for the engagepouring a personal fortune into went Which will run through Dec,
years
this dance group some ten
is also more than twice last
It
14.
the
that
ag6, there were indications
»t the same
days Spring's advance
long awaited, self-supportinK
..roomy auditorium.
might be at hand. .BallfitThfflUg
.

UmS 1948^49

first booking letter of ten days ago hit» brought such terrific response that
W«
urge you to set your 1948-49. date for kallet Theatre just. as quicklyi at potslUe.
-William rtelds, looking Representative, 030 fifth Ave.,New York 20, NtYk

h«t

Theater.- has rfr
been singled out as
the

a''erg%«dtnr'?i

-designer
is

doing

set.

ATTSmiON!
PRODUCING AND
BOOKING OFFICES
RICHMOND, VA.
Is

Six

I

Hours From

Broadway—

,

BROOKLYN EAGLE

i IMPORTANT • DATES &

in this

ings and publicity.
It was conceded that the general
run of customers just didn't have
enough coin to pay the prices. The
final concerts held- here were billed

at Universal-International,

field.

Our

draw

devoutly Catholic country, did several unscheduled concerts in order
to meet its expenses. They started
at the National theatre at a $3
(U. S.) top, which afterward was
conceded to be too high because of
local economic' conaitions. High' was
dropped to $1.20 (U, S.) for the Cine
Mexico concert, a charge that included the right to see the cuifrent
film.
But at curtain time there' was
only $40 (U. S.) in the till which'
was refunded to the few customei-s.
This occurred despite good advertis-

100 Miles South of
Washington!
With a Theatre-Going
Public of 400,000!

A LEGIT THEATRE IS
AVAILABLE ON RENTAL,
STANDARD SHARING,
PERCEIMTAGE OR FLAT
RATE

'

Contact Jack Stone, Mgr.

WRVA
9th

THEATRE
and Broad Street

Fmrtf^teemd

f^So^gSFr

yimdverstnry

•2SS

'Fwrty'taSorid

bdde Stuff-LegH

Joe Grump^And You Can Have Him

LonghairrLegit

Novel exploitation pamphlet is being used by Edwin Lestef, producer
(Continued from page 238)
(Continued from- page 234)ss;
,
"Song of Norway" to promote the -operetta on tour. It's a two-fold
sheet listing the various recordings (including the Decca album made by win doing it successfully in ''Porgy stage which gives me a chance to talk my head off w;hile everybody has
the original cast, as well as various single disks under the Victor and and Bess" and Kurt 'Weill (artis- to' listen."
Columbia labels) of music from. the show. It's distributed by record shops tically successful though finan"You're some help to the profession,- Joe/' I snarls.
•
cially a flop) With "Street Scene."
thu^Dughput the jioiintry.
"I do my best," is Joe's topper. "Know what?"
Gian-Carlo >Menotti, who has had
BelB.ides the list of. ^Available recordmgs, the pamphlet carries a back"What?"
ground account of "Norway," with the history of the production, story of two operas staged at the Met, and
"I coulda had a piece of 'Oklahoma!' Saw it .in New Haven^ They-needed
coWpser Edvard Grieg and, on a back panel, critical quoted and per- skipped to Bro&dway last season
with his "Medium" and "Telephone," money bad but I wouldn't go in unless they made all the changes I
lormance da^es ih the area where the record' shop is Jocated.
;

'of

'

'

.

.

:

.

;

'

shift over to the" N. 'V'.. City suggest."
Opera Co, in the spring with "The
'And 'they wouldn't—for you, Joe?" 1 say in surprise.
Consul," to show that the longhair'No^not at the time .1 told 'em-^but believe you me, they had 'em in
legit fields do meet.
there by the time they got to Broadway, go whether the Theatre Guild
Legit producer Michael Myerberg like^ it 'or not^I'm one of the authors, but I ain't coUectin' no royalties.^
is dickering, to produce Benjamin
'Hm," I hm'd, "this is. gonna be a great surprise to Rodgers and Ham<<
Britten's
opera^
"The Rape of merstein."
Lucretia," on Broadway^ Myerberg
"Oh, you know authors," says Joe, "by this time they think every change
was leading figure in the move to
I -thought of is theirs. I had the same experience with 'Harvey.' When I
bring Marc Blitzstein's folk-opera,
"The Cradle Will Rock," Which the took a peek at it-in Boston they had a real rabbit on the stage. It sort of
made it unreal, so I tipped -oH Brock Pembecton. to leave out the rabbit.
N. Y. City Symphony Orchestra
Did I get any thanks? No, Six.' Wouldn't even let me buy two seats for
sConUnuecl from page tVlf
performed- in November, to a Broadpo bun-^
way house. Blitzstein is now work- the- opening.^ But if y-p'u seen 'HarveyMately you know' there isn't
picture
about
or that Moscow was resx>ons>ble'for a scene in a nostalgic
>
nies runnin* around the 'stage in Eaves costumes.'*
v
on
operatic
ing
an
version
of
Lillian
w^re
debating
resolution
-shown
a
the '20s <"Margie":>', 'in which students
"The papera oughta do a story on you; Joe.". I says. "You're a character."
Hellman's
drama,
Little
"The
Foxes."
.
should
withdrawn from Nicaragua,

will

.

in his recent
the attorney asked how it happened that he became -so heavily, involved in debt. The producer replied; '"Well, I'll tell
I
.iiyou.
'always had partners in my successes but I was on my own with
th« flops and had to take the full slap."

Mite Todd was being questioned by the referee

Vdtile

'^auKruptdy

itroceedings,'

'

-

•

-

.

Freedom From Fear

'

.

the_Madnes

'that

1^

be

.

idea that it was red propaganda Kddie bowling tried to get produc("The Best Years of Our 1;ioh rights' for Broadway for the
'licb jS%9W.^ ballot rti£usi|Ag:an. ex-Gtl. a loan
liivcs'"),' Wti're'' naive' enough to feei 'there's nothing tittpatriotic about Britten opera, "Peter Grimes,'-, which
in
producing
play
the
middle of the greatest war ih the Met -will- stage next spring. •
making a picture or
a
ally
in
war
-standing
oft our mutual enemy at
history showing our
that
BallerliiM Int* lieeU
- Stalingrad;
In fact, we are even glad that the Russians beat the Germans
Vin that historic battle, despite witnesses at the Washington investigation
Ballerinas are gomg- into legit,
wanted
thifc
.seejm
to::think
that
we
should
have
Nazis to conquer at the
Who
into straight parts. Tilly Losch is in
'
.Volga.
"Topaze" in N. Y. and Irina BaronCongiressional examination of the
''V'Xn^lact,- It is niy contention that
ova will be in "Park Eyes" in Lon"prdp^giknda in {hi Broadway drama would- reveal the disconcerting .fact
don. Dancer' Joan McCracken played
-thit. th^ onljr current 'play containing' «Qti-An^rican sentijnents was
an important -Serious role in the
.-'-"Itarvey," which goes so far as to say that the only likeable Americans are
But .1 don't think we should bother to do anything about Experimental Theatre's production
-the alcoholics.
of "Galileo." Vera Z6rina has played
it.'
Tfhe theatre, I believe^ has enough, gonfidepce in America and dislike
straight parts in legit,, and Tamara
for the police state' to feel that tli^ nation can defend itself against Com-'monism without destroying its own right of free speech. It is, I hope, not Tonmanova has'-donp serious roles in
films.
.^0 ttticettafn of Amerl«BQ demqcrtu^ '«s to doubt its ability to withstand
Lawrence Winters, who got
tota)itarianl«kn without adopting totalitarian ideas.
name in "Call M6: Mister," Todd
1 don't think that it wants to pay the Kremlin- police state the- vast compiimertt ot adapting its methods. After all, there is ^excuse for the police Duncan, who scored in "Porgy and
state in Russia, since it is not a creation of recent years but" hast come Bess," and Muriel Smith and Muriel
down' f roin centuries of Russian history. There is certainly no- reason 'for Rahn, who both got their starts in
"Carmen Jones," have all used these
us, with'-Aut' great tradition of democratic freedom, to desert it and subjitituteJegaliiEe^ intolerance.. Americanism is not conformity. It is, among legit appearances 9s.: springboards
Otherihings, the right'of free inquiry, and I believe the theatre recognizes into the concert fields, for niajor
that, even if Hollywood doeisn't dare.
engagements..,PoJyna Stoska, of the
N. Y. City Opera Co., made a
striking impression- in last year's
legiter, "Street Scene," and as result was signed by' the' Met. The
Met's Norman Cordon switched over
to sing in "Street Scene" and feirtce
then has been singing with the N. Y.
VARIETY'S
City Opera :Co. Evelyn Keller, of
"The Medium,"' Was. signed subsequently by the N. Y. City Opera Co.
Jose Iturbi, a great concert artist,
became a greater concert draw as
well as a pic star, through hi.s filnS
appearances. Laurit? Melchior also
now bestrides two media-^from
.'

hardly be impressed ;by

the'

"You

'

'

not the

-

•

of

a

I

was around when Morosco was. a man and
-

theatre."

\

Just-then the inteijmission. bell rang and

'

-s

Bud.

ain't kiddin',

name

I

mean?" Sam
"Yeah,"

says.

I says,

"I

Sam

pulls

my

'

,-

know what you mean."

sleeve.-

"See-

.

what

.

.

'

,

.

"And by the way "

blurts Sam, as we're being shoved down the wrong
to tell you next intermission about the farmer's daughter
t^e landlord. I'll try to think of the punch line all! through the second

aisle, .''remind

and

me

•

.

.

'

'

-

•

-

act!"

'

•

I didn't hear from Sam again until, the next mornings
"Welt" welled Sam over the phone. "Joe Was right, wasnt lie?"
"What" do you mean right?" I yells back. **Last night's show got raves
».
from every critic in town."
"Yeah, I know)" says Sam. "just as Joe ss^id!"
.

,

,

:

Greetings
from

ANOTHER CAHOLB ON
BIRTHDAY

CAKE—CONGnATULATIONS!

Metopera

BROOKS
costume
/.."

co.

MICHAEL MYERBERG

to films,

The N. Y. City Opera Co., under
Laszlo Halasz, has established a
unique reputation as a popular mass
opera company,^ at a $2.40 top, in
N. Y. It's the latest musical organization to gain prominence in the
field. And director Halasz admits he
has borrowed ideas from Broadway
in
dramatic
ensemble staging
modeled on legits— as well as taken

Mansfield Theatre
New York

—
'

1150 Avenue of the Americas
New York Cify

its singing actors and director.<!. In
return, his company has sent talent
to Broadway. Halasz also proclaims
that Broadway opera (as exemplified

in

"The

Medium"

and

HOUDAY GREeriNGS

"Street

Scene") did more good for his company than almost anything else.
Halasz took stage directors from
Broadway in Jose Ruben, Eugene
Bryden, Teodor Komisarjpvsky. For
Singers, he took Wilma Spence from
"The Merry Widow," Virginia Raskins from "Carousel," Evelyn Keller

from "The Medium," and Virginia
MacWatters, Dorothy Sarnoif and
Ralph Hfrbett from "Rosalinda."
,
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WN YESTEiBDAr
The Hilarious Hit By

GARSON KANIH

NEW

LYCEUM THEATRE

FROM

Courtney Burr ond Ldssor H. Gr«sb«r9

An rNSPECTOR Calls''
By

J. B.

PRIESTLEY

STARRING

THOMAS MITCHaL.
WITH

MELVILLE

COOPER

DORIS LLOYD -RENE RAY -JOHN BUCKMASTER
; JOHN MERIVALE- PATRICIA MARMQNf
~

Directed by CEDRIC
Setting

HARDWICKE

and Coitames by STEWART

CHANEY

BOOTH THEATRE -NEW YORK

CITY

Gemral Manager-^ALKRT H. ROSEN
rrau Rcprtmrnfativcf— PHYLLIS FERLMAN and MARIAN RYRAM
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Forty-second

Annivenmy

one of the earliest Warner
pielure.s. Gros.-ie.-i on the fllm were
among the highest ever to have been
achieved at that time in the foreign
He remained with the comfield.
dayi!,"

OBITUARIES
I
MICHAEL

MEEHAN

pany as its foreign chief until 1933.
At various times he also was as-

London run

at the Shaftsbury thea- sociated with his brother, the .late
she had played the role in the Morris Schlesinger, in Qperatlon of
New York production at the Shubert theatre, Newark.
the Casino theatre. After the-LonHe was a brother of Leon SchleS'
don run of 697 nights, she'^reap- inger, producer of animated car^
peared in a revival of the' piece at toons for Warners^ Sister and an-s
Daly's theatre, N. Y.
other brother survive.
Most of h.er stage life was spent
Suite at the WaldorfrAstoria hotel,
LOUISE BEAODET
N. Y. His most outstanding deals in London, with only occasional
were in Radio Corporation common returns to New York. In almost 10
Louise Beaude't, 86, former actress
shares during the period when "Ra- years of uninterrupted success she who for a time had headed her own
dio" was boomed in the late '20s betroupe, Louise Beaudet Opera Co.,
died Dec. 31 at her home in New
cause pi rapid growth of the radio
In Memory of My
industry then.
York.
She made her debut in a Maurice
cloved HmbaiHl
He was known in the film business
Grau operatic productions in I»onr
because of his, reputed large stake at
.T.

ti-e,

Michael J. Meehan, ^8, one o£ the
most spectacular operators on the
N. Y. Stock Exchange betoi'e 1937,
and noted at that time tor his opeiations in film and radio shares,
died Jan. 2 of pneumonia in his

original

j

,

.

V«iJneadayj Jknuary 7, 1948

She Wanted
of Me." He was a ntemher of the'
American Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers,

Dream" and

"That's All

BAT

C.

HICKMAN

Ray C. Hickman; 52, part owner of
the Washington Theatre Co., which
owned and operated theatres in
Marietta, O., died thei*e Jan. 2.
He had been in the theatre business
for about 30 years, starting with the

Hickman was the^ircuit's traveling representative until 1942, when

he was incapacitated by an automobile accident.

Wife, son and daughter survive.

MARK

'

his
in
tlie company was. so extensive at
one time that he was thought to
have had one or- more representatives on the directorate and his own

man with the corporation in an executive capacity.
Meehan was a big influence in
RKO; since his extensive Keith-

i

,
'

RYAN

DICK

Pathe shares and
holdings in RKO. His influence

'

l

1

appeared in musical comedies such
as "An American Beauty," . "The
Girl From Up There," "Three Little
Maids," "The School Girl," "The
.

Catch of The Season" and "The
Albee-Orpheum preferred holdings Belle of Mayfair."
gave him virtual control o£ the RKO
On a return visit to the U. S. in
theatres while the corporation was
1935 she refused offers to return to
in "yT-B. He had a stake at one time
the stage.'
Blso" in- RKO preferred stock. Malcojm Kingsbergk RKO -theatres topr
GVS'S, SCBI.C:SINGER
executive^ .was i>ne of, his life-long
Gus S< Schleslngier, 6S, who headed
toreigti
department for
W'if«, two daughters and two sons Wamecs'
.

SMipvive.

IN

more than 13

•

•

'.

.

Mark

yeaxs, died J^v. 2 at

LOVING MEMORY

'

"

.

'.

OF

HARRY VON
July 8,

TILZER

died Dec. 29 in West Palm
VirsU Miller, 30, of WCAE enBeach, Fla. He was for^many years
proprietor of a cafe in' Ocean City* gineering staff, died suddenly of a
heart attack .last \yeek. He had
N. J.
joined
the station
than a year
Comfort, who began his singing
career at the age of 12, joined the ago. Wife and child survive.
old Dumont Minstrel troupe in PhilCharles
A.
Miller,
former
57,
theaadelphia in 1908, and was sub'sequently tenor and interlocutor with tre manager in MeadviUe, Butler
shows of "George M. Cohan, George and Connellsville, Pa., died last
week
at
Albion,
some
Pa.,
where
for
(Honeyboy) Evans, George Primrose and Neil O'Brien. He was on time'-novr he 'had been in the restauthe Keith circuit from 1914 to 1926. rant business.
ness,

1872^on. 10. 1946

Im

>

.

His Brothers
:

.

WILL-JULES-HAROLD-ALBERT

EDNA MAT

May., 69; former actress who
starred in New York and London in
-"The Belle ol New York." died
•JTan.
X in Lausanne, Switzerland,
'after a heart attack. Her husband,
Oscar Lewisohn, died in 1917.

Edna

Although born in Syracuse, N. Y.,
where she appeared in children's
plays,. Miss May subsequently went
to Lcndon in the '90s at the age of
IS -and scored a personal success as
,.^the

home

A former manager for George M.
Cohan, he also managed theati-es in
Ottawa, Toronto^ and Montreal. In
1916
join

he quit the exhibitor field to
the old Interocean Film Co.

He

subsequently became associated
with Harry M. Warner and aided

ROGER
Roger
writer

L.

L.

ROSENBI.VM

Rosenblum,

,

60,

song*

who was

credited with' the
to such hits as "One, Dozen
Roses" and the "Oceana Roll," died
of a heart attack Thursday (1) in
Chicago. He was stricken on the
lyi-ics

in setting tip Warner's foreign de-

street while walking near his home.
Other songs for which Rosenblum

partment.

authored

."

words included "Down
While making a European) trip in by the Winegar Works," "When I
Army lassie in "The
Was a Dreamer and You Were My
Yoffc."* Prior to the 1920, Schlesinger marketed "School-^
the.

'

iSalV^tion

BSUe at

.

in Orange, N. J. He had
been relatively inactive in the picture field isilTce 1933.

his

New

'BouiNrNG.PIiilly

J.

to

"Make Mine

S^"^ *^A"*,.*^was a^^i:;
Manhattan,"
hit irom

its

Ri'<:T

night and is now in the tojiout
claw
at the Forrest where it wuds
un itt
two-and-a-half weeks' stav <?Tfiir
day night (10). Wisdom of
for the current session has
shown repeatedly as biz mounted?
"Bonanza Bound" was a floppo and
folded Saturday night (3), It got a
critical
panning and- Wlifavorable

Wn

-

FISHER

Fisher, 51, singer, orchestra

and shortly after came to leader and composer, died Jan. 2 in
America. She appeared - with the Round Lake, 111., o£ heart attack.
MoCauU Opera Go. and also in He composed many songs including
"America" at the Auditorium during "When You're Smiling" and "Oh
In How I Miss You Tonight" and at
the World's Fair in Chicago.
addition to musicals she also ap- variovs times, played with dance
peared in dramatic produptions with bands around' Chicago, He also
James .O'Neil, Jeffreys Lewis, Clara played in the various theatre orMorris, and with William Hbdge in chestras employed* by the Balaban &
Katz circuit. In recent years, he did
"The Man 'From Home."
»
She was also in the William A. a singing act.
Wife and son- survive.
Brady revival of "Jim, The PHvman"
before acting in '"Flo Flo"; and with
ADOLPH
H. WIXTMANN
Laurette Taylor in- "One Night In
Adolph H, Wittmanp, S7, projecRome." During one season she appeared in vaudeville' in a sketch tionist at the Shaw -tiieatre, St<
Louis; died Dec. 28 of heart disease'
entitled "Mother Love."
at
his
home there. He was a son of
She returned to her favorite field
of light opera under the manage- the late Adolph Wittmann, one Of
ment of The Shuberts in "My Mary- the pioneer motion picture theatre
land," and later in "White Lilacs." owners in St. Louis.
Wife
and daughter survive.
Her last appearance was in Patterson McNutt's play, "Hay Fever."
Todd Rubinstein, 45> former nitery
entertainer,
died last week while
V.AVGHN COWFORI!
Vaughn' Comfort, 66, a former visiting friends in Musicians Hall,
In recent years he
blackface minstrel and a veteran Philadelphia.
been
had
in
the
trucking business.
,of more than 40 years in show busidon,

MARY RYAN

13G.

ownership of the Auditorium theaPhiladelphia.
Marietta, and later formed -a
Philly's three leg», holiday
shows
partnership with the late Mort Shea. broke just about ey^, both
as

:

in old

Mellows'

tre,

,

one time

lanbttan' m^,

'

word-of -mouth.
In-betweener of the three openings
wa.s
"Strange
Bedfellows"

which preemed Saturday (27). Notices were good, though not raves,
and audience reaction has been
favorable.

"A

week is without openings,
"The Last Dance" (previously
Friend of the Family") put back

its

preem at the Walnut from Thurs-

This
since

day (8) to next Monday (12). On that
date it will compete with "Burlesque," the Bert Lahr revival at the
locust and "Song of Norway" at the
Sbubert, Tuesday (13) the Forrest
gets "Look, Ma„ I'm Dancing," All
are in for two week stays.
The Walnut is listed for the debat
Jan. 28 of "Mr. Roberts," with Henry
Fonda, the Shubert gets "Carousel"
the same night and the Forrest is
skedded for Maurice Chevalier then.
for
First-'named
in
two weeks,
"Carousel" for an ittdeflnite stay and
Chevalier in for one week. He will
be followed by Maurice .Schwartz,
'
also for a week.
Estimates (or Last Week
"Bonanza Biiund," Shubert (2d
week). Thanks to a capacity hoti.se
New Year's Eve,' this tryout limped
to a sad $15,000; folded Saturday (3).
''

'

'

"Make Mine Manhattan," Forrest
(2d week-). This pre-Broadway tune'Vrell and.steadily built to
$40,0a0r helijedby a tilted Jlew Year's
Eve scale; reirpains this 'week.

up started

'

.

"Strange Redfeilows," Locust

(1st

week).' Fair reaction and generally
gooa $13,000 for the first full week;
current wee'k is the finale.

Sarah L. Thomas^ meihber of the
Walter Thompson ad agency

staff

for

18.

years,

died Dec. 30 in

Santa Monica. She was a sister of
Margaret Ettinger a.nd a cousin of
Louis Nizer's autobiography due
Louella O. Parsons.
soon, title. "Between You and Me: An
AUtobiograi^hy of Spare Time."
Jacob Kramer, 62, father of Burton
Producers Representatives (Irving
Kramer, film editor, and Arthur Lesser and Seymour Poe)- moved
Kramer, story editor, died* Bee. 41 from the Paramount to RKO Bldg.
When "Born Yesterday" goes bein Hollywood.
fore the Columbia .cameras it will
have Sidney Buchman as producer.
Apartment swap with concert
'Carousel' Big $34,000;
manager Clara Weiss gives the Bob
'Norway' Current, Balto (MBS) Swezeys a larger apartment

•

.

on West 57th.
Second annual forum sponsored by
the National Ass"h. of Magazine Publishers has been postponed irom
'

Baltimore.
."Carousel" completed its second
round at Ford's here last week to
resounding biz, helped by the juicy
.

take for New Year's Eve. In currently to a strong advance is "Song
of Norway" with an extra matinee

Friday (9) slated as a benefit performance for the Actors Fund.
Estimate for Last Week
"Caroflsel,"
Fprd's
(2d
week).
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical drew
'

in jflemoriam
1947

a nice $34,000 for its fln?! stanza,
bringing the total gross to $64,000
for the fortnight.

Wiggers* 105G Season
•.

Albany.

.

Setting a boxoffice record for the
outfit, the Univ. of Pennsyljjania's'

.

Jan. 15-lfi to April 27-28.
Lynn Farnol, Goldwyn flack chief,
who went to Miami Beach last week
to 5et "Bishop's Wife" opening, to
Sarasota this week for brief vacation.

Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox adpublicity chief, back at his desk after
a three- week trip to Florida where
he Set up openings in three Htanfl
theatres for ^^Gentleman's Agreement."
Clay

Morgan, executive, aide to
NBC prexy Niles Trammell, fully
recovered from the accident at the
National Assn. of Broadcasters conventiorj, in Atlantic City last fall,

back at his desk.
arid Wig production of "Juleo
Hugo Morris, of the William Morand Romiet" grossed over $13,000 at ris Agency,
a snow casualty. He's
its New Year's Eve performance at
recovering in Roosevelt Hospital
the
3,300
seat
Eastman, theatre, from a fractured leg sustained i^tf
Rochester. At the Grand theatre, Alfall on W. 46th St. at the, height «f
bany, on Friday (2), it pulled in
last week's blizzardt
$4,.348 at a $.3.90 top.
Billy Rose waxes a week's di.sks
During its 27 performances in for his Kreml (Mutual)
series in one
Philadelphia and on the road, the day,
every
at WOR. The
show drew an estimated 50,000 cus- five platters Tuesday,
require about 10 hourS;
tomers,
gro.s.sing
$105,000
minus work; five each for editing his scripts
taxes. It made a profit despite payfor size and for actual waxing.
ing Pennsylvania Railroad $18,000
Herb Drake, veepee and promolor a special train.
tion director for Macfadden Publications, left for the Coast Friday (2)

Mask

JACK BEDASZ
STANLEY

F.

DAWSON

SdPHIE GABY EDELH^IT
JOHN GOLDSMITH
BERNIE

F.

HEAD

OnO

'

KLIVIS

SAM KRAUS

CONN

LITTLE

HARRY ROSSNAGLE
WILLIAM WILKINS

MARRIAGE

Dale Evans to Roy Koger.s, Davis,
Okla„ Jan. li^ Bride and groom are
'

THOMAS

R.

KILLILEA

ALEX YOKEL

fllm thest«.

BIRTHS

for a 10-day stay to confab with studio personnel and handle arrangements for Photoplay Mag's Gold
Medal banquet slated for Feb. 10.
Mayor O'flwyer's edict ordering
pleasure cars off city streets for over
a week, while the record snoW"
storm was being cleared, was tne
laxidrivers' delight. Ditto for taxi

Mr. and Mrs. Oren Root, Jr„ son,
slush ana
York, Dec. 30. Mother is the riders because, despite the
certainly was much easier
former Daphne Skouras, daughter of debris, it
to get around.
,„ ,„
20th'-Fox prexy Spyros Skouras.
WB producer Jerry Wains
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Rodnbk, Jr., brother-in-law. Baron Polan (Condaughter, Pittsburgh, Dee. 13, Father nie Wald's brother) manages .Kay
owns a theatre in Oakmont, Pa,
Thompson & Williams Bros. Plan.^
Mr. and Mrs. Don Morgan, son, keeping the well publicized act oui
unH
Hollywood, Dec. 30. Father is a of N. Y. as long as possible
sure of proper showcasing. Herbert
press agent.
Jacoby-Max Gordon, who jusi
Mr.o and Mrs. Hy Freedman. son,
bought Cafe Society Uptown, maj
Santa Monica, Dec. 31. feather is a preem their new acquisition wuh int.

New

ASSOOAliON OF THEATRICAL PRESS AGENTS AND MANAGERS
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Mlon

Mex

GULLS NlttTIG

Amusement stocks hit the skids in 1947 alter spectacularly rocketing
in price during the war years. Official computations of the New York
Stock Exchange discloses that all entertainment stocks listed on the
exchaoge tobogganed a total of $257;716,843 in the year just ended,
Quoted on the big board are the seven film majors (United Artists
e3i;(:epted), Reptiblic, the radio networks, record companie.s. etc.
Market VSflue of amusement stocks as of close of business on Dec. 31
was $66,909,714, against $525,626,557 for the year before. Average price
of amusement stocks dropped to $16.27 per share compared to $23.01
at the end of 1946.

Propaganda to

OF
James

Petrillo

C.

business with the networks. He's
asked for a meeting with web chieftains, and they're scheduled to get

Phil Silvers'

'

.

.

WtVIAL-TV. and WCBS-W wiU demands for more money, which
cover the proceedings next Petrillo wants, along with, the asfiscal year beginning July 1, 1948. Monday
(19) and Tuesday, when surance that the networks will use
Budget was sent to Congress yester- AFM prexy' James C. Petrillo is ex- more men. What they do pi-omise
day (12) by President Truman.
pected to' take the stand

.'fot>-the

NBC

also

:

'

indicates continuing high volume use of motion pictures and radio
in government activity, ho slash in
the 2D%''- admissions tax, and a
$tepped«up foreign information service; The budget also asks a small
iticrease next year for the operation
of the Federal Communications Commission.
In the official prediction of tax
receipts, the budget message estimated that Uncle Sam would receive
$360,000,000 from the 20% bite On

'

all

1948

admissions during the current
fiscal year ending June 30.
(Continued on page 24)

the potential of additional employment, particularly through television, when and if Petrillo is ready
to talk video and FM deals.
And on the basis ot network strategy, any deal for a future contract
will also involve FM and tele.
On
the former, the webs want duplication on their own terms. As far as
they're concerned, the music goes
over
(Continued on page 69)
is

,It

Chifl

Burns

Peck, Russell Faves

can newsreel companies, still hopWith 'Agreement'
ping mad over reports, yet undenied,
that J. Arthur Rank has copped the
Oscar Derby
exclusive franchise for the summer
High Costs Force
games, have been told that only
Reno, Jan. 1,3.French and Swiss cameramen will
Winteivbook on Hollywood's Oscar
be permitted to film the winter Derby went to the post at the Mapes
French Production
sports, set to go in Switzerland hotel here with prices on the lead30.
ing, entries. Here they are:
Of Fifans to Standstill Jan.
The five Yank newsreel outfits
Best Actor Gregory Peek, even
Paris, Jan. 13.
have promptly advised their Paris money; William Powell, 2-1; Ronald
Film production here has now reps to file protest at the freezeout
6-1; John Garfield, 6-1,
come to all but a standstill. Promise action and to, demand the reasons Colman,
Best Actress
Rosalind Russefi;
o£ the early postwar period that
(Continued on page 69)
Young, 2-1; Deborah
9-5; Loretta
Paris would soon become a flourish-.
Kerr, 4-1; Irene Dunne. J-K
Ing
production center, providing
Best Picture "Gentleman's AgreeCurtsy
to
Grant:
Pic
most, of the films required for the
ment," 8-5; "Life With Father," 2-1;
(Continued on page 2)
*Cary and Bishop's Wife'

Sps

In the first- major move to break
down the barrier against television
set up by Hollywood film producers,
NBC yesterday- (Tuesday) signed a
five-year deal with Jerry- Fairbanks
Productions calling for Fairbanks to
make any and all films that may be
required by the web.

Yanb

international
fracas
who's going to lens this year's Olympic games is at the boiling point
again over a new dispute revolving
around the winter matches. Ameri-

Video

Major Fdm Pact

Winter Olympics

The

tests

Television's 'fitst big comedy show, Inc. a 'gainst the practice of "eirtrem-*
will star Phil Silvers, is cur- i3ts" who are' banned frSm the air
rently being prepped for an early in this- country .signing up wjth
of Ameri- powerful Mexican stations' to beam
can Tobacco Co. (Luckies). Show, their propaganda at the U. S. from
as yet untitled, is being set by the the other side pf the border.
Foote, Cone & Belding ad agency
In letters to the FCC and to Secand the .Music Corp of America,
retary of State George Maishall, L.
Tentative plans call for Silvers to M. Birkheaji of the Friends of D?be surrounded by an all-star cast, mocrr.cy, has urged action to stol*
with a total weekly budget' of some broar'oaSts of a half-d02en allegedly
.$9,000.
Show will probably be aired "Fasc-ist-minded".
Fnndamentalisfc
Sunday nights, only night that "High preachers from the Mex stations.
Button Shoes." Silvers' Broadway Tlie Friends have also protested airlegiter, does not have a performance.
ing of commentator Upton Close
Lisa Kirk, featured smger in the fiom two 15D-kiIowatt transmitters
Broadway production of ''Allegro," in northern Alexieo.
has been mentioned as the femme
F?ct is th^f FCC; which had no
star for the show.
power to keep Qither Close or the
Fundamentalists off the U..S. ether,
ha-? even less authority over Mejt
racii.)
operations. Under a present
"gqntlpmen's agreement" running
through '48, both Mescico and thie
U. S. agree to protect each others

Pacje,UJS. Reveals

!

Washington, Jan. 13.
Both the FCC and the State Department are mulling strong profrom Friends of Democracjr,

Tele

which

To Hold Current

'.

9G

preem under sponsorship

Film Admissions

next year and one-half, is
forecast in the U. S. budget- for the

U.S. Stirs J^rotests

wants to talk

together tomorrow (Thurs.) in New,
York. Petrillo's overture is interpreted to mean that he's not anxious
for a strike and, wants to talk .terms.
Petrillo on Television
Among the network brass there's
Radio broadcasters in New Yorlc an increasing conviction that there
had a chance to sit in on, the House won't be any strike of musicians;
labor- committee's hearings on the that, come Fob. 1 and the expiration
Arnprican Federatiori of Musicians of the present contract, the musiyesterday (Tuesday) through the cians will continue working without
i
medium of television. Hearings, in a new pact until a final settlement
which National Assn. of Broadcast- has been reached.
ers prexy Justin Miller took the
Just what the terms of settlement
st-.nd were broadcast by WMAL- will be is anybody's guess; but net;
TV. Evening Star outlet in Wash- work spoliesmen are certain that,
>v; Washington,
Jan. 13.
i.igton, and piped to N. Y. over the
when it comes to yielding on terms,
A levelingjotl.at the nation's box- Bell System's coaxial cable, where it will be Petrillo and not the webs.
offices, which will keep admissions they
were" aired by WCBS-TV
The attitude of the networks at
",#t .-Aflrproximately .the present "rate
(CBS).
the moment is not to give.- in o,n

-

Beamii^ of Extremist

Stations

,v

.

I

To

I

Win

;

sionils across the border.
The Friends' letter to Marshall
su'trests he call attention of the
Mexic'cin government to the fact that
a'l oE tiio.'-.e operator we're dropped
from U. S. stations and are merely
usirg this back-dcor method to
booties
"Un-American"
so-called
philosophies
into
country,
this

embarrassment that several owners
Major. Holly wood produeers have
(Continued on page 46>
been flirting with tele broadcasters
for the last several months but -tlsfeir
overtures to date have gone no
Pix in Taveras,
further lhan the reported offering of
their
newsreels for video transmission. Fact that NBC, among the
leaders in the tele industry, has now
signed with Fairbanks, it's believed,
may well prod some of the top

Hollywood

to

get

into

.

,

Dualed With Video,

Sparks Exhib Gripes
•

stu-ilios

•

Should t-he Secretary follow through
on this request he may find to his

Newark. Jan.

,

the

IS.

Exhibs' latest migraine, a fast
video business immediately, or else
featake a qhance' on getting left out in .-piead in the booking of 16xn,
enterthe col<? in what could well mean a 'lures into taverns 'and bars to
elbow-benders, is now sparking
tain
lucrative sideline to their regular
theatre
from
opposition
hypoad
activities.
Move is seen as a major step by groups. Tagging the n6w gjmmiqk
Alli^
NBC in paving the way for its future as a thiheat. New Jerseymembcrnetwork operations. Production of mulled countersteps in a
the Newark Athletic Club. Action on
(Continued on page 46)
the part of the Theatre Owners of
"Mourning Becomes Klectra," •^1;
America has already been asked by
Samuel Goldwyn is experiment- "A Double Life," 8-1.
Paris 'Verdoux'
complaining D. C. theatremen.
Elia Kazan. 9-S;
Best Director
in bars first caught ott
ing with changing the title of "The
Clerk Plx playing
3-1: John Ford, ^-1;
Cukor.
George
(Continued cn page Tl)
Bishop's Wife" to "Gary and the
Paris, Jan. 13.
George S. Kaufman, 5-1.
Bishop's Wife." Switch is a curtsy
Charles Chaplin's ''Monsieur VerEdmund
Best Supporting Actor
to Gary Grant, one of the stars.
2-1; Richard Widmat'k, 7-5; doux" is scheduled for release here
Some potential theatregoers appar- Gwenn, Currie, 2-1; Sidney Green- Friday (16),- but a bank dark named
Finlay
ently thought the original tag conHenri Vefdbux—'a very uncommon
street, 6-1.
noted a religious film rather than a
Celeste name here-^has retained an attorney
Best Supporj,ing Actress
comedy, and Goldwyn forces feared
Boston, .Tan. 13.
/
Holm, 2-1; Ma'rjorie Main, 2-1; Ethel to .seek an injunction to halt exhibiit might be hurting business of the
tion of the film pending changes.
and
New stanza on'
Barrymore.' 4-1; Anne Revere, 5-1.
Grant-Loretta Young.-David NlvenI£ alterations are not made, Ver'Vankte network turns up one ot
starrer.
doux claims he will sue for damages, pioneer
radio
personalities
irt
of the
New title haf; been tried in sorAc
charging the picture not only is an B. A. Rolfe, who took a mike
New York newspaper advertising
invasion of his privacy but also de- Saturday
modified
(11)
as
a
Bciail DLili Selicr
for the run at the Astor theatre on
fames his character. Film's distrib- disk
Program, -a
^Ballerina"
jock.
halt
Broadway. Results were considered
utor. United Artists, -as yet is un- hour slot, is billed as "At Home with,
Retail Sliect Music Seller
successful. Whether the switch will
decided whether to comply with the B. A, Rolfe," originating in the re"Ballerina"
be permanently made on a national
clerk's demands.
tired showman's home in Mansfield,
"Most JBequeslea" Disk
basis, Tiowever, will be determined
Meanwhile, Verdoux's colleagues Mass;, 30 miles out of town.
"Ballerina"
are now nicknaming him "Landru,"
Starting as a piccolo player in his
by results of the Woods theatre
Seller on Coin Machines
"Baller'na"
which is the name of the guillotined tatbei's band at the age of six. Bolts
opeiiinc! in Chicago Monday (12), for
B.itish Sheet Seller
original Bluebeard who inspired the was a circus and vaude performelT:
which .all billing used the "Gary and
'Apple, Blossom Wedding"
Chaplin pictute,
(Continued cn page 71)
the Bishopis W,i£e" label.

—

—

—

Now

B£RLIN-KRASNA TUNER

FORB'WAYrROD.BYR-H
,

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Irving Berlin and Norman Krasna
are
working on "Stars on "
Shoulders," a new musical comedy
slated. for early summer production

My

by Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Berlin has 10
Hammerstein, 2d.
tunes ready and Krasna has finished
the first draft of llie book. Krasna
gets equal billing, with a hot royalty
deal.

By Namesake Bank

—

—

BAROLFEdTsKJCCK;
CANADA LEE MAY RIDE
,

•

Tops

Tops

''

.

be "Lady
Rodgers and
producers of
"Annie Get
Krasna's

Stumped

—

:

Understood the main character is
ex-general and the story line is said
to

.

.

Day" in reverse.
Hammerstsin are the

for a

Berlin's mu.sieal smash,
Your Gun," and of

straight

"John Loves Mary."

comedy dick,

.

WNAC

a

^

'

.

MISCELtJINY

Vc«liM»id«y» 'January 14^ 1948

SIMM

Wary

Shades of Savoy

Daniages

From Mrs. Rogers 8 Others iii Suit
Hollywood, Jan.
filed

day

(12)

Sam

$1,000,000 damages
by Emmet Lavery yester-

Widow

t>£

—

Gets Bulk

Of

Brennan: I will what's the name of the house, ,.
Savoy: It's called the Never Raid.
Brennan; How nice^ tell me, do the apartments overlook the river?
Savoy; No—rbut they overlook everything else.,..
Brennan: You girls have been .living up there fqr a long time,
haven't you?
Savoy: Yes, but we're going to get put Out,
Arennan: Why?
Savoy: Ohi Margie gave a party, and she invited -a whole croivd
of mounted, policemen- up to the apartmenti
BrenMltt; Well, I don't see any harm in that.
v
"Savoy: There> was no harm in it BUT they tried to drag their

H«^inge]:. E^ti|te

—

Los Angeles, Jan. 13.
Will of the late Markf'pellinger,
filed for probate h6re,;Vaves the

•

James McGuinness, Ayn
Rand, Franlt O'Connor (Miss Rand's
husband), Town Hall, Inc., and ABC,
Ai'tliur,

charging defamation

Brennan: Tell me Evelyn; where »»* you girls living.
Savoy: Up on Riverside Drive, It's a lovely apartment. You must

come up!

against Mrs. Lela Rogers,
Wood,' Morrie Ryskind, Robert

i

bulk

character In
Sept. 2 last

of

his

hi;

to

$36f),00i)>' leState

year.' It replaces similar suit levelled

linger's

River"

defendants.

is-

KEN MURRAY'S

Ex-Screen Writers Guild prexy's

«ult asks $200,000 for damages to his
"BUACKOUTS OF 1948"
play, -'The Gentleman from Athens,"
9^ El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
which folded last month after four
MURRAY'S n^w
Watch for
days 'on Broadway; another $350,000
length film production
featui'e
•for "mental anguish" and injury to
"BILL.
COO"
bis occupation and reputation; $250,000 for damage to his earning capacReleatsed Utrough BiepubUc Pictures
ity, and $200,000 punitive damages.
Suit, filed by attorney Max Fink,
Waslungton; Jan. 13.
charges that Mrs. Rogers made
Trials of the 10 Hollywood figures
speech accusing Lavery of being a cited for contempt of Congress will
Communist sympathizer, protector begin Feb. 9. Cases will be taken up
and apologist for a Red conspiracy, one at a time,, the original idea of a
of writing suhversive literature; 'and mass trial having been completely
of being un-American in his political dropped.
Date and order of 'the
•beliefs aiid ideology. Talk was made
trjais. was .decided Jast .Friday., (0)
<1]efore "a"n immediate audience of
when the defendants were arraigned
2,.500 persons and aver the facilities
after traveling here from Hollywood
of the ABC network of 126 radio
All 10 pleaded"nat guilty" of con'Stations with an audience of approxiarraignment.
mately 10,000,000," and was "scan- tenipt at their
Meanwhile, Rep. J.-Parnell Thomas
permanence of the United iService
dalously, falsely, wilfully and malf(R., N. J.)i chairman of the House
.ciously defamatory." Wood, Ryskind,
Organizations and its showbusiness
Arthur,.McGuinness,. Miss Rand and Un-American Activities Committee,
aim, the USO-Camp Shows, as an
are
as writers of made clear in a. broadcast over CBS

Feb.

Trials

Of 'Hollywood

KKN

AND

10'

.

'Reserve

Duly

For Camp Shows

.

.

h Truman Tribute

,

.

last

are accused of de-

week

that the

..i.JToi/.

Noel Coward to Frisco
To 0.0. His Tonight'
Noel Coward, who arrived in New'
last week aboard the Queen
Elizabeth, trained to San Francisco,
Saturday. (10) to^.o. hb "Tonight' at
8: 30," current at the. Curran theatre
there, with Gertrude Lawrence as
the star. Prior to his departure .fo<v
th«r Coast, he declared he waS'>uncertaih as to the length of his: present stay in the U. S..:.
Coward also stated that he would
definitely produce aiid direct his cur-

SWG

3

London

rept

"Peace

hit,

Our

in

Time," for Felippo del Giudice's Pilgrim Pictures within the year. Re-

WB

Funds

TALKING MILLION

WADOON'

DEAL FOR

9

Use

'

Protest was accompanied by a threat
td seek: an injunction tying up all
Guild films in case the Hugo Butler
-.resolution is adopted at the mem'•bershlp meeting tonight (Tues.).
'
Statement by the three members
declared the Guild constitution provides that funds were to be used
«nly in the prosecution of Guild
business.
It was pointed out that
the defense of individuals and their
political beliefs is not OuUd busi:

'Macbeth' (Redgrave)

Eyed

for

Broadway

Richard Aldrich, Norris Houghton
and Robert Woods .planed to London last Saturday (10) to gander thie
production of "Macbeth," -starring
Michael' Redgrave. Idea is to rate
the revival's chances for Broadway.
If the trio -likes the show, the plan is
to import the entire company, with
Theatre Inc., sponsoring the presentation on Broadway.

'

'

March 8; Herbert Biberman, March
Edward Dmytryk, March 15;
10;
Adrian Scott, March 17; Ring Lardner, Jr., Marcti 22; and licster Cole,
March 24.
_
The cases were listed in the order

morrow

(Thurs,).

original
Major Bowes
CBS) will preem for
television Sunday (18), 7 to
will be produced by
the same staff that handled the radio
jprogillm for the late Major Bowes.
Detailed plans for the production
are to be set today (Wednesday) in
huddles with
statioij chief

Radio's

amateur hour

(

DuMont

8 p.m.

members

m m

•

'

Show

.

.

and Dmytryk demands
from RKO These figures
include $750,000 exemplary damages

$1,382,500
$1,783,425

WARD

Back

.

-

f

boat.

,

Richards, cooperating rjs c e i v e r
maker-distributor, will repeat next
Saturday from the mezzanine, ratlier
than from the rear of the screen as
Clearer, brighter image
first done.
is expected. Patrons seated waiting
in the lobby will be entettained with
the same screen, which will be semipermanently installed for continuous
reception of all available video.
.Despite
an unwarranted third
week for "Tycoon," matinee trade
was $300 over the previous Saturday and the house wound up
.

'

:

Due H'wood
To Make One

Belita

J.

up

in

the cast,.

Arthur Rank

is

in formation ..of a

Don Dewar
Thomas Weston

13.

Ampara Itutbi
Georgie Jessel
Eric John.ston
Boris JCarlofl

Moe Kerman

^writers,

Stanley Kramer
Lotte Lehmann
Mervyn LeRoy

Marina Koshetz

and

exhibs.

Goodwill films will promote objectives specifically of the International Council of Christians and

a

lack

foreign

exchange^par-

American

dollars— every-

of

.sales

abroad.

'

Results has been that banks here
which- invested in production got
Stuck for Gon,siderable quantities of
coin.

Consequently, they will make
loan.^. So producers are

no further

just out of business.

William Lundigan
Joel

Only an occasional film is being
made here now. One of the few in
production is the puppet"Allce in
Wonderland," being produced toy
Lou Bunin, an American, with aid
of the French government.

•

Noel Coward
Filipo del Giudicc

Andy

Russell

Al Schwalberg
Frank Seltzer

Zoltan Korda

Ann Sheridan
Bart Sheridan
Paul Stewart
Vince Terri

•

—

Alida Valli

Jules Ziegler

Herbert

Max

N.Y. to Europe

Yates
E. Youngstein
J.

Europe to N. Y.

Sir Rupert D'Oyly Carte
Paulette Goddard

Burgess Meredith
OUYe.r A. Unger,

McCrea

Dorothy McGulre
Laurit? MelchiOF
Robert Miontgomeiy
Donald Nelson
Lew Parker
William Rowland

Max Gordon
Alan Jarvis
Arnold Manhoff
Lewis Milestone
William Pereira
Harry Salter

-

David. Lipton

,.

where, there are no

*

,

Rosalind Keith

discuss necessary steps. Meet is to
be attended by reps of all branches

markets.
Inflation
ha.s
pushed
budgets -so far skyward that there's Jews, now in process of creation.
no hope of .a producer getting out
on his investment without a large
N. Y. to.L. A.
,
income on his films from other counClarence Brown
tries. With trade- impossible through
George D. Burrows
ticularly

,

Hardwicke
Verbena tiebbard
Harry Hornei:
Donald Hyde
Sir Cedric

taking the lead

distribs

Gilpatric

Jack Gross

permanent com-

producers,

,.

Eddie Cheyfitz
Hernando CouFtrigbt
Frances Dee
Milt De Lugg

mission for production of pix pro-

the high costs of proplus .the lack of foreign

,

Robert S. Benjamin
^Allyn Butterfield

moting inter-racial goodwill. Rank
will summon a confab of Briti.sh pix
leaders during the cuh-ent month to

is

.

.

Abe Burrows

Rank

London, Jan.

.

Joseph Berdhatd
Claude Binyon

British Brotherhood

Fosteied by

,

'

•

French Frod.

•

same

:

.

.

,

,

IS.

a regular program

the day only $8Q0 behind the pre*
vious Saturday. Event was only
mildly publicized. Card comments,
London, Jan. 13.
apart itom, sonie c6mplaints , about
Extension of her leave of absence
the frequency and windiness of
from Metro has enabled Gladys Union: Oil's
read
commercials;
Cooper to accept an offer from
"wonderful," "excellent," "thrilling,"
Henry Shereltcto appeal in "The In- "better than being at race," "Iqt's
different Shepherd," a new play by
have
more"
aiid "momentous."
Peter Ustinov. It ,will be the first
stage rble the veteran actress has
had in years. Piece is scheduled to
L. A. to N. Y.
preem in the West End some time
Louis K. Ansell
jiext month, with the star portraying

a vicar!s wife.
Prior to her departure from Nei
last November, Miss Cor
said she planned only a brief vacaChevalier
in
tion inasmuch as she was due back
on- the Metro lot by Dec. 27 for posPicture sible retakes on the Gable-TurnerHollywood, Jan. 13.
Baxter, "Homecoming." While here
Maurice Chevalier is due back she has been visiting her daughter
here in November to make a pic for and son-in-law, actor Robert Morley.
an undisclosed studio. He says it's
a script in which he's "deeply in

Reason

B.O.

of theatre television

in a
deluxe flrstrun touched off audience
cheers Saturday
when the
(10)
Pantages offered as a televised
feature the' races at Santa Anita
on an 8-by-lO :^oot sc;reen. Comment
cards reflected Audible approval.
Now Rodney^ Pantages, indie operator, declares he's convinced he's on
the right track and will continue to
expand.
Event was heavily attended by
exhib,- pip .industry toppers and
virtually every flrstrun manager in
town. Trade reaction was generally
favorable 'for 20-minute break-in
despite .fiepift tone and fog that set
in midway in p]«st>intation at the
track. Now aiwaitiug a special, lens
from the east, Pantages and Jack

York

duction,

World preem

as part of

heart circuit.

•

;

picture in rpechnS-

the

Gladys Cooper to Do
Sherek Play in London

each case. Cole, who was susby Metro, is
asking restoration to the payroll and terestcd."
an injunction restraining the stucSo
Understood Paramount 'wanted to
from: suiipcnding him again: He dO' team him with Bing Crosby for one
Clares his contract prevents him film but Chevalier wanted
$250,000
from seeking employment elsewhere. for film, '^o deal fell through.
Dalton Trumbo and Adrian Scott,'
the only other members of the "unfriendly 10',' who were employed at
the time of the indictment, will file
similar suits this week,
ss ^o^(:inued from page 1 —
Robert W. Kenny, Hartley Crum,
Ben Margolis and Charles Kati, at- cinemas of France and
challenging
torneys for the 10, filed the papers.
Hollywood abroad, has vanished.
in

James McNeil and the DuMont proAcU Kill Scott filed suit against
duction staff. It's expected that sevchanges will be made in the RKO over the weekend for Sl,314,'show's original format to dress it 200. He asked. $500,000 for "being de-,
for tele.
Sunday's program will prived of artistic and: intellectual,
$etrv6 as a showcaser for potential gratification," $250,000 for "humiliasponsors.
tion and an/uish,". $473,200 for optional increa.ses and $91,000 for contract compensation.
He 'said that
Niven
to U. S.
pact signed F^b. -lO, 134-7, guaranteed
London. J'an. 13.
liim 104 consecutive weeks at startDavid Niven, who has been here ing wage of
$1,400 weekly, that RKO
to star in Sir Alexander Korda's
acted in bad faith, "without cause,"
production
of
"Bonnie
Prince
firing him for refusal to answer unCharlie," recently completed, Mrill
American Activities Committee
Bail for the U. S. on the Queen Eliza'
que;^ion,
beth Saturday (17).
Accompanying him will be his
two sons, David and James. While
Abner Out for Checkup
Jiere, Niven 'attended the Command
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Performance of Goldwyn's ^'The
Norris Goff, the Abner of Lum and
Bishop's Wife," in which he is
Alsner, i.s being written out of script
'Starred.
Rex Harrison and Lilll Palmer tor the next two weeks.
(Mrs-. Harrison) are sailing on the
He's undergoing a physical check'.eral

If

will make
color.

Hypoed

Hollywood, Jan.

.

were filed here by Ring Lardner, Jr.,
Edward Dmytryk and Lester Cole,
three of the 10 who lost their studio
jobs following., their indictment for
alleged contempt of congress.
Lardner is suing 20th-Fox for

pended without pay

Bowes Ams on Tele

.

of the Commu- Army -Navy, citation to
the enternist Party. Eight were also indicted tainment
industry for USO-CS.' warfor tetusiil to say whether they were time service.
e
b e r s of the Screen Writers
With the beginning of the year,
Maximum .penalty is $1,000
Guild..
USO-CS has been replaced by Veter.
fine'and a year's imprisonment on
ans Hospitals Camp Shows to entereach count.
tain long-term patients in vet hospitals throughout the country. New
Trio File Damaee Suits
organization, headed by Lastfogel,
Los Angeles, Jan. 13.
Damage suits running into millions now has 10 units touring the purple

were,

tliey

.

Houghton staged the production in
London. Trio is due to'.fly back to-

second honor given to USO-CS._in
as many weeks. The week previous,

Gen. Omar T. Bradley, former
Army's chief of stall and head of
which "the men appeared before Veterans Administration, praised its
All were efforts at a banctuet on the Coast,
the Thomas Committee.
indicted for refusing to say whether Gen.
Bradley presented a joint

in

'

.

USO-CS, attended the ceremonies.
The presidential citation was the

Mits,
•

'

-

:

Theatre Tele to Patron

.

Hollywood probe

;

Brennan..'

LA Pantages Preems

York

:

.

i

too!

cent press reports indicated shooting was to have been shelved clue
However,"" the
to lack of 'financing.
essential part of the U. S. fighting playwright said if that was the case
forces is seen with President Tru- he was perfectly willing to wait until
trying to do damage to is far from ended.
. Jiberately
''
^
''As a result of our hejarings," said man's ofl-the-eufl remarks in the money becomes available;
Network and Town
"Gentleman.''
-Hall, Inc., are named for permitting Thomas, "the motion picture industry ceremonies at the White Rouse last
has -fired these lO personsi ,and has week in which the organization' was
:tl>«i. broadcast.
apparently set about to put its' house, given an honorable discharge.
in order, somewhat belatedly, howMr. Truman, after praising the
ever,-! must say. But I wish to serve USO's wartime efforts, declared: "If"
Protest
notice upon the motion picture in-, I have anything to say about it, you
Hollywood, Jan.' 13.
dustry and to advise the public that can have your discharge, but always
Indicted
for
our investigation of Hollywood is far with the idea that you are on call
Warners is reported talking a deal
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
from over."
emergency develops with producer Cheryl Crawford and
in case an
?7rotest against the use of funds
Tlie defendants and trial dates in which will make it necessary for Witers Alan Jay Lerner and Fredof the Sqreen Writers Guild to de- the contempt actions are: Joh'nilow- you
organization ejcick Loewe for the purchase of
to
revive
the
fend nine film .scripters cited for ard Lawson, Feb. 9; Dalton Trumbo, which you are disbanding."
"Brigadoon," undefr a percentage arcontempt of congress was filed by Feb. 16; Albert Maltz, Feb. 23; Alvah
Abe Lastfogel and Lawrence rangement that 'would net the legitthree members, Allen Rivfcin, Adele Bessie,
Feb. 25; Samuel Ornitz,. Phillips, president and veepee of ers close to $1,000,000,
Buffington and Arthur V. Jones.
the deal goes throhgh, Warners

named

the speech,

-.

•

,

HORSES up

.

O'Connor

•

:

WEEK!

291iil

•

beinjg carried out.

,'

.

,

widow, Gladys Glad Hellinger.
Court was informed that Helwish to be buried "in a m^iUT
at Mrs. Rogers two months ago and
withdrawn for addition of eight new soleum adjaceft<^x.tO .>thie}(3iaelkon

a networic broadcast on

It.Y.-

tre,

13.

seeking

Suit

was

& Brennaii

A couple of laughs from a typical. Savoy & Brenwn rott(jn« os dojie
in the Zie0feld & Dilllngliam show, "MUs 1917,'' at the Century SPftea-

Rex Harrison
V

David Niven
Palmer

Lilli

,

:

FOR MAJORS

$45,000,000
WF Goes Way of Other An-Industry

Brit. Trial

Projects as Exhibs Toss Brickbats

Balloon Proposal on Tax

Punctured by Sharp U.

of sweetness and -t"
wliich IJie Itlotloa Picture'

The atmost)here
light in

Foundation wait blrthed in New
Orleans in December, 1M6, is fading
linder an increasing volume of briokfront

toats

dissident

exhibs
Hailed as

X

Virus
blue about their inability to get bank
Marks Spot
loans for picture-making, the shoe
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Flu Type A, formerly known as is definitely on the other foot so far
X, continues to interfere with as the majors are concerned. With

Indie

throughout the country.

all-industry, non ^ controversial
project in which the two-by-four
theatre operator could join hands

ijin

While indie producers are feeling

Vir.us

shooting schedules on the major lots,
with several new cases reported.
Directors are
shooting around
Jeanne C'rain, Vanessa Brown, Gail

in revolving credits
available to 'five of the Big Eight
companies, they've drawn less than
$35,000,000, • And the banks aren't

$80,000,000

with the majors, the MPF is now
happy about it.
the target of increasing attaiiks as a Russell, Angela Lansbury, Carmen
Fortunately for the companies,
jbig»company strategem to win sup- Miranda and Richard Conte.
however, the credits were set up at
port ior their "cast-off .employees"
iust the right time-^mostly during
by exhibs with no real interest in
the past year. Interest rates have
the program.
>
gone_ up all along the linfe oti inr
The industry's philanthropic plan

.

to raise a minimum of $20,000,000 is
pilso getting the rap,from some trade
circles
closed
as
a
corporation
steered by major company biggies.
Complaint is being voiced that the
Smaller execs and indie theatreowners aren't being, taken into the
confidence of the board of trustees,
and that .meetings are. being staged
ibehind closed doors;
Program has
.also been attacked by tTorth .Central

MPAA Pushes

.

demand from

industrial and!
commercial firms, and. the major
filmmakers would have to pay at
least
to 1% more for the money
if the credits were negotiated today.
As it has turned out, the com-

creased

Monty Caught

London, Jan,

RKO

13.

has been obliged to do

some censoring on

"Crossfire."

Original version included a line
which, referring to a character
in the film, said: "That fellow
Montgomery is no use to any

AsU.S.CoinAid

.

-press preview in London, critics laughed at this unintended joke about Field Marshal Lord Montgomery. David
Jones, fiKO publicity chief, deleted the sentence from the
sound track.

%

panies were cautious beyond their'
needs in arranging the- revolving
funds on which they can draw for
production. The s i t u a io n. may
switch in a year or two, but up to
now current income has provided
most of the cash needed for picture-

the 75% tax deflated it almost before
it got into the air.
Some significance
was attached to it, however, in that
it indicated a mood for compromise
no matter how small. And industry leaders were anxious to snap at
anything that would point to a lightening of an Otherwise extremely
bleak outlook for the return of pix
to England in' the foreseeable fu-

.
'

—

-

'

army."
At the

,

Foreign Prod.

Disfavor

S.

American industry reaction to the
balloon floated by the British
last Friday (9), on a compromise for
trial

in Crossfire

Exchange Reacts

ture.

,

Compromise offer came in a statement from Sir Henry French, director-general of the British Film Producers Assn. He said that he ".understood" the British government
was willing to discuss an adjustment
which would allow the Americans to
retain any money earned by British

pix in the U. S., in addition to the
25% of their English earnings they'd
get under the current 75% ad valorem tax law. In both England and
the U. S., it was widely assumed that
Sir Henry's statement was not made
without his government's knowldege.
Sir Henry's ray of light followed
two successive blows last week at
the hopes pf peace on the tax issue.
Evidence that Investors in film First was a public statment from
Hollywood by Eric Johnston, prexy
stocks have already considered the
of the Motion Picture Assn. of
effect of sliding profits was strength- America, and the
second was a talk
.

Only Mildly to U,

The Motion Picture Assn. of
America, in an unusual action yesterday CTuesday), publicly urged producers to liquidate their frozen coin
Latest beef is that of Allied Kocky abroad by making pictures or sendMountain Independent Theatres aired ing location crews to six specified making;
bterest Lost
in its current bulletin. Bef using to foreign countries.
Not only will
The credits- are thus left largely
sanction the MPP, the local l.evels a
these nations permit dollar balances intact and. the banks, aren't getting
bitter blast at the ^proposal, declarto be so used. It was said, but will their anticipated interest on the coin.
ing: "The benefits of the Foundation
welcome the opportunity to make All they receive is a V* to %
pay- ened last week when Universal an- in London, by Harold Wilson, presi•will plainly go to the cast-off eminvestments of their own in Ameri- ment for keeping the money avails
iployees of the distributing companies
nounced a halving of its dividend dent of the British Board of Trade,
production.
(Continued on page 20)
who end up half dead in their faar- can
Statement was contained ini a
payments.
New York Stock, Ex- clarifying the government's view to
t;

Allied as being "vague" and uncertain,

'

,

.

RKO Diwy

Cuts

'

'

.

%

'

,ness."

After warning -Its members that
the
MPF "requires some good
healthy prying into,'' the bulletin
continues:"It has beat stated that
tlM Foundation^ vis Iteing set up to
(Continued oil page 20)
.

Spingold's Desired

MPAA

With Sclunidt Appt.
last

Vreek to head up Columbia's publicity and advertising department is
seen as a prelude to Nate Spingold's
departure from the company. Spingold has been anxious for almost a
year to- go into retirement, but has
continued his duties as v.p., supervisi'ng publicity and advertising, «t
the behest of prexy Harry Cohn.
Schmidt succeeds pub-itd manager
Ben Serkowich, who is leaving.
Schmidt has been special assistant
/

Would Stay

In N. Y. as

Legit

Long As

Keeps Clicking

RANK TO
MARCH FOR TALKS

'

was with Loew's

.

(Continued on page 24)

>

FDR

Pic in Berlin
Berlin, Jan.

S.

UA

_

a delegation from the Cinema Ex-

hibitors Assn.
* Johnston' declared that "the British
... has given us no
choice except to continue our policy
of withholding shipment of pictures
until an alternative to the conflsca-

government

,

(Continued on page 22)

RKO

.

(Continued on page 20)

JULIUS COLBY
'VARIETY'

NAMED

AD EPCUTIVE

Julius Colby, veteran amusement
advertising executive, becomes director of motion picture advertising for Vamexy this week. He suc•ceeds the late Louis Rydell, longtime advertising manager of this
paper.

Colby has been with WMCA, New
York, where for many years he was
in charge of that radio station's
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
amusement advertising, He has held
Eric Johnston, chief of the Motion similar key assignments
with the
Picture Assn., returned from Spo- N. Y. Journal
of Commerce and the
kane for a two-wfeek stay and an- Hearst Newspapers,
\
nounced that he is not going to
Europe; as reported by various

Johnston Staying

Home

-

news

services,

"There,

is

i

nothing to be accom-

plished," he explained, "by such a
at this Ume."

Wp

Uradt Matk fteslster«d

FOUNDED BT SIME SlliVBRMAN
FuMlshed Weekly by VAniETX,

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Off

From New

Year's

Although business in most key
Others in the Big Eight list are
covered this week by Variety "Bishop's
Wife" (RKO), "Tycoon"
considerably off from the high
New Year's week, it (RKO), "Killer McCoy" (M-G),
"Unconquered" (Par) and "Daisy
still is strong in nearly all spots.

cities

West

New Tork
SCBSGRIPMON

46tlli St..

Annual
I

Pace Field

toe.

Sid*Silvermaii, l*re,iiaent

164

Peak But Solid—'Road,'

'Rose,' 'Castile,' 'Bishop's', 'Tycoon'

I

JID

Vol. 169

'

FOTelgn,

Single Copies

N.

19,

.

.

.

.

.»11

..,..,25 Cents

No. 6

,1

is

INDEX

level reached

Excellent trade is reported despite
the presence of holdovers and longruns in a majority of theatres across
the country. It's only where unUpited Artists has agreed to donate Fla. Resort Designed
favorable weather prevails, such as
cuffo a 'print 'of "The Roosevelt
Just for Film Execs sub-zero in Minneapolis and storms
Story" to the American Veterans
New yacht basin and fishing resort along the Atlantic seaboard, that exCommittee here for a memorial play- in the Florida keys that's being hibitors are complaining.
designed especially for film industry
Pacing the pack .is "Road to Rio"
ing of the pic on the late. President
execs is in the process of construe*
Roosevelt's birthday, Jan. 80.
The tion by Henry C. Hudgins, South (Par) while "Captain From Castile"
(20th), which has been up in first
print was secured from
through American contractor who built sev- position, is down to third. "My Wild
the Motion Picture Chapter, AVC, eral theatres for U. S. companies in Irish Rose" (WB) has moved ahead
Colombia. John Tassos, former asin New Yorlc after the Berlin chapto second place because of uniformly
sistant chief of the 20th-Fox office
strong trade done in nearly all 18'
ter had forwarded « req\iest. Promi- in Bogota; Colombia,
has resigned to
where currently playing,
nent army and U. S. Government take over as exec director of the cities
"Castile," while huge in Chicago,
reps here will be invited to the project.
More than -$200,000 will be spent dipped sharply in several keys on
showing.
.
lioldover,
and is mildish in some
in developing the island, now known
Film will be shown In Titania as Summerland Key. Located 125 spots. Although still in big money
Palast, 1,800-seater in the U. S, zone, miles south of Miami, it can be in N. Y., picture is down to $38,000
in three playings, one in the after- reached by the new Overseas Hiway in third week or about ,$30,000 benoon and two evenings. German from Miami to Key West and from low opening stanza.
clicked mast
mark-paying audience will be ad- there, by terry service. Resort is to
"Irish Rose" has
mitted ,to the daylight show while include a private landing field and .heavily where given intelligent adevening admissions will be in dollars. seaplane base, open air dining and vance campaigns, being especially
Proceeds are to £o to charities.
big
in
Cincinnati
and
Indianapolis.
dancing terrace and swimming pool.
Blocks of tickets will go also to Individual plots of land are to bejln some spots, where it's sold apthe British and French Special Serv- sold to Aim execs for their private parently only as another musical, it
ices Officei.
has^ garnered only average trade.
resort homes and fishing shacks.

Of

t

change's reaction to the slash was
comparatively mild. While U's comthe day following (Friday)
slid to 13%, the low for lM-48, actually the stock was off only one
point from Thursday's closing price.
Reaction of the Exchange to the
announced bite in the melon paralleled a similar mild dip when
recently sliced its- divvy. The- blow
in U's case was further watered
down by the fact that all other film
stocks' also declined fractionally that
day so there was no telling how
much U's stock was hit by the general weakness in all pic stocks.
Current troubles of the majors areno secret to Wall Street, and' those

mon on

—

Cohn at the studio- since he was
released from the Navy, in 1945. He
in New York before entering service.
It's
understood that Cohn has
partners, Nate" Blumbeen grooming Schmidt to take over his Universal
prexy, and J. Cheever
the Spingold spot eventually, Actu- berg; U's
Cowdin, board chairman.
ally, his position would be somecontrolling stockholder of
Young,
where in between Spingold's and
reported interSerkowich's, since he won't carry the Pathe Industries,' is
Rank in securing control
v.p^ title, but he won't work directly ested with
under the supervision of a v.p. of RKO via purchase &£ the block
stock
held
common
by Floyd B.
of
either. His salary is reportedly about
known
twicjs that which Serkowich has been Odium's Atlas Corp. It's not
whether Rank's trip is to further
receiving;
that deaK If the British tax crisis is
still facing a blank wall, it's more
than likely Rank will also huddle
Memorial Showing
with Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn. of America prexy, while here.
to

Garfield

John Garfield, will not return to
the Coast to start work on his next
picture as long as his current legit
starrer, "Skipper Next to God," continues to turn a profit in N. Y. He
revealed, meanwhile, that negotiations are now in progress on the
Coast for Enterprise to handle the
(Continued on page H)
four pictures scheduled for lensing
by Roberts Productions, in which
he's associated with Robert Roberts
VISIT U. S.
and Abraham Polonsky.
Garfield declared that plans are
now under way to stage "Skipper"
IN
on Broadway following the compleJ. Arthur Rank, Britain's ace filmtion, of its run as an Experimental
maker, will repeat his last year's
Theatre offering.
He offered his
American visit next March. He will
determination to stay with the show
immediately 'head fOr, Palm Beach
as long as it holds up as proof that
as house guest of his partner; Robert
Broadway holds as much lure for
R. Young. British magnate will' be
him as does Holly\^ood. It was
accompanied by his wife.
r
reported when he turned down one
After huddles with Young: Rank
of the
lead roles in "Streetcar
is- slated to push off for the Coast.
Named Desire,", current Irene SelzThere he goes' behind doors with

—

Retirement Seen Near
Appointment of Art Schmidt

release of a report to
prexy Eric Johnston (by
Gerald M. Mayer, director of the
Association's international department. Trade sources, seeking the
background of the action, looked
upon it as possibly a double-pronged
international public relations move.
It was seen, on one hand, as a pat
on the back for their cooperative
attitude for the six countries named
Italy, France, Holland, Norway,
Sweden and Australia and thus
encouragement for other nation.'; to
go and do likewise. On the other.
publicity'

Kenyon" (20th). Top runners-up are
"Good News" (M-G), "Senator Was
Indiscreet"
(U),
"Where There's
Life" (Par), "Swordsman" (Col) and
"T-Men" (EL). "News" is virtually
a newcomer since it's played only in
N. Y. until recently.

Bills

63
70

Chatter

Concert
...... .,^4
Disk Joclcey Reviews.
51
Film Reviews .... i.
10
Foreign ,
18'
House Reviews
63
,
.

Inside Legit
66
Inside Music . .
58
Inside Pictures ............. 22
.'

Other new entries include "The
Flame'' (Rep), '.'Night Song" (RKO),
"Paradine Case" (SRO), "I Walk
Alone" (Par) and "If Winter Comes"
(M-G). "Flame," given nice bally

and CARE benefit, got off solidly in
San Francisco on its world preem.
"Song" is rated sturdy in St. Iiouis.
"Winter," which comes into the
N. Y. Capitol next week, shapes sock
in Boston,

husky

in

Washingtonand

fancy in Cincy. "Paradine" looks
very big at N. Y. Music Hall and
nice in L. A. "Alone" is stout in Detroit.
'"iFugitive" (RKO) is rated

mighty in Chi ahd smash for third
week at N. Y. Victoria, "T*Men"
may hit a new high this week in
Philadelphia, where it's doing terrific

Imide Radio

38

Inside Television .
........ 42
Legitimate ................. 64
Literati
69
Music
49
New Acts
62
Night Club Reviews. ....... 62
. .

,

,

Obituaries
Orchestras
Pictures

71

49
3

Pre-Production News ...... 11
Radio
26
Radio Reviews
.
... 34
Records
51
.

Frank Scully

69
, 29
,.'.60

Television
Vaudeville
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—because

all

of these

great attractions

are in release A^Oi^F/
mm

GENTLEMAN'S

The Most AcclaimeJ Picture In Screen Histopy!
Oarryl

AGREEMENT
WEEK, MAYFAIR, NEW YORK
iQth WEEK/ APOLLO, CHICAGO

F.

CASTILE
Color by TECHNICOLOR'

AGREEMENT"

.Albert Dekker, Jane Wyatt,

10th

CAPTAIN FROM

GREGORY PECK^ DOROTHY McGUIRE, JOHN GARFIELD in Uuro

Zangck presents

Hobton's "GENTLEMAN'S

Dean

Screen Play by

Now

Stockwell.

Sam

MOSS HART

•

Jaffe • Produced

Directed

by DARRYk

ZAHUCK

P.

.

by EUA KAZAN

LanJl

Setting Records Throughout The
FROM

Z,

Holm, Anne Rev«rt, Jone Havoc,

by TECHNICOLOR • Starring
TYRONE POWER with JEAN PETERS, CESAR ROMERO, J6HN SUTTON, LEE J. COBB. Antonitf
Morenoi Thomas Gomez, Alan Mowbray, Barbara Lawrence, George Zucco, Roy Roberts,
Marc Lawrence • Directed by HENRY KING • Produced by LAMAR TROTTI • Screen Play
by Lamar Trotti • From the Novel by Samuel Shellobarger
Dorryl

Zanuck presents "CAPTAIN

F.

The Woman-AnJ-Man

DAISY

with Celeste

CASTILE"

.

Color

Of The Yew!

Picture

JOAN CRAWFORD, DANA ANDREWS, HENRY FONDA

"DAISY KENYON" With Ruth

in

Warrick^ Marfho Stewart, Peggy Ann Gamer, C<mni»; ManhqII, Nlcholot Joy, Art Baker
.

KENYON

firoduced

and Directed by OTTO PREMINGER

Motion Picture Herald

FOREVER

AMBER
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

NORTHSIDE 777

AN IDEAL
HUSBAND
Color

by TECHNICOLOR

by Dovid Harts

•

Bated

Boxoffice

Champion t

F. Zanuck presents "FOREVER AMBER" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring LINDA
DARNELL, CORNEL WILDE, VICHARD GREENE, GEORGE SANDERS a* King Charles 11

with Glenn Langan. Richard Haydn, Jessica Tandy, Anne Revere, John Riiuell • Directed

by pnO PREMINGER • Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG
Vinior • Screen PIdy by Philip Dunne and Ring lordneri Jr.

Beat* With

A Pulae

•

From the Noyel by Kathleen

•

AdoptotiM by Jerome Cody

Own!

That Becomes Your Very

lAMES STEWART in "CALL NORTHSIDE 777" with RICHARD CONTE, lEB J. C6BB, HELEN
WALKER and Betty Garde, Kasia Orzazewski, Joanne de Bergh, Howard Smith, Moroni Olien,
John Mclntire, Pdul Harvey . Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY . Produced by OTTO lANG
Screen Play by Jerome Cady and Joy Dratler: • Adntttation by Uonard. Hoffman oiifl
Quehtin Reynolds * Based on ArKcIek by Jamis P, MtG:Hlr»;

The Love, Songs, Laughter

YOU WERE
MEANT FOR ME

Scre*n Play

Darryl

It

CALL

•

on the Novel by Elizabeth Janeway

JEANNE CRAIN, DAN DAIIEY

BARBARA LAWRENCE, Selena
LLOYD BACON

'

in

Of That

Wonderful Flapper Age!

"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME"

with

Royle, Percy Kilbride, Herbert Anderson

Produced by FRED

KOHLMAR

'

• Original Scretli

OSCAR UVANT,
» Directed by

Ploy by

Elick

Moll and

Valentine Davies

From Alexander Korda !
GODDARD

PAULETTE

HUSBAND"

*

Color

in

Alexander Korda's Production of Oscar WILDE'S

by TECHNICOLOR

Olytiis Johns, Constance Col|iie>{ Sir

by ALEXANDER KORDA

Aubrey

• Scrt^^n Ploy

by

with
Smith,

MICHAEL WILDING, DIANA.
Hugh Williams

Loios Biro •

•

"AN IDEAL

WYNYARD

Produced and Directed

From the Play by Oscar Wild«

V^dncgjlay, JumMBfy X4^ 194$.

Metro

Top Warner i^des Paid Nearly
Bros.' payroll for

Us top-

Warner Tops

J.

One

Payroll

week

per

dollar

Warner Bros, in 1947 as production chief edged him in front
as the top-paid e*ec oij,the.<SMnj*

'

Nick

He formerly was; tied
with Harry JC Wsraei^ coShpany prexy, at $l82,100 aTOUSUy.
yearly.

,

Harry, sans a boost, is in
second spot with the same $182,-

2d to Par in

,100.

Kalmine was upped $5,356.
Major Albert Warner, treasurer,
was paid $104,600 for the year. Other
top-braket officers and directors
were Samuel Schneider, v.p., $91,700;
Robert W. Perkins, secretary and

'

(raise of $12,550); HerStarr, v.p., $78,000; Mort Blumenstock, v.p,- and ad-pub chief,
$69^00 (raise of $6,950); Stanleigh P.
Friedman, v.p., $65,700; Samuel Carl-

v,p., $87,300

man
.

isle, ass't

treasurer, $50,620.

pany among officers and directors (as
of Dec. 1), was Major Albert Warner
whO;h^d 448',300 shares i)f common.
His brother Jack has a block of 448,^
500 shares' while Harry is in third
position with -311,000 shares.
No
«ther directtsr has' substantial stock
'

holdings.

Two

;

•
.

still cut in on
disclosed. They're

ex-Warnerites

pix, profits,

proa^

Rawstock
A

In

Germany

compromise tbat could be ofby the American Militajy

Final
is a minimum of $8,000,000.
to induce the U. S. in- report of 20th is yet to come but
dustry to continue sending its ptod- it's been estimated by prexy Spyros
uct into Germany and Japan, would Skouras' in the neighborhood of
be negotiation of a deal, to get raw- $15,000,000.
At the same tlnie,
had the adstock from the Russian zone of Germany, Irving Maas, v.p. and general vantage 'Of 'drawing part of its gimanager of the Motion Picture Ex- :gantic profits .from the lush- second
hot raca for
port Assn., said In New "STork this calendar half of '46.
'48
the
show
position
in
is in the
week.
He stated that a decision on cards since Warners' profits will
whether, or not the American indus- probably be considerably less. That's
try was going to pull out of the oc- indicated from the report of Harry
Warner,
company
prez,
which
esticupied countries as it threatened at
for:
the end of December, would be mates first quarter net of
made next werfc; Final action awaits '48 (three, months ending Nov. 29.
1947)
as
ofapproximately
half
that
word from War and State departcorresponding
stretch.
the
1947
On
ments—^which Maas said had so far/
shown- a. cooperative attitude and the basis of $7,203,000 garnered for
first
semestjer,
'47's
WB's
take
$3,is
the arrival in New York from the
Coast of Eric Johnston, MPEA. 500,000 or thereabouts:
Company's net, reflecting dwinprexy, for a meeting of the Assodling biz in tlie .industry, showed a
ciation's board.
Maas disclosed two weeks ago that steady decline -jfor -each quarter of
'47, with its last 13 weeks lowest of
the industry had expended $900,000
Tremendous
shice .the. end of the war on sending the four at $2,960,000.
fered

Government,

,

A

Wallis, who took $100,000 during
the year, and. James Cagney, >whose
take was $63,221. Price, Waterhouse

Hal

'

prints'

Germany and Japan. He

to

first-quarter

was

start

.

'

.

.

.

WB ECONOMY AXE CUTS
EXCHANGE PERS^ML

of

previous year.

,

.

WB

'

,

.

WB

'

destroyed

American

by

096,843.

bombers.

$84,048,729 iCixpended in '46.

Company inaugurated a new
Contrary

costs.'

Moskowitz trained out to the
Coast Friday f9) night and is expected back at the homeolXiee next

Monday

(12).
••;•<

!>.t.-

«•

Berkshire is a theatre-premium
specializing in
distributing
records on deals
with exhibs. Patrons pay part' -pf
cost of record and the theatre the
balance. Jam-s C. Fletcher, former

RCA

>

v.p. of Buchanan ad agency, is board
chairman, and William T. Powell,
ex-circuit manager, president
f'i.

\',<:i.i,:.l>.'Stlt

1*'.

it

Amount

eliminated from the net

is

$1,615,000.

mrrivE' gets gripes
IN

MEXICAN PRESS

M

CHALLENGE AS
PART OF XONSPIRACr

CRI

Confidential Reports, Inc.,- the
checking agency for all. majors but
Metro, was challenged as; part of an
"illegal conspiracy" violative of monopoly laws in a counterclaim filed
yesterday (Tues.) in N. Y. supreme
court hy exhi'bs sued on percentage
grosses. In what's probably the first
test of CRI in New York, exhibs
Jesse Stern, former prexy of the
Conference of Independent Exhibitor Assns., and Abram H. Levy demand an injunction restraining future CRI operations here and Unstated money changes.
The counterclaim also names 20thFox, Warner Bros, and Paramount;
the three majors that filed separate
suits against the exhibs. CRI, it's
charged, was formed for two "illegal" purposes^to swap information among majors and thereby obtain uniform rental terms and clearances, and, second, to enable affiliated, theatres to get business info
on indie houses.
Assertion is made by Monroe
Stein, attorney for Stern and Levy,
that CRI breaches both the federal
and state (Donovan Act) anti-trust
laws.
Licensing contracts were il.

unanimously. The very indies who
were supposed to dei-ive benefit
from the system will be hurt the
most,

6.

"The Fugitive" in the U. S.
it
appeared here as yet-- are

hasn't

griping about

it

,

{

;

j

.

,

,

In a final blast, brief argues
that the decree creates a legally protected combination in restraint of
trade.

New

the Catholic church,
"Fugitive" defenders here,

among

{them Mexicans, -claim the pic in
theme and some sequences isn't any
worse than some 100% Mexican pix,
and point Out that "Fugitive" was
made here at thO: invitation of the
Mexican government,
Local press is -demanding that
President Miguel Aleman see the
pic and rule about its suitability for
.

I

!

I

exhibition in Mexico-.

Congress in

Newark, Jan. 13.
New Jersey Allied at a meet today chairmanned by prexy Ed Lachman, agreed on June 28-30 as tlie
date of its annual convention. Confab will be held at the Hollywood
hotel. West End, N, J.
Albert Gebhart, unit's exec secreconvention manager.

New Try

To End H'wood

Jersey Allied Sets

Convemion, June 28-30

answer argues, under monop-

Theatres involved in the perceptchiseling action are the Washington and Park West, Manhattan,
and the Howard, Brooklyn,

.

claimed'.

nilly.

in the local press.

is that the Mexican-made,
John Ford - produced pic disparages
Mexico because it depicts its soldiers
as robbers and drunkards, and snubs

>Iain beef

it's

Net result of the attacked provisions of the decree is that innocent
indie! exhibs are penalized willy-

Some Mexicans who saw RKO's age

—

13.

expected, the CSA blasts away at
the decree with th'e argument that
the decree, contrary to judicial aims,
is the indie exhibs' wor.st enemy. It
would further monopolistic evils
now. holding, sway, CSA charges.
Three main contentions are set
forth in the brief which is submitted
as a step towards intervention. First
argument is that exhibs have not
been adequately represented at statutory court hearings which prefaced
granting of the- decree. Theatre ops
were shut out despite their interest
and property adversely affected by
the industry's book of rules.
Secondly, bfief assaults competitive bidding, which it says not only
was not asked for by any of the
parties but was opposed by them

'

legal,

Washington, Jan.

Conference

of Southern As.sns„
allied with, the American Theatres
Assn. in the fight against the current
anti-trust decree, today filed its brief
in the U. S. Supreme Court. As was

'

oly laws.

Mexico City.,vJan.
.

Theatre Premium Co.

company currently

custom,

in foreign

Curtis Mitchell, .who, exits Monday
ad-pub chief, .oit P^avampunt,
is
moving over to 'the Berkshire
Entei'priscs,
treasurer.
Inc.,
as
Mitchell has purchased a financial
interest in the outfit, with headquarters in Pittsfield, Mass. He'll
.spend a good deal of his tiine at the
office,

previous

to

hasn't included in the net the undistributed profits of subsids operating
countries.

(19) as

New York

prac-

tice
because of "existing uncertainties in the foreign situation."

,

|

rose

costs

'

'

Despite reports tiiat the current
tx'ip to the Coast of Metro veepee
trcisurer
Charles
Moskowitz
C.
would result in further firings at
the M-G studios, it's believed that
Moskowitz will confine his activities
this time to seeking out further
methods of tritnming production

film

holding the reins tightly. Figure hit
$34,265,895 for the <rear against $30,054,953 for the preceding periodi.
Other costs including royalties and
participations
rose
to
$9,767,758
against the year before's $7,188;525.
Operating and general expenses
came to $84,652,599 a hair over the

MG

C. C. Moskowitz Seen
In Coast Economy Trip

of

only moderately dm'ing 1947, indicating that the company has been

AMG

United Artists' city salesman before
taking the pool post.

Amortization

'

One of the biggest of the pre-war
plants is operating in the Ru&sian
zone. Maas's idea is what the
other exchanges. Warners, 'however, could barter some of the things the'
has not made any cuts in the lower Soviet officials want from the Am«rican zone in return for rawstock.
echelons 4it the homeoffice.
Picture companies could 'compenWteldn Ax« in Mpls.
sate the
fqr the bartered goods
Minneapolis;' Jan. 13.
With the frozen marks they are pil
The industry's economy wav« con- ing up.
tinues to talie its toll of film salesRawstock woiUd be used for makmen here. Latest exchange to pare ing ijrints in Germany for use in the
down its staff is Warner Bros., which country itself, the other Continental
has let oxit Ben Meshbesher and as- countries and the Orient, Laborasigned his teirritoryrand duties to re- tories, dubbing vciuipment and all
maining members. Most other com- other facilitios are available in ttie
panies here alio have reduced their American zone for doing the work.
sales staffs.
MPEA would also be willing to
Richard Dynes,/ of the Selznick Re- continue servicing the occupied
lea.'sing Organization's local branch,
countries if the frozen yen and
has been named the company's mai-k.s were permitted to be spent
Omaha representative out of Des for acqulsiiinn of real estate. There's
Moines.
He will be replaced' by little hope, however, that this would
Casper Chouinard, who recently tct be permitted.
signed as buyer-manager of Independent Theatre Associates, one of
the territory's, largest non-profit buy- Curtis Mitchell Joins
ing
combines.
Chouinard
was

WB

,

'

000 against $158,613,000 in '46.
Apparently discarding other plans
for the 107,180 shares of common'
which
picked up on the market,
the' company is rioW "asking stockholder approval to cancel the shares
and reduce company's capital accordingly. 'Stock was acquired at a
procost of $1,632,743, of which
poses to reduce capital stock by
$535,900 and capital surplus by $1,-

;

->

CSABIASSMOilEAS
EXl^' tHEMESiS

New

Gross returns into -renewed huddles with Dr.
both from rentals and theatre admis; Herbert Kalmus,. head of. the Techsions mounted $6,030,000 during 'the ni's. American wing.
year, reaching a peak of $164,iS43,the

.

contract.

'

He

'|

MPEA

move, both of them being in upper
pay brackets. In Minneapolis, the otficc-manager was laid off and several similar cutbacks were taken at

Harrison, managing director
British Technicolor, is turning

Kay

$7,203,000,

'

"

-

Clay Greenberg

•

his tians-AUsmtic erossing into, a
commuter's chores!. Techiji exec, who
$5,121,000 for the third stanza. \
Th^ $22,094,000 profit compares only 'returned from ppi trip to the
with $19^424;000 for 1946; previous U. S. in December, is due back Jan.
arrives in
high for WB. Equivalent earnings 22 with his wife.
in the latest report amounted to York aboard the Queen Eliajabeth
Harrison will immediately make
$3.02 per share on 7,295,000 shares of
common outstanding against $2.62 in tracks for the Coast, where hergoes

&

down Friday

'

companies which shaded to $6,810,000 in the
second-quarter and then dipped to

&

thefr staffs.

.

.

American

that

said

Co. was paid. $102,900 as auditor. couldn't afford to continue this outFreston & Files, attorneys, took $67,- lay and demanded that the U. S. government take steps, to re'oompense
600, while Proskauer, Rose, Goetz
Mendelsohn, another law firm,', re- the distribs' for thpir out-of-pocket
>"
ceived $!iQ,0O0. Tax counsel, Baker, expeni^s.
Selby
Ravenel, got $28^200.
The obtaining of rawstock from
the Russian, zone, of Germany would
be one way of .satisfying this demand
without, costing the U. S. a cent.
Mass said. It, depends, however, on
the ability of the Military Government to make a deal with the Soviet
Following
in
wake of other .i-eps in Germany. Maas urged that
flhn' companies, Warner Bros,
has negotiations be started. H€ said that
launched steps to slice its personnel such' an arrangement had almost
'
working outiide' the Hollywood stu- been concluded some months * ago;
dios. Initial.move was made last Fri- but fell through; DeaUng with the
day (9) in various exchanges, where Russians is so unpredictable from
declared,
topper
an uiidisclosed number' of salesmen, day-to-day,
branch managers and, office workers that he felt the time ripe for an
other try.
were given pink slips.
American
plants
inthe
Raw.stock
Only two staffers in the New York
exchange were axed in the economy and Brittsh zones of Germany were

power to slice
Judgmi^nt was handed
(0) by Judge Henry

virtually unrestricted

•

WB

—

&

"

'

WB

,

Nick Dean, one

Kakus

year ended Aug. 31. With only
Paramount in the front, WB's performance was all the more notable
because the gap between it. and its
nearest major contender, 20th-Fox,

fiscal

.

Biggest stockholder in the com-

,

the '47 sweepstakes with a recordblasting net of $22,090,000 for the

With Soviets to Get

New York

'

'47

Bros, securely anchored
claim to the Tunner-up spot in

its

Propose Compromise

collar unions in

offices last week received a
severe setback in their anti-layoff
campaign from a N.Y, supreme court
decision that film companies have

in granting 20tliFox's petition for an injunction bar>
ring the Screen Publicists Guild
from bringing to arbitration the case
ceived their freedom.
of nine publicists dismissed last
Frank Marltote, alias Diamond, August.
last of the gang, will not be eligible
From the industry's standpoint,
ruling was regarded as a jiistlfica-'
for release until October, 1951.
tion lot its contention that the union
contracts do not allow for labor's in* j^enies
Dr;
tervention in the crucial -economy
policy now under way."
Unions,
however, believe the decision binds
Trying to Absorb
their hands^in fighting for "job security" and "therefore plan to appeal'
Color Competition to a higher court. Along with SPG,
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Screen, Office- and "^ofessional EmTechnicolor over the weekend ployees Cruild are <also stymied by
answered Federal anti-trust cliarges the court decision from bringing the
denying it tried to corner the tint case' of SO dismissed workei's at'
business.
Answer, filed by Dr. Paramount to arbitration.Herbert Kalmus, in U. S, District
According to Judge Greenberg, the
Court, claimed firm's 'process was union's right to arbitrate firings only
worked out after years of experi- extends to case where the dismissals
menting and outlay of millions, in are made on the grounds of "disresearch, not bsy absorbing com- honesty, drunkenness and insubordination." In such cases, the union
petitors.
"Technicolor always recognized can claim personal discrimination.
theatrical entertain- Discharges for economic and busithat fields of
ment and visual education are ness reasons, the. court held, howenormous," Kalmus saifl. "There is ever, could be made solely at the disJudge
plenty room ^for more than one cretion of the company.
There are Oreenberg declared that -the union
pro'cfess to sei-ve them.
many ways of evolving a color contract's language clearly reserved
process in the mazfe of ,optiG.al, that right 'to the company.
Ruling, declared that in cases
chemical, physical and mechanical
where economy layoffs were instisteps. Technicolor respects any path
tuted, the company was only oblithrough this maze adopted by any
gated to give notice and severance
other laboratory."
pay. The court found that 20th had
fulfilled all obligations under the
Harrison Commutes

Warner

prexy Hari-y M. Warner is just
behind with $182,100 while Benjamin Kalmenson, distrib chief, and
Harry M. Kalmine, theatre head,

Chicago, Jan. 18.

Circella, alias

^f the Capone gangsters who went
to prison for $1,000,000 shakedowft
of the flhn industry, will be released Feb. 10. Pour others of the
sam« group were paroled last year
and are under investigation by government agencies regarding the
conditions under wliich they re-

'

$20,000-$50,000 slot accounts, for $3,838.302 handed to 130 employees.

a tie for third with $112,700
apiece. Kalmenson took a pay boost
of $15,100 to reach that figure while

White

pany payroU, With 'His raise,
Warner now receives $182,150

Top cash is dragged down by Jack
L. Warner, production chief, who
took $182,150 for the year. Company

N.Y. Court Verdict for 20th
film

*

which Jack L. Warner woh f ifom

receiving $200,000 or more yearly.
Rise was some 7% over a salary nut;
of $10,186,830, which Warners doled
out to 183 employees in the golden
circle during 1946.
Some 23 biggies in the $100,000
per-year and over bracket took $4,011,462, proxy statement discloses.
In the $50.000-$100,000 groove are 45
other execs, players and technicians
snaring a total of $2,980,716, The

trail in

From

boost

total oi $10,830,480 tot tSB toppers

'

Fmns' Power to Fire Gets Boost

have been gathering dust.
First to go is "Lucky Baldwin,"
for which $150,000 was. paid as a
potential starrer for Clark Gable^

•

bracket employees continued to ad'
vanc« in 1947, when it reached a

Flint

Hollywood, Jan, 13.
Metro plans to oftcr a number of
story properties im sale as part ol
its economy drive. Studio execs fed
it's wisest to get rid of stories that

11 Million in Salaries in 1947
Warner

Sells Stories

tary, will act as

Strike
Col.

Washington, Jan. 13.
Congress will make another stab
up the Hollywood juris-

Axes 2 Dept. Heads
In Economy Moves

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Columbia dropped two department
heads and several less important em-

at cleaning

dictional strike.
House Labor subcommittee headed by Rep. Carroll ployees in its current drive to whitKearns (R., Pa.) will reopen hear- tle down studio expenses.
ings here Feb. 17.
Leaving the lot are Stephen GoosFilm company prejiies, studio op- son, head, of the art direction departerating heads, top union officials ment, who has been with the studio
and others will come here under on and Off for 19 year.s, and Ralph
subpoena, announced Kcanis last Black, head of the locationing derweek.
_
j^artment^.,,,,,,,,^
I

[

,
'

II.-

4

<

.<« t'tt

;
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EUROPE STILL LIKES WAR FILMS
UA CiHicesaoii (HI 2 Other Ent Fflms

i

DO TOP BI2

1948's 1st Quarter Releases

May Fall

Don t

Feel B.O.

Provides Means to Settle 'Ardr Snarl
Favorable distribution terms-f
granted by United Artists to Enterprise on the two .other films involved
in its settlement with the distrib

D's Sales Meets

Universal is launching a -Series of
resulted in Ent
turn over "Arch of Tri- three regional sales meets to set dis^
umph" for release. UA prexy Grad tribution policy on U's product lineSears used .the'^David Loew-Charles up for the next few months. Meets
Einfeld unit's need, for an advan- will be staged in San Francisco, New
tageous deal on the other films as a Orleans and Chicago following stulever to end the dispute over "Arch/' dio confabs now under way.
William Scully, U's veepee in
The other pix involved were Harry
Sherman's western, "They Went This charge of distribution, arrived on
Way," starring JTtfel McGrea, and me Coast this week for talks with
company's
production toppers. He
Stanley Krametfs "So fFhis Is New
York," starring Henry Morgan. It was accompanied by Maurice Bergwas agreed by Sears to let them man, U's eastern ad-pub chief. Both
Scully
and
Bergman will attend the
come' in under the sixrpicture Ent
last

week w6re what

agreeing

toi-

deal calling for
fee;

a 85%

distribution

regionals.

^

UAs

Distrib

'

•
.
,

Releases via other companies could
have undoubtedly been found, for
the films, but certainly at no figure
approaching 25%, Kramer, as a
matter of fact, had a deal for his pic
with
before he decided to produce it under the Enterprise banner.
It called for 27%%, In addition to
which UA would not pay its customary 25% of the advertising expenditures. Kramer at the last min-*
ute refused to sign it, a short time
later going to Enterprise.
Sears had a few other aces in the
hole, too, when he went to the Coast
two weeks ago for confabs with
Iioew and Einfeld after they stated
they would deliver neither "Arch"
nor any future, pix to UA because
it "was not using its best efforts" for
the sale of their films. Among the
aces was the lawsuit which UA had
started and which Sears said he
would fight to the limit. That meant
that "Arch" might sit on the shelf
for months, costing interest on its
$4,000,000 production budget; losing
value as time went .by and peottle
possiblly forgetting the Erich MaMa
Iftemarque bestseller from it was
"made, and being endangered by pos'sible prior release of another Ingrid
.

UA

-

.

Behind
By HERB GOLDEN

Titii 12
United
swamped

Artists,

'4>eing

gloomy pros-

and Howard HaWks,

fizzes.

That is disclosed in a, study by the
Motion Picture Export Assn., which
represents all the majors and Monogram-Allied Artists In distribution
of their product in 11 countries
Irving Maas, MPEA v.p.
abroad.
said
he
and. general manager^
thought the appetite^ for war pix a
facet of the great popularity of all
U.S. films of the action type overseas.

MPEA

UA

b.o, pull of all films sent
countries, statistical study

"Air Force"
(WB),
"Guadalcanal Diary" (20th), "30
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G), "So
Proudly We Hail" (Par), "The Sullivans" (20th), "Action In the. North
Atlantic" (WB) and "Mrs. Miniver"
(M-G). On the other end of the
line, failing to draw foreign patronage anywhere) are films which the
(Coatinued on page 24)
shows,

pects for months, is suddenly looking upon a horizon that appears relatively bright. The lifebuoy it has
needed to keep it afioat, of course,
has been product. And last week it
appeared, in one way or another, to
have latched itself on to enough to
maintain the distribution operations
for a good portion of 1948.
With settlements reached with Enterprise

pictures sent into the
battle-scarred nations of Europe and
Asia during the past year. On the
other hand, biographical and cultural-type Hollywood product, shipped abroad at the request of the
State and War departments to emphasize the American way of life,
have proved almost universal b.o.

to

Fdms

after

in a sea of

Use of More Product
Despite recurrent indications that

.

American

Tops in

Up

Prospects

'

Distribs

Sluttip M(»rits

War films, paradoxically, wei*^ the
hestviest boxoffice scorers .of all
.

'47;

are

'

20th Plans Bids.

Cohunbia's Aimnal Meet
Columbia

will

stage

its

annual

with
stockholders' meet May 9,
shareholders of record on Feb. 2 entitled to vote.

Company's proxy statement will
Total of 48 films is scheduled for
be forwarded to stockholders at the
release by the eight major compaend of the current month.
nies during January, February and
March, as compared to well over 50
during the first three months of 1947.
Distrib toppers, consequently, apCritics,
parently do not feel yet-;that the
boxoffice has slumped enough to allow the market to absorb more product,
despite the shorter playing
times currently being enjoyed t»y

Big

Fihn

Grossers Concur

most films.
With many of

the 48 features
scheduled for the first quarter up in
the top-budgeted category, exhibs
should have rich pickings from
For the first time' in recent years, which to choose. Included among the
film critics in 1947 generally con- biggies are such films as RKO's ''If
curred with the boxoffice records of You Knew Susie"- (the£ddie Cantor
_pictures in drawing up their "10 biopic)
"Fugitive" and "Bishop's
Best" lists; This marks a definite Wife"; 20th - Fox's "Gentleman's
switch from previous seasons, when Agreement," "Captain from Castile"
the majority of oris: -selected- mostly and "Forever Amber"; Warners*
arty pictures, which brought their "Treasure of the Sierra Madre" and
producers plenty in the way. of "V6ice of the Turtle"; Par's "Saigon"
added prestige but little in the way and Metro's "Cass Timberlane," "If
of extra, earnings.
Winter Comes," "Gone With the
Coupling of outstanding films with Wind" (reissue) and "Three Daring
outstanding grosses points up the Daughters."

On '47/Best' Lists

,

-

.

.

way

Elastic Clearance

guaranteed itself lour pictures to
bring its schedule of films finished
and awaiting release to II. In addition, it Was assured of three more
piifc.gOing into work this month, had
prospects of a few others going beNew distributioi; method in the
fore the cameras by mid-spring and
Bergman starrer, BKO's "Joan of started negotiations with Mike Todd Chicago area .that will allow flexible
clearances following first' runs and
on a release deal.
.Arc."
The various lawsuits that were provide for competitive bidding in
Litisation Would Nip Deals
It is believed highly unlikely that started or threatened over attempts all situations wits announced yesterEnt could have obtalned\another re- of producers to get out of their con- day (Tuesday) by 20th-Fox saleslease deal for "Arch" while. the UA tracts had boiled down over the manager Andy W. Smith, Jr. New
litigation was pending. In addition, weekend to actions against Cagney plan is believed to incorporate, both
under the settlement negotiated last Productions and Warner Bros, on 20th's method of operation under the
Jackson Park decree and its preparaweekr Ent winds up. its six-pic com- 'Time of Your Lifef."
It was, learned
also that UA tion for operating under th^ 'Feder^
mitment to UA and becomes fr^e to
attempt to make some other ar« showed an operating profit
not anti-trust decree.
rangement on its future production large, but encouraging-^for the final
Smith stressed that the .system Is
six months of- 1947. Weekly income strictly experimental and may be
and release plans.
Agreement was 'also made by Sears from rentals reportedly hit an aver- changed, modified or abandoned at
age of $450,000 (it had been as high the sole discretion of the company.
(Continued on page 22>
as $750,000 in better days). That Under the plan, Chi and its suburbs,

For All Pix in Chi
.

film -patrons have begun seri<ously to shop for their film fare dur*^
ing the last year. Compilation of a
group of 12 "10 Best" lists reveals,
moreover, that many films which hit
both the critics' and boxoffice lists,

were

also "idea-conscious'* picture.s.

Industry observers see in this definite proof that the public is willing
to be led away from sheer escapist
entertainment in favor of higher-!-'
quality- product, so long as such
product maintains high entertain-

ment

standards.

,

^

'

-

in
compilation
comprising
a
of New York newspapers, Time
mag, the National Board of Review
and that of CBS commentator Bill
Leonard, among others, the- only
'

-

lists

three films to hit them all were 20th«
"Gentleman's Agreement,"
' a
RKO's "Crossfire" and Universal's

F0X

Arthur Rank) "Great Expecta'
tions." Both -"Crossfire" and "Agree(J.

.

Exbib Relations

DepL

At Par Gets Heave-o;
Lee^s Status Uncertain
Paramount has axed

its

exhibitor

relations department, which has been
headed since 1939 by Claude Lee.
Action was taken by Par's toppers as
another economy step in the company's drive to cut overhead by lopping non-essential services from
Par's framework. Henceforth, public
relations
questions
will
be
cleared through the division managers in their, respective territories.
-

Whether Lee •will stay with the
company is still unclear. It's been

:

reported that he's negotiating to
switch to Paramount's theatre wing
in an executive, field capacity.- Lee
has had extensive experience in exhibition since he served with the
Sparks theatres, Florida, for 15 years
before coming to Paramount.
Part, of Lee's work was to attend
exhibitor conventions as Par's goodwill xep. There are reports in the
field that other majors, pressed by
dipping profits, may also shortly curtail exhibitor relations setups.
Expense-trimming operations are
still taking place all along the line^
Jack Goldstein, eastern studio rep
for RKO, is ankling that company.
BKO is abandoning the department
and specialized duties thereunder are
to be divided among various branches
of the studio's New York office.
Goldstein was with RKO two years.
He was taken on by the late Charles
Koerner, then RKO's production
chief, who brought, him from his
former spot as ad-pub director of
David O. Selznick l^terprises.

means that
were taken

after producers' shares

UA

including

had left for itself around $100,000 a week. Operating costs -had been brought' down to

$90,000

out,

thus giving the
company a small black-ink leeway.
Banks' Standofl
The toughest of all problems, of
to

$95,000,

Gary and Hammond,

Ind.

(Continued on page 22)

MATH FOX BRINGS UP

Metro, Chi First Runs

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
Matty Fox, veepee and director of
Universal, has been issued 3,000
stock warrant to U's common, bring*
ing his holdings in warrants to a
total of 28,000.
Understood that his
employment pact with the company
entitles him to the warrant issue.
Jack Li Warner's holdings in Warner Bros, is now at 425,000 shares of
common plus 21,500 held in trust for
him after the
production chief
handed out 2,000 shares as gifts. His
brother. Major Albert Warner, company treasurer, now holds 430,400
shares outright plus a trust of 21,000 after gifts of 1,600 shares.'
'

WB

*B'

Pix for

WB

Hollywood,- Jan,

13.

Warners launched a "B" program
with "Th6 Fighting Terror" on an
18-day

schedule.

Wayne

Morris,

Fred Clark, Mary Stttart and Lois
Maxwell have leads, with Saul Elkins producing.

Sherry Shourds
latter's

first

formerly an

is directing.
direction job; he
assistant

It's

Charles

circle

Due for Get-Together

Dickens

and "Ex-

classic,

can

Metro, which hasn't sold a film in

were Paramount's "Welcome
and "Dear Ruth," War"Lite With Father," United
"Body and
(Enterprise)

Columbia l^ads the Big 8 with
nine films scheduled for first-quarter
release. These include three Tech'

productions, "Swordsman,"
"Prince of Thieves" and "Relentles.s,"
nicolor

Metro

Is next on the list with eight,
followed by 20th with" seven,
and Universal With six. United Artists with five, Warners with four and
Par with' three< .Col, -was also tops
last year, when it turned out 13
features plus four -oaters in the flrb-t

RKO

.

quarter.

List of 20th's releases may be
boosted before March rolls around,
since those presently set include only
product ''during the next
two
months," which would take the company into the middle of March.
Twentieth's sales manager, Andy W.
Smith, Jr., announced several months,
ago that his company would boost its
releases from 33 last year: to 48 in
1948, indicating a steady acceleration
in the rate of release can be expected, In addition to those films
named above, 20th 's list includes
such features as "Daisy Kenyon,"
An Ideal Husband" (Korda), "Call
Northside 777" and "You Were

-

•

Meant

for

Me"

'

.

Stranger"
ners'

After Long Stalemate

Artists'

Soul,"

Metro's

'^YearUng,"

RKO's

(Samuel (Soldwyn) "Secret Life of
Walter Mitty" and 'Tarmers Daughcree was handed down late last ti/tr. /ter,l' and 20th's "Boomerang" and
vember, expects tp get together with "Mit-acle on 34th Street." Breakdown
the first-run houses in the Chi loOp of 12 lists shows 20th leading the

Loew's Pays $4^80,000
In

Cash to Liquidate

Chicago since the Jackson Park de-

within the next several weeks. As
far as can be ascertained, Metro is
the only film company which shut-:
tered its Chi film sales because of
difficulties encountered in operating
under the J.P. decree. Other companies have continued to book their
product in compliance with &e rul:

U WARRANTS TO 28,000

anti-Semitism,

pectations," British-inade version of

similarly be included in the socalled art category!
Other filihs hitting both the "10
Best" lists and the boxoffice charmed

course,

sirous of producing for the company.
Banks were still being standoffish on

ment,", dealing with

are' definitely "idea*' films,

the

(Continued on page 20)

had not been licked. That
was getting financing for indies de^-

film distributors would step up their
releases considerably over those sent
out to exhibs last year, survey of the
Big 8 reveals that releases for the
first quarter of 1948 will not better,
last year's rate of delivery and may
even fall slightly behind.

ing.

•
.

Final plans for operating
the decree haven't yet been
ized.
Once the plan is set,
ever, it's expected to furnish
tern to be followed by the

under
final-

howa pat-,
entire

industry, insofar as that can be done
without getting into further di^iculties With the Federal anti-trust regulations, Among the chief hookers in
the ruling, which Metro hopes to
solve, is the claus'> which prevents
Katz houses in the
the Balaban

k

Loop from holding first-run product
•'
more than two weeks.
declared
they
Metro
officials
would start selling to the first-run
Loop houses as soon as the plan is
set.
They expect considerably more
difficulty In lining up a modus op-<
erandi for booking product <>nto the
second-run houses and will thus continue

to

was second-run
run

refrain
theatres

from booking
imtU the fltst

situation- is untangled.

(Continued on page 20)

HELLINGER PIX SHUFFLE

AMONG SRO PROBLEMS
Complete distribution schedule for
the year is being set up this week
by Selznick Releasing Organization
execs in a huddle on the Coast.
Among the problems being 'decided
is the place on the slate to be allowe.d for picture.? which were to
have been made ,for SRO by the
'late Mark Hellihger.
A Hellinger pic was being counted
on for release latter part of this
year. If a satisfactory producer can
be lined up to take over the Hellinger properties under David O.
Selznick's supervision, place will
continue to be allotted for a 1948
release. dOierwise, there will be a
reshuffling, with the possibility that
"Portrait: of Jenny'' preem will be
set baci; to even up the .schedule.
Nell Agnew, SRO prez, and Milton
Kusell, salesmanager, are expected
to return to New York later this
week from the Coast huddles. They
left New York last fridajr (»).
'

-

Ckims on 3 Theatres
Loew's has plunked down $4,380,000 in cash to liquidate all mortgage
and debt claims on three of its large
subsequent-run houses in' the New
York area, the Pitkin and Elings in
Brooklyn and the 'Valencia in Jamaica. Despite slipping boxoffice- returns, the circuit found itself in
strong enough position to borrow the
coin from several banks at the highly
favorable terms of- 2% interest running over a period of 10 years.

Loew's bought the mortgages from
Allied Properties, Inc., to which the
circuit has been paying $575,000 annually to cover interest charges and
partial liquidation. Ltecision to take
over the holdings completely will result in a 5% slash in costs in operating the three theatres. Move also
simplifies
the financial setup of

Loew's

with the streamlining
additional
savings in

circuit,

permitting

bookkeeping operations.
Since the deal involved only liquidation of outftandiitg mortgages^
federal £ourt approval under the
consent decree was not required.
Decree provisions cover on^ the
acquisition of new theatres. It waa
pointed out by lioew's execs that
ownership of the three theatres wir.

way* iKskled in tbe

circuit.

'
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THE FIRST ALEXANDER KORDA PRODUCTION

PAULETTE GODDARD
ion of
production

Glynis Johns

•

Constance

Collier

Produced and Directed by

•

Sir

Aubrey Smith

ALEXANDER KORDA

Coming horn
ANNAKARENINA
s..„;„,

VIVI£N LEIGH

wih.

lAiPH RICHARDSON • KIERON MOORE
Directed by JUUEN DUVIVIER,

THE LOST ILIUSION
Starring

tALPH

RICHARDSON • MICHELE MORGAN

by CAROL REED
9ased on a slory by Graham Greene
Directed

Lor

Hugh Williams

•

* screen 1*lay by

Ujos

Biro

•

From the Play by Oscar Wilde

AiEXANDH KORDAf

BONNIE PRINCE CHARUE
TECHNICOLOR
Storrlo,

DAVID NIVEN

Directed by ANTHONY KIMMINS
Screen Play Written by Clemence Dane

CYRANO DE BER6ERAC
.

StarrNiQ

•

;:

ORSON WEUS

THE DEVIL'S DELIGHT
$>arr>h,

CARY GRANT

Produced and Directed b^ CAROL REED
Script by Alan Melville

I

WILL REPAY

.

FILM REVIEWS
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Sleep,

My Xove

Hollywood, Jan.

Vnltea Aitlsta relcahe at Chai-lea (Buday)
BoBers-RsilDli Cohn (TitanEle) pioauction,
presented by Mary Piokforil. Stars ClawCiimmlngB, Don
Colbert,.
Roliert
Sctte
Ampche;- features Rita Johnson, George
:0irected' .'by
Hazel Brooks,
Coulourls,
Douglas Slrk. screenplay, St. Olalr WcKelway, Leo Bosten; from the novel by
Joseph Valentine;
I.eo Rosten; camera,
TOuslc score, Rudy Selirager; eflltor, Lyiin
Htirrlson. Previewed In HoUywooa Jan. ;»,
Running time, 96 MINS.
•4fi.
Alison Courtland..... ....CUiudcttB. Colbert
(....Kobett Cummlns's
Brute Klcott
Don Amcthe
Richavd Oourtland...
John.qon
.....George <"ou1ouvIb
Charles Vernay
Daphne. . ,,.»;,».«<;..».. .Hazel Brooks

Bavby.

.

... ..^ w;*.;;.., ..

.

.

.

.

.

,

..Blta

...Queenie Smith
Vcrnay.,....«
Keye l.uHe
i .-. , . ..; ......
...Fred Nurney
V...
..Maria .San Marco
Jeannie.
SBt. Strake., ........... ....Raymond Burr
.......I^illian Bron.son
Helen....
..RalDh ilorBun
Dr. Rlnehart.
LiUian Randolph
Maid.

Mrs;

Jimmle
Haskins
.

. :

.

"Sleep, My Love" manages a fair
share of suspense and adds up to
okay melodrama. Exploitation angles
are strong, which will help in getting it over to the public, and cast
lineup commands marquee attention.

Film marks the
years,

joining

she

carry the

first to

Mary Pic^ford name

about 12
with Charles
in

(Buddy) Rogers and Ralph Cohn in
presenting this under the Triangle
label through United Artists. Latter
pair are.

new

to higher-budgeted ef^

inexperience shows occjiHowever, overall" results
are good and well-paced, assuring

forts, an'd

«ionaIly.

auditor intere.st throughout..
Plot gets off to a strong start

)|aya

misses out on the film's dramatic Import. Scrgenplay ot .Maurice Tojnr'
bragel as well as Charles H. Schneer's
adaptation unfortunately have exaggerated the spirit of Sherwood Forest
and that of its denizens. Fred Jackman's Cinecolor lensing is admirably
done with the exception of the few
nocturnal sequences. -On the whole,
'Prince of Thieves" will find its best
market in the juvenile trade on
Gilb.
Saturday matinees.

Mimatnre Reviews
•'Sleep, My Love" (UA). Neat

XO.

melodrama with '-okay b.o. outSturdy cast names and
look.
exploitable angles.
(Col).
"Relentless" *<Golor)
Solid outdoorer with good char,

acterization. QolOr

an added

b.o.

"inducement
(Color)

The]^lame
(SONG)
Hollywood, Jan. 6.
Rcpulilic release o( John H.'Auer producslarsi .John Carroll, Vera .Ra,lRt()n,

ring Jon HaU.
"Xhe Flauie" (Rep). Mild melothat should rate fair re.

tion.;

drama
turns.

"Open Secret" (EL). Tair enin the anti-Semitism cycje
but can't play by itself.

try

.

:

"The Gay Banchero" (Songs;
Standard Roy
Rogers oatuner for juve market.
"Women in the Night" (FC).
Yarn of Nazi and Nip atrocities
Color)

(Rep).

Talk"

(Mono).

Fastpaced Johnny Mack Brown western with good element of sus- •
pens^. •
this more than

jiist

m

'

The Prince

.

:

;

Maria San Marco
and others measure Upi ..
^.

Robin - Hood.
Lady Marian

Van

Jan.'

0,

Carroll

Ralston
Barry MacAlilster. ............ .Robert jPaige
Broderick Crawford
.Ernie l^ick.s. .
.

.

.,

Henry

Dr. Mitchell.

Policeman.

fare.

"Gun

Ij.

:

Oeore:e fllacAlIister. ........ .John
.. . ..... .Vera
t^arlotta Duval.

house

and

Lukfe,

Heinz Roemheld; editor, Richard
l?revlev;ed. In Hollywood,
}Sneer.
'48 RunninK time 98 SUNS.

Aunt Margaret

.

Keye

Rdbai't Patj;!!!, Brodei^ick CraWCord; features
.Henry Tritvors, Blanche Yurlcn, Constance
Dowling, Halite McDanlel, Victor Sen Yung.
Screenplay, Lawrence
Directed by Auer.
Kimble; based on story by Robert T.
Shannon; cartieta, Keggle Lannlng; music,

against women; Lends itself to
strong exploitation.
Xamour"
(Indie)
"Jenny
(French ). Gallic-spiced whodunit
with Louis Jouvet; solid art-

windup is high melodrama that helps to make
brings off the finale on a fast tiote. a western.
Willard Parker, the relentless sherBasic story is the familiar one of
the man who wants to kill off his iff who's continually on Young^s
wealthy wife so he ,C9n marry the trail as latter stalks Barton MacLane,
sexy trOUbp. Development, however, is good. MacLane turns in a strong
bit as the villain, and Akim Tamiroff
brings in some new angles.
Claudette Colbert is the healthy, is consistent as a gambler who wants
wealthy wife who is being stealthily the gold mine that lies at the end
drugged by. husband Don Ameche. of the long chase. Choice, smaller,
spots
are ably contributed by MiSfe
made
hypnosis,
is
she
drugged
Under
to do strange things that indicate a Mazurki, Robert Barrat, Clem
/ •'
mental crackup. Opener has her Bevans and Emmett Lynn.
Film offers a number of exploits
awakening on a train to Boston, unable to explain: how it happened. able values to point up the selling
Next she sees, a strange, sinister for appeal to adult trade and the
character who gives her a pliony youngisters. The birth of a young
psychoanalysis. Events continue to colt and the death of -its mtfther,
pile up and she is saved from a vio- which serve a^ springboard for Ihe
lent death in the nick of time by a manhunt; a brush fire started to burn
new friend. Robert Cummings. Lat- out Young, and the finale sequence
ter is -responsible for the- final de- where Young uses the burning desert
nouement when he adds up the facts sun and thirst to finally trap' his man
are all points that sharpen appeal.
and rescues fair lady.
excel Edward Cronjager. did the excellent
Three principals all turn
Bros.
lent performances, -with Cummings color lensing.
managing good share of chuckles
With his romantic pursuit of the
of Thieves
lady. Rita "Johnson sparks a .mere
(COLOR)
bit as a gabby girl, and George Coi^Columbia release ot Sam Katzman prolouris works well as the sinister
duotiofi. Mas
Rati; flkitureg Patricia
character. Hazel BMOks is allowed Morison,' AdeleJon
''Jergens, Alan Mcwbray,
to make her role too obviously sexy Michael Duane,. H. B. Warner, Lowell dlji.
so that it becomes almost allegorical more. Directed by Ho'ward Bretfaerton.
the
.Screenplay,
Maurice rCombrag^T; adaptawithout
but
of all bad' women
Charles H. Schneer, based on novel
animal appeal it should have; Lil- tion,
by Alexander Dumas: 'camera (Cinecolor),
lian RandolpB scores in a standaut Fred H. Jackman, Jr.
editor,
James
scene as a maid who likes the com- Sweeney; musical director, Mischa' Sakalei.
Queenie Smith and Raymond nilcolt. At Fox theatne; Brooklyn, week
ics.
Burr' sharpen their brief appear- Jan. S, '48. Running time, J1MIN8.
ances.

Warners Color News NSG
Attempt of -Warner Pathe News to cop the spotlight by being the
American- newsreel outfit to use color fizzled out 'in, a blur of
orange and green tints in its coverage of the Rose Bowl football game
first

.

"Prince of TMeves"

(Col). Sub-standard production,
in Cinecolor, of an Alexandre
star-

Dumas Robin Hood yarn

Yurka.

Sen Yung
.Hairy V. Cheshire
Victor

The Minister.
Detective. ..
Detective. ..

......
John Nil;)an
....... .Garry Owen

.

.

. .

.Uddle

Dunn

Plushy production fails to cover up
contrived melodramatics

and
the
characters in "The Flame." Physical
dressing is well polished, the acting
good, but parts fail to register with
punch.
Grosses will be spotty,
although film lends itself to highpressure exploitation.
John H. Auer's production and direction get all there is to be gotten
out of the Robert T. Shannon story,
scripted by Lawrence: Kimble. He
establishes a mood that is good, uses
the music score and camera effectively and generally creates a fair
amount of suspensci
,
Where f|lm misses is in lack ot
motivation for a number .of key
Plot deals with John
characters,
Carroll's scheme to gain possession
of his brother's fortune. The brother,
,

Tjady Chrlstabel

Bohnen, who
member but a

not only is a gang
wife-beater and drunk

where given wide

exploitation; The
exploitation possibilities sxs here.

to boot.

Cast as the lead,,. Ireland delivers
a wooden performance. His conception of an ex<^serviceman who helps
break up the machinations of the
conspirators is underplayed. Likewise, Miss Randolph offers- little to
the film aside from proving her
prowess as a sweater gal, Rather
puzzling is the emphasis on the
sinister qualities of Ireland's landlady, Anne O'Neal. She reeks of
villainy,' yet no link develops to
associate her with the gang.
,

'

Script, on which a quartet of
-writers worked, is a fairly good, job,
pulling no punches to sttow Hhat
anti-Semitisin
will
receive, short
shrift under; our form, of government.
John Reinhardt's direction
paced the film well in most sequences while fine lensing of George
Robinson is further embellished by
'

use of exceptional lighting effects.
Production 'reins, handled by Frank
Satenstein, wrung maximum value

Robert 'Paige, supposedly has only out of the

"Women"

-

initial effort of the

.

story. The writing
fairly elementary,

and story

line are
but direction by

Rowland helps overcome
some of these deficienqies.
Yarn concerns itself with a group
of women rounded up by the Nazi
William

military in Shanghai in an attempt
to find the murderer of a German
officer. They're forced to entertain
Jap an4 Nazi dignitaries in the Nazi
club.
iBetween indignities,
they work with the Chinese underground; eventual relief comes when
an OSS man, played by William
Henry, is flown in to forestall exchange of information between the
Axis on a "cosmic ray" weapon.
Tala Birell, as the French giri who
divides her loyalties but does all
right finally by the Allied cause, does
a creditable job, while 'VirginiaChristine, as the wife of the OSS
man, is competent. Gordon Richards,
as the Nazi Colonel; Richard I.00 and
officers'

.

lanioar

.

'

.

,

;

.

established. Broderick Crawford is Cookie BnllAnctier. w . ...... . Andy Devine
the most consistent character as the .Ccnsuelo BelmeHte. ..^..EiateUfa ROdiilgUez
blackmailer. Constance Dowling in- trance Bi^ados J .......... > ; . iOeorge JCeeker
jects s.a. that almost gets out of hand Mike Blitter;.J.............;.LeBoy Mason
... ,|.
.Dennis Moore
in her vnitery scene while singing Tex:
Slim, ....... ................ Keith Richards
..1--""T
'it'^-'^Cii.'
Betty
.

.

Me

Love

or Leave Me."

— —
Others afe.,, .Reception

"
adequate.

'

Reggie Lanning did an excellent
lensing job, working from good sets
Adele Jergens and. art direction. Heinz Roemheld
...Alan Mowbray defied background music. Film Is
..Michael Duane overlong at 96 minutes.
Brag.
.11. B. Warner
.....EoweU GUmore
.

,

Gagnon

cierk

Breezy

....Robert Rose

TerteU
Themselves: ^Bob Holan uid the Son« of
.the pioneers
^

Roberts.-. .

..Ken

,

'

.

"The Gay Ranchero" is standard
outdoor fare made according to the
simple recipe for past Hoy Rogers
oatuners.
SeereA
With Tito Guizar and
Eagle Lion release ot Uarathdn Pictures Estelita Rodriguez in the cast, this
Little John.............
.waiter Sajide' production (Frank Satenstein).
Features pic is, slightly fiavored with chile
Will Scarlet. ................... .Syd Sayloi; Johh Ireland, Jane Baddoiph,
Roman for solid reception south-of.-theBowman.,.
I, stantoi-d Jolley
Bohnen, Sheldon Leonard.
Directed by border. Otherwise, formula ingredLindsay
Fredrtc Saniley rohn Reinltardt Screenplay, Henry BlanltRelentless
Margaret Head
Belle Mitchell fort. Max Wllkj original story, Wilk ana ients of hoofbeating, fisticuffs, gun(COLOR)
Ted Murkland; additional dialog, John play and a brace of listenable tunes
Bright; camera, George Robinson; editor, are assembled in familiar pattern.
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
This version of an" Alexander Du- .rason Bernie. Previewed in N. T. Jan. Tinting
Columbia release ot Eugene B. Rodney
of this pic shows marked
mas yarn, based upon one of Robin 9, '48; Bunnlng time, 70 MINS.
(Cavalier) production. Stars Robert. loung.
Marguerite Chapman; features 'VVdlard Hood's fabled exploits, boils down to Paul Lester,-..,...;.,.,..
John Ireland improvement -in. the Tracolor process
MacLane,
Barton
Nancy Les.tep.
Parker, Akim Tamiroff,
Jane Randolph towards greaterMeflnitlon and vividClem nothing more than a typical western
Barrat.
Robert
Mike Mazilrki,
Roman Bohnen ness.
,^,f'"
Directed by George Sherman. transplanted to King Arthur's era; Mike I'rontelll
Bovans.
Sheldon Leonard
Yarn
revolves
around efforts of a
a
pn
,StrausB,4
Despite the
Screenplay. Win.)ton Miller; based
fact
there's
action
.George Tyne
Mitchell
tory by Kenneth Perkins; camera (Teoh- aplenty, principal failing of "Prince f'?''!?'
Morgan Farley gang of varmints to gain control of
an airport through mysteriously
Blcolor), Edward Cronjager; music so^re,
**rs. Loclte.
sjllen Lowe
MarUn Sklles; editor, Gene Havllck. Pre- of Thieves" is that the fantasy is Mrs. 'rrlBtram.....
Anne 0,'Neal wrecking the planes. Rogers, as
viewed in Hollywood Jani 8, '48. Bunninr never punched across. Picture is des- i;»Ver
.Arthur O'Connell sheriff, undergoes' usual complicatime, 01 MHJ8.
tined to hold down the secondary
^ . ^
John Alvln tions in tracking down
Robert
Tounff
the thugs
Nick Buckley..
spot in the dualers.
Bert Conway
.
""V-'
Marguerite Chapman
riuclia Purdy.
Bory MalUnson but' not before plenty of corpses are
Mountings and costumes in this
...Willard Parker
Jett Moyer........
H'll
......./.....Helena Dare strewn about. Odd mixture of airAklm Tamiroff Sam Katzman production reflect a Bartender
Joe Patlngo,
Leo Kaye planes with 1880 style of horse Opera
MacLane
Barton
Tex Srnndow ............
heavier-than-average budgetary ex- Fawnes.,
King Donovan plot is
Mike,Ma?.urki
handled
in
perfect
deadpan
Jake.
Bod.
..........................
.Tom Noonan
Robert Barrat penditure, and use of Cinecolor sets
Ed Simpson
fashion but the Saturday matinee
...Clem Bevans them off well with exception of some
Bad.
......Frank Fenton of the night scenes, which are none
With "Crossfire" and "Gentleman's j'Uve trade won't mind the contraJim Kupple-.i.
Bob Pliny .............. .Hank Patterson too well defined. Acting and script- Agreement" blazing the trail for an dictions.
Paul Burns
Musically, film is solidly buttressed
hta BWgg«
ing don't measure un to the film's anti-Semitism cycle, Marathon Pici. .Emmott l^ynn
jNeftter*. ... i
with Guizar's strong tenor piping
Will Wright physical properties. Jon Hall, cast tures' "Open Secret" further spotHone Dealer,.
the title role, interprets his lines lights an incident of racial prejudice, of "Granada'' and "You Belong To
My Heart," and Miss Rodriguez'
Cavalier Production^ has come almost satirically as do most Of his unquestionably such a theme pos- vivacious rendering
of "A Gay
sesses
the utmost merit but Marathrough with strong offering in "Re- supporting players.
Ranchero" plus a neat terping rouOn the other hand perhaps the pic- than^ interpretation lacks a finesse tine.
lentless," its first for Columbia reRogers and Miss Frazee handle
lease. Film has a solid story, back- ture was intended as a burlesque, that a higher budget may well have a nice tune, "Wait'll I
Get My Sungrounded against the west, able pro- When caught last week at a Brook- Provided. Controversial nature of shine in the Moonlight," competently.
duction and direction, with added lyn downtown deluxer, audience the film will impart a moderate Cowboy chorus also contributes
a
Mowbray, portraying amount of b.o. stimulus, and its provalue Of color to sharpen boxoffice gave Alan
Friar .Tuck, the biggest laugh of the ducers undoubtedly will ret^sie a couple of okay numbers. Thesping,
sttention.
^
direction
and
scripting
are par for
There is an attention to 'detail, film when he admonished his oppon- profit on their investment.
Herm.
To illustrate the ;^read of preju- this type of production.
careful story- and character develop- ents that anyone striking "his holy
dice
in
a
heighten
habit
would
guilty
sin.",
community
be
of
Mowwhen>
sancment and other factors that
interest under Eugene B. Rodney's bray plays the part broadly, border- tioned by a political heeler, picture
In the Night
employs a melodramatic yarn rea n 1 y production guidance. ing on a slapstick vein.
E h 0 w
Fiiin Classics release of Lewis K. Ansell
Plot hinges on. the efforts of miniscent of eloak-and*dagger stuff. Pl'ftductiui,. Features Tula Birell, Willi.lm
Background scenery hasn't been
filmed to death, and color lensing Michael Duane to win Adele Jergens, Newly weds John Ireland and Jane Henry, Viiginia Christine. Directed by WilDuring Duane's absence of some five Randolph fall heir to the problems liam Rowland. Screenplay, Robert .St. Clalr,
paints plenty of scenic beauty.
Edwin
Wesiry,
based
story l>y Rowland.
George Sherman's direction mi.sses years, the damsel's father, ^Lewis of a male friend who's disappeared Editor, Dan Mliner. on
Previewed in N. Y.,
ro bets in keeping the action lively. Russell, has pledged her to Gavin while secretly attempting to expose Jan. 7, '48. Running time, 90 MINS.
Tala Birell
Plot, essentially, concern.? itself with Muir, whom she does not love. With a ring of hoodlums who prey on Yvette Aubert
Ma.tor
Van
Arnheim.
......
"foreigners."
.William Henry
can
aid
Hall
and
Much
of
man
who
the
of
his
colleagues
the
the
plot,
hunt
for
cena
a cowboy's
.Virginia Christine
ters about the efforts of the schemers Cisii-e Adams. ..
clear him of murder charges, and romance is adjusted, of course.
Col. Noynma
tlichard Loo
As the fair Ladies Marian and to recover candid shots of them Col.
this basis and its ramifications have
Von Me.ver
Gordon Richards
respectively,
Patricia participating in acts of violence and Frau Thaler
been soundly established in the script Christabel,
.Bernadlne Hayes
Benson Fong
by Winston Miller, based on a story Morison and Miss Jergens are on vandalism against those of the Jew- Chung
Ling...,,,..
Frances Chung
hand chiefly for decorative purposes. ish faith.
by Kenneth Perkins.
James,
.>.Kathy Frye
Instrumental in rounding up the Helen
Robert Young, an actor at home in Duane manages to inject a note of
-Sheila Hallett ............ . .Helen Mowery
any kind of a background, makes the authenticity into his part of a bold gang which sought to emulate Hitler Prof. KuntoshI
Philip Ahn
,,.,.(,lrlg IJ'loreii
cowboy character real. It's an honest knight in quest of his lady love. are Ireland, a police lieutenant Maria Gonzales,
intensely
and
Robin
hand»maidert
(Sheldon
Leonard)
and
all
times,
Raymond,
to
a
camera
portrayal at
Chapman, Miss Jergens, is saucily sexy in a shop proprietor, (George Tyne).
Marguerite
satisfying.
Purportedly based on United Naproprietor of a travelling covered role calling for just those qualities. Latter .sparkles as a victim who tions Information Service files on
turns the tables on his persecutors. crimes against women by the Nazis
wagon store, pleases mightily as the Balance of cast is so-so.
Howard Bretherton's direction is Other roles, neatly portrayed are and Nips, "Women in the Night"
girl who befriends the cowppke. It's
another character that icings true and able enough iit the combat scenes but those of: Leonard; .and Roman should lend itself for good grosses
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the

tor Louis K. Ansell,
Despite the
wealth of exploitation material,
there's a good deal of naivete in the

.

The

Douglas Sirk paces his direction The Friar
neatly in handling the not always Sir Allan Claire..:
Gilbert Head
smooth script by St. Clair McKelway .Sir
Phillip.
i
and Leo Rosten. Joseph Valentine Bai'on Tristram. ................ .Oavln -Muir.
;Robln Beymondt
did the okay leftsing, ^ind .other tech- Maude.
Sir Fltz-Alwln ......... ...Lewis L. Busaelt
nical functions are competent.
,

is

newly-formed Southern California
Pictures, headed by St, Louis exhibi-

film's limited budget.
a few. months to live, so Carroll has;
am.
his girl friend. Vera Ralston, marry
the sick man. 'She learns to. love her
Ciiijr
Rnueliei^ai
bridegroom, nurses him back' to
.(SOifG£i:'''C0LOB)
health,, and
when a blackmailer
Phillip Afan, its Jap inquisitors, also
Bepubllc release j(>f Bdward J. White-pro*' do well.
threatens her new happiness, Carroll
Jose,
suddenly reforms and has a fatal duction. Stars Boy- Rogers, Tito GUIzar;
features Jane Fi-azee, Andy Devlne,' ]EatelIta
shooting match with the villain.Eodrlguez.
Directed by William "Witney.
Carroll walks a sketchy tightrope Screenplay,- Sloan Nibley; camera* (Tru«|en>iy
betv.'wn sympathy and deep-dyed color); Jack Hai-ta; editor, Tony Martin(SONGS)
elll:
songs, Abe "Tutflm, Fraricia Luban.
vilJ -'iay in the principal role. Miss
(FRENCH-MADE)
J. J. Espinosa, Harry Click, Jimmy LamRai'iton shows considerable improvebert, Dave OlseD, Augustin Le^ra and' Ray
Vo'g Films release ot Majestic pi-cducment in her work. Robert Paige Gilbert. Previewed In N. T., Jan. 0, '48. tion.
stars Loula Jouvet; features «u-/.y
makes the brother pleasant and Running time, "J* MISS.
Deiair.' Directed by Henri-GeorKes Clouzct.
.......Roy Rogers Screenplay, Clouzot, Jean Ferry ada.p| cd
would have endowed character with Boy Bogers..
Lopez.........;.. ....... ..Tito OulSsar fron^ novel -by S, A. Steeman;. camera. Armore strength had role been better ^icol
B'etty Btchards*.. ;..:^. .. .... .Jane Frazee

........... Jon Hall
..........Patricia Morlson
, . . .

.

via Cinecolor. Company deserves plenty of credit for being the first
to take the plunge but it will havfe to d6 a better job, or find a better
rapid-developing color process, if it expects the big ad-publicity campaign to pay off.
,
One of 'dhe chief mistakes made by the reel was- in lensing the
other New.. Year's Day bowl games in black and white.
Standard
system of newsreel coverage made it extremely simple to follow the
play. Once the !Pasadena bowl game flashed on the screen; however,
the action was lost almost completely in a blur. Michigan's blue jerseys appeared green and the maize numerals came out a bright orange.
Apparent color similarity between the uniforms of the two teams
made it difficult to tell which team had the ball. Sporadic shots of
the crowd were especially bad, appearing 'as merely a haze of varicolored spots on the screen.
Heel made out much better with the Tournament of Roses parade
preceding the game. Although the colors never appeared true, they
did not. run together and -lent plenty of flash to the spectacle that could
not ha've been present on black and white film. From all appearances,
color such as Warner Pathe used is probably okay for such feature
events as parades or-ifashion- Shows. System is n.s.g., however, for the
majority of spot news events or fast-action sports.
Stol.

Tr.avor8

.Blanche

Helens. Anderson. ..... .ConstJince Dowling
.Hattie McDaniol
Cella
(.7hang.

January 14, 1948

,

Women

m

,

T..i

.

mand

Thirnrd;

editor,

Charles

Clcincnt;

Dopez and A. Hornpsi; ISngMeadow «nd Harry L. Oiier.
K.Jan. 7, '48. Running

songs, Francis
lish titles,

Noel

Previewed In
time, 102 MOS.
Dora..

1

Renant"

Siinone

.Tenny.
Ma.urlce Martincau...

Brignon..
Antoine
Chief Inspector
Faulo
Taxi Driver

.Suzy

I,>pljiir

Bernard Blier
Charles Duilln
.Louis Jouvet
.Rene Blancart

...Dauran
...Pierre Lartiuey

Claudine Dupula
(In French; English titles)

Manon.

"Jenny Lamour" is a salty entry
from France that'll do nicely in
foreign-language situations.- Framed
around a conventional whodunit
yarn, pic avoids that familiar look
through a parlay of wit, realism and
expert thesping. Pace, however, is
not fully sustained but slicing of
about 15 minutes from the long running time would tighten the action.
With show people as the central
characters, film has a music hall
background which offers Suzy tie-

openings for- several neatly
rendered pop tunes. The backstage
life is handled, witiiout glamorization, obliquely giving Americans an

lair

idea

of

the

hardships suffered

.

in

France due to lack of fuel by having
everybody wear their overcoats
even in the ^door sequences. Film's
other major setting Is the gendarmerie headquarters, -where onpe- again
interest is kindled by the completely
realistic treatment of the workoyers
received by criminals.

Plot revolves around the

murder

of a notorious film producer who insisted on pawing his females before
pacting them. Miss Deiair, a poor,
talented but ambitious chanteuse,
had made a play for him, but conked
him with champagne bottle at the

payoff rendezvous. Meanwhile, her
frantically jealous husband breaks
into the rake's chateau with mur-"
derous intentions but finds someone
has already beaten him to the job.
Enter Louis Jouvet as the cynical
dick from headquarters who begins
to pick up a chain of clues pointing
to the- husband as the killer. Miss
Deiair believes, however, that she's
the murderer and, just as her husband attempts suicide, makes a confession.
But through a long and
slightly incredible stretch of coincidence, some underworld character is
picked up to get the rap and restore
the domestic bliss.
As usual, Jouvet, one of France's
great cinema actors, delivers a subtl.y
shaded characterization of a bored
detective with a distaste for his job.
Miss Deiair is graced with looks,
'

vitality

and a good set
.

of

pipes,

while Bernard Blier, as her husband,
registers with a competent performance. Charles Dullin, as the film pro*

'

(Continued on page 22)
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W6. Metro Seen Joining Par in Sunt

I
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||[p[|[ Receipt-of-Income Tax System

Fake Returns

Vs. Brandts Charging

Held Govt. Victory Vs. Indies
'T

The Brandt circuit, headed by-f
Harry and" William Brandt, which 'Roses' for Pereira;
tangled with Paramount this week in

f

London. Jan.' 6.
There ..are pretty definite indicaThen
Pic tions that American film companies
a $563,000 percentage-fraud Suit,
faces Similar action by two other maRKO producer William Pereira will continue to produce pix here at
jors—Warner Bros, and Metro. .It's trained to the Coast Satui-day (10) the same tempo a.<! heretofore deNlzer, following a two-day stay in New spite the recent passage of the new
Phillips,
that
understood
Benjamin & Krim, attorneys for Par York after arriving earlier in the quota act by Parliament which elimin the current action, are now prep- week from Britain aboard the Queen inated the necessity of making quota
ping complaints for WB and Metro; Elizabeth. Upon his return to the films. It's now been learned that the
majors
American
of
with no possibility of the claims studio he'll picli up production reins presidents
The on KKO's "Bed of Roses," slated as agreed at Geneva, during the recent
being settled in advance.
international government trade conBrandts, after tiffing with 20th-Fox his next assignment.
last }reaX, paid otit $237,000 when
While abroad Pereira mapped pro-^ ference-, that they would keep up
Spyros Slsouras, 20th prexy, called duction plans on the joint RKO-J. the level of British production rein 'as arbitrator, fixed that sum.
Arthur Rank forthcoming, "The gardless of Pariiaroent's action,
The Geneva agreements between
Par's percentage-chiseling claim, Captain Was a Lady." Film is slated
brought in the New York supreme to be done under the same setup as nations may not be adopted since a
<!Ourt, names 162 other exhibs and the companies' recent "So Well Re- number of hurdles in the way of
exhibitor corporations in the Brandt membered," for which Rank put up general ratification and particularly
by the U. S. have now cropped up.
circliit as defendants, and charges half the coin.
But the expressed intention of film
fraud in 96 theatres. It details 33
proxies will very likely be carried
separate causes of action covering the
'

period from Jan. 6, 1942, to date and
throws the book at the defendants
asserting bribery of checkers,
books and padding of
expenses.

U. S. Reissues

'
,

Dead Abroad

Service of papers 'on the Brandts,
et al., brought forth: a hot countercharge frbm Harry Brandt. This action, he countered, "is typical of the

arrangement
stars
nis Price.

Would Be

Original

Yarn

An original on which he has been
working in New York with writer
Arnold ManofE will be his next
chore for Enterprise, if it's okay
with the studio, director Lewis Milestone said prior to his return to the
Milestone's
Coast 'Monday (12).
next was to have been "Wild Calendar," in which Ginger Rogers was
to have starred and participated in
profits.
Miss Rogers and Enterprise
mutually, called quits to their deal
recently, however.

Director

Ent doesn't know

said

anything yet about the

;

new yam,

which is from an idea by Manoif
and Abraham Polonsky. If approved,
be hopes to start work on it about
mid-February, he stated.

MPAA J^usbes
Continued from page 3

;

-

.

:

To 39

UA

exists and will be up for discussion Film
Ltd., of reissue rights
in_ Parliament shortly for possible to 39 United Artists films held by
reincorporation in the pending quota Jacques Grinieff, American picture
legislation. It was thought in some importer - exporter.
International,
quarters that the -MPAA move was which specializes in reissue distribupartially designed to head this off. tion, paid $250,000 plus a percentage
of
receipts.
the
Following is
statement
issued
•

.

yesterday:

Approval for shipping the heavy

"American film producers may
liquidate dollars now blocked in at
least six foreign countries by producing pictures in or sending companies on location to Italy, France,

quantity of coin out of Britain is
seen as an aid to exhibs in the country in meeting the shortage of product threatened, by the American embargo on new film shipments as a

Holland, Norway, Sweden or AusAll these countries would
.
welcome the opportunity to participate in financing in such American production within their boundarie.s
Mayer expressed the belief that the American industry may
become interested in such activity
when it becomes fully familiar with
his most recent survey of the foreign market. (Mayer recently re-'

result of the 75% tax. With no compromise in sight on the tax issue,
the Treasury's action is apparently
a recognition of the important part
to be played by reissues in keeping
theatres open.

.

tralia

.

turned

.

.

from

tinental trip.)

"Aside

Mayer

.

.

.

an eight-week Con-

...

from

economic

factors,

-

Included in the 39 pix are a number of highly successful- ones, including 17 made by Walter Wanger.

Among them

are "Sundown," "Al'Voyage Home," "Trade

"Long
and "Foreign CorrespondAlso included are a number
made by Paramount and disUA, among them being
Married a Witch" and "The

giers,"

Winds"
ent."
of pix

tributed by

believes international under- "I
standing would be aided by such Crystal Ball."
Also a group of
location trips or production activi- Hopalong
Cassidy
westerns and
ties in countries where studio faciU* some .Harry Sherman western speties are adequate."
cials.

producers.

indie

the

which Romaine Film

in

Government

E

Fw

by

receipt-of -income

There's a hot court battle

currently on in the V. S. tax courts

"Bank-

is

in 1

production lineup for the year
Coast huddles last week,
?!agle Lion- is counting on Walter
Wanger for four big properties duping 1948, Max Youngstein, EL's adpub chief; said this week. Youngstein returned to N. Y. Monday (12);
along with Robert Benjamin, EL director and head of J. Arthur Rank's
U. S. wing, after talks with Arthur
Rrim, E*L prexy; Bryan Foy, production topper; A. W. Schwalberg, sales
chief, and other top brass.
.Wanger, who recently joined EL
in a stock-swapping transaction, will
gun production within 60 days. He
starts oft' his EL chores with "The
Bastille" and then follows through
with "Tulsa," "The Lady Pirate" and
"The Blank Wall." Last of the quartet will star Joan Bennett, Wangers

Co.,

headed

contesting

the

method

de-^

pitch.

the

T-Men has

a produ-

cer immediately allocate a portion
of each dollar income on a pic to
profit or loss. For instance, if a film
costs $1,000,000 and estimated ca.sli
return is figured at $l,500i000, then
one-third of every dollar is bracketed as profit forthwith. Taxes then
paid as income is garnered on the
Him without awaiting return of costs

by

set

Treasury:

in

full.

Method used by Romaine on

its

"To Be Or Not To Be." was the
recovery-ofrcost system which other
indies also employ. Romaine paid no
pic.

federal' taxes until

tlie

entire

cost

on the film was recouped. Government nixed the method, and the
under way, ensued.
Accounting practice of the major*
is a cross between the two methods,
:-That is, films are amortized on a
fixed table which varies with each
company from 52 weelts to 78. Government has accepted the method as
okay since the tables are fixed on
actual ejcperience of the companies
court

tiff, stilt

i

^h previous product.

;

>
It's not rega/dedi by the reyenueis
has just closed a pack- as proper -by indies. Government
contention is that they lack the past
business
experience in guflielpht
Miss Bennett and Paul Henreid. Lat- films to fix amortization tables whltjh
ter takes a cut in the film's profits as would be suffieiently accurate.
part of his salary. There's also better than an even chance that the

wife.

.

;

Company

for "Hollow Triumpn,"
filmization of a novel which stars

deal

age

'

company

will tie into a number of
other indies before the year is up.
Total distribution for the year is
now set at from 55-60 pix, Youngstein said. Three more British pix
from the J. Arthur Rank organization have been selected for EL han-

Disney Accounting

Changes Up Net To

307G During 1947

Financial report of Walt Disne.y
They're "October Man," adaptation of the Eric Ambler novel: Prbduotions for fiscal 1947, aired
"Take My Life," produced by Ronald last week, threw the spot on imporReame, and the Technicolor opu.s. tant .changes in the animator's way
of doing btisijiess, At the same time,
"The Smugglers,"
it highlighted a sharp increase in net
profits (due mainly to a switch in
accQUiiting 'methods) whicte'*ri0O^t
the company jf307,075 against
net
of $199,602 for the year before. Gross
returns f6r the year, ended Sept. 27,
also climbed remarkably to $6,619,Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Beauchamii, slated, for February 912, highest in the outfit's history,
Harry Joe Brown's "Coroner's production at Universal - Interna- against a take of $4,097,700 in '40.
Creek" will be released as "Law- tional
.
"King of the Gamblers"'
To head off a loss ol income abroad
less."
. Gene Autry bought "Sons
is the new tag on "Recoil" at Refrom dollar restrictions, Disney exof New Mexico," authored by J»aul public
Kirk Alyn draws the title pects to put through a switch in op-Gangelin, to be filmed in Cinecolor role in "Superman," a cliffhanger
erations by selling outright to forfor Columbia release
Leo Mc- based on the newspaper; strip, to be eign distribs in various countries
the
Carey wound up added scenes for produced by Sam KaizmaJi at Co- right
to distribute Disney's pix for a
"Good Sam," his last picture at RKO lumbia.
fixed period of years. Roy Disney,
before shifting to Paramount
.
Paramount resumes production prexy of the outfit, during his NoVirginia Belmont draws the femme this
week on "A Connecticut vember, 1947, European trek, negolead in "Meloday Rings," her ninth Yankee"
Nuitnally Johnson sent tiated with foreign distribs'
and exoater_ in six months
Iiconard "Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid" hibs with the plan
.
in mind.
Carey signed for another butler role into work on the Universal-InterOn the homefront, outfit has put
in "Let's Fall in Love'' at Columbia national lot after two weeks of
through
a
new
method
of
accounting
East-West Pictures closed a deal lensing in Florida
Brian Donas an outgrowth of a settlement witli
to produce six films in 15 months for levy signed to co-star with Ked
Skelton in "A Southern Yankee" at the Treasury Dept. Under GovernScreen Guild release.
Norman Z. McLeod will direct Metro
G^ne Tieraey and Rex ment urging, Disney has adopted the
^
Ilarrbait ^ill
co-star
in
"Sym- receipt-of-income basis whereby a
"It's Always Spring," to be produced by Daniel Dare at Paramount, phony," first director chore for portion of each dollar irleome Is reflected immediately as profit or lo.ss.
Sturges at 20th-Fox
starting in two weeks ... J. Edw»rd Preston
Bromberg signed with Kod E. Geiger Claude Kalns, currently in "Abigail, Boosted earnings in 1947 were due
substantially to the new method.
for a featured role in "Christ in Dear Heart,-" leaves for London late
On features prior
in February to star with Ann Todd ^*^*?f!?^,"*
Concrete," to be filmed in Italy
Aaron Rosenberg was named asso- m "The Passionate Friend'^ for to "Make Mine Music," first wider
revamped system, no profit is taken
ciate producer on "The Wonderful Cine-Guild.
on
a
picture
until
all costs sirie re'R. G.
Springsteen Will direct
Race at Rimrock" at Universal-In'^
Arlcne Dahl draws "Secret Service Investigator" at Re- covered.
ternational
Healthy chunk of the $6,619,912
Vincent Prlt'c cast as
the femme role opposite Red Skel- public
gross
income
is represented by the
ton in "A Southern Yankee", at Richelieu and Gig Young; as Porthos
in "The Three Musketeers" at Metro $1,157,869 which
the Disney outfit
Metrb.
Republic bought "Plight From took from such non-film sources as
Bill Thomas will direct "Dynamite" and "Special Agent," and his Fury," authored by John K. Bntler, comic strips, commercial pictures,
partner. Bill IMnc, will pilot "Disas- for early spring production by Sid- licensing of cartoon characters, etc.
ney
Picker
Paul Stewart will do Since the costs applicable to income
ter," all Pine-Thomas productions
Donald narration, for "Berlin Express" at other than films C9me to |66S,822.
for Paramount release^ .
O'Connor and Marjorie IMaiu will RKO ... Otto Preminger brought in the net from those otitside sources
co-!!tar in "The Wonderful Race at "That Lady in Ermine" two d£!ys was almost double the cbnt^aiiy'*
Rimrock," it magazine yarn by D. D. ahead of schedule at 20th-Fox
^enlire net. proflfc: '/
dling.

From

Briefs

Buy

Rank.

with

method.

Its

bite.

One

produce two films arily took their profits in dollars
on the Continent next summer as a with nothing said. There's no indimeans of getting out the frozen cur- cation Whether the British governrency he holds.
ment now intends to take a sterner
A complete laclc of dollars, even In view. It's faced with the certain
the black mai'ket, Grinieff declared, knowledge that doing so would spell
has resulted in the inevitable , shut- the end to Yank production here.
down of the marlcet for U.S. pictures.
One practical hurdle stands in the
The dollar situation, he said, ''can be way of Yank filmmaking. That's a
expected to get worse before it gets shortage of studio space which can't
better." He sees no hope tor profit- be' remedied because
of present
able' sales abroad for another two i)uilding restrictions. Booming
Brityears.
ish production is helping to squeeze
Grinieff is planning to produce the Yanks and they'll be forced to
films that "will be Hollywood in haobble along on present
facilities.
every sense but the geography of
their production locale," he asserted
He returned to New 'York from the
Geller Gets Paul Rights
Coast this week after starting negoHollywood, Jan. 13.
tiations for .writers^ directors and
James J, Geller acquired film
players for the pictures. He's also
rights to Elliot Paul's hext two
aiming to establish a permanent
novels and will make at least one in
American setup for feeding story and indie
package deal away from
properties and personnel to his projEagle Lion.
ects abroai
Understood he's been offered maAt least one of the first two pic- jor studio connection for. film.
tures is likely to be made in Denmark. The others may be produced
in- Paris or Rome.

;

pay-

of paying the federal bite

adopting

4 From Wanger

—

hand, possibility was seen as it being
British Treasury Okays
a dig at England. Latter has a law
providing that dollars earned from
of Reissue Rights
production of a film in Britain must
be returned to that country.
Pix in Eng.
The measure has never been enforced and there is some legal doubt
British Treasury "has given its
as to whether it could be, but it okay to purchase by International
Renters,

a re-

been insisting that all ihdi«
filmmakers ra,dieally change their

method

Receipt-of-income

understanding, was reached after
Britain had already clamped down
on Yank film imports via the 75%

He's, planning to

Producto

the

for

dept. has

manded by

thing standing in the way of
American production is the Foreign
Reissue market abroad for Ameri- Exchange CojQtroI Act of the British
can films which ilourished from the government which requires return
actions instituted all 6ver the counof
the
end
until
war"
a few months of all earning^ overseas on Britishtry against independent exhibitors
in an effort *^o impose the pressure ago— is completely dead now except made pix to the home country. This
That's the word of would mean that an American proo£ monopoly .ipon the independent." in England.
Brandt promised "a revelation to the Jacques GrinieK, leading indie in the ducer making a pic iii Britain could
public" when the facts are aired in sal* of foreign rights,
n ot take ^is earnings abroad in
The market has so dried up, Gri- dollars.
court, and said it would "show the
extremes to which some companies niefl disclosed, that he is abandonThe act, however, is the same as
are willing to go in their greed for ing the import'Hexport business and one in efifect before which was never
turning exclusively to productioh. enforced.- Yank filmmakers custom(Continued on page 20)

Milestone's Next for Ent

practice

basis

Ann Crawford and Den- by Jack Benny,

dam"

out regardless. 'That's considered all
the more probable since the Geneva

ad valorem

against

technicians to help Kim scissor his
"Master of Bankdam" for Yank audiences.
Forde entrained for the
Coast Monday (12) with a print of
''Bankdam," his 49th feature film.
British filmmaker and' his wiCe,
Cully Forde, wiU. work with a staff
U exof Universal's technicians.
pects to release the film under its

'

falsification of

Walt Disney

in

accounting

income taxes repreWalter Forde, British producer- sents the Government's first acdirector under the J. Arthur Rank
knowledged victory in its drive
banner, is calling on Hollywood

.

by

Switch
tions'

Briton Seelcs U.S. Aid
ceipt-of-income
To Scissor Anglo Film ment of federal

;

RKO-Rank
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BOUBLE LIFE
with

SI©NE,HASSO EDMOND O'BRIEN
LOEB
SHELLEY WINTERS RAY COLUNS
KANIN
^RUTH GORDOM CARSON
^tlC|IA^J^|l
GEORGE QUKOR'^
•

•

Written

Dirwtei.«y

•
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PlCtvaS CROSSES

LA. Holdovers Steady; UlcCoy,' Lone

He

New

U'

upped

Irame

orpheum

$10,500.
(Tristates)

IcCoy' Sturdy

Paramount

(Tristates)

$11,000. Last week,
(WB), fine $13,000.

Qeve,

T-Men QantZlG

Philadelphia,' Jan. 13.

-

Chinese (Grauman-WC)

(2,048; 60-

70)—"Carmen"

where with number of holdovers in second weeli.
and longruns slowing trade gerier<-.
Gopher (Par)

,

.

leld)

H.O.sDnU Hub;

,

'

.

—

—
—

(2,812;

60-$l)

—

"Tycoon" (RKO) (3d wk) and "Gla-

mour

Girl"

(2d wk). Light
week, slow $13,600.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)—
"Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk) and*Big Town After Dark" (Par). Big
$23,000.. Laft week, .smash $43;700,
(Col)

wk)

its

plus

headed ty Joe Howard.
Strong $24,000. Zjbs^ week, sock $38,500 with vaude headed by Desi Ar»
naz orch.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-93)—"Captain Castile" (20th) (3d wk). Passable $12,000 or better. Last week,
,

Warfleld (FWC) (2.656; 60-85)—
(2d wk). Fair
Last week, fancy $25,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk),
Dciwn to $14,000. Last week, husky

"Good .News" (M-G)
$I3,060.

$27,500;

Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85)

—"Sundown" (UA) and "Kansan"
(UA)

(reissues).

week.

Mild

"Sword.sraan"

$7,500.

Last

$8,500.

(Col)

(

m.o.),

.

Y2d wfc). Pleasing .$14,000 or close.
Last week, sock $21,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,'

(UA)

55-85)— "Intrigue"

207;

44)—"Mark of wk). Husky

'

$11,000. Last

(2d

week, hefty

$15,000.

,

Stalredoor (Ackerman) (350: 60-85)
—"Nicholas Nickleby" (U) (3d wk).

Fine $3,500. Ijast week, about same.
Guild (Blumenfeld) (400: 35-85)—

"Body and Soul" (UA) (7th wk).
Oke $3,500. Last week, good $4,500*'
Clay
"Panic"

(400;

(3d wk).

85)—"Captain
$3,000.

(20th)

65-85)—
Big

(Roesner)
(Tri-Color)

Last week,
United Nations

$3,000.

$3,600.

(FWS)

(1,149; 60-

About
Kenyon"

Castile" (20th).

Last week, "Daisy
(3d wk), $3,800.
.

Fancy $12,000,

^Winter'

Cincy; Intrigue' $14,000,

'Rose'

Smash i4iG,H.O.
Cincinnati, Jan. 13.

An

abrupt

return

normalcy

to
following a holi(2,800; 50- rules downtown biz
wk). day splurge which exceeded expec(2d
Crix may not find this dne to their tations, with a prolonged spell of
liking, but public has gone- for it. in mild weather helping. "Wild Irish
flagf
a big way, Ane b'ally helping to turn Rose," holding over at the
the trick. Okay $9,000 in prospect shin Albee, where it set a Cincy
high for recent months in the openafter smash $17,000. first stanza.
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 30-70)— ing round, retains the boxoflice

000 initial canto.

BKO-Orpheum (RKO)

70)— "Tycoon"

great at $20,000 "alter $24,000
Holds again.

last.

Boston (RKO) (8,200; 50-$1.10)
"Captain Castile" (20th) plus Helen
Forrest, Dick Buckley, others, on
stage (3d wk). Down to $20,000 after
okay $24,000 for second.
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-65)— "To
Live
Peace" (Qidie) and "Jcannie"
(Indie) (3d wk). Very, big $5,000

m

after $6,500 for second.

.Fenway

(M-P)

40-80)—

(1,373;

"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and "Chine.se
Ring" (Mono) (2d wk). So-so $6,000
after neat $8,000 in first.

Kenmore

(I^dieV (900; 40-80)—
'Shoe-Shine Boy" (Indie) (2d wk).
Strong' $4,900 aft(er big $5,300 first.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
Agreement"
(20th).
Opens tomorrow (Wed.). Last week,
"Tycoon" (RKO) and "Tracy Meets
Gruesome" (RKO), finished second
'Gentleman's

week

(RKO)

.

RKO

'Rose'21G.1ycoon'24aBotliin2d

$10,000. Last

(1,000;

.

(S&S)

'Winter' Bright 42G;

—

'

.-.

.

:

(2d

,

run). Third
50-94)— 10th downtown week. Looks okay
(700;
VScarface"
week,
Last
Where There's Life" (Par) (2cl run). $6,000.
Thin $4,000. Last week, ''Fun, Fancy (Indie) and "Sky Devils" (Indie)
(reissues), good $2^600 in 3 days at
Free" (RKO) (2d run), $5,500.
Boyd
(WB)
50-94)— 50-70C scale;
(2,350;
50-70)—
''DiaLyric
(Par)
(1,000;
"Swordsman" (Col) (3d wk). Mod(FC) and ''Spoilers'.'
est $14,500 after last week's okay mond Jim"
(FC) (reissues). Satisfactory $5,000.
$18,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Killer Last week, "She Couldn't Take It"
McCoy" (M-G) (3d wk). Fairish (Col) and "More Than a Secretary"
(Col) (reissues), $4,500.
.
$18,000 after big $27,500 last Week.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Captain Castile" (20th) (3d wk). Trim "Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk). Rates
among this theatre's top grossers,
$19,000. Last week. Sock $29,500.
takings
having
first
week's
only
been
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
—"Good News" (M-G) (3d wk). Still exceeded- by. "Two Years Before
Mast" and "Blue Skies." Climbing
(Continued on page 20)
to solid $15,000 after colossaU$32,-

week.
Arcadia

$32,600 last week.
Downtown Mutic. Hall (BlumenState
(Lofew'S)
65-70)—
(3,450;
(872; 60-$l).T-"Christmas Eve" "Killer
McCoy" " (M-G).
Strong
iXSh) (2d wk). Slow $8,000. Last $25,500.
Last wek, "Good News'"
week, $10,100.
(M-G), satisfactory $23,000" in 8 days.
.EsyptUn (E-WC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)$12,•KiUer, McCoy" (M-G). NUty
"Road to Rio" (Par) (3d Wk).; Fine
000. Last week, "Good News" (MiG) $10,()()0 after
sizzlitig
$17,500 for
(2d wk), light $ff,600,
previous 8 days.
EI Eey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— "TMen" (EL) and "Linda Be Good"
(EL) (3d wk). Good $3,000 in 5
days. t.ast week; $4,800.
Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85)— "Peg
©f OldL Drufy" (Indie) and "Boc(reissues).
Dull
(Indie)
caccio"
Last week, "Adventuress"
$1,500.
(U) (2d wk), $2,000.
Four Star ,(UA-WC) (900; $1.20$1.80)—"Mourning Becomes Electra"
(RKO) (3d wk). Smart $7,000. Last
Boston, Jan. 13.
week, steady $7,500.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)—"SenaHoldovers are playing in most
spots this week but biz is not bad
tor" (U) and "Chinese Ring" (Mono)
Last week, "Double considering, recent levels: Preem of
Nice $4,500.
Life" (U) (2d wk), closed special "If Winter Comes" at the- State and
two-week Academy qualifying run Orpheum is leading the town. ''Road
with sturdy $9,200 at upped prices.
to Rio" looks solid in second at MetHawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106, ropolitan. "Bishop's Wife" still is
60-$l)—"Christmas Eve" (UA) (2d strong at the Astor on third session.
wk). Slim $3,000. Last W6ek, weak "Live in Peace" and "Shoe Shine
Boy" big at foreign houses.
$4,200
HoliywAod (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,200; 40-80)
"Irish Hose" (WB) (3d wk). Good
'.'Bishop's
Last week, nifty $14,700.
$9,S00.
Wife" (RKO) (3d Wk). Still doing
Hollywood .Music Hall (Blumen'
leld) (475; 60-85)— "Christmas Eve"
including
Year's
New
Eve
special
Near
Last
<UA) (2d wk).
$3,000.
shows.
week, slow $4,100.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,iris (FWC)
(828; 60-85)—''Sena,
tor" (U),(2d wk). Oke $4,500. Last 451; 60-$l)—"Road to Rio" (Par)
(2d wk). Brisk $17,000.. Last week,
week, fancy $8,300.
Laurel (Rosi^ner ) (890; 85)— "Bar- boll $26,000, including New Year's
ber of Seville" (Indie). Sharp ^4,500. Eve.
EKO HiUstreet (RKO) (2,890; 60Last week, "Man About Town"
80)—
"Tycoon" (RKO) (3d Wk) and
(BKD) (2d wk), $2,200.
LoeW's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404 "Glamour Girl" (Col) (2d wk). Slow
60-$l)— "Castile" (20th) (3d wk) $12,000. Last week, fair $18,500.
Bitz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "SenGood' $16,500.
Last week, smart
ator" (U) (2d wk). Good $8,060. Last
$25,100.
Los Angeles (D'tOwn-WC) (2,097; week, great $12,500.
60-$l)
"Killer
McCoy" (M-G).
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
Bright $28,000.
Last week, "Good "Senator" (U) (2d wk). Neat $4,500.
News" (M-G) (2d wk), dull $13,400. Last week, nifty $7,900.'
Loyola (FWC)
united Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)
60-$l)—
(1,248;
"Castile"
(20th)
(3d wk).
Neat —"Senator" (U) (2d wk) and "ChiLast week, sharp $10,400.
nese Ring" (Mono). Fair $9,000. Last
$7,000.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60- week, thin $10,800.
$1>—"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)
Good" (EL) (3d wk). Trim $7,000 "Castile" (20th) (3d wk)V Good $7,in 5 days; Last week, okay $13,400. 500; Last Week, smart $11,600.
Palaee (D'town) (1,226; 80-$L20)
Vogue (FWC) (885; 85-$I.20)
^-"Gentlemah's Agreement" (20ih) "Paradine Case" (SRO) (2d wk).
<3d wk). Hefty $17,000. Last week, Brisk $10,500. Last week, solid $14,'.

strong $23,300.
Tantages (Pan)

'

:

—

$17,400:

.

ally.

*(Loew's)
(1,200;
bright $16,300.
"Good News" (M-G) (m.o.). '.StepCulver
(FWC) (1,145; .60-$! )— ping along at fine
Last week,
"Senator Was Indiscreet" (U) (2d "Gentlemen After$7,500.
(EL) and
wk) and "Chinese Ring" (Mono), "Man in; Iron- Mask" Dark"
(UA) (reissues),
Down to $4,500.'' Last week, okay big $10,000 for 8 days.
$6,200.
Palace
(3,300; ''65-90)
"Captain
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l).-7- Castile". (20th) plus Johijny
Mor"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (3d wki gan heading stagebill (3d wk).
Okay $13,000. Last week, snappy Bright $23,500, following excellent

•

State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—"The
Flame" (Rep). Big $18,000 or near
after big world preem for benefit ofEstimates for This Week
Last week, "Unconquered"
CARE.
30-44)—
"Lone
Aster (Par) (900;
Wolf London" (Col) and "Killer (Par) (9th wk), big $12,000 at $1.20
Okay $1,800 In 4 days. top.
Dill" (SG).
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Last week, "Key Witness" (Col) and,
Bio" (Par) (8d wk). Big
"Gun Law" (RKO) split with "Ad- "Road to Last
week, tremendous
ventures Don Coyote" (UA) and $14,000.
"Railroadpij" (EL), good $2,200 in 8 $25,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55days.
85)—
-"Senator
Was Indiscreet" (U)
50-70)—
(1,600;
Century (Par)
•

.

,

(Indie).
Very mice
$6,500 after hearty $7,500 for initial

)—"Captain From Castile" (20th)
$1
week.
<3d wk). Good $10,000.. Last week,
Ohio

(RKO)

.

session.

*
Zorro" (20th) (reissue). Good-$4,000.
,
Estimates (or This Week
Last week, "Bladk Gold" (Mono),
Aidinc (WB) (1,303; 50-$1.25)— $3,000.
Lyceum (Schr^iber) (1,800; 75"ynconquered"
(Par)
(3d
wk).
$1.20)—"Best Years" (RKO) (3d
65^70)— Bright $28,500 after solid $30,000 last
loop roadshow date and

'

$15,000.

Or-

at

Week

(2,844; 6S-$1)

stout $25,000.

.

With the three

record at the Stantofi with a great
week, Plenty of s;nart. exploitation
and showmanship is credited for
racking up this mg figure. Another
record is in the books for Keith's, "Wild Irish Ro.se" (WB) (3d wk).
with subsequent-run. of .''Green Dol* This one has delivered splendidly.
phin Street."
Biz is spotty iflse- Still- strong at $7,000 after big $11,000

.

smobth

in Mpls.

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.
largest loop houses
retaining their films, it's largely a
The sole
holdover week loCHly.
major newcomers are "Killer McCoy" and "t Love Trouble," with
former doing the real business.
First Radio City week for "Road to
Rio" was huge being exceeded only
twice before, and it continues to perfrom in sock style. Sub-zero temperature is hui;tiftg -J lattet part of

"T-Men" is pulling a sleeper hi^re
this week and may land a new house

„

Golden'Gate (RKO)

vaude

At

Virile

HiOOO

;

.

Indiscreet,"

third session.

—J"Tycodn"

In Spotty Philly

<EL) (3d wk). Good $2,000 in 5
Estimates tor This Week
Last week, mild $3,400.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "TyBeverly (FWC) (1,352; 80-$1.50)— coon" (RKO).
Smart $12,000 for
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) (3d third lap following swell $16,500 last
wk). Smooth $11,000. Last week, week.
/
$13,100.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Beverly Qills Music Hall (G&S- "My Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d
piumehleld) (826; 65-$l )-T-"Cbrist. wk). Extra Une: $20,000 after stout
mas five" (tJA) (2d wk). Thin $28,500 for first session.
S2,500. Last week, $3,800^
55-70)—
Lake- ( Warner)
(800;
firuin
(FWC) (876; 8541.20)-^ "More Than
Secretarv" (Col) and
"Paradine Case" (SRO) (2d wk). "She Couldn't Take It" (Col) (reGood $8,500. Last week, solid $10,400; issues). Sad $2,000. La.st -week,
C^rtW Ciicie (FWC) (1,518; 80- "Heaven Only Knows'l (UA), aver$1.50)—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (3d age $3,500.
Stout $13,500.
Last '«''eek,
<wk).
Lower Mall (CommUniiy) (570; 55-

days.

Was

"Senator

Estimates tor This

'

rr-Men"

houses haying pic-

pheum. "Road" looks big even on

16-

(2,800;

all

tures In second week are taking it on
the chin. Best holdovers appear to

.

Oke*
(M-G).
"Wild Irish Rose"

t
State (Gpldherg)
(865; 16-65)—
^'Gentleman's Agreement" is steady
"Had to Be You" (Col) and "Too
$28,000 for third week, two spots.
Cleveland, Jan; 13.
Many Winners" (Indie) (2d wk).
"Bishop'is Wife" shapes strongly with
Best killing of this stanza is being Oke $3,800.
First week, very big
413,500 in third week while "Mourning Becomes Electra" is smart $7,000 made by "Killer McCoy" which may $5,600 including holiday extra shows,
for third weelc.
force State to change pl^s of giving at ppped scale,
"Captain From
it only one week.
Estimates for Tbisi Week
60-85)— Castile," tied ytp With' yau(d.e, rides
(600:
(FWC)
Apollo
"T-Men" (EL) and "Lindt Be Good" into its "third round at I^lace with a
<EL) (2d wk). Near $2,500. Last lot of jingle-jangle and "My Wild
week, nice $3,200.
Irish Rose," on a h.o. at Hipp, is
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)—
(EL) and "Linda Be Good" also breezy.

Nearly

State.

boostbig week»at the
is

be "Wild Irish Hose," at Paramount;
"Boad to Rio," at St. Francis, and

Total Gross Same Week
$8,887,009
Last Year
{Based on 23 cities 210 tliteatf««)

Me"

65)—"Desire

to hit excellent $19,000 in two spots

for second rotund.

CARE

preem for benefit of
ing "The Flame", to a

W. Y,)

UlcCoy

13.

side.

tres, cJiie/li/ firit runs, incindjittf

(3,000; 16-65)

Jan.

Large number of holdovers current
is keeping grosses on the mild
Elaborate bally with world

here

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$3,072,000
This Week..,,
(Bated on 21 cities 214 thea-

16-65)—

—"Kiss of Death" (20th) and "Fabulous Joe" (UA). Nice $12,000. Last
week, "Out of Blue" (EL) and Horace Heidt orch on stage, a sensational $34,000 being helped by two
shows including broadcast
extra
from stage.

:

"Christmas Eve" is
clown to $16,500 in four small-seaters,
Biecond week.- "Paradine Case" looks

second stanza.

(2,100;

(RKO), good

Third week for "Wild Irish Bose"
is nice $32^000 or better in three
spots, "Senator was indiscreet," now
in six houses, will near $35,000- for

Sao Francisco,

Key

'

prices*
(Tristates)

Omaha

.

for. four spots.

Bigl8GonPreeni,'Road'Fatl4G,3d

"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (m,o,) and
"Crimson Key" (20th). Fine $).1,000
and holds. Last week, "Boad to Rio"
(Par) (m.o.) and "Tracy vs. Cueball"

Estimated Total Gros«
This Week ... ...... .$713,000
(Based on 23 theatres)
..... Sfi!)6,000
Last Year
(Based on 18 theatresy

session in two Paramount
"Captain From Castile"
theatres.
heading for forte $41,000 in third

is

Sow Up Frisco; 'Flame'

Holdovers

13.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Tycoon" (RKO) and "Two Blondes,
Redhead" (Col) 12d wk). ExcepLast week,
good $7,500.
tionally
$11,000 with extra holiday shows at

Broadway Grosses

second

Omaha, Jan.

fairly weHi.

Great 40G, 2d; Kose' 32G, 3d

looks fancy $50,500 in three theatres.
"Road' to Rio" looks big $40,000 in

Oke 12G, Omaha

"Kiss of Death," after a slow start,
"Tylooks okay at the Orpheum.
coon," "It Had to Be You" and "Wild
Irish Bose" are aU holdovers, domg

Lusty $SOiOO in 3 l^ts;

Los Angeles, Jan. 13. *
Only one new bill in firstruns
hfre this -week but holdover pace is
in
most situations.
steady
still
"Killer
McCoy," the newcomer,

Wednesday, Janunry 14, 1948

W

at nice $24,000 after big $30,000

Opener.

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
to Rio" (Par) and "Drag(SG) (2d wk). Fine $23,000
after big $29,000 on first.

—"Road
net"

Orpheum (Loew) (3,00O; 40-80)—
Winter Comes"
(M-G) and
'Murder In Reverse" (Col). Sock
Last week, "Good News"
(M-G) and "Blondie's Anniversary"
"If

$28,000.

(Col), $26,000.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"Wild
Irish
Rose"
(WB) and
"Chinese Ring" (WB) (2d wk). Fine
on first.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)
"If
Winter Gomes" (M-G) and "Murder
In Reverse" (Col). Big $14,000. La.st
week, **Q.r\e\A M«,i,e" /Tlfl"..rSV ov,>I
''Blondie's
Anniversary"
(Col),

shapes
Last week, "The Gangster" (Mono), snappy, at the Capitol. . '"Road to
Rio" is the ace. holdover.
$8,500.
Estimates for This Week
State (Par) (2,.W0; 50-70)— "Killer
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—"Wild
McCoy" (M-G). Reaching for great
$14,000.
Last week, "Thunder Val- Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk). Still
plenty sweet at $14,500. tempo, and
ley*' (20th), $9,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 55)— "Where holding as the town topper in wake
There's Life" (Par). First nabe run. of sensational $32,000 eight-day teeHealthy $4,500.
Last week, "Song off for Cincy's greatest gross in many
months.
of Love" (M-G), $.3,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—"It
World
(Mann)
50-85)
(350;
"Know Where I'm Going" (U) (2d Winter Comes" (M-G), Fancy $12,Wk). Brisk $2,800 after good $4,000 000. Holds. Last week. "Good News"
(M-G), hotsy $9,000 in 10 days ot
first week.
'.'I

Love Trouble"

Nice

(Col).

$8,000,

lead.

"If

Winter

COmes,"

—

second week.
Grand <RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Upturned Glass" (U). Okay $7,500. Last
week, "Killer McCoy" (M-G) (2d
wk), slick $8,500.
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)—"Lost
Boff Buffalo Holdovers Moment" (U).
Moderate $6,000. La.st
week, "Pirates Monterey" (U) (2d
Buffalo,'- Jan.13.
Whole town is virtually holdover wk), tall $6,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; !50-75)— "Road
currently, and grosses will reflect
to Rio" (Par). Fourth downtown
this. "Road to Rio" and "Tycoon"
week was solid $8,000 after sock
look best on their second Weeks.
$14,000 third round for this theatre's
Estimates for This Week
biggest biz in years.
Buffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75 ).^"In"Cass Timberlane" (M^G) (2d wk).
Down to $15,000. Last week, sock trigue" (UA), Good $14,000. Last
-freek,
"Daisy
(20th),
Keftyon"
.$24,000.
Great Lal^cs (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) $15,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2.100: 50-75)—
—"Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk).
Sturdy $16,500 after smash $26,000 "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) (m.o.). Mild
$5,000. Last week, "Tycoon" (m.o.),
opener.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Car- all right $8,000.
negie Hall" (UA). Neat $9,000. Last
week, "Wild Irish Rose"
(WB) Nassour Starts Building

'Road'16iG, 'Tycoon' 13G,

—

(m.o.), strong $9,500.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Forever Amber" (20th ). Oke $4,500.
Last week, "Killer McCoy" (M-G)

Another Sound Stage

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Nassour studios started construction on a new sound stage. No. 4,
$4,200.
400.
Lafayette (Ba.sil) (3,000; 40-70)— which will provide 15,000 square feet
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)
"Swordswoman" (Col) and "Sweet ot space, in addition to a similar
"Killer McCoy" (M-G). Nifty $10,Genevieve" (Col) (2d wk). Slipping amount of basement storage room.
500. Last week, "Good News" (M-G)
badly to $10,000 after big $17,000 first
'
Stage 3, currently under con.struc$13,000.
(2d wk), dull $8,300,
week.
tion, will be ready for occupancy
Wiltern (WB)
(2.300;
60-$l)
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
20th Century f20th Cent) (3,000;
"Irish Rose" (WB) (3d wk). Lush
"Mad Monster" (U) and "Panther's 40-70)— "Tycoon" (RKO) (2d wk). March 1, with Stage 4 slated for
$9,500 or over. Last week, swell Claw" (U) (reissues). Nice $6,000. Fairly stouts $13,000 after rousing completion on or before June 1.
Liast. week,. subsequent r«ns»'
$|^,90Q«i.|
,.
/ ,«t
Both, buildings will be soundproof.
.f.
$16,500 «pener. .

—
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Wham

'Castile

'Castile'

Chi Topper;

Sock 27G, PorL

Portland, Ore., Jan. 13.
Theatrego.ers are jamming downthis week. "Cass Tiran
at
Broi(dway, "Captain
From Castile" day-date at Orpheum
and Oriental, and "My Wild Irish
Rose" at the Paramount are outstanding.
"Walter Mitty" at the
Music Box is ace holdover:
,

GnOSSES

IS

More Snow Clips Broadway B.O. But

town houses
berlane"

TMeir-MiUs BrosrAugust Fast 50G,
Tui^tive Mighty

V 33G

'Bishop

Chicago, Jan. 13.
set jn at the boxOfflce toUpwing New Year's sleet and
.

The freeze that

Grosses Are Net

week with biz
heat supplied by eight new fllms.

snow, thawed

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,, without the 20% tax, Distributors
'share on net take, when playing

wk)

'Song'-Driftwood'

Loo

Solid

.

t

,

.

(B&K)

,

d3)^"Cap.

(3,900;

Gigantic $65.(20th).
OOO sans stageshow; Last week, ''It
Had-to Be You'-'- <Gol) (i?d wk) with
Bitz Bros, on stage, okay $47,000 but
dowii from smash opener.
tain Castile"

Bialto

-findie)
(Col)

'

(1,700;

O.-ii—

(m.o;)

Lifiht

Last vv<;ek, "Forever Am
ber" (20th) (5th wk), $11,300 at $1.25

."

(RKO)

Mitty"

(2d

big $11,000.

Paramoun* (H-E)

and yesterday

(12)

$8,400,

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)
a sizsjble weekend. Deluxers were
—"Women in Night" (FC). First
helped (Jver the last two weekends, week ending
(16)
next
Friday
especially Jan. 3>-4, since the city; looks nice $8,500. despite crix bricklifted its ban on private autos on bats.- In ahead, "Fabulous Texan"
Saturday (3). This ban, stemming (Bep) (2d wk), fancy $7,000,
Little Carne<ie (Itirllo) '460; 9.5from the record snow of Dec. 26, had $1.20)
"Nicholas Nickleby" (U)
cut deeply into New Year's Eve busi- (7th-firial wk).
Olf sharply to .la,"Nin500; sixth frame was $4,500.
ness and was felt even on Jan. 1.
otchka"
(M-G) (reissue) opens SatPlethora of holdovers and exurday (17).
tended runs, of coVirse, are being reMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
flected in the overall total on Broad"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
way this session. Only one important (10th wk). Ninth round ended last
flrstrun
opened during the past Monday (12) night was fine .$40,-:

(3,400;

40-80)—

"Wild Irish Bose" (WB) and "High
(Mono). Big $15,500. Last
Tide"
week, "Road To Bio (Par) and "Big
Town After Dark" (Par) (2d wk),
'

sock; $15,000.
United Artists

'

'

—

—

eighth

000;

was

$52,000.

seven days, "Paradme Case." at the
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 60-$1.20)-'»
Music Hall. It looks to soar to a "Tycoon" (BKO) (3ri wk). Continues
very big $142,000 in the first week fairly good at $21,000 in current week
ending. today (Wed.). Hall experi- ending today (Wtd.) following $'28,enced terrific traffic at the wickets 000 for second session.
on Saturday (10) and Sunday (11),
Farauonnt (Par) (3.664: .5.5-$l.,50)
but"the continuance of the- snowfall -"Where! There's Life" (Par) with
late yesterday may Cut down this Stan Kenton orch. Vic Damone topfigure. Picture looks set for a long ping stagebill (4th wk ). Third frame
.

.

:

,

run.

ended

last (Tues.

)

iiiiiht

was

oil

from

Ace

'

:

.

.

'

Uttty

.

—

—

"Bisljop's
Wife"
(RKO).
$33,000. Last week. "Body and Sou:
CUA) (9th Wk), big $16,000.
World^ (Ihdie) (587; 75)— "Barber

«f Seville" (Indies (3d wk).
$6,000. Last wedk, $7,000,

),

also

(20th),

Castile"

'

;

i

C5)—
Huge

(1,073;

Wk

40-80)—

(1,750;

Sock $15,500 or near. Last

week, "Walter

"Mourning Becomes Electra'^ (RKO)
(8th wk). Still in chips with nloft
$7,000 after seventh week's solid

Year's) week. Rain and

(Tues.)-.cut sharply into grosses after

'

.

—

'

Solid $50.UU(y

(Essaness)

"Gfeptain
Oiriental.

(New

snow Monday

•

or close. Lest week, "Road to Rio"
(Par) (2d wk), $35,000.
United Artist (B&K) (1,700; 95)-^
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) (2d wk).
Pine .$20,000. Last week, $28,000.

Woods

$8,100.

(HrE)

vious

in current round after $23,000 for
majority of n in th. Stays on.
Golden (RKO) (769; $l.20-$2.40)—
from pre-

firstrunners are on the

iiide^ tl»ip ..week,

leitig'drastically' oft

—

Sooseveit
(B&K) (1,500; 95)
"Fabulous Texan"
(Rep).
Good
fI5,000„or nenr.
Last week, "TJnSMspected" (WB) (2d wk), $11,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700:
"T-Men- (EL) with Mills Bros, and
;

OrienUl (H-E) (2,000;
"Captain Ca.stile'* (20fh), day-date
with Orpheum. Terrific $11,500. Last
week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO), solid

$24000, Det.

top.

stage.

(2d

(m.o.), $3,700.

Orplieum

Broadway
them

-

$10,000.

Jan August on

mihere's life -Kenton 70G, 3d Wk.
spotty

Walk Alone'

Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Adventure Island" (Par). Sad $9,000.
Last week. "Swordsman" (Col) (2d
wk), $13,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)— "Fugitive" (RKO).
Boff $30,000.
Last
week, "Out of Past" (BKO) (ad
wk), $17,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—^
"Love From Stranger" (EL) with
Donald O'Connor heading stagobill
Okay $45,000. Last week, "Intrfgue"
(UA ) with Harmonicats, Jack Owens,
Pearl Bailey (2d wk), fancy $44,000.
rabce (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Senator, Was Indiscreet" (U). Big $37.O0a
or near. La.<:t week, "Tycoon" (RKO)
(2d wk), fine $18,i>00.

"Swordsman"

Oke

Elsewhere, the downbeat from the first two rounds but .still stout at
(Parker) (895; 4080)— "Good News" (M-G). Fancy New Year's peak is in evidence at $70,000; secOiid was big $109,000 or
ahead Of first wt'ek s SlOl.OOO. both
Liist week. "Song, of Love" nearly all houses. For example, the
—"Night Song" (RKO) and "Drift- $-10,000. ('id wU-5 days), thin $5,900.
Paramount, with "Where There's highly gratifying.
wood'" (Rep). Swell $23,000. Last (M-G)
Life" plus stageshow headed by Stan
Park Avenue (U) (.5«:i; $1.20-$1.50)
week, "Put of Past" (BKO) arid
Kenton band and Vic Damone. likely —"Henry "V" (UA) (6t)i wk). Trim
"Headed' For Heaven" (EL), $17,000.
will dip to $70,000 in third stanza $7,000 for this frame encling next Frir
'
ended yesterday. This compares with day (16), after big $8,500 in fi'th
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)-r-''Ty.
coon" (RKO) and "Wild Horse
smash $109,000 fo^- second week and week. Continues.
Par's combo
Mesa" (RKO). Good $21,000. Last
first frames $101^000.
Radio' City Mnsic Hall (Rockefelhas been a real coin -getter right lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)
week, "Wistful Widow" (V).
"Paradine
from the tee-oft,'^ despite- the big Case" (SRO) nlus staue.show. First
','Blondie's Anniversary!' <COt),
surface week ending today (Wed.) looks very
blizzard, traffic ban and
$20,000.
transportation
tieups.
Loew's (Loew") (3,172; 50-75)—
big $142,000 or close. L;.i.st week, fitth
"Lone
and
Strand's "Wild Irish Rose" and for "Good News" (M-G). plus Xmas
"Good .News".. (M»G).
Detroit, Jan. 13.
stagebill topped by Ink Spots also stageshow, was solid $124,000, includWolf London" (Col) ,(2d wk). Big
Normalcy prevails here currently slipped off to $40,000 after fancy ing New Year's Day.
$21,000 after soek $28,000 opener.
week" biz $56,000 for second round. "Captain
50-$l..')0)-sMissouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— following usual holiday
(.594;
B-ialto (Mayer)
looks ace From Castile!' at Btvoli fell, to $3i),"Wistful Widow" (U) and "Out of upbeat. "I Walk Alone"
(7th wk). CurBroadway-Capitol 000 for thirS session after big $54,- "Panic" (Tl-i-Color)
Pa.st" (BKO) (m.o.). Trim $15,000. newcomer at -Uie
rent frame ending today (Wed.)
Last week. "Daisy Kenyw'*;: (20th) with a big session in prospect. "Sly 000 for second. "Bishop's Wife" is likely Vrill strike big $6,500: si.xth
secokay
in
finisliing its fifth week at the Astor
(m.o.) and "Out of Blue" (EL), Wild Irish Rose" shapes
was great $7,500. Goes an" ei«htli. fcr
ond week at the Michigan after a with $46,000 Or under, , after $51,000 lonij-run record here. "Fury" (FC)
$10,000.
solid opening session.
for fourth. New campaign stressing opens Jan". 20.
Orpheiim (Loew) (2,000: .')0-75>—
stars of picture has be6n a life-.s"aver
Estimates tor This Week
Bivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092: 00-S1.50)
"Son- of Frankenstein" (FO and
for this picture. Many other spots —"Captain from Castile" (20th) (3d
70-05)—
(FC)
(re(1,740
"Bride of Frankenstein"
Adams -.(Balaban)
are experiencing similar dips IrpnV wk)
Present week endim? today
i-ssues).
LtiBty $11,000. Last week,- '*Green Dolphm Street" (M-G) t3d
big preceding stanza.
(Wed.) looks nice S:-i3,000 albeit way
"Killer McCoy" (M-G) and "Son of wk). Dropping oil to $11,000. Last the
Only other new picture is "Women off from big $54,000 gammed ift
Rusty" (Col). «7.!>00 in 8 days.
week, nice $13,000.
Stays on.
Broadway-Capitol
(United * De- in Night" which looks taiii-ly nice second.
St. Lrais (F&M) (4,000:' .50-75)—
Walk ¥8,500 at the Gotham. "This Time
"I
Irish
Rose'
(WB) and troit) (3.:2.0»: 70-95)
"Wild
Roxy (2!Dth) (5,.'?80; 80-$l..')0)'!"Chinese Ring" (Mono) (3d wk). Alone" (Par) and "Fabulous Texan" For Keeps" and "Arnelo Afl'air." "Ideal Husband" (20th) phis Bona
Neat $10,000 after swell $13,000 (Bep). Big $24,000. Last week, "Ty<- botli second runs, will bring strong Ma.s.sey, Rosorio & Antonio, -Roily
to
Slate.
"Volpone"
$18,000
continue.^
.second stanza.
coon" (RKO) and "Tracy Meets
R(5]Is headinc stai?eshow. Onens tobig at $16,000 in third frame at the day (Wed.). Lji.st week, "Daisy Ken40-6Q)— Gruesome" (RKO). $15,000.
(Ind)
Shubert
(1.500;
Amba.ssador after great $20,000 for yon" (20th) with .sta-'obill fv"
"^v
(Par) and "Glamor
''Road to Rio
Cinelna (Marten) (250; 60-90)
Big "Barber.: of Seville". (Indie). Past second. House figures this Frencli- Lanny Ross (3d wk-6 diiys), fine $72,Girl" (Col) (m.o.)
(2.d wk).
made is good for several months. 000 after big $95,000 for second
after
good, $7,500 second $1,800 after good .$2,000 last week.
$5,000
Another French-made, "Beauty and frame.
session.
Downfaiwn (Balaban) i?.6B3; 70- Beast,"
continues smash at the Bijou.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Pirates of Monterey" (U)
95)
It will hit $11,000 on third session "Swordsman" (Col) and "Hu.sband'S
and ''Frieda" (U). Fair $9,000, Last after
$10,500 for second, mighty flrie Affairs" (Col) (2d runs). Open toii
week, "Had to Be You" (Col) and
takings for this very small house. day (Wed.). Last week. "Time for
Swordsman' Hot 17G,
"Devil Ship" (Col), slim $7,000.
Third
French-made, "Panic,"' is Keeps" (M-G) and "Arnelo Aflair*'
Fox (Fox-Michi.i;an) (5.100; 70-95)
-j-"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and"]3an- bringing the Rialt-o a big $6,500 in (M-G) (2d nm=V hit "Mi'
L'ville; 'Rose' Fine 7G,
cerous Years" (WB). Mild $25,000. seventh stanza, unheard of money In ahead, "Wild Harvest" (Par) and
Last week. "Captain Castile" (20th) for tliis period of run at this bana- "Trouble witli 'Women" (Par) (2d
box theatre. Stays an eighth week, runs), $16,000„
'Road' 16G, Both in 2d (2d wk). thin $17,000.
Strand (WB) (2.756: 75-S1.30)—
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.039; making the longest run ever .at the
Louisville, Jan. 13.
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and stafe,i
70-95) —"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) house.
Only new product in town is at. and "Curley." (UA). Still okay at
Roxy is bringing in "Ideal Hus- bill headed by Ink Spots (4t.h wk).
band" and strong stage layout-headed Fourth session starts today Wed.').
Loew's State, .where "Swordsmaji" $18,000/ Last week, solid $26,000.
Third
week was oka.v $40,000 after
Falms (Unitefd. Detroit) (2,976; 70- biy Bona Massey, Rosario
Antonio,
is shaping
for a nice session. All
851— "Road to Rio" (Par) and "Big today (Wed.) after three weeks of trim $56 000 f"" oivonri round., that
proved
downtown houses have been perking Town After Dark" (Par) (3d wk). "Daisy Kenyon" and stagebill
topped included New Year's. Storm
."ince the advent of the new year.
Big $17,000. Lai-l week, sock $22,000. by Lanny Ross. Final six days hit a severe hnndit'an for this" in openUnited Artists (United Detroit) okay $72,000 after fancy $9,5,000 for in!' stanza.
Weather has been favorable, no
Sutton (Rugoft-Bccker) (."iOl: 7070-95)— "Good .News" (M-G) second., "Secret Beyond the Door"
snow or Ice so far this winter.- which (2,976;
and "Son of Ru-sty" (Col), Fairly opens at the Winter Garden tomor- $1.25)— "Kcfiw Wluvp l"m GoinK"
makes film; houses happy.
good $14.000. Last week, $19,000.
row (Thurs.) after three rather dis- IH) (22d wk). The 21st week ended
appointing weeks with "The Exile." okay $4,700 after f'ii.^no for 20th ^
Estimates for This Week
stage of
Lf;tter likely will wind up final ses- round, both fine for this
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
sion at $16,000, after $25,000 for sec- run.
40-00)— "Private Lile Hmry VIII" 'Rose' Rousing
Victoria (Citv Inv.) (720: 70-S1.20)
$11,000,
ond.
(FC) and "Murdei' on Diamond
—"Fugitive"" (RKQi CVl ivki. Th'>-d
Estimates for This Week
Row" (FC) (aeis.sues). Nice $4,500.
endinjC today (Wed.) looks to
Ambassador (Siritzkv) (1.200; 70- round
'Road' 12G, Indpls.
Last .week,
"Fun, Fancy. Free"
hit lusty $30,000. a few hundred dol$l,50)^"'Volpone'" (Indie) (Sd wk).
(RKO) (m.o.). ,^5,1)00.
lars ahead of second wceli. Stays olj
Indianrpolis, Jan. 13.
Still in big money this stanza er.din.a
Kentiickv (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
Film biz here still is rolling on Thursday (15) at $16,000 after soclco indef.
'Warner
(WB) (l.-W!); 90-S1..50)
"Soim of Love" (M-G) and "Es- momentum from a hefty New Year's ,$20,000 in second. Continues with
oane Me Nevei" (WB). Lively ^3,- week take. Three main pictures are matinee bii-, being remai-kybly fDie. "Voice of Turtle" (WB) (3d wk).
Film version of Broadway longrun
300.
Last week.
"Wild Harvest" all holdover.s and all tioilTg'" well.
A.stor (City Inv.) (J,;iOO; 80-51.80) le'.;iter
has proved disappaintiuR
(Par) and "It Had to Be You" (Col), Few complaints heard on price hike
"Bi.shop's Wife" (RKO) (6th wk). thus far. falling tcr niikl SIO.OOO .this
$3,100.
of 4c.. at matjiiccs and 5c. at liigiU Fifth week ended last CTucs.)
n'liht frame after okay $21,010 for second.
Mary. Anderson (People's) (1,100; initiated durin,;? holidays, but ,s<Hne vva,s strong ,$46,000 after big $51,000
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60chiUi.t;'e-over
hour
40-(i0)— "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (3d squawks about
in (oi,irth. Stays on.
S1.20)— "ExUe"' (U) (3d-[inal wk)wk). Still jiettiiig .splcndid-word-of- moving from 0 to 5 o'e.lock.
Bijou fcity Tnv.) (650: 8.5-$l.,50)— Sliding down to modest SIO.OOO on
mouth. pulling in patroiLS who selGstimates fur This Week'
"Beauty
and
Beast"
(Indie) (4tii wk). blowoft after moderate $25,000 in
doin attend film show.s.. Pointing to
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) •j(2,800; .44- Still stout, third week ended !ii,st second. "Secret Beyond Door"' (U)
line' $7,(100 after la.st week's large 65)—
'-Wild Irish Ro.se" (WB) .(2d Monday' (12).,.niijht being $11,000; opens here tomorimv (Thur.s.),
$9,000,
wk). Dandy $31,000 af ten ,so(i{ $17,- secOjqd f^a^ gi'^jt; $10,500.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) 000 opener.
'Capitol (Loewi) (4,820: 70-$1.5O)
—"Wistful Widow" (U ) and "Frieda"
Indiana
(G-D) (3,.TO0: 44-6fl)
—"High Wall" (M-G) plus Tomnny
Coast
Exec
(U) (2d wk). Still strong at $8,000. "Road to Rio" (Par) (2d Wk), Solid
,Dorsey orch on stage (3cl wk). CurHollywood, Jan, 13.
Last week, lively $12,000,
$12,000 added to first stanza's terrent session ending today (Wed,)
Lawrence Green quel Fred EhrRialto (FA) (3.400; 40-60)— "Road rific $23,000.
is down to $60,000 or better; second
(1,.'5Q0:
44-65)
(G-D)
coinmit'executive
man
of
the
RKO
to Rio" (Par) (2d wk). Fancy $16,- - Keith's
including New
'Year's
day was
and "'DiJimond Jiin" $64.()00.,000 after initial weeks solid $24,000. "Spoilers" (U
"If Wiliter COmes". (M-G), tee, in for Coast confabs, will attend
(U) (reissues). Nice $6,500. Last with Sammy
State (Loew's) (3.000; 40-60)
Kaye oreh on stage, a meeting oi( the firm's exec council
-Wistful Widow" (U) and
week.
"Sword-sman"
(Col)
and "Mary "Chine.se Ring" (Mono) (tio.o.), opens Jan. 22,
Friday (16). It's to be a two-day
Lou"' (Col), Only new product in
Odlum"K ranch,
Criterion. (Loew's) (1.700: 60-,$1.25) session at Floyd
$7,000.
town, and getting fine $17,000. Last
"Senator Was Indi.screet" (U) (3d- with Odium and N. Peter Rsithvon
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450; 44-G5)—
week. "Good News" (M-G) and
"Good News'' (M»G) .ind "Lone final wk ). Looks to reach okay also on hand.
"Devil Shop' (Col), big $22,000.
Wolf London" (Col) (2d wk). Oke $22,000 on current round ending toMeeting was slated originally for."
Strai>d
(FA)
40-60)
(1.408;
$9,000 on top of big $1.6,000 opener. morrow (Thurs.) after nice $35,000
New York but Odium; has consider"Di-ums Along Mohawk" (20th) and
Lyric (G-D) (1.600; 44'-65)— "Lost in second. "T-Men" (EL) is «lue in
able Coast business to take* care of,
"Mark of Zorro" (20th) (reissues). Moment" (U) and "Tawny Pipit" next.
Staunch $8,000. Last week, "Out of (U). Average $6.t)00. Lust week,
Glob« (Brandt) (l.iiOO; 70-$1.20)— so it's being staged here. Tliey'll
Blue" (EL) and "Rcturo iRi»v. Tin "Out of<,.Bluo" .,iPI»»i..«n(ib>Rctur« 'Body and Soul" (UA) (lOth'Wky. .di<icuss muttiu-s.. held „in.„ ab'eyjince
Tin" (EL), peal $5,500.
Bin Tin Tin" (E-L), $T,000.
Holding remarkablv well at iSSLOOO. from last Npvembev's huddUs.
Estimates f«r This. Week
Ambassadoic (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)

"

(UA)

40-80)—

'

'Castile'

•

.

average $45,000 at .Oriental.
"Bishop's Wife" likely wiU. hit boff
St.
$33,000 at the bandbox' yiToods.
"Dai.sy Kenyon" has 'a trim session
St. Louis, Jan, 13.
for the second week at
prospect
in
''A slight upsurge in biz at the main
"Gentleman's
Uie United Artists.
Agreement;" only longrun in -Loopi stem' cinemas has developed sinCi^
wUl get neat $14,000 in ninth week Jan. 1 With the weather luring the
Apollo.
natives. "Night Song" coupled with
EsMmates fer This Week
"Driftwood" is headed for the-bes^
rB&k) , (1,400; $1.25)— gross. "Tycoon" and "Wild Horse
Ayollit
(20th)
"Gentleman's
Agreement"
Mesa.'.' another dualer. atso is sturdy'..
(fitb wk).
Neat 04,000. Last week,
Cbieac*

'>'

$1,500.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 4(1-80)—
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Devil
Ship" (Col) (2d wk). Okay $3,900.
Last week, torrid $13,000.
Music Box (H-Ei (1,000;"40-«0)—
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (m.o.). Fine
$5,700. Last week, "Had To Be You"
(Col) and "Xmas Eve"

is

Taradine' Ii%hty 142G;

..

(Indie).

percentage, hence; the estimated
figures are net income.
parenthetic
admission
The
prices, liowever, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement tax.

.

^1,6.000.

..
Estimates for This Week.
Broadway (Parker) (1,632; W^im^
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G);- Scorchi'
ing $20,i)00. Last week,' !'Piiates..of
Monterey" (U) and "Lost Moment"
(U) (2d wk-4 days),-. $4,500.
Guild
(4271 =40-80)—
(Parker)
"Hamilton Woman" (UA) (reiSsUe)i
So-so $1,800.- Last, week, "'Carroe^"
.

lasl;,

Chicago, which dropped, stage shows
in favor of straight picture policy,,
teed off with "Captain from Castile."
tiooks gigantic $65,000 in eight days.
simultaneously
State-t#ake. .which
switched to a stage policy, looks
fahcy $50,000 with 'T-Mcn". and
Mills Bros, and Jan Ayigust heading
stageshow.
Other films tliat opened strong are
''The Fugitive," shaping up for a
mighty $30,000 at the Grand, and
"Senator -Was Indiscreet", which
looks •big^$37,000 at the'Palace. This
is best biz for the Palace in several
months. "Love From a Stranger,"
with Donald OXIonnor topping stagebill,

.

'

'

(,1

'

—

,

'

'

,
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(

'Uncon$uer€d' Record

mOOO in Mild Seattle
Seattle, Jan. 13.
_
City is iKrscly holdover this week.
_Uin.unquer;;d," at road show p; ioe.'i.
IS sJving the Liberty a new house,
record with a colossal total. "Road
to Rio" i.s .standout in seeond week
at the Paramount.
'

Estimates for This

'H-E)

..,.'?'fl''

rl

Week

45-80)—
(2d wk).
week's $9,000,

(800;

<KKO)

.^Tr

^•5..^^'^*'°

""e'

last

Sf*\'^^*"''e JM-E)

(2;349; 45-80)
Castile" (20th) (3d wk).
in 6 days after hi? $13.*
000 opener.

^^SiViil
Nice
.17,500

Liberty (J vH) (1,650; 75-$125)—
Unoonqucrcd" (Par). Colossal $30,000, new house record.
La.st week
'

;?^^;?/^-'""''""

'Col)

,

•

(3d

1,

$7,000 at 4S-80C.

Music Box
rH\'i^

Kill

Good
Gap"

(H-E)

wk). okay
'
"f^'-

(850;

45-80)—

Moment" (U) and "Shoot
(SG).
$3,000.

U

to

Starting firstruns here.
Uist week, "Waqon

and

"Pretender" ( Rep V
(2d wk
fancy $5,000,
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)—
"Mitty" (RKO)
(2d
wk),
Olcay
$7,000 or nclir. Last week, excellent
I

)

»,

$13,000,
,„OfP»»e«»ni

(H-E)

(2,600;

45-80)—

"Wild Iriiih Ro.se" (WB) (2d wk)
Big $9,000 after landing great .$]{).200
in first.
,„''f'»m»r (Sterhng) (1,350; 4o-80)—
Had to Be You" (Col) (2d wk).
Gi'Ciit $8,.500 after big $10,300 last

Week.

„*««"»m<mnt

(H-E-)
^"^"''^

.

(3.039;

45-801—

^2d Wk). Great
$24,800
last
*

*?^n£v*^?'""
?iil,000
after tremendous

week:
«»<wevclt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)—
^^'^ ""1^'-

$4,000.

Last week, fair $5,600.

&

.

Goo<l
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,

HX)^
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'
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any showman wants

All

know about a

producing}

organization
(a)

WHAT KIND OF PRODUCl
HliS IT

(b)

is:

DEIIVERED?

WHAT'S COMING UP?
with that

in

mind,

offer the factual record
of Allied Artists'

months

first

15

of production.

"4 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^'Tk^'

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

IR Cinecolor

«„«.AHTPHYPHH

starrms

with

VICTOR

Wmi

;,,,,BARRUmWAH

Knox
OeWitte. Elyse

Ducky Louie,

*

BtUTJl

jGftHlORWHGwiakimTainiton

\
a

\

Moroni Olsen

DirecU

Wednesday, January 14^1948
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THE HBNTtD

KOW
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PRODdCTIOS!

THE TENDERFOOT
KING BROS. Production
Directed by Kurt

EDDIE

GALE

GILBERT

BINNIE

JAMES

ALBERT

STORM

ROLAND

BARNES

GLEASON

Neumann
Mil

J

-

ol u\\

Trrrte!"

n

The liew Boxofficc Power

?s

ALLIED ARTISTS!
...
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,

•TABimi'S' LONDON OffPICB
0.8

miystery Man' Set to Bad del Gulce;

MuHs 'Reqirodty Scheme With U. S.
^London, Jan.

X

Pictures apparently has
eased financial problems for the former chieftain of J. Arthur Rank's

new

Underseated Copenhagen
Has New Pix Piroblenis

PilgiJini

Cities films. Reportedly a Midmillionaire^ the backer not
only is said to be flnancins PUfirim's
forthcoming program hut also is

Two

lands

sponsoring del Giudice's current
quest lor dollars in the XI. S.
lividently stimulated by patriotic
motives, the mystery man last week
outlined hiis reasons for allying himself in del Giudice's camp in a letter
to the Daily Mail. "Two weeks ago,
by a mere accident arising from a
liinchtime conversation," he wrote,
discovered that England was
"I
about- to lose to Hollywood one of
the great producers of our'time, who
has been responsible for making
over 30 topline films. These form
some of. the greatest dollar-earning
assets we liave, and represent a 100%
gain to our country.

Previously

it

that withdrawal of insurances corn-

bacldng had caused the temshelving of two of three
announced for production by

parties'
filwts

Equit]^

undiscloseid) will

make

Czech Pic
Set for U. S. Release

First Post'wrar

there.

ican distribution rights.

Film

is

fall.

,

'

kw

Buda license

'

There was

also some problem with
Aussie Equity regarding the tour.
Williamson is also reported to have
had some run-ins ^ith Equity oh the
"Counter'* production.
The presenters have a iruling with the actors'
unl6n on musical imports, limiting
foreign actors to
of the ca.st.
Williamson claims to have been well
within the quota, with only four
pla'^ers imported) including
Miss
Courtneidge, Thqrley Waters, Claude

•

reorganized

as a film distributing
will remodel the^ .huge
Seating. capacity,
is
2,lt00.
Vienna's largest film-house would
thus be in the centre of the cily.
At,. present the big cinemas are
scattered and somewhat difliicult of

company,
hall,

Gmnan

Talent

Berlin, Jan.

As a

further

6.'

in fostering
"reciprocity scheme," designed "democratic reorientation," the Ofto encourage the flow of pictures bc^
fice
of .Military Government- for
tween the U. S. and Britain, was
Germany
eliminated
(U.S.)
has
outlined by del Giudice on arriving
,in New York Thursday (8). His film need, for registration of Germans
exchange plan, he declared, is based occupying minor 'positions in theactivities.
atrical
informational
-and
on the merits of individual British
Thousands of Germans wUI thus
and American pictures and definitely
no longer be under direct
suis not a barter arrangement.
.:
pervision!
but
Germans
in
executive
Del Giudice noted that while the"
scheme is primarily to effect an- ex- positions who .still must be licensed
responsible
for
will
be
the
"ixilitical
change of his own firm's forthcoming
product, it should work to the ad- acceptability" of their subordinate
.

Stirs Filmites

The Vienna-owned KIBA, recently

Amy Eases Od

>

>

;

access.

"
Budapest, Jan. 1.
Surprise order of th^ Itlinister of
Interior,, restricting the transfer of
film theatre licensed as well as
clamping a ban on the rental of
houses, ,has cau.sed a furore in the
industry here.
While tiie avowed

aim of the new regulations

step

ITALIAN, SPANISH VETS

PACTED FOR ARG. LEGIT

Horton and Joan Cameron

to

ship'

who

:

-

.

.

.

,

MG

,

principals, not the whole
It objected to Mrs. Horton appearing, so she is drawing
salary and not working. Ballet mistress- was called on to speak four
lines,

which Equity insisted a
must do.
f^oducer

local

and

actress-

^

'

.

(Mrs.

With the end of the war owner- referred to
company.
all Hungarian film theatres

"
6.

Emma Grammatica,

actress

-

-

of
veteran Italian
passed to coalition political parties,
played to capacity authe Chamber of Trade Unions and
diences in the Astral and Marconi
otheir democratic organizations. New
theatres of Buenos Aires during the
regulations were received with in1947 season with her Italian company, has been signed by the Gallp dilference hy the Communist and
Raineri Co. for -a legit ;sea.^on at the Social Democratic parties since they
vantage of the entire industry if suc- workers. Licensees must conform to
Ateneo theatre in 1948. She'll play manage ttieir houses with their own
;MG
directives,
which
are
the
few
cessful.- Length of his tl. S. stay is
.staffers.'
of in Spanish, instead of Italian, startuncertaini hinging on his negotia- xlesigned to protect freedom
On the other hand,(the order was
The only ing early in March,
tions, most of which he thought will speech,' press and arts.
one- for the Smallholder
Gallo Raineri is trying to sign Iris a gloomy
group of Germans in the entertaintake place in New York.
Peasant parties which operate
ment field wlio must be -registered Marga and Miguel Faust Rocha, Ar- and
With his forthcoming films budgonly aboutof their holdings,
gentine legit stars, for the Gramwith MCji are film exhibitors.
eted between $800,00041,200,000, del
preferring to lease the remainder
regulation sets forth matica company.' Playwrights Camilo
The
new
Giudice declared his first production
usually to the theatres' former own*
certain ac- Darthes and (3arlos S. Damel in colwould be the Boulting Bros., "The condition!; under which
ers. "These organizations are urging
Law
No. laboration, on the one hand, andtivities prohibited by
a stay in the law inasmuch eCs they
Guinea Pig," scheduled to roU at .thfe
191 may now take place. Law, No., Eduardo Pappo, on the other, have
Elstree studios on Jan. .^5. Produced
aren't prepared yet to assume 100%
promulgated in the days of been commissioned to write a series
operation of their theatres.
by John Boulting and directed: by 191 was
of Argentine playsi
Roy" Boulting, the picture is based on SHAEP and provided for suw>resSalient points of the regulations
of
activities in various, fields.
sion
Spanish
actress
Lola Membrives is
on a stage hit. Second venture will
provide:controls
were
relaxed
in
•While
another
oldtimer"
will
who
return to
be Nuel Coward's "Peace in Our
policy
1. Licensed owner of a film "theamany
instances
the
licensing
'48,
Buenos
Aires
in
after
an absence
Time," while the third is "Private
was
continued
to
this day. There- of two years, and will open at the tre has no right to transfer the.
Angela,'' based on an Eric Linklater
novel to be directed by Peter Us- fore, no German citizen is permitted Comico theatre, also in March. The license to any other person. Violaof the following Argentine Authors Society gave a tion will result in the withdrawal
tinov, who'll also play the title role. to condCict any
license: verdict of "no plagiarism" in the of the license.
activities: except under
Meanwhile, after ft short New
The publishing of newspapers^ suit brought by: author Jacinto
2. Excestions to the foregoing may
Yjjrk visit, del Giudice planed to the
boolc;^, magazines, pampletSi printed Miquelarena, of the Spanish Authors
be made in certain instances. But
Coast Monday .(12), accompanied by music
and the. operation- -fif ft news Society, against Dr. Juan Reforzd even then a license can only be
his a.ssociate, Alan Jarvis. Pair will
service, picture service, radio broad- Membrives,
transferred to individuals who do
son
of
the
actress.
return to N. Y. about Feb. 2.
casting or television system, produc- Miquelarena claimed that in 1941 he not already hold such permits. Thesis
tion of sound recordings or the had submitted a plajr to Mme. Mem- transiers must have ,the okay of the
production and distributioon of mo- brives, called "Autumn in Paradise," Minister of Interior and are limited
tion pictures.
Likewise, Germans and that the f>lot had been borrowed to, theatres with a capacity of less
Comedie Francaise Inks
require licenses for the public per- by Dr. Membrives for his opus "Vic- than 400.
In addition, the houses
formance of operas, plays, musical toria," produced by the actress in must he located outside of Budapest
Clair Discovery in
comedies; balleta and citbarets.
Ruenos Aires in 1944.' Although the and its environs.
...Jr
Authors Society .declared against
Strengthen Company
him, Miquelarena has brought suit
Paris, Jan. 6.
in the courts, which has yet to be
Early For .
Start
Kia Mocney to
Maicelle Derrien, Rene Clair's
decided.
discovery playing for her initialler
Cannes Festival
opposite Maurice Chevalier in the
For Irish Abbey Theatre
Theo Linfen's, newest film producfilm, "Man About Town," has been
Paris, Jan. 6.
tion, "Both Ways," starring Dagny
Dublin, Jan. 0.
handed a legit contract, by Andre
Last Cannes Film Festvial was Servaes, Ursula Lingen, and- himPresumably as a result Of recent
Touchard, head of Comedie Fran- barely readied at the last moment. self, will have its premiere in Lintz,
rumpus about declining standards
caise.
This is the first time an This year, the French, who plan to American. Zone, Upper Austria. «
at Abbey theatre, the directors have
actress has been invited to joiir the have another one; there in 194^, have
named Ireland's No. i actress, Ria
Francaise
already nominated

MG

-

prevent formation of prewar theatre £fortOn), plus' a conductoi; and ballet
mistress required by the star. Comtrusts,' the ukase has presented' a
thorny problem lor several political pany calls for 11 principals, 12 dancgroups which own a considerable ers« ^lUs understudies.
However, Equity claimed the 25%
number of houses.

A

Buenos Aires, Jan,

is

,

.

Briti.sh comedienne
a fave with the Aussie public
through.' her film appearances and
And since Aussie has
recordings,
the same rationing problems as England', th« material in the revue is
more appealing to Aussie -audiences
than 4t- was on Broadway.
"No, N«i, Nanette" had to move
out of the Royal to make way for
"Counter."
Former musical was
skedded to tour New Zealand, but a
polio epidemic there caused tlie plan
to be dropped, and the show closed.
is

being titled.
, ..
Reportedly one of the first pic(wmpleted in Czechoslovakia
the war's end, "Bohemifin
Ecstasy" was -directed by Vaclav
Krska and features Jaromii' Spal as
Josef Slavik, Bohemian composer, as
well as actress Vlaska Fabianova.

Picture House

hit.

lyu.

However, the

now

tures
since

Vienna, Jan. 6.
"Count of Monte.
Now serving as a wrestling arena,
and others as whole evening
performances. 'That means only «nc the Vienna stoclc exchange is to be
performance at night instead of two, transformed into a moving picture
with theatres thereby halving their
house. (Stock exchange deals now
capacity,
go on at a negligible scale in a

a

J. C.

looks

liamson Theatres, ran in-London, but
was a quick flop in New York last

"Casanova,"

•

.

and

theatre

"Bohemian Ecstasy," produced by Revue, presented here by

Czechoslovak Film Corp. of
Prague, has been tagged for release
in the U. S. some time In February
or March, according to Artkino Pictures, which has acquired the Amer-

Christo'!

small annex);

'
Sydney, Jan. 6,
"Under the Counter^" with Cicely
Courtncidge, opened Jan. 3 at ithe

Royal

tihe

months.

To Be

Are a Headadie
•

hearing completion
and has already lined up four pix
that Hollyw:ood companies (as yet

The other -setback is of a different
nature. "Many cinemas are- playing
long three hour French' pix like

Ms

The California-Mex-

i

Pilgrim. It was felt that loss of the
coin resulted chiefly from repercus-:
sion of Britain's film crisis.
del Giudice% BeciprocUy

is

a pic production center, as well as

Copenhagen, Jan. 6.
Two will be in English and the
With the big Kino PalastifiliU in other pair in.iSpawish, each costing
ruins due to German sabxjtagft^boimbs $500,(l(* (JJ. S,), -according to Sdsiduring the wa*i and eii|(«imS>atl!enr tiagoiTfSrfiln^sig pr^of the film comdance almost .'(jlbid>ledtl£inc« Ifefiarfei pany,, fiittii^ piq;/'Win start about
the war, badly '.underseate*"CopeHiK;
hagen has suffered two.neW setbaeSs;'
The first was the fire which de^
stroyed the inner part of Norreport
Yieima Stockllcliaiige,
Bio, which' played British pix. Theatre cannot be used- lor several

had been reported

porary

Tijuana

Under Counter Oicks Down Under;

Mexico City, Jan. 6.
becoming something of

a tourist spot.
ivO Studios is

"

13.

of a mysterious Mt.
as the angel for Filippo del Giudiqe's.

Emergence

fijuana Turning to Pix;

Union are

now

trying to iron out

theh: differences.

'Counter" was supposed to open
Deo. 20 to take advantage of the
holiday season, but the premiere was

delayed a week, due to a difficulty
over costumes^ JShip was in port,
but customs snarl delayed unloading.
Producer bad to pay cast salaries for the delayed week, besides
losing the holiday biz.

;

:

MG

'

Move
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-
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1948

company

straight

from

an organization

committee.

pix, without stage experience.
Spurred by the success of Jean
Louis Barrault and Louis Jouvet in
invading Francaise ground by staging cla.ssical pl-ays, llbuchiard is using
every endeavor to Strengthen his
company, and is bow ttdcertng. with
Henri Rollan.
He has just signed youthful
Louise ^.Gonte, who in private life
is the wife bf Jacques Dacqmine, of
the Barrault company. Another re-

London, Jan. 13.
(Figure shoivs weeks of run)
"All Over Town." Playhouse (12),

'

"Anna Lncasta,^ Majesty's

been able to aiHsear

New Mex

Copyright Act

Mexico City. Jaik. &
Congress has okayed a new eopy^
right law,

music,

Robert

•«H6nor

,

,

"Never Can

paintings,

MEX'S S39

sculpture,

V.S.

Mexico

etc.

New

statute gives the author lifcworks and to his
20 years after death. If
there are no heirs, the rights be*.
come state property. Violations 81*6
punishable by. imprisonment up to
six years and fines up to $10,000.

FIX IN

'47

City, Jan.

6.

t

Mexico saw 393 pix releases in
which 239 were Uv S. Runncrsup weie tlic Mexicans with 62.
Others were 36 Argentines; 23
British;
11
French; six Spanish;
three Chilean, and a Cuban and an

i

Italian.

'

Wynd

(15)".

,

Abbfcy Players in 1928 to play Mary
Boylg in "Juno and the Paycock."
She remained in U. S. and joined
Eva Le GalUennc in tlie N. Y. Civic
Reperioi^ before it folded. She
rejoined .Abbey Players in 1931.

,

"TUMwate." Globe (14).
"Worm's View," WhitebaU

(37),

Vienna, Jan.

8.

statement blaming U. S. lilms, with
special reference to "The Mark of
Zofro," for the recent crime wave.
Police pointed out that 215 robberies

occurred

since

the

Showed the "Zorro"

Elite
picture.

Kino

"It is of -no use to demand identification cards from those young boys
standing in line before theatres to
get tickets," the police statement
read, "there is only one possibility
is prevent them from enterPolice also declared that such
pictures do not induce crime in
"saturated" U. S. because no one
there is hungj-y. P-olice lamented
that the Allied Four Powers^ didn't
step in and pttphibit films lik'e that.
("Zorro," starring Tyrone Power
by
and Linda Darnell, was released
'
20th-Fox in 1940).

and that
ing."

'

cois Cliristophe, currently in "Borgia," a play by Herman Clisson.

Third

Vienna,

,Tan.

6.

-

There is no hope of performances
Vienna Opera House in 1948,

at the

according to Ernest Hilbert, in
charge of building's reconstruction.
Materials for rebuilding, the sb'ucture aren't being made available.

Jeanine

Moreau,

who

a sensation in the part of
Joas- in "Athalie."
Also coming soon at the Francaise
is teenager Lise Topart. in Pierre
fuget's "Peine Capitale," currently
Though this will be
in rehearsal.
her maiden bow at the Francai.se, she
is already an old hand, having, taken
Paris by storm in "Hosiers Blancs.'
She later did 'aiebecCa,"
Fernand Gravey.

young

No Vienna Opera in '4S

is

studied with jDenys d'Ines, and was
discovered by Jean Meyer, of the
Comedie jfrancaise where she cre-

ated

"One,- Two, Three," Yorks (18),
"Outrageous," Wl Garden OK
"Piccadilly payride," Wales (44).
"Present Laugliter," H'ym'kt (39).
"Private Ent," St, James (8),
"StarliBht Bool," Hipp, (10).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (89).
"Tofether Aeai*," Vic Pal. (39).
,

1947, of

for

Teir,"

"Ott Beeord," Piccadilly (33),
"Oklahoma!" Drury Laiie (37);

F^bre-taefiiiet.

covering boolcs, articlesi

films,

•tirne rights to his

heirs

My

&

"
Obey,'" Saville (8).
"Lite With.Fath^r," Savoy (32)
"Linden Tree," Duchess (22).
<'«achc«i," Aldwych (5),

Pierre Renoir, prcxj* of Shew -Business Federation; Georges LourauDessu-s,
of the Confederation' du
Cinema, and Rene Jeanne, head of
the pix crix. (General secretary is

{hirin^'tfa6 war.

(11).

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (32).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (38).
"Blind Goddess,'! Apollo (6).
"Canaries Sing," Garrick (8).
"ChUtern Hundreds," Vaude (20
"Dark Summer.". St. Mart. (5).
'.'»r. Angelas," Phoenix (24).
"Edward
Son," Lyric (33).
"happy As Larry;" Crit. (4).

cent addition is Robert Manuel, virfao
had been inked before the imc but Cinema Administration foreign' dept.;
on account of rftcial reasons^ad.not Pierre Labbe, of Tourism Office;

VIENNA CRIME WAVE
Police headquarters have is.sued «

Mooney, as producer; The appointment becomes effective ii.imediately,
and her first chore will be a new Three Teenagers Picked
George Shiels comedy, "Caretakers,"
As French Legit Finds
This will be followed by Lennox
Robinson's "Lucky Finger," which
Pari.s, Jan. 6.
gets its first performance with Sara
Though the seasoih is still young,
Allgood at Bowling Green theatre, three teenagers stand out as discovOhio, Jan. 19.
eries having a future in legit. First
,
Miss Mooney is resigning her cur- is Roger Montsorel, discovered by.
rent post as director of the Gaiety Jatques Hcbertot. He was a tele-"
School of Acting. No successor has graph me^enger and a.<!ked Heberyet been named.
tot to give him « chance, which he
Miss Mooney, who joined the is getting in "Prince des Neiges," at
Abbey in 1924, visited N. Y. with the Hebertot. Second one is Fran-

Current London Shows

On -this committee are Michel
Fourre fcormeraj, head of -the
French dinema. administration; Colone! Felix, prexy of the Cinema
Committiee in Parliament, and head
of the same commission in the Council of the Republic; M. Antoni, mayov of Cannes; Roger Seydoux and
Philippe 'Erlanger, both on the Cultural Exchange commission; George's
Huisman, head of the Censor board;
Robert Cravenne, head ^f, the ^renc^i

mRO' BLAMED FOR

WARNER
LILLI

t TRADE SHOWINGS OF

BROS',

PALMe SAM WANAMAKER
•

AKIM TAMIROFF

•

ALAN HALE

•

HUGO HAAS GALE ROBBINS STELLA ADLER
•

•

DIRECIED BY,

ELLIOTT

BENNY BAKER

MILTON SPERLING

'•^•-^"•l^MIS!^^^^^^

MONDAY,

JAN. 19th, 1948

SHOWING

PLACE OF

CITY

•

PRODUCED BY

NUGENT

ADDRESS

TIME
*

Albany

Warner Screening Room

Atlanta

20th Century-Fox Sc.

Boston

RKO Screening Room

Bu£Falo

Paramount Sc.

464 Franklin

Charlotte

20th Century-Fox

308

Rm.
°

Cindnnati
/Cleveland^

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Dallas

.

197 Walton

Room

S.

12:30 P.M.

St.

N.W.

St,

122 Arlington

Room
Sc Rm.
Warner Screening Room
RKO Screenmg Room
Warner Screening Room

Chicago

79 N. Pearl

?:00 P.M.

Street

Church

2:^0 P;M.
2:30 P.M.

St.

10:00 A.M.

St.

1307 So. Wabash Ave.

1:30 P.M.

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

2:00 PJM.

'2300 Payne Ave;

1803

Wood

2:00 P.M,
10:00 A.M*

St.

Denver

Paramount Sc.

2100 Stout

St.

2:00 P.M.'

Pes Moines

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rat.

1300 High

St.

12:45 P.M,

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave.

Indianapolis

Universal Sc.

Kansas City

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1720 Wyandotte

Los Angeles

Warner Screening Room

2025

Memphis

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

151 Vance Ave.

Milwaukee

Warner Th.

Minneapolis

Warner Screening Room

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

Warner Th.

Room

Sc.

517 No.

Rm.

Proj.

Rm.

S.

2:00 P.M.

Vermont Ave.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

2:00 P.M.

1000 Currie Ave.

2:00 P.M.

70 College

2:00 P.M.

St.

S. Liberty St.

1:30 P.M.

Home

321

W.

2:30 P.M.

Office

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.
'20th Century-Fox Sc.

Rm.

44th

St.

10 North Lee

Warner Screening Room

230 No. 13th

1715 Blvd. of AUies

Portland

Jewel Box Sc.

Salt

Lake

Seattle
St.

Louis

^^ashington

1:00 P.M.

St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Room

1:30 P.M.

St.

1502 Davenport

Pittsburgh

San Francisco

2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

200

Omaha
"

1:30 P.M.

St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Oldahoma

Philadelphia

1:00 P.M.

Illinois St.

2:30 P.M.

St.

1947 N.W. Kearney

1:30 P.M.
St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

216 East

Room
Jewel Box Sc. Room
S'renco Sc. Room

221 Golden Gate Ave.

Earle Th. Bldg.

13th

Republic Sc.

1st

South

2318 Second. Ave.
3143 Olive

St.

& E Sts. N.W.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
1:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

"

'
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Majors Map Off-Season Sales Pidi

To Perk

HITS INDIE PRODS

(1% Picbire Rentak

Hollywood, Jan, 13.
and Williams
have followed the example set by
Eastman and Pu Pont and upped the
price of positive

$45,000,000

-

negative develop-

wow

(Continued from page 14)
Last week,

Fuel Shortage, Frigid

at $20,000 or near.
$23,000.

is

Karlton (Goldman)

— •Lost

Moment"

(U).

(1,000;

Okay

Weather RopProv. Rut

50-94)

'Swordsman' Neat 28G

$17,000.

$0.0175 for both picture

'

.

'

7

bit

;

pack with a total of .34 mentions for
seven different pictures.
U is next with 24 mentions for
eight films. RKO had 22 with seven
pictures; UA six, with two films;

U

'

.

Exchange Reacts

New

stock.

,

U

.

foot, for

film

and Last week, "Exile" (U) t2d wk),
Providence, Jan. 13.
sound, compared with the former $9,000.
Loew's State's "The Swordsman"
Keith's (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94)
charge of $0,016. For daily rushes, —•'Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d is topping the list here with a moderately good week. Fuel oil shortage
Solid $13,000 and new high
pictur;^"oi>ty, the new price is $0.04 run).
is forcing houses to keep temps do\\ n
here.
Last week, "This Time for and'
with a cold wave hitting town
per f oo^i,' oljinpared With the formorfceeps" (M-G)- (2d run), $7,000.
Saturday and. Sunday, .ordinarily
$0.0377, Fdt sound .track only the
lUtestbaum (WB) (4,350; 50-94)—'
hefty days biz suffered. Majestic Is
new price is $Q.035,-agaiinst $0,032.
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (.M wk). happy
with "Captain from Castile,
Affected chiefly will be the inoUe Modest $17,000 after socko $32,000 .in while the Strand
is off to a hangup
producers, who rely on outside lab- second.
week with "Road to Rio."
Fix (Cummins) (500; ,50-94)— "Joloratories for processing. Most -of the
Estimates for This Week
son Story" (Col) (2d wk). Fair at
major studios have their own labs
after
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "The
$5,000
$6,000 opener.
and do their developing, on the lot.
Stanley
fWB) (2,950; 50-94)— Exile" «U) and "Palooka in KnockRoad to Rio" (Par) C2(}.lwk). Fancy out" (RKO). Opened todav (Tues.).
$32,500 after huge $47,000 opening Last week, "Tycoon" (RKO) and
session
"Triicy Meets Gruesome" (RKO) (3d
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 50-94)— ,wk), solid $12,000.
'Best' Lists
"T-Men" (EL). Giant $21,000 or a
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Continued from ptt^e
ing,

•

meet, shoved off Monday (12) for
Paramount and Fox have the bigCharlotte, N. C, with Hugh Owen, gest credits.
Each has $25,000,000
eastern and southern division head. available, with only
$5,000,000 borHe'll swing through all southern
rowed. RKO; has a revolving fund
branches and then retvirn to the
of $10,000,000, against which it has
horaeoflice within 10 days.
borrowed about $7,000,000. UniverReagan expects to cover all 31 ex
isal has $10,000.00, of which it has
changes within the next mouth or.
used $8,000,000, and Columbia has
two in periodic treks through the
$10,060,000, of Which it has used
country. His trips are part of the
$6,000,000.
hopped-up campaign to boost rentals
Warner Bras, and Metro have no
on Par's present expensive crop of
revolving credits, but arranged longterm loans within the, past few years.
Warners has :;.20,000i000 outstanding
on a 2% term loan, and Metro has

per

price,

—

'

PHILADELPHIA

Pathe, Consoudated

A

rash o£ oflE«season sales drives f
to perk up flagging pie rentals, is
currently being shaped by the major
Idle
It's the fli'st phenomenon
distrlbs.
ContiBiied from pager ^
of the new year calling of more
than the usual one-per-year cam- able. That limits, the aiViouiit the
paign to sell pix to U. S. exhibs. banks can lend to other borrowers,
Paramount and tJniversal have al- who have started a Sudden surge on
ready ordered the precedent-break- the institutions, during the past
ing drives, and other majors will
month, apparently a'lSiS a result of
probably fall in line.
dwindling stocks of ^hie working capParamount sales chief Charles M.
ital they "had pileds;_.HP during the
Reagan gave the green light to a
lush war days.
spring
campaign during huddles
What's happening with the iilm
with division toppers over the weekend. Par's usual campaign is initi- companies is that they are playing
ated early in the summerj and it's off high -cost productions and getting
the flfrst tlm» that the company has in heavy quantities of film rentals,
launched a curtain-raiser preceding while they are producing comparatively low-cost pictures. Thus the
the big lanfare.
swung into a new campaign last income from one picture such as
week before its main operation, 20th-Fox's "Forever Amber" or Parwhich ended in December, had a amount's "Unconquered" w^ill prochance to grow cold. Similarly to provide the production budget of
is offer- two or three of the type of pictures
tlie big autumnal drive,
ing heavy cash, prizes to the win- the studios are making: now. In adning exchanges and division chiefs. dition, the film companies are drawCompany had never, heretofore, set ing on their inventories in an effort
twin drives during the same year.
to reduce them. Result is that there's
Reagan, following the division no need for bank-borrowing:

PRICE HIKE

|

Warners

one picture;
Metro,' five mentions on one film;
Par, three times with two films; Col,
two pictures mentioned once each,
and EL, one picture mbntioned twice.

Of U's

six,

.with

eight different pictures se-

lected on the various lists, all bt.vt
"Egg and I" (tagged by Country
Gentleman) were Rank productions
imported from England. It's also interesting

seven

to

RKO

note tbat'four of the
by the crit-

films tagged

were indie prodwetio'^s released
that company. These include*, in addition to "Mitty," Goldwyn's "Bishop Wife," Argosy's "Fugitive" and Frank Capra's "It's a
wonderful Life."
ics

through

over.

May

hit

new high here. —"Wild Irish R0!5e" (WB) (2d run).
tUA) (3d wk), Fairly good $4,000. Last week. "Forever Amber" (20th) (2d wk), nice

Last week; "Intrigue"
pale $8,500.

'Unconquered' Loud

37G

InWash^Tint^'-Vaude
30G,

tm* Rig 14G, 2d

Washington, Jan. 13. \
General biz tone is higher here
and has been for the past fortnight.
Current stanza stacks
up well
against last week's holiday grosses,
with upped New Year's Eve admissions.
Of the three newcomers
along the main stem currently, "Unconquered" at the Pplace and "If
Winter Comes" at the Capitol are
doing so4k biz.
Holdovers' look'
fairly
sturdy,
with "Wild Irish
Rose" at the Warner being especially steady after a sock opener.
Estimates for This IVeek
Cap'tol (Lofew's) (2,4.34; 44-80)—
'If
Winter Comes" (M-G) plus
vaude. Husky $30,000, despite some
crix pannings.
Last week, "Daisy
Kenyon" (20th) with vaude, fine
'

"

$12,000 at upped scale.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Gay
Ranchero" (Rep) and vaude on stage.
Pleasant $7,500. Last week, "Lady' in
a Jam" (20th) and vaude on stage,
fair $6,000.

Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200;
44-C5)—
"Captain Castile'^ (2Qth). Nice $18,000. Last week, "Wild Irish Rose"
(WB), hurt by storm to land fair
$15,000.

—

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 4465) "Love from' Stranger" (Mono)
"'Vanee's Secret BJission" (Mono ),
Fairish $K500 in' 6 days). Last week.

and

"Out of Blue" (EL) and "Return Rin
Tin Tin" (EL), good $10,000.
St«te (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "The

Swordsman"
Blondes,

(Col)

Redhead"

and

"Two

XCol).

Fairly

good

$28,000.
Last week, "Good
News" (M-G) .and "Crime Doctor's
Gamble" (WB), $20,000.

$42,000,000, of which $15,000,000 is
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
from banks at 2% and $27,000,000 is
Continued from vdee 'i-,
—"Road to Hio" (Par). Opened MonIndustry observers also place conday (12). Last week, "Unconquered"
know ^generally < holders of from a syndicate of insurance com- siderable significance in the fact that
(Par) (3d wk). Not bad $12,500. See,
panies' on .3% debentures due in 1965.
have
shares)
of
blocks
pic
tig
Metro, once the top studio for turnond sesh was snappy $18,000.
already allowed for the predicted
ing out "Best" pictures, was far
Hence, there's no
slide in profits.
Oiapuini. Optimistic
down "the -list this year. Only M-G $33,000 in 8 days.
expectation of any collapse in film
Hollywood, Jan, 13.
film to win recognition was "YearColumbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
Steaidy; 'McCoy'
quotes on the market sliort of a genCutting of budgets to conform with ling," and only five of the 12' lists —"Where -There's Life" (I*ar) (2d
eral debacle in economic' conditions.
.Last
week,
run).
So-so $6,000.
U cut its. quarterly divvy from today's markets has resulted in. an scanned name(l>it.
?17,000, 'Town'
(M-G),
of financing for. independent
Survey of the lists shows Italian "Green Dolphin Street"
50c., which it's been paying over the upswing
Kansas City, Jan. i:'.
replacing French - made good $11,000 in 8 days.
last lew years, to ^5c. per share. fibn product, according to Bernard pictures
Biz has steadied down here a..i;ep'
Keith's (RKO)
(1.838; 44-80)—
Melon is to be cut Jan. 31, with Gianiiini,: veepeev Of the Bank of product as the top foreign-language "Tycoon" (RKO)
(3d wk). Okay the recent unfavorable weather.
s;:ockholders of record Jan. 19 clip- America iii charge of motion picture entries for the year. "Shoe "Shine" $9,000. Last week, special midnight Showing up flvst-rate at the MidLnnd
and "To Live in Peace," both made shows, and holiday crowds boosted' is '•Killer McCJoy," which
ping the coupons. Company's action, loans.
looks nice.
Bank is making new loans dally, in Italy, received most mention, with this to big $14,000.
similar to that of RKO, is to hoard
Orpheum with "Magic Town" al.'io
cash required for expensive film- Giannini said, and is highly optimis- the French selections confined to
Mctropoliian (WB) (1,163; 44-70) is stout. "Captain From Castile" is
making. It's figured that'll will save tic about, the future of tiie Stin inr only one or two.m^ntions of '-Pan^ic
-^t'Prince of Thieves" (Col). Above olcay in $f!eond week at three Fox
and "Children Of Paradise." Time average $8,000. Last week, "Up- spots. "Tender Years" had an adan estimated $830,000 annually by diistry,
vance preem at the l?laza last Frimag, consistently Russophobe in its. turned Glass" (U), $7,500.
the slash,
Vgeneral news columns, surprisingly
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 74-$1.20) day -with the' personal, appearanc*
announcing*' the out, board
In'
"Unconquered" (Par).
Exciting of Joe E. Brown.
enough selected a Russian film which
noted that U is still in a strong
Estimates for This Week
even pro-Soviet partisans refused to' $37,000, even at these! prices. This
•financial condition with a ratio of
Suit
include in their lists. Film was DeMille epic, looks to hold up well.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
current and working assets to curContinued (rora page 11
Sergei Eisenstein's- "Ivan the Ter Last week. "Good News" (M-G) (2d "Killei' McCoy" (M-G) and Glaml^nt liabilities of approximately 8-1.
'
Wk), $13,000.
our Girl" (Col). More thian holding
Action was taken "in view of the un- control over the independent ex. rible."
WArner (WB) (2.15.1; 44-74)— its own at $17,000. Last week, "Gord
settled conditions tliroughout the hibitor."
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d wk). Ne ws" (M-G) and "Lone Wolf L -nLifting this big house out of its' don"
worl^," coixipany said,' "sipce -the
(GolH okav $19,000.
Brandt maintained that allegadepression of recent months with
board feels that it is in the best in- tions of the complaint included theOrphenm (RKO) (1,900; 4.5-65'—
lofty $14,000 good, socko $22,000
terests of the stockholders at this atres neither owned nor booked by
"Magic Town" (RKO). Fancy $U.landed in initial stanza.
000, and probable holdover. La.st
time to conserve the company's cash the Brandts, and theatres which
Continued from page 7
\Veek, "Tycoon"
(RKO) t2d' wk),
vesources until such time as these never made any .contracts with Par$9,000.
problems become clarified."
amount. He asserted that allega- (exclusive of 1st run Loop, theatres),
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
Annual report which vwill reach tions were "libelous, baseless and have been divided into 15 first-run 'Swordsman' Trim $17,500
"Road to Bio" (Par ) (4th "wk ).
itockholders at the end 6f the month wholly without merit."
key zones. All competitive theatres
Holding
up
well
at $8,000.
Last
will discuss the problems tlioroughin each zone and in the sub-key
In 2 Denver Spots week, fine $10,000 despite rough
Par's complaint asserts that Harry,
tooard said. Economies have
ly,
zones in turn, will be given an op
weather.
William Brandt,
Denver. Jan. 13.
already "effected isubistantial reduc- Bernard, Louis.'and
portunity to buy a run on each film
Rosy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
in collaboration with other defendSnowstorm here yesterday (Mon.) "Caravan'' (EL) and "Blonde Savtion in Cost of it.s product and in opin competitive bidding with every
ants,
Par
conspired
to
defraud
by
wational age" (EL). Average $4,500.
erating cost without loss" Of efficiency
other theatre in the zone which de^ is clipping biz slightly,
Last
or reduction of quality,"^ announce- making false and inaccurate state- sires to compete for the run. Thus, Western Stockshow, however, will week, "Doctor Takes a Wife" (Col)
ments of gross admission receipts on
heip counteract this. "Swordsman" and "More Than a Secretary" (Col)
ment declared.
percentage pix. Fal.siflcation was 15 theatres will be given an oppor- looks to get top coin, playing in two (reissues), about same.
"Road to Rio" is getting a
effected, it said, by crediting as re- tunity to play 20th films day-and- spots.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Midfourth week at the Denham.
ceived, from flat rental pix, portion date on the date of availability.
west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Major key zones' have been diEstimates for This Week
"Captain From Castile" (20th )
of receipts from percentagers; by
2d
P.
Neat $15,000 after strong
using duplicate ticket rolls and unre- vided in twn into siib-key zones, in
Aladdin (1,400; 35-74)— "Wild Irish wk).
Continued from iiivse 3
ported rolls; by selling, tickets out which subsequent runs also- will be' Rose" (WB) and "Blondie's Anni- $26,000 optener.
provide Eiid for all— distributors and of continuity; by reselling tickets, oft'ered all films on a competitive versary" (Col), after week at Denver, Webber. Fine $4,500. Last week,
independent theatre men alike. But and by maintaining separate unre- bidding system.
Employees of ported bank accounts.
First run hou.ses in the Loop are "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Smart
in N.Y.
that is ridiculous."
to be granted flexible clearances of Politics" (Mono) (m.o.), big $6,000.
an indie theatre owner. Allied claims,
It's also charged that defendants
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 35-74)—
seven to 14 days. In some in.stances,
"either drift into some other line of
switched
"Road to Uio" (Pard (3d wk). Rousticket rolls between theTed Gamble, prexy of Theatre
it's
suggested that the -seven-day'
business or end up by taking over a
ing $14,000, and holds again. Last Owners of America, arrives in New
atres in the same circuit. On splitclearance may be reduced to a prior week, big $16,000.
theatre of their own."
figure
arrangements,
there's
the run.
York next Wednesday (20) after
Reason for instituting the new
Film companies want the indies claim that theatre operators
Denver (Fox)
35-74)—
(2,525;
paid ex- plan, according to
Smith, is to afford "Swordsman" (Col) and "Glamour several months' stay at his Portland,
"to help pay for the physical wreckcessive theatre rentals to realty corsubsequent-run theatres a better op.- Girl" (Col), day-date with Esquire. ore., horBS Gamble's chief reason
age which their sales policies cre- porations owned by corporate
deDistribs'
portunity to
book pictures. He Good $15,000. Last week, "Wild Irish for his eastern trek is to be on hand
ated," the bulletin rages.
fendants; that .non-existent:' items of
own pension plans are still in a expense were charged: thafiCei'tain pointed out that there may be some Rose" (WB) and '^Blondie's Anniver- for projected meets between TOA
sary" (Col), big $20,000.
and thcj Ahierican Society Of Comtheatres that wouldn't be able to
"hopelessly inadequate stage," it depersonal non-businesS' jexpenses,' of
Esquire
(Fox)
35-74)— posers, Authors & Publishers.
(742;
play «' pi?(ture if the clearance was "Swordsman' '(Col)
and "Glamour
officers were claimecl as operating
TOA-ASCAP get-together is to
'fixed at a' definite seven or 14 days.
North Central Allied, on its part,
Girl" (Col), also Denver. Good $2,costs.
.*
First-run houses in each of the 15 500. Last week. "Cantain Castile" decide whether a settlement can be
tinanimously voted against participa_
reached on ASCAP's demand for
Certain of ;.tlf6 ;tdefendanl57'- e6iii- Hey 'zones, in- ."addition,, 'will be (2bth) (2d' wk), fine $g;500.
,tion last week. It took the step deplaint adds, 'in" fu'rtTierance of the granted seven to I4v._days clearance
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— higher seat taxes from film theatres.
spite the fact that Jack Kirsch, AlRobert
plan, induced checkers "by over
Coyne, TOA's exec director,
the
subsequent-run houses. "Tycoon" (RKO) and "Wild Horse
lied national prexy, accepted the common
Modest is requesting a new meet with
post of MPF secretary. NCA action bribery, deceit and, other means, to 'This system will, progress down the Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk).
$12,000. Last week, smash $23,000.
ASCAP. Gamble will also be on
takes place in Minneapolis, one of sign certain of the written reports line to succeeding runs.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74)— hand for committee eonfabs involvpertaining to the boxoffice' receipts
First films to be made available
the three exchange centers yet to be
"Captain
Castile"
(20th)
(3d
wk).
ing Organization of the Motion Picof, percentage pictures which
had under the plan are "Daisy Kenyon"
organized.
Also Webber. Fair $10,000. Last ture
FoundatSm.
MPF officials, meanwhile, are dis- been falsified." Defendants, more- and "Captain from Castile," both in week; fine $13,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Last
counting the squawks after iabelliiiy over, it's as.sertcd, refused to turn current release. "Castile" is to be
NCA's action as the only dissenting over for audit, on demand, full, com- made available Feb. 6, with bidding Round-Up" (Col) and "Smoky River
They hope plete and accurate records of ex- to close Jan. 21. Same two weeks to Serenade" (Col). Mild $3,700. La.st and "Drums Along Mohawk" t20lh)
expression of opinion.
enter bids will be held forth for week, "Things to Come" (FC) and (reissues), nice $11,000.
for a reversal by the unit after penses.
Webber (Pox) (750; 35-74)-^"CapSettlement with 20th was put "Kenyon,"' which is to go into re- "Man Work Miracles" (FC) (reisMPF's aims are explained. Special
sues), big $6,500.
tain Castile" (20th), after iwd weeks
finance coihmittee, lieadcd by Si through 'after the distrib demanded lease Jan. 30 and for which bids will
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74')— "Re- at Esquire, day-date With Piiramount.
Fabian, meets in New York today $287,000 as due it. gkouras was des- close next Monday (19). All exhibs turn Rin Tin Tin" lEL) and "Whis- Fair $2,000. Last week, "Wild Irish
(14) to map fund-rai.sing efforts and ignated as arbitrator on the sugges- in the Chi area have been notified pering City" (EL).
Good $10,000. Rose" (WB) and "Blondie's Anni'of the plan by mall.
tion of Harry Brandt.
create a financial organization.
Last week, "Mark of Zono" (20th) versary" (Col), big $4,500.
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WEATHER FORECAST:
OUR MOTTO FOMODAY:

Good Box-Office Weather For M-G-M Exhibitors

M-G-M STARS HEADLINE THE
NEWS AT NATION'S BOX-OFFICES!

iTTirTiiifnw<i)fi|t<ifnii

"We can only
profit if we

"Good News,"
^

"High Wall,"

profit together"

''DolpJdn Street/'

*TmberUme,"

"Mer McCoy" Big Everywhere!

There

is

rejoicing at

M-G-M

Never in the long
career of Leo the Lion has he
started a NewYear with such an
box-offices.

EDITORIAL
A time for
propose that there
be a re-birtii of showmanship in
1948. The kind that made fihn business famous. Lusty, two-fisted, noisy
and imaginative showmanship. Let's
take off the dress suits and get back
into over^ls. This is a business for
tiie masses. Together we won their
att^tion witii drcus methods. Let's
ido it again. M-G-M has a flock of
strong audience attractions ready
for your audience. And our Studio
has just announced the start of an
even greater program of Big Productions. The combination of fine
entertainment and sock showmanship is unbeatable! Let's go!

This

is

array of solid audience attractions. "Good News** splashed
its Technicolor joy from F(adio
City Music Hall across the nation in hundreds of theatres.
Business was terrific with holdovers all over. "Cass Timber-

Leap Year.

proposals.

We

mi
SPENCER TRACY

few dates revealed its class with top receipts
lane** in its first

and "Green Dolphin Street"
continues to pack them ineveiy-

HELP
POLICE!
It

at

was "Good News"
Radio City Muric

Hall for everyone but

the cops

who had

to handle the
stretching

crowds

around the

block!

where. "Killer McCoy** a' new

LANA TURKER

entry is already showing champ
form. And now watch "High

Wairs* high grosses as

it

generates high-tension thrills on
your screen: Happy M-G-M

Year

to

you!
ROBERT TAYLOR

SHORT POEM
M-G-M's Great
bi'48

SHORT PARAGRAPH
Tom &

M-O-M
Jerry Cartoons in Technicolor (Fred Quimby, Producer) tops in
Boxoffice Barometer and Showmen'sTrade
Review Leaders polls. Pete Smitji "liveaction" Specialties tops in 8TR poll and
for Gth consecutive year tops in Fame
'(Quigley Magarane) vote.

MICKEY ROONEY

AUDREY.TOTTER

VAN

HEFLiN

PETER

LAWFORD JUNE ALLYSON

.

,

VedncBday, Jmnmry 14, X<W8
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North Central Allied Again Balks

New Mpls. Theatre Building Program
Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

a.

Allied, opposing all
theatre construction here, has
Buoceeded in tying up the situation
It has persuaded the
temporarily.
city council license committee to
defer action for two weeks^ pending
a public hearing at that time, on the
application of H. D. Griffith for a
permit to build and operate a theneighborhood property
on
atre
owned by him. He has been trying
to get the permit for more than 10

North Central

UA Concessions

new

years.

The independent exhibitors' body
met this week: to plan its fight
against further theatre construction.
President Bennie Berger said local
independent exhibitors don't wish

the present t'setup" destroyed'. Other
applications, in Addition to that of
Griffith, are reported ready for filing.

•

While no 'new theatres have been

Back of a new indie producinit firm Just formed by a contract director
and a former film producer is a $75,000 loan. The director needed' that
of second money investments were to dear up the accumulated obligations, and got it from the producer
all but closed. It remained a problem without a string,
Olie studio employing him had offered to advance the
that must be solved before.UA'could 75G on condition of a new Contract, but the director wouldn't go for it,
be assured a future minus the tra- with his pact expiring shortly. Later, when the leaner of the 75G proposing
ditional and onmiprescnt fears of a they go in business, a deal was made.
product shortage. Demonstration by

Contlauwl from pwe 7
itself, of efficient operatioi) that
reasonable
of "Red Ri\'«:" by would' assure indies, a
jiev'er chance of showing k profit would
most
actually said he -wouldn't turn the prove,,, bl cowse, one of the
source.?
iilm over, but repeatedly main- certain, wajris '-bf opetiing up
«f coin 'tq i^'ducers/tained it wasn't finished. Since
Enterprise
and
tWe
execs ha^ seen, it Oct. 17 and again
'Acld^ti^n„tQ
In
last week
on Oct. 25, they claimed th&*" was Hawks 'settieaaeiife;
Untrue and demanded arbitration. was handed the negative of "A MirUnder terms of the contract, any diSf acle Can Happen" by producer
pute must be arbitrated before legal Benedict Bogeaus. This was encourbe started, and
action' can
aging, for while Bogeaus had never
named an arbiter to represent it. actuaiUy said he wouldn't turn the.
Arbitration plans were eaUed off by film over, he had been a leader early
last week when the agreement last fall in the concerted threat by
producers to secede
virtually all
wit)» Hawk^ was reached directly.
Dispute with Cagney Productions from the: company. Bojgeaus anover its refusal to deliver "Time of nounced he would make two more
Your Life" is now in courts in New pictures this year but was cagey on
York and California. Ai-gument will stating whether or not they'd go to
be heard tomorrow (Thursday) in UA, since he has a non-ejtClUsive
New York State Supreme Court on pact.
William Cagney's contention that his
Where Knt would take its future
unit does not do business in New pictures, after delivery of the three
York and the court has no jurisdic- included in last week's settlem'ent,
tion. Cagney is being represented in
also clouded. It. would be' no

UA

i

-

Howard Hawks. Hawks had

UA

UA

"

12-year-old pol-

Camera work

excellent,

is

the English titling

fluent understanding of the addon,

Hertn.

for Sarah

Hm

.

.

.

Kind To

.

WB

UA

George J. Schaefer, Ent distrib
chief, and Bogeaus both had. some
very kind things to say about UA
Warner last week WB's 1948 product, jiast week: After the pre'vious bitterDismantling of the Bio theatre, at "Time" was included. UA 'also has a ness it was something of a surprise
Brownsville, has started. It will be suit pending: against Warners on the to hear Schaefer declare that UA "is
completely; rebuilt,
renamed the' matter.
the bulwark of independent producGrande and' reopened' in the spring.
tion" and "must be given every po.?sible
support." There was some
Jack Farr,'<forin«rly with the Long
tongue-in-cheek acceptance "ip the
Circuit, will open a new. drive»in
trade of the nice words, in light of
theatre between College Station and
-

,

WouU

Pickford

Tegtas,,

the

decisions

Bogeau to give
release.

Tbeatee^Shoppinc' Center, Charlotte

Res€ueUAWith3

sal-International.
First of the UA films into production,, she stated, would be "Pavements," Marx Bros' pic, in which
Miss Pickford Will be associated with
Lester Cowan. Script, prepared by
Ben Hecht, is ready for shooting.
Harpo, '<:;hico and Groucho Marx
will appear in'<tiie pic, with, Groucho
doing an offstage commentary mueh
.

by

Schaefer

attd

UA their produet. for
,.x

,•

!'.

UA's liileup of product completed
and awaiting release now comprises
Arch of Triumph," "So This Is New
York" and "They Went This Way"
from Enterprise; "Red River" from
Hawks; "Laff Time" from Hal
Roach; '"AUantis" from Seymour
Nebenzal; 'I'iSleep My Love" froih

^Charlotte, N. C„ Jan. 13.
fi.
B. Meiselman, local theatre
promoter, will build a'600-seat theMary Pickford, in New York last
atre and shopping ' center to include week, indicated she might prove 'to
eight stores.
tie ^ 'One-woman rescue squad for
The house to be called the Club United Artists product shortage. She
Colony,'' wUl be the seventh theatre said' that units with which she is associated, will make two—and posMeiselman has built in Charlotte.
sibly three^fllms'for UA release this
year, as well as another for UniverDrive-In, Golf Combo
'

St. Louis, Jan. 13.
A combo drive-in theatre and
nine-hole golf course is the newest'
wrinkle in St. Louis county. The
twin enterprise will; begin operation'
next spring on «.j84-acre tract recently purchased''by Henry J> Holloway, head, of the HoUoway Theatres
Corp., owner and operator of a string
of indie houses in the county.

'
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^
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Tim..... ,
Ted Adams
.......Carl Mathews
Peppv>>'.>
Nolan.
..^ ..Zoo !&£urray
MnrKltall Wetherby,....;
Ca<^tns Mack
....Carol .Henry
Burke
Joe. ... i
.BiH Hale
.

,

;

.Diggs.
Bartender...
Fete.

. .

'

his bride."

A

few years elapse and Sarah, is
dutiful wife and mother in a
grim Victorian mansion in Manchester. Discouraged by her failure
to become a successful hostess, she

now a

mdkes Richard her cohfidant and
he. eggs her on to seek a divorce.
But " when a reconciliation talces
'

'

place,

Richard poisons his brother

and plants the clues so that j$arah
arrested for the' murder of her
husband. Comes the inevitable trial
.Boyd Stookman —something of a farce for a British
and the verdict of guilty. But
.>>.. ^ .,..<...... «Boy Butler court
is

.

—

.

V. ....... .....

.Bub Mcelroy

just before

she

is

be hanged,

to

Jerome Thorn, also in love with
With Johnny Mack Brown as the Sarah, forces the truth from Richard.
marquee lure, exhibs will find this
Atmosphere and trimmings are

fast-paced oater acceptable in action overdone at the expense of the story.
situations.
"Gun l^lk" shapes up With the exception of comparative
as a taut combination of hard ridin' newcomer Dermot Walsh as Jerome,
coupled with a fair amoimt .of all the principals' behave in an insuspense.
credible, melodramatic manner.

Compressed into less than an
hour's running time, story i^ a brisk
variation of the old mine-steal
formula. Tale tees off with Brown
an attempted stagecoach holdtq>.
Saved from the bandits are

nune^investor Raymond Batton and.:
youthful Geneva Gray, an eastern
gal heading west to visit her sister,
Christine Mclntyre.
Villainy is furnished by 'Wheaton
Chambers, an outlaw leader who
poses as a barber, along with an
underling. Douglas Evans. They try
to seize Hatton's mine but justice,
as meted out by Brown, tnumjihs
in a swirl of fan<^ fisticuffs and sixshootin'i
Yarn is familiar fodder
but J. Benton Cheney's treatment
has overcome its triteness to some

Can«.

,

foiling

Trial Balloon
Continued from page }
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reaffirm

policy."

Wilson told the British exhibs that
the Attlee government had no intention of yielding on the tax. He
termed it "a trial of strength bePickford-Rogfers-Cohn; "Mhracle Can
tween two governments," declaring
Happen" from Bogeaus; "Vendetta"
the Labor Government was awaiting
ex' ent.
and "Mad Wednesday" from Howard
Acting is average for films of this a move from the American side.
Hughes and "Angry God" from type. jSrown who's getting a bit
That would have ended.it had not
Edward Peskay.
beefy, is fairly credible as the the British production association
Company has also returned to its champion of the law. Mine owner topper come through with his staterelease slate "Fanny by Gaslight," a Hatten contribs an okay character- ment two days later. He termed the
ization along with occasional comedy
British picture starring James Mason,
relief.
Chambers, and Evans are .Offer to allow retention of any earnPhyllis Calvert and Stewart Gran^ sufficiently sinister as the heavies. ings of British 41ms -in America "an
ger. Ttile of- the Edward Black-pro.
Miss Mi;Intyre is adequate as the important clarification in the attiduct!on:bas been switched to "JUb^ saloon queen while. Miss Gray's ob- tude of the government" and said he
too evident hoped the Americati industry would
Of Evil." UA has owned it for seV' vious inexperience is
eral years, but has kept pushing it in a role which calls for 'shyfiess and give the proposal serious considerainnocence'.;
tion.
back on the release slftte.
Lambert Htllyer's direction shows
While there coul<l be no official
In the hopper to start thi? month the touch of a veteran in this Barney
are two from Sam Bischoff and one Sarecky
diiectorate
Lensing of reaction until the
production,
from Edward Golden. Bischoff's first Harry Neumann is better than meets in New York next week, two
wiU be "Pitfall," Dick PoweU-Liza average for gallopers in the low- objections to the compromise trial
Gitb.
beth Scott co-starrer, which went budget bracket.
balloon were immediately offered by
before the cameras Monday (121
American distribs. Most important
of
Second is "Outpost in Morocco,'
was that the amount to be retained
starring George .Raft, which Starts(BBITISH-MAOE
out of Sritish film earnings in the
London, Jan. 3.
U. S. would be too small to be sig»
tomorrow (Thursday) on location in
deneral Film Distributors relcuue of J. niflcant.
«
Morocco. Golden throws ''Texas, Arthur
Kaak-Two Cities I'^llm .Production.
Heaven and Brooklyn" into gear Stars Brie Portman, Sally (4my; fostures
On the basis of 1947 estimstes of
next Monday (19), with Guy Madi Patrick Holt, UermOt Waiuh. £>lreutcd by remittances from England of ^55,Brian Deamdnd Hurst,
Screenplay by
son and Diana Lynn heading the Francis Orcwdy, ChrliJtiana Brand; o.dapi.ar 000,000 -and earnings of British pix
tlon by W. P. T.lp«);,mil> from Jo.*iepb
cast.
Shearing, novel.
Kditor,
Sydney Stone;: here of under $4,000,000, the formula
mentioned by French would give
UA will also during the year get camera, Ewvln Hiltier; umsic, Bernard
'48.
American distribs only 32% of their
six Hopalong Cassidy westems; two Stevens. At Odeon. Ijondon, Jan. 1,
HUnnlng time, 88 MINHi.
British films, "The Brass Monlcey," Sarah Bonheuv
Sally. Gray British eaniings.
That's only 7%
lilric Fortmaii
more than- the 25% that the ad
starring Carole Landis, and "Just Slchanl Howard
John Howard
Patrick Uolt
valorem
tax now allowed them.
William's Luck," recently completed Jerome ^thorn.
,. .Dermot Watsh
by Alliance I^oduction and not yet Sir WUltam Godfrey. ...... .Dennis O'Dea
second highly important object
"UarA RoehtOnil
Kdward Xexy
certain as suitable for U. S. distribu- Slater Heraphlne.
Therese Gl«lui« tion w«s hbw to determine the diviMiiureen Delany sion of British earnings in
tion, and Four Argentine pix for Daisy Ceirti.
the.,U. S.
Mi^ry
......Helen. Uherry
Lathi-American._distribution...
Jeaule
Vida Roue As things 'stand now, three compaMadame
Bonheur
Dora
Sovcning nies
:^Ea' the hopper and listed as ''exUniversal, Eagle Lion and
SylTla
.-.Janet Kay
pected" are a film from Boris Mor- Dr. White..
,raraeB Hayter 20th-Fox—will in 1948 receive the
ros- William LeBaron, two from units Sir Jonathan Doukwra.Aiidreiv. Cruliiknhnnk- only Important rentals from British
Lady
..^Iar]nrie Gresley films.
participated in by UA co-owner Nurse Bochferd
Universal and Eagle Lion
Brand
.Beryl Measor
Mary Pickford, a feature cartoon Mrs. White.
.Mary MacDonnld share the J. Arthur Rank product,
Sally Steward ..... i
.... .,. .Susan' Kngllah wliile
from George -Pal and another from dhemlot
20th distribs Sir Alexander
.'.
;
Joitnny Sehoflelil
>
Harman-Ising, a picture on the Afri*
Korda'is films,
can veldt, "Tanya Neelta," being proBasis of this story is presumably
what -eftu'table means, Indusduced by UA board member E. C. the notorious Maybrick murder case tryites wondered, could the coin
Mills on location, in a tieup witli a of about 50 years ago. But although which the. three firms turned over to
number of industrial firms; "Radio much trouble has been taken with Rank and Korda be divvied among
ornate
settings
and
period
detail,
Cavalcade," being produced by
them and other companies. No one
Jerry Brandt; pix from the new the screen version deviates a great was willing to say that a formu).a
deal from and lack.s the suspense of
Fanebon Simon-Dick Sale and James the original
could not be evolved, but few ideas'
story.
It never comes
Nasser units, and possibly product to life. Long before the end, mast were expre^ed as to how it could
from Bogeaus and Enterprise.
audiences will hardly care if the in- be done.
'

1,000-car capacity.

;

worked out. On behalf
members of the Motion Pic-

tory tax is

mA

site, will build and operate the
drive-in theatre, which will have

i

John.

'

the

Second film will be "See What I
Mean," yarn exposing rabble- rpuS'
ers, in which Miss Pickford and her
husband, Buddy Rogers, are associated with James Cassidy and Polan
Banks. Banks is now working on the
Zoltan Korda Reveals
script. It Will be followed by "Star
dust Road," in which Miss Pickford
Possible Huxley Deal and Rogers will be associated with
A possible partnership between Ralph Cohn (their partner in the
himself and British novelist Aldous citrrent "Steep, My Love") and
J^uxley, whereby several of the lat- Hoagy. CarmichaeL Pic wOl bf a
ter'g \irorks would be filmed, was dis- Carmfchaet biog.
Going into production for U-I' at
closed last week by Zoltan Korda
following Jjiis arrival in New York the -end of this month is "One Touch
aboard the Mauretania.; Under his of Venus," in which the UA c!bpresent, plans Korda expects to leave owner will be partnered With Cowan
for the Coast the end .of the week and John Beck.
Miss Pickford left New York Sun*'
to liuddle with the writer, who now
day for Ottawi^ where "Sleep, My
is a Hollywood scripter.
As outlined by Korda, the ««tup. Love"' world - preemedji'tQllowing a
calls for him to produce and' direct, dinner ^ven b:r the I^ime Minister
'With Huxley handling the screen and Governor' General. Miss Picktreatments on his own yarns. 'First ford, bom in-i^ada, launched the
story to be done i^ould be the au- appeal in that1^ntry<ortu&ds for
thor's short story, "The Rest Cure," child relief by the United Nations.
about a triangular love affair. Ex- She was accompanied by UA sales
Joe Unger,
teriors on this film would 6e shot in chief
eastern
and
Italy with interiors in a British Canadian
salesmanager
Edward
Schnitzer,
Paul
Lazarus,
studio.
Another prospect on Korv IML
da's agenda is Huxley's novel, "Point Jr., pub-ad chief; Cohn, his brother,
Joe Curtis, who Owns & chunk of
Counterpoint."
Oth&r possibilities on Zoltan Kor- the picture and is ad agency account
da's directorial slate, although sep- exec on it; and Sam Dembow, Jr.,
arate 'from his Huxley deal, are a sales rep for the film.
celluloid version
of Daphne
UA contingent returned yesterday
du
Maurier's "The King's General." (Tuesday), while Mi.ss Picliford and
Film rights to the bestseller were ac- the others went on to openings in
quired more than a year ago by Sir Montreal and Toronto. She returns
Alexander^
to the Coast Sunday U8> night,

and ingratiating, he
dominated by two emotions, love
and hatred of his brother,
The feud between the brothers comes to a head when John
arrives unexpectedly at the chateau,
clinches the deal and mak^s Sarah
deal; 'Egoistic

.

.

.

other companies which offer aid on
financing take^ not only a substantial
distribution fee, but 40% or 50% of
the profits, in addition. UA's sales
organization 'was also demonstrating
that it could still do a good job, too.

j

is

Chut Talk

.

..,

-

and

adequate for

is

Iff

woman is hanged or escapes
the gallows. There's a little boxofficc
value in the star's names here, and
U. S. draw will be limited to duals.
Scene is laid first in France, where
Sarah Bonheur, fresh from a convent school, entertains at lier chateau. ,ilHchard Howard has come
from England to close a business
nocent

r^ulsive,
and Simone R^ant,'as a friend of
the couple,' shows a noble heart but
impassive face.
appropriately.'

is

was

•

Bryan,

OottUnued from pace

Jenny Lamnnr
ducer,

Monogram roleaso of Barney Sarficky proMack Brown; feagjeat surprise; -however, if both Ent ductioik Stars Jobnnr CbrlsMti«
Mulnlyre,
tures Raymond Untton,
and Bogeaus, wound up with UA Directed by I^ainbeit HUlyer. SSfreoiiplay,
by Debevoise, Plimpton & McLean.
again, for |*iere's pretty general J. Bcntqn 'Ghenflyj. oantnra, Harry Neueditor, ^ed Mugulre; inu»lu dlroctor,
UA appeared last week in a Cali- agreement among indies that, despite mann;
Kdwurd Kay. At New York theatre, N. Y.,
fornia court, in answer to a counter- »2^;'";^;;;;;^"{,'g~t"'pi^^^^^^
conce'rn.
'48.
iveek of Jan.
Running time,
0,
suit by Cagney
a declaratory j
uA that prevails iii the trade,
^ .Johnny Muck Brown
judgmtent- iseliftving him of his con-t it offers producers the best possible Johnny McVey.
IiUcky Sa'nvers...i;......Baymond Uatton
tractiml..ob1j£atlon to the distrib. UA deal if they can get thebr own finan- DaliQ'..
Christine Mvlntyre
. Doqslaa Kvann
asked for a stay, on the basis that cing. They get away with a straight .Hod thwkaon
,,
./*»>..* ...... .Geneva Gray
the New York case was a trial of the 25% or 27V.i% distribution fee With Jtine.i. ...'.:.
....Wbeaton niiambers
'HeidilniflC' Stone
same issues, based on the same set UA, while Eagle Lion, Columbia and fiimpiAin;
f-rank l«aKue

,

,'

Film Reviews
;

UA

;

'

MPAA

•

the council riecently granted a
permit to Nathan Shapiro, former
night club owner; to build and operate a new neighborhood theatre.
But it rescinded a permit inadvertently granted to Griffith and indiof facts and circumstances. If this
cated fiU applications he&ceforth will
plea in abatement is not granted,
be V .cottsisdered solely on their Sears - threatens to appeal, which
merits.
would mean the picture would? be
itfvolved in litigation for months.
a^'..bpen Crtst, DallM
Cagney has a deal with Warner
^
Bros; for release of "Time," but
Dallas, Jan. 13^:
would actually begin
Phil Isley, will Open the new Crest whether
these circumtheatre^ a l',000-se6ter, within the distribution under
days in a subuvban.shopping stances appears doubtfiil. Neverthenext
less, in an announcement by Jack
village near 'here;
icy,

.

office, in a note to newspapers in New York and the Coast
, Johnston
this week, asked that it be referred to in abbreviated form as the
(Motion Picture A^sn.'of America), rather than just VfSK,, Most newspapers, and frequently the association itself, used the latter. Organization
feels that the ^ort form lays it too much open to confusion with the
Motion Picture Alliance, Hollywood auti-Red organization, and' Motion
Picture Associates, New York film welfare group.

UA

UA

in a coininunity
already ovemated will jeopardize
present investments, he contends.
its

Continued from page 7 a

money, and the various sources

for- delivery

built for 12 years in the city ptoper,
because of the city council policy
not to issue permits, there has been
theatre construction in the suburbs
and this has had the effect of additional jcompetition, Berger points,
asking UA's
out. The buildinjs of more theatres the special, appearance,
which he claims is service of a summons be set aside,

Deviating from

Inade Stitf-Kctores

UA's 12 Films
g

first

-

y

V<?dtteBd»yt Jamnary 14,

1948

'T-Men/ the

new

Thriliuloidt

"The Pick of the
Best Picture

off

'*

Box-office natural, equal if
not superior to 'House on
92nd St.'/Brute Force', and

-Wttlter Vl/incbelf

Pictures.

•Th.Killersl"'_„,„„„^,„

Week!"

—Jimmy Fidler's Coastto-Coasf Broadcast

Dynamic^ smashing
entertamment . . . a winnel-i "
'

Exploitation natural

NoJfyWood

should click heavily with
audiences!"
Variety

"One of most

_oaily

interesting
pictures of the kind I have

"Red-blooded, hard-boiled
drama can be expected to
deliver

Regtorier

ever seen!"

—LoMo"o

Parsons

handsome returns!

—Boxoffice
best^ not
excepting
92nd
StJ'"
on
'House

"Ranks with

"What 'House on 92nd

St.'

did for the FBI/T-Men'does
for the Treasury agents!'^

^

—Vorlety

~iM. P. Daily

"Unlimited possibilities ffor
top exploitation ...
headed for top grosses

everywhere!"

"Has what it takes to pull
customers off streets! "

,

-indoiiondlont

"Solid box-office click • .
not a dull foot of film!"

•

—FifiR Oajf

-^Showmen's Trade RevieMf

EDWARD SMALL
presents

Starring

DENNIS O'KEEfE

with

MARY MEADE -ALFRED RYDER -WAUY FDRD

JUNE LOCKHART* CHARLES MCGRAW* produced by AUBRLY
Written by John C. Higsins •

StGHENCK^DIrtcttdbyANTHONy imkni

Sui8e»t^ by • Story by Virginit Kellogg • An lEagid Lion Films ititeasi.

Vcdaeaday, Jmuary 14, 1948

S4
North and South Carolma, with headquarters office in Baleigh, N. C.
Walter Powell, formerly salesman
for 20th Century-Fox at Charlotte,
has joined Screen Guild as salesm&n.

WB hvades Forep Field, PluDy;
Lqipert Gets
Philadelphia, Jan. 13. +
Warner Bros, will enter the foreign picture field here beginning Feb.
4, when "Shoe Shine" is presented at
the downtown Capitol theatre.

New

marks

policy

first

time War-

ners have invaded this field in this
city and is: seen as giving stiS competition to other foreign film houses,
notably the downtown Studio, which
faais been operating this iwUcy for a

number of years. Up to now, Capitol has been used, for first-run horand products of small
ror films,
Indie producers and distributors.

"BW

Takes Back Guild, S. F.
San Francisco.

Iitppert

The Blumentelds have returned
the Guild theatre, downtown 400seater, to Kobert li. Lippert. Latter
will show second and third-run film,
•with 50c top,
19ie ^8Cale was 8Sc. during Blumenfeld"* ttire«<'Wfiek tenure.

Bay Cwpeland
•

Back

Guild, Frisco

Det., Philly Surveys
Theatre survey of the Detroit
territory, 20th in the Motion
Picture Assn. series on^the country's 31 exchange areas, shows a>
total of 589 theatres with an
aggregate capacity of 405,830
seats.
Of the total numtter of
theatres, Including 24 shuttered
houses, 280 are circuit-operated*
with the remain ing" 327 owned
by indies having less than four
theatres apiece.
Survey of the Philadelphia
area, 21st in the series, reveals a
total of 706 theatres with a seating: capacity of 674,652, in addition to 34 shuttered houses. Of
all theatres^ 473 are circuitoperated and 357 are owned hy
:

New

Theatre for FreeburK,

Copeland, with the
company: for years, is expected to go
Into retirement unless Par succeeds
in reported efforts to induce him to
resignation.

.

.at International, besides the Auwlls are P. C. Kopitsky
and L; Goldman. The ,office will be
located in St Louis.
Fred Sbadley ha^ l>een installed as
manager of the Winfield, a 900Jan. 26. Building Is the first con- seatcr, Winfield, la., by the owner,
Harold Hill, Burlington, la.
struction on film row in 15 years.
James Heavy, LiaSalle, 111., has
Frank Bauers returns to Chicago
to take charge of Filmack camera- been named manager of the recently
construced
drive-in
theatre
at
men.
Springfield, III.
:

-

indies.

stay.

Allen ToIIey Back to Fix
Pittsburgh.

Allen

who

Tolley,

Metro-

left

Goldwyn-Mayer exchange several
months ago to go into the sporting
-

J^b successor has been tagged.

Continued from pace 1

80% of this is generally is to meet jp part those needs of our
St. Louis.
Through the efforts of Cong, Mel- figured to come from niotion pic- foreign policy until the Congress has
vin Price, of East St. Louis, Fice- tures. The Government also expects had an opportunity to determine tlie
bur£, 111., near St Louis, Was re- the same figure for the following type and level of this government's
ceived an okay from the Office of fiscal year, which would mean that foreign information program."
Housing Expediter in Washington
One smaU source of government
the boxofflce will remain level for
for the construction of a new film
the last income listed by the President is
house in the town. B. O. Clark will the next 18 months. During
own the new house, on which work fiscal year, which concluded June 30, through the sale and rental of Fedtotaled
eral films. The government figures to
has been started.
1947, admission tax receipts
Miaury Davis, manager of the Will $392,873,000.
pick" up $200,000 this year and the
Bogers here, has returned vto a local
same amount next year from lea.sing
In addition, the government figures
hospital for further treatment for
films.
Last year it made $286,859
it
will get $54,000,000 during the
nose bleeding.
way. Uncle Sam also estimates
The recently organized Interna- current fiscal year from the 20% bite that
tional Productions, Inc., will dis- on nitery tabs, and $52,000,000 in the he wUl sell $92,450 worth of his pix
tribute pictures macle by Southern next fiscal year. The last fiscal year this year atKl $82,500 worth next
year.
California Pictures, owned by Jo- produced $63,350,000.
seph and Louis Ansell, operators of
The Library of Congress, whose
By the same yardstick, the coin- motion picture project 'was slielved
several secon j<-OTin houses in St.
Louis and $t. Louis couDt;y, The operatdd device, bowling alley and last year by Congress, is still mnrlcincorporators,
hold to their
About

'

Qnlt* Vmt
Kan8aS"Ciiy.

Bay Copeland, Paramount's branch
manager here, has handed in his

Film Admissions

III.

billiard businesses will
ing time until Congress decides what
present levels. The budget forecasts shall
be done with the library's coltakes at $20,800,000 apiece this year lection of films, many of them priceand next jror f^ont.the coin machine less paper negatives of the earliest
Another $4,500,000 a year is days of
biz.
pif. It is asking $17,100 in
figured to come from bowling and
the next year for caretaker expenses
billiards during the same period. In

eaqh Instance, "the figures closely
approximate the actual receipts for

the past fiscal year.
President Truman asked Congress
for $6,555,000 to run FCC during the
Greer Joins United Xheatres
next fiscal year, a $305,000 hike over
Dallas,
John C. Greer has been named the- $6,250,000 appropriated for the
assistant bi^er and head bo<>kw for current year. In addition, $200,000
United Theatres Corp.
is requested for the special purpose
He was formerly head booker for of reimbursing U. S. ships for tolls
Screen Guild.
in international telecommunications,
the same figure aa last yeaiv
Markoy Buys Pasadena Haiise
tn his justification of FCC requests,
Los Angeles.
Markoy Corp., headed by Albert the -President pointed out that the
Levoy, bought the Haymond.- thea- special use of radio for aviation,
tre, a 2,200-seater in Pasadena, from
marine service, taxicabs, police,: fire
J. W. Beincke.
After modernization
department, etc., ia.jumping by leaps
the
will
as

for this collection, pending decision,
The President is 'planning to kill
OSice of Gove^ment Reports,

off his

an agency which was whittled down
to bare bones last year. This would
eliminate completely the little White
House film liaiaon setup, unless it is.
recreated in some other oflfice at^
tached to the President.
The Department of Agriculture,
always on its Joes with regard to the
preparation aiad distribution of specialized motion tiictures,' plans another good sheed program next year.
It reque.sts $95,600 for the purpose, a
$12,000 drop from the current year.
However, there Is the proviso: "That
when and to the extent that in the
of judgment of the Secretary, agricul-

.

-

goods busmess, has returned to film
distribution, as booker at Kagle I4on.
Chicago,
He's the son of Ted TOUey, head of
Dr. Arthur May, director of the M-G's shipping department.
Institute ot Human Belations and
Pat Nataroi former asiiistant at
professor of educational psychology Warner hete.. is slated to manage
at Yale, has been appointed chair- the new theatre WB has just opened
man of the research committee of the in Havana, Cuba. He's been taking
Film Council of America.
intensive courses in Spanish in prepBernie Mack has gone to New aration for the: assignment
housfe
be reopened
the
York to set up a branch of Filmack
Bay Caputo js a newcomer to the Crown, on a flrstrun policy, with and bounds, while the number
trailers.
commercial broadcast stations is also tural exhibits and motion and soimd
publicity department In the Dlarvin IHuiiagan
manager.
Eagle lion midwestern sales- meet- Pittsburgh zone, with the transfer of
growing like a weed. He said:
pictures relating to the authorized
Ing Sunday (18) will be headed by Berme BlinoCE to the bookint! staff.
"Continuous expansion in types- of programs of the various agencies of
Kobert Qtmne, ass't sales manager;
radio services and number of trans- the Department can be more advanMax Youngstein, advertising head,
mitting stations is following new and tageously prepared, displayed, or
Erwla Beck ifalna Baley Circuit
and Frank SouUee, branch operations
improved services made possible by distributed by the Office of Inforraa.^
manager.
Charlotte, N.' C.
ss CoBttnued from pate 7 siss
Erwm Beck, head booker at the
Fred Goldbergi Paramount homeextraordinary developments in elect- tioQ, as the central agency of the
pilice flack, in for campaign on Charlotte office of M-G-M, has re- U.S. government was particularly ronics. The expansion is most pro-,
sligned effective Feb, 1. He will shift anxious to have played.
Dream GirL"
They in- nounced in safety and spedal serv- Department therefor, additional
funds not exceeding $300,000 for
°New Universal exchange' to open to £d Haley's chain of theatres in clude "Young Tom Edison" (M-G),
ices, i.e., aviation, marine radio, po- 'these purposes may be transferred."
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois" (RKO) and

Dk Iby

Heads Research

WB

^

-

War

•

Films

-

New

sent to all
countries but Germany and
Inasmuch as they were all
made when the holoraust was at its
height and a great deal of natural
bitterness is evident toward the then
foe, Maas explained that it Js felt

MPEA
Japan.

'

WABNEB

BKOS. FBESKNTS

"MY WILD

WARNER

IRISH ROSE"

DENNIS

Starrinti

MORGAN

WItIt ArlilM DikI . ««4ru King
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Btanfats

AIM Hal*
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DAVID BUTI^KB
CmM
nd DinctMl liy
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.

Ill PerflGn.

THE INK SPOTS
FIBI.DS moi His OrcheAtra
• MUriam I^nVelle

WARNEK BROa
ST RA N D

Atrnh^Street

• EhoMT PARKER
YToyM Monli
lS3IERir

DhaclMl by Irving Rapper
Screen Play by JqIiu Tan Draten

Krit. WARNER

Theatre

PALACE

countries now.

Some

of theni
Office

were tried in Germany by the

War

Information shortly after the

end of the conflict but- were Withdrawn because of the resei^tment
'

they caused.
De-spite the apparent demand, for
action-type pix, MPEA is sending
no gangster films abroad, Maas said,
since there's careful selectivi^ ta
avoid puttuog the U.S. in a bad' light.
As it is, he added, the critics and
commentators
overseas
lambast
product, especially the
type for which by their patronage,
audiences are indicating greatest
approval.;

TYCOON.
DHM*

'oan

OBAWFOKb
,

ROBERT TAYIiOR
AUDREY

enemy

American

JOHN WAYNEUUUUNE DAY.

M-SM'« TOWERING

no good purpose would be served by
exhibiting them in the two principal
of
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fire, railroad, intercity buses,
Thus there is actually up to $355,600
utilities
and industrial, proviided for pictures it necessary.
this growth, estimates
No complete figure is available on
indicate that 70,000 new commercial how much the Army will spend on
operator licenses will be issued 'in motion pictures .through the Signal
flscal year 1948, as compared with Corps, Indications
in the budget are
the. 330,000 operator licenses out- that the figure should mount up to
standing on June 30, 1947, while several millions. This means the
issue of 79,000 new licenses Is esti- Army is still bullish on pix.
Same
mated for flscal year 1949.
situation is true in the Navy and
"In the broadcasting services, tele- Air Corps.
vision, as a result of remarkable
Many other government departstrides in radio engineering, is com^ ments
and agencies; such as the Veting rapidly nto ts own as a broad- erans Administration, Interior Decasting medium. As of Nov. 30, 1947^ partment,
treasury, etc., use films,
72 stations were authorized as com- radio, etc. in connection with their
pared with six authorizations on programs. Hie figures do not show
June 30,. 1945. Groi^rth in frequency in the budget, but they are covered
modulation, although somewhat less by various blanket appropriations
spectacular, has been nonetheless requested.
significant, with 1,008 stations authorized on Nov. 30 1947, as contrasted with 53 authorized stations

lice,

"WUson" (20th).
The war films are

York Theatres

taxcabs,

Accompanying

on June 30, 1945.
Standard broadcasting, directly afby frequency modulation and
televisibn developments, has
ex- nick

fected

Particularly popular in the Orient panded from 955 authorized stations
are westerns, MPEA topper said- on June 30, 1945, to 1^944 as of Nov.
Scoring big at the b.o, have been 30, 1947. This continuing expansion
'•Tall in the Saddle" (RKO), "My in the three
broadcast services adds
Darling Clementine"
(20th)
and to the Commission's work iQad in
"Union Paciac" (Par).
Socks "on three ways: (a) through the process-

the -adyenture side have been "They

Garfield Stay
:

Contbmetf from page 3

sign

oil

than

five

ing of increasing numbers of applications for new facilities, <b) increasing numbers of existing stations
result in'^an increasing volume of
applications for modification
of these.
facilities, transfer of control, and
Garfield atarrers will be "Tucker's
license renewals, and (c> the inPeople," a tale of the numbers
crease in operating stations requires racket, and "The World
and Little
greater continuing regulatory ac- Willie." Other yams,
on the Robtivity."
erts program are ^'Deborah" and
One surprise of the budget in- "iJhe Great Indoors."
volved the State Department's request for its international information and educational program, There
has been reports that State Depart'
ment would ask $40,000,000 during
the next flscal year for the "Voice of
livansi"
Hangary—1, action and war; 2 America" broadcasts and other servdrama; 3. musicals, and 4, comedies. ices. However, the request is only
Most popular picture, '.'J^hantom of for $18,461,000, Which is less than
the Opera" (U); runner-up "Arabian $6,000,000 over the curreUt Hscal
year. It is explained that Congress
Nights" (U)
Netherland East Indics^l, action will have to make the big hike itseU.
and war; 2, comedies; 3, musicals, The budget declares:
"For this program $18,461,000 is
and 4, drama, Most popular picture,
"Tarzan's New York Adventure" estimated, including ^i^fi}l,000 for
(M-G); runner-up, "Corsican Broth- program operations and $2,770,000
for administrative expensed
TIds
ers" (CUA).
HoUand^l, drama; 2, action and amount represents an- increase of
THERE'S ONty
war; 3, musicals; and 4, comedies. $5,853,653 above the funds available
(No figures prepared on most popu- in 1948. The estimate onticinatcs
some strengthening of the field servlar individual picture.)
Studies of other countries reveal ice and small personnel increases in
the same preponderance for action the U. S. to support the field activi
MIAMI BEACH
acd war pix, with the other types tics in the motion picture, exchange
scattered in rankings. Remainder of of persons and libraries programs.
OCEAN FRONT • 40lh to 4Ut SM.
the countries serviced b^
press
and publications will be
are Radio,
ImriM * Walter Jacob*
Germany, Jaoan, Austria, Rumania, continued at their present levels.
Korea, Bulgaria and Poland.
"The 1949 budget for this program

Died With Their Boots On" (WB)
"Sea Hawk" (WB) "Mark of Zorro"
(20th), "Reap the Wild Whid" (Par)
and the "Tarzan" series.
Sophisticated comedies fare almost
equally as bad at the b.o. as the
biographies.
On the other hand,
"Sun Valley Serenade" .(20th) has
done tremendous biz. Following are
results of the study on preferred
types of pix in four MPEU^. countries
during latter part Of 1947:
CzcchosbvUa^l, action and war;
2, musicals; 3; dcama, and 4, com"
edies. Most popular pic, "Sun Valley Serenade"; runner-up, 'The Sul,
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Hikhcock't "THE PARADINE CASE"
Bpectacular HUiige rceuoutatlon

^

Holly wood, Jan. 13.
Nestor Baiva, who has been playing "The Drunkard" on the stage lor
11 years, was signed
Arko for a
role in
"Mr. Joseph Young of
Africa."

He

will play a drunkard.

i

click, that he refused to
with the show lor more
weeks because of hi.s anxiety to get back into film work.
Actor declared that, while Rob<
erts handles the hushiess 'end oi the
film partnershqt,' the amicable association with Enterprise during the
filming of "Body and Soul" made it
likely Ent would also do the next
four films. He's to star In two ol

leglt

MPEA

Kmmam

'
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After

30 Up-and-Down Years

in

Show

Business Comes:

Song Writing Maeliine
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Maeb. Paf.

1:

a largo coRtpasyef se-werksrs.'

A

2:

2-hour stago show in preparation; sovoral fop aeti and thon tho pay-off v'. ^ a
which two eitjuni of Bridgeport lor whoMvor) writ* a
in (and about, if thoy chooso) their nattvo city. Tho publicity and box-offic*

solid sock half-hour during

song

postibilitios

aro boautiful.

A

3:

PMd.)

A radio show on WOR-MUTUAL Sat. Nights. 9:30. EST, from tho GUILD THEATRE,
Now York. Poafuring UNCL^ JIM HARKINS & SYLVAN LEVIN'S ORCHESTRA, plus

Footuro-longth Musical Pieturo . . . with tho truo story of
tho SONG VfRITING MACHINE wos born.

what happonod boforo

Yarn brings in Ballard's first singlc-rool talkio (1920) with Univorsity of Ponnsylvonia band which includod Tod Woems and others later famous . . then the U. of
P. MASK & WIG shows which Ballard used to find out if he could write songs . . . he
established the all-time record of stopping a MASK & WIG show with a song, "Oh,
How She Radiates on the Radio."
Then the dream (this is also true) that Bollard the high-school kid had In Troy, Pa.
(locale, incidentally, of Winchetl Smith's famous ploy, "The Fortune Hunter") . . .
Ballard learned to drum with the first donee records made by Earl Fuller, then lead*
lug N. Y. Donee Orch. Man at Rector's. Kid dreamed he was colled in from Troy to
replace Fuller and did so because he knew all the leader's routines ... 7 years later
Fuller wired Ballard to join his act . . became his assistant conductor ... a real
show-bii dream come true! Then the expcrienees in early silent pictures . . . vaudeville . . . Society donees . . . lots of loves ... a doien song hits and the grind of tin
pan oltey—finally as a retired A. K. he thought up a machine that would enable anybody to write songs—'Which suddenly jumped him back in the wonderful bli all good
hams love. Quite a yarn and probably you'll see it some day with Heaven Knows
Who ploying the guy who's paying for this od. We are represented for stage and
moving pictures by our friend and adviser of 20 years' standing, Johnny O'Connor.
Let's hope everybody makes a few bucks in '48!
.

.

Vcdneaday, JauuiB«^ ,14, 1948

itimio

listeners Sponsor D. C Longhair Show
HOOPER AVERAGES FROM '40 TO '48
WQQW.
SHOW RADIO NEEDS A 'NEW USTEN'
Wasiiington, Jan. 13

What

tends into daytime listenjng, with
the sets-in-use figures ranging from
17.3 (reached in 1940) to 15.1 (for
1944). During 1947 it averaged 16.9.
.

The

failure of radio to entice a

greater percentage of listeners over
the eight-year period is in sharp contrast to attendance figures for other
e d i a, particularly
entertainment

m

Ginger Rdgers' Teg*

Show

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Nat Wolff lis -offeriiig Ginger
Rogers to agencies in a half-hour
romantic serial built around "Peg

My
He

Heart."

repping owners of the radio

is

rights,

and has Miss Rogers under

contract for radio. There will be n6
recording made as other elements of

and legit, where new
vere achieved during the lush

'40s.

control;

,

Army
Packages

CAPT. OZIE

Capt. Ozle has appeared in many
western pix, had his own network
shows out of Hollywood, and has
recorded for Coast recordings. His
unique western rhythms are bringUnusual showmanship fillip for ing new fans to KLZ six mornings
KLZ, DENVER.
the upcoming March of Dimes cam- a week.

'Sat on

paign parlays the entire roster of
Saturday night NBC personalities
into a 15-minute transcribed package.
of

Show, emceed by Ralph Edwards,
"Truth or Consequences," was cut
the Coast, with the platters

Reichhold'sAFM

NBC

affiliates for
to all
their own play dates betw,een Jan.
15 and Jan. 31.
Highlights of the William Bendix

Life of Riley" show, T or C, Frank
Sinatra's "Hit Parade," Judy Canova

case) are Intetgrated info the

MOD

N.Y. Herald Trib

Pick

Network Bankings

Longhair music has fallen upon

has notified ABC to plan on
the "Sunday Evening Hour
time with other fare after the Jan.

Quiz

of the networks in Top 15
H<ioper positions. For the year 1947,
NfiC averaged 12 of the top evening
shows in radio, with CBS garnering
two and ABC one. That's precisely
what the standing was hack in 1940.
During the intervening years CBS
grabbed off three and sometimes
iour Top 15 positions, with ABC
Standing pat with one Walter Win'
the eight -y ear
cheU

ing

—

:

Bows
Show Tab

broadcast.

withdraw the symph, but has run
into difficulties with the Detroit lo-

,

,

WMCA

.

Tune

headed for me."
There ha"e been a number of
He's no longer spinning disks in
oitice changes at CBS program dethese parts.
partment. This follows Harry Ack-eman's arrival as executive pre
A S&M PAIITKBR
du<ier, a new job and a new title for CARL
ithe- IStli ilcorers at the network's
Carl S. Brown, who has been v.p,
Mew York headquarters.
in charge of Sherman & Marquette's^'
Ackerman will occupy Lyman New York office, has been made a
former office,
firyson's
Bryson, i*full fledged pai;tner in the company.
Werner Michel and Larry Puck
Agency, which was formerly a
Shift space in ,the new setup, with corporation, did somewhat over $10,
Michel due to join Davidson Taylor, 000,000 in billings last year via Colpublic affairs vice president, as ex- gate-Palmolive-Peet, Quaker Oats
ecutive associate.
land Sterling Drugs, etc.
,

'

i

the stanza's

The Feen-a-Mint
first ban&roUer.
other airers are the Jim
Backus Show, "Song of the Stranger" and "Charlie Chan."
outfit's

'

The

Detroit plastics
tyc'oott and music-world angel (DeSymphony, Musical Digest
troit
magazine and Vox Records as well
as as a Detroit legit house) wouldn't
25

Half'hour '^Quizdown" made its
debut on WLS, Chicago, three years
"Today,
ago.
according to
Mrsl
Moody," some 28 stations are carrying the stanza, most of them in: proj^eriod of .1946. On NBC, where it', motional tieups with local newspaiiow befthed, it averaged 14.3 over perss Outlets mclude such cities as
the same period in 1947.
Washington, Detroit, Boston, Miami
Jimmy Durante hit a 12.0 average and St. Louis.
during the same period on CBS, with
Program uses questions submitted
the rating dropping to a 10.5 on by school kids, who also come in on
KBC. Bob Hawk has remained about the answering end on the air. A
the same, with a 13.4 on CBS in the committee of teachers is set up to
name span of time, and 13.3 on NBC .''screen" the questions. In the case
**titit Parade'' gained since moving
of the new
series, which tees
from CBS to NBC in same Saturday off next Sunday (18), 1:03-1:30 p.m.,
evening time bracket^ its 1947 (Oct.' it's believed the first time the N. Y.
through-Dec), rating of 14.2 com' Board of. Education has voted it^ ac.'
paring with its 12.5 on CBS.
tive cooperation in presenting an
Lowell Thomas was grabbing off
airer on a commercial station.
12,7 rating on NBC during the sam&
period, dropping to 7.3 on CBS,
Similarly, "Mr. and Mrs. North" was 'Two-Fat/ Versatile
Id^ittg high with a 13.3 on NBC, but
Salt Lake City, Jan. 13.
dropped to an average of 10.7 on
One of the local disk jockeys got
CBjBi And Abbtt & Costello were Into a verbal scrap with his station
getting a 13.8 on NBC, while drop- manager and program director here
ping to 6.7 in its ABC co-op slot.
last week, and went on the air that
night with vengeance in his heart.
His pique took the form of playing
Program Department "Too Fat Polka" 'with his own lyrics
which went: "You can have them, I
Sets Office Changes don't want thejrt, they're too fat-

BBOWN

Tuesdays at

hold,

i

Also interesting to note is what
has happened, rating-wise, to programs .and personalities that have
changed networks. For example
"Take It Or Leave It," while still on
CBS for Eversharp, averaged a 16.0
rating during the Oct. l^Dec. 21

last September, is aired
8:30 'p.m. Pharmaco is

filling

N. y. Herald Tribune has yanked cal of the American Federation of
its
co-op sponsorship of' ABC's Musicians.
'American Town Meeting" via WJZ,
A meeting between Reichhold and
N. Y., in favor of a kids' "Quizdown" musicians union reps was scheduled
show to be aired over WMCA, local in the auto city yesterday (Tues.),
indie, in cooperation with the New but slight hope was held that dif'<
for
Yorjc Board of Education. Deal
ferences would be patched up. ABC
the moppet ij^iizzer 'was wrapped Up was informed by Reichhold that he
Monday (12) by Mrs. Carol Moody was turiied down by the AFM local
of Chicago, who owns title to the "on the only basis on which he
and
sells
franchise
for
its
show
the
could go ahead" with the ABC conuse locally.
cert hours. The airers have an $8,500
H T has been one of "Town Meet- talent tab. Agency is Kenyon &
ing's" most prominent sponsors, was Eckhardt. The concerts are bankfirst buyer of the forum as a co-op,
(Continued on page 48)
and has given the pro-and^on sessions heavy followup play in print.

Another revealing facet of the
elght*year comparisons is the rank-

—through

Up

The" crime show, which went from
a quarter-hour to 30-minute format

lean days in radio. The last surviving sponsor ot a national hookup for
symphony concerts, Henry H. Reich-

Out of 'Town Meeting' To

ited audience pull.

Pharmaco's Mutual Splurge
Phatmaco became the largest individual nighttime sponsor on Mutual as a result this week of taking
on a fourth MBS show, "Official De-

Ryan.

Symph's Air Fold

Gillette

Won't Shave

Toni's Radio Splurge;

F€B to Keep Account
Toni's Co.'s sellout to Gillette
Safety Razor Co. for $20,'000,000 isn't
e^^pected to affect the home permanent wave outfit's heavy radio bankrolling, ^nd although' the Maxon
.

agency bills all of Gillette's air
spending
which is mainly for
sportscasts—the Tonl account is remaining for the present with Foote,

—

Cone & Belding.
Reasoning governing belief that
the Toni billings won't be altered
immediately is obviously that the
razor company would be unlikely to
disturb a campaign which has skyrocketed Toni's gross business more
than 500% to $18,000,000 for the past
10-month period. Toni, which has
put practically all its advertising
eggs in radio's basket, started its
phenomenal business climb just
three yeari^ ago.

Morgan's 9G Deal
Betters Eversharp
Henry Morgan will be out of work
weeks, and when he returns to ABC's ether Jan. 29 under
the bankrolling of Rayve Creme
just five

Shampoo

and

Hedy Wave Home

Permanent,' he'll be in bigger chips
than he was with Eversharp. Latter
got the initial Morgan package for
$7,500, added talent costs upping Itie
tab finally to $8,300.
The Rayve

deal, via Roche,

agency,

is

1

Music Sponsor;

Parlay at
'4-

next Tuesday (20).
Addition brings the Pharmaco billings on Mutual to an estimated $1,Agency/ is Ruthraufl &
600^000.

Snag Cues Del

,

%mm

tective," effective

on

shipped

A

NBC

,

stretch.

WATERS

Radios No.

Is

KLZ't Pix and PI«tt«r Star

MOD

.

:

'

.

It's argued in some quarters_that package, but without a single NBC
IMch comparisons! are unfair, since credit tagline.
radio entertainment is regarded as a
Show was scripted by Arnold
CufCo commodity, with set owners ac-. Marquis.
customed to a "take-it,-or-leave it"
habit. Showmen in radio^ however,

are convinced that the inability of
tijB medium to establish new patterns of entertainment instead of
playing along with the tried-andtrue is responsible for today's lim'

program to be sponsored
week by "fine music"

last

program would be vnder agency

and Kay Kyser (NBC's five-way
highs Saturday night back-to-back show-

films

U.S. radio

first

was announced here

WQQW

A

o'

listeners

WQQW

Other Showbiz

study of Hooper ratings over
the past decade^or to be more ex
act from 1940 to 1948— is be'ing cited
in radio as evidence that it's high
time' the industry readapted itself
to embrace the New Listen.
Comparative figures for the eightyear period are regarded as particularly significant, for it reveals an
almost static situation as far' as the
nation's listening habits are conAnd the fact ttiat there
cerned.
is but little diiierence in the 1948
habits when .contrasted
listening
with 1940 is attributed largely to an
Era of Doldrums during which radio
played along with the same tune and
failed to excite the listeners' imag"
inatlon and interest.
Back in 1940 the nation's radio
«et5 in use during evening hours
averaged 28.9. At the beginning of
1848 the figure was 37.3. During
1946 it was 27.1, and throughout the
eight-year interval it was a "static
quo" situation in which the number
of sets in use hovered between the
28.9 figure and the 1946 low of 27.1..
This "static quo" condition also ex-

by

Station which specializes in longhair music has created
a listeners' program fund through which the audience itself will spon.
sor a twoihour classical music program every Sunday.
Idea for the show, according to manager M. Robert Rogers, came
audience which revealed
as result of a November test of the
an overwhelming preference for good music. During the test, he said,
hundreds of listeners were so concerned the good music stanzas would
that they sent in cash contributions. Stabe eliminated on
tion offered to return the subscriptions but 95% of the donors wanted
them used for a listener-sponsored show on weekends. First stanza
was aired' Sunday (11) from noon to 2 p.m. Time is sold to the listeners at one-half the annual card rate of $51 an hour. In other words,
for every dollar put up by a listener, the station schedules two dollars'
worth of time. Listeners' fund already has enough 'money to underwrite five Sunday programs. Simultaneously, Rogers announced creation of a Listeners Advisory Panel to work with the station in planning the Sunday broadcasts.
Station, which had, a "for sale" sign out for a while la.st summer,
celebrated its first birthday Jan. S, with the announcement that December, 1947, "was the best business month in its history/'

SetS"in-Use Figures Reveal 'Static Quo* in Listening
Habits in Contrast to Lush Upturns
in

plugged as the

is

entirely
station

Williams & Cleary

for $9,000, a grand under

Morgan's asking price.

Mate

The War Dept. has emerged
of radio's top
cut-rate basis.

as one
sponsors— but on a

With the pacting of the
Beneke band to go on Mutual

Tex
start-

Army and

ing this Friday (16), the

Army

Air Forces have a total of
five major network shows, with One
more to be pacted soon for CBS,
while the National Guard has two
shows to aid its recruiting program.
The War Dept. empfiasis on air
shows is designed to hypo lagging
enlistments, with the radio splurge
tied in with the biggest advertising

campaign in the Army's

history.

AAP

programming setup: Beneke on Mutual In
the Friday nights 10:30 slot, with the
band to tour after a four- week
Hollywood origination, and with
high school talent to guest on the
program in the various towns; Epon>
sorship' of the Fred Waring morning
show on NBC; continuance of Mark
Warnow's '.'Sound Off" on ABC, and
the transcribed "So Proudly We
Hail." Latter show, on Sunday (11),
added its 1,000th station, WINN,
Louisville. Mutual also preems the
AAP's Concert Orchestra on Sunday (18).
National Guard has the Paul.
Whiteman "On Stage Everybody" on
ABC and the Mutual "Block Party."
Here's the "current

:

Combined layout gives the Way
Dept. a bigger slice of major musical
talent that any other sponsor on th«!
airlanes.
privat*
Sponsored
as
enterprises, it would entail a time-,
talent outlay running into approximately $6,000,000 a year.
However, under the current arrangement, the War Dept. gets the
time cuffo, only paying for talent

ABC's sale of the old 10:30
Wednesday Morgan spot to Texaco
Tony Martin forced the web to and production costs. It's plunking
slot the comiots new show Thurs-: down $6,000 a week, for example,
days at 7:30, where it won't have the for the new Fred Waring morning
for

audience carryover it enjoyed fol- programs, with NBC tossing out the
Talent costs on the
lowing Bing Crosby, but where the time costs.
competition isn't too frightening. Beneke show will run around $2,500
Slotting at the same time fits into an. weekly.
N.
W.
Ayer
agency, handling the
ABC plan to hypo its Thursday night
shows, and the Gardneit
sequencing.
"Ellery: Queen," for Army
which the web is pitching hard to agency handling the National Guards
land a sponsor, will be shifted from contribute, their facilities. However,
the 7: 30 Thursday period into the all. agency expenses are paid by the
segment at 9:30 the same night, fol-, government. If an account exec is
lowing General Electric's "Willie put on, the Government assumes the
salary, plus costs of travel, telephone
Piper."
Morgan's new deal allows him to and sundry other items.
Army radio progi:ams come as a
continue his Eversharp format as
concerns commercials, kidding the boon to the talent agencies, who ar#
happy to sell the bands while the
first one and playing the second one
market
is in its present sagging constraight.
The show, however, no
longer will be a network production; dition. As for the networks and
agencies, they're writing it off as
it'll be an agenby package and the

questions of cast, director, orchestra, a public service contribution.
The Coast Guard also is getting
etc., are stiU being debated; Under
Eversharp's
banner,
stanza
was into the recruiting race via radio
directed by ABC's Charles Powers with a half-hour dramatic show set
and had Arnold Stang as the main for a 13-week run on ABC Monday*
at 10 p.m. starting Jan. 26. Drama<siboge, plus Bernie Green's orch.
tizations will feature: name guest
stars, with Edwin C. Hill as narratoir
and Harry Salter's orch.
Stanza will he produced by Sylvart
Currently, Tool sponsor,-* "Give
Taplinger for the William Von Zehle
and Take" On CBS and segments of
ad agency, which won the CG acSUN.
"Ladies Be Seated" and "Breakfast
With likelihood that Texaco will count against heavy bidding among
Clttb" on ABC.
agencies.
R. N. W. and Irving B.. Harris of check out of the 9:30-10 Sunday
St. Paul, brothers who founded Toni night slot on CBS, now that it's
with about $250,000, will continue in moved into the post-Crosby WedQuizzer
Venuta's
their positions- as prexy and veepee
of the company. Deal with Gillette
involved no stock exchange or public financing, the razor company paying $11,500,000 in cash, the balance,
less a reserve for contingencies, to
be payable 'July 1. Gillette also
agreed that when Toni's earnings
after taxes reach $8,000,000 it will
pay the sellers additional sums equal
to 50% of Toni's subsequent earnings
after taxes, to a total of $8,000,000;

INTl HARVESTER MAY
MOVE TO CBS
NITE

nesday time on ABC,

CBS

MBS

is

ro-

mancing International Harvester for
the Sabbath CBS period. Harvester
is currently on the NBC matinee
schedule.
If deal jells, it would put James
Melton back in the spot where he
held forth for Texaco years ago.
Harvester had previously put in a
bid for the Sunday night at 9 time
on CBS, currently occupied by

Campbell Soups.

Hollywood, Jan.

Benay Venuta, f o r m e r
comedy and radio name, who
cally

turned

13.

musipracti-

back on' show
marrying Amand

her

business
after
Deutsch, picture producer, will head
up a quiz session called "Keeping Up
With the Kids," in which parents
will vie with their offspring.
Half-hour show tees off Jan. 24 as
a package project bf Don
'
George Daviss,
:

wA

'

!
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CBS PREEMS 'OPERATIONS 1948'
Join NBC and See the World

TOP BimSS GETS

Question of how ex-FCC Chairman Charles H. Denny "will be integrated into the NBC operational pattern appear; to have resolved'
itself— at least for the major part of 1948.
Denny, who while still heading up the governmental agency, established himself as one of the foremost authorities on international
communications while chairmaning the 20'week series of Atlantic
City conferences, is slated to represent NBC at the 'forthcoming Geneva
communications conference. Between that and the upcoming clear
channel conferences, in Canada during the latter part of the year, it's
.estimated that Denny will probably be out of the country for the better
part of 1948.
CBS is sending Ed Chester, its Director of International Badio. to
the Geneva meetings.

Them

Into Tele

gardless of the

money

situation.

The

piogramming vepee
who felt that he was being
frustrated at every turn by the

Uhcoln-Mercury

.

Biz Bonanza For

situation is somewhat reminiscent of
the early days of radio when agenfaced- with constricted ad
cies,
bankrolls because of the depression,
were hard put to swing the whereThe rewithal for that medium.
sourceful agency retained overall
Lincoln-Mercury account, reportcontrol of~ the account, while the edly a $4,000,000 • chunk of annual
less aggressive contingei\t found in billings including all media, was
due time that the initiative had copped by the- Kenyon & Eckhardt
slipped away from them and another agency last week.
While Lincolnagency had snaSSed part of the ap- Merucry is a separate division of
propriation for radio. Two agencies Ford Motors, the action appeared
that springboarded into big-time considerably to bolster K&E's stock
through the latter sort of enterprise with the auto finn. Ever since K&E
were Young & Rubicam and Black- snared the "Ford Theatre" deal,
ett-Sample-Hummert.
there's
been specious speculation
This phobia against being left on that J. Walter Thompson, which prethe sidelines as regards television is viously had Ford's billings to itself,
influencing in no small part the might wean back the lost biz.
Opportunity for
to grab off
cogitations of plans boards of agen'
cies
with major radio accounts.
(Continued on page 48)
Their problem is to keep the client
as effectively represented as possible
in radio and at the same time chip
offi enough coin to allow the account

K&E; Eye Radio

K&E

'

some

sort of experimentation in tele
vision. The present leaning in such
qttarters is toward trimming pro
grams costs and not to tamper, if
possible, with broadcast coverage.
Of particular significance to this

trend of reconiimendation is a philos
(Continued on page 48)

CBS

All-Girl

Orch

Shift

In Playhouses Causing
Spitalny,

Femmes Burn

Phil Spitalny has been kicking up

a fuss with CBS because his Sunday
afternoon
"All-Girl
Orchestra
show's originating point has been
switched J3ver from Playhouse 4 to
Playhouse 2 in New York.
Move

was madti necessary due

to Spitalny's

new

broadcasting time, wliich pre
sented a rehearsal conflict with the

Coca-Cola musical show, latter also
originating from Playhouse 4.
Spitalny claims Playhouse 2 stage
.

is too small for the type: of visual
production he and his All-Girl orch
piit on and that it cramps his style,
CBS has retorted that it can't do

anything about it, unless there hap'
pens to be a change in the CocaCola situation.

ABC

MUUS WEEKS BETUM

Charles

(Bud) Barry,

ABC

pro-

gram veepee, is talking a deal with
Edward A. Weeks, editor of the Atlantic Monthly, to return to the air.
Weeks iSid a series on the
Blue back in 1940. At that time he
was described as a "Woollcott With
the meow left out."

NBC

Soft Driid[ Fiz

May
The
fizzle,

Stay Flat

drinlc market's business
which set in during Novem-

soft

ber, has. cued some tmcertainty in
radio circles as to future billings.
Among the heavy spenders are Coca-

brace of CBS half
Pepsi-Cola, which
splurges heavily in spots, and Hires,

Cola,

with

hour

.shows;

its

which has been planning to expand
its present 15-minute CBS. show to
a .half-hour. Just how the bu.sine.s.s
dip will effect Hires' plan is now
considered problematical;
Coca-Cola's ^pike Jones s h o w
has just had a 13-week renewal, but
the Sunday Percy Faith-Jane Froman show renewal comes up next
month. That's the one C B S is
watching.
It's the first seasonal slump in the
soft drink business «ince before the
war. In recent years there was no
such
problem,
civilian
wartime
shortages and the postwar sugar
situation having taken care of the
matter.

government radio station^
At Haiti he'll wrap up research on
L'Ouverture, the Negro

tlie

Toussaint

forthcoming "CBS
There" dramatization.
liberator, for a

Is'

Petrillo.

huddle (see page 1 story), when he
makes his scheduled appearance before the House group next Monday

Webs Ready

(19).

Miller would not
that he expected or

700 Orch Cues

For Advertisers
major networks^

Three of the

ABC, CBS and

NBC—

have quietly
gotten together to produce 44 doublefaced platters carrying some 700
orchestra cues (openings, closings,
bridges, etcs) and more than .'500
organ Cues, to be

department.

made

available' to

their advertisers and agencies
in case James G. Petrillo yanks his
musicians off the webs Jan. 31.
The platters are now being catalogued and. crossrindexed, and will
be ready for use before the end of
this month. Matter of charges hasn't
been ironed out, but will be within
a few days, it's said.
Pressings of the cues will be distributed to all the points of origination of commercial network shows
using music.
all

In those days it was a common
gripe within the programming
department that, no sooner had
a' sustainer taken hold in a given
slot,
than it was given the
heave, without forewarning, because of a time sale maneuver.
Cause for such disgruntling
has now been eliminated. For
one thing, no sales are even discussed without the programming
boys silting around the table.

The
dangling from evening slots
and when some of the star studded
shows now roosting on the NBC
kilocycles were still riding the CBS

sign

waxed cues comprise
(Continued on page 48)

a
<

say,

however,

was hopeful of

any agreement between the webs
and Petrillo before Jan. 31, when
present contracts expire. Queried
on this point by Rep. Richard M.
Nixon (R., Cal.), the NAB prez
answered that he did not expect an
agreement "unless the networks
changes their line."
Miller testified that Petrillo had
not yet tipped his hand on whether
intended to permit AM-FM
duplication or live music on television, but that the
boss had, »
on the other haQ(l, indicated three
"
union desii'cs:
1. It ivants to continue to require
the networks to hire certain quotas
of musicians.
2. It wants the network to require
maintain quotas ;0f
afliliatcs
to
musicians,
3. And it wants the networks to
use only members of
as "platter turners." (These are the engineers, already members of otlier

AFM

AFM

,

.

AFM

unions,

who

actually spin the- disks

on record shows.)
In his indictment of AFM, Miller
asserted that Petrillo 'Jnot only has
bitten the hand that feeds him, but

now is attempting to bite off the
whole- arm."'
He charged that,;
had "created, a myth" in
claiming that technological advancemoving up as a general
ments in radio had caused unemexecutive following the appointment
ployment of musicians. Petrillo's
of Frank White as president of Counemployment claims are "rfiisleadlumbia Records, takes over the sales
Phelps Dodge Refining Corp. is ing," Miller said, quoting figures to
promotion and research functions expected the latter
memr
part of this show only one in three
that formerly occupied the attention
month to take up with reps from bers depends on music for his liveli-<
of Stanton, is revealing in itself to
^
the four networks its plan to enter hood.
the trade.
For it means that the
Petrillo carries the ball for partradio to do a strictly Institution job.
network proxy, relieved of these
The parley will be on the subjects time musicians, but is actually undiVties, will henceforth channel his
of available programs and time spots.
(Continued on page 46)
energies into hypoing network sales,
The copy will be designed to exmuch in the manner that the 'netplain to the listening public what
(Continued on page 48)
the metal refiner has done to foster Hutton, Russell, Pied Pipers
science and expand its facilities to
meet the growing needs of the
Set by Revere
country.
Plays Along With
A similar objective is the basis for
Jan August Replacement
the network campaign that MarMathematical Formula
.schalk &; Pratt is trying to sell to
Marlon Hutton, Andy Russell, the
Standard Oil of New Jersey via a Pied Pipers vocal group and the
Dinah's
half-hour program with Tex Mc- Andy Filice Quartet comprise a
While no definite date for the Crary and Jinx Falkenburg. The package that will replace the Jan
premiere of the new Dinah Shore- general aim of this program, as ex- August show now on MutiiaV for
Harry James show for Philip Mor- plained by the agency, would be tb Revere Camera. New talent takes
tell consumers what the company is over March 11, broadcasts originatris has been set, CBS is working
on the medicos' mathematical for- doing to "make this a better country ing from Hollywood, but may not
mula of "Miss Shore's baby, plus to live in and how it, like other re- continue to occupy the same 8-8:15
flner.s,
have in no way been remiss p.m. slot now assigned.
four weeks, equals a- Feb. 6 starting
in- expanding production and that
Revere is seeking to expand the
date."
the cause of tH^ present shortage time to a half-hour and if clearance
Which means that "Pays to. Be in fuel oil is due entirely
to. the inr cannot be gotten on Mutual the show
Ignorant," which the musical re-,
ability, of production to meet greatly may shift to another net.
places, winds up in the Friday at 10
expanded needs."
The program
after the Jan. 30 broadca.st.
slot
would also serve to urge consumers
"Ignorant" has been purchased by
IN
to u.se the product wi.sely and re- JANE,
the network from ^Om Howard at a
frain from even wasting a drop.
reported $6,000 weekly price. That
compares with the $4,500 the -show
has been getting as a Philip Morris
Goodman Ace has completed a
Lift Beer,
Taboo
commercial, although there has been
half-hour script built around bis
Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
an additional $2,000 budgeted weekly
"Easy Aces" characters which CBS
The WPEN taboo against beer and figures launching on a sustaining
for the Harry Salter orch and
chorus, making total of $6,500. Un- light wine accounts is now off, it was basis. As prevailed in the "Aces"
der CBS buy, the band will be dras- announced last week by Edward ,0. quarter-hour stvip which ran live
Obrist, general managei^.
tically cut.
for over 13 years, Ac6 and his wife,
lilfting of taboo places station in Jane, will head the cast
:
"Ignorant" will be Slotted in the
Writing phase of the new show
Saturday evening at 7 slot, preced- line with other Philly stations now
ing the Abe Burrows-Hoagy Car- Accepting advertisers in this cate- calls for Ace to augment himself
michael brace of 15-minute shows, gory. Taboo first went into effect with a couple aides. CBS' programand if a sponsor isn't wrapped Up Jan, 1, '45, when the Evening Bulle- ing higher-ups are quite excited
by the Feb. 14 starting date it will tin acquired the station, which is about the opus and it's pretty much
now owned by Sun Ray Drug Co. a matter now 01 carving out & «pot.
£0 on co-op.

colors.

Institutional Air

Stantonfs Sales Stance

The

fact
Meighan, in

that

veepee

Petrillo

Howard

Campa^Muy

AFM

.

i

Camera As

CBS

.

On

Show Bow

'

j

I

GOODY ACE
FOR CBS

fHOUR SHOW

•

Wine

Liss on AntiDes Trek
Joe Liss, radio writer, leaves
next Sunday (18) for a five-week
brace of a.qsignment.s in Puerto Rico
and Haiti. He'll spend the major
portion of the time in P.R. doing
a series of documentary- shows for

new curbs on

Miller advised the committee that
the major radio networks were
scheduled to resume negotiations
with Petrillo in New York, Thursday (15) and the NAB topper hinted
that Petrillo "might have something
to report" on developments at this

,

sales

re-

(Tues.)

current industry-AFM crisis before

framing

operation in N. Y.
That leaves only the program
spot to be filled at the CBSowned D.C. station.

,

one

today's

ing indictment of the American Federation of Musicians, but urged the
legislators to wait and see how the
Taft-Hartley Act works out in the

manager post at WTOP and
moved him into the Radio Sales

3

in

sumption of inquiry into James C,
sounded a ring-

Petrillo'.s activities,

new

sales manager of Radio Sales.
Only the week before CBS had
taken Mitchfll out of his sales

Damon-Pythias Stuff

least

as

Curbs

Washington, Jan. 13.
prexy Justin Miller, lead-off
before tlie. House Labor

Committee

general manager of WTOP, succeeding Carl
J. Burkland, appointed general
Mitchell

.

witness

Washington, Jan. 13.
In a sudden change of heart,
CBS has named Maurice B.

New York reflects the
thinldng, with emphasis directed
equally at sales and programming.
What comes out of the shuffles
will be watched closely by the trade,
for it signalizes a major bid on the
part of the network to fill the gaps
on time sales and regain its position
of only a few years back when it
was No. 1 among the networks in
gross billings. That was before the
days when CBS had the "For Sale"

Not' the least significant of
the facets attending the CBS
administrative facelift over the
pa.st year has been the close relationship existing between the
program and sales departments.
Only a couple years -back CBS
employees were not unmindful
of the breach existing bstween
the two divisions, a situation
that culminated in the exit of at

NAB

1-Wk. Regime

'

quarters in

chises.

The thinking of the ageneies inclined toward the "rob-Peter-to-payPaui" strategy is "that it is up to them
to find a way for their clients to get
a toehold in the new medium re-

Mitchell's

new

What wiU probably expedite the-f
toward cheaper budgeted
trend
sponsored radio programs during the
Glenn Anders' Air Debut
current year is the already avowed
Glenn Anders of the legit Theatre
plan of several of the major ad agenGuild did his first radio acting job
cies to resort to such savings as a
means of nudging clients into tele- last week (6) on the CBS full hour
With advertisers generally sustainer "Studio One." He played
vision.
the part of the nervpus burglar in
reluctant to expand appropriations
"Confidential
Graham
Greene's
because of the shortened profits pic.-Agent.','
ture, these agencies figure it would be
Another legit personage to do a
smarter to resort to this device than
radio debut on "Studio One" restand by while competitive products
cently was Luella Gear.
gobble up the better video iran.

Petrillo

tions

Trim Clients Air Show

Costs to Nudge

New

How Web-AFM Deal Pans

Until See

Realignment of executive funcat
CBS, with Howard S.
Meighan, as anticipated, moving up
as one of the network's key men on
shaping policy, puts the final stamp
on the "Operations 1948" pattern
formulated by prexy Franlt Stanton,
The checkerboard moves among the
20th floor echelon at CBS head-

&oap To

Urges Hartley

Hold Off on
By GEQBGE BOSfi^

Agcys.' 'Rob-Peler-lo-Pay-Paiil'
Sfarategy;

Miller

WeJneBday, Jamwrj^ 14, '194S

15th

*

ANNUAL
SURVEY OF

RADIO-TELEVISION

liii
It's

SHOWMANAGEMENT

Fully cognizant of the multiple threats^ to the
business end of radio, VARIETY wants to know
how the broadcaster put on his show; how effec-

Time.

This is the 15th year VARIETY has taken this in>ventory
North American radio stations. The pur^
pose is sixriple: to cletermine how -effectively you
serviced your Ibteners. Then our job is to select
for specific recognition those who maintained or
developed .effective leadership and put a well
placed and deserved spotlight on these efforts.

and

and last but not least how he harnessed
the kilocycles to help define democracy and rededicate his station to the principles of the American heritage.
station;

We

.

want to make sure that every station in the
U. S. and Canada has ample time to enter its bid.
So in addition to this announcement we are also
contacting you directly. Closing date for entries is
-February 23.

VARIETY wants

to

know your

he adapted his modus operandi to service
entertain his community; how he promoted his

tively

VARIETY

This year

SHOWMANAGEMENT
sion, as

in

annual Survey

its

welcomes

officially

of

televi-

an award

participant, inviting entries from
the video industry.

Special awards will be based on outstanding
aimed at furthering the development
of television, with all facets—technical, commercial,

station's outstand-

contributions

ing achievements in 1947.
This year' radio is ^nce more on its own in a
competitive market. The purse, strings have tightened. The lush days are over. No more free
spending on the Wartixne Bonanza Circuit. Nearly
o thousand new radio stations have been licensed
by the FCC^, They, too, must share in the r-adio

programming, promotion,

take.

let

—

etc.

^to'

be given due

consideration.

So tell aU.
Your

But

make

it

short,

entries will prove

the plaques

fall

sweet and complete.

it.
Send us the
where they may.

facts

Address Reports To Radio Editor

154 West 46th Street

New York

Deadline for Entries

is

19.

N.

Y,

Midnight, February 23

and

:

.

'

29,

FASHION

VIDEO'S SPINACH

IS

CP^ Pass 75 Mark as FCC

Tele

Obys Two in Ga.; 75 Bids Also In
Washington, Jan.

.

Number
topped 75

13.

last

week when the FCC

lanta (Ga.) Jour,nal'and the Atlanta
Constitution, to operate on channels
8 and 2 respectively in the Georgia

A

capital.

week

FCC

gave
video franchise with
earlier,

Atlanta its first
a grant to WAGA, owned by the
Fort Industry Co.
At the same time, rapidly mounting total of video bids reaching
Washington passed the 75 mark
when Philco Television Broadcasting Corp. bulwarked its operation
of WPTZ, PhUly, with a second bid
for the No. 8 slot in Easton, Pa. This
makes a potential of four requests
for .the single channel tabbed by
FCC lor use in the AUentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Paj area. Other bidders' are the Easton Express for
Easton; P«. and WSAN^ AUentown,
part-owned by the AUentovim Morning Call. In addition, indie FM station WFMZ, Allentown, is expected

IN

ENGLAND
'

gram

New Video Series

tem, by polling tele homes one week
every other month, is expected to
furnish: (1) an index to comparaWashington, Jan. 13.
tive audience size; (2) share of audidished out bad news last ence' among individual tele stations

The FCC
week to DuMont's
here

sponsored the airing of a western
ftlm over DuMont from January,
lB47, to January, '48.
Chov\^ has pacted to bankroll the

consider their eventual displacement

Telenews-International News Service reel for 52 weeks, starting either
Jan. 20 or 27.
Reel will be aired
Tuesday nights over the -entire DuMont network, including WABD,
WTTG (Washington), WFIL-TV
(Philadelphia) and
(Baltimore). Reel is on 35m film, prepared .iointly by Telenews and INS,
and has an accompanying sound-

lighting,"'

by M-C.
Mercury "Cadmium
first
nnaior advance
'

:

out

lights are the
in television

says Glide, who also points
the new lights can be

that

GRUNT GROSSES HIKED

WMAR

100!^ VIA CHI
Chicago,

track.

Second series is to comprise film
coverage of the Winter Olympic
games, slated to tee ofif Jan. 30 at

in

VIDEO

Tele is credited tor a 100% increase
attendance at wrestling bouts

Kohler at Midway
and Rainbo gardens in Chi during

won

Series will start Jan. ai in the 9 to
9:15 p.m. slot and continue nightly

benefit of unusual attractions.

DuMont will be able to present
each event the day after it happens.
through Feb. 10.
Film will be
shipped daily to Washington, where
it will be carrie'd the day following
•
its transmission over WABD. Olympics films are to have live^narratibn
Agency for Chewy on both shows
is Campbell-Ewald.
Deals were set
for DuMont by the web's account
'

execj

Dave

Gross.

—

I

•

TAYLOR RETURN CUES
KAYCEETttE ACTIVITY

in

'^o"^s'''"-'d

a

letter to' Capt.

Bill

Eddy, director of 'WBKB. The; station has covered 84 wrestling cards
to date.

'Seven Arts Quiz' Going

On Hunt

for a Sponsor

Option held by the Young & Rubicani ad agency on "Seven Arts Quiz,"

show packaged by Jo Hanson and
Kansas City, Jan. 13.
Dick Pack, has now expired anjl the
G. L. Taylor, former vice presi- two radio flacks have turned the
dent of the Midland Broadcasting program over to the William Morris

1

[

WMAL-TV

o.

and

i

i

is

13.

the
N. Y. indie, while Pack
same job for WNEW, also a N. Y.
indie.

moted

'

v.<l^ei|«|0t'>i'ft)».««w«'«9«*:w«:«i>*4.»'«»^'.v4''#

.

WHN,

fills

Russell Maloneyt who held down
the permanent guest spot when the
originally aired, has been
signed by Ranson and Pack to replace Bill Slater as emcee. Otherwise the format of the show re-

channel

crick

to take

now

held by

Don

for radio.

present

its

Eric Sundquist, with the Hpoper
October in the develbecame wthe llth video station opmental personnel staff, has been
on the U.S. ether, with FCC action named to head up the tele operation.
He'll work directly under Hooper
last week moved in place as the

WNBW-NBC.

which on June

outfit since last

27.

1947,

seventh commercially licensed sta- personally.
tion in the country.
men
were looking on the 7-11 combination as a good omen for the station's

WNBW

future.

This video station outdistanced
other local picture transmitters

all

MM. Rday

in

December with an average 23 hours
a week of tele programming. With
delivery of a second set of

RCA

tele

cameras last week, manager CarleWith all seven of N.Y.'s television
ton Smith said an additional 13 or channels expected to be oh thie tiir
hours
14
program
is " expected
by the end of this year, NBC is takshortly. Little less than a third of ing ho chances on having to buck
WNB'W's airings are now network its competition for lime and space
out

originations

WNBT, New

of

ties

Web

pletion its own micro-wave
-system between the two cities,
will enable it to pipe all

FEE HIKE ENDS BATTLE

,

j

I

,

,

i

i

,

Craig.

,

.

,

'

1

1

i

relay

which
show^

.

on WNBT, its NtY. oWiitecl
FIGHT VIDEO produced
and operated outlet, to WNBW, its
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
o.&o. station in Washington.
It's all over but the grumbling in
^ew relay setup will" have two
the battle over to televise or not booster stations, one at Philadelphia
televise .waged here between fight ^nd one at Baltimore. N.Y. to Philly
managers and the Hollywood Legion
is already in operation and is
Stadiom. The battlers got a fee hike currently used to carrv shows from
from the Stadium, so tele continues wNBT to WPTZ, Philco outlet in
P^'">'L'"'^ between Philly and
wpvf^""*''^
W6XAO.
Balto is currently building and is
,
For a while it was nip and tuck g^p^eted to be ready by the time
as managers formed an "ironbound" WBAL-TV, Hearst station in Balto,
organization to buck the Stadium
goes on the air about Feb. 1; Balto
_
,
,
4
.^u
i 1
and Lee by rclu.smg toughie ta^^^^^^
Washington link will be coraWestern
soon thereafter.
^;r^r^r:^rL';^^.^rir"and:Pl<=ted
from up north and elsewhere
_ Unitn relay towers now used for
had a card tentatively lined up for
telegrams will be
when the transmission of
(9)
last Fridav night
transformed to cavry the tele images.
toNBC engineering veepe.
wStrtrSoreTgr^e^rs laccording
"anson.
J*'
on test— biit at no extra cost to Lee
Completion of the relay will givewhich gets bouts and wrestling oMO

OVER COAST

show was

on Page 42

•
,

oh the limited coaxial cable facilibetween N.Y. and Washington.
is currently rushing to com-

York;,

over slot as drama

Other television News

an out-of-town bidder on its ers on a participation, basis much the
as that employed by Hooper
mifiht permanently limit same

the station's; coverage; to
limited contours.

but only as a paid ad-

Arthur B. Church, president, Taylor becomes vice president Of UMBC
in charge of television.
Two were associated previously in
the early '30's when Midland dabbled locally in television.
Return
Of Taylor forecasts renewed activity
in tele, Church said. Midland, however, does hot have a television

publicity chief for

WTTG

o. station

office for
is

vey will be extended to other, thajor
market ai'eas as lists of set owners
and subscriber participation details
in those cities can be furnished. Reports are being offered to actual and
potential tele time buyers and sell-

and recently told
Commish it preferred to stay
where it was. FCC engineers
point out that this is inefficient use
of scarce video spectrum and remind

Co., is returning to the organization,
adcording
to
announcement
by

Ranson

by

just

i

to the Hooper organization
varioius industry sources.
Sur-

June as dead- pto'vided

the

vertisement.
At the same time, the Times-Herald moved reporter Peter Brampton
up as full-time radio editor for the
paper. He will replace Ernie Schier,
who divided his time between radio
and theatre news. Schier was pro-

peddling to other sponsors.

last

postponements

Eleanor "Cissy" Pattet.son's Washington Time.SrHerald last week. fol-.
lowed an earlier example set by the
Wa.«hhigton Daily News' and the
'Washington Post and agreed to Carry
free loss of D. C.'s three operating
video stations.
This leaves only the Washington
Evening Star refusing tele free listings. Star's rate on the logs which
started out at 50c a line has now
been shaved to ^Oc, much lower than
the usual rale for radio copy. Star
carries logs of its

set

WTTG

Brampton New Radio Ed
Washington, Jan.

:

'

FCC had

Grants Free Tele Logs;

Kohler's statement, supported by
attendance records flled.with the Illinois State Athletic fjommission, was;

.

'

individual shows, and (4) a similar
reaction to quality of reception.
Coincidental report will be conducted much as Hoopeis radio check
is made.
It involves the survey of
a different one-hour period- on eacli
of seven nights during one week a
month and is expected to furnish
typical coincidental information, including: (1) sets in use; (2) Hooperatings; (3) share o£ audience; (4)

line for
to Vacate the Harring.
ton, but the station asked for several

Cissy's D.C. Times-Herald

the summer of 1946, says
Kohler, the gate has doubled without
.'.ions

as compared with individual radio
stations in tele homes; (3) a qiialitative report on viewers' reaction to

Washington. When DuMont
out over Philco for a picture
channel here a couple of years back,
the company promised the Commis-, sponsor identification, and (5) comsion it would look for another trans- position of audience.
mitter location where it co"uld serve
As a basis for the initial survey, a
the entire metropolitan area.
list of 10,000 set owners has been

town

in

that

.

the gloom.y side of the register,
the Commission called for public
hearing on WTTG's bid to continue
operating at its present transmitter
site in the Harrihgton hotel in down-

staged by Fred

St. Mpritz, Switzerland.
Film Will
he l«ni;ed by Graphic House, Inc., the last 17 months. Since WBKB beand air expressed daily to N. Y.. so gan telecasting squeeze-squirm ses-

WTTG

same

On

tations.

.Tan. 13.

i

tele station

the

WNBW

by Nathan-

Another show in the works
(Contmued on page 48)

in

WNBW-NBC

Negotiations are progressing smooths
ly, according to Roth, lor such, top
N. Y. rkail stores as BergdorfGoodman, Jay Thorpe, Bonwit Teller
and Saks Fifth Avenue, to pick up
the tab on a rotating basis of four
weeks each for subsequent presen-

adapted Xor film worlt.

,

and,

breath,
awarded
the first postwar video license. Action also made
first video licensee in the
nation's capital.

Show will be produced by FasliioHs veepee Ed Gornez and directed
experience with tele
programming during the last year owners contemplating permanent by Raymond E. Nelson. It will preem
proved successful.
Company light installations should carefully as a showcase Jan. .30 over WABD,

indicating its
lias

Hooper plans to use both the diary
and telephone coincidental methods
for his checks, which will be confor the time being to the
metropolitan N. Y. area. Diary sys-

I

Du Mont's N. Y. outlet, in the 8 to
8:30 p.m. slol;, with plans afoot for
a formal opening in which specially
Invited celebs will be televised as
they arrive at the Du Mont studios.

two new series of television
shows over WABD (DuMont, N. Y.),
for

'

fined

I

clothes, to music stfleoted
iel Shilkret.

gets foi^ced back 15 min-

D.C. Tele Channel

operated on ordinary household -cur- budgeted at well over $3,!J00 weekly.
rent, UO-115 volts, AC or DC. Heavy Arthur Knorr, stage designer of the
power lines are unnecessary, unless Roxy theatre. N. Y., has been pacted
desired.
to do the sets-and Adelaide Hawley
Ira Glide, video lighting expert, will provide the narration. Fifteen
predicts that when M-C lights are Conover models will parade the
available the lighting equipment now
used in tele studios will become
obsolete, except for supplementary
purposes. According to him, station

di^ding radio, newspapers and magazines, could furnish advertisers with
certain statistics on coverage but
tele; to date, has been singula):ly
lacking in that one important detail.
Entry of Hooper into the field, consequently, is expected to mark the
first important .step in furnishing; ad~
vertisers with the statistics they
quire.

i

Chevrolet Motors this week signed

(7),

lyiont May Lose

.

2

paucity of video statistics as the
chief rea.son lor their reluctance to
plunge into tele on any large scale
Operation.
All other ad media, in-

.Utes this time.

tele money in their new
year's appropriations.
Another factor holding back entry
Chicago, Jan. 13.
of the fashion industry into tele has
MercuPy-cadmiura lights undergobeen that most members of the in
pers, Inc. for the No, 7 channel'''in
ing final tests by General Electric
Canton, O.; Donroy Broadcasting are reported to be much brighter dustry haven't been accustomed to
consumer advertising. Most manuCo., channel 8, San Diego; Toledo
and cooler than lights now used in facturers, it's pointed 'out, have con(O.) Blade, the No. 10 slot, Toledo;
tele studios. New light, developed by.
fined their activities to' taking fullr
Clark Associates, WNBS", ch. 12,
GE's British affiliate, is skedded for page ads in. the fashion mags to
Binghamton, N. V.; Youngstowh (O)
production within a year or 18 placate their retail customers. All
mass
Vindicator, ch; IJ, Youngstownj O.;
the tele shows coming up, conseScripps-Howard station WCPO,""Cin-' months.
Watt
for watt the lumen output of quently, are indie packages; signicinnati, ch. 7.
At the same time, the Commission mercury-cadmium is estimated to be fying that fashions have been waiiJthan present in- ing for individual entrepreneurs to
reinstated a bid dropped last year« 30%'more eHicient
by the J. JHale Steinman station candescent lights. M-C lamps also plan their tele activities.
One of the more amhitious of the
WGAL, for the No. 4 slot in Lan- are smaller and more- compact than
lamps
equal wattage. new shows is a package to be staged
incandescent
of
caster, Pa. Steinman; station WIIiM,
^
Wilmington, also holds a video per-, They can be handled the same as by TeievisioV Fashions on Paraded
ordinary spots and floodhghts.
inc.,
recently - formed indie outfit
nut.
lights
little
heat
project
durM-C
which will specialize in producing'
ing prolonged use ancl have almost video fashion shows. Show, accordperfect color balance. They can be ing t6 proxy Leon Roth, will be

Chevy Pads For

1:30-2

show was

forced to take the air 45 minutes

budgeted

|

King's

late. CBS today (Wednesday) is
airing the March of Dimes show
from Washington, which features
Margaret Truman, ii'om 1:80 to
1:45 p.m., meaning King's pto*

to file

.

with the announcement that C. E.
Hooper, will soon launch the first
video Hooperiitings, based on the
same telephone audience yardsticks
used for radio measurement.
Many ad agencies and potential
clients for months had pointed to the

WCBS-TV

Wednesday

though, on the assumption that tele
wasn't ready yet to pay off in consumer sales. Now, with a steady in>
crease in the ntimber of receiving
sets, most of the fashion firms have

I^ts

Cooler

an application shortly.
Other bidders in the past week
include the Brush-Moore Newspa-

ress,

(CBS,
over
p.m.,
N. Y.). Because of the President's message to Congress last

Most manufacturers and retailers
have stayed away from the medium,

Br^hter,

Wednesdays from

staged

total lack of basic audience
one of the many obstacles
remaining in television's progwas partially hurdled this week

still

never did anything to the Trumans, but the President and his
family apparently have it in for
him.
King emcees the "Missus Goes
A'Shopping" television s h o w,

,

GE s

Republican?
Reed King claims he

John

London, Jan. 6.
Television developments for 1948,
Norman Collins,
as outlined by
newly appointed Director of Teleinclude a daily Woman's
vision,
Hour program', a thrice weekly
newsreel and a regular Children's
•try.
Hour.
Fashion industry has long been
Woman's program will deal with
every aspect of domestic problems, convinced that tele offers it, the best
and the- newsreel will be photo- advertising medium to date, since it
graphed by the British Broadcasting makes possible the presentation of
clothing ivia both sight and sound.
Corp.'s own iUni unit.
.

Survey in N.Y. Area
statistics,

A

-

Fashion industry, which television
broadcasters have courted for months
with only minor results, Is getting
ready to plunge into video sponsorship on a scale unequaltedl by any
other industry. Upcoming series of
shows, most of which will be aired
over the DuMont web, are to be
bankrolled by some of the toptinanufacturers and retailers of the coun>^

;

Initial

Almost

By BOB S-TAHIL

F£MME, KID PROGRAMS

STEPPED UP

With

GET 'NEW L

-f

of tele stationis authorized

handed out new permits to the At-

Hooper Set to Spring Video Rating

TELE TOO WILL

3Q

'

Vcdiiegjlaj^ Jitowiiy 14,

p'^JRit^ff

NBC Network
open

is

This

1948

Television

for business.'

NBC's report to the nation,

is

published
nineteen

in

39 newspapers of

cities

from coast, to

coast, early in January.

1948

the

is

year When

NBC

sets

out to duplicate in the television
field
in

its

widely known superiorities

sound broadcasting: the

affiliates

and

facilities,

finest

most

popular programSj,.and greatest
audiences.

We reproduc#lhe ad's message
here, with an invHdtion to
advertisers, agencies,

and

stations

to join us in this development of

world's greatest

thjB

means of

—and the

mass communication

most effective sales medium
yet devised.

ulCVlblUIlb
.

Television becomes a widening reality in 1948.

After twenty years of preparation,

When

An

is

is

now an

ire ^Ac; j7{«6/ic

Today, twenty-two years

— and that jpurpose continues to be

{ntere«^

later,

NBC has

welfare, the National Broadcasting

in pioneering aiid desvelopiiig this great

In 1948,

NBC

fully

aware of

spirit as that

American home.

Company

In 1926,

which

first

its

purpose was to broadcast

guiding policy.

served the nation in war and in peace.

moved

its

.

its

Nowj

contribution to the public

it

has added

parent companyt public interest.

new medium of information, news, entertainment^

its responsibility.

offers to the public

its

the most popular programs In radio. Outstanding in

Company has

« new service— Network Television— in the same

and education,

actual service to the

open for business.

the Radio Corporation of America formed the National Broadcasting

better programs

NBC,

exciting promise

NBC Network Television

'

the greatest medium of mass communication in the world—Network Television.

.

THE TELE'ViSION PICTURE LOOKS BRIGHT
NETWORK

NBC's TELEVISION
In the East, four stations

new NBC

Television program? will be available to

the

air shortly as

vision

NBC's

filth

TELEVISION

and sixth

tele-

PROGRAMMING

Hundreds of thousandb of viewers
ber these reeeni

be on

will

among many

NBC

In the Midwest, three

NBC affiliates

DRAMA

.

It is

will

he carrying

will

open

its station.

In

construct a station in

The Theatre Guild

the

is

first

regularly

more

stations join the network.

West Coast an NBC

On

the American National Theatre and

Academy

series,

viewers as
station

TELEVISION AND
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

to viewers dis-

ftieatire

tant from Broadway.

it is

ADVERTlSiNG

comedy, drama, farce— the

whole scale of the theatre— is brought to

construction in Los Angeles,

Like standard radio broadcasting, network
television will

played. •

tinder

is

serve as a

regiona} networks

IN SPORTS..,

NBC

As

advertising.

-otv

advertising has built the wide range of radio's

Network Television has

pioneercil in

bringing Inajor sports events to its audience—

1948 and 1949: To add, ever-

depend for the^expansion of its

and programs

.facilities
It will

focA point for the establishment of a western

The

to thirty-

be addtnl as

will

NBC Television.

series brings the greatest

New York

art of the

Cleveland.

the

more houi^

Still

the number of receiwng sets increases and

Kraft Television Theater

network television programs originating in

NBC

the number of >telecast

jump from twenly-seveu

are indc-

aiiiidpated that

i\ilhin the year these stations will

NBC

will

week.

WTAIJ-TV, Milwaukee;

and WWJ-TV, Detroit

Chicago, where

Two months from now
hours

.

sj)onsored dramatic series on

addition,

.

I'i hours for quiz and round-table shows

remem-

others equally outstanding

pendently engaged in telecasting operations:
St. Louis;

pref-eiilattons

2 hours for educational programs

five a

IN

On

will

Television programs

afiiliates.

KSD-TV,

hours for variety shows

2

3 hours for children's shows

Television Network:

and \\'BZ-T\^ BoMon,

3'

3 hours for djia^atic

tlie

WNBT, New
York; WNBW, Washington; WPTZ, Philaddpbia; and WRGB, Selieneclady. WBAL-IY,
Bidliniore,

an

audience of millions.

now make up

broadcasting schedule,

so-it will

make possible

an increasing wealth of fine programs on

from the exclusive broadcasts of the Joe Louis

television.

these three

championship fights against Conn and Walcott

Today, 18 of the country's large advertisers

regional networks, culminating in a coast-to-

to the AVorld Series gamt« of 1947. Twlay,

are sponsoring iNBC television programs

coasi television network.

one-quarter of NBC's current television sched-

i>lan lor

increasing numbers of

afliliales lo

ule

is

devoted to sports,

i

TELEVGION STAIIOm
IN SPECIAL EVENTS...

The Presidential Conventions
this

In addition to the stations

have received

now

licenses

telecasting,

and

sixty-

being constructed> or waiting for

thousands of American

homes. The campaigns that

follo^^ will receive

equally emphatic coverage. Since the televis-

olTicial

ing of President RooseveU^s speech at the

approval from the Federal Commnnicatiuns

Vt'orld's FaiV in

Commission.

NBC-

1939, special events televi-

from the

sion has risen

confidently expect that the same

on the

country.

Be com{>rehensively

by mobile units of NB(7s Television

political speakers into

Total: 137 stations in actual television opera-

We

will

in Philadelphia

ECONOMIC FORCE

Network, bringing the faces and voices of

four more have applications pending.

tion,

coming summer

C(vvered

entire television

other advertisers

currently sponsoring programs

twenty-odd individual stations throughout the

tele-

vision operations throughout the country.

fifty-four

network.
are

Today, nineteen stations are engaged in

them on the

Some two hundred

abinit half of

statiis

of a novelty

communioar

to the position of a significant

affdiatcd stations which picmeered sound broad'

lions reality.

It

is'

NBC'*! belief that, within a few years,

mtire4han a quarter of a million

(H'Ofiie will

employed in the manufacturing' and

ing (iperations'of the business alone-^ Available
cbtiniatos point to television

new

fis

by the end of

dollar business

a hail'-hillion

this

This

yearl".

industry will grow in size and service

with the years.

'

be

telecast-

:
;

casting will take the lead in bringing this great

new medium of

sight

and sound to

NBC's

their

cuinmunitics.

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

In addition

to extra

.

.

hours for news and special

events, a wide variety of programs can

THE lOJEVBION

AWIENCB

t

One year ago tlfcre were 8,000 television recei vingsetsiT) the country. Today there arc 170,000.

Estimate for December, 194S: 750,000

sets.

THE FUTURE
now be

viewed on the new television network. Here:
is

the current breakdown

of each wcejk's

programming:

7 hours

for

NBC's new eastern
the beginning. But
itvrldng reality.
vision's

television netw'()rk
it is

1947 "marks' the end of

interim period-

1948

apj>earance of television as a

women's programs

only

is

the beginning of a
'

signifies

new

tele-

the

force in the

United States. T/ie greatest means of mass
'

AVilh multiple viewers per

set',

NBC

Net^^oIk

7 hours for

s|)orls

^vcnis

N iTIO\AL BlWADCiSriNG COMPANY,
ASm'vireofH^dhCoqwiauonofAm^^

commiiiHcafioti

30 KOCKKI-ELIER PLAZA,

ill

the world

NEW YORK

is

with us.

•

«

'

Wcflneeclay, January 14,

RADIO

32

Chef Boy-ardee Spots

FCC Mn§ti)edde 1H1 Hearst Subpoena
To See If He Sets Poky in WBAL Case
Washington, Jan. 13.
will have to decide

The FCC
the week whether it will re^
quite testimony from the' principal

What's

'Withiti

in

a

Name?

Hollywood, Jan.

some

and

staffers

^

.

Work

.

:

Washington, Jan.

WOR,

involving

.

many

Mutual,^

WNEW, Biock and Kreml's agency,
Erwin Wasey, when WNEW waived
ban on WOR carrying any portion
of Block's -MBS show ^ieh adver-

Going Over
FCC's Blue Book received, rough

treatment in a U. S. court of appeals deci-sion here yesterday: (12 ),
pectlve bankroUers for. the Block
quest and requested testimony from but the court concluded 4hat it
stanza who formerly couldn't be ofCharles B. McCabe, president of laclced authority to review or' set: fered a
N. Y. outlet.
Hearst Radio, Inc., at a resumed asidfe ft government publication like,
BC Headache Powder is reportedShearing here Jan. 26. Pearsott and. the -prqgrsim report The judg^ di^-:
Allen counsel, Coiin & Marks, de- missed a complaint from Hearst Ra- ly a prospect for Tuesday-Thursday
manded full info from JrfcCabe on dio, Inc.-, which sought a declara- sponsorship of Block, now that WOf
viho sets polity lor .Hearst radio tory judgment to purge Blue Book is on the line.
statements about' the Operation of
The platter spinner and Mutual
operations. ;
weren't the only ones unhappy with
Request for the Hearst subpoena Heafst-owned WBAL, Efaltimore,
Hearst claimed that the FCC the fact that his iShow wasn't aired
sparked plenty of fireworks df 'a
motions 'hearing before Comnjis- chsirges were "false and defama,tory'' in Gotham. Kireml and Erwin Wasey
sioner Hyde last week, William and should be stricken from, the "rec<- are 'understood ,to have been press
Pempsey, Hearst lawyer, called the ord before the.. Commission acted on ing the matter heavily for weeks,* •
request a "mere fishing expedition" WBAL's bid for a renewal: license.
W.OR rheaiitime also has decided
and maintained that Hearst, because The solons found themselves pow- to air Mutual's newest cO-op, John
of ill healtll and advanced age, has erless to act but showed plenty of Nesbit's "Pasfilhg Parade," across, the
taken "no active part in WBAL sta- sympathy for Hearst's position. The board at 1:30 p.m., starting the same
tion operation or policy." Leonard Hearst complaint, they said^ clearly day Block goes in- at 2:30. No. local
Marks, counsel for Pearson aiid Al- "pictures a legal wrong."
been signed, but
Referring to the Blue Book's com- sponsor has yet
len, charged that Hearst still sets
WOR, which i.sn't prone to carry
policy for his empire and that telsti- 'parison of promi.ses made by a forMBS sustainers indiscriminately, ap
m'ony from WBAL execs won't stand mer owner of WBAL in 1927 .with
parently
is confident of lining one up
up for the future since Hearst can actual performance of the station in a bankroller ^efore the teeoff date
1944 under Hearst, the court defire them at will.
Mutual has retained-^ Walter
clared "The comparison from which
the Cominisslon drew an unfavor- Schwimmer of the Sehwimmer
able conclusion as to appellant's op- Scott ad agency, Chicago, to superwas unjustifiable."
The vise production of the Nesbit oo-off.
eration
ruling affirmed a 'decision of the Show will be plattered in Hollywood
V. S. district court.
and aired on the web at 11-11:15 a.m.
.

^

.

i

•

,.

,

'

.

:

.

.

&

Elect Nelson Case

dent,

received 158 write-in votes.
not « candidate for re-elec-

HY/s Top

Carl

'

Directors Set

Senate Foreign;
Committee reported out

Meanwhile,
Relations

.

the

.

nent information program .within 'the
[State Dept.
Sena tfe action is. expected w.ithifi the jmontji,. ,

Others named were
Eugene Lowenthal, second v. p.; Joe
O'Brien, third v. p.; Virginia Payne,
fourth v. p.; John Neher, fifth v. p.;
Ben Grauer, treasurer, and Anne
AH
Seymour, recording secretary.

vice-president.

were on the

single

nominee

Dorothy

&

.

...

>v. .......

..

WOR

.

Tello Teat, 11:15-11:30
Bing Crosby Records, 11:30^12

slate.

Adams

Martha Deane, 10:15-11'
Missus Goes A-Shopping,
An.swer Man. 12:45^1

,

^

I

ballots

were

cast

In the election, possibly because with
just one slate of nominees in the
field, the result was regarded ^s ^a
foregone conclusion. Also', the real
struggle for power in « the chapter
was settled last fall with the decisive victory of the Independents
over the Artists Committee _faction
in the election of members ' of the
Since that election
local board.
there apparently has been no or-

Hi! Jinx, 8:30-9
is

11-11:15
1-1:30
5:15-5:30

political

activity

by

any

local.

It's expected that the new regime
vill attempt to Increase membership
participation in the affairs of the

An

immediate

move

will
probably be the expansion of various committees to include representhe membership at
tatives- from
In the past, virtually all
large.
committees in the- local have con>
Misted only of board members.
local.

Ra-Best to Package 'Em
Ra-Best Featur.es, "a package production firm, has been formed with
I.arry Elliott, president; S. James
Andrews, executive vice-president;
Bernard Silver, secretary, and Vincent Andrews (no relation), treasurer.
S. James Andrews, the only
ene of the four who will devote full
time to the venture, is former vicepresident and radio^director of the
Lenneo & Mitchell ^eeacy.

i

.

Pulse's

'

ganized

croup withip thB

.v..

........

:

Kenneth Banghart,
F.-

McCarthy,

11-11:15 p.m..
7:30*7:45 a.m.

Prescott Robinson, lUll:l5a.m,- ..........
Walter Kiernan, 6-6:15 p.m> ..
Joe King, 9-9:15 *.in

i

32"
3.r

,
'•

^

-

.

using associate directors to direct
.shows on a permanent basis, thereb.v
in effect actually reducing salary
ina.smuch as directors now
'make $100 and associate directory
under the new setup would get $9.').

s'o

30

WCBS
WCBS
WCBS
WNBC
WCBS

.'

-

2.9

..costs

29
'

2^8
2 7

'

,

The web and RDG reps huddled
yesterday (Tues.) at ABC's board
room, but no further progress was>

•

27'

24

'
:

reported.
There are still plenty of contract
points to be ironed out, including the
status and pay of television directov.s.

2.4
'

2.4

WNEW

Sun

.

WOR
WCBS
WOR
WNBC
WOR
WNBC
WNBC
WOR

Guild reps are hopeful another week
will see a final settlement, but admit
the talks could easily drag out or
even now: break down again,

I

B.8
5.7

I

5.1

4.2

.

4.0

'
.

CBS SHAPING BOOTH,

3.9
3.7

GOODWIN PROGRAMS

3.7
3.5

Ernie Martin, CBS' Coast program

3.5

.

executive, is currently in New York
for huddles with his boss, Hubbell
I

6.0
•

WNEW
WNEW
WHN
WNEW
WOR
WOR

••

I

''

'

WNBC

I

5.3

-

:

•

,

-

S.O
4,3
4.3

j

[

4.1

7;t5i8i Sat.

ViOB

•

4.0

j

4.0
3.9

I

I

*

Program continued

after 6 p.m., but these ratings are not included in

program average quoted.

tractor

series,

familiar

to

Saturday Evening Post readers.
Network is also going ahend with

new

Shirley <>i>th comedv-tli-iima
.series, being sc rpted by Don Eltlinger.
Both shiiws are high on the
CBS comedy roster agenda for the
coming season, along with (lis- pvoposed Morey Amiiterdani }ii(i.'!nii'''i<
oii which the network proKrnir minf?
rdvpartment is. still at wui k u-ying
to establish the correct foimui...

I

4.0

Robinson, Jr.
Martin brought with
him the script for the proposed new
Bill Goodwin show, based on the

jBotts

I

Gambling's Musical Clock,

hike".

duties.
The Guild wants a clau.'-'e
which would prevent the webs from

.

30
"
"

WNBC
WNBC

Believe Ballroom, 10-11:30, Sat,
•Notre Dame-USC Football, 4:45-6, Sat.
Bing Crosby Records, ll:30-12;i5. Sun.
Five Mysteries, 2-2:30, Sun.
Pr&scott Robinson, News, 8-8:15, .Sat
4:30-."),

.
"

•

Top 10 Daytime Shows

,

Make

Critics,

,'

-

WJZ
WCBS

SittttrdsSF^^ Sunday
Children's Hour, 10:30-11:30, Sun
McCarthy, News, 1:30-1:45, Sun
Bing Crosby Records, 11:30-12. Sat.
C.

Author Meets

3.5'

32

'
^

,

'

•'

3^

"'

,

wage

:

'

Top 10 Local News Shows

Prescott Robinson, 8-8:15 a.m.
Harry Clark, 7:45-8 a.m
Van Deventer, 6:30-6:45 p.m
Kenneth Banghart, 6*6:15 p.m. ....
M. Elliott, 7-7:15 a.m. ..
C.

"

.
'

WNBC
WNBC
WOR

.'.

Nora Drake,
Luncheon at Sardi'.s,
Green Light Review,
This

•

:

WOR

Arthur Godfrey, 6-7:45
........."....,.,.......
Phil Cook Show, 8:15-8:30 ..This is New York, 9:15-10 ............. ........ ..
......
.'
Mary Margaret •McBride,. 1-1:45
Margaret Arlen, 8:30-9 ..
..
..............
.

:

4.5
4.3

.

v

•

'

WCBS

......

.

.

WOR

................
10-10!30 .....

.

Only 483 valid

tentative agreement on

'

WNEW
WOR
WNEW
WOR
WOR
WNEW

...»
..'......'

Dick, 8:15-9

Believe Ballroom, 10-11:30
Daily Dilemmas, 2:30-3

5.1

•

'WOR

Make

tial write-in

'

Prospects of a settlement of dilierences between the networjis and tne
N, Y. local of the Radio Direclor.s
Guild (AFL) appeared to be improving thiayweek as negotiation.^^,
virtually stalemated Several times in
recent weekSj finally resulted in a

ABC, CBS, NBC and the Bambt ger Broadcasting Service
(WO',
N. Y.) have offered the Guild a iu.uwage pact raising staff director:-'
weekly salaries from $100 to $).'••>
and associate directors' pay from $ 0
RDG negotiators have ac-_
to"-$95.
cepted on the proviso that the loc.ars
membership approves.
On this basis, the salary question
was laid -aside while the negotialo. s
for the two sides went into othtr
contract question.s. such as 'RDC's
demand for definition of directo

.

received a substanvote for vice-president,
and various others received scattered writcrins f or different offices.

William

Shows

Frogfiim Averoees of all
^ ^tatotel-' Hour Ratines

'

Stations

'Gambling, Musical Clock, 7:15-8
Kate Smith. Sings, 12:15-12:40
•Make Believe Ballroom, 5:30-6

Wage Scale

week .Sh amended version of the
Mundt 0^11 establishing a perma-

last

20 Local Daytime

Prorrams

'

fir.st

-on

-

.

'

•

,

Swenson was elected

making eight local outlets plus a
half dozen suburban stations, including powerful
on greater

.

ratings are derived from the December New York Pulse. They ore- averages of all
the Quorter-Hiour Mori4a.y-thrmiigh-Frji.day ratings achitvei- by the prbgrams during the' entire- broadcast period. AM prograps listed are local iue„ yion-netiootk) . Pulse is the rating outfit, «j)ecinlizinsi in,
measuring Iqcal audiencest
,
.

He was
tion.

on

Russo

:.

Pulse Rates

1090kc.

WLAW,

N.Y.AFRAPrexy
The iolhxoing

of

\
at

DX

.

Nelson Case was elected president
«1 the New York local of the American Federation of Rajlio Artists at its
last membership meeting. The only
nominee, he received 301 votes. Clayton ^Collyer,. Jr., incumbent presi-

neighborhood

the station/with result it lost $50,000
or more the first year. ^
Station is piloted by Ivan Newman,, who supervised construction,
program format, etc. If Friendly
Group comes- 'in, it figures on following same, general longhair format
V
Washington, Jan. 13.
State Dept. made frank admission which has caught plenty of local
that it is engaged in all-out. psych0« public Interest but few buyers,
.Meanwhile, WOOP, ABC outlet in
logical
warfare with the Soviet
"Union' with White. House nomination Hub, is believed up for sale in earCowles station has long been
last week of George V.' Allen, pres- nest.
ent Hi S. Anibasi^ador to Iran and rumored available, but price of
expert in-Soviet affairs, as Assistant- $1,000,000 is way out of sight. Station
Secretary of State .'to handle the hasn't proved a profitable operation
even with net affiliation.vWLAW's
overseas information program..
50,000 watts 10 miles away is crowdState Dept. said Allen's first asing it on the net outlet, No prossignment in /iirecting the "'Voice of
pective customer is mentioned so
America"
shows would be to
far, though the Boston Globe, long
counteract "Russian efforts to cr^ereported interested, remains a posate mistrust of the Marshall Plan"
sibility. Station has only occupied
and. to meet the "growing volume of
new street level studios in N. E.
attacks abroad misrepreSentiiig moMutual Insurance building for about
tives' of the U, S. in world affairs."
a year, and is geared for FM and
President
Truman named two video, plus AMj With possibility of
other -State Depti loareer men. both 50,000 watts in. the forthcoming clear
of whom are familiar wjth Soviet channels hearing.
proisaganda techniques, to a.ssi.st Allen. They are Charles W. Thayer as
chief of the International Broadcast-*
ing Division and Leland Barrows as
deputy director of the 'Office of Information Exchange.

'

,

in
'

operating

Boston dials. Fortnat follows WQXR,
N. Y,,.in airing classical music only,
and achleved<a wide listenership despite generally low Hoopers. Local

.

in competition with
those ^tionsorin^ Block on the indie.
Presumably -'the waiVer also opani
the way fofc the web to interest pros*

tised 'products

.

of

Propagandizing

its

13.

believed

upperel^s .accounts jaever sold

-

:was: cleared, lollowing

huddles

newspaper empire in an effort; to
learn what role he.himseff plays in
fixing policies at WBAL. Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde ruled last week
that the Commission will decide the
question once and for all after
studying these papers.
Meanwhile, the FCC bench acceded to anothe? Pearson-Allen re-

Way

i

Offsetting

'

Blue Book

13.

station

an 1000 watts on daytime basis, entered
minimum rates for com- Boston field, in November, 1946,

(.12) finally

'

music

is

ADen Appt. Seen

of -the Show,.dn Monday
pencilled in Blbck's Monday-Wednesday-Friday conunerclal stint for- air*
"
ing starting Feb. 2.

Court Gives

earlier

is

$300,000.
Station,

going along under the old

is

and chief change asked

pact,

WNEW

ducked,,,
requests for a Hearst subpoena, but
this time has requested a copy"" of
agreements
by
the" voting-trust
his vast radiogoverns
which Hearst

classical

ment with the Friendly Group

stations for new contract to replace
one that expired Jan. 1.

going to
Martin Block
upping of
have his Mutual platter show heard mercials,
in New York. WOR, the web's N. Y.
Block's
couldn't
carry
flagship, which
Kreml-sponsored segment because of
and rehis contract with
fused to air the sustaining portions
is at last

takes.

.

signed, tentative sales agree-

here,

Seattle,' Jan. 13.
Steiibenville, O., this week. Final
Local Atnerican Federation of sale to the Ohio" chain is probable
Radio Artlssts is now negotiating in the next fortnight, though at lea.st
with both network and independent one Hub group is interested. Price

AsMLandi^onWOR,
WNEW Paves Coni'l Way

show

big-

names. Station has a -Fred AlMarie McDonald,
secretary; Jane Russell, record
room aide, and Lennie Hayden.
When paging is done over the
p.ft. system strangers do double
len, salesman;

'

two

Boston, Jan.

WBMS,

AFRA Negotiates

Seattle

KFWB

,

WCOP For Sale.at $1,000,1

Report

13.

is taking on
^arriei-s
the tone of a motion picture
studio lot due to surprising similarities between the -naijies of

w

ho s e
stations,
stockholder
in
licenses are on the hook or will he.satisfied .with representations made
by the stations' hired hands.
Specifically, the FCC will have to
lace up to a request by counsel for
columnists Drew Pearson and Robert
B. AUeij that 85-year-old William
Bandolph Hearst be subpoenaed to
renewal
of
a
in behalf
testify
license for his 50-kilowatter, WBAL,
Baltimore. Pearson anS Allen filed
8 competing bid for the WBAL
wavelength after FCC tabbed the
station's license for hearing in 1946.
Commission

m

ing Feb. 3.
The Orders' will be for batches of
10 io 25 announcements « week.

'

Hub WBMS;

Friendly Takes Over

Chef Boy-ardee, an American
Products brand,, is buying
55
daytime minute campaigns
cities through Voung & BubJcam.
It will be a 10-week campaign, starl-

Home

1948

i

'

its

)

.

•

A DISCUSSION OF RADIO RESEARCH... by Edgar Kobak
President,

Mutual J^oadfosthtg System

itself

be easy to understand and to follow... one rating source which
will have the authority of "99,000,000 tons of sti6w"..one
measurement which will help them run their advertising wittt
'
factual assurance and lowest possible cost for research,

fromsunny California,,went on the ait to report on the emergency
facing the city. With /w? owe statistic (Research by the Weather
Bureau) the Mayor succeeded in giving a trip-hammer wallop to
his picture of the magnitude of the shoveling job. He said, "Just
^iak^99,000,000 torn of JweMf fell in greater New "iJbrk irt

ment of programs. But we also need a measurement of facilities.
By that I mean physical coverage of a station or a network: how
many radio families can listen to a station or a network well

snow began falling before dawn the day after Christmas.
At noon it was a driving storm and by sundown it had topped
the fabulous 'JBlimrd of '88." Saturday, the city was digging

THE

out and talking about nothing else.
On Sunday, Mayor O'Dwyer of New York, who had flown back

'

'

Now

let's

look at Coverage. Ratings are fine as a measute*

(How

twenty-four hours."
can think of no more dramatic instance of Research and
Statistics being so simple, so authoritative, so final, so completely

enough and clearly enough to encourage regular listening,
many^ctually tune in is a function of programming.

convincing.

the rating pictvlre. Without going into detail, we have had "a ring
around the transmitter" and half-millivolt and mail<ount and
post-card surveys. Each station and each network had its own
method and time buyers went nuts trying to make valid com-

We

What

about Research and

Statistics in

Radio? Let's take an

example.'.

A

and double spreads to say- that
)
"99,000,000 people gather every week at ( our network ". and
what happens? Right away, questions about method, interpretation, validity and age of the statistics. Right away, an argument;
Why should this be? How has it come about that broadcasting
research and radio statistics need only to be published to be susnetwork takes

full pages

. .

pect.
fact

:

. .

to be fair

game

for attack? Doesn't the

answer lie in this
and different

The coverage picmre has, if any thing, been more confused than

parisons.

After considerable

effort,

the industry developed

BMB. But

many in the industry agree Jliat BMB doesn^t yet have the answer.
We hope for better results from tlie next survey .results which
will be up-to-date. Meantime, we were forced (because BMB
. .

only partially measured Mutual) to
ability

method.

make

public our Listen-

And what that started!

that there have always been so many individual

was bound to arise
and that today we have a flood tide of that same confusion?
An we have to do is look with a business-like eye at the picture
today — with a quick glimpse into, the past— to realize that something coNSTfiucTiVE must be done about the situa)don. Let's try

yardsticks in radio statistics that confusion

. .

Do I have any recommendations? I do and here they are.
1.

2.

a review.
•

*

#

should be used, each in

Let's take Ratings. First we had CAB, then a little later
Hooper entered the picture. Two methods, two different sets of
results, two sets of costs to achieve one purpose. Then confusion,
misapplication of statistics, and ^ tangle. Finally, CAB bowed out.
But look, Nielsen hove in sight. So again, two methods, two
sets of results which don't coincide, double cost. There is but little
relationship betweea Nielsen's top 20 and Hooper's top 15. Of
course there are reasons and explanations — but the ultimate cus-

tomer of

all this

We shoidd have only one Rating Service. lthinh h(ietse»
and Hooper shotdd be merged.
We should have One industry-wide Coverage Authority,
/ think the various methods— including "Listenability"—

research (the Advertiser

who

wants to know

what audience he is reaching) finds it very bewildering.
And we have no right to perplex and bewilder and badger our
customers. We owe ii,<o them to develop one mediod which will

its

proper place, under the direction

of a single organization responsible to the industry.
5.

Research COSTS need to he cut all along the line;
should be eliminated,
JS^.

WASTE

and broadcasters shoidd be aslggpto pay only once
for Ratings and broadcasters should have to pay oftly once for
Coverage Data.
Let's have less research for promotion— lets have better and
more integrated research which business can use— quickly, accurately and with confidence that they ate on the right track. We
owe it to our advertisers and to ourselves to do this— and so help
reduce the cost of advertising and distribution. And let's not lose
any more time.
Advertisers

.

.

M^utual broadcasting System
WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK

ttADIO
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WHt«r: Bucraws

With Barry Thomson, Molly Dodd,
Pare Boyer, Joseph Keen, Leonard
Staerer; Kay' Reed, innsle
ley KIneald, Snooky lianson, Flsk
Vulv. Ctaeir, WSM Chorus and Writer-predneer: Riehard Pack
Jaek Grofan
Director:
staff orchestra
Research! Henry Morgenthau HI
Writer: Saul Carson

On

Board")
With Eddy Arnold, Roy Acuff, Brad("Get

.

15 Mint.; S«t; 7:3*

y.ni.

USTEBINE
CBS, from HAllywAod
F«<islev)

It

CBS can boast one ol the most refreshing half-hour parlays in radio,
witlj Abe Burrows now slotted backto-back- with

BREAKING THE TRAFFIC JAM

FREEDOM THEATRE

Milton De Lnec Quartet;
MteiMel Fltzinaurloct »nnouu«er

(Lombert

Wdlneaflayf Jmtuary 14,

REVIEWS

AVE BURROWS SHOW
>V-th'

Hoagy Carmichael

in

15 to 30 Mlns.j Mon.-thrn-Fri. (S-IO),
10 p.m.

Froducer-direetor: Jfaok Stapp
60 Ming.; Mon. (5), 9 to 10 p.m.

Sustaining
N. T.

(CST)

WSM,

(Rebreadcast

On

the 7:30-8 Saturday evening bracket.

WNEW, New

a Gothamite who
what a snarled, perplexing problem Manhattan faces in
its traffic situation. It's one of those

York)

There

isn't

doesn't realize

the credit side of this hour-'
documentary airted from the

moved up from 10:30 long
Saturdays,
now "that he's got studios of WSM, Nashville, and
things, like the weather, everyone
Listerine banltrolJing .his 15-minute
by the New York City- talks about— but virtually no one
stanza, is emergiiig as one of radio's also carried
decided
and does anything about.
on both its
sock comedy personalities in the owned
to try to do something about it, by
"Get
that
New Listen era.:
fact
is
the
facilities,
way of showing how costly as well as
They'll be watching the Hoopers On Board" represents one of the inconvenient the situation is, and by:
on Burrows, since a lot of tbe most ambitious attempts to date at suggesting some, outs;. The result
skeptics have been arguing that the
on a local level from was a series of five hard-hitting
satirizationd eftibodiefl in the Bur- programming
broadcasts employing every device
rows "type" songs are strictly lor an off-the-beaten track production from wire-recorded pickups and let-:
the sophisticates and, as such, that center.
dramatic
prizes
to
ter-writing
he isn't "coromercial." It's this de
this 60-minute show, for sketches and symposiums. Overall,
Actually,
partrhent's conviction, based anew on
knocked off the Car- "it was a firstrate public service job,
which
the past couple of broadcasts since nation Hour ^nd General Electric's tackled with imagination and vitalBUMows has had the earlier time Fred Waring commercial shows, is ity,, and carried off .with sincerity
segment, that he's plenty commerbut the first in a Series of 13 pro- and professional skill.
cial; that the Burrows buffoonery
grams bcaiSng the Overall "Freedom
In the opening blast, producer(his very deficiency as a singer
Theatre" title.
writer Dick Pack, WNEW's publicity
enhances rather than detracts from
As a public service endeavor and special events chief, artfully
his show) has a. universal appeal,
The Milton de Lugg Quartet sliJl cued to radio's participation in the pointed up how old, how complex
AmeriHe-Dedication"
to
of
and
how costly the problem is. One
"Year
much
licks
(how
gets in its few
variety can you get into a quarter-, can principles and heritage, it de- "flashback" depicted a jamup q£
wiU cer- Coliseum-bound chariots in Caesar's
hour!}, while t'ne Listerine tooth serves all the kudos that
paste-taouth AiiFash plugs ten4 toward tain]^ be bestowed upon the station. Rome; another looked at N. Y. headbacked up its own faith lines in 1923, 25 years ago, when the
overcutiiiiess in An obvious attempt For
to pattern them to the "Burrows in the "Freedom Train" perpetuation problem seemed just as pressing.
by shattering some of the hidebound- Still another skit depicted a "briefRes».
type" 'foBmat.traditions .of broadcasting in the ing," a la war bombing: raids, of
permitted, for example, drivers of taxis, buses, trucks, pas^
south.
It
CARE
Burcess the Negro- participants, including the- setiger cars, etc., on their "target for
WUh Fsnlette
Joan t*nsr< Edwin Fisk Univ. Choir, to broadcast from today"—Manhattan. The punchline:
MereiUtb.
Brdee; Gene Klrky, announcer; the same studio as the others, in.i "by conservative estimates," the trafstead of piping them in from the fic jams cost Manhattan $1,000,008
Ralph Nornuin, muste
university. It may not have set too per day!
Writer: Arnold PeH
well with 5ome of the citizenry, but
^Producer: Martin Andrew*
In the succeeding four stanzas,
stood up for its convictions.
p.ni.
1» Min«.; Sun.,
ranging from 15 to 30 minutes in
"Sustaining
Giving due credit to the com- length, station aired opinions of vetABC, from New York
mendable intent behind the program, eran taxi and hiis drivers, .suggest
big-,
WSM's
remains
that
fact
the
tions
by experts in Chicago, Detroit
temflcaly eflective litUe show'
short as a arid Pittsburgh, prize-winning letters
Is this,' a modest quartet>hour dra- time 'production .fell
matic sequence presented by ABC documentary. It had a message to from listeners, on-the-street dewith CARE (Co- deliver, but somehow the message scriptions of traffic tieups, and. Analin' cooperation
operative for American Bemittances was diluted in what amounted to ly, a symposium on proposed soluto Europe, Inc.) and the Advertising 45 minutes of music. Even in the tions by some .of N. Y.'s own traffic
Council. The enacted stories, taken south, where one must walk slowly authorities.
from the files of CARE, are designed and tread water in espousing the
By unfortunate coincidence, the
simple way.s in which cause of tolerance, fervor and exciteto show
series was slotted at the
Americans can help Europe's hun- ment are needed to back up belief same hour Nathan Straus'
gry and tell what happens -when in order to sway an audience. And tackled another pressing problem,
reach
destina

Burrows,

WNEW

AM

WNYC

With Bill Slater; studio eontestantai;
Glenn Riggi, annenueer'
rredneer: Jean 0Mlr|t9n
30 MID*,; Sat., 5:S« pjn.

Smtaining

MBS, from New York
Dr. Harry Hagen's "True Or
False" Was one of the tost two air
was "Information
(other
.shows
Please") to make successful use of
the quiz format. Original stanza hit
the ether in 1938 and was sponsored
(by J. B. Williams shave cream,
among others) a total of more than
five years, part of that time on the
Blue (now ABC), part on Mutual.
It hit a 10 rating on a $1,00<) tab.
Then, in 1943, it faded.
The revived version, a Frederic
W. Ziv package, teed off on MBS
•

WNEW,

Nashville

TRUE OR FALSE

FM

WSM

;

t

weekend (10). It's Hagen's
last
"T or F" in name onlv and highly
achieve anythmi^ approximating the original's success
unless the producers resurrect its
format as well as its good name.
In fact, it's quite impossible to
understand Why the producers of the
new show Went out of theit way to
avoid a proven formula in favor of
a formless yea-or-nay thing that
builds little .suspense and, as happened on the initial ahrlng, is apt
to have an anti-climactic payoff

WSM

WB

'

CM^d,
'

WSM

,

A

'

WNEW

CARE

packages

this

their

show

^et too

tion.

Without any production trappings
save Ralph Norman's well-tailored
music, the preem stanza Jan. 4 got
acrdss its point beautifullyj with
straight-to-the-heart appeal without
being, either maudlin or sensational
It took the case of a vot and a schoolboy in* this .coiiiitry who heard from
« French school teacher and a little
igirl in Brittany, where the vet had

didn't
excited.

What
singing

WSM

it

pack a

'

wallop,, noi?

had was some very

fine

by the Fisk Choir and the
chorus, with an excellent

by the WSM stall orchestra.
It had. Roy Acuff and his Smoky
Mountain Boys (from the WSMoriginatirig "Grand OV Opry"). It
had some of the Hy Zaret-Lou
assist

•

WMCA

"housing.

speaking,
foUowGenerally
throughs are forgotten in radio,
whereas newjspapers have long made
a practice, once a civic campaign is
launched, to keep plugging awa.y at
it until some action results. WNEW,
in this case, would do well to blaze a
little trail by reporting back to listeners from time to time on flae progress of steps to meet the traffic probBom.
lem.
:

Singer tolerance iingle.s integrated
into the show's musical pattern,
with even some original lyrics by
the show's scripter, Saul Carson, as
well as by Carl Sandburg. However, ROBERT Q. LEWIS
in molding this wealth of material With
Howard Smith, conductor;
closed -with Burgess Meredith ask- into the musical documentary pat-:
guests
the
script
was comprised Pcodueer: Win Roland
ing, "Listen to the sound '<>f %. starv- tern,
ing child.
(No. sound.) iTou hear mainly of series of dialog, cues' by 15 Mins.; Mott;-thru-Fri., 11:15 p.B
nothing? Well, that's the Sound of a Bradley Kincaid on^ Snocicy Laii' Sustaining
starving child too weak, too tired son, which served to' intro the vari" CBS, from New York
ous numbers.
.
to cry for help."
Moved up to an uncommonly late
Arnold Perl's fine scripting, with
went to the trouble to "im- inning for a comedian^ Robert Q.
human, down-to-ear.th concept port" a New York scripter for the- Lewis i.^ off again on an experiment.
its
and naturalness of lines, gave trie show and was wilting to go out on It's the same ad lib chatter, couched
production a strong start.
It was a limb by inviting New York ap- in a lazy, informal style, but this
rounded out by skillful handling on praisal via its WNYC audience time with a guest girl singer and an
all
scores,
the perfomances of pickup. Thus the show cannot get orchestra helping to span what could
P&ulette .Goddard an'd Meredith as ofT from critical appraisal judged be a long, drawnout quarter-hour
well as the two children, Joan Lazer by bigtime standards. Weighed oh This late evening relegation is CBS'
and Edwin. Bruce, being hoth adept this basis, it was a pleasant ^musical latest experiment with perhaps one
And convincing.
Domi.
interlude, and .as- such -might have of the most amorphous personalities
fared better had it been tightened it has ever tried to devMop, and the
FRANK COOLEVS FABI« NEWS to a half-hour production. Rose. chances of his stirring up marked
excitement about the pin^am or
IS -nOMk; M(Wi.-tiii!tf-5«t;. «15 ».ib.
WHAT'S NEW IN THE STORES himself in this ^ot don't look to be
,

soldiered, and showed how the kids'
of this land can bring new hope to
tha
youngsters. In
war-ravaged
countries.. The^' stanza opened and

:'

'

,

WSM

'

WHAS. Louisville
WHAS" Frank Cooley,

farm co-

ordmator, must have something on
the ball when a muxs; gets up in
the dark before 6 a.m. to review his
farm news stanza. After checking
veports that Cooley pulled 3it)00 requests for a cook book put out hy
the National Livestock & Meat
Board, Chicago, with six announcements, it was evident that a lot of
the farm housewives and their men
folk were listening regularly to
Cooley's. early morning airings.
Cooley precedes hw regular farm
news stint with a brief livestock
market reports weather, etc.. teaming with announcer Bud Abbott.
The pair toss the chatter back and
forth, which tends to liven an otherwise dull recital of hog prices, to«

bacco market.<!, etc.
Regular farm news session gets
vmder way at 6:1,^, and at show
caught Cooley had a lot to talk
about. Farm Bureau Co'nvention had
heen in -.session all week and at this
hearing, Friday (9), Louis Allen,
prez of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation was interviewed. He's
an operating farmer, and had had
an interesting discus.sion with Cooley on strawberry co-op.s, predictions
for the future in agriculture, new
insecticides, and the like, ciooley
also had an intere.sting farm imple^
ment and machinery story, the motif
"farm equipment going t) foreign
countries, when it i.s badly needed
on American farm.s." Handled the
subject with common sense and good
logic.

^

Cooley

impresses as a well-informed farm man, with an apparent
.practical and theoretical background.
voice has a predominant
Hi8
rural audience, and he is pci-forming a fine public service for bis
Hold.
llstenets.

WHAS

unlikely

to

midway

in the, show.
Hagen, to look back, lined -up
sides of six each, ifemmes vs.
males, to run the (Elimination gamut
of questions. For novelty, the .sides
were always attractively combatant.
For example, he'd pit six young
lawyers against six -lassies from a

two

secretarial

achooi;

He paced

the

quizzing fast, and interest was sustained right up to the final accounting.
Ziv's

A HOME TO LIVE IN
With Jaekson Beck, natrator
Writer: Michael Sklar
Producer-Director: Mitchell Graysoii
$• Mini,; Mon. thru Ffl.. 10 p,m.
Sustaining
WMCA. N. y.
Openly slanted to pressure publicopinion in behalf of the housing
theories
held by
prexy
Nathan Straus, this series of documentaries is a type of slugging
public service air editorial that'U
serve to fracture the FCC's nambypamby Mayflower decision' banning
stations from taking sides. These
shows have a cleanly stated bias in
favor of the ill-housed that should
arouse comment and' bring some

WMCA

'

.

action.

Immediate target of these airers
to stir N, Y.'s Mayor O'Dwyer
into ordering an open hearing on
is

the public-financed low-cost hou.sing
plan sponsored by several authoritative housing agencies. The station is
sparking a postcard deluge of the

Mayor's office through programming
of the five documentaries across the
board, then repeating them tor five
weeks. Tagline of each show, in
addition to daily spot announcements, urges dialers to intervene in
the housing muddle. No matter what
the response will be, the series has
already psid off In tetms of extenjsive coverage' Id the liberal N. Y.

-:

dailies.

Despite their slant, these shows
contribute to an objective understandin'g of the problem. They are

evident^ the product of extensive
research which has thrown up an
immense pile of facts and theories
little

known

to the general public.

packagers have knocked out

Scripter '/lichael Sldar has marthis, merely alternating femme
shalled this dry .scholarship into a
and male quizees, who get a fl-ve- fighting, dramatic structure that
spot for each correct answer and a passes all standards for showmanall

chance at a $150 jackpot if they ship. Sometimes, these .shows err in
come up with enough correct a shrillish tone of over-anxiety; but
The pot rides over to next they -never commit the error of
week if nobody cashes in, and ah-, dullness.
other $150 is added.
Initial documentary in the series
(The pot, incidentally, is called of five is devoted to an examination
the Mutual candy box,'' part of the of the housing situation in New
buildup for the day next month York as .seen through the eyes of a
when the Shotwell candy company doubled-up vet's family desperately
of Chicago picks up the tab on the
on the hunt for an apartment or
show.)
private home. Caught in a medium:,
On the getaway sequence, a income bracket (about $60 per week
teacher walked off with the "candy" salary ), the vet finds himself in the
OH the back stretch, leaving the show middle of a squeeze: ineligible for
municipal hoasing projects and into lop along to the finish mark,
where the announcer had to break capable of affording the towering
in while Bill Slater was in the midst rentals or prices demanded for
of
tossing another question." To available homes.
make matters worse, Slater, quipSeveral
gold-brick
housing
ping merrily .along between ques- schemes,
propagated
mostly
by
tions up to this point, tripped bland- speculative
builders,
are worked
ly into one of those situations which
over, thoroughly riddled and reare the nightmare of quizmasters— vealed either to be dishonest or
but which they so often lay them- futile pipe-dreams. One of the
selves open to.
A femme with a standout features of this series is
guesses.

,

'

:

:

Mrs. tag came to the inike, said
she was in N. Y. on a vacation, but
no, she didn't bring her husband
along.
"What's the matter, don't
you ever take your husband along
on trips?" Slater inquired lightly.
The woman replied: "No, he's dead."

The rest of the show wasn't the
fault of Slater, who normally does
stint as emcee.
Somebody,,

an okay

:

though, had better give the show a
shot of the old T-or-F medicine be^
fore Shotwell comes alolig, Dooti.

tagging seme real
estate interests for their obstructive
tactics. As its positive solution, the
series plumbs for an already
worked-out blueprint for self-supporting low-cost housing projects
its fearlessness in

which

some

would be able to provide
homes per year.

50,000

Among

the best of the half-hour

documentaries is the attack on
Robert Moses, city construction coordinator, who, according to the
script, is heavily responsible for the
housing fiasco since the war which

:

;

seen more buildings torn down
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE
than constructed, Moses' official
-With Lyman Bryson, John A. Krout, optimism is put directly on the spot
Stanley T. Williams
with a vivid description of actual
Producer: Robert Bi Hudson
housing conditions in New York.
Director: Dr. George Crothers
"You've climbed the stairs of old3V nilnr.; -Sun., 12: noon'law tenements. Mr. Moses. Yoih've
Sustaining
smelled the evil smell of thos-e
CBS, from New York
houses, the odor of stale food, the
CBS' "Invitation to Learning" has stink of damp, moulding walls, the
come up with an- excellent series ln< .stench that comes from outside
ui his favor.
^
Wtth Nancy Dixon (Jill Maatt), Sam
.There: was little ol comedy bite in 'The American Heritage.''
In 13 toilets in the hallways," etc. Highly
fteld
either of his two initial installments programs,
CBS is examining a.s effective because the vision is true,,
MlMb 1:30 p.ui. Mon;-tlnni.>Fri.
(5-6).
Bach segment could have many examples of classic literature, and the direction petsonalized.
CLUETT-PEABODY
been quite dull if It weren't 'for the to .study the spiritual basis of AmerThe indie has thrown its full reWTAM, Cleveland
warbling interludes of the two ica's- present strength, and the light sources behind this effort and Mit(Young &i Rubicnm)
guests, the first (opening program), they shed on our present and future. chell Grayson's production of these
Smoothly written, expertly de- Louise Howard, a cafe impressionist It sounds Uke a serious, adult sub- documentaries has scope and depth.
ject, and it is.
But judged by the The casts, headed by Jackson Beck
livered, this across-the-boavd-.stanza of promising talent, and the other,
Monica Lewis, who has been coming second program Sunday (11), airer
narrator for each, renders the
on sales in major Cleveland depart- along by-way of recordings and per- is an urbane, witty, literate discus- as
dramatized portions with high feelment stores is one of the neatest sonal appearances. If listeners felt sion, and well worth one's while.
ing
and conviction, while John
Subject for discassion was Michel- Gart's background music is sensiwomen's programs in the area. It's that twin sensation of perkiness and
curiosity during the two quarter Guillaume Jean
De
Crevecoeur's
tively attuned to the urgency of
one of several such local promotion hours, it must
have been only when Letters From An American Farmer
the .series.
Bertn.
efforts bankrolled in various cities the guest took over
for its sidelight on colonial life
When not giving with chatter or heritage. Lyman Bryson, professor
by Cluett-Peabody, to stimulate sales
of it :SanfOrized non.<shrii:^ process. cueing in the house. band for a num- of education at Columbia, acted as MILTON RETTENBERG
Similar shows are aired in Boston, ber Lewis himself tosses off a lyric. host, with John A. Krout, of Colum- 15 Mins.; Sun., 12:45 p.m.
Louis
Pittsburgh,
St.
and Los Like his patter the vocalizing f.ills bia, and Stanley T. Williams, of WINTER * CO.
Yale, as guests.
Discussing the
Angeles, and more cities are being within the off-the-elbow' pattern.
Grevecoeur book, which they called WOR, N. Y.
Odec
added from time to time.
one of the great books of early
(Al Paul Le/lOn)
Jill Maas, using the sponsor's regAmerican literature, the trio were
ular Nancy Dixon pseudonym, does
Vet radio keyboarder, 'Milton HetAT. IVAR UAGLUNDS
able even to point a parallel, de.spite
the script and, with Tom Field as the IS Mins.; Sat., 12 (noon)
the divergence of era.s, to our times. tenbei'g, has a bankroUer that's a
collaborator at the mike, the two NATIONAL GROCERY
natural
for
him. Under sponsorship
CO.
They discussed the book, the copull off a punchy, rapid-fire, easy-to- KING, Seattle
lonial times and the man. One mar- of a piano manufacturer, it's a good
Most of the items
listen to stanza.
Ivar Haglund, local singer of folk velled how a Frenchman, coming to break for both inasmuch as Reitcnmerchandise, but songs, and particularly
general
cover
those of a America when 24, could so absorb berg knows his way around the, 88s.
there are always a couple of plugs salty tinge, packs a nifty variety of the new land,
ownership
as to b^ able to write If any desire for piano
for articles with the Sanforized sea-going ditties and fooling into in such lucid English
can be created it's through the talstyle,
Grevelabel.
this quarter-hour segment. Featur.e coeur talked with farmers and trap- ented playing of top practitioners.
The extent to which Dixon and of the program is a clam-eating con pers; plowed fields and broke wilderReltenberg plays a nice pop-.styled
Field can bend to make the program test, -held at Haglund's waterfront ness land; and wrote letters describ- piano that's easy to take, sticking
socko was realized in their special restaurant. And there are such gags ing his farming experiences, his ex- mainly to tunes from musicals.
Mi.ss as having present the chemist who periences
show.
day-before-Christmas
with
fellow-Afflerican.s, Selections get a smooth once-overDixon wrote the .script, a delightful {?ives saliva tests to horses at Long tliat not only mirror the times but lightly touch. His spoken introes
failtasy about Santa Glaus and how acres track. All this makes the coii
explain somehow what went into the also add to the informal tone of the
h;s helpers came to be; a joyful test a hilarious one. Winner on day making of an American.
.session.
tidbit that grew out of a poor boy's caught put away IQO clams in 10 min
Crevecoeur's stature as writer and
However, the commercials oome
dream for a Chri.stmas present. In utcs, with runnerup swallowing 83.
journalist, as naturalist
and ob- perilously close to voiding Rottenthe show. Field had to play three
Haglund sing-s several ditties, in- server, came in for comment. There berg's good work.
Tlie frequent
Between Dixon, her script, cluding his theme song, "Surround- was even reference to the- melting
parts.
„ sales spiels when heard endangered
and Field, the 15-minute stanza was ed By Acres of Clams," and makes pot of nations that the colonies were the entire mood and transformed
one of the top Xmas shows ever the 15-minutes whiz by'. More .songs in those days, with the advantages the show to a demonstration. More
given in Greater Cleveland.
accruing—
would make it easier hsteniug, howas well as the indirect emphasis on Rettenberg's stylings
as the chit-chat while the allusion to the value of such a polic\ could do more for Winter & Co.'s
It would do well for other shop- ever,
ping guide programs to take note. clam-eating race is in progress could for now. It was all verjr good stuff, sales dept. than its heavy-handed
Jo«««
stand some hypoing,
mark.
firon.
Ipitches.
ha.s
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WtdmuaMT,
SUSPENSE.

Cathy

TtttUr.

l4iuwtt»

Lewi*, Sld*ey .Miller, CohmA Bfuyon, Jscic IbmvebeB, Bill Conrwi,
jerry lUuiner, Paul Frees, Ira
(}rossel, Junius Mattbews, Jean^
nette Nolan; Bob Stevenson, announcer; Lucian Moraweek, eomttoser; Lud Gluskin, conductor
prodwier-director: William Spier
Writer: Cornell Woolrich .
65 Mind.; Sat., 8 p.m. (EST)
:

.

SustainiBff

CBS, from Hollywood
With .the end of the spon.sorship
,

CBS

has
expanded the show from a hall-hour
to 56 minutes and put it into the
8-8:55 spot (EST) Saturday nights.
It has also made the thriller a star
vehicle, with jpiobert Montgomery
slated to play most of the lecCds, but
occasionauy a supporting role. The
ifiove may be a profitable one, but
naturally the result will depend primttrily on scripts, production, performances, etc. Also, there may be
the little matter of finding a bankroller for the higher talent and time
costs, particularly for Saturday

"Suspense" series,

of its

,

night.

^Suspense" show,

as

a

half-hour.

The Cornell Woolrich yarn, which
Paramount filmed in 1942 under the
Chance," with
Burgess Meredith, Claire Trevor and
Louise Piatt, uses the familiar device of an amnesia victim whose
mind suddenly clears and who. then
£ia$' to resolve his mysterious and
of

"Street of

-

'

jtinistec pasti
It's a good story- (it almost always
provided the author knows his
melodrama). But in this instance
Is,

expanded version, instead

the'

of

strengthening characterizations and
allowmg greater dimension, seemed
merely to pad out the 30-minute
action, without clarifying all the plot
angles. It had tension and fair^atmosphere/ but not in the degree it
might have.
Some phases of the adaptationv
possibly necessary for half -hour

'

.

length, seemed pointless in the longer form.. For instance, the character of the old paralytic, changed
from a woman to a man for the 30'minute show, might preferably have
.been revised again- as originally
written. Similarly, the character of
the hero's wife^ eliminated in .he
half-boui' script, might have been
restored. Alsov the use of narration
and spoken-thought, doubtless necessary in the short version, .seemed
artificial and illusion-shattering in
this instance.

•

The

production

was

generally
sldllful, though a trifle -uneven, but
producerrdirector William i Spier's
breathless (his frank admission of
fact made it no less so) thaokspiel seemed a trifl?
affected for a cue-tosser of hi.s standi»g; Montgomery's performance was

tl!.e

you curtain

varied and had dramatic
punch for the big scenes. Lurene
Tuttle was notable as. his girl and
the numerous others (including various doubles) seemed competent. The
music was distinctly helpful. Hobc.
nioely

mVOBCE
With Dr. and Mrs; Eui^ene Link, Barbara Peters, Bill Jones. Jim UerRichard Woelhaaf, Bob
Producer: Charles Boberts
Director: Clayton Bi-ace
rick,

fetre

Writer: John Connors
Music: Arthur Gow
lii Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
KliZ, Denver

.Swinging with both

CBS

affiliate

commercial

Writer: Gene Wan£
30 Mins.; Mon„ 8 p.m,
SustalniuK

fists,

local

has opened up peak
time for a dramatic

rate.

Pornnat is a lO-minitte truc-to-life
dramatization of an ordinary marriage hitting the rocks followed
bv

between Marriage Coun-

sellor.<! Dr
and Mrs. Eugene Link
of Denver University. Session
caught
was radio history of some sort,

^he tale of a wife who went
fv?'"^
through repeated abortions at husband s behest finally being driven
lay

guilt psychosis to an alcoholic
sanatorium, thence to the divorce
No words were minced, and

court.

t"e act was chillingly real.
Other chapters in the 13-week
session take up less dramatic but

nonethcles.s critical problems of rcngipus and racial differences, in-law
economic worries, etc.
Production getting specialist attention from station gang, with no
effort being .spared to squeeze bigtiine handling out of Denver'.^ run
Of the mine performers and scripters.
Show has won plaudits from civic
organizations of all sorts, with local
Catholics loud in praise of adult
handling of touchy matter.
Will.

trouble,

Knight; Victor Young, eondnetor;

Jamss .Wallington, announcer

.

Ed Cashman

Producer:

The events surrounding

this quick-

ly composed program may have a
MBS, from New York
You can't keep a good private-eye sequel to which the old wheeze' about
down, Mike Waring, the character an ill wind could aptly be applied.
the cops and crooks all know as Texaco found, after it had decided,
"the Falcon" (which is spoken with to move its Tony Martin show to
.

spot following Bing Crosthat there was no alternative
but to fill in the remaining span of
the current 13-week cycle on CBS
by's,

with another program.: Gordon MacRae, who happened to be in Holly-

are

being a Charles Boyer type. Dialog
is sprinkled with the usual mystery
story similes, i.e., "hot as a $2 pistol,"
etc.
General production is par,
sound effects and bridges a Ifttle
better iibisn.
Overall, as crime airers go, "Falcon" is perhaps closer to the best
in the field than to the worst. The
listeners it had before and they

—

THE CRIPPLEB
With Raymond Massey, Butch Carell,
Joan Lazer, Ethel Everett, Joe De
Santis,

Holland, Joe
Charlotte
Judith Lockser, Dickie
.

Leone, Raymond Edward Johnson,
Rosemary Bice, Hester Sondergaard, Alan Shay; Don Baker announcer; Harry Salter, conductor

excellent

rea.sons.

DRAKE

Raymond Massey.

Sloane's script used the ingenious
device of personifying poliomyelitis
as a friendly, cheery old codger who
delights in traveling about "touch- are concerned, Galen Drake, local
ilg" little children (and occasionally mouthpiece for the now CBS-owned
adults) and leaving them crippled Housewives Protective League, rates
and deformed. With obvious pride, as Mr. Ubiquity himself. Until last
he explained the extent of his Monday (5^ he had already been
"work," how medical science, still there to greet 'em twice a day; once,
knows onlV what he does to his out of WJZ. as bellringer for Kelvictims but nothing of how he does logg's (ABC > and then, again over
is steadily
it, and how the disease
WCBS, carrying the sales torch for
growing. It gave the facts a sinister sundry participants.
listenability, particularly as played
Judging from the way Drake's two
by Massey.
At the climax, jpf course, after initial broadcasts of this series
sneering at the efforts of medical .seemed to settle in with the mood
research to track him down, the old of the late hour,., this bedtime idea
could emerge as one of CBS' more
geezer, finally confessed his growing
panic at the magnitude of the re- solid experiments. It could be the
precursor of a new paydirt trend in
sources being organized against him.
Massey also came out of character metropolitan radio.
The pattern of this hour's session
at the clo.se (which was a'DSoluteJy
differs from' his daytime chatterfests
necessary, lest any late tunets-in
might have misunderstood the idea in but one departure; he bridges
liis aphorisms, anecdotes and philoof the dramatization) to deliver a
"

of

sophical persiflage with phonograph
records. The opening night Drake
confined these interludes to Andre
Ko.stelanetz. On the following oc>
casion Burl Ives and Jo Stafford
platters were among the musical
repertoire.

value as public education,

its

it

was an exQeptional program.
Hobe.

SIR CHARLES THE STUDIO
With Myron Barg.
Director: James Glass.

LIVINGSTON'S DEPT. STORE
WJBC, Bloomington, III.

makes no attempt to talk down to
his audience and keeps away from
the saccharine, "let's all be buddies" appeal. While disk jockeys to
the juvenile trade are of a more

vi.sers

the
a

pitcli

idiom

Know

It

tale.s

in

fairy

along

with

AU-Goofus."
the
stories

modern
about

cleanliness and educational
themes. Barg as Uncle Mike uses
his fictitious members as targets for
his questionings and also to read
the commercials, whteh- add zest to
the sales spiel.
Zabe.
safety,

that WQXR. of
town, has built itself quite

same
cla.ss

audience

through

sheerly

the record route.

For his first week of the series
Drake was half sold out with four
product.s. If the rates are kept at

recent vintage, this stanza has been
paying off for eight years under the
.same sponsor^ a kiddie wear section
of a department store.
Myron Barg and his alter-voices,
Charley the cat, Squeaky the mouse,

"Mr.

|FoIIow-up Comment|

many

recall

the same exprimental level for a
while, the station should have no
in loading up the hour,
built
and keeping it loaded.
up its early morning audience with a
friendly, informal personality, namel
ly Arthur Godfrey, and it figures
that
the
same result might be
achieved on the other end of the
day's schedule with a similar type
of presentation.
The Station will
difficulty

:

!

1

:

I

1

I

I

undoubtedly find
the try,

WCBS

it

was

worth
OdeCi

all
:

;

Sustaining

,

if

may

15 Mins.; Thurs,r 6:15 p.m'.

'

ij,

\For the last eight years this prothe answer to the
parents and school groups that rant
and rave about gut-and-thundcr
serials. While the pitch is to the
age bracket of four to twelve, Barg

gram has been

With Russell Maloney; Dan Mae*
'Donnell, announcer
Writer: Russell Maloney
Producer: Leon Levine

.

his program, and
of his listeners, a
Fred Allen added another standout
he laid off. his repeated
avowals about not being a disk jock- item Sunday (ll)-^his second show
ey. To begin with, his harping on under the Ford Dealers' banner—rto
With'"Finthis point has an air of snobbery his album of parodies.
the
serving
as
about it. Secondly, he could credit ian's Rainbow."
his listeners with enough intelligence source and inspiration, it was topical
comes to distinguishing be- spoofing that crackled with bellywhen
tween the types of personalities who laughs. The level of the wit and
make record playing part of their act, imagery was comparable to Allen's
Allen's
It is also possible that the disavowal Gilbert & Sullivan takeoffs.
in
Irish
dialect,
dressed
drives away mXSte listeners than it lyrics,
attracts. Drake and his WCBS ad- clothed more than one clever barb,

favor

OF MEN AND BOOKS

Show, according to Courtney, is CBS, from New York
designed to "cheer up peojile who
Here's reconteur - author - former
need cheering." As such his tonic New Yorker staffer Russell Maloney
embraced Miss Towne's fair piping carrying on in his inimitable way
of "All olMe" and "So Far," a corny (which is wholly delightful-) about
community sing arrangement of a new book on the stalls. On his
"Four Leaf Clover'' as well as a initialer last week (8) it was Boss'
Latino
number by Ross' crew. Lockridge, Jr.'s new "Baintree?
Absent from the local airlanes for County." This week Maloney tackles
more than a year, hLs hiatus pro- another tome. If the two tries tick
voked beaucoup nostalgia on the with CBS programmers, Maloney
opener with Courtney recalling the will be asked to stay around awhile,
days circa 1934- '37 when he piloted
Let these cpmments be regarded
a platter show on virtually the same as a vote to Keep Maloney On^
hour on the same station.
Radio could use quite a bit more
Courtney undoubtedly has a ready- adult fare of this type, and there
made audience built up in the past aren't many who can dish it out
15 years while appearing in varied more entertainingly than the wagstints on most of Gotham's better gish
Maloney.
He was halfway
indies.
On the basis of his latest through his getaway critique befoi*
show, he should enjoy a modicum of you found out even what the plot
success with his former listeners as and format of "Raintree County"
But you didn't mind, conwell as snaring a fair amount of the were.
.Gilb.
sidering Maloney's New Yorkerish
mid-day haus fraus.
discourse on the impressive weight
of Lockridge's manuscript' (20 lbs,)'
and finished book (2 lbs.). When he
got to it, Maloney's description of

Drake would do

perhaps

CAT

Writers: Myron Barg, Bob Edell
15 Mins., Mon.-thrn-Frl., 4:45 p.m.

and

•

.

innocuous combination of Roy Ross'
band, his own flip emceeing plus the
GALEN
warbling contribs of a femme guest
Director: Doug McNamee
vocalist, Marilyn Towne, While pro60 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 11:30 p.m. claimed as a "new idea" in programming, the ingredients still adhere to
Partic'pating
the old basic prescription of music,
WCBS, N. Y.
As far as New York dial-twisters a little patter and an occasional song.

One was an

script by Allan Sloane.
a brilliant perform-

The other was
ance by

Thomas as a radio personality
(a couple of years back he did a
season's stretch on the Fanny Brice
points up anew the problem
of bow' best to utilize pne of the
genuln? nitery comic talents of our
day for the non-visual medium.
show ),

is.

•

New York

This single-time public service
.show was broadcast Jan. 3 by CBS
for the National Foundation 'for Infantile Paralysis. It was notable for

two primary

still

,

Producer>director: Jolin Becker
Writer: Allan; Sloane
30 Ming.; Sat. (3), 10:30 p.m.

CBS, from

winning contest.
The Met airer
should be a good program, and it

for Sanka Coffee (General
Foods) as replacement for the "Thin
Man," And the newest attempt to

period

project

:

were among the most numerous on
Mutual's roster, by Hooper's coimt
Doan.
should come dialing back.

Conway,

highly commercial package. Everybody's interested' in music, in the
Met, in success stories of strugglingstudent-makes-goodj and in a prize-

By the same token, is it also still
wood on a Warner Bros, pact, was the same program, and by now,
recruited and arrange- needs just a 'little fresh showmanments were made for Evelyn Knight ship or hypo to keep it from being
If the present Danny Thomas Show
to double from the Martin stanza. a' little okl-hat. Season's opener (4) is not the answer," and certainly the
On the,.Jsasis of the reaction to Mac- had the usual two aspirants, both fault can't be laid to the Al and
Rae's in'iti^i broadcast ,(4) it got good singer.s and excellent Met pros- Sherwood Schwartz scripting confrom within: its own organization pects.
had announcer Milton tribution, it raises the que.stion of
It
Texaco is iVo'w talking of installing Cross ferreting out a few signal whether the typo of comedy ox^
tlie baritone in the ABC niche when
points in their biographies, in a emplified by Thomas can ever be
Martin's contract expires.
smug manner, .so that the trite dia- integrated into the radio pattern.
The substitute show turned out log between the two parties sounded
Pretty much the same situation
to be as polisihed and professional a pretty stuffy. Even the commercial applies to Thomas as it did a few
job as could be expected of a radio sounded corny.
seasons back to Danny Kaye, one of
bill of this stripe.
Without taking
On the credit side, which was con- the major radio comedy flops of the
anything away, from MacBae's per> siderable, was some fine music, Anne past decade. Their particular, type
formance, the Concomitant factors McKnight, who cang as Musetta in of buffoonery grows Out of a suswere laid pretty much his way. Al- Arturo Toscanini's concert perform- tained mood. Let Thomas feel his
ternating and dovetailing with him ance of "La Boheme" with the NBC way on a nitcry floor for 20 minutes,
on the vocals was, a handy and re- Symphony two seasons ago, did an: or a half-hour and eventually he's
freshing mike personality, the same aria from "Ernani" and Hageman's got the audience where he wants it.
Miss Knight. In command of the "Mirand.a" in an attractive, if someLike Kaye, it's a combination, too,
orchestra was Victor Knight, tops what shrill soprano. Robert Bern- of visual antics plus material that
in his field, while the over-all di- auer, now in the chorus of the creates the Thomas personality. But
rection reposed in the exceptionally, Broadway musical,- '^Allegro," and the necessity of starting from scratch
capable hands of Ed Cashman.
aspiring to be a "heldentenor," sang weekly, with interruptions every
MacRae has been rapidly on the the Forging Scene from "Siegfried" few minutes from other component
rise since he elected to bow out of most resonantly, adding "Cycle of parts of a radio show that tend to
his CBS contract in the fall of '46. Life" a.s encore. Two concluded with completely destroy the mood, throws
Since, then he's had several com- duet from "Andre Chenier," while the peculiar type of. Thomas zany-,
mercials,
the
Teentimers
show Wilfred Pelletier and his orchestra ism out of focus. Little wonder,
(NBC) and as summer replacement furnished fine a ce o m p a n i m e n t then, that his usually sock *(on a.
for Fannie Brice among them, and throughout the program,
nitery floor) Toledo alma mater
latched himself to the Capitrfl Record
Program had a couple of interest- song, with its hilarious Uncle John
and a film contract. In that time ing sidelights, such as the sugges- and the rhubarb patch bit, didn't
MacRae has taken on considerable tion of the increasing tie between come off on the air. And this iss one
in dividuality in his style of singing, Broadway and longhair in Bernauer's of the high points among Thomas
keeping his tones down in the lower case, and the interesting fact that standards!
register more than he used to, and sponsor Farnsworth (which makes
It was obvious, too, on the second
striving for warmth of expression tele equipment as well as radio) broadcast heard (9>:, that Thomas
instead of brittle vocal trick.s.
'strewed tele so much in- its com- was trying too hard. Whereas the
MacRae's latterly swing to low- mercials. Radio was plugging tele. listener feels that a Benny, an Allen
Bron.
or a Hope are having an equally
down sentimental refrains was reflected in his choice of solos on this
good time with the audience and
occasion.
are at ease before the mike, there
The only time that he ALAN COURTNEY SHOW
never the suggestion that
didn't seem to have his best foot With Roy Ross orch, Marilyn Towqe was
forward was when the program 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 13 (noon) Thomas was completely relaxed.
posed him in a Rodgers-Hammer- WNEW, N. Y.
The comedian works with ajh, all-:
stein duet with Miss Knight. She sang
In what may be termed a "come- girl orch and, in the words of Bobby
"em low and MacRae, low, and the
back" on "an alma mater. Alan Clark, "if Ihey aren't .good; they're
output was not in his favnr.
loud."
There's some byplay- with
is back with a. half -hour
Miss Knight glittered with her Courtney
noon slot of WNEW, some of the gals and with Ben Gage,
customary versatility on her own show in thewhilom disk jockey ^and the announcer, suffered somewhatN. Y. The
solos, whether current pop or an old
emcee is doing a "manybites- from writer's cramp on show caught;
former
folk ballad. They don't come more
Sanka
commercials ate sold via
dog"' by fronting a live show. It's
relaxed around the mike than this
currently a sustainer.
the jingle technique, with Thomas
mistress of heart output and style.
Rose.
Courtney's noontime formula is' an giving a comedy assist.
Odec.

stock, the villainess in the sequence
caught sounding at moments ^ust
like Mae West, one of the males

:

GENERAL FOODS

CBS, from Hollywood
F ARNSWObTH CORP.
ABC, from New York
{.Young & Rubicam)
(.Wavlinck & Legler)
In the reshuffle of CBS' Friday
The Met auditions, beginning their night, programming schedule, Danny
11th year on the air, are still a Thomas now occupies the 8:30-8:55

hurriedly

—

riage stuff is strictly murder!"
The characters throughout

ABC

the

Sam Fuller
25 Mins.; Fri., 8:30 p-m,

Producer:

Wrlter-d'rector: Brent Guuts
30 Mins.; Sun,, 4:S9 p.m.

(Kttdner)

certain awe), is back on Mutual.
He's done a relatively good job for
past bankroUers and the web hopes,
to snare another one.
The voice of the Falcon hasn!t
Again it's Les
changed, either.
Tremayne, who does "a stock job as
the private eye who isn't cowled for
a second, mind you, by those tough
monkeys; who is ever cleverer than
the flatfoots, and' who knows better
than to get tangled up with wimmin.
In his first "gay, exciting adventure"
(as the stanza is chronicled!) ol the
new serie.s, last week (5), the Falcon
was called upon to unravel a meager
four homicides well, really, three,
since Waring and .a police looey
mowed down the fourth one in self
defense. One death was by shooting, another by beating, and the third
by strangling. Nice variety. In the
windup, Waring plants a pleasant
thought in the minds of unhappily
married listeners. Asked if he's ever
thought of settling down, the Falcon cracks: "Not for me. That mar»

Huhn

Producer: Tevis

CBS, out of Hollywood

TEXAS CO.

All-Gill

Orch; Hans Coweid; Ben Gag%
With Anne McKnight, Robert Bernannouncer
auer, Wilfred Pelletier and orch;
Writers: Al, Sherwood Schtvartc
Milton Cross announcer

30 Mins.; Sun,, 9:30' p.m.

«

As entertainment and regardless

divorce count is one of the highest
™""^''y. being 51% of ttie

dialpg

DeKoven,

of Dim'is.

diagno.sis ol the causes of Denver's
critical social problem.
City-s

annual marriage

Roger

Readick,

Walter VauKhn, Don MeLaigblin,
Kramer; BnjNi Dunbar, an.Bounoer; Emerson Bnekley, uusle
Producer: Bernard L. Schubert
Director: Richard Lewis

stirring spiel for contributions to the
National Foundation's annual March

most

a

Bob

Maiiilel

.Snstalnins'

.

All of which suggests that, instead
of making a new adaptation of the
original yarn, the network simply
wrote extra lines into the old 30minute script. It also suggests that
the scripter of the radio version
was not Woolrich (the original author) himself, but possibly some
freelancer who may have sold the
30-minute adaptation outright and
therefore received no air credit (or
publicity mentipn)- for this broadcast.

.

ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON TEXACO STAB THEATRE
METROPOLITAN OPEBA AUDI- DANNY THOMAS SHOW
Witb Xes Tremayn*, Elspeth Erie, With Gordon MacBae, Evelyn TIONS OF THE AIR
With Elliott Danielfi and

'

For the premiere edition of the
seiries Jan. 3, the script was
"The Black Curtain," a more or less
standard yarn of its type, and one
preiSjented twice previously on the

new

title

hahio iiBvicw$i

14, 1949

:

BI»ok Curtain")
with Bobert wmtmsBitxy, Jfoscfh
(•'The

K«»riis.

'

:

the book's story Was lH>ib sufficient

and amusing.
Maloney seemed to tire in the
though be ,felt he'd said
that was pertinent and necessary,
but had to pad out the; period. It's
possible he might improve the period's pace and interest throughout
by taking on a pair of books per
program,, insert a gimmick or two,
or tail off with a capsule review, or
two.
Doon.
stretch, as
all

:;

,

FAREWELL TO USO

With Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Jack
Benny, Bob Hope, JBddie Cantor,
a target of James C. Petrillo and his
Marlene Dietrich, 'Frances Lang- ban on recordings.. Much of the
ford, Danny Thomas, Tony Rocredit for the highpowcrcd results
mano, Dinah Shore, Andle Murof the bit is due the solidly talttited
phy
Shirley Booth. She caught the spirit
Producer:
Vick Knight (assistant,
of the thing from the teeoff ancl carJohn Morris)
ried it through with shrewd troup3« Mins.; Sun. (11), 4t3« p.m. EST
ing.
Half-pint Bobby White chimed
Sustaining
in effectively on the dialog and did
NBC, from Hollywood
well by himself with a tenoired reOstensibly as fond adios to the
frain of "I'll Take You Back KathUSO, but more practically to launch
leen." All in all a musical comedy
the successor organiiation Veterans
passage well worth repealing.
Haspital Camp Shows, Inc.', the NBC
Allen!s> new checksigner can claim
network
broadcast this half-hour
one 4»stet which was not the privilege of Standard Brands. The comic variety-tribute stanza Sunday after(WNBC, N. Y., wiU ait
himself dishes the commercial Copy. noon (11).
the show tonight (Wed.) at 6:StO,-l9
It's adroitly comiiounded and 'woven
(Continued on page 38)
into the half houTi
with the funniest of these making

V^««d«y»

JwttiaiiKy

14, 1948
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AL SHERMAN, who started Amer'Potatoes are Cheaper,
^matoes are Cheoper," *^We Want
CO singing

lantor.

We Want

Cantor,"

and

WITH TOE

lumerous other standard song hits,
legan his composing career in 1 91 8.

ONE TTOU KWE'
MvtooRmfSwmiiOir

he hds had ovier 500
and classical compositions
by the world's leading

'Since-then'

iopular

iublished

nusic publishers.

Sherman composed the music for
nany musical films including United
Utisfs "Sensations of 1945," Paranount's "Big Pond'^ and British
Saumont's "The Sky's the Limit.
World wide sheet music and rechave reached
he eleven million mark to date.
>rd soles of his catalog

Ai

ID

DENNIS, 2 West 86th

St.,

ShcTRisrei's

PersQnaS Record CelSectica ef .the

New York

Abevs Sos^

AviiiSe&S«i

24, N, Y., Suite

332

RADIO

S8

Wednettiiajr,
about

drinking

milk,

continued from pace 35

crime and slambang strips Ijy doing
He ducks
the lighter stuff only.
away from "Terry and the Pirates
because of the chance of running into
airing
ing the war, it was moderately en^ Opposition from parents on
tertaining and impressive, with sev- crime. "Dick Tracy" was a question
eral affecting moments arid a couple mark, but was Anally mcluded bec?use of the, tremendous following
9f slightly uncomfortable ones.

transcription.) Aside from the. question of isste involved in a group of
performers telling the listening audi-

ence

how much performers

did dur

The idea was to have various stars
did extensive GI entertaining
USO during the war repeat thi
Z-tK tViflv Hirl at that time That was
?he hiiilduD to the anMSnceto^^

it j!?,^^-

who

to

The show

u_ clicking
it^t^i-^^ solidly,
i:MAi-o
be

?Sv

m

•

Benny

Jack

Romano),

Tony

read a poem about how the loudest
Itpplause he ever heard vyas from a
kid who had no hands," Dinah Shore
delivered a brief message from her
bed in the hospital, where she recently gave birth to a daughter, and
finSlly Eddie Cantor read the tribute
to the wounded vets and the appeal
for future VHGS contributions.

nouncer

WWDC
WWDC

stations in getting its

'

KlffiBC,

Was in. a position to do the thing up in Style.
S & Q is now doing all its buying out of the New York office, although
the billing will continue to be handled in Chicago.
One of its major
accounts. Dr. Caldwell, was recently moved'here.

I

earnestly ior peace. And
Audie Murphy, presented as "the
most decorated man of World War
GIs
II,"- voiced the gratitude of- the
lor the uplifting entertainment provided bv show business tttfCiseas and

(Babe Ruth's patron), Man-0-W»i^
Gibson,
Billy
Benny
Leonard,
Jimmy Doyle and others,
.
It s all done with P. Hans Flath
providing an organ background,
Molen could case up on delivery to
improve Hstenability, but otherwise

work 9s

•

exceptionally

Well produced for a one-timer of the
sort, and Henry Russeirs special
itut
^ musical score added valttaftte
Hooe.
'^unobtrusive atmosphere,

Quin.

o.k. for sports fans.

I

THAT'S NEW IN FOOD
^^j, phyiiis Perry
|

bile sponsor.

Ledyard never questions what food
is named: Frequently, he'll add several sidedishes to the meal sent out
to all who are participating in the
supper.
Around Greater Cleveland now,
family or social phone calls are becoming taboo'at: 6:30 p.m. Even long
distance operators report iq^tances
in which some homes have declined
to take calls while "Dinner Winner^'
the air.
Ledyard averages
is on
around eight calls per night and at
least one winner who comes up with«
a "food" answer and not "hello."
It's a clever show, nicely handled
by Ledyard- and certainly, in these
times of rising prices and high food
costs,

no

away a

15 fni^,. Mon.-tliTa-Fri., 1:45 p.m.

listener is .anxious to toss
free meal, even if it is ham.

More.

Partiiilpfttinc

THE VETERANS'
Lt,

JOVRN'AI'
Cowdr^'Try Krvm, Adm.

Xouis E. Denffeta, ethers; V, S.
N»vy Band; Stewart Finley, anv»imeer
Ty Krum, Fred SehwelU^er
Pr^dncer'fflrector: Fred ^eliweikher
,

Writers:

n

.

Salt Lake City
Phyllis Perry, who has been handling women's programs for
for
the past three years, has

Ifm.

Sttstsininc

NBC.lrOm Washincton

TEEN AGE MOVIE QUIZ

KALL

With Don Mack

Producer-Moderator: Ken Heady
whipped up a neat and timely pack- Writer: Sylvia Friedman
age in this one. She comes up with 30 MIns.; Sat., 11 a.m.
fdod tips for housewives, with heavy PARAMOUNT THEATRE
emphasis on suggestions for keeping KCMO, Kansas City
the budget down, and saving food.
This quiz show, all about the films,
Show opens with a recorded musir is run by high schoolers and is back
eal number and then swings into, a fbr its second season on KCMO. Idea

Teed off last weekend (10), this is
an expanded edition ol the helpful

"Veterans' Advisor" series Which Ty
Krum has been conducting tor NBC
lor many months. ICrum's informs,
iive news stint covering develop
ments of interest to .?ets has been
padded out by addition of a notable
guest, music, and a "salute" to a
veteran-of-the-week. On the initial
er, these added features consisted
Of Admiral Louis E. Denfleld, the
tr. S. Navy Band, and a disabled
•ailor.

Krum's reporting

««

listening for vets,

special recipe for the day. Also included in the show caught (2) were:
advice on the use of p:ressure cook-;
ers, the lowdown on how to fry'
cliictlen,
suggestions for mothers
whose" moppets aren't too happy

an info please confined to motion
pictures and geared to interest the
younger crowd.. It was tried- out
is

,

»»<»

.

.

last school season after some experimenting by Babe Cohn, manager

|

of the

Paramount

theatre,

and Ken
.

^

Transcription Reviews

•

VIC

AND SADE

•for

several years during

its

live

run

With Art Van Harvey, Bernardine on NBC.
Flynn and Paul Belvidere; Ed
Art Van Harvey and Bernardine
but it's: questionRoberts, announcer
Flynn stiU stand among the best
followed the best Producer: Lew Greett
in radio when it comes to. the matconstitutes, must.

^

able whether NBC
possible tack in blowing the format" Director: Homer Heck
ter Of transforming sentences into
from 15 to 30 minutes. It's laudable flrj-iter: Paul Rhymer
cracklinjt dialog.
As a package for
as a public service gesture, but vet- 15 Mins,
local and regional bankroUers, this
erans faced with serious problems
(Green Associates)
one has both Rhymer and reason.
"of peacetime living (SUch as housBaact.
During 13 years as an NBC daying) would surely rather hear a timer
"Vic and Sade" has had sizable
fuller explanation of these matters
audiences at two distinct levels. To
than to listen to a military band most listeners it was gentle farce BULLDOG
(which still sounds like one even built around recognizable domestic With Ned Weaver, Santos Ortega,
'</-^^„.q
Gilbert Mack, Mercedes JVIcCamA Smaller group saw it as
bridge, Everett Sloan, and others
„r
„ ct^
sharp and whimsicll satire of mid- Writer: Edward Adamson
JiLir,?
life,
It had both mass and
30 Mins.
?^L,*Ln,?r'^f?.r»?.Lfrhv^,i.^^nm
they know
preoared
PRO) die class

I

DRUMMOND

by

is

containing nothing
inevitable plug for

his

a strong and

force.
salute to a vet, however, perhaps serves as a reminder to everyone of the price many American
boys paid for the peace which so
many vets now are finding not so

The

glorioiis

'

Doitii

THE FUNNV PAPER MAN
With Don Courtney
IS Mins.; Sun., 9:30 a.m,
SustainingKALL, Salt Lake City

^

MST

Here's a program that's been done
before, but it's doubtful if anyone
lias «ver topped the performance
turned in by Don Courtney.' He
reads the Tribune comics to the
moppets, and really makes a production out of it
Courtney takes a
straightforward intimate approach,

without any chuckling Uncle goo, on
his opening, but goes into characterizations as soon as he starts with
the comics themselves.
There's a nice blend of narration
and dialog used, with main characters getting special voices.
Sound
effects and musical background do a
lot to make thiu little session emi-

nently

listenafole.

his wife's art exhibit,
assistant, directed

carry on.

So that it can take its time reshuffling its network program alignment
general Foods has. through the Young & Rubicam agency, obtained an
extension on the Fannie Brice show Instead of picking i^p its
option for
the current year. Brice show now serves as the kickoff
item for CBS'
Friday night aUrCOmedy sequence.

Heady of the radio station, and now
the pattern is figured fairly well set.
Slashed
Don Macfc, from Shawnee Mission
High, airs the questions and coaxes
In French Radio's
the answers out of Opal Tussey,
Central hi; Jo Anne Hurt, Northwest;
A. C. Cooke, Shawnee Mission; and
Loss of $30,000,000
Jim Davidson, W^ndotte, the board
Paris, Jan. 6.
of experts, while^ Heady sits in to
keep things moving and to handle
For reasons of economy, French
the commercials. Questions are sent Radio appropriations have been cut
in by listeners, and if used the in half, and the yearly state
tax on
sender gets two tickets to the thea- receiving
sets upped from $4 per
tre's curient show.
If the Board
stumbles over the question, sender set to ^.80. French national radio
is paid $4 in cash.
At the session dipped in the red last year to the
heard, the Board tackled 12 ques- tune of over $30,000,000, and- this
tions, and missed only two, giving more' than any other consideration
an idea of how the young crowd is rumored likely to bring back comkeeps up with films past and present. mercials to the air.
The half -hour quiz is heard each
Result of the slash is to let out
Saturday through the school year,
as one answer by Cohn to the prob- about 30% of the personnel, and do
lem 'of how to use radio regularly away with a Jot of airings, espeand profitably in connection with a cially those originating from profirst run theatre.
Show is heavily vincial stations, which are nearly
supported by advertising and pro- all to be discontinued.
motion, virtually as much going for
North American broadcasts are
these casts as goes into cost of show.
Instead of 105
•The backing includes display ads in suffering as result.
the, Kansas City
Star-Times, 10 minutes daily, broadcasts for U. S.
high school papers, screen trailers ""^ Canada will first be reduced to
30 minutes daily, and probably furand lobby notices.
By now the quiz is building a fol- ther cut to 15 minutes, half in Englowing, and coverage it is getting in lish for U. S. and half tn frfnch
the surroWnding area is gratifying. for Canada.
Impression given is that it is anything but a polished show, with
Mack stumbling over an answer
now and then and the experts flip- Keystone's 'Wigglesworth'

Up/Bndget

the problem

of

1947

-

'

ping in with sharp ad-libs. Sounds
like a bunch of youngsters having
some fun, and probably all to the
good of the show. Its listeners are
mostly juves, and no doubt about
their being active filmgoers.

Buy

in 110-Station

Spread

producer Laurence Hamhas pacted his "Keeping Up
With
draujatic
ATLAS BREWING CO.
Show started on the stage of the ^py.p^ the Wigglesworth"
with Keystone Broadcasting;
WGN, Chicago
Paramount, but the 1947-48 series'
over 110 stations
h^r'beer' mwed'^to^the^KCM^
(Chartoc-Coimo-n)
in '°
39 states and Alaska. Entire
studios for easier staging.
Quirj.
Capt. Hugh (Bulldog) Drummond,
series of 78 quarter-hour plattered
gentleman adventurer whose tirestanzas will be carried by the KBS
less pursuit of lawbreakers has been,
oullcts on a two-week basis startfilmed, printed and live-networked,
IN
ing this week.
emerges as his usual urbane self on
this new transcribed series. Still at
Hammond wrote and produced the

7

,

"

When ABC began

*?£

NBC

,

sparring

for

-^"?^'11P'

^^J^""

tossed "Vic and Sade" into the

Some

months later
had created the
hefty role of "Rush," went oflt to the
"avy. A new character scripted mto
the gap was half-witted* in a clinical
'sense. The show's delicate balance
of light humor was gradually shattered and it faded from the net. ~
In June, 1946, followiti^ /Idelson's
return, ."Vie and Sade" w^ 'te'jived
as i hilf^hour nighttimer oh Mtituial,
a

™-

pi"/

hra^w'-

^"^f '®°P'

.^IJ'ho

Indie'

I

mond

I
'

BASEBALL AIRER

,

CBS DOCUMENTARY

man servant.
stacks up as a far
Documentary Unit headed
sharper foil than the jughead
u-iicuii aiuv,
t;
stoogtBob Heller is prepping its first
so"often TavoTed' by ''mem^^^
of' the
°™-serious',' airer, an hour-long
mystery solvers' union.
baseball.
Ether
Continuity, with Drummond glid- documentary on
1*0 fill out the new format, Rhymer
ing in and out of first person narra- ^^^te hasn't been set, but the stanza
broadened the comedy to the point tion, is direct and uncluttered, will be scheduled some time on the
of inanity and surrounded the three Plots unravel with a minimum of eve of the spring ball season.
Red
prin(;ij^js with' ciistaM-pie^ charaCr strain and the loose ends are picked Barber, CBS
sports director Probtersi
All in all j't wsiS; a .^sa'd ex- up neatly by fadeout time. Drumably will narrate the piece
periment. During its short run' it mond s forthright manner gives a
\ four in the
^«m is one of
repelled former listeners ahcl failed spurious veracity to the cloak-andworks
to get new ones.
dagger derring-do. The implausible '^^ the initial '48 projects by Heller's
One, produced in collaboraIn the present revival, via 260 isn't aggravated by the impossible. unit.
tion with Columbia-owned WCCO'
open-end transcriptions, the pack- All in all, it's a flrstrate job.
agers Wisely hark back to the origiExpert cast is headed by Ned Minn6apolis-St. Paul, will deal with
nal "Vic and Sade." Scripter and Weaver, who played the title role the American Indian;
another will
players Of the title roles are the
the live series on Mutual. Sound take up the subject of
political
same as in the show's high Hooper effects, Ufied in lieu of music to set careers in tprm<!
ftf «rUnt h
heyday. Billy Idelson, now in Holly- mood and bridge scenes, come off
^T'S
to bo a Lw,^lt?C--^ ^ n
^•
wood, has been replaced by 16- surprisingly well. This branch of 1°,^^,,
f^ll^ postponed "Report
year-old
Paul
Belvidere,
whose radio drama, fallen into comparative i°"^„"
"Rush" has the right amount of disu.se except on kid strips, migh: r^''" o" American education, which
adolescent eagerness. Homer HeCk, well be reexamined in view of the is being reworked for probable slotan NBC staffer, directed the series punchy results on "B.D."
ting in late February or early March.
Boa;*.
his side is the faithful

Denny,

who

I

,

series, which copped an honorable
mention from the Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio "for

dramatiiiing the basic principles of

I

.

'

.

1

economics of everyday family life."
Lloyd Shaffer's orch (15) playS an
original score for the airers.

Ocean Hop Giveaway

•

Philadelphia,.

•

,

!

m

1

Courtney skirts

and he agreed to play the lead, Dick Tteela, CBS
on Monday and Markle was well enotigh Tuesday to

I

more than the

mighty armed

Robert J. Landry, supervisor of "Studio One'V at CBS, arrived' at wOrk
Monday (6) after the holidays to find the star, Raymond Massey, struck
down by flu, and the director, Fletcher Markle, abed with, a 103 fever and
the rehearsals for "Confidential Agent" due to start in
a few hours. By
luck Edward. G. Robinson arrived that morning in New York to attend

.

KALL,'

'

Stins.; Sat., 2:3*

,

m

attention frSm sports followers,
jfs getting them just long enough
^^^^ Taylor to get in a plug
j^j.
sponsor,
^Yas one, first show of the new
uniform again.''
-^ear, Molen took time qut for sa^
At the signofl, Fairbanks also re- lutes to raft -tof sports figures .,T»hO
and
-.on
this year -.^ Hal
faiths
passed
have
rtiarked that the various
nations that cooperated so closely Chase, Johnny Evers, Johnny Kling,
during the war, should be willing to Jimmy Wilson, Rev. Brother Gilbert

With

air.

Young & Rubicam continues to get much resistence from stations in its
attempt to establish a 2% cash discount on spot business. Networks for
the past two year's have Accepted this deduction, but the individual stations have sidestepped the deduction on the ground that while the thing
tossing the first no-hitter and woimd the main course of their supper. in principle may
be okay, in practice it's too much of a bookkeeping headthe next season as groundkeeiler Should the listener's first words be; ache.
Stations' main objection Is that too often adjustments in the billing
for a Boston club,
"ham" or "chicken" or "steak," then must be
made to cover one of more canceUed spots and lidnce this entails
^^^^ t^aivae ma- he becomes a winner and whatever
j^^^j
^
holding
up
payment
beyond 10 days the agency's 2% deduction is not in
^^^.^^ ^^^^^
i^j^
this 10-minute food is named is sent out the following day by courtesy of the automo- order.
^j
^. Usually good for a brief bit

the "index of treasured inemories.
There 'were Several expressions of
obviously deeply-ftit personal emoFor intion by the P.arti<Mpants.
stance, Mjss Dietrich suggested that
the saw she <wed in her f^=t should
be us«d in '•buUduig the lious^^^
Moffiised the .veterans, . an*
Shore made a touching riea that her
neivbom infant should "never have
s
to' -see her daddy put on a soldier

was

on the

space the agency

,

,

rae program

station

M

15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:30 p.m.

gj,t. 7.45
CHEVROLET
KANSAS CITI TITLE JNSVB- DOWNTOWN
WHK, Cleveland
ANCE CO,:.
(Lttslifl)

Kansas City
ACarl J^awson)
Maybe the way to 'a listener's heart
Sam; Molen, iCMBC's director of is through his stomach. That seems
sports, thumbs through the record to be the latest, and rather smart,
books and' sports archives for these gimmick that's behind the pross-theDouglas FairlKinks, Jr., was m.c, anecdotes of the oldiimeis and What board "Dinner Winner" which is
admU
handling the assignment with
used to be in the world of spdrt. gaining listeners rapidly.
^
^
able lack of bathos, particularly the gim^ caught was wrapped around
Bob Ledyard, as emcee, dials lisfolksy opening spiel about his HollyBorden, Philadelphia pitcher teners. When they answer the ring
wood "neighbors" and th? intro ol aj,out 1875, who was credited with they must not say "hello" but name

It^me

FM

Rating as something comparable to the man-bitcs-dog wheeze was the
cocktail party which the Sherman St Marquette igency tossed for station
reps at its office here yesterday afternoon (Tuesday). John Crandall,
S if
chief time buyer, in extending the invitation wrote to the reps
that his organization has wanted for some time, to show its appreciation
for rep favor and whatnot and now that it's just got some extra pffice

DINNEE WINNER

j„
'

in the area.

WWDC

With Bob tedyao-d

pr„ducer-Writer, Molen

'

FM

In his monthly letter on FM to D. C. radio dealers (another FM first in
Washington)
manager Ben Strouse spelled out details of a "Who
is Mr. F-M?'r contest, which will run through Jan. 22 when' WWDC-FM
officially launches its 20-kw transmitter.
An estimated $5,500 worth of
prizes, including a Kaiser-Frazer car, will go to the winner. Both
and WWDC-FM are carrying plenty of spots plugging! the contest.
will announce the winner on an aU-sta'r live music show on WWDC-FM—
one of the first live music, big-name ptierings on the local FM ether— on
Jan. 22. WWDC, which had a tough time getting S"CC okay for FM operation and was the last to get an FM grant in the area, beat most of the net

commercials. The two used totaled,

Paper wL^s'
Funny "/aner"'
for generous donations when the
'""f
^^^^^
its present slot.
It looks
time comes. Marlene Dietrich played shifted to
fieri.
for a long ru n.
as ^ 't s
a musical saw, Bob. Hope and Danny
Thomas did stand-up gag routines
USO
his
on
(the former bringing
MEjjouy ^anE OF SFORTS,
tour companions, Frances Langforcl ^jy,
Molen; Paul ^Taylor, an-

and

designed to publicize

:appealingly light on

a minute and a half, and the policy
to be followed will limit them to
three to a show. If "What's New In
Food" continues as good as it
started, and Miss Perry's capabilities in the past indicate it should,
this show should grab its share ox
Berl.
the afternoon Hoopers.

j'i} c^^h"%^„*Jnf
got
such a flood ol
from parents squawking over

1'%,^
ifthat
?h'at
«n,
to.

is

Stuff-Hadk)

Both by word and .action, inclie station WWDC iQ Washhigton is winning
an accolade as the town's most FM-mindecl station.'" On Jan. 7li, the station
will-become the first 0. C. outlet to operate lis PM afltiliate with the full
20 kilowatts power permissible under FCC rules. To make the tact stick
in the minds of the public, WWDC last week pulled a page out of Ralph
Edward's book and announced a local version of a "Miss Hush" contest

recipe.

» ^^iTg'Jf
1^
But KALL

«•">•

VH~^^^^

tSt ?ormaZn°of

i

Show seems

I

for

hsMe

Miss Perry's strong points arc a
pleasant voice which she uses easily
and understandably,' well writtej)
material that she keeps short, and to
the point, and a sincere delivery on
commercials that should do a good
job of selling. She avoids the pitfall
of attempting to give reqipes so that
they can be written down. Instead,
siie gives a general idea of the
special dish she features, and sug«
gests write-ins for the complete

Radio Reviews

Janiuiy 14, 194S

and a few

otlior short items.

I

June

13.

A

week's visit to England will be
to the college
student in this area who writes the
best essay on British- American
amity, as part of the promotion, of
'International Quiz," a series of
trans-Atlantic programs between the
U. S. and Britain arranged by

awarded by

WPEN

-

WPEN

and BBC.
The winner will be flown to England by BOAC and will be guest of

BBC.

MUTUAL'S

NEW

"CO-OP" SH0W--I5 minutes~5 times weekly^Sturt* FEB. 2,

John

I9M

Nesbitt's

Possing Parade
JOHN NESBITT
mosfer tfory

toJ/«r

of

redh

ami scram

He

on the
PASSING PAIFAW. Grips them
narratives

with strange stories from the

highways and byways ef life;
unusual stories about people
great and small; thrilling stories
of romance, adventure, mys<
tery, science. Each an absorbing true tale packedwithdramOf

human interest. More important,
Nesbitt's

... the

is

kmd

a

loyal

now

for local

. . .

PASSING PARADE, o

spellbinds listeners with his

marvelous

RWIIinBlE

al sponsorship

audience

john

i5-minute/ 5-a-week show,

and region-

PASSING PARADE presents

nesbitt in his

show with an unu-

tunity for

iual record of ratings and sales results!

nesbitT'S

a big pppor-

an exclusive sponsor in each
485 markets.
Herie't

#

of Mutual's

your big-time show with sure-fii*
appeal to all age and income levels
a mass-audience show th«it also

Americo's ieoding advertisers,

tremendously impressed hy the way
he clicked fdr chesterfield cigarettes,
JOHNSON'S WAX, WESTiNGHOUSE Ond

—

On

se/f«.

transcription at

a

fraction

other sponsors, have long been an-

of the overall talent cost. For Nesbitt

gling to sign him for a daily network

booklet, rates,

program.

ROIII, as

a Mutual "co^>p"

and
M. B. S.

consult your local

audition platter,
station*

that rings the cash

register for his s(^sor!

PASSING PARADE Pictures
in 9,000 Theatres

TIP

TO ADVERTISING AGENCIES

AND REGIONAL ADVERTISERS

I

Millions of movie fans see
Local advertisers will

Nesbitt's pichjres regularly in

theatres coast-to-coast. His
PASSING PARADE shorts have
won four Oscars! This movie tieMp means more publicity, more

you may

find

some of

be quick

to sponsor Nesbitt. Better act

pronto—or

the choicest spots in your regional setup already gone.

Phone or wiro your nearest Mutual Co-op

off ic«.

more selling sock for
program on the oirl

iistehersj
his

Mutual Broadcasting System
Co-operofiVe Program Deparfm^nf

Voriety, Advertising

Age— 1

page, January, 1948

...
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ILGWU in Five-Way
As

$100,000
Boston, Jan,

International

Ladies

Workers Union passed

Hub
13.

paipers

is skedded for a March debut,
with other union FM-ers to be located in St. Louis, Los Angeles and
Philadelphia. Union still hasn't got

station

clearance

plans.

-

on

its

11

Of Gimmicks

Station Gets Set

New York

Union picked !;up its FM channel
In 1946, when it Was granted oneof the eight slots " here.
AH the
eight local stations applied along
with the ILGWU^ but
was
denied. Union, according to Fredcrick F. Umhey, exec sec of UjGWU,
considered making a bid for
last year, but thumbed it- down to
plans.
t>ur5ue its own
These include distributing special
sets sold at cost to union members in order to insure a local audience. No figures are available on

WXEX

WORL

FM

New Leap Year Look
Philadelphia, Jan.

The

Leap

Year

13.

"gimmicks"

get oil to a flying start in Philly
this month.
One of the ladies in attendance
at the "Breakfast at the Click"
show, conducted by Leroy Miller,
will win herself a real, live,
handsome escort, all done up in
cellophane, when, the show is
broadcast Jan. 17.
The "prize"^one of the town's
best-lookmg male models— will
be on exhibition during the
broadcast. Tiie winner will have
the "hunk of man" as escort forv,

a tour of the city, dinner, a show
and dancing. Miller will pick
the winner from the studio
audience.

FM

:

current numbers of FM sets in operation in the vicinity, but consensus is that 10,000 would be overestimating. Recent supply of portable FM tuners on market 1$ going
well, but is only a Atop in the
bucket.
According to Umhey, ILGWU has
no plaiis to turn its FMers into a
web, even if the FCC does grant a
N. Y. franchise. N. Y., with its more
than 200,000 ILGWU members, is
the spot the union wants most, and
looks to the current rehearing for
a break in the long Paily. NewsMethodist Gihimsh deadlock.
Local stfttlon, to be located on top
floor of the- Harrison ave. property
acquired from the Mass. General
Hospital, amounts to about a $100,000 investment, including a 400-foot
tower planned for Medford Hillside.
Broadcast plans call for commercials with a lot of ^public service
typeprogttkinS) forums, classical music, disk «hows, etc., but no local
staff has so far been set up. Techni-

Shoppers Get

Own

Airer In

AM

,

Mempliis Try
Memphis, Jan.
Something

new

in

13.

advertising-

merchandising, a broadcast, beamed
direct to the shippers in a particular chain of ctores, took to the air

WOR's

WDIA; Memphis yesterday.
Called "Beam-LineiSelling," the
plan was worked out hy Bill "Frot-

And

that

personalities are a better bet than

winning and holding

gimmicks

in

listeners.

In line with this

new

tack

in program department thinking, the
station is about to turn over its first
1948 leaf by thoroughly overhauling

weekday afternoon

The

schedules.

accent, while different, won't

new

or revolutionary,
all of the shows being blueprinted
intros
cross-the-board
early
for
being of the audience-participation
In the lineup is a
quiz category.
new muscal quiz emceed by John
Gambling, replacing his "Rambling"
gab stint; "Movie Matmee," from the
stage of the Palace Theatre on
Broadway, with Florence. Pritchett
emcee;
Olsen
as
Johnny
or
Prince and Princess," described
a
Queen for
"junior
IS
a
Day" for teenagers; "Nickel a
Name," a jackpot idea which Phil
Tonken may emcee. AU would be
^0-minute five-a-weekets.
Also in prospfict for the new afternooit sequence is af least a 15minute pickup of Martin Block's
Mutual disk stanza, clearance to
carry his Krel-sponsored stint having finally been granted by WNEW,
N.Y. indie.
No definite time slots or starting
dates have been set for any of the
shows, but it's expected- they will
be preemed within a few weeks.
Also hot yet determined, according

be anything

From

the ProAiction Centres

NEW YORK

CtTV ...

fiV
Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak out calling on Carolina' and Georgia afAnd program veepee Phil Carlin to the Coast for web huddles,.,
filiates.
ABC prez Mark Woods hosted toppers of Farnsworth Tele,*; Radio, the
Met Opera Assn. and Warwick & Legler at the Sherry Netherlands followSchuyler Chapin moved out of NBC's
ing "Auditions of the Air" preem
.

.

Sara
Intern'l division to direct WNBC's "Salutes" to neighboring cities
flack Bert Briller, has penned a piece for MadamWelles, wife of
.Robert Saudek getting double handoiselle mag called "Two In a Bed".
shakes, with birth of a, daughter (his fourth child) coinciding with his

WNEW

.

.

elevation to ABC veepee of public affairs. .. .General Motors publishing
pocket-piece reprints of Henry J. Taylor's airditorials.
.

NBC
Center

Tele squeezing in office space in ABC's 2nd floor lobby at Rock
Mutual's Elsie Dick to address the Fairfield; Conn., PTA Friday

Radio",-.. .Ray Morgan, packager of "Queen for a
Day," "Heart's Desire," etc., around town for 10 days.', .Janet (Corliss
Archer) Waldo due in Jan, 26 from the Coast for a week of show-going
(14)

on "Backstage in

.

.. .Abe Schechter bedded by grippe. .. .Ted Pearson,
veteran spieler, tabbed for the narrator's spot on duPont's "Cavalcade"
Rosemary Rice into a running role in "Song of the Stranger"? ,. .William
Wise publishing house bankrolling a new Saturday afternoon "Record
Russell Maloney no
Handyman" disk show with Dick Dudley on WNBC
longer identified with the scripting dept. of Fred Allen's show.
Freelance director Ed Downes out, of Norwalk hospital after recovering
from second-degree burns suffered in explosion of gasoline-soaked rubbish
.. .Leona Powers and Frank Thomas, Sr., into the "Young Widder Brown"
Helen Carewe and Guy Sorel with "Rose of My Dreams." Muriel
cast.
Starr new to "Our Gal Sunday." William Lynn added to "Lorenzo Jones"
roster
Mutual looking at a package with Wendy Barrie, David* Ross,
Max SChulman and Eddie Dunn in a panel which atttempts to fill out incompleted limericks submitted by the audience. .. .WOR'S Eugene Thomas
billed as chief speaker at a N. Y. City Hall ceremony next Sunday (16)

between broadcasts.

—

.

marking Benjamin Franklin's birthday.

Stanley Silverman, assistant publicity director of the United Jewish
Appeal in N. Y., hit the jackpot this week as a scripter. CBS used one of
Tonight (Wed.)
his pieces for its "Liberty Road" stanza Monday (12).
Silverman's scripts will be aired on CBS' "March of Science" and NBC's
Noble shifted his Kaiser-Frazer "Newscope" show
programmers; is just what "Big Story", . . .Wendell
to
"from Hollywood to Washington starting last night (Tues.) to intro interor Mutual airers will
current
Stanza, incidentally, is- in the midst
be knocked to open time for the new views with Congressional biggies.
of a $135,000 prize contest, top giveaways being the sponsor's cars. ..
lineupi
and' has moved into Foote, Cone
Ogden Kn»p^ has checked out of

WOR

•

WOR

&

MCA

.

BeldSng's radio dept. on the American Tobacco account.

over

CP

Transfo:

Bea Wain and Andre Baruch,- co-chairmen of the "disk jockey division"
for the 1048 March of Dimes, have waxed instructions to all fellow platter
spinners for plugging the drive. Dislcs are being shipped to all stations.
Agent Ted Lloyd has tied up with Feldman-Blum, Coast talent outfit
Mutual shifting Alan Lomax's folksong session to».Sundays at 1:30 and
.NBC newsgabber John MacVane
"Hospitality Club" to Saturdays at 4:30.
elected head of standing committee of U.S. broadcasters at the
Me," in rehearsal for a Philly
Ezra Stone' directing a legiter, "Molly
tryout next iacnith.,.. Henry Morgan, who's been on a fishing trip 'in
Cleary
Florida as guest of Richard Porter, veepee of Roche, Williams
agency, hops back to N.Y. timwrrow (Thurs.) night to guest-narrate

(hi
formerly of WREC and KWEM,
and Ernest Cummings, ad agency
exec, with Frank A. Gaia, president
of the Weona Food Stores in Memphis and Shelby County^
UN
&
Twice daily, at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
Question of whether a construction
WDIA broadcasts an hour-long pro&
gram direct to shoppers in Weona's permit for an FM station may be
sold by the holder to another party
140 groceries and markets, with each
cal equipment is RCA with 20,000 quarter-hpuE sold to co-sponsor ad- has been posed' by the application of ABC's "Candid Microphone."
New Bocliclle Broadcastmg
watts, and engineers are listed as vertisers of various brands handled the
Raymond' Wilmotte, Inc., and Paul in the stores. Each store is equipped Service, Inc. (originally the Brook.;. .
DeMars, with Stanley Davidson as with a specially-designed radio which lyn Broadcasting Service) of New
Y., to the FCC for perFor long years BUI Boyd, cinema's "Hopalong Cassidy," has resisted the
architect
and Morris Novik as locks on the WDIA wavelength for Rochelle,
to transfer its CP to Jv^ian tempting lure of radio. Don SUarpe an'd Chuck Koren finally 'talked him
ILGWU radio consultant. The Health the full hour, automatic time clocks mission
Neck, N. Y.
into it and now he'i being offered around as a package western after
Center,, servicing the 12,000 local turning it on at the time of the pro- H. Gins of Great
George
CP's being greatly in demand, par- getting,- a trial spin on KFWB's Preview Theatre of the Air
union members, plus an additional gram and off at the' finish.
12,000 In th<e Boston area, follow. the
Entertainment is composed of re- ticularly in the N. Y. area, the com- Travell, former stage actor and director, will be the master of the cue on
the Orsattl agency
Arlene Osraan,
lines of the N. Y, Center.
Total cordings of top tunes as shown in mission's action on the case' will be the televising of the first show out of
Who columns "Just In the Family" for -the Pasadena Independent, is now
investment comes close to $450,000. the various polls—'but no classic watched closMy.
in the Rose Bowl City
The New Rochelle outfit, owned airing it for an automotive service on
music, hillbilly stuflE or torrid' jive.
should be up
Just the nicer pops that please the by Edgar Sandford and Lawrence Boh Coleson went for a second 'Cutting at the infirmary but
averaga housewife customer. Back- Goldring of Brooklyn, received a and around in a w«ek. .Two of Standard Briandjs^ Coast shows drew new
Chase & Sanborn and
ers figure average of at least 50 cus- conditional grant for FM station commercials due to shift of Fred Allen to Ford.
tomers per store will hear portions WGNR in November, 1946. Last Blue Bonnet margarine rides with "One Man's Family" and the Charlie Mcpermit was Carthy Show drew Tenderleaf Tea and Royal Pudding. .Rexall is now
of each hour broadcast, a guaranteed year a final construction
No construction has yet underwriting two "strip artists" on KNX, having bought the six-a-week
listening audience of at least 14,000 granted.
newscast of Nelson Pringle. Their other entry is Tom .Hanlon, who deals
actual shoppers per day at the very been started, however.
The holders propose to transfer in sports. .. .State of Idaho has bought station breaks and announcements
moment of their presence in the
Network execs in New York store, not to mention the normal their CP to Gins, who is secretary on KNX to plug its famous spuds.... The weather being what it was last
cocked a skeptical eye this week at tuner-iners at home and elsewhere and part owner of Julienne Sports- week through the midwest and back east, ABC's shipment of recordings
Information forwarded to them by Who will&lso bfe heariiig the Weoha wear, N. Y„ for $6,000, which, it's of the GrOucho Marx and Abbott and Gostello shows failed to get through
said, would cover out-of-pocicet ex- in time for the scheduled airings so the net gave the platters a i-ide from
atfiliates concerning the overtures plugs.
«
Of a new "network" called Radio
Frank J. *Ke:egan,. director of the penses. The consideration involves here.
First to rush to Jimmy Durante's aid' when he was hospitalized for
America, Inc., witb headquarters in Memphis School of Radio Broad- only the FCC authorization and a
lease for the station site, but no surgery was his old side Itick, Garry Moore. So when Sir Jeems couldn't
Denver.
casting, -is acting as master-of-cereAn unsigned letter received by monies for the programs, which equipment or other facilities.
make the Kansas City kick-off of March of Dimes, "his boy" hopped a
stations from KAI stated: "If you have been
plane to pinch hit on the big show
Harlow Wilcox, one^of radio's top
copyrighted by Radio Inare, or are not, on a national net- stitutional
sales stimulators, has turned seriously to television and got himself named
Advertising,
Inc.,
of
work. Radio America, Inc., a new Memphis.
Travel Agcy. Gets Religion head of a new department of Rockett Pictures, which will turn out video
network, offers you the opportunity
subjects.
He came to radio from the stage and has applied himself diliStunt is set for one year and is beto increase your income. Badio lieved
gently to tele for the past few years,.. Edgar Bergen will go trouping
to be the largest deal for
In
Spot
America, Inc., offers: 1. All lines, rai^o hours
through the south yrith his air gang through most of February, timing his
ever contracted for in
loops and installations at no cost to Memphis
station reps last, week encountered New Orleans call for the Mardi Gras. They'll also put in at Houston and
radio circles—more than
you. 2. 18 hours daily of programs 600
one of those things rare in spot Dallas before turning for home.
hours per year.
.Robert Taylor rides the Fitch Bandwritten and played by people of
broadcasting, an account that wants wagon with Alice Faye while Phil Harris is in Denver with Jack Benny
'distinction' in radio. 3. One cost
to buy anno'uncements following a to tilt the lid' on the March of Dimes TJrive.
.Ed Helwick's heW-bOTn Was
oaly and no hidden charges or offreligious program.
Account in this an eight-pound boy, which will give him new inspiration in pounding out
sets. 4, No vicious time clearing Phaiy'sWFILNowHasA
instance is a travel agency, Land, scripts for J. Walter Thompson shows. .. .Ralph Edwards went for an
agreement that causes you to lose
Sea & Air, .which speciattses in trips "outside" tieup to sweeten -the loot for the wiriner of "The Walking Man"
local advertisers. You clear four
contest and accepted from Hal Wallis a sound projector, screen and
4-Way Spread—Tele, to Rome and the Vatican.
hours at the start, thereafter you
Preference asked by the account's year's rental of films in return for a few plugs for Wallis' upcoming film,
clear at your discretion. 5. We pay
agency, French & Preston, was for "I Walk Alone".
AM, FM, Facsimile spbts
your full rate card, less agency and
after Catholic programs in
station representative commission,
Philadelphia,- Jan. 13.
such communities as Boston, St.
for national commercials in excess
With inauguration on facsimile Louis, Detroit, Buffalo, Chicago and IN
of the four howes. 6. At the end of newspaper service on a regular daily Cleveland.
Annette King chirping on "Breakfast Club" while Patsy Lee recovers
each year we divide our profit, be- schedule, WFIL last week became
from recent attack of virus pneumonia
Fahey Flynn, WBBM spieler,
fore taxes, injto two e(iutl parts and the first station in the country
weds Mary Baker in Zahesville, Jmi. 17. .. .John McPartlin will handle
to
return one-half to the stations on a offer four-way service, operating on
national spot sales in NBC's central division
.Dick Larkin nbw stafll
Ups Ted Oberfelder tele
pro-rated, hourly basis for national all, four broadcasting media of amplilarking for WIND, ...Bud Billiken award was pimie4 °» Mutual's "Hos."
commercials carried
tude modulation, frequency modulaTheodore I. Oberfelder stepped up pitality Club" when it originated here last Sat. (10)'
.feruce Macfarlane,
One station informed the web to •tion, television and facsimile T'spro- from assistant to director of ABC's son of the late W. E. Macfarlane who biz
managed the Chi Trib, has
which it is affiliated that the phone duction.
advertising and promotion last week joined WGN's news staff
Two Ton Baker, up and about after bout with
number on the RAI letterhead
Meanwhile, station officials said a in the wake of Ivor Kenway's eleva- pneumonia, vacations in Arizona the rest of January
Shows moving in
turned out to be the Newhouse hotel new building will be completed tion to veepee over these depart- for visits include
"Theatre Guild" (18), "Queen For a Day" (19-23), and
In Denver andjhat the station was Within a few weeks to house all of ments as well as research.
"Lum 'n' Abner" (19-22 and 26-29). .. .Disk jock Dave Garroway and Sun
plugged through to a man who iden^ WPIL's television facilities, the first
Oberfelder^ who joined the web columnist Dale Harrison exchanghig rounds of bona fide potshots via their
tified himself as Paul Titus, formerly unit built exclusively for
video in nearly two years ago, is an old hand respective media.... Margaret Jancovich is latest addition to Mutual's
with the Southwest Network and the country.
in
the
He traffic dept
ad-promotion field.
Radio ed Uimer Turner has launched new tele show,
other regional webs. The station reWCAU also amiouMC-ed the Phila- started 20 years ago with Lennen & "People in the News," on WBKB.
ported Titus told them BAI was be- delphia Evening Bulletin's facsimile, Mitchell as a copywriter, went to
"Calling All Detectives" jackpot of $825 was won last week by the
ing financed by "a large brokerage this city's first regularly scheduled Hearst Radio as promotion
director daughter, of Prank Finn, member of Chi detective force... .Clark Dennis
house in the east," that seven hours' daily facsimile service, which went in 1934, then in 1937 to the Philasubs on "Breakfast Club" while Jack Owens vacations in Honolulu next
time had already been "committed into operation May, 1947, will in- delphia
Inquirer
in
the
s'ame month
When recent blizzard disrupted Mutual lines to KROS and
to large national advertisers" and crease its power to 10
next capacity. Later he held similar jobs KHMO the stations continued to broadcast web fare by recording WON
that 208 stations
already were month when the WCAU-FM trans- With WCAU and WFCL, botlt to programs,
.Beatrice Ann Gehrung, WTMJ scripter, and Delwyn Schubert
"committed" for RAI proglrams.
mitter begins operation.
PhUly.
of Manitowoc, Wis., have set a June wedding date.
ter,

M

.

•

Is

'48 Programming Motif
WOB, N.Y., has decided that block
programming's the thing.

•t-

Garment

on its
building tor Its Union
$315,000
Health Center this week and an>
npunced its FM outlet here would
follow Ghattanooga on the «ir before
The Tennessee
thi end of 1948.
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Reaching for Business?
WCAU'b

50,000 warts reaching out in

ail

directions, ^ives a plus liHtenin^ audience
.

in sixteen utates in additioji to

tfie

lav^tst audience in Philadelphia*.

WCAU
or

SO.OOO'

V\»\Mph\k

WATTS

•

CBS AFFILIATE

PHILADELPHIA'S LEADING BADIO INSTITUTION

MB

tlfft

^ttlabelplita

Pullettn

Station

VMS

Wetlncsflay, Jimuaty 14,

Up

Battle Royal Shapes

for Tele

Grants in Conn.; Flcidk of
Hartford, Jan.

here next month

itself

a consolidated hearing

held

is

Awkmts

^

13.

Hot fight for television grants will
unlold

WGNA's

VIDEO TO GET WINTER

when
among

SWISS OLYMPIC FIX

nine known appliciknts for the three
available channels (two in Hartford

With American newsreel camera-

and one in Waterbury). As one
local radio exec puts it "never hav<r
It is
<!o many fought for so little."
anticipated that by the time of the
hearins. set for the week of Feb.
another
two
apwill
be
16. there
prcajits in the fold.' FCC is holding

men barred from

covering the win-

Olympic games, television broadcasters have been able "to skirt the
rgling by parting with indie outfits
to furnish their films. Whether they'll
be able to do the same for the summer games, for which J. Arthur
Rank reportedly has lined up exr
a consQlidated hearing on the apclvisive rights, hasn't 'yet been deand
Hartford
plications for the
termined.
is
there
-f Waterbury grants, although
Winter Olympics will be filmed for
a move afoot to have the; commisCBS by John Jay, w.k, photog-lecsion divorce th^ hearings.
turer and will he aired over WCBSIn hcar'ngs held elsewhere there T'V within two days after each event
never has been the number .of ap- from Jan. 31 through Feb. 8. First
ter

^

Pattern Testiiir^

Inside Television

Chicago, Jan. 13.
WGNA, tele sidearm of the Chi
Tribune's WGN, is skeddcd for pattern testing next month. Con.struction of station, which got under way
last summer, has been held up by
tardy arrival of equipment. Vernon
R. Brooks, of WGN's enginering

becoming more and more apparent that television cameras are not
who are of medium heighth or less. Especially men. There
is something about the camera or transmission which distorts the human
figure into being very short of limb. This can amount to a definite handicap to performers and is something which the cofftume department will
probably have to try to overcome.
It may eventually reach the point where the boys will be having their
dept., meanwhile has been named
The jacket to a business suit
tailors making special clothes for -tele.
WGNA director of operations.
Chicago to date has only one tele would be cut much shorter than usual to get as much leg length as possible.
station, WBKB, which tead off' com- Any man under 5.6 who gets in front of a tele lens wearing a suit with a
mercially in, Septf 1946.. Six others long jacket is crazy. He well nigh looks ridiculous. The only' answer for
him is medium or closeup views or to sit down.
are blueprinted lor caT\g bows.
This distortion also can extend to the girls and especially ballet dancers.
It's pretty funny, even silly, when the camera moves in to show, the lower
half ftt the figure in action. For let it always be remembered that from
Cincy Viewers Get Extra
the waist down any ballet dancer could well be.Groucho Marx.

Drama as

Fight

Fan

It's

kind' to those

'

Is

.

'

Cincinnati, -Jan. 13.

,

An

unexpected drama unfolded
Cincinnati television viewers
the regular Friday telecast of wrestling matches at the
old
Music Hall.
Sixty- two-year
flvie films broadcast in the series are
to be banlcroUed by U. S. Rubber, Jerome Ferguson, in full view of the
with each running 15 minutes. Camp- cameras, jumped to his feet to cheer
bell-Ewald, agency for U. S. Rubber, one of the wrestlers, then collapsed
has also signed Chevrolet, another of to the floor.
to sponsor Olympic
its accounts,
Red Thornburgh; directoi* of sports
films O'ver DuMont., Latter will be for W8XCT, directed cameramen Bill
lensed by Graphic House, Inc.,- indie Augenfoaugh and' Ed Glcason to h'old
outfit.
the scene in focus, while- he deWith -all but Swiss' and French scribed the arrival of policemen and
cameramen barred from the events the milling of the crowd around, the,
in St. Moritz, NBC will be able to unconscious
man.
"Someone apget coverage through its tiein with parently is ill," Thorpburgh an-,
BBC, which in turn has tiein? with nounced over the air,, as he ,saw
French and Swiss newsreels. NBC from his vantage point in the
'hasn't: yet signed a sponsor for its W8XCT remote unit parked outside
airings but the web is also expected the arena the arrival of the-Cincinto fly the films over daily for trans- nati police department's Ute*saving
mission as soon as possible after squad. ,
each event takes place.
Watching the picture on his monitor screen and keeping another, eye
on the squad as it rushed into the
iainr
building, Thornburgb says he was
pretty centain someone- had suffered
a serious heai-t attack. * "I did not
for

during

,

plicants in proportion to the number of channels available. Rolling
uo their legalistic sleeves for an
encounter to determine the .two
w'nners of the Hartford area are

WONS,,WTHT

WTIC. WDRC,

.WKNB

New Byitain.

of

and

Fiyst four
'

are H-riford stations.
In the battle for the Waterbury
area definite wntenders are the
E inmre .Goil Co., holder of a grant
in Cleveland and apolicant for anolbcr toY p.ttsburgh; WATR,
Waterbury stations." and the
boi'-'
Broadcastine Co., latter
Fai'-fio'd
ow'Td by the Lee Hat interests. A
coiin^f of other companies are known
to be -'Ts'erestcd in this area but con-

WBRY

fr-Tinlion as to th'^ir

ownership and

•

.:

;'

Go, had originally
apnlieation for Hartford area
when large number >of

Eunire Coir
fi'ed

.

However,

-

at press

were not available

p''ans'

tine.-'

.

became

applicants
coninet!t;vc
1-nojyri t^c company withdrew Hiit-tford 'ap'ilication and filed for Waterbm-v, according to reports.
Both
and WONS. late entrants in
the .race-, foil', a local, grant, had
"'pr(»-war ap^Ucatitms tof television

vmc

However,'

here.'

g.irnts

'

.

.

'

.

•

mention this facy he says. "First,
because I was not certain, and secondly bdfcause I didn't want to shock

with

WNBT

This one should top other previous firsts and records: On Los Angeles'
receiver diealer Jerry Costigan took one, one-minute spot commerthe Sunday preceding the Rose Bowl epic to plug his
Wa]co detachable magnifiers. Result; Overni^t -seUout of the 100 available at $70 per, plus a complete breakdown 61 'his telepho;ie service when
over 2,000 calls vfere registered between that $ame evening and the next.
A week later calls were 'Sfill coming in at the rate of "15(f daily. Costigan
says in his ?5 years here he has never seen so many celebs^s visited his
shop within 24 hours, among them. Andy. Devine, who got up at dawn and
after .unsuccessfully trying to get through until 11 B.m., came in person

KTLA

cial at five p,m, of

for his screen inagniflec.

Cost: $SQ to sponsor for a $7,000 sale.

Business, has, If anything, increased some IS to 20% since the introduction of video. So says the management of the South Gate Arena, Los
Angeles, in a letter to Klaus Landsberg, director of KTLA. This contradicts the stand taken by "pro" fight managers feeding battlers to the Hollywood Legion Stadium^ now in throes of having to import battlers from out
of town since managers are refusing fighters. South Gate is eager to renew, its contract with KTLA, letter continues, and is Itppreciative of the
publicity. This ties in with another local situation .wherein over the football season the Dons, though the less favored "pro" team, played to 272,500
as against the favored Bams' 175,000. Point? Dons were televised!
,

-

$ked 12 Shorts Yearly
Hollywood, Jan.

13.

members

of the person's family

who

Werner Janssen and David Loew
watching, and thirdly behave recaptured the television and might be
such an announcement
16m rights to their Musicolor short cause I felt
might not be in perfect taste."
the subjects. Metro and United Artists
squad

CBS

NBC launched' its exchange of newsreels with BBC in the foj-m of a
review of '47 highlights. The British picture ran around a half hour and
well put together. Additional footage on some subjects was probably
not seen before in this country. For instance, the blowing up of Hftlgoland,
.
that island fortress in the North Atlantic,
The royal wedding, the heavy snows of- last winteri and the running of
the St. Leger rather than the Derby were includec^t. Also plenty of feet for
Britain's merchant marine- from shipbuilding to thbse big sister Cunarders,
spotted this English year's resume irnmediately behind a summary of the New Year Bowl games. Together thejt made a good hour for
the station Sunday night (4).

Stricken Befare Cameras was

,

.

which, respectively, release shorts
for world and U. S. markets, relinquished rights on insistence inspired
runninp with the setback to CBS by ad agency and sfponsor -interest
'
-in the product for video.
Reported
color te'ovision.
plan is to Use them.' sans sound
Orisrinal hearing had been .set for-tracks but with Janssen's recordings
fe.'lori"!
building here on" Jan. 19.
substituting as backing.
FC;C delayed date of hearing to give
In a foUdw-up deal, Matty' Fox has
la.'it minute applicants to become a
already applied his Hancock to a
party to the sessions.
ticket lor the villeo and narrow
Feeling' is that there will be no gauge, release of the product, and is
tclcv'sion in' Connecticut for. atlca.st awaiting^ the Signatures of Musi<
two years. One factor is that it will color execs.
be a long time before a decision is
Production schedule for the shoits
announced by FCC, more than 15 has also biien doubled. Where formonths since above mentioned hear- merly six were planned yearly, Mu
was held. sicolor will now do 12, with already
in <•
(yet decisionles.s'*
This combined with length of time six in release, two editing and 10 othinvolved in getting equipment or- ers waiting on stories.
Telefilm. Inc., this week released
r'c'-.-'i ""d set uv).
ll^erc '-s no oi'ue
willing t« place an order for oquip- its .seconcl entry in the* "Snapshots"
and simultaneously anme'it. with the odds tlie -way they s e r i e s,
',':
nounci|^ two regularly subscribing
ai-c.'
Two of the other applicants in the stations for the video film newsfeatures. They arc KSD, St. Louis,
Hartford area. WTIC and 'Yankee
were recently and WWJ-rv, Detroit.
Network tor
rebuffed by the Commission in their
11 1 to
grants in
secure
s 1 1 c

color tclepo.<^ible t'ireat of
v'sion,' botb withdrew their license
reaiiestP. They're now, back in the

"When

the

^

life

saving,

worked feverjgly over the man
and then rushed him but of the hall on
;

a stretcher, I knew the television
audience would conclude as I had
already* concluded".

.

The man was pronounced dead on

.

arrival at General Hospital.

What seems tO' have become a common plaint among v^dea Station Oi>erators, particularly newcomers in the field, is the amount of low quality
film that; they have to contend with.
stuff may look allv.piglit When
run' off on a screen, but when projected over tfie air it can make the best

The

of engineering jobs look bad. They realize that this is something that will
take much time to iron out, along with other problems Of projection, but
in tlje meantime it can, as the telecasters themselves points out,- be quite a
handicap in, buildini!; vip viewersblp and confidence of prospective set>
buyers In the medium.

DUMONT SETS TEENAGE

]iQj(J.Arj{iie^

'RAINBOW HOUSE' AIBER
Television

version

Scbifliony Subject

"Rainbow

of

,

I

.

Fitzgerald ;.em.cee
Writer: Noel Jordan
Director: Frederick Com
William
Directoro:
Tech.

•

month

go into operation next

owned by

New

is

Station

Itavis, Jr.,

Kichard

WNHC

Theatre Guild's selection of "Angel

of

Street"

Haven.

the third in

a.s

its

shows 6n the

television

*
»WasWhgton, Jan. 13;
KiHe Supremje Court was Risked
yiesterday thait Sajphbn^ Ltd., Britslated to preem on the DuMont net. ish concern owning
baisic patents of:
nejct Sunday (18)*, along with a new
the skiatron television- tiibe, does
edition of "Small Fry Club." Emery, enough bji|siness' in this couriti-i'- to
now director of youth programs for be eligible Ibr swit under V. S. antiDuMont, will produce and direct trust laws. The Government is seeking to liave British Scophony listed
both shows.
"House" will feature k choir, of as a- cd-defehdaht with American
Scophony Co., T<»ievis»6n Broduc50 voices, with the format to show
fipns, Paramount, and (Seueral Prethe teenagers defending themselves
cision. Equipmeiit 'in the anti-trust
against the barbs of aliults by provsuit to have the sfelfttron tube icing they're iiiferested In. cultural
lea£ed for liCasiSiol' to\;^^^ Tube is
subjects as jvell a^ swing music and
valuable f^t -Jiaege screen theatlfe
sports.
Emery -plans to introduce video.
r-'
teenage sports star.s and to devote
Trial court in New York found
part of each show to hobbies. It
that Scophony, Ltd., was not active
will be aired in. the 6 to 7 p.m, slot.
In business here ai>d could not be
"Small Pry," now aired six days
indiMed in suit. Aiiti-'Truist division
weekly, will be expanded to a full
of the Justice llepiirtineitt is $e«|kiiig
seven-day show when it takes the to
overturtt' -this-.-v^di^.' r • '
air Sunday from 5:30 to 6. .One of
the featur&s of the show will be a > Sigmund 'Kitafeex'g;, Consent decree
quiz contest based on still pictures oiCicer' qt the ite'ti-tcust' divi:^on^.who
argued for the Govern dient ye,ster-^
•of club members. More than 3,.5oa
day, asserted tl^at despite croalion of
slides have piled up since he first
an
American subsidiary. British
began airing the pix. Emery said,
and the new show will give hiin an Scophony was the governing force
and ".had availed itself of the priviopportunity to ase them all.
leges and benefits of the law in such
a way as to violate the anti-trust

WOR

(Mutual, N. Y.),
.

-

is

'

-

Siist»>ninii;

'

•
N. y.
NBC. in ap.sociation with Ameri
can National Theatre t'nd Academy,
came up With an excellent drama in
"Outside of Time" Sutvday night
(11)— a charming romantic fantasy
well written and played. Fact that
it was the first play by an unknown
to be done, and -this unknown a
member of WNBT's staff, a director
of remote shows for WNBT, Noel
Jordan, made the .success of the production all the more appealing.
Play was an unpretcntiou.s offering, with more thini a suggestion of
'Berkeley Square" about it. Story
concerned a GI returned home from
India ob.se.'Jsed by a strange dream.
In hi.s dream he was outside of time

WNBT,

WITH 'ANGEL STREET'

at New Haven.
low powered on 500 watts

is

aud

Owen

.

30 MIns.: Sun. (It), 8:40 ll.m.

GUILD DOES REPEAT

WNHC-TV

is

Station

Harrity

States,

Peclj

Stetnlcy

Producei-s:

.

FM

m

Frayne, Mary Alice
Leona
Cookson,
Peter
Noel Leslie; Geraldine

VJttla

Moore,
Powers,

Antitrust Rule^

House." teenage show formerly produced- as a radio program by Bob

Emery on

With

WONS

Biid.ecDort.
Ready to

:

OOTSibE OF TIME

-

..'

Tdevision Reviews

series of

NBC web

'

raark& the second tjme in two years
the "show has been staged on NBC.
TG will, produce it Jan. 25. almost
two ycar.s to the day after the original „J!IBC produrtion, Which was
IN
staged Jan. 23. '46.
.
Philadelphin, Jan. 1.^,
Fact that the show was done on
and space. Ard in that di'earn he
Philco
Television
Broadcastina tole two years ago made both NBC
saw a girl, living- -in England in the
Coj-p. ha.s filed an application with and the Guild think twice about re- time of liapoleon. in love with a
the E'CC for a television bfoaaca.st- pealing it. It was felt, however, that penniless British' soldier, balked by
ing .station to be located at Alien- the tremendous increa.'^c in the num her patriciaiT -father £roni marrying
The girl was real to the GI;
-ber of sets during the Irst two years him.
town. Pa.
he even described the locket she
In
announcing the applieatioti, mac'c a rc'--taEing worthwhile. Esti- wotje around her neck. And the GI
Erno.sf B. Loveman, vice president mniecl 6.000 .sotis in N. Y. in early- '46 was sure that somewhere, today, the
oS Ihe con^pany, which-now operates have increa.scd to about 75,000 by girl wa.s alive, and that he would
Oriftinal version of "Street," meet her.
And sure enough. Si Red
WPTZ here, said, "Thi.s
a logical now.
extension of the service afforded by moreover, was seen only by N. Y. Cross worker home from abroad,,
viewers, whereas the Guild's presen- drawn jstrangely to the hous:e by
Wt'TZ in the Philadelphia area."
tation
will
be' transmitted
over some irresistible force, walk*; in,
He added that if the app'ticafion NBC's entii-e east coast network.
locket around her throat, to meet
granted, the company will be able
Guild show will star Leo G. Car- her GI.
Story was told in good, adult
lo .inbtall Pin CO mjcrowavo relay ,.„„
^^.^t of "Late
dialog, in minimum of movement
ec|tii;)raent of the type now Imlunn
^p,,,y
ja^t ^uild tele -show. and action,
with excellent atmoand
Philadelphia
Now York
thus .,„d
i^y^^ jead in original Broad- spheric background music, to be
programs to U>e L,ay production of "Ansel Street." much more poetic and moviiii! than
beam ng
Allentown station aiid "eventually original NBC version starred Judith the above bare recital would sugobtainms worthwhile local pro- -Evdyn, Heni-y D&njell and Cecil Sqst. Writing showed a feeling for
gLams tram the Lenigii Valit-y. in j ju]j,p^,ygyj5
the loie medium, the necessity to
untold plot and action through de.
.:
exchange."
^scriptive
dialog
without seeming
An expenditure of approximately
.%fbiiry
P*rk— Rnll'n C. Smith. obvious in the tcll.ng, and a feeling
$190,000 is indicated in the- applica- formerly with WNEB, Worcester, for poetic yet everyday speech.
tion for equipping the new outlet. Mass.. lias joined WCAP's announcPerfoimanccs were uniformly fine.
with annual operating costs e.sti- ing .staff here. His addition is part Mary Alice Moore photographed
mated at $96,000. The application i.s of an expanded news service planned beautifully as the girl and played

PHILCO PLANS STATION

ALLENTOWN, PA.

^

1

-

i

,

-

.

'

.

From WS9 to 1942, he .si.-id,
Scophony, Ltd. broufiht per.s6ftn el
and equipment to New YOrk, set up
ah office and even sold one televiiiion set to a company which iiistalled
laWii,':

,

\

H^dlman-Belanger In

-

,

.~

i.-!

,

WPTZ

!

;

,

Bi-emer

.

.

.

i

j

for Cbunnc]

8,

180-186 mc.

Iby the

station.

(Continued on page 48)

Broadca.sHn.i''s

WAT'V.

a step

it

a theatre.

In

"The active placing of the product
country," he contented, "aul;-

nea.rer its
week

broadcast this

televi.-ion

,,,

"^'^ted

the

company

to the iunsdic-

T<
,,
wJth the apponUment of Dan
Hallof its courts." Thus, he argued,
man as supor^-,^(n of remote opera- the fact that a "maiitcr agreement"
tions.
Ha man, lormcr .'Station man- on July .31, 1042, led to the incorpoager ol WCBfa-lV (CBS, N, Y.), is i-ation of an American sub.sidiarv did
united
aj;aiii
now
with WAT'V pro- not get British Scophony out from
gram chief Paul Bclanger and Set under. He said .that Television Prodesigner Jimmy McNaiislilon. both of ductioit. Inc., and Geneva! Preci.'-io."
whom -wero fonnerJy WCBS-TV Equipment entered into agreements
staffers.
.
on an exclusive basis with "Ltd." and
.

,

.

!

|

|

i

.-

Station, originally .scheduled
start transmitting a te.st pattt>rti

'

.

WATV

Newark, moved

preem

;

at

New Teamup

.

to riromi,sed to pay royalties which
by would be traasmitled to "Ltd." thereby making Scivphony- Ltd. an active

Jan. 1, hat! been belabored by the usual delays in deliverj- o£ its trans-

mitter equipment and in construe-Revi.scd plans call for it to take
the air with icniote i)ioknp shows
aljoul March 1.
Studio shows will
follow several weeks later.
tion.

business conceni within jurisdiction.
"The center of gravity ol the entire

arrangement was in

.'aid

Timberj;.
its brief

In

filed

New

with

York,"

the high

(Coiitiuued on page 46)

,
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CORRECTION

IN

OF A

MISLEADING

*'AD"

The January
of

Show

7th edition of "Variety" carried an ad

Productions, Inc., a subsidiary of Dancer-

Fitzgerald^Samplc, Inc., listing a number of *'Httm-

mert Shows" handled through Air Features,

Inc.,

which would possibly give the average, reader the
impression that
thie

Show

Productions, Inc. produced'

following shows which they do not produce but

are handled through Air Features:

M«.-

ut r«»<"

•••••
..

.,>««»•«•"*

^

OUR GAL SUNDAY
BACKSTAGE WIFE

.....

STELLA DALLAS
WC-J"*"

4:11-

M« r»»l*
-....»»f««»'^^

¥

^

..

J«lM*

LORENZO JONES

WALTZ TIME
YOUNG WIDDER BROWN
/

*'*'

,a^7='»
,.7-.»

CI*-"'**

AW-"**

•:•::::::.-»--

JUST PLAIN BILL

«••«";•'
V.,.

.

"
!

ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT
AMERICAN MELODY HOUR
fit

Saw

MR. KEEN, TRACER OF LOST PERSONS

CHK^eO
Shows

V

Hum

MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND
AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR MUSIC

As a matter of record, we therefore wish to cl*ar what may he a "misleading advertisement*'
Show Productions has no connection of any kind or nature with the foregoing
and has never had any connection with them. They are all written and produced
programs
under the supervision of Frank and Anne Hummert by Air Features, and have been so produced

by

stating that

—

for oveir 11 years.

AIR FEATURES,

Inc

WORLD'S LARGEST ADMINISTRATORS OF RADIO PROGRAMS
EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES "HUMMERT SHOWS"

'A

We

believe that

Show Productions published

the ad through error and not ivith intent to injure.

We

correction simply to protect ourselves.

I'

1

publish this

V*a«HaHli^» hmumty.

44'

Uk^ood

litde

which won out over the News in
the FCC's final decision, bulwarked

Seen of FCC

its claim with the promise to deliver
a "well-rounded program service"
rather than a predominantly religious format.

Upsettii^ Dedaon on N.Y. Daily News

Marcus Cohn^ representing Unity
Broadcasting Corp. (The AFL Inof the picture on the tel'national Ladies Garment Worknewspaper ownership.
ers) stressed the union's all-out
At one point, he admitted the support of FM which has won its
Commission could consider anti- top total of five other FM permits.
Semitic acts in licensing a radio Lilce the Methodists, Unity has no
bidder but denied that the FCC had AM outlet and will provide a new
any rights to weigh anti-Semitic program service on FM.articles sponsored by a newspaper'
radio applicant.
Neophyte ComKaleisli—Lee B. Jenkins, Kinston,
missioners George S. Sterling and
Chairman Wayne Coy heard the N. C, toba^onist who heads the
News' arguments for .the first time. Jenkins Tobacco Co. and dwps sta?Will- Maslow appeared 'for the tion WLBJ at Bowling Green, Ky.,
American Jewish Congress, whose has purchased from Alvis Temple of

News

Washingtonit Jan. 13.
as a big surprise to
ob.servers here if the FCC upsets its
case
decision on the Ne\v York
to award a channel to the New York
Daily News, as result of oral argument on the Manhattan decision
It

will

come

FM

.

yesterday .(12j.
Percy Russell, counsel lor the
Daily News, took the strong position
that the FCC'S denial of the News'
bid violated the First Amendment
but was hard pressed to prove his
point, under heavy quizzing from
Commissioners Wayne Coy; Clifford' original testimony against the News
J. Durr and Edward M. "Webster. was stricken from the record as
Biissell argued that the FCC violated "irrelevant." Counsel for the board
the First Amendment by ruling the of missions of the Methodist Church,

kmmm f^tiesma^l

Are Ra£o

Network Reps,

AFRA Oash

Washington, Jbn. 13,
Broadcasting reps and the Ameri-

out

basis of

.

1948

1,4^

l»to

on Issoe

urge professional status fof an,

""i?"^^"^*;

„
^,
,
Doherty d^jclared that^ radio
should
can JE'edetfition ot Radio Artists be consldeiewl as an entertainment
clashed last week over the Question med"lum,™aa4Tng that thT'''presentof whether announcers should be day announcer is far more than «
»nere voice coming out of a loud
classified as "professionals" .and so
.

,

,

I

I

|

^

i

of

the

Wage and Hour

Act,

but

teamed up to support another revision of the law governing overtime
payments to -radio staffers*'
Led by Richard Doherty, director
of the employee-employer relations
-Bowling Green the majority stock department of the NAB, a halfin The Daily Kentuckian^ morning, dozen industry spokesmen appeared
newspaper, having a circulation vf before Wage and Hour hearing ofsome 4,000 subscribers.
ficer Harry Weiss last week (T-ft)

to announ«ei;s as 'professionals.

'

AFBA

wouM

exec George Heller

have none

ol this and took a strong
position that, as a general rule, announcers' work is more or less rou-'
tine, and not "predominantly original and creative in character."

He

maintained that

Wage

the

if

an^ Hour Administrator

were

to

announcers as professional
'.'such a ruling would be
icIteaMrous ia thousands ot staff announcers working at radio stations
which do not have collective bargaining' agreements."
As a result.
Heller said, unorganized stations
regard

all

employees

A

toight revert to the practice of the
'38's
and make their announcers
^rit up ,to SO or. 60 hours a week,
^Without protection, oi the yTage and
'Sibur law for noii-profcssionals, they
would have no assurance of getting
overtime pay.
The AFRA official
Said the union has contracts with
ohiy 250 out of 1,400 individual
stations now on the air.'
Industry reps mentioned names
like Arthur Godfrey and Martin
Block as examples of announcers
vrhd woirked up to become all important
"personalities"
in
radta
They compared 'work of announcers
generally to that Of radio actors
Whose job Is to "persuade and en*
tertain", an audience.
Heller maintained these big names were definitely not to be considered in the
"announcer" class, but as stars, producers and accredited professional!!.
As- for^ disk-jockeys, he said It is
"the rare jockey rather than the
typical one" who performs profes*
*
sional work.

true story.

Names on request.

AM

:

AFRA and the broadcasters joined
hands, however, to support revision
of the Act to provide that stations
pay overtime only on the basis of
.standard worlc weeks as spelled out
in employer-employee agreements.
Present law requires payment of
.

overtime on basis of total compensation,

including

talent

fees

from

spQi^rs, bonus and profit-sharing
arrangements, etc.
Result is that
the, biggest

earners

among

the talent

get decided edge in overtime earnings whenever they put in more than
4ft hours a week.
Prejsent law 19
onerous for the smaU
stations, it was .pointed out, and is
plainly unfair to station management
generally.
Point was made
by
Dojherty that from 1938 to 1047,
average annual earnings in the
broadcast industry have been approximately 70% above the average
foi! private industry, so that minimums specified in the Wage and
Hour Act are "only of academic in"
terest'' to broadcasters.

particularly

Got an advertiser who's a"lilile fellow"?
Like

this one:

He was

a

little"

fellow

who had agreed to see
him a leader. A group

if

m

tfie

cosmetic field

radio could help

make

of station representatives

Each was asked to submit recommendations for a test campaign,
Mr. Wood of Radio Sales (and tlie Radio Sales
organization) made an exhaustive study of tlii.s
advertiser's particular sales problem. Then he
suggested an established livertalent program he
had seen and heard when he was. visiting KNX.
The program would carry a special kind of com-

was called

mercial.

in.

A woman who actually used the product

would give the

sales

message— telling other

women what it could do for them.
The advertiser agreed to a 13-week

test.

for results. And got them.
That was two years ago. Today the "little fel«
low" is a leader in the cosmetic field coast to

Looked

coast. He's

huying radio

now

to the tuae of

several million dollars a year. He's buying the

same kind of ra<Zio, using the same kind of com'
mercials, tliat worked so w«ll al the beginnings
happy about tlie results.
When you discuss an advertising problem

•In
small stations,
where announcers are called on to do a dozen
different chores during the day, industry reps agreed with a govern-

"He's very

ment proposal

with a Radio Sales jeptesentative, you profit
this fact:

account executive

visits

He learns— from

personal contact— the native

each station regularly.

talcnl

and

Sales

man

its

program philosophy,

techniques.

111.;

than someone

advantage over any or
represented

by Radio

to

your

all of llie great stations

Sales.

,

RcmKo Sales
Radio Stations Rcpreseniaiive . . . CBS

WCBS
.

KNX

50,000 wolfi
N»w York Cify

WSBM

KMOX

W*T

SOiOaB woltt

50,000 warn
Oiatiattt

St.

Uuis

WKVA
:

WCCO

Columbia

50,000 watt!

50,000 VMttt

California

Richmwd

/Ainn«apolit-St.PauI

Network.

WCBS-TV
CBS T«levi$ion

Coiumbia

H»W York

-Nffwork

^

WE£r

WIOP

WAPI

KSL

30,000 wttttt

SfiOOwam

5,000 v/aitt

Chieaga

Boifon

50,000 worn
W«thini)ton

50,000 waltiSalt lak« Qiiy

.

Birmingham

WMRN.

Mason,

J.

Poetfic

and

Electrical Workers that no employee
.earning les.s than $500 a month in
any line of work qualify as an executive, administrative, or profc.-fsional employe.e.
AFRA's Helter
urged that the present Wage and
Hour requirement of a minimum
$200 monthly salary for exec or professional employees be Upped to

this intimate,
it

T.

AUeii Brown, chief of
Station.-; DiMarshall H. Pengia,
WATO, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Industry reps opposed a tecommendation fi-om the CIO United

vision;

We believe that a Radio

who does not possess

Robert

Marion, O.;

WAB's SmaU Market

its

can be more helpful to an advertiser

on-lhe-scene knowledge. You can turn

no announcer

tions on announcers was made by
F. Merrill Lindsay, WSOY, Decatur,

character of each market, the unique personality

of each station—its

that

could qualify for professional status
if more than 20% of his time is devoted to work not of an "administrative or professional or creative character." Strong plea for new defini-

our men know their business
thoroughly... and first-hand. Each Radio Sales

from

$400.

—

-

St. Louis
Frank Boyle, feature
gabber at KMOX, CBS outlet for the

past three yeai-s has been upped to
special
.:.

events

director.

Before

KMOX,

Doyle was on the
WlfW, WSAl and WMBD.
He replaces Al Bland who has been
made' program director, the spot va-

joining

staffc of

cated by Jack Sexton wlio has be-

come production manager
Chicago.

,

at

WBBM,

Presenting America

Most Sensational

New

DISC JOCKEY
5 Hours Weekly of Platter Spinning
By

.

Ellington
tThe Nations Foremost Composer and Band Leader Featuring

)

TOP TUNES ON RECORDS,
STORIES BEHIND DISC AND MUSIC MAKERS

AND INTERVIEWS WITH FAMOUS STARS

ON TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Duke hijs your city, you can count on is Personal Appearance.
This ALL-STAR talent now available at rales low enough to meet station budget.^
BUT YOU CAN^
The Duke Ellington Transcribed Disc Jockey Show CAN'T MISS

When

the

—

DON'T WAIT - YOU

MAY

BE LATE!

Sold exclusively lo one station in each

A WMCA

19

EAST 53rd STREET

city.

Artist Bureau Production Distributod Nationally

By

RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Write

-

Wire or Phone Your Reservation

NEW

NOWl

YORK, N

Y

,

,

'

RADIO

4«

WettoegJay,

NAB Says No Dice

on White

WBBM to Plead Ex-Cons'

Mex

Bfll'

Stations

Continued from page

•

Program

Provision; Otiierwise

Okay

who

20-year franchises from the Aleman
Washington, Jan. 18.
viso on post-FCC activity of com*
government. It is reported that
NAB prexy, will missioners and staffers.
Mexico is considering following the
Mutual's memo on the White Bill
send to the Senate Interstate Comexample of the U. S. to forbid any
merce Committee tomorrow ( Wed), a was not all «weetness and light so but nationals as licensees of radio
memo giving general support to the far as the other webs were con- stations but no such law is on the
amended 'White radio bill but oppos- cerned, however. Louis Caldwell, books at the moment. In any event,
ing tb the eiid of tim6 the provision MBS attorney^ told the. Committee this inight not alter willingness of
•which authorizes the government to most of the changes in the bill the Mex stations to accept fees
review a station's program per- helped the "larger interests in the
anging from $50,000 to $85,000 from
formance in passing on license re- industry." Mutual definitely crossed the Fundamentalists.
newals. The Miller memo went to swords with the other nets when it
J. A, Lovell Joins Cont'ngent
New York over the weekend to be protested' new clauses relieving
The Friends point out that J. A.
Checked by the networks who had licensees of danger of losing their
Lovell is. latest of the preachers to
a tentative arrangement to affix licenses for violation of the anti- ship records south of the Rio Grande
their approvals to the document. trust laws; omission of limits on
for rebroadcast to^ this country. He
Mutual, NBC and CBS have already station ownership; and elimination recently star.ted regular Sunday
filed statements o.n the bill with the of language embodying the network stints over XEG, Monterrey and
s>|. committee, but ABC decided to wait regs into legislation,
XERF, Villa Acuna, Mexico. Xiovell,
and see what NAB produced.
whose sermons are described as
Meanwhile, the full Senate conir
antianti-Jewish
and
violently
irirttee will get- the. new dratt of the
Catholic, claims his "Kingdom MesWhite bill when it meets next, possage" broadcasts can be heard by
sibly Thursday (15), for its first getmost set owners in both Canada and
tosether in the new Congress. Meetthe U. S.
ing depends on whether Sen. WalBiggest shot of the group is
lace White gets out of* the hospital
Gerald Winrod of Wichita, one of
by then. He's in for a eheekup,
the defendants in the abortive sediSurpjuse angle of the NAB memo
tion trial. He has a daily stanza over
Washington, Jan. 13.
twice daily
was its opposition to the bill's..newFollowing the lead of Mutual; 150-kw over XEG and a
ly-added provision on^ CommissionNBC and CBS asked the FCC last program on XEBF.
ers' a^id FCC staffers' leaving .govHarvey Springer, Denver Fundaweek to disregard request of the
ernment for industry jobs. FollowFM Assn. tor a rule forbidding a mentalist who told the House Uning the lead of Mutual, NAB went
network contract wjiich did not pro- American Activities Committee in
all out in opposing the clause which
vide for duplication of AM-FM 1946 that a "Communist conspiracy
would forbid Commissioners to acled by Roy Howard. President of
shows.
cept industry jobs until their FCC
Both webs maintained they were SCripps-Howard," was keeping the
terms expired, Same opposition was
voice of God" off U. S. radio stastaunchly behind duplication, that
chalked up for the ban onv staffbroadcasts daily over
negotiations to this effect are now tions, also
ers'- accepting-:, industry jobs within a
150-kilowatunderway with musicians' boss, XEG and XEBF, both
year of resigning from FCC, As a
powerful as any
James C. Petrillo, and concluded ters three times as
result,
it was> believed
the comstatiofi.
that the FMA request was improper. U. S.
mittee may modify the present
Frank Norris, Fundamentalist
•J.
To date, ABC has not been heard
language of these provisions Miller
preacher frohi Fort Worth, and Defrom.
argued that such restrictions, would
FMA in: November called on the troit, holds a .five-year, contract for
result in FCC's getting only, the
Commission to hold a hearing look- a daily broadcast on XEG. Norris
most mediocre pei-sonnel. NAB also
prominently identified
ing toward adoption of such a rule has been
seconded Mutual in opposing tlie
Gerald L. K. Smith,
as part of the chain broadcasting with
rotatioa of the FCC chairmanship
There are two of the south-of-theregulations. Commission, following
tor one-year terms with'- Commisits usual procedure, called on the bordfi' broadcasters who may feel
sioners achieving the No. 1 post on
FCC's hand on their shoulders. J.
for reply.
the basis of seniority. The Associa- webs
Harold 'Smith, who paid $85,000 for
tion pointed, out thij would subject
20-year Contracts for twice daily
technical' experts on the FCC bench
programs -on XERF, has a bid pendto routine of administration with
Sparks Yankee
ing for a license to cover a permit
which they may be unfamiliar and
station WIBK, Knoxville.
for
not qualified to handle. .Argument
Commission recently held a stormy
105-Minute
Rally
In
was made
the No.
job calls
hearing on his license application
*or special abilities.
which may or may not confine
Train
Help
Friendslnp
NAB's oppsosition to the White
Smith's activities to Mex broadcastJustin

Webs Unite

Vs.FMAPb
'

.

.

;

WNAC

Web

on 'programming

proposals

Bj.. 's

t&.,ie

.

no

surprise 'here. Miller
sa-.i so long as this~secti6a remains
in k'.ic legislation, tfje industry would

-

as;

prefer the Communications Act now
on the books. NAB also backed up

Mutual's arguments in pleading for
the status quo in handling of news,

and public discussion
broadcasts. Mutual s.a'id th2 new
provisions on these ''stanzas were a
great improvement over the original
White measure but iufcre -istill-^'too
political

-

onerous."

,

•
,

•

AM

To

,

',

NBC's memo, filed with the Committee yesterday .(12), took strostg
exception to the program provision
(Sec. 326), but otherwise approved
the new bill.
Significantly, the NBC memo, filed
Toy general counsel Charles B. Denny
Jr., took no position on the bill's pro-

'

Boston, Jan. 13.

'
.

iS.

series went into basic causes of
j.uve delinquency with few punches
pulled.
Followup will "attack the
problem of rehabilitating ex»-cons;
emphasizing the fact that many just
aren't rehabilitated.
Ben Parl«( continues as scripterproducer,.
series will be aired
in cooperation with the John How<ard Assn., which lends a helping
hand to ex-oons.

New

r

.

Milter

{

%

Chicago, Jan.

WBBM

Miller,

.

'

"Report Uncensored," documentary that mashed toes of upright
polls and civic functionaries during
here last sumits run on
mer, promise^ more of the same
when it resumes Jan. 20. First

Mex

ss

Continued from page

popular, with

with

full

feet

of

lumber,

canned milk,

.

besides

cases

of

FCC Gets Screening Of

MBS listenability'

Data

'

oflt

the

state's

Cen-

and pageant, regold strike at
Sutter's Mill, near Sacramento, will
be from the literary lacing of Steph-

the three big ,AFM locals (N;
Portraying the roles of the '49'crs
Chicago and Hollywood) have who'flrst tapped the bonanza
will be
one-fourth of the union's member- picture players "commanded"
by
ship, they cast only 2% of the AF;M*s Governor
Earl Warren. Narrator
'<
>
votes.
v/hile

Y.,

'!

trillo to "restrict"

FM

be Gregory Peck and reincar-

will

In answer to committee' 4ucstioli«
ing. Miller indicated he lelt the
Taft-Hartley Act might "help musicians throw off /he Petrillo yoke."'
Miller
charged
that
Petrillo
through monopoly was defying Congress while technically staying within the letter of the law. The NAB"
head admitted, however, under questioning by Rep. Carroll Kearns (H.,
Pa.), that he'd never known the AFM
boss to break a contract and that he
knew of no written or oral agreement between the networks and Pe-

and television.

hating the gold rush pioneers will be

Edward Arnold, Donald'

Crisp,

Gene

Lockhart,

Vincent Price and Chill
Another "command" was the
loanout of Mary Edith Stahl by Benton & Bowles to the state as script
assistant to .Bacher.
Wills.

NBC

Tele

Continued from page

1

;

shows on film could be
by one station, at a tune and

dramatic
aired

Miller caused a stir when he re- then flown to other stations in the
prised a series of meetings he had' web for subsequent transmission.
with Petrillo in 1946. They met three Such a system, in addition to being
times, he said, and were to continue less costly than the production of
meeting, at PetrUlo's call, but the live shows at each individual station,
latter never called a further meeting will also hasten the development of

and Miller's" subsequent efforts to
arrange one failed. It was at this
time that the Lea Act was being'
enacted, and Miller said he believed
that fact stalled the talks. Later, he
said, the late Joseph Padway, AFM
general counsel, phoned him and
asked him to "get the President to
veto' the I>ea -BiU.'" Miller said he
replied that he "didn't jiave that
kind of power."

The

"jnost serious" point in Petril-

NBC's

net.

.

Contract

for

calls

Fairbanks to

make films of an.y length prescribed
by NBC. He's to produce the pictures under the general supervision
of NBC officials. Producer has also
pacted to obtain any outside productions that NBC might require, as far
as he is able to do so. To handle his
.

hypoed activities, Fairbanks plans
immediately to expand his offices
both in New York and on the Coast
and eventually to spread branch
offices across the country. Jack Pegler continues as Fairbanks' general
manager in N. Y.

Whether tfee "Public Prosecutor"
series of films which Fairbanks has
especially for tele broadcasting ptu^oses will now fall to NBC
hasn't yet been determined. Even if
Fairbanks sells the shorts to an outside Jbroadcaster, though, it's believed
th&t one of the first uses NBC will
make of the new contract will be a
similar serial.

made

Deal was signed by Fairbanks and

NBC

counsel, respectively, for the All-In-

exec veepee over television
E, Mullen. Fairbanlcs is due
in N. Y. next Monday. (19) to complete arrangemeuis and to stout possible studio sites for N. Y. produc-

dustry Music Committee.

tion.

Frank

The hearing opened this momifig
in a glare of kleic lights, with tole

NBi; Pushing
Contimied from paere 39

country by ABC.
t^rog^am kicks

tennial Celebration
-enacting the first

en Longstreet. Gordon Jenkins has
composed a special score and conducts the orchestra and choral
Miller group.
Show will be held under

ing.

and

cigarette-s,.

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
from the
radio scene, .makes a brief return to
his old kilocycle trade Jan. 25 when
he produces and directs a dramatic
spectacle for the State of California
which will be carried by every station within its borders and cross-

2T< .ssi

professionals.

Yankee web,

soap
other products. Ship sails for Glasgow from N. Y. Jan. 14 with $l,200i000 worth of supplies raised by^ all
',
sources in N. E.

For CaL and ABC
Bill Bacher, long absent

and he pointed out that canvas.

,

;|

Opus

Cettteimial

-

alleged,

lo's
present demands^ the NAB'
Wendell Zimmerman, Kansas Ciiy prexy said, is his insistence on the
aired .a 105-minute New England- preacher and admitted friend of
networks forcing affiliates to ..con'
wide rally last week on behalf the Gerald L. K. Smith, has a daily tinue
to hire musicians.
flagging Friendship Train for Scot-» stanza called "Springer's Western
Before he finished his testimony,
land, and netted thousands of addi' Voice Reports" over XEG. FCC has
spectators agreed Miller had 90%
tional commodities for the' xeHel! set for hearing Zimmerman's bid for
of the House group with him. The
ship sponsored by the Boston Cham
a station of 'his own in Kansas City, only outward disagreement with his
Commerce.
ber
allegedly tp be paid for by contribU' views stemmed from two Democra-station set up two dozen phone tioHs of his' cpngregation. Several tic members of. the committee whose
operators to handle calls during the hundred protests flooded the' Comquestioning of the' industry spokesrally, which featured prominent, lo- mission when the application was
man indicated sympathies for PeCal civic and religious leaders as filed.- They called FCC's attention to trillo's viewpoints.
Zimmerman had
well as a list of Yankee net talent the
that
fact
Miller was the first of a parade of
ranging from Morton Bowe, Met brought Gerald L. K. Smith to speak anti-Petrillo witnesses
lined up to
tenor, to a bagpipe band.
.at his Church, an event which retestify at the hearing as a result of a
Items received, aside from cash sulted in a near Mot. Protests inpre-hearing_ meeting between compledges, included a carload of Ocean cluded some from- >other Bapti^
mittee chairman Fred Hartley (E.,
Spray cranberry'" products! 52,800 churches which informed FCC ZimN. J.) and Verne Burnett, arid Sydpounds of Gold Medal flour, 500 pairs merman had been discredited by the
ney -Kaye, public relations and legal
of slippers, 100 pairs of shoes, 10,000 Baptist Ministerial Union.

WNAC,

14, 1948

Bach^rProdudng

m

1

stations are Americans
succeeded in winning lucrative

of the

Janwry

j

and newsreel cameras focused on the
proceedings—but no music. WMALTV, the Washington Evening Star

JlBC full time use of a five-station
station, aired the Miller's testimony,
network from Schenectady to Washalso feeding the pickup to WTTG
ington. Link between WNBT and
WRGB, General Electric station in (DuMont) and to WNBW (NBC).
Other tele outlets along the" N. Y.Schenectady, has been in use for
Washington coaxial cable will carry
the last several months. N.Y. to
a pooled pickup next Monday when
Washington hookup will be only a
Petrillo takes the stand.
one-way operation for the time be-

Mutual's nighttime "listenability"
figures will to see the light of day,
says prexy Edgar Kobak in vehe- ing, making it necessary lor NBC
ment denial of .speculation reported to use the BeU .System's co-ax to
two weeks ago that the web, because transmit shows northward originatthe engineering findings asscrtedly ing in
Washington.
weren't favorable to network covNBC's construction of its own reerage claims as a whole, might never
lay system points up anew the
unveil the study.
manner
in which various tele outfact,
In:
in pursuance of tiie web's
intention of continuing to spread the lets are refusing to wait for Amer-

Scopheny

.

Continued from page 42

i

court last Friday, Anti-Trust charged three errors by the lower court:
"(1) In holding that Scophony,
Ltd., was not doing business in the

word on "listenability," E. P. H. ican Telephone & Telegraph to in- Southern District
of New York so
"Jimmy"' James, veepee of research, stall the cross-country co-ax. Bill as to
bring it v.?ithin that district for
promotion and advertising, hopped Eddy, manager of WBKB in Chi- purposes
of suit against it and servto Washington with the MBS cago, constructed his own micro- ice
of process upon it.
dat.yime-coverage presentation ye.s- wave system between Chi and South
"(2) In entering a final judgment
terday (Tues.) to easel it for three Bend, Ind., to make certain he dismissing
the complaint as to Sconew FCC ccommissioners— Chairman could pick up the Notre Dame foot- phony, Ltd.
Wayne Coy, George E. Sterling and ball games last fall. He's now using
"(3) In entering a final judgment
the
relay
to
supply
shows
other
to
Robert Jones'^—who hadn't yet seen
quashing service of process as to
stations
along
the
route
at
rates
far
it.
(Other members of the FCC saw
Scophony, ttd,"
the original maps and figui'es at the below what A. T. & T. had hoped
The brief continued: "It would
to charge for similar networking
NAB convention last fall.)
be a strange consequence

down

The FCC'crs. got an up-to-date
On the mutter. James took
W.Y. io Wa.shington co-ax, meanalong not only the initial findings, while, is now operating on a set
but a last-minute report from the schedule, with all stations still hav-^
web's engineers revising the day- ing gratis use of the cable. A. T. & T.
time figures as of Jan. 1. The MBS reportedly has drawn up another
exec also gave the commissioners a schedule of rates, which it plans to
look at nighttime measurements as submit to the FCC in the near
ihsy now stand.
future..
. . ;
.....
.
.
facilities.'

briefiiig

fTJtUTKD
\t CfliirHilay,

BEXArX DBCG

NBC,

M-fi'M—-"On

10:S0 I'.M.,

tile Ifiliinil

CO.
Ij:.S.T.

With Tou"

"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
Mit.: LOU CLAVTON

of

the

special venue and service statutes if
anti-trus.t, cases were designed, or
interpreted, to make it more difficult
to reach alien corporations violating
the anti-trust laws than would have
been the case if the general law,
which for alien corporations was the
constitutional standard, had gov.erned."--..
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Burkland in from D.C.
With Jack Van Voikenburg
uppcd by CBS to administrator
of company-owned stations, -the
network has brought Cart J.
Burkland from TVTOP, Wajihtns-

Televisisn Reviews
;

the part with
Cookson
Peter

Continued trom pace 4Z

chajrinins

feeling.

from

(borrowed

Broadway's "The Heiress") enacted
the 61 with sensitivity and complete
photographing
while
conviction,
handsomely in his first video appearance. (Films, apparentlyj are missing a bet here.)

Half-hour play was talfcy, with no
action, yet it was absorbing throughout—never slow or dull. CSood acting by a quintet of fine performers
accounted for that. Cameras would
stay focused in closeup on Gl and
mother, as he discussed his dream,
The
yet the play wasn't static.
segue from the GI's home to the
mansion of 19th century British
gentry was effected deftly. There
were slight flaws, such as a 1947
hair-do on an 1812 damsel, but overall effect was so good as to excuse
.

i

comely actress wife undoubtedly in
real life make artful and delightful
hosts, but it's dubious whether they
punch a tenth so strenuously at it as
they do on this program. Even with
such prepossessing and talented personalities, as Paul Draper and: Helen
Tamlris, the whole thmg had an air
of forced gaiety, briskness and cam-

tott

operation

With

Van

as sucqessor to

luiow-how make bim a natural
for the job.

Bwkland

SILVER SKATES
Gil Fates, Irvinir Jaffee,

over Badio Sales

Voikenburg. Web figures that
Burkland's general managership
of the B. C. station, his 20 years
in radio, and a background
embracing sales and production

Qdec.

araderie,

to take

';

was

with

Badio

Sales before going to WTOP and
previously did a considerable
stretch on the production side at
in Minneapolis.

an-

nouncers
Director: Herb«ftt Bayard Swope* Jr.
180 Mins.; men. (12), 8 p.ni.

WCCO

GENERAL FOODS
WCBS-TV-CBS,

&

Bou)les>
full rights to 'the winter
of sports at Madison Sq

mSREEl' FOR ZENITH

Contlniud from pate lirBa

Chicago, Jan.

13.

ophy regarding radio progranuning "Radio Newsreel," 15-minute, flvequite rampant a»week- wire-recorded series. Is getthat has become
among agencies, and, that is, the spot ting the final okay here this week
on .the network schedule means far from Zenith Radio: New show tees

more than the show itself. Cited 9S
one of the more recent cases in point

tual's 9:15-9:30 p.m. slot.

this score is the Camel-sponsored
"Screen Guild."
For years the "Screen Guild,"
while following "Lux Radio Theatre," was ttmong the first 10 or 15,
It's been Outside this pale ever since
the "Guild," on taking on the Camel
auspices, was switched a half hour

recorded throughout the U. S.
Zenith, which grossed $43,000,000
in six months ending in October, ex-

on

away from Lux on

the

same

night.

"Guild's?' ciurrent tag is $10,500

off in February, as a sustaiher in MuZenitti dis<
tribg begin bankrolling on 140. stations March 1.
"Newsreel" will Ije q>liced together by Mutual, using human interest and feature stories
wire'

pects

CBSPreems

hit

to

$90,000,000 "this

year.

with Firm plans fo market a new tele set,
with advanced features including
equipment for "vision^^xeception."
.

a rating of 15.8, while "My Friend
Irma," which now follows Lux, has
Mt as high iis 19.4 and at a cost of
but $C,OQO.

N. T.

(Benton

With

MDIUAL WARMING UP
*Rob Peter'
33

Latter, the so-called, pay-as-youisee*

parade
s; Continued from page 27
Garden, N. Y., CBS television isn't
L. A. Auto Men Eye Video
Geraldine Fitzgerald introduced missing a bet in bringing a varied work's No. 1 man, William S. Paley,
viewers.
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
the author, and acted as emcee in program of athletics to its
has been devoting all his time to
explanation of ANTA's productions. Latest innovation was the NT" Y. programming.
It begins to look like the auto-^
In addition it will
Daily News' Silver Skates tourney,
Bron.
mobile
dealers of Los Angeles, long
which CBS scanned Monday (12) permit for ttior^ topside attention to
chief supporters,
of
indie
radio's
one
the record mantificturlng field.
night with good results.
minded. Indica-THE MAIONEYS
In addition to tilS saleS pronjotion are getting video
Web was hampered from the start
With Russell and Miriam Maloney; of the show because of the monotony and research functions, lileighah will tions point to a fast retreat from
to video^ blinded
Paul Draper, Helen Tamlris, guests of watching a group of skaters circle
standard
etherizing
also take over press information,
Producer.'diEeetor: James Caddiesn.
the short Garden track 16 times lor formerly master - njirided by Joe by the sales potency already exf
30 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m.
,
a mile rcice. Much of the monotony Ream.
Meighan will also handle hibited and seeing great possibilities
Sustaininfii
was overcome, however, through the
their locally-flourishing busifor
administration, Radio S a'lyes
WABD, New York
fine camera diirection of Herbert station
What Russell Maloney lacks as an Bayard Swope, Jr., who mixed his and co-op program sales, with Jack. nesses when glittering ears are ganentertainer he makes up with a gift long shots, and closeups sufficiently Van Voikenburg given Meighan's ex- "Sered on screens.
Invasion is already planned by trio
for prophecy. At least that was the to furnish both an overall view of berth of administering company''
equation which suggested itself dur- the race and interesting angles of owned station^ and as such-r^otting of local "oar kings" which must
mean a curtailment of radio spending the second of this program series the skaters iiidivid.ually.
to Meighan.
last Friday (9).
The prophecy aning.
Neat commentary of CBS staffer
Departure of "White to head up
gle popned up in the course of cth^
Gil Fates and former skating champ
Columbia Rfec<)rds presented a probiour-way chitchat around which this Irving Jaffee also proved
in
weekly session revolves. Maloney perldng up interest in thea factor
loss
proceed- lem to CBS, for it meant the
remarked that he looked .upon the ings. 'Brace of announcers operated of the "web's No. i €abor rnan. That
ctufC he was doing as something he
from the. CBS studios so that re- job is now assumed toy Reaiji, who
would use only up to the point corded music could be added to the- will also have the following departcontinued from page 26
Where the "Eddie Cantors" and the showi
Constant cutting from the
him: station rela^
"Fred Aliens," finding the medium studio to the Garden to pick up the ments report to
rolled by Reichhold in behalf of his
legal, ref"was ripe, would step in and take announcements of emcee Ed Sulhvan tions, personnel relations,
Musical Digest, which claims to have
gren^
g^liting
and the Washington
a
over. It is probable that a; viewer was done without
passed
the 50,000 circulation mark
hitch.
CBS
ma
here and there greeted Maloney's augurated the system recently when ^^jpg
since the "Sunday Evening Hour"
self-deprecatory observation with an it covered the Ice Follies at the
Upping of James M. Seward to a first hit the air a little over a year
"amen."
Garden and apparently now has it vice-presidency, in charge of opera- ago.
That Maloney can be an engaging down pat.
tions (technical, building, construcEntirely different versions of the
fellow before the electronic camera
General Foods, which shares spon- tion, etc.), was greeted by over- differences between the bankroUer
is a matter of record.
His work
on the video version of "The Author sorship of the Garden events with whelming endorsement by all CBS and musicians union were offered in
and Knox Hats, presented good personel on the basis of his years
Meets the Critic" has already gar- Ford
Detroit
by ABC, sponsor and AFM
nered him much praise from tele plugs through the Benton & Bowles Of past performance. As was also reps, but it appeared that the muagency.
Stal,
audiences. But when the chore calls
expected, Sam Dean, assistant treas- sicians were holding out for a com...for volleying conversation and caurer, was promoted to treasurer, with mercial program rate instead of su.spering before the camera for 30 min- LION HOVSE
direct responsibility for CBS fiscal taining pay. WXYZ, originating out.utes, as is the plot of this program, With Roger Conant, John Franklin
and accounting matters
let for the concerts, is. unconcerned,
Malo- Producer-Director: Ernie Walling
.It's a much less illustrative
Other changes include I. S. Becker according to Jack Donahue; ABC
Especially when the "mores" 30 Mins.; Siin. (U), 3 p.m.
jjey.
;«f the art of television demands that Sustalnine
and Henry Grossman, f ormerly as«- sales chief here, because "we can put
.the art of bright conversation be WPTZ, Phila.
sistant directors of operations, upped more profitable programs in the
'nurtured with Coca-Cola instead of
WPTZ came up with a clicko idea to Director of Program Operations hour preceding Winchell every Sunmartinis*
witli this telecast direct from the and Director of Building Operations, day night."
W^er-critic Maloney and his lion' house at the Philadelphia Zoo,
respectively, while Edward L. Saxe,
Reichhold's deal calls for 26 weeks
particularly in view of the fact that
a great many people are interested formerly assistant to the treasurer, commercial and 26 weeks sustaining,
named as Executive Assistant.
in. zoos and their animal inmates.
with ABC during the latter period
paying
Reichhold -$5,000 weekly.
Working with a portable mike,
John Franklin, staff announcer, inLoss of the Reichhold coin puts
terviewed Roger Conant, publicitythe entire longhair roster of the netwise director of the Zoo, As they
works out on the sustainijtig limb,
moved from cage to cage, Conant
with the exception of the Boston
Continued from page 27
related interesting facts about the

l"~lhem.

has been a subject of contro-

tele,

among

tele'engineers and layannounced last. July.
MacFarland - Aveyord, Chi, is

versy

men

since

agency.

.

'

.

Reichhold

—

;

;

>

I

'

'

.

.

.

77

^ Webs Ready
—
sB
Continued from page 27

library of mood music to take care
All of
of every conceivable need.
the music is original and has been
cleared from a copyright standpoint.
"This should be good news to all
of our advertisers," one web sales
chief noted. "Agencies will he able.
to continue their shows with considerable ease even though the mu-

go on
Presumably

strike."

sicians

it'll
be the responthe webs' continuity boys
it that one show doesn't
open with the same cue the preceding show signed off with.
Mutual mainly is leaving the problem of meeting, the situation up to
the sponsors .and their agencies, having advised them by letter to this
effect. "Not too many shows will be
seriously afl'ected," a web spokesman
said, adding that the net had some
plans under wraps to -meet the emergency as far as sustainers tire con,cerned. While these plans aren^t for
disclosure at this time, he said, he
hinted that on dramatic stanzas using organ bridges, sound effects
probably would play a large role in
pinchhitting for musical cues.
It
was pouited out, too, that WOR,
N. Y. key station, has a large, long
established library of cues and

sibility of

to

see to

.

mood-music on wax.

-

Lineoln-Merciiiy
i

Ont

of

New

York's Itading

indopondont rtationr

Symphony, which recently figured

the L-M account was opened, however, by Thompson's "resignation
from the account, and the iact that
the Ford division pitched the lucrastrengthens the
tive deal to
agency's claim that its- Ford billings
are firm.

sot/nf
bfi'^bi?il""^*='^°*^^
some
of his
charges.
Besides the good visibility of the
animals, the roars from the lions
and the noises from the tigers and
leopards added to the interest of the
program..
.

;

K&E

.

Idea would have been improved if
youngster or two had been included in the show, with the reaction
of the Wdg both veiibally and visually bound to pep up the proceeda

How much L-M coin wiU be tunneled into radio isn't yet being told,
but radio is definitely in the blueprints for this year's campaign, and
ings.
This also would have given the there are signs that Lincoln-Mershow an informal, human interest cury may follow its parent comtouch.
Shot.
pany's lead in giving radio a heavy
play. (In addition to "Ford Theatre,"
the Ford Dealers— whose account is

PEGCTY

(Arranger-Singer)

i

"TelcTAuction " which was showcased over the Du Mont station several weeks ago; This one will be
sponsored by 10 clients of the Sterljiug ad Agency, which deals almost
exclusively with fashion accounts,
and will be directed by Nelson. Format will follow that of the original
show, with various articles being
auctioned off to the highest studio
bidder and all proceeds going to
various charities. Budget hasn't been
set, according to Sterling
accoyut
exec Al Moss, but the show also will
use Conover models.
Third show, which is expected to
be bankrolled by a group of Fifth
avenue jnerchants plus several leading manufacturers, is another indie
package. Tentative plans call for it
jto feature the "Three Graces from
Olympus" in a semi-legit format,
with models doubling as actresses.
In addition to these shows, WATV,
Bremer Broadcasting's new station
iin, Newark, N. J., is expected to tee
off Its studio proiframmtng with a

I

I

^'LanA Of the

Losr

Cvtrir, '$itiirday

for

"BOSCO"

;

THE HOLIDAYS
OH Dacca Records
with

ENftJC

MAORIGUERA

I

I

.

I

PEGGY MARSHALIL

:

:

I

'

;

I

j

Ford's keen interest in television

|

may

also

spending.
ambitious

be

reflected

K&E
video

is

in

'known

to

blueprints

time particularly reaches a,
class market able to afford lincolnS
and Mercurys.
Meantime, firm though the "'Ford
Theatre" billing may be at K&E, the
sponsor and agency are looking for
a switch from the 5 p.m. Sunday
spot on NBC to a nighttime period.
And ABC, never one to miss a pitch,
at. this

.

Monday

Nights

CBS

:

With

AUTHUR GODt^REY

of

ABC.

Package Man Herb Moss
Also Producing 'Vox Pop*
Herb Moss signed a deal this week
Whereby he'll, double from his package

operation

directing the

into producing atid
"Vox. Pop" show- on

ABC.
In addition to his

giving

the fiivver outfit detersales talk on the 8-9 Thursday

Symphony

month. care of an aide.
Moss formerly produced the Hildegarde show, as well as "Truth or
Jones« sales Consequences."
Belanger.
and^ promotion manager of WGOL,'
,
Several N. Y. retailers, such as ha.s resigned to become general man"*
Arnold Constable and McCreery's, ager Of WJEL and WJEL-FM at
Memphis—Bob Stevens, salesman,
already have bankrolled shows over Springfield, O. He was with
has jumped to WMPS' commercial
various N. Y. outlets during the l&nt for eight years, starting as a sales- department after nitie years at
several weeks.
man.
WHBCJ.
.

LirrON TEA

WOR-Mutual and

Henny Youngman comedy show and the "Meet
Your Hero" moppet program with
Mel Allen, Mess also cut an audition
spot following Henry Morgan's up- record of a new Hildegarde program
before leaving N. Y. to join up with
coming Rayve show.
There's also the 3-9 Sunday spot the Parks Johnson q-&-i( stanza. His
on ABC, which Reichhold's Detroit packaging operation has been pjjt in
is

mined

is exiting late this

<

shiflng oboat

of

L-M's
ABC's plans for filling the 8-9
have Sunday night spot aren't set yet;
which

will undoubtedly be pitched to the
client with the argument that tele

big fashion-ballet

WATV

show produced by

program

dlrectof

Paul

Columbiu—Frank N.

WOOL

'

j

.

i

Top-notch

Time

Although the

Detroit Symphony
apparently is in for a fade, the number of symphs on the nets will restill at
have "RFD America" main the same. The weekend after
on Mutual and Fred Allen on NBC). Reichhold's series is scheduled
to
For one thing, Neil Mulhern is bow out, Mutual, which currently
is
checking out of the ABC network's without a longhair stanza, will
introDetroit sates office to work for
duce a Saturday afternoon hour,
on the Lincoln-Mercury account. 1:30-2:30, with the Los Angeles
Jack Donohue will' stay on in charge Symphony conducted
by Alfred
of ABC's Detroit office.
Wallerstein, former

I

looking for a

sions.

musical director"

I

Vocal Director on ABC's

In gravy-train days, U. S. Rubber
bankrolled N. Y. Philharmonic on
CBS and General Motors the NBC
Symphony. Both are now sponsorless,
as is the Philadelphia Symphon.y, which has tried for five years
to snare a sponsor for its CBS ses-

K&E

;

is

fore Allis.<Chalmers.

JWT—

Fashion
Continued from page 29

MARSfliH-L

co-op coin was better than none and
took such a deal from ABC. Last
season John Hancock
Insurance
sponsored the Boston, the season be-

Salesman
.Apply Bex 849

VARIETY, 154 W. 46th

Now

York

19, N. Y.

St.,

'

W«!jhiiw4ity>

January 14, 1948

Peggy Lee's lanana May Bring
Test on Marketing of 'Bootleg Disks

tional disk jocks and as a result is a
potential national hit.
Miss Lee and her husband, guitar-

Dave Barbour, wrote the tune a
short while ago and recorded it for
ist

Capitol. Disk company made every
effbrt; Ifs clamed, to keep the tune
a secret so that- no other manufacturer would be able to record it bcT
fore Jati. 1. Cap didn't succeed entirely, because the Mills Bros, made
a version- of the tunc for Decca. But
no olher company is known to have
made a master, or, up to a week or
so ago, to have even known .about
the song.
Where the possible bootlegging of
(di^iAgs could come in is that Capitol released some pressings of the
tune on the Coast a day or two be'

when the disk ban was
applied, and it's possible that the
melody could have been taken oft
one of these. At least that could be

wax ban.
Courtney's last sides for Mercury
were "Hawaiian War Chant," "Josephine," "Object of My Afitections"
and "Again, Again and Again." He
then shifted to Vitacoustic in time
to get in eight sides before the Dec.
31 deadline.

Oopsj Sorry
Miami Beach,

Tony

WGBS

Chastain,

Jan.

13.

(CBS)

jockey who conducts the
"Night Watch" from 11: 30 p.m.

disk

on the station, and
who features the weekly ^Variety
disk-jockey poll result on the
airer on Saturday nights, had
himself a time last Saturday
(10), when, for the first time in
weeks he failed to run oS the
to one a.m.

ASCAP Loses Bid

.

it

only last week.

TexBenekes24G

Variety's Anniversary didn't
carry: the log because of early,
press time on the issue and.mahy
calls came in asking for the

Draw

Hollywood, Jan.

13.

Tex Beneke orchestra is turning- in
the heaviest gro.sses at the Palladium
that have been achieved since he last
played the spot 16 months ago.
Bencke played

to just

under

18,000

admissions the first week, compiling
« gross of approximately $15;000:
Second week, covering New Year's
Eve, the band drew a few hundred
more admissions,' but jumped the
coin take to about $24,000 due to the
$5 per New Year's Eye admission
price.
There were over 5*000 attendees that evening.

For Wash. State
Declaratory (H[

reason.

Olympia, Wash., Jan.

Lee^' Uiuque Deal

its

application

judgment

citing

On Gracie

Fields'

for a declaratory
as the representa-

An arrangement unique among

submitted

for the record,
by a 1937 statute.

right to the tune.
,
What set up the unusual arrangement is the heavy click of Miss
Fields' recording of the number.
London label, which actually is a
U. S. arm of British Decca, claims,
to have shipped- nearly 250,000 disks
here so far, 24,000 coming into N. Y.
by air freight last week. As a result
of the British recording, and Decca's
Bing Crosby cutting of it, the song
appears to be a repetition of
"Gypsy," which Leeds pushed into
a No. 1 sales hit here less than two
years ago, after it had been a smash
sales hit in England.
'

opined that ASCAP
given the judgment it

as

de-

as Sherock Gets

Shorty Sherock, who lost his
band's entire library of arrangements recently in a fire at the
Famous Ballroom^ Baltimore, is having difficulty securing^payment from
an insurance company because of an
unnoticed clause in the policy covering the material. And^ as a result, other bandleaders made aware
of the situation by Sherock's difficulty, are;, perusing their own. policies
ttnd revising their terms.
It: sieeims.thit
when Sherock's
policy was written a clause confined
the coverage to only those arrangements then included in the library,
instead of outlining blanket coverage for any material that might be
added later. Since the policy was
written several years ago, and the
average band's book is constantly
being revised to keet> up with pop
music trends, very few of Sherock's
arrangements actually covered by
the .policy Were lost In the blaze.
They had been discarded long ago.
And the insurance company is holdr
ing to the letter of the contracts.

by no means a

fatal

in the case in question. The p.d.
in
tunes automatically included
ASCAP's 80,000 titles unquestionably
were individual publisher's arrangements of p.d. material. That a publisher can exert a hold over a particular arrangement of free-use music is accepted by the. U.S. bureau
of copyrights.
ASCAP
jud^^ment
Declaratory
seeks evolves from a 1937 statute
Which demands that agencies such as
.'

ASCAP

file with state officials a list
of copyrighted material so that there
can be no mistake of music-users
within its borders over the music
controlled by the Society.

,

Continues Rise

,

Aftei*^ Hospital Discharge

times

cl^uring

recent weeks,

is

defi-

nitely dueto leave for California Fri(15 )i He had been okayed for
discharge at the start of this week,
but will stay put until train time.

day

Carnet goes straight to his Hollywood home and thereafter to Palm
Springs or Death Valley for a rest.
It isn't likely he'll be back to work
for some time. Meanwhile, Johnny
Herbie Collins' orchestra, Donna Dugan is running the band division

vocalist,

Albany.

is

at the

Ten Eyck

hotel,

as well as the theatrerbooking de-

pai'tmenU

contains clauses which the writers of
it assert were not intended to be a'
violation of terms of the T-H law,
but have been so intepreted in the
past. And a more clear-cut understanding will probably be asked
when negotiations for a new deal
.

begin.

-

Clause that bothers is one that
MPCE Council retains the

states the

to reject memberships applications of those deemed undesirable.
That was originally intended to

mean such people who might

give
the music business a bad -name on
The
the basis of prior histories.
MPCE has construed-that rule in the
past to mean that it can deny applications for new memberships so long
as there are MPCE members out of
work. Such a reason has recently
been given for rejecting applicants,
despite the fact that during the
major portion of the current contract a man who already had a job
before applying for admission was
virtually automatically admitted.
In recent weeks, it's said that the
MPCE has received objections from
applicants denied cards on the theory
that the T-H law bars any union
'

.

Decision of the court will have no
bearing on the infringement suits
against ballrooms, hotel, niteries,
from denying membership to anyone
etc., filed locally last month, according to ASCAP attorney Bernard desirous of a card. This is true, but
Reiter. Reiter also told Vahieiy that it does not apply to current agreements
until those agreements expire.
infringemotion
the
defense
on
a
suits that ASCAP as an organization
be made a party to the suits- had

Sheet Sales Pace

Larry Barnet, head of Music Corp
of America's band department, who
was due for discharge from Flower
hospital. New York, three or more

Pub

Employees and vari-

one right

has signed Louis Armstrong's sixpiece combination of jazz stars to
work as an act with the show beIt's Armstrong's
ginning Jan. 28.
first theatre shot on Broadway. He's
been working niteries„ theatres, one*
nighters and jazz concerts throughMusic sheet sales have continued
put tlie country with his group for on the upgrade since the start of the
almost a year and is hot b,o. lure.
spurt noticed early in December.
Coin Armstrong secured from the Music men have been anticipating a
Roxy is not revealed, but it's said to dip following the holidays on the
be substantial in view of the size theory that the pre-Xmas spurt was
of the group.
based on the latter, that annual,
standard tunes were making the dif-

Barnet Going to Coast

Act Qialk line
Contract between the Music

ous music publishers expires at the
end of this year and the writing of
a new one will have to take into
consideration the terms of the TaftCurrent agreement
sought on*the Hartley Act.

.

fernee in sales figures.
Since the first of the year, however, pubs have found that instead
of sloping off, sales have, continued
on the rise. One tune that has been
hovering in fifth and sixth position,
for example, last week sold 34,000
That's close to wartime
copies.

MUS-ARrS 1ST ANNI
WITH 7 EX-MCA'ITES
Chicago, Jan. 13.

Mus-Art Agency

will

mark

its first

year of operation next week with a
meeiting here of executives 'of the
company. Lyle Thayer will come
in from the Coast to join Riiss
Facchine, Howard Chriiitensen and
Jack Whittemore, who will hop in
from New York,
With recent branches set up in
San Krjancisco, under Art Rowley;
Dallas under Chick Scoggin; Kansas
City,

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is. renewing
Its elf oris to obtain a change in the
1909 Copyright law enabling its pub-i^

members to exact -royalty
payments for the use of copyrighted
music in coin machines. Initial move
in that direction had been made last
spring, when Rep. Frank Fellows, of
Maine, Introduced Bill No, 2570 into
the House.
Subsequently, this bill
was sidetracked temporarily while
ASCAP threw its entire weight,
along with the Music Publishers
Protective Assn. and other trade
lisher

groups behind another

which aimed

tmder Johnny Sandusky, Mus-

agency

Christensen,

in

there

asisociation

are

now

No. 1269,
result, but

bill,

same

'

introduction />f the bill. It' seeks to
force coin machines, which now use
recordings for profit without pay*
ment to the owners of the material
used thereon, to pay a royalty to
publisher owners of the material.
This is not now actually forbidden
by the 1909 copyright law; the latter simply never made provision for
such a' use of copyrighted material.
It simply states that .a performance
of a song in a public place may not
be deemed a performance for profit
unless an admission is charged by
the owner, of the place housing the
machine. At that time, this -was applied to electric pianos.
ASCAP's renewed attempts to
push through its 2570 bill, following
the apparent failure of 1259, which
was introduced by Rep. Hugh Scott
at the behest of the National Assn.
of Performing ArtistSi is very prob^
ably due to agitation firom the International Congress of. Performing
Rights
Societies,
scored
which
ASCAP in meeting at Washington
almost two years ago for failing to
collect royalties from coin machines.
It's done in almost every other country in the world. This attitude wai
originally responsible te^ the filing
of 2570.
.

-

Dsdey's

DiK
Frank

with
seven

Bill
ex-MCA'ites With Mus-Art.
Chicago; Bob Harthun,
in
Hollywood; Al Gaziey, in New York,
and Rowley are all former. MCA
men.

Polk,

to Stwrms
Mjeadowbrook; the

band suburban
:

York dance

spot

;wliii(ib:

New

operates

throughout the winter, was hit
heavily by the succession of snow

and

ice

storms,

etc;

-

that

have

plagued the N, Y. area since the day
after Christmas,
Dailey ertimates
that he lost between $30,000 and
$35,000 in revenue during the twoweek interval, which is. the best b,Q,
period of the winter season. College
students are then home from scliool..
The lost coin is made up of actual
reservations, only 25% to 30% of
which were filled because of blocked
or icy roads leading to Meadowbrook. Dailey had, had sight sthiight
days of raaximujn reservations, beginning New year's Eve, due to
parties, school affairs, etc....^!nireft
evenings the" spot was closed completely, one of them because of failure of light and heat due to fallen
wires. Latter miglit have been extended except for the -fact thai •
Meadowbrook employee, isonversant
With such problems, spliced broken
wires outside the Spot and got juice
enough for the needs of Meadow.

.

.

and nearby homes.

Tough to Book 15-Man

Band-^lits

It

Up

hto VarioBi Huts
.

Janssen Now Oidy Sharing
In Artist Records Firm

356^

-Dailey's

name

only

now has six branches. And, in
addition to the three ex-Music Corp.
(Whittemore, brook
America men
of
Facchine, Thayer) who farmed the
Art

new

at the

which, following drawn-out hearings, appears to have been completely dropped.
ASCAP began its new attempt to
do something with 2570 by sending

one of its board members, Johnny
O'Connor, tO Washington last week
to lay the groundwork for a re-

Justices
Steiner,
Jeffers
shouldn't be

ARMSTRONG 6-PIECER
BOOKED BY ROXY,

Burned on Fire Payoff

com-

Must Walk T-H

lishers Contact

grounds that of 60 titles selected for
perusal out of the 80,000; filed by the
Society, 10 had been deeply checked
and a "percentage" was found to
present p.d; tunes which "constitutes
a public injury. .the statute was intended to prevent."
It's felt that while the decision was
on one hand a black eye for the So'
ciety, it is

straight

MPCE-PubDeal

.

music publishers in this country and manded
England has been made between
In a imanimous decision,
Leeds Music here and Keith-Pro wse Walter Beals, William J.
of Londoni involving the also un- John Robinson, and Clyde
precedented quantity sales, in the
U. S. of English recordings. Agreement gives to -Leeds all of the
mechanical royalties accruing from
the U. S. sale of Gracie Fields' London label recording of "Now Is the
Hour," despite the fact that the
master and resultant pressings of the.
tunc were made in England with
British musicians and a
British
artist. Keith-Prowse, it would figure,
would be entitled to the royalties
since the source of the disks is
within the jurisdiction of its copy-

and

stories,

mercials by name performers.
All without music of course.
Various vocal combinations
are being used for the jingles,
employing various music-less
methods of setting a tempo..

music owners

entitled to collect performance
royalties within this state. Decision
was handed down last week (.8) in
supreme court on the basis of the obpresiding
to
jection
of
judges
ASCAP'a inclusion of public domain
music in the list of copyrighted titles

Eandsmen
Policies

Musicians against its musicians
partaking in the making of
World Transcriptions is
them.
going right ahead turning out
musical spots acapella, among
otlier
items such as straight
dramatic shows based On orig-

'

London Label Disk

&

-

A Capelia Spots
Those annoying radio jingles
won't be stopped, by a mere ban
by the American Federation ,of

it

copyrighted

of

and

Leeds took "Hour" for this country after arrangements with K-P,
Incidentally, when Beneke com- Paling, of Australia, the original
pletes his current run at the Palla- publisher, and a third deal mth
clium; early in February, he 'will Boston Music, of Boston, a G. Schirbe dropping the Glenn' Miller billing mer
Sons subsidiary. The deal
now giving Leeds title to the U. S. royalfrom the band's title.
It's
.known as Tex Beneke and the „ties from Miss Fields' disk Was set
When up to avoid any possible confusion.
Glenn Miller
orchestra.
been denied. The suits were brought
Beneke exits the Palladium, too, the
by individual publishers and comspot will begin a new salary policy.
posers.
Woody Herman follows on a deal
The Supreme Court decision was
callmg for a $2,500 weekly guaranreached on an appeal by Ihe Washtee, {tlus 50% of the gross over
ington State Restaurant Assn., and
€p finn
N.Y. the Independent Theatre O'mners of
Roxy theatre, N. Y:, which long Washington, Northern Idaho and
ago gave up the use of full-size name Alaska.
0.0. Insurance orchestras on its stage in competition with the Paramount, Strand
and Capitol, is pulling a switch. It
.

For Coin Madiiiie Royalty Papents

13.

American Society of Composers,
Authoi';s and Publishers was denied'

tive

.

Palladium

ASCAP m New Copyr^ht Law Bid

inal

toppers.

fore': Jan. 1,

the explanation of a bootlegger.
That's supposed to be the way
fiecca's- Mills BSros.4got it, but there
aren't .many takers on that storyi
No artists or anyone else could
have gotten the tune any other way
since there are still no copies of the
tune in print. Mickey Goldsen, who
operates a Lee-Barbour Music firm
for the singer and her husband, as a
subsid, will publish the song. He got

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Del Courtney pulled his orchestra
out ot the Mercury Record setup
and switched to Vitacoustic just prior
to the Petrillo

Possibility ot the: marketing ott>
l)obtleg recordings of hit tunes may

be tested before the disk ban applied
by the American Federation of Musicians is more than a month old. A
situation has developed over a Capitol disking by Peggy Lee of, a tune
she wrote herself titled "Manana,"
which, is getting considerable attention On the Coast and from na-

49

OlIClHES'niAShBflJSIC
Courtney on Yitacoustic
In I^t-Minute Switch

Baron

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

Elliott

(Charles Craft), lo-

and head ot staff band
at WCAE, has opened his own orchestral agency hi a downtown of-

cal maestro

Hollywood. Jan. 13.
Werner fice building. He's specializing in
Records heads
Artist
Janssen and Alan Stansvold have small units made up from wlttain tail
own outfit.
given up active interest in the disk
Victmi
Jack Kapp an
Band' biz conditions made it infirm. However, they will retain increasingly apparent to Elliott that
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
in the label, which amounts his large (lS-pie(ie) crew would:.find.
Jack Kapp, prez of Decca Records, terest
It more and more difficult to; -get
here sev- to approximately 50%.
was stricken with Virus
eral days ago. He's remaining on
Janssen's Portland Symphony or- steady work as « imit, apart from
Coast at least through Thursday (15) chestra and othec interests make the radio chores, so he decided on
steadlatest' course to keep his
to fully recuperate* before making
managemeiit of the record company ily employed working as
definite decision to return East.
trios and
Kapp has been here sinctt a few impossible. Firm Is currently beitig foursomes. He's also hooking outrun by G. A. Broker.
side talent, too, however.
days before Xmas.
figures.
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'Home Made Recording[s*
Cue 50G by Batoneer

Didk Jockey Reviews
BACKBAT MATINEE
trltb Bob Elliot
Fftrttoipatlnc
120 Mini.; 2 p.in., Moii.-Uira>Sat.
.

WHDH,

'

Bontoiit

straightest yet most
jocks on the local air,
Bob Elliot has built up a following

One of the

loersonable

on this up and coming indie. Has
two or three spots during the day
(one a husband-wife deal, the other
a comedy slot with Ray GoUlding,
Which ranks as ]the top local show

its kind). "The Backbay Matinee,"
however, rates top dajr time audience amonfi disk joclts.
Format is block style, giving each
band or artist .15 minutes with very

filed suit in Superior Court here for
$50,000 against War Perkins chargthat Perkins is selling "home
made recordings" of his band. Milton asserts that Perkins got the disk
of his band by either taking the two
numbers off the air or recording
them in some way whUe he was the

Subsequent broadcasts have greatly
improved and as it now sha^pes up
"Celebrity Train" has a good chance

.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Orchestra leader Roy Milton has

gratulatory bedlam left him so confused that he signed off a half hour
too early.
Station switched it back
and the platter pandemonium went
on to the bitter end. Whole affair
can be written- as a back-patting
bash that pleased everybody except
the radio aud.

of clinging to the main line. Hogan
has ingratiating chatter and a vast

acquaintanceship,
ranging
from
Mayor Kennelly: to Bob Hope; Phone
calls from listeners requesting disk
faves
is
a promising device,
if
handled while platters are spinning
little side chatter, Elliot figuring lis- Otherwise it's something ol a bore
teners tune in for music and not with lots of deSd air and one-sided
dialogue of the "Hi'ya, boy" type.
for personal opinions.
Further defect is that phone disk
As a. jock Elliott uses a' snrboth,
straight style, never talks over mu- requests must be relayed back to the
sic, and .doesn't bear down on per- studio. It's doubtful that any listener
'spnttt etithusiasta'S.' Besult is two will hear his request on the night
hours of solid, e&sy-to-listen-to mu- lis phoned in. Switches, incidentn ally, were very sloppy on the preem
the customer'?
.'sic,- reflecting
EH«.
but since have sharpened Up.
choices.
of

By Ben Bodec

ing

Show

Se Mins.; TIrars., 6:30

'

bucks
Club,"

11:60

'

Dave

but

it

,

Garroway's aud

that

Bill

lifted

is

Hunt Answer To

comedy-etched "Mumble" numbev
and the "Pretty" batch of bebOp.
Jukes and jocks will be spinning
both sides to a Xaretheewell.

>

sound virtually "live" .Sanders Nighthawk orchestra. Of
from listener standpoint. recent years it's been devoted to
thus does A fine job on his record sessions, however, and remains a pet with the station.
aims.
Show has a promotional twist in
that listeners are asked to join the
CELEBRITT TRAIN
club.
For sending in their name
With Marty Hocaii
Two Honrs Ni|rhUy» 11:30 pjn.-l:30 they actually get a liiembership card
issued by the Merry Old Oiief—
a.m.
another tradition from the original
Sponsored
show—and get their requests played.
WOFL, ChicaKO
"Celetaity Train" adds celeb in- Though aired once weekly, the proterviews and phone calls to the gram gathers a steady flow of mail
standard disk deal. Show originates in this way.
Advent of Bill Leeds to the show
Celebrity
newly
constructed
in the
Hoom: adjoining the College Inn, several weeks ago gives a lift to the
Hotel Sheman. Records fire played record spinning. 'Among the radio
crowd, Leeds is one of the betterat the station.
Preem, on Dec. 29,. was described informed on musicians, pop tunes
as "a mad ratrace" by Hogan, who and disks in general, and it shows
knew exactly what he was talking up in his gabbling. As the Merry
about.
Some 90 minutes of con Old Chief, Leeds- is well cast, and
makes the show about the nearest
thing locally to what!s generalljt. regarded as a jlisk Jockey session.
Quin.
2-a-Day;
Phooey
session

.

.

'

•

„

'

.

'

Video programming -hours Currently run from seven to ll'p.m., I
period which brings the greatest
amount of revenue to the mouths of
jukes situated in virtually every
saloon. With video sets piling up in
saloons throughout the. country, local
diskbox owners are jittery. Ops get
little comfort from reports that it's
even worse in the east where it's
said there's a 70% drop in platters
played.
Operators are burnyig midnight
oil trying to come up with a solution whereby .if they can't beat
video they, can, at least, join the

on

Grabs 185G as Jock

Language" (Victor).
this pair from the
score ranlis as upper
Gary Stevens does a

Instrumentally

Jo Stafford—"Haunted Heart," "I'm

My Own GrandmaW"

"Road ..to Rio"
drawefBeneke.

this one runs to extremes,
demonstrating once more that .split'
personality. On the "sublime" side
Miss Stafford gives with a typically
choice demonstration of ballad 'selling.
Swing to the 'other side has
Capitol obviously -reaching .for a repeat of her hit with "Timtayshun."
Choral
and coinedy effects- of
"Grandmaw" jell,- but the..-end results of this hillbilly burlesque -fall

the juke's alley and a lUcely bellringer at the store counter, is Lund's
He
rendition of "But Beautiful."
does it with a self-assured feel for
bow is also due the
the lines.

ods of connecting video' screens to
intake
devices
have been
worked out mechanically and electronically,
it's,
claimed, but thse
means of applying the idea has npt
been found.
coin

.

•.

A

Skyler-Shafter
conducting.
on the reverse surface is

U

Week

J^^^\^ Best SeDers on Qwi-Madiffles

Fifty-eight-year-old jobk entered
itadio in 1927, following a 'deeade in
Vaude. He is a director ef WSBC
and treasurer of t)ie Chi Association
of Disk Jockeys.

BALU3RINA

(Jefferson)

(10)

GOLDEN EABBiNos
I'LL

HOW SOON

4,

(5)

t

—

..........

*«'{

of Jan.

10

TOO-FAT POLKA

(S)

.

U

. .

.

V

. Jtf

.

i.

instance there is too much .iiigtrumentally going on behind the singeir
'
most of the time.
•

Crosby.

';(. Jttefc

'.

(Shaplro-B)
p.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

•• •"
.

........... Deiica

Ovjens.

,

, .

.

, ,

. .

. ,

{Arthur Godfrey.
^iinclretos

Boy Dbrey— "Passing Fancy,"
I, Knew the Name" (Majestic).
Solid going here with either side.
Torchy flavor of "Fancy" gets good
nurturing fi-om Dorey's rugged style*

.Tower

.

Wish

i^iColumbia
..Dtcia

Sisters. .....

'

MERCURY BUYS UOVER'
MASTER FROM Pin rNDlE
Chicago, Jan.

/indie,

town String

the master to the

(Morris)

NEAR YOU

8.

(12)

(3)

of the

rangement

Kranz disk

is

that the

was

Sammy Kaye..
.Victor
"'"lJ4 st«^ra..,.,.,..,.^..:,^fyi/pit0i

(Horrfs)

.

j."

(11)

AND MIMI

9.

(9)

Aitidrewf Sis.-D. Kaye. ...

yjetdiusis

(6hapirO-B)
(1)

•

(Crawford)

V

"

»

•

,

Louts Priwia

I

.

Cnig

IMcfe kayroes.

1

Art

hmi.
pi^h iSI^re..

(

.

Kyset.

.

.

.

, . .

.

,

.-, .

. , , . , ,

\

{ l<ji^

.

;:.

Itiaify Greettt

PASS PEACE PIPE

14.

.

.

j
'

(Supreme)

,

. ,,
.

^

.

. i .

.

....

.

. ; .

.

. . . , , > . .

....

ar
for

launching "Four Leaf Clover" into a
sheet sales hit and such an event is
what Indie disk ntanufacturers strive
to achieve so a;» to *oost a label's
rating from territorial importance to
one of national recognition.

FoUowing the click of the .Uptown
String group's disking of the standard, M-G-M Records made a version
of the tune with Art Mooney's orchestra, virtually duplicating the interpretation developed by the former, which, incidentally, includes
the use of -a banjo, now long outmoded with name bands. Kranz's
turning of the master ovct to Mercury very probably has much t<J do
with Mooney's success with his recording, since it's probable that the
smaller firm could not achieve the
production Mooney is getting from
M-G-M, hence couldn't hope to overhis competition.

Financial details of the switch to

Mercury aren't being spotlighted,
butiiU-aDz figures to do well enough.

1 (MHIer)

(Capitol). Has the earmarks
and counter fyxfe.
is punchy throughout either
and the harmony is of catchy

Pace
side

SO FAR

ME ANYMORE

STILL

GET JEALOUS
(Shapiro-B)

.

. .

i

.^Oecca

Crosbj/-Andreu)s

\

Grade

"My

Gal"

I

.

.

.Decca
Decca

, ,

'

Capitol

Decca
Columbia
Colitmbia
Victor
i

f

Guy Lombardo.

1

Lonzo and- Oscar.

IFigures in parentheses indicate number oj weele* song has. been in the Top

.

10.]

-.

.

.

(M-G-M)

.

Brazil"
(M-G-M).
Galli
Sisters
figure impoL'tantly in the "Brazil'^
business. .. .Blue Barron, with Clyde
Burke on the vocals, compounds
pleasant, if not particularly distinctive, daasapation out of "Mary IjOU".
and "Let's Be Sweethearts Again*

Victor

.Columbia

Guy Lombardo

and invoke memories of his
Huston is

with a version that will
garner him .special listing from the
jockeys
Art Mooney crowds all
the noi.sc and' excitement of .an jDljd;time community ding into' "I'm
Looking Over' a Four Leaf Clover'''
and '"The Big Brass Band From

London

franjcic Loine.

•••••
t

.

.

derby

Victor
. .

rise)

style-setting days
Bob
in on the "Pianissimo"

Columbia

Fields

Perry Como
Frank* Sinatra.
Jo Stafford

'.

I

.

.Victor

.CoiumbUt

\Doris Day
Harry James.
\
{Three Suns.....

.

especially

Platter Pointers

Earl (Fatha) Ulnoc^ bouncey piano
and flair for dressing it up with
plenty brass latch on to "When I
Dream of You" and "Louise" (Sun-

,

. .-. ;

....... \i

I

i

(Morris)

.....................

.

.

{Perry Como
Frank 'SinaH-a
Andrews Sisters..

.."

(General)

.

.

.Copitol
.CotiwHbio

. .

Freddy Martin.

( Buddy Clarke.

(Williamson)

MY OWN GKAMPA

.

. .

Sist/ers.

.

(

(Oxford),

.

SHINE

Coma

-AfoW J""."

Andrews

... ... JColumbia
.Tonw Postori
Tony Pastor ............. Gotwmhia
Victor
Larry Greene
. . ;
.> . . .

I

FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL (Williamson)
GENTLEMAN IS A DOPE (Williamson)
POPPA WON'T YOU DANCE (Morris)
I

Perry,

(

(Miller)

HOW LOCKY TOB are (Lee»is)
NOW IS THE HOUR (Leeds)

I'M

t

{ Ctor"

.Mercurj;
.Victor

.

,

.

(RoliMns)

(I>ec<il8)

GONNA GET A GIRL
DON'T YOU LGVE

Frankie Laine

!

TOUR RED.WAOON

.

Mine Once

another "Inside U.S.A." compo.sition.
I

-

THOSE THINGS MONEY CAN'T BUT

Is

of a juke special

.GtAwnkUi

dimensions,

TWO LOVES HAVE

"My Gal

More"

.JtMf^fSi

;

,

..... . Viclos

. . , . .

'

th.e

Language,"

i.i.iDccca

. . .

mood
beam.

Mercer, with Pied Pipers
—Johnny
"You Don't Have to Know

Viistor

.

whimsical

finds the baritone right on the
Paul Baron's the leader.

pecca

iBullet

. ;

"Name's"

while

Victor

.

. .

Coming Up

Four Leaf

responsible

\

.

'

Up-

LoolEiag Over a
Clover." Unlqwe angle

come

BEIitS

CIVILIZATION

<^uartet's recording of

"I'm

originally

SERENADE OF THE

13.

Mercury Records completed an
unusual deal last week when it purchased from Kranz Records, Pitts-

burgh

7.

,,

paced and the Frank DeVol
background is a honey. Twin side
emerges with j;ist as much warmth
and teAjolerness, even though in this,

fectly

-G-M

:.\\cffl2i

s1^;e::;::::.

Margaret Whltlny—i"Now 1b th*
Hour," "But Beautiful" (Capitol). As
surefire a brace of listening plea'sure as this .warbler has turned outi
the past year. "Hour" is trimmed
with fine melodic strokes and per*

i . . v^^^
.

, .

.

{^''^^^^.7.::.;:;:::^

(Supreme)

(»)

S

^

(Simon)

(2)

ia<m)^e ; > .
Jimmi; Dorscv. « .

j VflttfllMt

(Paramount)

DANCB AT WEDDING

•

fo\u:-stat.

.

1.

:

quite short of the predecessors As
for the Schwartz-Dictz number from
"Inside U.S.A.," Miss Stafford's plug
is as .solid as they'll come. Arrangement, stressing strings and harp,

arrangement and Johnny Tliompson's
script

•

The

(Capitol).

mood on

plodding job of
the latter's vocal, but Beneke, joined
by the Moonlight Serenaders, whips
enough zip into the other side to
balance off the inadequacy.
Art Ijuiid—"But Beautiful," "Love
Right up
Is So Terrific" (M-G-M).

13..

Jaclt Cooper, Negro disk jock on
Chi small watters, grossed $185,000
during 1947. He currently occupies
40 hours a week en four stations and
also operates the Jack L. Cooper
Radio Advertising Service.
•

.

Already meth-

train.

chanteuse

the

'

58..Yr..0ld Yauder

Chicago, Jan.

growing gravy

,

Frank Sinatra— "But Heautiful,"
lush orchestral "If I Only Had a Match"' (Columrides "Al" bia).
Sinatra gets heavy competiways" like a feather on a breeze.: It tion from the string section as he
may: not prove to have the sales defty crawls through the Burke- Van
power of some of her recent releases Heusen number, which here again
but tliere's lots of lyric pleasure Tspolls clickeroo. "Match" item, while
packed in that grooving. Dusted-off several notches above the average
"Book Shop" won't excite, but the song in literary conception, may not
piano obbligato suggests quite a garner much hoopla from among
spark of imagination.
the faithful.
It takes more than Beneke—"But Beautiful," casual listening to catch the point
Tex
"You Don't Have to Know the of' the saga.
support,

•

McCann

Shaw)

Van Cleave lending

:

the

I

Sl/racnsc

"My Blue Heaven" (Gene

Video Menace

program

You"

Austin)

ED MUEPHY
WSYR,

:

Love

I

—

Favorite Fivje

"Stardust" (Artie

Baxt.

Say

"White Christmas" (Bing Crosby
"Old Man River" (Franft Sinatra)
"Lunete" (Leslie Baxter)

Coast Juke Ops

Garroway's

Leeds

Never

"I'll

,

.

out otthc ordinary by 25 Mins.; Sat., 11:30 p.U;
his choice of material and his easy, SiMtainine
friendly manner, which ties the WDAF, Kanisas City
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
This record session is WDAF's
show together, in top- fashion. Mcis crucifying jukeboxes
Cann uses a "guest of the evening," entry in the disk jockey sweepstakes inTelevision
this area, according to one of the
idea with Monica Lewis featured on in Kansas City. Station has carried
operators,
local
who- claims
top
a
show
this
whirl,
her
"Whillenpoof''
song
of
title
this
at this time since
inception of radio here in 1922. grosses are off as much as 50%.
standing out.
Format' calls for di^s carrying Originally, show was a pop music Wired music services are also sufplenty of strings. Continuity makes .session done live with the Coon* fering but to a lesser degree:

music

—

(M-G-M).
A combination that
should tickle Miss Smith's following.
The British smash comes over with
sockish
a
sentimental
tug and
"Never Say," liktewise- dittped in
simple sentiment,' has all the nostalgic flavor of; the parlor hormgnium.
Charioteers
"What Did He Say"
Mumble Song), "Ooob! Lobk^aThcre, Ain't She Pretty'/" ((jolumbia).
Cloaked in slick Mitchell
Ayres background, the Charioteers
pitch at their sharpest on both the

My

NIGBTHAWK FROUO
With

figui-es as

Here's a -torch '-which will not only

.

of idinner

(Capiout for the

all

California Pressing Co.

doesn't seem
will be dimin-

ished mucft.

>p.i)l.

SasMninc
KJR> Seattle
Tom McCann's half hour

with a smart bounce and
a nifty contrast.
Buddy
Clark
"Pianissimo,"
"You're Too Dangerou.'?, Cheric"
(Columbia).
Clark projects the
Benjamin-Weiss ballad with sensitive appreciation of its nuances, putting it on a strong competitive line
with the other versions. The insinuating lilt of "Dangerous" should
also take well. Dick Jones batoned.
Kate Smith— "Now Is the Hour,"
treated

Me"

for

bobbysock trade' with "Thoughtless."

.

SfiRENADi: TO SEA'lCTLE
With Tom McCann

MacRae— "Tlioughtless,"

Gordon

You Were Meant
MacRae goes
tol).

Club Cobra.
pull the nickels in a big way but
David Pollack, Milton's attorney may work itself up into quite a sheet
stated that the records are being seller. Contrasting sharply with the
sold commercially under the label, snail-like pace of "Thoughtless" is
"Club Time." That thgy were cut the baritone's sprightly and melodic
in either manner is indicated by the treatment of "-You Were Meant for
Adroitly backed by Carlyle
fact that there is crowd noise in the Me."
background and applause at the endj Hall's band this platter can do things
for MacCrae.
of the platters.
Pollock also said that Kenneth
Dinah Shore-^"ril Always Be in
Long Studios had made the masters Love With You," "In a Little Book
With Nathan
and Perkins did ttie pressing at his Shop" (Columbia).

own

51

'

Nate Erlidi, -dance hall.o|>erator of
Spencer, Iowa, has been granted a

Mercury
Deoca

motion for a bill of particulars from
the -government involving latter's
charge of income isx «vasion al-

Victor

I

leged to total $1^,637 for theryears
from 19^- to 1944: Hearingar in ih«
argument are set tor Jan. 24.

WcKlnevday, January 14, 1948
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Decca

Sitting

Top

On

OfDiskSalesData

World

of

Decca Records may be in a slightly better spot than most major recording companies, due to the unusual arrangments it has always

sales,

fram leading
and showing

with musical artists who
record for World Transcriptions, a
When
wholly owned subsidiary.
talent is contracted for by World,

have always carried
pacts
the
clauses permitting Decca to transfer
from a transcription to a Decca
recOtfd any tune thought to have
To
sales value in that medium.
achieve the switch, Decca only had
to pay the talent involved in the
scale rate demanded by the American Federation of Musicians, with,
possibly a separate arrangement if
the bandleader or singer involved
of sufficient

name

'

If any one of them shows
itself;'
promise through public reaction to
a World transcription it. would be
simple for Decca to market them. In
that way, the company could conceivably come up with a tune otheipopular disk companies haven't got
and they Wouldn't be able to get.

wk.

wk.

1

1

I

N
X

title

Jefferson...

'

.. ..

2

..

5

'

!

2

3

3

4

!

4

6

•5

T

"GoIdeiT Earrings"

Capitol,, since it owns its own transscription service, may be able to

duplicate Decea's position if its contracts carry the Same' provisions.

Renewal

Eddie Wolpin's contract as general

manager of Famous and Paramount
Music companies:, has iieei) renewed
.

twi) '.years^ - Wolpin's original
for the same period of time,

l

.Paramount

2

1

1

1

2

6

1

1

92

1

5

2

3

1

2

2

z

87

2
6

3

6

5

5

3

3

65

4

6

2
5

3

5

6

49

8

7

9

4

44

7

7

5

7

9

38

4-

8

8

31

sales trends.

10

7

31

S

25

1

..

3

3

8

..

e

5

4

7A

5

S

7B

2

7

2
,

lOB

10

14

8

9

fPass Tliat Peace Pipe". Crawford.

.

..

.

r

?

6
9

10

7

10

8

9
4

8
7
3

10

9

6

16

6

10

6

15

4

11

U

10

1

"How

16

9

10

9

15

4

liucky TCoa Are".« Leeds

7

7

16

NO TROUBLE GEHING
FEMME DIALERS HERE
Lee, KOOL platter spinner, plays
three records on Wednesday morning show, "Mother's Night Out," and
identify
listeners
to
challenges
vocalists.
First to

phone in correct answers
wins services of baby sitter for a
night!

4

Court Directs Marks To
Pay. $500 Fee in Bank Suit

AFM OKAYS DISKED
ARMY SHOW AIRINGS

Harry W- Bank, founder and ex-

PhoetUx, Jan. 13.
prexy of the defunct Cosmo Becords,
Local disk jockey has come up was awarded $500 counsel fees to be
with ne'Or twist in giveaways. Gil
paid by E. B. Marks Music, according

Hollywood, Jan.

Those proposing the phonograph
record statistical pool hold that such
a project would not only give the
Industry an insight into tlie various
factors tliat raalce sales go up or
down but afford a means of analyzing public interest in music, So that
the whole thing could be handled
without suspicion it is suggested that
the Census Bureau, which is part
of the U. S. Department of Commerce, be entrusted with the data.
Information could be submitted on
a monthly, quarterly or annual basis
and the figures broken ao'wn into
such classifications as pop, classical,
country and folk and children's records.

13.

American Forces Radio Service
been jfiven the "go ahead" sign
by James C. Petrillo on transcribing

Burnham Ailing

l>as

Bill
Burnham, William Morris
agency band booker, came up With a
heart twinge Sunday (11) evening
at his home in Westchester, N. Y.,
and will be bedded for two weeks
at least while doctors try to detereffect since Jan. 1
Marks' action against Bank was cording ban
mine whether he had a heart atpredicated on the theory that where parallels union's okay to government tack. Cardiographs were taken imservices during war years.
chief stockholders or officers domimediately.
nate a company, they should be held
Burnbam's chores at Morris wiU
liable for any wrong the corporation
Bob Miller, HIPCE prez, to Coast l>e distributed to other staffers in the
may commit.
end of this month.
meanwhile.

to a "N. Y. federal court ruling last

airshows for broadcast to serviceweek. Platter exec successfully de- men, vets in hospitals and its worldfended a test infringement suit, last wide short wave broadcasts.
month brought by Marks.
Unqualified clearance despite re-

m

'

m

Feb. 1»

ShaMiekey Glass shifted Iro
pA(it' wall concluded Monday piro-Bernstein to Paramount Music
staff in

4

3

8

13A
13B

* '

3

11

IftA

.

4

8

12

of the idea point out that the centralized data would be of major
value to the record business in charting the factors that influence sales,
in determining the relation of turn*
table sales to redord sales and in
estimating business for the succeeding year.
At present there is no authoritative source of inclusive information

involving record manufacturing, as
there does exists for a score of other
busing/sses, including automotive, office machines, etc.
All these businesses are sharply competitive but
ttiey have found that the collated
data has been of immeasurable service to them in figuring what constitutes a normal year and in enabling them to forecast product and

6

9

Proposal has been made within the
phonograph recording field that it
borrow a leaf from other industries
and set up a statistical pool covering
its manufacturing output. Advocates

.

P

O

Publisher

"Ballerina"

I

,

New

O
T
A
L

This Last

.

'

.T

Jan. 10

Bating

on,

it's
possible that" .there are tunes
recorded by Decca artists for World
which have not been cut for Decca

cqcfilires

stores in 10 cities,
comparative sales

|

World master.-:
Now, with the disk ban already

deal,

sheet

Week Ending

Natioiia.I

'

for

retnil

rating for this and last week/

value.

This "arrangement worked well at
diffieten't times when an artist who
turned out an unusual item for
World was also under contract to
Decca for recording purposes. Especially at the rai'e times that Decca
was caught .napping without a
recording of a fast-action hit song.
It simply took the desired tune ofE a

Wblpiti's Pact

music
bosed on reports obtotned

Survey o}

'

made

was

Suggest Pooling

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

New

York.

.

[

AFTER 3 YEARS ABSENCEAND HIS
Musical Knights

SMASHED ALL EXISTING RECORDS
ON

ENGAGEMENT AT THE

THEIR FiRST

ORPHEUM

THEATRE,

Omaha

HORACE
''HEIDT'S

NEW SHOW

IS

WHAT AMERICAN

BREAK RECORDS EVERYWHERE.

IT'S

PUBLIC

HAS BEEN WAITING FOR

HEIDT'S BEST IN 25

PHILIP MORRIS WIGHT WITH HQBflGE

YEARS."

HEIPtTT, SUNDAY,

...

I

PREDICT THIS

im,

E,S,T, Ail;l

5:ry'"4

Congratulations Horace

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
JULES STEIN

SHOW

WILL

JAKE RACHMAN, Omaha World-Herald,

• LARRY BAKNETT • JOHN DUGAN • CHARLES MILLER • HERB ROSENTHAL

wiS,

|

EDDY

HOWARD

UNO

GRACIE FIELDS

(MajUHcl

ILondonl

Chorus Cslt»«iil<x

CROSBY

(Difca)

itmf»)

JEMY WAUt
(Commodor*!

HOURS
BOB CARROLL with
OICK MclNTYRE TRIOIO«Mi'

SHEP FIELDS

PAUL TRIO with
CLANCY HAYES'

lES

(Mercury)

here.
fey

flrfcnOftni«nt

Copyright

vt'tth

Boston Mutic

here..

Company

o( toslon, M«ss.

and

Copyritbl MCMXMI by W. H. baling I. Co.,
MCMXIVI by LEEDS MUSIC CORPOMTION,,,RKO

W.

H. Poling.

ltd.

(ronowcdl

Ii

Itdg., Kodio City,

Co.. ltd., of Sydnoy*

Now

York, N. Y.

EDDIE McMULlEN

MAROARET WjHITlNe

HORACE HEIOT

ICrowitl

ICapitoll'

iCoiuiDbWi'

YOUR RED WAGON
-

—

/''^iN,
St. \

Recorded by THE

/

COUNT BASIE
SISTERS IDcccol • TONY PASTOR (Columbiol
iMajestic; v J. PARIS TRIO (M-G-Ml • TRENIER TWINS (Mercjryi
5TARUGHTERS (Capitol)
VIVIAfi^ GREEN (Tnlonl

ANDREWS

RAY McKlNLEY

•

IVietort

•

LEEDS MUSIC
CORPORATION

OOH! LOOK- A THERE
AIN'T SHE PRETTY
/'"^"''^

[ "y
#

I

\
!

,A|!9

'

8ENNY GOODMAN 'Ccjoilo"
Recorded bV/-FAT5 WALLER IViciot'
BUTCH STONE Wea..
BUDDY GRECO !M;,5 cmfr
CliNTON :Oecca'
•'-JE Ch&PiOTESRS 'Colu^-b.j
JONES BROTHERS iMoirsi c
•

•

/^tmfK
-

{
(

g

\
)

LOU LEVY,

PrM)d«ttl

NEW YORK
AL GALLICO, Praf. Mgr.
JACK SPINA • CHARLIE JANOFF

cmCA60
ARCHIE
CHIE LEVINGTON
LEVINGtON

NOllYWOOO
DON 6ENS0N

MJ
^1

S4

OR€lIESTIIAS«llIUSlC

Eddy Howard's lOG

Demand

for N.Y. Date

.

.

.

'

Wednesday, Jannary 14, 1948

MFCE LIFTS WAir
STIGWA FROM FIELDS

Maestro Irving Fields has been
Cued to 'New Outlook' erased from the "unfair list" of the
Chicago, Jan. 13;'
Music Publishers Contact Employees.
"New outlook" by major New
fqr the lifting of the
York vaudfllm theatres toward high Reason given
salaries is evident in Eddy Howard's MPck stigma from the maestro was
current tussle witli one of them. that he no longer is broadcasting
Howard, who's a big disk seller tar from the Crest Room, New York,
Majestic Records, as a matter of faet where he has worked for the past
its biggest seller, won't play a N. Y. months and that he had been penalhouse until he gets the coin he wants ized hy the MPCE long. enough.
and apparently none of the houses
Fields was originally marked out
will give it to .him.
of bounds for- music publisher emHoward wants $10,000 weekly. The ployees holding MPCE cards due to
best he's been offered' is $8,500 and infractions of the latter's regulahe won't play for that coin.
tions.
'

.

Looks Like Tardon' Will

FRED WARING NAMED

Cat Disker Wants To

PENN STATE TRUSTEE

Duplicate 'Near You' Sale
Lightning is said to never strike
twice In the same place, but J'rancis
Craig apparently doesn't know of
His "Beg, Your
that old wheeie.

(^t Disk Jocks

Waring has

Freia

.

On

been ap-

just

pointed a trustee of Penn State Col-

Pardon" tune, performed stmilatly lege by Governor James !DuiI of
to the interpretation of "Near You," Pennsylvania, first time in history
by recording companies anybody in show business has ever
said
which cut the tune to be showing
healthy signs of duplicating the been so cited. It's an extra-special
sales of the latter.
Rbbbins Music, distinction for Wai;^ing inasmuch as
which published the tune, .feels a trustees are usually graduates holdsheet "sales bulge, too,
v
ing degrees and Waring never got a
Experienced recording men say diploma txotA Penn State, leaving
that if "Pardon" is a hit it will bethere after only two years.
the ilrst time a followup on one hit
•

It

successful.

was

who

Tyrone,

OH
(a

Pa.,

band

dance
nucleus

from

mfuUinjj reports

mem-

sevej:al

ber stations that a company doing
business as the "DiscCovery Record
Company" of Sacramento, Calif., has
been offering a proposition to announcers and disk jocks in which a
commission would be paid to station

staffers on sal^ of its records.
Letter isent out by the company
that
from nearby declares it] inleiids to bypass the
normal channels of distribution so
started the campus
that all revenue will be divided
that was to be the three
ways, viz.: "The artist,'

Penn State in 1920

at

Waring,

Distributing Gravy

Washington, Jan. 13.
National Assn. of B*oadcasters is

.

is

became

In

Pittsburgh, jan. 13.

of

.

hailed

the

his

Pennsyl-

present

vanians. At that time his outfit was
comprised of four men, himself, his
brother, Tom Waring, and drummer
Foley McClintock, both of whom are
still with the organization, and the
late Freddy Buck, guitarist.

OVERLOOK THIS ONE!

announcer " and
Record Co."

the

Disc-COvery

Station, execs are sorer than boils,

according

to-

NAB, because

the

let-

were addressed

ters

not' to station
directly to the an-

management but

nouncers on a personal

basis.

Songs With Largest Ra£o AuAence
The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Surveir of Popular Music Btoadcast Over Radio
Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G.
Peatman, Director.
Swrvey Week of January 2-8, ms.
A Fellow Needs a Girl—•"Allegro".... v.......
Williamson
—And Mimi
Shapiro-B
Ballerina
Best Things Are

,

.

. .

.........

.. ..

. . .

,

Free— f'Good News"...

...

.

.

.

Jefferson

Crawford

...

..

Civilization

..Morris

You Love Me Anymore

Don't

Oxford
Gentleman Is a Dope— *"Allegro"
... WilliamjBon
Golden Earrings— t"Gqlden Earrings"
.Paramount
Lucky You Are.
"...
..
...Maurice
-How Soon
.,
.................
.Supreme
I Still Get Jealous— *"High Button Shoes"...,,.,,
.Morris
I Wish I Didn't Love You So— fPerila Pauline".
.. Paramount
I'll Dance. At Your Wedding
> . Simon
I'm A Comin' A rourt'V Corabelle.... 4.. ii,
...Dreyer
.

.

Hey.'

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

LOOKING
OVER
FOUR LE
CLOVER

I'M

Mick*"''

...T. B.

,

Papa

,

;

.

.

'

.

.

.

,

You

Do— t'TVtother Wore

W

Tffihts"

BVC

...... r.,..

What'll 1 Do....... ......r.

..

.

.

i

But Beautiful
Gonna.: Get a Girl
Kate
Let's

Burke- VH

, .

,

,

,

...r,....Miller
......... .Berlin

...

Be Sweethearts A^in

...,....C-P

Old Mill

Little

,

Lone Star Moon
Love Is So Terrific
Made For Each Other.
My, How Time Goes By

.

.

.

.

.Siiapiro-B

.

Advanced

,

Mellin

Southern
...ChapppU

.................

Pianissimo

.

. .

Say Something Nice AWut Me.
The Stars Will Remember...

...... ...,.:,...Harms

Duchess.

....i,-^ ,1

Filwusicol.

Cleve.

.Santly-Joy

Chappell
.)

Teresa

1

M-G-M— 10119

••

At the Candlelight Cafe. .,............,...,.,,,,..;> Witmark
Beg Your Pardon ................................ v, .RobbinS

Be Some Changes Made
Too Marvelous For Words
True
Why Does It Have to Rain On Sundiftr.:
You'v e Changed

ART MOONEY

.BerUn

, , ,

,

The remaining 21 s<Tngs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published hy the Office of Ue^seaVch, Inc., Dr. John
G, Peatman, Director
A Girl That 1 Remember.....,...,,
..,.-....,..BMl

There'll

THE GOOD LUCK RECORDING

Harms

You
... Supreme
fathe Hour..,,..;,...,.,........;..
...Leeds
I3anee Witb Me-i*"High Buiton Shoes' .. .Aforris
Pass the Peace Pipe— t"Good' News". i..
...Crawford
Serenade Of the Bejls
.....
i.:.... .Melrose
So Far— *"Allegro"
....
. . . jWiHiamson
"
They're Mine, They're Mine, ^They're Mine..,
......Sinatra
Too Fat Polka
....Shapiro-B
........
Treasure Of Sierra Madre
.....Remiek
..i.;..'.
Two Loves Have I
.... MiUer
Whiflenpoof Song
.....Miller!
,
Winter Wonderland
v....
....BVC •
With a Hey and a Hi 'md, a BSa Ho Ho . * . v
..;;;f;ft)uj;ne
N"'.:

Now

,

.Marks
....

Harms
Santly-Joy
Johnstone
Southern

r

•Lejjif Musical.

APM Voting Marked

Slie'tan OMSiirMliflMM

By Recount; Renew Repp
Cleveland, Jan. 13.
Results in elections held by Local
4, American
Federation of .Musicians, were held up a week when a
candidate for board of directors,
edged out by a narrow margin, demanded a recount of vdtesi.
Mike Thow won the played-over
bout by one vote, 449 tallies to Gus
Caputo's 448, and took seat as an alternate board member, Lee Repp
was reelected prez; Hoaj Avellone,
vice-prez; Don Dupreyi secretary

and treasurer.
Sheldon Hendershott and Clayton
Johns were new electees to the
board, which ineludes John Bel on,
j
Anthony Granata and Al Busso.

'

fh»

New

|

Look

MARY LOU

^

The Notion'* Itecerd Hit
I Can't Give You
Anytbing But Love

Rote Merphy (Ma|«*tie 12041

WHEN

YOU'RE SMILING

MILLS MUSIC,

U19 roadway

lee.

New YoA

H

'

M-G-IVI
,

RECORDS

THE GREATEST NAME iJlr

IN

ENTEtTAINMINT

Mack Stark, general manager of
Mills Music, and Phil Lang, arranger
io"^

the

firm,

leave

tomorrow

Whurs.) for a tht«e-day condiave of
the Midwest Music. iConferenise due
tPj tee off Pridajr <!«) at the tt. oi

fs

Tour Band

Pep '«m

IIP

Stale?

with oiie-oi-a-kind otehtH-

tratlonti styled for- your jreftulrtmentn.

Oritlnat niisle f6r acts, datioeM. Nn
hack tvork. C'onfldential. BeHSonable.

AL H b b A
$iiii«

2t07t

W. 42ml

St.,

N. Y. 1«

'

.

W«(lnc8(Iay, January 14,

Bands

UBIETY

194«

Hotel

at

B.O.'s
r«ver«

6-Day Week for Bands

Nat Brawdwynne*. Waldorf
FranlcJe Carle.

^.

.

(400; $2)

.

.Pennsylvania (300; $l-$l.go).

.

.

.14

12
.
3
..
...61
3
.

New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50). ,
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $l-$l-50) ....
GiiyLombardo.., .Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Sonny Dunham* .. Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
Carlos Ramirez and EsteUe Sloan at WaldorJ;
Mel Tonne at Commodore.

Larry Clinton*

.

3
Ice.

Show

longest holdouts against a six-day
week for bands playing its Skyway

and Venetian room,

32,350
4,125
4,150
85,700
1,950
28,875
1,0.50
3,325
at New yorfcer;
•

Chicago
Murray Arnold (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
with some 50,000 furniture men convening in city. Phil
Regan and Arnold did huslcy 4,200.
Sfetteb HendenMn (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3,50 min.-$l cover).
is
mainstay;
lofty 4,800 tabs.
Dorothy Shay
Bay Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Victor
Borge nifty 2.600 in third week.
Georsre Olsen (Marine Room, Edgcwater Beach; 700; $1.50-.1)2.50 min.).
:

Conventioneers quartered here helped reach adequate 3,600.
Freddie Slack (College Inn, Sherman; 700; $2-$3.50 min ). Nellie Lutcher
and Slack nearing end of stay. Lusty 4,600.

Hotel has okayed idea of Orville
Bond, new pi-csident of the Memphis

AFM

local, to use a local 14-piece
concert oichostra for luncheon and
dinner sos.sions Sunday only in the
Skyway, giving the regular orchestra
a day off.

'

bcation Jobs, Not

in.

bands

Hitherto,

in

the

under the loader.ship of violinist
Noel Gilbert, concertmaster for the

Slow

in

First poor

$2.50 min.).
(7

).

Good

Staff

Sunday

week

Phil Levant

of engagement.

bowed out

for

At

1.000,000

"Two-Fat
frey's

first

Ttx

BwliekiB

to

Polka,"

Los Angeles
(Palladium B., Hollywood, 3rd wk.).

Satisfactory 14,000

.

Mark

Arthur

God-

recording for Columbia'

Buddy ShttW iLatiit Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Billy Vine package show Records, hit the 1,000,000
last week, after being in
first week garnered peppy 3,200.
approximately 14 weclcs.
Lkwrenee Welk (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Tapered off to fair 14,300.

takers.

(D)

Godfrey s Tolb'

3,000.

sales mark
circulation

That's one
of the fastest selling disk.s of recent
years and, since the tune ha.s as yet
shown no signs of skidding, Columbia expects it to reach 1,500,000.

Few artists cSick so heavily, with
their first recording. It has been
done in the past, but rarely with
such speed. Columbia, incidentally,
had another 1,000,000 di.sk hit by a
new artiit during the past year.
That was Dorothy Shay's "Feudin'
.

GIFT PHONOS UP CHI SALES

Allegro io Advance

ChicpgO, Jan.

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
^
Bert Shefter has turned in his
Allegro label title for one spelling
Advance. Change is due to a New
York Arm's daim to have registered
.

the "Allegro"

Shefter

away

much

has

title first.

34

masters

for the new firm,
ot a backlog.

socked

which

isn't

13.

Local retail disk sales were up
approximately 10% for week of
Jan. 3-10.

interfered, with his Chesterfield

'

and Fightin'," which originally was
Reason given by storekeepers is
enclosed in an eight-sided album
the vast sale of phonograph and
for the company, which
phono-radio combos before Xmas. she made
was her first try at recording.
Clerlts say "that more new record
Only Capitol Records matched
customers appeared after the holidays than in any previous period Columbia's sales clicks with names
new to the recording business.
within memory.
.

1, when they halted recording by order of the American Federation
of
Musicians,
Companies
such
as
Columbia,
RCA-Victor,
Capitol, and even Decca to some
extent, threw fresh material into
bins so fast that they hadn't time
to look at it twice,

to Jan.

Columbia, for example/ has had
one meeting for the purpose oC .sizing up its stockpile, and is due for
a couple more. After thsit it Will
IN PIC
have a fairly clear idea of what's
in stock, how to couple up sides
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Legal action may result from an and a planned schedule of release,
error made liere by Fred Rapliael in which will, of course, be lloxible
the sale of synchronization rights to enough to allow lor various coutina tune titled "Autumn," by Chami- geneies, such as the delay of film
Andrew release dates, jumping of publisher
nade, French composer,
Stone bought the fllmization rights release dates by rival comiwnies,
to the tunc through Raphael for $250 etc.
for u.se in his "Fun On a Weekend,"
It'.=;
now coming out, incidentally,
released through UA last .^iumrrier that those companies with
recording
and only recently found that due to studios on both coasts had quite
a
a mistake by Raphael he had no mixed up time in the rush tu roiord
rights to use the song.
huge stockpiles. There are in.stanccs
It seems that Enoch &.Cie, of Paris,
where, through errors, songs wore
owns the disputed tune and Raphael as.signed twice to different artists,
was under the impression the copy- others where assigned tuiies wore
right was held by Enoch & Co., oE not
done at all and others wherein
London, a publisher having no con- artists, themselves
either
nection with the Parii! outfit.
Now tunes handed them by substituted
recording
the real owner of the song wants company
repertoire heads with ma$1,000 for its use and Stone is preterial of their own, or just added the
paring
to
legally
demand that latter to assigned
numbers
without
Raphael pay that sum, plus costs of
permission.

WUMN' INVOLVED

LEGAL SNARL

Ensemble.

'

13,200.

Art Kassel (Blackbawk; 500;
who opened Wednesday

Kas.sel

WMC

Martin and Lewis staying

550; $3.50 min.).

bigtime with 5,900 on books.
Eddy Howard (Aragon; $1-$1.1S adm.).

up for air following the final week's
Perry Como suffered a broken rib rush of recording, to begin the teditwo weeks- ago during one of tlie ous ta.sk of evaluating, coupling and
many snow and ice storms that have
planning release dates for the mounhit New York, and didn't know
about it Until 10 days later. It has tains of songs most recorded prior

Skyway not

is

Outfit debuted
goodly patronage.

Hotels

fCii'cngo)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

Major record companies have only
during the past week begun conning

Perry Como's Rib Fracture

nor any of his
have played luncheon, dinner and broadcasts (NBC)
other activitie.s.
supper dance sessions six days, and
Break followed a' fall on ice and,
two Sabbath meals to boot, a policy
though he drew twinges from the
that ha.s caused many leaders to
rib, didn't know it was fractured unturn down repeat bookings here.
til the pain forced him to see a doc«
Sunday ensemble is being called tor. He figured it was iu.>it a sprain.
the Peabody Concert Orchestra, and

the

Los Angeles

And Schedtiling of Pre-Ban Masters

doing just

i.s

that.

Memphis Symphony Orchestra and
Freddy 1H»rtltt (Ambassador; 900; $t.90-$2). Solid 2,100 tabs,
Jan Garljer (Biltmore; 900; $1^$1.50). Snappy 2,200 covers.

Diskers Begin Sorting, Evaluating

hotel,

1,150

HOstelrie.s bulging

.

Peabody

1,975
1,200

650

55

Memphis, Jan.' 13.
here, one of the

Total

Covers

Wurk On Date

OneUESTllAS-MIJSIC

Peabody, Memphis, Okays

'

straightening out the tussle.Originally, when Stone decided to
use "Autumn" in liis film, he contacted Harry Fox, New York publisher
representative
in
.synchro
deals. Fox cabled Paris' Enoch and
got a $600 quotation^
This Stone
subsequently rejected by explaining
he could get it cheaper elsewhere.
Fox didn't know where a better deal
could be mad© until the Paris copyright owner ti'aced the deal, wlfich
it hadn't consummated.

.

mrBairintoP:D.
"After the Ball
the,

Is Over," one ot
biggest sheet-mu.sic sellers ol all

time and one of "the" cornerstowes
in American pop mu.sie, goes into
the public

domain

this year.

It Was copyrighted by the late
Charles K. Harris, its author and
publisher, in IBOZ;

ALL DRESSED UF

WITH A BROKEN HEART

ORCHESTRAS-AflTSIC

S6'

Vtninesday, January 14« .1948

Banii Agencies In

— P^ntETY —

Early Sumnier Bids
Major Ijand agencies have already
Jannohed campaigns

Surrey

a.march on

11

and

in

.stores

fills

Jon. 10
Artist, Label, Title

wk.

.

VAUGHN MO.VROE

(Victor)

"Ballerina"

1

..

PEGG¥ LEE
"Goldeh

2

5

Earrings*'.,

SlS^n,

"Civilization"

2

35

"I Can't

7

9

.

30

7

3

-

Give Any Oiine But Love".

9A

GRACIE FIELDS (London)
"Now Is the Hour"

9B

"Four Leaf Clover"

to Capitol

S

..

5

27

10

.

1

3

10
1

19

2

19

ART MOONEY (MGM)-

'

SAMMY

lished 'by his firm and its subsidiaries, last week sold a batch of masmade in this manner prior to
the Jan-. 1 disk. ban. Levy turned
over to Capitol 'Records 10 masters
made in Hollywood by Jan Garber's
orchestra, all of which tunes be publishes,, along with WO'Wther originals
Garber made himself.
In addition to .this deal, Levy sold
eight sides to Mercury Records in
Chicago. Four had been cut by the

KA-YE

(Victor)
"Serenade of the Bells". .

9C

BING CROSBY

'

12

17

13A

12

8

19.

(Decca)

That Peaee Pipe"

8

ft

14

"Those Thingfs Money Can't Buy"

16A

BING CROSBY (Decca)
"How Soon"
DICK HAYMES (Deccat

8

V/ //,'///('//////t

"How. Soon''....

..

submitted de-

week as a
on WSAl, Cincinnati, in
midnight to 1 ajn. slot. He had
radio experience with the Army Air
Corps in the late war.

disk jockey

10

......

(Mercury,)

from M-G-M's

"Serenade of the Bells"
FKAXK SINATBA (Columbia)
"When « Fellow Needs a Gill".
.

19B

SPA'ites

a

IS

PAMONE

the

to publishers.

10

"And TWimI".
DINAH- SHORE (Columbia)

19A

DINNER
SHIRTS Si?. 95
& S4. 95
S

when
mands

11

Bill Fields started this

16B

VIC

MEN

prior

it will have been close, to
in the making. Negotiations originally started in Oct., '46,

12

(Columbia)

15

-

so, just

two years
5

BUDDY CLARK

Kven

ready

is

12

,

(Tower)-'

."How Soon"

13B. 16

Les Paul Trio and four by Ghauncey
Hayes, a Sart Frahtisco band.

(Decca)
Song".
.

two

for

means

BING CROSBY
"WhiffenpQot

then

after

take additional weeks. Whicli
that by the 'time a new pact

will

,

JACK OWENS

time,

for three.

until

to the holidays, both sides had come
near concluding talks over a new
pact,
They had reached the point
where only a couple major items remained .to be adjudicated, pending
the settlement of which attorneys
for both sides had proceeded to whip
results reached thus far into legal
language.and to have the latter made
up in contract form.
Even when vacations are over and
meetings between the two factions
resumed, it will be some time before
a new pact is form|illy signed. Both
sides will want to peruse the deal
with attorneys, then they'll have to
submit re-sults to their respective
memberships for final okays. That

ROSS mfSLtm (Maje^iO

Batch

Hollywood, Jan. 13,"
Lou Levy, head of Leeds' Music,
one of the publishers who underwrote the ree{>rdini$ of songs pub-

ters

.10

(Col)

Dance at Your Wedding".......

"I'll

42

deal

this tipte of year.

..;

FSANCIS CRAIG (Bullet)
"NcM fo«'^
GLABK-NOBLE OB^.

a

of the
the start of
.spring is that the various writers and
publishers who comprLse the ne.gotiating committees take vacations at

(Decca)

B,

now

old

72

1

3

KAVE

at

Reason for the extension

(Columbia)

"Too Fat Polka"..;,...

XSantWS

•

4

month
months,
89

a

(Capitol)
•'Serenade «f the l^lls"..

15

Of Masters

6

JO STAI'-rOED

level,

Sells

4

<CapitOl)-

ASTHUE GODFUEY

the Songwriters
over a new contract
concluded until

finally

fact that the current

T

This Last

wk.

be

March at' least, is indicated by the
agreement has
been extended again until :March 80.
This is the lOth time the oltl contract, which expired Dec. 31, 1946,
has been extended, at first for one

Oh

Rating

Assn. and

live Assn.

won't

National

weeks booked' before the
others woke jip to, what was going
on. This year they're not going to
be caught napping. «
Sinnott and GAC, however, apparently
anticipating
the
earlier
moves K>1 other agencies^ also are in
action.
Agency, along with Music
Corp. of America, William iMorris,
et alj are talking
with Virginia
Beach, Va.; Steel Pier, Atlantic City:
Convention Hall, Asbury Park, and
other standard spots.
Interest of
these buyers in the usual summer
band activity indicates that summer
bookings will- maintain the usual

Ley/

Pro.

week.

last

many

Lott

tecf- •

and showing com-

Cities,

in the Future

Still

That the IS-months oi negotiations
between the Music Publishers Pro-

best

disfc

parative 'sales rating for

and had

rivals

rexail

tained from leading

summer resorts along
the eastern seaboard, though none ot
the resorts opens earlier than May
30, more tlian lour months, hence.
What apparently had goaded some
of the agencies into activity much
earlier than usual is the fact that
General Artists' Howard Sinnott last
stole

oj

hosed on reports ob-

sellers,

to set boolcings

.for standard

year

MPPA, SPA Pad

BETAIL DISK BEST SEUEBS

.

'THREE

New

Hil

DARING DAUGHTERS'

'yC

FIVE TOP
istuiay"- V

'coijtfottskisw

lahfl
.wott'k
"Ottly

.

In.

rtrtj;

'Wfloreit

Jftrfe

knp^

Bltt'ej.:

j'Maroon...:.'

,

;

-

2
"ALLEGRO"
Orig,

Coluii^bia

,

•

"!

By

British Bandleaders

For Top

Si.

BBC

Position

London. Jan.

Henry

liOVEHE

Hall,

6.

who has disbanded Ms

London, Jan.

London

AmriiroBE
OXFORD MUSIC
York
I

:

the cash customer.*!
police to get in.

Roinbow No. 10050 by Esy Morales

WARNING!!

WARNING!!'
THIS

RECORD IN THE DARK

RAINBOW RECORDS
St.,

New

York City

fighting

Wayne^ Dell Trio

THE

1

fliCKEY-BIRD

somewhat unaccustomed trombone.
Best show pf the lot, though, was
undoubtedly

Dixieland

bandleader

George Webb's marathon concert, if
only because of the presence of two

comb

anct a

banjos,

t\^o

washboard.

American Federation
pul>lic

committee, headed

relatiotis

by Herman Kenin,
the"' possibility' of

James

for

set

up

I

SONB

staff

'

meeting in

799 SEVENTH AVE

Petrillo,

who's ibeen

.'

HEW YQnK

N

\9

karoos, a

Born.

Y

IRVING MILLS
sueeesTS for your ntooRAM

Jiaddled

I

plenty by the daily press for too
long.- When ways and means are
entirely thought out, a plan will be
submitted to the
director
board for approval.

AFM

Starr,

Jack Mills due

to

south within the next week or

head

GAN't GIVE

YOG ANYTHING
BGT LOVE, JflAGY

'

Louis Bernstein badk from Florida
while other music pubs, such as
Lester Santly remained and Her-

man

RECORDS

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

this week.

Committee has had one confab at
which a flock- of flack experts were
pruent to ladle out ideas aqd
methods for carrying out a sustained
campaign on behalf of Prez' James
G.

I COLUMBIA

to ^discuss

a good-will

C. Petrillo, is

New York

•

13.

of Musicians'

,Miffie li^

4mm McHUGH
.

. •

MILi5

,

'

so.

the

The New Year Swing session at
the Palladium, aside from, featuring
such small units as trumpeter Kenny
Baker's
Swing Group, drummer
Jack Parnell and his Quartet, and
trumpeter
Dave Wilkins' ^ small
blues combo, gave prominence to
Paul Carpenter's excellent 'm.c.'ing
Jind Cab Kaye's raucous bebop vocals.
No. 1 Rhythm Club featured
Vic Lewis'- small group, with the
leader himself trying his hand at a

tubas,, thi^ee

Petrillo

Hollywood, Jan.

dates.

'

FANTASY

Praise for

a breathlessly paced series of jazz

THE FIRST BIG HIT RECORD OF

1S6 W*st 44«i

\^ Jerry

11

7.

•

I

PO NOT PUT

De6)fa

cats leaped into 1948 with

Aside from the traditional
orchestra here, is to be offered a top Chelsea Arts Ball, -which cornered
post at BBC's Broadcasting 'House. the entire market in name bands on
A number of name dance /bandleadY.'s Eve, there was Ted HEeath's
ers have suggested that Hall be ap- New Year^Hevel' at Sey'mobr Hall,'
pointed director of Badio Dance and preceded by Sid Gr.oss's 'first two
Light Music. -Reason given was that Swingshop sessions at- the Caribbean
with his expedience h« would be
Club, Ted Heath^s Swing Session at
ideally suited to "reorganize comthe Palladium on Dec. 28, the No. 1
pletely this BBC division.
Light and dance music shows have Rhythm Club's Sunday session at
particularly come under fire during Maclc's^ Rehearsal Rooms earlier the
'the'past year for blatant song'plug-- same afternoon, and the Hot Club of
gihg and lack of showmanship). Hall London's ,big» five-hand concert at
King George's Hall on the preceding
'is 'ffespected by both publishers and
bandleaders, who all know he has Saturday.
never talten "plug moncy.'i
Music heard during the holiday
season included anything from old'
timer George Webb's Dixielandtirs
to a kazoo band, an Australian twobeat outat led by Graeme Bell, a be1948
bop unit led by an accordionist, ahd
^aVparade of big bands in the American manner, led by headliner Ted
Heath.
George Webb's Dixieland
concert to end all Dixieland concerts
tooic 4^ hours to unroll, employed
five bands, two announcers, and had
•

New

Al JOLSON
Album No, I.

Columbia

.

YEAR
AFM Committee Meets
DATES SPARK LONDON
To Map Campaign Of

.

DOITT YOO

1«19 B'way,

..

SEXTCT
tenny Goodman

'Victor

.

^r".y'

4

3
THREE SUNS

Cmt

Victor.

YEAR«, NEW

Henry Hall Suggested

''

53ni

-

Shay

itfc,

.'liow!

PtfiVwir;

MEN'S SHOP
mnkt
BROADWAY. NMr
1693

Qorqtliy

lii

Ml;aiilgilii!';-''>pWet

BoyaJt

1

"GOES TO TOWN"

ALBUMS

Wool

'.iftu-.

I^ATMAR MUSIC
" vfroudiy

CO., Inc.

AnneHMM

PERRY COMO'S INTRODUCTION
o| Their

New

Hit lallaii

A FEW mom KISSES
,

(and a Few Less HMrtaehtt)
on Hit

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB

~ JANUARY 16

All Materials' AvaiiabI*

PATMAR MUSIC
1344 N. Col* Placo

JACK

CO., INC.

HOnywood 4131

Hollywood 2t,

PERRIN. Gantral Pr»fMsi«iHil M||r.

Calif.
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BARRON
lARRY CUNTON

BlUE

JERRY

FREDDY MARTIN
gEORGE OlSEN

WAYNWJEU- TWO

..Columbia

-

BARTON CREDITORS
MEET FINDS S2G DEBT

AX. AFH 4ocal Bari
Traveling Bands From

THE FIRST HIT

IMS

Vednctnlay» January 14.

ORCOESTBAS-HfllSIC

Goldsen Retains Leslie In

Revised Setup; King Cole

First general meeting of Barton
Music Monday (12) was attended by
between 40 and 50 people, all claimJoe Glaser's Associated Booking
ing lOU's. After perusing the firm's
Corp, starting to book BUlie Holiday,
the creditors and their
who will be released in March from predicament,
attorneys appointed a committee
Federal hospital in Kentucky. .Glen
from their ranks to check over the
Garrfnto Commodore-Perry hotel,
company's books and h^ve a report
Toledo. .Charlie Ventura and a sixready for' a subsequent meeting two
piece band playing one-nighters in
weeks, hence. All told, Barton is in
the midwest and east. ..Mary Osdebt to the tune of $82,000, approxiborne Trio resumes music policy at
mately $61,000 of whicli is owed to.
Dixie hotel, N. Tf. tonight (Wed.)
songwriters, principal amount to
Henry Topper took over as profesJohnny Farrow and Marty Syme.?,
sional manage!' of Yellen & Fain
writers of "I Have But One Heart,"
music. .Juggy Gayle back in N. Y.
the firm's mcst repent hit.
after four months on Coast; partner Jack Gale heads west soon
Meeting turned up the fact that
Tony Pastor back to work after rest, Barton owed writer royalty sums in
a?Ansley hotel, Atlanta. .Lou Sher- entirety or in part as far back as the
wood's six-piece combo into Town company's first song, some years
Casino, Buffalo, next Monday (20) back. Creditor's attorneys do not
following Cab Calloway's orchestra want to file an involuntary bank.Jimmy Dorsey still hasn't made ruptcy action against the firm until
'

Tor

SCORE OF 1948

Free' Doubling

Atlantic City, Jao. 13,

Enforcement of a rule by the local
branch of the American Federation
of Musicians which prohibits traveling, bands from doitvg any worlt

BING CROSBY'S

ROAOTOMO"

other

than

came

to

for which they
town may end the

that

this

practice here of political organizations,

etc.,

"borrowing" bands from

local night clubs, piers, etc., for free.

by

Operators

and

clubs

of

other

spots as well as the entertainers themselves figure to greet
the union's new stand with satisfaction, since it bars them from unwanted extra worlc. Local started
enforcing the rule last week, iirst
application coming before the public

amusement

Johmy BURKE
and'

•
,

,

BEU^

Jbnny VAN

via the newspapers last

Wednesday

(7).

A

trio from Milce Fiore's Riptide
cJuBT sent to play for the Atlantic
County Chapter of Gold Star Moth-

BUT BEAUTIFUL

ers,

ing

|teCOR0INGS

was shooed away from the meetas

officers

of the

local

union

New York

,

MARGARET WHITING
CAmOL 0
FRANK SINATRA

.

.

his mind as to when he'll reorganize; still at Coast home resting
.Olin Schottler joined Duchess
Music stail in N. Y.

up

Hollywood
Tex

'

M

DECCA

operation

Leslie

moves

his outfit to

while

(iole

B-VH.

pany, although no longer affiliated
with it insofar as contributing songs
(he has Sinatra Songs, an Edwin
H, Morris subsid), but according to
the conversation at tbe creditor's
meeting he no longer holds his one-

There's been a change in' the financonditions of Cole's shift, too,
and it's an unusual one. As of Jan,
Capitol will receive 50?f of nil
1,
publishers royxilties accruing to King
CoJe Music, from mechanical, performance sources, etc.
And the
splitting ol the firm's income from
this source continues indefinitely,
Capitol drawing one-half until when
and if the firm may be dissolved.
In addition, Capitol gets SO*;')' of
whatever fiinancial assets- are now
held' by the company.
In shifting to the B-VH banner,
Cole's firm win become known as
Progressive Music, with B-VH as
the selling' agent for mate^'ial published.
In the event a hft song is
launched by the firm, either B-VH
or one of the Kdwin H.' Morris firms
(parent- group to B-VH) will take
over its exploitation under a revised'

third piece.

financial setup.

cial

.

Ritter playing Interstate Circuit, for six weeks, starting- Jan. 22
at Dallas and playing Fort Worth,
King trio.
£[ouston, Galveston,
San, Antonio
Vincent Speciale, secretary of the and
Paso... Billy McDonald's orlocal, and Alfonso Porcelli, its pres- chestra at Tommy Dorsey's Casino
ident, said that the union, in. bar- Gardens. .Count Basic set for oneXing the visiting trio, only carried niter tour through the East. .Migueout a national regulation concerning lito Valdes orchestra into Chase
traveling bands.
hotel, .St. Louis, Jan. 23. .Desi Arnaz
crew into Flamingo, Las Vegas, two
weeks, Jan. 22, i-Louis Jordan, resuming work, into Golden Oate theatre, San F., ^week of Feb. 23...

COLgMMA
lING CROSBY

the

.

.

Trio,

,

King

.

at the door and read the
rule. Group, the Bob King

promptly skedaddled, but not
before members of the Gold Star
Mothers protested. A ttio employed
by the hotel' took the place of ttib

Burke-Van Heuseu hove
been revised. Instead- of moving both
Kenton's Leslie Music and Cole's
.Cole firm to B-VH, Mickey
Goldsen, head of Capitol, will retain

tol Soijgs to

.

met them
union

In Shift to Burke-VH
Arrangement by which Carlos
Gastel and Stan Kenton and King
.Cole Trio were to have shitted music publishing afliliations from Cai)i.

its

out

affairs are straightened

so

that a course can be determined.

Ben Barton and Bank Sanicola,
operators of the firm are in California. Frank Sinatra is supposed to
be a one- third partner in the com-

.

-

.

PENNY DENNIS
UVNDbtl

.

.

HOWARD

EDDY

.

.

MAJESTIC

MANKIE LAINE

•

'llERCIfllY^

LOSS IN

ARTtUND

N. Y.

BLAZE

Capitol Records claims to have lost
approximately $)00,000 worth ;Of materials in the fire which destroyed
the major portions of two buildings
in uptown New York Jan. 2. Same
blaze destroyed the International
Recording Studios and some 70 masters made prior to ,the "American
Federation of Musicians disk ban by
various indie recording labels. „

MOM
MEL TORME
.

MUSfCRAPr

ALAN DALE
SieNATURC

TEX tENEKE
VICTOR

lYQU DON'T HAVE

Johnny Moore's Three Blazers took
$1,900 out ot a one night stand at
Auditorium, Oakland.

Ci'^ic

Chicago
Stan Kenton will do another concert at the Civic Opera, House Feb.
22, second in three months. .Chuck
Foster tops biU at Grand theatre,
Evansville, week of Jan. 21, .Cathy
O'Mara joined Lawrence Welk, re-,
.

.

RECORDINGS

JOHNNY MERCER
fllED PIPERS

CAPITOL

CUGAT

COLOMBIA

RING CROSBY
;

ANDREWS

SISTERS

B6w

.

.

Dash
..Ascherberg
...Feldnian
.............. ....Southern
......

Dash

.'..

Ricordi

Kassner
Connelly
.. Chappell

Bells

Darby and Joan
•
t,Danger Ahead ....
^
Tree In a Meadow.
».;?....
Garden in the Rain
I Wonder Who's Kissing Heir Now.

i.

My Desire
Girl That I Marry

.....

How Are

2.

..Connelly
'..Maurice

...i,...K, Prowse

,.

South America
Coffee Song
First Love, Last Love
Sorrento

,

,

,

Things in Glocca Morra

Second 'i2

-

a building on

.

tUDDY CLARK

London, Jan.
,

.i.,

JProm, Lafayette, Indiana, Jan. ^3.
SBth st)?eet, adjoining one in which
Jack Owens vacations in Honolulu
the blaze started, but which was itfor three weeks beginnii^ Jan. 28.
self set afire. Location was beingHarry Cool plays- «rst Aragon
used by Capitol as a storehouse. and
distributing point for disk$r Imme- foallrobm date Jan^ 27. ...Leighton
diately following the blaze, these Bailey> local MtlA band department
operations were transferred to a topper, back from two^lK^ek visit to
Texas home town.
similar setup in Brooklyn.
Meanwhile, the various indie recording companies and the bandPittsburgh
leaders and singei's whose masters
Arnett Cobb" plays return one
were destroyed in the fire, have as
yet gotten no word from the Ameri-. nighter at Savoy ballroom Friday
can Federation of Musicians -over ( 16)
Larify Ames, formerly with
their plea for permission to remake Tony Reynolds' band. now'» playing
the platters.
Those involved went piano and solovox at Haddon Hall
at first to New York local 802 of the din.ing room... Tony Little, solo orAmerican Federation of Musicians, ganist at Johnny Laughliri's Sham,
which suggested they turn to the na- rock Room, expanded into trio with
tional office of the AFM. Latter is Bill Clydesdale, guitar, and Charlotte
said to entertain a very sympathetic' Moser acgo^dion. .Frank Porter reattitude toward the plight "oi!~the in- placed Bobby .O'Brien as pianist with
.dies and the talent involved, .but .Pete Evans' Symphonuts at HoUywhether that feeling will sway St. wood Show Bar. .'.Billy Law'renci,
cold evaluation of the idea is aft- ex-vocalist with Baron Elliott, home
other matter.
lor a visit fro;n Pasadena, where
Among the 70 masters lost by in- he's studying acting -at the Play
dies such .as Bullet, Banner, Manor, house. .Johnny Carlile's
band into
Crown and a string ol other labels Anlcara for two weeks while Jimmy
are" many items which make up the Spitdlny
outilt plays one-nighters...
entire stockpile of disks put in by" Louis 'Armstrong tentatively
pensome bands, such -a.s Marshall ciled into Carnivat Lounge for
late

'in

'

LAHGE

Jan. 1)

And Mimi

had been housed

TQimiE

(Week Ending
Apple Blossom Wedding
111 Make Up For Everything
Little Old Mill
Now is tlie Hour ............
Peg O' My Heart

Capitol's loss was made up of
placing chirp Joan Mowery...Ray
pressings
(about
phono75,000),
Anthony into Claridge hotel, Memgraphs, needles and similar equipptiis,
Jan. 30 for tiiree weelcs...
ment. No masters were involved. It
Sonpy Dunhain set lor Purdue U.
.

XAVIER
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Feldman
Feldman

....Berlin
F. D. & H.
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Anniver.sary Song
Old Spanish Trail
Lovely World and You

&

Yale
.Connelly
..Connelly
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.

...

Connelly
.....'.Maurice
......... Cinephonic
.....F. D.
H.
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Guilty

..

"THEY ALL RECORDED

.

RAY MeKINLEY
MAJESTIC

TEDWEEMS
'

MtMBIlRY

TO REAT THE RAN"
(All «ibdrt Little

CoMtr)

.

TEX BENEKE
VICTOR

Young's combo.

EXPEW

January.

„

New "Top

This racket is all new since I started in it 30 years ago,
so my opinions don^t count for much now. However^
I think I know a littie something about comedy TuaA
nov»
elty Bong»r-aftcr having^ l>een mixed up in writing
and
protlucing them wtth Fred Waring, Fred Aslaire, the lat^

APAmOUi,
RECORDIffGS

and

ONtY

oMtiiwIitd rceanlinq

"

by another TOP ASCAP

THE RUSH

IS

ON

Charlie Henderson (now 20tli-Fox), etc.,
So I*m putting my doUgh on the line for one called

"THE OLIVE SONG"

RING CItOSBY

ANDREWS

SISTERS
DECCA

You

jockeys will get free,sampki» wound Fel>ruary 15th,
if you Idee it,
in.
Otherwise, what's two grand
to find out?

Vm

and

inc.

PflT

Broadway,
York If

New

« * «t » « W w'lft

ONE

Ben Bemie,
etc.

FIA.

4b

Tim

Pings"

in the M«sic.Biz-The Jockeys!

DECCA

11)19

^

the famoMi team

THE HOTTEST MONEY SETTER IN AMERICA, backed

BfiRYL DAVIS
VICTOR

«

'

Records

40H and S0I4DRA STEELE

r Salate the

BURKE & VAN HEUSEN.

y

Mi

NANWYNN
'

DAMON

:

biNg c*osby

.

i

.

on

(With
III

M>

«,

UUm mSK
II

UMigiiifietiirt nutts

IHffiNIJl1!M[

ot offiee* in
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mi

BoHimpnt Ay*.

KAMMS Cim MO.
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"MY HAPPINESS"
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SANTLY-JOY, Inc
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Boston
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AGVA Ptds

HoUywood
Niteiy After Long Hassle

Harkm Must Use Attractioiis to Lure
cafes,

tar

^mg St.

B way,

Ofay Trade from
The Harlem

•

built up in the
of attractions have been taken
from them by the 52d street ("Swing

What they have

age

is

many

"necessary because

be-

dub

patronage. There have .been somfr
big ventures started but the running
nut was too high, for one reason,
Street") institutions. Consequently,
and the bad publicity that Harlem
to
personalities,
terrific
no
are
there
got because of mugging incidents,
be seen in Harlem exclusively. Even made the big-spenders wary of going
many Harlem residents during the there. .
past few years have become accusToday, the safety situation has
tomed to going downtown for their
Muggings are down
entertainment. The 52d street boites, been changed.
.draw to the diminishing point. Even the
as well as most others, do not
The now defunct iriorie timid palefaces can. get to and
tlie color Unfc
cafes with perfect
Zanzibar and Cafe Society Uptown from Harlem
Nonetheless
Negroes. safety via taxicabs.
at one time catered to many
no appreciable white trade,
•This trend downtown helped. skim a there's
lack ,of suitable
good deal of thecrean^off their trade mainly because of
attractions, and; the ecoto the point where patronafife in. a and new
cutrently hit
Harlem cafe now has the effect of nomic slump that
v most of sbowbusiness. •
going to a neighborhood pub.
BxperMnent''
Some feel that one of Harlem's
cafe
isuper
»
ef
?tar»|i»
i».*he,
hopes
There's one Harlem cafe, Well's
with shows that wowM <SKceed the Music Bar, which is exiwsrimenting
fare offered by the late Cotton Club. in a new ditecUon. It't |K*n trying
ofay jterformers. Wrst one to play
a fiarlCm club in: this ntw deal is

hM

'

'.

'

M
A

N

"H«;f«h of
barmoMKMi.''

'

.

CarrtMly

eoMCiitiraiiia

%
0
N

Barbara .Carroll, a jazz^pianist, who
appeared on 52d street at the he^d of
a trio. Business there has been re'
ported as good, even getting some
ofay patronage. The impact there
is regarded a mixture ot novelty and
psychology, Her presence is atti-act
'

ing' many-^^ofays,

other-

The ^majority of spots are still
doing reasonably well, considerin;
the times, with personalities that
'.'played the downtown boites
With frequent repeats between
downtown and Harlem, they've lost

have

their freshnesSi
BIl'

who would

wise be timid about going to the sec
tion, and many Harlemites who can't
afford the downtown clubs want to
see what s^ has to offer.

i?

kbnesxo

mSL AGAIN ABBOT
OF COAST FRIARS CLUB
Hollywood, Jan.

13.

George Jessel was elected for an

MOV

,

dVEIt-

'

ALPINE VIUA«C, CLIVeLAND
Dir.:

MATTY ROSCH

COME0Y BARGAINS!

'

«

MUwUoM •( FABomES, S]>KCIAT. 80NBS, Bits, BTC.,. Is »n«
ot the Imtta* la 8h«r«rbU!

Urn

IMS

CatalOIr

J. ft
17ftIS-K

R^^rdfess of Taleoiit

VKmi

H. KLEINMAN

No. Itronnoji

Tel:

Loew Execs

^

OnVaude'sRetom

'

theatre; Delfont declared, needs the stimulus of top international names. There isn't enough
talent in England to provide theatres with headliners. Delfont, who
has played such top U. S. talent
as Lena Home, Ink Spots, Chico
Marx, 'Vivian Blaine, Borrah Minevitch Rascals and othet-s, declared
that he has yet to lose money on an
American headliner. despite top
money paid.
.

To Stale, N. Y.

After three weeks of experiment^ch
ing with a double-feature, no-flesh
policy at the Loew's State, N. Y.,
company • execs are -still divided
over, the prospi^ct of reinstating
vaude shows in tlie Broadway house.
Outlook for the comeback of stage
shows, howevCT, is growing increasThe current controversy stems
ingly dim as the faction now having
the upper hand .in the policy cham- from the $15,000 being paid to
twr seems steadfast in their decision Mickey Rooney at the Palladium
to carry through under pce^t con- theatre, London. Some newspapers
there commented on the fact that
ditions,.
Biggest argument for the pro- Rooney's salary Is much more than
vaude group is the disappointing any British artist could hope to earn,
grosses being racked up by the The News-Chronicle, however, noted
Sitate since the
demise of stage that if any attempt was made to bar
shows and th6 start of the second- American performers, British acts
run pix policy. 'With vaude, the in the U. S. might suffer. That sheet
believes that British performers are
house averaged a vreekly gross
$28,000, a figure which has not' been taking .more 'dollars out of the IT. S.
approached' under: the all-picture than .'Americans ure taking oi)t. of
>
operation. In .a typical week, be- England.
ginning Dec'. I, the State grossed
.Current instance is the second
$34,S0O with a stage show headed by controversy to have come up on U. S,
Jackie Gleason, -Bob Howard and performer salaries. Several months
Betty Reilly. This week, with "This ago the Ink Spots touched off the
Time for Keeps" and "Amelo Af- fracas when- they complained about
fair,'.' the house only earned $18;000.
the strenous schedule of: shows bePartisans of the anti-vaude policy cause of doubling, and refused to
believe the State will begin to shape appear at several performances. That
up at the wickets with a straight controversy died out only to. start
picture policy only if it's given more afresh with Booiiey's Palladium date.
time. It was pointed out that a new
Fresh Names Boom By
patronage had to be built up for
Delfont' declared that fresh name
the house and this would be a matter, not of weeks, but ot months. Be- importations have boomed the vasides, they contend that feveu if cur.- riety business, thus creating more
rent grosses, are lower than before, v^ork for native British talent. With
the savings under the new policy more playing time thus developed,
just about compensate for the dip.
more British names will' l>e made.
.

.

Installation

of

new

lighting

and

Howeven DeUont stated that the
high price of some American acts
limit 'their playing time to the major
houses in a few cities. If paid lesser
coin, they'd be able to work the
smaller citiesi He feels that playing
time in the smaller keys would
strengthen British interest in vartetjr
and the entire industry would bene-

There are, he said, some acts
whose salaries permitted playing
time on the smaller houses. Laurel
fit.

&

•

' Inez
Groething upped for two
meals and mild exercise.
(Write t« Oiose wiw are ill.)

THE MAQICIAN

B'WATITES STAGE VHCS UNITS
Broadway vaude house producers
have volunteered to put the Veterans Hospital Camp Shows' units into
shape for presentation in Army,'
Navy and Veterans Administration
Alan Zee, ot the Capitol theatre;
Lee Morgan, Strand producer; Gae
Roxy production head, and
Dave Bines of RKO, have already

Foster,

TOM TROY
J.< i.

HINNESSY

MARTHA

COmNS

looked Ry

JOE HILLCR

AOiHCY

AM RnaicKM

of IhealHeeli

FUN.MASrER
"The Shew

Nos.

1

to

Rh «a«

file"

22 at$1.00oa.

10 PARODIES for $10.00
«
"Hew fo
OR EmcM"

•

$3.00 iRclMKim 2 Oofl niet
8f«d t«r Ust et matoilal, pamdlM,
msii, Mtastre] Mti—Uack-

comcilj'

.euls, akits;. etc..

KO

$4,000

England

:

C.O.DW

rAUU

toe

«. M«h

'

SMITH

St.,

Kcw TMk

»

is

being strengthened, Delfont ^aid, by
the 75% tax on' film iniports. Faced
by a picture shortage, many theatres
are considering vaudeville. The English people, he. said, are interested
in live talent. Even before the 75!%
tax, possibilities of live shows were
demonstrated at the Davis theatre.

Inez Delores: Liverpobl elated over
surprise visit 'from Claire Fountain,

M]|iTlMttlM<T»-~

around

COMEDY PAHER
for

,

;

Sisters.

got

Interest in variety 'in

RKO

Alma Mia and the Anson

who

^^^^^^^^^

.

Eddie Vogt back at the,. Rogers
after 10-day furlough in N. Y; C.
The Great Harrison,: magician,
stopped off at the Rogers to chat
with Carl. Kesslec (Amazing Mr,
Ballantine).
/
Sam Letko, ot the Philadelphia
of fice, back to work and home
after annual ctieck up.
'

Hardy,

weekly, did yeomad service for the
variety field with their tour of many
British theatres.-

(Loew's) Grottes are vacashing in
<
Baltimore.
James Kirkwood, Jr., back to
N. Y. C. aft^r holiday visit with his
mother, lala Lee.

BAB^DOLPH

ture as a lodge and to erect* S5Q
homes on adjoining land.
Graff said he had no insurance on
the building.

'

George Ls^on, announcer of sla-tion 'WNBZ, back from a' holiday in
Pittsfleld,
Mass, while the Len.

PIHSBURGH, PA.

13.

undetermined origin last week.
George Graff, the owner, said he had
practically completed sale ot the
property to Negro Masons, who
planned to use the three-story struc*

'

beat the rap here, reports that she
doing O.K. in N. Y. C.
After spending the holidays with
her husband, John Binkley, who is
doing well, Ella Binkley returned to
Lancaster, Pa.
Bobbie Greene back to N. Y. C.
after holidaying* with Bill Chase.

Room

St. Louis, Jan.

«

The Country Club, nitery, was
destroyed at a fSO,000 loss by .fire ot

:

manufacturing diSiculties.

*

Countiy Club, St. Loo,
Razed in $50,000 Fire

^

is

Terrace

,

.

Board of directors tor 1948 consists of Harry Oohn, Irving Briskin.
ATje Shore, Mickey Willner, Pat
Saranac Lake
Somerset, Arthur W. Stebbins, Kay
By Happy Boiwsy
Kyser, Meredith Willson, Lou CosSaranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 13.
tello, Irving Mills, Eonald Regans
Herman
LeVine, of the.N. Y. office
Harry Jee Brown, Irving Epstein,
of the Rogers Fund, in for annual
Leo Mizis, Harry Karl and Morcay personnel check-up.
Randtflph.
Bettyv Huntington, ex-NVAite who

WILirAM PENN HOTEL

Psir.:Ddtf(mt

Croydon, where the exhibitor played
the OiOyly Carte troupe for one
week and got a terrific take. He fol-

lowed thi? with a ballet and had
another- Wig iveek, There it now «
general tailing off ftf 'Cinema receipts^
nard Delfont, operator of the Casino he «aid, i^hOjs the vaudeville field ;is
booking.
theatre, L'ondon. Delfont, who is now
Delfont plans to sail back to Eng<
in the U. S. gandering acts, in touching on the controversy now raging land Jan. 24 after a Florida trip.
in the British ||tress about the nioney 'While here-, he's attempting to sell
being paid to^ American acts,'stated "Old Chelsea." an* English musical
music by the late Richard
.that American acts are necessary if with
the variety theatres are to gross top Tauber. He also hopes to finalize
pacts with 0arry Richman and
coin.
others I)etore retundnf .to England,
The British

other term as Abbot of the Friars sound amplifying equipment at the
Club at its annual meeting, with State during the final week gave rise
to rumors and hopes that vaude
Bob Hope replacing Bing Crosby as would. -soon find its Way 'back
under
Dean. Hope's old post as Proctor better physical
conditions.
Com-r.
was taken over by Jack , Benny, pany execs, however, have scotched
George' Bums succeeded 'Bobert this belief by declaring
that the
Taylor aa Prior and Iiou Holtz fell equipment' was' ordered over
two
heir to Jimn^ Durante's Job as Rec- years
ago but was delayed dua to
tor.

i

of both countries, according to Bef-^

threatened to strike.

lieve there isn't enough money in
of that
the section to keep a
calibre going with exclusively Negro

way

liOWNS

LondoiiVaudmNed T(9U5.A(^

Hollywood, Jan. 18.
Seven Seas, nitery Jind American

Guild of Variety Artists have
reached an agreemeiit after two and
one halt years, during which time

Any cti»ng« Iq- the present arwhich attained An institution like that, it's felt, the nitery was on AGVA's unfair
rangement which' permits American
would eventually draw the. white list.
Temporary contract and bond was talent to take'dollara out ot Englajid
trade, and thus it would again be
fashionable to 'make an occasional posted, according to AGVA rules, would be iii(3urioius to the performers
trip to Harlem, the palefaqe patron- when four perfoBipers at the nitery-.

their highest point of prosperity (luring the late '20s and early '30s, bemoan the fact that there's no attraction in the entire area that will induce the ofays to switch from the
downtown to the Lenox avenue sec-

1948

been assigned production ehores.

Committee is to handle eight
shows now being produced in New
York. Two others are being seiii
out from the Coast

TarrHie Goin*cly M<rt«rial!
KsmrhiBicNtack Sn-lvs, 1 to 5. .SI Earli

MaDter Mariolo^m, 1 to 4

.

.%%

Karh

HItN ana

Bitfii, 1 t« S.
fl Bnnli
Bapiil-VIre Bontines (Actii)..St! Kncli

Mlairtrels

—

VaTletl«ii

—

One VMtf

SAM PERRY
l«SO RnNNlwav. New Yodi If

.
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Bertell, ApoUon Sign
Dave ApoUon, the mandolin-playing comedian, last week signed Jack

Plenty Biz Seen for Established N. Y.
Bistros When Weaker Spots Fade Out
*phe probable shuttering of sojme

No More Gold in Them Thar Jomts;

manager.
Bernard
Burke, will continue to book him in
conjunction with the William Morris
ageni^. Burke has been Apollon's
personal manager for mpre than 20

Bertell

as

his

personal

However, his former

p.m.,

Las Vegas Sets 5G Top on Floorshows

the clubs that have been iloundernext six months ing will have given up;
When that happens, it's felt that years.
may bring a degree of stability to
Bertell, incidentally, has moved
nitery salaries will revert to northe industry, according to ipokesmalcy. Salaries in the top brackets his office from the Plaza hoteli N.Y.,
itien for talent agencies. It's claimed may not hit the prewar levels, but to larger 'eastside quarters.
that the major problem in cafes is with fewer clubs able to pay $3,500
There's
no longer and upwards for one act, downward
overseating.
modification will be inevitable.
enough business for ;.the present
Foldo of the weak clubs will simiconsequently
numbef of cafes,
larly mean a business increase for
elimination of unprofitable opera- those remaining. Presently,
with
tions would put the remaining cafes most, cafes, competing for a limited
niteriec during the

Backlog of

more

In a

Toasted
ning early in February, for nitery
who have been pulling
At N.Y. Luncheon entertainers
down $10,000 to $15,000 a week in

Th^ agencies

say they're not par-

ticularly worried about the current'

They claim
present problem of

slump.

good acts

that

with the

enough

getting

go around, the talent
situation has become extremely unhealthy., Bidding is so intense for
the

of nitery patrons, there's too
a patronage spread. The established nitery operator thinks that
the spots that survive the next six
months will be permanent fixtures
on the cafe scene.

acts

available,

MIAMI NITERIES POST

,

;

Within six months,

it's

claimed,

The Exclufive and Amusing

Miami area have

Niteries in the

.

posted

$75,000

American Guild

in

bonds

with

of Variety

the

Artists

showed

Has

boom days. Several theatres
now have a backlog Of commitments
with acts in the $2,500-$4,500 brackthat

they'd

like

to

get

rid

of

but cannot because of contracts. As
a result they've been going through
all sorts of maneuvers in an effort

cover performer salaries.
The
Miami bond situation was cleaned
up Monday (12) when the Copa- to get the talent off tlie books.
cabana, Miami Beach, told AGVA it
One theatre has postponed the
had forwa'tded' a $1'5,000 certified play-date of an act no less than six
Booker for the same house
times.
check.
to

The bond

situation in the

Miami

clubs had been snarled because of
the change in administration resulting from former national administrator Matt Shelvey's dismissal by
the Associated Actors and Artistes

up.

Among

has also shuttled other performers
out-of-town vauders in an effort
t<
to get rid of the commitment. The
acts, however, are sticking to the
letter of the contract—^that is, they
want the N. Y. dates.

In one case a house booker was
Cafe
managements
America.
able to juggle play-dates of a linger
claimed that imder those circumto reduce a four-week commitment
stances the cafes could not post seto two weeks.
curity because of conflicting claims
As a result of backlogs, bookers
by AGVA representatives. Max Bar- rarely will sign an act to a contract
nett^ appointed by Shelvey, claimed
far in advance.
to be in charge of the jurisdiction,
while the national AGVA headquarters declared that all bonds were to
be posted in New York.
of

town's gilded bistros. Operatora
of the Flamingo, the Last Frontier
as th*'
smaller clubs, have signed an agreement to liipit their shows to $5,000
this

a week.

Reason behind the retrenchment
were policy is
a lapse of business, which
boomed during the war years and

them

Willie Howard, Lou
Holtz, Smith and Dale, Jesse Block,
Jack Pearl, Joe Laurie, Jr., Harry
Martin, Frank Fay, Morey Amster-

Bookers Worried

et

currently

was toasted and El Rancho Vegas, as well

Milton Berle,

the

BONDS WITH AGVA

Wynn,

nitery appearance,

at a luncheon hosted by agent Paul
Small at Toots Shor's, Monday (12).
Virtually every major comic in town

Major N. Y. vauders are faced
with the problem i)f playing highpriced acts that were pacted during

that

are now more than the
can pay. They point to the
current F'lorida situation as an example. Business in most spots there
is way below standard, but they're
shelling
out
the
highest
talent
budgets in history;
salaries

cafes

Ed
first

at the Carnivaly N. Y.,

tliin

-to

few name

Comedian
making his

Boom

Salary Acts

numbet

solid position.

Las Vegas, Jan. 13.
Gold Rush days are over, begin*'

Ed Wynn

,

along merrily until recent
weeks. Last name act booked into
the Last Frontier under boom prices
dam, Lew Lehr, Al Kelly, Harry
is the Ted Lewis show, which opened
Hershfield,
Phil Silvers,
Henny last
week. Bookers were notified
Youngman, Harvey Stone, Red But^
of the i m p e n d i n g move several
tons, Joey Faye and George Jessel.
weeks ago, but the bad news was
Others paying tribute included A. kept under cover in hope that busiJ. Balaban, head of the Roxy theness would boom again.
atre, N. Y.; columnists Earl Wilson
and Leonard Lyons; cartoonist Ham
Fisher; Loew circuit booker Sidney
Price's Nitery
Piermont and author Quentin Rey•
Georgie Price, who opened at -the
nolds,
Hollenden hotel, Cleveland, Monday
Berle emceed.
12) for two weeks, will follow with
the El Rancho, Las Vegas, Jan. 26,
for two weeks.
Price is also slated for the Fairmont hotel, San Francisco, Feb. 1%
rolled

.

'

'

Tour

(

MIDWEST TOUR SET FOR
CARSON OATUNE TROUPE

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Sunset Carson will head a Western
revue and rodeo whicli will tour
Michigan, Illinois and Ohio, starting
on June 1 in Michigan.

Troupe consists of Carl Zeller's
band, seven bronc busters and other
sage brush vaude performers.

,

LAQREm and CLYMAS
"PANCUMORISTS"
PHIL TYREU
Chicaga

JACK DAVIES

N*w

York

'

CLUB MOROCCO, H'WOOD,

The Florida Supper Club Assn.,
organization of Miami Beach bonifaces,

FLORENCE

asked AGVA to pe_rmit them
bonds with either the Florida

to post

State Labor Commission or a local
bank.
refused and told club
owners that talent wouldn't be permitted to appear unless security was
posted. Bonds started coming in
shortly afterward.

AGVA

WHITE

The only cafe caught

29th

Week MermdM Room

Park Centrdl Hotel,

New

in the con-

flicting jurisdictional dispute is

The Risqu* Frisky
York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piono.

the
Little Roumanian, operated by Yiddish actor Michel Rosenberg. Rosenberg gave Barnett a $1,350 check to
cover salaries. The AGVA national
will take action to recover that

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

V. 8.

Nctworka,

and

Md

M«« KKO

CIniM),

Ciitiiid*

Basse's Concert Bow
Eli Basse, who has written comedy
material for Joe E. Lewis, Eddie
Davis and others, will make his bow
as a concert performer at the Town
Hall, N. Y., Jan. 17,
He'll do some
of the tunes he's written for others
and also a few new song.s.

PALOMAR
VANCOUVER

XlicatrcB

contract.

sum.

Currently

AH Major

CLOSED ON TAX RAP
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Club Morocco, Vine street nitery,
has been shuttered by local Treasury department officials because of
unpaid back taxes.
Club has been in financial difficulties through a series of operators
and though it was SRO with Frankie
Laine and Herb. Jeffries,' owners
have never been able to level off.
Red Ingle, who opened at the
nitery a week before it was shuttered, has been paid off according to
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He'll appear on the bill with Red
Buttons and Jennie Goldstein. Show
one of the "Concerts at Midnight"
promotions by Ernie Anderson and
iSam Outworth.
is

Chi Gronir Raising Fund

For Satira^s Appeal
Chicago, Jan.

court has led to formation of a defense committee here. Key committeemen are Milton T. Raynor, attorney for the Cafe Owners Assn., Jack
Irving, of American Guild of Variety Artists, and her agent, Bill
Matthews. Group plans a benefi:t to
raise funds for an appeal.
'

Satira, who formerly danced at
the SilvenPalms here, was sentenced
to 15 years and a $5,000 fine for conviction of homicide in the death of
Jack Mee, Chi attorney.

hotel, N. Y., Jan. 29.
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Jackie Miles will play his first
Coast cafe date in mid-March when
he opens at Slapsie Maxie's, Holly
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Jimmy Edmundsen (Prof. Backwards), now at the Capitol theatre,
N. Y., signed*for„the Glass Hat, Belmont Plaza
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.VejwgBdiiy, January 14,
rubber-bellied acros, which .Is
another repeat of something they did
of
And,
years' ago,
together
course, the pin-up routine wherein
he drapes several girls with the

1948

th«

IG^t CUb Renews
throwaway number, instead of the
that it now gets.
& production buildup
verses of the tune, and

Copacalianaj N. Y.
GertTOde

•

Florence

Wiesen,

A

couple of
Frederfc, Sondra Borfett, Jeffrey
off! she shouldn't have her whole
Cloy, Jet MwDonald, Anna Konact revolve around it, with some of
stanee, Line, AIic?iael Durso Orch,
bridesmaids, etc.
f'ernandd Alverez OroK; $2i50 mini!- the line as
There's nothing momentous about
mum.
the bill otherwise, the rest of the
layout featuring Florence & FredPut Gertrude Niesen down as giv- eric (New Acts), Continental act
ing one of her better performances billed as making their first Amerias headlhier on the new Copacabana can appearance with their ballrpomshow. At the same time, when is she ing; Sondra Barrett, tapster; Jeffrey
going to stop making a career of "I Clay and Jet MacDonald, production
wanna Get Married 7 The number, singers, and Anna Konstance, prowhich she helped popularize in the duction dancer.
•'Follow the Girls" musical a couple
Miss Barrett captures a few moof seasons ago; has already been ments Of attention with her neat
done to death: by Miss Niesen and hoofing, though she could do nwre Jn
others,: and Miss Niesen is just the way of selling her turn. Clay,
making too much of what was once a former Buffalo radio singer, is - a
good thing.
nice-looking baritone who handles
Miss Niesen, however; still remains himself well in the production rouone of the great singers of pop songs; tines, as does Miss MacDonald,
with a voice that has an enormous
vibrancy that probably none of the
singers of her type can show oit toY.
Carnival,
day. Her phrasing is among the best,
and her performance shows a greater
Ed W)/nn, Jane Pickens, Dicfc &
care than that revealed, say, in her Dot Reniy, Greb & Lober, Graham
comparatively recent date at the for- Sisters, Rae Jacquemot, Chorles Irmer Vanity Fair on Broadway^ (now min, Line, Charles BlacJcwan ana
,the Harem). Her versatility is par- Gao's Orclis; $3.50 minimum.
ticularly evident in two such e^treme numbers as "Freedom Train"
Since this is .the age of nostalgia
and "Love for Sale," the latter nota^ it wa.s inevitable that the name of
biy being a pulse-quickener because Ed Wynn would again find its way
of the way «he does it.
back to Broadway. For his fuvst myears,
What Miss Niesen must do, how- person engagement in somemaking
ever, wherein "Married" is con^ "The Perfect Fool" is also
at
cerned,. is relegate it now to ju.st a, his initial appearance in a catef
the C!arnival, certainly one of the
toughest ^afe rooms in America.
"Wynn may not be able to lure a
days,
lot of customers to a cafe these
but he still possesses much of the

Both Miss Pickens and the Remys
have their own spots, of course.
MLsS Pickens is attractive and displays a pleasant voice. The Remys,
whose act is focussed on the hefty
girl, draw plenty of laughs, and they
get by, too, on their straight and
novel aero stuff. Greb and Lober
are a mixed pair of dancers in the
Jack Cole vein who likewise sock
over in their briefie.
are holdovers,
duction people.;
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Petite

Comedy, P«nt«]iiim«

Andrex,

everything to reach the big top
very fast.' Girl; pretty and a polished
performer with constant sharp delivery, has so much material, all
good, that she is a natural to do a
one-act show. Bulfc rif her work now
,

Best of the
them pro-

are pantomimes on well known recordings of equally well known
which,
through
personalities
to
panto-mimicry, she brings a definite
and distinctive talent. This personal gift permits her to go over and
above the. usual record>aet. Variety
of her material dnd her genuine
versatility of expression constantly
bring out her own remarkable flair
for comedy. Lip sync and timing
^
are excellent.
She does enthusiastically received
Routines on the Spike Jones recordings "Chloe," "Hawaiian War
Chant" and "Trumpet Solo" (Laughing Song). Fantastic musical parts

of

Kah?ij

,

,

minimum

Roberts;

$3,50--$l

.

cover.

Room

back

is

name

to

act policy

revues and, judging
from patron response, it's a wise
move. In making the change hotel of each record provide her with opwas fortunate in snagging Dorothy portunity to show all her own smart
Shay, now riding high in record an^ comedy and "Jones'- humor and
Another smart work practically become just musical
radio popularity.
booking is the Skitch Henderson background.
Pantomime on Beatrice Kaye's
orch; which puts on a fine betweenr
shows revue.
"The Nightingale" is a solid hit as
June Taylor line opens with "Bal- is a lively version of Betty HutCostuming is .above ton's "Doctor, Lawyer.". Biggest sue-!
inese Jive."
average with pagoda headdress and cess is Jimmy
Durante's "Inka
lame costumes standout. Girls close Dinka Doo" when girl impersonator
show with a number built around catches all of tfre comic's antics
"Papa, Won't You Dance With Me" perfectly. Her versatility permits
from "Allegro."
her to do impressions on French
Pride & Day, jugglers, work recordings by Maurice Chevalier
comic angles into a standard act. and Andrex, quite a feat for an
They finish to strong returns when American comedienne. Andrex's "II
femme on the shoulders' of male ffips Await Le Charme Slave" (He Had
showmanship and laugh-prpvokers tetjnis balls in tempo with Indian, The Slavic Charm) will even get
that once pushed him to tlie f9re clubs manipulated by partner.
completely American
over with
as one of America's tojpflight comics.
Miss Shay clicks with opener, "I'm au'dience. All other French records,
He has starred in musicomedy, radio Doing All Right For a Mountain "La P.'tite Dame de I'Expo" by
and vaudeville; Wynn certainly .still Gal." Follows with ''Feudin and Chevalier, "Bebert" and "Pomme,
has enough savvy from those fields Fightin'." "Will You Treat Me
to excite laughs in a medium in in
the Style," "It Was Just a
which he's venturing for the first Friendly Feeling ,on My Part," and
Sighted
Longrun
time.
"Uncle Fud" for additional salvos.
If Wynn fails to be as funny as he Encores with "Efficiency," and begs
once was, much of that must be off with "Ob Wliere Has My Baby
'Blackouts' Nears 3,000
attributed to the fact that he has CiOne?" Songstress is solid all the
No
years.
Hollywood,
Jan. 13.
-many
way.
been away too
Henderson
also
scoresi
His
If anyone asks how long can a
matter how great a performer is, or
was, there's no doubt he requires well balanced crew are on the brass vaudeville show last. Ken Murray
work, and plently of it, to get him- kick, but treat it with restraint,
answer. Starting off the new
has
the
self into shape. Lay off for ]ust a mostly as a backing to .maestro's
with his latest edition of "The
week or two and he'll find himself piano efforts. He does a lot of solo year
Blackouts of 1948," comedian will
missing, out here and there. And work during the show and also in
.Wynn has been away for years. ^ the dance sets. While leader uses a hit the 3.000th performance of the
t.
Bntertain--don
deal
of
long-lived
production one week from
still
good
late
Hal
Kemp's
book,
But he can
make any mistake about thati There s his arrangements are strictly his. today. By the time the end of the
no doubt he's -lost his edge, and per- own.
sixth year comes on June 24, show
Band carries two vocalists, Nancy will have surpassed the performhaps this, is only noticeable to those
who remember him when, but to the Reed and Andy Roberts. Gal does ance records of such b.o. pullers as
Johnnie-come-latelie$ Ed Wynn can neatly on "Put Yourself in My 'Place,
"Tobacco Road" and "Life With
still be a very funny guy w"h ^his Baby," "Papa, Won't You Dance With
odd getups, his distorted chuckle, Me," and duet with Roberts on "Cora Father," both of which closed
After all, Belle." Roberts does okay on his with 3,182 and 8,209 Showings, rehis feigned foolishness.
there is no substitute for youth, vocals, best being .the Ink Spots spectively.
Zabe.
Even Jolson will tell you that despite Impresh on "Gypsy:"
Current edition of "Blackouts" at
his own- phenomenal comeback.
the El Capitan is offering few new
Opening night produced a situaturns, but has brought back several
tion Wynn probably never before exfavorites from other editions. As a
years PITTS. NITERIES
perienced in his more than
tourist attraction,' it rates high, bein show biz. For fully two minutes,
at his' intro as^ he walked to the
ing on the must-see list of most out"

after

several

Pomme,
would

Pom-Pom"
be

smash

bv
with

sophisticated pubUc in high class
Cabarets, Gal h6s to beg off at every
show after doing at least seven or
has eight impersonations.
A unique

nrontrenl
an outstanding personality

Here is
and brilliant comedienne who

Dorothy S}\ay, Pride & Day, June
Taylor Line (12) Skitch Henderson
orch (15) with Nancy Reed and

Andy

Min.

S»movw,

Cliicopo, Jan, 13.
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Acts

JVm MAGEE
ZS.

llonlcivard ttoom, Chi
(STEVENS HOTEL)

.

JA^ PARKER

New

latest fashions.

,

.

comedienne and personality,^ different and sijiart all the way. More.

FLOBENCE

FREDERIC

tc

Bainroou Dsnolng*

/

8 Mins.

CoiAcabana, N. Y.
Florence and Frederic are ballroom dancers who are more in the
acrobatic vein than usual for acts of
this type.
They have some exciting
lifts, their Latin-iype dancing being
standard for ballroomologists.
The pair dovetail their dancing
and aero stuff neatly but what they
require is better selling.
They're
not a handsome couple in the strict
sense of the word, and consequently,
the girl, for instance, could do something about costuming herself with
better ta.ste. And both need to be

more aware of their audience,
though, probably, they were nervous
on the opening night, which is
understandable in view of their unfamiliarity with American audiences.
Continental act; this is their first
professional appearance in America.
The pair, when once they get these
minor faults ironed out, are likely
bets for the hotel cafes and spots
such as "the Copa.
Kalin.
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apron, the predominant show crowd
cheered. For two minutes more, on

WANTED
harrowing -ftitaiit
sticks

agency

«X|»«H*netd talesman

for night club, vaudeville
ond personal appearonee
bookings. Salary and commission. All letters held in
strict confidence.
Present
employees know of this ad.
Write fiox 647, c/o Variety.
W. 46th St., N. Y. 19.

m

FOLDING

UNDER TAX PRESSURE
Jan.

Pittsburgh,

cheered again. It was
one of the most indefatigable performers in show biz.

13.

his exit, they
a tribute to

Usual number of nitery casyallies
took place here following the New
Year's Eve celebrations, but this
For his age—and he's past PO^
time
contributing, factor was the
Wynn is punching as hard as ever* new acity
amusement tax (5%
It's remarkable that he's as nearly
active on stage as ever. He opens cafes, or 10% figured on a basis
with a monolog, after- a corny pro- of half the tab), which several ownduction, introduction acquainting, the
audience with his past successes;
then follows a series of appearances solo , and with other per-

ers figured was too much to buck.
Particularly since they've already
had so many headaches from the
continuing 20% federal levy.

of-towners.
New faces in this edition are Felix
De Cola and Robert Brown, twin
pianists, and Irene Kaye, harmonica,
expert.
Brought back for repeat
engagements are the ballroom turn
of Grace Poggi and Igor; the Liphams, foursome of juve acros; and
Jan Rubini and his violin.
Marie Wilson continues to be the
headliner. longest with the show.

George Burton and his birdSi Peg
bill.
Leg Bates, Owen McGiveney, Jack
W^n is reprising a bit that he did hou Abrams, who had reopened Mulliall, Harris and Shore are
some years ago with Jane Pickens, his Club LuMarba only a few days among the other favorites;
in a Broadway revue, wherein he before Xmas following a six-month
wheels her around on a bicycle shutdown, shuttered after just 10

fqrmers on the

GABOTun DRESDEN
A NEW THRILL

with a piano, while she
warbles. There's also a piece of
business with Dick and Dot Remy,

fitted

NICK LUCAS
HELD OVER UNTIL JANUARY

24th

days under

new

a

which didn't pan

policy,

WAIKIKI LAU YEE CHAIS

HONOLULU, HAWAII
RECORDING EXCLUSIVELY FOR HUCKSTERS RECORDS

out,

and

it's

Fla. Hotel's Bs|nd Policy

Casa Marina hotel. Key West, Fla.,
understopd cellar spot's days as a
night club (used to be the Villa has inaugurated a band, policy in its
Madrid) are over. Reports are that casino.. Initial' orch is th^ Bob' Mc^
Grew band, which recently conit'll be reconverted into a cafeteria
in the spring.
Vogue Terrace, big, cluded an engagement at the Drake
theatre-restatirant near McKeesport hotel, Chicago.
Spot is owned by Julius Kasdin,
and at one time a money-maker, was
another shutee.
Lease was trans who was married two years ago to
ferred from Bill Household to Andy Ruth Barr, former booker of the Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Chekeris as of Jan. 1 but latter de
cided to stay closed for the winter
and doesn't plan to open tmtil Deco' HOSE MARIE INIO HAREM, N.Y,
ration Day after extensive remodel
Rose Marie has been signed to reing.'
place Belle Baker on the Jan> 24
An additional i% citjr tax has show at the Harem^ N. Y.
also resulted in recession in live enMiss Baker begged out of date in
tertainment at many places. Many order
to remain in Florida.
bars and lounges which had been
extending themselves on talent have
gone back to music only, with Mer
cur's Music Bar leading the pack,
in order to eliminate not only the
city levy but also the Federal 20%
tap.
Other niteries have cut down
on number of acts ordinarily used
to cut down the expected slack Irbm
;

•

.

AT WORLD FAMOUS

black-and-tan

Touring Australia

—

"The Telejmph'^ 'Sydiifr Daneen)'
CABOT and I>IM';»n:(iN are th« hv»i
er«r

serai In -.^tMtmllii,
Tliey gave a flovrliiff aeries of astouiidlns and orlslnul adnxlo lioIdH
Into one Kracetnl daiico pattern.

Dir.

KENNETH tATER

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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EL

JmHory

21

RANCHO. LAS VEGAS
"Fott*r*il

by"

SOL TEPPER, RKO Mdg,,

Now

Y«rk

SPECIALTY ROUTINES
CREATED OR RECREATED
FOR A REASONABLE FRICE
For Info. Call MRS« PAGE

MO.

B-A550

MAXINE

the

new

SULLIVAN

tax.

CURRENTLY
ICE 'VANITIES' 526,

ALOHA

to

LEW and HERMAN ROSEN and
TATSURO MATSURO

DENVEE

Denver, Jan. 13,
"Skating Vanities of '48" did a good
$52,000 in 12 shows (nine nights and
three mats) at the 5,000-seat audi
torium, at $2.50 top.
Favorable
word-of-mouth
and
excellent yress helped.
'
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Wedneciday, Jannary 14, 1948
Cagney
MiUand

as George M. Cohan, Ray
as the "Lost Weekender,"
and, best of all, Barry Fitzgerald in
"Going My Way." One partner steps
up pace by some incidental tunes
with his pipes and a guitar.
Aero spot is ably handled by the
for example, is revealed as hoax
Barton, recent European imwhen he turns to show a wide slit Great
port,
on one side: of the mask. Bopped on here who should strike pay dirt
in a top drawer, exciting act.
the skull by a wayward club, he
Technique
is smooth and sure, yet
twirls on with a deadpan and autoperformer keeps audience on edge
matic reflexes. Final bit has him
nimbly flipping three tambourines of their seats throughout. Stunts
on the beat of "Stars and Stripes are far more daring than run of the
mill trapeze acts, and suspense is

Variety Bills

House Reviews

WEEK OF JANVABY 14

,

Music Hall, N. Y.

.

"CuTfoin Call," produced by Leon
Leonidoff; Ernie & Marquita; Music
nail Glee Club, Rocketies, Fredarrys
Trio, Margaret Sonde, George Taiar,
Corps de Ballet; Symphony Orchestra Alexander Smallens, conductor.
(Selznicic),
Paradine Case"
•'The
reviewed in Variety, Dec. 31, '47.
the Hadio City
Music Hall this stanza is a superduper production of Ravel's "Bolero."
It's staged in the Hall's finest tradition, Ijased on the premise that if
the public Will go for one "Bolero,"
why not give them a hundred "Bo-

The Big Noise

?it

Forever."

Donald O'Connor wields his matewith a light and expert touch
but the writer forgot to put in heavy
yocks. Young actor takes the thuds
in stride and goes into vocal of
"When I'm Not Near the Girl I
Love" from "Firiian's Rainbow."
Here again his selling is first rate
but the humor is thin for an aud
rial

maintained
throughout.
Barton
starts with some ground work to
demonstrate his fine body control
and works up to a hair raising finale
atop a single runner ladder balanced on a high, narrow platform
with some juggling and balancing
for good measure.
Well paced bill tees off with the

Numorjito In coitnevHon vpith

bllla

.

whether

b«law Indioate apenlng day at thaw
or spilt

fiill

week

Letter In parentheses tuiltciitea eirenit: (I) Independent)
(r> Pariimouot) (K) KKO; <W) Warner

NEW VOUK

CITV
14

(r.)

ciii>it<>i

Tommy

Doraey Ore

.Tiriimy

Kdnlohdsoi]!.

Valley Arena

Church & irale
MuHi« Hull (1) IS
Margaret Samle
George Tator

SHIiFUE'DS BDSII
Kniplro

Ar Ferguson

&

Xisvan

RockeHes

.Babes-

Debutantes

wooD,s unisKN
JSmpIre

IS

(I)

.

Ftfeddle Frinton

Pat Taylor
Johnson Clark

Moore

:

Umpire

Ellis

loiplilnstone
Valerie' Turner

Christine

Loewi

Chuck Aladdin

D

Olynipin (!) 14
WilCrea Mae 3
Ike
,)utinita & Anita

Ore.

(I.)

Storr Broa
Leo lUno
Carol Oayo
Jfiry Lane
Sylvia Oldendaal
Wizard Pranga

K

Chris Wortman
Keniieth Jackson

MiA3II

Corps <,le BaUet
Olte Club

12

3rnie LotinKa
Joan EOmondBon

Boles

Louis .& OHvor
(One to nU)

Bniie .& Marciuita

(I)

Woods

B.il6f? in

Ray Dorey

RoTialde

1«

Stoll (I)
Stars' on ice

18

(I)

only
BAin Donahue Ore

.

.Syni.

Vivlenne & Irene
Alfred Thripp

Lamb
.Brlffpfs
llOLVOKK

Gil

Buniiy

'

)leasant terping of Walter and Jean Fnramuunt
broad.
Stan Kenton Ore
Uanny Drayson
Filmster doffs coat for brisk tap Brown, youthful team with a pleas- .June Christy
John Boies
ent and varied, though not too origi- Martin Bros
terping that carries him to the piano
MINMiAPOI.IS
•Slump & Stumpy
nal routine;
Cabaret Bilk
Loioe.
Orphciim <R) IS
top. Steinway iioofing ends with a
Vic Damone
Horace Helrtt Ore
Roxy (I) 14
spectacular leap to the boards that
(three to fill)
Mas.sey
llona
Brought
draws a firm response.
NEWARK
Apoll«»,
RoUy Rolls
Y.
tele.
back, he leads the orch through a
AclnniS <I) 15
V'aBHO Argyrls
CITY
Luis Ru.sse!! Orch (15) with Lee Rosario
That Florence Rogge's choreog- zany reprise on "Stars and Stripes."
& Antonio .Shep Plelils Ore
Richardson, Arnett Cobb Band i.S),
Barmonieats
raphy and the production as a whole
Strimrt <W) 14
Baxt.
Daciitelle
Rotol riaw
Nip Nelson
Congeroos
Dorothy Uoss
Xliklegarde,
might just as well have been la3 Hall Sisters, Jackie Ink Spots
I-Ierbio
Fields Oro Elton Britt .v
Joel Herron Oro
& Tuffie, Florence Hire Low; "Dead- Frank
belled, "Nightmare Alley" or "The
Blue Angel
OM.1HA
Marlowe
Salvatoro
Gioe
Amanda
Laine
Apocalypse"
line for Murder" (20th).
Four Horsemen of the
Orpheum (D 10
Miriam JLaVelle
Motel
BouseTcIt
Kaye Ballard
Blue Barron BU
Is something else again— and which
Guy Lombardo O
iiOndon, Jan. 6.
BRONX
Herb Jertries
Craig
Hotel St Morlta
apparently doesn't matter to the outNew layout at this Harlem, N. Y., Windsor (I) lA-18 Francis
Hal Cooke
Mickey Rooney, Ben Dova, Dicfc
Bob Evans
ISdo Lubich Ore
of-towners who are pushovers for Henderson, Forsythe, Seamon & Far- sepia vauder is sparked by Luis Rus- The Bell Aires
Franlts & .Tanlce Blllott & Jurist
P
MIrko
Bros &
Ellis Larkin 3
I'ATRHSON
Music Hall spectacles. For any re- rell, Jimmy James, Mariley & Austin, sell's Orch, which sends out on a RiBOlettp
Hotel St R«Kf»
Almee Sis
15-18
(I)
HIilJcHtic
Carnival
semblante to the "Bolero" stems 4 Kentons, The Zoris, Charly .Wood, groovey, solid beat that is a requi- Danny Shaw
Raye & Naldi
The Plutocrats
J3d Wynn*
Nype & Cot*
Maestro Kamona Lanff
strictly from the orochestra pit. The Joan Janssen, Fred St Sally Hartnell, site
for
this
audience.
.Terry .Sellers
Jane Pickens
Roily Bolls
colorful costuming, the amazing for- Palladium Girti, Skyrockets Orches- fronts outfit nicely and turns in some Trip & Fall
Howell & Bowser
ISlsa & Waldo
Andre Andre* A
BROOKI.yN
Daniels
Larry
Sis
Graham
mations By the Corps de Ballet, tra.
nifty solos on one of the twin pianos.
Bonnie
fintbush (I) 16-18 Wills Sin & Paul
Ray Jacquenkot
Laszlo &. Pepito
Rockettes and male dancers, the soloinstrumentation
comprises Tha Elglns
Other
19-ai
Chas Irwin
Ted straeter Ore
ing by Margaret Sa^ide and George
Gee & Whiz
Chas Blaokman Or
Never has the anxiety of an artist three rhythm, five saxes, three trom- George Freems
Quarneri 3
„
*
Cousin Ida
Tatar, even the drum-beaters spot* to succeed been so evident as with bones and three trumpets. Arrange- Ethel Lynn
Gao Ore
Hotel TuH
^
Nichols * Penny
3 Berts
lighted along the expanded- pros- Mickey Rooney, and rarely has an ments are slick and loud and they Chet Clark
Society
Vincent
Cn(e
Lopes Or*
Peter Chan
(Downtown)
Charlie Dfew^
ceniums as accompaniment for the audience responded so satisfactorily. pull all stops to keep stubholders
The Elgins
ftUEENS
Rose Murphy
Ilavana-Madrld
quickening paces of the finale all The U.S. film star held them all the satisfied.
rH.w.AnET.pniA
Janiulcu <I> 14-17
Dorothy
Jarnao
Lecuona
Cub'n
B'ya
Oormiin (1) 15
Teeing off with a jam session siz- The Norhertys
are blended into an exciting reprise way. Outstanding are his impreshes
Cerneys
Hope. Foyo
Bob Sydney
Co
Diamond .Horsefllioe Sacasas Oro
of what, basically, has been done of Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable, zler, "Sleep," band segues into "Ex- Bobby Plncus
Honey Boys
Charles Lelghtolt
Iceland
Mata & Hari
time and again. But set to different Edward G. Robinson, Peter Lorre, actly Like You" for nice change of
Choral Octet
Boyd Heath
music,
and a trio of bandleaders. His song pace. Russell gets his best innings,
Gleb Tclirn Oro
H, R. Whitehous*
Otherwise the Music Hall stage at the- piano, "The Bugology Ball," spotlighted at the piano for "SophisRoya Curie
Juenger Ballet
Ben Ribbie Ore
China DoU
fare hews to more conventional lines. could be replaced by something ticated Lady" and "Piano Boogie."
Three Ribs
Ming & Lins
The departing night train as it .stronger. However, he was a dis- Sidemen are also given plenty spotLow, Hite and Stanley
La.' Martlnlqn*
Wong, Sis
fades oft into the background scenery tinct hit, receiving a grand ovation. lighting in several 'of the other
Jan Murray
Laurie Long
numbers. Band is solid all th6 way.
Is yanked out again, for the "Ski
Beatrice Fpnc Oy* Mlguellto Vaidea
Considering this is the pantomime
Ralph Font Ore
II Curbello Oro
Valley Express" scene, and it's just
The Congeroos, sepia dance group
topliners are out
season
When
most
Org
Praae
Jack
T
& P Rodriquea
15
Januqry
of
MarErnie
&
W««fc
as effective as ever.
of two men and two gals, contrib
Copacubanii
Ann Trlola
of vaudeville, Val Parnell arranged
quita's dance turn; the Fredarrys
fast ddnce session topped by an acroGertrude Nlesen
licon A JBddle'a
fine supporting bill for Rooney.
Ptr. Mgt.: tDDIE SMltll AGENCY
Sondra Barrett
Eddie. Davis
Trio in their standard cycling act,'
The Palladium Girls, routined by jitterbug finale that gets good reArt Waner Oro
Naw York Jeff Clay
1501 kroadwdy
the Rockettes' "Iri the Groove," the Joan Davis, get over nicely, and the turns. Three Hall Sisters follow and
Florence & Frederic Sheny Brltton
Glee Club contrib—here are all the Four Kentons, aerialists, demonstrate register in harmonizing on "How
Lyda ie Yanni
Micliaei Durao Oro
tasic components integrated into an^- clever, daring and perfect teamwork. High the
Moon?" "Hard Times
Fernando Alvftm O WiilM.]>anvill*
Rose,
El Cblco
Lenore Rogers
other pleasant semester.
Blues" and "Always."
Jackie and
Prltchard Si Lord
Betty Oayneii*
F Del Honte
Dick Henderson is perhaps too Tuffie, mixed team, offer a; so-so, Gilbert Carroll
Hendricks Pago & Page
Danny Sullivan;
Victoria Barcelo
well-known to raise more than the comedy interlude but. really cook Marcella
BEABINO
ftour to flU)
Shepard Line
Rita & Rozino
ripple of laughter he asks for, but when they get into their dance
Rajali <I) t«-ti
BAI..TIMOBB
Old
Roamaalaa
Los FanchoB
Miami, Jan. 10.
Ben Dova, "the convivial inebriate" routines.
Ilililiodrome (I) 15 Lionel Hampton Or
Harem
Sadie Bank*Camoneri,
Joiy Adams, Tony
Claude ThornhiU O Hed & Ourley
Martha Raye
Joey Dean
keeps the house roaring and applaudRichardson,
vocalist, Berk & Hallow
Lee
band
Mara
Kim
Kimg,
Gloria
Clarissa,
Plant,
Dora
Beatrice
Kratt
Mark
Joe .Laforte Or«.
ing.
Forsyth, Seamon and Farrell,
BOCHUSTEB
Grant
B
Yost Guardsmen D'Aouila oro
Emerald Siiters, L«s Rhode House making one of their last appearances takes over for baritoning of "Every- Barney
Falnce (R) 15
Stute 15.17
Blisa Jayne
thing But Love" and "Fool That I
Eitsex ,Hoan
Orch; "The Vnsuspeiited" (WB).
VaucFhn Monro* O
v;iu Wright
as a vaudeville act after 16 years of Am" for nice reception.
Jojin Blliot
Brwin Kent Ore
Florence Pamela
Moonmalds
& Louise
Hack. Triplet*
ILatln <|i<artw
teamwork, were well received, )and
3 Dunhnis
Nevada Smitb
Harvey Stone
Neat package here this week, Jimmy James, assisted by Bretton Hin Low, personable Chinese gal, NOi'inan Nasarr
Prankle Fontaine.
Bros
Kanazawa 8
Georgie Tappa
with layout reaping top returns Woods and Hutton Conyers, proves gets over neatly with her aero-con^ MarlcU 18-«1
Bobble Trelease
Fausto Curbello O
Smith Sis
tortion
dances.
B0€KFOK»
most of thp. way.
Brown
Art Roman O
Patricia Adair
he is a first-rate comedian whose
Arnett Cobb, saxist, and his minia- Chuck
Palace (I)
Genevieve Dae
Hotel KdlsoB
With Joey Adams handling emcee material and timing are exception^
O & Valdo*
Keep 'em LaHln'
Barrett
Tommy Reed Oro
Oueneth Omeron
chores in easy manner, proceedings ally good. It's a. wow of an act but ture band is a strong clicker in clos- Miirty
The Carletons
No 1 Vlfth Av« Bon Vlvnnt*
ing spot Aside from Cobb, outfit Atlas Trio
move at steady tempo throughout needs a better finish;
Billy White
BOSTON
Chas .Jordan
Vincent Travers O
consists of three rhythm, trombone
Joey Bishop
jEmerald sisters tee off with neat
Boston <R) IS
Biraerson
Hope
Rnbaa BIca
To close the first half the Zoris in and trumpet.
ColDb carries the Lowe Hite &
Sid & _Bernle Dean
Hasiel Webster
Sonia Cortis
«
eesh of tumbling.
their dance, "The Leopard and Its brunt of proceedings, fronting pracA & H Balabanow Downey & FonvUIe Connie
Stanley
Sawyer
Gloria King, sultry thrush, has a Prey,"
Paul "Walker Ore
Lann^ Roiss
HlehUglits
bring the curtain down to
.lean Palmer
smart way with a ballad or torchant. >lenty of applause, and the second tically all the numbers and working Marie McDonald
SAX FttANCISCO
Belmont'PUiia
Normann
Pari* I
Numbers
session
up
to
sock
finale.
a
Golden Gate (B) 14 Jon Laurens
Ladd Lyon
Groups "Fascinating Rhythm," "Gen- lalf begins with a dance ensemble
Wally Blacker
With
Herb Shrlner
& Mae
Taylor Line
Bplvy'*
tleman Is a Dope" and "Don't Take featuring the Palladium Girls, Joan include "Top Flight,". "Walking "Fly WinikCAMBXaf
Lina Itomay
Oro
Sid,"
"Ghost
of
Chance"
and
Castlllunos
a
Spivy
Your Love From Me," to garner Janssen, contortionist, and Fred and ing Home."
T & L Howard
Towers (I) 16-18
HIddle Stone Oro
Diane Courtney
Edba.
Parker
Jack
Karr
Maife &
encores.
Hotel BUtmora
Hayes Gordon
^>
Sally
Canadian
Hartnell,
clever
SFBINGFIELD
Wally Overman
Russ Morgan Oro
Skeptics
Adams and his cohorts, Tony Can- dance team. 'Talented knogkabout
Court gq 15-18
Sherman Bros &
Tom iSrant Oro
Versailles
Boneri and Mark Plant, purvey aero-comedians, Manley and Austin,
Paul Gray
Te&sie
State-Lake, Chi
Commodon Edith Piaf
Hotel
their standard vaude turn to hit, and Charly Wood, juggler on a uniHop Skip & Jump Sonny Dunham
Jack DeLeon
Bob Grant Or*
Chicago, Jan. 8,
Bernle West
0?he Londons
with a blending of horseplay, gags cycle* round out the bill;
Mel Torme
Panchito Oro
Cane,
Mills Bros. (5), Jan August <3),
CurV:^ Byrd & Lord
.CHIOAGO
Hotel LexInKton
VHIase Bam:
and songs. Plant scores with vocals
ChlcaKO (P> 15
M Dunedin Co
Paul & Poulette TrUf, Georgie Kaye
Alomas Hairaiians Piute pet*
of "Good Green Acres of Home" and
Candy Stevens Co
Mills Bros
Hotel New Xorhw liucllle Lane
Lou Breese Orch (13) ; "T-Men' .Tan
WASHINGTON
Augrust
"A Feller Needs a Girl," "Sonny
Larry Ollntoh' O
Loll Apparetl
€apitol.
(EL).
Oipltol (I.) 15
Georgie Kaye
Marshal Beard
Popuiaires
Boy" bit with Adams, is as always,
Woshinpton, Jan. 9.
Jim Wong Troupe
Paul & Paulette
Romayne
Buccaneers
Oro
Pttu
reaffirms
a yockmaker. Canzoneri
4 Gracker.1acks
Oriental (f) 15
Dave Apollon with Lois Banner^
State*Lake, after slx^year lapse of
Tillage VanKBard
Terry Brent
impresh that he is one of the more man & Laverne Gustafson, Great stage shows, turns the spots on once Donald O'Connor
Jean Carroll
Josephine Premie*
Jay Martin
Pancho & Diane
Marten & Mignon
improved performers to return here. Barton, Ray & Wardo, Walter & Jeon more.
Louise Howard
Lee
WOONSOCKBT Helen
Ben Barry
Hotel Fennsylvanla Max Kamtnsky t
The ex-leather pusher shows a neat Brown; "If Winter Comet" (Jtf'G)
Fark
(I)
18
New
Vickie
Bichards
Paul and Paulette trio open with
Don Frye
Frankle Carle
.
timing sense and .tongue-in-cheek
Formro Sis
'
Waldort-AstWiit
Hotel Flerre
well built blond doing a bit of ballet Carl Sands Ore
Vent! & Ward
HABTFOBD
approach to the mimicry he purveys.
Victor Borire
Calgary Bro«
New Year at the on the trampoline and partner folIt's a bright
Ralph BnKllsh
RtBt« n) 16-18
Chas Reader Ors
Ittnll CoIeman^ Or*
House went heavily for his part of Capitol, with a sock bill hypoing lowing with half gainers. Gal comes Charlie
Barnet Ore Elmll Boreo
Misha Botr Ore
Van Smith Ore
the sequence. Trio work in Les draw for first big take in many back to do backward somersault Mel Torm*
The Yeomans
Rhode, the house batoneer, for their weeks.
Whether chief bait is on through a hoop. Jimmy Garner, reCHICAGO
BRITAIN
encore bit anent "And Then I Wrote" the stage or screen, there's no doubt cent AAU champ, joins the two for
Sharkey the Seal
BhtcltliaWk
all of it winding for a begofl.
B & H Nlcol
that payees stay to cheer a firsts his first pro appearance and scores
BRISTOI^
Les Canova <J>
Art Kassel
Clarissa, trim terpstress out of rate vaude layout.
Preston Lambert
somersaults, Hippodrome (I) It Court t
three
mid-air
with
Ray Oleen
Beam's 12 Babes
Metro's films, turns in a smartly
Marian Fedele
Gloria Hart
Woods
Babes
In
ending
femme
doing
forFlash
has
Dave Apollon, who brings down
Lawson's Ponies
Song Stylists
Randy Brown
Arthur Lucan
routined offering,
through,
a
hoop.
somersaults
ward
headlined,
deservedly
D Hild Dancra (11)
DKRUV
T & J Mahoney
Juan Adrlenne
vLes Rhode and house orch t>ack the curtain, is
Lou Breese orch takes over for Bert Piatt
gets lion's
means
by
no
though
he
<I) 12
Fnree
Grand
Ghes
neatly.
Lary.
Hotel Shermaa.
You Do." Jan August, backed by Finlay Bros
Babes in Woods
Marty Gould Or*
Share of audience approval. New
Nellie Lutcher
Valerie Lawson
Sandy Lane
Kitty Kallen
Apollon routine, with pair of rangy drums, guitar, and bass, contribs Joanne Goddard
Marty Bogatt
«
Martin A; heyilM
Norman GrlRln
pianoing.
He repeats his Josephine Anne
Oriental,
Freddie Slack Ore
gals, easy on both eyes and ears, re- sock
PatWola Gail
Betty Bruc*
Jeanne Vrilliama
Ruby Riggs
Paul Sydcn
placing the Phillipine orch, is some- standards, "Dark Eyes," "Misirlou," Harry Sims
Chicaeo, Jan. 8.
,
^
.Carl.
Marx'
Carol
Lane
Negra,"
Pamela Denis
Hotel BlflclaitoM
Donald O'Connor, Martells & iWig. what" more along longhair lines "Hungarian Rhapsody," "Oye
Pat Curran
Doreen Davtee
Diana Lincoln
Morton Oro
Ray
recording,
"Innewest
his
«o»i (4), Ben Bert, Vicfci Hichords,
adds
and
Pamela Roye
than formerly. Explaining that he
Arnold Bell
Victor Borg*
tori Sands House Orch; "LoVe from has given his Filipinoes their "in- termezzo," for hefty response,
Rita Baker
Gordon Court
Billy Vine Co.
Hotel BIsmark
Georgie Kaye, comic, leads offl Yeoman 6
Malpass & Brown
o Stronger" (EL)
Buddy Shaw Ore
dependency," the mandolin maestro
Pierre Cartler
Rog'r'n Gftorffe Stevens
of people living in the Campb'll A.Ballet
.Jackie Hamlin
Benno Delson 'O
goes on to prove that the new blood with lament
E Fiylng
Beryl Crook
Joan Field*
Well-balanced bill opens with orch has added new life to the act. atomic age. After a boff bit of a Dnssle ISrofl
The Stewarts <4)
Kejtli Brereton
Carrol Sis
Tony Dlpardo Ore
on stage _m a symphonic arrange- Apollon makes real music with such race track tout subbing as a waiter Pegsy Barnes
Chollerton Babes
Olivettes
Falmer Heos*
Maurice & Maryea
Zio' Angels Co
ment of "Ballerina." Drummer Smith numbers as "Second Hungarian he follows with a hoked version of a 12 Little
Phil Began
CAKDIFF
with
an
HACKNEf
Helstng*
Howard gets in fancy thumping Rhapsody"— his old standby, the psychiatrist. Closes strong
Murray Arnold Or
Gene
Theatre
(I)
1«
la.
singer
Jfetv
Nino
Milo
French
a
a
Kmpire
(t)
12
impresh
of
tnen comes mikeward for vocal Chopin Valse in C sharp minor, and
Andrea Adagio Trio
Sleeping Beauty
Bill Chandler Ore
Crock & Crackp'ts
Jolson.
Rudy
Oardena*
Al
and
Autry
jyhile Mignon points up the song
.Freddie Forbes
T.arry Ross
the Heifetz arrangement of the
2 Leslies
Hotel aterea*
Mills Bros, head the bill and re
title with biSef whirls. Femme offis
"
Nlta Crott
MInda Lang
Mrs Mopp
"Hora Staccato." His gags are in
Dorothy Shay
peat their usual success with har'^ Phil Strlctland
Mary F. Klncald
to quick change into red halter and
Gaston Palmer
cidental, well timedi and tasteful
Skitch Henderson O
Murray
Woods & Jarrett
panties for aero terping with the but secondary to the music. Shares mony on "Till Then," "Paper DoH," Bert
Edgewatcr
Beach
Pxydo
& Day
H
Ttlllln
Love
Olson's S«B Won
Hurt the One You Isobel Marden
three Martells.
Boatevar-dear*
Georg* -Olsen Ore
White-tie trio of honors with his assistants, who solo "You Always
Hal Miller
Zobe.
males give her the robust beave-ho in "Clair de Lune" on the harp and Love," and "Lazy River."
Jill Dunckley
B & E Day
Leon A KikI
lor prime results. Best gaspers are
LEICKSTKR
the

leros" all rolled into one stupendous
attraction! On that score, the Music
Hall isn't letting its customers down.
It's got all the riotous color and
movement calculated to quicken the
pulse of this giant showcase's clien-
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her back flips aloft and a backward
toss halfway across the stage to
one-hand catch.
Vlcki Richards puts extra meaning
into lyrics with tones several shades
richer than the standard chirp. Blue
gowned songstress does equally
well with varied fare, includin f
"You Do" and "St. Louis Blues.'
Satisfying session ends with choice
treatment of "Golden Earrings."
Ben Beri's deft handling of tennis
balls and Indian clubs is spiced by
sly humor. Tail-coated juggler, hummiijjg aimlessly, breaks the pattern o
perfection to get extra response
Blindfolded manipulation of clubs.

an original "Smorgasbord" by
pianiste. Both femmes are skilled
musicians, and not just window
dressing. The mandolin-harp duet
of "How Are Things in Glocamorra" rates special attention. All
in all, the act is better than ever,
with kudos to Apollon for knowing
when a change was in order."
Show stoppers of bill prove to be
Ray and Nardo in a comedy impressions act. Team works fast and well,
adding interest to convincing take.
Offs with some highly funny out-of
character patter. Highlight of rou,

tine is an "Academy Award Parade,'
consisting of impreiteions of James

I'TaniiUon Kobins
.Sidney Trevelyan

Statler, BufF., To»»e» Show Vllma De Boef
& Globe Ols
The Statler hotel, Buffalo, has Hobbs
Balmoral 4
dropped shows because of the rising

performer costs coupled with diminishing revenues from the operation of its room.
Talent, hDWever, will continue in

Charles Anrasler
Beaton's 12 Juvcs

CHISWICK
Kmiiire (I)
Olnderolla

n

Opeint

Nancy BUrne
the other Statler hotels, including Owynclh Lascelles
Jones & Thomas'
Washingtoni Detroit and Boston.
Johnny Cavanagh'
Anne Whcatley
Leslie Barker
Datiny Thomas has been signed to Alec Harland
play Slapsie Maxie's, Hollywood,' Helen Jutson
Renee Hioholi
starting Jan. 18.
Anthony Gordon

(1)

Stan Little
Doreen Lavender
Harold Chllds

Roy

*

Freddie Foss

House

Humpty Dumpty

n

Miranda^s London Date

Luggie Wakefield
Huntley-Wright

Carmen Miranda has been signed

O

Jefferies

Hugh Harden
Little

D

Jack

Harris

Biel'B 12

& Stan
Juves

Falare

(1)

1%

to

play

starting

the Palladium, liOndon,
April 26 for four weeks.

With Miss Miranda's pact, the British
vauder has sufficient U. S. headliners to last until the latter part of

Max

May.

Al Carthy

house with Danny Kaye set to

Miller
Leslie Strange

Ford & Lenner
D Gray it Bro

ava May WonK
Drage

Mickegr Rooney
low.

March

is

Martha Raye
date.

current at that
is

dowa

fol-

for

.......

•
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Eqi^ Nixes Barter Ikatre Kd

'MAAHHim' Benefit at $D Top

Stock Go. in Balto

Baltimore, Jan. 13.
David Gilbert and John Coleman
have taken the Mai-yland theatre
here for a winter stock venture.
However, they'll open the season
Jan. 25, with » guest^star presentation of Edward Everett Horton in
Strike
Boston
'Springtime for Henry" for 10 peruse his own
Transfers formances. Horton will
Hits
company .for the four-character
Bosto)i, Jan, 13.
Benn W. Levy comedy, including
•Truck strike here posed a tough Elaine Ellis, who played opposite
one fo^ six Jiegit productions skedded: him in it the last two summers in
to move in or out of town last ^w«;ek. strawhats. The rest of the company
But a serious iam, with pMhibiUvc will include Matthew Smith, and an
*"""
'"
'
shows, was actress, to-be selected,
the
'"^ burdens"
"'" on
financial
Horton, who was in New York last
broken by Mike Kavanagh of the
Shubert houses and Saul Kaplan of weelc on personal business, -waii askthe Colonial. They prevailed on the ed by the Baltimore group to launch
struck union to move the shows at a the project with "Springtime." Following the engagement, he returns
special premium rate,

For SlUMO Grant to

MayNetmiO;GoalIsamWO
mounting interest along
Broadway in the American National
Theatre fc Academy benefit show

There

is

<

Sunday night (18) at the Ziegfeld,
N. Y. Net receipts should approach
lower floor tickets
range from' $100 for front locations
$20,000. Prices for

ANTA

to $13 for the rear rows. The
.
place
of one orig
benefit takes the
r
Square
rnany 'scheduled fOT
Garden in the fall but set- aside' be^
cause of booking limitations.
..

"ANTA

Album,"
is expected to furnish the' most substantial financial hypo since the
ANTA project became active last
seasop. The organizaUon has a goal
Show, called the
.

Truck

Show

was that Hope For a Hai- to Hollywood.
"Pans Smgs Agam were
of $3,000,000, with -the overall objoa- vest" and
backstage over the weekend
tive of encouraging and revitalizing stacked
oxit Monday (5). "Hope
and
moved
from
theatricals
in communities
replaced
the same day by I
was
included.
coast to coast, Broadway
One of its principal activities cur- Remember Mama." Last Saturday
(10-11) a similar deal
Sunday
and
Exthe
sponsorship
of
the
rently is
of scenery
truckloads
48
moved
out
how
second
Its
perinientai Theatre,
assumed the $16,000 and props for "Look, Ma, I'm
seisoh.
season.
deficit last season, but indications Dancin'," "Power Without Glory.
Men
Prince"
and
"The
"Student
even
least
break
ET
may
at
are that
Theatre
between
the
Dispute
Marry."
this season.
Guild and the Shuberts over the exit
Special permits were issued by notice recently given "Oklahoma!"
Oscar Serlin is in charge of asthe at the St. James,* N. Y., has been
cover
theunion
to
striking
sembling the "Album/' which will
were
iS'
Special
prices
movements.
include- memorable scenes and numsettled. The record-run musical is
doubled costs. now slated to play through March,
ejbers from former sieasons. The pro- sued, too, generally at
liram vras suggested by drama critics Strike is figured to be settled some
when it will have achieved a fiveand the original players are rehears- time this week,
year engagement. That is the aim
ing for the re-enactments,
of both the Gaiild, which produced
the show, and its authors, Richard
Scheduled scenes include Kath!

;

GnM-Sfaoliats

;

,

Agree: 'Okia' Stays

ANTA

Los Angeles, Jan.

Lester, general director of the- lios

hcreased Coia

.

.

'

"The Shanghai <3esti|re," Jane Cowl
in a piece from "Smilin* Through,"
Dorothy Stickney in a scend from
"The Front Page."
Also listed are standout numbers
from musicals, to be sung by Walter
Huston, Libby Holman, Bert Lahr,
Willie Howard, Irene Bordoni, William Gaxtott and Jimmy Savo, and
comedy bits %jf Jack Pearl and Hal

Sheman.

Demsmd

Allied Theatrical Transfer Assn.,

group of truckmen

who

haul

legit

productions, issued a sc&le of in'
creased rates per load without con'
tacting the Lesgue of New York Thea'
tres. Latter called the truckers to a
huddle and after the latter submitted
figures
they
rather fragmentary
were told by the managers that the
increases were not justified. They
were asked to submit figures more
plainly, indicating tiie basis for the

Truckers who were granted a $5
per load tilt ifi 1945 now want a 25%
higher rate for daytime hauling and
30% at night. Prices asked by the
truckmen call for $50 per daytime
tott lilies to
load, a boost of $10, and $65 per load
After reserving decision about six at night, or $15 -more. To haul promonths, Justice Null, .of Ihe N. Y. duotions to and from transfer points
Supreme Court, has ruled in favor in the suburbs the rate would be
in the daytime and $75 at night.
of Hollywood Plays, Inc. against
.

b WSiHtVs.Col

I)

For the delivery of actors' trunks
the truckers want $3, a boost from

Columbia

Pictures, in a lawsuit involving the screen rights to "Good
^Night Ladies." Under the decision,

dated Dec.
$50,000 to

26,

'

Jacob

Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein,
Whether the Guild agreed to
assume some of the house operating
red when the gross drops under
$20,000, as reported) is not definitely
known.

2d.

Original contract for "Oklahoma!,"
31, 1943, called
a Stop limit of f18,000. Although
the musical could operate at a profit
at that level, it was claimed the
house lost money because labor and
othe-/ costs have increased in the
four years since the $18,000 figure
was set. Receipts for the Show have
declined considerably under, the
stop limit, but it is now playing
Sunday performances for the first
time, and that's to improve attendance considerably.
, When the exit notice was given
by the Shuberts, several weeks ago,
the Guild refused to accept it on
the ground that the gross did not
actually fall below the stop, limit.
It was claimed -that 104 "misplaced"
tiekets for the performance of Dec.
20 (a Saturday night), subsequently
found, would have brought that
week's gross over the $18,000 stop

which opened March
for

,

-

limit.

It's

will

conc^ed

tlmt

some increase 'Sons'

be agreed upon.

Reyived Again

Truckmen's

conttdls Plays, pay went up 20% in the past t'wo
He claimed breach of years, but how much of the overall
Amount sought from the cost of operation of trucks that
Scales profilm company was $120,000. Both meant isn't indicated.
posed by the truckers are said to insides will appeal.
When "Iiadies" played Chicago in clude provision of 10% increase in
1943, Harry Cohnj- of Col^ offered transfermen's profits.
$150,000 for the film rights, and
there was an exchange of telegrams

York attorney who

For Midwest Tour;

plus interest.

contract

CaUCbiCrix'MWet'

.

Cleveland, Jan.

9-WEEK SPRING TOUR

„

13.

Arthur Miller's prize-winning "All
Sons," which folded in CJhicago
but was briefly revived by Detroit's
Dramatic- Guild, is being resuscitated
SINGS
a third time. The touring company
coiifirniing. the deal,' However, tlie
was reorganized last week by Gerfilm outfit's lawyers objected when
ald Rado, Cleveland impresario, who'
it was learned that the copyright
brought it into the Hanna last night
on the stage farce would expire in
Iios Angeles^ Jan. 13.
two years (it was subsequently reNelson Eddy is set for 25 recital (Mon.) for a week's trial engagenewed). Show was revived by dates in his first concert tout in four ment.
Rado is blueprinting another midHoward Lang and Al Rosen, but years. Columbia Concerts, his manthey did not participate in the legal agement, claims to have turned western trek for the drama, if it
proceedings, as they had only <6Ub- down at least 50 more dates because clicks here. The revamped cast insidiary rights.
the film star is limiting lUs tour to cludes Blanche Yurka, Sidney Blackf
mer, James Gregory, EUen Mahar,
Play was originally called "Ladies nine weeks.
Night in a Turkish Bath" and was
The singer will open his tour Beverly Dennis, John Forsythe and
produced in 1920 by A. H. Woods. March 1 in Clareilnont, Cal., fill dates J, S. Teague. Rado, production manAuthoi's Were Avery Hopwood and across the country, returning for ager of the Cleveland 500 Civic
Operetta Co., arranged to sponsor
Chdrlton: Andrews, both since de- final concert May 1 at Los Angeles.
The entire tour is booked as fol- "All My Sons" as a purely personal
ceased. Woods lost the rights to the
play and Schwebel acquired them lows: Claremont (March 1); Tucson business deal after he saw it at the
from the Hopwood estate and from (4);'Plioenix (6); San Antonio (9); Shubert-Lafayette, Detroit.
'^Chicago critics who panned this
Andrews' widow, Negotiations for Houston .(11); Beaumont (13); Dallas
the sdle of the 'Xadies" originally (16); Ft. Worth (18);.- Little Bock, biting, timely drama were all wet,'
were carried ifor Schwebel by the Ark. (20); Cattanooga (22); Atlanta he declared. "When such a piece
win the New York Drama
(25); Knoxville (27); Greensboro, can
Music Corp. at America.
N. C. (29); Raleigh (31).
Critics' Circle award as the best
Pliiladelphia (April 2); Washing- play of 1947,. and can arouse such
ton (5); Newark (8); Boston (11); controversies, it must have somc'
Franklin's Gabber Role
Syracuse (14); Detroit (16): Chicago thing on the ball.
In Ballet Russe 'Sunday' (20); Davenport, la. (23); Kansas . "Just because it wasn't like b
City (261; Wichita, Kan. (28); Los Chicagoans, who seem to prefer sc
Dayton, Jan. 13.
pot-boilers; doesn't mean a thing in
Frederic Franklin^ maitre de ballet Angeles (May 1).
regard to audience reactions in other
and star of .the Ballet Russe de
cities.
It's an ironic commentary on
Honte Carlo, will enter the dramatic
the tastes of Windy City natives that
field through the new ballet, "Billy
they have blackballed many artisti
Sunday." which the troupe will inDallas, Jan. 13.
troduce in New York when its" sea"Leaf and Bough;" a new play by caliy worthy plays which were high^
eon opens there Feb. 15.
Joseph Hays, has been added to the 1y regarded and successful in a dozen
The ballet, choreographed by Ruth winter repertory of Theatre '48 here, other key stands.
"I don't know why their negative
Page, is 35 minutes long and much following extended negotiations with
opinions were taken seriously by the
of the time is taken up by dialog on the author's New York agents,
the part of Franklin, whojplays both
It will be presented the \Veelc of original producers, who folded the
'AH My Sons'
Billy Sunday and David,
is a com^ Jani 26 and Feb^ 24; according to company too quickly,
edy ballet with Joseph and several .Margb Jones, managing director of has enough distinctive mctit to deserve a&other chance<
other Biblical dMiracten.
r48.
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stands, players traveling by bus, anil
this season started three to the roadi

'

His claim for support from Equity
on the grounds -that he is decentralizing the theatre, activitieis akin
to the association's expectations of
providing, more jobs f^ actors t>7
expanding the road.

is

Porterfield's three troupes 'were
designated as the' red, white 'and
blue companies, one of them getting
as far-as. Phoeniz, Ariz., before beMay 31, at the expireation of her ing called back. The others are in
the soutli, one gouig into Florida
contract.
and the other into Texas. The actors all get the Equity minimum of
$60 and while they admit the transportation is rough, they Stay itt
-

show when Miss Martin withdraws

L^t

Goodwfll

Han

Advances

Some progress in plans for ejcploitation of legit outside of Nevv York
in a_goddwiU movement for show
business on Broadway, and especially
the road, was reported at a meeting
of managers last week. An- annual

hotels.

.

Every type of theatre, school audi-torium and halls is played, and once
a performance was given in a plane
hangar, with 3,800 in the audience.
Claimed that in some stands, 90%
of the audiences had never seen a
stage play;
Where theatres with
union stiigehands aiie played the admission is as high as $3^60, while in
the more remote places prices range
upward from SOc to $2,
'

budget of $30,000 was suggested,
At Abingdon, admission may be
half of which would be- salary 'iftyr a
had with farm produce,' tobacco^
publicity man,
-balance to be expended in contacting out-of-town hams and the like, but although that
showmen who will be invited to visit policy does not apply when the
Broadway periodically. But whether troupes tour, the Porterfield enterprise is in need of fresh money, It
their expenses would be defrayed by
has received a grant of $10,000 from
the League of New- York Theatres,
±lie state of Virginia but Abingdon
which is sponsoriuff the plan, isn't
impresario is not confident of fur.

^6

determined.

ther such support unless there are

Proposed that, the League .double
grants from theatrical
present dues, avhich are $10
weekly for eacfh show when playing,
and the sante -amount for each house
the

interests.

'

when

lighted, the amount obtainable
in that manner approximating the
total of the budget.
different
financial setup is also being mulled.
There was some discussion V^as to

A

whether the publicity man chosen
should belong to the agents and
managers union; all itsp press agents

members of latter.
One of the points that
ably arise when the plan

are

will prob-

Itnrbi

In

Wins in 10 Rounds

PMly

Concert With

12G Take at Boxing Arena
Philadelphia, Jan, 13.

With squealing bobbysoxers in the
audience and hawkers of hot dogs
and soda pop shouting their wares

intermission,
is further during
the concert
discussed pertains to theatregoers in Friday night (9) of pianist Jo.se
Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago, Iturbi registered a financial success,
who should be enabled to secure but ofi;ered a sharp contrast to the

$2,

the court awarded
J. Schwebcl, New

Manager attracted attention via
his theatre at Abingdo.n, Va., which

following "Annie's" current run in
Chicago.
,
Understood a guarantee of $100,000; for one month has been arranged jointly -by the Los- Angeles
and San Francisco Light Opera
groups. Show will be presented Iot
cally either at the Shrine Auditorium
or the f^ilharmonic.
Deal is cooking for Martha Raye
to take over the star part in the

-

boosts.

again asked Equity for financial sup>
port. hut the answer was a definite
negative.
He sought a grant of
$10,000, twice the sum proposed last
season, when he appealed to Equity,
after the association gave $5,000 to
succor the virtually defunct American Repertory Theatre.

Angeles Civic Light Opera Assn. has been operating for years, mostly
While no date has been set, the during summer. Last season he sent
showing probably will be in April, two companies on a tour of smallec

'

Truckers

13.

Rodgers-Hamimerstein iiroduction
"Annie Get Your
Gun," with .Mary Martin in the top
role, is booked for, a Coast presentation through a-deal signed by Edwin
of Irving Berlin's

We

arine Cornell and Maurice Evans in
a scene from "Saint Joan," Helen
Hayes in a bit from 'T^'ictoria Regina," Judith Anderson in a scene
from "Come of Age," John Gielgud
in the sodiloquy from 'Hamlet,"
Florence Jteed 'in an excerpt from

is spreading drama in the
hinterlandj via his Barter Theatre,
•

'

|

Tonrs

Robert Porterfield, Virginia show-

man who

'

without being required \fi usual nin of longhair «tu<I at the
pay a premium to Ideal agencies. It staid and decorous Academy of Muis stated by men ah^ad and baclt sic.
with touring attractions that ticket
Scheduled originally for the chaste
abuses have curtailed potential pa- acoustics of the ancient Academy,
tickets

tronage with the result that engagements have .been curtailed.
Equity is striving to bolster show
business out of town but the suggestion that managers and actors organizations merge their efforts has not
yet been considered.

HENDL'S 4 BATON DATES;

TO COMPOSE PIX SCORE
Walter .Hendl, assistant conductor
of the N. Y. Philharmonic, will lead
it this Saturday (17)"- and next (24),
for his only t-wo major podium
stints with the group this season.
He has- a guest shot Feb. 2 with the
Houston Symphony and directs his
second children's concert Feb. 21
for the N. Y. Philharmonic.
Hehdl,

who wrote

the score for
the Broadway legiter of two seasons
ago, "Dark of the Moon," has been
approached to do the film score, to
follow the lines of his stage music.
He's also made the first U. S. recording with a symph orchestra, of Prokofieff's "Ugly Duckling." It will be

the concert was switched to the Met,

when

Schima

Kaufman,

violinist

with the Philadelphia Orchestra and
local impresario, ran into Sunday
blue laws difficulties.

Formerly the Metropolitan Opera
Hou.se,. the Met has for the past
eight or 10 years been the scene of
prize fights and wrestlhig matches.
Thus the ring in the center of the
hall served as the concert stage for
the artist.
Overhead, the bright
lights that usually illuminate -tableaus of the art of legal mayhem
shone down on the performer and
his instrument,

Even the lights announcing various
were lighted* causing the

rounds

News copy desk to headline:
Wins In 10 Rounds." The
headline appeared over a review of
the concert by Jerry Gaghan, who
also writes a daily column, in addition to covering music and theatre.
Daily

"Iturbi

The pugilistic atmosphere was further enhanced with the appearance
of posters of Iturbi sandwiclied in

between signs announcing coming
fights and wrestling events.
issued in an album this ffiohth under
The concert grossed $12,000. A few
Young Peoples Record Club label.
blocks away, at Town Hall, Frankie

Regular Ballet Nights
Set for Paris Chatelet
Paris, Jan. 6.
Prompted by succe.'s of the ballet
nights at the Paris Opera, Maurice
is planning to stage regular
ballet nights at his Chatelet, wJt.
revue house, in February.

Lehman

He has signed choreographer Gregory Gue, of the Stockholm theatre,
and 16-year-old''ballerin& Rene'Nathe Paris Opera.

dal, of

<

Laine held forth in song, but his affair grossed only around $2,000 and
the house was half filled, the bobbydark-haired
soxers
favoring the
Spanish Iceyboard wizard with their
presence, rather than the warbling
Laine. The same event was promoted by Ernie' Anderson.
Kaufman, along with another localite, Jules Falk, has promoted previous musical events in Philly. Both
men have been cutting into the virtual monopoly of these evehts previously held by Emma Feldutan.

:
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OFF-B'WAY SHOWS CUT COSTS
De lis^e SiKS Leventhal For
Diiletences
liiagre, Jr.,

between

Allred

road riipits thi« season, crystalized
Friday (9) in legal action; Suit was
entered Iqr de liisgie in the N. Y.
Stqiven^' Court to force Leventhal
io i^ti *^ accounting ot the "Turtle"
road groGSMk It's alleged that figures for four weeks, as submitted
by the Leventhal office, were less
than indicated in reports from local
tnanagers when the booking fees
paid.

w When the matter was called to
he disclaimed
any .knowledge of discrepancies and
Xieventhal's attention

remitted a check of approximately
$3,000 to de Liagre to cover money
indicated due on the basis of in«c!Cittat«

wedely

.

boxoffitee

state-

For the

on

;

:
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TOUR VET HOSPlTiU^
Kquity Library Theatre, formed to
a chance to practice
their craft and to provide a showcase for their talents for Broadway producers and agents, has
t;>ken a step forward. Its production
of "Jiine Moon" will go on tour, under the auspices 6f Veterans Hospital Camp Shows, successor of USO.
Tour will begin Jan. 26 in El Paso
and will continue six months.
This will be' the first time in ELT's
four-year history that one of its
productions has been sponsored or
has left New York City environs for
a tour. Show vras presented at
Greenwich Ulews Playhouse Jan.
7-». It was staged by Robert Stevens.

give- actors

Dozen actors will get weekly salaries
above Equity minimum, and six and
a half months' work. The cast includes Mason Adams, Janet Pox. Joe
SuUivan, Slaxine Stuart and others.
All but those with New York radio
commitments will make the tour.
Emil £>iedlander set the deal for
Equity.

'Lucasta' Actresses

to Share

Sue

Morrison Hotels Chicago
Chicago, Jan. 13.
IsabeUe Cooley and Rosetta Le

first

Week

From R^earsak

Efs 'jm

Extmmi May R^y ET;

.

BarPUIr&B

:

IS^pper'

time in recent seaSans Goddard, 'Lucasta*
sons, there has lately been tatngible Mrs. Martin Beck In
AH-Negro in Paris progress in reducing the swollen
Hospital Another
cost of theatrical production. Three
Chicago, Jan. 13.
Mrs. Martin (Louise) Beck is reshows current in New York were
John Wildberg revealed here last
made
possible because of curtailed cuperating at Harkness Pavilion,
week that the Parisian cast of "Anna production
expense. In each case N. Y., from an operation she underLucasta" would be all-Negro unless
it has been through the cooperation
went last Friday (9). She wUl be
Paulette Goddard could obtain reof the imions and craft organizations
lease from film commitments. At concerned.
under treatment there for another
present this- seems unlikely.
week or so. Widow of the showman
three
shows
The
are
"Volpone*"
Producer also said that Jack Hyl
the pop-price revival of New York had been advised some time ago that
ton and Dan Sangster, in association
City Theatre Co., at the City Center; surgery was necessary, but was acwith him, woldd. probably have the
"Skipper Next to God," the Experi- tive up to the time of entering the
French version ready the later part
mental Theatre production of Jan hospital.
of February.
De Hartog's drama, .at the Maxine
Besides operattag ttie Martin Beck
P»rior to sailin| Friday (9) from
and "Lamp at Midnight," the theatre, N. Y., Mrs. Beck "has been
New York on a two-month European Elliott,
New
Stages presentation of the Bar- a leader in the American Theatre
junket in behalf of CARE, Miss God
rie Stavis play about Galileo, in- Wing since its inception and was re-dard declared she had. been willing Washington Square. Even if these
cently appointed executive secretary.
to star in *'Lucasta," but had passed moves fail to bring about any lowerShe is also on the board of the
it up since Wildberg' never submit'
ing of production costs on Broadway, League of N. Y. Theatres.
ted a script.
it's hoped there may be a general^

"When asked for his books
"Turtle." Leventhal is reported
to have said he did not have such
records^ which led de Liagre to go
to court. Papers filed by his attorney, Samuel Silverman, are returnable Jan. 26.
The road rights for "Turtle" were
leased on a royalty basis. The terms
called for 10% ot the gross up to
$7,000 a week, 15% on the receipts
between $7,000 and $12,000, and 20%
Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
on all Over $12^060. That coin was
Producers, newspaper critics and
payable to de Liagre, while van
Druten was entitled to his legular the Shub6rts are in a stew over rethe,
on
edict
atLee Sbubert barring
based
cent
also
author's royalties,
Legal acti<>n aims to de- the scribes from dress rehearsals of
gross.
termine the correct receipts and to try<auts at the four Shubert-controllcd bouses here^ The ruling came
recover royalties possibly due.
While a stmmions was issued, no about as .result of critical pans ear^
«>omplaint for additional payment Uer this season on "Music In My
was filed because the amount of Heart" and "High Button Shoes.'
money that might be involved is un- Both reviews were written by Ian.
hnown.
The alleged understate- ton Martin, of the morning Inquirer.
ments were for a period during The Shuberts claimed the notices
which "Turtle" played the Coast were written on basis of dress re^
Show closed Satur- hearsals, and that the critic failed to
late last fall.
day UO) in Chicago.
return to cover the actual opening
Leventhal has been in the legit performances.
field for around 20 years, starting
Matter came to a head again last
viith stock, in New iTersey. In recent week when the producer of a show
seasons he has mostly tak«n over opening there -this week, agreed to
Broadway shows for the road, but let Edjvin H. Schloss, who has since
Sklso has been a silent partner and succeeded'. Martin as the Inquirer's
backer of Broadway productions. critic, attend 'the dress rehearsal.
He has an excellent reputation and, However, Shubert objected, despite
althou^ he is known in the trade remonstrances by the producer and
for 'paying low actor salaries, the his press-agent. Inquirer's deadline
number of players he kept working is 11:30 pjn.
on the road and in the neighborIt had been the practice in recent
hoods during summer has- won re- sesksons for critics for both the In
gard, especially from EqiUty. The iquirer and morning. Record (the
association does not require him to latter d^unct) to attend dress repost salary guarantee moiieyt
hearsals and get an idea of the show
ments.

TOlBi

LEGIT GOKEBAEK

de-t

who produced John van

Dniton's "The Voice ol the Turtle,"
«nd J. J- Leventhal, who leased the

were

SEE STEP

have to leave the
opening night performances before
the final curtain in order to make
Some producers
their deadlines.

as a whole, as they

have objected to the practice, partly
on the •ground tbat. the eritios didn't
always return for the regular opening. Other managers have been willing to go along witii the custom
rather than risk newspaper ill will
But no ofiicial .step against the practice was taken until this year.

June Clyde for Aussie
Co. of

*Bom

presentations.

Such

it's

figured.

,

-

the red about $9,000 for the diow.
That was considerably over the
budget for the- previous ET production of "Galileo."

Unforeseen additional activities of
ET, such as the extension of "Skipper," may provoke controversy with
stage unions other than Equity, be*
cause of concessions they've made.
ET operates on a subscription basis
for

admission, the price being' $18
top per person for six productions.
No single admissions are available.
Because of the new setup, however,
"Skipper" is now available to
general public and the imions niay
seek some moderation gt tbc^
agreements.

.

in London,

Ont.,

,

FEMBEBTOH

The entire cast. including John
Garfield, has accepted modiest base

-

(Thurs.)

Richard Myers in

New

York.

the company is
presenting are all Irish in authorship and subject matter. They are
G. B. Shaw's "John Bull's Other
Mand," Denis Johnston's "The Old
Lady Says No," and two works of
MacLiammoir, "Where Stars Walk"
and "Portrait of Miriam.", During its
regular seasons in Dublin the group

The four

offers

plaj's

works of

ttll

nationalities.

.

pay for the two-week period. It
amounts to $80 per week, plus 35%
of the net profit. Remaining 79%
of the profits go to the American
National TfiesSxe Academy^ whiisb
.sponsors ET. It's hoped that "l^kip*
per" will .earn back .some of its pro«<
duction cost, as the ANTA went intOi

:

Casting of the Australian company was reported practically sold out a
"Bom Yesterday" has been com-- week ago, prior to group's arrival
pleted with the signing of June
'in New York last Wednesday (7).
Clyde for the BilUe Dawn role
headed by Micheal
played in the original New York troupe of 20,
and Hilton Edward^
production by Judy HoUiday. Miss MacLiammoir
Gate's founders, left fOr C^ada
Clyde, last seen on Broadway in the
four days of refor
(10)
Saturday
"Banjo Eyes," with Eddie Cantor,
heariials prior to their opening there.
in 1941, has been living in London,,
Productions for the four plays the
where she retired after her marGate is presenting during the tour
riage.
Other two' principals are Hartley were shipped under bond direci to
Group will play three
Powers, who played in the London Canada.
company of "Bom Yesterday," re- nights at the Grand, London; one
cently closed, and Stewart Long, of night at the Capital, Ottawa; five
the Chicago company. Comedy will dayis at His Mafosty's, Montreal, and
be presented in Melbourne early in two weeks at Royal Alexandra, ToMarch by the J. C. Williamson The- ronto. Then it comes to New York.
playwright
atres. Miss Clyde and Powers were Brian Doherty, Canadian
signed by Nevin Tait, bead of Wil- and author of "Father Malachy's
liam.ton'.s London office; Long was Miracle," is sponsoring the Gate, in
inked by Dorothy Stewart, the firm's Canada, and Richard Aldrich antJ
rep.

The drama was written by Jan D*
Hartog, who was earlier represented
on Broadway with the short-lived
"This Time Tomorrow" (previously
titled "The Death of a Rat"), produced by the Theatre Guild. Th*
Guild 'was 'reported considering tak-'
ihg over "Skipper," but the offer
from Davis w'as Suddenly acceptjsd
by ET.

&

of

York

Ikk' R^ts;
To More or Tour

Four week Canadian tour of the
Dublin Gate Theatre Co., opening to-

try.

Blevins Davis, a wealthy socialite
co.rproducer of an operetta
called "Rhapsody" during the 1944-45
season, has taken over "Skipper." He
has guaranteed to cover any losses
and will accept no operating profit,
if there is any. He has posted money
with Equity to guaranieie the "Skipper" actoi-s' halary. Davis and. Vinton Freedley, of ANTA, are working
on another theatre ^fter next week;

In the case of New Stages, tiie
Treasurers and Ticket Sellers Union
required the employment of only
one treasurer. Instead of two. In
addition. Equity permitted the acMusic In My Heart" relighted
tors .to rehearse on -their own time
four weeks instead of two; Playbill Sunday afternoon (11) at the Adel
also made a concession on programs ;phi, N. .Y., after Suspending the pre'at a ridiculously low rate." And the
vious' week.
Plans call for the
Shuberts are allowing the group to
distribute heralds in their programs. operetta to move to another house or
go on tour soon, as "Lbok, Ma, Fm
Assn. of Theatrical Agents,
Managers let the company put a Dancin'!" has been booked into the
pressagent on salary only: one wedc Adelphi the week of Jan. 26.
before the opening; instead of the
Relighting was made possible by
normal three weeks. It also made the actors accepting minimum pay
a salary concession to $105 (the up- and taking a percentage of the optown scales-is $190; stock is $165). crating earnings, with the assent of
Finally, New Stages is getting the Equity. However, two of the leads,
American National Theatre & Acad- 'Vlvienne Segal and Nicholas Magalemy's mailing list, for a fourrpage lanes, withdrew from the cast and
herald with quotes. Clifltord Strohl were succeeded by Joan Kilbrig
helped on ads and Florence ¥an- and Nicolai Folajenko.
damm contributed' pre^pening picWhen "Music" suspended after
tures. Teamsters, scenic union and playing three months, it represented
others helped, too.
a total investment of $197,000. Of
that amount, the original production
New Stages Setay
$167,000, and there was an opNew Stages has also attracted cost
erating loss of $30,000 more. It cost
other att^tion in the trade, espearound $20,000 to relight, mostly repcially with reports that the group
may move uptown into the regular resented by posting of bonds to
legit area.
The organization was guarantee salaries to actors, stage
formed by Norma'^ Hose and David hands, musicians and others^
Fresh financing was provided by
Heil well to do new plays not likely
to be seen on Broadw^, or re- a group headed by W. G. Richardson,
vivals of classics. Secondary reason director of a Pleasantvillei N. Y.,
was the desire of several radio actors bank. This syndicate had original^
The original
to play in legit. Of the 30 players backed the musical.
in "Lamp," a dozen are from radio. producer, Henry Duffy, has with,
Rose is a legit and radio actor, seen drawn and Jean Dalrymple is the
on Broadway in "Cafe Crown" and new general manager,
"Counterattack." Hellweil Is a light-^
Of the new financing, the largest
amount, $6,600, was deposited with
(Continued on page 68)
Equity to cover the 55 in the cast
and chorus for two w6ek& All are
to get $ra weekly, plus a 75% share
of the operating net up to the
amount of their original salaries.

GATFS CANADIAN TOUR
SOLD OUT IN ADVANCE

Vnk

who was

a:

trend might also extend to the road,

Yesterday* morrow

Noire, members of the cast of "Anna New
Lucasta," filed suit for $56,000 last
TO K.C., EHFOBI&
week in the Chicago circuit court
Kansas City, Jan. 13.
against the Morrison hotel here.
They charge they v?cre refused a
Brock Pemberton, here last week
room, although their telegraphed to see his touring company of "Harreservation
had been confirmed. vey," with Joe E. Brown, took time
out to visit his sister, ill in » hosBoth are Negroes.
In addition, the suit charges they pital at Emporia, Kans.
were insulted by a woman emLatter is the producer's homeployee.
town.

ET

expansion of semircommercial oS-

Broadway

Possible

After favorable reviews from ap-t
proximately half the critics, "Skipper Next to God" continues at th«
Maxine EUiott theatre, N, Y., at least
two more weelis. The Experimental
Theatre's second production of the
iseajion, it has a $4.20 top, without objection by "commercial" managers.
It's possible that the drama will be
moved to another theatre for: an indefinite stay. But there has been a
difference
of opinion
about the
play's chances; though it attracted
more attention than any previou*

.

'

ET

benefit i>erformances are

«n»

One had been arranged for last Sunday (11) night.
It might have meant a profit Of
but the event; was cancelled.
League For a- Rree Palestine sdiedr«
uled the benefit and a small ad announcing it was printed in one ot
the dailies the previous Sunday C4).
It was seen by an Ehglish newnna%
other innovation.

$1,200,

who

cabled

There

it

were

to London..

immediate

'

protests

of there to De Hartog. The author,, thfe
operating .profits. If business war- son-in-law. of J, Et Priestley. caUe4
rants full pay, the sharing will be a demand that the benefit be 'can50-50 thereafter. Rules at the stage- celled because .the beneficiary organ-

The management

is

to get

25%

hands' and musicians' unions pro- ization, had blamed England for fbi'
hibit a similar arrangement,- but it's Palestine situation and 5tqn>orted
ujnderstood the pit and backstage terrorist activities in the Holy Land»
crews will accept scale pay
Show opened to adverse notices. M|i.W
^TfiTf
UIIIiH iJIUI/B.
but
It grosses ranged up to $30,000 a
f"*»"
week, dependent on the number of
theatre parties. While an operating
profit
was earned the first two
PhUadelphta, Jan. 13.
months, receipts dropped under $15,A 10-week season of winter stock
000 after Thanksgiving.
at the Berwyn theatre, at nearby
Score of "Music" is based on the Berwyn, will be inaugurated Friday
compositions of Tchaikovsky, adapted (16), with presentation of
"Kiss and
by Franz Steiningcr, who conducts Tell," starring Betty Luster
and SI
the orchestra and is also involved in Vario. "The Male
Animal"
|

WINTPB
"

AT
At
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'

will folthe changed managerial setup. Op- low a week later.
Vario wUl dfieiii.
eretta was first done on the Coast
Theatre, a former fllmhonse, was
as "Song Without Words."
taken over last summer for a season
of strawhat.. Many of'those baekeirs,

from FhUadelphia and New York,
are in the present spon-soring group,
Berwyn Playhouse, Inc., ol
Revue the
which V. N. Barrington, Wall Street
Hollywood, Jan. 13.
investiaent.cbtniselor, is ptet.
Harry Revel is composing and Hal
Besides Miss Luster and. Vario, the
Fimberg doing sketches for a new Equity company includes Hal Cterevue, "Alive and Kielting," which rier, Elizabeth Sutton, Wendy Drew,
Ray Golden will present at the Bobby Nick, Bill Story, Frances
Belasco here in April, with Pinky Greet, Frank Lyon, Craig Williams.
iMe starred.
Fay Sappington, liouise Buckley and
The producer is dickering with Barry Mansfield. The last-named
Helen Tamiris, choreographer of will also serve as designer,- 'witli Mis*
'Annie Get Vour Gun," to ditto this t Sutton as productum assistant tiaA
production.
.stage manager.

Revel-Finib»-g Clef
*AKve, Kicking^

'

-

'

-':,
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[D'Oyly Carte Co.

Plays on ft'oadway
Skippef Next to God

either, and can be chalked up as anDtheir mistake of the season..
Theme ot plot of this domestic
saga of a Swedish family living in

Experimental Theatre (In assn. with Amet*
lean National Thontre and Academy) pr«duHlttA of drftma in-thtee aotsi by Jai> :t>B
Havtog, Staged by tee Straaberg. Setting,
Boris Aronson; production supervised by
Cheryl, Crawford. Opened at Marine El-

California is only barely shadowed
through the amorphous verbiage.
Emerging is the banal philosophy
.
that the recurrent cycle of love,
Anthpny
death and birth override aU the petty
-BoSft
Three weeks of the first New York
Oakland
SI
-.
setbacks^ of individual life. The set
;
Doctor
the D'Oyly Carte
Police OKicer.....,,i.;.... .-.Carmen Costl backs 'in "the story mainly concern engagement of
•.*. .John Becher
...*..
Itlate
frustrated love affairs, Opera Company's Gilbert and Sul..John Garfleld a couple of
;
Captain
daughters Uvan repertoire since 193fi i^as .mthe
of
One
involving
Acton
first
.Wallace
....
.....!.
Consul.
and b.o.
Rabbi, .......... i.i. .... . ....Wolfe Barzell and th^n the son. In each case, an- dicated that the old magic
..Michael Lewln other member of the family does the power are still there. Before ;the
rirst Jew. .V
.....Peter Kass
Second .Tew,
("Pirates of
repeating hard luck second week's bill
John Shellic cheating in a
Engintier.
Penzance" and "Trial by Jury"),
pattern.
Ship's Captain.... ......... ..v-.Jtibc7. Gr.ny
handled
limited'''
enwas over^ the ^'strictly
The story's elaboration is
;.. Richard Coogan
VI. S. Naval OfflGcr
Dutch Naval Oltlcer. .Eugen* Stuclcmann with a weird combination of dead- gagement was extended through a
.HaTO Irvine pan sentiment in tragic style and a third complete cycle, taking the
,
Clergyman../
series of snapless and dissonant wise- closing date .down to the end of
"Skipper *reJtt to God" is the cracks. Symptom of the basic lack jjarch. Indications are for healthy
second pioduction of the season for of integrity in the writing is the re- biz for at least that long. If the mail
the Ejcperimental Theatre. It is the sort to a Witless gag. about Brooklyn U^der strength is any criterion the
-sirork of th^ Dutch playwright, Jan
al-w-ays good for guffaws from the run may be stretched even longer.
De Hartog, whose "In Time to Come" Bronx contingent but without reaj^^.
jj^^ ^^.j^^. j^^^^ j^^j^^
was presented unsuccessfully la?t son in such a play.
„
„inv to quibble about in the presentations.
fall by the Theatre Guild.
opening "Mikado" was solidly
H^^'^l"^
qualities, ers, Esther ^TV^lSii^^th;
positive
its
Dale handles the rii(l^<.^nt^
Despite
and sung. The company's
''Skipper" seems a dubious bet for pan as a Swedish patriarch with ^^^^
costumes displayed the
commercial success on Broadway. energy and Senuine feeling.
^^i,,^ ^^.^^ ^^.^
The difficulty would likely be not its Maricle.a|one of the daughtM1^^^^
^
learned is an un^ ^
undoubted ptopaganda aspect (''Deep turns to .drink for heart l^^^^^^^^
accomlpaniment of G. and S,
the
Are the Roots" and "Watch on
Win:
demonhave
Instance,
'af
Jthine/^ for
strated that propaganda plays can be
"Pirates," "tradition
mashes), but rather its weakness as
theatre. As for its possibilities for cent perfectly but can't contend with aUy coupled,- gave the customers and
the screen, that would apparently de- an incredible role. Lenka :i^eterson professionals a good time and some
pend on the degree ana ellectiveness adds her looks arid vivacily to the cause, for reflection. Some begm to
see signs of datedness in the operas
ot the adaptation.' It would take otherwise dull proceedings. Hem.
which have been played continually
plenty*of both.
- It isn't clear where
.and successfully since the '1870s.
the "experiThere's some doubt whether a new
mental" aspect of the current proNew York City Theatre-Co. production (In I generation Will accept: "Pinafore,"
duction is involved. The play itself,
with Theatre, Inc.) of comedy ""yeomen Of the Guard" and the
About a. Dutch merchant ship cap- cooperation
revival in two acts by Ben Jonspn._
ihp aocillty
rtorili+v 01
nf tVipip
tneir
tain's unshakable determination to adaptation by Joss Ferrer, mchard- Wjiorf L,+hprs with »"e
land his cargo of; Jewish refugees and Richard Barr. features Ferrer, Whorf. parents.
safely -in the western hemisphere, is Staged by B&rr. Sets and lighting, Herbert
Nevertheless, the small fry are
conventional in subject matter and
L.h^^^^^^^^^^
J^n.
is
standard
presentation
form. The
and the leading artists and crafts- v<>ipone....
.....i.......iJos« ,5«r"I come because they^re draggied by,
.....Richard whprif Urgy meaning family. Some, lacking
men associated with, the venture are Mosca
N.

r., Jan.
Dootor.i..
Jiessroom Bo>.

Jiott's,-

4. "48.

^

....Joseph

Bhlp's

„

:

,

I

•
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Stuff-iegit

Broadway managers are mulling ambitious plans for a comprehensive
national promotion campaign to establish good will for the theatre In
general. But the handling of press tickets recently, particularly in connection with, the current D'Oyly. Carte presentation of Gilbert and SulU'*
van revivals at the Century« N. Y., is hardly consistent with the idea.
ShuhMTts and the visiting management agreed to cut the number of press
ticketslo the bone, disre{(arding the "accredited" list just adopted by the
League of New York Theatres. After the initial week the entire seoondnight list was ignored. That eliminated many out-of-town publications.
D'Oyly Carte people apparently figured them not necessary because the
troupe will not tour this time. But they apparently didn't realize that
Broadway shows, have many patrons from out of town^ and that the good
will factor may be important on future trips to the U. S.
,

''

The "accredited" first-night list, already cut to 49 pairs (41 designated
and' eight pairs discretionary), was further 'slashed and the tickets sup*
posed to go to the producer or his press agent for distribution were eUm<<
inated.
The G.
S. outfit announced a. seven-week extension of the
original booking, which would take the visitors well into May, Whether
the troupe can continue successfully for that period is questionable, how-'
ever, because of the Century'is large capacity and the price scale which

&

'

tilts

from

the G.

drew

$4.80

St S.

on Friday and Saturday

For previotls engagements

nights.

company used the more intimate Martin Beck theatre and
But that level was not maintained throughout last week,

capacity.

the second of the run.

'

'

"

'

.

,

.

d^^

Cs«rdTe,

.

«?m4'^^^

^'o^r#^^nSn^mMri5i^^^^^

|
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The D'Oyly Carte company of London, currently presenting its reper-*
tory of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas at the Century theatre, N, Y;,
muffed a chance for a multiple page photographic layout in one of the^
leading weekly magazines because of the management's curious ideas on
economy. The puylcation had agreed to use candid camera shots taken
during a performance, but the stageliands' 'union requires the crew to be
paid at the rate of an extra performance when such pictures are taken. The
visiting showmen refused to share the expense, involving a matter of $300.
They said they could see no reason why'' the- union should insist on such a
rule where publicity is involved'. Most American managers feel the same
way about it, but nearly always pay the cost in such circumstances, rather
'

than lose the exploitation.
G. & S. engagemeht at the Century has been extended an additional
seven weelcs beyond the originally scheduled seven weeks. That will take
it into Miqr.
There are no plans to play the road- on this visit. Last midweek's matinee attendance'Was under eypectatiohs^ and .indications are that
business may not maintain the capacitjr pace tidth which the import started.
Two or three of the G&S .operetta^ are more pdpUlar than others^-' so
the troupe may concentrate pn those with the strongest appeaL

Volpone

»

^^^'^T^t.

well known.
Possibly

1?cMu™^ indoqtrinaUon in what it's all about
was &ynV.V.V.V.V.^^V.:ai^^aTd
to»trone,.!...,..'......Ti.Chartes Mendioit carry only a beef about 'V>Id ba- Susan Cenjer loney" away from the Century. And
conevbtna. i
Voitore
there's some quesion that juvenile
—
Stewart
............Fred
If so, the question Corbacclo,...
.La Rol Opertl ears conditioned to "Near You" and
Coni'lnftj

."experiment"

the

merely to test the dramatic efCectiveness< or even the commercial possibilities,

of the play:

may

•

. .

still be 'moot, as there was, a
..Victor Thorley
Gentleman
sharp difference of critical and audi- tst
.Bobby Busch
2nd Gentleman*......
Phyllis Hill
ence reaction to the show (several Cella
........ .Walter Coy
meoibers. ot th& premiere audience BOnarJo....;
Paula Laurencewalked ojit, audibly outraged at the lAiy PoIlUd Wouldbei
I'Ou Gilbert
i
"propaganda*')'. 'However, there was Notarltt. ....
J Earl Jones
an immediate move to extend the Court Onicers
, . . . 1 Frank Caropane|l«
rsidney Bassler
engagement and also foids to transfer
.

Broadway

for a

commercial run. In addition; John

who plays thettitle lead,
own the screen rights and

Garfield,

t'aid t,o
le .'figuring

is

i .

•

•

the Frankie-Bing genre will appreciate the Sullivan tonal and
choral artistries.

•

to

^^^^^^

on a film production.

"Skipper" has an' all-male cast: Its
single setting is the cabin shared by
the captain and ship's doctor on- a
.Dutch tramp steamer, "The Young
N«lly." According to, th« dialog, the
'.cargo-passenger snip is 30-odd years

'

but there's no indication that it's
decrepit or antiquated. In any case,
the first act is .supposed to take place
as the vessel is at a South American
. port, and the Second and third as it'sofT hang Island.
There's frequent reference ito the
146 refugees on board and on several
the newly established legit group from the way Sir Arthur Sullivan
occasions the shouts or moans of the
completion of a conducted them himseU. He's been
passengers ;are audible. Also, various Occasion marks the
long-mulled plan to establish a resi- at it since 1935.
visitors to the cabin bring out. the
dent drama company in N. Y.'s City
TO Show
„
^^^^
the
li«cfple,
efforts of the Netherlands,^. S. and
in addition to the established [wonder in all this 'is the etema'
Center,
governments,
the
other
as well as
company symphony orchestra freshness and spirit with which the
skipper's church and the ship's crew, opera
regular ballet presentations, whole D'Oyly Carte troupers are
-at first to persuade and then force and
concerned, able to perform a relatively limited
him' to return tbe Jews to Europe. Cast, as well as all help
than average repertoire that long ago mteht have
But the major conflict, and thus the is working at lower
drama, is in the skipper's mind, as P^^' "J^il^ ^^Ifli^^ reported rangmg bored them all to distiactioH, to say
for the stars, nothing of carelessness
his religious principles and humane from $75 to $100, even
Its traSinstincts detv the pressure of the Sn™P„o,.?«?I*c
P^^yer bows in taking
n'.'^n^**""'^
from various theatrical unions.
curtain calls. It's assumed the apcynical or "practical" forces.
Jonson's familiar tale of the old piau^e is for GUbert
.There should be a stirring, even an
and Su&van,
feigned mortal ^qj. ^wa nlavers
instkiring play in the material, but fox, Volpone, who
Isrn
"""^ "^"^ P'^'*"isra.
the writing is talky and repetitious, illness in order to cadge rich gifts
and the emotional effect is jerky and from sundry individuals who hoped
not always satisfying. Neither the to become his heirs, has Certain bitlacking
the
present
ter
overtones
in
staging nor the acting helps as it
Current
^
might. Lee Strasberg's direction is production. This does detract from
(Period co«eri»ff Jon. 12-24)
But the
emphatic,, but uneven; As the skip- the presentation's force.
An Inspector Calls" Nixon, Pitt
per,' Garfield has great vitality- and incidents and lines are sometimes so
s'
(19-24).
'
drive,, but his playing is spotty and incredible that it seems just as well
"Ann* liUcasta"— Davidson, Mil,
lacks pacing. Also, he apparently to play "Volpone" as Straight bur- |
(18-24).
hasn't memorized the part perfectly,, lesque, and kid the ti^ts off it.
"Annie Get Tour Gun"—Shubert
Jose Ferrer, Richard Whorf and
or achieved sufficient understanding
«ld,

:

.

'

;

;

'

Road Shows

m

—

I

of it to clarify the motivation for the
Audience.
Qf the supporting players, Joseph.
Anthony, Robert White, Wallace
Acton,-' Wolfe. Barzell, John Shellie,
Jabez Gray and Harry Irvine are
notable, but, not in every case ;favDrab!^. Boris Aconson's sin|^e setting
19 admirably atmospheric.
H^be.
'

'

.

.

-

.

.

Harvest of Years
Ai-ihur J. Bockhard production of drama
In three actSi by Dewltt Bodeen; Features
Esther Dale, Leona Marlcle, Russell Hardie,
Philip. Abbott.
Staged
ting,
ttaymond Sovey;

Morrison.

by Beekhard; set«
costnmes, Feggy

Opened at Hudson,

t,, Jan.

12,','i7i $4.8ij ;top.

Astrid Bromarkt.. ...... Virginia Robinson

Bertha Bromark..

...F.hlllppa

Bevans

Lehka Peterson
Jpnny. Nelson
.Russell Hardie
"Chris Bromark'.
Robert Crawley
Bernhai'd -Jonson.;
Anna Bromarft... ............ .Kalhsr Dais
.Bmlly Noble
Mailt* Bromarlc.
Mafgaiieta Bnithark.'.. '.>.... Leona. Marlcle
.•.<...«!l>W!lp"ABBatt
Jul«' Hro»ark
.

company proceed

to do so with Chi. (12-24).
Ballet Theatre— Opera Hse,. BillSufficient of the castit straight enough— ings
(13-14); Opera Hse., Gt. Falls
as, for instance..Le Roi Operti-, as (15-16); Opera Hse., Helena
(17);
Corvino, and John Carr&dine, as the lAud., Butte (19). Moore, Seattle (21
lawyer (at least until the courtroom 22); Aud., Portland (23).'fBlackouts
scene)—to provide contrast or balof l»47'-7-El Capitan,
ance.
Barely has an Elizabethan Holly wood (12-24),
comedy been played so fast and "Blossom Time" Opera Hse., Bost

zealous style.

members play

—

|

smartly.
In general the audience (19-24),
"Burlesque"—Locust, Philly (19
goes for this interpretation.
Ferrer plays the avaricious, un- 24).
scrupulous Volpone with rich flavor
»Carousel"-^Nat'l, Wash. (12-24).
Maurice Cheyalie*—Wilbur, Bost,
and Whorf, back on Broadway after
several years' absence in films, has (19-24).
"Chocolate Soldier"
flourish and style as his knavish serTown Hall,
vant, Mosca.
Carradine, as the Toledo (19-20); English, Indpls. (21morose, saturnine advocate, Voitore, 24),
"Doctor Social"
Ford's, Balto.
gives a rich, .witty portrayal.
Supporting roles are also well (22-24).
Donald Wolflt Co,—Royal Alex.^
done. Walter Coy, as the bewildered I
son; Phyllis Hill, as the wronged, Toronto (19-24).
innocent wife; Paula Lawrence, as
"Dream Girl"—'Biltmore L. A.
a grasping busybody; Le Hoi Opertl, (12-24).
Ibsen Bepertery Co.
Shubertas^ the ilfiscrupulous, cuckolded husfoand, and Fred Stewart, as the aged Lafayette, Det. (19-24).
His Mejesty's,
but still greedy CorbftcciOi lend} Gate Theatre
|Mont'l, (19-24).
valuable assists.
"Harvey"
American, St. Louis
Richard Barr, who also helped
Ferrer and Whorf in the present (19-24),
"1 llemember
Mama"-^olonial,
adaptation, has staged the work in
an effectively free, slapstick style. Bost. (19*24).

—

,

—

I

—

—

Dewitt Bodeen, a screenwriter, has
turned out a legit play that bears a
suspicious resemtylance to a radio
soap opera. like the soapers, "Harvest of Yeiirs" is loose and formless
In structure, 'sentimental in tone and
"Kathleen"-Plymouth, Bost
devoid of any true insight or mean- Herbert Brodkin's sets and lighting,
ing. This play presumably falls into and Emeline C. Roche's costumes are 24)
"Lady Windermere's Fan"
that twilight zone category of com- bright complements, to fit the scene.
aron.- tlanger, Chi. (19-SS4X
edy-draua but taib to impress
.

.

m

-

"Song of Norway" is playing a quick repeat at the Nixon, Pittsburgh,
returning Jan. 26, only eight weeks after its original engagement there,
and at a lower top than it played to previously. The price reduction is
despite the fact that the operetta did absolute capacity in November,- grabbing around $35,000 for a high for the local season so far.
Reduction in scale was decided oh because of additional 10% city amusement tax, effective Jan. 1, although even with that included now,*the
price of orscliestra seats will be 30c cheaper- than on the sh{»w's first visit
Then the show played to a $4.20 top, including the 20% federal levy, When
it returns, the top will be $3.90, including both the^O^ U.S, and 10% city
levies.

Incidentally, "Norway" will be followed Feb. 2 by another repeat, "State
of the XTnion," which has- already played -the Nixon twice, tlie first time
during ita-prc^-Broadway tryOut tour in the-fall of 1945.

TO

New York today

ly 'Victorian terms) and superb scor
Best legit buy in
ing of the operas. During intermisis the New 'York City Theatre: Co.'s
production of ''Volponei" with its. sions and after the performance they
$2,40 top. Bevival of the Ben Jon- I chatter amiably, making comparisons
son play about the cupidity of morr of present performances, with others
tals,
set in bawdy 16th century by the D'Oyly Carte and other cornVenice, is played in the broadest panics, Most agree that Winthrop
burlesqued style possible, to make it Ames .came the nearest to perfectan enjoyable romp. Cast headed by tion of all TJ. S. attempts.
Richard Whorf, Jose Ferrer and | Martyn Green gives crisp perJohn Carradine enacts it with gusto, formances, but some: of the new
as a lark, and the enthusiasm is con- feminine singers from the ranlcs
tagious.
need plenty of seasoning; Isidor
Comedy Is in for two weeks, as Godfrey conduct tlie oriihestra
the flr'sf Of three drama offerings by wjthbut •varying « notte or a. toot

'

'

.

But many- of the faithful -who see
at least one performance of each of
the seven G; and S. numbers in the
1948 repertoire are of a sort who
aren't regular theatregoers. They
Judges. .'.. ............... .-i Bob Harrison
|;i.«igb Whippcr are mainly older people <with a lifek..Marl0rle Byersllong affection for the turn of phrase,
Cittadtna

-

the production to

—

I

-

—

(19-

— Er-

Nanette Fabray, femme lead in "High Button Shoes," at the Shubert;
N.Y., had the usual two-week contract when the musical opened, but has
since signed a' run-of-the-play contract, at. a 25% hike in salary. Reason
for not committing herself in advance to stay with the show was that she
thought she might not. be right for the mother role,she plays. After the
reviews and the musical ciick,^ she was rea^ured..
She's since been propositioned by tTniversal-Internatibnal lor "The
Saxon Charm," and has bad offers from Columbia and Paramount, but
wants to do at least one more Broadway show before going to Hollywood.
Her previous Broadway appearances have all been as replacements, following Jan Clayton in "Meet ttie 'People," Constance Moore in "By Jupiter"
'

'

and Celeste Holm in "Blbon^

QitV

'

American Theatre Society-Theatre Guild subscription

series will finally

Monday (19) at the Nixon, jPittsburgh, with "An Inspector Calls,"
four months after start of the legit season, That's the slowest geta-way in
history for the string of plays and is believed responsible for the reported
slackening sales for 1947-48;
At that, "Inspector" was a> last-minute
booking and hadn't been figured in the .original prospectus.
Even so, that's the only subscription date definitely set so far. doth
"Carousel" and "Lady Windermere's .Fan" have been promised for April,
although contracte are still unsigned, and the Lunts in "O Mistress Mine"
are a vagu^ possibility.
start.

For the current repertory engagement of the New York City Theatre
the City Center, N.Y., is selling only about 2,000 seats, about twothirds of the house. Directors curtained off the mezzanine and second
balcony for better acoustical effect and improved audience conditions.
Management is also absorbing the tax on subscription sales for the
three productions to be offered, paying 40c. of the $2.40 top. With 75%
of the advance sold on the three-show basis at a discount, the company
claims it can't malre money on the run.
Co.,

"Bonanza Bound," which closed Jan. i in Philadelphia after trying out
there for 10 performances, is tentatively* slated for Broadway during the
spring. How many o£ the original cast will be retained is a question, but
there will be a definite replacement fqr George Coulouris. He had a runof-the-play contract reputedly calling for $1,000 per week. Under Equity
i-ules there must be at least eight weeks' layoff before such contracts can
be cancelled.

"An Inspector Calls," the J. B. Priestley drama, which went on tour
Monday (12) after playing 12 weeks at the Booth, N. Y,, had been expected
to continue into the spring. However, the management decided to take
advantage of the unexpected availability of th6 subscription lists of the
Theatre Guilds-American Theatre Society in key cities on the road. Under
those auspices, 16 weeks have been booked and it's figured that better
grosses will be registered than at the Booth.
"Look Ma, I'm Dancint"— Forrest,
'

Philly (19-24).

"Mary.

Had A Uttle"—Metropoli-

tan, Seattle (19-24).
"Master's Cluilr'^-.-Geary,
(19-24).

"Medium," "Telephone"

Frisco

— Stude-

baker, Chi. (12-24).
"Mr, Roberts"—Shubert, N.

"Sons of Norway"-Shubert,I»hiHy
(19-24)7

"State

of

the

Union"— Hartman,

Col. (18-24).

"Student
Prov.

Prince"

(19-20);

Community,

— Metropolitan,

Lyric, B'd'gport.(21):

Hershey

(22);

Play-

house, Wil- (23^24),
(22-24).
"Sweethearts"—Cass, Det. (19-24).
Blackstone, Chi.
"O Mistress Mine"—Selwyn, Chi. "The FlreOy"

Haven

—

(12-24).

"Oklahoma!"
"Private

tt9-24).

Aud.,

Boat"

Ciiarleston

— Harris, Chi.
^ Banna, Cleve.

Lives"

(12-24).

"Show

(12-24).

—

(19-24).

"The Last Dance,"—Walnut, Philly
(12-24).

"The

Red MIU"

— Aud.,

(18-24).

Clncy
,

"Tonifhi At li3e"-^urrBn, Frisco
'

(12-24).

,

.
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Meoetti Twill-Bill

Despite LAt6 Opening

'Aiiiiie'51G;BadWeadierHitsClii
Chicago houses are bounding back
sleet and
ieotci Icuit week's snow,
GERTIE
$28,000,
rain; Several special matinees were
cancelled after the New Year's day
blizzard and in many houses that
16G, FRISCO
weekend the whole audience Could
San Francisco, Jan. 13.
have sat in the first 10 rows. This
"Tonight at 8:30," starring Gerweek, however, the rubber bands
began stretching on: the cashier's trude Lawrence is the big center of
interest in town. The show is hold''roUsi
Ballet llieatre closed Saturday ing over for a fourth week, with
Noel Coward expected here for tlie
(10) with sellouts at the Civic Opera.
"Annie" jammed them into the extra stanza.
"Bal Negre," Katherine Dunham's
Shubert again, while the Lunts returned to near capacity with "0 tropical revue, was favorably reMistress Mine." "Medium" and ''The ceived and has been drawing profitTelephone," which opened Jan. 5 to able trade.
Estimates tor Last Week
generally good notices, started slow"Tonlrht at 8:30," Curran (2d wk)
ly, but began picking up over the
( 1,776 )~Apparently
chiefly on the
weekend.
Holiday openers, with the excep- strength of the Gertrude Lawrence
tion of Ballet theatre, got nowhere. name, the Noel Coward one-acters
"Voice of the Turtle'' closed Satur- piled up a mighty $28,000 on the
day (10) at the Erlanger after a second .stanza.:
"Bal Negre," Geary (1st week)
three-week run. "Anna Lucasta"
ioMs next Saturday (17) at the Civic (1,550) • Katherine Dunham dance
after three weeks. "Firefly" is doing troupe pulled a nice $16^000 fqr. the
lair at the Blackstone; but probably first of 9 scheduled two-week stand.
will be replaced by "Bed Mill."
Only January opened in sight is
"John Loves Mary," due Jan. 28 at
the Harris, replacing "Private Lives."
February and March will bring in
"Showboat," "Burle.sque" and perhaps a new production by Eddie

GRABS

'

DUNHAM

.

,

'

Mellows'»

Dowling.
"Lady Windermere's Fan" opened
.

night (Mon.) at the Erlanger.
Estimates for Last Week'
"Anna LncBsts," Civic Theatre

last

.

(3d ^weejc) (900; $3.60). Poor $9,500
for the Philip Yorden meller.

•

•

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

down

was

Philly

to

two

legit

houses .again last week following ine

$48,500, 'Shoes' $38,0i,

'Megro

Seattle, Jan. 13.
Ina Claire in "The Fatal Weakhad a delayed opening night
performance due to a missed train
connection.
But biz kept building
ness'*

But B'way Peek Post-Holiday Dip;

and from Wednesday on was capaci^
at night, with matinees also good.
Premiere curtain didn't go up until
10:30 p.m. Monday. (8), so some customers didn't stay.
.

Estimate tor Last

Week

New Shows,

5

Reaction from the prosperous
grosses ditting the holidays, particularly New Year's, was naturally
marked by lower takings for a flock
>:

"The Fatel Weakness," Metropolitan (single week) (1,500; $3.75). Dea shaky start, the Theatre
Guild production of -George Kelly's
comedy yanked in a juicy $20,000 for
eight performances.spite

Shows on Broadway

of

which there are now

Revivals, of

lama' Neat 14G,
look,tta'$16,i0

h Slow

Boston

week.

last

Expectations are for gradual, recovery this week, continuing until
Washington's birthday.

-

"Make Mine

Manhattan," "Power Without Glory,"
"Harvest Of Years," "gtrange Bedfellows" and "The Men We Marry."
Tlie revival is "lolanthc." "Cradle
Will Rock" closed Sunday (ID, but
"Music In My Heart'? resumed on
the same day after being dark one
week.
The current list includes 32 shows,
the largest numbc* this season.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (.Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (COT?iedi/-Dramo), R {Revue),

Boston, Jan.

13.

Remember Mama" was

"I
the only
last" week, coming into the
Colonial by the skin of its teeth,
considering the general truck strike.
Got its sets in through a special
deal, which also served to get "Harvest of Years" out. and just in time
for the opener. Road company got
cordial notices and. did business,
though legit levels are generally off
here with continuing snowstorms
and snarled traffic largely blamed.
Gate foi: the "lee Capades" at the
Boston Garden for a three-week

opener

session

was way

M

(Mu.>jicol) O (Operetta)
"Allegro," Majestic (13th week)
(M-1,695: $6). Still Broadway's top
grosser and will probably hold that
position through the season; around
,

$48,500.

the

in

Wings,"

week) (R-998;

$4.80).

Coronet

An

ex-

-

.

;

'

Fair $14,000.

Studebakcr (1st week) (1,246; $4.20).
Nice $14,000.
"Private lives," Harris (22d week)
$3.60). Tallulah Bankheadstarrer in its last three weelcs; good
$14,500.
(1,000;

"Vaiee of tlie Turtle," Erlanger.
(3d week). (1,133; $3). Show Closed

Saturday (10) with weak $8,000 lor
the

finale.

"O

Mistress Mine,"

Week)

(1,000;

$4.20) .

Lynn Fontanne

still

Sclwyn

(9th

Alfred Lunta potent draw;

nifty $23,000 estimated.

STAYS 3D WEEK,

"I Remember Mama," Colonial (1st
Bedfellows,", did
modei'ately well in ixs two weeks week) (1,500; $3.60); ROad company,
(plus
the Saturday
night
(27) in for first visit since the show
opened here two seasons ago, got
opener) at the Locust.
This week's quartet of openers in- good notices and favorable biz, with
clude three that bowed in last night estimates at $14,000 not bad, considcurrent
(Mon.) and one that arrives tonight ering travel conditions;
(Tues.).. Last evening's trio con- week is final.
sisted of "The .Last Dance" (pre"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'!" Shubert
viously "Friend of the Family"), at (2d week) (1.700; $4.80). Fmal week
the Walnut; "Burlesque," with Bert of this new miuical gained desnrte
Lahr, at the Locust, and "Song of conditions; estimated. $16,000 'still
Norway" (return), at the Slutbert. well below house, capacity; moved
They're all in lax two- week engage- out Saturday (10) for a fortnight in
ments,
as
is
"Look,
Ma, I'm Philly.
Dancin'," the musical tryout at For"Men
Marry," Plymouth (2d
rest tonight after a Boston break-in.
week) (l,3b0; $3:60), Fdiled to gain
Maurice Chevalier opens a weeks' substantially over
poor first, "with
stand Jan. 26 at the Forrest.' The offi.sh
$5,000 estimated.
Theatre* .Guild's ^'Carousel" ^starts an
"Power Without Glory," Wilbur
indefinite stay the same night at the.
Shubert, the first two wcelts being (2d week) (1,200; $3.60). Despite
on subscription. At leas-t six weelis wow notices, this one failed to draw,
are indicated.
"Mister Roberts", as well as it should, with estimated
opens a two- week tryout ^Dec. 27 at $7,000 disappointing; moved out
the Walnut, after a haK* week in Saturday (10).
entrant, ".Strange

We

'CARODSEL' HGi33>500,

WAS&

Washington, Jan.

13.

.

"Carousel" showed continued pulliag power at the National last week;
Next week's biz is expected to go New Haven.
The Locust relights.
higher when the Theatre Guild'.^ Feb. 10 with "Me- and Molly," ansubscription lists are' exhausted and other tryout.
"The Linden Tree,"
regular prices are chai'«ed.
with Boris Karloff, comes to the
The musical will be followed at Walnut, Feb. 9 and the Forrest
has
the National by a revival of "The
Maurice Schwartz in "Shylock and
Student Prince.'' Bert Lahr in "Bur- His Davighter^' for
a week starting
lesque" is slated for the theatre after
Feb. 2.
that.
Estimates tor Last Week
Estimate for Last Week
"Make Mine Manhattan," Forrest
"Carousel," National (2d week)
($4.80).
Rodgers-Hammerstein mu- (3d week) (1,786). Pulsating $35,500
sical did ,efu:ellent $33,500 wSth for this new musical; olosed Saturlower-scaled tabs for Theatre Guild day (10) and headed for Broadway.
Dancin'," is current
subscribers; third and final week "Look, Ma,
is current.
at the house.
"StrtutKe Bedfellows," Locust (2d
week) (1,580). Straight comedy tryout got a mild $8,500 for its second
ZaStt-'B(»ii'
$11,000, full week, leaving Saturday (10) for
New York; theatr*'s present t«iant
is the "Burlesque" revival, with'Bert
;

:

rm

NSG

10 Perfonnances,

St.

L

Lahr;

'

.

lish repertory company clipped off
a fair $9,000 for the split week of

rently at a $3.81 top.

Shakespeare; current

As
Northwest Symph H4»ad

Bricfceit

canto

is

the

finale.

Quits Post

'Soldier' to

Seattle, Jan. 13;

"Student

Prince,''

Opera

House

(2d week) (3,000; $3.60). Final week
of this old fave did $16,000, great
considering weather conditions.

BaTton, Feb. 3-4

with

well

last

haK

virtually

SRO;

Bricktn,

conductor

Northwest

of

Symphony

the

Or-

far, gets

chestra, has resigned, effective end
Of the current reason in April.

|

"Antony and Cleopatra," Bock (7th
week) (D-1,214; $4.80), Some variance in pace prior to holidays, but
.around
Shakespeare.

gross

$23,500

for

big

is

"Crime and Punishment," National
week) (0-1,164; $5.40). Heavy
drama given exceptional plaudits .in.

$16,000.

'

(3d

follow-up press columns;
$16,500 estimated; under

weelt
expecta-

last,

'

tions.

"Man and Superman," Alvin (14th
week) (CD-1,331; $4.80). Very Utile
difference in pac& for toP'igrossing
revival and the count was around

.

..
.

.

$30,000.

"Medea," Royale (12th week) (D1.025; $4.80).
Steady boxoffice line
strength of
gross

drama's

the-

draw;

heavy

approachiad

$23,000.

Ccntiiry

"lolanthe,"

(0-1,670;

Third Gilbert and Sullivan
by the imported D'Oyly Cartes;.

$4.80).
bill

"I^irates of

Puuanee^ and

Jury" were big

last

"Trlsl

.

by

week, except

midweek matinee; $39,000.
"The Cradle Will Book," Mans-,
field.
Was taken off Sunday (11)
after
two - and -one - half weeks;
around #16,000; may resume elsewhere.
"Volpone," City Center (1st week)

(CD-2,692; $2.40).
First
by
"Bricadoon," Ziegfeld (44th week)
new N. Y. City Theatre Co.; opened
(M-1,628; $4;80). Eased off as exlate last week; some favorable' noafter high holiday money,
tices; "Angel Street" next Week.
but stUl prospering plenty; rated
Added
around $38;000.
Skipper Next to God," Elliott (D"Command. Decision," Fulton (15th
After some favorable
week) (D-968; $4.80). Slid from its 968; $4,20).
pre-holiday pace as with most others; reaction. Experimental Theatre pfoi-'
around $17,500, very good for all- duction is being offered at 'tegular
prices this weelc and next^in same
male cast drama.
"Finian's Rainbow," 4Gth Street spot.
(iiSd week)
"Lamp at Midnight," New Stages,
(M-1,319; $6). Pas.sed
the one-year mark Saturday (10) (downtown
little
theatre);
Itutta
and stiU.looks set into another sum- Drape<r with solo skcftclies, on .off.,
mer; a bit, off, but sturdy $39,500.
matinee days and Sundays at the'.
"For Love or Money," Miller (10th Empire.
week) (C';940; $^.20>.. Eased off with
the field, but is making an operating
profit right along; around $13,008

revival

•

pected

'

"

'

.

.

'

-

.

Infit

weelt.

LUCIUE

.

"Happy Birthday," Plymouth (63d
week) (0-1,063; $4i80). Moved here

Monday

(12) friim the Broadhurst;

,

BiULL $13,000,

'MARY' 13€ FINALE, LA.

missed one performance last week
through Helen Hayes' illness; around

.

Los Angeles, Jan.

13:

With Edmund Itowe once more in
the lead rolo he created, "Mary Had
(CD- A Little"' headed' out on tour yesterPresented by Arthur J. day (Mon.) after a highly successful
Beckhard;
written
De Witt nine-week stand at tlie BcIasco<
by
Bodeen;. opened Monday (12); doubt- Farce never drew less than $11,790
and that low was reached, on the
ful! oress.
"Harvey," 48th St, (168th week) pre-Christmas week, woi-sened this
during
tho year by the "'Virus X" epidemic.'
(C-902; $4.20). Did well
Sole opener last week, Lucille Ball,
last half; got around $14,500.
"Iligh
Batton Skoes." Shubert in "Dream Girl," drew; rave notices,
(15th week) (M-1,387; $6). Another but unaccountably failed to do.busiof the standouts unaffected by the ne."!Si Two more houses rekindle this
slowdown after the holidays; SRO, week. Las Palmas tomorrow .night
(Wed.) with the world .pteem. of
around $38,000.
"Jcetlme of ISM," Center (33d "Angel Face," and the Belasco
week) (R-Z,994; $2.40). After getting Thursday <1S) with the initial Coast
a record high, during the .holidays,; production of '"Deop Are The Hoots."
Estinrntes Tor Last Week
this edition of skating revue dipped
"Blackouts ot 1948." El Capital!
to $28,500.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box (290th week) (1,142; $2.40). Back
(49th week) (C-979; $4.80). Dated in th.it $17,000 groove.
"Dream CUd," Biltmore (l.st week)
to finale Feb. 7 and- then to tour;
laugh show around $11,000: "The (1,636; $3.60). Only $13,000, about
half full, despite raves.
Linden Tree" due to 'follow.
"Muty HstS A Little," Belasco (Otb
"Make Mine Manliattan," Broad-

'

$15.01)0.

''Harvest of Years," -Hudson

1,057; $4.80).

'Hamy'Wowl9G,K.C.;

Mime Total Is
Kansas

The Joe

$53,000

City, Jan. 13.

Brown road company

E.

of "Harvey" played five performances at the Music Hall here last

Wednesday-Saturday (7-10)
attendance.

It

was the

to

huge

third local

engagement for the Mary Chase play.
last season with Brown and the
last August with Frank Fay.
last
summer with
First stand

The

second

Brown dcew

nearly $18,000 in three

The second timei with Frank
Pay during iast summer's hot weathout two days .solid for nearly

er, sold

week's appearance
Last
with Brown had steady biz for the
four days, with sellouts Friday and
Saturday nights. This latest engagement was at a $3 top, while $3.50
$17,000.

prevailed for the first two dates.
Estimate for Last Week
"Harvey," Music Hall (5 pert)
($3). Back for his second visit in
the comedy, Joe E. Brown pulled a
tremendous $19,000 for the five
showings; this brings the total gross
of the three engngements (11 performances in all) to $53,000, the top
figure rung up here in the last twp
seasons.

Big $115,000
For 15 Days at Omaha

'Ice Cycles'

Omaha, Jan. 13.
"Ice Cycles" the Shipstad-HarrisJohnson ice show, did $115,000 in 15

'

^

Pi-e-sontcd by week) (1,061; .$2.40). Edmund Lowe
hui-.st
(R-l,ie0: $8).
Joseph M. Hyman; slcetches b.v took over to pi*ep for. road as. farce
Arnold B. Horwitt; score by Richard finaled with ok $13,000 for -a nine-

Billy Provost; highly
rated out of town; opens tomorrow

Lewine and

week gross of

$119,000,

(Thur.y.

fMusIc in My Heart," Adelphi
week) (0-l,434; $4.80). Was
dark last week when managerial

'Show Boat' Big $30,500;
May Lead Pitt Season

setup was revamped for the Sunday
(11) matinee, but house ''is bootod
to get "Look. Ma, I'm Dancing"

First week of "Show Boat" at the*
Nixon got away slowly, but as soon

(14th

later this month.

"OUabama!/'
week) (M-1',305;

'

St.
James (257th
$4,80); Dipped more

aimed through
March; now playing Sundays; around

than others, but is
$15,000.

"Fowei- Withont the Glory," Booth
(D-712; $4.80). Presented by John C.
and the Shuberts; English

Wilson

melodrama written by Michael Clayton Hutton; opened last night (Tues,).
"Strange Bedfellows," Morosco (CPresented by Philip A.
935; $4.80).
Waxman; written by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements; opens tonight (Wed.).
"Streetcar Named Desire," Barry-

Dayton, Jan. 13.
days at Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum at
The local legit season, very slim so $2.75 top. Attendance hit 65,000.
a hypo Feb. 3, when Billy ShOw was enthusiastically received
Gilbert opens a two-day engagement at the premiere of its 1948 version
at the Victory theatre in "The Choc- here.
Designing and routining of show more (6th week) (D-1,064; $4.80).
Bricken has made no announcement olate Soldier."
was done by Fran Claudet. Nothing Smash drama is playing to limit of
as to his future plans, and. no con'
Only previous stage production carried over from. 1947 version; standees all times, with the gross
diictor has been named to replace this season has' been the Charlottie .Chris Kelley, who handled last y«ar's
well 0ver $27,500.
him.
Eugene Linden is associate jCrreenwood company of "I .Reiqem- show, is again in charge. Personnel
"th» IMtttut" Biltmore (15ib
cobductor.
jj& about 75% the
]j)g^eekXiu<M-l,505; $4.80). £ased oflt
jj.bpf Mama,"
Carl

Pacific

'

Revivals

.

days.

St. Louis, Jan. 13.

Sidney Howard's comedy, "The
Late Christopher Bean," with ZaSu Wolfit So-So
$9,000,
Pitts and Frank Wilcox in the top
roles, received rough
Toronto Split-Week
treatment from
tlie cnx last week.
SHO biz is preToronto. Jan. 13.
dicted for the second local engageOpening
here
Wednesday
night
ment of Mary Chase's comedy,
Harvey,' which began a three- (7) for aa ll-day engagement in
week stand at the American last Shakespearean repertory, Donald
night (Mon,), with Joe E. BroWn Wolfit and Rosalind Iden imwisely
started with "King Richard HI,"
starred. The piece was prefjented
her& two years age. and hung up a but did better the following nigtit
with "Midsummer Night's Dream"
record week Of $30;000;
and then got into their stride with
E**'n>»te for Last Week
„™
two sellouts of "Macbeth" and did
''Xlie
Late Christ»iilier Bean," very well
on "Twelfth Night"
American (single week)
(1,700;
Estimate for Last Week
^vivai had tough going;
111 hnn
Donald Wolfit Co., Royal- AlexanJll.OOO for 10 performances. House
has Joe E. Brown in "Hatvey'' cur- dria (1st week) (1,.'>25; $2.50). Eng-

,

$6,000 estimated.

indicates

,

"Aneel
(5th

off, too.

Bound"

.

"Medium" and "The XcIeBhone,"

Marry," Mansflela
(CD-997; $4.80). Piesented by Edgar
F. Luckenbach,- Jr., written by EliSa*
beth Cobb and Herschel Williams;
opens Friday (16).
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (Uth
week) (D-1,101; $4.80). As with the
others, business dropped consider*
ably; around $15,000, but should perk.
"Young Man's Fancy," Cort (37th

•

.

(1,358; $4.20),

.

We

"The Men

'

revival are opening.
The new shows are

sudden decision to close "Bonanza
Openers this week are "Kathleen" ception to .the rule last week, it
after a week and two d;qrs at the Plymouth for two weeks and
drew standees nightly, bettering
at the Shubert.
This week, how- "Blossom Time" at the Opera House $26,500.'
ever, finds the'city back in its stride, for two weeksj both starting
last'
"An.nie -Get Tour Gun," Imperial
with four legit offerings.
night (Mon.).
Maurice Chevalier
"Malce Mine' Manhattan" £as returns Monday (19) to the Wilbur (87th week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Eased
weelc) (3,600; $3.60). Closed SaturoS
from capacity-plus business, but
day (10) with sock $37,000; total for again the highlight last week. The for ei^t performances, with "Choco-' still getting great money; over
big new revue which opened Dec.' late Soldier."
the 17-day. engagement was $90,100,
at the Shubert the same
$41,000.
the Forrest, jumped to near- night and "Dr. Social"
or an average of more than $4,000 23 at
arriving Jan.
"Barn Yesterday," Lyceum (102d
capacity
first week and then' was a
26 at the Plymouth.
for the 22 performances.
week) (C-993; $4'.80). Considering
"Flirefly,? Blackstone (3d week) solid and consistent sellout in lts.two
length of run, laugh show doing very
Estimates for Last Week
full weeks.
Only other active legit
"Annie Get Yonr Gun," Shubert
(10th week) (2,100; $6). Mary Martin and the Irving Berlin smash
pulled another huge $51,000.
Ballet Theatre, Civic Opera (3d

Thb Week

Revival

slightly but still drawing great business; $21,600 quoted.
^,
. ,

openings
off-Broadway
have comprised the first-nights recently. But this week, when one of
week) (C-1.064; $3.60). Using twothe iieaviest premiere cards is cur- for-oncs and getting by; closing date
rent, five new productions and one appears
to
be indefinite; around

and

six,

—

'

67.

Seattle,

'

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.
•

as the rave reviews came out,' the
lines began to form at. tlMi ti(A»t
'

window and continued aU diay,'
Even bigger business is looked for
this week on the strength of the ad-

vnnce

sale, 'In that case "Sltow Boat''
will rival ''Song ol Norway" for top
money of the season so far. Ifs been
a long time .since a musical lias
drawn such a big advance press, with
column after column of nostaglte
stuff about the first visit ot "Show
Boat" to the Nixon in November,
1927, before it opened originally in

New

York.
Estimate tor Last

"Show
(2,100;

W«ek

.

(1st wsck)Opening Week of m

stand produced a socko
new cll^ .tax at
The- revival -was absolu^ Or;
.

$30,500, despite the

10%,

,

BeatyT Nixon

$4.55).

fortnight

-

papityidBRJPithpjStoSfitflJivjitt

,

.

«
'

.
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Stapg

Leonard Bernston Seen

Plays Out

OffrB'way ShBWS
Continued from page ss.

Spph,

With Gty

No Pay

Despite

Leonard Bernstein will probably^

ing instructor at the American Tlieatre Wing School.
The pair wanted to orgSinize a
theatre that would have continuous
legit activity. It would also be the
next step for ex-GI professionals
from the Theatre Wing training program, although. I^few Stages has no
connection: with the Wing; Of th*
original incorporators, half' are ex-^
GIs, 35 of whom are studying at the
Wing. One hundred actors invested
a total of $15,000 in the venture, and
an addition.al $5,000 has since been
raised from such noh-members as

continue as conductor of the New Foree Robeson to Shift
York City Symphony hext season,
Gary Concert to Church
despite rumored differences with the
City Center management. He ended
Chicago, Jan. 13.
his third season last NovetnWr with
Paul Robeson was forced to move
two performances of Marc Blitz- his, concert last week in Gary, Ind.,
rtein's "The Ctadle Will .B6ck,"
after olHcials of the local board of
About tinie the fall season closed, education withdraw permission for
Bernsteiii- wa? talking of quitting him to use a school auditorium.
the symph because of some dissatis- Board acted at the last moment, af«
However, ter protests from the American Garson Kanin, Nathan Straus, Robfaction with the setup.
matters have changed, following Legion and other organizations. Lat- ert Whitehead and Oliver Rea.
conferences between the young con- ter claimed that three-hour program
New Stages is using a converted
ductor and a City Center board consisted mostly of political speeches,
film house at 159 Bleeeker street for
with only .'a half-hour of singing.
group headed by Morton Baum.
Robeson used a nearby church in- its shows. House seats 300, and at a
Orchestra has been playing a fall
$3 top it can gross $4,500 weekly.
season of 10 weekly pairs of con- stead.
'Lamp" played to half-capacity first
Bernstein had demanded a
certs>
two weeks and can break even at
longer season, a larger orchestra and
that rate.
The actors get iEquity
more rehearsal time for next year.
Shows in Rehearsal
minimvimi and the group casts from
Board of directors claimed, these
"The Hallams"
William Brown its pool of 100 investors Instead of
changes would be too expensive,
heterogeneously.
Moloney.
pointing out that the orchestra is
"The tinden Tree"
Maurice
Group plans a n^w production
now operating at a loss, and. a budget Evans.
every four weeks. ''Lamp" opened
ceiling had been reached.
^'Romance With Music"— Shuberts. Dec. 21, and because it's caught on,
This season the American Federa"Me and MoUy"—Feigay, Smith, may move elsewhere. Next presenrehearthe
tion of Musician's upped
Kenwith and.Cummings.
tation, opening Feb. 9, will be a dousal rate from $2 to $3 per man.
Lennox,
Robinson's
"Mister Roberts"
of
Leiand Hay- ble-bill
Center directors approached Local ward.
'Church
Street"
and Jean-Paul
802, pointing out that -ffiey had a
"Dr. Socral"<—Hatold Barnard.
Sartre's "The Respectful Prostitute."
payroll,
and
musicians'
$SOiOOO ,
"The Survivors"
Bernard Hart John O'Shaughnessy, who staged
increase.
get
at
the
rate
couldn't
by
'Command Decision,!' is to direct
and Martin GabeL
Whereupon, Local 802, in an un"Ansel Street" (revival)
N. Y. Church Street," and Mary Hunter,
precedented move in union-symph
co-director of the Wing's GI proCity Theatre" Co.
circles, donated $10,000 to' the or"A Long Way From Home" ("The gram and a New Stages founding
chestra, The deficit this season has
Lower Depths") Experimental The- member, is to stage .the Sartre play.
been smaller than in previ'o}is years; atre.
~
,
Winston O'Keefe, executive direc-.
tout the Center directors are counttor of, the Wing's GI program, is
ing xsn a similar lOG .'donation next
also ac founding member. The board
season from the union to help them Burns Mantle Seriously 111
'

.

,

—

-

—

—

'

.

—

,

keep the

down.

deficit

-,

.

Burns Mantle, former drama critic
will of the N. Y. Daily News, is critically:
It's
believed management
make' some concessions to Bernstein ill at the Mary Immaculate Hospital,
on his demands, either lengthening Jamaica, L. I, Suffering from cancer
the 10-week season or Increasing the of the stomach, he was reported
number of concerts within -mat pe? yesterday (Tues.) to be in only fair
rl0d, and exilarging the orchestra a condition.
bit. There was Some talk of putting
Despite his tendency to lapse into
]^ernsteitt .ob saUrsv but this will a coma. Mantle occasionally Rallied
-

,

'

'

.

•

tadt

.

.

be done.

sufficiently to be able to talk to
friends. Although retired from the

Bernstein has been serving without pay for his three years' tenure. News, the one-time dean of drama
When he first took over the post reviewers had attended first nights
'from.. Leopold- Stokowski, he wasi religiously until three weeks ago.
di'awip^' substantial 'royalties' from His latest annual, "W Best Plays of
the BiroadWay musical,. "On .the 1946-47," was recently tmblished.
*Cavm," and from the baUet, "Fancy
- N»m«d"*GIpry" Bli Mifr.
tVee," lor 'Jjoth of which he wrote
the music, and from recordings:
Raleigh, Jan. 13.
Boyalties are much less today. On
Allen R. Matthews, author and
the other hand', the N. Y. City Sym- former staff writer for the Richmond
phony 'is regarded as an excellent TimeS-DispatChi has been appointed
showcase, for conductors.
business manager of the Jamestown
Bernstein has never had a contract Corp., which presents the historical
•with

the management, merely an drama, "The

summer

"

oral agreement

.

Commun

Glory" each

in Jame.stown, Va.
iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiititiiiiiiiiiniiiiitili

.ran.

''ll*W SfaMt,

Inc.,

notdibly

rai«*d th* infalligann

quolitnt of th* currant

and forcaful producli«n of Barrio Sfavii' 'Lamp at
.
U.
. II
Midlnight/ .in a raconvorMd movi* .Ihoatr* al 159 BInckor Stroot
a dt«ply mdving play with a paulonato thonio and a cotelulo, point of viow
. . . Th* poopio of Now Stagoi act' it with oloquonl ilncorily . . . Th* p«r'
formanc* it vibrant and tlirring/'
drcuMo with

«

diicarning

'i

NEW

I

STAGES. INC., presents

LAMPatMIDNIGHT
KUlm

Play by BARRIE STAVlS-Direcrad by BORIS. TUMARIN
Sdtingi by ROBERT GUNDIACH
rroduction Sup*rvi»d by NORMAN ROSE and DAVID HEIIWEIL

WILLIAM HAWKINS. World-Telegram,

surging and inspiring beauty ... It hat tho tons* tutponi* of' a
gr*at conflict ... It bvi'dt with a tons* of haaving •xcit*n»nt ... It Is ttag*d
with b*auty and Ingonwity . ; . N*vk Stag**, Inc., it off to a highly 'ouspiciout
start."

.

"PoiiMiM

for

Now

Stages. Inc."—riHODNA, Herald Tribune
and integrity."—WAHS. N. Y. Pott
.
.
tup*rlativ*ly projactad."— HERM, Varioty

berii dignify

f'Slagod with ImaginativanMt

ENGAGEMENT EXTENDED THRU

SUN., FEB.

1

'--->

'Th'atik9,'itverybody^

Stagat, Int., withMvispociqIly to than!, th* following theatrical unions
and firms whot* cooporaiien. has mod* its program potsibi*:
A(t«r» CtMlty- AMMlstieii, ttnif 8«nle Artliti, AnoilUloH tf Thutrleal Pnit Agairtt Md
Mnnsoera, Internanoii*! AIIIuim of YhMtrleaf Stags Enpliytn, liKomatlmial Bratharhood of
Taamsttrar Trtatgrart anil TItkat Sallera Unitn, J. C, Haiuen Ca.. Eavas Caltuma fto.i Playbill Inc., Flaranoa Vanilamn. Cllffant strain, cantury Llthtinl C»., •nd Sihumer Thaatrleal
Tranifer Co.

a

new

productions every four to
six weeks, of which 'lamp at Midnight" it th* first. On Fabruary 9th,
it will pret*nt on *vening of two plays, Lennox Robinson's "Church
Street" and Jean-Paul Sartre's "th* R*tp*ctful Prottitut*." Plays that
demonstrat* their popular appeal at th* Naw Stages Theatre, 159
Ble*ck*r Street, will be moved to Broadway (or a regular engagement.

New

Stages, Inc., will present

Stages,

inc..

NORMAN ROSE

CI.

St..

New

York

and DAVID HEILWEIt, Mdnog;ng

REGINALD DENENHOLZ
1674 Broadway

series of

159 Bleeeker

Ff*st R*prM*ntativ«!

S<7294

.OacnivHoniollia
.

Ann

Jac;1<B0n

..Richard

Hylton

.

Alan......

It will take herculean show-doctoring, directing and general fixing
to put "The Last Dance" into the
running as a hit contestant. But there
are a number of elements in the
piece that opened at the Walnut here
tonight (Mon.) that would seem to
justify the- attempt.

Play

is

by the Scandinavian dram^

atist, Aujgust Strindberg, best known
possibly
tragedy,, /"The
for
his
Father," and last represented' in the
U. S. by "Miss Julie," which Elisabeth Bergner revived briefly last season. This one has been, as the program notes, "freely adapted" from a
play called "Dodsdancen" and forr
merly called by a number of titles
before the present one was chosen.
The theme Of the- 40-odd-year-old
piece cannot be said to £reak, as it is
a variation of the marital triangle
with a few atmospheric flavors and
a little metaphysics thrown in. However, the yarn goes overboard as to
length (first night curtain was at
11:25) and indulges in a plethora of^
dialogue which starts off by being
impressive and interest-holding and
then lapses into long and dreary

-

stretches.

.

of the plot complication and
the comedy arises from the heroine's
pretense that she is pregnant. Some
of this is in questionable taste, but
the dialog generally is bright and
amusing and there are several choice
character roles.
In the title role, Andree Wallace
is a real find. She makes the stargazing Kathleen a spirited and believable girl, and her flights of
fantasy are especially well done. As
the father. Jack Sheehan uses his
vaudeville training for good comedy
effect. Whitford Kane is fine as the
priest and Frank Merlin is convincing as the literal minded doctor.
James (Jallion is good as a brash
garage mechanic not above blackmail, and Henry. Jones draws laughs
as a not overly bright fiance. Whitfield Connor 'is sincere as the soldier
who falls for Kathleen. Anita Bolster and M^orton L. Stevens round
out the excellent cast.
Coby Ruskin's direction keeps
tilings moving in a basically telky
play and Charles Elson's setting of
the Irish living room-study is excellent.
Klep.
•

X«d MeColib's

tonight;

'

tings,

in three

Peggy Wood,

Stars

Cahlll, asslated by WltUnm Miles.
Scenery, Emll .&. Marcel Robin.
Opened at

Thomaa Jederson High

School Audltotlum;
Jan. 5, '48 at $2.70 top.
Carrie Callahan ........-..„>, Peggy
llan..,
AUfed Pentoa
Ir''f'J'?i',""*'
Nat
Glldden
Bruno Wick
Second Federal Man ....... .will Husaniig
Jenny.
Jennifer Howaid
•

WoM

"The Last
Dance" has some sound and tailing Babe

As premiered

San Antonio, Jan. 6.
San Antonio, Inc., revival of
acts, by Sidney Ho-ward.
Production by Lily

Theatre

drama

•

paught«>>r

.

Cnllahan
Kdward Andrews
Capt. Ned McCobb. .. .Raymond Oreenleut
George McCobb. ..............Tudson Lalre
Ijawycr Grovor
.........A. J. Herbert
Ben McCobb
Kendall Clark

.

—

.

'

'

'

to

do

teist

production's of

conventional plays and novel
techniques.
However, within

un, presumably somewhere back home.
.

stirge'

Lily CahiU's dreapi Of bringing the

Broadway theatre to her native San
Antonio has taken substance With
the presentation of the first of a series of four plays. Each production

run a week.
Peggy Wood and an excellent New
York cast were well received at the

will
.

opening night show in the Sidney
Howard comedy-drama about the
of

efforts

a

strong

willed

Maine

mother to save her New England
home from being transformed into
a bootlegger haven.
Although the
play is slightly dated, the perform-

ance drew repeated curtain calls.
Jn the title role of Carrie, Miss
Wood was impressive and Judson
Laire as George Callahan, her weak
husband, kept the show moving.

Edward Andrews was

his brother,-

who

effective as

seeks to

make

the

Cajlahan house a "front for his rum
running activities.' The maid, Jenny
was portrayed by the late author'^
daughter,

Jennifer

Howard.

Ray-

Ned

Capt.

Mc

nJ?S?
Cobb, ^l^^H^*^"Albert Fenton
and Will
Hussung as the Federal Internial
Revenue Agents, A. J. Herbert as
Lawyer Grover and Ben McCobb.
were

an impressive, Carries brother,
satisfactory.
very somber half-hour, then folds
Andy.
The play doesn't gather headagain until. Act II, which is very
mental Theatre productions for short, not too uninteresting, but also
East With
JBroadway presentation. In the case not important. Act III also drags unof the current show, "Skipper Ifexi til the last 10 minute.^, when the play
Los Angeles, Jan. 13.
assumes a tense melodramatic mood.
to God," Blevins DaviSi who
John Howard stepped out of the
Performances by Oscar Homolka,
been associated with commercial
as the sodden, sadistic, gloating hus- male lead in the legiter, "Mary Had
productions in the past^ is sponsor- band, and by Jessie Royce Landis, a Little,'' to accept
a film chore, and
ing an extended engagement on a as his not so ever-loving wife, are Edmund Lowe
took over the job.
non-profit basis.
capital. They create a tingling realAfter finishing the tun at the
ity far above the play's merits.
It remains to be seen whether any
Belasco theatre here, Lowe is congeneral teduction of production costs Philip Bourneuf does everything tinuing
in the role for the company's
will result from the New Stages, possible with the role of the doctor,
tour:
New York City Theatre Co., or Ex- and Ann- Jackson is notable as the
perimental Theatre activities.. But daughter. Son is moderately well
played by Richard Hylton.
even if the various projects lead
John O'Shaughnessy took over the
merely to small-scale, semi-commer. direction less than a week ago and THEATRICAL FABBICS
cial productions away from Broad'
there is reason to suppose he- will be
for
way, it's figured that would be a able to mould a lot more out of the
healthy development for the theatre at-present rather chaotic state of afDRAPERIES
as a whole. And there's always the fairs in another week or two. Ralph
STAGE CURTAINS
possibility that one of these minor Alswang's settings, suggestive of JoMaiiarain Mpplin every Fabric nnd
productions may have enough, vi- seph Cortrad and Somerset Maugham, ar6 a top asset.
for laading Broadway productions
tality to be shifted to Broadway for
and
But it?s hard to see how the comHollywood
a regular commercial run.
ttudioi.
bination can make this suitable for
In any case, these three moves are present-day Broadway.
Waters.
"Tin H«uBt •f Ser»Ie»"
regarded as at least an infinitesimal
reversal of the steady shrinkage of
Kathl««n
the theatre during the last 20-odd
Wilmington, Jan. 9.
years. They may also be minor steps
Bea Ija.wrence production of comedy in
13a Wm» 46tli Siroet, New York
toward.i- reduced nrnAuMinvi,..^ nnct Ithree acts by Michael Savers. Directed by
-CHICAGO .,«, ,
lOS^ANGElES..
\''°^tro6'y'-ftu8ltiiirstolrik,-x;hVrles -Bison;- coswhich is generally admitted to be a tnmes. Rose BogdanofC. Opened at tha
6 E. Lako St.
1113 So. I. A. Sf.
preliminary to any substantial re- Playhouse, Wilmington, OM., Jitn. *f '48,
lit $3 top.
surgence of legit. In a way, too, the Housekeeper.
.Anita Bolster
.<..,.,.
Pri«st. ......
apparent success of these three ven
.Wliiljord Kmm
tain specific limitations,

cer-

commercial

First act starts with

if

-

up.

;

way

Lowe

lary'

•

,

.

N*w

Naw

. , ,

Alice.,,,...,.,..,,..,. Jetisle. Royce tj>andia
Bournouf
CurtlB. i .
. ........ .Philip

Much

COSTUMES

says

"A play of

"A grand iMrt

..

the lights were out at a Christmas
eve party in Dublin. The efforts of
her ex-prof essor-fatUer, her doctoruncle and a bewildered priest to
bring her down to earth are futile.

:

managements may take over Experi

N. V. Times, soys

'48.

18,

lodgar.

.Tudlth.

^ Town
'

performances, a couple of swell setand a start and finish that deserve better in-between sections.
Oddly enough, considering the nationality of the author, the setting^ is
Alexanoler Scourby, legit and jiadio a '.'small semi-tropical island which,
actor,
ai!d Betty
Winkler, radio' could be the colonial possession of
actress.
Acting company includes any country." There are only five
Leon Janney, Miss Hunter, O'Keefe, characters, including, the military
Scourby, Hester Sondergaard, Bea- head Of the island and his younger
trice
Straight, Ruth Yorke and wife. A young medical dlrectoir sent
to combat dise«se, and the children
others.
of the
-a girl and boy, respectively
The "Volpone" revival at the City soldier and the medico. Central figCenter, at a $2.40 top, is possible not ure is the stiff-necked, ruthless solr
only through concessions by various dier who insists on imposing-*»is will
unions and crafts, but because the on the others.
It's evident from the first scene
members of the New York. City Theatre Co., including Jose Ferrer, that his youthful wife hates him and
the doctor. However,
Richard Whorf and John Carradine, is in love withthrough
his ruthless
the hubby,
are working for nominal salaries. machinations, has the medico disIt's, planned tO' continue the project
missed and appai;e9tly under his
on a semi--permanent basis, possibly thumb and even fixes it that the latincluding; limited tours in future ter's young son, who happens to be
•
in love with his own daughter, is
seasons.
practically shanghaied into the army.
May Take Oyer ET
The wife, aware throughout thtt
The Experimental Theatre, formed any undue strain might over-tax her
last season with the cooperation of hiisband's uncertain ticker; openly
Equity, the Driimatists Guild, the urges the doctor to provoke such a
League of N. Y. Theatres and vari. situation. When he does and the solous otiier producing organizations dier-husband dies, however, she is
out in the cold, as the doctor anand craft groups, is primarily
nounces he is returning to his wife,

,

BROOKS ATKINSON,

12.

presents Jamea
Busso anrt Mloliftel -Ellla production of
drnmu In threa acta, adapted by Peter Gold-«
liaum and Robin Short trom August StrindberK'B ''Dodsdnncen.'V Ptara Oacar Homnlka, .Icsjile Royce Ijandlii; features Philip
Bourneiir. Staged l)y John O'ShauBhneosy!
Ralph Alaw?an8r.
settings and
coHtume:).
Opened at Walnut Street theatre, Phlla.,
Inii.,

of directors includes Rose, Heilweil;
Robert /Gundlach, scene designer;

t^ded

Welcome fo New Stages, /nc./

Dimce

Philadelphia, Jan.
Theatre AasoclHtea,

,

—

The. Last

-

17. N. Y.

Dirotf Off

.

Busin*ss Moriaflor:

MORTON GOmiEB
159 BI**ctc*rSt.

OR, 44639

tures is seen as a partial antidote for
the discouraging failure last season
of the Imbitious American Reper
tory Theatre project.

Whether the recent splurge of
production on the Coast, with

Poor Man's Son.
Doctor.

.James McOallion
.i., . ,. . .Frank Merlin
»..,..... jack Sheehan
.Andrcei Wallace

......*

|i"athnr

iJaughter.

EUch Man's Son

.Henry Jones

Soldier

.Whitfield Cdrinor
Morton I,. Stcivena

Rich Boy's Father

legit

its considerable saving in production costs, or the formation in the
last two seasons of local stock companies in numerous cities throughout the country, will have any

"Kathleen"
for the

is

a lightweight entry

Broadway

field,

but

its

charm,

Irish blarney and gay characterizations should assure it a moderate
run. Michael Sayers has penned a
comic-faiitasy with modern Ireland
permanent signflcance also remains as the setting but the plot is strictly
to be seen. But these developments, slim.
The play is about a strong-willed
too, may indicate a promising public reception for the League of N. Y. colleen who is "teched in the haid."
She lives in a dream world and
Theatres plan to conduct a permawrites love letters to herself, signnent .pational promotion campaign ing them with the name
of a handfor the theatre as a whole.
some Irish soldier she kissed while

WORKSHOP

WRITERS'
stressing
select

production,

group

by

marlcetinrf

to

Magazine

novelist,

writer (New Yorker, Lndles Home
Journal, etc.). Ten sessions beginning
February 9. Address Box B5, Variety,
164 W. 46th St., New Torlc 10. N. Y.

»
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HOTEL
rooms::
HEART OF
IX XHB.

TIMKH

Hoom, bath and shower. Teldt^mne.
Inlile and $8.B» doubl/
.

8Q.
From

-

>

1.1'

Rosoff'f

HOTEL ROSOFF
147
(at

W.

43r<l

St.

B'wy). BB* 9-5409
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Reitnurftnt
on ths

.
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UTEItATl

X4, 1948
a full-length

historical novel not yet
or finished.
lb Melchior, son of tenor Lauritz
Melchior, sold a story, "Sleeper
Agent,"- <to Pic mag, for publication
in April issue.
Yarn deals with
Unger mag in Washington to rejoin Army Intelligence, in which he
the Bulletin in Philadelphia on re- served recently.
Harrison Smith and Oliver Durwrites and features, mostly in polirell, formerly associated in Smith fe
tics.
Durrell publishing firm, have partnered again as Oliver DurreU, Inc.
Contemptecri Speak Out
'Give Me Liberty," written by House plans general-trade publishdirectors and ing, but is currently stressing books
titled

-

Tta Fifbt Gae* On

NRM

complaint
Hearings on the
International
Typothe
Union opened in Chicago

«gainst

gratihical

ThvUKClay (8); following adjournment of hearings in Indianapolis
ITU' attorney
and Washington.
Gerhard Van Arlcel told members

on strike Sigainst Chi
Nov. 24, that removal
of the hearings to Chicago amounted
to a "strike-breaking maneuver."
Documents bolstering the contention that ITU officials had deliberately pursued a national no-contract
policy were introduced at Friday's
Reese J. Highfleld,
hearing by
sec;-treas. of Local 182, Akron. Most
damaging was a "confidential" letter
sent out in October by ITU proxy
The letterWoodruff Ran^plph.

of Local 16,
dailies since

reads:

the 10 HpUywood
scenarists eited for contempt
will be published
ingress,

Pegasus Books;

February.

in

.

by
by
The

contains
tion...."

to hear.

Foreword

Gttitry vs.

GoncMrt

Sacha (Sultry is again, in the middle .of a Paris law suit. This time
it's for Jreportedly running opposition to the Academic Goncourt,
which each year awards a prize to.
the best French novel. The award is
given at a luncheon at Restaurant
Drouanti presided over by Lucien
.ITescaves.'

.

-

I/aflon

now

placing the

is

book on

sale with a cover reading
"Prix Goncourt de Sacha Guitry and

Kene Benjamin."

•

tnie Goncourt group is taking exception to this, jind is suing the
publisher, Guitry and Benjamin for
misrepresentation.
:

-

Enelish Edits Screen Writer
English has succeeded

Richard

Gordon

Kahn

as

editor

'

I

« > > « i « «

«

of

The

.

Athens, Jan,

f

I got mine by shaking hands with Dennis McEvoy, Tokyo editor of the
Reader's Digest. He had flown through the atomized areas Of the world,
and being impervious himself, like Typhoid Mary, nevertheless is not above
being a carrier of bad news a.s well as good.
literary ann
I checked with five persons who liad shaken hands With the
o£ the MacArthur dynasty and all five were floored as badly or worse .than
1 was.
All I remember now is that he trapped me by telling 'me he' was a.t the
Burbank landing field and couldn't leave as he was flying east in an hour
and would I lunch with him? And wlien I said okay, on account Burbank
report he was mistaken,
is practically at bur back door, lie called again to
that the plane had landed on the Pan-American field out near the Hollywood racetrack--a little topographical error involving about 20 additional

1

-

sss

Under the prece-

ruling.

shattering

-

from the Swiss and French. That
means they must pool on that one
print with a resultant monotonous

miles.

Naturally, the

Yanks

Stanford ANPA Ad Head
Alfred B. Stanford has been appointed- administrative director of
the Bureau of Advertising of the
Newspaper
Publishers
American
Assnr-He succeeds William A. Thomson, who retires after 35 years in
the newspaper field. Stanford was

feel that the

only course .fairly open is permission for "all authorized comers to do
their own filming.
They've been
that the Olympics committee
ukased the exclusion order on the
who are the

insistence of the Swiss,
hosts.

,

-

-

Meanwhile, the reels have been
pushing their fight on the Rank
franchise, reportedly granted in "return for a handsome contribution to
the
British
Olympics committee,

which is hosting the summer games
veepee and director of the Compton in London. Newsreel editors, three
ad agency before the war, and has weeks ago, cabled an: inquiry on the
directed the Bureau of Advertising's report and ' a protest fo Vicbmte
national operations since release Portal of Laverstroke, ptdc of the
world organizing committee for the
from the Navy in. 1-925.
They're
plenty
John Giesen: remains director of 14th Olympiad.
peeved because no answer has yet
the retail (^vision;
been forthcoming.
Another protest on the same
Cecil Smith to Mnsiical America
ground has been dispatched to
Cecil Smith has resigned as as.soAvery Brundage, head Af the Americiate editor of Theatre Arts Monthly
can Olympics committee and memto take over the editorship of Mu- ber
of the
world organization.
sical America. He succeeds John F. Brundage
has advised them that no
Majeski, Jr., who becomes managing decision on the Rank
franchise has
editor, with Quaintance Eaton re- been
reached as yet. .He's promised
maining as associate editor. Smith to take up the question at the end
will continue to do dance and music of the month when he reaches
Loncriticism for Theatre Arts, as well, don.
as continue his music column for the
Another aggravating feature so far
New Republic.
as the American film companies are
Conditions -at Theatre Arts remain concerned is the fact that Yank
unsettled, with a business reorgani- television companies will be per-^
zation reported' under way. Henry mitted to send their own cameraSteger,' president of Popular Publi- men into Switzerland to
shoot the
cations, pulp publishers, who brought matches.
(See story in television
TA with Robert Downing two years section.) With a 24-hour service set
ago, is, still considering the absorp- up they're being treated as news
.

-

were

•

:

TA

of

into

his

mag

setup.

director of publications.
There's some question whether TA
has an editorial committee ot 11 will continue, and the editors are
Claude Binyon, Stephen trying 'to arrange -fresh backing.
Morehouse Avery, Stephen Long•treet and Robert Ardrcy.
Kahn is one of tlic 10 "unfriendly"
John Morse has joined '48 mag as
Witnesses called to the Hollywood
probe in Washington recently. A associate editor.
Leo IXiro(Jher has signed with ZifC
short time thereafter an election was
held in the Guild, with a middle-of- Davis for a book on the Dodgers.
Life of Oscar Hamraerstein, 11,
the-road group gaining control. Latter appointed new staffers for the being written by Herbert Childs.
Gene Fowler starts writing "The
Writer.
Life of Jimmy Walker" this week
after a year's research.
Lister Bulletin's M. E.
Gerard Piel and Dennis Flanagan,
Walter Lister, onetime N. Y. Post
and Philadelphia Record editor, and both formerly with Life, have
more recently city editor of Philly bought Scientific American.
Gilbert Gabriel has written a
Evening Bulletin, has been boosted
to managing editor. Editor Dwight novel with a Colonial background,
Perrin has resigned because of ill which Macmillan will publish next
health, and retired to Buffalo. Exec- May.
editor George Seltzer is still away,
Herb Drake in Hollywood to stage
seriously ill, since his stroke.
the annual Photoplay Gold Medal
Raymond C. Brecht has left Kip- Awards dinner for McFadden Pub

'

unemcumbered and in perpetuity.
The setup is this:
The case of contempt of Congress has been tried. Attorneys for the
hangmen(!'and the defense have summed up. The judge has given final
instructions. The jury is out. There .sit the shadows, the 10 defendants,

papers.

Mag

including

Geraldine
torial

and while they're waiting each one imagines
this has happened before.

X ;

FM

9,

customer that's picked up,
one AM listener lost. They

to Dennis Flanagan,
of Scientific Ameri-

Assn. of Broadcasting Engineers and
Technicians.
He wants
some
devised,
system
too,
that
wili

managing editor

Writes

can.

'

"The Best Years of My Li _>," by
Katharine Cornell, and "How I Stay
Young," by Billle Burke, will appear
in
the
February issue of Tom
Breneroan's mag.
Leo Mishkin,' film critic of the
N. Y. Morning Telegraph,

now doing

daily column on stage, screen,
radio and tele for the sheet.
He's
also radio ed of Cue mag.
a

Roland Gammon, formerly on
torial

staff

of Life,

editor of Pageant.

now

For the

edi-

associate
pa,st

year

Gammon managed

the New York
office of Margaret Ettinger «Sc Co.
Shirley May Egan, formerly assistant, is now ad manager of the
Nation, succeeding William B.
Brown, who resigned to become na»
tional ad

managrr

of

Griscom Pub-

lications.

Howard Fast has switched from
Duell,

Sloan

&

Pearce to
will have two

Brown and
books this year. The

Little,

new

a new
volume of short stories, the second
first

is

guarantee

whom

all

:

treated like millionaires.
The idea is that these 10 guys would each tell a story of somebody in
history he's glad he's not. One of them would tell the story of Socrates,
who got a death sentence for a good deal less than these kids sure charged
with, though I must say with a- jury of 500 he didn't lose by much. I think
the final score was 265 to 235..Attother could tell how he was glad he' wasn't St. Paul,
third could
tell the story of the clinking of Marco #olo, a fourth of Christopher Columbus, a fifth of Thomas Moore, a sixth (for sex appeal) of Sir Walter Raleigh, a seventh (for social conscience) ot Gene Debs, an eighth (for liberty) of William Penn, a ninth (for citizens of the world) of ThOmas
Paine and a 10th (tor liberty everywhere) of Robert Emmett.
I'm having Peg look up Isidore^Abramowitz in the hope of checking what
his real name was.
Leave it to Peg to prove that his- laame was John
Brown and he's hiding under the name of Abramowitz "SOi peoplfr won't
suspect he's an American,
If due to the fact I'm at present hemmed in by a linen prison I were
added to this cast I'd make a great pitch to play Socrates. I realize that
at the time "he was on trial tor his life for "corrupting the youth of Athens"
(for putting ideas instead of dames in their heads), he was 70, while I only
'
feel that old.
Moreover, it would take very little makeup to age me 20
.
years right now.
.Scully Defers To Lauehtan

.see

for jurisdiction ovefr platter turner.'?,
which now rests with the National

was

he's a great -guy to

I call it ''If I Had a Sentence."
Maybe that's a' bad title. If I had a
sentence I wouldn't need anybody to complete it. Byt "If I Had a Million'*
has already been used, and besides, if these guys had a- million they'd be

there's

of Life's edifharried in New

Ann Lux,

staff,

York, Jan.

Variety Editor

To Europe?

Co^tinuedi from page

out over one wavelength; for every

no reason why salaries should
be paid to two sets of musicians.
As for tele, it's recognized that
there are added difficulties entailed
for the tnusicians, .siich as long rehearsal periods and the grtfelling
task of playing in formal dress under strong lights. On this score the
webs, it's understood, will listen to
reason on upped scales.
(NBC, for one, is anxious to settle
the television contract issue right
now, seeing it a major hurdle in
video's programming 'development.
The web, for example, is ready to
mo\ e its cameras into 8-H Studio
Ucations.
Thornton Wilder*s ""The Ides ot tor pickups of the NBC Symphony.)
No Legr to Stand On
March," to be published Feb. 18 by
The nelwork.s realize that Petrillo
Harper, will be the March seleetion
hasn't a leg to stand on in his bid
of the Book-ot-the-Month Club.

ABELGBEEN

Wmuia Go

Petrillo-Radio
;

d.ying, too.

It was during one of these le.ss violent bouts with Virus X that i got to
thinking about those 10 Katzen jammer Kids who are on their way to tfie'
clink for refusing to tell a congres.sional subpoena set on which side tl»e4r
bread is buttered. I can't get over the cockeyed character of a law which
can jail you for a year and fine you $10,000 for -refusing to answer something which if you did answer couldn't do anything-to you at all, Gilbert
and Sullivan made the punishment fit the crime, but here's a bunch of ZQCa-mile-boys who have .somehow usurped the powers of the judiciary an4
are making a mighty stiff punishment for no .known crime.
A Brain Is Born
Myself, when clipped by life, I rarely grab at gayly-tintcd straws for
survival. I seem to head instead for anchors. There must be more than
a little of the poor fish in me because I convalesce better on the iron of
anchors than most people do on sunshine and schmaltz.
In fact, while using "The Great Prisoners," a 900-page anthology of
literature written in prison and comipiled by Isidore Abramowitzv as a
convalescent's handbook, I was struck by an idea that may well pay for
'tfie trial costs of the Contemptuous Ten, and so I give it to them, free,

.

signed as

,
,

fared in
I went out anyway and was delighted to hear how well he had
a land where few fared well. Thanks to a pre-war year he had. spent, in
Japan, where he had won the black belt in jiu-jitsu, and his years as a
marine assigned to General Donovan's cloak-and-dagger boys, not to stress
a job of broadcasting for CBS from Moscow while Nazis were^ strafing the
place and Soviet guards stood at either side ready to shoot him if he
should deviate one Word from the script, he was considered the ideal
young man to edit the Jap Dige. Having known Dennis since he was knee
high to one of J. G.'s Corona-Coronas, I shared the Wallacean view that
there was a literary talent worth exporting.
All This And 12Gs a Year?
He said he was issuing 400,000 copies a month now, with a call for
1,500,000 more, that the mag sold for lOo and that his trip home was to set
Shanghai
and Canton.
up editions for
As for his private life, he shared an 18-room house with a National City
banker, and the overhead ran about $150 a month, counting five Jap serGas
for hi.s car costs him 10c a gallon. Congress is
vants and their keep.
not investigating him. Riley should live such a life.;
I congratulated him and then following protocol shook hands with him
That was my mistake. Within hours I began
voyage.
before saying bon
to feel my hand was on fire. I reached for a cigaret and it lit itself. Soon
my throat, lungs, gizzards and eyes felt like Joan of Arc on Stake Day.
splitting. I called the others for help. They
it
were
Every atom felt as if

uniformity in their clips covering
the top sport events this winter.

told

.

10.

them.

regulations,
the
American companies will be forced
to accept one fine-grain negative

French Red Press Ban

Screen Writeci ongan of the Screen
Writers Guild. Robert Shaw re- tion

IN FEBRUARY

Prank Scully

Along with 1,0.'>0 other Hollywood free men I've been imprisoned for
weeks with a non- filterable virus called X. Many may never be able to
explain where they got the infection in the first place, but I'm not among

-

Continiwa from page

dent

.

For [political reasons, '^Guitry has
been practically frozen out of the
academy, ^as well as Rene Benja
min, another member. So this year,
while the luncheon was proceeding
at 'Drouant, 'Guitry and Benjamin
had lunch together in a neighboring resitaurant and between the two
of them awarded on their own a
prize to Kleber Haeden's "Salut au
Kentucky," published by Robert
Laflon.

M By

I

Winter Olympics
for the

by Thomas Mann.

is

An old edict, which had been ignored since 1936, has been revived
in France, forbidding bringing Communist newspapers into army barracks.
This affects Humanite, Ce
Soir, France d'Abord and Avant

termina- ments.,

60>-<iay

on music, and recordings.

volume contains a transcript of the
hearings and individual statements
that the Thomas Committee declined

"The contract form P-6-A, prepared lor submission when employers insist on" a contract, con- Garde.
tains ample reason for rejection by
Before 1914, all papers were barred
employers in the first paragraph, from being read in army establish-

which

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

I

.

A

.

,

,

.

On second thought, Charles Laughton should be tested for it before It's
He did so well with the Gettysburg Address
to me on a platter.
that he should be allowed to see what he can do iwith Socrates.'.
The pitch of Socrates runs 10,000 words as opposed to 300 for Lincoln's
handed

employment by local
The networks aren't too
over this demand.
The

masterpiece, and what writer can remember 10,*000; words of another
alarmed
writer's? Even those'who hibitually steal couldn't run that long on lifted
rumblings of dis- phrases without collapsing.
content within the union, say the
Myself I'd' settle for his dismissal of the charge that h^'was a godless
networks, may be the clincher in man.
Petrillo singing another tune.
"Death must be one of those things." Socrates said. "Either it is to have
The network chieftains point to no consciousness at all of anything wliatever, or else, as some say, it is a
the fact that sound broadcasting is kind .of change and migration of the soul from this world to another. Now
responsible for $23,000,000 a year in- if there is no consciousness at all, and it is like sleep when the sleeper
come to musicians in the country, does not dream, I say there would be a wonderful gain in death.. For I
including commercial shows, etc. am sure if any man were to take that night in which he slept so deeply
That's about BO'c of the total take that he saw no dreams, and put beside it all the other nights and days of
from all sources. And of the 200,000- his whole life, and compare them, and say how many of them all were
odd union members there are about better spent or happier than that one night I am sure that not the ordi10,000 acceptable ones, the webs nary man alone, but thd Kins of Persia himself, would' find them few to
figure, who enjoy the bulk of the
count. If death is of this nature I would consider it a gain: for the whole
coin from broadcasting, fllnis, rec- of time would seem no longer than one single ajght But if it is a- joiurney
ords, etc. Within the ranks of these to another land, if what .some say is true and -all the dead are really there,
10,000, as one network spokesman if this is so, my judges, what greater good coulci there be"?"
put it, "there are more millionaires
'You can't cut Socrates much. 1 h.ivc tried skipping, but each time I
(National Assn. of had to go back. What really knocked me over was. after he had made
than the
Manufacturers), can boast of." They such a magnificent plea and had explained why he wasn't debasing himself
figure that Petrillo can't afford to to the usual formula in such matters, such as bringing his wife and' small
rub them the wrong way too 'long.
children on the scene, striking his breast and begging for forgiven,ess, he
(Also see Page 27),
added if he had th« money he would have fixed.tbe fine b« <^atd Qayv
stations.

fact that there are
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London

season.

Frank

.

who

Sinatra,

started build-

Lionel Atwill left estate in England of around $4,000.
Gregory Ratoff here for a month
after completing shooting on "Cagli-

Dixie French named general man- ing a $40,000 home here and comager for "The HaUams, now in re- pleted it at a cost, of $100,000, has
hearsal.
moved in with his family and will
Ventriloquist Paul WlncheU' Operspend six days a week here, going
«ited on for throat condition at- Park.
to town only for his Saturday broadEast hospital.
casts.
Producec iBrock Pemberton planed
Trade here over New Year's did
to Emporia/ Kans., to visit sister, ill not come up to expectations due to
hospital.
there
the "virus X" epidemic,, but is now
Metro producer-director Clarence in
full swing with the arrival of
Brown back to the Coast after an easterners
for protracted .stays.
«ctended tour of Europe^
However, spending is not anywhere
Katharine' Cornell has a new dog'
in line with that of the past five
her
added to
collection of daschunds
years, even though the hotel rates
which she calls Cleopatra.
stiff.
Vincent Sardi, Jr., back at the 44tb are
street eatery after several weekS" absence for an appendectomy.

ostro" in Rome.
Joan Miller back in "Dark Sumpier" at St. Martin's after short ab-

.

sence due to illness.
Arthur Crocker, general manager

m

for Bernard Delfont, to

.'

Metro director Mervyn LeRoy in
from the Coast for two weeks, then
heads south for a vacation.
Josephine O'Brien, of the Shubert
boxoffice. ("High Button Shoes"); recuperating at home after eye opera-

Mary Malcolm, .actress granddaughter of Lily Langtry, succeeds Winifred Shatter as televlslon announcer

BBC.
John Ringling North

for

Miami Beach
By Xarry SoIIoway
David Sarnoff, RCA boss, in town.
Jay Marshall added to the Blacka-

at

(19)

Ms

'

"Virus X" forced Alan Carney to
miss two performances at BorselUno's club, but the comedian was okay
after the first day. ,
Shirley* Fishman, Palace p.a. who
won $25 in contest for "Tycoon" exploitation
campaign, spent prize
hosting her bosses at luncheon.'
.

.

Hol|ywco4
Emll Newman bedded by
Barbara Bates

,

London

Carroll's

flu.

with bronchitis

Janis Carter in from

:

'

Italy.

Yehudi Menuhin east On a concert
•

tour.

.

Vincent

Paul

ill

Woody Herman trained to Chicago,
Desi' Arnaz down 'with pneumonia

'

Louis

:

Hayward

aired

to

Mexico

City.

play, "The Wise Have Not Spoken,','
Meaner Hansen divorced Williain:
its American preem here last Faye.
month, is being repeated this week
Adele Palmer recovering from
by Western Reserve U.
surgery.
Stan Wood, former ^Musie Corp,
Gene Autry planed east on a 22booker here, back from Florida to city tour.'
take managerial job at Charlie
Edward -Gross to Canada to scout
Horvath's Trianon Bowling Lanes. locations.
Gene Beecher, ..bandmaster,, replaced
Richard' Dix hospitalized with
him at the MCA office.
heart trouble.
Albertina Rasch recovering froiil
major surgery.
Marty Lewis climbing out of a

'

marry Mary given

Jordan, London actress, in February.
by
W.' Chetham-Strode signed
Metro to make screen version of
"Return to
novel,
prizewinning
Night."

.

.

Monday

due

Follies,"

opened during the holiday

Saville,

is

back from

Portugal, Spain, Italy, Switzerland
and- France, where he has been on
talent hunt.

''

<

.

.

•

.

Chicago

tussle with flu.

'

'

;

Eugene O'Brien hospitalized with'
stomach trouble.
family for a week.
tion.
Arthur Glarlc is the new owner stage shortly to appear in a new
Herman Millakowsky became an
"John Loves Mary" set to follow
Robert Lantz, independent film of the Brook Club.
play by Frank Harvey, ''The Woman
"Private Lives" into the Harris, American citizen.
rep,, due in from London next. week.
Club 86 and the Little Palm club Who waits."
Virginia Faye divorced Howard
Feb.
9.
He's' scheduled" to return there byi are due to reopen soon.
Barbara Mullen is co-starred with
"The Red Mill" succeeds "The Grode in Las Vef&s.
plane Feb. 21.
Jerri Blanchard, Del Casino and Eric Portman in the new Apollo
Phil Krasne back from distribution
Firefly" at the Blackstone, sometime
Gertrrtde Bromberg to do legit p.a. Steve Murray into the Famous Door.' film, "Corridor of Mirrors," backhuddles in New York.
in February.
chores pft "John Xioves Mary" when
Joe E. Lewis and Marilyn Max- ground of which was laid in France.
A. Pam Blumenthal hi town after'
Mrs. Sam Gerson, wife of local
it leaves N.Y. for Chicago.
Mike well head the new show' at the
Next Columbia British production, Shubert
office topper, ill in Michael four weeks in New York.
Mok doing it in N.Y,
Colonial Inn.
titled "The Chasm," by Victor CanAl Rogell and Art Arthur to- Quehospital.
Michael Clayton Hutton, English
Kay Thompson and the Four WiK ning, skedded for mid-summer with Reese
Dan Barone, formerly manager of bec and Alberta, scouting locations^
dramatist, whose "Power Without liamsitbrothe&s come foack,to Copa- outdoor scene; already shot in Italy
Herbert J. Yates and Bill Saal
nitery, opened a new bisColosimo^s
Giory" is current,, plans writing an- cabana Feb. 15;
by the late Marcel Vameli
planed in from Manhattan.
in the Gold Coast.
other play over here.
Berni'e Harris, U. S. rep of the tro, La Rue 75,
Peter Lind Hayes, Sophie Tucker
Diana Pine in from England to
Kitty Kalleni currently at the Che?
Actor Pat O'Brien in town as and Carl Ravazza open Friday (16) Badminton contest in "Stars on Ice,"
gander Hollywood technique.
Mayor O'Dwyer's house guest while at the Beachcomber,
slipped into the orchestra pit at the Paree, has been signed tor the comThomasina Mix in gritical
making recordings of his radio show,
George Jessel,- Bernice Parks and matinee Jan. 5, and played same ing Eagle Lion, film, "Varga Girl."' tion after emergency surgery. condiOscar Hammerstein, 2d, planed in
."Tales of Broadway."
despite
head
wounds.
night
Betty
Jane
Smith:
preem
same
the
v
Jeanette MacDonald opened her
Jack Wrather, Allied Artists pro- night at the Copacabana.
Sir Barry Jackson is retiring next from New: York to attend a perwinter concert tour in San. Diego..
ijucer, in, from the Coast for a twoConverted barge, the Atlantis, re- October, at the close of the fes- formance of "Annie Get Your Gun.'"
Bill Herbert returned to the. Gold-k
Mary Pickford in for huddles with
week stay, accompanied by his wife, fitted as a dine-dance casino, and tival season,,. Jrom the Stratford
wyn lot after seven days out with
actress Bonita Granville.
anchored off Dania, in Broward Memorial theatre, of which he hasi United Artists before leaving for. Ot- flu.
her
tawa,
where
"Sleep,
li^
/Ijove"
Arthur Koestler's "Twilight Bar" county.
been director for the past two years.
Jack Kapp, delayed by flu, is leavpic
will
preem.
to be done in February by Abbe
Ella Logan, Dean Murphy, and
"The Relapse," Sir John VanSyd KuUer, the writer, here from ing tomorrow (Thurs.) for 'New
Theatre School. "Boy Meets Girl" Mario & Floria into the Brook Club brugh's 17th century comedy, regisYork.
slated for this week (14-15).
for the preem show, opening tomor- tered so well at its recent Lyric, Hollywood for confabs with Leo
Charles S. Moskowitz in from New
"Mr, Roberts," drama coming into row (Thurs.).
Hammersmith revival,' that show is Fuchs regarding a picture for En- York ftff: executive huddles at^
the Alvin, will give benefit performJackie Miles, Gracie: Barrie, The now being rumored for the West terprise Studios.
Ben Kalmenson, Sales manager for Metro.
ance for Assn. of Theatrical Agents Vagabonds and the Aurora-Roche End.
Andre Previn returned' to Metro's
«nd Managers' welfare fund Feb. 21. Carlyle dancers comprise the new
^'Mountain Air,'' fi new comedy by Warner -Bros., back to- the home- music department after a week ot
office
with
Jimmy
after meetings
Consuelo O'Connor, engaged to show at the Clover Club.
Robert Wilkinson, will be presented
illness.
marry Count Rolfo Crespi of Rome,
by Jack de Leon and the Daniel Coston and Harry Seeds in prepaSue. Carol bought out her asso<>
ration
plans,
for
1948
distribution
appeared last season in the Ferenc
Mayer Co. at the Comedy Jan. 22,
dates, making her sole owner of the
Molnar play, "Miracle in the Mounreplacing "The Crime of Margaret
agency.
tains."
Paris
Fdley."
-John Moore hospitalized with a
Palette Goddard' and husband,
gavea
party
on
the;
Henry
Sherek
Mexico
City
spinal
injury, result of a fall in a
By Maxime De Beix
Burgess Meredith, off to Europe last
stage of Wyndham's last week jointly
bathtub.
John Mills' new club, Milroy, talk celebrating 100th performance of
By Douelas li. Grahune
week aboard the Queen E'lizabeth on
Louis Hayward to Philadelphia
Irving Berlin's "In Acapulco" song for the local Marine Corps week
a two-month- junket in behalf of of town.
"You Never Can Tell" and the
Bernard
Bros,
packing
them
in
at
CARE.
golden jubilee of actor Harcourt had its public debut at Ciro's for celebration.
smash reception.
Robert K. Chri^tenberry, prexy the Lido.
Williams, 67.
Edward G. Robinson returned
Jack Hjrltoni London impresario,
and general manager of the Hotel
Alicia Barrie, Argentinian pic ac- from New York to resume work in
Revealed here that the Treasury
Astor, unanimously reelected last here scouting talent,
has agreed to regard VEureka Stock- tress, inked for a Mex film by Pro- "Key Largo."
Borrah Mmevitch, Geoi'ge Raft ade" (which Ealing will make in ducciones Raul de Anda.
week for his eighth term as head of
Esther Williams leaves today for a
and Mack Gray at George V.
the Broadway Assri.
Number of operating cinemas here week of stage work
Australia) as a British picture, and
at the StateCarole Landis and Horace Schmid- so waive the 75% duty on foreign- has been hiked to 85 with the openHank Linet, Universal's eastern
Lake, Chicago.
lapp, in from London,' at- the Ritz.
ing of the Cine Ritz, 3,S0O-seat firstadvertising manager, lectures to
made films.
Mailrice Chevalier is due to reGil
Johnson
ana
Irene
Hilda
run,
night (Wed») On. filifl publicity and
J. Arthur Rank Organization anturn in November to listen to india
opened
at
Les
Ambassadeurs
Friday
-Soberanes,
Felix
Hernandez
J.
advertising before the American
nounces newcomers to the Board of
film propositions.
::•..
(9>.
Theatre Wing Screen Seminar.
General' Cinema Finance Corp. Ltd. trumpeter of local station XEB,
Irving Berlin left for Xol Quinta to
Bernard Hilda's band with Amer- —Earl Winterton, G. I. Woodham stabbed to death by a stickup man
Cherry Balaban, daughter of Mr.
write tunes' for a RogersrHammer*
and Mrs,' A. J^ Balaban, -to wed Uar- ican singer Jane Morgan still at the Smith, H. R. Moore, J. A. Galium. near his home.
musical, still untitled.
Howard C. 'Randall, -American stein
old Robins^
Y. teictile «xec, in the Club des Champs-Elysees.
John Davis becomes managing direcAbbott and Costello will tour
Sacha Guitry country house* in' tor.'
sound engineer who was prominent southern key cities when
spring. She's aide to her father, manthey finish
Ternay, recently damaged by a fire,
faging director of Roxy theatre.
Anna Neagle and husband, Her- in Mexican film affairs, back from a "The Brain of Frankenstein/'
ransacked
since
by
burglars.
Testimonial banquet to Reuben
bert Wilcox, finished their latest long business stay in Rio de Janeiro.
Lionel Barrymore'
out of hit
Jean Anouilh's play, "Eurydice," film; "Spring in Park Lane," in nine
Arcady Boytler, who began in wheelchair durini^ a itell
Guskin tomorrow (Tlmrs.) at the
scene in "Key
Commodore on occasion '\of 60th was booed by students of Goettingett weeks. Pic had a pi%>duction stand- Mexican pix 25 years ago as an- actor, Largo" and sustained bruises.
birthday. He's been manager of Univ.- in Germany, when:%ivett ther^ ard of 20 weeks, but couple achieved then became director, producer and
Robert
Bohannon,
Paramount*
recently.
Hebrew Actors Union 30 years.
their record time by months of ad- exhibitor, is completing erection of thespi
recovering
from
a pistol
Rene Biano renting fOr two months vance rehearsals outside the studio. a cinema house here.
Twentieth-Fosc sales chief Andy
wound inflicted by a nervous bandit.
Acambaro, state of Guanajuato,
W. Smith, Jr., back to the homeofftce the Alpine hotel Week End in
Sid Field ordered by doctor to
.^Humphrey
to
produce film titled take complete rest four weeks be- now has a commercial radio station, and Edward Bogart, Lauren Bacall
after a trip to Toronto,- where he Mozine,
Rofoinson; recordect
G,
"Memoirs
Not For Sale," directed by- fore his revue, "Piccadilly Hayride," XEWG, owned and operated by Jose appeals for the American
installed Arthur. Silveratone as hew
Red Cross
Robert Hennion. '•
Martinez Ramirez and franchised
Canadian division sales manager,
is skedded to close at the Prince
drive.
Paula Sellgman, formerly with
Charlie Chester, among by the Ministry of Communications
of Wales.
Mary Had A Little" closed at the
Paramount's and Republic's New
several artists, will deputize until and Public Works.
Manuel Chavez, ex-aide of A. C. Belasco, L. A., Saturday (10) for a
York story departments and Par's
show is replaced by Mae West's
of
one-nighters
on
the Coast:
series
(Ciro's) Blumenthal, took overhand
Long Island studio, has gone intoo
"Diamond Lil."
reopened the Casanova nitery New before heading east,
publicity-advertising on- her own.
By Florence S. Lowe
Andre Daven, formerly with 20thYear's Eve. He recently quit the
James
Grainger, Republic exec
Fox, is leaving for Paris to produce
Thornton
Wilder
here
most
of
last
nitery
Sans
Souci
to
open
his
own,
v.pi in charge of distribution, rePhiladelphia
Chavez's Place, which is going good, pictures in association with John
turned to New York -Monday (12) week.
^
Robert Taylor due Jan. 22 to m.c.
Jesus Grovas, ex-Par asst. mgr. Mills, British Clubman.
following a' southern tour "and Chr^^tBy Si Shaltz
here, now h^ad of Producciones
mas holiday' spent with his faimly the Navy Relief dinner dance at theJune Herder, former Record as
Mayflower.
Grovas, local pic producer-distribu.
*n the Coast.
sistant drama critic, is now editing
Local station WWDC has its own Philadelphia Business Almanac.
tor firm, has been elected '-prez of
Oliver A. linger, veepee of DisDublin
tinguished PJJms, Inc., planed to version of the "Miss Hush" stunt.
Sam Bushman, erstwhile editor of National Assn. of Producers and
By Maxwell Sweeney
Ei^rope last week on a month's It's a "Mr. FM"' contest.
the Jewish Times and former Philly Distributors of Motion Pictures for
Abe Lastfogel was here to par- flack, is readying a weekly dealing third annual term.
junket to seek new product.
He
Terper
Sandro Rosselli going
ticipate
in
the
White
Wessel
BritHouse
cerePeter
is
here
new
as
Plans to visit Britain, France, Auswith news in the midtown section,
home to Italy;
monies marking the demise of USO.
tria, Italy and: Holland.
Ted Weems, now at the Click, was ish Broadcasting Corp. rep in Mex
London vaude ai^nt Hymah Zahl
Raymond Griffin has. been named given
ioo. He replaces Anthony C. Grahami
Vivian Van Damm, managing dia plaque by the West Philahere on biz trip.
house manager' for RKO delphia High School Alumni Assn. who returns t* London early in 1948
rector and produder of the Wind- new
Local agents report heavy out-ofmill theatre, London, due in U. S. Keith's, with John L. Harden as He graduated from the school in to continue as head of BBC's Latin town bookings for venders,
American
organization.
Wessel
around Feb. 7. A brother of Gotham assistant.
Art O'SuUivan signed for Abbey
Howard Nusbaum, as.sistant pro- 1916.
theatrical
photographer
Florence
and Radio Eireann Rep. Co.
Bernard Sackett, former WCAU served BBC for 15 years in Chile.
Vandam, he is making his first visit ducer to Randy MacDougall on the continuity writer, has joined the
Joe Linnane vacationing here fronv
Warner lot,- in to-Wn last week visit- staff of Columbia Institute as an
jaj' to America..
stint with BBC and mulling> picture
Raymond Massey slated to receive ing ex-Army pals at the Pentagon.
deal.
instructor in radio writing and pro,
Pittsburgh
Hal Lawrence, former freelance duction.
a citation for his "distinguished conD. K. Doolan named acting secre'
B/'Hal Cohen
tribution to the furtherance of good- announcer and radio actor, and more
.

moor Room show.

Anna Neagle

the

returning 'to

The Mervyn LeRoys

her

visiting
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will among men of all religious
faiths" at a dinner Saturday (17) of

recently with WFDF, Flint, Mich,,
has been added to WTOP-CBS'. an-

the American Jewish Committee, at nouncing staff.
Presence of the
the Hotel Oommodore.

By'' Arthur
:

Vngur

Waltiftr Kane 'is recuperating at the
Wonder Palms.
The Cove and the 139 club at

Cathedral City opened their doors
New Year's eve.
Bill Meiklejohn of Paramount, and
his family are now vacationing at
the Villa Hermosa.
Tony .Martin, who has switched
from Sunday to Wednesday broadcasting, is now weekending regularly at the Raquet club.
Stanley and Doris Meyer are at

Joe Blumenfeld's Wonder Palms in
Cathedral City before returning to
New York end Of this month.
Asher Levy, Chicago exhib, has

abandoned plans to build a home
here and instead rented a house for
three months,- sorting in February.

Normandy

Village, built at

Truman family

at

the closing performance Jan. 3 of
"I Remember Mamma" at the Naand 'at the Jose Iturbi conr
cert at Constitiition Hall the following Monday (5) established some
sort of show biz record for the

tional,

Mil Sprigs

a cost

of $186,000 by Metro filmites Norman
VaufOg, Leon Gordon and Victor

Genevieve

member

Ryan,

of the
retary to Dr.

baum,

Jr.,

WPEN

years

10

and sec-

sales

manager.

C.

FuUen

Joe Baldi band shifted from
Hotel Carter to Eldorado Club.
Russell Swann, magician, in Statler's Terrace Room for fortnight.
Three gunmen stuck up Nite in
By Stan Worris
Safe, in manager's office at Avalon Paris nitery and escaped with about
theatre yielded yeggs $3,000 in cash. $5,600.
Cafe opened by Blackie London,
Jackie Kannon, the comic, and
Lynn Burns, nitery dancer, to local AGVA rep, brodied after one
month.
marry.
Hal Morgan doing his
disk
Variety Club of Michigan 'tossed
$72,601 to Cancer Foundation, mostly jockey shows and celeb-interviews
at Golden Dragon.
from theatre donations.
Dave Ennis' rumba quartet -Qioved
Frank Webb, big adman here, has
a slice of the new Broadway musi- into Bronze Room,- alternating with
Warner Ruhl's orch.
cal, ''Make Mine Manhattan."
Percy Essick and Howard Reif are
Buddy Rogers here this week for
opening of "Sleep My Love," pro- having television equipment installed
duced with his wife, Mai-y Pickford. in their new nabe ' theatre being
Loss of license by Cass Bar on built.
grounds of "questionable owner"
Al Sutphin took newspa^ter critics
ship" upheld by state high liaurt. to Philadelphia to gander the "Ice
.

Detroit

,-

•

'

-

WTAM

'

-

Alicia Fuller has returned to her

tary-general
Equity.

of

WAAMA — Irish

.

Author Maura Laverty will run
Dail (Congress) in February

for

elections.

Tenor Sidney McEwan due for
with Jackie Heller.
concert- at Opera House, Cork, toMary Martin in "Annie Get.Your night (14).
Gun" is set for the Ni^on the weeks
Frank O'Donovan to England
of March 15 and 22.
.

Cleveland
By Glenn

First Family.

for

WCAU staff

Leon Levy, the sta- post with station KQV after three
months' illness.
tion's prexy and g.m., has resigned
Mervyn Nelson and Rub-v; Ring
to devote fuUtime to private life.
She is wife of Alexander Dannen- head the new show at the Carousel,

for
G. C. Kellenberg, 20th-Fox sales scouting for Irish vaude talent
manager, in Shadyside hospital for Irish hbuses.
Swiss cellist Henri Honegger back
at least a six- week .'stay,
Sam Reed, ex-character actor with to Geneva after concert with Radio
Orch.
Eireann
Symphony
old George Sharp stock company, in
from San Francisco for a visit.
Acrobat Johnny Caross recovering
Ted Goldsmith in ahead of "An from leg injuries after trampoline
Inspector Calls" and Tony Butita is accident at Theatre Royal.
drum-beating "Song of Norway."
Bob Lepler gave first Irish proDanny Schmidt, barrister-hypno- duction
of Clifford Odets' "Rocket
tist,
is
to marry, Mary N. Levin,
the Moon" at Gaiety Sunday (11^
Wheeling model, end of this month. to
Ex - Abbeyite Sheila Manahan
Joe Bennett, of the old vaude
Alexander Korda for film'
inked
by
team of Bennett & Richards, visiting
.She
his son,'., Vince Aldert, manager of role opposite Kieron Moore.
ot

the Ritz here,
John Johns, Dorothy Scott, Helen

now

in

London

stage production

"Happy As Larry."
Lake and J, English Smith heading
Peter Jones, a schoolboy, planed
cast of Playhouse's"Another Part to N.Y., en route for "Blue Lagoon
unit at Suva, Fiji. Boy, grandnephcw
of the Forest."
Tech drama school is doing an of Barry Fitzgerald, was picked from
original play, "The Great Magician," 300 by Irish Production Facilities
bv Lawrence Carra, member of iac-> (Stanley Illsley-Leo McCabe), newulty, who also directed it^
est talent agency here.
.

Wedneaday, Janmiry 14^ 1949

71

RICHARD TAUREB
and legit comedian, died of a heart
Richard Tauber, W, noted singer, ailmen't Jan. 5 at his home in Brookcomposer and coAductor, died Jan* 8 lyn, He had been scheduled to sail
for London, Feb. 4, to co-star with
la a nursing home in London where
from an illness Harry Green in a Firth Shepherd reiie was convalescing
for a U. S. vival pf "Pota.sh & Perlmutter, Beof .several months. Plans
recently been tectives."
concert tour had
Born in Poland, Leanard came to
abandoned.
the U. S, as a child. H« sang in beer
A native of Austria, Tauber be- halls and later appeared in vaudecame a top concert draw of four con- ville skits, including
"Father atid
tinents, was in operetta and films,
Son." with Solly Ward. After playRild made occasional- appearances as
ing Mawruiis Perhnutter in the "Potsymphony orchestra condnctor. He
f.
ash & Perlmutter" comedies in New
was al.'io a composer,' and his records
York, he went to London in 1814 to
had good sales over a p'eriod of
repeat the role and remained abroad
years.
.

'

on

the concert
stage and .in opera in Austria and
Germany, tauber toured the Gontinent With the rise of Hitlerism,
he left the Reich and mad^ his persuccesses

After

manent home

in:

England.

He

nfiade

teveral picfures thlere and starred in
various operettas, patticularly "Land
of Smiles."
.

.

His other London appearances during this period were;
in "Cheap at Half the Price," "In
Lingerie," "In Hosiery," "The Other
Bing Boys" and "Golden Boy."
He returned to the U. S. and appeared in "Abie's Irish Rose," "Fifty
Million Frenchmen," "Wonder Boy,"
"Red, Hot and Blue" and "Cafe

until

1926.

Dec, 31 in that Qity. He previously
was treasurer of theatres in Milwaukee, his native city, and Chicago, He
was an employe for 47 years for the
Clamage •& Rothstein Go., which op»
erates the Gayety and other burlesque houses. He was associated
with the production of "Tl-ke Time,
Place and Girl" on Broadway in
1907 and was vice-president of the
Treasurers and Ticketsellers union,'
Local 754,.of the lATSE (AFL),
Two sons and a. brother survive.

SAM SWEET
Sam Sweet, 27, legit actor, was
killed in a plane crash' Friday' <9)
in the midwest.
Two companions
also died.
Sweet was understudy to Paul
Douglas in "Born Yesterday " during
the

vacation

latter!s

last

summer

JOSEPH

BARDO

T.

BIRTHS

Joseph T. Bardo, founder and for-

.

Mr. and Mrs. George Montgomery,
daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 4. Father
is the screen actor; mother is Dinah
Shore, the singer.

mer

president of the Variety Bookers Assn., died last week at his home
in Philadelphia.
He and his wife, Anna, who sur.

were former dance team
& Cunningham,

vives,

Bardo

Mr. and Mrs, Van Johnson, daughHollywood, Jan. 6. Father is »
screen actor; mother i.s the former
Eve Lynn Abbott, actress.

of

ter,

ALBERT HERNANDEZ

Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand N. ObAlbert Hernandez, 49, Mexican acrentz, daughter, Jolianncsburg, Soutb
died Jan. 2 in Los Angeles after
Africa, Dec. 28, Tather reps 20tha fall. He was well known in silent
Fox in that territory.
film days, appearing with Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Milt Ro.ss, son, UnPickford, Norma Talmadgc, Charles
Father is
Chaplin, Thomas Mcighan bnd other ionville, N. J.. Dec. 23.
vaude and nitery comedian; mothar
stars.
is Louise Brown, songstress.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Morris, daughNINA GILES BVELL
ter. New York, Jan. 17.
Father is
Mrs. Nina" Giles Bueli, former
general manager for B, S. Moss
head of the Buell Scenic Co., the- Theatres:
mother is
tor,

;

:

lorraev orivate

\

and played the male lead in the atrical designers, of N, Y. City, died secretary to the late Russ Columb©
comedy at the Lyceum, N. Y. Sweet Dec. 30 in Palm Beach. Since re- and Con Conrad.
also understudied Spencer Tracy in tiring in 1926, she had made her
Ml', and Mrs, Tommy Lee. daugh"The Rugged Path" two seasons ago. home in, Florida.
ter, Pittsburgh, Dec. 25. Father manHe was a combat flyer during the
^

i

JUAN

many missions over Germany and was cited three times.
war, flew

S. D; J.

COLLtNS

R.

Juan R. Garza,

GA^ZA
70,

\

San Antonio,

exhibitor, died Dec. 29 in that city.
Hj had operated theatres there
3ince '1911, in association with Paul

„

.

!

I

D. J. Collins, 40, a circus
S.
Crown." He made his last Broad*
way appearance in "Down to Mi- clown, died Dec. 28' in Leaven- Garza.
worth,' Kans., of a heart ailment. He
ami" in 1944, ^
Was ill about a week. He had toured
LEOPOLDO BEBISTAIN
Wife, daughter and son surv'ivt.
the country with the Ringling Bros.Leopoldo Beristain, 6.'>, Mexican
My
Barnum & Bailey, and the Hagcn'- character actor, died Jan. 5 in
MARA MILITELIiO
vised version of "Land of Smiles."
Mrs. Mara' Militello, 56, former beck- Wallace' and Shrine circuses Tiajuana, of diabetes. He had been
The show was panned, but on the
actress, singer and dramatic-voice and returned to his home in Leaven- an actor for 50 years and was noted
teacher, died Dec. 30 in Ft, Wayne, worth only a few days before be- for his lower class Mexican roles.
Ind., after an illness of 14 month& coming ill. He once did a film stint,
Wile survives.
25 YEARS PASSED AWAY
A native of Marseilles, France, ^he doubling tor Groucho Marx in "A
came fo the U.
at the age of 15, Night at the Opera."
GEORGE W. AUSTIN
Parents and a sister survive.
but later-, studied in France, Italy and
George W. Austin, 66, owner of
England.
the Hollywood theatre, Holley, N.Y.,
She was in vaudeville and later in ANNA ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG died Jan. 2 in a Rochester (N.Y.),
such legit productions as "Chocolate
Mina Elizabeth Armstrong, former hospital.
Soldier," "Smilin'" Through," "Pom- circus and show boat performer,
DImI Jan. If, 1923
Wife and daughter survive,
pom," "Sari" and "Nothing but died recently in a ho^ital at SumA Ittving M« fnMn u* hot fen*,
Love." Subsequently, she was in merville, .W. Va. She was said .to
Bfaoreen Newmani, founder of
A voice w* lov«4 is «tlllMl:
radio in Cljtcago and taught voice have been one of the original Swiss Irish Ballet Club, died in Dublin,
A pln«* it .yttsaat In «iir- Iwarta
and acting at the Univ. of Minne- Bell Ringers :troupe. After marrying Ireland, fiec. 31. Survived by husWliifeii Hovcr wiil b» «i«d.
sota. She was executive-secretary of the late Barry Aifmstroog, with the
Irish
band,
assistant
editor
of
the Servicemen's Club at Ft. Wayne J.- B. Doris shows, she toured with Times.
Your ton, Joelii
during -World War II and since then him with circuses, tent shows and
JApK PQWELL and FAMILY had taught st the Ft. Wayne College on show boats.
Fatber, 76, Of Guinn (Big Boy)

He gave tour

sellout recitals in
last season, after having
apeared at the Shubert, N. Y., earlier
in a production of
iti the. season
"Yours Is
Heart," a slightly re-

New York

I

i

I

'

ages Northside theatre, Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Lawson,
daughter, Erie, Pa., Dpe. 25. Mother'«
former Kathleen Darnell, nitery
dancer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard BenkowitZi
son, Pittsburgh, Dec. 25. Mother's the
daughter of Jake Soltz, Pitt theatre
owner.

-

Mr, and
daughter.

Father

&

DAVID POWELL

.

>

station-

Husband survives.

it

f

quiclcly folded.
Wife, film actress

Diana Napier,

survives.

KELLY

.IIMMY

Jimmy

Kelly, 66, nitery operator

and -former pugilist, fight manager
and politician, died Jan. 9 in New
York. He had suitered a stroke some
months ago. In recent years he
operated the nightclub bearing his
Same in Greenwich Village^ N. Y.
Born John De Salvio in the Five
Points section of New York's east
side, he adopted the name of Kelly
during his pugilistic career and subsequently retained it. Among the

FRANK

E.

Frank E. Butler, 70, pioneer radio
engineei-, in-\rentor and writer, died
Jan. ^. in Stki Vincent's hospital,
Toledo, after an illness of two weeks.
He worked for several years with
Dr. Lee DeForest, and helped him
set up the first broadcasting station
in the world in a Toledo office in
Previously, tliey had collab1907.
orated in inventing the first audion
tube, which made modern radio possible.
He subsequently organized
the American Wirgless Institute, the
first school of its kind.' Butler invented a method jof sound amplification for radio loud speakers.
He was a writer of magazine articles and was composing his autobiography at the time of his death.

he later managed were Jack
; CHARLES SIMPSON
Pepper Martin, Babe HerCharles (Chuck) Simpson, 38, staff
man and others.
He entered, the nitery business as announcer and emcee at station
manager of tlte Chatham dlub oil WCS'C, CBS irffiliate in Charleston,
\N. Y.'s Bowery in 1902, when Irving 'S. C, died as result of a heart
Berlin was a singing waiter there.
In later years he Was active in
fighters

Tammy

In 1912, in New York's Chinatown,
he opened the Mandarin Cafe, where

Jimmy Durante

IN

leader in his

FRANK McCOY
(JanHary It. 19471

frequently clowned

at the piano.
He later opened a
cafe ih Hester street, where Tommy
I-yman and Lillian Lorraine, among
other.s, got their start. Finally, with
money won on tlie races, he opened
the Greenwich Village restaurant.
Wife, son, two daughters, brother
and sister survive;
'

SAM SIDHAN

Britton McCoy
and Family

Mr. "and Mrs. Mark Bushner,
daughter, Burbank, Cal., Jan. 7.
is labor relations director at

ing a week'i vacation iii Chattanooga. He was well known throughout Carolina for his early-morning
"Yawn Patrol" programs. Prior to
joining WGSC in 1942, Simp.son wa.s
station.s in

Chattanooga, Knox-

77, retired comedian vlUe, Jacksonville, Miami, Youngsyears had appeared
town and Portland (Ore,).
vaude and Broadway musicomeSurvived by his wife, Mrs. Velma
died last week at Pinewald,
Simpson, who for the past year has
N. J. Since his retirement from the
been a featured organist at WCSC;
stage he had lived at the Actors
also a brother and sister.
Fund Home in Englewood, N. J.
A native of Austria-Hungary, he
PETER URBAN GAD
came to this country and began his
Peter Urban Gad, 68, Danish film
theatrical eateer In burlesque and
director and theatre manager, died
later appeared in musieomedies such
recently in Copenhagen, For more
as "The Adventures of Mis-s Brown,"
20 years ,he operated the Grand
"The Telephone Girl" and "The Girl than
theatre in 'Denmark's capital.
.

Stofer,

After being in

An

industry pioneer.

Gad

directed

several

•

.

.

LOUIS WINKELMAN

HOBEKT LEONARD
Robert

Leonard,

59,

LouLs 'Wiakelman,
vaudeville the Gayety theatre,

67, treasu;:er ol

Ciu(;i«iiali,

died

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jim
Martin,
daughter, Cleveland, Jan. 7,. Father
is
news editor of station WGAH.:
there.

68.

former

salesman for .station KTSA there.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Barber^
Betty Winkler to George Keane, .daughter, San Antonio, Jan. 6. Father
Lee, N. J., Jan. 10. Bride is a is an engineer -with station 'KTSA:
'
radio actress; groom is an actor, fea- there.
Mr. anjl Mrs. John W. Klotter,
tured in "Brigadoon.'Christine Forsyth' to Jack Weit, son, Cincinnati, Jan. 9. Father is
Chicago, De.c. 28. Bride's a nitery master control engineer of station

Ft.

'

WKRC
actor;

WB

Marian Berger

to

with Pittsburgh Syraph

is

and

is

a writer; paternal

actor"

'4s'

Harry Daven*

port.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Weldonv son,
Hollywood, Jan. 9. Father is script
supervisor at Paramount; mother
was formerly exec-secretary of the

harpist

KQV

>

'

staff orch.>

to

Television Conimittee.

Affiliated

Mr. and

to bandleader-booker
talny.

ant

Wife survives.

.

mother

grandfather

William Lebeau,

Pittsburgh, Dec. 29. Bride

there.

Mr, and Mrs. E. L, Davenport', son,
Hollywood, Jan. 11. Father Is an

Rhoda Gould to Lawrence Torn,
Plains, N. Y., Dec. 25. Bride's
the daughter of Sara Gould,
city
manager. in Greensburg, Pa.
White

station

O.,

:'

'

Shirley Walkow to Jerry Horovitz
Pittsburgh, Jan. 3. Bride's secretary

part

'

Mr.
and Mrs,
Ray
RoitierQ,
daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 8, Fath^t
is a film makeup artist.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. PuUy, son,
Mianii Beiich, last weeki Father is .«
nitery comic.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Clark, daughter,
San Antonio, Dec. 31. Father is a

dancer.

CHARLES STOFER
Charles

actor.

Judy Holliday to David Oppcnheim, New York, Jan. ^3. Bride has
featured role in "Born Yesterday"
(Lyceum, N. Y.); he's a musician
w.ith the N. ,Y. (pity Symphony.

daughter.

New

company

is

Sam

Handelsman,.
York, Jan. 11. Father

Mrs..

manager

of

legiter,

"Strange Bedfellows."
.Mr.;'and Mrs. Bill Miller, daughter,
there, she as assist- ''New York, Jan. 2. Father operates-,
the 'manager, be- as disk the Riviera^ Ft. Lee, N. J.
:

'

WCKV

jockey.

Frances MacLachlan to William
Erwin, San Gabriel, Cal., Jan. 10.
She's an actres.s; he'.5 .story editor for
Pix
Independent Arti.sts.
Continued from page 1
Sylvia Marlowe to Leonid Bcrman,
She's a
in Washington several months back. Edgewater, N. J„ Jan. 6.
Chief distributor of the narrow- concert harpsichox'dist; he's a French
gauge oldies Is Film Center, Inc., painter.
which not only rents out the feaVivian Fox to Jack Farren, New
tures but also installs projection York, Jan. 11.
Bride is radio acequipment and trains the tavern tress; groom is news editor at staowner in operating the projector.
tion WNYC, New YorkFilm Center's sales pitch is angled
Carol Bridgma*! to Ted Livingston,
on the terrific pulling power of video New York, Jaj}. 1; Bride is head of
shows. Idea is to .supplement tele ASCAP's copyright dept; he's copywith pix to provide patrons with an right chief of Mills Music.
uninterrupted entcrtainrnfent stream
Merle Louise Kendall to Richard
while they're ordering up. Exhibs
Pedicini. Las Vegas, Jan. 1. He's a
are countering with a claim that^
radio scripter.
taverns are therel^y enabled to com-,
Peggy Mulhall to Seamu.s Forde,
pete unfairly with thontrcs.
Practice has only .spread to scat- Dublin, Ireland, Doc. 26. Bride is
tered .spots in Jersey .so tar and the actress; bridegroom, actor,
local Allied unit i.s considering how
Mrs. Grace Hornburger to Anto throw a crimp into the works be- thony Veiller, Hollywood, Jan.

D. A. Rolfe

IBm

Continued from page.

1

{

and then a .Hollywood producer.
Turned to radio in the '20s
and got his chief fame as conductor
of

the

tra.

The

Lucky

New show

Strike

orches-

.commercial piped to

first

the west coasti

,

,

offers the old-time-,
showman playing disks, reminiscing
and commenting on current music
and entertainment scene.
'

WNEW

Seeks Lee

WNEW, New York, is dickering
with Canada Lee for a disk jockey
show,, with program likely to start
in two or three weeks, ^rer, titled
"Jhe Csa&da. Lee Show," will stress
contimjity over disks for a somewhat different approach tO' this type
program.
Well-known legit and screen actor
He's the Warner producer.
before, in
has been used by
Sherril Starr to Lew Parker, Tia dramatic' parts on its American Ne*
gro Theatre presentations. He play-,
said, has advised it that the- Juana, Jan. 11. Groom is Universalit's
board looks "with disfavor" on pix Internationali.contract player, former ed Scrooge in station's "A Christmsot
Carol" production last month.
legit and nitery. comi6..
in taverns.
*

Weber & films in the' silent era. He was
was in "The credited with having supervised
Mimic World" and "Made in Amer- "Afgrunden"' ("The Abyss"), an
ica." He played a leading comedy
early Danish film. Later he went to
role in "Sherman Was Right," "For Germany, where he directed Conrad
valor',' and last appeared on BroadVeidt and Werner Krauss, among
way in 1936 in "Lady Luck." Be- others.
tween legit aissignments he had apWife, Esther, long associated with
peared in vaude, where his: best him in operation Of the Grand, surfore the contagion .spreads,
known skit- was "The New Leader." vives.
Jersey Allied has already proSon and two daughters stu-vlve.
tested to the state ABC board which,
.

Fields productions, he

.

HENRY ADAMS
Henry (Ifonk) Adams, 74, former
juggler and comic dancer on the
Keith and Pantag'es circuits, died
Jan. 3 at his home in Rochester, N.Y.
Since 1928 he had operated a booking agency,
He was a founder of the Rochester
Professional Entertainers, club.

.

Mr. and Mrs, Michael Towne, soi^
Hollywood, Jan. 5. Mother is Mickey
Coleman, on leave from Columbia's
story department; father is a film

MARRIAGES

'

ALEXANDER BRACHOCKI

Winkler,
3, Father

Father

RKO.

•

Alexander BrachockV 47, concert
pianist, composer and teacher, died
Jan. Sat Huntington, L. I. He was a
pupil and protege of the late Ignace
Jan Paderewski and gave, recitals in
New York, London and on the continent. Kecently he had been teaching piano and theorjr.
Wife and two daughters survive.

Latimer,
Father

29.

and Mrs. Frank
daughter, Hollywood, Jan.
is a Hollywood agent.

•

Maurice Spl
owner o£ the Grand theatre, Tift'in;
C, and later associated with the
Sarah Jane Petty to Nelson King,
Jan. 6 in Asheville, N. C„ Ideal GhecJc System Co., a ticket
where he had stopped off after spend- printing firm, died Jan. 5 in Tiffin, Cincinnati, Dec. 31. Both are with

dies,

Paris."

former Congressman.

NOTTING

Tom

Mrs.

Mr.

Williams, Jr., 'film actor, died Jan.
9 in Sah Angelo, Texas. He yvas a

attack

in

From

Z..

and

Mr.

Ellis Z. Nutting, 78, former sheet
Father, 90, of Bernie Cummins,
music buyer for the F. W. Wool- band leader, died Jan. 5 at his home
worth chain, died Jan. 5 of a heart, in Akron.
attack at his home in Boxbury, CoAn.
Father, 90, Of William Guthrie,
He retired .in 1926, but had been
most active in the era when pop<ilar head of Warners' location department, died Jan. 7 in Hollywood.
music sold for 10c.
Also a songwriter. Nutting composed his tunes on an organ. He had
several numbers published by Feist,

Etiiel

with

Sam Sidman,
who for many

MEMORIAM

a musician.

Jr., is

•ELLIS

Britton,

politics as a
home district.

dren, Harry,

SUTLER

,

KMPC.

daughter, Hollywood, Dec.
is a I'adio newscaster.

'

of her three surviving chil-

,

Mr. and Mrs. Clete Roberts, son,
Santa Monica, Jan. 3.
Father ia
news and special events chief at

'

One

Goldstein^,

York,
recently;
Columbia' P|<f»

artist in

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Corn.sweet,

'

'

New

son, Santa. Monica, Dec, 27. Father
is an actor.

GOODMAN

of Music.

Murray

Mrs.

an

is

tures flackery.

,

strength of Tauber's personal draw
did profitable business^ However,
when the singer got laryngitis and
withdrew from the cast, the musical

,

-

U

WNEW

.

.
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Capifol Recording star of stvgt,

ond

radio,

bcJng

ttia.

ritturiis

Burm—TM$ is one of fhe sfrongcsf
HtytmH to play thm HIpptidrom* flalfimoreJ

ITARl&Tiri
.

Andy Russell nafccs ftis enin some fitt*.
franc* and If's all Ibis from flic fee-olf. Of
ond eqfuippad wifli above
prestnee
.'9O0d
average voeol equipmenf
I

,

his

fo

temn

wide

Broadway after'

ish

rage of crWct on o naMon*

versions

of

papular tkiiinb^n are all solid and a begoff . .
baelk: wifA showmanly expressions of
ofAer fop fniiesfers including Sinaf ro, ff aymes
and ofJIrcrs . . . business very good.

four,

songs

singing fho English-Span*

YOU

love,

NEWARK EVENING NEWS: David Steinberg--

VARIETY: Boxt— IChi-Orlentall

besf sfag* bill booked info the Adams
Theatre this seoson opened there yesterday
to cheers, whoops,' and more normal applause.
Russell proves to be a good entertainer os
well as demonstrating the inifiative singing
style which has mado him famous.

new

Tfie

T. Murdoch— Th*
bandsomely in fbe Lofin
fype songs, wbll* be also gefs sighs for fftings
clielirs

lite "Senfljnenfof.Reasons"

and "linda."

mr^eHom WM. MORRIS AGENCY

— Crooner's

when Dick Wesson

re-

a supressed singer and Russell
demonstrates the styles of Martin, Laine.
Haymes anC Joison. Impressions are more
than superficial and get a rewarding apas

'

plause.

STAR LEDGER-NEWARK: Maurice BlandThe singing sfar was in tip-fop vocol form in
new stage show at the Adams

BILLBOARD: Johnny Sippel—Andy

opening the

will

and after'finishing his crooning stint
be even had the energy to bring down the
curtain oit an excellent program with a
hilarious parody routine. Andy really sent

appearance, one of the best stopovers by a
crooner in three yeors locally. Russell, who's
gained a lot of confidence in the past year,
sticks closely to his record hits and wins several ovations as he pipes first bars of tunes,
in addhtioB to good hands at the finish.

theatre,

CHICAGO SUN: Henry

side Is unveiled

turns

m

comes

Russell ia4

and impfti^oHof-

fng your offtor faverlt* parsanaMtl***

the customers into raptures

*

.

his

voice

was smooth «wd warm*

CAPITOL RECORDS

boom

his stock plenty with this

Russell

Chicago

GEORGE "BULLETS" DURGOM
8580 Sunset

Blvd.,

Hollywood 46,

Colif.

RADIO

MUSIC

FubUsliea Weeklsr »t 1K4 West iStii Street. Hew Tork 19, N. Y., by Variety, Inc.
Animal subaerii>tlon, tlO.- Sin«;le ooplea, 2S oenta.
Slnter«4 a* ncond clam matter December 21!, 1905, at the Poat OtTiee at New York, N. Y., under the act of Jaandi 3. tS79.
tJOl'VJtlGHT, 1948, UV VAUIKTY, INC.
AIX ICIGHTS BKSKKVKD.
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CENTS

ffWOOD AS POimCAL FOOTBALL
OLD DEPRESSION
,

TRKBAGKIN

Free 'Movie Dances'

What Disk Ran!

Minneapolis, Jan. 20.
PetrlUo listening?
New gimmick being used by University of Minnesota students at
their Pioneer hall, believed first time
anywhere, is a "movie dance." The

Hollywood, Jan. 20.
There are places in this country
where
the
news
of
Petrillo's
disk
ban hasn't reached
just

Is

students trip the light fantastic to
music provided by a name Iband
that's seen as well as heard-—but not
paid. Name band shorts are flashed
tricks
in
nitety
and
The depressioa
on a screen for the dances.
buying
talent
and
coclttail lounge
retail store near the campus
The sponsorsjhe dances, and admission is
jselling are now being revived.
that free to the co-eds and their escorts.
jghiall, penny-pinching dodges
were virtually standard during the
;»tiowbusiness ebb of tli0 'SQs, but
forgotten with wartime' prosperity,

ACT BUYING

A

now. beginning to reappear to
the discomfiture of performers and
jkce'

Lehar Euli^

ngencies.

These

practices

have been

dis-

covered only recently,, when some of
the larger indie agents started going
<Coatihued on'I>age S4)
.

Shitwkt

Regulations

U

Equity's
Heiutations for summer

Rush

stock are
tu be radically revised this
concerning the
year, j>articularly
drama
"graduates"
of
strawhat
schools'.
Latter mushroomed last
summer to such an extent that Eqlikely

'

uity now faces the
iHiSny hew juniors,

problem

of too

who emphasize
the unemployment- situation among
ACtors, Itast summer it was realized

.

the sticks were
Ecpiity memberships in exchange for the cost of
tuition, which- ranges from $200 to
(Continued (m page 2)
that the" schools

.virtually

iii

selling

'

IMOD SCRIPTS AIR
On Sunday, Feb. 8, the "Ford
Theatre" hour dramatic show on
KBC wllL do a Broadcast of Robert
Sherwood's "Abe Lincoln In Illinois."
On the following Sunday, a sequel
to "Illinois," called "Abe Lincoln In
Washington," will be presented for
the ilrst time on "Ford Theatre."
Latter has also been scripted by

finds films

primary

political battle-

first

time in radio

major playwright has written
a aeqwei to one of his notable plays

.

'

We

thought Teddy Roosevelt was
prez during FDR'^ yun.
At 'any rate, there apparently are
a lot jrf " hillbillies who haven't yet
heard Of Petrillo's disk ban. A
group of 'em waltzed into Joe Perry's
Decca olfice here last flieek and allowed as how they were ready to
whoop ^p a couple masters of
mountain music. They had "nevit:
heer'd" of the l>an.

Circles
that
care,
,atnong refugees in N. Y„
stirring up a considerable hassle
over the eulogy of Fran? Lehar used

Bowes Tde Hour
^

'

mma
M

BO DRAMA

CLASSICS

Since every epntedian supposedly
yeajns to do Hamlet; indie station
WNEW, N. X; plans to do something
about it. Station has lined up a
roster of top comedians for a series
of 15-minute programs titled "Play It
Straight," which it will preem on

Sunday

They Get

'

.

.

.

First

Comics

classics,

Hub

NBC

Origination For
4-City Tele Show

Boston, Jan. 20.
will air the first television
show ever to originate in Boston
over its, four-city network at 2 p.m.

NBC

reviving vaudeville in
studios, is now planning to put
vaude back into thea.tres throughout
the country.' Completion of the cycle
will be effected through the "Major
Bowes Amateur Hour," tele version
its

Salaries

England

Much object&nable

publicity has
been given the high salaries being
paid TJ. S. performers^ for dates in
England. Bookers representing theatres and clubs in that country have
begun to caution U. S. performers
and their
against revealing the prices they may be
(Continued on page 54)

managers

be squawked. ^"They
(Continued on page 2)

jtSst

Musicians Say They re
Willing to

Record Even

Ban

In Face of Petriflo

former radio show, which
preemed on the DuMont web Sunday (18) night. (Reviewed in Tele-

New

vision Section.)

week

the

Various

recording companies in
York have within the past
received concrete evidence at

Plan calls for DuMont to work the dissatisfaction of some members
hand-in-hand with the' Kaiser-Frazer o£ the American Federation of Mu*
sicians
with the recording ban
organization, which has signed' to
ordered by that body. Manufacbankroll the DuMont airings for 52
turers have received letters from
weeks, Special DuMont bus is slated
musicians who state 4heir names and
to hit a different city each week.
the number of the AFM local o{
The bus will carry a production staff
which they are memberSi pointing
to stage an amateur show in a
out that the men are ready and willmajor thej<tre in each city, as well as
ing to record at any time in viola(Continued on page 54)
tion of the AFM's ban, and if th»
.

Paris Actor

Socb Critic,

Nixes Challenge to Duel

companies in question 'contemplate
any recording they wish to be considered for jobs. t»
While, individual manufacturer^
had before the ban received similar
missives, no writer ever before spotMiami Beach^ Jan. 20.
lighted
his AFM membership, let
what
protect
it considers the critics'
Milton Berle will get the highest
privilege to print anything they like cafe salary in his career in a four- alone citing his home local.
During the past couple weeks
about an actor.
day stand at the Cotiacabana, Miami
there have been increasing rumors
Fainsilber,
tired of foUr years Beach, starting Jan. 29. Berle's conin N. Y. concerning the possibUs
claimed derogatory personal attacks tract calls for $15,000. Booking was
launching of a union rival to the
from reviewer Jacques Leraarchand, made when it was learned that
AFM, as there had been before, but
got even with him by administering George Jessel would have to cut
,
it all remains conversation.
a sound beating. Then he refused to short his engagement there by four
receive Fainsilber's seconds, Denis days.
Berle will leave New York
Marion and. Thierry Maulnier, when for Florida after his Tuesday night
they tried to meet him to arrange a airshow for Philip Morris, to work
duel, contending that "the duel bad from Thursday to Sunday.
already been fought."
Last season, Berle was signed to
He offered a return engagement in play the Copa at $15,000 per week,
Metro is negotiating with Sophia
a boxing match, proceeds of which, but had to cancel out to prepare for
Tucker for film rights to her "Som»
he suggested, would go to the critic his airer. Berle will be followed by
who would write the most witty and Maurice Chevalier, who's in at of These Days" autobiography. Deal
being handled by the William
is
actor.
courteous panning of an
Kay Thompson and the
Paris,

Jan.

13.

starting midLegit crix association headed by
will do scenes Edmond See is up in arms against
with regular ao* actor Samson Fainsilber. It's trying
tors in sufiport, and all will be paid to compel him to fight a duel.
(Continued on page 54)
Otherwise it may sue him, so as to

afternoons,

February.
from the

"There's no eeprf to help the picture,"

Which has gone a I6ng

Way towards

Asked

in

charged in New York last week. Vet
Metro director, Tjurned up at many
he had recently visite<i

beefed to VAaiEisr that house operators are failing to provide standards of exhibition up to the technical quality (ft the product they
play.

Television,

To Softpedal

B.aLAG
Exhibs' "laiy methods of theatt*
operation" are costing both themselves and the producers potential
boxoffice revenue, Mervyn heSot

theatres

On

Thursday (22). Video preem is to
be a salute to the Hub as the next
major tele city, with NBC's WBZv
TV scheduled to take the air sometime within the next two months.
for radio showcasing.
Web is sending three image drIn keeping with "Ford Theatre's" thicon'
cameras to Boston to give
poucy of spotlighting radio rather
viewers in Schenectady, N.
thaa legit talent, Kan Swehsen will
Philadelphia and Washington variplay the Baymosid Massey role in
ous closeups of the city, Show is
both the "Illinois" broadcast and the
to be transmitted from Boston to
Washington" sequel.
N. Y, over the Bell System's reFree Ticket Come-On
cently-completed microwave relay.
Prom there, it will be sent back to
Hypoes Grunters' Gate
Schenectady by microwave and to
Offering partial proof that telePhilly
and
D.
C.
on
the
coaxial
Toronto. Jan. 20.
vision doesn't cut into the gate reCity fathers here are discussing cable.
ceipts of sports events, promoters of
a Proposat |hat a statue of Mary
the Park Arena, N. Y., are utilising
wckford be placed on front lawn
tele to boast their gates, through the
of the new Hospitr.l for Sick ChilTopi of the Tops
cooperation of fiuMont announcer
dren, ^ite of which included Miss
Setail Disk Seller
Denn's .Tames.
Pickford's birthplace here before- it
"CJolden Earrings"
Promoters moved their wrestling
was demolished to make way for
Retail Sheet Music Seller
matches into the Park enclosure
the $7,000,000 building.
"Ballerina"
from the open-air Jerome Stadium
Life-si^ed statue, which. would de"Most Requested" Disk
last fall but didn't do the biz they
pict the then child actress in pina"Ballerina"
Hopeful that they might
expected.
and shawl draped roimd her
Seller oii Coin Machines
be able to entice new fans by letting
head, would cost an estimated $8,0(iO.
"Ballerina"
the public get a free look; at the
Project is being pushed by the OnBritish Sheet Seilef.
grunt-and-groaners, they staged a
tario Hotel Assn.
"Apple Blossom Wedding"
(Continued on page 48)
Sherwood.

that a

•

HoBywood's pictnres are now- in
the middle of ail intense tug-of -war
among pressure groups out to capture the film medium as a political
plum. The slugfest in which right,
center and left are trading blows

a
giound.' It's the hottest battle in the
industry's history and it's due, in
part, to the recognition of the tremendous hold that Hollywood's output has on the public. In the face
of that battle, the industry's yen to
return to pure entertainment has the
never-never quality of isolationism.
American pix, which built their
principally worldwide lure by dishing nut en(Continued on page 18)
have heen

recently on HCA-Victor's
Merrill NBC show. Narrator told
purported story of "Merry Widow"
composer's discovery by Yank troops
in a small Austrian village at end
of war. But it went on to handle
Lehar as an innocent victim of
(Continued on page 48)

RAPPED FOB

like the proverbial hills inhabitants

who
still

Performers
Robert U.S.

Diie for Revise iSbee

—

-0-

Stirs Protest

,

LAZY' EXHJBS

BERLE'SRECORDISGFOR
4-DAY RA. CAFE DATE

'

-

METRO SEEKS AUTOBIOG
OF SOPHIE TUCKER

Morris

$22,500.

Williams Bros, come in after that.
There had been reports Berle had
been signed to play the Carnival,
N, Y., at $10,000 and percentages.
However, the 'William Morris agency
says no deal is on for Berle to play
that spot although Nicky Blair is
anxious to repeat Berle. Comic, two
.years ago. started a lengthy date at
the Carnival at $7,500 and percentages, in which he collected around
$400,000 in .salary checks.

Radio Editors'

Qu^ty

Ratiiig
Week
On .*age'83'

bcKinnlnC Ttdn

Judy
Tucker.

otfiee.

Garland would play Miss
John Garfield may play

Ted Shapiro, long

associated

v/ith

Miss Tucker as her pianist, if he
can find time away from his own
Roberts Productions,

Sinatra Files for Station
Washington, Jan. 20^
Frank Sinatra wants to turn
broadcaster.
In his own name, he,
tiled an application with the FCC
yesterday (19) for a license to operate a ikw daytime-only statSon 'at
Palm springs, Cal.
Singer stated that he Woulil ^ir ,ii
daily platter program, titiedl "^ni.,
atra Serenade."
.

.

.

.

:

.

:

'

.

'

WedmMday, Jmmaaey

Wants

Seaatior

As

Pk M-C(»isw^

Price for
Wa-shington, Jan. 20.

Abud

Yjdne Aid

Quite a long time ago, while tout^lng the one-night stands with

*

An

indication that the American
film industry, it it wants help feom
Metro
the government in its oveiseas fiscal
Hollywood, Jan, 20.
headaches, should impose strict volLana Turner was suspended from
vuitary censorship on the type ,oI the Metro payroll for refusal to play
films exported, was given here Fri- the rolf of 4he Countess De Winter,
Alexander
Senator
(16)
by
day
a fern me heavy, in "The Three Mus-

Snspemk Laia

N,J.).

(H.,

keteers."

Smith, who was floor-managing
The only sympathetic femme part
the "Voice of America" bin to pas- in the picture is assigiieil ,,t(> Juot,i-sj'cage through the ISenate, declared Allyson.
292ikd
there was need for the various media
such as pictures,' .newapaiMSt* and
mag^izines to get some help on thawOF 1948"
To
"BLACKOUTS
Goldwyn,
Jr.,
Samuel
ing the funds they have frozen
Et Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
abroad. Earlier in the week, he told
new
newsmen that the solution might be
Produce Legit ia Londou Watch for KKN MURRAY'S
production
feature
icneth
film
Bome sort of subsidy to the media.
,
London, Jan. 20.
"BtLt AND COiX"
The measure approved by the
OriginaHy here for the last two Released throuc;|i Republle. Pictures
Senate* was an- amended version of years to learn the art of film producthe Muridt bill, whicb lihe House tion under Sydney Box tutelage,
passed last June. It waa passed Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. is g o i n g in
unanimously by the House yesterday for- legit production.
;

WEEK!

„

KEN MURRAY'S

:

House for

to the" White

Imd went

new play by
aignaturs. New law wHl give legal
Gordon Glennon and Raymond Barsanction to the "Voice of America"
ton, tentatively titled "Moon Over
His

radio 'programs and other educaand informational activities
being carried on abroad by the State
I)epartment. laiiet. Has bad only
$12,000,000 'tor the work during the
current ilscal year. The President's
new budget asks Only about $1S,000,COO for the next 'fiscal year. However,' a $4,000,000 program is being
mapped and Congresji will be asked
to approve the larger sum.
.

.

'

'

-

mean by

.'.'What 1

thijS Is,

for ex-

if we are sending motion picabroad ; sefletting American
there shoikld be a' pride among
'Lazy'
the producers in reflecting the highest possible type of A!m'erican life,
Continued from pace
ase 1 BSssI
and 'not send over some of the unit on the screen. We spend
throw
films'
fortunately cheap .type of
which represent tlie regrettable, weeks getting lighting,- photography,
all the
and
e0ects,.^,S4und
special
•
of
the
American
char
eainy side

ample,
tures
life,

bhiifi

.

;

.

'

-

'

-

'

-

:

as perfect as we ..can, and
then the picture is shown in a theatre, where the owner hasn't shown
the /Slightest interest in his physical
equipment in years. No picture can
be good in a house like that.
"The screen illumination is inadequate, the' feound is rattly or tinny^
exit
lights
are shining brightly
right next to the screen or light is
leaking in from 'the back, ushers are
noisy themselves and letting kids
ruri up' and down the aisles' like
"We believe that every effort! mad. 'How can any picture be anyfhoul^ b'e niade to facilitate .thes^ thing but bad under that kind of
^services and to this end we ex{k]ored
-•
lazy operation?"
|th^ possibility of .ways -and means
LeRoy ahd his wife, who have
jby Tj^hich, it ;might -be. possible to been in' NeW 'York' for the past two
enable the^e activities to expand: weieks, IcaVe 'today for Boca Raton,
r&st{ just'

"We, were

particularly agreed,"
declared the senator, "with the importance of using private American
agencies to .the maximum extent
posjsible in everything having tp do
-with the understanding Of Ameripa
abroad., By these private American
agencies, I mean, our press services,
ouif ,.Ame)^an petiodiccds, our mo-r
tion pictures and ourj^ivate coinmercial radio service.

.

.

.

-

,

license;"

branch of

would induce
make the move.

that only

him

to

'

lei^slation

-

On the -other- hand, Meehan said,
bars using '16m pix would be required to obtain the saine sanction
from vaTi6U$ 'departments whieh
theatres must 'do. They'd have to
meet the requirements of the fire
dept.;' water,' gas t electricity dept.;
'

-

,

Turner

Script

starrer.

of

"Command

Decision,"

'Rebecca' Plagiarism Suit

Plagiarism suit filed by the late
Edwina Levin MacDonald against
duMaurier,
Daphne
Doubledayr
be to give the screenplay more Doran, Davi^ O, Selznick and. tJnited
scope a|1id motion, and to' build up Artists, for alleged' infringement on;
-{valtie American service to be renw!
greater sympathy for the general, h^r copyrights in the story and pic?iderfed more extensively;
ture, "Rebecca," was dismissed last
who is the hero ot the story.
"Our committee is agreed that
"Why buy high-priced plays and week in New York Federal Court.
some formula should be developed- then change them?" LeRoy queried.
'Attorney^ for Miss MacDonald
whereby the foreign currencies He said he thought prices for plays claimed she had written a short
.inight be translated into dollars, .so
story in 1924, which she. expanded
and bookij out of line unless

he
in

said) will follow that of the play
having no
in the cast.

women

Only changes, LeRoy explained,

will

'

a
the publications rendering this
studio has a setup that makes them
important service, cap be given'
8 natural. In Metro's case, he added,
Jirelief from their present dollar em-he felt Gable was perfect for "De
.ibsft>Vassment."
cision'' and Judy Garland for the
;
Senate Foreign Relations Commit- Ethel Merman role in VAnnie."
tee earlier in the week refused to.
LeRoy 'promised that- nothing but
include in the bill any provision to top-quality
product 'would pour
take care of such situations, but from Metro-in about six months. He
there was agreement that the situa- said studio execs Louis B. Mayer,
tion should be considered by either Eddie Manuix and Ben Thau were
the Foreign Relations or Banking! currently giving much' of their time
i.end Currency Committee,
Statei to clearing the decks of bad scripts!
i;Department made" a secret study of: and ''concentrating on an improves
the situation and dropped like a hot' ment in "q[uality of the studio's outpotato the idea that funds allocated put.
to the "Voice of America" be used
Director opined that he didn't see
to bail out the pix companies and how television could expect much
.publications.
It was decided there in 'the way of good films made espejiwcre a number of reasons why tins cially for that medium when Hollyr,
l.would-not be practicable. However,i wood itself can't And enough "crea{idespite.,the rock!? road, effo.ts will; tot'.s'.' and "talented workers" to turn
:be made to he)p.
out product for Itself.
ijth&t

ivejcy

-

^e

!

Fdm Not

Yet CoMetefl
.

Vienna, Jan.

13.

The provincial government of
Vorarlberg, province of- Austria
bordering on Switzerland, has informed the film owners association
that it would be useless for them to
sign contracts with the Pabst Film
Producing Co. for its latest, not yet
completed pic, "The Trial" Presentation will not be permitted.

^

There has been much' pro and

contra on this production.
It dethe legend of a ritual murder
in Hungary around 1880 and was
more or less intended as an antidote
against the German film "Jew Suess."
The prps claimed that it is high, time
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey will to impress the people how the Nazis
work a' guest stint with the In- lied. The contras, however, pointed
Sjrmphony
orchestra
Jan.
dianapolis
out that though the' Jews are shown
that
possibility
the
added
29, with
in a good light, it would harm them
.

picts-

Dorsey Bros, to Guest

somehow be and preferred that nb propaganda
symph film in their favor be shown.
worked
crew. To do the date, which wiU
According to the constitution of

T.D.'s

full

band

will

.

novel in 1927 titled "Blind
Windows,'' both of which Miss duMatirier allegedly copied for her
^book> ' In dismissing the suit, the
court ruled "Rebecca" had not been
copied from '"Windows" and, therefore, prodaction, distribution and exhibition of the film were likewise not
into

a

copied.

Munsel's Pic

Bow

Strawhat Revise

Munsel,

the Republic of Austria, the central
government in Vienna has no say on
..censoring fllma in the provinces.

Babe Ruth

Beiidix as

With
Bill

Holbrwbod, Jan. '20,
JBendix, who has. played the

BUey on

the radio, will play

of fiahe

Ruth on the Screen

life

of

the

life,

with the approval

.of. ttie',

j^ambino

25; Continued from page
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$300 per youngster. The rules could
not be suddenly changed,- however.
There are some legitimate schools
of drama attached to a number of
better known summer stock outfits
but newcomer "managers," moiitly a
young element, appear to have
barged into the field: It's claimed
that they are able to net enough
from their schools to live through
the winter. There were few strawhats during the war, with a natural
upturn when gas and tire restrictions were removed^ but the establishment of hew vacation period
drama schools partly explains, why
SO many stocks operated last summer.
'Whether the stocks made, money
at the boxoflice was not evidently
important so long as the schools had
classes. Students were registered as
apprentices and as such under Equity rules could play bits gratis in two
shows. They were paid $64, the, minimum, for the third play after which
other apprentices took their places.
In other woMs, new actors -and actresses w^ere being turned .«Jut in
quantity, regardless of talent, the
only cost to the school-stock people
being the one week's pay td their
"graduates."
The new players were eligible to
join Equity by virtue of the required
standard stock contract for the one
week they -were "professionals."
That meant the embryos each paid!
Equity $100 initiation plus the first
six- months dues which constituted a
goodly income, but it's claimed to
have overloaded the" membership
list, for which reason it's probable
that summer stock-school grads will
•

'

-

'

'

'

Signing of Bendix for the title i^ole
"The Babe Ruth Story" ended a
six-month hunt by Roy Del Ruth,
who will produce and direct' the film
in

Hollywood,' Jan. 20.
Metropolitan
Opera star, wilt make her screen bow
in "Bright Destination," to be produced by Rouben Mamotilian, startfind it harder
ing in March.
"
to 'join
hereafter.
Songbird, ctirrently on a conc^t. Around 800 juniors are jiaid'to have'
tour, will play the 'rOle of a triaptee joined' Equity last' summet, '.nearly
performer.
all having been in stocks;
Patriee

.

himself.

-

them

)art>vision tliat woulid

Sciences, notified, tele applicants that
the board of governors had decided
agafnst televisfng' the annual Oscar
Derby March 20, because technical
problems make the telecast .un-

Meehan declared

:radio.

'

kny immediate

pr^

of the AcadJean HershoU,
emy of Motion Picture Arts and

Schwartz, speaking .for himself,
'pointed out that the number of bars benefi^ the'"^'chestra's pension fund,
and saloons that acted as small tele Jimmy Domsey will fly^ from the
theatres, quite possibly exceeded the Coast, where he has been resting
number of flickeri^s in the metrp- since before the holidays following
politan area. The tavern*, according the breakup of his orchestra.
to Schwartz;'' were getting -a better
Idea for: the brothers to play with
deal from, the city .than regular the- the symph stems from the- week
atres, and lieensing would be 'a IbSi- TJ>.'s band played th|^ Cbvle theaeal stepi.
tre, Indpls., last yeari
J.D. -was in
Me.eban'a scotching of the move is town at that time and during conparaUel to action taken in .Philadel- versations with Fabien Sevitzky, conphia last year. At thit time, PhiUy ductor of the. orchestra, the guest
was considering a license tax but idea came up. What they'll play
J. R. Poppele, prexy ol the televiwith the symph hasn't been decided.
sion Broadcast' Assn., successfully
contended that t^le was just one

itenoies which theyreceived'for their
services, and which were not convertible.

take care of this matter, but we
earnestly recomfttend that hearings
be held on the subject and that sul^-i
sequent legislation be passed to]
imake it possible for this type of pri-ij

Television may have come- of age
large, in the minds of
filmdom's. future-scanners, but it has
no place at th$ Academy Awaldi

.

jpf ,the',entbarrassment

pending legislation

Showiiig of Pabst Ritual

and may loom

feasible.

Bans

Austriaii Froyince

(

into the act with the

in some.w^y' Fla., for *'three weeks of vacation and building' and housing dept. Sevof foreign eur-i before returning to the Coast. Di eral years back a few taverns were
rector was east to see Broadway licensed to show pix, he added, but
productions of "Command Decision' no recent applications have been
and "Annie Get Your Gun," the filed.
screen versions of both of which
Recommend Hearings
did not find it possible to iii he'll' meg. He recently finished
!; .JVWe
"Homecoming," 'Clark Gable-Lana N. Y. Court Dismisses
.cpir^fate in -the.

ithrpughr relieving

-

,

Hollywood, Jan. -20.'

(hi Saloon Tele

•

tion.

-

ULEVm

m

,

'

-

OSCAR DERBY RUNS
WITHOUT

Deiues

:

'.There was no real opposition in
the Senate as the bill went through.
In his statement to the chamber.
Senator Smith declared: "The committee feels that, while none of us
Vants to Impose any type of censoron, the products of private
ii|iif>
American industry operating abtoad,
nevertheless there should be some
livay, by agreement with the produc'
era IhetpSelves, to maintain the
highest possible guality ot produc-

i

N.Y.e

Acting New York License ComBrian Forbes.
missione? Patrick J. Meehan won't
Play,
a success, is likely to be
grant the, request of. Gotham's ex-'
presented by GoldwSn on Hroadway
hib's tl^t bars and saloons be reafter its X^ondon run, with entire
quired to take out an amusement
'
cast intact.
license when using television sets:
Nixing the proposal suggested by
Fred J. Schwdrtz, veepee of the'
Century circuit and prez 'of the
Madeleine
N.Y. Flay
Metropolitan Theatre Owners of
,{>
,
'Hollywood, Jan. 20.
York, Meehan told Variety
Madeleine Cairoll will star in New
to be
"Goodbye My Fancy," play by Fay that tele would continue
were radio.
Kanin, which Michael Kanin, her treated as though it
"I can't, see why it should come
husband, will produce on Btoadway
under the amusem€nt license,'' comnext fall.
Comedy-drama deals with the re- mlsh said. "It's not live enterfiainturn of a glamorous congresswoman ment and it's not films. It's closest
to her alma mater 20 years later to to radio, and we'll treat it as such.
Radio, of course, doesn^t require any
get an honorary degree.

.

.

a

headed by Nancy Price, Ruth Dunning. Ian Flemingt Emrys Jones and

No Beal Opposition

' '

is

17, replacing ''Dark Summer," after,
tiyout at Theatre Royal, Brighton.
Miles Malleson is staging,, with 'Cast

.

.

venture

the Downs," <.which is skedded ..to
open at the St. Martin's theatre Feb.

tional,

'

first

Arthur C. Sidman, we struck a town ''in Canada with one of tlie real
old Opry Houses that had a front curtain with « rouncj, barrel-like
roller at the bottom that was very heavy and worked from a crank
in the fly gallery. Therjs were two dressing xtmmi, one for the meij
an^ one for the females. After Uie performance we were all washing'
up when a very tall, simple-looking man camt in the door without
kn'obking. He looked around and cecing Sidman, who was the star, of
the show, "A Summet Shower," he said, <'How did you like the, way she
Sidman asked what be meant ahd ht
went up and down?"
aid "I'm the curtain roller here," Sidman, who wag a great kidder,
saw a chance to have Gome fun so he got the fellow to climb up to
the^fiy galleiT and sai^- now let us see how fast ydu can bring her
down; -the big roller came down and hit tbv floor with the sound ot a
piW driver.- Then he said, "Take her up again and «ee if you can
bring her down faster." He had the -poor man take it 'up' and let it
down about 12 or 15 times and then he came down all -pufitcd out,
Sidman told him that he was wasting his time in a town hfce that—
he should go to New York to the Metropolitan Opera House where
his great ability would be appreciated.
He wrote down the address where to write to and said he would see
that the manager of the Met would heSr from him pronto. I do not
know if he ever became a curtain-rone's: at the Met or not but we
had a good laugh at the way he "took her up and let her dowh:"
—Victor Moor*.

.'l

:

Smith

21, 19441

''

-

for

AlUed

Artists,

Enacting Juve Curfew
Operators
WMxim

XM

14
Chicago, Jan. 20.
Latest try to enforce 1922 curfew:
regulations in
Chicago has pic
houses and operators of juve joints
wrinkling their brows.
resolution
to reacjtivate the old ordinance will
be introduced by Alderman Frank
Keenan at -the 'eity session on. Jan;
23. Keenan will ask for a lO; p.m.
-

,

A

'

deadline.

.

Curfew enforcement would be a
hefty blow at nabe houses and Loop
shows .that make a heitvy' demand
weekend for late juve trade.
.

Oscar Ballots Mailed
Hollywood, Jan.
Oscar

Derby nomination

20.

ballots,

12,000 in ail, were mailed to eligible
voters, with the polls closing at midit!gbt-,

Jan. 27.

In addition;^ to 1,933 Academicians,
list includes members of
three studio guilds, the Screen Ac-

the eligible

Writers and IMrectors.

tors,

Kep/a

Atiti-Ri^d Pic

...
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Republic has joined parade of
antf-Red pix 'with <37,500 purchase
.

'

"Police State," an original, for
production. Internationlocaled, .yarn deals with subversive activities of terror poHce "in
front of and behind Red curtain."
Al Dehibnd 'id doing the screen-

of

immediate
ally,

'

play.

'

'

Jmmuf

W«d)«c«abifi

81,

IMS

TINM

R. R. Yoiii% Rfprted Uiileb^ to Enter FREE-FOIl-llLL

M

Race

was said authoritatively by a
rep of Robert R. Young in New York
this week that Young and his back-

.'

mcTcitis

SCRAMBLE FOR
Biiiiiiiig

.

Hi^hes for

RKO

AS PRICE

BUSINESS
Hard

Govt. Drives

Divorcement

for

Practically Ignoring Side Issmes;

WEDGE

It

ers will not enter into a bidding race
against Howard Hughes for control
qI BKO^ In any case, despite official
confirmation during the week that
Young was interested in acquiring
BKO or United Artists and Hiighes
had talks regarding RKO, trade
sources were of the opinion that a
«ale ot'BKO was now unlikely until,
Court decision this
thft Supreme
spring in the industry anti-trust
.

.

By IBA Wtr

Jack Warner Sidesteps
Jack

L'.

The

Hollywood, Jan. -20.
Warner has sent out

to

Move

have

is

.

in line with recently

lensing.

suit.

With the ©overnment pushing for
the Complete divorcement of theatres
from distributing and producing
companies, RKO's value would be
drastically changed should it be
forced to dispose of its circuit. On
the other hand, should a divorce.

ment ruling .be handed down, UA,
has no theatres, would be in
a comparatively better position than
now.
Spokesman for Young, quizzed fol-

Where

Morgenthau And

latter's public

there

MickCircuk Buy?

statement

and one other abroad the German
Agfa color system^-^there are now at
least a half-dozen already employed.
And, all in 'all, the following systems will be purportedly used before
out: Technicolor, CineAgfa color, Ansco color, TruThomascolor, FuUcolor, AmerVitacolor, Polacolor, Techni-

ported dickering for control of the

I
Henry
Regarding the fact that Hughes Butterfield theatre cjhaih.
ormpr Secretary of the
was also interested in getting RKO, Morgenthau; f
Treasury, has put up part of the coin
Young's, rep said his group was
accordmerely Standing by- with a watchful for the proposed acquisition,
ing to one report. Gamble formerly
eye. Young's group willing to step
served under Morgenthau as dolin for investment purposes if
terms and conditions were right, but laF»per'>year man heading tip the
Treasury's bond drives.
it would enter into no sort of comButterfield circuit is a 99«theatre
(Continued on pbge 18)
chain blanketing most of, Michigan.
Paramount holds a one-third interest in the circuit and RKO has anKorda Seeks Garbo For
other 10%. Latter company, it's understood, is ready to unload under
,

Duff-Cooper

as

the partial-divorcemenWjwovision

•

of--

.:.|«er.'^

into the film biz. Coin of Si Fabian,
head of the Fabian circuit, may also
be in the deal. Fabian, it's said,

trekked to Michigan last
look over the properties.

Tom

Connors

Goldwyn Compromise

On

Cary Grant who
Loretta

stars

Young

in

the film

and

David

Niven." New line has proved so successful in hypoing biz in tests in
Chicago and Miami that it was decided to use it for all engagements,
Aim is to avoid the idea, apparently
held by much of the potential audience, that it's a religious picture
rather than a comedy,
Film, in 'its early dates under the
old label. Was getting little teenage trade.
Teen-agers invariably
are more frequent theatregoers than
any other group. Under the new
billing, trend was reversed; with the
pic in its first week outgrossing by
20%, at the Colony in Miami Beach,
Goldwyn's "Best Years ot Our
Lives," despite the latter'g uppedadmission policy.
,

For the first time in the history of
the action, the Government turns its.
guns on competitive bidding, tagging it "inadequate'' and "unenforceable." Heretofore, it was content to let disgruntled exhibs carry
the ball agaihst the decree's method
of selling. It's too late for competitive bidding the D. of J. asserts, because indies ^'jn a weakened condi-

To Buy

.

tion" from long years ot monopolycan .no longer compete successfully
with majors for product.

^Deferraig

'

;

Kngi

Pk

BriL

summer a$ the leadofl American sums the alleged inadequacies at
any milder decree by saying: '^So,
long as this power (integration of
which have sprung up between th$ studios and theatres) continues, any
Rank organization and Wesley Bug- form of license regulation is futile."
What's more, the brief demands
gies.
this

-

star to play for J. Ar,thur Rank may
be delayed because of difficulties
>

"

"It's' 'reliably

reported that

Rank

is

that'

divorcement of partially-ownfed

dickering with Ruggles to buy theatres be carried out by compul(Continued on page IB)
up the American producer's unexpired contract after a fallng out on
"London Town," the $2,000,000 musical which Ruggles made for the CHI SYNDieATE
Britisher.
Previously, Ruggles had
been given the -important assignment
MILLION
INDIE PIX
of producing the Crosby pic in EngHollywood, Jan. 20.
land.
Only recently he- trekked to
Joseph Justman, owner and operathe Coast to' huddle with Crosby on
Motion
attK

now

ANTES

.

Fla. Circuit story

tor

properties.

Picture Center,

of

nounced' the, influx of fresh c^in^
amotinting to' $1,000,000, to' be used
for secondary and completion financing of ii|die producers on his lot.
Cash, Justman said, comes- from a
Chicago investment syndicate which
is breaking into fllm-flnancing for

Rank's board of strfitegy has deGroup headed by Tom Connors,
v.p. in charge of distribur.
(Continued on page 22)
tion for 20th Century-Fox, is reported negotiating for purchase of
the 28- theatre Talgar circuit in
Johnston
at
Lunch
Florida.
Connors, who had been
negotiating for w^les-toppfer posts at
Motion Picture. Assn.' of America' the first time;
Eagle Lion and Film Classics, is un- prez Eric Johnston i9 scheduled to
derstood to have transferred his 'in- speak at a luncheon at the Hotel
terest to obtaining theatres.
Waldorf-Astoria; 'N. Y., next TuesTalgar is a combo of the houses day (27), when the"ProteStant Moof M. C. Talley and Baylis B. Gar- tion Picture Council will hand out
ner,
They were formerly associ- its first annual^ award for thevoutTrada Mark Regiitvred
ated with the Florida State circuiti standini entertainment picture ot
F'O'UNDED BT SIMB Sir.'VBBMAN
a Paramount partner.
the year.
Pobllihed Weekly bjr VABIKTi:, lac.
.

'

Prqt

'

'

•

'

.

.

•

Sia Silverman, President
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*Road,' 'Castile/
'Bishop's' Best Grossers

(UA) and "Gentleman's looks sturdy
Love"
Agreement" (UA) in the order
(Complete
named. Pacing 'the runners-up are
,"Unconquered" (Par), "Senator Was Pages 11-13)

West 46th

suBSCRiPTiorr

Cold waves, snow and blizzards Indiscreet" (U); "High Wall" (M-G)
are the big headaches this week for and "Daisy Kenyon" (20th).
exhibitors in most key spots covered
"Walk Alone," which opens at
by Variety. Results of tiiis unfavor- N. Y. Paramount today (Wed.), is
able weather is reflected at the pacing the new films in Washington.
boxoffice, with only the hardiest It's a topper in Baltimore and Philfare measuring up big. Over-supply adelphia, being smash and likely
of extended runs also is putting a new record in latter. It also is big
crimp in total business for many in Frisco and fancy for second week
keys, week being' featured by the in Detroit.
number of new. pictures being unOf newcomers. "Night Song"
veiled in scatterd spots and by the
is doing nicely in .Detroit.
way business is evenly split up.
"Secret Beyond Door" (U) is barely
Greatest moneymaker continues to good in N. Y. and "Ideal Husband"
14-City
Pine's
be "Road To Rio" (Par) with "Cap- (20th) is big if not sock in same
Bill Pine,
of Paramounfs PineCastile" (20th) moving city. "Treasure o£ Sierra Madre"
Thomas unit, in New York last weelc tain From
up into second placet (from third) (WB) looks good in L. A., and "You
as part of a nationwide 14-city tour
among the top eight boxoffice lead- Were Meant For Me" (20th) is fine
to put his finger on the pulse of the
ers. ''Wild Irish Rose" (WB), which there. "Prince of Thieves" (Col) is
country, left for Atlanta over the
slot last week, has rated okay in same city. Another
weekend, last city on his tour. was in second
sagged to fifth position, being mostly new film, "Sleep, My Love" (UA)
Jaunt's an annual affair which Pine
holdover in some 11 keys. Third thus far is spotty but good to solid
says he finds necessary to keep his
place goes to "Swordsman" <3ol), in several citie<i. "Paradine Case"'
perspective.
majority of citii^s (SRO) is strong in both keys where
Producer returns from Atlanta to being strong in a
where playing.
it's now current.
the Coast, stopping at Albuquerque
"I Walk Alone" (Par) finished in
en route to clieck on plans for
"Good News" (M-G) is fine in
preem of ''Albuquerque," P-T's first fourth. Others in the Big Eight frigid Denver."T-Men" shapes
$1,000,000 production. Pine said he "Bishop's Wife" jlUCO), "Sleep, My stout in Philly. "The Flame" (Rep)
expected the unit to turn out one
such high-budgeter yearly, in addition to its six to nine prog.rammers
each 12 months.

The brief flatly declares, and reprises insistently, that "the only way

in which the domestic film, market
can now be opened to competition is
by divorcing the maj or defendants
London, Jan, 20,
from their affiliated theatres." ElseBing Crosby's projected trip here where in its book, the Government

former

Bliz

"

FOR

Heads Group Seeking

'

.with

Report

.

OF BRITISH ACTIONERS

alleged

Ri^l^es-Rank

ness—the making of color features.

One w.k. color outfit quietly offered
several majors to do a newsreel in
tint, gratis, to demonstrate how well
the job could be handled. With the
pressure to show' the industry what
any particular process (excepting
the -top few) can do, there are indications that many more such offers,
or at greatly reduced price levels,
~
'
•Will-be 'bandied' about:

,

VOTION MAPS SERIES

for

a:

year to

will probably be made in France if
the 'deal goes through. Property is
a biography of an historical figure,
Jack Votion, upon arriving in New*
calling for costumes.
British producer will be in the York Friday (16), from England, deU. S. for about two weeks, He will clared that he hadn't "resigned" but
He'll bring was "fired as RKO's European rep."
not Visit Hollywood.
with him a print of his second re- He interpreted his dismissal as a
lease
for
20th-Pox, "Anna Ka- "natural, result" of the current wave
renina," in which Vivien Leigh is of Hollywood's foreign retrenchment Meanwhile, he's launching a
starred.
program of "action" pix to be pro<duced- by himself in Britain.
Duft-Cooper Headii New Setup
Votion's plans call for production
'
London, Jan. 20,
of some six films over a four-year
Sir Alfred Duff-Cdoper, former
period. Built around the legendary
British ambassador to France, has
Robin
Hood character, Dick Turpin,
joined Sir Alexander Korda as
pictures will be budgeted about
(Continued on page 22)
$320,000 each. Votion hopes to expand his sextet into a series similar
to the Hopalong Cassidy-pix.
Commenting upon the 75% tax'impasse, Votion opined there'll be no
'Bishop's Wife' Title immediate adjustment of the situaGoldwyn Productions has deter- tion as long as Britain's primary
mined on a compromise between need continues to be food. Further-,
retaining "The Bishop's Wife" title more he felt that when tlie British
as is and switching it to "Gary and aren't leven permitted gasoline for
The Bishop's Wife." Official billing driving, it's a cinch they're not going
will continu&cto be the original tag, to write off the film tax. He expects
but all advertising in the future will to stay in New York about two
carry, in addition to the title, a line weeks, then goes to the Coast, with
stating "See Cary anrf the Bishop's his entire U. S. visit to be of some
Wife."
three months duration.
The "Gary," of course, refers to

onlyr cure

the tribunal's decision will undoubtedly be the
most significant ever faced by
the industry.

big pitch on by
the come-latelies and plenty of 'behin^-the-scene maneuvers to snare
the most lucrative end of the busi-

Already, there's

•

Negotiations are much hush-hush
as yet, but it is understood the film

the

monopoly,

ing on.

Him

weekend, with one of the purposes
of his visit a IRiddle with Greta
Garbo. He hopes to clinch a deal,
teaugurated by his reps, for her to
jtppear in a film for him next sum-

as

almost to the exclusion of side issues, its 136-page brief,' served on
the majors this week, made clear.
Its demand for a forcible sale at all
affiliated theatres is so strong that
the brief even discounted the Dept.
of Justice's own alternative remedy
of a cross-licensing .ban as only a
partial and interim solution of the
monopoly snarl. As a result, there'i
little doubt that the February hearing before the high court will pivot
on the all-important divestiture
question.

fades

1948
color,
color,
color,

the anti -trust decree.
The promised splurge of colors in
Acquisition of Butterfield by the the past few months, motion picture
in French Co.
Gamble-Morgenthau combine would
(Continued on page !20)
Sir Alexander Korda will arrive
mean
the first entry of Morgenthau'
the
over
in New York from London

Joins

:

With the Dept. of Justice hammering strenuously for divorcement of theatres from producing and distributing companies

—

tional.

Film

indicates that the film industry
will know its fate in April or
early May* Government's antitrust suit will be argued during
the first week in February and
decisions are currently following arguments by 60 to 90 days.

was only one method

Ted Gamble, northwest and midMonday (19) of his interest in UA
color's monopack, Dunningcolor and,
and RKO, confirmed that an RKO west circuit operator and prez. of the finally, another process which Eastdeal was, likely now only if the Theatre Owners of America, is r^-'
man Kodak is now feverishly workshould prove excepcircumstance

Supreme Court timetable now

in the U. S. actually in use for features a few years ago—Technicolor—

Gamble Team On

The Government is driving hard
and straight for theatre dtvorcement

ApriKMay Decision

rash of new processes, or old ones
lately refurbished and improved, are
being readied to signal a hot. scramble for producers' business. What's
likely to break out or, at least,
that's the filmmakers' pet dream—-is
a competitive free-for-all which may
drive down the steadily climbing
price level of tinters.

ttrhich

lowing the'

,

—

announced "B" program, first of
which -is "The Fighting Terror;"

now

Competitive Bidding Faces Attack

color market, traditionally a

one-company regime in the film industry, shows every sign of breakmg
into a rainbow of competition.
A

his name removed
from company shield on all but
top-budgeters. He's been listed
for years as exec producer on
all pix.

word

HoUywood br

variety, )Cta.)

tl» a TeatT-tlZ Forelsa

.

.

PICTIIBfiS

V«dw<i>d»y»

Oconomy Drive Spurs
Use of Originals at RKO

NBC FoDows CBS Lead in Pro|»$

Hollywood, Jan.

Old

Ra^ Scripts for RctDre Usie

ol possible screen ideas and
stovies is seen in a current move by

20%

,

make

months

20%

J& years. Plan is, to
ones available to picture companies.
Almost 59j000 scripts are esUinated
*
to be in the stockpiles.
Projects at both networks are
now headed by former execs ol
'of film
departments
eastern story
companies. In enlarging their stafS

the 22 scripts

in

Of
bethe^

Bepresenling a variety of backgrounds, the originals include "Balthnore Escapade," "Bed of Roses,"
"Mr. Whiskers," "Education of the!
Heart," "Honored Glory," "A Mod-

ern Ecstasy,'! '^Lewis; and Clark,'-'
Mr. Music," "Pile 342," "Beyond
All Doubt," "Bodyguard," "The Long
Tunnel," "Follow Me Quietly," an

MPAA Aide Sounds Off
To SeU

now in WOrk or
BKO, 15 are in

original'»story category.

since this time a year ago.

For Industry

away from

ing prepared at

costs

That statement was made by
Joseph C. Gilpin, who spent 21
years as production manager at
Columbia and .Warners before
he became veepee at Bnt6rprise.

,

reflects the trend

high-priced novels ahd plays/

and others connected with film-

making has cut production

suitable

for the task of analyzing potential
yarns, both NBC and CBS »re planning to take advantage of the experience of former employees of
pic companies' eastern story departments, now jobless as the- resitfti of
flimdom's economy.
Peter Martin, former eastern story
editov of Universal, is in charge of
the project at NBC, while Arthur
Heineman, former aide to Columbia
ptory editor Janet Wood, heads the
<3BS operation. Heineman replaced
Beatrice Buchman, wife pf Columbia Pictures producer Sidney Buchman, who was given a leave of abcewe because of illness.
Pending before the NBC board is
an appropriation to enjarge Martin's
staff to 12 to 15 members. Dick Mqbonough, head of 4he script department. Who will be in overaU charge,
estimates they will have In .excess
20,000 scripts to- go throwgh.
<».f
IVhether. ^he brasshats ajiptopriate
coin for the enlarged staff hinges on
•what MarUn turns up in his current
McDonoUgh
survey,
preliminary

Prod. Saving

HoUywood, Jan. 20.
Cooperation, by stars, directors

the National Broadcasting Company
to loUow the Columbia Broadcasting
System in analyzing its stockpile of
scripts aired during the pas't 10 to

BKO

Featui^Uiii^lkomeiita^
Offeriid as Soliitioiis to

current economy drive* Production'
schedule for the next 12 to 18

newt'

teemendous

Opening of a

ource

untitled,

Push

original

and

an

No More

Politics

.

H<*lywooa7 Jan. 20.
John Ford^Merian Cooper-Argosy production of "War Party"
will
be released., as •'"Fort"
Apacfie.", ...

Audience research survey

in-

dicated people thought title had
something to do with Hepubllcans, Democrats or
'
political party.
.

some other
'

Goldwyn Follows Layoff

original

treatment of "Ivanhoe,"

Fnres

Pattern^

l^tire

Also on the studio's schedule are

Tositive' Side "The Boy With Green

Motion Picture Assn. of America Long Denial," "Blood
last week sounded off on a network "Every -Girl Should
radio show last 'Week (14) when "The Captain Was a
Margaret Young, its film-title regis- Medallion" and "Our
trar, guested on Martha Deane's
women's program on WORi N. Y.
Her guestar was part of the MPAA's
hypoed public relations drive to sell

Hair," "The
on the Moon,"

Be

21, 1948

20.

Original stories are coming into
own at
as a result of the

their

inmmry

Married,"

Lady,'! "Dark
Son Pablo."

N.Y. Story DeiNirtment

%wts

Snari

Caught in a paradox of increased
customer demand for documentary
shorts and vanishing profits for
them, producers are currently scouting new methods of handling the
fact-films.

Two

ideas suggested by

Phil Reisman, Jr., RKO-Pathe editorfal supervisor aiid scripter on the
"This Is America" series, are ex-

pansion of the shorts into featurelength documentaries for theatres or
booking them to television station.s.
Filmgoers, according to Reisman,
are educated beyond the traditional
12-year-old. level usually accorded
them and "have lived through a lot
of reality during the last 10 years."
Their reception of documentaries,
consequently, is growing increasingly sympathetic. Despite this, cxhibs still fail to give shorts any mar-

quee spacoi necessitating their

self-

perennial, hunt, fot exploitation through
word-of-mouth.
screen properties suffered another In additionr Reisman said,
producwhack in the interest of economy last tion costs on documentaries

Hollywood's

(or

layoff by Samuel Gold-"
of his entire New York story

week with

any

shorts) have risen 40-60% during the
wyn
last several years, -wbile exhibs condepartment. Producer followed the tinue balking .at paying
higher
lead of otiier indies and two of the rentals;
completely
majors
in
eliSiihating
Conceding that the solution to
U. Si filmgoers on the positive side
the
scouting
east.
for
material
in
the
these problems is still theoretical,
of the industry^
Companies
to
that
^ave
continued
Reisman believes that production of
While revealing interesting odds
maintain New. York departments feature-length documentaries might
and ends about operations of the title
have, trimmed thenj considerably provide the answer. "If you can't
office. Miss Young put across the
since the economy wave set in last sell documentary shorts for what
basic theme that the film industry
Jan.
Hollywood,
20.
Septeniber.
they cost," he declared, "make 60was trying to erase all traces of
Goldwyn let out Carolyn Stagg, minute fact films and sell them lor
crime and immorality from its proParamount is cutting story purductions. She said the MPAA. board chases to a minimum in Its economy Frances Bolton and Shirley Silvcr- the bottom half of that double bill.
of directors amended the code pro- drive, having combined story and, sher. Mrs. Stagg had stepped up to Many a '.March of Time' or 'This is
acting
head
of
department
with
the
America' could be expanded to six
visions to eliminate gangster titles writer departments, with Richard'
and stories after some studios tried Sokolove out as story head on ex- the departure of Miriam HoWell last reels of more solid., enjtertainment
to pre^s the cycle of "Dilllnger" and piration of contract, and writers' summer. Mrs, Bolton is the wife of than a lot of present-day features."
Reisman expects television to pro"Roger Touhy" pix.head Frank Cleaver taking over both Coast publicist Whitney Bolton.
(aid.
Put Duggan, Goldwyn v.p; in vide an increasingly profitable marShe yas careful in stressing, Jhow- departments. Cut in readers to a
Both networks will make any ever, that the
charge of stories and 'scenarios, re- ket for documentaries. "Screcn-forwas not a cen- bare minimum is also in, the cards.
Buitable scripts available lor tele
cently shifted his office to New York screen," he said, "television will
sorship office,, "as popularly supStudio is now combing* past re- >
vision and possible rebroadcasting posed." "There is» a system of selfwhich can bej-f^Ji;?,,™ studio, He'll handle the offer overwhelmingly greater distri-.
via radio, although they expect that regulation within the industry," she leases for screenplays
editorial activities himself, sending bution potentialities than theatres,
any large profits will Ue to the fllm said. "We do not bluenose or censor remade with different casts. Pur- to the Coast for reading whatever with coist becoming a decreasing fac^
chases never filmed 'are also being
company sales.
he's not able to- take care of.
tor as new types of lensings are
titles or pictures. We have a system
"•We have a tremendous treasury by which we jset dOwn oitr own -rules rescanned. Large, number of latter
United States Pictures, MiltOn worked out." Reiaeoan also' believes
©t scripts," McDonough stated, "and and then gO about complying with has been gathering dust at studio for Sperling's- indie
unit
releasing there wili bie a growing marlcet lor
years.
"
In any case we' want- to knoiw lor. those rules.". through' Warner Bros., also recMitly GommerciaUy'Spoasored
documenQuit
our own benefit what we could posSokolove
Par
the
whose
show
has
Miss Deane,
ceased' its eastern story activities taries, since some theatrical outlets
sibly re-use, what would be suitable highest Hooperating. of its type, also
Richard Sokolove, who came to with departure of editor. Elizabeth are being inade available for highfor television and. --what would be kudosed- the industry by ^declaring: Paramount in 1945 after serving, as Carver. Enterprise dropped its hunt quality industrial films. The "paysuitable for films. It is on that basis "It is being held' up as a shining ex- Al Lichtman's story assistant' at for story material in New York some to,Tplay gimmick may have to carry
ihftt. Idbiave recommended the proj
ample of an industry that took itseU Metro, checked out over the week- months ago when editor Phyllis the freight if the producers and ex, (»*t to the board."
in hand, rather than waiting for end- .as head of Paramount's story Blum was handed An enforced '^eave hibitors can't," be said.
Nate HalJ)erin assistant to the somebody else to do it." Instead of department,'
of absence."
president of CBS, who is in overall waiting
Columbia and Universal, among
for swae official censorship
Charge of the operation there, .went body to be lorined, she said, the inthe majors, have abolished their
to the Coast from New Tgrk over dustry admitted its weaknesses and
eastern and foreign story departthe weekend for huddles regarding set about to correct them. Miss
ments completely- The other comFor Six Comiianies
•'the story" properties,.
Young's guest shot, she pointed. OUt,
panies have considerably trimmed
INITIAL
was giving the public a chance to
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
their staffs in New York. and*all but
Seetr ABC Show tav Pic
he.ar about' "the sound, solid arid
dip in gross rentals by six filmMotion Picture Foundation, cut them out completely in England
Hollywood, Jan. -20.
aspect^, of the industry
substantial"
producing
companies during the
and
the
Continent.
Trend of film producers to return instead o{-the over-pwblisized glamor Whicb aims to .raise a minimum of
third
quarter
of 1947 was revealed
Least cutting' has been done by
to radio for scripts, dormant for the angles.
$10^00,000 as a "revolving fund for
20th-Fox.
two-^monlh leave of in .a quarterly sales data report of
last several years, 'has been given
industry beneficiaries, has slated a absence was
Miss Deane "also plugged
granted last week to American corporations made public
added impetus with negotiations be- prexy Efic Johnston for his "prolesser
curtain-raiser.
The
editor
the
and Exchange Com-^
$50,000
by
Securities
Bert Bloch, but
that was
tween, Stanley Kramer's indie Screen gressiveness" in appointing a woman
sum has been fixed by the finance purely as a result of his- health. He mission yesterday (Monday). The
Plays outfit and ABC produce? Bob
the film registrar's office,
to' head
Redd for filmization of "^oint Sub- making 'Miss Young the only woman committee, headed by Si Fabian, to has been recuper,ating from an ill- companies embodied in the report
ness
were
Columbia,
which permitted him in the ofLoew's, Monogram,
lime;' ABC network show.
executive in the MPAA. 'Latter re- pay for immediate administration fice only part time; he's
going south Republic, 20th-Fox^ and ;Univcrsal.
Shortage of g&od originals and the
vealed that 4,000 titles pass through expenses. It'll be sought forthwith for a more complete
The aggregate- total rentals of
recovery. His
high prices being asked for novels
her hands annually' with about half and the probabilities are that the assistant, Henry Klinger, will
and plays are amOng the reasons forbe in these conipanies during the third
'
up
in discard due to dvipU^ $50,000 Will carry MPP through its charge
Winding
quarterly period (June^Sept) was
during his absence,
Holly wood's intecest itt tadto stories.
.cation
or objectionable wording. first year.
Among indies retaining Ne-iv York $120,248,000, as compared, with .$125,iiven onc'^shot airers are being
The administration coin is "to" be story diggers are David O. Selznick, 456,000 for the second quarter
1Umed}vwith others seen possible as
raised by assessing each of the 31 who employs Elsa Neuberger;
a result of CBS and NBC having
Hal (April-June), Total for the third
exchange
areas.
MPF
committees
Wallis, who employs Irene Lee, and quarter of 1946 was $121,642,000.
their script backlogs to film
.. offered
and trustees have been set up al- Cagney
producers.
Productions,
for
which
ready in all but a few of these sec- Peggy Bleakley is in charge in
•
Jknphasis has been on series stuff,
IN
New
L.
to N. Y.
tors.
There's $1,000,008 in pledges York.
.like the currently^lensing "A Date
United Arti-sts is abolishing several
from
Paramount
and
its
partners
in
Neil Agnew
erstwhile
Paramountlswith Judy,"
foreign posts in further efforts to
hard
the
national
tilt
but,
as
no
yet,
Gordon Bau
Columbia's
"Henry Aldrlch" and"
reduce costs. Jobs are division mancash
for
crop
to
pay
costs
as
they
Normal)
and
Blackburn
"Whistler,", "Dr., Cihyistian"
Kelly
ager and assistant division manager
to U.S.
up.
Richard Brooks
'•Crime Doctor'^ pix.
for Europe and the Near East. WilArthur W. Kelly, United Artists
Edward Cheyfitz
Meanwhile, finance committee is
liam M. Levy, who held the division
exec v.p., returns to the U.S. -tomorJerry Colonna
managership, and Harold W. Auten, braintrusting ways and means of row (Thursday),
from England. He
Kirk Douglas,
Comraising the main $10,000,000.
his assistant, have resigned and are
will be accompanied by his
Margaret Bttinger
meeting
wife.
mittee
held
a
last week in
back in this country.
Kelly has been in London about
Cynda Glenn
New
York
in which Initial progress
Sam Bekeris, regional supervisor
Irving Goldstein
was made; Another meet is to be eight weeks on a variety ot
matin South Amerlcai quit to take a
ters. He went over primarily
Jed Harris
to look
held
.-within three weeks.
Metro story chief Carol Brandt slmila)!*' post with Eagle Lion. In
iplo J. Arthur Rank'.s merger of th^
Eric Johnston
and eastern story editor Olin Clark other changes abroad, Douglass R.
Odeon circuit, in which
Otto Kruger
has an
trained to the Coast Sunday (18) fbr Ornstein was nam^d acting general
mterest, and his General Cinema
Gilbert Kurland ^
several' weeks of huddles with studio manager in India succeeding Frank
Finance Corp.
Rolls On;
Danny Kaye
officials.
One of the chief items on Kennebeck, who resigned because of
While abroad, the
topper also
Walter Lantz
their agenda will be to discuss illness and returned to the U. S.
Arthur Loew
Mpls.
Staff arranged a deal with Gaumont-BriJCute
Metro's forthcoming resumption of
Company also, lost the head of its
ish for exhibition of a number of
Hal Maag
Minneapolis, Jan. 20.
production in England with Ben European Service Organization with
the company's films which were in
Howie Mayer
Goetz, M-G's British .production the death of Alfredo Ayulo
Paris
As the Industry's economy wave London vaults when the 75% tax beJack Mehler
last month at the age of 49.
chief..
gains momentum, the axe continues came effective and so are not subject
John Mock
Goetz Is slated to sail from Engto fall on film salesmen's heads here. to it. He likewise huddled on proCharles C. Moskowitz
land aboard the Queen Mary, Jan.
20th-Fox has Joined other local ex- duction for
in Britain.
•Buddy Pepper
for
to
changes in paring down its selling
38, and will spend several days at
Robert Presnell
the New York homeofflice before proMilton'Kramer, attorney and staffs. It has let out Harold LundWilliam Saal
N. Y. to L.
ceeding to the Coast.' Metro hopes chairman of the board of the Selz- quist and Harry Buck and will funcSidney Strotz
Ed Gomersall
to start lensing "Secret Garden," first nick Releasing Organization, planed tion with five salesmen instead of
Marie 'Van Slyke
William B. Levy
fllm earmarked for its BriUsh Elsttee to London Saturday (17) on a com- seven. Jack Cohan, branch mamager,
Herbert J. Yates
A, J. O'Keefe
studios, early in the spring.
Film bo of SHO and his own legal husi- announced.
Lundquist ' owns
a
£urop<& to ^. Y.
Harry Romm
had been delayed because Deb^rfth neis.' He"ii meet in Parih with SRO neighborhood theatre hera and -wiJI
Richard Adinsell
William Sheldon
Kerr, its star, expected a baby, bom foreign chief Laudy Lawrence for a devote himself to its operation. Buck
Sir Thomas Beecham
George Weltncr
a couple of weeks ago.
review of the distribution setupr has connected with Columbia in Des
Osmond BorradaiUe
Clark and Mrs. Brandt are also abroad. Anticipated on the agenda Moines.
N.Y. to
Peggy Cummins
expected to help sift Memo's tre- will be discussion of a replacement
Practically all other Minneapolis
Bernard Delfont
Maurice Deltobra
mendous story backlog, some of for Paul White as Continental rep branches have dropped salesmen
Wilfred Eadie
Raymond Duncan
which is to be placed on sale be- headquartering in Paris. White ar- during recent months and more disOtto Koegel
Julien DUvivier
cause of the cutback in production. rived back in the U. S. last week,
charges are believed to impend. OfMilton Kramer
Sir Alexander Korda
]EiacklOg reportedly represents a
Kramer wUl, return to New York fice staffs also have been cut. to the
Murray Silverstone
Joseph Mankiewicz
$7,000,000 inventory.
Feb. a,
bone
Spyros Skouras
,

Par Cutting Story
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$135,00ft000 ffWOOD
91 Fix: $135,000,000
•

TOP-PIX PLAYOFFS

Following is a list of the eight major distribution companies, with
the number of films 'each has completed but not yet released. Total
of 91 pictures in the overall backlog is believed to represent an in-

vestment of some
.

..

E BIC

$185,000,000.

Company
ColumblK
Metro

>

and White

E

Color

Patawouut

4
4

r.....'

EKO

18
14

0

69

Z

2
15

22

91

ReportedStrongiectionOppos^^^^^

To Walsh

8
20

2
5

DENT

Determination of the film companies to play off their costly pic-'
tures before the boxofftce slumps
any lower, coupled with a letdown
in production, has made a i unusual
In
impress into the majors' backlog of Britton Seeks lOOG
comploted films. Eight major distrib 'Albuquerque' .Billing
companies currently have a total
Los Angeles, Jan. 20.
backlog of 91 pictures already comBarbara Britton filed suit in L. A,
pleted, and in the can but i:ot yet.,
superior court for '$100,000 damages

11

4

18
13
12
2
13

Vptar

Total
3

0
7

3

•

Atbinm (1 IVojec^

in

Moves by Insurgents

Row

Chicago, Jan. 20;
While the national convention ot
the International Assn. of Theatri*

Employees

cal Stage

is

months

still

ahead, there are strong reports here
that George Atkinson, business manof the local projectionists'
union, will ttike the field as opposireleased, representing a total investagainst P.ara«..ount and Pine* tion candidate to
Richard Walsh,
inent of some .$135,000,000. Number Thomas, charging breach
of contract lATSE prexy. Atkinson, it's said, is
of backlog films piled up at this time
in the production and release of the being groomed by powerful dissident
last year was 110, while the majors
film "Albuquerque."
forces in the lA as their challenge ta
bad 129 awaiting release in the fall
Actress declares .Randolph Scott's Walsh. The rapid inflation of comof 1946.
name is printed in larger type than modities in the U. S. coupled with a
While most of those pix in the her own, while her pact calls for complaint
that wages of locals in the
present backlog were started after equal billing,
lA have failed to keep tempo with
the' studios instituted various xe-:
the boost in prices, is being used as
trenchment programs, and so inaa argument for Walsh's defeat.
volve lower budgets than they would
Atkinson was rumored as Walsh's
have previously, most companies
opponent ih the last electoral: batthave two or three pictures that went
tle, two years ago, but the challenge
on the floor early last year.: They
never developed openly. Instead, instarted rolling before the combined
surgent cohorts
William
foreign market breakdown and doBennett, of the District of Columbia's
mestic b.o. slump necessitated, a cut
stagehands' local, as their banner
I^ew sales plan announced for the carrier. In
in production co^ts. In addition to
the St. Louis conventhe backlog, moreover, several of Chicago territory last week by 20th- iion during the
summer of 1946, Benthe majors have high-budgeted films Fox sales chief Andy W. Smith; Jr., nett put up a hot
fight for the lA'i
just beginning to be released, such has been under consideration by top seat
and lost out by a narrow
as 20th-Fox's "Forever Amber" and several of the other majors since the margin.
"Captain .From Castile," and Para- Jackg'on Park decree was handed
Number of lA officials, including
mount's. "Unconquered." Rapid re- down last November. Metro, for one; some in Walsh's camp, concede
that
half been working"on a' Similar Jsoning the locals
"Ife"as§ of "such "product' "is'"th'C" chi6f
iare more restless than ever
.system for competitive bidding' but pow. Inflation,
factor in trimming the backlog.
they say, has already
Hand-in-hand with the domestic still has a few- minor details to solve, spurred two rounds of general hikes
market downbeat is the fact that which gave Smith the opportunity in labor's pay and demand (or anfew pictures have been able to show to beat M-G to the punch.
other is in the works. It's admitted
Major distribs have been rushing that many of the lA
mi^cli
power in recent
staying
locals are dismonths. To fill the breach caused their sales policies for the Chi terri- satisfied with the boosts that they've
tories
to
conclusion
through
fear
shorter
playing
times,
gotten
by.
the mato meet spiralling costs, and
jors have been forced to step, up that the Jackson Park decree may there's a tendency, rightly or not, ta
spread to other sales area» through- shunt the blame on the
(Continued on page 20)
national's top
out the country. Rumblings of such officialdom.
a spread have already been started
What makes a really hot battle
by other exhibs who. are reportedly likely at the convention
is the Jact
ready to institute legal proceedings that a number of
old line stage
the majors on the qomplamt hands' locals 'are
IN '48 against
champing at ,th»
that their houses have been dis- bit.
They've been the backbone ol
still marking time on plans -tp criminated
against in a manner the Walsh support
in the past. Meanstep up substantially the number of similar to that of the J, P. theatre.
while, Atkinson's friends are pointmonthly 20th-Fox releases, sales RKO last week gave notice it was
ing to the fact that he leads the prochief Andy Wi Smith, Jr., has set encountering difficulties in operating
jectionists' union, which now gets th»
three films for distribution during under the Chi deciree by asking the
highest pay scale for that .classificaFebruary. With the same number of court for a fuller definition of the
tion in the lA—$2.25 per hour.
pictures released last month. 20th

ager

:

State

Tax

DepL Preps Intervention in Brit

MPAA Bowing

Tussle. With

Out

.

.

,

settlement of the Anglotax tussle getting nowhere, it's
now understood that the U. S. State
Dept. is about to step into the situation to clear the way to a new
agreement. Eric Johnston, proxy of
the Motion Picture Assn. of America, it's said, has decided neither he
nor any executive of the film biz
can make a deal. Only if the tangle

With

tr. S.

'

handled on a 'Governmental level
is there any hope of peace, Johnston now believes.
State Bept.'s intervention, now decided on,' will cure the string of difficulties which the MPAA's reps ran
into while trying to deal with the
Because of the
British cabinet.:
lesser status of private business inmet disconcerting deterests,
lays in attempting to .set up meetings with British oificialdom. It's a

is

,

MPAA

matter jentirely, however,
wlien the U. S. Ambassador or one
of his top aides' consults with his
opposite number on official Govern-

Tahiti for

Korda Pic

Julien Duvivier, French director,
New York from London
tomorrow (Thursday). He' is on his

arrives in

to Tahiti to scout locations for
a film'-^title of which is undisclosed
as yet—for Sir Alexander Korda.
Gamerman Osmond Borradaille is
accompanying him on the trip to
screen possible locations. Pair will
be in New York for two weeks beforfe taking off for San Franciscojfrom which they'll leave for Tahiti

way

.

ment
'

business.

Passing the hot tax potato to the
State Dept. will meet the approval
of a number of industry groups,
particularly the Society of .Independent Motion Picture Producers.
Latter outfit has been plugging all
along for that step, claiming that
only the Government can untangle
the "tax mess.' SIMPP and others
figure that films are properly a part
of the entire international situation
and that the U. S., armed with the
Marshall plan, is in a position to
sttiooth the path towards free international trade.

London reports

Meanwhile,

dis-

In ASCAP Savings
,.•.'•.;

•

,

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publilhers last week
again put off initiation of its proposed 300% .boost in theatre seat
taxes, and it's noiw figured that exhibs have already saved a total of
from the delays; That figure for the five and one-.half months

$1,100,000

in postponements is reached on
ASCAP's own estimate of $3,500,000
yearly, which the society believes
will be garnered in extra revenues
from the theatre boost.
Officials of exhib organizations,
however, think the total considerably higher on the ground that
ASCAP wants to play down the total

happening
of added coin, Two delays have now
and dramatically on the local been snared by the Theatre OwnNow, it's said, the British ers of America. Last week's exgovernment is getting set to freeze tended the time to March 15 from
remittances on all' films which enthe previous starting date of Feb. 1.

close that things are still

way

to

go to turn out the

features which Smith recently
announced for 1948.
Included in: the February slate
are "CaU NorthSide 777," James
48

Stewart starrer; "You Were Meant
for Me," co-starring Jeanne Crain

and

AVC Claims Catholic Vets
Forced ^erdoux' Off N.Y.
Screens Via Picket Lines
"Monsieur

Verdoux,"

Charles

Chaplin's controversial treatise on a

murderous

French" bank

clerk,

is

currently sparking a duel between
two veterans' organizations on the
censorship
issue.
Charging the
Catholic War Veterans had pressurr
Ized the film off New York screens,
the metropolitan area council of the

American Veterans Committee has
booked- a protest showing of "Verdoux," Saturday (24), at the Central
Needles Trades high school.
AVG's pitch, according to a
spokesman, is to publicize the claim
that mass picketing of "Verdoux"
by CWV'ers had intimidated exhibs
to the point where they've refused
to

book the

film.

It's

the'

AVC's

contention that the Loew's circuit
flropped its bookings following let-

from the CWV. Cathorg also threw a mass picket

ters of protest
olic

hne

around

theatres

(N. J.)
there.

In

subject of controversy since its release on the charge, among others,
that

Chaplin

is

to that, TO A won a four
months' standoff from Oct, 1.
TOA, which has been talking settlement with ASCAP for the past
few months, is asking for a payoff
meet sometime between the 80th and
27th of the current. It's sought at
that time because Ted Gamble, TOA

Prior

prexy, arrives in New York on the
20th and Robert Coyne, exec director of the group, heads south of the
Mason and Dixon line on the 27th.
They, along with Si Fabian, TOA
veepee, and Herman Levy, general
counsel, head the unit's delegation
gabbing settlement.

Coyne
29,

hib

a Communist.

is

on the

due in Richmond, Jan.
leg of a series of exHe's slated fo be in

first

meets.

Memphis oh

the 30th; Charlotte, Feb.

and then Dallas, Feb, 3-4. After
the Dallas confab, he returns to New
1;

York.

Hollywood, Jan.

Dan

Dailey,

and

"Dangerous

Years," a Sol Wurtzel production. In
addition to the six films marlced for
general distribution, during January
and February, 20th also has "Gentleman's Agreement" still playing spot
bookings. It's expected to go into
general release in March.

Max

Milder, managing director for
Warners in England, arrived in New
York, Friday (16) f-rom Europe accompanied by his wife. He is staying in town this week for homeoffice
huddles, then leaves for the Coast
for confabs with Jack Warner. He
declared the company's Teddington
studios recently reopened after a
modernization program, with the
firm also building another plant at
Elstree.

Milder failed to throw much light
on Warners' British production plans
other than pointing out Transatlantic's "Under Capricorn," an Ingrid
starrer, is slated to roll this

Amount of the company's
unreleased product in Britain also
was parried with the statement,
summer.

20.

Here
is taxed to capacity "that's a delicate question."
time in more than a primarily On a holiday, Warners'
load
will
continue British chief last visited the U. S. 18

Service Studio
for the first
year,
Pealc

through

first six

Nasser,

months of the year,

who owns and

months ago.

oper-

WEITNER TO COAST

ates studio, reported.

Sufficient films are lined up
Iceep all seven stages occupied.

to

Now

George Weltner, Paramount's for-

eign dept. chief, pushes off for the
Coast this week. lie joins J. B, Perkins, Par's managing director for
-Bischoff's "Pit- Britain, who's at the studio now,
fall" and Eronel's "Argyle Secrets." and other execs in huddles on future
Nasser also stated that skeleton, product. They'll also gab effects of
stage, started more than year ago, the continued British tax impasse on
and on which construction has been production plans.
Weltner will return in several
halted since, will be completed, with
leasing are Robert Golden's "Texas,
Heaven and Brooklyn," which rolled

Monday

worlc to

(19);

Sam

resume almost immediately.

Majors are believed to have come
to the conclusion that a combination
of competitive bidding and flexible
clearances offers the only surefire
method of preventing other theatres
from filing similar complaints to the
J.
P. action.
Although 20th>Fox
officials didn't admit it in so many
words, that's believed to be the
motivating factor behind Smith's
institution of the new plan.
By
dividing each territory into zones that
(Continued olt page 18)

SCHINE GETS FtC OKAY
Milder in N.Y. Prior
To Warner Coast Talks

Bergman

Gen'I Service Capacity
With three pix shooting, General

Newark James

'When the film 'was played
Loew's execs at the time
claimed "Verdoux" was pulled only
because it wasn't doing business.
With the idea of locking horns
directly with the CWV, Motion Picture Chapter of the AVC challenged
the former to a debate on the subr
ject.
CWV, however, has refused
the challenge.
Film has been the

named

ruling.

has a long

scene.

the country: before the tax
(Continued on page 20)

Han fw On

WITH 6 RELEASED, 20TH
HAS 42 TO GO

fast

tered

'

Sales

-

Exhibs' $1,100,000

different

•

.

Majors Map N(!W

Duvivier to Scout

weeks»

Defeat of Josepb Basson in his rt(Continued on page 20)

ACLU

Tells

Supreme

5 Theatre

Big

Ct.

Control Is

Theatre ownership by the Big
Five wasjambasted as a threat to
freedom Of the press and speech' in
an amicus curiae brief filed by the
'

American

Civil Liberties Union ftis
S. Supreme Court.
its appearance in -the Government -anti-trust suit on the broad
ground that monopoly violates the

week with the U.
Basing

TO OPERATE RADIO STA.
Albany, Jan.

20.

The FCC this week approved the
Schine theatre ch'ain's purchase' of
the majority stock in the Patroon
Broadcasting Corp. for $101,500.
Construction of a transmitter and'
studios for WPTR, Albany, is ex.;.
pected to follow shortly.
This
marli:s Schine's entrance into radio
ownership.
According to the blueprints, the
lO.OOO-watter will be used as a talent showcase for New York and
other radio centers. Station will begin operations in about two months.
Commission earlier nixed bid of
Si Fabian's competing pic chain for
an Albany station when it. vetoed
application 'of
the Van CuHer
Broadcasting
Corp.,
beaded by
Fabian and his family, to take over
a wavelength vacated by 'WOKO.
.

Cast Sailing
For Rome Production

'Christ'

First
tion,

Amendment

ACLU

the Constitumaintains that control of
to

first-runs and deluxe houses limits
the access of indie producers to the
screen. ".
First Amendment, which protects
freedom of the press, must be. held
also to protect the right of the public "to enjoy tlie benefits -of maxi-

mum

diversification*'

and "competi-

tion of ideas in the production and
exhibiting of films," brief declares.

Hence, divorcement is demanded as
a way of broadening the outlet of
filmmakers.
The big producers, ACLU Contends, have established, "an economic
dictatorship over one of the world's
three greatest media for the dissemination of ideas and materials ot
persuasion and public opinion." Big
Five, together with their "satellites,"

Universal,
Artists,

Of

Columbia

own

nation's

and

United

theatres yielding
b.o.

receipts,

it's

45%
said.

From that follows a restriction of
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Cast toppers ^ail for Rome Friday films chiefly to the companies' own
for work in Rod K. Geiger's produc- productions,
Harold J. Sherman and H. WlUiam
tion of "Christ in Concrete.^ Film is
slated to go before the cameras in Fitelson filed the brief as ACLTI fit*
the Eternal City the first week in' torneys. Wendell Berge, former assistant attorney general in charge
February.
Passage on the Polish-American of the anti-trust division when that
line has
been booked for Luise suit was first brought, also signed
Rainer, Albert Dekker, Karen Mor- the brief, as did James L. Fly, former chairman of the Federal Comley, J. Edward Bromberg and Shelmunications Commission, and others.
ley Lewis.

'

^*

A

sharp bead on the next Oscar for sure. Caiy Grant
many fine screen characterizations/!

in the

very

good

taste

finest of his

**Superbly treated entertainment. Surefire boxoffice. The

and

scope of the film
ance of Henry Kosten"
artistic

is

a

tribute to the directorial guid-

**Royal entertainment expertly fashioned into boxoffice fare, in

England, the
Atlantic, the

Command Performance picture. On
Demand Performance film."

this side of

the

"In the best, tradition of the screen's prime purpose. In *The Bishop's

Wife' exhibitors have

may i>e

a

hijghly exploitable picture of

which they

proud."

"An outstanding entry in fine entertainment. One of the outstanding moneymakers of the year. Excellent. The screenplay of Robert
Nathan's very popular novel was written by Robert Sherwood
and Leonardo Bercovici, and to that credit must go the applause
for much of the charm and story presentation."
%
s

;

.

.J

"The seal of Samuel Goidwyn, without variance a warranty of
merit. Perhaps there has never been anything to excel it. A happy
idea blossoming into a happy picture.'V
"Builds
j

up an

effect is

overall pattern of beauty

a moving,

substantial

and

and

significance.

The net

constantly entertaining film."

-

;

'

PIOl RETIEWS
The Naked City

an uneven

faltering pace,

realistic

release

ot

ger).

Ibrk

ture

is attiaiey

In th« bank.

nV

followed. Sbort^ikirtedfilippers, spit-

(90tb).

hipflasks »Ad wide-bottomed
trousers will carry young oldUmers
back to the days of the "chidcen-lncvery-pot" prosperity slogan.
curls,

Documentary based on VISH Chicago murder ease has moderate
dramatic impact.
the Eiub «f Earth" {Col).'
Action me Her with opiumsmuggling theme; good bu).
helped by Dick Powell-Signe

assigned to dig up a himian-interest
angle out of an 11-year-old murder
case, Stewart shuttles between a
phoney cynicism and a sob-sister
Don Taylor
.Tiinm}' Hallonui
jelling
I'M De Oryia s^timentalism without ever
Gartata....
the portrait into a recognizable
Ifc lit«ueman..i.... ....... House Jameiwn
Mr. BatorjDlcttetire I'erelU
Mrs. JHylton

.Tom

KnW

-

Oiptain Donahue....,

li'rttnlc

XMI

JfiulMy
Conroy

Hasso,

direction marks
retreat from- the docimientary
Instead of consistent realism,
lapses into a hybrid technique

Henry Hathaway's
form.

ex

he

place in 'wtiich to live. a$ with plenty

«it

the

phis .tetpingL also Bi-mt), Dan-ell Calk«r; editor, ITowatd
TradCHhown Jan. tS, '48; Itiinninc
He iKores'in ati de- «nv!lh.
tline,
MINH,
partments.
€t>}e A rmm
Riincliilph seatt
In addition to the title tune, re- T.etty
Tyler
Barl)!ii-;i Dritton
prised several times, score has' Juke
Georifo "Galiby" Uay««
Stove
"Crazy
MurkU..
"(xoodnight
Sweetheart,"
.....I.mi Ohaney
Ted Wallace...
HushiH H.iyiien
RhythnC "Am't MLsbehaving," "If I Celia
'Wallace...... .........Ciitherlue Oi-alsHad You," 'TU Get By" and "Ain't John Amiln
Rc-nree ClOM-land
She Sweet." Backing Dailey oh vo- Myrtle Walton..., ........ .liaroiyn ttvimea
..Bernard J. .N'edcII
cals is male trio, and arrangements SheHH Unton,
..^«.......^liui»seU Siiupeon
are of the era, which heightens nos- SuKKini
seiiien -songs,
falls his way.

for boxoltice.

.

New York City can be a pretty

.

<ar«a Were Meant Far Ke"
(Songs) <30th). Nostalgic tunef e.st; hefty entertainment content

ing of the other players.

"My «lrl ^Jisa" (WB). Warm,
human Interest story about

hokey melodramatic

Mark HeUinger told it. In "The tones. His handling of the relations
Naked CityT—-tbe producer's last pic- between the city editor ancl reporter,
uiagnifi-

(GOLOK)

'

.

.....Anne Earsent newspaperman. His over-theatrical
AdeUide Klein flaws become even more glaring
.......Grover Buiseaa against the .eijpertly controlled thesp-

jAllNHpi«««pi«

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Paramount leleaoe ot William Pine.wiW
Jeanne Crain charmingly portrays
Thomaa (Clarion) croductii'iii. Sitn
the '29 flapper. There is an infec- 11amHnndolph Beatt, Barbai» Brilton, Geoi-ES
tious quaU^ to her playin& that
%labby" Hayw, Irfin Chanry; features
takes a strong hold tm thi auditor. Runell Bnydan, Catbertne Craig, Gcoraa
Dan Deiley socks over his spot as Cleveland. Directed by Hay BoriKhL
the band, leader, a composite of sev- firreenplay, Gen* l>wl», Clarence Cpson
Younn; from novel
Juuke Shoit; eain*
eral of that period. Vocal chore mi era (Clnecokn-), FredliyJackman,
Jr.; music

'

Mrs. Halloran
Mis. Baton'

'

m

Hellingnr's last pic-

'CaU NsrtksWe

T., Javu
i'^nlc Sltlnnvr. TradiMsliotvn In
a». '48. Hunnlni!; time, V« 5IIKS.
Bairy Fitxgerald
I.l. Bun MuWoon
..Ilowsrd BiiR
Fruiik NHes..
Dorothy Hart
JiuMt MorriMii

citing

'

.

"Xhe Natced City" (UI-Hellin-

Wnct-

Bwit

round out tho ear-and-foot- camera "Work, the Max Steiner scora
to
stddded with oldtime and foreign
tickling scorp.
Music gives punch to the standard tunes synonymous of the people and
musical stoiy ptottittK around whidi pet>0d^ art <U«Ktioii, eaitlng and
lB29,tbe stod: Dthor cttotributioas «x« excelled^
is deleted the daiw
market crash aod the depression that
Broj,

Mimatoro Reviews

Mark focus and only a thin dramatic point.
Its potential at the wickets will nlnge,
chiefly on Iti «tttaetiv» tiU* «nd
castaames.'
Sciemjilar. Albert Malts «Bd
director)*
Among the film'* principal drawMatvin "Wrid, ft«m wWrr »w aislvSii
jarring and
ciditm, WUIiiun Daniels; «dUor, Vaul backs is James Stewarfs
mnnie suiMrvimr, SHItan unpersuasive performance in, the key
SViathenras;
and
Jtvzw
iMUUm
mosic.
Kr1i«niner«ia:
role. As a Chicago reporter who's
Unlvcieal-InlenitttSpiiol

Helliiieei' j;>roiiucUuQ (Julcii Bupkv s«BO«l«ta
FUxgcnCM.
lirodiKCi'}. Slam
«i| 1>7 Jia<«i JDasedfi (Fnta Xtanfc, anAiUiit

m

early-day immigrants, 'but no
b.o. assurance in star names.
tur«—Biaiiiieer fitnoted a
for example, is only a modified ver"Albavaergae" (Par). Stene»<
cenlly xealistic fcaleiddscDpe of. the sion of Hollywood's stereotyped
typed western, but with okay
juetropolis in action. Made entirely glamorization of a newspaper office.
I'eiiri
,
. ,. ..... , , . i
jody «ll*)evt
prospects due to xast names and
talgia, value.
la New York, it lays bare a city
Based on a celebrated miscarriage
Jarluion .....
... . jDan Whit*
.
,•
Plot deals with marital upa and Oave'WaUon.
caogbt ifiiitli its haunt! down. It can't of justice in 1932,' when two innocent ^:.color.
...Inetag Itacun
miss! at tbe. boxoSice.
downs of Miss Crain and' JJailegr. Matt Wayne
Jolin Ualloraa
,
men were sentenced to 99 years
'VerUaas Waters" <Mono).
Jads«
.'WUter Baldwin
Married on short acquaintance, the
"Naked City" has only a single apiece for killing a cop, the screenModest
programmer
with
«kay
honejrmoon
is
series
of
one-nl;^
a
star, Barry Fitzgerald. Yet. its b.o. play constructs a serviceable plot on
entertainmrat values.
stands, and when "Wall Street I^ps
plvspects are not to be measured in the foctual groundwork. Film, howall the basic ingtedients to
An Egg," Dailey cant adjust himself beWith
"TeaOt Avenac Aaxel" (M-G).
terms o£ stars. There's hardly a reC' ever, tends to' wander aimlessly in:
exciting western filmfare, "Albuto hard times.
contrived qtUtup. querque" nevertheless misses. Initial
ogniisable .name in the cast«.4roin a an aver-^uxd running time.
HathTrite tearjerker with poUyanna
takes place but the maestro wises boxofflce outlook,
film b.0. viewpoint-^iit that doesnt away is forced to pad the pic with
'Will get some attention
twist.
is okay,
up in time to make for a happy based on values however,
matter. It is the unfolding of this some highly interesting visual gimof such outdoor
from
family, trade.
finale, Lloyd Bacon's direction has
story that must assume the stellar micks, such .as the operation of a
sturdies as Randolph Scott, George
"Mary Lou" (Songs) (COL).
pace, humorous touches and other
ratinff. The word-of 'mouth on "City" lie detector machine, a photo fac"Gabby" Hayes and others. Color
showmanly
handling
to build the enMediocre musical for dualerst
simile unit, a photo-developing tank,
ehould be phenomenial.
lensing also adds- to ticket'Selling
tertainment content to a pleasing
"Stage to Mesa City" (EL).
"Naked City" is a isoldly" fashioned etc. But while interesting in thempossibilities,
level.
Fair galloper, with .'*JUdt" t«yarn- about eastside, wcstsirie; about selves, these digressions do&'t help
Pine-llKimas, who have bee . turnOscar Levant does ano&er of his
Broadway, the elevated, Fifth ave- to fuse tihe. story 'etements into a
Rue as the marque^ lute fioir acing out successful string of breadsour-pussed characterizations
and
nue; about kids playing hop-skip-and tight, structure.
tion trade.
that isn't bad.* He also -gives compe- and-butter "B's" for Paramount reTitle is derived from -a personal
jump; about a populace of 8,000,009
"Fauy" (Indie) (French).
tent touch to Gershwin's 'X:oncerto lease, have a sturdy physical fram—about a blond- beaut's mysterious ad platied in the Chicago IJmesing
in this pic, but story lacks punch,
in F." Tercy Kilbride and Selena
Deeply moving French pic starmurder In lan upper* westside apart Herald by the mother of one of the
Boyle are amusing snialltowners.
Basically, the Luke Short story,
ring Raimu; surefire for surement house, It is the murder that prisoners offering a $3,000 reward
Barbara Lawrence, Herbert Ander- from which Gene Lewis and Clarseate'r trade.
forms "the basic narrative for "Naked for information leading to the re.son
and
others
in
cast
fill
in.
ence
Upson Young did their script,
lease
Fred
of
her
-son. Answering' the ad,
City," and whenever Hellinger dealt
Kohlmar's
production
guidance has all the fried and true ingredients
.*'in blondes, homicide squads, news- Stewart uses it as a peg for a series
papermen and thugs, he was always of human interest stories about the making a routine Ghedk of an 'un- point&.up atmosphere of the ttht with necessary to appeal to the western
action fan. The crooked sheriff, the
Initially skeptical, he's pro- diarteied diip reported ofiFJhe Cali- auOientlcity aided by capable art
in his meUer. "Naked City?* ]a» «U case.
gressively drawn to a belief in the fornia coast. High -point of the film's rection and set decorations. Good town bigshot, .stage holdups, pure
v.,-:
:of' these.
lensing was contributed by 'Vicfor sagebrush Jove and a sttcmig, true
Hellinger's oil-screen voice eames man's innocence and finally commits action is, staged in the opeDing reel
the narrative; At the very openinl! himself to plead tiie -convict's «ase as the Japahieee^nanncd. steamer, Milner. Lionel NewmanV musical hero ate all fiient. Bialog and situracing to get beyond the IS-mile direction has' sharp orchestral and ations are awkward.
he describes New York, with the aid in his paper.
by Herbert
Scott and Hayes bolster doings
Plot swivels on" Stewart's efforts limit, jettisons 100 Chinese opium- vocal .arrangemeiAs
of a mobile camera, and its teeming
Former is seen as
blast
the>
to
testimony
of the eyci- plantation slaves to destroy aU evi-^ Spencer, Earle Ibgen and Ciiarles considerably.
humanity. Kids at play. Subway
nephew of 'town tyrant, George
Brag.
straphankers. Street vendors on Or witness who. identified the killers. dence. Unable to pin a rap on the Henderson.
Cleveland, and stei)s in to help save
that blonde with .:a Finally, through a cute trick in captain, Powell picks up his trail
chard street,
a small wagon train line when the
questionable background who is mys which eth old photo is blown up sev- in 'Shanghai and gets a scent on a
Girl Tlsa
bigshot tries to kill off competition.
teriously murdered. The kind of a eral hundred times in order to un- notorious gang which has organized
There's never much doubt of the
etory that Hellinger, one of the great cover a decisive clue, Stewart proves its smuggling activities into a fine/
> (SONGS)
outcome and the hero eventually
tabloid crime reporters of the bath that a judicial enor was committed science.
Hollywood. Jan. Ifi.
and exonerates the man. For some
die winner.
tub-gin era, used to write.
"Wanwia TftnoMt of Kilton. SMrllns winds
In China, Qie finger of savieion.
unexplainable
Barbara Btitton «nd Catherine
reason, the fete of the
Through the pic the: iHtoducer**
points to enigmatic Signe Hasso, act-- (United 6tates.Plctium) production.' Stats
voice punctuates and bridges the other innocent man Is left in the ing as governess to a Chinese girl LlIU Palmer, Sam,. Wan^maker; tefltucos Craig afe in for romance and arv
.Aklm /(^liiuli; Alan -Kale;, tbiteo fiaas, adequate to demands. X,on Chaney
dark, fliaybe he never bad a moths'.
film's incidents.
Boblilos, stel)a Adisr. Benny Baker.
Bichard Conte gives an intoisdy oi^pban, as the sangiaadffiT. Fowdl: Oale
teams
with
Cleveland for the heavy
The homicide s(tuad runninir down
continues his: pursuit ot''the gang Directed by Elliott "Kuient. Sciwenplay. work,
and Russell Hayden'
on the
infinitesimal clues, roundup of sus- smcere' performance as the young into Egypt; where it's
l)orei:z; ijaecd upon a play by lai'
srowing the Allen
Others measure up.
cllle S. Pruinba and Sara B. ftfmitii; camera, side of the liero.
pects, all the detail that goes with PolishrAmericaii who is railroaded
stuff, then beads; for the shipment Emeit llalier; .miivle,
21ax StehDer: editor,
Bay Enni^ .directed in a notthese have to jail. As a broken'-down ex-speakjgreat 'crim*-reporting
destination
in
Havana.
Crosunc
ChTlstlaH
JNyby.
Tradcxhown
In
Hollybeen told with painstaking detail by easy operator, Betty Garde also paths once again with JMiss Hasso wood Jan. la, '-J8. ItunninK time, 98 always-satistactory manner. Stronger
helming
could have put more
Albert Maltz and Malvin Wald in draws a sharp portrait in a relatively here, Powell plays cagily in order MIN8.
brief role. Lee J. Cobb, as the .city
sock into action. The excellent color
TIsa Kepes
their screenplay.
I.llll Palmer
to crack the: gang'.s system of smugMark Deuek
..Sam Wananulfcer photography is by Fred Jackman,
editor, is competent; > as is the rest
In this pic there are no props.
gling the snioke past the U. S. cusMr. Grumbat-h
Akim Tamirolt Jr. Other technical aids aid first
Manhattan police station scene was of the long ro^r of players,
lams guards in New York. After IXiEHu
Alan Ifato
-Lensing is ekpeit, miihitaiuing' a
dass.
photographed -in the police station;
Btog.
incredible guesswork, ine- 3>scu...........,^....,..........B;ilS** VUam
somea lower eastside cops-and-robbers surface tone in the style of a
Kcim...... ........ .-^.GaM Raliblu
sumed to be bi^illlattt deductioasi Jennjr
iKra. 'Kalndi.....
...Stella Adter
chase was actually filmed in the lo- reeli Editing is fairly smootti' and Powell salves :the riddle and
nabs Bennan ^ ,.,,„; .
.Benny Baker
cale; the ghetto and its pu-shcarts the musical score lends an uoobtSn-.
the real leader. Like most who- Cl«otsl«,......M.. ...... ...Sumner <aet<:tasU
MtoaoBicun
iHSini]
of
Jack
Wratlwr
presive assisL
wer$ caught in all their realism.
Herm.
..etd Totnack duetkn. Stan 9ns Castle, Audrey Ix«s,
dunits, she turns out to be Va* most Blnta.......,'.,. ...»«.».
Throughout, despite its onuUadent,
John Qaalen ^e«?isy Knudflea; featuren Samuel ^. Hinds,
innocent-looking character in the Svenson
Hiley
stark melodrama, there has been no
Tom Dl lion tilorla Holden. John Mlljan. Directed by
lot, the babyish, Chinese orphan, Ihf.atUim Roosevelt...
the
Kidney Blackmer Jack Berniurd. Screenplay, Iticliat-d Wonaof
sight lost of an element of humor.
.Fritz Felfl
Columbia 'release of Sidney Buchman Maylia, who has actually been dup. Prof. TalJOr....
Barry Fitzgerald, as- the film's focal
Mr, Franda Baaenwald. Iruu Good Uoaae*
Otto
.John Banner keeplns atcry, *^earc1i,** oy ;l>on Ware;
ing Miss Hasso.point, In playing the police lieuten^ production. Stars Dick Powell, SiKne ljaa^
so; features Maylia, Xiudwlfir Donath, Vlacamera, Henry Sharp; editor, fite^rt S.
Interlaced with the action, pic
ant of the homicide squad, '-strides dimir Sokololl, Edgar Barrier, John Hoyt.
"My Girl Tisa" tells a warm, inter- Fryo. At New York theatre, X. y.. week
through - the role with tongue' in Directed by Robert Stevenson. Screenplay, tries to put across a laudable oneesting story of American immi;;rants Jiin. 19, m. RUnnint; time, «« MINH.
world
Jay
Hichnrd
idea.
Kennedy;
Windup
camera,
shows
young,
Burnett
a
session
his
cheek, wltit Don Taylor as
Willie Hunter...
.Don rj»«tl«
;.Audres> Ijons
detective aide. They creditably han- Gulley; editor, William Lyon; music dirco- of the' narcotics control commission at the turn of the century. Handed Judy Gase
ter, Jt W. Stoloff,
ErevJeiiseij in N. r.,
of the United Nations organizatSon colorful production in keeping; with P^it Ileirla. ........^.^.^....PesKy Kuudcen
dle the lead roles, while lesser per- Jan.- IS. <«&' ftunnlnsTtlaM, IM ItneS.
Siunuel S. Miada
the New York background of that Dana Verrla..
formers who stand out are Howard MIcWl Barrows
\
Dick poweU at work trying tl> wipe out the era, film
.Gloria Holilen
has strong performances Jim. FerrM
DuS and Ted De Corsia. Most of the Ann Grant
At several points,
.Sigi» Hasso opium trade.
.Tohn MiUan
^!arter I.a»kln,..
and
direction to rate xood word-of- Finnklia. .
.Maylia, howevers film gets bogged in some
others are in for bit. parts, all of the Shu pan Wu ........ . ..... .
..A...... ........ Walter Sande
Sokim......«..i....IiiudwlE Xtanatli morsdizing talk which
mouth attention. Only sag in Whole «:i»ptaln P<irtei'............Stenicy
Andrew*
players, incidentally, excepting Fitz- Nicolas
is not at>
£,iun Chi Cbew
....Vladimir Sofcalo*^
show is the .hokum ending, but its 'The B«M......
..ry Kendall
gerald, being recruited from New OrleCT
.Bdsar BuiTior tuned to this high adventure type of fairytale
Gane Cawlch
.....i
flavor
is held to short Fred
York legit or radio ranks.
story.
BentLett , ...............
John
IToy
„
t
(ieorjte Ramjey
Bart
foota£e. There's np b.o: asBiuance in
The direction by Jules Dassin was Coqunissloiwr I^lesier.....Varc«l Journet
KlUan
Rra<ika...........^...........'..MIice
Cast .tisoeup, headed by Powell and the star
I.uia VAn Bouten
names to back <ip the -.Obvi- Fii<«ieraw>.„;......:...';........Jai&in fU*c(»
crisp and sharply points up. the dra- JUberio Berado
Sha.....
...Prltz T.eibi?r Miss Hasso, do^ a uniformly com- ous top-budget allotment.
matic content as does the excellent nindn
CommiaRioner Hadley,
Vei^non Steele petent job.
Powell is adequately
Apparently, Milton Sperling's
camera work of William Daniels. Ifahmoud..
Peter Virgo tough and taciturn while Miss
modest
Hasso
is
a
Waters"
"Perilous
The music score by Miklos Hmsa and <3ommuKi0ner Amar Hassam.X'On Kruicmaia uses her exotic looks to best advan- United States Pictures, leleasnnc
through 'Warners, has pat a great ptogrammer whose entertainment
Soo..,,.;
.Eddie r^e«
Frank Skinner always helps activate Chlan
Naftalie Vnimlstadter.
.Ivan 'i'riesault tage. 'Vladimir Sokoloff, as a Chinese deal of f aith in capturing public values are reinforced with liberal
the story.
KtTnando.
Ijeon Tjenolr oflicial, and Ivan Triesault;
afi
a fancy with a new male star, Sam quantities of action and romanM.
Yes, New York has been made Joe.
Peter Cliotig Dutch opium smuggler,
legister with Wanamaker. Exploiting of new star, While there's nothing particuiarly
CeorKo Volk
into a pretty exciting place by Mark CasKldyo.
Maylia, as the general strong eflfect o£ the pic- original about the story, film manKobert Malcolm polished performances.
Hellinger. ^'Naked City" can stand Clark.
Comm. Harry J. AuHlLnf^er. ....... .Himself the Chintise las.sie, is burdened by ture and word-of -mouth are all fac- ages to generate enough interest to
KaTin.
as ft fitting memorial
an incredible role which she carries tors that will help shape bdxoflice more than hold its own in the
returns.
"To the Ends of Earth" Js a fast- bJavely.
dualers.
C«lt Norifastde
moving melodrama with dkay boxWanamaker is a young talent with
Made on a budget said to have
Camera work is excellent throughSOth-ITox release of Otto Lnn^ pn»duct3on. office results to be expected from its; out, contributing largely to the cap- a personality that builds. He makes been around $225,000, picture reStars' James 'Kte^vart;: feature* Richard marquee lures and snappy exploitature of the atmospheres in the an -able partner with LiUi Palmer flects a good standard of acting,
Caiite, .Lee J. Cobb, Helen Walker<
Di- tion of its sensational theme: This various locales.
depicting little people who have direction and production for that
Smooth editing and
rected by Henry Hathaway,* 'Screenplay,
is the pic that encountered heavy
good score also lend able -assistanoie. come from the old codntry to^ow' kind -of coin. Cast is «n able one
jferome iSt&v, Jay Dnttlei*; 'Aclaptatioji,
with America. Characters tue graph- headed by Don Castle, who bears St
.I«onard HOKman and Quentln BciyMlts opposition from the Production Code
ically drawn in the seriptinjr and resemblance to Clark Gable. Exhibs
from articles by Barnes V. McGuIre' cam-' Administration because of its opiumera, Joe MaoDoimld; editor, J. Watsom smuggling background. Scripter Jay
portrayals.
would do well to stress the yain's
Webb, Jr, Trailemiovvn In N. Y., Jan. 10, Richard Kennedy, however, has jugElliott Nugent achieves a telling romantic angles in a bid for the
iron
*48.
Kunniner time. 111 )1INS.
for
eilect with his direction. Particularly femme trade.
Audrey Long and
McNeal
J<iuiefi
Stewart gled the theme into conventional
(SONGS)
good characterizations are Akim Peggy Knudsen offer surefire eye
.Rlctmnl Oonte whodunit patterns without a'ny obFrank Wiocek..
Brian Kelly
Lee J. Cobb jectionable
Tamirofl's sweatshop operator, Hugo appeal as contender's for Ca.stle's
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
stress
on the opium
Xjaura McMeal......
Helen Walker
iOHl-Pos relea.se of l'-i-o<l Kohlmnr pro- Haas' villainy as crooked travel affections,,
Wanda Skutnlk..*...
Hrtty Garde angle.
Film generates considerable inter- duotiiin. Slars Jeanne Ci-aln, Dun Ballpy; agent who preys on the hopeful,
Plot is a relatively simple one with
.Kiisia OrzazijWBkl
Tlllle.
featurea OncaV U'vant. liiirliura I,,:iim>ncc Stella Adler's lusty
.,T(jnnn<wle Ilergh .e!!t from its shifting locales. As a
Helen Wieeek-ReyHka
boatding-house- most of It unreeling aboard a yacht
Palmer.
...Ilon^i^ £tolth FX S. government narcotics investi- Seiean Boyle. r«r<-y ICUlH-ide. H«i-l«rt A«- keeper, Alan Hale's politkian, and underway for Mexico. Owner of the
deraon. IHrecte>1 by Uoyd Bacon, ficreen,Pai*ole Board Chairman
Moroni Olsen
gator, Dick Powell ranges over the pliiy, KHrit Moll, Valentine Davies; tamera. Benny Bajna's beer-barrelled type vessel is a newspaper publisher
.Tohn Mtilntire
'8am -B^axon
of the day.
(Samuel S. Hinds). He's been on
Martin Burns
.Paul Harvey whole globe, with major plot devel- Victor Milner; mnaicnl direction, Lionel
Xewmji n
orchefstral armngeitMStttd,
Allen Boretz scripted fr^m an un- an anti-gambling crusade, and Castle,
Herfiullivan
J, M. Ken-i^an
opments occUiTing hi such widely iiert
apeocer. Karle Haicen: vocal arianKo. produced play by
Judgie Charles Moulton. ...Samuel S. Hindu scattered points as San Francisco,
Lticille S. Prumbs ships aboard the craft to rub him
incnta, dndei! RendeiKOn; dancee, Dan
4?AAiek Zaievka.
Georse Tyno
Plot depicts out. But Castle, who's been hired
Shanghai, Egypt, Havana and the Diilley, Les Clark; editor. William Rey- and Sara B. Smith.
Warden
,<•....... nlehard Bishop
Palmer as middle-European to do the job for 10 grand, suffers a
nolds.
Traileshown in Itollyivood Jan. 14, Miss
Boris.
..,.....». .Otto WaldlB Atlantic Ocean off the New .Jersey
Ma
Runnliie
slaving^
to get money so her father change of heart and fails' to fio
time,
miirH.
frank, 3.x- •••
Minhael Chapln coast. Production and direction are
can
come
to
the
new
I'OKBy
country. Her through with his mission.
.John Blelfer neatly keyed to a realistic note, givMnyhew.......,.....,i.Jeann« Crain
Jan Qruska......
Cluick Arnold...;.......,.
.Dan Dailey plans are undisturbed until she falls
J'ohn Alb«Tlson. .>..<,,<. .Addtnon Bluhards
Aljjo woven in the tale for more
X.arMn.-. .......,4.«..4«.««.^.H.lcha2^ Bober ing Aiaximum credibilily to the pro< DetiHT. ........^
......
Oacar T,.e van £ for Wanamaker, ambitious would-be
or less sinister effect are some smallLouiiW Clane.^........M ..JBarhara l^awrence lawyer.
JBatnlmas.. .......... vtt.......JSddi« Dunn- 'ceedings.
Story canries them through time blackmailing and swindling
WJUIam J)ecli«r....i... ...... ..Percy Helton
SeUna Boyle
.
Beneath the documentary veneer, Mrs. Mayb«ir..,.
SYoMCBtlss Att»nMy.i..^.....Caiai4«» lane however, the film 'spins a fantastic Mr. M«hew
...........Percy KUbilde romance and heartbreak, deportation which John Miljan attempts to p,uU
Herbert Anderson proceedings instigated by Haas, and off.
In cahoots with Hinds' wife,'
yam which, if factual,. only provra Bddle...
other tribulaticMs with a line flavor Gloria
Holden, he tries to shake lum
latest documentaiy from 20tfa-Fox, once again that truth is stranger
Tight up to the wishful ending when
"Call Nortbside 777" has all the than fiction. Pic's major premise is
Framing itself around the still- youhg love is rescued bv the inter- down as we-Il as the publisher's secretary. Miss Long.
separate ingredients for a sock film based on the existence of an inter- listenable tunes of the 1929-30 crash vening hand of the President
of the
As a whole the acting is generally
but registers only with a mild impact national ring of power-hungry fa- era, "You 'Were Meant for Me" is United States
Teddy Roosevelt. okay.
Castle is stalwart enough as
due to a lack of integration. Although natics aiming to subjugate the peo- pleasant entertainment thaft should Final scenes don't compare In worth
following the surface pattern of such ples of the world through the spread do well at the boxoffice. Seven songs to ecnuincncss of preceding footage. the hero, while roles of Hind.s. Milare capably
clicks as "The House on 92nd Street" of dope.
are given full treatment, and. a numSperling has given film authentic jan and Miss Holden
and "Boomerang," this pic has a
Tale opens in 1035 with Powell ber of others are interspersed briefly production backing. Xlrnest Haller^a
(Continued on page 20)
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RED-INK BLUES ON FOREIGN PIX

M

^dm& Deal Mes Skooras,
Execs to Ei^Iand for Rank

HuMes

With 3 PiK Slated for Roa^howing
Major

Probleois involved in working out-t^
the lecentiy-cbanged xelationship
between the Odeon and GaumontBritisb. circuits in Eneland tdok 20thpox prexy Spyros Skouras to lion-

ITs Sales Heels

A

3.

CKeefe,

Universal's assistant

big rush for American rights
to
foreign-language films, which
worked to a peak in 1947 and shows
no signs' of tapering, is now cueing
oSkey dirges. "Vets in the imported-'
pic game, and a flock of exhibs playing them, see oceans of red ink in
store for the rash of distrib outfits
springing up.
Their wail is that
there isn't a big enough market in
the IT. S: to warrant the river of
foreign-lingo pix and that the federal bankruptcy courts are going to
play host to lots of '^em before it's

from

New York

(Tuesday). Twentieth

yesterday

owns 50%

of

'

G-B.

-

Repp's

.

52

Pk

possibilities;*

Pictures now earmarked for release on the new-type roadshow
policy include Enterprise's "Arch of
Triumph-," which will be released
through United* Artists; David O.

includes 12 high'^budgeters.
Almost half the year's schedule is
slated to face the cameras, before the

end of May.

f

Sdznick's "Paradine Case" and Uni-

Raiik controlled both circuits, a only for Ibelt^efit of parties to- the.
much-publicized corporate switch action and no others."' The decree
month saw Odeon absorb Gen- was not made in favor of the petilast

Cinema Finance Corp.. of which
is a subside
That means that instead «t the
two chains being nominatly com
petitors,. fine now owns the other.
This presents a number of problems,
Conteimlilated is a complete merger
Of the administration of the chains,

eral

-

G-B

<

,

tioner nor has he made an application to intervene in the action. Judge
Bright notes. The court did not say
whether an eshib could skirt th^
prohibition by successfully intervenr
ing.

•

•

.

,«

The

decision will probably raise
considerable fOrore on the part of
exhibitor organizations. It, in «ffect,^
following the corporate absorption makes the Dept. of Justice and 'the
which has "already taken place.
majors the sole instruments for
This brings up the Important ques- legally enforcing th^ decree's protion, for 20th of how product is to visions. Exbibs are specifically ruled
be allocated between the houses of out into the cold.~
(CSontinued on page 16)
Judge Bright said 'that there was
no need to pass on the question of
whether 20th and NT violated the
decree in view of his jurisdictional
finding against petitioner.
Action
bad been brought on the contention
Vs. LigBtDuiii, Others In
that 20th and NT had breached the
prohibition on theatre expansion by
contracting to construct a new house
Watson'vUle, Calif. New Salinas
Memphis, Jan. 20.
owns the Vogue in neighboring

$200,000 Agreemen

m

The $3,000,000 damage suit brought
Salinas,
in federal court by six local indies
against M. A. Lightman, his associates and the film majors was dismissed by agreement Wednesday Scott,

Three companies have apparently

To KOI 5% Tax

based tlieir decisions on the belief
that each of the pictures merits being sold in that way. Reportedly
in the backs of their minds also,
suit to test the validity of the
however, is the fact that-^Ch play-^
recently adopted city 5% amusement ofls offer one sure method of re^
tax on admissions to {daces of couping production costs and turnSt. Louis, Jan. 20.

A

amusemMit was

filed

(Continued on page

last -week in^

the St. Louis Circuit by owners of
and theatre chains. License Collector Frank A. Brittcm
was made defendant in the action,,
which became effective Jan. 1.
The plaintiffs include the Anritz

Calif.

e on Operator

Of B'way Theatre

Offer from Korda

settlement,
the plaintifTs received $200,000 and
accepted a new .zoning arrangement
for the city whereby their ^b.sequent-ruii theatres are to receive
equal breaks with the Malco Circuit
in the rciease of films for neighborhood' showings.
In court, the d^endants simply
entered a stipulation that they had
not violated the Sherman or Clayton Acfe, or any Tennessee laws and
that such is no longer the contention
of the plaintiffs, with the Lightman
group paying $1 to the attorneys for
the suing theatres to make the action legal. And the case was dismissed with prejudice.

.

Co.,

An-

NewlS^oryPiroject

theatre,
Loew's State Theatre Corp., Movie
Enterprises, Inc., Palm Theatre Co.,
St.

'

:

'

From

Kemmons Wilson,
h. Wilson and Lou Weaver,
the Airways theatre; Augustine J.
and Agnes M. Cianciola,
Luciann
_
_____

Hollywood, Jan.

20,

Having secured court permission
for a trip to Kigland before their
contempt trials come up in March,

Adrian Scott and Edward Dmytryk
will head overseas shortly for talks
with Sir Alexander Korda. British
producer cabled the pair inviting
them over for huddles on a picture,
Scott and Dmytryk, two of the

within

Cummin^s producing ... Warners Fox

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

"Blackmail,"

and

will

film

it

screen

bow

in'

.

.

Julia Misbehaves."

Jack CarsjNB, Deris Day and DenMorgan will share top roles in
"Two Guys From' the Mounties" at

nis

'

.

his

.

starrer,

,

.

makes

.

.

.

.

.

.

coming Tyrone Power starrer, still
Untitled
Harry Fox signed for
a spot in "Easter Parade" at Metro
Jimmy Finlayson drew a fea.
tured role In Metro.'s Greer Gsrson

the limit Of

SWG

.

Sol £Heeei directed the final day's
shooting on "The Iron Curtain"
pinch-hitting for William Wellauui,
who contracted the flu . . . Columbia
bought film rights tO' the radio
serial, "Deadline Mystery," tor production by ^^albee McDonald . . .
Cecil Keilaway signed by 20th-Fox
for a leprechaun role in the forth-i

..

I^Ividually offered.

.

means
in

that the theatre couldn't be
operation until 1951, at the

earliest.

Harry Brandt, who runs the Republic theatre, which is now on the
the new $6,000,000 development, looms as a possible operator
of the house to be built. Out of the
running, for the time being eny&ow,
are City Investing. Co., which operates the Astor and Victoria: on
Broadway, and the Walter Reade
Site of

m

.

EASTERN DIRECTORS

Eronel's "Tlie Argyle Seci-ets."

a 'House Un-American Activities
Committee hearing whether they
tell

sley isnd Hei'b,

Kohni

SUU

.

60-day schedule at 20thJack Reitxen, 285-pound

its

heavy,

1

Evans and CuUins

that there is no hurry
it whatsoever, since d^oliof the present building can't

even be started until tlie lattar -pavt
of 1949.
Roseland ballroom and
some other current tenants have
leases running until, .that time. -Tbart

(Continued

with Jack

sued as individuals.
Defendants were; Warners, Universal.
United Artists, 20th-Fox,
BKO, Metro, Columbia, Paramount,
L. &L. Theatres, Capitol Realty Co.,
Lighfmaa and three of bis associates, M. S. McCord, Edwin Sapin-

theatre.

tion

.

.

their lives, still untitled,

i

mary

He added
about

circuit.

signed Carole Landis for the f emme
lead in "The Noose," currently
10 HoUywooders indicted for con-" shootng at Teddington Studios in
tempt of Congress after refusing to England."

theatre;"" Jarnes "west,""HoUywood «^own after a
theatre; E. R. GiBette,- Bristol thea- !ag.-Jinst Hugo
tve; Mrs. Lebora Cianciola, Rose- 333-224.

also

yet.

CI is out as a result of its president, Robert Cowling, being a director of City Bank Farmera^ ICrust
Co., which is trustee of the estate'
which owns the land. Dowliug said
that he would consider it unethical
-to make a deal for operating the
, <
house, since it would put him on
both sides of the fence at once.
Universal-Interthe
ptroducers Frankeastein''
at
because
Bros.
Walter Reade, Jr., likewise took
failed to start the picture on the national ... Metro's "B. F.s Daugh- his outfit out of the running. He
appointed date, Jan. 15 . . . Gene ter" wiU be released overseas as declared he's "cold on Broadway
Kelly and Eddie Bracken will play
Reade was inteTe&ted last
now.**
"Pblly Fulton."
Jlobn M.
Bert Kalmar and Harry Bnby, resummer
a plan which fell through
spectivel.v, in the Metro biopic of completed "The Walls of Jericho"
on page.;48)'

Boren, veepee in charge of labor
its resources, to the six
Monte
MPAA
members under indictment for relations for
up "Man Eaters of
contempt of Congress, was beaten Shafl wound
days ahead of schedstormy session. Vote Kumaon" four
Harry Sherman, currently
.
ButKr resolution was ule
in Honolulu, is rounding up material
for a midocean western, based on
Resolution also urged that the
story of the Hawaiian cattle
Guild make a flght-to-the-flnish for the
established years ago by the
reinstatement of writers already ranch
Nnnnally JohnParker family
flred; and that the Guild launch a
son revi.sed the schedule on "Mr.
world-wide public relations cam
Peabody and the Mermaid" to shoot
paign in behalf of the men "under
Ann BIyth who is ill.
a cloud." Vote nixed the entire reso- around
Bought Charles Bennett's legitcr,
jlutron since the clauses were not in-

Ruby

7th avenue. Jerome Wilzin, attorney
for Herbert J. Freezer, New York
shirt manufacturer,, who is i^nsoring the project, said Fre^ceT has had
talks with a number of theatre
operators, but has made no deal as

"Golden Gate," with Kebert Fellews
Metro assigned Fred FinUehoffe producing . . . Baymend Barrew
to script "My Heart Stood StiU," draws .:l^e top heavy role in Earn
based on the careers of Rodgers and Blsehoirs' "Pitfall." starring Dick
Hart ... Joan Fontaine passed up
Powell
. Oscar Brodney is polishthe f emme star role in "Mayer ling,"
the script on "The Brain of
slated for production by the Hak-'m ing

.

Mri!.

the Lots

Speculatfon in the trade was life
this week, on -who might operate the
3,600-seat theatre which was promised 'as part of a new 13-stoiy New
York office building devielopment
occupying the block from 51st to
52d street and from Broadway to

Hollywood, Jaii W.

Arthur Lubin lined up two story
properties, "Francis" and "The Inwere members of the Communist
terrupter," to follow "Babes in Toyparty, go to trial March 15 and 17,
land" on his indie production proThe suit was brought by Chalmers respectively.
Alfred P. Chamie
gram for 1948
No SWG Cash to 6
Culling. Nate Evans and E. O. Culassistant U. S. attorney
Move to have the Screen Writers resigned as assistant to Charles S.
lins, doing business as the Idle wild
become
Guild furnish financial backing, to totheatre;

h

.

Amus. Co;, EdeU' Theatre
sell
Amus. .Co,, Pauline

'

Dmytryk Mnll

(14),

Under an out-of-court

Ifi)

II theatrfis

Louis Amus. Co., St. Louis- Ambassador Theatre, Inc., and the St.
liOuis Missouri Theatre, Inc. They
attack the ordinance as hrbitrary,'
unreasonable,
discriminatmry
and
ask that the city be directed to preDistrict Court here Monday (19) by serve all collections from theatres
Saul Meltzer, owner of the Rivoli under the ordinance wbUe the suit-,
and Rockne theatres.
is pending, in order that refunds
Meltzer charges the defendants, may be made.
violated anti-trust laws by giving
The petition further charges, that
first rentals of films to theatres the ordinance violates several secowned or controlled by them and tions of the state Constitution and
fixing admish prices for shov^g that the levy is a tax on sales, a
certain pix.
Plaintiff asks $100,000 taxing power, not granted to cities
triple damages covering the Rockne under the Constitution. The tax is
from December, 1940, to date, and exjpected to yield approximately
$200,000 triple
damages for the $700,000 annually for municipal purRivoli from April, 1938, to now. ~ poses.
Both houses play in the' second
Mayor Alois P^ Kaufoiann told the
week of general release. Rockne exhibitors .recently that if the State
plays against WB's Symphony and Legislature will turn back to St.
four BUK; houses;
Rivoli plays Louis approximately $2,500,000 of
against the Essaness Irving and six revenue coUecfed £n>m this city anB&K houses. Suits are latest en- nually he would ask the local Board
tries in legal sweepsts&c^ fiallowing of Alderman to wipe the present 5%
the Jadcson Vark. deocee.
tax ordinance off of the books.

Briefs

My

Sons." In addition,
to be seriously considering asking for boosted ticket
rates on "Tap Roots," a Walter
Wanger production in Technicolor.

versal's "All
tr is known

SLLEdnbsSne

.

While

Odeon and G^B.

between

recent

pictures under combined opposition
from exhibs«nd the public has apparently come to a halt. At least
three forthconainU Blm^ are slated
to be sold at increased tidcet tabs
and several more loom as distinct

Hollywood, Jan. 20.
With IB pictures' completed and
three in work, Republic's writing
mill is readying 30 story properties
to round out its i>rogram of 52 pictures for the 1947-48 program, which

On Decree Tiffs

Oh
B«

companies'

film

swing away from upped admission

The

general sales manager, and Ed
Gomersall, assistant to sales topper
William Scully, entrain for tiie Coast
tomorrow: (ThuTK):- Duo are staging
Skouras, who traveled by plane,
rendezvous with Scully and
was ipreceded by comptroUer. Wil- Maurice Bergman^ fTs eastern adship last
fred £adie, who left
pub, chief.
Wednesday .(14), and general counsel
Foursome wUl then awing through
Otto Koegel and foreign manager the country in a series of regional
Murray Klverstone, who sailed sales meets which wUl keep tbem put
Saturday (17). sacourea was to have of the homeoffice for two to three
all over.
accompanied Koegel and Silverstone wedob,;'
It's going to be a losing, game for
on the Queen Mary, but cancelled at
the majority of picture importers,
the last minute in favor of air
according to current predictions^ be?
passage because of pending business
cause
the average foreign film, just
York.
Iri New
can't pay oS the costs of acquiring
While Skouras took special pains
11. S. rights plus advertising and disto publicize -the fact bis trip was
tribution expenses in the American
solely on business connected ;inith
market. Average earning i>ossibilities
G-Bi and had nothing to do with the
for the foreign film is only $50,000,
British tax stalemate, if« thought
most vets agree, and none but the
that he will take what t/bepi be can
significant ruling. Federal strongest of the imports can do subIn
a
while there to leek.ii solution to the
Judge John Bright held yesterday stantially better than that figure.
75% ad valorem rap.
Competition among Yank distribs
American film company prexies (Tues:) that eyhibs who are not who've been vying with eadi other
have been thinking for some time of parties to the current antif-trust de- for fix made on the Continent' bas
maldng B trip to England on the tax crees halve n« right to seek its en- driven the price beyond the limited:
muddle but have laid off on the forcement toy court jaction. Tossing
(Continued on page IS)
theory thai it they went over and out the contempt proceeding filed
failed to get. an agreement, they'd against 20th-Fox and Nationid Theahave shot off their biggest guns and tres by the New Salinas O^ieatres
infie Sacs Majois,
have nothing left to meet the situa* Corp., the court tided that only
Skouras's trip, for another parties to the action may test its
tion.
Chains for 900,000
legitimate reason, gives ample op provisions. Judge Bright was one
Chicago, Jan. 20.
portunity to get around these oh of the three Judges of the statutory
Damages of $900,000 are being
Jections.
court that drafted the original de^
sought from the majors, Balaban &
ee.
Actual purpose of the trip by the
Provision in the decree reserving Kat^ Warner Bros. Theatre Circuit,
20th toppers is to discuss with J.
the Essaness chain and Essaness As«Arthin- Rank the new relationship jurisdiction to the court specifically
provided, rulii^ statesj that "it was sociates in two suits filed in U; S.

don
'

Majors ReverseFieU on U|pd Scales

Warners

Fred

Steele: appointed
for
Film
Transocean Pictujces'
Guy de Maupassant, will be filmed
in Hollywood instead of France,
as with Steve Sekely directing
.

.

Classics

I

.-

.

supervisor

production

.

.

IN

NON-RED VOTE

Screen Directors Guild, eastern
chapter, voted that all officers, and
directors must sign a pledge that
they are not Communists at Its annual meeting over the weekend.
Guild also slotted as the first thing
on the agenda for the coming year
the presenting of a basic Godtract to
the majors. Eastern ctiapter, ftemied
two years ago, is affiliated 'with the
Coast guild.
Gene Martel was elected president of the guild for the year. He
succeeds Bud PoDard, "who 'was 'voted
president emeritus and naniSd to the
board of directors. Martel is a teiit
director 'with Paramount.
Tapped for first veepee is Willard
Van Dyke. Leslie Boush was named
second veepee; Sidney Kaufman, cor-

responding secretary; Bjaerson
Yorke, treasurer; and Jack GlenUi
,
recording, aecrptary,

10

ihe

RECORD
ACCLAI

"Tk« v*ry bast

of tn* ycart

HoroM y C«

"A

Th« cinema

ma>tarpiecel

of

mightisstf" -KaWkruo.PitfjburohSvn

"Most kxcifing <lramo of

.

ya«ir{

..n-.^, 2angek had

iti

r«/ii<irarli

•r

better

«hclv*s for Ihe raft of Oscar*
thij production merits."

Aareemenr

"'GertHemcin't

« rare combination of
Intelligence, integrity,
courage, ond enter-

%%

in

New York (llth week),

Chicago

(llth

One

of the finest

week),

Miami, Boston
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Qii Biz Slips as

Livestock

Mercury Hits 10

Show Helps

Wave

Cold

Denvei^ 'News' Fine 17G

Below;M»pV29G, 'Fugitive? 21G
Chicago, Jan. 20.
Sub'Zero weather is fiutting a chill
on the till this week. Ten below
readings over the weekend kept patron3

"Good

away in (ir6veB. There were
new openings and all are

Tills

gtranger," plus Donald O'Connor on
stage, at the Oriental for second
"Gentleman's
weelc looks $35,000.
Agreement," in its 10th week at
Apollo, should bring a fine $11,000.
Estimates (or This Week

—

Apollo (B&K) <1,400; $1.28)
"Gentleman's
Agreement"
{20 th.)
(10th wk). Nice $11,000. Last week,
$14,000.

,

eUicajro (B&K) (3,900; '98)—"Captain Castile" (20th) (2d wk). Fine
$40,000. Last week, $57,000.
Oarriisk (B&K) (900; 98)--"Bad

Men

(WB),

Missouri"

Brooklyn"
$12,000.

(0A)

.

.

$6eg,000

$730,500

(Based on 18 theotres)

.

Okay

(reissues).

Is-

$7,80(y.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

Biwiness at Philly ftratruiig is unthis stanza, with reception of
product- varyin;^ to a big degree.

even
"I

Walk Alone"

easily standout,

is

landing smsish total at Earle and
possible
new house record for
Straight-fJlmets at this spot. In contrast,

"Always Tbgether''

is

register-

as okayv/:'..
Holdovers,' in the main, are deing
•

(1,500; 98)— "FugiEstimates for rlTili* Week
(RKO), (2d wk). Strong $21,Last week, $30,000.
Aidine (WB) (l,303j 50r$1.25>
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)— "Unconquered"
(Far)
(4th
wk)
"Love from Stranger" (EL), with
Fancy
$20,000 after $22,000 last week
Ponald O'Connor in person (2d wk)
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)— "Had
Okay $35,000 after $45,000 opener.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)— "Sen- to Be You" (Col) (2d run). Mild
ator Indiscreet" (U) (2d wk). Excel- $5,000. Last week, "Where Tliere's
lent $24,500. Last week, $34,000 but Life" (Par) (2d rim), $4,000.

-

000.

,

Bialto (indie) (1,700; 98)—"Drums
(20th) and "Mark of Zorro" (20th) (reissues). Nifty $16,000.
Last week, "Swordsman" (Col) (3d

Mohawk"

wkj, $8,700.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98)
*'T-Men" (EL) plus Mills Bros, heading stageshow (2d wk). Light. Down
to $30,000. Last week, strong $43,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)—

—

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Sleep,
My Love" (UA). Okay $25,000. Last
week, "Swordsman" (Col) (3d wk.),

down

to $14,000.

(WB)

Earle

Walk Alone"
or near,

new

(2,760;

(Par).

—

50-94)

Smash

"I

$47,000

high here for straightLast week, "Killer

flilmers indicated.

McCoy" (M-G) (3d wk), $15,600.
Fox (20th) .(2,25(); S0-94)— "Daisy
Kenyon" (20th). BiKld $25,000. Last

Average week, "Captain Castile" (20th) t3d
KeUyon" wk), $19,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
98).— "Good News" (M.G) (4th wk). Good
(1,500;

".Jezebel" (WB) (reissue).
$14,000. Last week, "Daisy
(20th) (2d wk), $19,000.

Roosevelt (B&K)
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) (2d wk), $14,000 after fat $19,000 in third
Modest $10,000. Last week, $13,000. week.
Kaiiton (Goldman) (1,000 ; 50-94)
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
"Biphop's Wife" (RKO) (2d wk). —'.'Lost Momenf (U) (2d wK). Fairish $9,500 after fine $15,000 opener.
Terrific $29,000. Last week, $33,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94)—
World (indie) (587; 77)—"Barber
of Seville" (indie) (4th Wfc). Sock "Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d
run) (2d wk). Good $10,000 after
$5,000. Last week, $d,000i
$13,000 last week.

—

Mastbaum (WB)
Is,

It;

'Ubie'

(WB)
Pix

Heidt Boosts
Giant

Ilfish

(13) when the mercury dropped to
near 10 degrees on Wednesday night.
(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— |«ijfith the cold continuing oh Thurs..r,
rr.......
Rio" (Par), (4th wk). Trim ^jjy (i5)_ A ncw snowstorm SaturLast week, fine $14,000.
day (17) night was followed by an35-74)
Denver (Fox)
(2,535;
other near-zero cold spell Sunday
"Senator Indiscreet" (U) and "Mary (IS) night and Monday (19). Snow,
L6u" (Col), day-date with Esquire. Which was light in New York City,
Fair $13,000. Last week, "Swords- was 5-10 inches deep in suburban
Girl" spots. These factors, of course, cut
man" (Col) and "Glamour
'
(Col.) $15,000.
deeply into usual patronage coming
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Sen- from commuter areas.
ator Indiscreet" (U) and "Mary Lou"
Fact that the vast majority of
(Col), also Denver. Mild $2,500. Last houses are filled with holdovers, sev(Col)
and eral at tag-end of extended runs, also
week, "Swordsman"
"Glamour Girl" (Col), $2,500.
is cutting into the overall total gross
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— of N. Y. deluxers.
Only three new pictures have teed
"Good News" (M-G) and "Adventuress" (EL). Fine $17,000. Holds. off during! the past seven days alLast week, "Tycoon" (RKO) and though a reissue and the usual two
"Wild Horse Mesa" (RKO) (,2d wk), second-runs at the State also were
Best of the compara>
brought
in.
solid $12,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— tively disappointing lot is "Ideal
"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Main Husband," with stageshow headed by
Street Kid" (Rep), day-date with Ilona Massey and Rosario & Antonio,
Webber. Modest $12,000. Last week, at the Roxy, This bill, booked only
"Captain Castile" (20th> (3d wk), for two weeks, looks to bit a big
day-date with Webber, $10,000.
$90,000 in the first.
"Secret Beyond the Door," which
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Wild
Irish Rose" (WB) and "Blond ie's opened on Thuj'sday (15) at the WinAnniversary" (Col), after week at ter Garden, looks only passably good
Fair atV $24,000 or less. "Furia'V opened
Denver,
Webber, Aladdin.
$3,800 or near. Last week, "Last last (Tues.) night at the Rialto after
Roundup" (Col) and "Smoky River eight record-breaking weeks of
Latter held to $5,000 in
"Panic."
Serenade" (Col), $3,700.
Tabor (Fox) (1,«67; 35-74)— "SUght final six daj;s, nearly as much as
Case Murder" (WB) and " Jezebel" many domestic thrillers formerly got
(WB) (reissues). Good $10,000. Last at this bandbox theatre in the first,
seven
days.
week, "Return Rin Tin Tin" (EL)
"Ninotchka," reissue at the Little
and "Whispering City" (EL), same.
36-74)— Carnegie^, is doing fine witii $9>00<l
Webber (FjOX)
(750;
"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Main likely in first week ending Friday
Street Kid" (Rqp), also Paramount. (23). "Swordsman" and "Husband's
Fair $2,500. Last - week, ''Captain Afl:airs" wound up its week at the
State last (Tues.) night with strong
CastUe'' (20th), {m.<j,). $2,000.
$17,000.'. "Pai*dine Case" with stageshow, obviously hurt by the bad
weather, looks to. finish its second
week at the Music Hall today (Wed.)
with strong $133,000. This fb about

(Cummins)

(500;

(WB)

Stanley

(2,950;

'

'

'Sww^i»i'Hot

50-94)

—

12|iGiHCeldPitt
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

(

b.o. bets

as Horace Heidt's band at the Orptieum. though it's getting little help
from "Crime Doctor's Gamble," on
the sci^een. It's rough sailing on'
down the line and nothing is getting
the boxoflice attention it probably
would receive ordinarily. Holdovers

predominate
once
with
again,
'Sleep, My Love," the only major
screen newcomer, hitting almost a
low as' far as fresh fare is concerned at the Radio City.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 34-44)— "Dragnet
(SG) and "Big Town Dark"
tPari. Fair $1,600 in
5 days. Last

'K«nyonVfl 1,000 topper

London"

after

$7,200

continue

for

only

2d

money at
8th stanza.

Feb.
opens Feb.
until

1.

"The Idiot" (Indie)
4„
Siritzkys bringing in this Frenchmade as first offering in opej-atidn
of house.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)
"Women in Night" (FC) (2d-final
wk). Second stanza ending next Friday (23) probably will sag to $7,00*
or less after okay $7,500 initial week.
tittle Carncffle (Indie
(460; 95i

—

"Ninotchka" (M-G) (reis$1.20)
sue). For first week ending next Friday (23>^ probably will hit $9,000,
fine for a reissue. Last week, "Nicholas Nlckleby" (U) (7th wk), $3,500.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
"Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th)
(11th wk). Tenth frame ended last
Monday (19") night was strong $37,300 after $40,000 for ninth.
Palace

(RKO)

(1,700;

60-$1.20)—

Tycoon" (RKO) (4th wk).
Oke
$17,000 in sight for fourth stanza ending today (Wed,). Stays fifth week
starting tomorrow
(Thurs.), with
"Night Song" (RKO) due in next
but no date set.

Paramount (Par)

(3,664;

55-$1.50')

—"I Walk Alone" (Par) with stageshow topped by Jerry Wald orch,

Andy

Helen Fdrirest, Dick
Opens today (Wtid ). Last

Russell,

Wesson.
week, "Where There's Life" (Par)
plus stageblir headed by Stan KenVic
Fourth
ton orch,

Damone.

week

ended

last (Tufesi J nighi Was okay
$60,000 afteir riiee $70,000 tot third.
Park Avenue (U> (583; $i;20-$1.50)
—"Henry V" (UA) (7th wk). Neat
$5,500 for current stanza of six days
ending tomorrow (THurs.) aftSr trim
$7,000 in sixth.
"Holiday* Cam»"
(U) is set .to open Friday (23).

"Henry" could have* continued but
distributor wanted to get it out to
N. Y. neighborhoods.
Radio City Music HjiH (Rockefellers) (5,045; 70-$2.4O)-r-"Paradin«
Case" (SBO) jjlus stageshow (2d
wk).. Holding up in strong fashion
at $133,000, in initial holdover stanza,
snow and cold hurting. First was
very ^jlg $140,000, storm on Jan. 13
cutting this below hopes.
Bialto
(Mayer)
35-85)—.
(594;

"Furia"

Seattle, Jan. 20.

.

XFC).
Opened yesterday
(Tues.)^,_^ Last week, "Panic" (TriParamount tees off with "I Walk color) (8th wk), heltf up remarkAlone" and stagebill topped by Jerry ably well to get $5,(»0 in final t
Wald band, Andy Russell and Helen days after '$6,500 in Tth round.
Forrest today (Wed.) after four big French-made established long-xun
weeks of "Where There's Life" and record at house.
Blvoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 6'0-$1.25)
stageshow topped by Stan Kenton
band and Vic Damone. Helped by
''Captain- CastilJf" (20th) (4th wkK
a preview last (Tues.) night, this Still skidding, with good $30,000 in
bill will end its fourth stanza
okay sight the current week ending today
$60,000, but considerably, beloik the (Wed.); .third was nice $38,000.
smash first two weeks.
Boxy (20th) (5,tf86: 80-$1.50)—
Strand opens "Treasure of Sierra "Ideal Hnsljand" (20th'> with Ilona
Madre" and Lionel Hampton, baiid Massey, Rosario
Antonio, Roily
on stage next Friday (23) after a few Rolls topping stagebill (2d-flnal wk).
days over foUr weeks with "Wild First stanza ended- last (Tues.) night
Irish Rose" and stageshow headed went to big $90,000 but stays over
by Ink Spots. "Rose" looks to reach only this second week because of
near $44,000 in final 9 day,?, mild. prior bookings.
In ah'ead, third
Capitol also- is bringing in a new week of "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) with
Show, Opening tomorrow (Thurs.) stageshow headed by Lanny Ross
with "If Winter Comes" and stage-. was fine $75,000 in 6 days. "You
bill topped }jy Sammy Kaye band. Were Meant for Me" (20th) opens on
"High Wall" and Tommy Dorsey 3'an, 28.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
band' heading stageshow looks to
.come near $50,000 or under in fourth" "Good News" (M-G) (2d run) and
frame ending today (Wed.).
"Murder - in Reverse" (Indie) (1st
"Henry V," which will reach run.).
Open today (Wed.). Last
$5,500 in final six days of seventh week, "Swordsman" (Col) and "Husweek, will call it a day at the Park band's Affairs" (Col) (2d runs),•
severe

:

&

'

,

Avenue after tomorrow (Thurs.) so $17,000.
the picture can get into neighborStrand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50>w
hood houses. Picture still was show- "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and stageing nice proat, and remarkable in show topped by Ink Spots (4th wk-9
.The post-holiday slump is showing
view of fact that this is the fourth days). In blowoff session concluding
at most spots this week. Top newflrstrun
(Thurs.) looks to land
it has played in Man- tomorrow
comer is "Daisy Kenyon" at the —"Sleep. My Love" (UA). Despite hattan. house
Park Ave. opens "Holiday only $44,000 or less; third was bkay
including 2-day
Fifth Avenue, but it's not big. "Un- heavy campaign,
$40,000. "Treasure of Sierra Madre"
Camp" on Friday (23).
conquered" at Liberty is standout visit of producer Buddv Rogers and
(WB) with Lionel Hampton orch.
Estimates for This Week
plenty of space in dailies, this one
among the holdovers.
Red
&
Curly,
others on stage, opens
Last
looks only $13,500, modest.
Ambassador (Siritzky) (1,200; 70- Friday (23).
Estimates for This Week

In Sagging Seattle

'

.

-

°

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (m.o.). Good
$4,000. Last week, "Mitty" (RKO)
(2d wk), big $5,700.
Killer Dill" (SG) split with
S"?.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) "(2,349; 45-80)
Wheii Girl's Beautiful" (Col) and
Riders tx)ne Star" (Col), fair $2,200 "Daisy- Ken,y on" (20th) and "Invisible Wall" (20th). Okay $11,000.
in 8 days.
Last week, "Captain Castile" (20th)
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
Road to Rio" (Par) (m.o.). Here (3d wk), good $6,800 in 6 days.
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 75-$1.25)—
after a tremendous fortnight at Ra"Unconquered"
(Par)
wk).
(2d
dio City. Still very
good at $8,000. Great $18,000. Last week, new house
"Wilcl Irish Rose" (WB) record
Tfl*
Y''^'^'
of $24,000.
(3d wk), big $6,500,
Music Box (H-JE) (850; 45-80)
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Louis- "Captain Castile"
.
(20th)
(m.o.).
;fna „(Mono).
Thin $2,000, and Good
Last Weelc, "Lost MoB»lced after 6 days. Last week, ment" $4,500.
(U) and "Shoot to Kill"

WoU

Harris (Harris). (2,200; '44-76)—
"Swordsman" (Col), Only new picture to open Saturday (17), giving it
a good getaway, smart $12,500. Last
week, third of "Gentleman's A.£;rQement" (20th), 3 days,, oke $3,000,
giving it smash $49,000 for 17 -day
run.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)

wk). Coptiiiues in

Will

"

My

•

session,

('9th

$7,000

—

nice start at Harris, but isn't maintaining the pace. "Sleep,
Love,"
at Penn, never got in groove arid
thereafter couldn't overcome tem*
perature and the notices
Estimates for This Week

Minneapolis, Jai}.-20.
"Road to Rio" (Par) (3d wk). Great
Twenty-below zero temperatures $25,000. after sock $28,000 second
F nit on (Shea) (i:700; 44-78)—
and near blizzards marlung the win- frame.
"Captain Castile" (20th) (2d wk).
ter's worst weather,
a protracted
Stanton
VB) (1,475; 50-94)— "T- Managing to hang on fairly well and
cold wave, are putting the curse on Men" (EL) (2d wk). Fine $15,000
should do neat $U,O0O, more than
the boxoffice here currently. Result after smash $22,500 opener.
enough to earn another stanza. Last
is that the
going is comparatively
Week, was very good $16,000.

tough even for such strong

off from the first
which also was hurt by
weather conditions.

$7,000

Weather hasn't been playing ball
with the boxoflice this weelf, and

will top new pix by a comfortable
margin. "Swordsman" got away to

—

50-94)

$5,000.

'

—

Bbse"

(3d wk), $17,000.

& Antonw Hot

'Secret* 24G, 'Paradine' 133G,
Broadway flrstruns Continue to be
plagued by severe winter weather,
with two near-zero cold spells and a
new snowstorm over the weekend
taking a toll in current session. Film
theatres were just recovering from
the snow and rain of last Tuesday

tof

—

"Fantasia" (RKO). Neat $8,500. Last
week, "Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk),

$29,000

Plus Massey-Rosarib

looks

grosses generally are dipping; as a rer
suit.
"Road to Rio," however, holding up In second stanza at Stanley

(4,360; 50-94)
(WB). Pale i'3,-

"Always Together"
500. Last week, "Wild

20 Below, and Biz

Shows

N.Y. But 'Husband'

Denham

"Road

new

tive"

under hopes.

Orpheum

$9,00O.

Plu^

In linevp

nicely.

Cttm (RKO)

at

ps

$4,500;

&nash 47G

'Walk'

ing a pale session at the huge Mastbaum, while "Daisy Kenyon'' looks
"McGuerins roildish and "Sleep My Love" shapes

Last week, "Adventure

land" <Par),

....

Last Year

"Love from a

week.

second

Week

(Bssed on 23 theatres)

and

on

Total Orosa

Estiiuiiteil

Best of the lot is the double
"Srutna Along the Mohawk"

"Misirk of Zorro," which looks
neat $16,000 at the Rialto. "Bad Men
and "IVfcGUerins oi
oX iviissouri"
BrpOklyn" promises okay $12,000 at
the Garrick. "Jezebel" should bring
United Artists an average $14,000.
Strongest holdover will be "Bishop's Wife," shaping up for a terrific
$i!9,000 for second week at Woods.
"Captain from Castile" is sighting a
<lne $46,p0& in the second frame at
"Fugitive" slipped to
the Chicago.
$21,000 at the Grand, but still strong

News"

being leader in town.
Estimates for This Week
35-74)—
Aladdin (Fox)
(1,400;
"Swordsman" (Col) and "Glamour
Girl" (Col), after week at Denver,
Esquire.
Fair $2,500. Last week,
"Wild Irish Rocj" (WB) and "Blondie's Anniversary" (CoD (m.o.), fine
solid,

only three
reissues.
billj

Denver, Jan. 20.
Overflow crovvds at National Western Slock show are offsetting losses
caused by cold snap and snow.
Despite tliis biz is way oSE, Only

11

(Col)

week,

*Tf

Winter Comes"

(M-G), $1.50)—"Volpone" (Indie)

ditto.

—

Still in

(4th wk).

week

lush coin at

SuUon (Rugoff-Becker)

(561;

70^

$14,000 in
$1.25)—"Know Where I'm Going"
"If ending
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)
next Thursday (22), after
(U) (23d wk). For 22d week ending
Winter Coxtios" (M-G) (m.o.). Mod- $15,500 for third.
Last week, "Good
erate $2,500.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) last Monday (19) looks fancy $4,680,
News" (M-G) (m.o.), $3,500.
—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (7th wk). ju.st a step ahead of 21'st session's
" Senator
44-76)—
(Harris) (1,750:
(Tue.s.) $4,500,
Sixth stanza ended la.5t

Agreement"
(20th)
"Gentloman-'s
(m.o.). After 17 days at Harris. stUl
has considerable strength with $5,000
Last week, "Lady in Jam"
likely.

Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
night was solid $40,000 after $44,000
—"Fugitive"
(4th
(RKO)
wk).
in fifth. Stays on.
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)— Fourth frame ending today (Wed.)
"Beauty and Beast" (Jndie) (5th suffered from Stormy weather to lani
Continues
sturdily,
fourth big $17,000. Third was great $26,000,
wk).
(reissues). $3,000.
albeit below expectancy. Continues
„
ended
last.
Monday
night
frame
(19)
Stanley (WB) (3.800: 44-76)— being $8,500 after $11,000 in third,
indef.
"Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wfc). Strong
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
Last week was smash
$15,000.
—"High Wall" (M-G) with Tommy 'Voice of Turtle" (WB) (4th wk).
$26,000.
,
wk) Looks to hit mild $14,500 or un<ier
(2.000; 44-76)—"Al- Dorsey orch on stage (4th-final
(WB)
Warner
^""^"^o" (20th)- (reissue), (S-G), big .$4,900.
ending today (Wed.) this week; third was $16,000.
ways Together" (WB) and "Adven- Current week very
mild $50,000 or
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— ture Island" (Par).
This twmner is windUP at
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Lyeenm (Schreiber) (1,800; 50-70) "Mitty"
(RKO) (3d wk). Also ran doesn't have too mvmh to offer at less after $55,000 on third, which $1.20)—"Secret Beyond Door" (U).
Jesse James" (20th) and "Return
two weeks at Blue Mouse. Neat $7,- around $6,000. La.st week. "Wild was below hopes. "If Winter Comes" In first week ending today (Wed.),
ifsse James" (20th) (tetosues). Sad 000 after $8,600 last week.
plus Sammy Kaye orch, probably will hit passably goodi
Irish Rose" (WB) (m.o.) mce $17,000. (M-G)
I^ast
week, "Best Years"
tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Orphlenm
opens
(H-E)
(2,600; 45-80)
^24,000 but not up to expectations
(RKO) (3d run) (70-$1.20), had "Hagen Girl"
(WB) and "Blondie
60- in view of fairly good reviews. Last
Criterion
(Loew's)
(1,700;
played nine weeks downtown previ$1.25)— 'Gentleman Was Indiscreet" week, "ExUe" (U) (3d wk>, $16,000.
ously and apparently well milked. In Dough" (Col). Mild $9,000, l«st
Gro«M»s
week, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d
(U)
(4th wk-6 days). In final sesYanked after 4 sad days, $3,000.
Film gross estimates, as rewk), solid $8,60fe
sion looks to hit very good $16,000
L.vrio (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "Wild
^
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
ported herewith from the varior better. Previous session was nice
Irish Rose" (WB)
Acting on Slate'
(m.o.). Fourth
ous key cities, are net, i.e., with(EL) opens to$25,000. "T-Men"
week downtown. Okay $4,000. Last —"Had to Be You" (Col) (3d wk).
Future plans of Associated Motion
out the 20% tax. Distributors
morrow (Thurs.).
week, "Diamond Jim" (FC) and Good $5,500. Last week, big $8,800.
Picture Advertisers and action on *
Paramount
(H-ED
(3,039; 45-80)—
share on net take, when playing
Spoilers"
Globe (Brandt) (1,500;. 70-$1.20")—
(FC)
(reissues),
fair "Road to Rio" (Par) (3d wk). Fast
will be taken up
new
slate
of
officers
percentage, hence the estimated
$4,500.
"Body and Soul" (UA) (11th wk).
in 6 days. Last week, great
..Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)— $8,000
figures are net income.
Staying up well at $19,000 after at a closed meeting Friday (23) nooia
Sleep. My Love" (UA). Charles $13,400.
in New York.
parenthetic
admission
The
$20,000 for 10th round.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
Buddy" Rogers in town to help this
comp
AlMiE>A
noininating
named
«t
{trices,
however, as indicated,
Golden (RKO) (769; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Good News" (M-G) (3d wk). Okay
(Continued on page 18)
inclu(ie the U. B. amusement tax.
"Mourning Becomes Blectra" (BKO) mittee at its Christmas nteetint.
$3,500. Last week, $3,900.

—

(U) and "Ladv from Cheyenne- (U)
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Another Signal Honor for a

Very Wonderful Motion Picture

Universal -International

is

ex-

tremely happy to announce that
"A

DOUBLE

LIFE

traction at the

will be the next at-

'

Radio City Music

Hall.

another signal honor to add to

It is

those already paid to this wonderful

motion picture by

who have seen it.

all

The

greatest pefformaoce;

Ronald Colman's long

tJQt

career, *.a

powerful, fascinating attraction.*'
i-^Motiott Picture Dailjt

Designed to

fait

lar appeal."

**

A

wide and popli'•'The Exhibitf^

polished package of class

screen entertainment." •^Variety

win loud acclaim."

**Should

"'Box OJ^ee
"Another high spot of the season."**

4

.^7i:he

giving

NEW greatness to the Saeen

in

66,

with

SIGNE HASSO

•

EDMOND O'BRIEN
SHELLEY WINTERS

/A

Universal'Internatiotiai Release

*

RAY.^COLLINS

•

PHILIP

LOEB

RUTH GORDON atd CARSON KANIN
GEORGE CUKOR • Productd by MICHAEL KANIN

Written by

l^ectd by

Film Daily

—

PICTURE «BOSSBS
TIMBERLANE' LUSTY

'Night Seng' $17,000, 'HcCoy'14G,i)et

LA Helped by New Pix; leant for Me

?19,000 TOPS CINCY

Aces;

%y

Love 18G, 'Stmtor'

Detroit, Jan. 20-

Key

Staiidout among new entries
are "Night Song" and "KUler McCoy." "Sleep; My Love" is okay tout
"Senator Was Indiscreet" looks moderate for "tfie huge Fox.
"Road To Rio" continues great at

N. Y.)

"Frieda"

(U),

ToiKs Blah

Baho

Baltimore, Jan. 20.
Frigid weather is nicking b.o. figures here with trade way off. "Senator Was Indiscreet" is in nice posi^
Keith's,
tion at
"I Walk Alone" will
get top coin at the Stanley. Some
action also reported for Loew's Century entry of ""Sleep
Love."
Estimate* for This Week
Century (Loew's«"UA) (3,000; 20.

fair

$9,0QQ.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-99)
—"Senator Was Indiscreet," (U) and
"Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col).
Modest $22,000. Last opusi "Daisy
Kenyon" (20tb) and "Dangetous
Yea^s" IWB), .$23,000Michlent ;(UD) (4^39; 70-95)—
"Sleep, My Love" (tJA) and "Smart

My

60)—"Sleep My Love" (UA). Draw-

Politics" (Mono). Okay $18,000. Last
week, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and

ing good $15,000.

Last week^ second

of "Good News" (M-G), solid $12,900.
(UA), (2d wk), strong
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
25-70)—"Love From Sttanger" (EL)
Palms (UD) (2,976; 70-85) —"Road plus Claude Thornhill orch on stage.
To Rio" (Par), and "Big Town After Okay $16,000; Last week, "SwordsDarlf" (Par) (4th wk). Xlreat $14,000 man" (Col) and vaude (2d wk), big
aftei; $17,000 third week.
$13,000.
united Artists (UD) (2,976; 70-95)
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20—"Night' Song" (RKO) and "Head- 60)— 'Senator Indiscreet" (U). Trim
ing For Heaven" (EL). Fast $17,000. $14,000.
Last week, "Road to Rio"
La.st week, "Good News" (M-G) and
(Par) (3d wk), great $9,000 in S days
"Son of Busty" (Co!) (2d wk), fine and sock $41,800 in 19 days.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)— "The
$14,000,
Flame" (Rep). Neat $6,500 or over.
Last week, "Verdoux" (UA) (2d wk),

"Cudey"
$18:500.

HuiiOffBot'Agr^enf
Torrid $30,000;

ly Love'

Wow

$15,000.

Orpheum .(RKO)
"Out

—"Captain

(20th).
Big
week. "Roa,d to Rio"
(Par) (2d wk), great $16,000.
rest.' Dick Buckley, others, on stage
Hippodrome (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)
(3d wk). bii! .S20,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-65)— "To —"Road to Rio" (Par) (m.o.). Nice
Livd an Peace" (Indie) and "Jeannie" $8,500. Last week, "Carnegie Hall"
(UA ). only $9,000.
(Indlie) (4th wk). Lively $4,000 after
Teck (Shea) (1.400; 40-70) "Cass
$4,800 for last week.
F<?iiway
(M-P) (1,373; 40-80)— Timberlane" (M-G) (m.o.). Good
"Ro^d to Rio" (Par) and "DragJiet" $4,500. Last week, "Forever Amber"
(SG> (m.o.). Fine $8,000. Last week. (20th), $5,000.
lagayette (Ba.sil) (3.000; 40-70)—
"Wild
Irish
(WB) and
Rose"
"Chinese Ring"' (JWono) (2d wk), "Senator Was IndLscreet" (U and
"Devil Ship" (Col); Mild $13,000.
$5,000,
"Swordsman" (Col)
week,
Last
Kenmore (Indie) (900; 43-05)
"Shpe-Shine Boy" (Indie) (3d wk). and "Sweet Genevieve" (col) (2d
Holding up to good $3,500 after $4,700 wk). okay $10,000.
80th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
tor last.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80>- 40-70)—"Magic Town" (RKO) and
"Desperate" (RKO). So-so $13,000.
"Gehtlemen's
(20tli)
Agreement"
(2d
Bmijcsl thins in town at wham $30,- Last weelc. "Tycoon" (RKO)
000. ;La!>t week. "Tycoon" (RKO) and wk ). nice $10,000.
"Tiacy Meets Gruesome" (RKO) (2d
$20,000.

Castile"

La.st

;

)

.

Wk

bia $24J)00.
Mtetropolitan (M-P) (4,367: 40-80)
"pai.sy Konyon" (20th) and "Slippei'.\^
McGoc" (SG). Weather's too
)t

—

iSI"

*lie

^OJd South (Siritsky) (70(3: 40-80)—
Milt)fle Dr. ptrov"
(Indie) and
yotea Boatman"
(Indie).
So-so
Last week, subsoauent-i'uns.
'Qj-phcum (Loew) (3,000; 40-fO')—
Sleiep My Love" (UA) and "Glamour jGirl" (Col). Didn't catch on as
.e.\pfeetect but. okay at ,$23,000.
Last
W[;elk.
"11
Winter Comes" (M-G)
and "Muifler in Reverse" (Col).
$24,000.

-

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)~
'RoiKl to Rio" (par) and "Dragnet"
fSC^) (m.o,).
Soimd $17,000. La.st
wccik. 'Wilrl Irisfi Ro-Sc" (WB) and
'Chfne.se Ring" (Mono)
(2d wk).
'
.sfroiiP, $14,000.
40-80)— "Slocp
and "Glamour Girl"
Last week. "If
Winter Gomc!" (M-G) and "Murder
State

(T

opw)

Mv Love" ?UAV
(Col).

in

(3.500;

Ofllsh SI 2.000.

Revei'so" (Col). $10,000.
Tfaasl.'x (Tran.slux ) (900: 30-74

)—

<^avc Her tn Heaven" (SOtli) arid
"Thp Sivdcv" (20th) (rei.ssiios). Dull
"Mad Monster"
''T

T ....1
S4.000.
u.cck,
o'v' ""
'her's
issues), $4,800.

im

Montreal. Jan.

20.

Claw" (U)'

(re-

(1.900;

45-65)—

(RKO). Trjm $10,000
Last week, "Magie Town"

"Wild

-Irish

Rose"

(1.900;

(WB)

45-65)—
from

solid

opening, and rousing $20,000 IctokS
possible with extendi run a virtual'
certainty. Last week, "Road to Rio"
(Par) (4th wit), big $8,000.

-

(FWC) (1,719; 60-$!)—
Me" (20th) and "Danger-

Uptown
"Meant

lor

ous Years" (20th).
Smftrt $12,000.
Last week, "Castile" (2ath) (-3d Wk-

(2,048; 60for Mo'
-Last week.
(20th) (3d wk-8

Were

Nifty

(20th).

days), big $11,000.

days), fast $4,500.

Downtown Music

To -jtacilitate snoW removal
Rhode Islanders were asked to keep
their autos off streets^ and this may
hurt further, .On the- peppy side dre
Strand's "Rdad To Rio." the Stale's

My

''Sleep
Castile."

(Blumen-

Hall

feld) (872; 60-$l )— "Roosevelt Storv"

(SG). Slow
Last week, "Christmas Eve"
(UA) l2d wk), only $6,400,
Egyptian (FWC) (1,.538; 60-$l)—
"Killer McCoy" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
$6,000 in 6 days. Last week, S12.000.
El

Rey

(FWC)

-

.

(RKO)Opens tomorrow (Wed.).
In ahead, "The Exile" (U) .and,
60-$!)- "Palooka in Knockout" (RKO). slow

(861;

Portland. Ore.. Jan. 20.

Downtown houses are really
this week because of

in

a

the
after-holiday dip and a 5c. admission boost. "Cass Timberlane," a
holdover at the Broadway, is still,
the hottest thing in town.. "Magic
'jown" at the Paramount and "Her
Husband's Affair" at the Mayfair are
new entries but are far from big.
Estimates for This Week

;.

—

,

60-$l

Carlton (Fay -Loew)

—"Wild

Hollywood

(WB)

vaude, $7,000.
Majestic
(Fay)
"Captain Castile"

Verv

)2d

wk), .slow

44-85)

—

md

(2.200;

(20th)
nice $14,000. First

-

14-65)—
(2d

Wk)<.

week was

big $18,000.

Metropolitan

(Snider)

(3.100:

44-

65)— "Pittsburgh" (U) and "Groen

.

Hell" (U) (reissues). So-so $7,500^
Last week, "Love from Stranger"
(Mono) and "Vance's Secret MisSriQn"

(Mono),
State

(2d

)—

fair $9,500 in 0 days.
44-65)1—
(Loew)
(3,200;

My

;

Love" fUA) and "Murder

In Rever.so" (UA).

Hep

,$23,000.

Last

week "The Swordsman" (Col), and
"Two Blondes, Redhead" (Col),
smash $28,000.

"Sierra Madre" (WB). Good Sl8,0O0.
Last week, "Irish Rose" (WB) (3A
wk), nest $9,000.
Hollywood Music Hall (Bhimchfeld) (473; 60-85 )—"Ro()!=eve)t Story"
(UA) and "Dragnet" (SG). Oke $")."Christma.s Eve"
tlGO.
La.st weelc,

(UA)

(1,400: 44-65)

(1.400:

"Tender Years" (20th) (reissue)
vaude on stage. Not bad $6,500. Last
week, "Gay Ranehero" (Rep) and

at

Sleep,
(iO-Sl

,

Rose" (WB) (2d run).
peppy .$5,000 in first

(Fay)

Fay's

(1.106;

(UA)

(2,756:

Irish

Nidfe $4,000 after
iiioveover sesh.

Story" (UA) and
Light $4,000. La.ff

"Dragnet" (SG).
week, "Christmas Eve"
wk), .slim .'82,900.

'

-

$10,000.

,

)— "Roosevelt

''Caravan"

(RKO).

(Col) aiid "Shephei-d 'Valley" (20th). Fine $4,000. Last

)

and

Past"

o£

"Prince Thieves"

(

Love" and "Captain from
Last-named is in initial

holdover stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "Out

(UA) and "Dragnet"

$11,000.

Hawaii (G&S-BIumenfeld

slump

ISiG

biz.

Uowntown (WB) (1,800: 60-$!)—
"Ti-easiire
Sierra
Madre" CWB)
Brisk $21,000,
Last week, "Wild
Irish Rose" (WB) <3d -wlf), fancy
$12,600.

85c scale.

Trim $6,000, Port.

Hep 23G,

mad'

Tower-H]itown-FaiFway (Fox MidFour Star (UA-WC) (900: $1.20west) (2,100, 2,043,' 700; 45-65)— $1.80)— "Mourning
Becomes Electra"
"Senator Was Indiscreet" (U). Bare- (RKO) (4th wk). Pleasing
$6,000.
ly average at $14,000. Last week
Last week, $7,000.
"Captain Castile" (20th) (2d wk)
Guild (968: 60-$l)— "Senator"' (U)
fancy $14,000;
ami "Chinese Ring" (Mono) (2d wk).«
Fair $,3,000. Last week, $4,400,

'Affair'

ly

But

-

Culver (FWC)
Rotisiiig at
(1,145;
6Q-$l)—
"Prince Thieves" (Col) and "ShepProvidence, Jan. id
herd Valley" (20th). Oke $4,500. Last
Three Holdovers are garnering the
week, "Senator Indiscreet" '(U) and
coin this Week though a heavy snow"Chinese Ring" (Mono) (2d wk-§
fall Saturday (17) put a! crimp into

$1,700

$5,000;

W

.

Snow Slows Down Prov.

Meant

$16,500.

"Captain Castile"

week, "T^Men" (EL) and "Linda"
(EL ) 3d wk-5 days ) $2,900.
*oxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
Es«aire. (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
"Second ChoiTis" (Par) (reissue) and "Beauty and Beast"
(Indie).' Robust
"Road to Hollywood" (Indie). Mod- $7,500. Last week,
"Peg of Old
crate $4,5()0. Last week, "Caravarf' Drury"
(Indie)
and "Boccaccio"
(EL) and "Blonde Savage" (EL), (Indie) (reissueis), slight

week,
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C.T.) (3,115; 35-47-07)—
Broadway fParker) (1.832; .50-85)
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
(M-G) (2d wk).
Nice $18,000. Last -week, "Road to —"Cass Timberlane"
Hot $14,000. Last weel?, $20,600.
Rici" (Par) (2d wk). big $16,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1.500: ,50-85)—
Capitol (C.T.) (2,610; 30-45-62)—
"Sleep My Love" (OA). Fair $13,500. "Hu-sband's Affair" (Coli and '-*PaciLa.st week.- "Siiigafiore" (U ), $14,000, fio- Adventure" (Col).' Excellent $6,I>.ilacc
(C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-62)— 000 or near. Last week. "Daisy Ken"Wild Harvest" (Par). Sock $16,000. von" (WBi and "Devil Ship" (Col)
.,
Last week, "This Time for Keeps"
"(2d wk I, fancy $3,900,
"
(M-G) (2d wk), $13,000.
Oriental (H-E) (2.000: 50-85)
Pt-incess <C.T.) (2.270: 30-40-,')3)— "Captain Ca.vtile"
i20thi
(2d wk)
"Lucky Gagin" (U) and "Out Cal- day-date Willi Orpheum. Fair $5,000.
Okay $6,000. La-st week, lerrilic $11,500,
ifornia Way" (Rep).
Last \*eek, "Long Night" (RKO) and
(,H-Ei (1,7.50: 50-85) .-^
Orpheum
"Two Blondes, Redhead"" (fCol), "Captain Castile" (20th) (.2d wlc).
$8,500.
Oriental. Excellent $8,500, Last
nnperiiir (C.T.) (1.916; 30-40-!)0)— also
$15,700.
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes" (Col) week, sockParamount (H-E) (3,400: 50-85)—
and "Blondic's Holiday" (Col). Small
Last week; "Thief ol Bag- "Magic Town" (RKOi and "RiffS3,500.
dad" (Indie) and "Over the Moon" Raff" (RKO). Sluggish $7,000. Last
week. "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and
Clndie) (reissues), solid $6,000.
orpheum (C.T.) (1.119: .30-40-60)— "High Tide" (Mono); hot $15,500.
United Artists (Parken (895; 50"Rebecca" (SRO). Good $4,000. La.'st
week: "Lp Journal To'mbc" (EL) 85)— "Good News" (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair
$6,500. Last week, okay' $10,000.
(EL),
atid "Jleannou"
$4,500,

for top honors

,$2.0P0.

.

'Bachelor' $18,000, Moiit'l

"Wild Harvest," at Palace, and
film, modest
Bobby-Soxer," at
"Road to Rio" "Bachelor and
neck-and-neck
(SG) (2d wk), Loew's, ai-e running
this

femme

$22,000. Last week,
(Pai*) and "Dragnet"
solid S21.000.

a
Last week, sturdy $8,300.
Studio City (FWC) (880: aO-$l)—
"Senator" (U) (3d wk). Oke $3,500.
Last week, good $4,800.
United Artists (UA) (2,100: 60-$l)
—"Senator" (U> (3d wk) and "Chi*
nese Ring" (Mono.) (2d wk). Thin
Last week, fair $9,100.
$5,500.

Chinese (Grauman-WC)

$1)—"You

of Past"

great $20,000 in third.
week "Cass Timberlane" tM-G) looms.
(RKO) (3,200; 50-Sl.lO)— Last
(RKO), $11,000;
(2d wk), nice $15,500.
"Pirhtes Monterey" (U) plus Lanny
Paramount (Par)
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 40-701*

Marie MacDonald, others, oh
Stag^. Mild $23,000i Last weeki "Captain Citstilc" (20th) phis Helen For-

Bitz (FWC) (1,370: 60-$l )- "SenaFinals at $6,000.
tor" (U) (3d wk).

'

"Killer McCoy" (M-G) aiid"Glamovfr
Girl" (Col), $17,000.

Boston

Roarf.

$12,400.

.

•

jjfter

•'Glamour Girl" (Col) (2d wk), slow

$14,100.

.

—

'

•

20.

'

:

RKO Hillstrect (RKO) (2.890; 6080)— 'Swordsman" (Col) and "Mary
L£(st
Fair $17,000.
Lou" (Qol).
week, "Tycoon" (RKO) (3d wk) and

.

Kansas City, Jan.

(3,280;

Estimates for lliis Week
Estimates for This Week
40-70>—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
Astor (1.400; 40-80)
"Bishop's
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Roses
Wifs" (RKO) i4th wk). Steady $18,- Are Red" (20th). Modest

;

$16,700.

8 day>), good $7,300.
Vogue (FWC) (885: 85-$1.20)—
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumeafeld) (826; 65-$l )— "Roose- "Paradine Case" .(SRO) (3d wk).
velt Story"
(UA) and "Dragnet" Pleasing $8,500. Last week, $10,800.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$!)—
(SG),
Thin $3,500.
La.st
week,
"Christmas Eve" (UA) .(2d wk), "Killer McCoy" (M-G) (2d wk).
Down to $7;000. Last week, riitty
$2,600.
Bruin (FWC)
85.$1.20)— $10,500.
(876;
Wiitern
"Paradinc Case" (SRO) (3d wk).
(WB) (2,300; (i0-$l)—
Finals at $6,000 in 6 days. Last week, "Sierra Madre" (WB). Good $17,000.
Last week, "Irish Rose" iWB) (3d
good $8,500,
Carthay Ciri.ie (FWC) (1;518; 80- Wk), sharp $10,000.
$1.50)— "Bishop-.'! Wife" (RKO) (4th
Wk).
Good $12,000.
Last week,

20G in Frpl K.C.
Rose,'' at Pai-amount, is getting top

2

wk).

$10,800:

money with a torrid session and
25-75)— "I holdover. "Senator Was Indiscreet"
Ok« With 35G,
Spots Walk Alone" (Par). Sturdy
$16,000. at Tower-Uptown - Fairway looks'
Boston, Jan. 20.
Last week, "Wild Irish Rase" (WB) mild. Midland had Audrey Totter in
for personal appearances opening"Gentlemen's Agreement" is lead- (2d Wk), big $14,700.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)— day, and got "High Wall" into gear
ing the town currently and taking
most of the ready money, with other "Roosevelt Story" (UA). Fat $10,000 for a sturdy, week.
Estimates, for This. Week
houses trailing. Biz settled' back after second week of "Tycoon"
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45again after a aiice post-holiday spurt, (RKO), hit sock $9,500.
65)— "Roosevelt Stoty" (UA) and
with the weather generally blamed.
"Louisiana", (Mono),
Headed for
"Sleep My Love" at the State and
mildish $3,500.
Last Week, "Gang*
Orpheum is on the disappointing 'Castile' Fast $20,000
ster"
(Mono) and "Thunderbolt"
side.; "Daisy Kenyon" at the Met is
In Buflf.; 'Kenyon' 15G (Mono), $5,500.
otTlsh.
Midland:
(Loew's)
45-65)^
(3,500;
Buffalo,
Jan. 20.
"Pirates of Monterey" plus Lanny
Biz- is way ofl! this week, only "High Wall" (M-G) and "Mary Lotf'
on.stage
Ro.s.<i and Marie McDonald
(Col), v/ith Audrey Totter in for
at HKO took* only so-sov **Boad to "Capt. From Castile" shaping up
''Daisy Kfenyon" 'is only three personal appearances WednesRio' is fancy on raoveover in two strongly.
day.
Sturdy $16,000. Last week,
spot^.
modest.
(WB)

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,60-$l)— "Road to Rio" (Par) (3d
Trim $14,000. ._Last week,

451:

-

Maintaining good pace at $8,000 after
Stanley

$23,300.

—

(Mechanic!) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Captain Castile" (20th) (4th wk).

New

()0-$i)ir

Paramount (F&M) (3.398: 60-$l)—
"Road to Rio" (Par) (3d wk) and
"Big Town After Dark" (Par) (2d
Last week,
Nice $16,000.
Wk).

—

Town is steady but near-zero
temperatures the middle of last week
will hold back totals. "Wild Irish

$5,000.

(2,812:

$9,800:

'

Rose'

(Pan)

Pantages

,.

'Irish

$15,000. Last werft,

$19,500.

—

.

Smart

(4th wk).

;

,

good $10,800 opener.

000

20.

"

'Walk' lively lOG

Top Field;

"You "Swordsman" (Col) unci "Mary Lou'
manding major attention.
Were Meant for Me," in four thea- (Col). Slow $14,000. Last week,
(RKO) (3d wk) and
tres, is pleasing $64,000 while "Treas- "Tycoon"
light
ure of Sierra Madre," in three "Glamour Girl" (Col) (2d wk).

X— houses, looks to hit good $56,000.
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G). Smash
"Prince" Of Thieves" and "Shepherd
Holds.
Last week, "If Valley" shape as okay $.30,500 in
(M-G), 8 ~ days, five situations, mostly small-seaters,
.but "The -Swordsman" looks mild at
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
"Roosevelt
$31,000 in two houses.
"Always Together" (WB) and "Last Story" is disappointing $22,500 and
Roundup" (Col). Mild $5,500. Last stays only two days of second frame.
week, "Upturned Glass" (U), so-so
"Gentleman's Agreement,", head$6,000.
ing advanced-price runs, looks sturdy
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)— "Out
in fourth round, two spots,
of Blue" (EL). All right $7,500. Last $24,500
nice at $30,000
week, "Lost Moment" (U), fairish '•Road to Rio" still is
in two Paramount houses in third
$6,000.
weiek and stays a fourth. Most other
Lyric
(RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
holdovers
are light.
"Road to Rio" (Par). Holding up On
Estimates
for
This
WeclC
moveover for fifth downtown stanza.
Satisfactory. $5,500 trailing strong
Apollo
(FWC) (600; 60^85)(Col)
Thieves"
and
"Prince
of
$7,500 fourth round.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)
"Shepherd of Valley" (20th). Okay
"Woman's Vengeance" (.U). Tame $3,000. Last week. "T-Men" (EL)
$9,500. Last week, "Intrigue" (UA), and "Linda Be Good" (EL) (2d wk),
sturdy $13,500.
$2,100.
Shnhert' (RKO) 5(2,100; 50-7a)
Belmont (FWC) (1,532: 60-,$!)—
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB). Moreover "Prince Thieves" (Col) and "Shepfor third fling on main stem. Still herd Valley" (20th).
Neat $4,000.
sugary at $7,000. Last week, "Daisy Last
week, "T-Men"
(EL) .arid
Kenyon" (20th) (m,o.), slow $4,500. "Linda" (EL) (3d wk-5 days), $1,900,
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; 80-$L50)—
"Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th)
(4th wk).
Nice ^,500. Last week,
Winter Comes"
moderate $9,500.

i

95)— "Killer McCoy" (M-G) and
"BoWery Buckeroos" (Mono). Solid
$14,000. Last week, "Pirates Monte*
and

—

(3,100;

sec,

Oke W/^ 'Swordsman' 31G

Los Angeles, Jan.

new bills are teeing off the
current week but only two are com-

$19,000.

Broadway-CapHol (United Detroit)
(3,309; 70-95)— "I Walk Alone", (Par)
and "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) (2d
wk); Good staying power at $17,000
against sock $24,000 for first.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-

(U)

Sum
,

agaihst $11,000 for third.

(RKO)

'Prince'
Five

50-75)
"Swordsman" (Col). Solid $14,000.
Last week, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB)
(2d wk), great $16,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-70

Weeir
T«lai GroM
$3,«4$,eM
Lwrt te*t
(Boxed on 19 cities 182 theatre*)

it fourth week.
Eistlmates for This Week

palms even

Week

Estimates for This

Albee

frei, chiefly first run*, tneiuding

Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Green Dolphin- Street" (M-G) («h
slipping at $6,000 as
Still
wk)i

rcy"

ature over the weekend.
"Cass
Timberlane" is several paces ahead
of "Swordsman" to top the town
with a smash Capitol figure. "Out
of Blue" is on the bright side. Holdoyers "Road to Rio" and "Wild Irish
Rose" are lusty.

:

'

the

Grosses

City

Ettluated Ta(«l Crost
This Week
.$3,M3,e9l
(Based on 23 cities 226 thea-

tion

MOOO. 'Sierra Madre

biz is in seasonal stride
and slightly better than last week
despite the winter's lowest temper-

f-

Film biz mainly is near normal
here -this week. , Staying power of
"I AValk Alone," in second week at
Broadway-Capitol, is drawing atten-

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.

Downtown

Strarid (Silverman) (2,200: (44-65)
to Rio" (Par), Second week;
(19). First session

—"Road

opened Monday

AVas rousing $18,500.

.$2,800,

Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85 (—"Senator"
lUi cjd wk). Fan- $2,500. Last week,
okav $4.(i00.
Laurel iRo.sener) (890: $1.20)—
"Barber of Seville" (Indie) ('2d wk).
Neat $4.000, Last week, $41900,
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
60^$!)— "Meant for Me" (20lh) and
"Dangerous Years" (20th), Strong
,$25,500. La.st week. "Ca.slile" i20lb)
(3d wk-8 days), good $16,500.
hint Anseles (D'town-WC) (2.09'7;
60-$l)— "Killer McCoy" (M-G) (2d
wk). Down to $14,000. Last week,

'WALK' ALONE BIG IN

SLOW FRISCO, !F2g,000

,

bright $27,700.

Saw Francisco, Jan. 20;
Business continues okay here at
spots where pictures are unusually
potent, otherwise being nearly 30%
off currently. Overall total is being

'

1

1

dragged down by so many holdovers,
too."I Walk Akme" looks standout
with a big session at the Paramount,
"Walter Mitty" ]ook.s nice at (he

«FWC) (l,'24a: 60-$l)— huge Fo.x
"Meant tor Me" (20th). B)-i«ht $10.w^imitt-, #«» This Wi-i-k
000. La.st week, "Castile" (20th) (3ri
.^*"!rf'
,7, r«1 ^
(,.-,-,$1)
^oWe*
<RKO) ^,
(2,844;
«tote /^LrtT
wk-8 days), good $7,300,
(D'town-WC) (2,210; 60- - "Tycoon" (RKO) (3d wk) plus
Orpheum
—
and vaude headed by Lina Romay and
$1)— "Prince Thieve."!" (Col
$16,O0O.
Last
Howard.
Okay
Joe
at
"Shepherd Of Valley" (20th). Okay
Loyola

-

,

i

I

|

-

.

..

.

)

La.st week, "T-Men" (EL)
and "Linda" (EL) (3d wk-5 days),

$15,000.
$6,900.

Palace (D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.20)—
Agreernent"
(20th)
"Gentleman's

with vaude headed by Joe
Howard, strong $24,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Walter Mitty" (RKO),. Nice $32,000. L«st
((Continued'' on page 18)week,

i

MAY WE LET DOWN OUR HAIR
AND TALK FRANKLY r
M-G-M has more current pictures in the box-ofl&ce
headlines than any other company. For instance:

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET spectacular audience
hit is

hold-over champ.

(Lana Turner,

Van

[^eflin,

Donna Reed, Richard

Hart)

CASS TIMBERLANE
early dates. For instance,

(Spencer Tracy, Lima Turner, Z^chary Scott)

GOOD NEWS
ngtion.

Good news

positively sensational

M-G-M's 5-year high

it's

in

all

in Tulsa!

.

spreads Technicolor joy across the

everywhere!

(June Allyson, Peter Lawford)

HIGH WALL
ences

is

hair-raising!

thrilled at Capitol,

Premiere and

all first

N. Y.

bookings.

(Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert Marshall)

KILLER

Audi-

World

McCOY

.

. a »dco

d„i,h.i„,

the folks from coast to coast.
(Mickey Roon^, Brian Dohlevy,

Ann

Blyth)

Yes, the b^ld facts are that with these fine current enterand a terrific line-up of Big Ones coming,
here'§ the new industry slogan—

tainrnents

.

M^G^M GREAT

IN '48

•vABinnt's* loMDON onnoB
ante, yottalgar tiavaM

INTERNATIONAL

at. Miirtln'«

New Fdms

British Discussing

The Show Must Go On
Bill;

In Blase Berlin

French Pix

in

PnMon at All-Tlme

Berlin, Jan. 13.

Includes a Limit on Cinemas
London, Jan.

New

Owned

20.

Films Bill will be debated in

House of Commons tomorrow (21).
TliM'e is no general opposition to the
bill and tliere .is unlikely to be a division otii it. Most members at both

Dutch Add Kudo
.

to

Distrib Captain

Pix

Auten

Capt. Harold Auten, veteran distributor of British pictures in the
will'

parties agree that the bill
achieve, its purpose of building up
the British film industry: Govern-

bringing quiet pressure to
bear to keep the 7,5% import dulyout of discussions^ but this will be
ditticult principally on account of
dropping distribs quota in new bill.
Board ot Trade has been given to
understand by principal American
distribs that they will qarry out. tl»e
production program promised early
in 1947 only when they are sending
fiims 'to this country. Yet it was on
the strength of this undertaking that
exhibitors were persuaded to withdraw their objections to the dropping

ment

is

.

the distribs quota. Government
supporters are arguing that con*'
ditions attaching to American undertaking merely frees more space for
British producers and so affords
ol

'

make

British quota higher.Abolition of distribs quota will also
mean virtual disappearance of the
individual producer. His most likely
customer, the American distrib, will
have no need to buy British footage
in order to sell his own.
Although bill will be discussed in
Parliament this week, it "tnay not be
until July 1 that Board of Trade will

chance to

publish actual quota percentages on
Which the whole thing depends. Before making' the orders, Board of

Trade must

,

•

con.sult

Cinematograph

Films Council and consider its advice. These orders will be subject to
affirmative resolutions in Parliament.
Main clauses in ^ new bill give

Board of Trade permissive power

to

limit expansion of groups of inore

.

stipulates that "first feature"

Bil,l

must be shown at least
once between 5 and 10 p.m. if it is to
be= Counted for quota. This is to do
away with abuse of exhibitors running quota films to a charwoman
cleaning the theatre in the early
morning and counting it as an ex-

British film

hibition.

One clause in the bill which the
Assn. Of Cine-Technicians is fighting
is that of exempting cinemas taking
$400 a week or less. ACT contends
these theatres should contribute towards, the cultural advancement ot
British films and suggests feature
quotas should be 35% for large circuit and West End.X<ondon houses,
23% for theatres taking over $40 a
week, and 15% shorts and supporting
program quota.

BRITISH EXHIBS SEEK

HKE

IN ADMISSIONS
'

'
I,ondon, Jan. 20.
Cinematograph ^ixhibitors Assn;
deputation id Shortly meeting with
Glenvil Hal^,- -dtiancial secretary of
the TreaSuty, to proppse raising
cinema admission puicfes by 5c. on
all seats 30c. atid'Oveh' .Rai'se would
affect 4,500 "iiiemaS and 'is, estimated
to
produce
an '.extra $1,200,000
weekly. Deputation wants Treasury
•

!

'

to agree.

That increase won't be taxed and
no part sent to Hollywood to add to
the dollar drain, W. R. Fuller,
secretary, told the press. "We want
British exhibitors to have benefit of
the money to cope with the rapidly
,

CEA

.rising

running cinemas."
Proposal may be made dijring the
second reading of the Films Bill in
cost

ot

parliament Jan. 21.

Chi Importer Gets Rights
To Austrian Murder Pic
"Vienna, Jan.

6.

Adolph Worth-Wirtschafter, Austro-American, has contracted with
the 'Vienna Starfilm Distributing Co.
for the U. S. rights to the HueblerKahlos
"The Trial."
pioduction,
Story concerns a ritual murder hoax
in Hungary in the '80's.
Worth-Wirtschafter heads a film
importing company in Chicago and
intends to buy other products of
the Austrian film market

will continue despite the dilapidated
condition of the house, which was
partially unroofed during the last
storm,
During the Jan.
performance, a
falling beam killed two, in the audience, and the rest had lo open their
umbrellas because rain was falling
in
the auditorium through
the

U

Was honored last week in
Washington by Queen Wilhelmina
and the Netherlands government. cracked root
The Netherlands Ambassador invested him with the Order of Orange
Nassau, award being made in appreTJ. '.$.,

Han(k Out

ciation of Capt. Auten's services to
the Netherlands during the war. He
also recently was awarded the Legion of Merit by President Truman.
Auten, who has lived in the U. S.
for the last 20 years, is at present
responsible for the showing of^the
Buenos AireSi Jan, 13.
distributed ."Henry 'V". in .the
Local press is now handing out
U. S. and Canada. He also is representative of Greater Union Theatres pix orchids for 1947. Conceded that
only outstanding picture to
in the TJ. S., a post he has held for the
emerge- from Argentine studios was
16 years.
Argentina Sono Film's "Albeniz."
The: picture can't rightfully be considered part of the 1947. crop, as it
was actually rolled in 1949 and released early in the next year. Runnerup was "Mirad los Lirios del
Campo" ("Behold the. Lilies ot the
Field") distributed by UA. Picture
was released locally Christmas Day.
It was. directed by Luis Cesar AmaLondon, Jan.. 20.
dori, who has also been singled out
Cloak of anonymity hiding the as the best raeggei}.
identity of Filippo del Gludice's
Emelco's "El Retrato" is another
backer was cast aside last week with
Comedy starred
of the runnersup.
disclosure that William Grimshaw
Mirtha Legrand and Juan Carlos
Riley, one of Britain's top indusThorry
under Carlos Schlieper's diRiley is
trialists, is the new angel.
rection. Mile, Legrand. got the award
the governing director of the biggest
for the best performance of the year
British glass combine and was a
member of Winston Churchill's war- for her work iri this picture. Intertime goyernment's committee on na- Americana's "A Sangre Fria" ("In
Cold
Blood") a whodunit, directed
tional expenditure.
Riley told Variety: "I have pledged by Daniel Tinayre, got honorable
mention, together with "Corazon,"
to del' Giudice that the ,sky's the
Pyada
and Films Andes' produclimit for the entire longterm pro- a
duction program requiring minimum tion, directed by Carlos BOr'cosque.
Award for the best male perof six films a year. I believe in his

Arg.

Own

Oscars

UA

Del Giudice Gets

Low;

.

j

formance

went

•

to

Lopez

Pedro

Paris, Jan. 13.

Anti-Red Actors

French

U. S. films are receiving a mixed
reaction behind the "Iron Curtain"
following announcement that proSoviet countries were banning films
in which anti-Communist players
appeared. In Rumania, the government has ordered a sweeping crackdown on practically all films on
the slightest pretext. Besides those
who testified at the recent House
Un-American Activities Committee
probe, the Rumanians have tabued
Gene Tierney, Sonja Henie and
Clark Gable, none of whom has
expressed his political sympathies;
Action has led to reports that agents
in Hollywood are sending dossiers
to these countries on the political
sentiments, .of all actors.

.

'

BRAZIL GAMBLING BAN

Mousy Eon having somewhat mod- producer Georges Maurer.

'

London, Jan.

2i).

(Figure slioius weeks of run)
"All Ovcr'^town," Playhouse (13).
"Anna; Lucasta," Majesty's (12).
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (33).
"Bless the Bride," Adelpti (39).
"Blind Goddess," Apollo (7).
"Canaries Singr," Garrick (9).
"Chilteru Hundreds," Vaude (21).

"Dark Summer," St. Mart (6).
"Dr. Anpelus," Phoenix (25).
"Edward My Son," Lyric (34).
"Happy As Larry," Crit. (3).
"Honor & Obey," SaviUe (9).
"L«e Wltli Father," Savoy (33).
"Linden Tree," Duchess
"MaTbbeth,"

"Never Can

Aldwych
Tell,"

(23).

Wynd

Buenos Aires, Jan.

Fabrizzi to Bring Legit
Troupe to Buenos Aires
i

(16).

"Oft Record," Piccadilly (34).

Buenos Aires, Jan.

13.

recently,
here
Aldo F&brizzi;
paeted With the Gallo-Raineri En'

.

Astral theatre, to
bring an Italian company to the
in
theatre for 30 performances

terprises,

(6).

NICKS ARGENTINE ACTS
Montevideo, Jan. 13.
Closing of the gambling rooms at
the Rio de Janeiro casinos, which
deprived Brazilian impresarios of
coin to operate their lush niteries,
has also meant a big loss for Argentine entertainers, who used to get
two or thr^e months' WQ^k at either
the Casino da Urea, Atlantica or

Auspicious start of the picture has
tendency among local
a
Quitandinha.
producers to turn from cheesecake
Local agetits say the elimination
material to biopix ot either saints or
of gambling in Brazil- ha^ meant a
moral social leaders. One group is loss' of $50,000 to the Argentine eonprepping a biopic of Saipte Therese, tAgent.
de Lisieux, a popular French shrine
idol. Another is about to start a biopic of Henry Dunand.' founder of the
Lomuto Band's Tour Of
Red Cross, with Christian Jacque
directing and. Jean Louis Barrault
Spain a $250,000 Skid
in the title role.
'

of the

A

13:

group- of Argentine eintertainers
touring in Spain, headed by composer-bandleader Francisco Lomuto,
has just returned and reports that
the jajunti was^a -commercial failure,
with the impresario, Rufino Fraile,
of the Goyescas nitery here, suffer*
ing a loss of $250,000 (U.S.).
Apart from the Lomuto tango outgroup infit
(16 musicians), the
cluded singers Chola Luna, Maria
Esther Garaas, Foberto Fugazot, Ricardo Pimentet and Juan Carlps
Howard. All were paid in full by
the impresario, who has had to take
the entire loss as well as covering
expenses for the-junket. Lomuto has
stayed on in Spain on 'business for
the Argentine Authors and Compos^

Enrique Serrano musical
March.
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (.38).
comedy company, which had leased
"One, Two, Three,"- Yorks (19).
Outrageous," W. Garden (10).
the theatre from March 1, agreed to
"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales (45).
defer the contract until April.
who played lead, in
Fabrizzi,
"Present Laughter,'.' H'ym'kt (40).
"Open City" and "To Live In Peace,?'
"Private Ent.," St. James (9).
will also make a film here for Guar"Starlieht Roof," Hipp. (11>.
"Sweetest Lowest," AmbaSs. (90). anteed Pictures, in a story about
Italian immigrants. Fabrizzi was in
"Together Afain," Vic Pal. (40).
B. A. for a week in late December,
"Tuppence," Globe (15).
ers Society.
then planed home to Rome.
"Worm's View," Whitehall (38).
'

.

producers,

.

who

usually

also distribute, have -attempted to
bolster their potentialities by im-

Get Iron Cross

/

created

.

94.

,

.

publicity.

all-

duced 130 features.

in the franc.

'

Current London Shows

an

at

is

time 'low. In 1935, the French pro*,

change have to be taken at about
one-third of their face value to reple.sent real money, due to the drop

'-

,

French pix production

In 1946 it was
In 1947, production dropped to
74.
This year will be much worse.
If plans jell,
Panama nitery operator, will open Only five pictures are currently rolling and most studios are discharga spot in Caracas. This will mean
ing from one-third to four-fifths ot
almost a year's solid work for the
their staffs.
shows she brings to her spot in
At the official rate of exchange ot
Panama, as the shows usually stay
there, for six months, although con- 120 francs to the dollar, investment
tract reads for three. Spot she has in production for the first six
in mind is Majestic hotel's Copa- months of 1946 totaled $9,000,000 as
cabana Club, long the leading night against $9,500,000 for the .same period in 1947. During 1946, first six
spot in Caracas*
With boom conditions' prevaling months, 34 features costing less than
in Caracas, and money the cheapest ,$250,000 and 12 above that figure,
commodity there, Miss Kelley plans were made, as against 25 lov, budga 20-people show for the neW ven- eters and 15 high ones in 1947.
ture and this will probably open in Budgets for the first six months in
late February to catch the big fiestfi 1946 averaged below $200,000 -for tha
(carnival)' trade, which rung pre-. total 46 pix, and reached $250,000 in
Lent. Entire city takes a flve-day 1947 for the total 40.
break for thd holiday.
The dollar figures at official ex-

Panama, Jan. 13.
Mary Lee Kelley,

Lagar, Spanish actor who came to
Buenos Aires lOl years ago with
Maigarita Xirgu's dramatic comRumania has also piit thumbs
pany, and who is now an Argentine. down on pix in which a certain list
production, "The Guinea Pig," is Lopez Lagar played the Spanish of producers, writers and directors
limited to $150i000, is only partially composer Albeniz in the. picture of were involved.
Through the Mothat
name.
true. That is merely the token sum
tion Picture Export Assn., U.* S.
Prizes for the best supporting companies had 80 films in Rumania,
requested from me to date, but there
players went to Sabina Olmos for all of' which have been called back
is no limit to my financial aid."
It's understood that Riley is asso** her part as Albeniz' wife and to
for re-licensing. To date, only fbur
ciated with an anonymous group of Sebastian Chiola for his work in or five have passed through the resinfluential business men in bacldng "Como Tu lo Sonaste." Alejandro reviewing sieve,
the former chieftain of J. Arthur Verbitsky and Kmilio 'Villalba Wells,;
In Hungaryj however, only "SaraRank's Two Cities Films.
scripters
of '?E1 Retrato," drew toga Trunk," starring Gary Cooper,
award for the best screen play.
has been aff^ted by the- reprisal
bai>^
Print of the film has been
Freneh
Grand
-Prix
Award'
transferred to Austria, Operating in
Monte Carlo Opens Legit
Paris, Jan. 13.
a relatively free market, U. S. dis'Monsieur 'Vincent," French-made_ tributors had an inkling C)f the ban
Sea&on With 'Duchesse' biopic of the 17th century cleric who' and switched its product in advance.
Paris, .Ian. 13.
inaugurated social work, was award- Business in Hunga,ry for U. S. pix
The musical comedy has started at ed highest pix prize, the Grand Prix has been consistently terrific despite
the Monte Carlo Opera House, on du cinema Francais 1947, at ses- fact "that most theatres are owned
the Riviera, in an effort to draw sion of the Club Interallie Jan. 7. by various political' parties which
First production is This is the official government prize are dominated by the Communist ortourist trade.
"Grande Duchesse," which Offen- awarded to the best French picture ganization.
bach composed on the Riviera in of the year;
1867. But the current show is slightly
Together with the award, citadifferent, with Albert Willemetz and tions with medals were awarded to
director
ernized the book by Meilhac and Maurice Cloche and actor Pierre
Halevy. Also a new tune, "Robin- Presnay who starred in the "title role.
son," has been injected in the score
Picture is getting endorsement of
to permit warbler Dassary to sing niany religious and lay organiza»
his biggest hit.
tions due to its character. Partly
After playing Monte Carlo, the bankrolled with Catholic money, it
show will be taken' on tour and is recommended here in church
finally land in Paris.
services, and getting unprecedented

Trade Quarters

GloiHii in All

Mary Kelley Mulling
Caracas Nitery Branch

Aid

'Unlimited'

than 200'cinemas under ownership to
one person and to fix higher quotas
for cinemas in such groups. (Such ideas, knowing there's always ..a
legislation can only affect J. Arthur
market for his kind of films; The
Rank's Odeon and Gaumont circuits statement of the Associated British
and the ABC, in which Warners is Picture Corp. that my investment in
interested.)
del Giudice's initial Pilgrim Picture

quota is to be calculated on number
Of days of 'exhibition of a 'particular
film, no longer as now merely on
footage. But one important proviso
lyiiich became necessary is that any

Jean Paul Sartre's "Les Mouches"
("The Plies">, is currently at the
Hebbel Theatre here, and the run

porting and dubbing ciieaply-bought
American B's, Result is that whila
in 1946, for the first nine months,
licenses were given.'to 60 French pix,
119 American and 30 sundries, for

the corresponding period in 1947
licenses were given to 77 French,
142 sundries, and a market-flooding
444 American picturesr three-quar-,
ters of which were brought in by
the French themselves.

During the last few months the
increase of admission tabs has Just
permitted grosses to keep about at a
reasonable level, but they show a
smaller number of tickets sold than
the last corresponding months.
lean season is anticipated at the

'

A

bo:!q3ffice.

•

'

.

Pathe Chain Fif urea
The P^tbe Chain, one of thft French
major exhibs,_-with about' 35 theatres including' 20- Paris houses', and
-

a total capacity pf,abo.bt 20,00.0 seats,

has approximately, grqss^ BOO.OOO,000 francs- during the. 'year ending
Dec. 31, .In this total, several of the
housesiShow.in red; With taxes de-,
ducted and distrib ^payments, this
leaves about. 156iO00,O0Oi francs net
which, after Operating- ejcpenses, does
not permit any remodelling or replacement of equipment. At official
exchange, this means $1,200,000 but
it's far from it in purchasing value,
with the much talked of readjust*
ment of the franc value in the offing.
French distribs are ekeing out
their lack of product by importing
cheaply-bought American B's from
indies, and dubbing them, then flooding the market with product they
offer exhibs at 35%, 30% or evea
less, thus making it tough in many,
cases to get playing time for worthy
product which the majors are offering and which, unless tinters, hava
to be high'-pressured to get 50%.
.

.

American

Distribs Problems

For American

distribs, there are
other problems. The raw stock
is giving
them concern.
Pleading dearth, the French Administration is not allotting it com^^
mensurately with the needs. The
also-

situation

majors just have been allotted eacli
70,000 meters (240,000 feet) which
about covers the prints for one feat'Which is why most of them
import their own raw stock, paid by
the parent company in America in
dollars, thus getting out ot the exchange problem. But this' means
spending dollars fqr material which
will only bring returns in blocked
ure.

francs.

Import duties have also been considerably inncreased lately. Besides
which there is a hue and cry loisally
against the Blum-Byrnes agreement.
.

understand it, and
none knows that from
Jan.
1; the
International Trade
Agreement provides that if it is^to
be amended, it can otily be done
in the form of a screen quota instead of by limiting imports,
Few

people

practically;

70
*

nm j;m,lmmATE ros '4a

M«xii!{r City, Jan. 13.
Forecast of Mexican pie produc'

tion this year is at least 70, according to the National Assn. of .Producers and Distributors of Mexican
Motion Pictures:
in

Estimate includes pix to be mad*
Mexico by U. S. and other foreign

companies.

,

.

.

WedGnesdiqr,

-picmniBS

16

Censodup Results (rf Red Pr«be

h»de Stiiff-4^es

Red-Ink Blues
continue*

front'

pace * iss
,

Felt

As 'Ciirtaii"S^tor

amount

Blasted

U.

that canit's

S.,

garnered in the

fie

A^d now

said,
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there's

story in the New York Times Sunday, Jan. 11, by Howard Taubman, of
the paper's music department, is understood to have resulted in n move by
David O. Selznick to pay off ITavid Golding for his part in getting DOS's
new Italian stari" Alida Valli, to this country. Taubman servw with Gold*
ing on the staff of tKe Merlterrainean edition of .tlte Stars and. Stripes in
1945 and, because he had a, better knowledlge q£ Italian, aided Golding in
obtaining two three-month options, !(>n Miss ValUW-fecvices ibr Selznick.

plenty of competition for playing
time in the few good flrstruns available for the pix stemming from
abroad, Key to the whole situation^
Taubman'fl lengthy piece In the Times on Gelding's manipulating, while
those in the know point, out, is the
in the Army, tc nail down the contract for DOS, was, sarcastic. Timesman
fact that a terrific backlog of almost
not only was obviously burned at Selznick's failure to pay Golding for his
100 foreign,, pix are now "on distribs'
services, but foi: publicity in connection with her current appearance in
shelves waiting a hole in the schedThe Paradine Case," which doesn't mention Golding's part in negotiations
ule of theatres specialising in that
to bring her here;'
sort of product
At the Selznick office in New York it was said last week that Golding's
One< prominent New York exhib
who recently., switched to foreign work was appreciated to the extent, that he was offered a job, after he
films front" Xapk product, comment- was must0red,out of the Army, as- Selznick's Continental rep. He chose,
ing on the sitiilation, said: "In the however, to accept a post with Samuel Goldwyn' in Englandi which Selzpast f ew. weeks, Bve seen 18 differ- nickls staff said they thought^until Taubman's istory kicked up a fuss
ent foreign pictures waiting to be last -Week—relieved the producer' .Of any further responsibility in the matplayed in New, York. In all, these ter. Golding is now working for'Sir Ale^nder Kotda in England as rep
With Miss Valli in New York
particular fibns are being distrib-^ of Morris Helprin, Korda's V.^. chief.
ui«d by 13 different companies, currently for publicity on "Paradine," her initial U.S. pic, Selznick flacks
mostly newly' formed. From' what were having a tough time, incidentally, in following studio orders to build
1 caii See, there's practically no her as a.femme fatale. She plays such a role in "Paradine," and Selzchance -of mcist of them making any nick*s plan, apparently, .was. to 'develop this menace myth. To this end,
p.a.'s had instructions to follow her official billing and. forget her. first
solid profits on their wares."
The New York area, alone, it's name, calling her merely "Valli."
,

Charges that the Congressional^
probe of alleged Hollywood ComInfo
Has
munists would impose a virtual
censorship on future film producArrests in Spain
tion bore fruit of two different and
Foreign departments of film comActual
opposing kinds this wedt.
international division
and
the
panies
effects of the probe on production,
of the Motion Picture Assn. of
conseq,uentIy, reJwain, a njjittcr of
America reported yesterday (Tuesspeculation<^
day) that they had no knowledge of
Council of American- employees of U. S. distribs being arTIatiorial
Soviet Friendship petitioned 20th- rested in Spain. Reports .from MaFox prexy Spyros Skouras to with- drid stated that 75 film men, in.cm^
draw the forthcoming "Iron Cur- ing reps of American companieS. mad
tain" from distribution because the been imprisoned for currency manip-:
film is "inimical to the aims and ulation.
welfare of the U. S. and the United
Reports were to the effect that
At the same time, the
Nations."
most of the men, including Spaniards
Niitibiiiil Council on Freedom fromin the employ of American comCensorship of the American Civil
panies, had been released. The cur^
Liberties Union cited the condemrency manipulation charged would
nation of Universal's "Senator was
ho doubt grow out of the^fact that
Indiscreet", by Allied theatre owijfsrs
funds of U. S> compapies are ficoten
of Iowa ^rtd Nebraska as the "first
there and cannot be Regally exported
'

MPAA

No

,

On

-

•

'

'

-

result" of the House un-;
Committee's
Activities

direct

not'edt

American

>

:

Skouras so far hsia't answered
the American - Soviet Council's request and it's believed extremely
unlikely that he!ll pay It much'heed.
Since "Iron Cui?tain" deals with the
spy .scare in
Canada, however, it's alSQ believed
that 20th's release of the film -wffviA
do much to assuage the feelings of
Request
the committee member^.
for Skouraa to ditch the film .was
contained te a letter from ^e Rev,
William i|S>ward Melislv, national'
the organization.

chairman

'

Port, Ore., Exhibs in Price

Boost on All Downtown

!

Citing fCmtain" 'tis a ."tiagrant
violation"
of the "UN- reiclution
against wajr prOjpaganda, Meljsh declared: "The picture comes at a
time when the nations of the world
are avalking the tightrope toward
the peaceful future we, so fervently
desire* Over; the. chasr^ of' a third
world war'." "The Iron Curtain'
might easily upset this, balance."
Melish labeled the Jtilm a, "ppUtical
celluloid" and asked
diatribe
Skouras how the picture could con
tribute to the rebuilding of the "film
habit" aiiiong the American people
at a time, when that habit is appar
ently .on the downgrade.
.

.

m

returns

50 %

approximately

Femme

scotched' that right away, however,

by explaining to each of the

numerous interviewers she faced that she didn't like the idea, that her first
name was Alida, and that she preferred they use it.- In addition, her appearance, dress and general manner, made her se'e'in as far from a heavy as
Boris KarloSt is from Shirley Temple. Result is that she's breaking in
the interviews as a pretty, but plain and likeable .gAl,.
'

'

.

.

Firstrnns to Offset H.C.L

Communist

recent

V

of the entire national take on the
imports.. There's only a dozen or so
theatres in the Times Square area
through which the$e t>ix funnel. Sec
ond and subsequent-run situation is
even tougher;
'Aside
from the
Apollo and a .scattered few in re
moter sections of the city, foreign
films have no place to go on their
own unless they're strong enough to

-

hearings.

Portland, Ore., Jan. '20,
were sited for a gen-

article, -"Censorship Through Fear," which appeared in
issue, of the. "Screen Writer," publication .6t the Hollywood

William Wyler'p
the

December

Screen Writers Guild, was placed in the appendix oi',i:he Congressional
Record last Friday (16) by Senator (Jlen H. Taylor (D., Ida). Piece; which
by all warrant circuit bookings.
attacks censorship ideas of William- Randolph Hearst and Rep. J. Parnell
Both Skouras and Century cir- Thomas (R., N. J.), was described by Taylor as
"brilliant and courageous."
dQ-wntown first-run houses. With cuits will ,,book
some foreign fitais
Salt Frand£$o an$i Los Angeles night but they'll only take the cream
Hollywoodltes under attack from House Committee on Un-American
adiiaissions at $1, the price rise puts 'Which leaves the big balance with
getting moral support from^ Professor Walter Gelhorn in
Activities
are
nothing
better
than
Sesecpnd-haU
of
xyith
Portland theatres on a par
Loge seats were re- dtialer .spot» in small nabes and last the current issue of the Harvard Law Review.- Reviewing the committee's
attle at 85c.•'
techniques, the Columbia law profeiisor charged 'the Iprqbers. with using
duced from $1.10 to $1. Community runs,.
"deeply Un-Amei'ican concepts'' of guilt by association, innuendo and
Theatres raised its prices Six. months;
other ''projiagandisAic device^, reminiscent of fascist techniques." Basing
ago from 40c to. 50c to meet overhis attack x>n the cohunittee's^report on the Southern Conference o^ Human
head and labor coMs.
Welfare, Gelhpm AstiOs- the IKDuse groi^t more /<Un.-American than the
Scales
Ted Gamble, president of the GamI activities its, report condemns,"
Risitig costs

eral 5c admission price boost

^'

.

:

Upped

ble Theatres, Inc., pointed out that
the' film industry was able to keep
costs at a minimum during the war
through federal controls on labc^.
Since
material, and other costs.
these controls were li|ted about the
only items in operation costs, which
did not suffer a sharp increase were
.

electricity,

heat and water.

a

'

Contlnncd trent pace

'9

ssjssJ!

on an expensive picture
in these days of dwindling boxoffice
grosses. "Arch/' for example, cost
about
and "Paradine"
$4,000,000
cost more than $3,000,000. "Sons,"
although not budgeted so highly,
carried a heavy initial investment
by
in the sum paid for the former

ing. a profit

U

SRO EXECS TO HUDDLE

ON TARADME' POUCY

alsp ;held,.up to, Skouras the
current-'#dubles facing :9ie film industry in'- th"e fbtelgn nM(rket, citing
a recent statement; by Eric Johnston
that, it's importaat- fto American
films to be shown in otiher countries
to promote bette* Jitiderstanding.
"As 'you are fully awwre," he declare4- 'this picture will certainly

UA

1

H

:

X

,

i

20TH-F0XINBDY^UP

U&

New

As president of the Theatre Assn.
Broadway legit click.
of America, Gamble expects relief
decided to, boost prices on
for audiences in 1948. He said that
the 20% war excise tax put on the "Arch!,' ^iiUowing a homeo&ice meet
industry by Congress may be lifted of district and division sales manand the prewar X0% tax resimsed. agers- late:^ last week. Film was
so, he said, the c«t. will be re- screened for the sales execjs, who
were' reportedly
pleasantly
surflected in admission pric^, -..
southetn; Sam -Horowitz, northwest*
prised at its high-quality and so deern, and
K. Fontaine, eastern^,
'bided, ,lt -rtras worth hiked admissions.
while h.o. will be repped by Milton
Decision -to sell "Sons" that way.
S. Kusell, v.p. in charge of domestic
and
boycreate, ill-feeling, animosity
was announced this week by
sales
and
Canadian
sales; Sidney Deneau,
pre*
cotts against-Ame^ican'tii'Oduct
veepee .William A.- ScuUy following
assistant
general
salesmanager;
cisely in those cotmtries described
the first in.' a series of^studio conLeonard Case, assistant .treasurer,
by Mrii Johnston' .'as most troubleferences.
"In order to emphasize
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
and
Bob
Gillham,
eastern ad^pubapplied
will
be
feelings
some. Those
the quality and stature of 'All
licity head.
to
buy
started
Twentieth-Fox
ia^
films
but
only
not
against 20th-Fox
Sons'," Scully said, "it is evident
against the films and. products of all up its own $*.6ft"-;prior preferred that to dO; justice to this unusual
stock. Whetljer that* s the beginning
American firms as well."
production
,
it is necessary to
of a new policy to retire that bracket
for
In
Bice Protests B»n
highlight its release with roadshow
of stock is not known. tn the month
Protest against;, the Allied exhibs of December, 2(h;h acquired 1,200 and. a.dvance admission price enState Dept. Pic
enientsi?' Film is to be released
in Iowa and Nebraska' was contained shares. It previously held nbne pf
Washington, Jan. 20.
,in a letter froitt; national council the stock in its treasury.' Company A"pril.-'l5.
R. Horton Henry, First Secretary
Uw>ed price policy for "Pa*adine" of the
chairman Elmer RtdTrtp
reps also bought 1,300 shares of cumulaS. Embassy in Mexico,
in those two states,* "Deploring the tive preferred $1.50 shares to bring was .indiQated this week by SRO heads toward Washington
shortly to
I
prexy SfeiLS. Agnew, who said the take
exhibs' statement that- '''Senator" its total held to 85,300 shares.
over .the- motion picture desk
film- would, be booked initially in
could be used as "vicious propaganda
in the Commercial Policy Division
Volume
of Paramount acquisitions
10 key run situationii at boosted
by subversive elements," Rice deof the State Department. He sucol its own common declined sharply
admissions.
Picture
clared: "These theatre owners are
is
currently ceeds George Canty, veteran
motion
As of Dec, 31* playing
dui'ing December.
quite evidently being intimidated by
at straight prices at Radio picture speciali-st
of the department,
Par holds 411,433 shares with 7,800 City
Music HaU, N. Y., but is play- who went to Switzerland
«n atmosphere of fear engendered
last week
of the stock picked up last month.
ing seven day-and-date spots in' Los to
by the recent hearings of thc^House
be comnjercial attache of the
Harry M. Warner, prexy of WarAngeles at increased admissions. U. S. Embassy
committee."
there. Henry is exner Bros., gifted 1,750 shares of
"When ^Iheafereft-owners refuse' to company's common stock during the Ten spot bookings will serve as a pected here about Jan. 26.
show a' filnvlorZe^' that they might -month. He now. holds 293,250 shares; test but if it's successful, SRO will
Canty, one of the Government'
be lab^ledjunfAineriean or that box- Joseph, Seidelman, Universal's vee-, undoubtedly follow that procedure two top specialists on the foreign
offica receipte imgKli'be affected by p^e !n charge of the foreign depti., all down the line.
film situatidn,- was bunted out of
the current hystpria' Over .'subversive' received -3,000 stock warrants from
his berth here in accordance with,
and 'uri-iAnierjcan'. influences," Rice
the;' regulation which requires forwithout" charge under his employsaid, "(jbey 'are as' surely exercising ment pact.-' -He's the holder of 12,flO0
eign service officers to take periodicensorship as any authority so- set warrants,' entitling him to tjie puncal tours of duty abroad; Understood
up Tjy lailr..; "^Ijfe public's coiistitu- chase of Universal common,
that Canty recommended Henry as
Continued from page 9
tiona'l right to d},versiiy and indethe, best available man on the State
the two circuits. Aim of Skouras payroll,
pendence, in the ^eatment of public
and his staff is to assure 20th-Fox
issues will disappear and its tastes
Publicity
and ideas be determined by selfrepresentation to protect its interests
'
appointed private censors."
in the new setup,
Joins Allied
Sltouras, prior to his departure,
Tests at Wallis Pic
Detroit, Jan. 20.
Aiming'to get best possible results issued the following statement: "The
After snooping at films and stage
Policy
when', the' film goes into regular purpo.se of our visit to England is shows he,i-e for the past 15 years
to participate in the discussions with
Pictorial Films, ,16m distribution release. Paramount has been conCharlie Snyder is going to retire
subsidiary of RKd-Pathe, hps dex ducting ah unusually extensive test; Mr, J. Arthur Rank, who is our Feb. 29 as police censor. His new
vised,' a new sale$ policy ior its re- of various publicity-advertising cam- ^partnev in the Gaumont - British .job will be that of "goodwill amregarding
the
proposed
leases through which its customers paigns on Hal Wallis's "I Walk Circuit,
bassador" for Allied Theatres of
can buy the product outright instead Alone." It has had Mort Nathanson, merger of the Gaumont-British and Michigan.
Odeon circuits. This is the sole reaof getting it on a five-year rental as exec publicist, on the road investi
There's speculation as to who will
befdre^ Pictorial's customers include gating results -of different campaigns son for my trip, although Mr. Silver- inherit the censor job;
-best guiess is
stone will continue* on tO/.visit some
mostly^ schools and civic organiza- in 11 cfties.
\
that it will be Lt. Herbert Chase
tions. All its features are several
domestic grosses, of our branch offices on tlje Con
,

He

Govt&pwtfHTs

Meeting of Selznick Releasing Ordivision managers and
homeoffice execs has been set for
tomorrow (Thursday) and Friday in
Washington,. Jan. 20.
New* York. Discussion is to be held
New headache for American film
of plans for selling SRO's "Paradine
Case," which will go out at upped exporters
government
export
admissions in early key runs.
licenses— will be required effectivj*
Attending the conclave will be March 1 for all of Europe and some
division managers Henry Crumm,
auxiliary territory.
Area covered

ganization

U

0F$4.56PREmED

Snail

—

includes continental Europe, British Isles, Iceland, Turkey, Russia; all
Asiatic posseisions of the Soviet
Union and Turkey; Portugal, including the Azores; Madeira and Tangles; and, all of Spain's colonial pos.^
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Henry
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Canty

Post
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Odeon-GB
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Par Aims

Ex-Censbr

NeW RKO 16m

sessions,

^plus

islandig.

.

Mediterreanean

tt}e

Announcement
Thursday

was

\

made

last

by- the .Department
of Commerce. It is part of -a iarger
program covering commercial shipments of all commodities to the area.
Idea is to control export of goods in
scarce supply 'in the U. S. and also
to help European countries to conserve their dwindling dollar exchange by limiting Certain luxury
exports.
(15)

>.

.

'

:

!

Film

and

'

goods

photographic

licenses Will be issued by Nathan D.
Golden, chief of the motion picturepho,togr^hio branch of 4he Office of

International Trade. Fear that the
licenses might mean;.an -embargo of
pictures to some' areas -met a quick
denial from- Golden, longtime friend
of the industry.
•

.

.

predict,"

."I

wiU

be

no

i

he said,
difficulty

"(hat, there

getting
in
licenses on processed films.
They
are not in short sujpply in this country.
If, however, raw film became
short in the U. S; and the American
studios did not have enough, a care-^
ful look might be taken Of the request for exports! of raw istock."
Golden said if anything should~be
'

'

'

hit.

immediately

such) as
private homes.

items,

it-

would

toe

luxury

16m projectors fot"

,

old, -to forestall competition
-With established 35m theatres.

Under the new plan, all features
are to be sold for $125 fiat, vi^ith
westerns going for $100. Pictorial
has made available 61 'features and
47 westerns for sale on those terms,
guaranteeing their customers new
.

prints.

:

Cramblett veteran United
branch manager in Mlnneyesterday (Tuesday) was appointed Mdwestetrn district manager
by J. 'J. Unger, company's general

With decreased
Snyder's assistant.
•.sales manager.
Par "feels the survey profitable to tinent.
"I want to make it completely
Cramblet will operate out of Chiavoid losing potential wicket-spincago and be responsible for a terri'Para-Troupers Troupe
ners through presenting the picture clear that my visit has nothing
whateoever
to
do
with
the
British
tory embracing Chicago, IndianapPara-Troupers,
Paramount's
amain" anything but the most attractive
valorem
Mr.
Eric
Johnston
ad
tax.
olis,
teur
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas
dramatic^
group,
iti
staging
"Out
Nathanson
has
form. As, a result,
been testing the selling of it in (president of the Motion Piclurie "of 'the Frying Pan" as the fl;rst of a City. Omaha and St. Louis. New
district manager started with UA
various shades of melodrama, as As-sn. of America) is the only man series of plays for the year,
authority
to
conduct
dis18
who
has
Group
will"
appear
years
ago as office manager ii>
at
the
Barbizon
in
a romancef a tough actioner and
cussions on this matter."
Plaza theatre, N. Y., Feb. &.
Chicago.
other formsi
;

years

CramUet Upped by UA
Ralph

Artiste
apolL<s,

"

,

'

'

IT
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AND A GIANT MUSICAL CAST
ARLENE DAHL • ANDREA KING • ALAN HALE • GEORGE TOBIAS
GEORGE O'BRIEN • BEN BLUE • SARA ALLGOOD
Olractwilar

p(odue*d by
,

Created and Olreeted by LeRoy Prim • Musical Number* Orchestrated and Conducted
Scretn Play by Pettr Milnt . Based upon a Book by Rita Olcott • Muitcal Numbers

bg^

Ray Hetndorf

——

,

.

W«dneaday, Jwnuury

riCTIJltBS

18

H'wood a$

Political Football
out.

Catholics; vets' groups battling each
ether; the Government mpvilig in;
and the left, all along the line, swapr
ping potshots with the right.

nant with politics.
took a fciiast from

The intense public interest in .filtas,
which the HoUywpod red probe and

in turn, just as seriously, the
tional Council of Freedom fxota

page one headlines dramatized,
gave impetus to the current forays.
its

:

showed that pix, before all other
media with the possible exception of

It

now

radio, are
feet.

to

in

politics

with 'both

Howard Hughes has recently had
some general and tentative conversa-

It ribs a notoriously venal office-holder but is obviously a burlesque: which carries no real attack
Fact is that it
against Congress,
was unqualifiedly approved by Eric
Johnston, prexy of the Motion Pic^
ture Assn. of America, who saw' no-

tertainment, have always been someBut
thing ot a political football.
developments of the past few weeks
throw the spot on this presidential,,
year. Every organi/.ed political pressure group is now aiming to pocket
the pix field 'and then make it
The drive on
play its own tune.
whacking
Protestants
films
sees

in

tions

it.

as pregHence,' "SenatO!'

Iowa and Nebraska on the ground
that Universal was "indiscreet," And',
JJfa-*,

Cen-

the

controversy

films— and

its

public's

:

:

;

among

the

film-makers

that

:

can bid for each picture individually,
there wiU be no danger of threatened .suits against alleged discrimination.
New clearance systems,
moreover, will prevent suits on that

The

Jitit;

what the shouting's^bout.

boy.-?peei;s-gir]i arid

Song-and-

danc,e rouiines'\vill still be dropped
into the hoiii>er. but every organiza^
tion with an idealbgical pitch is after
Hollywood to give its theory of -life
in the U.S.A. And;.whenever Hollywood treats .withi any subject that
has a glimihering. of serious content,,
the same groups'^iijfe'ihammer-andtongs to boycott 5t»E',.cllierish the theatres playing the partjicular opus.

on

stages

fine

draw,

being

help.

picture'

little

The second paragraph

ing 20th-Fox, lor instance, in
ical

new

is;

believed

have been the crux of the state-

to

ment so
since

under the. Jackson
Park 'decision. Acknowledgedly in
the toughest poaition of any distrib
because of its extensive theatre holdings in Chi, company is said to be
'feeling its way," rather than followrequirements

it

far as Young is concerned,
stresses the stability of EL.
been repeatedly rejport^d'^

has
and never denied—that shoidd the
Patfi^ topper acquire an established
.company,' he would 'merge EL with
it tb take advantage of playing time
availability it has built up.
a radIt

.

,

selling policy.

St.'

Bad

Louis, Jan.

20,

With the mercury hovering uruuna
zero, coldest jspell of- winter, a wealth
of new screen fare is not suO'icient
to hang up any sock grosses. "High

Wall" and "Swordsman" look stand.•::

out.

'

Week

Estimates for Tkis

Ambassador
Sunday night' when show was broad- —"Swordsman" (Pc&M) (3,000," 50-7,'i)
(Col) and "Main
cast from -stage' on national radio
Street Kid" (Rep). .Fancy $20,000
network. .Lookti $mash $29,000. Last Last week, "Night Song"
(RKO) and
week, "Tycoon" (RKO)- (2d wk), "Driftwood"
(Rep), $21,000.
fair $8,000.

RKO-Fan (RKO)

(1,600;

50-70)—

—

"Know

-:•

Fancy 20G/Wair21G

weather break undoubtedly is costing plenty. Scale Upped to $1,50 for^

.

chance is gone for good. Films ate
score.
in the middle and the pressures are
Par's System
J
On. the credit side,
here to stay.
Paramount is using a ''negotiated
there's the industry recognition that
bfdding
system" in a number of
public intptesf spells better'bpxolfice..
situationsin> Chicago to meet selling
The pgtrQns will go toith't theatres
to find

and Horace Heidt orch
Heidt responsible for

"Arizona" (Col) and "Texas" (Col)
(reissues). Fairisk $7,000. Last week.
"1 Love Trouble* (Col), $7,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Killer
McCoy" (M-G) (2d wk). Trim $9,000
agreement can be reached oni price after brisk $14,000 first week.
and other factors is a question for
Vptown (Par) (50-55)— "Walter
'the future to decide^
Mitty". (RKO), First nabe' showing.
"Quite apart fropi. this, we propose Good $4,000. Last 'week, "'Where
to go forward with Eagle Lion to do There's Life" (Par), $4,500.
World (Manh) <350; .50-85)
all we can to make it the most
"Tycoon" (RKO) (mio.). Here after
progressive, economical and efficient
two good weeks «it Orpheum, Mod-'
unit in the motiMi picture industry." erate
$2,000.
LaSt 'week,

Chi Sales

,

the

1

looking at both
Artists with a view
toward a possible investment but .to
date nothing has come of it. Whether

'CoiiUnncd from page 5

•

to pull out—
to avoid the front-window battles
but there's a growing conviction

KKO-Orpheiim (RKO) (2,800; SOTO)— "Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col)

loab; 'Swordsman'

St.

initial stanza.

me has-been

with

Out

The industry wants

"The Atlas Corp., since the completion of its reorganization, financing and sponsoring job more that a
year ago, has been willing to step
out of its control position to the
right people at tlie proper price, but
at no time has it either offered, its
present h,oldings for sale or fixed a
price tltat it would accept for the
same or received a satisfactory firm

Zero Weather Sloagk

(Continued from page 11)

WK.O and United

.

.

•

get going and his presence
Hurt by
nieant added publicity.
weather, but helped by paucity of
new pictures. Mild $15,000. Last
week, "Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk),
great $15,000 after sensational $32,000

one

,

.

over some angle of
been stem-bang since

\Vants (o Full

.

;':

eye— with a

then.

i

the

'
sorship protested the s^aHd' taken by:! offer."
'"Allied.
Young's statement, issued apparFact is pix are no longer just a ently to quell a flood of rumors
lark -for the public—^tbey.'re real
concerning his activities, read: "A
political .ammunition.
group of. private investors associated

The pressure groups saw' how

catch

.

to

-

|

Aili'ed 'Theatres 'gf

-

MINNEAPOLIS

purchase o£
RICO stock, but the.se conversations
could hardly be classified as negotiarelating

tions

But pix are now viewed

.

1948

"It is true that

Statement began:

Continued from page 1.

harm

21,-

of substance within the industry has
the combined money and nerve to
meet the faith of the "Atlas Corp. in
the industry."

Where I'm Goingf {U)
okay at same -figure.
'-

(2d

wk),

•

-

Art (S'Renco)

Last week, "Tycoon" (RKO) and
"Wild Horse Mesa" (RKO), .same
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"High Wall" (M-G) and "Mary Lou'*
(Col). Tall $21,000. Last week, 'Good
News" (M-G) and "Lo'ne Wolf London" (Col) (2d wk), big $18,000.
niissonri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Tycoon" (RKO) and "Wild Jrjsh
Rose" (WB) <m.o.). Neat SlO.ooo.
Last week, "Wistful Widow" (U) and
"Out of Past" (RKO) (m.o.). .¥9,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; aU-75 )—
"Good News" (M-G) and "Lone 'Wolf

London"
week,

Cold Bops Omaiia Bot

Mtwoof-Barron

16G

(115; 85):—"Children

of Paradise" (Indie)) (4th wk). Big
$700 after $1,000 for third stanza
Fox (F&M) (5,000; S0-H7g)— "Captain Castile" (20th). Okay $23,000

.

Good

.(Col).'

"Bride

(F&M)

Louis

St.

Last

,$8,000.

(FC)

PrJinkenstein"

'and "Son of Frankenstein"
issues), $10,000.

(FC)

(4,000;

(re-

50-75)-

"Ride Pink Horse" (U) and "MichiOmaha, Jan. 20.
gan Kid" (U). Oke $11,000. Last
Just as new shows opened this
week, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and
week end a 40-miIe gale with near '"Chinese
Ring" (Mono) (3d wk),
zero temperatures curdled nearly all

biz in town, "Driftwood" with Blue.Fox is dividing, the territory into
Barron band on stage "at Orpheum/.
IS areas, offering all pictui'cs in open
looks tops. "Good. News" will dp.
competitive bidding and using a
well at Paramount ..vf'Wild Irish
flexible
clearance
system.
ParaCoHtinued from pace
Rose" in third week- downtown at
mount, instead, is using wljat it
The pressures isreijibtter because terms the "negotiated bids." That sory sale to the indies by the majors the "Omaha is okay
Estimates for This: Week'
of* their interests. The decree, as it
It's not only private groups t^but the means offering a.-picture to -9II poOrphevm (Tristates) (3,000 20-8^)
Government itself th&t's working on. tential competitors in a situation via now stands, permits a major to sell —"Driftwood" (Rep)rfind.Blue BarHollywood. ITie Commerce Bept., sitting down with each one separate- its interests or buy out its partner's. ron orch on stage.'; Nice $16^000
for instance, will require pix to be ly, discussing what he is prepared "Sale by the defendants is the ob-.: despite handicap of weather. Last,
licensed after March 1 when going to pay, and then maidng a choice of vious. Remedy for this illegality," it's week, "Kiss of Death" -< 20th) and
'*FabulOUs:Joe" (UA) good $12,300 at
to Eturope and a batch of other coun- customer.
declared by the Government.
tries, 'tee Dept. disclaims censofr
10-year ' cross - licensing bah 65c top.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16ship but there's no doubt it will be
which ivould bar the Big f*ive from
"Good News" (M-G). Solid
65)
enabled, to keep a careful eye on Jackson
selling pix to affiliates, other than
Atty.
Last week,
"Desire Me"
$12,500.
°
what's being shipped.
their own is only a crutch« accord,..
$10,800.
Chi Citation
ing to the Gtovcrnnient. It would not
Coupled with that ihove is the. deBrsndels (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
Chicago, Jan. 20.
prevent the^ Big Five /from dealing "Swordsman"
(Col),
Oke $8,000,
mand of Sen. H. Alexander .Sinith
Tom- McConnen, counsel -for the with the Little Three -aind it would Last week, "Tycoon" (RKO) and
(R-N.J;); voiced: this: week,- that
Holly.waod be .circumspect in what Jackson Park theatre here, last Fri- only be partial relief, it's said. "This "Two Blondes, Redhead" (Col) (2d
day (1^) .petitioned tbe,X!ed^at' dis- prohibition is th^i't^fore only an wk), big $7,200.
it sends-: abroad: • It's the price he
Omab» (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—
.wants- 'exacted 'for passage of the trict coutt: for a rule to show 'cause Interim 'meiasure .Tv)iteh--inWt be suti"Wild Irish- Rose" (WB) and
Mundt bill, which. TVould aid in un- why defendants in the JP'.case plemented 'by divoreeftient to secure "Chinese Ring" (Mono) (m.o.)- Very
freezing, 'pix coin' overseas. This can should not be adjudged in contempt effective^, permanent relief.
good $6v000 for third week downBrief indicates that competitive town. Last week, "Wild
only niean" that, pix 'exported, should of court. McConnell charged willful
Irish Rose"
'American violation of the decree by; 20th, bidding will come before the court (WB) (m.o.) with "Crimson Key"
show the, Jbetter '-side pf
'
'
RKO, Loew's, Vitagraph, Paramount,' without a friend. ';The system of (20th), big $11,000.
life.
competitive bidding adopted for this
'Warners, and'Balaban & Katz.State (Goldberg) (^5; 15-65)—
-The: British Tax
Chief offender, according to the purpose is"; wholly inadequate be^ "Boom Town" (M-G) (reissue) and
Assumption by; the State Dept. of
"Thunderbolt" (Mono); Fancy $6,the onus of straightening the British attorney, is' Paramount, -vifhich -Js cause competitive bi'^ding can be 000. Last week, "Had to Be You"
tax tangle is another pointer. The cited for refusal to release "Un- no more than an empty gesture in (Col) 2d wk) and "Too Many Win"'Where There's an industry which must be non- ners" (Indie), $3,200.
industry has a feeling that the Gov- conquered". ancl
ernment wants its price for a suc- Life,'' following their Loop .runs. He^ competitive while vertical combina(theatre ownership)
exist,"cessful settlement- and that price is also said that Paramount had re- tions
conformation ' of films to the Gov- fused a request - for exhibition of the Government says. It is unen-'
(Continued from page 13)
ernment's foreign policy. The classic "Golden Earrings" at^ the JP after forceable because the defendants
case, of course, is the recent Con- pic had finished at Chicago: last have, considerable room for ''the ar- week, "Captain Castile" (20th) (3d
Ei'essional probe into Hollywood & .Dec. IS. Distributor' declared that bitrary exercise of discretion in de- wk), oke $12,500.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)
real bid to push filmsi into the right film would not be released >until' termining the highest bidder and
Jan. 1, 1948, at which time it would because, no adequate enforcement "Mark Zorro" (20th) and "Drums
«ide of the political' rbad.:
Along Mohawk" (20th) (reissues).
A flock of non-goyemmentat skir- go into the Tivoli, southside B&K machinery is availabte."Thin $14,000. Last week, "Good
Snslness nwrtbOdii
mishes are now being -bitterly fought. house. This, charges the attorney,
News" (M-G) (2d wk), nice $13,000.
They all show the idealogical im- violated ruling that prohibits JP deElsewhere, referring to It, D. of J.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; @0-8S)—
portance of films. For one,, there's fendants from creating waiting time. says: "Because of business ha.rdship "I Walk Alone" (Par). Big $28,000
In addition, states the brief. Para- and a public inconvenience which or over. Last week, "My Wild Irisli
the current vets' tiff over Charles
Chaplin's "Monsieur 'Verdoux." One mount has demanded "excessive" the court mistakenly assumed such Rose" (WB) (2d wk), okay $14,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)
«rg, the Catholic War Veterans, is film rentals and large guarantees. relief involved (divorcement), the
"Road toUio" (Par) (4th wk). Hefty
picketing theatres playing the pic Company'
has
also
"arbitrarily" court instead decided first to try to
$11,000 after big $14,000 for last
while the lib^ral-hued American placed JP in a zone in which it bids -compel future competition by regu- week.
Veterans Con^mittee is staging a only against the Avalon, "WB house, lating the film buying of 18,000 theaOrpfaeum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; .55New York screening of "Verdoux" and Tower, B&K theatre. Thus, JP tres. Such regulation was not sought 85)—''Senator Indiscreet" tU) t3d
bargains against combined poVirer of by the Government and is opposed wk). Okay $11,000. Last week, pleas-"
as 1 protest.
*
Tiien, again, on another plane, B&K and
circuits.
by
members of the industry, .ing $14,500,
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,there's the present clamor raised by
whom it was intended to benefit."
"Intrigue". (UA) (3d
Protestant organizations that HollyFour claimed errors of the lower 207; 55-85)
wk). Yanked after 2 days at S2,00n,
wood's films too frequently .present
court are listed.: They are: 1. De- with "Roo.sevelt
Story" (UA) doing
priests and the Catholic Church as
creeing competitive bidding; 2. Fail- trim $9,000 in remaining 5 days. Last
symbols' of men and institutions of
ing to prohibit continued use bV the week, second of "Intrigue," was big
Continued from page r,
good Willi The protest lodged by
majors of each others' theatres as $11,000.
Friendship petition with Hughes or anyone else exhibition outlets; 3. Failing to proAmerican-Soviet
the
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60"Lady Surrenders" (U) and
Council with Spyros Skouras, 20th- that would artiflcially inflate 'the hibit absolutely any further ac- 85)
Fox prexy, »ver the "Iron Curtain," price.
quisition of theatres; 4. Failing to ,"Tawny Pipit" (U) (m.o.). Fine $4,000. Last week, "Nicholas Nickleby "
an anti-communist feature, is anYoung, railroad magnate who is order ultimate divorcement.
rtl) (3d wk), big $3,300,
other straiv. That film, the Council controlling stockholder in Pathe
Clay (Hoesner) (400; 65-85)-^
asserts, is unfriendly 'not only to Industries, which owns Eagle Lion,
"Panic"
(Tri-Color)
(4th
wk).
Bussia but also the 'United Nations. would have the financial backing of Rodgers
Husky $2,500. Last -week, $3,100.
Other receAt instances are piling .Serge Semenenko's First National
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)
Decree Changes "Miracle
Up.
Brief filed by the American Bank of Boston. Semenenko recentDr. Petrov" (Artkino). Oke
'Metro sales .veeipee 'William F. $2,300. Last week, "The Twins"
Civil Liberties' Union with the U..S. ly made an $11,000,000 loan to Pathe.
Supreme Co'urt in the Government's
That Hughes was also rather far Rodgers, currently in Florida, i.s due (Indie) and "Forbidden Music" (Inanti-trust actibn is a prime instance. from a deal with Atlas Corp. for its back frjm his vacation Feb. 8 in die), $2,800.
Nations (FWC) (1,149; BOACLU wants divorcement of thea- controlling stock interest in RKO time for the U. S. Supreme Court's SS)united
"Captain Castile" (20th) (2d
tres from the 'major .'distributors be- was .=een in the .statement last week start of bearings in the anti-trust
wk). Fine $2,500 in 6 days after $2,cause, it thinks, it would aid indie of Atlas prexy Floyd Odium. Ap- ?ase the following day.
800 in first week.
producers to express a variation of parently referring to the anti-trust
Rodgers is expectc^d to take his
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952; ,')5-85)
ideas.
The liberal ideas, of course, suit, as well as shrunken domestic annual trip to the Coast to view
"Capt. Boycott" (U). Thin $6,000.
would get a boost from* a bigger and world markets, he flung out new product and huddle studio execs Last week, "Sundown" (UA) and
market for indies of all political virtually a, challenge.
soon after his return. Then back to "Kansan" (UA) (reissues), quiet $8,colorations.
'iUtoney and Nerve'
the homeoffice, where he'll call a 500.
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85 i~"Wild
The overly-serious, approach to
'Under today's almost panicky ma.ss meet of top M-G sales perwards film.s is -jfst indicated by the conditions In the production end of sonnel to discuss the decree and Irish Rose" (WB) (m.o.). Nice $8,000
third
for
Week downtown. Last
tempest over "Tho .Senator 'Wa.s In- the movie industry," he declared, plan for any changes in sales policy
week, "The Flame" (Rei»,: strong
discreet," which Universal turned "it is doubtfiil if any person or group that might be required.
$16,000.

Divorcement

211

'

SI 0.000.

Shubert
(Ind)
40-60)—
(1,500(;
"Road to Rio" (Par) and "Glamour
Girl" (Col) (m.O.). Solid $5,000 fov
third week downtown after $6,500
last session,

•

.

-
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'WALK' SWIFT $18,000
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Washington. Jan. 20.
Mild boxoffice boom of preceding week was short silved here, with
virtually all downtown
situations
mild currently. "I Walk, Alone" at
the Warner looks relatively strong
whjje ''Unoonq»jeied"-^it the Palace
is holding, well- in its second stanza.
-Estimates for This' Week
Cat>iiol (LoewJs) (2,434; 44-80)—
•'Intrigue" (UA) plus vaude. Mild
.

,:

'

Last
week, "If Winter
(M-G) witir vaude, fine
$28,000 but below hopes.
$20,000.

Conjes"

Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Killer McCoy" (M^G) (2d run). Soso $6,000. Last week, "Where Theie'a
Life" (Par) (2d run), same..

Reitli's

-

"Wistful

',

.

SAN FRANCISCO

,

—

Last
wk),

(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Widow" (U). Smart $10,000.
'

week, "Tycoon" (RKO), (3d
("B) (1,163; 44-70)
"The Flame" (Rep) (3 days) and
$7,500.

Metropolitan

"Slight- Ca.se Murder" (,WB)
(reissue) (4 days). Slow $6,000 or un,der for the combo. "Flame" yanked
after doing less than $2,000 in three

days. La.st week, "Prince of Thieve.s"
(Col), $7,500.'

Palace (Loew's) -(2,370; 74-$l,20)—
(Far)
wk).
(2d
Slipped to $23,000 after opening at
hefty $38,000'

"Unconquered"

Warner

,

(WB)

(2,154;

44-74)— "I

"Walk Alone" (Par). Top newcomer
With line $18,000. Last week, "Wild

Hose" (WB)

Irish

(2d wk), okay

$12,000.

i

-

WB

th^

Town40G,'Keiiyon'12G
Indianapolis;

—

—

On

—

I

,

:

'

—

.20.

'

i

-

.

Town"

at Circle arc just averagf.
Estimates for 'This Week

—

Maps Meet

Jan.

Biz at firstruns here generally is
this week, prolonged zero
weather being blamed. "Swordsman," however j is excellent at
Loew's, but won't hold.
"Doris
Kenyon" at Indiana and "Magic
offish

,

YouBg-RKQ

.

hdpk;

Weather Slaps

;

.

Cirele

(Gamble-Dolle)

(2,800: 44"Hiff

65)— "Magic Town" (RKO) and
Raff"

(RKO).

S0-.S0

$10,000:

Last

week, "Wild Irisii Rose" (WB) i2d
wk), big $11,000, ana total of .'i;28,000 for two weeks.
Indiana (Gamble-Dollc) (3,.'J00; 4465)
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th). OkC
$12,000.
Last '(jveek, "Road to Rio"
(Par) (2d wk), solid $12,000.
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 4465)— "Wild Irish Rose" iWB) (m.o.).
Mild $4,500. Last week, "Spoilri'.s"
(U) and "Diamond Jim" (U) fre-

—

issues), nice $0,500.

Loew's <Loew'S)

(2,450;

44-0.51-

-

"Swordsman" (Col) and "GlanunnGirl"

(Col).

Strong $14,000.

week, "Good News" (M-G)
"Lone Wolf London" (Col) (2d

La.st

and
\ck),

fair $9,000.

Lyric fGamble-Dolle) (1.600; 4465)
"Road to Rio" (Par) (nio ).
Modest $5,000.-: Last week. "Lost
Moment" (U) and "Tawny Pipit
(U), average $6,000.

—

And

in^ Atlanta, Nashville/ Boston, Providence, Syracuse,

Columbus, Dayton, Cleveland, Canton,
Akron, Toledo, Houston, Indianapolis, Evansville, Louis*
Ville, Kansas City, New Orleans, Harrisburg, Reading,
VVilmington, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Memphi's, Norfolk,
Ulchmon^f Baltimore, Philadelphia, Albany, Milwaukee,
San Francisco, Portland
Rocliester, Buffalo,

and wherever it plays soon to that Raft kind of business thru ^^jf

-

-

,

Wcdneodny, January 21, 1948'

PICTI7BBS

to

Thirteen
including five in color.
of the 18 are to be studio productions, while two are to come from

Tinter Business Scramble
engineers opine, ,is an indirect aftermath of the war. Many of the
processes marked time during hos*
because technicians wer^
tilities
worlcing on armaments and other
Hence, the smallfflp
tools of war.
tinting outfits were starved :ior experts. That, naturally, slowed processes of experimentation.
In the color field, it's axiomatic
that the secret ol success is realism
It
must
and competitive values.

approximate

life

with a slight gilding

it must meet or better the price
of Technicolor, the paceinakelr. One
of the great difllculties has been the
toning down of glaring highlights!
and the avoidance of garish tints that
stick out in a film. The search has
been to level oil tones and to keep
them: even and distinct without

and

fringing.

2 Basic Processes

Sir Alexander Korda's

Techni uses regular silver emulsion
on two sides of one strip and one

is

Tenlh Avenue Angel

TJiis gives it three
black-and-white, strips used in the
One can then be

same camera.

.

tfusan Bratten..
.Stove.Abbutt. .-f..
Helen Mills,.
Jo»eph StiUs.

.

was clamped on pix imports.' That mind Mae
.....Rhys Williamu lucrative mail contract is commg up
i'arker
,. ^, .Barry NeLsoii
would also tak^ in the raft of re- Al
Mrs, Jiurpliy,
Connie GDohrlat and unknown outlaws are attemptissues currently circulating in Anglo Daniel Oliver Madson ........... Tom Trout ing^ to take over the line. Suspicion
theatres as part of the Yank dis- JiQimy Madson. ............ ..Dickie Tyler eventually falls upon the postmaster,
tactics

tribs'

dwindling

•

piecing
product.

George (Jhesebro. He's bagged by
in a typical toe-to-toe slugging match.,
LaRue turns in his usual brisk
}erformance as the marshal.
Al
'Fuzzy" St. John handles the comedy while Chesebro is a so-so heavy;
Jennifer Holt lends some pulchritude
in the lone femme role. Supporting
players are mediocre.
Scripting of Joseph Poland makes
liberal use of the stock plot i;igredients found in most films of this category, Ray Taylor's direction is satisfactory in this Jeny Thomas produc-.
tion. -Lensing of James Brown, Sr..
is okay, and Hugh Winn's editing
neatly pared the footage to a snappy

in

new

LaRue

,

If that action is

i

-

-

:

52:mmuteSr

,

^

Techni's Price Hikes
Price of Technicolor per-foot

printing, while fluctuating

some-

what, has shown a steady climb.
Hopes of producers are that the
Bcramble in color may push
the cost of tinters. Range
of Techni's prices over the past
eight years are aa follows:
Jan. 1, mo.iiii..,.
.055
Jan. 1, 1941.............. .0435
Jan. 1, 1943....,.......,, .0497
Mar. 28. 1945
vj^A .0541'
July ^1, 1946. , . ,
.vi'ti .0597-'
Dec. 30. 1946
0622
Mar, 21, 1M7
0672
July 11. 1847>.-.
0622
'

Siritzky

Dii'ecicil

used' for edithig. The trick, and the
toly- secret in the system, is in tlie
printing. Each one of the strips is
used for one of .the .basic" colorsred, blue and green—and they and
all conceivable combinations of them
are merged jn the final print.
lUusirating the color-in-negative
systefis ,is the much-discussed Ger-

liui^,

is

,

'

Jjttkmsdn
Hollywood, Jan."

cent

20.

method now taken over,
Annual r e p o r t of Cinecolor
hook'^lme-and-sinker, by the' Rus- showed a net profit of $398,351 for
One of the Russians' Agfa- the fiscal year ending Sept. 27, 1947,
-prootuced films which came to the an bcrease of $277,814 over the
U. S. last year, "The Stone Flower" previous:- year.
(made in Czechoslovakia), won
Profit for 1947 amounts to S4c per
plaudits for its effective tinting. share on the company's 740,548
DJ5FA, a German producing unit in shares of common stock.
the Russian zone, ha* turned out a
nuniber of tinfersj Including "Der
Fledermaus." film Which Artkino
will Release here.
Agfa's Method,
as ConUnned from page S ss
'Vank experts think the Agfa
method "basically, good." The sys- their releases. This, in turn, has
tem, hasn't had a fair trial here, it's helped cut down the backlog. A
said, and won't reach a pitch of m>table factor- in trimming the numperfection unless more Interest and ber ot films completed but not yet
money are generated behind it. released 1» the drop in production,
They're inclined to discount any im- necessitated by increased costs.
provements claimed' by the Russians
Tinters
on the basic i^stem.
Of the 81 pictures in the current
There are all sorts of variations backlog. 22 (or slightly less than
and cross-pollinations on the basic 25%) have been Icnsed in vario'us
two systems. Thomascolor^ for iii- color processes, Indicating the
ctance, photographs in black-and.i jors have found that it pays to spend
white film and the print is black- extra money on color because of the
and-white. The print, however, must added boxoffice pull of tinted films.
be projected through: three filters in Metro tops the field in this category,
the theatre itself, and these filters w'ith seven of its 11 backlog pictures
All. these,
combine the colors on the screen. lensed in Technicolor,
Special lenses on the camera and with the .e;tceptinn of "Master of
projector are required.
are musicals
Lassie.''' -inoreoj^en
ThumliniiL Synopsis
to^ji the -bacHlog list with ^0
4^ thumbnaill 'sketch of the. latest films completed, only two of which,
Information available on some of are in color. Both of these are
the processes is as fallows:
indie-productions, comprising Samuel
TechnicoIor-^Recently bocstcd its Goldwyn's "Song Is Born" (Danny
price on 16m prints I.6c. pu- foot Kaye) and Walt Disney's "Melody
to a price of 6.75e. per foot minimum. Time."
Price on .35m may be pushed up. beTwentieth-Fox, which had the
cause of the recent 16%% increase slimmest backlog last year, ranks
«u rawstock announced by Eastman' second now with a total of 18 films,
:

H'wood Backlog

W

ma

.

'

RKO

i

stage a

eifoi^t to

prexy of local

306,
jectionists' local, by

comeback

as

New York
Herman

proGelber,

Mary Lou
...........Abigail Adams
Mike Connors....,
Frank Jonkff
Murry Harris.

is

comedy for smaller, situations; it
refused to meet pay boost -demands. should serve okay 'for
supporting
Walsh prevailed—the projectiortists, positions and in lesser houses.
stayed on. A settlement was later
Singing of Joan Barton and music
won.
played by Frankie Carle's orchestra
There's one ironical twist to the. are assists to trite story. Songs infight that's brewing. Several studio clude title number. "Don't Mind My'
locals livhich for^rly belonged to Troubles," "I'm Sorry I Didn't Say
Herbert Sorrell's Conference of I'ni, Sorry," "That's'^Good Enough for
-

Studio Unions joined the lA after
the CSU's costly beating on its
jurisdictional battle with the lA
These locals
are
licking ^ their
wounds, it's said, since they're still
resentful of the part played by the
lA's brass in the jm-isdictional fight..
It's predicted that they'll hop into
any electoral ti«, with Walsh and
his slate as their target.

Calvert's Plane Crackup
Hollywood, Jan.

20.

Me," "Wasn't It Swell Last Night,"
"Carle's Boogie" and "Learning to
Speak English," which is a lot of
music to crowd into 65 minutes of
film. Miss Barton makes the lyrics
listenable aiid' Carle's keyboard -work
pleases. Plot involves itelf with two
femmes' fight over aght to use handle of Mary Lou while singing with
Carle's band.
Handle has been
taken over by Miss Barton when she
becomes orch chirp aftir hfeiiag fired
as an air hostess for soothing passengers with song. Abigail Adams,

rival canary, contests use of name
after some contrived ups and
downs, plot unwinds to expected
conclusion.

-but,

.

'

•

-i

John Calvert landed in the hospiMiss Barton impresses as femme
tal with a fractured cheekbone and
lead and Robert Lowry shows okay
-wrecked his new plane, "The Fal- as the
leading, mart. Frank Jenks
con," on a short hop from Lock- and Glenda Farrell
toss around some
heed to Grand Central Air Tcttnlnal comedy bits. Carle's music is good
for christeninc ceremonies.
but he's no thespian. Miss- Adams is
Rochelle Hudson was- to break a' .competent, as are Thelma White,
Sam
bottle of champagne over the nose Charles Jordan and others.
of the hew DC-2 before Calvert Katzma-nV production gardnered expert values for low, budget. Arthur
hopped off on a flight to carry
,

.

.

.

prints of "Devil's Cargo," his first

Falcon film, to key

cities.

Dreifuss' direction

is

Ualniu

Octnuitia
Alldii IKiuire

Robert YaiCior

,

assured.

is secondary to the gallery
of superlative portraits drawn by
the cast mmbers. Several long sequenpes- are wholly discursive and
even irrelevant to the plot's central
axis. But the talk in these passages
is so packed with earthy humor, and
the characteriziitlons of tlie middleclass types are so acute, that in reality they mak)i up the substance of
the film.
The story revolves around Fanny's
plight after she's deserted by Raimu's
son, her lover who leaves to become
a sailor. Under pressure of her outraged mother, Fanny is forced into
marrying Charpin, who's old enough
to be her father. Raimu and Charpin,: good friends, battle temporarily
over the. custody of the child but ultimately join hands against the young
lover. Pierre Fresnayj who returns
to claim his paternal rights.
Raimu delivers one of the best performances of his career, with the
loose structure of the plot offering
him chances to display the full lange
of his talents. As a baikeep who's
brokenhearted over his son's departure, Raima displays his rich comic
vein with a delicacy that never sh.ntters.'.the poignant qualities underly-

however,

Vegan
widely claimed as a Ey« Summers .i..,.,,.,,i..Ii!mmctt
ThClma White
licking for Walsh.
Basson. an lA Airlines rrealdent,..,....i,,..Plcrro Watkln
Mortimer Cripps
Charles Jordan.
studio rep, was regarded as Walsh's Mrs. Harris
Leslie riuner
candidate to succeed Gelber.
The Ghecver Cliesney
Chester Oluto
and Fi-smldc Carle's Oroh
latter had clashed with Walsh on the
question of a walkout by New York
Mary Lou" is a- program musical
projectionists after the theatre chains

Incumbent,

.

.

.Orane

Once again, Fagnol plays variations on his favorite theme of the
young maid's fall from, virtue into
pregnancy. The story of "Fanny,"

.

sianfe'

-

Barton, Glenda Farrell, FranUle (larle Oi'cli
Dlreeted' by Arthur Dreltuss.
Screenplay
Mi. Co«te» Webster; camera, Ira H. Motan; idlior. Viola Lawrence: sonm, J. H
Robinson, Abe Lyman, QcorKe Wasgner,
Allan Roberts, T,e»t«c I.o«, Doris Flshei:
Prankle Carle, Fncundo Hlvero, Ben BlosBMr. Previewed
Hollywood, Jan. 19, '4S,
Ruttnlns time, 65 HINSi
Steve Roberts. ....... ..f,. .Robert Lowery
Ann Parker......,,,,.,
.Joan Barton
Winnie Winford,, ........ ...Olenda. Fanell

m

.Gontinned ftou page 5
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(In French; Eni/lish Titles)
Pagnol
Producer-writer Marcel
and the late Raimu. France's great
cinema team responsible for such
classics as "The Baker's Wife" and
"The Well-Digger's Daughter," reach
the highest point of their collaboration in "Fanny." Like their other
offerings, this film is deeply human
in its perception of the way in which
the- tragic and comic elements of life
reinforce each other. Its boxolfice
appeal among the art house clientele

Mary Len

man i^a

':'.

Mr. Brun

-

Cinecolor Nets

...........
.-

.

.Pierre FreHnay
.< 'Inmiin

, ,
. .

Ilonorlne

•

attempt;' 200,000 yearly.

MIN8.

...,...............,.('.....

iiinisBe

'luiny

<

and British produoershave

1!!5

'Ositr

Marlug

'

ed to obtain Agfa rawstock but un
derstood not to toe successful in effort
to obtain targe quantities.

liy

English titles, II. O. '\^etnDerK.
i-(!vl»tvcd in N. Y. Jan. 0, '48.
Humilng

at;nol;

'..-''

'

'

Inteimailonnl release of Marcel
Stara Ralmu, Oiarpin,
Orano Denia21s.
Screenplay,
AUegvet.
M-ai'c

Fifsnay;.' features

Pierre

A

m

,

Fagnol produotlvn.

;

•

,

down

Gilb.

Fanny
(FRENCH-MADE)

-.

,

isilia

MorRiin

l-'Ce

i'

,

side of another.

Clin-lc

-Frank

A formula western,

Rad Ardley.
Henry Blair
out their Parole OfQcer. ............... Charles
Cano
Street Vendor.
.Riohard Lane
taken before State
"Tenth Avenue Angel" gives little
Dept. intervention, it'll spelLa com"plete halt on revenue to American Margaret O'Brien another chance to
turn on the cinematic tears. As a
companies. No doubt the.'U. S; coih- weeper,
film fulfills all aims, but the
panies would retaliate by pulling all young actress' suffering
is beginning
product from theatres. British ex* to wear. She needs a change of pace:
hibs, then, may be forced to shut- In situations where she and other
ter because native product is insuf- familiars in the cast are favorites,
film should have a modest success.
ficient to keep them going.
Otherwise, its chances are slender.
Apparently aware of that posslHoltum plot lays, the sob stuff on
bili^, the Cinematograph Exhibitors
thick, and without ^oo,.much interAssn. is now mapping a big -cam- est, as the: moppet
suflters disillu
paign to enlist ^public support in its sionment and loses her faith in
valorem grownups. PMj,t-,. hinges, on child's
fight against the 75%
color.
through' its scree^',^ ..interference in" the lives of the
Recently reorganized tax. The CEA
Vitacolbr
would
advise the public on whi^.^; } adults who surround her.' One of
ColorHollywood
and enlarged by'
British exhibs face as a result of the them is an ex-con trying to workfilm Corp. It's a new entry in the
tax. That means a plunge into poli- out an honest future, Tearjerker intmt field. Will print from 16m tics, something which the CEA so gredients put the principals through
all types of tribulation to insure the
Kodachrome or blow-up of the same far has avoided.
emotional upsets.
24-hour
to 35m Vitacolor. Promises
The political move seems to be a
Roy Rowland puts the players
delivery of rushes.
repercussion of W. H. Puller's trip through their paces in okay style,
New
in
Amercolor -r Operating
to America lapt.year. CEA is peeved considering the matferial in the
tork vfith lab facilities in Long because Fuller, its general secretary,- Harry
Ruskin-Eleanore
Griffin
Up
Island City for pa.st two years.
got the brushofC from Sir Stafforcl script^ hased on a story by Angna
to now only for slide films, but claim Cripps following his itrek.
The top Enters and a Sketch by Craig Rice.
will soon be available to industry. cabinet oflticial refused to discussi Angela Lansbury and George Mur)hy
carry
the adult leads as sweetNegotiations, it's said, now going on alternatives to the tax.
leart
and ex-con.- respectively.
three-color
producers.
with
British exhibs are now seeking Phyllis Thaxter and
Warner Anderprocess.
governmental permission to boost son are the. sufEering parents of the
Ansiso Golor—Used by Monogram admission scales. Part of the deal moppet. Rhys Williams drs\Ks a good
and
in a feature, "Sixteen Fathoms"
wMild be that the '"upped prices charaotetization of a blind news
a short, "Clhnbing the Matterhorn." wtould not find;:tbeir-way back to the vendor, Barry Nelson and others do
large quanr, U. S. in the case of American film^;: their best.
Color has been used
tensing, editing and other bebindtities in pasi year for jitidustrial sales* British Treasurj* has. already beeh;
pix. Nowjavailable for studios ,wit}i^ appirqached OHt tl^e vpropoaU'ion and' the-:ca:mera factors- reflect "standard
craftssiinanship,
Brpg.
negotiations' .t^er ^-wayv. . A1^ijal% .luis suggested' a -wfitten, mei|[)'oran-;
Two-ithret' dt(|ti"which th^'.CEA is now pirep
uitf Motiapack system;
weeks from order to delivery. 'ProC ping. Climbing pix rentals and op(SONGS)
essing and printing at the Huston erating expenses are cueing the
action.
From one. quarter it's estl
Color Laboratory in Los Angeles.
Hollywood, Jan. 19.
Aifa (German)—Used widely.by all mated that the proposed boost
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro:
countries Within Russian orhit. Yank would give exhibs an additional $1,- duotton. Features Robert Lowery, Joan
•

WotxiwiiL'd

Sieve
.

t, ••

"Stage to Mesa
City is a fair galloper with 'Xash"
LaR-ue supplying the marquee lure.
On the overall, film is just an aver..Margaret O'Brien age filler for the action houses.
.AnK'cla Lnnttbury
As his latest mission, 'U. S. Marshal
.(Jeorso Muiphy
LaRuc is scrutinizing the muchPhylllH Tliaxter
.Wuriier AiKlcrtion attacked Mesa City stage line,
A

Flavla MUls..

i

Bob
. •

.Stofjkcr..

Sherllt. ... ..i......

Aniiela Lansbury, (JleorK* Murpliy, FhylUs
Thuxter. Directed by Roy Ilowlii nd. Screenplay,
Harry RuRkln, JOIeanore Oriffln;
biined on: Htory by Angna lOtilei-a ami a
'Rketch by Criiltr ituo; caniurn, Robert
.SurteMi editiiri!, Unlph is. -Winlcrn. Oeorge
.Boemler. TriKleMhown in Hollywood Jan, 7,
'48. JlunnlnK ilmc, '24 SUiiM.

Mathews

i.'arl

.

'ete.

-\Vutson.

prothirtlon.

Tax Tussle

.

Jim.

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
releam ot Balph Wlieolwrlislit
Features Miu-Knret O'lU-lon,
•

Metro

tallue

,A1 "Fusisiy" St. .Idhii
. . ..lennKer
Jlolt
ad^ett, ,...t^,,^«.#..«i.*«...QeorHre Che-selii-o
.Bx-ad Slaven
. . .,..(.«•.•,••,..'•,,.. . .
Busiter. .<....>>.:...,. i.,-.. .Marslinll Reed
SSd ................. i ........ V .. Terry Fi-cirI

Marcle.., ,»...,(«.,,
Jiub.

Now

—

.."Lash"

Iioycnne., ,<>-;«-....

adequate while direction of Jack
Bernhard maintains a good pace in
Wrather production.

U

Continued from -'page S

Henry Sharp's lensing

this Jack'

•

improved,
series of westerns.
Rogers pix.
it'll beused fOr Roy
Process now available to other producers, according to an announce-

Mesa City

:

80^

-

j

Stage to

;

celluloid.

"

—

color, Thomascolor, etc., is to photo-

Perilous Waters

EaKlo Ijlon releaiai) of Jerry Thomas pro.
handled along with those of the
duutitm, Stars "TirfiBh" I<aUiie, Al *'FuKzy*»
Misses Long and Khudsen,
tit.
John; features Jennifer Holt, Oeorgk
Leon Ware's Good Housekeeping CUescbro, Brad Slaven. Dirc«ted by
Ray
mag story, "Search." is the source iiylor. Screenplay, Joseph IT. I'oland;
of the film,- scripters Richard Worm- camera, James firown, Sr, editor, JIuKh
ser and Francis Rosenwald having Winn muslci. Walter Greene. Frevteved
Running time. S2
In N. r., Jan. 16, 48.
done a fair job in transplanting it to M1N8.

:

—

graph in black-rand- white negative.

Continned from page 8

i

The engineers think there are_ only
two basic processes. "It's doubtful ment of Herbert J. Yates, Rep's
if there are any secrets left," one
prexy.
,
said: "Th* advantage to Technicolor
Turned out by the
Polacolor
The company has been Polaroid Co. Currently being used
is distinct.
doing it so long that its experts in four Paramount animateji shorts,
know what not to do." Those two first two of which, "Base Brawl" and
basic processes are either to film in "The Circus Comes to Clown,'J ready
black-andr-white and get your color for release. Par has the output tied
in the printing process (Technicolor until April when it wUl probably be
ihethod) or to use color film in the open to other producers.
camera itself which is developed 3 Fullcolor
Successful "results
(Kodachrome, claimed by L. S. Trimble, prexy, in
directly into •color
technicolor Monopacl^ >Ansco and blowing up 16m Kodachrome prints
Agfa method) > At the same time, to 35m In Fullcolor. Pic in which
.experts concede that they're not ab- this was done is "The Angry God,"
i»)lately sure ot some of the newly
Ed Po^kay producing ^Carlisle Pro
sonounced colors;
ductioiis). FUm to he released by
Silver Emaliion Used
United Artists. Processing of "The
The Technicolor method, and: es- Goldwyn Polli.es," a reissue handled
tenHally Similar- in 'the usetby Cine- by TiXxo, Classics was also ta Full
.

Film Reviews

London Film

Productions. Other three are indie
productions from Reliance Films.
Seltzer. WarKodak. Under Techni's pact with Sol Wurtzel and Frank
ners is next on the list, with 15. two
retrobe
can
boosts
Ita
producers,
of which are to be in eoJor,
expansion
vast
on
Working
active.
delay
its
that
Artists,
now
up
Bpee<l
United
of plant facilities to
been
of- three montha between delivery of trouble: With Enterprise has
the negative and receipt of prints. In- straightened out, has 14 films in its
in
difencbui^ter
defendant
still
may
backlog.
It
a
cidentally, currently
an anti-trust action brought by the ficulty in getting Cagney. Productions to deliver "Time of Your Life,"
Governnyfentt
Cagney wants to turn over to
ClJiOcoIor—'Recently added a third which
Warners for release. Par has eight
filter for a switch from a two-color
Minimum pix stored up, including four in
to three-color process.
color. Both Columbia and Universal
price, 5.92c. per foot, something be>top of
low Techni's minimum of 6.22c. per are Aow releasing, almost on
*>ys after their production .schedules. Col.
Delivery
foot
has only three films aWaiting. reorder.
of
two,
both
has
lease,, while
Trucolor-r-Process owned- by Re-^
which- will probably hit the screens
public after the company dropped in key city bookings next mor-Uf.
the Magna-color system. Essentially
a two-color system. Rep uses it in a

Contimiect from pa(« 3
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only average.

Lensing and other technical work
are standard.
Brog.

ing his role. Charpin also play.s .''iiperbly, equalling Raimu in his

the pathetic, the
sentimental and the comic into .a
unified inood.
ability to n^er-ge'
-

As Fanny, Crane Demazis

is slight-

on looks but mor.-! than compensates by her sensitivity and fra-.

ly short

Fresnay, as the impulsive
is disappointing in a small
part which he plays too theatrically.
Brilliant performances are turned
by Alida Rouffe, as Fanny's mother,
and Robert VattleT, onfe of Raimu s

.jgility.

swain,

m

friends.

Chief defects

lie

in

the

lensing,

which is uneven, and the editing,
which causes several choppy transi-

English titling, however,
achieves a rare success in (;aplui'infi
the body and spirit of the French

tioiw.

dialog.

Merm,

•

•
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]Mt Cam^e (N.Y.) Legal Squawk
New Twst;

Takes

llieatre

Loo Survey

St.

N. Central Batdes Anodier Bid

Theatre survey of the St. Louis
territory, 22nd in the Motion
Picture Assn^ series on the country's 31 exchange areas, shows a
total of 575 theatres with an aggregate seating (;apacity of 336,215. In addition, tliere are three
diive-ins with 1,877 car total ca-

^efs

The running legal tiff over who's •entitled to operate the Little Carne^
then labeled as the Little Elgin. Bag
gie, the profitable art house on W,
advantage in a; dual house is that
57th street, N. Y., took a new twist
sho^nrs can be sta^ered an hour
this week. With a 3^2 appellate
the added seating capac.division decision to the effect that apar^ plVS
ity which keeps lines constantly
it was not entitled to take over demovingi
spite its ownership of the theatre.
Elgin's manager, Ernest Warren,
Little Carnegie Realty Corp., headed
by Jean Goldwurm, owner of the plans installation 'of 16m projection
World, announced It had enlarged equipment in the Little Elgin when
apparatus becomes availably.
its holdings by, purchasing property the
With new equipment, dual house
adjacent to the sureseater.
foreign films and
The queer legal gimmick is that policy will includethe
small theatre,
the court had ruled that Goldwurm documentaries in
the
was not entitled to take over from with regulac program P&t in
cm-rent lessees, Irving Lesser and larger,

and

pacity

'

For

New

CoDstmctHMi in Mpl^

Minneapolis, Jan.

23 shuttered houses

20.

"t^'

engaged territory by building them itself
in still another ftght to halt addi- and engaging in other amusement
tional Minneapolis theatre compe- enterprises.
tition. This time it's opposing Roy
If both permits are granted it's
Secrest, owner of a neighborhoi^ expected
race will ensue

North Central Allied

witli 9,529 seats.
Of the total number of theatres, 274 are circuit-operated,

with the ^remaining 324 operated
indies having less than four

by

theatres apiece.

'house

in

Which he

is

is

losing

a

his structipn..

for con>

'*

le^se.

regional veepee Ray Branch. Delegates and their wives will meet at

Michigan City,

tad.,

where

.they'll

board a' chartered steamer for a
three-day Lake Michigan cruise to
-

be .held

will

the Qoldberg brothers, because it
Carolina TO Convention Feb. 1-3
Only owned the theatre itself and
Kamily, Ciney
BKO
not adjacent property. Appellate
The annual convention of the
Cincinnati.
division construed the lease to per- Theatre Owners of North and South
RKO Theatres has shuttered the
mit termination by a new 0Mi£ner Carolina, will be held here Sept. 1-3. 1,000-seat Family theatre, reportedly
only if he also owne^ adjoining
It will be the first convention of
because of a lack of suitable product
property,
the Carolinas organization since af- Closing leaves- six houses in 4}ie
Appellate division decision is cur- filiating itself with the Theatre Own- chain's downtown setup and removes
rently up on final appeal to the state ers of America several months ago. one of Cincy's amusement landcourt of appeals. Nonetheless, Goldmarks. Property, under lease, is the
wurm proceeded to buy 143 West Toiint; Sole Owner of Dn- Art Lab only one not owned by RKO Thear
Enti{'e interest of Jack Goetz and
67th street. Understood that if he
tres.
.
faHs to win a reversal, he'll sue Arthur Gottlieb in Du-Art Film
It is expected to -be converted into
been
acanew claiming he's now met the Laboratories, N. Y., has
quired by- Al Young, one" of the use for a restaiurant.
-court's requirements.
firm's original founders and partJJew acquisition plus the old gives ners.
JPeatM Kxchange CNxieni Meet
Goldwurm's company 60 ieet on 57tli
Hinneapolis.
Now sole owner of the plant,
IBtreet and 75 feet on S6th street;
Young has also purchased a subIndependent poster exchange own
-Outfit plans eriection of 1,000-seater
stantial interest in the W. .55th St ers will meet in Chicago to reorgan4tnd office building on 56th street, building housing the company to ize their former trade association
fierk & Krumgold ngented the deal. provide lor future expansion.
and discuss 'various "problems," including present efforts to monopoTwo-m-Oue Theatre
lize the distribution of film ildverAlUed States Gab Afloat
:
Rising..
Hastings, Mich.
Ottawa.
theatre,
Mid- West area, meeting of Allied
Century's
Elgin
20th
Donald JSwart?, omier of an extown's first dual film house, has two States- members comprising exbibs change here, will 4^end -the conferseparate auditoriums, two boxoSices from Vidians, Michigan, Illinois, ence.
.
and two projection booths. Theatre Wisconatav Ohio and West Virginia
can be operated as separate' units if is scfaedulled for 3va^ 22-24. accordHaneU Get* Bialter MjMHen:, N.T.
-necessary, with the smaUer theatre ing to m Xte^ ttumuaceBDient by
:';:,.,•, ASosooiy.
Tbe Rialto, Uassena, K. T,, is now
lieing oiierated by Darnell Itieatre
Corp., headed by Donald Sohine and
'Elmer Lux. Latter, who recently
resigned as BKO branch manager in
Buffalo, is vice-president .«nd general manager of the company, while
young Schine, son of Louis W.
WABNBB BBOB. TBESBNTB
WARNBk IROS. niSEms
Schine, of the Schine Circuit, .&
"Traasur* of Sierra Madro"
"THE VOICE of liio TURIUE" president Its headquarteis are in
'

.

,

tral Allied announces.
The independent exhibitors'

..

.

.

'

'

.,

:

in France.
Korda's
situation is similar to that of American distribs in that he has considerable 'coin tied up in frozen currency in France. wMch be will try to
move "vim .returns abroad from pix
^
produced there.

A

new

3

chairman of a new French corporation the producer is organizii\g to

body make pictures

also is battling to prevent the
issuance of permits for a new neighborhood theatre to a property owner
not now engaged in tbs Inisiness
and makes no Ixmes of the taidt
that it will, ^vigorously oppose all
new theatre constaiction here on
tbe grounds the city still is overseated after 12 years witbout such
building.
temporary setback was 'given
the organization when the ciiy council recently abandoned a
IZryear
no license policy by .granting a permit to Nathan Shapiro, former night
club owner, to' build and operate a

'

,

Korda
GeidinaNI from paee

^e

Mackinac Mand.
Business sessions
aboard the Ship.

Secrest. Is seOking a fecial construction perinit to enable lilm. to
convert an abandoned school near
his present theatre into a l^SOO-seat
move nnll be
showhouse.
bought to the last ditch, North Cen-

Korda

been purchasing French

lias

films during the past few years for
distribution ahrpad, but this will be
his first actual production in the
country.
-

r

Kerfia^

Alie -VidUng

Ned Mann, camera^^ecial

local neighborhood theatre.

elTects

expert, arrived in '!New York Friday
(16) aboard the Queen Mary from
Britain, where be tutored Sir Alex<
ander 'Korda's .technical staff. .

More in Montreal
In the U, S. to look into some
photographic patents, Mann returns
Montreal, Jan. 20.
theatres have just been to Britain Feb. lO' -to resume with
here^
First, the 909-seat Korda. He started his career in the
Mercier, is operated by General Thea- film -business more than 30 years
tres of Quebec, an affiliate df Odeon ago.
S

'

Two new

opened

Tlieatres of Canada. It is managed
by Alf Goulet and ytas opened
Thursday (IS). It
show mostly
original French illms distributed by
Lion
Eagle
and French-dubbed
Continued from page 3
American or -British pix, also dis-:
cided to drop all U. S. releasing
tributed by Eagle Lion.
i
Second, the 828-seat Van Hoi'n, plans for "London Town" which had
which opened Saturday (17), is already been labelled, "My Heart
temporarily
managed
by ' Jack Goes Crazy" for the Yank market.
Moore. It is the 22d house in the Rank outfit has decided to take its
Buffalo.
United
Amusements chain in Mon- losses on the expensive pic -after
Bichard Dl Hayes, Paramount
cutting failed
treaL
operates
Company
also
32 months of editing and
salesman for 3lt years, resigned, efto produce a' film which Rank'4
fective Jan. US, to enter the hotel theatres in the Frovinoc of Quebec.
business at Tipper' Lake. James M. The Van Horn will exhibit regular partners in the U. S. consider has a
chance' in the tough U, S. theatres.
Moore dropped: when Warnens cut run product,
to -one salesman.
Film was completed last year by
,

New

statriiif

York Theafres

Humphrey Bogart
und

loaard

Walttr Hutlon, Tim Holl, Bruc* B«nmlt
" Directed by John HuBton

IUEA6AN • Btmrn fMOa.
• WfliM Mmii

,

.".*u*'

KBNT BUIKn • JOBN BMEB'T
>

jmd Hit Orchutre.

tm

RED

New

'

WABNER..BHOS.

STRAND

Broadway
At Slat Ht.

WARNER

Wm. Sherman .Qnits

Thootrc

EL, Sk L.
St. Louis.

.

Ruggles

Indiana Prive-In

Greenfield, Ind., Jan.

The THEATRE GUILD prasenh

RKO RADIO PICTURE

fb»

«

"MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA"
I
ml
fM
IIWICE IMU
1:90

1;30

GOLDEN

3 rEIFOIMAIICES SIIHOtf

.

heads a syndicate that recently purchased a downtown St. Louis office

building for $4iOOO,000.
Guy Beatty, Cameron, Mo., Is
mulling plans for a new motion
picture theatre in that towlL
The Tri -State Drive-in Theatres,
Inc., -has let a contract for a 1,000-'
car drive-in near Hickman Mais,
Mo. It will cost IIOO.OQO and De
ready for operation by IVtay.
Alan Crawford, Boston, Mass.,
has replaced Bob Halliday in the St.
liOuis Warner Bros, exchange. Halliday has Jbeen transferred to Dallas, Tex.

m»m.mfmm.
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.
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pic^making.

I^cte-City Drive-la Bace

Minneapolis, Jan. 30.

Dave Flexer of Memphis, and Hie
Minnesota
Entertainment
Enterprises, are both applying for a per-,
mit to build and operate a drive-in
theatre in Rose, St Paul suburb.
Flexer, who last season built' and
operated

the area's first drive-in
theatre in a Minneapolis suburb;^
figures on -500 to 1,000-car capacity
for the new enterprise.

The MEE was organised by a
group of Twin City independents
with $1,000,000 capitalization for the
purpose of kee^g outside drive-ip
Qkeatre inleaests from invading Qme

MIAMI REACH
OCEAN

nOm » Mth 10 4IM SM.

RMnMliHii

In*ite4 *

R^jstor now by mail or

"THE PARADINE CASE"

in per-

son. Veterans eligible under

Spectacular Stake rcnsentatkiD

GX BiU. Wdte ot call for spe-

"The

fifsAop's

U*» $1.06i^

Wife"

Diwy

Quarterly dividend of $1.06^ per
share for its 4%% cumulative preferred stocks has been declared by
Universal's board.

Coin will be doled out March 1 to
stockholders of record Feb. 18.

cial

100

Evening
courses m
motion-picture theatre

management,

publicity, ad-

vertising and exploitation
under direction of Michael
Zaia— beginning February 5

UV, Room
Washia^n Square

bulletm

New York

3,

211,

EastV

N. Y. SPring

7-2000, Ext. 292.
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UNIVERSITY
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and UuU
Dmili 0.

lengthy

Jan. 20.
'Construction has been started on a
new drive-in $75,000 theatre in
suburban Amarillo.
Builder is Charles Weisenberg, of
Dallas, who also owns and operates
two houses at Tulia and one at

mMnwir lUmuT^

i

DOLORES

FONDA -DEL

PECK

.CkWtn

health.

a

said,

*

Kncfcelelfer Ceiiln

.

U

ill

ai» MUSK HJUl"

Grawry
_

TYCOON,
Mm hid ni IMm CiNf* m

because of

~~ tAB»

mat. Mgr., Phoenix
Phoenix.

.Dick Smith is tb» new district
manager of the local link of Fox
West Coast Hieatre chain, embracing the downtown Fox and Vista.
Former nianager of Fox and latterly district manager in California,
Smith replaces Louis B. Christ* who
is giving up the post after
yean,

Plui

-after

Part of his dilliculty, it's
was quiet resistance by British
studio unions which were peeved by
statements attributed in the press to
Ruggles to the effect that native
technicians' were inferior to Americans in the Mnow-how of musical
schedule.

'20.

Jbidiana Dieatre Corp., Irf>uisville,
William Sherman, St Louis CX'
change manager for Eagle Lion, re- Ky., will build « ^78)000' drive-in
signed to devote full time to his two theatre east of Cjimlialandl, Ud., in
motion picture theatres, the 300-seat Hancock oounljr.
Sherman, BloomfieUt' ;Mo^ and the
Louis Airttt, I^uisville. beads the
ZOD^eat Sherman^ Advance, Uo.
Clarence M. Turley, secretary- firm.
treasurer of the St. Louis Amus.
Amarlllo's $75,000 Drive-In
Co. and manager of the .Missouri
and Ambassador theatre buildings,
Amarillo, Texas,
,

Z

—

'

;

DirectMl bf Inriag Rapper
Screen Play hy Solm Tan Droiten

CURLEY

1114

STtnu'stnet

CRuggles-Rarik
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RATINe'EM ON QUALITY BASIS
What sAl the Shootin' For?

'

Bing Crosby in the No. 1 spot,
with Amos 'n' Andy as runner up
and Fibber 8e Molly as No. 3.
That's how the cream of America's
radio editors, critics and reviewers
size up the cocist-to-coast air shows,
on the basis of listening during the
It's

'

second week in January.

d Siort Tom hydranents
Favws ^t Kz (ybok m '48

With the big three ot radio, Proc-*
Gamble, Lever Bros, and Genter
eral Foeds, showing anything but
signs of levelling off on advertisine,
Abe Barrows- has chedked off tbe
the outlook for spot broadcasting
Davis co-op comedy show on
the first hatr of this year, according Joan
CBS, for which h» was supervising
to authoritative agency estimates, is
writing: Now that he's sponthe
a condition which miKlrt even exceed
sored
hy Listerine, Burrows wants
that of the like period of 1947. With
no daytime periods available on to concentrate on bis one-man show,
and local mer- for which ha writes a couple new
NBC, CBS and
tunes
weekly, as well as scripting
record quanbuying radio

&

[

ABC

In
chants
the major national advertisers the program.
Artie Stander and lionel Marks
to concentrate on housewife appeal may sooi^' fin£ them' contmue as iMiss Davis' writers.'
selves hard put to launch major sPot
campaigns.
Another factor that fovorsspot biz
Is that ^e industry in general is stfU
not inclined to make long range
commitments.- Spot is synonymous
with short term involvemente and,
that's the way these agencies figure
it will remain until business gets a
(ilearer picture on taxes, wSge boosts
to organized labor and the Marshall
tity,

who want

Video s Advent

Poses

F(HrStatHHiRe|is

"

Plan,

Memma

I

The disincUnafion ot business to
make long term decisions, incidentally, is iittribuied by some agency
to

Starting this week, V.«iety, in
cooperation ' with Dick Manslleld,
freelance researcher, inaugurates; on
a continuing basis, a poll of the nation's top radio editors. These editors are being polled weekly in an
attempt to evaluate programs on a
qualitative level.

Columbia Pictures' forthcoming

Red Skelton

film,

"Fuller

Brush Man," may wind up causing plenty of «nbarrassment to
the Russel Seeds agency and its
Baleigh cigaret client; which
sponsors Skelton on NBC.
Film has a sequence in which
a gal proffers a cigaret to Skelton, comedian responding with
a "never touch the stuff" line.
.

:

the maintenance of network's

.

includes

recommendations
network radio.

on a paying basis, but would be the
biggest impetus yet given to co-op
programming.

Come the hot weather months
and the networks are saddled wKh
the responsibility
;

fiUing in the

dozen or so nighttime half-hour
gaps with sustaining fare while sponsors take a summer hiattts of any13 weeks.

NBC now reasons, why not utilize
these dozen time segments to co-op

summer fill-in shows? While the
relinquishing the time
during the July-Aug.-Sept. stretch
still
continue paying 28% of the
regular time idiarg»- to the network
Climb
in order to establish their franchises
In evaluating the- top coast-tofor the following seaiion, this partial
radio
editors
shows,
coast
reimbursement hardly begins to
throughout the country list five
compensate the web for tbe coin
programs for "Becommended
In a realignment of the Kenyon t that has to be sunk info the fill-theListening'^ as potentisd candiEckhardt radio dept. cued to the gap replacement shows.
dates for top-bracketed; favor,
agency's wrap-up of the .LincolnThus by selling the programs on a
although none of them has as yet
Mercury accoimt, BiU Lewis moves co-op basis, it's .figured it will take
achieved. Top 15 distinction.
out as veepee in target of radio to the network oft the hook and give
Those listed as most likely to
become the account supervisor on NBC. at least during the summer
climb are ABCs "Candid Microall the Ford business and gets rated months,
a dominant position in the
phone" sustainer; Ozzie C: Har*as a general execmtive.
co-op programming field,
riet on. CBS; Fted Waring on
Stepping into Lewis' spot as
NBC is holding off thus far .on a
NBC; Percy Faith's Coca-Cola
veepee in charge of
Ir E radio will decision
for two reasons. jPirsti
en
"Studio
show
CBS, and the
be Leonard .Erickson, who moves there's the question" of what James
One" hour di'amatic sustainer on
over from; B B
t O agency. As C. Petrillo intends doing about perCBS.
former general sales manager for mitting live musician.<> to operate on
co-op shows, since his lifting of the
(Continued on page 32)
useful purpose to the advertiser,' tbe
bah imly ext^ds to Jan. 31, when
agency, the network and the sta«
AFM-network contracts expire. Sectiou, it's also felt that a Quality
ond, the network still has to explore
Bating Service based on the choice Gene Autry 'S uv/^
locad bankroller sentiment to estabof the nation's radio editors and
lish whether clients are willing to
critics can better reflect the genuinvest coin in shows that must evenGives
ine quality of programs.
tually fold after an eight-to-13-week
The criticism has often been heard
summer nm.
Statioiis
hterest
that, the polls and ratings representing a composite of the non-profeS"
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
sional masses, too frequently tend
Fourth buy into a radio staticm
toward perpetuating and glorifying proper^ has been made by Gene
mediocrity on the air. Thus it's felt Autry who, with FCC permission,
that a qualitative ratmg system, has acquired
a 50% interest in
with the professionals Whoi write KOWL, fairly new Santa. Monica; S,radio participating can be instru- 000-watter.
mental in, raising the general standAutry exercised an option to buy
ards of programming on. the tiet- the interest in lieu of the return of
works~and make it possible (via the an $80,000, loan previously made to
It's estimated that, on the basis ot
solicited write-ins), for other shows the former sole owner. Art Croghan, its current six half-hour shows a
not generally bracketed
in
the one time Detroit station operator. week, the Fred Waring orch-glee
Hooper and Nielsen -Top 15 and 20, On the deal, Glay Osborne remains club ensemble puts in more reto be brought to the attention of the on
as gjn., with Croghan stiU ac- hearsal time than any musical aglistener.
tively operating, while Autry takes gregation intact, what with the
Obviously it isn't possible for all no hand in actual affairs.
painstaking and intricate Waring
the radio editors polled (65 of the
Star's others are KOQL, KPHD choral arrangementis.
It's one of .the reasons why John(Continued on page 32)
and KOPO, all in Arizona.
son Wax, sponsor of Fibber McGeo
& Molly on NBC, this year has a
summer replacement problem on
its hands.
For the past few yeanf
it was simply a case of getting Warr
lug's signature to a 13-week contract,
bankroller.s

K&ERadKo; Lewis

Watch Them

In

New Exec Post

K

D

hto

b

KOWL

m

4

Hieni Rehearsals

]Ui'tFiinDy,MeGee

(WEES OF JAN.

a situation that, on the ba«S of pubresponse, made the sponsor, the

1«-17)

lic

listener and the Waring crew happy.
This year, however, Warlng's back

Exclusively for Variety

by Dick Mansfield,

Freelance Researcher

Toid Theatre'

(A composite evaiuaiion o/ programs tat the natt'on's leadtnff rodto editors, rated upon the folt<m~
ing point«: Script, Performance, Production, Advertising, Afusic, Orijiitiuliti/. Rating syitem idlovss for
plus xyr 25^Excellent,
or 22; B plus
a possible Mffh of 30 points, as fotlows-: Outofandwisr^ AA or 30;
or 10.)
or 19— Good, B Or 16; Fotr, C or 13; Poor,

A

Dr^Matmee
"Ford Theatre," tbe 60-minute dramatic series currently heard in the
5 to 6 Sunday afternoon bracket on
NBC.' will definitely- stay on the air
Upon expiration: of the second 13week cycle, but will be moved out
of the Sabbath matmee time.
Ford has definitely decided it
doesn't wsnt to continue with a
matinee riUow after the present cycle
end.-!, and has asked Kenyon Si Eckhardt, agency on the account to shop
around the various networks for the
best available nighttime segment.
and CBS are pitching hard,
since NBC hasn't a 60-minute afterdark stretch to spare. ,K & E has
tmtil the end of February to make
up its mmd where it wants to move

Show has been

summer replacement programming

the

While it's recognized that the
Hoopers and the Nielsens serve their

which

As C<»npiled

the di'amatic airer.'

gramming formula. If it works out
according to plans currently being
blueprinted, it will not only put

where from eight to

Erickson to Head

RADIO EDITORS' QUALITY RATING

campaign

ITBC is muUing an entirely new
approach to the summer sales-pro-

.

I^atest problem that appears to be.
disturbing station representatives is
television.
Even though the older
contingent in the field is enjoying a
present .program level. Long term
record prosperi^t the reps with the
thinking entaUs research, study and
choicer station lists are, beginning
experimental programing, but as
to project their business: prospects
thiiifts now stand it's only the tested
iive years hence and trying to dean(} tried that the advertiser, is discide on what 'strategy to adopt so
posed to consider. The advertiser
that they won't be out in the cold
knows tliat.it takes a long lime to T^en video
starts hitting its real
measure effiectiveiiess and hence his commercial
stride.
continued preferraice to buy someFor the toprung. reps the advent
thing that's had a rating rather than
of video poses quite a dilemma. Tbis
strike out with something new.
element recognizes that while it is
In network quarters there's quite now sitting pretiy the rise of tele
a stir of optimism on the matter of
(Continoed on page 32).
nighttime activity on the part of
the heavier industries, such as autoTheir
mobiles, refrigeratc..~^ etc.
Detroit offices report that produc
tton seems to be catching up with
demand and the autqmotives, especially^ have indicated to their agencies that tliey're ready to listen to

men

A Viper Noumhed

•

Days,

Pn^iranK on Co-op Baas
-

By GEOBGE KOSEN

Curbs are unjustified.

Era

Sel^

POLLS SORPRISE

^

.

NBC Midk New A^iroach to

EDITORS' POLL

Current state of anxiety around the advertising agencies is being
translated in many instancea into drastic economies and layoffs, with
the general reaction around the trade being: "Wbat's the panic about?"
Bewildered agen<^ personnd. point oiit that biBings are holding up all
along tiie line; except tot those agencies aSected by transfer ot accounts to other agencies, those 13%. eooimissionS'not only hold up to
previous year levels but in many instances top them.
There have been few cancellations written into the major agencies'
boolts this season, with no indication at the moment that any alarming
wavie of withdrawals is in the offing. While this is the usual betweenoption-time period of doldrttms around the agencies, the. fear bug is
apparently riding rampant as though agency execs were anticipating
the worst.
Some are inclined to see the same fear complex, that's gripped the
radio as part
film industry ^reading over into the business end
of the current economic oattook. But approached from a strict dollarsand-cepts evaluation of actual conditions, it's felt that the drastic

A

D

1.

Bing Grosby

2.

Amo«

,

V Andy

Fibber ond Molly
4. Lox Radio Theatre
5. Fred Allen
6. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
7. Jock Benny
8. Duffy's Tavern
3.

22.1

9,

21.5
21.0
20-5
20.4

10.
11.

12.

Edgor Bergen
Walter Winchell
Eddie Gantor
Al Jolson
.

9.3

14.

Red Skelton
Bob Hope

18.9

15.

Screen Guild .............

1

13.

18-5

RECOMMENDED

17.5

17.4

17.4
17.3

Inclines

Lndens To

17.1

StajonCahierTab

17.0

Luden's has changed its mind
about sponsorship of the Ifed Calmer'
five-minute news show on Sunday

1

7.0

nights (8:55-9) on CBS, figuring that
in view of the fuel situation and
the wintry blasts, there could be no
more propitious time to plug its

LISTENING:

cough drop ;p!n>dact

ABC
CBS

NBC

.

a disappointment
rating-wi.^e in the Sabbath afternoon period, most recent Hooper
giving it n 5.1. It's a $14,000 » week|
..
paokagfe

on the nighttime kilocydes with his
own show for General Electric, in
the Monday 10:30-11 p.m. slot which,
he figures, coupled with his fivetimes-a-week morning sho^ on
tlBC, gives him more than enough
to do. He's reportedly served notice
that he won't be available for the
Fibber fillrin.

CBS
CBS

As result the firm, whicb checked
out of ^DSorsfaip pn Jan. 4y relast Sunday 0&> and Will
give Calmer a commercial ride into
mid-March. In addition to the $600
talent cost (Calmer, announcer, etc.),
Luden's is paying $5,000- a -week for
the five-tninute iieriod at ..the rat*
oit one-haM ttt a IS-miimte time xego

turned

metit.

Wednesday, "Janwairy

24

]km& Due fo

The FGC edict assumes particular
importance in view of the Commission's former caution in weighing
Conduct of a newspaper operation in
handing out radio permits. For example, the Commission carefully refrained from any pronouncements
along this line in writing its de-

ABC, kdcling 46 new affiliates ttnd three more BOilcw outlets, "just
reached its goal in the expansion into new itiarkets" during 104'^,
meanwhile merrily went on annexing affiliates, a total of 96
during the 12 months, CBS and NBC, already plusb with coverage
power, added a mere 12 and nine, respectively.
These additions brought the webs* totals to: 479 for Mutual, 265 for
ftbout

Pnbyier 3

Washington, Jan. 20.
In a decision vihich may well make
radio history, the FCC last week
boldly refused to license' a newspaper publisher becau99 it felt he
could not be trusted to operate a
radio station "in the public interest."
It was the first time in recent history the Gommission has used an
applicant's conduct of his newspaper as the sole basis for denying
him a radio franchise.
The publisher is S. A. Horvitz,
owner of the Lorain, 0„ Journal and
the Mansfield, O., Journal. Horvitz
applied tor AM-FM permits in
Mansfield and for a standard broadcast permit in Lorain. In a proposed
decision, the Commission announced
it was denying all three requests.

Station

'Miittnl

Papers' Conduct

National Council of Protestant
Episcopalian Churches has so far
in lining up sta^
tions throughout the country to car-

,

client for any talent loss
The
entailed in a cancellation.
broadcast' would be made part of the
services of the churches that day by
mounting
loudspeakers on the altar
contested
the
date
on
to
cisions
—an innovation and playing the
cases, and an FCC
New York
talk to. the congregation.
majority opposed consideration of

—

testimony, by 'the American Jewish
Congress on the jSTew York Daily
News' editorial content. As a result,

Writtr^'ProducBP 1

The Sunday a.m. "Funny Paper"
show which he scripts packs the
KliZ studio with kids and grownups
every week. JHe Is producer for such
KLZ shows as. "Colorado Speaks,"
"Penthouse Serenade," and "Joe
Alpert's

Barn Dance."
KLZ, DENVER.

Giunes 'Plan' Sets

fFAM Overhaul

legedly

Cleveland

OfWORPrograms

timers. Inc., New York manufacturer
of clothes for. youngj;ieople. Agency
is Buchanan. Time and starting date
are yet to be set.

NBC Study Prehide

ToMoppetRevamp

.

-

,

NBC

WTAM

by

a days and Thursdays. Possible that
vital community cog, by its 'public Jack
Lescoulie,
WOR's nightowl
service programming and otherwise gstbber, will be elected for the chore.
integrating itself into the civic pat"Record Riddles" is going out the'
tern. On the other hand, the web window in favor of John Nesbit's
"has felt that 'WTAM has remained new MBS co-op at 9:15 a.m.
"Lisstatic over too many years, being tener Reports" and Lindlahr may get
content to ride along day and night the gate in favor of a "Nickel a
with network shows.
Name" quiz emceed by Phil Tonken,
at 1:30 p.mr' Barbara Welles' halfIt's the first of a series of "screen
ings" of .o & o stations which: during hour at 3 will be taken over by
the coming year will take Gaines Johnny Olson's "Movie Matinee"
more and more into the field, al- from the stage of the Palace thcr
though he's continuing as manager atre. Jack Barry's "Daily Dilemmas" will be trimmed to 15 minutes
of WNBC in New York.
McCormick, once head of the Re- at 3:45, but may return to its halfpublican National Committee radio hour format in March i£ Pharmaco
dept., takes Q.ver on Feb, 1. He has fails to renew Mutual's "Song of the
projecting

itself

as

'

Reach Accord
It's

virtually all over but the sign-

the tug-O'War between the
networks and the New York local of
the' Radio Durectors Guild (AFL) to
arrive at a new pact covering staff
Bjuiue-throwers. After the protracted
ifi

a compromise
Hon wagC'minimums, the going went
P^'^^asier, with the welss granting most
«f the RDG demands. The negotiators met yesterday (Tues.) to mop had. ISv^years Of radio experience, Stranger."
Barbara Welles is set for the
up final details. Membership of the gaining most of it at WGBS, WKRC 4-4:30
segment, but her new show,
and WC(30, Minneapolislocal will meet tonight (Wed.)
which will be "based on glamor"
ratify the conditions of 'the hew
and entirely unlike her present stint^
.contracts.
is as yet untitled and unformatted.
Still to be worked out—but w,ith
"Ladies Man" gets the 4:30-8 slot,
little difficulty expeoted^are local
replacing

fnuddles

to arrive at

pacts covering staffers

with .WORi

WNBC, WCBS and CBS

television^

(Lew Parker)

in

Order

To

Parker and will.replace this series
with local 15-minute program, also
grams shall come under the RDG in the early a.m. The switch is be
contract.; (Previoiisly, only those ing made so there will be more elemployed "primari^" to direct were

_
'

covered.)

who

directs pro-

bow room

for the commercials.

.

Reason for
comedy, show

The half-hour Jane-Goodman Ace
comedy show was cut Saturday
night (17) in New York and CBS is
mulling a. switch in its Saturday
night programming setup to slot it
in the 7»7:30 p.m. period. Original

new sked

ayem

goes

mu^Sical

into

effect

CBS Pacts Paul Muni For
Controversial Dreyfus

At

the in February, with no exact date set
that as yet.
Paul Munii who played the title
it
role in the Warners "Zola" pic some
too expensive. Before Parker came years back, in which the Dreyfus
into the picture a year ago the disks case figured prominently, will also
were cut by Tom Howard and appear in the CBS dramatization.
However, Muni in this instance will
George Sfaelton.
The Mennen account, which is hau' portray the meaty role of the coutf
died by Ijie Duane Jones Agency, sel for the defense.

not

to-

expanding

IS minutes

the cost of -material would

is

make

plan was to co-op "It Pays to Be was nudged toward expansion by the
Alttn Williams Back to
Ignorant'? in that time segment, but supplementary
thought that the
latter may now go 10:30-11 'p.m.
broadcasting industry might some
Alun Williams rejoins WMCA's
sticks,
it
If the revised setup
day be induced to adopt a trade (N. Y.) staff as chief announcer Jan.
would be: Jane-Goody Ace, Abe practices code after all and that if 25 following a two-year hitch with
Burrows and Hoagy -Carmichael, in that were to happen its blurb quo- KYW in Philadelphia as assistant
that order, occupying the 7 to 8 tient on a five-minute program educational director.
stretch.
C!BS execs, incidentally, would be reduced to the point where
He replaces Joe O'Brien who re
were' quite excited over the Ace the half awake listener might not tains his announcing Chores on the

WHOA

atiditloh platter.'

,•
;

that

the

Minimum

Basic

eveii 'cJiteh'fh'fe^nanie of 'the sporfsor.

covering scripts is shaking
into a matter of interpretation,
administration and. enforcement. SO
far, the principal
"incidents" en-

down

countered by the Radio Writer*
Guild have involved CBS, which
broadcasts most of the bigger script
productions.
A', series of such
incidents ha^
arisen over scripts for the CBS pro-*
gram, "Studio One." For this eo»
minute stanza, the network formerly paid between $450 and $550 for

single-broadcast rights. Under the
field. The project, which MBA, the net is still offering the
execs are reluctant to discuss same writers the $450-$550 price.
point, presumably presages However, the contracts it has been
a major revamping of the net's submitting specify that $325 of th«
moppet shows or possibly expansion
(Continued, on page .S2)
current offerings, which are
of
mainly to be found in the Sattirday

web
at

.

this

.

morning schedule.'
Gilbert, who has now concluded
York last
his survey, was in
week to easel his findings for
program toppers. It's said, however,
that the story won't be unwrapped
for trade inspection for' a mohth- or

New

WNBC Showcase

NBC

Henry Morgan Slugs

It

Adams

Out With Joey

On Barry Gray's Air Show
Miami Beach, Jan. 20.
Sequel to the Henry Morgan-Milton Berle set-to was staged here last
week ^but with Joey Adams in
-

—

'

Berle's role. As in the bitter hassle
that sparked the Radio Directors'
Guild Ball in New York in 1946, la

Morgan again came

invited Morgan to the mike.
In short order, the pair were exchanging slurring remarks.
Gray
was no match for Morgan and began
taking the worst of it. At this point,
Adams, who recently concluded a
nitery engagement at the Beach,
overheard the slugfest from a nearby table and stepped up to take up
the cudgels for Gray.
Morgan, who had his hands full
with the fast-cracking Adams, finally
piped up: "I happen to. have a 30•

.

ON ACES COMEDY SHOW

'Basic' Backfires
Now

Agreement for writers is in force
on all four major networks, the sit-

gramming

Drama on 'There' Series
2. That
associate directors shall ter going along with the comedy
"CBS Is There," in which the net
not be permitted to direct shows. idea the account found that a flvC'
Nothing, however, shall prevent a minute program didn't allow enough work reenacts top events in world minute show on the. networks and a
history
via the on>-the-spot coverage sponsor. Do you?"
(Continued on page 32)
time to say what it wants to about
Adams snapped back with: "You
technique, is going to tackle the
the product.
Dreyfus case. It'll go on some time look like you stuck your head in a

CBS MULLING SWITCH

ZCBSAIrmAs

For Student
WNBC, N. y., which has been accenting Wholesome kid shows during the past year, with a payoff in
ratings as well as kudoi^from parents and educators, will unveil still
another addition to the station's juve
program lineup on Jan. 30.
Stanza, fitted into the Friday
6:30-45 p.m. slot, will be called
"Junior Reporter" and feature four
different high school students each
week in a session stimulating the
preparation of a newspaper, with
the teenagers expressing their views
on how significant world developments of the week should be
"played." Ed Herlihy, emcee of
NBC's "Honeymoon in Jlew York"

,

top«rated

conditions:

That anyone

ScriptereVai^

off second best.
It all started when Morgan, down
here on. a fishing trip as guest 'of an
ad agency exec, dropped in at the and WNBC's Horn A Hardart kid
Copa lounge where Barry Gray, show, will sit in as adviser to the
student "reporters."
Gambling. Status of the whilom N.Y. disk jockey, was doing
Setup worked out by Tony Prohis nightly platter stint, aired by
latter's "Rambling" half-hour is in
WKAT, local Mutual outlet. Gray vost, WNBC's program director,
doubt. He'll continue, of course, his
calls for the NBC flagship to furnish

Following agreement on- boosting
Put Stress on Plugs locally
of associate directors', pay from $7.0
clock.
to $99 weekly,, and directors' miniMennen has cancelled its flve-min
The
mums from $lpO .to $130, the webs ute recorded comedy show with Lew Feb. 2.
agreed to. th«' following additional
1.

.

WOR, N. Y., is axing its morning
*'Becord Biddies" and Bbb Reed's
afternoon ••'Vour Time" stint, in a
wholesale reshuffle of daytime programming next- month which also'.
will see the format of Barbara
Welles' show "glamorized" and John
"Riambling"
possibly
Gambling's
shelved.
Two other strips, "The
NBC has had an outside research
Listener Reports" and Victor H.
Lindlahr's stanza, may also, do fades. outfit, headed by Eugene Gilbert, of
It's all part of a pew daytime deal Chicago, quietly making a comprecalculated to hypo the key Mutual hensive survey of the juvenile pro-

'

ing

outlets.

Drastic Redinfle

Lots of Axings hi

A

.

>

SOkw

'Teentimers Club' In
Bevival Via Mutual
"Teentimers Club," which faded
out of NBC's Saturday morning juvenile show" sequence last summer,
is due for a revival on Mutual, with
Johnny Desmond possibly in the star
vocal role. Stanza starred Gordon
MacRae at the time it went off NBC.
Sponsor of the show is. Teen?

disinterested witnesses, ment of its
station,
ratings.
carried oh a campaign against the WTAM, with Vsmon Pribble being station's
new disk jockey stanza is in the
station rivalling the oldtime feuds replaced as manager by John Mcworks, as a result of WOR's clear
«f the Hatftelds -and the McCoys.
Cormick, account exec in the web's
Mondayance
of
a - 15-minute
He refused io carry progriam logs Chicago sales departmentt Fribble Wednesday-Friday
segment of Maror accept station advertising, and ,on had been, manager of the station for
tin Block's Mutual platter show.
several, occasions refused to accept 13 years.
Quarter-hour' period at 2:45 p.mi,
any companies
advertising .'from
It's known that
has been un- following Block, has been sold to
which plso. bought .time- on the sta- happy for some time over the fact
BC Headache Powder and will fea(Gontinued on page 32)
that WGAR, the CBS rival station, ture a local wax twirler; who also
has taken the play away from will fill out the 2:30-3 time Tues-

Wdbs

the iyeb 11

.

uation

the FCC decision- here' appears to be
a complete about-'face.:
Here's thie dossier on Horvitz;
He publishes the only daily papers
In both Lorain and Mapsfield. Hearing on his applications brought into
thfe open detaUs of a long-standing
In the first mtijor o-tft-o station
feiid with radio station "WMAN, the revamp since Jim Gaines took over
only station in Mansfield.' Horvitz, that phase of operation for NBC, the
according to nin^ public and al' network is overhauling the manage-

Directws,

in/presenti market areas," he said.
Trio of ABC affiliates which Went up to SOkw during '47 were KGO,
San Francisco; WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., and KGMO, Kansas City (daytime. only, lOkw nights).
Norton pointed out that SOkw installations are -under way at KBX,
Portland, Ore.; KFBK, Sacramento, and KGA, Spokane. This will give

its -position

KLZ

CLAYTON BRACE

morning

-

.

174 for CBS and 169 for NBC—a grand total of 1,087, 163 more
than a year ago,
Mutual's engineers figure that power ino^eases and stations added
during 1947 give the web 39% more wattage than It had a year ago.
Net currently has 19 dual affiliates. Where the ^nexing of outlets will
stop is anybody's guess, but It's a cinch at least to pass the 900 mark,
and before long.
ABC's number of affiliates probably will stabilize at about the 266
mark,; program relations veepee John Norton beUeves. "From here
on, ABC's energies and time will be concentrated on improvement of

made good headway

ry a transcribed sermon by the
Right Rev. Henry Knox Sherrill,
presiding bishop of the churches, at
the same time across the country
Sunday, Feb. 29. Purpose of the
broadcast is to usher in a drive to
collect $15,000,000 for the reconstruction of European churches as an antidote to the spread of communism.
The counfcil, through the H. B.
Humphrey agency, has submitted the
program on a free or pay basis, depending on the choice- of the station, and has even offered to, remimerate a station's regular Sunday

'

ABC,

Church Council Offers
Client Rebate on Sermons

FM

1948

Birfs-£ye ITiew of 4-Web Fadlities

hecedent^ttb^ FCC Dedaon
Denies Olufr

-21?

pencil sharpener.

,

The Whole

affair, according to ob(Continued on page 32)

four platters of the show each week
to the N. Y. Board. of Education for
playback
classroom
in
current
events sessions.
New show fills out a third of the
five 6:30 p.m. week-night periods

WNBC

hopes to program with
strictly juve stuff. Two series already going, "World Over Playhouse" Tuesdays, and "Story Teller"
Thursdays, recently won plaudits of
the United Parents Assn. of New
York City as the most outstanding
kid shows aired Ideally.

Seeman Bros. Expanding

ABC News

Sponsorship

Bros.;
which bankrolls
ABC's "Monday Morning Headlines"
Sunday nights, has picked up the tab
on a new Saturday morning news
FEED and gossip stanza on the same web.
The four networks are doing the
Fifteen-minute show at 10:30 a.m.,
entertainment honors for the forth- starting Jan. 31, will feature Adele
coming Radio Correspondents Din- Fletcher, editor of Photoplay mag,
ner, to be held at the Statler hotel, doing film reviews and editorials;
Washington, Sat., Feb. V.
Les Tremayne, doing a "feature

•.^Seeman

PUCK TO HANDLE

D.C.

CORRESPONDENTS

Larry Puck, CBS producer, will story" in dramatic narrative style,
produce this year's in-person show, and an anonymous gossiper called
wth Bob Hope and Jane Froman as Cal York, telling tidbits mainly out
the top-bracketed personalities lined of Hollywood and Gotham.
up thus far.
Agency is William H. Wointraub.
Number of radio execs from New Sponsor makes Air-Wick, a deodor-..
Sfdrk itten'd. the k&air rfiinuiilljjr.
;
ant"

<.;•"

yiteiiueftAuy,
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WEBS THROW BOOK AT PETRILLO
4-Network

Nk[littiine

Rating Averages

is tripping over GBS' heels. NBC is still out front, by a little
than forinerly, and Mutual is a lagging fourth.
That's the story told by comparison of average nighttime commercial ratings in Hooper's Chartbook for the fourth quarter of 1947 and
the corresponding periods of the preceding three, years.
Here's how the four^wel?: niighttiine average rating picture stacks up:

'WON'T PRESSIIIIE B'casters Unhappy Over

Petrillo

ABC

less

:

Hearing, Fear

OUR

It'll

HFFILIIIIES'

,.

'

AVC

CBS

MB$

5.9
6.1

9.8
10.2
10.4
9.0

4.9
4.4

14,5
14.3

4.9

13.5

4.5

13.6

1944
1945.

1946......*....,.,,,.........., 7,3
1947..,,.
8!8
,,
Advance Hooperatings available la-st

week

NBC

for the Jan. 2-8 period

show the gap is continuing to clo.se between ABC and CBS. Tabulation by commercial quarter-hour periods^ 6-11 p.m., showed ABC
ahead four nights, CBS three. The tally by nights:

ABC
Sunday

Monday

4.7

8,5
16.5
10.3

9.7

7.5

3.6
10.3

9.5

..v.....

20.

(Mon.).
Network spokesmen declared they had no intention of acceding to Petrillo's request that they
pre.ssure their affiliates into rehiring136
members laid off since passage of the Lea and Taft-Hartley
acts.
And two of the webmen expressed stubborn opposition to the
demand that they use only
cardholders as platter spinners on
network o and o stations.
Petrillo is also ^requesting a "general wage increase" and hiring of
more studio musicians in New York,

AFM

CBS

8.7
6.4

....k......

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Washington, Jan.

AFM

Friday .....
10.2
,,.
Saturday,,,,
.10.7
6.8
Summarization gives CBS' 107 commercial evening quarter-hours
10,3, against ABC's' 65 such periods averaging 8.7.

all

average of

Chicago and Los Angeles. The wage
demands, however, are believed secondary to his desire to spread the

N. Y. Talent Agencies Selfing Stars

To

work around among more musicians.
ji^on't

...

Radio Are Cutting

Staffs, Service

"unusuaUy confused'^ state WNBC's 135G She! OHBiz
Buyers for advertisers
just now.
It's
a hefty $135,000 billing
and networks have noted these
WNBC, N. Y., chalked Up last week
omen's of change and uncertainty:
in pacting Sliell Oil to bankroll a
(1> Rapid turnover of individual
seven-nights-weekly 11 o'clock news
employes, doubling up ot contact
an

-

Sale, Via J.
deterioration strip starting FeV), 1.
Walter Thompson agency,' fs the NBC
of service. Buyers telephone people
flagship's first major piece of 1948
they've done business with
for
business.
months
only
learn
they've
to
Kenneth Banghart will handle the
vanished from the payroll.
news chore six nights a week, with
(2) Economy pressures cut down a gabber yet to be chosen for Sat.talent agency service in other ways urday nights.
such as refusal or disinclination to
use the- long distance telephone to
Hollywood where a deal has a short
time deadline.

work with consequent

'

(3)

More than an ordinary amount

WNEW

New
whom

Learns

of agency contradiction on the

York end as to who represents

AboutlMs-

Buy^rs'.report many instances of two
and some of three Shumate offerings
of. the
same star by rival flesh
'

llie

Washington, Jan. 20.
,The FCC prepared to do battle
Wjeek to defend its, right to order
cancellation 9f any. pontracts which
might prevent a licensee from operating his radio station "in the public
interest.
In a brief filed as "friend
of the court" with the Supreme
Court of Georgia, the Commission
protested .a lower court's decision
,

lasit

'.

.

FCC

had no right to
set aside a contract between WGST,
Inc^ and the Southern Broadcasting
(Continued on page 30)

COY, STERLING

UP

Washington, Jan;

before

Hard Way

20.

the

Worum; to vote out recommendation
and will have to meet later to do so.

directing.

Show

package,

is

a

joint

ABC'

with Petrillo.

What's more, on the
witness stand .they were discreetly
silent on the point, but their off-therecord statements left no doubt the
industry reps believe the legislation
the House Committee appears ready

and eager, to recommend has just
bne chance in a thousand of passing
the Congress in this election year.
And the network and FM broad-,
casters, in any event, made it clear'
they

can't wait for legislation
solve their Petrillo problems.

to

There was no doubt Committee
Chairman Fred Hartley (R., N. J.)
stood ready to recommend amendment of the anti-trlist laws to break
monopolies and/or inclusion
of more specific language in the
Taft-Hartley Law to outlaw coercion
of union members or employers.
But the radio men, almost' to a man,
.

D-F-S's

p m.

committee they would see a. strike situation stood yesterday (Tues.)
Jan. 31 rather than require their K-R had the thoice, according to a
affiliates to hire more musicians,
notice from MCA counsel, of v^ithMullen said such an^ action would dra wing the Benny disk from Sale or
"constitute an illegal secondary boy- face injunction proceedings.
cott" and "be abhorent both' to the
The battle over the self-recorded
stations and ourselves."- The AFM biog broke last Thtirsday afternoon'
claims. 20 affiliated stations have
(15) when Emerson Foote, FCB
dropped 136 musicians whose aggre- prexy, heard that the thing was
gate salaries totaled $277,413' since scheduled to be aired over WNBC,'
the new labor law went pn the
N. Y., that same evening for Schaefer
books.
beej:,
which has been sponsoring
Mullen told the committee NBC or "Open House" locally for several
any other network could' hot hire weeks. Foote called on the station

Network

•

.

CIRCLE FORMED

WNEW

.

Billings

Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample again
list of ad agencies in total
network billings during 1947, plac-

topped the

more than $21,000,000 in business.
This more than doubled the
figure ot the. next in line, J. Walter

ing

Thompson.
It was the 14th time that D-F-S
(formerly Blackett - Sample - Humled the annual network billing
derby. The agency also placed more

.rriert)

'

than $14,000,000 advertising in other
media, including spot radio, tele-'^
vision, newspapers, magazines, out-"
door,, etc.
I
figures,, for network radio for th»"
leading 'agencies during 1947 were:
'

D-F-S

.$21,1S5,292
Tho'mpson.
10,707,632
Foote, Cone
Belding 8,832,948
Benton,
Bowles. .... 8,121,330
Compton
8,013,823
Young
Bubicam..,, 7,931,155

^

&

.

&

B,B,D

&
& O

,

.

6,734,620.,

Biow
Kenyon

.

& Eckhsrdt.
Ward- Wheelock
.»

.

v.

5,»26,277
5.718,878
5,071,000

•

.

Convinced There's

of its programs (all of which were
transcribed, of course) and ran into
diU'iculties over a length of

(Continued on page 30)

Ford

Chicago; Jan.

Show,"

NBC

10:30-11

p.m.,

Garroway
sustainer

20.

bears the National Guard bannei'
beginning Feb. 15, with the net pro-,
viding free facilities and the Guard

paying package
800.

Show

by

Joe

costs

of |3,500-$3,-

has 35-plece orch batoned
Gallicchio, vocalists Jack

Haskell and Vivian Martin, Art

Van

Damme

Quintet, and Garroway as
emcee. Latter is one -of Chi's most
poly.s.vliabic disk jocks.
Musical currently is heard on 70

but Guard

asking full
net. Pifty-two-w,eeH ,deal ,was
set
stations,

is

,

,

througli 'Garcinfet' A'dv.,'St; Lotjis,

in

Its

A

Future

Gene Cook, Life; John T. McManus,
PM: George Rosen, Variety, and
Jerry Franken, The Billboard.
Charter members of the Circle include:
Gene Cook, Life; Joanne
ijelnicker, Look; Jean Sulzberger,
Time; Betty Forsling, Newsweek;
Jack Cluett, Women's Day: John
Garrison, Radio Best; Saul Carson,
New Republic; Ben Gro.ss. Daily

CBS has effected a switch of the
S o t a - Plymouth "Christopher
Wells" show from Sunday at 10 p.m.
to Tuesday at 9: 30, with the move
seen as a determined bid on the
part of the web to romance the
hour-long "Ford Theatre" over from
NBC. Ford is checking out of the News: ,Tohn' T, McManus, PM; HarSabbath matinee slot on NBC and riet Van Horne, World-Telegram;
Paul Denis, Post; Jerry Franken. The
wants a nighttime segment.
Moveover of "Wells" and the up- Billboard,
and
George
Rosen,
coming cancellation of the Texaco Variety,
Sunday night half -hour from 9:3010 paves the way for the 80-minute
bid to Ford.
Pitch 'Gasoline Alley'

De

GUARD PICKS UP TAB
FOR NBC'S GARROWAY
"Dave
Sunday

Betty Betz

Betty Betz, author of books for
teen-agers such as "Manners Are
Fun," is being groomed as emcee
of a variety show Which ABC ttiay
slot in a Saturday morning period as
a buildup for nighttime airing.
Stanza,, titled "Betty Betz Bets,"
is
being scripted and produced by
Madge Tucker, who writes, produces and stars in ABC's "Coast to
Coast on a Bus," George Weist is

AFM

'

Negotiations will be lesumed
in N. Y. next Monday (26) at

RADIO-TELE

full

Interstate Commerce Comhere today (20) lor questioning in connection with their recommended confirmation by the Senate.
Committee failed through lack of

For the broadcasters who took the
last week blasted the
chief roundly in their prepared
statements, but made no bones about
the fact they aren't looking to legislation as a cure-all for their battles
stand

'

officials

said.

^3

Up Tempest

•

inittee.

MCA

web

Series

here.

"The Life of Jack Beniiy;" a 15minute comedy passage recprded in appeared pessimistic about
possd*'
early 194^ has become the center of bility of any law
effectively breaka bitter argumentative tempest in- ing Petrillo's hold on the
musicianfiL
.volving a threatened lawsuit. Mixed Their gloom
was noticeably heightup in the wrangle are Foote, Gone
(Continued on page 32)
& Belding, as agency for the Lucky
Strike account; the Music Corp. of
America, as agent for Benny, and
the Kermit-Raymond Corp.,' which
produced the transcription in question as part of its open-end "Hollywood Open House" series. As the

FM

telef,

EX

to reject the Benny recording, but
out of a meeting which lasted up to
several minutes before broadcast
ing off the- air Feb. 2 after eight NLHB election. NBC holds con- time
(7;30)
came a decision by
montlis, last four' of which were tracts with the National Assn.. of NBC's chief counsel,
Charles V.
under Bruno-New York sponsorship. Broadcast Engineers and Technicians
(Continued on page 30)
Experiment has been revelatory of at all origination points except 'Chiseveral things-^not the least being cago, where AFM member^' control
one station's; fanciful experiences the pancake-turning jobs.
CRITICS'
The net offcials refused to reveal
with transcription companies.
Station ran five different who- status of their negotiations on dupliIN N.Y.
dunit series a week, in- order .to cation of AM-FM shows but repeated
assurances
that
there
hypo listening at the 8 p.m. hour and Petrillo's
Paul Denis, of the N. Y. Post, has
dip into network audiences, Project would not be difficulty in pacting been elected chairman of the newlyworked, with listening jumping agreements to put musicians On FM formed Radio-Television Critics' Cirand television networks.
Joseph cle
108% and staying there.
is
of New York,. Group has: been
going back to news and music at Ream, CBS exec-veepee, did tell the established to encourage more serithat hour, it says, but feels its ex- committee "Petrillo has not yet ad- ous
consideration,
criticism
and
periment has been a success and that vanced any concrete proposals as to evaluation of • both radio and telethe basis on which he would agree
it can hold the added audience.
vision and will present eaph May anWNEW, however, discovered sev- to s'iHtultaaeous AM-FM brbadcaet- nual award to chosen programs and
eral points. There aren't enough ing," And, speaH^ing for the group, broadcasters.
(ContinueiiJ on page 32)
good whodunits to su.stain five a
Other officers of the Circle arc
week over a long period, and those
Saul Carson, of the New Republic,
that wore very good wanted $500 to
Sulzberger,
vice chairman; Jean
$1,000. for a half -hour program,
Time,
secretary, and Jerry Franken,
which put them out of reach. Sta- CBS, Shuffling Shows,
of Billboard, treasurer.
tion had to go out of town for many
Committee on Awards includes

Senate

ABC Grooms

For

W

on Them

labor

.

rcc? acting chairman Wayne
Coy and new Commissioner George several
appeared

Jack Benny

Stirs

Washington, Jan. 20,
After huddling for lour hours
-"today
(Tues.),. network execs
and James G. Petrillo reported
nothing was crystallized.
reps sat in on the whole session,
about three hours of which was
devoted to discussion ot FM,

one hour to

.

.

FOR CONFIRMATION
Sterling

band baton,

.

6a. State Court

which claimed

due to illness. Roland
found himself also wielding a

session

Pressure Affiliates

NBC veepee Prank Mullen and
ABC president Mark Woods told the

"Myateiy at 8,'' N. Y. indie station AFM'ers exclusively as
platterWNEW's experiment at cross-the- turners unless AFM were certified
board whodunit programming, is go- as collective bargaining agent in an

FCCTangbM

;

,

'

.

peddlers.

The old wheeze about things
being so tough that even the
network producers are now producing apparently goes double
at CBS, where, for ^ example.
Will Roland is now handling
three flve-a-week shows. These
include the Robert Q. Lewis
Arthur Godfrey
stanza,
the
morning show and the Radie
Harris: program,
Final rub came last* week
when Archie Bleyer, orch leader
on the Godfrey show, skipped a

Tuesday's Clambake

Talent agencies handling film stars
at the New York end are reported
in

Roamin' Roland

The networks and James Caesar
Petrillp are still far apart on at least
two of the music czar's demand's for
a 1948 contract, the House Labor
Committee
was
told
yesterday

Backfire

Washington, Jan. 20.
Just what purpose, if any, is to b«
served by the House Labor Committee's resumed hearings into the
activities of the American Federation of Musicians is the $64 question

Totals are based 'on figures re?
'
leased by four major networks,
.

mODY'

LINGERS NO

LONGER ON THE COAST
"American Melody Hour," the
Bayer Aspirin Wednesday' night CBS'
show, has been cancelled oft theweb's Pacific Coast stations and is
now being heard on a 136-station
hookup instead of the previous 147,
Client was unhappy about the
show's Coast rating and figured it
was one way to -start trimming'
costs. Program had been jtakea off
the line for a delayed Coait pidkup

at 9 p,m, (Pacific Time,)

CBS

Giving

Sweeney

Up Ghost On

&

March Show

After a year and a half of trying
to land Sweeney
March in thet
commercial columns, CBS is giving
With "Well.5" moving into Tuesday
up, with result that the comedy ^\xa
Autolite
9:30, it means the "Studio One" hour
checks off the web.after next week'a
sustainer shoves back to the 10-11
Ruthrauff it Ryan has taken a 10- (28) broadcast,
held down the Wednesday
p.m. period. "Open Hearing" (heard day option on "Gasoline Alley" with
S
Tuesdays 10:30) goes to 10:30 Wed- the view of pitching it to Autolite night 9:30 segment and as a .replace*
nesday.
"Escape,"
cancelled
on as a summer replacement for the ment GBS is again dusting oft th».
Wednesday, moves into Sunday at Dick Hayme^ show.
on-again-oft-again "Roniance" show,
10 as a filler pending a pos^ljilp; ,i"45SX"JLa^
(Uncler^qonptpi^q- ivhich goes in Feb. 4,.,
K^l
'
Ford deal,
direct,
tion hy CTS as a sustainer.

&

As

Summer Sub

&M

Mn

^

-

,
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CONWHION

RWG After IVfiinniiBns m Coml Shows;

SEATS

ALREADY ON THE LINE

KMOX s Uinqiie Collegiate-B'casting

Wsishlngton, Jan. 20.

Spisors May 1% in on Feb. 3 Parley
Minimum

Basic Agree--f
inent with the networks now in. operation, the HaiWo Writers Guya has
Lncas Back in Toronto
out a
working
toward
started moves
Toronto, Jan. 20.
siSoilar deal lor commercial shows;
Rupert Lucas, who left here five
The Guild negotiating committee
years ago to join the Young & Bubireprewith
meeting
one
has held
can» agency in Hollywood, has reagencies
ad
18
leading
of
sentatives
tuiaed to'open an independent propackage Arms, and

With

its

»

and program

gram package

is scheduled for, Feb, 3;
the initial meeting the agency-

second

At

copies

were

of the network
told that. the

commercial deal

Y & R

Conventions at Philadelphia in Juno
and July must be made by radio
and television newsmen by Feb, 18,
Bill Henry, proxy of the Radio Cor-

and Chicago.

though with
lines,
similar
less
higher minimum fees. Both ad and
package execs immediately raised
the question of their authority to
r^resent sponsors. They pointed
out <and it was verified by

respondents Assn^, announced here
yesterday (19).

Henry
mittee

Want More Coin

':

RWG

'

For Airing Games

'

'

MBA

top-money scripters and

all

gag. men), and that the elaborate
super.visory setup necessary to obtain union-shop status might erase
all the gains thus far won by the
.

.

nrtatter
this
understanding .that
would be taken up when other issues have been settled;

FOR 'GHUS; TRESS'

A. C. Nielsen, the Chicago audiis instituting a new plan

lay in his network listening reports
approximately in half, thus over-oi the wain industry obIf it
jections to his rating systems

coming one

TO TALK FREELANCE FEE
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
letter requesting the opening, of
negotiations
for
freelance script
writers, similar to those recently
concluded in contracts with ABC,
CBS and NBC, was received yester-

works, he'll be practically
with C, E. Hooper's reports.

apace

While Nielsen's Radio Inde;;: headquarters has as yet made no official
announcement of the speedup plan,
it's learned on good authority that

Atlantic
Co. today (20) filed tariffs fixing
rates for use of its 15,000-cycle
networks,
high-fidelity lines by
interests have
a move which
been loudly demanding for many
AT&T .announced the r^te
weeks,
"for occasional use" would be 28c
per airline mile per hour, effective
in one month unless there are pro-

:

'

by FM stations.
For the jiresent, the only high-

fidelity

available

line

is

tween Washington and
ii>

hasn't said

lines will

be

when

that

New

Pocketpieces.

How

'

to

Hooper's long-established Top

and followed

this

up by

15,

Instituting

a simplified, lighter weight Nielsen
"pocketpiece" resembling Hooper's.

Both moves were accompanied by
heavy promotional blasts rapping
,

Hooper's telephone coincidental system.

DUauiiSNE POST
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Pale Jackson, continuity chief at

University;
,

A former concert tenor, English
born Jackson entered radio in 1932
when he was made program director of KVOA fn Tucson, and first
came to Pittsburgh three years later
to freelance as a radio 'writer, actor
«awlflS«Eieh'''
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WOWO NIXES GABBERS'
UOSED SHOP STANCE
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Day Shows

DAYTIME
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2
8

4
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5
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4

7
8
9
10
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13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
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16
9

6
19
11
13

Piosram

BatinE

Lux Theatre
.30.9
Fibber McGee .......... 30.3
Amos 'n' Andy ........ .28.4
Edgar Bergen

Town

14
12
15

NR
10

NR
NR

26.0
25.6

.22.1
Spade
Date with Judy
...21.9
Mr, Dist. Attorney .,.i21.8
Godfrey's Scouts: . ; ... .21.7
Thip Is Your FBI ......21.6
21.5
Your Hit Parade
21.3
Blondie
21.0
Mr. & Mrs, North
.

'

1

3

6

Right to Happiness ...;11.7
Back Stage Wife
11.7
When Girl Marries .... 10.7

4

Stella Dallas

6

2

7

8
13
10
5

14
15

NR

0.0

8

.10.7

Pepper Young *....:.... 10.6
3 Young Widder Brown ..10.4
T Our Gal, Sunday
..10.2
9
Arthur Godfrey ....
10.1
11
Lorenzo Jones ......... 9,9

10
11
12
13

9

,

14

+2.1
+0.8
+3.5
+1.5
+0.4
+4.7

*

+ 1.3
+ 1.0
+0.5
+0.4
+1.5
0,0

Portia Faces Life

9.8

My True

9.8

+0.2
+0.6
+0.5
+0,2
+0,6

9.4

0.0

9.4

--0.9

9.2

+1.9
+0,1

.

15

Points'

Change

Rating

4
5

-(-4,6

-0.5

Artists.

Cur.

Program

2

1

+1.1

—1.9
•H0.8
0.0

22.3

NR Sam

.Rank Rank

...26:5

Life of Riley
.i .24.3
Fitch Bandwagon ......24.1

Big

Change
—1.6

4-3.0

26.1
...26.0

Fred Allen
Truth or Conse^..

Cur. Prev.

.27.1

. .

Red Skelton
Bob Hope
Jack Benny

Points

Story

Big Sister

Wendy Warren

.

;

Jack Armstrong
Perkins (CBS),

Ma

. .

.

9.1

WOWO*

for

it.

WGL

Announcers at
also voted for
the union shop clause in their contract,

and

WGL

has agreed to

in-

clude the clause.

''CAL

CAEAVAN' KUDOSED
Hollywood, Jan.

20.
_

ABC's regional netted show, "CaliCaravan," will be given
award for being the "most outstanding documentary program for 1947"

fornia

+0.2
+4.B
—-1.6
+2.4
+1.1

District of

by the 10th Congressional
the Parent-Teachers Assn,

Award

NR—Not
*

.

Howev'ir, Westjnghouse Radio Staon the day following the
election refused to recognize the
union shop clause in a contract between
and announcers,
despite the fact that the station's
eight- announcers voted unanimously
tions, Inc.,

ranked in top brackets on preceding report
Includes only once-a-week shows, lS-60 Mins;
i<Poi><lli)Sja.t,

1417. A. C. Nicliicn Cn,)

be

will

made

Lou

to

Holzer, of the Lockwood-Shackleford agency, producer, in a ceremony at NBC studios (used by ABC)
on Jan. 2$., »
-

',

their

of

Tiein with the college represents
only one phase of the station's educational
activities,
regarded
as
among the most widespread in the
country..
also runs a Teachers Radio Workshop each summer,
giving instruction on proper utilization of radio programs within class-^
rooms. Also taught by the
staff, this course is recognized by the
St. Louis board of education for official credit to a graduate degree.
On lower levels,
is one of
the few CBS outlets that platters the
"
cial FM broadcasting.
"Columbia School of the Air" series
for rebroadcast during school hours.
All public schools in St. Louis use
the "School" as part of their studAlbers Takes
of
ies due to the
promotion. At
also
Serials Safeway Drops the high school level,
sponsors
extra-curricular
radio
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
workshops in whi'ch the students
Safeway cancelled out its two participate in the
production of
daytime serials on NBC due to a radio shows.
'
change in. advertising 'policy, of its
food suppliers. Dropped are "Aunt
Mary" and. "Dr. Paul/' both packages of the Fogel-Crosby outfit.
Soon after the decision to forego
the two serials, NBC put out its lines
and landed Albers Milling as sponFort Wayne, Jan, 20.
sor of "Aunt Mary" and options for
National Labor Relations Board
"Dr. Paul."
elections were held last week (13)
at
and WGL. Fort Wayne, to
determine whether there would be
union shops for the recently -organized radio announcers. Jan. 28 has
been set as the date for a similar
vote at WFTW.
Announcers at all three stations
have affiliated themselves with the
American Federation
Radio
of

TOTAL AUDIENCE

TOTAL AUDIENCE'*
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dents
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Index-Top Night

Cur. iPrev.

be-

KI>KA, has been appointed instructor in radio writing at Duquesne

FM

.

strongly Nielsen can rely on

(Wecfc Dec. 7-13)

York.

additional

a'vailable:

FM

FM

.

NIGHniME

Company now charges

22c
8,OQO«oycle

KMOX

FM

WOWO

FM

AT&T,

KMOX

'

Nielsen Radio

FM

lines-

BeefsonFeb.3

supplying its audimeter
-is
FM men said they will make a
self -addressed, postagestrong plug, however, for FCC to
prepaid mailing containers with inreturn the 44-50 meg band (now'
structions for the listeners to remove^
assigned to television channel No. 1)
the audimetef -tape from their radio
to FM for use in relaying network
sets and forward them at regular
programs. This, at any rate, is the
intervals to NRL
position expected to be taken by
In the past; NRI reps *iave perMaj. Edwin H. Armstrong; FM insonally called at the 1200-odd audiventor, and Everett- Dillard,' FMA
meter homes to pick up the tape, a
procedure which made Nielsen's prexy, both of whom are skedded to
testify next month.
rating reports at least a month old
A minority group under .strong
by the time they reached clients.
leadership of the Zenith Radio Corp.
It's expected .that the new system.
Will enable NRI to get out its listen- of Chicago, it was reported, is still
ing reports in two weeks, which is plugging for return of the entire
approximately the delay in Hooper's pre-war FM spectrum for coriimer-

NRI

day by Mutual-Don Lee here from his audimeter homes to "remember
to get the tape promptly in the mait
of course, remains to be seen.
The speedup plan is the latest in
a series' «f moves unreeled by Nielsen in an obvious offensive to knock
Hooper from his rating preeminence.
A few wSeks ago NRI began issuing
RWG
Top 20 prograrh listings, comparable

Washington, Jan. 20.
Telephone &' Telegraph

its

^

the collegians in the basic operation
categories of continuity, programming, production, sales and administration.
The students will branch
out in the specialized fields, in subsequent terms.
For purposes of the pedagogic set-r
Washington, Jan. 20.
have
up, all the facilities of
The FM'ers, whose financial pros- been absorbed into the . university.
pects have been getting gloomier
general manager ~has been
in recent months, will get another
named head of the radio department
chance next month to ^ir their as
a doUar-a-year man while staThe,
grievances on. Capitol Hilji.
tion staffers have been inducted into
Hous^ Interstate. Commerce Com- the university's faculty as recognized
mittee announced last weekend it instructors.
The college-station tiewill open hear i n g s Feb. 3 on a
in offers the students a groundwork
resolution introduced last session by
of practical training for better emRep. William Lemke (R., N. Dak.) ployment
ol^iportunities.
to probe the FCC's allocation of fret
also gives a $400 annual scholarship
broadcasting.
quencies to
to the standout student applying for
At the time it was introduced, the the course.
Lemke resolution was Intended priAccording to Johnson, the students
marily to a^r protests of some
are permitted free run of the station
spokesmen to FCC's June, 1945, de- while working as assistants in the
upstairs to the
cision to shift
various departments. For the later
88-108 megacycle region. Recent poll terms; the Station is planning
to recAssn. membership indi- ord all productions
of the
turned. out by the
cated that, bulk of the FM'ers are radio class for more accurate critinow reconciled to the post-war al- cism. Johnson stated that all stalocation and don't want any -more tions in the St. Louis area have inupsets in the spectrum.
dicated a desire to employ the stu-

to

homes with

2Sc-aWe
for FM Cables

for comparable use of

Cbnce

KMOX

•

of operation designed to cut the de-

A.T.&T. Sets

tests.

.

towards an academic degree of
Bachelor of Science in Radio.
Initial semester of the two-year
course higs been ' completed this
month with an enrollment of 25
upper-class students. According to
assistant
Soiilard Johnson,
general manager, the station's department heads have, been briefing

,

meter man,

-

'

KMOX

tions

,

Hollywood, Jan. 20..
the Radio Writers Guild. Deal would
Two top Mutual shows, "Leave It cover regional and local fees based
to the Girls" and "Meet the Press," on the master- national contract
move to the Coast next month with signed last -year.
the Feb. 13 and 20 airers originating
Separate
negotiations
are
rehere.
quired since Mutual-Lee didn't sign
Only one mailing the trip from the interim agreement" rushed by
W. y. with "Girls" is owner-pro- the
to beat the Taft-Hartley
ducer Martha Bountree. Seeking deadline and get a guild shop.
names, she may leave- it here if suc- Therefore, Muttial-Iiee wiU not be
cessful and can be sold.
asked now for that but only for the
Personnel of ''Press" has not yet rates prevailing with others. They
been selected for two Coast broad- are 60% of national rate for recasts.
gional commercials and sustainers,
and 40% of national for locals. No
local sustaining basic is asked^

,

.

and the University of Washington in St,' Louis is pa'hning out
up to highest expectations.
Initiated, organized and conducted by
staff, the project reprethe
sents the first attempt to present an
integrated course on radio opera-i
outlet,

KMOX

Niekn's Agoida

A

LA. SWITCH

col-

Louis

St.

.

On

Speedup Plan

'

Rates

KMOX, CBS-owned SOkw

.

RWG ASKS MUTUAIrLEE

.

20-

FM'ersGetNew

Applications should be forwarded
to Radio Corespondents' Assn., U.- S.
Senate Radio Gallery, U. S. Capitol,
Washington, D. C.

Guild..
For the present, therefore, it was nets have several big advertisers indecided to bypass the question of terested^ in sponsoring certain gamesi
T-H' certification in the negotiations
with the agencies, package firms
and, probably, sponsors,'' with the

N.Y. TO

it

in

legiate study ol the broadcasting industry launched six months ago by

rrcem

ChicETgo, Jan.
"Dr. I. Q., Jr.," smallfry version of
the silver dollar quizz'er, tees off on
40 NBC stations March 6. Show,
heard on NBC in 1941, "will air Saturdays at 5-5:30 p.m. Broadcasts will
originate., from theatres, but not the
same ones used by the senior show.
Stanley -Vainrib, Dr. I. Q. of the
nighttime series, will toss questions
at the tots. Mats, Inc., is the sponsor.

,

,

'

The unique experiment

to

,

Hollywood, Jan.. 20.
Corner on Coast Conference football games long held by Associated
Oil may be broken when the. colleges hold their meeting in June.
Both NBC and CBS have been called
in by the conference committee to
submit offers foir the games next fall.
Understood Associated paid the Conference $100,000 for exclusive broadcast rights to allvgames but there has
been a growing dissatisfaction with
both the payoff and handling of the
games.
Split of the lOOG to the 10 colleges
is considered Inadequate and if the
networks fail \to submit a% acceptable figure each school may make its
own individual 'broadcast deal as is
done in the east. CBS is said to be
more interested because of available
Saturday afternoon time. NBC
would have to: sidetrack two or
three cominercials to take the full
games. Conference has been unhappy Vitb Associated's handling of
the games, with the top pay pf $100
excluding top. sportscaststers. Both

RWG

clilde

accreditation,

St, Louis, Jan. 20.

W

Smallfnr

will be necessary for applications to
be filed not later than Feb. 15, so
that our needs can be presented to
the arrangements committee of the
two conventions right after Feb. 15."

(mA CoDeges

RWG

that many sponsors sign
tfwn script contracts) and
would presumably want their own
representatives on
a negotiating
committee.
bargainers thereupon
The
gave the commercial group until ^the
Feb- 3 date to consult their various
qUents to see which ones want to
delegate the negotiating to their
agencies or paclcage men and which
ones prefer to do the dickering
themselves. The Guild figures that
this matter should be settled and
the two groups squared away with
the Feb. 3. session.
leaders
reMeanwhile,
solved, with the* endorsement of the
membership, to "defer any decision
as to whether we will or will not
certify under the Taft-Hartley Act,
'until May 15." It's figured that as
the T-H legislation is still new and
largely untried, it may have much
greater perils for the Guild than
liave' yet become apparent: At the
tiutset> however, it was noted that
under T-H certification, supervisory
employees would be excluded from
benefits (and this, would in-

u Ralo) Payhig Off

including seats, for all possible legitimate working radio and television

-

officials)

.

,

chairman of the com-

is

supervising

i
he was pro- seating and operation of the radio

newsmen and commentators. But

their

E^ernnaiA.(Biic.

,

conventions. Henry
ducer or supervisor at various times galleries at the
committees have
on "Silver Theatre," "The Star and said both party
assurances every effort
the Story" and "The March of Time," "given us
facilities,
working on the Coast, in New York will be made to provide

were given
JIBA and
RWG wanted a
among more or

spokesmen

package

firm,

Wiiile with

Applications for seats at the Reand Democratic National

publican

,

:

<

>

i

i

Wednesdiiy,

Jmmuuy

21,

.

TBUBVISION

194S

271':

AGENCIES SEE RED ON
GngresaoDal Shadow

,

programming.
McConnell's recommendatibn followed gripes by several of the solons
about a play called "Alternating Current," aited last Wed. (14) on the
NBC Kraft Television theatre. Play portrayed a senator wvolv.ed in
collusion with a private powei; company to defeat' a public power
project.
The legislator had introduced a bill supporting '.the public
project but had a commitment from one of his fellow Senators to kill
it in committee'.
To top it all off, he had another deal which called for
a kickback from the private utility.
Naturally, this plot was foiled
when the senator's daughter fell in love with her pop's competition.
McGonnell said one of the complaints described the script as- "excellent Communist propaganda."
Meanwhile, Rep. Carroll Kearns
(R., fa.) said he would ask NBC for a copy of the controversial script.
:

'

May

Video Interests

Washington, Jan. 20.
Television broadcasters had better go easy on scripts that lampoon
Congress or they'll wind up on the wrong side of the kleig lights testifying before the House Un-American AcHvities, or some bther Congressional committee.
ease, in point wias the recommehdalion thrown out during the
Petrillo hearings la$t Wfeek by Rep. Samuel McConnell, who was acting
chairman of the House Labor Committee during testimony by Jack
Poppelej prexy of the Television Broadcasters Assn. MeConriell recommended that tele set up a central censorship bureau: similar to that
of the Johnston office for pix. His suggestion drew plenty of alarms
among radio men present, but Foppele fended it off neatly by informing
the congressman of tele's plans for a "code of ethics" to govern home

:

.

Showdown on Theatre
*
Despite the steadily-rising influx
of- new advertisers into tfelevision,
most of the ad ageiicies inyolved are
still taking a finahcidV licking from
the new medium. Only reason that
many of the top agencies have entered tele now, in fact, is the enthusiasm displayed by their clients.
Agencies must either stage the video
shows as directed or take a chance
on losing a lucrative account.
Agehcies' 15?{i coinmissioh on- the
$1,000-$1,500 average budget for a
current half-hour video shbw represents less than the i^roverbial dropin-the-buoket for the expense incurred by the ad ilrms in staging
such shows. Until the viewing audienife is increased via more networking facilities, most clients refuse to
pay more for -a show, At the same
time, majority of the clients involved
are the same as those that- bankroll
the top *^dio shows and they expect
their agencies, cons,equeaitly, to stage
shows of comparable quality for-

All Talk and

No

Television

Increased interest in theatre tele-^
sparked by several recent
successful showings on the Coa.st,
may lead to the first major legal
complications between the video and
vision,

.

.

.

Washington, Jan. 20.
Only big question-mark in the
elaborate plans for telecasting
the Demo and Republican National
Conventions in Philly
next summer is whether or not
the video audience will be permitted to see and hear James C.
Petrillo's music-makers jazz up
campaign songs on the
the
.

industries.
While Paramount's
chief Paul Raibourn denies
Par's
is peeved at the
Angeles Pantages theatre for"
Its pickup of
show.s, nevertheless there are indications of unrest brewing.
film

video
that

KTLA

Los

KTLA
'

.

Under present arrangements, theatre owners can't put tele shows on

podium.
Jack Poppele,

screens without cooperation
the broadcasters, who must

prexy ot the
Television Broadcasters Assn.,
told the House Labor Committee, last week that unless Petrillo relaxes his ban on

their

members

their increased boxoffice take to the

from

neces.sarily furnish
the programs.
It's to be expected that the exhibs^;-

AFM

appearing

on

would kick back a percentage ot

tele-»

Several exhibs, how-,
have taken shows off the air
without seeking advance permission'
from the tele stations involved and
with no such kickback. They've done
so to date without threat of legal
reprisal but officials of both indusrtries are doubtful that the broadcasters' "turn the other cheek" altitude will last much longer.
KTLA, according to Coast reports,
was getting ready to institute legal
action to prevent the Pantages from'
screening its pickup of the Santa
Anita races each Saturday, In deny--

broadcasters.

vision before June, the videomen will have to do some plain
and fancy improvising.

ever,

.

History Repeats as 'Bowes Amateurs

See Legal

mTele

video,

'

Agencies lose money on the setup
by being forced to use .their top
radio men for tele or. else, hire adpersoijpel *ith the rieqiiired
ditional
In a bid to perpetuate the Major*know-how to produce packages to
Bowes name in television, the origithe clients' liking. Where the Salary
nal stail of the old Bowes Amateur
Trout's Tele
Hour- that held the No; 1 Hooper
expenditure for such 'top men on a
ing the' reports, Raibourn declared,;
spotlight in radio some years back,
Bob Trout, back from a long radio show budgeted at $5,00{)-$20,that Par's future course of action'
is now responsible for Uie produc- cruise through the
Caribbean- aboard 000 turns a neat profit for the
Boston, Jan. 20.
is still undecided but that the systion of this new hour-long video
his own ketch, checked in Monday agency, the ultra-small commission
According to Alan Steinert, head tem of cooperation right now is good
series over the DuMont net (New
low-cost
video
shows
the
on
leaVes
(19)
at
NBC's
New
York
newsroom.
of the Eastern Company, big RCA for video by introducing it to more,
York, Philadelphia, Washington, Bal'
The web, which had a contract wait- ad firms consistently in the red.
dealers
here;
television
manu- people who might view it in th*
timore).
The tele version of the Bowes ing for the ex-CBS news gabber
Another money-losing factor for facturers figure to pUice more than theatres. As a^ result, Raiburn said,;
"Amateur Hour" preemed Sunday upon his return, hasn't yet decided the agencies is the extra rehearsal $30,000,000 worth of video- receivers
(Continued on page 34)
night 118) under sponsorship of upon__a radio time slot for him, but time necessary for tele programs.
in the Hub .area before the end ol*
Kaiser-Frazer auto outfit from the is givmg him an immediate, televiWhere the average radio show can 1948.
key ouUet of the DuMont sion stint.
take the air with something like two
This only comes to something unAlong with W. W. Chaplin and hours of rehearsal, a tele show of der 10,000 actual installations in a
AMATEUE HOUB
John MaoVane, Trout will tee off a similar length requires anywhere, potential market available' to one
Vffth Ted. Mack, emeee; Warren new video news show via WNBT,
from six to 10 hours of pre-camera strategically located video tower of
Sweeney« antionncer
N. Y.,- from the network newsroom reheai'sal iii addition to several hours more than
2,000,000 people, but. it'll
{'roduced by original major Bowes
tomorrow Thurs. ) night at 9:15.
of pxjierimeritatibn inside, the stu- be at least six months after WBZ-TV
'.'"'sialt
60 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
Agency personnel, ooiise- goes on the air (sk<fedded f or Match)
dios.
°
*
KAISER^FKAZER
quently although drawihg top sal* befoi'e the real stampede begins. As
Chicago. Jan. 20:
(DuMont Network), N. Y.
from
to
week
week
ary, is tied up
it is, television manufacturers are
As it now shapes i p TIBG, ABC
(Swaney, Drake & Bemcnl)
with ia low-'budgeted tele show and already urging potential customers
so is prevented from doing anything to place orders now, as installation and Mutual will be represented in
Chicago 'tele by i^Iy fall of *48.
net in New Yoik, and plan is to tour
else for the agency.
crews will be plenty hard to get
CBS plans are still in the pre-conr
the show to the other cities repreSteady drain on the ad iirms' in- once video is a fact here;
struction stage, although transmit*
sented, in the web.
Steinert, speaking to 600 Greater
come, in fact, is one of the prime
Why DuMont has seen fit to spot
ting equipment was earmarked for
motivating factors -behind several of Boston radio dealers during a public
the Bowes show in the 7 to 8 Sunday
WBBM, the net's local o-and-o. prior
the agencies' beliefs that all tele demonstration of. videos this week,
Slot immediately following Bob Emto the turn down on color tele.
ery's
amateur
"Rainbow House
shows should be dohe on film. said the sales of television receivers
WGN, Mutual's Chi affiliate, beshowcasing is one of those video
Through use of film, a single sh^w in the country during the year would gins flexing its tele arm- in. late
programming mysteries. What it did
could be aired On every tele statibn exceed $200,000,000.
Washington, Jan. 20.
serve to point up, however, was the
Meanwhile WBZ-TV initiated its February or early March. Until
*^
Number of video station grants
completion
of the Tribune Centeninadequate of the "Rainbow" stanza,
sanly have to budget more money three-step training program under
on .,^U„^A...
as well as most talent buildup shows topped 90
yesterday <,.t™\(Mon.) when
nial' building,
behind WGN'sshows, wmch would return Sidney V. Stadig, TV technical
that have hit television to date. For FCC awarded permits to three more lor the
occupy space
more to the agencies. In addition, supervisor of the local West inghouse studios. WGN-TV will
in contrast, this K-F-sponsored Am- bidders-^ack
Rose
Broadcasting
The
in the Daily News building.
the added expense involved in doing station. Program involves familiarizateur Hour is unquestionably the Co.. San Diego;
Cincinnati Timesstation
be
the first video veil-'
will
best thing of its kind to hit the video
shows on film v/ould require higher ing staff with equipment, field trainStar
(WKRC),
Cincinnati,
and
affiliate.
ture
any
Mutual
of
circuit— television's counterpart, in
budgets and hence a larger agency ing and simulation of tele producWDSU,
New
Orleans.
*il]
make-o-and-o
NBC's
quality and production know-how,
tion.
At the same time the Commission commission.
its tele teeod by September. Transof the Bowes radio show of mote
About the' only types of video
called for hearings on- top-heavy
than a decade ago.
mitter and antenna mast will be
Considering -the hour length of bids for four other markets, as fol- show on which the agency can make
located atop the Civic (jpefa build-D.C.
the show, there were remarlcably lows: Stations WEEU and WHUM, a profit currently are remote pickups
ing.
The rooftop will be shared
few dull spots on the precm broad- bidding for the .single channel as- of sports events. Only rehearsal
with ABC, whose WENB-TV i§
cast.
There vtas an obvious attempt signed Reading, Pa.; Akron, O., sta- time involved is for the sponsors'
6,600
IN
skedded for a late summer bow.
to endow it vvith production values.
tions
and
WAKR,
both ap- plug. In addition to the greater auWashington,
Jan.
20.
Will instiall separate transABC
Selection ot talent (in which thci-edience puU of such shows, their low
A committee representing the mitter and antenna.
was an, apparent though jugtittablc plying for Akron; Lehigh 'Valley
production nut i.s one of the chief
nod, in at^ least two. iastances, to Broadcasting Co.. the Aston Daily
three operating video stations here
Express and Philco Television Corp., reasons why several of the top agen(Continued on page 34)
cies have convinced their clients to has reported the result of a coall competing for channel eight, only
Tele's Brace Of
assignment for the Allentpwn-Bethr enter tele in thSl way.
operative poll which places at 6.600
the number of tele receivers prilehem-Eastoh, Pa., area.
CommisWants
Of
vately owned and in use in the!
Video's
Dramatic
sion also added a bid of WWSW,
greater Washington area.
Pittsburgh, to the already sicedded
That
The committee, headed by James
Revenue,
hearing on four other Pittsburgh
TojL Bndgeters to Date
Seller ot
(NBC), said this
video applications.
NBC televisions two top series of
BID, IN S.F. was the minimum number ol sCts in
Reopen Its N.Y. Studio Another half-dozen bids for tele
dramatic shows, the Theatre Guild
use here as of Jan. I, 1948. The tigWashington. Jan. 20.
CBS television, in an attempt to operation hit Washington earlier
productions and American National
Paramount Pictures, Inc., entered ui es are based on monthly estimates Theatre and Academy ono-tictcrs;
(Continuea on page 34)
get, its share of the steadily-incompiled by the Electric Institute
its fifth video bid this week for the
.creasing ndvcrlislng revenue, will recarr.v two of the highest price tags
No. 9 channel in San Francisco, and of 'Washington and- other soiircfis. on video to date. CrUilft plays, wiili
served notice on FCC it plans a fight For the last three months of 1947. three to go out ot the original fivte
sible,
Web shu^tered «ie°studio''latt ZIV
Washington dealers. sold sct.^; at a
to the finish for the television specMarch after the FCC- turned down-!
stilirduleri. are beinsj olTcrcd to porate slightly under 3,000 a month,
in Detroit and Boston.
trum
its color vidbo bid, claiming it was
tchtial sponsors at a reported $9'.Q00
f IWfiU DUlf
Television Productions, Inc., Par
too expensive to operate in light
each, while NBC is asking $5,000 for
to
each of the ANTA Serios.v.
of the $5,000,000 spent in the color
-Frederic W. Ziv transcription out- subsidiary, called on the FCC
Admiral Radio Preps
in
Dehearinf;s
skedded
into
throw
Because each of the Guild shows
fight.
fit is priming an early start in teleperexisting
all
Boston
and
troit
is .staged on the same budijct, NBC
Web has since been operating witti vision. Exec veepoe John L. Sinn
Heavy Tele Bankroll and the Guild
mittees, some of whom have failed
a strict fare of film and remote left N, Y. for the Coast Sunday (18)
were able to come up
Chicago, Jan. 20,
with a top list of name star.s for
pickup shows but has reportedly to" talk things over with company to get 'heir stations on the aii- withconstruceight-month
normal
in
the
lost several opportunities to hook
"Angel
Street," third in the scries
execs in Hollywood. He'll be back
When spring comes round. AdPar claimed it intendtion' period.
which will be aired Sjijiday (25)
onto lucrative ad billings because at his desk about Feb. 1
miral Corp., plans to bankroll tele
its stations on the air in
ed
to
get
night.'
"Street"
requires
Since
sponsors wanted to do live studio
Although Ziv officials have deshows.
CBS officials hope to get clined to furnish any details on the record time and that hip-pocket programs in every major market only one set and' a cast ot five, it
back into the studio within the next venture, it's believed the company video permittees should be forced to with video facilities. Sports are pre- was possible to spend more on taltwo months. Because of the deliv- will operate a transcription service defend their franchises, particularly terred for tagging by local dealers, cut. thus making it possible for NBC
markets
like
spectrum-.scarce
will
in
other
"handsome
spectacles
but
to
Field,
Carroll.
sign
Betty
Loo
ery holdup in the new equipment Cor video through u.se of films. Ziv
do. Ill Chi. for example, a magician
Walter Abel and Florence Edney.
ordered, however, the.v'rc skeptical has reportedly bought out a top Boston and Detroit.
Par is competing with seven other is under consideration as cross-thc- Both "Late George Apleyl' and "John
about making that date.
film library, which it will bolster
tele
fare,.
board
Ferguson,"
previous
shows,
had
outfit.s
for
the
Hub
c'ty's
two
re*
two
Studio is to be completcl.v rede- through actual production. Whether
Firm will pUig>its radio». refriger- some "18 characters, so that only omai
maining channels and with two
signec'
1
(ifl'oT
the best facilities the films will be produced in N. X
top-name star could be affp^'tfqd Ifif^
possible.
All «}r;nipnient vvill be of pr on the Coast hasn't yet been other companies tor Detroit's last 'ators and te^rf sets. Cruttenden
------»••Eger-KS-t-hethe liitesl design obtainabll.
•
ttgemyr"
each.
-j-two.-^
determinfid
.
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1& Mlns.; Mod., 1 p.m.
WjrjD, CbiG«K«
AH too <oftien: good causes have been V4-«-»"*^4-»-^
-t-^-* ******>.
poorly sold via radio at the comJane Ji'roman, as .successor, t<)
munity UVel. Generally the organization concerned -doesn't allot pn« Ginny Simms, did a nice job Sunday
The
the CoCa-Ctta
personnel.
evening
with
trained'
for
(17)
penny
trivial matter of programming is "symph" under Percj; Faith (CBSturned over to -a volunteer' who usu- 6:30 p.m.). Getting in -only three
ally takes the easiest way out. The song innings during the half-hour of
resultant show has an announcer in- standards to which Faith clings,
Mr. * and .Mrs.- Civic Miss Froman added vocal spice to
terviewing
Leader, both of -whom; come out the show with her handling of "Stqrs
boldly in favor of Charity. The rat- Will Remember," "Dancing in the
ing is so low that the station owes Dark," and a particularly good version of "Just One of Those Thing*,"
Hooper 17 listeners.
This fall directors of the Chi Com- which pointed Up the. Unusual abilmunitv Fund decided tb use radio on ity of a singer With, a voice such as
a practical basis. Funds were budg- hers in handling rhythm tunes and
One
eted for a few staffers who, working phrasing them unexpectedly.
with limited means, have given mod- objection possible waS that "Stars"
ified huckster treatment to Charity. arrangement was mUctt too long fot
The rewarding results should point the blass of the tune. It sagged.
organizawelfare
local
for
way
the
tions throughout the country.
Gregory Amsterdam, a new com"Feature Story," one-man output edy prospect.j had a guest tryout
of Don Herbert, is a tape-recorded Tuesday night (13) on "We, the
series 'of interviews with persons People,'' via CBS.
His timing and
who have benefited from CF contrib- emphasis sepme'd a trifle off, possibly
Teeoff (12) took listeners due to his limited professional exutions.
into the Lighthouse of the Blind, perience (he's four years old); and
where sightless workers manufacture because his material was weak;' The
toys and precision instruments. Three young, comic uses his writer as
interviews pointed up the fact that straight man.
As it happens, the
the blind have deserted the rocking chap's name is Am.sterdam, too
chair for normal, productive lives.
first name sounded like Morey, or
The interviews were good human something of the .sort.
interest stuff, unmarred' by any patronizing touch or exploitation of
"CBS Is There" gave its on-thethe morbid. Commercials were by scene treatment Sunday afternoon
impaicatlbn and. Herbert wisely re(18) to the .signing, ot the Magna
frained from pulling testimonials. Charta by King John. Edward -R.
Unobtrusive factory noises gave a Murrow was announced to particiwhistle-while-you-work background. patCj but didnU .do so. Instead, the
Whole session proved that public principal part was read by* John
service programs needn't be poison
Daly, "covering"' the headquarters
ivy.
the insurgent' barony On the field
Subsequent shows .will' illuminate of
ol "Runnymede, while;. ;pbri' .Hollenservices provided by "the more imbeek was the observer with the
192 iagenqies that reportant
.

15 Mine; <rac«i|*y. 10:4$
SusUfning;

'

j>.»i.

.

ABdi ffwu T^ew

Here's the answer of the Congress
cf Industrial Organizations to weekly
look-what-a^good-boy-I-am spiel by
the National Assn. of Manufacturers
«ver the ABC jietwork Tuesday
nights. The employers' organization
offers a straight talk stanza. The
CIO unions reply with a chatty, in-

aimed

shrewdly

lonriative,
titlfcd "It's

.

quiz,

In the Family."

business

is
this ease, big
pili-hing in the old platform-oratory
;

manner, while the labor contingent
making use of the informality and

is

intimacy of radio to sell

its

ideas.

And, sandwidhed in with the entertainment, the ideas unquestionably
get across in unobtrusive/ inoffensive
and. therefor^ effective manner.
.^.s heard -Tuesday night (6), "It's
in the Family" presented: two marcouples
(both frankly proried
labor, natch) in competition, with
Joe O'Brien as m.c. to toss the questions and rule on the ansvyers. The
queries involved such subjects as
lab'br history (and sometimes just
plain history), civil rights, minimum
wage, requirements, food price.s, ConsUtutional laWv union policy, foreign
aftairs, etc-*- There was, obviously,
ample scope for GIO editorializing,
end O'Brien did same in skillfully-

easy

For

style.

this broadcast the competitors

John McManus, radio critic of
the ISTew York newspaper PM and a
former Newspaper Guild officer, and
bis wife, Marcia, against Gordon
Weber, identified as a radio writert
and his wife Jean GurtiSi a researcher with Fortune mag. Each
couple won a $100 U. S. savings
yhejre was no implication
bond,
tvere

i

that they aren't relatively lofty
On the other hand,
J. Q. entrants.
th& flavor of the stanza was geared
to popular interest and taste. In
other words, showmanship. Hobe.

rmtil;

Miller, Marrator, ttfl

*"

i

YOl'Ic

1949

jSl*

LET'S OO TO THE MET
With Pierrette Alsrie, Hugh Thompsett, Jpsef Stopak and ftreh; Milton
With Jerrjr irsrber, Harry tgAf Ken
"%«ata'l«ttte-,. -Pawi iHtcVeieM' ai(«4«
Croas, narrator^ Don Lnuve, Kn..

TELL IT AGAIN

«(«VreBSUTe Island")

M«rei» With Don Herbert

tk'Wmr-Mut^

Jimwaiy

l^ednfisdajf

FEAXVRE STOBT
vim,

cen-

noqncer

Writer-Director: BMIptt Rose
S» ItUns.; Sunday, JdO p.m.. EST
"

Produoer; William L. Marshall
Writer: Ira Marion
SO Mins., Fri, 4:30 p.hi.

SMutaintne.

Sustaininir

.duotor.

.

.

•„

ABC, from New ¥ork

CB8, fW»m HtiHywqed

•Obviously- aiming to. cop-kid -lisThis day-before radio preview of
teners (and incidentally, rpsHc char- Saturday's Metropolitan Opera Aissn.
experts,
educatiopal
with
acter
broadcast is a long-needed innovavfomen's club offi^'fels ' and FTA tion. A capsule rendering of the
early
new
a
reps), CBS has launched
work to be heard;' it's a primer for
Sunday aftfrnoon dramatic series the Metopera's vast radio audience
baaed on .juve classics. ' The first that will greatly aid in understandwas a 'dramatization of Robert .Lquis ing the performance. Ctuched in
advejSture
immortal
Stevfenson's
simple language, for leve'n youngsters
yarn", "Treasure Island," and subseto grasp, the program has Milton
quent editions arc to -include-' such Cross narrating the plot, of the
standards as "Robin Hood," "PinocLegend operai while an orchestra backchio," "Sinbad the Sailor,
grounds with the opera's music, and
Beauty,"
"Black
Of Sleepy Hollow,"
the Met's singers deliver the
Travels" two of
"Gulliver's
"Hiawatha,"
principal airs of the work. It's all
and . "Ali Baba and the Forty
so much to the point, that one won"
Thieves?''
why it hasn't been done right
According to the network's pre- ders
along.
liminary blurb, the'show will apFriday's (16) premiere discussed
peal to both adults and children."
Mebbe so. In any case, .it's more Donizetti's "Ludia di Lammermoor,'likely to placate the militant op- which the Met aired next day. Hugh
ponents of too-many-radio«thrills- Thompson and Pierrette Alarie, of
since
they
for-junior,
presum- the Met's roster, sang the important
ably devoured these same yarns' once arias, and Josef Stopak and an orupon a time themselves^ ABd jyst; chestra accompanied, and played imlook" what healthy,' intelligent and portant orchestra interludes. Cross
emotionally balanced people they've ma'de the stuffy plot sound interestgrown up -to be. What the small-fry ing. It was a pleasant appetizer as
Bron.
think, and whether they'll unclutch well as intro.
the Sunday comics long .enough to
follow
the
relatively
mundane
heroics of Little John, the Headless ADVENTITBES IN INDUSTRY
Horseman, and a redskin with only Witht Norman Rose, narrator, others
a bow and arrow remains to be seen. Writer: Ira Marion
Anyway., the initial chapter 'in the Producer-director: Howard Phillips
series succeeded fairly well in turn- 30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p,m.
ing the excitements ,of Ste'venson's! Sustaining
prose into terms of action sound. Wmca, n. y.
It probably didn't project -the deNathan Straus' indie, which is still
gree of enchantment *that enabled
slugging a w a y cross-the-board at
,the stage and screen versions to
of the
King's forces and Quincey Howe
Jlew York's housing problem, last
ceive contributions from the CF*
tingle the scalps of pre^Superman
(18) initiated this new
gave the analysis. Possibly even moppets.
But perhaps these- hal- Sunday
Idea is that man on -the street will more,
weekly
series to point up dramaticthan
it made not simply
usual,
lowed tales, even in the- slig'htly
find out what hatipens ito his ^uck,
illuminating historyj but also gripally the roles which various public
Bftxt.
out-of -focus form of the air, \will
ping entertainment. 'And, as history
and
private industries play in N, Y.
still
have their own appeal forlife:
The series.'. i4 tied' in with the
generally does, the showihad arrestFrankenstein-hardened urchins.
anni of the Commerce and Ining contemporary^ significance.
From a technical standpoint, 50th
dustry Assn. of N. Y. and is set to
"Treasure Island" was moderately
industries, inJEANETXE DA Vis.
good radio, though it suffered from salute a total of 15
banking,
cluding
foods,
finance,
.With Howard Smith Orch
apparent budget, limitations.
The foreign
tradey communications, texPiodueeri Xavvy. Fn«k
plot was cpndensed with reasonable
tiles, department stores and hotels.
Director: Acc 0«h>>'
skill and the dialog retained at least
Initialer looked at Consolidated EdiWriter: Wm: Kendall Clarke
a suggestion of the old shiver-roeson's electric power, setup.
15 Alins.; Son. 5. p.iii.
timbers tang. The production and
Sustainlns
Ira Marion's script marshalled thfti
playing were of sustaining network
CBS, from New York
impressive facts of "Gonad's" vast
standard.
Jeanette Davis, who's been picked
Nevertheless), there was never any and intricate system and presented
up from the Arthur Godfrey "Talent compelling atmosphere
to the show, them in a manner effectively bringScouts" show fpr. her own CBS susing home the metropolis' complete
no regj. illusion—no magic. Kobe.
tainer, is the latest ferome singer to
dependence on efficient light service.
be .showcased on th^t network. Her
One sequence depicted, for instance,
predecessors had 'considerable play- IRA STAOLEN
what would^ happen all over the city
ing time and expensive presentation, With Doris Parker, Bene Paul, Naomi if all current suddenly went off.
but unfortunately most of the wet's
Lewis, Mike Lewin; Herb Boss, Sound effects and musical bridging
investments in this direction failed
announcer
were both employed to goad effect.
to pay oiSE in terms of commercial Writer: Ira Stadlen
Norman Rose's narration had warmth
sponsorship,
Producer: Ken Joseph
and smoothness.
£>o«tfl.
In all cases the singers show up 30 Mins.; Mon., 9:15 p.m.
well inasmu<Sh'' as they, have- essen- Sustaiiiins
tially gdod voices, know their radio WNTC, New T*>rk
projection, and are given- good orFor the fir.-st time in its 25-year
chestral backing- and a script that career WNYC, city-owned, aired last
brings out a high degree of per- Monday night (19) a comedy prosonality.
gram. Odd as it may be, under that
Miss Davis is on a par with her circumstance,
the
station
came
predecessors on this score, putting through the event in commendable
over a pleasing personality into her professional fashion.
It
was far
song sessions and furthermore pro- trom a polished prodiiction, but the
vides- excellent variety in a series of overall^ impression was one of radio
well-chosen songs.
enfertmnment that 'hit close to the
Unfortunately, it's likely that Mi.s.s present comedy idiom and which
Davis will continue as a sustainer might in due time snag more than a
only. There's not much to differ- cursory ear from the web impre. . •
entiate her from the multitude of sarios uptown.
•
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WOOING

WOMEN

THE

femme singers now In radio. It may
be that the CBS formula of highlighting chirpers via their own shows
isn't conducive , to the creation of
name talent. Probably, she'd do better in terms of building if she were
given a spot on a variety shqw since
there isn't enough individuality in
heff pipes to set her apart from
many others who have tried the susJose.
taining buildup.

WWJ-TV, Detroit's first and only television station,
busy these days wooing and winning the won^n's

I

Jean McBride, Home
Director of The Detroit News, in her

audience. Pictured above
Institute

is

i

There's quite a glimmer of talent
entangled in the efforts of Ira Stadlen,
young ex-GI, the program's
headliner and writer.
Stadlen has

some bright comedy

conceits of his

own and

a fairly adroit knack for
borrowing from others. Where he
his major mistake is in the

makes

borrowing.

Stadlen's

youthfulness

,

popular, Philco^ponsored household economics
program. Other current, diversified WWJ-TV shows

.

aimed specifically at women include a fashion
program sponsored by the J. L. Hudson Company,

.

Detroit's largest department store; the John Powers
&axxa. School, featuring hints oii etiquette, makeup, etc.; and the WWJ-TV Television Party, a
mirthful audience participation show emanating
from WWJ-TV's large studio auditorium. Each of

,

these sponsored programs
'

effectiveness of television,

accomplishments of

is

*

th'e

in

year of

N.-r.
This new series of dramatic shows
to
has Bteen designed by:
buttress the crumbling faiths of men
through historical examples of great
acts of devotion to God. As straight
story-telling, this airer has the impact of the powerful legends related
in the Bible. This program should
let it go at that and not pretend, a.s

WNEW

^

,«peration.

it

Auocibt*

AM Stefteii WWJ

does, to contribute, to

into

the

PEGGY

a

solution of

hard

at their

linei!.

The

any .speciiic problem .now. fachig
tender who recounted the- effedts
mankind.
With the Palestinian crisis grow- of television on his customers. The
ing more intense, initial airer (16) bit that could have been omitted
was based on the timely story of was a burlesque on "The Court of
Relations."

m

Pinterer

''Und

of the

AlC'f

Ust"

Every Salerdoy for

"BOSCO"

script's

funniest bits revolved around a recital of "Humor Through the Age's"
(a la March of Time) and an interview with "The Expert of the Week."
the selfsame being a 3rd Ave. bar-

Human

(Arranger-Singer)
Vttcal

For an initial try, Stadlen showed
himself quite handy in maintaining
command over the proceedings. The
material could have struck more
spark if the pacing had been more
adept and the stooges hadn't strained
.so

MARSHALL

joke

file,

WNEW;

programming

its first

dipping

IS Mius.; Friday, 9 pjn.
Sustaining

proof of the selling

and of

WWJ-TV

and likeably ebullient personality
comes over best when it's his own
style of topical kidding and parody,
and not Henry Morgan's, for inWith Raymond Edwaf d Johnson, stance.
Underneath the more or less
Charles Webster, Bernard Lencrude treatment lies a quick eye for
row, Winlield
Hoeny, Maurice spotting
a truly funny human foible
Franklin, Frank Richards
and hooking it with a clever and
Writer: Eric Arthur
terse turn of wit.
Stadlen's other
Director: Geor£:e Wallaeh
major asset is the fact that he does
Producer: Ted -Cott
very little

LIBBARY OF FAITH

Moses' liberation of the enslaved
Of the two vocal interludes Rene
Israelites in .Egypt.
The show folBiblical details closely Pauls turned out the more llstenable.
except for the unexplainable omis- This French baritone shows a lot of
sion of Aaron's role in Mo.ses' inter- promise.
Doris Parker, who. Had a
view with
Pharaoh.
The caiit spot in -'Call
Mister," was the
Iiandled their lines with appropriate other singer.
OdeC
reverence although the thesper playing the Lord was inclined to roll his
La Paz— Primera Red Boliviana
r's a bit extravagantly.
Production
and direction also were geared to de Radiodifuiiion, Bolivia's first netmake this an absorbing seission.
work, has added a station in Santa
Following this act of devotion, the Cruz to those
previously operating
indie spotted a singing commercial
in La Paz and Oruro.
for Barney's. Thus proving it could
Each of the three stations is known
serve God and
within a
space of 16 minutes.
as Radio Condor.
Herm.

PEGGY, {MARSHALL
..

.

.

and

:

THE HOLIDAYS
m. Owea Raconb

lowed the

'

fIRST IN PETftOIT

. . .

Owned and

Op«rat*dliy

THE DETROIT NEWS

Mammon

ENRiC MADRieUERA

Me

tinging oboal

UPTON TEA
Monday Nrghtt CBS .wM

ARTHUR GODFREY

a man having an

Picture of

original idea in radio
(of all places).

;

The name

He
1*

2i

3.

4.

Independent-—
Pasadena, Calif.

Newsweek.

Benson—Saturday Night—
Toronto, Canada.

5. Catholic

6. Will

Messenger.

Jones

—Tribune,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Press—Houston, Texa$.
Anderson
Cleveland Press.

»0.

McManus-PM,

1 1.

Time.

idea are doing nicely, thank you.

Mfk€

,

Unusual*

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fresh and Different*

Funny*

Side-Splittingly

.

.

.

.

,

It

A

is also

Solid Hit".

eroo Of The Seasoni'.

.

. .

.

A Quick

.

. .

.

.

sponsor:

— with

candid commercials that

built-in,

week

price is low: $3,000 a

(including ii-piece
'
'

,

The sponsor:

Too Good

Call Circle 7-5700 today

you!

:

Also available on

.

In Radio For

A

and

it
'

,

cm- sail
•.';•„;;

.
,

EXPLORING THE

Satire!*,

tions

In

.

.Thumbs

.

On The

Has Other Shows Licked

Its

.

,

It Shines

A

87

because

it*

s

SHOW

brand-new comedian

in

a delightful situation comedy I

ELLERY QUEEN

The TradiLike A Good Deed •
All

Suspense and

World.20 In shqrt. Candid Microphone

Go Places,2l

winner!

THE OPIE CATES

And Wonderful

Microphone At

Of Broadcastingl'.

A Naughty

Will

.

UNKNOWN

Authentic, fascinating dramUs of the miracles of science.

An award
fact,

ABC:

.

Long Time.i*

they say, There Is Nothing Like It

Clark—Bridgeport Post,

—World Telegram

The

Hit". .The Sock-

Different Ways.i^ It also has Rare

Providence Journal.

Uninhibited^

The Funniest New Showi*.

Other Networksi*.

Van Horne

rtg^it

that kind of show: fresh, fast, fwiny

orchestra).

.

Truly One Of The Funniest Things That Have Happened

Chicago Sun.

Journal—Jersey City

.

•be

McManus— PM.

1 8.

.

,

Refreshing'

13.

19.

— to the

To Be Tru(fe.i»

Miami Herald,

Dolbier—

is

an opportunity for

Candid Microphone Is a radio show that is (so they
Unique'
.Original*
tell us) NeWjl Rea/Iy New^

12.

17.

sale

could be every bit as good as the rest of the show.

In

16* Cleveland Press.

is for

an advertiser who is on the lookout for a knockout of
an idea that will build and build and build. Candid

last year.

brainchild "Candid Microphone.'*

calls his

7. Cue.

15.

Candid Microphone

Allen Funt.

is

had the idea sometime

Both man and

He

man

Beacon-JournalAkron, Ohio.

»

8-

of the

thrills in

a mystery show.

WANT TO LEAD A BAND
Sammy Kaye and his famous band

^SO YOU

An Idea Someone Should

Have Had Long Ago !»

in a half

hour of

music and hilarious fun!

20. Radio's Best.
21.

22.

Woman's Day.
MacArthur—
Wjishington Star

ABC

PROGRAM

DEPX,

30

ROCKEFKLtER

PLAZA',

NEW

YORK,

Circle 7-5700

Wednesday, JanvMry 21, 194S

RADIO
WFIL Preems Mobile

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

A

KQV

city.

—

manager

of

WCOP

and Jews.

of Christians

—

rapidly takIndianapolis George. J. Higgins
ing shape, with experts working day has been named general manager of
and night to complete the intricate WISH, succeeding G. Bruce McConjob of building one o'f.themostTnod- nell.
He has recently been manern and complete broadcasting sta- ager of KLQ, Des Moines.
tions in the entire South',
,

I^hlladelphia—WIP Board of Direc
tors has elected Gordon Gray as vice
begin
will
nouncement
presidenif, He will continue his dual
broadcasting in February, Stephen
duties as assistant general manager
R, Ritttoiil, president of.'ttoe operatand director of sales.
ing cofnpany, annouti<:ed that construction;, would be staHed on a 40,San Antonloo^ John Seagle, NBC
000 EM. transmitter hear Prospect
Reservoir, the city's Highest point. Thesaurus recording artist and now
a guest professor at Trinity UniverRintoul said he expected the
station, first to be built iiere, would sity music department here is being

Albany— Coincident with

the an-

WRWR

'

.

.

,

_

'

FM

heard on WOAI -daily in a program
of "Morning Devotions."

go on the "air next month.

go

.

——

——

WNEW

—

Continued from page 25
time.

Foote's contention to NBC was that
Strike's contract with Benny
called for his. exclusive radio services and that there was nothing on
record to show that the "Open

Lucky

;

MCA

WNEW's

the
agency
having
pointed out to it, as happened with
the network, that the recording was
in flagrant disregard of Benny:s
obligation to American Tobacco. The

instigation,

it

tana,

and Nevada,

.'

former
the

WM. &EO0DT JOINS DSYER
William Groody

Sam

last

Agency

week

left

New

the

York,
where he handled radio talent contacts, to join Sherman Dryer, who
is going Jnto the program {)ackage
line.
Groody will be sales manager
for Dryer.
He's a brother ot. Louise Groody,
ohee prominent in musical -comedy.
Jaffie

in

"

$40,000

Temple

University

I

the universit.v's department of radio,
speech and theatre.
Dedication of the new campus

1

broadcasting setup culminates plans
in Marchj 1946* when WFIL
announced it would cooperate with
Temple

and

equip-

in establishing
school of radio.

ment.
,

GOP

and hear Hoii.se Speaker Joseph W.
Martin di-scourse on a "A (Challenge

Women

Broadcasters;" He will
be the principal speaker at a Jan.
31 luncheon at the Mayflower Hotel.
to

Van Woodward

made

owner

WGST

More than 200 delegates are expected. Mrs. Truman will be hostess
to the femme broadcasters at a
White House tea, Friday, Jan. 30.
The next day, the radio. women will
turn to the
side of. "thfe aisle

now make

.

Hall site of the broadcasting unit.
Following ceremonies, the station
will begin operation under direction
of Dr. Armand Hunter, chairman of

I

j

pontlnned Jtroin page 25
Stations, Inc.,
later lessor of

Hotel.

Woodward

has.

to

The FCC brief declared a state
court has no authority to review an
action
of
the Commission talien
under mandate ot the Communications Act. Commission said it was
taldng no position whether one or
the other parties had failed to' live
up to their contractual obligation
but insisted on its right to order a
licensee to set aside a contract which,
in effect, gave control of a station
to a person, other tlian the licensee
or hindered a licensee from operating "in the public interest."
Commission earlier refused to renew the license of. WGST. Atlanta,:
until it 'Cancelled a contract with the

a freelance
the past three years, was

Connee Botwell'g Guest Stint
Connee Boswell does a guest shot
"We the People" program Jan.
29.
Singer, who's been conflning her

ni^t club work in recent months, is doing the show in a
lieup with the Warm Spring.s Founda-

activities to

tion.

will be

done fi'om

York.

or THI
BIST

WATTS

a practical

on

Program

before that.

New

^Central
New England

WTAG
worcesterJ

j

.

When

the

contract

was

Inc.

modified

year to give the Regents of the
Georgia School ot Technology more
control over the station, the Com-;
mission okayed the licen.se renewal.
Southern Broadcasting Stations did
not appeal the FCC's order but,
last

|

i

Merchant

'

after

prombtion

WGST

was given

a-

license,

sued the station

itself for fraud and
The state court
Geor^,'ia decided against WGST.
Interesting ansle of the case is
fact that Sam Pickard and his son
are principals in the Southern compatiy, whose contract with
on leasing equipment and aivtdinf
manageri-il* control, FCC found "noi
in the public interest." Commis.sioi

WreacW' ot contract.

of

hopPV-

WGST

-ona

keep*

tangled with Pickard when
revoked th* licensee of WOKC
Albany, -N. Y.. for failure to repor
hidden slock owner.ship in the; station over a 12-year stretch.
The
concealed stock was held by Sam
Pickard anti/or his wife throughout
last

CO.

JOHN

•the

,

e'rftft'fc'4)6i^lod:*

WINS,

Woodward, who's been
scripter

;

Southern Broadcasting Stations,

WINS

joined

most complete student-operated sta- contin'uity director at WLW, Cintions in the country, will be dedi- cinnati, for six years (trevious, and
cated Thursday (22) at the Thomas had same job at KMOX, St. Louis,

'

.

.

of

•

New

I

f CC Tangles

experience will

tougher.

radio studios, said to be 'One of the

I

.

20.

WMAL-ABC

"Van

'

Hatch, web president,
This givest Intermountain
complete coverage of major markets in Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Mon-

TALENT

Washington, Jan.

N. Y., staff as continuity director,
Temple U. to Dedicate
replacing George Carlesco, who resigned to take over active director$40,000 Studios in Philly ship of the Cambridge School of
Radio.
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

the country.

termountain Network, when conwere inked Saturday (W) with
Ed Jensen, KRAM prexy, and

POWWOW

Ruth Crane, Acting Prejcy of the
Assn, of 'Wothen Broadcast's iind
director of Women's Actiyities toi?
plenty

WNBG

tracts

C.

D.C.

company

would sell a series on basis of one
House" producer had cleared the or two good shows, with subsequent
thing with the agency or the client. programs not maintaining the standard.
Or the first few shows in a
Also, that the broadcasting of the
lose
disk
constituted
of series might be excellent, then
a
violation
Benny's Lucky Strike contract, and quality in writing, acting, «tc. The
production
quality or standard
N.
Y.
that whoever aired the record could
in
several
was
definitely
lacking
be held liable as a party to the violation. Denny gave the
man-' series submitted. Station found too
agement the greenlight after he him- many fly-by-nights in the disk field,
seK had examined K-R's file and it- says. It feels, too, that whereas
transcription companies always had
photostats bearing on the disk.
came into the hassle at FCB's a tough time selling in New York,

The disputed record has already
City—KRAM, new 1,000Vegas, became the beon aired over 100 stations around

signing^

—

.

ize.

peorge

transcription

weren't ready.

Las'-

18th station to affiliate with the In-

,

.
,

here, has copped off
big-name talent tor the
There was a difference between 'association's fifth annual convention
which will hoW foKth Jan. 29
disk company promises and perSome through Feb. 1, at the Mayflbwei'
formances: WNEW f o u n d,

later.

WHK

Salt Lake"

One

gave it a contract for 104 episodes,
and stopped .shipping after -2(5. Another kept its shipments so close to
day-and-date, that station had to do
one program live because disks

-

watter in

.

WOMEN B'CASTERS SET

.

S'a%liakejDity-TC. Richai'd Evans,
Imogene Stanley
San Antonio
former chief engineer it KSL, has
been appointed assistant m^^nager of has been named publicity director ot MCA lawyer who Monday (19)
here replacing Yolande gave Kermit-Raymond notice to pull
the station. KSL is the local CBS WOAI
Teaguc; who resigned her post.
outlet.";..' the disk out of the "Open House"
series, or else, was Maurice Schreier.
Harrlsburs— David -J. B e n n et t
.Clevelana--Murray Young, news K-R's an.swer was to retain J^ewman
for the commentator
program director for
has been elected Lawler, of O'Brien, Driscoll. Raftery
past seven years, has been named president of Cleveland's Shrine and Lawler, to defend it in the litigation, if and when it should materialmanager of the statiopi succeeding Lutuiheon Club.

WKBO

SeiCert,

New promotion idea designed to get wider press coverage ot NBC's
University of Chicago Roundtablc broadcasts was tested out in Washington with the Sunday (18^ stanza. Rodndtable debate on the issue "Will
the Marshall Plan Succeed?" was transcribed and copies of the disks
delivered to all Washington correspondents requeuing them,
George Probst, radio difector of the show, said arrangement is being
tried out on a tentative basis until the newsmen indicate definitely whether
or not the service is desired.

'

months

WNAO,

News and Observer, are

transiription

th^i

slated;

&

Lawrence, general
(ABC), appointed

to advisory committee 'of northeastern office of the National Confer-

Raleigh— The new sfudios of ence
broadcasting service of The

let

B.B.D. & O., agency for Schaefer,
had previously been advised by NBC
of Foote's demand and, after apprising itself of Kermit-Raymond's version of how the Benny disk came to
be made, stood pat on the broadcast.
K-R's" Story was that back in Janu1945,. a- deal
was arranged
aryi
through the Steve Hannagan officet
then, pressagent for Benny; to cut a
gag routine .jwhich was to be ininto
one
of
'"Open
corporated
House's" half -hour -programs. Perto
K-R, was
miasiony. according
Ryan,
cleared through Ruthrauff
agency at the time for Lucky Strike,
atid the passage,. -Which also used the
services of Benny's regular troupe,
was grooved- in- Hollywood three

station

—Cmig

board ineltides Martin

Erik Barnouw, national president' o£ the Radio Writers Guild, will be
the principal speaker tomorrow night (Thur.) at<the seventh workshop
session of the Guild's eastern chapter, at Holland House, N. Y. The topic
for the evening will be "Writing Plays lor Radio,"
Other speakefi will include George Zachary, producer-director ol the
"Ford Theatre" program, and Charles 'Newton, script editor of "Armstrong .Theatre of Today," with William Norwood, freelance writer, as
chairman.
The next meeting in the workshop secies, on the topic, "Women's Shows,"
is skeddcd for Feb. 5,-

Continued from page 25

Denny, to
through as

•

Bostott

>.

editorial

Hari;.

.

&

-FM

.

Rosemaiy Roth, Stanley Silverman, Ethel Harris Gregory and Elizabeth

Jack Benny

*

and

under the heading, "Off Mike."
Margot Gayle is editor and the

.

.

.

WHIL

The eastern chapter of the Radio Writers Guild has started a monthly'
publication, The Scriptwriter, with the January issue. This repkice.-! a
mimeographed sheet formerly issued at irregular intervals. Beside-s news
stories and personal items the periodical carries a column, "Know Your
Rights," by former national .prez Peter Lyon, and a regular cralt aiiicle

Roger W. Clipp, station gim;, jsaid
the unit, designed by WFIL's chief
engineer, Louis E. Littlejohn, will
"serve to increase the special events
activities" of the station and "enable them to do a finer job in the
public, interi^t';"

Public Library of Cincinnati. "Fountain," broadcast every Sunday at
Boston—"Breakfast in Surrey
6:30 p.m., is a narration-musical pro- Room," high-rated ayem show over
gram of stories about the history WEE! (CBS), moved out of the
The Touraine Hotel's Surrey Room as of
and culture of Cincinnati.
programs are.-ipfritten and produced this week. Shifted to the Cafe TreF. mont Plaza, larger spot on Tremont
by Bob Fleming for the J.
Schroth Pptking Co,
street, and now called "Breakfast in
Show is m-c'd by Hal
Boston."
I.—Joseph A. Lenn Newell, announced by Tom Russell
Hempstead,
vice-president- in charge oil sales at and produced by Tom CaUioun.
has been appointed a member of the Steering Committee of the
Hempstead Community Chest.

'

.

which is now being bankrolled by
J.
Witth Sargent has
American Beauty Mattrdfes, Show
Wichita
had been sustaining here for last been appointed general 'manager of
four months. Gibbr, along with Pave; KFBI, Wichita. He succeeds Robert
Scott, also picked by station to m.c. K. Lindsley, who resigned as of Jan.
in the oil
its new "Traffic Quiz" program every 1, to expand" his interests
Saturday evening at 7. With resig- business.'
nation of Roger Kelly from WJAS
announcing staff to become physical
Baleigh-Richard' H. Mason, geninstructor at a dude ranch in Ari- eral manager of WPTF*. has been rezona, Henry Debecco has, fallen heir elected by NBC affiliated stations in
to Kelly's "Musieana" disk show five southern states to represent the
Second District Of NBC's Stations'
every week-day evening at 6:30.
Planning and Advisory committee
Cincinnati—Record albums, of the during 1948. He'll represent 20 ?JBC
WCKY radio program, "The Foun- affiliated stations in Virginia, North
tain Speaks," are to he used as a and South Carolina, Georgia and
cultural education medium by the Florida.

WHNY,

hside Stu(f^Ra£o

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
custom-built mobile broadcast-

ing unit equipped With .shortwave
relay transmitter was placed in operation by WPIL Satvirday (17),
enabling the station to orginate
li'^re broadcasts from any part of the

Pittslnireli— John Gibbs won audi- Ci G. Moss, who recently became costation in
tion to do the local commercial spiel owner and manager of a
Bloomsburg.
iojf "Mormajion Please," his native town of
on

station

Unit

i

i

I

J

"He uaed

to be the team mascot until the coach
found out what a Wheaties tan he it."

^,

.

\

A BREAD-AND-BUHER
LETTER FROM

BAMONE:

VIC

M through tny heart

first month of New Year's vnd
Skipped a wonderful feeling for those

Twaa the

mho

took part

In helping me up toward the show business skies.
Vmeverso.f^ratefiA---soherememy*'Hffs^':*t.m

To LOV CAPONEi my manager^ a how bent almost double^
For steering me io prominence and steering clear of
trouble.

hand-shake to SID ASCHER^ my press relations man.
For keeping me from being, just another "also-ran,'*

A

To

the people

all

I'd like to say

of mim$,

Thanks

And

to

on the team,

to

MY SISTERS

for their faith and advice.
DISC JOCKS who have been mighty

PET MILK

for

my first

And ROLAND MARTINI
To MERCURY RECORDS,
'To fans

—

.

the nation's

Thanks

all along the line,
''Thank you" and here's this heart

jtist

in their nineties

nice.

sponsored show.

for helping

me so.

dealers and ^distribs
and fans in their cribs.

To LA MARTINIQUE club and WHN,

My

thauk-yous and thank-yous, again and again.

Talent scout

GODFREY,

on-the-ball

WILLIAM MORRIS,

The whole "SERENADE" crew from Gus lUaenschen to
chorus.

The critics, the songsmiths, the boys in the band.
To all of my friends all over the land,

BOB WEITMAN, and all of the PARAMOUNT folk
All help to

And
>

last

The

moke

but not

singing a bix that

is

. .

"oke."

MY MOTHER and DAD,
a fellow named Vic ever had.

least,

best friend*

t'U always remember, you've
But just for the record.

aU been so

slick.

Yours gralefuUy,

Vic
Pereonal Managefiwat; I^OU.'GAjPONE,

CANTO, INC„ 260 West

Qroftdwa^* M|^Yi

WednnaSuj, January 21, 1948
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Mr.

&.

Mrs. Musicomedy

B'casters Unhappy

Boston, Jan; 20.
Noble and -Jng, currently at the
Somerset, pulled a new one here this
Continued from page 2S
week when, asked to appear on,
Same report said the
first year on the air and after that Trudy
Richmond's "Girl About ened by the acquittal handed the called off.
webs' reasoning was that the seswould consider them- only on a Town" slot on WCOP for the usual music czar in _Chicago last week. sions might not only not help their
Fear Package Deal Menaced
limited and case-to-case basis.
celebrity interview, turned up with
As a case in .point, the report cir- present negotiations but, as freComrais.sion further declared "fail- a 15-minute opera.
culated in fhe committee room that quently happens, would backfire on
ure to understand the responsibility
In response to Miss Richmond's the networks had made an eleven thr the industry. Another argument
was
of a. broadcast licensee to use the stock questions, the
nitery
song hoiir move to have the hearings that with the FM'ers and
some of
facility as a medium for community team responded with music and lyrthe recording spokesmen already
apservice and education is- also
ics,
workUig the whole interview
unhappy about their pledge of a
proposed
parent in Mr. Harry's
in as a full musical production. Only
united industry front, the testimony
preferential treatment of one church spoken words were those of the inmight break down work of the allin Fo.storia and his desire to dis- terviewer, tbi rest being a combiindustry committee in getting a
S Continued from page 24 j
courage the use of the proposed sta- nation of recitative and original 'songs
package deal with Petrillo.
tion for political broadcasts through by Harry Noble. Team now is mull- servers, went on a fuU 20 minutes at
As a matter of fact, these fears
possible use of the device of in- ing idea- for weekly Mr." and Mrs. least, with Morgan, trounced but
creased rates for such' broadcasts;" show done entirely in music and good, finally taking a powder as were borne out as the hearings prog,
Commissioners Rosel Hyde and lyrics.
Adams flung at him: "You came up ressed, when a half-dozen solons
argued
vehemently that the TaftRobert F. Jones dissented to the
here with a chip on your shoulder
and you're leaving witTiout your Hartley Act as now written .slaps at
majority ruling on Harry and wanted
the very practices the broadcasters
shoulder!"
to defer action on the npplioation of
complained
of.
Sev.eral committeethe Mansfield Journal Co. for an
it as their opinion that if
In New York, Morgan failed to men gave
FM station until a final decision had^
Contliiued from pag^ 23
show for a guest-narrator stint an the broadcasters ''bad any guts" they
sta-*
been handed down on his
would
invoke
the
statute to throw
tion requests.
country's most recognized have been ABC's "Candid Microphone" show off Petrillo's; yoke.
At one point,
chosen for participation), to keep a Thursday (15). A network program Rep. Clare Hoffman roared angrily:
week-by-week tab on all the coast- exec reported: "We don't know "The Lord and Congress can
only
to-coast shows aired, but on the where he- is. All we know is, when help those fellows "Who are
willing
basis oX the programs listened to by we got ready to do th^ show, Mor- to help themselvesi"
40 of thfe 65 who responded to the gan wasn't to be found."
s, Continued htm pac*
Situation
worsened
Morgan's new show lor Rayve
for the indusinitial poll sheet, the weekly Quality
minimum rate,' Rating Service will be an overall Creme Shampoo tees off Jan. 29. The try as the week wore on, when the
amount,^ the
comic was in Florida as guest of nets and standard broadcasters had
applies'^ to. .the original broadcast. refiection of the editors'-reviewers'
Richard Porter, exec of Roche,' Wil- to face up to some fancy charges by
Another $65 (also a fee specified choices.
committee
members
liams and Cle'ary^ agency for Rayve.
on the score of
under the MfilA) is for four-year
Evaluations are based on a break"monopoly " and "collusion."
For
exclusivity and the balance may be down of points for .'script, performexample, Reps. John Lesinki (D.,
applied against re-use, if %ny. Thus, ance, production, advertising, music,
Mich.)' and Ray Madden (D., ^nd.),
according to RWG, the rtrriters are and originality, Crosby's choice for
after listening to the
witnesses,
offered the same price as before,^ the No. 1 spot was 'predicated to'* a
promptly
charged
the
standard
Continued-ftoni ^age 24 BiB
but get less attractive supplemen-- large degree on the "music" points
broadcasters with conspiring with
tary terms.
registeredj with the scripting cOn-^ web from promoting an associate to Petrillo
to protect their
inve^stIn the case of the same network's trib on the Amos 'n'' Andy show a director if :it wants Dim to .^ect.
ments and squeeze out FM. As the
CBS Is There," the eight writers big factor in putting A & A in the (At first, the nets'-wanted to be al- charges against
Petrillo's monopoly
who formerly worked on the series top non-musical bracket. Similarly, lowed, to "try out" associate direc- of musician^ grew
more
heated; the
on'a freelance basis were paid about some shows suffered in. the final tors as directors for anything up to
committeemeli on "both sides of the
$750 per script, .including research, compilation due to bad commercials^ 26 -weeks.)'
fence threw out suggestions that the
when it appeared liltiely the show while one of the factors in the listr
3. The first $65 of a staffer's com''
RCA.-NBC-Victor combine and the
would be boughrby a sponsor. Sub* ing of the Percy Faith Coca-Cola mercial fee shali be free from' the netvvork - recording tie-ins.
might
sequently, when the sponsorship CBS -show .as "recommended listen- so-called "kickback." For any part
conceivably come under the heading
prospect faded, the fee was reduced ing", was th($ recognition of the good:
of a commercial fee exceeding $65 of monopoly.
In 'taste in which fhe coke commercials weekly, the statfler will "Hc7; back"
-to $500, still including research.
As a result/ ni weekend, the inboth instances the deal was outright are put across.
25% of that amount out 'of his' base dustry was hone to(^ happy about
sale. "When- the code went into ef(Under; the rating system used, pay. (Previously, an amount .isqlual. the hearings-.
And Petrillo's anTtect,- the $500 fee was broken up to shows are qualified for
a -possible to 25% of the entire commercial fee- nouncement in New York that he
include $150 minimum, plus exclU' high of 30, with the No. 1 Crosby
was, extracted from the director's expected a pact with the webs, by
sivity and rebroadcast rights.
program getting a 22.1 on the ini- salary.) Effect of this is to give a Jan. 31 which would include airing
An.jmtnediate result Of the CBS tial. taUy).
director $195 ($130 base pay plus $65 of musicians on
and television
polic:|r' has been the withdrawal of
The first of the Quality Rating commercial fee) where he formerly was believed likely to ipake the netsome of the established freelancers
in this got $U7 ($100 base pa^pUiS $65 works .still less happy about, the
who formerly scripted the two" System bt^kdowns appears

FCC's Precedent

,

Continued from page 24
it was asserted. News stories invo'.vins the !;tation were used only if
tliey were unfavornble, witness said.
that
Horvitz
Testimony showed

t ioii.

WMAN's

to
opposition
solicited
pi-iginal grant in the town. If and
when he won a license, he told the
his own, logs
carry
FCC, he would

Henry Morgan

^
Refused Phiico Ad
In the hearing on his FM bid .for
Mansfield— which followed by several months the hearing on his
.

.

:

.

standard broadcast request there
a representative for the Phiico Corp.
testified that Horvitz refused to advertise in his newspaper a Phiico
program to be aired over ABC and
tlie

local

ABC

WMAN,

affiliate,

Rating 'Em

on

the ground the Journal' accepted
only non-radio- advertisers.
In Lorain, Horvitz also ran up
against opposition. Keps Of the CIO
tmions claimed his newspaper in
Lorain either suppressed or gave
treatment /to
labor
unfavorable
stories.
Horvitz testified he had
lined up several groups ta enlist
theit cooperation, and ta p'Ser them
air time, but -no unions were among

them.

.

AM

Scripters

.

.

.

i

Vamp

Mb

MBA

,

,

The FCC concluded

.

:

in the newspaper but not those of

WMAN.

;

"the

Mansfield Journal Co. has harassed,
.some local wierohants to 'prevent
as
their using radio station
an advertising medium and has used
its position as the only newspaper in
the community to attempt to coerce
such' merchants into eiiteruig into

WMAN

exclusive advettising contracts . .
this conclusion .-alsn finds -support in
Iigh{ of' the other practices and
activities of the owners of the Mansfield- Journal Co.' Which indicate they
have operated their newspaper with
a consistent objective of suppressing
competition and establishing monopolics'in th? field of lotal advertising."
At the same tiiAe, the Commissijon'
took a jH:rong position in denying a
third, bid frota Laurence Harry,
trading as the Fostoria ,Broad6asting
Co. Harry was competing with Horvitz for use of the 1510 ikc channel
in Fostoria, O. FCC nixed This bid
.

'

.

Webs

Directors,

FM

-

AM

"

.

.

,

.

FM

testified he would air
committee
no controversial subjects during his shows; In one case, n writer who issue. The next will appear on' minus^5% of latter sum).
Feb. 4 and will be listed weekly
At yesterday's huddle, the guild
had partly completed an assignment thereafter.
and webs agreed the new pacts,
for "Studio One'" (started before the

because Harry

.

sessions.

.

retroactive to Jan. 1, should run for
two years and that a no-strike clause
should be included.
insisted,

MBA' went

into effect) at first refused to accept the revised contractual terms for t^ -.finished script,;
but ultimately -^gireed' to a compro-

Video's Advent

mise deal. However, he has done no

Continned from page; 23

further writing for the series.
Under the term's of the MBA,
'

the.

Guild cannot demand better^ than

minimuni fees and terms, nor instruct its members .to do so; -However, with thie- eidt of various established writers of the "Studio One"
iand "CBS Is There" shows, the assignments have been offered to
numerous newcomers. .,When the,
IStter in;guire -'at th!e 'llWG office
'

shows, they
nothing in
to accept

about the status of

are. in:lS>rmed that' there's
-the

m6a

the

new

to forbid
terms.

them
^

'

"

But it's explained -why the former
writers of the ptOgraifis withdraw,
and it's pointed out that by accepting the present conditions they're
undercutting their predecessors.

CAREERS IN
RADIO AND

RDG

however, on a union non -liability
.clause as protection against wildcat

mem-

actions or- personal actions of

a commercial medium might find bers.,
CJouncil
of the directors' local
them five or more years away in a
far less secure position unless they Monday (19) elected Morey Robinhad in the meantime fortified them- son, an NBC associate director, to
selves with some video representa^ member.ship succeeding Larry Harding, Twho resigned to 'accept mantion.
as

.

the dilemma comes in is ager.ship of a new station in Boch'that .these reps are beset by conflict- ester, N. Y.
ing, urges and interests. 'The question they are asking of themselves
is whether to stand by and hope that
the
outlet they represent in a
community will get a TV channel or
Continued from page, 25
should they go after a T'V applicant
who has a channel but doesn't op- Woods declared: "If- we can't get
erate an
station. They would an agreement with Petrillo, we'll
prefer to sit tight with their hopes continue to sterye the public." This
but? there is always that chance that statement was" taken to mean the
a competitor may not be so opti- webs would invoke sanctions of the
mistic about his own
connections Taft-Hartley act if present negotiaand go after whatever makes itself tions fall by the wayside.
in-

Develop your own creatlw and profcKiional

•

Webs

AM

•

-

The

eveiiing

classes

'

ClasMi hatUt Hkrmiry 4
rXdIO WOKKSHOP COURSES:

;

AM

in

eligible

Stiffen

AM

(alents

under top firoducers, directors, writers
snd eKccutive.1 from; tlie radio and television nctwork.s and agencies. Veterans
under G. I. Bill. Register now
by mail Of in person,

Where

'

Radio Wtiting > (beginner's, advanced
and mamcta clinic); Radio Publitity
iad I'ifoinotion; The Business Side of
Radio; Kadio Production and Direction; Radio Announcing; Radio ActoiS'
(laboratory, worVfJiop and plajrhouse).

TELEVIUON COURSES

(with facilities and equipment of
studios
DuMont Televiiion): Fundamental
Survey course. Advanced courses: Acting for Stage and Television; Studio
Opcmtion; M<i1:e-up; Frograniniing.
Wrlti 01 phoiM tor meelat Bulletin RV.

WADD

noon

111,

100

Souan

Waditoitton

B..

New Tork 3, N. Y. SPrliig 7'Sm. Bit.
dustrymen were unanimous- in their
t»t.
These reps also realize that to sit testimony yesterday that "it is too
Olvision of Generfll Education
^
tight entails quite a gamble with early to say whether we'll reach an
»
.accord"
Jan.
by
31.
their future standings in the field,
Ream undertook to defend his
but they admit there isn't much
network
against
earlier
charges
of
they can do about it unless they
«n Woshinglon Sqimr*
want to follow the behavior of the conspiracy to suppress FM. CBS,
meat-toting dog- in the Aesop fable 'Re^ni said, had been "the most ac- •
who saw his reflection in the water. tive and effective force" within the
industry
in
promoting
FM,
but
had
The only line of action to which
they've reconciled themselves so far been stalemated by Petrillo as tar
back as 1942. CBS did not fight PeIN
Is to look to the markets where they
trillo's ban on duplication issued' in
don!t have AM commitments.
m ^
October, 1943, it was explained, because Columbia lawyers thought it
would be a breach of their contracts
and "Petrillo might have struck our
Erickson

available.

..

.

On

the Air Begiiinmg

Today

«

7 A M.

.

.

pail/ from

t6 Midnightl

NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY

•••••I

••THERE'S PLENTY OP
VfiUSINESS

^

-

-FM
96.7 Megacycles-Channel 244

AM

Continued from page 23

CBS,

he was formerly

associated
With Jjewis when latter: was the
web's program veepee.

For at

Serving Metropolitan Washington an4 Prince
Georges County* For Availabilities^ Phone Hittside
3800,

Chesapeake Broadcasting Co.
1S10

SOUTHERN AVENUE

S. E.

IRAOIURY HEI6HTS. MD.
LESLIE H. ALTMANN
Geacrol MoHoger

the first year, coin
siphoned into radio from the topmoney Lincoln - Mercury account,
will

PORTER

Auf. General M«m<i9«r

to

spots.

Exact

into radio's coffers
during 1948 hasn't been determined
as yet, with the agency currently
effecting its shuffle and agency personnel expansion to handle the new
business.
.'

K.

devoted

amount going

I^ncoln

mean,

ALIERT

be

least

-

Mercury
a

account will
35-person staff
being opened

operations."

Ream

told,

new

t

1/ s

for musicians.

Mutual

Vice-chairman

in g

.

•

•

Theodore

C. Streibert lashed out at Petrillo's
use of quotas, and his recently-lifted

ban on cooperative programs.

He

said WOR, N. Y„ is "sttaitjacketed"
into hiring minimum Of 40 rhusicians,
each £)aid $152.80 for a 25-hour week.

The co-op ban particularly
tual.

Streibert said, since

hit

MBS

Mu

V/EEO & CO. Noli«nal ««preseiilativ**

af-

collect about $5,000,000 annual receipts from this type of
show,
Woods hit Hardest at Petrillo's b£in
filiates

on transcriptions and delayed broadcasts. Highest rate ($27 an hour) Is
in Washington, Kansas City and San paid for transcriptions which don't
Francisco.
A half-dozen newly - cause unemploynjent since they arc
'
creoted exec -spots- <wiH be filled? - used onrty oric'c, Woocis siia.
- «
all

hypo, with

Your
e •
Share H y

said > CBS

was spending.over $2,000,000 a year
and CBS advertisers over $4,000,000

offices

'

NOTE TO PROFITABIE PLAY, RADIO,
TELEVISION, TALENT AGENCIES
H«lf-Hui>iMirllug iHirtiirr iivnilnWi' t«
livttd un.v' d<'|»urtnient .vou wIhIi to expiinit,
HdiVrul nxmrtiiry poSHlMlHIeH.
Abilll.v
St.,.

«x<'t>lli'iit

iMK'kKi'Ound.

fill, ,Viirl«ty>

IB4„W>8t 48Hi

nn<l

Write Ilox

Kew -WlZ ill,

S.

Xr

......

'

.
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FN Set to Go
By

:

Fall;

50

Stations

Kansas

To Cost $102,500,000

station.

kin, known on the air "as Harry
Douglas, and is taking, the matter
the National SiabQF Relations
to
Board.
AFRA has filed a charge with
NLRB, claiming Midland discharged
Durkija because of his membership
anjd activities in the radio union.
Tiie local is making its claims under
ago.-',
provisions .of the Taft-Hartley Act,
will
station
concentrate
on
New
according to secretary Don Roberts.
of
BBC's
the
Third
transmission
the
program, which carries the high- A copy of the charge has been delivered to KMBC, and tht case rests
and
talks.
^hows
The
station
brow.

mitting by the fall;
This revolution in broadcasting
technique tor Britain will bring
near-perfect listening on the ultraTo the new station
short waves.
this year will come a 25 kilowatt
transmitter ordered by the BEG
Marconi
the
Co. nine months
froin

:

KMBC

FM

FM

between $100^000 and

cost

<

$250,000,

according to size. Present aim is to
establish 50 new stations at a cost of
$102,500,000. The entire Home Servprogram will eventually be
ice
switched to
transmission, and'
then a start will be made on the
LigSTProgram. The process will be

5

Pitt Colleges Set

For

World Affairs Program

FM

Pittsburgh, Jan, 20.

'

In cooperation with the Foreign
Policy Assn. of Pittsburgh as well
oVer a number of years.
Radio manufacturers state .that no as the city's ilve colleges and unilets at present in use will become versities, Pitt., Carnegie Tech, Duobsolete for a long time. Eventually quesne. Mount Mercy and Pennsylsets will be sold with an added vania College for Women,
{Iradiual

WWSW

FM

will embark this week on a new
switch enabling listeners to hav0
as extrai These sets will cost only type of coUegidte forum under the
label "The World Affairs Student
a few dollars more.
'

Show is to be
Radio: Program."
aired for a half hour every Wednesday night beginning Jan. 21.
Programs will be moderated by
Dr. 3. Warren Nystrom, head of
To Sit on Conmiittees geography
department at Pitt, and
Washington, Jan^ 20,
are to feature imdergraduates ex'
Beps from the four major net- clusively in extemporaneous and un-

NAB

Inyites

Web Reps

;

'

.

works were invited

week

last

to

serve in advisory capacities with
six standing, committees of the National Assn. of .Broadcasters!
said purpose of the invite was to
coordinate all segments of the
°

NAB

'

broadcast industry in planning NAB
policies, at the committee level. In

rehearsed opinions.
A specially
picked group from each campus,
chosen on the basis of their Imowl-

edge and interest in world affairs,
will be used on different weeks.
Foreign Policy Assn. will determine
the topics for discussion.

'

their

new

status as associate

mem-

bers of the trade organization, the
nets can serve only as non-voting
liaison
or advisory members on
NAB committees.
Webman named to sit on on th«
,

NAB

committees were:

Bhgineeriiig Executive Commitee:
Frank H. Marx, ABC; William B.
Lodge,' CBS; Earl .Tohnson, MBS;
and O. B. Hanson, NBC.
Public Relations Executive ComRobert S a u d e k, ABC;
mittee:
George
Grand^ll,
CBS; A. A.
Schechter, MBS; and William
,
'

Hedges,

NBG.

Program

Committee:
William

Executive

Charles. C. Barry, ABC}
Fineshriber, CBS; an

MBS member

be announced; and Ken Dyke,

to'

NBC.
Legislative
Committee:
Joseph
McDonald, ABC; Joseph H. Ream,
CBS; Robert D. Swezey, MBS; and
Frank Russell, NBC.

Employee - Employer Relations
Joseph McABC; Howard Hausman,
CBS; Robert D. Swezey, MBS; and
John McDonald, NBG.
Research Committee: Edward
Evans, ABC; Elmo Wilson, CBS;
X P. a. James, MBS; and H. M.

lixecutlve Committee:

Donald,

BeviUe,

NBC.

Nam« Ohio Stadium After

A

Coast

FM

FM

On

tomorrow

Cunningham

will preside at the confor eight available class "A"
channels, with Joseph Brenner actas counsel for the FCC.
test

mg

Among applicants are two newcomer standard stations, KGIL, San
Fernando, and^KOWL, Santa^Monica.
Others by area in Greater Los Angeles are: Alhambra,
1; Santa Monica, 3; Inglewood,
Monrovia, 1;
3;
Vernon, 1; Long Beach,'
Temple

D^nny, head of Gordon-Marshall, Inc., for the J.
Miller Realty Co., a client.
Snaring the interval between
"Mayor of the Town" and "Vox
Pop" over
the spot fea"'tures "the spot of the week to

KXOK

buy your home."
Announcement opens' 'with all
the drama of a full-fledge^ halfhour, builds to a swift climax,
giving the exact location of real
estate value, details of monthly
financing whenever possible. and

1.

and Whittier

winds up with an invite to "listen again next Week, same time,

same

station, for the spot of the

week."

Spreads 'Cross Cowitry

Hollywood, Jan.

20,

of

journalistic

etiquette

had

.

recently visiting Washington in which, he asserted
politicos straightened out, wham, it that radio was welcome to record
was re-sparked into a virtual na- the actual press conference, it' should
be pointed out that this, belated oftional issue. Chairman of the state
Democratic central committee, JRi fer to radio newsmi^n was made in
apologized for the 'behavior, or lack a series of hurried telephone calls
a few hours before the press conof it, of Sen. J. Howard McGrath,
national chairman, and- his drum- ference and only after our organization's letter of protest had been rebeater Jack Redding when the Club
ceived by Mr. Redding and released
here beefed to him (Jimmy) and
others.
But Redding's version of to the trade press.^'
Club's

beef with

the incident as related in Washington,. D. G., varied greatly from the
truth,
says Glete Roberts, Club
prexy, hence the second blast. This
time letters were sent to all hands
again, plus the National Press Club,
National Assn. of Broadcasters, etc.

Richards^ 3-Station Brass

'

.

'

'

:.

NBC

NAB

,

'

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

0., where he's industrial relations
manager at the Westinghouse plant.
tlew stadium in Ohio city has been

named Arlin Field after him. Arlin's
rated the community's No. 1 sports
fan as well as ene of Mansfield's
most civic-minded citizens.
While there were others on the air
before him, Arlin was the first to,
get paid for announcing. In the early'
days of
he introduced such
celebrities
as
William Joinings
Bryan, Marshall, Foch and David
Lloyd George, and he did the first
play-by-play broadcast of a football
game, between Pitt and West Virginia in 1921. In 1024 he was voted
the world's most popular announcer.

KDKA

KYW's Program Tourney
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

.

Youngsters

KYW

in coope'ration with the city bureau
of recreation,
Competition will take place in the
recreation centers with a simulated
studio setup, .the youngsters using
script material provided by the station. Later, however, they will prepare their own scripts.
Tournament, which will be held

(|0(ni(iat6s1t6

m

during the coming four months, is
outgrowth" of an eight-week course
in radio techniques conducted last

November and December by the
station attended by more than 00
recreation center supervisors.

WCAU's

i.

Shuffle

Philadeltihia, Jan. 20.

Harry Ehrhart,
ervisor;

Moriday

WCAU
(19)

night sup

moved

into his

new

spot as personnel manager and
purchasing agent.
In other changes at the station,
Hugh Ferguson, former staff announcer,
has become morning
supervisor, while Harry Mcllvain
changed his operating hours from
the morning supervisor slot to alternate with Horace Feyhl, new

.

usuTKD RKXAti. Diira

Wcaueiiaay,

NBC, 10:30 V.M.,
M-.fJ-M^''Oii tho iNlnnd With

'"

•

"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
Mat.: LOU CLAYTOfi

night supervisor.
New additions to the program deare Bernice
partment at
Spector, former 'actres.s on the station's "Children's Hour"; Lois Fortescue, known, in shgw business as

WCAU

CO.
K.S.T.
V<iu"

Paul

W. Morancy, Vic«-l*i«s.^G«n. Mgr,

Waller JohiiMii, Assiatanl 6«n. Mgr.-ioSls. Mgr.

'

,

ILois Fi)ntECl44 suid '^OrOjtliy "V^inJer^.

.

SetPolicy in Coast Huddle
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Meeting of the brass of G. A.
Redding was distantly quoted as Richards' three stations, WJR, De*
Air Com'ls Held Suspect saying the radio boys got it all
troit, WGAR, Cleveland, and KMPC,
wrong. They were given the oppor- Hollywood, is being held here this
Washington, Jan. 20.
/
The Federal Trade Commission tunity to tape-record, as requested, week to review policies and set
at the regular press session, he says,
examined continuities of some 641,- and that newscasters boycotted the' plans for the coming year.
Attending are Harry Wismer, as402 radio commercials last year* but conference, with radioites reportedsistant to Richards;
Conrad Noll,
questioned only 9,573 of them as ly stating they could not inconvenoperating nianager of WJR; Jo'hn
containing representations that might ience engineers.
All that's denied
Patt, v-p and g.m. of WGAR, and his
be either false or misleading. Info by the newscasters. They got their assistant, Carl George; P. H. Thomas,
was contained in the agency's annual first offer of simultaneous coverage secretary-treasurer of WGAR and
of the daily press after their com- WJR,
report, released yesterday/
and H. Morris Pierce, v-p in
By far the largest proportion of plaint had been aired to the trade charge of engineering of the trio,
questionable c o m m e r c 1 a 1 s were press. They did not insist on a sepa- plus KMPC toppers here, including
found in the drug field.
Next rate radio interview, nor did they Bob Reynolds, v^p and g.m.
largest were contained in plugs for boycott it. They were just told, too
late that they were welcome.
cosmetic products.
^
Letter from Roberts states: "Mr,
:
It's
Clinic Time
Redding's attempt to squirm out
Series of New York, Chicago and
from under -the -consequences of his
Ryan Ducks 3d
Term own shortsightedness' by giving the Hollywood clinics is again being set
upby.
NBC
for
affiliate
station
perof
Los
men
lie to the radio news
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Angeles is characteristic of the deal- sonnel.
Bill Ryan, g.m. of KFI here and
Initial clinics will be held in Manings we had with him. In view of
director of the 16th district 'of the
the unanimity of radio newsmen' hattan, Feb. 9, 10 and 11, With af-NAB, definitely will not seek office here on what Mr, Redding originally filiate program managers to meet on
again in Slay elections, during, na- said^r-as against what he now/ wishes the: opening. .4ay with Ken R. tiykf,
tional convention. To clinch this he he had said—there seems little point NBC's exec- program veepee. Prohas recommended in a letter to in underscoring the matter.
Ob- motion men will meet with Jim Nelmembers in southern California and viously, 'Jamais Roosevelt arid the son, web's top promotion man, on
Arizona that Harry Witt, assistant state publicity director, James Dag- the second day.. Third day will bt
to CBS v-p here, and Dick Lewis, of gett, would have had little reason given over to the publicity men,
KTAR, Phoenix, be< considered -as to apologize for the arrangements meeting With Sy,d Eiges, and to th*
likely repUueements.
made by Mr. Reddiag if some breach 'engineers.

Only 9,573 of 641,402

,

from 25 recreation
compete in a radio pro-

not

when Jimmy Roosevelt been involved. In referring to Mr.
thought he had the local Radio News Redding's subsequent statements in
Just

World's first regular radio announcer, Harold W.Arlin, who went
on KDKAV payroll more than a
quarter of a century ago, has just
been hDno'red by town of Mansfield,

2;

City.

SM

Jim

Ben

Demo

.

centeirs will

Hearings

Coast Newsmen's Beef Agamst

Radio's First Announcer

gram tournament conducted by

Hollywood, Jan. 20.
3l«arings on 16
station applications open
here
(W,ednesaay). Examiner Jamfe D.

Jan. 20.

spot announcement with a
radio program format, squeezed

'

will be connected to London by a there.
Durkin was a member of the
At present the
24-mile land line.
announcing staff for about
Third Program is only heard by
years.
He is- president of the
will six
about half the country, and
local AFRA, and was steward for
ilextehd this, coverage.
Each
station is estimated to- AFRA members at KMBC.

iiOuii^,

into 90 words, is a new approach
to home buyers cooked up by

•

•

si

'

City, Jan. 20.

Local chapter of American Federation of Radio Artists has taken exLondon, Jan. 13.
Corp. has ception to the action of the Midland
British Broadcasting
Broadcasting Co. (KMBC-KFRM) in
for
its
first
FM
Kent
site
in
chosen a
letting out announcer Sherwood DurIt is expected to be trans-

Show

spot

KAYCEE AFRA HGHTING
ANNOUNCER DISCHARGE

in Britain

«irnCs50,0d0waHs

nali ORoHy

by Weed

& C*.

WciMMlarr, JiMmary 21, 1941

S4

Bowes Ans;

(ttber

GanttDueil

,

TdeReneiR

bom. pa^e tt

;

Itigh enough it was. among
the crowd and excited youngsters
showed, too, an appreoatuHi of dont stay in their seats. Result was
that not only the 'lens but also the
the wider scope teJe can. aSoro.
of
talent development programs, pat- announcer was barred from some
ticularly as revealed In the expert the. flnishes. S-witch to the second
closeup camera shots of hoofing, camera was ea^ enough, tout this
still Icit the announcer on a Umb.
mimicry^ etc.
meet
couple
of
points
tbi.:
to
SSaxm bas sufficient noveltr
heighten audience interest, such as brought out was that announcers
the on-the-spot vote lor £avorite win he)p generate audience interest
contestants (via audience tdepljonic. if tliey mention the pool record for
participation in tlie foor- cities), pins each evcait as it comes along. Also
on-the-«|H>t conmritments for H"*"" when they get to the diving they let
tional engagements (Kennit Bloom- the pool p;a. system announce the
and dire. Otherwise
garden, the legit producer, for ex- contestant
«mple, calling up within 10 nunutes there's to much confusing iaOc.
Plenty of time for the station man
Bitfer a trio'a turn to wrap up ato embroider the meet announcer's
dsal).
bare
facti^ anyway. In a duel meet
iniIf 'ifaexv are ctitieisBis of the
each man performs three compultial show they're in a minor key, sory and five optional
divesL For
and oddly euougb, stemmins chiefly this occaaioitt tlteze -Were three conttttm ibm "lOxieOy pw»" participants, testants with thesE gymnastics neat
eucli «» Warren Sweeney, the an- if not always -^briUiant.
nouncer, and Ted Mock, the emcee.
Trouble with battling Yale in a
There seemed little excuse for Sweeney doing the commercials feom • pool is to dig up some real opposition. The New Baven school hung
script, while Mack, altiioagh not
^xreidoing the gab and always at Up the amazing record of 180 successive
duel meet victories and allack
to
leemed
easie^ nieverthdess
though that string is no more Yale's
distinct perwmality.
^.
^
^1 on« &istaince 'a participam. a navy xemains a tough one to sink.
was Penn only won two firsts in absorl>Sihger' icom » IPbiladelphia,
sought on, and after a few bars ing a 55-20 defeat but they were
ytas so 'noticeably bad that he was two good ones, the lOO and the 40Qyanked and told to come l>ack later. yard relay. BeForest, of Penn, went
Vniether it was an unblushing error into the final, turn of -Qnr 109 trailing
on the part of the auditicming boys, but hanked himself off the wall with
or tber buildup toe a running gag such a solid posh as to win hy a
vtiXb the guy repiiung the routine bare touch in 63.3.' That's good time
for weekly laugfaa wasn't made quite bet far from nnusoat in a day when
tl^OBe who can't- breaik 52 are asked
•clear to the viewer
Commercials were aiiything but to swiov ahmg tike edge of the pool.
Amateurish, cued to the current sePenn's xegidation 'iowo-lane tazik
ries ofKrF cash prize- coitfests (with (73x25) iun room £i>r aiiout 1,000
Boss Mait Eraser himself making the spectators and was announced to he
initial car award before the tele around tliree quarters filled. Such
integratneatly
swim meets should -fit into televicameras), and a phig
ed, iata. a (Hwtestant-emcec routing sion's sports schedules successfittly
Rose.
with those in charge learning how
best to handle them a* they go
^iong. WPTZ did a nice job on this
one. Vieweia^ can help their «ijoyPaHerb
tewSjt,
Bcaa
KiDiu
tVith
ment of the event if thcgr bave a stop
lest*. B«i(:^|li#':^i«tt''|MritiA;;,'

seaii-professioMils) t^tesesAeA anything but Jiit-and-mlss preparation.
It

m

A

.

.

-

;•

watch

tea,-

JTAny rwrten

Pr«d»cer-illrecl»r:

Ksaster

though

^tb

Important

Chicago, Jan. 20.
in spot' coverage

.

'

'

.

power shovels digging

splintered

wreckage failed

to

into

hold

Studio interludes and back?
to-thC'Sceoe twH^ses -would havC'
broken the monatoby. The quality
of reporting was gei^erally below
that provided by radio. Such defects,
however, are inherent in pioneering
iiderest.

of

any kind. The

-fact

WBKB

that

provided 300 minotes of spot disais-^
ter coverage cau be set down as an
important milestame in the progress
of Chi tele.,
Baxt,
.

which to act :» tbdbr

Vilfeo

liteMts

Coatbnwd tram pace

iSX

U

iMS

.

.

New

t^ewers send in their ideas for chajftdes

and any

that,

are accepted for

comer

the show pay $10. Skits pre then
acted out by the stock company. K
the panel of three experts Can't come
up with the 'right answer in, 00 seconds, the sender gets an additional
$15. About $150 was handed out on
the show the night caught <15>,
which probably makes "Charade*
the most generous giveaway program

BOW on
Under

tele.

skillful

tihe

direction

England Television

Coi.,

.new-

to radio, already bidding for

Boston and fall Biver, Uass., stations, put in a request for the No. 5
channel in wide-open Kansas CSty,
Mo.
Other bidders included: lice
Segall's' '.Variety Broadcasting Co.
(KIXL) tor the No. •a spot in Dallas, and -Boy Bofheinz; doing business as the Texas Tetevision Co, for
the No. 7 channel in Houston, and
""The Friendly Grougj" operators of
.WFPG, Atlantic Cil^, late Friday
(16) entered a hid for a commu^nity-sized video outlet on Atlantic

.

of

CtTY ...

.

Par has decided to let matters ride
inJUadison Skiuare Garden yonH see for the time being. What coarse
something.
Mimbj.IlmnMby, t:3» pjw.
otter broadcasters win take under
similisir situation hasn't yet been ptit
WABD-DuMont, N. T.
to the- test because of the' newness
Televisiot^ broadcasters have long
*'
of theatre tele.
been flirting with'^irariiHis.iEethods oC
VTiiett Staf
Par Has Ambitious Plans
using the common, living-room style
Par's action, it's believed, may be
of charades on video. "Charade
sas Continued frotai page 2T
Quia," packaged by Telamuse Corp.,
based on its own plans for theatre
new indie outfit, may well, be- the last week, most of them for spec- telci Company has already successtuiswer. Bs combining an aflable trum-scarce markets -where hear- fully demonstrated its intermediate
«ncee, a stock company of actors, a ings appear necessary to weed out film method of llashiitg regular
panel of experts and an audience the competitiait.
video shows oil to its theatre screens
participation gimmifk, Telamuse has
last available video slot (channel
Qome up with a heat little show 8) in Atlanta, Was sought by Euritb but has' not put the system into
commercisd operation yet because of
ttiat shstild eBcit plenty of viewer
DidEinsott Rivers, Jr., which mean^
various' copyright and union probInterest. Casb.giireawa.y, of course, is.
• prime factor in the idtrt-stnUng -that Itivers will have to go through lems stm to be solved. When the
hearhfg if any more requcats for Sj^tem i.? ready to go Par -will need
mail pull the show is gettidg.
Home
one.
Atlanta
reach FCC.
Format is a simple
just such cooperation- from broad.

NEW YORK

Sm

And if -they ever hold ilieVinter'^
collegiate or AA.U. championdiqps

m

fZV

a disaster was chalked up by
Watttei Setdeit has chedced out as casting dhrecfor of Foote, Cone St
tele last Thursday (15) when
WBKB cameras focused on flxemen Beldibg. Bas'stoiy sold to AlUed Artists, subsid of Monogram pix, and U
Columbia Fictuies, now shootiog "l Sarrender,
clearing debris at the scene ot 'a mining to the Coast
Dear,"
will use Jack Bigctt at flie Cap» loimgB Max. 1 for one Kqueocf
gas explosion. The explosiiMi snuffed
out five lives, shearing awagr cmc on a N. Y. disk jockey. .. .Ghl horn to Mrs. Qscar.Katz, wife at the CBS
Bmkensbice
in Washington Jan. 31 to i^peak at fha
wall of a fouTxstory building occu- researcher. ....Norman
anniversary of the founding of Alcoholics Anonymous. . . .Nancy Ranson,'
pied by a furniture company.
wife ot Jo BansoR. WHN publlcily chief, win have a "oiie-man show"
At 4:30 pjn., about three and a
the George Bfoet GaUery ior three weela starting Saturday (24). Featura
half hours after the Mast, a mobile
porixaits win include one of hubby... .ABC peddling the Henry Burbig
unit was ready to send pid^ureiy hut
coRiedy show (-with Margo l>ee as femme stooge) around the agencies. .
WBKB dlKCtcnBddy decided Mutual's* revived "True or False" is looking for a new quizmaster. BUI
not to intetropf a children's probecauss of 'other eommitmcnfs
Iiorraine Sherwood
gram in progress. The kid show was Slater checked off
ceIelHrates.-hcr tcnOt anni cm WOB's 'VSoing Places" ^ext Sunday (25) ....
cut short at 4:50.- "nransmission of
Lanny Ross cut An audition ^dioar. -with .an audience patticipation angle
disaster shots followed for
five
for ABC last week. Web may give him a sustaining spot foQowiag his
hoiurs.
current .-vaude tour.,..Iiesler Gottlieb postcaxds £r«Mn New Orleans that
Two image ortbicons -cere used, the street ear Is slitl ndming.
one on the roof ol • fining statian
AH of the quizees on Tack Bany's "Dally Dilemmas" today CWed.) cn
opposite the -wi-ecked building and
the other on top ot the mobile nnit WOR will be Manhattan' disk Jockeys, in there plugging their big benefit
truck.
Telephoto I«is picked up show at the Met Opera House next Sunday (25).. .ABC program veepe*
"Bud"
Barry mysterious, about a "big thing," to -wit, an. honr-long show,
firemen -btHikine a peephole in waU
he's thinking about slotting in the "Sunday Evening Hour" spot starting
itk their seanih for survivals. Another
wrap- up deal. .. .C%ar1cs S. Webster
shot caught the removskl of a sur- Feb. 1. TsSaj hop to the Coast to
added
to "Strange Hcnnance of Evelyn Winters." Jeanette Dowlitig new
vivor^ Three announcers interviewed
Ivor Francis, (Hiff Carpenter ^iind Kathto "Romance of Helen Trent."
civic officials and relatives of vicerhie Kmmet added to "Just Plain Bill." lyle Sudrww, Martin Vfottsnw and
tims, in addition to news coverage.
Arnold Moss; fini^ted
Rene Crekiere into the "iFront Fags Farret]" cast
!?<w five hours of viewing, pan
-with his stint in Rifa Kgnrarth's 'Xoves of Carmen," heading home to old
shots of
of

Chi

owntSmer..

Staler,

Bewry AlcKander

m fifc*

itrst

it's now offering the Paiitages. It's current mode of operation, consequently, may help pave
the, way for an early start to- its
tfaeitre tele,
Demonstrations of theatre television on the C!Oast have done more
to, awaken exhibitors to the threat
of video than anything else to date.

casters as

And

following close on the heels ot
such showings on New Year's Day,
theatre operators are scox'rying to

'

N. Y. radio haunts.

Bale Blan'a script,' "The Une Is Dead," which: was beam on "^Murder
at Midnight" and "Stars Over HaUywood," was adapted into a three-act
Stage play by the diama^ group at Bowling Green, iTnrr., in Ohio.,..
Art Hoieh, Chicago wHter, has Joined the NBC news and special- events
Virginia' Grace has joined the writing staff of the
staff in New York
Margaret Arlcn series on CBS. ...William Rafael is with the ABC writ.
.

coocentratmg on documentaries and news shows
After more
than a year's efforts by the Radio Writers Guild grievance committee,
Daisy Amoury was paid a disputed $250 script fee by the. Buchanan
agency.... Phyllis Jeanne Creore has been cast for. a running part in
"Frwti Page Farrdl.''- Sbe's omtinuing the commercials on the Knox Hat
television, series from Madison Square Garden and &e narration and
dabbing on a Hcdlywood-niade ecRmnezeial ffibn' for Armour. ...Ra-Best
Features; iaew pacfaige outfit, has acquired the right to six iSeSey Roos
cmnedy whodunits, and' wiD peddle them as a half-hbiur scries, with a
$4,000 price tag. ... .Ethel Colby has replaced her husiiand, Julius; on
WMCA's RKO "Hiss Holftrwood" daily, program. This is not a new trend
for Mrs. Coilbiy. She had replaced her husband as.drama and motion pictare reviewer ftnr the JTew York Jotunal of Commerce, eight years ago,
when he left tlle^aews{laper i^r a fling in radio.. Morris No-vik on vacation-biz trip to Bhvana;-w||3i return stopoff h^ Miami scheduled for AIT,
exee booed merihig,
Herajd-Ttih's new "Quizdown^ on
isn't the first aiset to get
active GoopetatiDn of the N.T. Board of Education, sez WQXR, pointing
to its thtee-yearrOld "Youth Forum". ...C. L. MacNelly, ex-Doherty,' Clifford & Shenfidbd. has joiiKid Pedlar & Rjran as an assistant account'excc. . .
James C. Douglass has been, brought in. from Colgate's radin oifice. in
Sydney, Australia, which he nHmaged, to be, radio coordinatoK. of the
company's toreign dept
N.Y.
Ward Wilaim,
sports conrunentator and .comic, honeymooning with Kay Loring of stage and radio
George Hamilton. COmhs; dcnss-the-board n^ws stint on
has been
shifted from evening'to daytime since his retuiit fi!om Europe.,., Hdbros
Watcher vdiidt has jdcked tip the tab
Motiial's;. ''Quick as a Fiasli''
for five years running, signed last week for three more yearft,

'ing staff,

.

WMCA

WHN

^

WHN

m

m

HOLLYWOOD ...

It's ot rare vintage when a picture star wants to do something on radio
besides act and the "what else" ttaat int^&fst Robert Montgomery is commenting on the news., So to this end BiB t.awrence cut a platter with
him for an interested C3iicago agency. wlii«A is said to have an interested

which makes

interesting all around ...Frank Woodruff, wha
deserted direction of Lux Radio Theatre' for ^ctures 'and after the war
returned as director of The Camay Show, has moved into the Lennen
Mitchell agency as assistant to Mann Holincr;.; .Lathrop Mack turned in
his resignation after two years as spot sales manager on the Coiast for NBC
While down New Orl«ms way iEdgar Bergen will tifike bis troupe
over to the leper colony for his second caU on the inmates. Last time he
:was there he rtearked that he' had never played to a more appreciative
audience
Memo to the N.Y. office: qheck Sidney Strotz and Nonuaii
Blackburn on the score pad of their Pasadena-to-Chicago gin game ahcKtrdThe Chief
Pencilled date for takeoff of Dinah Shore-Harry James
entry for Philip Morris is now Feb, 13
Mac Bcnoff, who turned from
acting to gag -writing, now wants to merge fie two talents in a new comedy
piece snaking out of his typewriter called "Sam .Pilgrim's Progress." * Situ..tions are built around a Manhatfan cab driver.
.Rochester's bosses are
paying off with fancy prices at Santa Anita blit flie other :i(adio-stait)les
are stUl trymg to pay off' the feed bill.
client,

-

it

&

Telamuse's' Henry AlexandBrj the
stock company of five tyiti thesps
get their toes» at least, in the telehandled their assignments in good
door^ Topper is National Theatres
style, lending a note of ebullience
and Fox-West Coast, execs of which
Emcee BUI Slater, City's only assigned channel.
to the show.
indicate that the circuit will be in
who's tried his hand at various video
it but good and soon^ while, Hollylast
several
productions
in the
Pittsliarelr
James
L. Snyder, wood's FOin Row continuest buzzing
months, ,made out better in this one from Duquesne
Univ.
piitillci^ serv- wildly with talk of the new' medium,
than aiagr of the others, with his
ice,
has
been
added
to
the
staff
of its, applicatiMB and/or otppoaifion.
sometimes coniy puns not so*irthe
news
room.
ClayBob
ritating as usual, Panel, comprising
in Braddock, has gone
Seattle
Cliff Han.son, chief anRfinna Bess Lewis, Herb, PolesSie ion, of
and Bob Shepardy seemed complete- to WJAS as an announcer, filling nouncer at KOMO, Seattle, has reBob Wolfe and Ian Smith of the Kepyon
Bckhardt forces hack east
.^y at ease before, the Cameras and berth left vacant by resignation of signed and will freelance. Hanson is
in town to work up some new ideas .for Mark Wamocv'.4 Bordea musii^.
evidenced, enough erudition to pro- ijpogef Kelly.
also president of Seattle AFBA locaL
vide right answers to' the majority
Not that the client is unhappy but, an improvement in the show and gatttf the charades.
ing would not be sneered at
Hal Peary passed a quarter of a century
,
Alexander's caftpera durection, with
in radio with last week's airing of "Great Glldersleevc"
Jinunie Fidler
assist tetm' teehnical. director
till
got himself iammed up with his "man ol the week" by putting out the
Frank Bttheiitta. was gtifiUy of the
unverified news that a victii-n ot leukemia, since "cured," was now offering
most comAio^ video erpor— failure
his blood to other sufferers. It later developed, after a flood of mail, that
to cover the person speaking with
Fidler bad been
in" and was forced to send out apologies to those
the lens. This might have been due.
NBC screened the annual dinner of Washington's Touchdown Club who had written "taken
in from all over the country.^ .Medical science knows of
however, to the fia'ct that he had
Saturday night (17) from that city. It ought to prove an early lesson to no cure for leukemia
three separate areas of action to
which Fidler could feave found out by checking a»qr
television. It has always been one that radio failed to learn.
•.
«over with only two cameras.medico
The point is that these sports gatherings are better left alone. The
Stal.
reason is that the local tal^t 'is seldom, if ever, either verbally fancy or
funny and there's never enou^ professional talent -around to save the IIS
rENN SWIM MEET
mght Besides; the informality oi these stag affairs often leads to proWarren G. Nelson, former sales manager ot WAAT, has joined the
30 Mins.; 3 p.m. Sat. (17)
fanity which can't be cut off. The guilty party here was a veteran sports- station rep firm fflE George P, HoUingbery,
Sustaining
. . .New
series will be
caster who was audibly told he was on television before he started to built around Myrus the Mindreader, il satisfactory
WNBT. .N. Y,
format is worked out
Of a winter afternoon an Ivy speaks He paid it no mind.
Westinghou.sc order of 60-minute "i^mphonic Hour" six nights a week
lieague swim meet makes a nice
This affair was well on its way to being a first class stage wait until on
is the biggest time sale on Chi
to
date. .. .Joe Kelly, quizviewers.
NBC
delivered
flUer for
Harry Wismer, toastmaster, introduced Jimmy Conzelman. Recipients of ma.ster of the <3,K.'s,
same to the Metropolitan audience the gridiron awards had been as inarticulate as usual and the various series packaged by will unreel stories for moppets on a new fransbribed
Green Associates
Marvin Boscne, v.p, of WQUA,
-Via WPTZ, Philadelphia.
The keener the competition the speakers bad been dealing: heavily in "locals," so Conzelman and his Moline, HI,, takes over as general manager of WKTY, La Crosse, Wis,,
tetaff is .set for Tate March ... .Jimmy Cominos, LeVally's
more interest, of course, but greatly Chicago Cards found; a ready welcome. Any consistent rfjader of eastern Feb. 2.
In favor of these aquatic meets, this sports pages must know by now that Conzelman has worked out a regu- radio director, biz tripping to Hollywood. .. .Prize- winning script oii Jan.
one anyway, is the speed with which lar routine about his football team and his family. And. it's a good mono- 21 airing of "Dr. Christian" was written by Harrison Bingham, of Evansthey're run off. Nine events, includ- log if sometimes betteir delivered than others. This happened to be one ton, ni..,..Nelson Boswell, formerly with the SunbeamXorp., has joined
ing the diving, in an hour and 10 of James' ordinary nights but, even so, based on what' had gone before WBBM's sales force. .. .Fnmklyn.
MacC^>fmack doing his first disk show
minutes. That spells no waits, no it didn't seem as if anyone could follow him, Yet George Marshall did, since 19,32, "Record
Preview," on WIND.., Patsy Lee, "Breakfast CTlub"
delays, no_ fuss or feathers,
^
and did it well. The Washington Bedskins owner was on his feet more chirp, win return home to Oakland, CaL, for two weelcs, recuperating from
minutes and was in turn followed by Jack Lavelle, the Notre her recent bout with pneumonia.
"
Sam Cowling meanwhile is
°toa?on'^«?e ev?nt'*One*was*^^^
Announcer Sid Mandel described his sensations
to the course, the other behind the I^'-we scout The latter, heralded as quite a speaker, no more than got stricken with hives
starting, or. deep c!ui. The parallel started when NBC blacked out on hini, calling the whole thing off after while donating blOod tO a civilian blood bank last week via WKAN,
70 minutes.
Kankakcci Bl.
filinera-. had its troubles because al"
-
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Change

Hollywood, Jan. 20,
Joe Scandoval, -who heads a small
the monicker, Joe Norman, has entered a $75,350 .suit fot
assault and battery and malicious,
have-t
'Washington, Jan. 20.
prosecution against Southern CaliIiKjor rccowiiBg companies
making of
fornia Enterprises, owners of the
The attitude that has been prevalusen considering the
»re many
Palladium ballroom; Hollywood.
lent for years among recording comvocal recordings, but there
Rebellion
Big
Readies
Argentiiia
move
«ventttal
an
pany execiitives-^a fear ^if thi
Sandoyal datms Palladium bounangles ot sudi
gone into deeply "becers
American Federatioti of lltisiciana
him out Nov. 20 when be
which must
Against Dlhisic Tolls tried tossed
lot'l Composers'
Primary
and what in- ca» do to thein' In the
to enter under the house ruliore a decision is readied.
lar as BCA- Victor
A. problem is being raised by ex- ing of no charge for visiting bandevent of the latter's: disstitisfaction
Buenos Aires, Jan. 13.
intra, at least ?s
conBecords
are
leaders:.
bouncers
He stated that
Axgentores (Argentine Authors; over their every move— was evident
gnd Columbia
hibs here which may degenerate
cerned, is llie fate of talks between into lurth^ headaches by ejrtending used brass knucks and gicked out and Artists Society) is busy organT hei'e last week, during the House
Muof
Federation
Labor
two
upper
him
Committees
investigation
teethand
then
had
of
Uic American
izing for the general convention
to legit unless selitled pronto. Claimthe
over
networks
r^idio
piBched
into James C. Petrillo and the AFM,
for.
drunkenness,
charge
Authors
a
,sicians and
the World Gonfederatioh of
ing that Ifaey are already suffering
renewal or reneging on a new radio from ovcrheavy taxation, French he beat at trial by jury Dec. 22.
Societies, skedded to meet here next Major company men flatly refused
the
effect
and
1
of
to
openly
urge
amendment
of antias
rct>.
tocontract
Api-a. The Federation groups
exhihs are now getting their baciis
»ny result will hav« on Victor and MP against paying the 15% to 2%
gether with both dramatists and trust laws which might curb £etrlU
Columbia, subsids of NBC and CBS
composers and delegations are ex- lo's monopoly on music labor and
loyalty due SAC!^ (local eiC|mva->
the
view
took
pessimistic
that
such
world.
nets.
pected from all over the
lent ot ASCAP) which in turn, later
Execs of both firms feel that in
Spanish dramatist Jacinto Benavcnte legislation would, not be the answer
rather than sooner, is turned into
the event a radio strilce is called, dollars for American composers.
has been appointed honorary chair- to their Petrillo-^ponsored bendthey
for
a
whilcv
settled
aches.
not
10
over
and is
man of the meeting. It is
Several thnes lately film men have
Disk executives, in gist, pointed
will lie hamstrung in so tar as cutyears since Argentina has bad a
flatly refused to pay sums, which
ting disks with vocalists are congathering of international personali- out that theirs and allied uidustries,
are normally deducted after taxes
cerned. Execs of either net wouldn't
ties, and the organizers are working involving thousands and thovisands
are paid, and not included in the
event
since
that
employees/ stood to suffer Petrilin
catting
of
sucallow
full tilt to make the can£ab a
net figures on which the distrifo
lo's wrath (in the event they aided
juch a move might only serve to
cess.
share is computed. If exhibs should
deanta^^onize the AFM and lengthen
TWeanwhite, SADAIC, the Argen- anti-tniffit -legislation ).• They
persist in this attitude, it would
clared
they would not put to a test
recording
surveying
aettlement negotiations.
sharp
tussle
between
A
tine Composers society,' is
only, turn
As for Deeca. Capitol, Mercury mean that SACEM eotdd music toll manufacturers and music publishers with .some grim looks the unfavor- protections against union coercion
to pay the
Taft-Hartley
now
afforded
by
the
and
ominous
paid
end the other firms wluch are not to the distfib
increasingly
royalties
becoming
is
able balance of
out of their rental, rou^ly an averaffiliated wiUi radio interests, and'
over the forthcoming retease of received on music heard in tliis Act.
age 1%.
James 'V. Murray, head of RCAhaven't those worries, there's still
tunes recorded before the Jan. I country. The U. S. balance is partic'
Should such an attitude spread it American Federation of Musicians uiarly discouraging, with over $51,- 'Victor, told the committee on bethe pooGibility «t anofiier sort of retaliation in the event any went in would entail a complete revision of disk ban.
are
Publishers, it seems,
000 paid out to Ui S. composers, half of the entire recording industry
for vocal disfes^ In many cases the the provi^ons of international col-- earmng the spleen of recording- agamst $14,000 received. The British that "The smgle issue is whether
supervisors ot recording in thesie lection of music costs &ron^ local execs before the ban is a month balance is rather better—around one man or one union should be
flrms are AP&i membens and to be' organizations.
old by requesting changes in re- 1^,000 paid out, against $4,000 re- permitted by simple edict to put aa
inmjstry out of business.
come involved ivith recording in
lease dates of disks at a time when ceived. Argentine composers receive entire
violation ot the AFMI's ban would
the manufacturers' plans for record- most from Bi^iazil, Uruguay and About ISO smaU record companies
face slow starvation and certain
l^ey
bring retaliationi on them.
ings were being worked into some Mexico.
said. He predicted ii
deaih,"
Murray
know that the Taft-Hartley .Act is
sort of focus.
like fate for symphi6ny orchestrav
• 'protective closdc for them -in such
In some cases the recoi'ding. men
which recoup operating expenses
an eventuality, but the habit of fearhad completed or were -on the verge
via
recordings.
ing the AFli is strong.
of completing marketing schedules
On the other band, transcription
Many indie recording companies
for the long lists of disks recorded
executives took out after Petrillo.
«f small caUbi«, which were not able
before Jan. 1. These lists were asfiichard Testut, of Associated Proto lay in much of a stock of masters
sembled on the basis «f release programs'
and Gerald Bang, head, ot
tiefore theJan. 1 disk ban and theregrams laid .down by pubs weeks
Standard Radio Transcriptions asfore are facing shutdown, are plaaback and to revise them now' comserted Ihey would battle fietriU*
ning to argue with the i^FM. They
pletely tangles anew the diskers'
'Hgure on makmg -new masters as
"to the bitter end," Both recomThere is increasing agitation smootbly-Iaid launching progi-ams.
mended finies ai^or prison sen*
aoon as' they feel it necessary, using
As a result, the recording men
vtKal gnsups, harmonicas, and any- among the iqajor band booking
tenoes on iiaioa lieads coeicinf
charged with supervising ihe rela-Qiing else tiiat might produce a agencies tor a revision of the Amermembers into a work, of not to work
tions, with publishers so as to get
miisical note. Ifs possible that some ican Federation of Musicians, reguLou ttevy, head of Leeds Music policy.
lation which makes an agency re- the maximum beneSt of the latter's and subsidiary companieEf, completed
^iirill' go for non-union imiskiinng.
Murray pointed out to the. comgetting
Indies planning such moves are sponsible for a' bandleader's guar- plugging of a new tune, are
a deal last week wth Broadcast Music mittee that it was Petrillo's hope t*
not at an bashful about stating fiieir anteed salary in the event a one- burned over the changes they're be- wherdbiy his BMI-affiliated Duchess achieve changes fn the 1909 copypurpose, pointing out that it must night promoter, location op, or any ing asked to make. They are at tiie Music will undergo considerable ex- ri«^t law which would «oabIe btaa
be done as a means of staying in biz. employer runs out on a contract stud point where it's very probable' that pansion; Levy set Duchess up as a to collect royalties fixnn' record perThey cannot hope to compete with doesn't pay off. This ruling hasi the original release dates observed BMI firm last year with the advent formances in 'coin -machines, and on
the iiiige backlogs of masters piled been a tliom in the sides of the by the publishers will be followed of the novelty tune "Opcai the Door. the air. He said that in ttus way
up by the majors involving top songs agencies for some time and with regardless ot wbat changes -the latter Richard" under a minimum financial Petrillo hoped to recoup the $S,000,-«
by major publi^ers, and their .only conditions as they are currently, have planned.
arrangement with BMI. This pact 000 lost annually by the AFM dut
Too, diskers feel that large comcahmtion is- tQ tcy foi' Ihcr unusual with biz off ail around, the opporexpired a -couple months ago and to the T-H act's barring of the f or-^
tunities for agencies to be studc for bines are trying to take advantage
'da voices, etc.
eva* since the two principals have mcr royalty per xecord sold deal
the coin obligations of buyers to of the situation by so arranging new
negotiating a. new deal with recording nampanies. Muriny.
maestroes are legion. And the agen- release schedules that two br three been at work
which
considerably increases the
(Continued '«n page -M}
cies would iil^e some changes made publishers under one ownership will
coin ihvestmcait by both parties in
Agency execs disagree with the dominate or almost dominate a disk the new fbm over a- long term.
For enmaple,
rule completely if they cannot get company's releases.
establishExpansion
calls
for
the
it «:ased entirely would like a one group has asked that disldngs of
change in its Jorm. Uiey fed that five of its songs be maiketed within ment of Chicago and Hollywood offices as well as an increase in the
throughout the oounti? there are less than .a twornunih period.
Duchess stafi in New York, most of
certain "standard!' j^omoters withwhich had been done by the time
whom they do business with
the final papers were signed last
Dizzy Gille^ie's orchestra, which in and week out. In such cases
week. Arnold Sh^w, with Leeds, has
left New York Friday <1S) for six. there is no need for them to question
Baymond Scott is scrapping his
been sinned a veepee of the fitm,
weeks of concert dates in Europe, is a promoter's financial ability or inletuming to the
Willie Levy is president. Part of the big band and
going to Rngland
a rare occur- tegrity and in the event one does
ariangement with BMI for Duchess Quintet with which he ori^ally.
rence anoe the Briti^ Musicians find himself in a position Where's
achieved
the success whidi has car*
Pebiflo
Ptaiy
calls for I>evy to toss into that
Union, has Ita^ barred- D. S. bands he's unable to pay off a bandleader
recent years as •
through'
ried
iiim
catalog t^e properties now contained
Atlantic City, JatL 20.
froin its jtnrisdictiou. Gillespie se- for a contracted date, or something
Smaller, more widely
Acquittal in Chicago last week of in various catalogs he has acquired bandleader.
cured perniisanan to enter tlie coun- occurs to prevent him from fulttQThey are Jimmy known group is Bow being organized
try, from the
and the I^abor ing the contract on dtiort notice, the James C. Petrillo, president of ..the in the past
for
6
opening
Feb.
at the Biig DoU,
a
Hjidstry after. Ted Heath, London agencies feel they j^ttldn't be held American Federation of Mudcians,. Wakely's Mono Music, Carroll Mu- Chicago.
.:''.
of violation of the Lea act, will have sic, Beis-Taylor, and Wabash Music
bandleader has interceded for him responsible.
Scott originally formed the Quin<<>.
Agency men are of the opinion no effect on the House laabor com- The process of listing the melodies^ tet in the mid-30's and, via Coluinbla
on the grounds that his music was a
new iorm of jazz <.be-bop) and there- that the regulation was put into the mittee's hearing. Congressman Fred' contained therein as BMI property necordings, reached b.o. success, H«
fore educaUonaL
Trumpeter will \ AFil books to preclude a salesman Hartley (8., NX) fadd a convention is now being done.
dropped the group later in the 30'a
wwk ibice days, March 2-3-4, at recklessly doing business with im- here this week. Iferlley said Vaset Levy's closer relations with BMI and began experimenting with
knowns and fly-by-night promoters Petrillo has many good qualities and via the Duchess deal has nothiBig to larger bands, fot a while conductinf
iMnts so far unknown to hini.
British mu^ians have
always for the sake of a sate. And as a that his word was as good as his do with liis association wiBi the a iiouse organization at CBS in I^eyr
bond,
he
doesn't
but
"understand Ameracan Society of Composers,
.barred the importation of American result placing artists in the position
York Later he took a fuU^sized crew
bands on the theory that such an of riddng coin. They see no rea- there''s a limit hi how far he can Authors and Fublishers, which is hii on/the road and basn't been nearer
OGCuneiioe would displace its own son why they should be penalized go."
major performing rights association New York with it than Pittsburgh^
New Jersey congnessman told Leeds Music, Peter Maurice (subsid Apparently
"Mmbers fnim work (just as the for the failure of dates that have
during this period he rethe
National
detegates
to
League
of
APM here bars English combos). It been in operation consistently.
of English firm>, and various other ceived a lot of requests for the
Fresh-Fruit and Vegetable Distribu*JeS permit a U. S. leader to enter
smaller, better known group and
catalogs, ai« aU ASCAP affiliates.
tors that top bandleaders would be
work date^ supported by Ei^same patrons even believed ihat.be
to
Washington
this
summoned
we^
nsh musiciaw^ v^hom lie ih*y Wre fiii. Ptabs Look Over
still was uang .the Quintet.
Ntiw
to tell his committee how they feel
nil rehearse in his own peculiar
one actually will be made up of five
about the ban on making records
Local Revealed
methods ar ^tyle;
men, himself and vocalist, seven
Iridi Slieet Mnsic
and having live musicians barred
Gi)Ieq[>ie''s contbo consists of 16
people in all.
radio
broadcasts.
He
hopes
be
from
men and two vocalisLs. It is being
As a Badffoller Of
In addition to the requests for the
gets some answers.
taken overseas by promoter Harold
smaller group, Sicott was influenced
Hartley said that as, this was an
Dublin, Jan. 16.
toviQird its reformation by the ilea vy
lundqust for one-night concst dates
Loaliardo Disk
British sheet nmsic publishers are election year it presents a great obin Sweden, Czechoslovakia, Copencosts of (^cratliq; a fnU«$iaiil 'bani
the
Taft-Hartley
Hollywood,
amending
Jan.
20.
stacle
to
interest
in
Uie
increased
showing
on the road.
Ingea, Uie
S.j Scone of Germany,
Los j^geles local 47 of the Ameri"There is more shadow boxing
BbSaiidj SSgbam^ Faiis and a tvns- Irish market and are scannii^ pos- law.
^ve& slaty in Switzerland. It re- sible methods of upping sales. At going on in Congress now,^' he can Federation of Musicians last
to Eaqiaiicl
Incidentally, he w<m't run week was revealed to be a bankpresent Eire is nesx the bottom of added.
turns to
arootid March lO,
again.
roller
of
pro-ams
Congress
transcribed
radio
etectitm
to
Chicago, Jan. 20.
for
music
buyer.
list
a
sheet
as
hnmediately foUowing the Engli^ the
^wMdi the
Mack McConkey, prexy McCoiiand of courae all
Teddy Holmes, manj^ing dinecter
dat«s.
Sales
up
M<%
Disk
iUitamo
its
locals
from
manufacture
agency,
Saa
banned
is
here
from Kansas
here
X<ondon,
has
been
Chappell,
of
San Antonio, Jan. SO.
after Jan. i because they help put City, to look over proposed ei^anfor a lookHsee. Beginald King, diAccording to advices from local musicians out of work. Xiocal 47' sion of firm. Although no defiidte
rector of Peter Maurice's laght muPale HcftdU Star
sales have increased backs tiie Guy Lombardo orchestra ai3|»intmcnts made, or cities asKscord
shops,
also
been
over
to
has
catalogue,
sic
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
George 'Pale has heen elucted talk wife young Irish oomposers since Jan. 1. Local buyers are platter show on KFI here each Sat- signed, it is believed Andy Anderpresident of Holjiywood Star Rec- about putting their wotlc across in making about 30% more requests urday evening, ibrongh 'i^ Central s(m, now with Chi office, will head
Dallas setup, and another branch
ords, platter outfit which markets Britain. King, who direct-s his own for particular material than before labor Council.
CLC is actually the sponsor of the will be established at Bichmond,
sexteait, also a guest shot from Ha- the new year.
interviews with stars.
show, but, it's pointed out, k>cal 47 Va.
Firm's other officers are; Howard dio Eireann in Hospitals' Trust
Sattmy Ksy« drew the biggest is the heaviest financial supporter
Meanwhile* Dick Stem, local
Helmick, veepee; Hobert D. Kirstein, Sponsored boyr.
crowd at the Palace Pier, ToroJjto, of the Council, pro-rata, and there- booker on medical leavo froiA Mctreasurer; B. C. Prigge, secretary;
Spri^eihM, O., City Council is since ^Sie -war y^art, piUng iip-lmvy fore is considered aa carrying the Conkey, is iaaxiag maaOtt with eye
and Eugene OThetea, Universal
studios radio director, for three considering an ordinance to license gross of $4,800, with,^ISijWO people at heavier portion of the coin being toward finding possible site
$3.50 a couple.
doled for Lombardo's: transcriptions. Florida or Cuban department
years, dteector of artists' activities.
juke-boxes at $40 annually.
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Pabs Face Possible

Jocks, Jvkes and Disks

Lithographers Strike

Ifnk Jockey Reviews

Possibility that the production of

sheet music, orchestrations, etc.—the

HAWTHORNE

it is getting fans, mail,
and just recently added
indie station for dualing.
as not he comes on unannounced; it's just there.

life

With Fran Pcttay,
30 Mins.; Mow. thrn Friday,

-

.

10 pjn.

Cleveland Electric ninmlnatlng Co.

In his half hour Hawthorne manages to squeeze in four disks. They
«re Of the sort that all pop jockeys
sample session
.abhor and avoid.
may contain a Tibetan dirge, a plate-,
ful of conlpletely cacophonous $ound:
effect. a travestied aria or an offoff label novelty heard nowhere

WHK, Clevebnd

used exclusively on this recorded
program. A'minimum of voice and
the shortest possible commercials
also feature the spinning.
Opening hote is a time signal, a
They are spiked with gags of means of bringing in the electrical

uncertain

quality,
conversational
Bsides with helpers, visitors and listeners; voice impersonations; completely off key accompaniment of
disks by voice and invented screw-,

double

ball :"instruments" (duolilfa)v

talk
monologues,
interruptions,
speed-ups. and slowdowns- of disks,
sponsor and listener joshing, gag
mail readings, etc. In short, he's
the answer to how different can pne
get iis he and a he|r eogipeer-enter'

tniner, who shares ^ihe
tgkej 4id lib.

KHVMBA

commercial
Hurl.

'

\

t

Writer-Produocr: Milton Sivtpiro
3D nitns.; Sun., 12:30 pjn.

Wir, Fhlladelphis
This
new disk, jockey show
featuring authentic Latin-American
rhythms is unique in that it brings
before the mike this city's on^

Lon«^on; Records Imported by.plane

tfom England;

last wieekend
'

24,|Oo6

layed obligations early last

payment of $39,000

'

Bay Kate

IS Mlns.;'Mon. thrn Frt, 7 p:Bi.
Sustainlnr
WHN, N.
The imys in the backroom who
long lot the good old days will get
a kick out of this airer. "Keyboard
Profe?soi:" is a pseudonym for a disk
jockey with a flair for nostalgia and
a hbrary. of antique platters dating
hack to the 1920%. The recordiixBs
are thin and scratchy, but ior tho.se
in vjhpm they pluck a memory chord
such minor details won't matter. William Lang; handles the chatter in
appropnate style with voice and
comments befitting to a barfly phUosopher.
On the preem stanza, Lang played
an iold record by Al Jolson, "I've Got
My Captain Working, lor Me Now";
a dance tune by the then highly
touted Isham Jones orchestra that
sounded pre-historic, and one evergreen ballad 'Tendered by the Irish
tenor John MacGormack. In between
the platters and the chatter, Herbert
Marks makes 'vrtth the piano Iflce
those extinct pianolas.
Hem,

"Now

The Hour." Disk

Ib

the mlddlewest

.

.

reduces prices of

Feb.

fective

1,

.

is

big in

Melodee Records
kid albums,

its

when

efr

releases

it

"Freedom Songs" and "Songs ChilGeorge Engles, Jr.,
dren liove."and Ernie Gallet corwrote Vlf You
JvTeed Me,'' which Regent releases,
this' month with. Beverly White on
the .vocal
National Records cut
.

.

.

.

.

.

Una Mae

12 sides 'With

before recording;
tlvCi

.

Carlisle jus];
effec-

became

iMjin

Kelly Camarata, liondon

.

.

1.

reached a claimed 240,1)00-sale mark.
a brother of Noro Morales.
Decda 'made "an- album on the

Mills signed

M-G-M

Beale Street Boys,
.

.

. .

J.

C' Marden was named

distributing
tion last iweek.

'

disking

:

.

.

.

Records

reissuing'

Fats

PaxtonV

.

GOLDEN EARRINGS

4,

tXL DANCE AT WEDDING

FOLKA

(4)

(•)

'

(Fanmount)

(Shapiro-B)
(I)

.

.

'

,

—

BOW SOON

.

7,

CIVILIZATION

*.

NEAR YOU

».

IWO LOVES HAVE

(11)

Jimmy Dorsey

(2)

M-G-M

PcflflM

t

Arthur .Godfrey

(

.

:.

(MorrisJ
.......

(

Crosby.,

fiiitg

.

.Columbia
.Decca

—

"Vals*
Sai Franzella 4)iiint«t
"Yesterdays" (Majestie)),
instrumental item that should

Bluette,"

An

Franzella's technical
brilliance and tonal quality makes
either side a treat. Piano and. guitar
ingratiating licks.
some
in
also get

got attention.

Colmnbia
........ Victor

Decca

,

Jocle

Tower

.

.Victor
Capitol

,

.Victor

,

.

"I Andrie«)S'Sis.-D.
i

. .

.

Sisters.'.

Owens. ...
Kaye
S Sammy
"I Jo Stafford
i Louis Priim

(Supreme) ..............

(16)

Vaughn Monroe ............. Victor

t
\

jcttirfc-Noble
{ Tonii ttarUn, ...

'

(Morris)

,

I

lAndrews

'

.

(Snprcaoie)

(t)

'

.

Leo.
Copifol
i
"VDijioh Shore........... -Columbia

.......

(Simon)

*

Kaye.

Decca

Francis Craig

.Bwllet
.Victor

" I'Larry Green

Platter Pointers
Diz2ie Gillespie's "Two Base Hit**
and "Stay on It" (Victor) should be
quite a picnic for the be-boppers,
especially that bass and trumpet
ducting on the "Two Bass" surface
Louis Jordan's "Barnyard Boo*
.
(Decca) with the amu.<;ing
Bie,"
"How Long Must I Wait" coupled,
has a "good»selIer" label written
(Capiover it
. . Dinning Sisters
tol) have carved out a solid piece of
.

I (1)

(

(Miller)

'

\

10.

ANDMIMI(8)

j

(Sta«pif«-B) ...............

Mercury

Frankie Laine.
Perry Como.
Dick Hayjncs

lAH

.Victor

harmony

.Decca

Francis Craig something to, be bope*
ful about in their version of hfs "Beg
Count Basie's orYour Pardon"
chestra (Victor) offers 'a brace of
nifties in the slow-paced and sweet
Blue and Senthnental" (Bob BaUey
on the vocal) and the comedy-phrased bKies,, "Don't. You Want a Man
Like Me?"^Jimmy Rushing ;doing
the wails . . . £[oagy Cacmicbael
(Capitol), aided by the Chickadeei
gets
some pleasant bounce into
"Gonna Get a Gjirl" but his person*
ality' shines much more brightly in
the semi-western rhythmic picct,
"The Feathery Feeling."
Lionel
Hampton (Decca) projects hi.^ style
of frantic jive in commercial dimen*
sions via "Giddy-Up" and "Red
Top."
.
Tex Williams (Capitol)
goes '"Spike Jones" in his version ol
"Don't Telephone—Don't 'felegraph
(Tell a WoiaEQ)" and the chances
are that he has a hit . . .'Monica

M-G-M

Lund.

in

"Melancholy" and given-

.

Coming Up
.

.

•'

FOUR LEAF CLOVER

NOW

IS

THE HOUR

PASS PEACE PIPE
I'M

i

IKICA Pact

George Paxton'f orchestra has
been signed to a terto dial by Music
Corp. of America. Band is now at
the Arcadia Ballroom, New York,
and is with M-G-M Records, for
which it cut 24 sldea before the Jan.
1 'disking ban applied by tite Americans Xywlcraition of Muficiana.
Faxton had. been with Aaioclated
Booking Catp.

—

,

.

'

(Bemich)

(
j
.

.............

(Chappell)

I,

\
I

MY OWN GRANDPAW

Uptowl

...

....

.

.

..... ...

. . .

.

Andreujs Sisters.

............. .........

....

London

..

.... ....

.Decca

Pastor. ........... .Colu-frtbia

Tontf

..... ........
S

. .

Dinah Shore
.Victor
j^^y Kyser, ............. Columbia

..............

(Bobbins)

(WUIiawson)

.Mercura
.Dccco

Strings

Bino Crosby
Qffipie Fields.

Guy Lombardo.

(General)

GONNA GET A GIRL (Miller)
HOW LUCKY YOU ARE (Maurice)
THOSE THINGS MONEY CAN'T BUY
FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL

.M-GtM

(Art Mooneu

....... .....

(Leeds) ...

.

Geo.

Boddy Clark and Xavier Cogat^
"Youn Don't Have to Know the

Ella Mae Morse— "Early in the
Morning," "On the Sunny Side of the
Miss Morse is
Street" (Capitol).
Her boogie
on the exciting side.
beat is powerhoiuie whether its the
"Mornihg" or the
blues-slanted
livelier tempoed "Street" Dave Cavanaugh is the Icaderman behind her
With a dynamo all his own, Either
side is a juke special.
Arthur Godfrey— "Slap Her Down
Agin, Paw," "I'd Give a Million Tomorrows" (Columbia). The Godfrey rep and personality may be
just the springboard that "Slap Her
Down" needs to send it on a ride,
Musicraft cut the hillbilly twangeroo
with Esmeralda sothe months back,
but Columbia .has propped up its
production
version
with
nifty
touches plus the comedy infiltration
of the male trio, which helped make
Godfrey's "Too Fat Polka" a smash.
Flipover side is backroom harmony,
with Godfrey's buzzsaw; quaver supjorted by the melodic barbershop
quartetlng of the Mariners;
"I Remember
Claude Thornhill
Mama," "Tell Me Why'l (Columbia),
Could he that this is'the record that
will start things buzzing for Fran
Warren. Haunting, tender quality
she pours over ''Mama" places her
work tops among the song stylists.
Both are plaintive melodies, "Why"
culled from the Broadway-bound
/'Bonanza Bound," serves as exercise
for the nimble piano mooning of
Thornhill and the- subdued .inter-

'

_

Hill's old version of "Four Leaf
Glover"..,. RCA .'Victor
launched
system of merit awards for plant
worker*.'

.

the more promising surface. Henembellishments
pianistic
derson's

and Andy Roberts' neat way with a
lyric put something of a stamp on
quality on "Like You."

,

.

Waller's

In,"-

(Decca). Marpipes build a. sweet case around
"Fools," showing off his meticulous
ease in dramatizing a lyric that
should figure this one as a good
nickelodeon bet and counter item^
'Romance" .-contains just enough
lightness and hop for contrast

makes

Ballad

burlesque.

hillbilly

.

m

and

"Ooh Looka There, Ain't She Pretty?"; Columbia getting out Tiny

•

.

.

Tony Marttn— "Foois Rush
tin's

an

like

odd mixture for the Henderson or*
ganization this Ray Noble ballad and

'

Taul Whiteman will exchange guest
shots on respective transcribed disk
jockey shows .... Rainbow Record's
".nmgle Fantasy" disk claimed to have
gone 261,000 in two weeks.
.Victor

take a spiral.

"My Next Romance''

Seems

Corabelle" (Capitol).

.

C SERENADE OF THE BELLS

artists

Doi-sey

ing seems extra lush is Alfred Newman-Frank Loesser's "Your Kiss."
one of those groovings that could

It's

None

Henderson— "But,

Skitoh

Like You," "I A-Comin' A-Courtin'

Language,."-"An
Old
Sombrero"
(Columbia). Cugat's lush rhythmic
background helps Clark in a big weaving of reeds and brfiss.
way to! lift "Language'' into the like-,
"The Secretary
Tetty Pastor
entity, will be split up,- f hej recording ly hit brackets. It'sisolid juke fare,
Song," "I'm My Own Grahdpaw."
division operating soparatiely.
and the jockS will t!i(g it for the fast Either side packs an': ingratiatingMusicratt's record imto assert- as- t«npo slots. The bff-ithe-shelf "Som- comedy wallop,' but the chances are
sets of $1,250,000, Including some brero" may' fit in with the other heavy that "Grandpaw" will. Uaye
$475,000 in accounts receivable (dis- side's local color but it's not top the edge on favor at the slots. Hilltribs stiU. don't pay their bills) the register Clark or native Cugat.
billy ditty as done by; -Pastor and
remainder consisting of equipment.
Bin; Crosby and flie Andrew Sis- the CJloony Sisters Has this ad*
Against this there's^ tolxtl of some ters—"You Dbn't Have. to Know the vantage over other versions: the
$800,000
debts;,
Languag^^'. ^Ap^chicola" (Decca). clear phrashig of the lyric makes it
easy to follow the 'complicated kin*
ship. Same bright- juggling of tha
verses stamps the ^Eag6 of, a stenog.
4( » »»»» »»4»4»»»4
"Scscretary" .also offers 9 tippy
danceable rhythmi'

v.p. of

organiza-

of "You Were

.Tommy

the other
not in too

'

Meant For M^' to Coincide with the
'film, of th«' same name
Manle
Sachs and Mitch Ayres of Columbia
Records to Chi for coin operator.^
convention.

on
is

good shape. And it's possible that
sometime in the nearifuture the current set-up which finds: the recording branch and the parent radio and
tele manufactuinng company :all one

(JefTersonV

(•)

TOOr^FAT

5.

Decca Records releasing Connee
Boswell'g

•

'

Sydney
Mltchum
management pact with

RCA-Victor

BlALtERINA

3;

the disk ban,

Robert

with

.

A

Majestic Records,
hand, for example,

Light" and "Sierra" but he'll find no
dilficulty in catching up with the

to Harry Fox, competish. All siv sentimental pieces
and owes only go well with the Haymes manner,
'47, which isn'.t
but the number in which his phras-

.asserted that Mercury is now in a
state where its entire operation is, in
the black.
financial statement for
'47 is said to show a fair profit, but
that's not confirmed.

.

2.

Artist is

just prior to

via

r^^^lO Best Sdbs m CuB-Hacluiies

.

Coast,

week

Madre,"-"Little White Lies"; "Yoiu"
Do?"
(Decca).
I
Kiss,"-"What'll

Haymes may be running a little late
away from the post on "Candle

de

Tire flipover "Road to
lodic angle.
Rio" tune also furnishes kicks, par*
ticularly that "off-to-Buffalo" shuffle.'

,

Records' radio exploiteer, leaves
next week on a business tour along
the east coast, south and southwcsti
Esey Morales' tiiistrumental
novelty "Jungle Fantasy" (Rainbow), has within a couple weeks
.

•

its-

assert
its

Mercury had been in the same
boat with Signature, Majestic, Musicraft aAd others who currently or
at various times past have been in
arrears to publishers. In addition, it's

Stammer

'

version of

Shields''

Company

edly cleaned up the last of

With William Lang

'

records of Graci^

picture.

financial'

publisher, collector,
the .final, quarter of
due until Feb. 15.

;

-

music publishers enter

alties to

'JIfarfc.

KETBOABD PROFESSOR

six sentimental pieces

Clear

'

.Director: Nieirt

AH

corapetish.

the clear insofar as mechanical roy^^

.

Producei^:

WITH, BAVELb

With Nieolaf Bavell
Sustainiiijr

angle of the CE.!.
Fran Pettay does a nice job of
twirling the platters. His unusual
gimmick is that he does not announce titles, hut only the'.,performers,i aqd disks: are played three in a
row without dialogue interruptions,
an asset in any platter stanza. All
in all,, the show mak^ for pleasant

evening listening.

hop" blends 'em in a scat passage

On Royalty Debts

'

else.

Colo end tha Mercer personalities rangement and the talent combinamakes this" quite promising, "Be- tion overlooks no rhythmic or me-

and the rhythm ballad on the reverse perks with a shade of humor
reminscent of more than one oldtime
lithographers demands for a substantial
pay increase and other vaude team.
Dick Haymei—"At a Candle Light
benefits.
Cafe,"-When a Gypsy Plays His"
Meet was to have been followed Violin*'; "Tha Treasure of Sierra
yesterday (Tuesday) morning by a
strike vote by the^ lithographers, but
since the Monday meet made progFavorite Five
ress and was not ended (lanother
By STAN i&EE
will occur later this week) the strike
meeting was not called.
WGAB, Cleveland
(Benny
Sing"
Shig,
"Sing,
Goodman),
"I Can't Get Started With You"
(Bunny Bcrigan).
in
"Body and Soul" (Coleman
Hawkins).
"Bijou" (Woody Herman).
Happiness Is a Thing Called
Joe" (Woody Herman-Frances
Wayne).
Mercury Records is completely iij;

Mercury

(D'Arcy)
easy -to-listen-to tunes are

Light,

A

felmnr Mcreer MA Xliif Cola Here's the "Language" version that
Trio—"My iBaby Likes to Be-Bop.'*- will probatily head the pack by a
You Can't Make Money Dreamln'" wide margin and prove smash going
(Capitol). Teaming up of the Nat oh all media. It's got a hangup ar-

to

My

O'CLOCK TUNES

1«

another

its often

week due

a strike of lithographers, is at least temporarily
averted. Lithographers union reps
met with heads o£ the National
Music Printers and Allied Trades
Assn. in N. Y. Monday (19 ) and the
two remained in a huddle until midnight endeavoring to resolVfe the
this

radio—but,
'sponsors

By Ben Bodec

blood of the New York music
publishing industry—would be cut off

Latin platter-spinner. And the genTHIS IS
tleman has a flair—and an accentWith Jim HvwthorM
that makes for good entertalnmenf.
SO M[ins.M0:SO p.m., 'llfon,.t]iru-Sat.
Ravell, a native of Buenos Aires,
rArtioipaUnc
KXLA, pamdcna »nd KItNO, San is m.Ci, host and rhumba pro at
the Embassy nitery and through this
Bernardino. CaL
»
This Is "anything *nd everything," connection is no stranger to l>hllaand by any other names would still delphians. It also helps him to a
he ptfetty far removed from a disk wide segment of listeners.
Of
Platters' pace is good, and the
jockey show as known today.
ell the pixilated pot pourri, adenoidal script, contains clever lines and the
Hawthorne's show must .take the .type- of chatter that goes over well
proverbial cake. He outdoes all the with rhumba fans -and the lovers of
Godfreys and Grays, lifting as he Latin- American tunes. Only flaw in
does from every style and device Ravell's presentation is that he
used, inrhOe also hnprovising his sounds too much like he was reading
Actually, a stranger to him a script. 'More informality in his
owil.
accidentally tuning In could not be- speech, would help considerably.
Show written and produced by
lieve his ears. There's nothing quite
like Hawthorne's thing' " anywhere Milton Shapiro, is' only inflie proor, possibly, this duced package on Phuly anwaves.
else in radio
It's not certain that it is A good bet.
SmX.
world.

.

.

.

King Cole Trio,
Clor fc-JVob le

.....

.

.

Dccco

.Capifot

Colnmbio
Perry Como. .............. .Victor
jii^anjj Sinatra.
.Columbio
I
Frankie Laine..
.Mercury
(Ant^eros Sisters.
..Decctt
, ,

.

(

,

SHINE
;

;

;

;

(Shaplro-B)

TOVR BED WAGON

i,.

.,........>...

(Leeda)

POFFA WONTC rOV dance

J<|.„„y Pastor

{Guy

(Morris)

[i'iimrca in parcntitues indicat*

<

...... :Goltl*nb>a

Lombardo,,,,.,.

Doris Day.

number

Of weefcs toita ho« been in the S'«p

,

io.]^

Decca
.Columbia

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lewis and Guy^ Lombardo (Secca)
get together for "Don't Call it Love"
and "Lefc'a B«- Sweethearts i^ain"
and the- restilt i« above pair Lombardo and ]u8t<a band siniier.
,

,
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*'Onc o£ the pwtticr

new BMI

new

keep phono's hoppiV'-"***" wa • "WcUprcseiittd"^$iCiu$lH($i

ballads of the day*'-iiuiMli» • *'Bo«nd

Vaughn

ballad, Passing Fancy, recorded for Victor by

will

•

"Easy to remember. . .might develop into something hit-wise"-iiiiiOA»D

"BMI

has another click on

its

hands in Passing Fancy"'-WDm

daiiy •

quicWy be headed for top honors"-WDio

iest magazine

"Top notch tones that add up to coin play galore"-CA$H lox

"Billboard Picks'' (most likely to achieve popularity)-BmiOARP

£0 \ "Vaughn Monroe in top form with Passing Fan^y**'^n^^Kl^i'yf^'^' *•*

.

"Pick it as one of th^i|tandi|ig hits of the new ye

iftfoeffllla^Bofey are going to pztHffmcy i^fM^'iit^^ixi^^K WKHI^iwi

"It's

spiri*sationar'-^T

WJW

KAY.

Cleveland •

KifHic Coniwi,

«M»N iWY«k«, Mq«*

.

"This one sh6M|it the top' '-imy oiWio, w«.

"A

sure-fire

"Affirms the

hWUlPassing

•

"A ncw

hit to please the public fancy.

Cloveianil Heights, 0.

•

bif Ii6nors"-TE0 fAYWR, wfof mw,

Pg^i^^"^iii»AiY wavne, wjjd

real thing in Detroit

. .

.

'Passing Fancy going str<^t%

•

WnW

To^oka

"Fjf^^^^l^^^aSSC^^p^^^^".^t NOKI. WHU nttsiwrgh
|^^^bination''-~MCK fAYLOII,' W6KV, C^^^

^R'Has

thinj^^Pg

"Mooro^ asf his

•efinitely

hit should have''-JOHNNY KANI,

a pleasing platter"—kin

kreioeiI

W. V«.

WOV^^^^^J^^^^^^^

W6'^ lOfiMst^^

one;€«l&e top ten tunes before iPcbruary''—rayjhoffett^wcao io»in^

'^^^^^^^^^^--^
Serenftde''—aAUDE

"
"D

*

batting a thousand in

my

'

time"—Ai

lea^e">Hlo$$

fAYEOll,

WJHP

JacksonvjUt, Ikk

aNTWiii, wdnc

MUUiOLtMiD, wji

on my l^f^dailydi^^hoWs"'—JIM afA«f/lif$GN sirmiri

"Tune a natural to keep Vaughn Monroe red hot"-tAV cop^RY,
"Music that should

baJlsid"-B

it"^OI' KEARNS,

"Me|o% and

Itkh.

ogee, Okte,*

'*Pas$ingFmcyiszmusr-^imimkmi,mmft»im,m.
"The

A^Bat

"111*'

top ratings^i'

*

"'iX

vmmm
"took for it to go fz^^^w windiu, "^'^-"'•^'^^"WiiUll"
'*«Mi»c than jiist a

mrf

.„.,^.«.„.yf3o„^,elipshtTctha-'-Su.._.^^
ern^^Hi'-"-EiMlE

of musif'**««hick iii^

"Above-tb^top

itfi^

.......
DetreH • '*Pas

"A smooth tun^Hat can't miss^-^-MEt aliin, wins New York

.

listenispti6ve

Pm^ by.Va^i^n

'M^^e Doctrine'

"Top contender for

e:

aua&e

if^^si^g FancWA^s like>%ssibiMfor

lew York

i,

|ny Varieties

"Passing Fancy has caught the

serves fancy praise'-ciiFF

"Denver loves it. So d

•

wnab

takW^ with practically everyone"—wiisoN

ted^eport, Conn.

VAUGHN W***"^,.*..
sheiiiy, krid OoIIos

"P45*/«^Frf»fj' should be one of Vaughn Monroe's top hits"-NED trudeau, waby AHMnyj

"A

sure-fire hit"-i|LL orifhths, kol Seonie •

"Tune

that Iingers"-A10NZ0

"A must on any show"—tom

squires, ways, Charlotte, n. c.

"An up and coming tune"—gene

•

neison, wic$ Baton Roogt

''Passing

•

wicMhT

leahy. kans

Fancy has what

it

takes to be a smash hit"-SHERM BOOEN, WPGY

"Passing Fancy, super terrific"—hai

"With that certain something that makesTor a hit"-*AUi curke, WMT CMor

Rapids, lo.

•

Kennedy

"Has plenty of

md

i

bob abbott, ksjb jamestomi, n. d.

balladistlc vcrvc"-l0l COOK, kdAI Dulwih

'Monroe's Passing Fancy one of his best"-CHABiiE pickei, wbir Knoxviiio • "Congratulations Vaughn
Monroc"-JOUY joe martin, wnax Yonkton, t. D.

Broadcast Music,
JULIE STERN, Gen,

Prof.

NEW YORK

Mar

Inc.
HMMIi CAIRNS
IIMMIE
.

CHICAGO

FIFTH^

AVENUE NEW YORK
IRVING WEISS

HOLLYWOOD.,.

...

19,

N.

Y.

59

OltCHRSTnAS-nflJSIC
Jimmy Dorsey

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

(nll^^&ports; Aussie

>

Mexicans
Aipel'ican

Uniforms, Sweet Music

Washington, Jan, 20.
are hinting" that the
Federation of Musicians

sales,

U

s

U

Week Ending

1

<

isas

*

.

to

Bos

Indi

recordings for export. Thi.s decision
was received in the U. S. last weelt
via Radio Australia, received at San
Francisco, and was the first refer.ence made to the AFM'« bao by^tbat
*
country's union tooters.
ordinary
Under
circumstances,
iiftkUstralian disks are not sold in this
country. If they are, the amount is

5A
5B

.

.

.

.

.....

"Civilisation"

'Til

pance

at

.

..

4

.

T
Min

S

10

_86

2

83

8

75

J5
7

....

itself.

Molitor - Lyra Music Publishing
Co. received an order from Holland,
with stipulation that music arrive
there before Christmas, This order
wSs received well in time in November, Owner toid-VARiETv, that after
visiting
Music Publishers Assn.,
Chamber of Commerce, Tax Office
and again Chamber of Commerce,
filling out scores of questionnaires,
he was told that "everything will

13
12.

14

11

15

MUSIC BIZ IN VIENNA
Vienna, Jan. 6.
Obstacles to the export of Austrian printed sheet music are- endless.
Not only do foreign countries
demand special manipulations, but
there are countless difficulties to

12

13

^

Remicic

< .

.

.

13

formal-dress stipulation in contracts,
the Inter-Fraternity Council got It
written in a letter, and it claims
that's just as binding as the contract
itself.
Half of Dorsey's $2,500 fee
was paid in advance, and the other
half the committee says he can .iust

12

try

35

10

6

6

10

,.

"Song of

16

New

21

^20

U
.

8
10

.

.

10

.

"Best 'thinss Are Free" Crawford.
"The Stars Kenieniber".Witmark. ..
"Pass That Peace Pipe" Craw-'ord
Miller
"Whigenpo ef Song"
"A Fellow Needxljfin". Williamson

10

11

.

9

.

and

get.

U. of Pitt, on 'Unfair List'
American F.ederation of Musicians
h.'.
placed the U. of Pittsburgh on

8

••

Orleans" Simon
.

the unions' "unfair

list"

lor f.iiling

pay Jimmy Dorsey the remainder
of a $2,500 salary: due him for a onenighter at the school. This action
was taken pending final adjudication
to

Kearny, Heickiin Carry

On Harry Moss Agcy.
Harry Moss Agency, which was
begun more than a year ago by the
late Harry Moss^ will continue in
operation.
Jack Kearny, wlio assisted Moss in running the organization, and Manie Heickiin,' have
bought out the interest of Moss'
family and will continue to run it

Two Youths Nabbed

In
Spine Ailment May
Looting of Hampton Band
Force Cobb's Retirement
Chicago, Jan. 20.
Two

Gary, Ind., youths were' ar-

rested in their

lowing
clothes

Lionel

the

and

homes

theft

last

week

fol-

instruments,

of

from

equipment

Hampton

the

Theft

orchestra^

place S|turday (10) while the
band was playing a one-night en-

took

gagement

at

the

Mir-A-Mar

Ball-

;

of Dorsey's complaint to the AFM
Arnett Cobb, tenor leader of a over the school's withholding of his
"Unfair''
label
means the
small combo that has been encoun- coin.
tering unusually good b.o. success school will be unable in the future
since Cobb left the Lionel Hampton t hire an AFM orchestra.
Dorsey
asserts
.that
the
school'*
orchestra, may be forced out of the
business. He has an ailment of the demand that his ittusiclans wear
spine which has already .caused the tuxedos on the date was not recancellation of six weeks of dates layed to him by the middle man
(Bob
Bundy),
who booked the date
beginning the past Sunday C18) and
may force him to lay off indefinitely. for him through the Mus-Art
Cobb is currently going through Agency. As to the student comextensive medical, examinations on mittee's claim that he failed to play
.soft
music when asked, he had
the results of which will depend his

themselve.s.
room in Gary.
Moss died last month in New
Police recovered all belongings
no permit was ever York, of a heart attack which oc- except a $6,000 mink coat belonging
received, and order wasn't filled.
curred during his sleep.
to Mrs. Hampton.
future.

way" But

to

ijiothing

..

say.

o

.

JANUAHY RELEASES
"PIANISSIMO'-Vocol

"BUT BEAUTIFUL'-Vocal

"THE FARMYARD MELOOY"-VM(iI

"MY COUSIN LOUELLA"-Vo(al

"BED OF RpSES'VVocal

"HEADIN'

SAM nOWNE

DENNY DENNIS with

with

IIST PRICE

ted Ihomrson ami

75^

hit i((li«i<ri

LIST PRICE

plus tax

Stontty Ittck

mi hii otctiutra

"ATREEINTHEMEADOW'-Vocol

"DICKORY DOCK"-Voc«»

"ANOLOSOMBRERO'-Vocol

"6AIA"-lnstrumenfol

SAM MOWNE.wirii
IIST

l<rt

TkMVsm mt

his wttiiitci

nice 7i/^plustox

"AT THE CANOmiGHT CAFE"*V<koI
"I'll

MAKE UP FOR EVERYTHING"-Voc<it

VRA lYNH with l«b FornM oitd hit mhNtM
LIST PRICE

"MY

75/

plus trn

SIIENT tOVE "-Vocal

"YOU'VE CHANGED "-Vocal
ANNE SHELIOH
LIST

with Camaroto and hii «(hestro

PRiCr 75/

plus lax

"OLD

JACK

plus fox

"DOWN IN-DREAMY
"RAGTIME

COWBOY

JOHNNY DENIS end
IIST. PRICE-

his

75/

VALLEY '-Vocal
JOE'

-Vocol

MAN

REeOP"-rnstrumental

IIST PRICE

lilj

75/

Ouflrtil

plus toX

"8LU( DANUBE" (JohannStraussl

AN ALBUM OF STRAUSS WALTZfS
Instfumtntal hi RONNIE

Ktnthdi

plus »ox

TEXAS' -Vocal

plus fox

"SWEET LORRAINE"-Vocal-J(Kk Pornetl
JACK fAKNEll ond

'

PARNE'
7S/

75/

list PRICE

1ED HEATH anihCtttiKlc

LIST PRICE

HOME TO

HAMYlESTErandhislloyleaill

75/. plus tax

MUNRO ond

hi( «r(h«slra

LIST PRICE $3.75 plus tax
t

"DANISH NOOK POLKA"*ln$trumentai

"A WANDERING MINSTREL

"CLAP HANDS POLKA"'-lnstrumerttai

(Gilbert

KRAMER & WOIMER-Acutdlonit f\m,
IIST PRICE

75/

plus fox

Guitor, last

*

:

!

39

36

Shapiro-B.

'Faar-licaf Clover"

;

,

43

59

.

Wedding" Simon

"And atimi"
10

GaVT. RED TAPE BALKS

its

V

I

.

negligible.

go

>

promised to have
formal since, this
was to be a strictly formal aifair.
Instead he and his mei) all showed
up wearing sports clothes. Also
Dorsey was asked to go easy on hot
stuff and emphasize sweet music, but
that he ignored the request.
Furthermore, it's contended that- the
band leader didn't bring his own
orch to town in toto but had to recruit several local musicians to fill
in for him at the last minute.
Informed" ahead of time that it
was against union rules to include a
Etroup, Dorsey had
his outfit dressed

N

c«

Morris

.

Iraot.
School itself is said to be
backing committee's stand in refusing to .shell out the dough.
According
to
Inter-Fraternity

O

ttle,

i

.

.

.Supreme.

''Near iron"

8

:

P

Louis,

.

i

.

s,

.

.

.

A
L

neapol)

5

"Serenade of the Bells" Morris. .... ...'.•.>.. 1
.Supreme. ... ... 5
..
Soon".
4
Paniniount.
"Golden Earrings"
3
..
Shapiro-B
"Too Fat Polka"

"How

Schmi

Ca

2

Jefferson

'"Ballerina"

d
o

anapol

s
:

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.
yVustralian musicians will baclc
the no-recording edict clamped down
by the American Federation of Musicians,' Jan. 1, by refusing to maice
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Jan. 17
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This Last
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Aiuaos Won't Export Bisks

in

a

a
o

">
Musi

6

Batinr

U

>i
f~i

01

National

d.

O

ft-*

.

Jimmy

d

3

'•vd

H'

had beea imported into this
Texas,
country through Hidalgo,
It was the first time that
alone.
records had ever, crossed the border
through that city and was described
as significant by Mexican sources.

overcome

Council

u
'in

from leading stores in 10 citie*,
and showing comparative sales
roting for this and last week.

disks

.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
U. of Pittsburgh's Inter-Fraternity
is
holding up $1,250 of
Dorsey's $2,500 guarantee for.
plnying annual fraternity ball here
last month, claiming maesitro didn't
live up toiseveral terms of hi.s con:-

o

U

o] rctoil sheet music
based on reports obtained

Survey

recording ban will open the U. S.
market to south of the border plat-r
ters this year to a far larger extent
than ever before.
One report out of Mexico, during
the first three or four days of the
bah was that inote than 300 Mexican

1

With U. of PittOver

Tilt

looters Back PetriUo

in Coin

I

I"

Sullivdn)

Mikqdo -Yeomon of the GMords-Gondqliers
Inslnimtfltols

ky RKHARD tXEAN an*

LIST PRICE $3.00 plus tax

his •rchtttio

'

,
,
..

.
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ORCBESTRAS^MVSIC

40

JOHN HAMMOND HEADS
MERCURY NX BRANCH

Les Paul's 1-Man Band

Songwritfirs Sue Autry

For Return of Tune
Hollywood, Jan.

Cbiicago, Jan. 20.

20,

Mercury Record Corp. opened
In a type of action rare among
New York offices last weeky with song writers Rose Cooper and MarJohn Hammond, recently named tin Kotes, cleflers of oatune "Rollin'
vice-president, as head.
Hammond Along" have entered suit in hos Anwill also be in charge of Mercury's
geles Superior Court against Gene
newly accjuired Classical Libraryi
Autry and his Western Music pubpurchased from Keynote Record;.
bery. Pair claim that Autry bought
Hattinfond is now in Chicago.
.

ditty last jSlarch but has not lived

Harm^ Music) is priming an oldie, up to his agreement which called
by DeSylvia, Brown & Henderson. for waxing' and plugging of num-

Song is ber by firm.
Tagged "Tweet Tweet."
Cooper and Kotes want copyright
from one of George White's "Scandals" and is spotted in Republic's all- returned to them plus $25,000 dambird film, "Bill and Coo."
ages for loss of profits.

Hollywood, Jan. 30,
Les. Paul, leader of the trio vt
the same namci has come tip
with something new in disking.
He made a master before the
Jan. 1 ban on ^'ecordings with
eight instruments— and all eight
were played by himself. And

Bands

Hotel B.O 's

at

Covtn

he did all the^ monitorin;; himself, which engineers say is impossible, even after they hear

Band
Hotel
Playaft
Nat Brand Wynne*. Waldorf (400; f2)
19
Frankie Carle.....Pennsjrlvania (500; $1-$1.50).....,,, 3
Larry Clinton*... New Ybrker (400; $1-$1.50>
4
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.S0).,.....,,...62
GuyLombardo. v. ..Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50),
•>,... 4
Kddy Howard*... Commiodore (400; $l-$l.{i0)......,.. 1
Carlos Ramirez and Estelle Sloan at Waldorf; Ice Show at

the acetates.

Mel Tonne at Commodore,

:

Paul's octopus-like -stunt was
done in the usual manner of cutting one instrument into the
master on top of the' preceding
one, via the use of headphones.
Some of the instruments he used
were of his own design and

manufacture.

,

Tot»l

rattt

Wteic
2,125
1,700
1,450
725
2,275
1,500

34.475
5,825
5,G0O

56,425
31,150
1,500

New

VorKer*'
,

Chicaffo
V:

Chicago, Jan.

'

20.

Murray Arnold (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover);
Near zero weather better part of week froze b.o. Phil Regan drew a tidv
'

3,300.

Skltch Henderson (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min,-$l covery.

A

few small conventions, plus Dorothy Shay maintained noble 4,000.
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-$J. cover),
Victor Borge along. Keen 1,900 covers.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Seach; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.),
Olsen and. variety show; slim 3,000.
Freddie Slfiek: (College Inn, Sherman; 700; $2-$3.50 min.). Bonnie Baker
replaced Nellie Lutcher Friday (16); 4,900 tabs divided.

» <lr<l>

4

,'<!>••
r •>!

«•
#•
• «

•
>

4

<l>

Cvv]

m

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2). Okay 2^000 tabs.
Jan Garber (BUtmore; 900; |1-$1.50). Sound enough 1,700 covers.

BftBY DOK'L

Mider
Lvrk by Sidney

Musk

LocatioD Jobs, Not in Hotek
'

(CMcoflo)

«

Marly Gould (Chez Paree;

550; $3.50 min.). Martin St
8,700.
). Okay 2,300.

Lewis are

sliining

Chi nitery picture. Very strong
Art Kassel. (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min

lights in

by Inez Jame.

Teddy

Phillips

14,000 dancers.

Phillips keeping spot busy;

(Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.).
-

.

Buddy Shaw (Latin

,

.

CJuarter; 700; $2,50 min.).

Vine and.4D

Billy

Spot hit by cold spell. Slimied to 2,800.
liawrenoe Welk (Trianon? $1-$1.19 adm.). Trim

stooges.
"

13,900.

Los Angeies
Tex Beneke (Palladilun, B,. Holly wooicl. 4th wk.).
'>'

and operation, Skid

heavy

Co^isidering

.

nut, for both orchestra

to 12,000 payees not healthy.

Best British Sheet Seflers
(Weefc Ending jOHi 8)

Z Apple Blossom Wedding
Little Old MUl

........... .Connelly

•

J- Peg O'

My

Heart

...

,

.

i

Make Up For Everything
Now is the Hour

.

.Dash
Ascherberg
Maurice
K. Prowse

,\

I'll

.

Coffee Song
Sorrento

South America .......
Girl That I Marry
I

...

.

—

,

.

.

Soutljern
.Ricordi

..........
.

.

;

i, i,,

....i ......
;., 4

Love; Last Love

"

.Feldman

.

Berlin.

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now.;.,

Fi,rst

'

'

"Londoner. Jahv' -.'9,'

'

Feldman

,;i

,

.

.

••

..Dash
'

Tree In a Meadow.

.Connelly

".

Second 12
And Mimi

Bow

, >

Bells

.

......

;

.;

.

.•. .

.

My

Desire ..............

,

..Chappell
.

.-Box

,

.

.

,,
.

Cox

.

Feldman
Dash

.Connelly

...B.Wood

'

.

.

&

..Connelly
...Yale
.

.....

Happy Go Lucky You
Anniversary Song
Near You
AH Of Me
I Never Loved Anyoiie

Connelly

...........

How Are Things in Glocca Moirra.
Darby and Joan ....,,,..,.,'...>,.
Garden in the Rain
Danger' Ahead
..

.

....

.

. . .

ITALIAN PUBLISHERS

,

&

H.

^

»

>

BMI TIES UP SEVEN

F. D.
..Yale
.

"Arch of Xrluupb,'' cleffed by
Dave -Oppenheim, Art Kahh and
Ted Raden and published by Mills*

.
will be printed with picture of In*
Broadcast Music, Inc., has tied up
grid Bergman and Charles Boyer»
with seven music houses in Italy
pic names, on cover while song will
which brings to the licensing organibe plugged in Enterprise press
zation about: 5,000 additional com-

books.

positions.

.

Firms, alMocated ,in Milano, conof Edizionl Suivini Zerboni,
Musicalc Sonzono, Edizioni
Melodi, which put out the original
version of "Ferryboat Serenade,"
one-time American hit; Edizionl

sist

Gasa

ml
V<t' '<iMl

Decca

m

HOAGY CARMICHAELTRIO
PAGE CAVANAUGH

Victor

'

Kramer, which specializes in jazz;
Edizioni Redi, which controls the
English number "Flower Girl;" Edizioni Mascheroni and Di Lazzaro &
E. M, I.i partly owned by Aldo Di
Ltizzaro,
composer of "Ferryboat
Serenade" and "Woodpecker Song."

FIRST

HIT

SMASH

OF 1948!!

WITH A HEY

Columbia
,

M~G-M

BETTY GARRETT

Capitol

PIED PIPE^^S

./Nother'Too-Fat7
Cincinnati, Jan. 20.

"Ebony Rhapsody" recording has
become the hottest request tune oir
programs here and Columbia's fastest-growing record in more

AND A

HI

platter

than a year.
Disk featuring the
Big Three' Trio,
with Rosetta
vocal, was released last
August, but came to local attention
in a big way several weeks ago
wlien WCPO's Paul Dixon began

AND A

Howard

it on his morning and afternoon sessions.
Since then it has
been steadily on the bounce,
George E. Kleeman, manager of

HO HO HO!

spotting

HARRY WARREN MUSIC,

INC.

record sale's for Tri-State Distributing Corp., Columbia's Cincy outlet,
says

"Ebony Rhapsody"

High lavor

fii

in similar
tbe Dayton, O. area.
is

BOURNE,

INC,

799 Seventh Ave.
Nf*. York'

=

*

. .,

.

1948

WecliteMlay, Janniirjr. 21,

•l|C«B$TltAi9^MUSlC
Disk Ban Pushes Indie

ence

WP '30

9ono* of th« weeh, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coveraat Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
mtworks. Published by the pffide of Research, Inc., Dr. John G.
Peatman. Director.

Survey Weckut Jan.

tion of Musicians cjjsk

9-lS, lS4ft.

With- Broken Heart

Marks

.

,

Shapiro-B

..

'

whom record for Uni versa", label, work on ''Cinderella."
which Tasker was talent bead.
Hoffman and Living.ston (who
Tasker is no longer bound by the formerly wrote with Milton Drake)
rule which bar.s officials of and David, have lately been writing
recording and booking firms from for Santly-Joy, wlio published the
engaging in the artists rep biz. He two tunes above, S-J has been marcontinues with Universal, but added keting Disney scores for the past
the new venture as soon as the AFM year and have additional ones due
contractt expired.
for release Uiis year and next.

.

for

.

i

.

.

.

VH

.

AFM

,

.

i

.

.

.

.

. .

•

.

.

.

Golden Earrings—f'Golden Earrings"
, .Paramount
....'.;...„....,
Maurice
Hcv; Liicky You Are.. ...
\., ....... ....... .Supreme
How Soon
, , Morris
I Still Get Jealous— *"High Button Shoes"..
.

I'll

Dance At Your Wedding ...

Little

,

....

March

will essay

..Chappell
.

.

:

i

.

.

.

You Do— f'Mother Wore Tights"
You've Changed

-

on

.Leeds
Morris
.

.Crawford

,

..Melrose
Williamson
,
:

. .
.

,

.

Harms
Remick
Berlin

.

,

..Miller
..iSouriie

.

..BVC

'.,

20 songs of the week, based

Supreme

.

;

;

Papa

.

.Southern

.

the copj/rigMed
,

AtidieJice Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G. Peatman. Director
Williamson
A Fejlow Needs a Girl— "Allegro"
Almost Like Being In Lovfr-'*"Btiga[doon",.
i. Fox
An Old Sombrero
...
.....
..... Shapiro-B
.-.
Witmarfc
... . . . . .. .
At the Candlelight Cafe
, .
.'.Bobbins
Beg Your Pardon
j ... ..v. ... .Warren
Tlie First Time I Kissed You .:
.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

'.

Never Loved Anyone

I

.Dreyer

Remick

I'm Looking For a Four Leaf Clover
I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling
Made For Each Other
My tRancho Rio- Grande
One Raindrop Doesn't Make a Shower
Peggy O'Neil
Teresa

Santly-Joy

Southern

,

Criterion
•

Feist
.Duchess
.

There'U'Be Some Changes Made
They're Mine, TheyVe Mine, They're Mine.
Too Fat Polka .......

.Marks
Sinatra

Shapiro-B
Santly-Joy

.

True

Two
You

.'

.1.

Loves Have I
Turned the Tables »n
.

'I'Filmusical.

.

Bloom

.-.

..... Miller

.

Me

Fox

.i..

'liegit Mvsical.

Ontliel^at
'

New York

-

11...'.Ted

Feb.

will go

it.

orchestra

S.tralfer

alone in Iridium Room,

Regis hotel, N. Y., after exit this
Louis
Weekend of Raye & Naldi
Bernstein back to Florida for three
Weeks Jan, 30 ... Al Trace left his
"Silly Symphottists" under pianist
-Lee Pin,es .while he hopped to Coast
to work out film deal; band at Blue
St..

J&iJ'rox'i

l4^ewark,

N.

J...

Stnn Kenton, bassist, out
own recordings on Atlantic lanew Biographical
. .".ASCAP's
Dictionary of members due to hit

franski,

Shorty Sherock orchestra replaces
George Paxton at Arcadia Ballroom,

with
bel.

book stalls soon ... Gene Doyle
(& Donnelly) co-writer of Ben
"One Raindrop Doesn't
Bloom's
Make a Shower," cut Perry Gomo's
.

Chesterfield radio broadcast of it
week into p.a. system of Hipp,
Baltimore, where his act was work-

last

ing.

•
.

Eddie .Sa-

Hollywood

.

Henry King orchestra at Mapes
Reno, commencing Jan. 28;
Stan Kenton continues his concert
tour at Toronto, Jan. 22; Ontario,
23; Niagara Falls, 24; Montreal, 2627 and Cleveland Feb. 19. .Tex
Beneke crew made a short for Uniduring Pallaversal-International

hotel,
il

r*yOH ifOfhf

.

.

dium

on

stay; kicks off

a one-ijiter

San Jose Feb. 2 and follows
through at Eureka, 3; Portland, 5;

tour, at

Coll CIrei* 7-2ft70.

If

«

Seattle, for an afternooci concert at
of Washington and dance^ in
Seattle for night sesh, 6; Bellington
for afternoon dance and back to
Seattle for night sesh, 7; 'Portland,
concert, .8; Oakland, 10; San Diego,
11: sPhoenixi 1,S; U. of Arizona at
Tucson. 14; Kansas City, 18; U. of

U.

"DuehCKI" ^ehettter and he's
qMnq fhm gal a play.
h«ii9iipi if • Oliii

.

Opt
JOHNNIE JOHNSTON
KAY KYSER
PATTI PAGE

Iowa, Iowa City, 20; and U. of Chicago, 21.

PhotoReprodnctiohs
8x10 GLOSSY
.

25^3.00

100—$7.50

80-$4.76 Copy Neg.—$1 .26

PHOTO
14$

W;

Chicago
Chicago, Jan. 20.
Davey, Tough has left the Muggsy
Spanier group, currently at the Blue
Note... Eddie Hey wood at Club De^
tour, outlying CHi nitery. iBuddy
Moreno to Florida with his band for
a 10-day hiatu-s. .King Cole Trio at
the Tiajuana Club. Cleveland, week
of Jan. 23; Oriental tlieatre here,
Feb. 29 two weeks. .Hugh- Douglas,
vice-chairman NADJ, to New York
e't r o p ol i tan
for organization's
Opera House shindig. .Gray Gordon, former bandleader, joined Chi
of
Asjsociated
band department
Booking, Was recently with MusArt!s .Manhattan, office. .Sam Donahue into the Mu.sic Box, Omaha, Feb.
3, and then plays one week of dates
for Tom Archer Ballroom chain.
.

SBRVICF,

CO.

H««uYorii

Young Lady Vocalist
Wants Audition With
ct.-ltaiiid--'

.

.

.N\ercury

<•>

Woild

.%v>Jv3
• • * •VI

BROWN
RALPH NORMAN
LAWRENCE WELK

^^^^^xl
•*•••
It'

•• •

WIUARD YOUNG

Standard
-

,BC Thesauru'^

*VI

• •%!

H

Muzak

LES

t'

.

M

Columbia

M

.

45fli St..

"Wax!

• *•*
•mK* • <> J
<•>

A

R R

his

:

first

Phoenix;^ barnstorming
of
through midwest anS south. Longtime w.k. cactus crew hereabouts,
Cooley has been disking for RCAVictor for about a year.

.

.

.i

the Hour
You Dance With Me—""'High Button Shoes".
Pass thc.Peace Pipe— f'Good News", j ... j_. .
Serenade Of the Bells
So Far— •"Allegro"
,
The Stars Wilt Remember
....i.i.;....,....',
Treasure Of Sierra Madre
What'Ui DO;.....
Whiffenpool Song
With a Hey and a Hi. and a Ho Ho Ho..,.,,,...,..
"tiiow ls

The reviaining

in

tour

.

My. How Time Goes By ............
Near You .... .......

.

ing,

Simon

.

.

Be Sweethearts Again
Old Mill

GAC and Glenn Henry
band from Music Corp of America.
Cooley, under Continental charts
chestra from

Dreyer
..C-P
.Shapiro-B

I'm Gomln' a Courtin' Corabelle
I^t'S:

HoUywoodt Jan,. 20.
Mack David, Al Hoffman, and
Continental Artists; agency which
Jerry Livingston, co-writers of "ChiBaba," "Don't You Love Me Any- sprang into existence Ijite last aumore," etc., have been signed by Walt
tumn
via the acquisition Woody
Disney to turn out tune.s for his carArtissts Corp.
toons. Trio are tied to a six-month Herman from General
with indefinite options contract and last week raided rivals again, pullare headed for the Coast to start ing Spade Cooley and his oatune or-

of

..>
Ballerina
.Jefferson
Crawford
Best Things Are Free— t"6ood News"*.....,.....
... . .
BurkeBut Beautiful
Civilization— '•"Angel in the Wings"
, Morris
Dickey-Bird Song ........
.
. Itobbins
.
....
..Oxford
.
Don't you Eiove Me Anymore,

41

OABS 2;

COOLEY, GLENN HENRY

David Sign Disney Pact

Chicago, Jan. 13;

wind of the American Federaban h^s blown
at least one talent exec from his
post into
another field. George
Tasker last week opened a management rep biz here with clients
Ellen White and Jolmny Hill, both
111

AH Dressed Up
—And Mimi

CONTINENTAL

Exec Into Talent Mgmt.

Songs Wi
The

Livingston, Hoffman,

WARREN MUSMC

. .

'

Wednesday, January 21, 1948

Too Faf Wrilm

Armstrong's French

RETAIL DISK BEST SEUERS

Date Set; Mgr. Glaser
Along to 0.0. Europe

play

"Jazz

the

Nice, for one

Festival"

week opening Feb.

Glaser completed the deal lor
strong's date., only last week,

at

and

Ifeaves

Artist, Label, Titl0

wk.

wk.

PEGGY LGE

VAUGHN MONROE
"Ballerina"

. .

68

.

.

46

.

Clover"

"Foar-I.eaf

ARTHUR GODFREY

1

44

2

28

CColumbia)

"Too 'Fat Pojka"

W, Y,

new method to be used by the "Hit
Parade'" in determining the leading
songs, It was designed; to avoid such
obvious mistakes as failing to identify "Too-Fat"' as a top tune. Weeks
back. Redd Evans* Jefferson Music
was forced to beet loudly about the
program's lack of attention to "Bal-

ART 1KOONEY (MGM)
10

36

GRACIE FIELDS (London)
"Now Is the Hour".:.;
B.

CI<ARK'NOBLE OBCH.

,

(Col.)

lerina,"

DMtoe at Your Wedding"

"I'U

KAXE

ANDREWS

SIS-J>.
"Civilization"

listed;

(Decca)

Evans'

20

"Shine"

lOB

Warner iheotte^ Menliphis, minus
stage shows for decEfdes, will break
Iqose with a one-day run.by. Vaughn
Monroe's orchestra Feb. 16. Picture
Js not bbokeid as yet.
'

"1 Can't Give

8

(Majestic)
But. Love".

Anythins

16

5

"Pass That Peace Pipe"

13A

PEGGY LEE

(Capitol)

"FU Dance

Yonr Wedding".

at

SAMIWY KAYE
13B

7

16
15

10

6

IS

16

'

14

(Victor)

"Serenade of Uie Belb".
GVY LOMBABDO (DeCca)
'a^m My Own Grandpa"; .. ......... 6
BING CROSBY (Decca)

11

14

6

11

10

beef

was

subsequently

was

this

or

not

is

due

to

anybody's

"Too-Fat," the music
biz feels, spotlights the fact that
though the program's listings are
supposed to be determined by a
new, fool-proof metliod, actually
not much of a change has. taken
place. "Too-Fat" is not a "performance" song, that js, it does not get
too many air plugs. And for this
reason, it's felt, it fails to get very
high in the Lucky Strike method of
polling the top tunes. In other words,
it's contended the new method is as
weak as the old, which for years
brought recurrent music biz howls
against the "Parade."

16

RING CROSBY (Decca)
"How Soon"
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

12

Beef

17

ROSS MVRPHY
lOA

which
whether

guess.

t'RANKIE LAINE (Mercury)

.

request

This is the second squawk agaitjst
"Hit Parade" since the latter's sponsors made a settlement some time
ago' with the Warner Bros, music
firms, which 'had sued the program.
That settlement was supposed to
have' been made on the basis of a

,81

(Capitol)

"Serenade of the Bells".

be ibeg'un.

Ball,

8

(Victor)/

... .... ..i ...

.

JO STAFFORD

Before he goes overseas, Armstrong will play the Roxy theatre.
New -York, opening Jan. 28. Fred
Bobbins, N. Y. disk jockey, who
m.c.'d Armstrong's recent concert at
Carnegie Hall, N, Y., lias been signed
to> perform the same chores at'th?
theatre. It's bobbins' Initial theatre
date, although he has been m.c,'ing
weekly Saturday evening jazz con-

Town

8
4

,

and

sales,

tion's'top songs.

(Capitol)

"Golden Earrings"

sheet

tune for weeks, it has never been
recognized by "Hit Parade,"
so
which purports to spotlight the na«

N
T

i

New York

cording,

O

,3,

Cone & Belding, sponsors shd

agency for the Lucky Strike "Hit
Parade," over the failure of the pro*
gram to list the song as one of tlie
country's leading melodies. Though
"Too-Fat" has been a leading re-

I

This Last

Glaser is going over to France
to look over the booking situation.
He has had many offers from France,
Belgium, Holland, Switzerland,
Sweden and other ^.CDiuitries for
Armstrong and before he returns it's
q,viU^ possible deals for Arihstrong.
dates in various other 'Continental

certs at

Poote,

P

1

Jon. 17

returns.

Cities will

T

•a

Week Ending

Rating

Parade' Airer

o
T
A
L

o

last weelci

Armwhen
National

m

Lean, writers of the song, "Too-Fat
Polka," bfive lodged a sharp protest
with the American "tobacco Co., and'

retail

20.

post half of the' coin Armstrong is
getting for the Nice week. Salary,
which each side refuses to reveal,
is supported by transportation costs
and living expenses from the lime
'it

On

Arthur RicKeardson and Ross Mae-

dish best
sellers, based on reports ob'
tain ed from leading Mores in
11 Cities, and showing CornparaUve sales rating for tWs

Survey of

the French Government agreed to

Armstrong's group

Squawk Over Bnishoff

US^gETY

Joe Glaser, head of Associated
Booking Corp., wiH hop for France
In midiFebruary with tiouis Armstrong's six^piece orchestra, which

until

—

.

ORCIIGSTRAS-iMUSIC

42

will

.

over

10

"Ballerina"

BUDDY CLARK. (Columbia)
"Ballerina"

17

FRANCIS CRAIG
18A

6

\"Neair

(Bullet)

10

You't

FREDDY MARTIN

THOUGHtUSS

18B
^

BUDDY GRECO

.,

— —

.

. .

'

'1'

1

..

..

'

"Pass That Peace Pipe".....,

18D

.MAJisnc

Schillingw Sysfom

(Musicraft)

"Oh Look Ain't She Pretty".
KAY KYSEBT (Columbia)

180

.10.

(Victor)

Dance"

''Saber

PIVE TOP

3
»

'

ALBUMS

4

3
"AUEGilO"
,

1

"60ES TO TOWN", KING COLE TRIO
Dorothy Shay | Volum* No. 3
Columbia
1
Gapitol

8

..

5

•

.

.

"6000 NEWS"

Grig. Coil

AL JOISON
Album No. 2

Victor

Decca

MGM

Composition and irranging, u.siiig the
new scicnlitic method of Joseph Schil*
linger^ Is[^ne courses, complete and comprehensive,
Rudolph R. A.
.uAder
SchramiOf Koger Bass and Roger Scgure.
Aftefnoon and evening clai^ses. A^cterans
eligible under G.I^, Bill. Register now by
mail or in person.

,

Grig. Cait

Wrlt« or phone

12,000 Coiit Machine
Reps at Chi Convention
i

Chicago,. Jan. 20.

Over M2,000 'coin machine disand Operators registered

JACK MILI^

tributors

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

for the opening of the annual coin

machine convention. Meeting, which
I

CAN'T GIVE

started
Monday (19) and 'runs
through; the' 22nd, features a 50cent coin operated tele set for halfhour operation. Set is being merchandised for sale to hotels and use
in public^ places. Also new is a 40-

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music hy,,d

JIMMY MMVGH
MILU

tune bar box juke selector.
In the field of records, several
companies are showing lines of twominute disks, which according to
company reps, get; a heavier play
from patrons.
"

I.

'

•

am pleased to announce that start26 dm working on what

ing Jan.

I

I

think is the novelty song hit of 1948

Suit Claims 'Robin Hood'
Pirated Fipom '44 Original

IRVING GWIRTZ SUED

OVER PUB CONTRACT

VT,

Bulletin

*

2i)2»

.

UNK,

special

for

Koom 2U, 100 WiiBhlngtoa Sfiuare Fiifst.
New ;Tork 3^ N, .Y. SPvlng 7-20OO. TSxt.^

"Robin Hood," written by Louis
Breach of contract suit; has been- Prima and Bolj Micetta and pub- »
filed in N, Y. supreme court against li.shed in Nov., 1944, by Edwin H,
Irving Gwirtz Enterprises and East- Morris, was lifted from their unern Music- Sales, Inc., by John Le published tune of the same name,
Mar and Alva Edwards. Plaintiffs Stanley and Marti Shier have
claim., under an August, 1946. con- charged in N. Y. supreme court.
tract they were. to be sole distrib- Known professionally as Neal and
uting reps of Eastern Music, and Un- Marti Stanley, the plaintiffs claim
der the twice modified agreement they wrote their song in March, 1944.
they each were to have a drawing
Placing a valuation of $25,000 on
account of $9S; weekly.
th§ publishing rights to their tune,
As amended on Jan. 1, 1947, the the Stanleys charge the defendant
original
pact also stipulated that writers and publisher with having
Eastern's net profits were' to be liad access to words and music of
number
equally split among the plaintiffs their
and
accordingly
and Gwirtz. But, it was contended, pirated them withqut consent. They
the defendant had agfeed' not to ask an injunction and an accounting
withdraw any of 'the firi|a".s profits. of the profits.

Divfsion of General Education

HEW YORK
UNIVERSITY
on Wqthlnoton Squora

• • •!
She's an

Old Sweetlieart |
N4w Look

with the

MARY LOU

.

The Nation's Record Hit
I Can't Give You
Anything But Love

Rose Murphy

I MaiMtlc13!04)

0

WHEN

YOU'RE SMILING

Nevertheless, the° plaintiff^! 'charged,
Suit came to light' last week when
MILLS MUSIC. Inc.
Gwirtz went ahead and' took out Prima sought an order to modify a
Ulf Iroodway
New Yorli 19
•
money.
scheduled examination before trial.
In bringing the action, LeMar
and Edwards are seeking to recover
$2,945 allegedly due them over the
period from Oct. 14, 1946, to- May,
1947, as weH as asking an accounting of coin Qwirtz' allegedly ex*
traeted
from Eastern's treasury."
Suit came to light last; week when
the defendant movecl that the plaintiffs separately state their causes of
actions which: in eiflect amounts to a
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
bill of particulars.
-

HERBIE FIELDS

NOW FOURTH WEEK
STRAND THEATRE, NEW YORK

.

Associated-Muzak Cos.

Curnnt VICTOR Releam

as

CHARLIE
'

'

WYNN

Gen. Prof. Mgr.

*

CHINESE LULLABY

COME BACK TO SORRENTO

Albsny, Jan. 20.
consolidation
of
AssociatedMuzak Corp., Muzak Corp. and
Associated Program Service, under
the title Muzak Corp., has beeji

A

^

Adams

according to papers filed \
with the Secretary of State in Albany.
Authorized capital ^tock is $000,000, 500 shares ot pre£er*ed At $10,QOI^ par>value,
30,000 common, at
|1 par value.

Theatre. Newark,

Wmh

1

Feb. 5

affected,

'

PAT BALLARD MUSIC CORPORATION
Room 419

1619 Broadway,

New iTipift

19

md

ASSOCIATED BboKING CORP.
JOE GLASER.
*••

%

,-.

•

»,

Pres.
-.v

t.

,-r

,;f[ph

St-

,

,

VAipiBVIIJMB
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CLARK GETSBROOKap^ Comk Cnid(»Rib
MIAMI, FOR $350,000

lyeah. Lush Talent Faik to Spark

Fk Cafes; Odier Nitenr Rems
By LARRT

SOLLOWAT

unimaginative production that gets
in the Way. Nothing much has been
Miami Beach, Jan, 18.
Come Hialeah, the old timers here- changed for the return of Joe E.
nbouts used to say the season .is on Lewis and the addition of Jack Cole
and everyone begins to reap the with his dancers. There's still the
dough. But this time out there's a 18 girls to crowd the stage in colordoubtful quaver in the cash registers ful costumes and dull routining. The
are talented,
soloists
of the nlteries as H,ialeah opened (to production
Latira
a less take tha'n in previous seasons > among tlwsm MSvis Mims,
and the clubs brought in a xa^li of Corbay, Kent Edwai-ds, Martha Burnames that are making' history for nett and in the first half of the show
salary payoffS) and in-most cases for the outstanding Jack Cole groups
not bringing in enough to justify the with Cole himself sparking their
bright Javanese Jive, to mak« for
outlay.
Moot question: Is ft a need for new the high spot. Again there is a
faces' or the old ones with new ma- lush looking thrush in Marilyn MaxThere was the instant click well, with ordinary arrangements
terial?
of the Beachcomber with Sophie of songs and delivery. And in that
Tucker, Peter Lind Hayes and Carl spot, Lewis was to come on cold to
Ravazza; the always steady biz introduce her, to the disappointment
(thanks to the tables) of the Co- of the tableholders who expected
lonial Inn; the rush of the swank to him .to work into some comedy,
Only'^when Cole group Some back
the Brook Club; George Jessel's
opening the same night as the Beach- for their Harlem jivcsters grouping,
comber, and the big question in with the topical underlinings and
Miami proper-i-the smaller Glover perfect cohesion, does the show take
show stopping
Club's Imeup of Jackie Miles, Graeie on bigtime form.
Bame and the Vagabonds. All are sequence, the awkward routining of
finding out there's not enough- sjpead- the layout becomes the mote obvious
when Lewis walks into their show
eus to go around.
stop.
To his credit, the^vet comeCdl«1bial inn
Here again .is evidence of the dian overcomes the spotung, to click
With ma*
faults of the opening show; A top in no uncertain fashion.
star, too cafe-wise to l>e obscured .by terial all new, he socks across 35
minutes of laughs, with hjs satire on
Broadway anent "New York's My
Home" and the tateofC on Phil Harris' "That's AVhat I LUce About the
North" the standouts.
There'e a
Hollywood scripting bit, a .radio
soap opera canto, all of them encore
.

:

,

|

A

.

Miami Beach,

Jan,

20.

sale price
$350,000 for ,the nitery-casino.

was

a

making

Clover Club

WHITE

Going after biz in so uncertain a
season, the Clover Club has installed
Gracie Barrie, a fave here, in a routining that features a smart blending
of the new and familiar tunes; Jackie
Miles with his comedy, and the Vaga-

Thv Rfsqiw Frisky

WMh

3<!tb

sections.

bonds.
Merir,ai4

Park Central Hotel,

Room

.

^

Miss Barrie this time out assumes
additional stature as a cafe performer. In the tough opening spot,
she belts »ver pops and special songs
an^t bosses who like the rhumba,

New York

JANE POOGUSS at the Piono

and a laughmaking "How Do YouLike the New Look" that earn her a
begoff.
The Vagabonds, though
utilizing the same material as here*
tofore, have tightened their songs
and comedy, music making, to make
for a briefer, albeit as effective ses-

Tiw Exeiusiv* oad AiiMdaf

sion.

And

Miles,

as

usual,

scores

"DANCUMORISTS"
PHIl TYREU

JACK DAVIES

New .York'

i

,

CMfaflO'

•

;

Piping

'

'

•

Gracie Fields,- idnging comediPlea foic
Material
enne, has been booked for the Brook
Club, Miami Beach, starting Jan.
MihnedpAlis.
It's her first Florida date in some Edittor, Variety:
With entertainment business off
years. Spot opened last week, with
Ella Logan, Dean Murphy and Mario all over the coimtry, maybe it's time
operators, entertainers and agents
and Floria on the bill.
Deal is also pending for Miss take a tip.
Fields to open at^^the untitled Max
Agents have been Instructed not
Gordon-Herbert^ Jaeoby cafe to be to submit talent to us that has b(iilt
located on the site of Cafe Society a reputation as a result ot blue maUptown, N. v., wben the spot opens terial. We have even fired 4a1ent
(they were "paid oft") that refused
in late .February or March.
to abide by our policy,

Qean

.Fonfo-Mfinicry
•

Srd

m

WEEK

'

.

Loo Nitery Op Held In
Murder of Rival Boniface

St.

'

Dec. 20.
Vic Giamarino, owner of the Club
Avalon, was shot and killed last
week by Sam Salvatore Moncado,
also a nitcry operator, in a quarrel
in which Moncado told police that
Giamarino had been trying to lure
customers from his spot. The shooting occurred in front ot Moncado's
*
St. .Loui|,

.The results?
We've been buying
top talent such as Carl Brisson (3
times), Liberace' (5 timc^), Benny
Fields, Danny O'Neill
(4-. times),
Jane Pickens, Allan Jones. Evelyn
Knight, John Boles, The Modern-

Swann. Dave Apollon,
Dorothy 'Shay, Sid Caesar. Joe

aires, Russell

Mooney

MONTREAL

first

At th» Smart
Hhm**

COPACABANA

MURRAY WIENGER who

I*

says:

oafmty

siterjr

1»x (added

ffae

parked

Moncado

car,

drew

til

GiEaRALD

two

automatic pistols and' started shootThree shots struck Giamarino.
Moncado stood beside the body uning.

management

been open
half.

than a year and

less

Lounge bar

'

will

a-

uoitky Htint of tavettlryJl

.

.

Lary, Variety.

leaf to Bnuter Burncll for some, top-drawer tap-tin

BowHe, Miami

"Buster Burnell

. .

.

sensational

"Filled his spottr -wonderfully.*

modem

Herald.

l»allet."

Broun, Miami B«a«h Sun.

continue

'«

to'

operate,

but there'll be no musi^
dancing or entertairlment.
^

Ankara makes the fourth local
room to toss in the sponge in the last
few weeks. One ot them, however;
may be only a temporary shutee.
Club LuMarba, which folded right

New Year's Eve. is being dickered for by Iien> liitman, who rei
cently sold his Mercur's Music Bar,^
and it deal goes through, he'll reMarch 1 with name

after

light it about
attractions.

City rap, which went into effect
Jan. 1, has hit the hot spots pretty
hard, with general survey revealing
that biz last couple -of weelts hat
been oft as much as 50%,
,

Fraak Ubiise has been set for the
Latin Quarter, N, Y., starting Feb. 29.

GOING TO BOSTON?

A

MUST!

Mar^e and Gower
Chafflpion

HdTEL

STATIEil

CONWAY

F,

•Director of Public
Radisson Hotel.

Relations,

imWHS 'BV
Harry Kalcheim.

of the

KKMISaiTO

William

Morris agency theatre dept., -will
double into that office's television
sector.
Exact duties haven't be«B
defhied,. but it's believed hell channel theatre performers with Video

medium.

possibilities into that

Move is most likely designed to
keep the talent happy during the
current vaude employment $lumt>.

flOMaid HOWARD
AaHct'

milER'S COAST TREK

CONTINKXTAI » ft.VK
CitJHfArKAKie. OHIO

mealsi
.Jerry
Ro.scnberg. former
child
actor of the Yiddi.<ih theatre, back
for a short vacation and checkup.
James Wotton elated over visit
from Lorctta Mlmger.
Benny Reasler again Appointed
chairman of the coming M-rch.of
Dimes drive f^r the colony.
Write t» time wb* are ill.

CwMdy

Bill Miller, operator of the Riviera,
Ft. Lee, N. J,, will leave for the
Coast shortly in an attempt <o line
ap film names for his nitery.

OVER

AN

tor

Rraaches vf Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
"n* Stww

Detroit Hitery Sold

Hm.

Detroit, Jan. 20,

Pump Room,

local

nitery,

bought last week by Phil Warshaw
and Abe Bemis from the Shapiro

Purchase

Bros.

ptjgtt

wasn't

dis-

1

to

Gaq

Biz

-

mjmm

and
Murray pointed

$10,000,000

in salaries,

out.

ea.

Gaq Filei
f»r llHt' «( nt«i«>ii»l. iiuMxIim,
MMNER, inluHirrl lMl*(-.^h1»*'l^-

$3.00 liKladtas 2

SnW

fifimffflr

closed.

Meanwhile, the Shapiros are jihopping aroutd for another cafe operation.

IIMI

XO CO.lVn
rAULA SMITH
M. Nrn- York

W. Mill

I*.

\

MAXINE

SULLIVAN
CUMENTLY
LE

10ft7 Uroiiilwfiy

Suite mii

work. Musicians last jeir received

between

Hie"

22 at $1.00

10 PARODIES for $10.00
"Hour fo Btt «m Emcee"

was

RUBAN

BLEU,

New

»

•
CI.

Nrw York
I(-40M— ft

P.Mr.,

York

WHEW

v

MUSIC co»,

(e» Aiit«icA

3S

the fact that
if Petrillo ever succeeds in acKioving his aim, the recording, manufacturers are going to be right in
there arguing for their share of
royalties. He followed up with the
first
staten^ajt
blasting- Petrillo,
when he alluded to Peti-iIH>'s contention that recordings cause tmiion
uuemploymeht He pointed out that
only 32.000 of the AFM's claimed
225,000 membership are profcssicmal
musicians and that PetriUo's pitch
is U>~$ccure money for musicians
who can't qualify for reeactling

-

COMEDY PAHER

The spot is slated to reopen for
the season May 4:

Prrsnmil Manaicer

Coatfnned from page

Dane*

mub

Wr.; WATTY ROSEN

made no bones about

"Buster Bu men turns in

s»3m,

Spot, built at a cost of $17S,000, ha«

Kalcheim's Dual Chore
Heller Actings Out

D
work/'

otf

the outskirts, which has closed doWn,
for the winter, the

police arrivett.

Diskers Refuse

k.

the

-20)

j».the Ankara, theatre-rcstaurapt

RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15

^"A-'Halm-

of

city levy

t* federal' government's

Robert Maxwell,

Frakson, Georgfe
Gobel, Tito Guizar, Lucille and Eddie Roberts, etc.
Our guests are happier, as are we.
"
the agents, press, radio—and busiplace.
Police said the shooting followed a ness holds up better, hence' musifight during which Moncado sought cians, waiters, etc., continue in their
to restrain Giamarino from entering jobs.
We thought you might like to help
his place because he was not a memto
ber. Moncado said Giamarino grabbed »pread the -"Mftssage
Garcia,"'
him and tried to drag him into a Irfit's all aid the "Golden Goose."

'

dancinq cuck

0%

Ross,

,

With his clowning, though still using
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
his familiar bits on Bliami hotel
Jackie Heller', who has stuck to
rates, the weather, the comic strips
and the adage of the dialecticians the home base ever since he opened
seeing a Western movie winding into his own night club, the Carousel,
his
clever "I'm A'HoUin'." ^ The here more than a year ago, is going
Aurora Roche Carlyle production to hit the road again, but only for
numbers are brief and brilliant.
a couple of weeks. He's litooked
Beacheamber
himself into Buffalo's Town Casino
Off to a slow start, this big room beginning Monday
(26) when act of
finally hit the money pace with the
current installation, thanks to that Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri and
perennial draw, Sophie Tucker, .who Mark Plant comes to the Carousel.
With Plant also a singer, Heller
comes back with new material; Peter
Lind Hayes, one of the sockiest acts figured there'd be too much vocalizto hit here in years and Carl Ra- ing
the show with him on the bill,
vazza: plus a fast paced June Taylor too. so. he's heading elsewhere for
production.
that fortnight.
,
La Tucker, with slick hairdo and
dazzling -gowns, belts out *Tai Livin'
Alone and I Like It," "Never Live
Saranac Lake
the, Same Day Twice" followed by
the nostalgic parade of hits glje has
By Happy Bebwar
been identified with, rearranged in
Saranac Lake. N. Y.. Jan. 20.
bright and fresh manner for what
Birthday greetings are in order to
amounts to a- show stop, and then Moe Gould, Louise Harri.s, Frank
the topper, "Inhibition Pajpa, Don't Hynes and Jennie Alcman at the
You' Frustrate Me." For' finale she Rogers,
does "Sophie for President" in which
Eddie Rehberg. cartoonist who
she brings on the lin^v Hayes and cured here, has opened a stitdto In
Ravazza to huzzahs from the tab New Rochelle, N. Y.
payers.
Louise Barnes mastered flnal'stage
Hayes is probably the best comic of the Thoracoplasty operation and
around in years. He walked on to resting at the Rogers,
an ovation, and won continued salvos
Sydney Cohen-, former Capitol.
With each bit.
Opoiing with an N. \.. upped for meals and exercise.
Howard Levy back to New York
(Continued on page 46)
after annual checkup.
Betty Blessing, Inez GrOething,
Carl Kessler and Joe DeNi^oIo flashing hifty clinic report* and up for

CRITICS AGItEE

Miami season's

.

Lanny

Quartette,

-

Samovar

o£.

.

mA

times

"

,

.

Pftttblirgh, Jan. 20.

.

Ainothw

•

m

JUDY MftGEE

to the style of his act,, is in

New York

Clark was interested
Rock club, Saratoga, N. Y., last
were -Harry
summer.
Sellers
McLeod, Lou Meyers and Richard
Morey Abisterdam replaced MarBrown. The trio operate a Mon- lowe for one show and thereafter
tauk Point (L.I.) setup.
Strapd, management secured Don
Preem show opening Jan, 15 is Cummings to finish the run, 'Whether
topped by Ella Logan, Dean Mur- Marlowe will: be able to play a
phy,. Mario and Floria 'and Jules scheduled week at the Adams theaLande's orcb. Bids are out for Ger- tre, Newark, opeiung Jan. 29 is imtrude LawTCneet^ Beatrice LUlie and known.
Rudy VaUee-for tollowiflg shows,
in

..

iAUREnEandCLmAS

UIHARBAMAYREorai

hospital -with pleurisy
and is out' of the show at the Strand
theatre, N. Y. Pleurisy developed
following the breaking of a rib during his act at the Strand last week.

,

FLOREICE

ANKARA, mr., FOLD&

Frank -Marlowerwho gives himself
a beating every lime he step* oit

"The Brook Club changed hands,
with Arthur Clark taking over as stage due

new owner. 'Understood

h

THE INK SPOTS

J«MiMy

ireaww!a«toy«

Four

As

21, 1948

AGVA

For

VAinBVIIJJB

Conumttee Sets

or

Qp Hans

The Americ»n Guild of Variety pointee in that town, to prevent him
has resumed work on the from operating a& AGVA representorganization is to ative there. Hearing for the prelimfirst convention
hold since its organization in 1939. inary injunction has been set for
Temporfiry respite in the series of next Wednesday (28).
on by AGVA's
brought
AGVA claims that Nickerson is
]e«a battles
representing himself as the
pareiot union, Associated Actors and still
Artiste^ of America, through dismiss Philly union head despite the fact
national
administrator that "he was fired froAi that post sevsal of former
the
Caused
nahas
eral weeks ago.
Matt Shelvey,
now
governing
committee,
In order to pass on the injunction,
tional
AGVA to resume discussions of the the courts will have to rule first on
convention, which it hopes to hold the validity of the 4A's firing. .This
case is regarded as the first major
in March, probably in New York.
At a meeting last week, committee test of the 4A's power to hire and
.todk up the question of fractional fire. Case, however, is not regarded
iepresentation. It's been tentatively as final, since another t^st will come
decided that cities having less than up at a hearing for a permanent in"
200,, would get a junction.
fl. membership, of
Artists

'

'

'

vote in proportion to the ratio of
one to 200. It was also decided that

.

where nomination meetings had been
held .u n d e r "suspicious circumstances" new confabs would be. set
up, AGVA national committee since
<

I

assulning the administration of the
union had charged that Shelvey
"rigged" several nomination meetings in order to get a slate entirely
favorable to his aims of a "one man
Convention has
rule of AGVA."
now been in the works for about a
year.
Despite the committee's, tackling
of convention matters, legal battles
have not entirely ceased.
at-

Cre^k

Folfies'

BWs

Resumes Stage
Kansas

City,. Jan. 20.

.

Follies" re-

turned to the stage of Ivanhoe Temple last Saturday night after a lOweek layoff, as performers on the

show petitioned the station to resume the stage production. Show
AGVA
Philadelphia last week went off stage last fall when dis-

torneys in
served temporary injunction papers agreements arose between KMBC
on Alan. Nickersbn, Shelvey ap- and the American Guild of Variety
Artists over union representation of
the artists.
Majority of the slww's performers
walked out on AGVA, handing in
resignations to the union last week.

SHEP

I
m

The

when

No

•

months, broadcasts have been -staged
at Ivanhoe before audiences.
This season "Follies" gives^ a 2%hour performance beginning at 8

tEVY

p.ni.,

Booked by
57th

5t

ROMM

A.

N.-W /ork

N

and takes to the

air 8-8:30

and

with a trio of sponsors,
Quisenberry Feeds. Four- Way Cold
9:4S«IO:30

Tablets, and

Hy-Power

Chili.

f

Bloom Ankles Fredericks
voir SAW lUS ACCIDENT AT
45TH STREET AND BROADWAY,
DECEMIER 18TH. 1947. AT 8 P.M.,
KINDLY WRITE BOX 666. VARIETY.
IF

IS4

WEST 46TH

STREET,

NEW

Comedy

Mafvrial

—

—

.

SAM PERRY
Broorfwar.

Walter Bloom has resigned as head
of the Frederick Bros, cocktail dept.
in New York to become a partner
with Bill Foster in a new agency.

New

X-auBhlOBBtoek Series, 1 to S. .*1 Each
Maater MonoloKneg, 1 to
Kach
Hits ana Bitfi, 1 to 3
..lil Each
ttai>Id-Eire Ronitlned (Acts) .¥2 Each
Minstrels
Varieties
Gag Mies

USD

For Alliance With Foster

Favorite Attractions, Inc.

Y0RK«.19< N. Y.

Ttrrifie

4-

New Show Being Set For
Old Nick Music Hall,

N Y.

Jack Albertson, recently in "The
Cradle Will Rock," at the Mansfield,
Ni Y., will have the lead in » new
show at the Old Knick Music Hall,
The British theatre operator claims N. Y., opening Jan. 30J Others m
that the same deal in London or the cast will include Hazel Shennet,

recently
in
"Cradle,"'
Kay
Paris would cost infinitely more. Ol also
course, he adds, there are no night Courtley, Bob Henry and Jack Lemdubs operating in London at the mpn. The show, a hokum meller,
moment. The better si^ots, such as with olios, early silent pictures, etc.,
is being produced by Paul Killiam.
thC: Savoy and Dorchester, have muCurrent show at the spotv a tab
sic only, ^hile the food and w
version of "The Drunkard," has been
tariffs in Parisian boites are probrunning nine months.
ably the highest in the world.

The food situation: in Britain do.
not permit nitery operations, accor'
ing to DelfOBt The public is content with a good eating place
these days of food shortage. In many
comparable spots, according to Delfont, the price of a London meal
would be equal to a nitery tab in
this country.

Refusal of vaudeville bookers to,

make advance commitments

for naost

standard acts indicates that -theatre
mErquees in the near future willhave that New Look. The era of th«
Broadway stock company, wherein
performers repeated most New York
houses once or twice annually, is
over. Houses in other parts of the
country are expected to follow suit.
As situation currently shapes up.
the talent-inkers are rar6]y issuing
contracts for a future date even
after it's evident that the act is do.

For one reason, bookers

ing well.

have to offer more money when
that's done. Then again, the buildup
of a backlog of talent futures doesn't
permit the pacting of new acts because of the necessity of playing out
the contracts already signed.

Bookers now plan to go back to
the former custom of booking promising newcomers in conjunction with;
pictures that are likely to have long
Ninth Election to Office runs. In some cases; they hope to
flank the fresh acts with picture
Associated Agents of America, Inc.,
names so that they will get top
tossed a testimonial dinner to Hymie
Delfont, who is slated to sail- for
By this method it's
Goldstein, who has been proxy of showcasing.
England on the Queen Elizabeth, the group
hoped to build up prestige" and drawfor past nine years, at the
Saturday (24)
ing power of new turns.
however, was dis- Hotel Astor, N. Y., Monday
(19)
appointed in the talent crop in this night.
Affair was to ratify his recountry. Aside from the names that
election for current year and was
were developed before the war, attended by 300.
D'Arcy's
there are only a few acts worth the
Among those on the dias were
Alexander D'Arcy, film and legit
prices being asked for them, he Alan Corelli,
head of Theatre Au- actor, is readying a cafe singing act
found. He said the situation is simi- thority, and Dave Fox, assistant naof the "personality" type,
to
that
lar
in England, where the tional director of American Guild
He's a baritone.
war stymied the development of new of Variety Artists. Both kudosed
top turns.
European novelty and .Goldstein for what he had accomacrobatic, actsi however, are superior plished within his organization durto those in the TJ. g„ he thinks.
ing tenure of office in ..way of
creating a
better
understanding
between talent and employers. '-At
Grade Planiuir to U. S.
conclusion, Mike Hammer, of organiLondon; Jan. 20.
Agent Lew Grade planes to New zation's board of governors, made
presentation of a set of luggage.
York, Jan.
returning,
forti

Assoc. Agents Group

On

,

Cafe Act
'.

M

EDDY

in

24,

is

to

Other

"Heifelz of the
faarmenica."

attend

N«w

York 19

an outgrowth of the
Foster Agency which was operated
by Foster and his sister, Frances.
Miss Foster's interest was bought
out by her brother, and Bloom
office is

,

moved

into the setup with fresh coin,
Foster agency was subsequently dissolved.

Tom Kettering, head of the
FB office, will assume Bloom's

May

Comedy

SFQBIS

Copa, N.Y., Due to Illness
Jimmy Durante is not expected to
play the Copacabana, N. Y., Feb. 5.
Durante, who is in Palm Springs
convalescing from a recent operation, is reported as having cancellea
all personal appearances including a
tour for the March of Dimes. However, tW Copa has received no official word of the cancellation:
Should
the
cancellation
materialize; the Copa will be in a spoi
for a replacement. It was originally
thought that Gertrude Niesen would
stay on until a name was set up, but
she's
been booked for
Slapsie
Maxie's, Hollywood, starting Feb. 9.
Probability that Durante will remain on the Coast is seen by the fact'
that friends are arranging a testi-

Star of Nothing

New

n
bLA55

HAI

NEW YORK

N. H.
Haven, Jan. 20.

JOHN

monial din»\er for him late next
month.

IN

•

20.

•

BelcctlonH «t PAROllIKS,
MAI. SONGS, BITS. ETC., is .one
of the largeBt' in 8how|il«!
1048 CataloK XKISBt
lixclnsive material our HiieciiiHy I

J,

&

H.

KLEINMAN

1735-K No. Brommn

HOI<I.YWOOI>

28,

OATJF.

Trl:
GI, 12S«

E.

REED

HOLLYWOOD

are considered

by the trade

which producer was convicted on
hit and run charges.
White served nine months in
county roE^dcamp. on- charges: Relatives of Claude McLester Lee and
wife, who were killed, had sued for

When

»

on the coast.,

JOHN

Wences* British Tour
Senor Wences, ventro, has Jieen
signed tor the Casino, London, starting July 12, by Bernard Delfont,
its operator, who's currently in the
In addition to the Casino
tJ.
S.
date, Wences will play several house!:;
in the British provinces.
Delfont is currently dickering' for
several other performers including

E.

visit

REED STUDIO

6633 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Harry Richman.

JQAQUIN 6ARAY

Currently 4fh

HOUSE-OV!-HAItltlS

Week

(SAN FRANCiSCOl

tPRONOUNCED ^AUKEEN GAH-RAYI

OVATIONS EVER GIVEN TO ANY PERFORMER, WAS GIVEN TO OUR OWN JOAQUIN GARAY. HE'S BETTER THAN' EVER AND HE HAS ALWAYS lEEN TOPS. THEY
YEUED, THEY WHISTLED, AND JUST WOULDN'T LET HIM OFF THE FLOOR.
JOAQUIN HAS ACQUIRED A POLISH THAT DEFINITELY STAMPS JIIM-BI6TIME. « . ."^yo WtDK,
.
.
SAN FRANciscopROGRESs.
,R»«p«niig''Hava«fi Madrid/'
Dirccfioii: M.C,A.

"ONE

OF' THE GREATEST

.

NswYorl^Morclilflh

ii

'1

lit f

.ii'ii

.TiWjiiitiit'itii

N

Onr

White Makes Settlement
In Auto Deaths Suit
An out of court settlement of
$8,750 was made by George White
for auto accident last year in which:
two people were killed and for

0

COMEDY BARGAINS!
•

Professional Photographs by

$100,000.

Held Over 3rd Week
A CC UAT BELMONT PLAZA

SHOW FOB

Third annual Sportsmen's Show
has been set for Arena here on May
5-9.
As previously, event is again
being promoted by Michael H.
CMickey) Wren, \yho is now lining
up acts for show.

.

San Diego, Jan.

LEON FIEIDS

«

Margery Welle* at fbe- Piano
M<|t.:
U|M«t

Irwin as board members:

Cancel

N. Y.
duties

in the cocktail dept.

'VAIfOEVniZING

McHugh, Charley Rapp, Harry Stone,
Sim Kerner, Hal Edwards and Bob

Durante

A
N
S

KMBG^

Cufr»ntW

E

devel-

AGVA

Hoping New Talent Will Adjust Things

officers who had been
elected with Goldstein- were also
installed at the dinner. Latter inJan. 28, of clude Sid
Leipzig, veepee; Jack
Robert Lamouret, formerly in "Pic-- Sega], treasurer;
Jimmy Daley, secrelong-estab"Follies" is
cadilly Hayride," at the Psince of tary;
Harry Dell, sergeant-at-arms.
lished hillbilly and western show., Wales.
Also Eddie Luntz, chairman of the
J
It has been a Saturday night regular
After
date at the Roxy, Lamouret board of governors, Hammer, Nick
for over 10 years, going on the air
Elliott,
Juliet Heath, Johnny
During winter opens at the Copacabana, N. Y.
the year round.

ADAMS THEATRE

38

picketing

Cheapest entertainment buy in the
world, says Bernard Delfont, is the
New York night club. The operator
of the Casino theatre, London, n<)w
in the U. S. seekinr talent for his
theatre, claims that nowhere else in
the world is it possible for a cus^
tomer to get a good meal, a big show
and a session of dancing for $5 a
head.

repre- night.
however, and
sentatives contented themselves with
Main object of trip
passing out nam^thlets calling KMBC^
opening at the Hoxy,
unfair."
oped,

oicHBSTRA

HARRY

resumption was determined
it appeared that AGVA, in a
threatened to picket

last 'ditch stand,
the preinises.

FIELDS

J»RY

Lower Than Abroad

•

AGVA Bow

Despite

KMBC's "Brush Creek

BookersHoldiiig Off onTopPrice Acts.

FmdsM. Cafe Tariffs

Convention in March

4S

ri«waa4aiatJias^^

:

jmamry

'WiBSntnAmfi
permit individual soloing atong wlQi
the harmonizing which is tops. The
bo.vs mix in a few comedy numbers,
embellished by mild but amusing
clowning, such as "Feudin' and

Ha. Cafes; Other Reviews
Contiimed from pace

i

44.

{

on a travelogue, he sparkle and pace, his would be a sock
But as currently conthe Punchy Callahan sequence.
Vallee, stituted, it makes for just pleasant
impreshes
of
sqqufence,
neatly
Production
is
Crosby, Bob Burns, Vaughn Monroe listening.
and Ethel Waters to wr^p things up. enough handled by the Wally WanAnd when partner-frau Mary Healy ger group and Ralph Young does
comes on for the "Annie Get Your okay on the solos.
Gun" canto, with the two harmonizing, and the Hildegarde satirization,
¥.
Versailles,
the house roclcs with applause.
Edith Pin/, Bob Grant and PanRavazza is the first of the
trio to come on and clicks in top Chito Orchs, $3.50 minimum, $4.50
fashion With his versions' of the pops Saturday.
and the special material he essays.
The waif-like quality that might,
perhaps, seem somewhat out of plac^
George Jessel is A great performer. in a Broadway theatre is more
But in his current engagement at the sharply defined in a nitery such as
Copacabana he's suffering from com- the Versailles for Edith Piaf, the
petition,.,,of the Tucker-Hayes-Ra- Gallic character-chanteuse. In short.
vazza lUeup across the street. Espe- Miss Piaf reveals she's an excellent
cially with no supporting show of saleswoman in an intimate cafe;
any consequence to help. 'In a show- she was not so successful when Sho
wise town such as New York, his performed at the Playhouse recenily
reminiscenses anent the vaude greats on her debut in this country.
of yesterday and Zauuck, Jimmy
It doesn't make it smattering ot
Walker and' the others of his era, difference that lay audiences aren't
probably hit with solid impact; here, conversant with Miss Piaf's native
it's a matter of entertainment for
French. With that drab black gown,
the. tourists' from all over the coun- those soulful orbs and frowzy coif,
try.
The unfortunate factor of no Miss Piaf might ordinarily be consupport ';doesn't help.
Betty ilane* fusing upon first sight. What, no
Smith ijsl a neat tapstress. Becnice
But then, as she goes into
farks is a good enough and niftily glamour?
her soulful Prench chants, one gets
begowned thrush, though laboring the idea, without knowing the lanunder the impresh that: her version guage, that she's singing, ot the
of a man's song such as the "WifflenFrench sidestreets and their denipoof" is strong material. And Jessel zens, with all their heartaches. That
has to follow. His quietly nostalgic, drab gown and apparently careless
not too punchy routines are in a hair-do are soon not so confusing
spot; \t l&ist here, Wit)> a stouter
after all.
supporting, 'setup that could add
Miss Piaf is diminutive and requires a .special platform for all to
see."* She's definitely -an interesting
a
personality -whose
voice has
throaty lack of quality. Since she's
more performer than just singer,
who would dispute her peculiar
voice quality?
An orchestral and vocal background
(behibd a closed curtain) is exc^elMAIL
lent for the tiny headliner, -who is,
incidentally, the lone act here.
lou g:et tru* pbotOKmitbic refiroductioti* in om blaok-ftnd'Whlt* I'GIoaiBob- Grant and Fanchito's orchs
Tone^'Si PoBtftl C«;nla' 'imtitca heloyr,
play for the American, and Latin
'Oatitetir itpm 4 tQ 0 wtafcs.
AH -we
dancing, respectively; as usual, both
n^cA-in yoikr pbotv;
Kohn.
keep the floor crowded.
incisive satire

follows with

'
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(HOTEL NICOltET)
'

Minneapolis, Jon.

Oordie Bowett Orch
Brothers,

Lind

(3);

$2.S0

minimum.

.

'

As far as Minneapolis is concerned,'
the Linds comprise Joy far the' best
male singing trio ever |» hit a local
night club or, for that matter, vaudeville, and they provide a delightful
30 minutes of nigh quality vocalizing.
It's .pretty
much straight, singing
without frills, but it's of. such
a high caliber that its entertainment
valiie proves' exceptiondl.
In fact,
it's so ear-idtri^iiing that at a late
hour a crowded night
listened
with rapt attention to religious numbers, like
"Eli
Eli"
apd -"Ava
Maria," .and an operatic aria from
"Pagliacci," the celebrated "Vesti La
Guibba," which ordinarily probably
wouldn't be suitable vocal fiiM at a
.

Nita-dfa's

Nawatt

taf^Saitiiiliaii

dub

CarrMlly Appcorlaf

RANCHO

I

LAS VEGAS
•

skating Sensationalist, two men and
Dynamite Jefferson, who manipu-'
a girl, perform thrilling whirls 'and
spins.
one-foot spin with' the per-' lates chairs and tables with .his teeth,
Jlfontreal, Jan. 17.
former wearing a single skate is gives the show a tast start.
Artie Dann, Pat Rooney, NaOmi
The routining of the six-girl line
unusual and the whirlwind finish,
which has two suspended from one isn't
to par and some of their Stevens, MiUray Line (6), Buddit
of the men as they spin at break- costumes could stand a bit of re- Clarice Orch;, minimum, $2.
furbishing.
neck speed, brings sock applause.
In his 57th year in show biz, Pat
The Gordie Bowen orchestra, plays
Spot, .which has been getting a
well for dancing and the show.
good play pf Negro trade, is making Rooney gathers the reward of his
long and brilliant' career. He gets
Ree*.
a bid foe? more palcsface patronage
with installation of the Marcelino 'em from walk on, and walks off to
Guera band (10) to entice the solid returns. He does his nifty
rhumba addicts. Sabby Lewis does waltz dog and soft-shoe routines to
the sho whacking, but on opening "Daughter ol Hosie O'Grady," "Alex(IHAKK HOPKINS HOTfil.)
night was below standard because of ander's Ragtime Band," "Tea for
San FraneiscOi Jan. 16,
Two," Irish reel and Joe Frisco;
obvious lack of rehearsals.
Jose, _
Carl Brisson with Dick Lewis,
takeoff in usual expert manner. Hat

l^ottarad by"

SOL TEPPER, IKO Udg.,

Haw

nitery.
Yoifc

W

,

...

• Each of the trio impresses as having a legitimate operatic voice and

their

El Moroeeo, Mont'l

A

up

.

Benni/

Stronfii
flinia Phillips;,

There

Orch

with Vir-

<12)

.to''beg

cooer, $1 .50, $2.

.

,

minutes and keeps them applauding
all
the way.
Accompanist- Dick
Lewis provides a smooth backing.
Benny Strong's orch keeps floor
crowded- lor dancing, with Virghiia
PhiUips okay on the vocals. Ted.
<

Cfro's,

,

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

His parody, "Vou Made My Nose
with Tpo Long," gets plenty laughs. Winds

Ted Weems Orch (18)
SHrley Richards, Elipo Tannef, Billv with"Song on Hands"
and satirical
Blaif, Glen-n Martin; Jdicft Verno
impression of Stokowskl directing
Band (5) ; no covei-, $1 ntinimum.
orch for additional salvos.
,

:

.

.Ted Weems is paying a visit to his
hometown with a band which has
rocketed back into top-drawer caliber via a couple of dicko recordings.
Weems packs plenty of -showmanship into his stint on the bandstand
giving fhe customers slick entertainment as well as danceable musicBand's vocalists lean to' the novelty numbers.
Shirley Richards reminds of Martha Raye and Cass
Daly when she mugs and botlnces
around the mike with "My Uncle
Pud," "Feudin' and Fightta"" and
the band's latest) bMtsellei', "The
Secretary Song."
Fatso Billy Blair steps down from
the sax section to provide laughs
with "Who Threw the Whiskey
Down' the well," "Too Fat Polka"
and "Ding Dong Daddy."
Others who help provide an entertaining, segment .to the giant

very

effective

arrangements

with "Something

New, Something

Old," she fo^ows with "A Girl's Best
calypso tempo, and
F^i,*"*!.**
Gin Rhumba" for nice reception.
MilrayjGirls do three routines, a

Can-Can, "Manhattan Serenade" and
a Strauss waltz medley. Girls and
costumes are smarter than routines.
As usuaV Buddy Clarke's orch backs

shows neatly.

Mare

'

,

Frank Palumbo boite
Tanner in his whistling

are. Elmo
act; Panny
baritone,
and

Martin,
romantic
Hotlvuiood, Jan. 10.
Jerry Lester, with Milton Ross; Glenn Martin, who doubles from the
Jach FinaOrch (15), the Continentals brass section foil: a stint at the mike.
workmanlike job
(4); cover, $1.50 weeh^ys, $2 weefc- 'Weems does a
.>.•:,
.
with -thft baton and m.c chore.
ends.
Verna's rhumba crew is. a hold.Top film names who have managed over and.,good. House was jammed
to avoid coming down with the when caught. (Sat. dinner). Shol.
mysterious "Virus X"* have fallen
prey to something new. Tentatively
tabbed ''Virus JL," the symptons
.lBMilKams9'fW*'Y.
include' aching stomach muscles and,
Jan Bart, Edwards & Diane, Jeitry
in severe casei; sore palm!!.'
Cause of it all is Jerry Lester, cur- Bergmann, Darien Roberts, Jose
rently at this' Sunset Spot nitery^ Cortez, Nino Marais Orch; trtinimum
$3, $4.
whose stint is a 'barrage .of bellylaughs that winds to a barrage of
The Embassy, which- recently reapplause from filmites who ifcream
opened following a series of. des
for more.
New, sure-fire material delivered lays, is apparently aiming for
and quiet entertainment.
in " the easy Lester manner is only smart
partly responsible for his success However, it's still to find talent suithere.
Rest can be.' traced to. fault- able to carry out this idea. The
less timing and a keen, natural wit. marquee lure currently is. Jan Bart,
who
recently
wound up 10 week^ at
Opening night, for example, 'only
one gag misfired- in a riotous, «5.-min- the .Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., and hasute routine—and that was the crowd's been a fave in the Miami Beach refault for the laugh was simply too sorts for many seasons. The rest of
topical,
coming from that day's the draw is a neat rhumba outfit and
a society dance crew. It's a lormula
papers which many hadn't read.
Except, for a few yock routines that can work out, once "the proper
with straightman Milton Boss, who surrounding talent for the room is
obtained,
fits Lester's style perfectly, comic is
up there all alone. And any single
Bart, who has made the jump from
who can command attention for ovei; N. y. s lower east side spots tb plush
an hour in this haven of. table'-hhp- uptown rooms^ is a skilled singer
ping filmsters, has plenty on the balL who can put over most any type of
Dance chores, plus a minimum of tune.
His catalog comprises hit
show backing, is capably handled by numbers from musicals, oldies and
Jack Fina crew which is drawing an operatic aria, which win salvos
consideramfe attention here. ContiEd^yards and: Diane are graceful
ncHlals, on relief, also keep 'em oh
,•"

Naomi Stevens, blonde looker,
scores in her song stanza. Gal has
a flair for conjedy that gives added
impetus to her numbers. Teeing off

'

Hollywood

^

.

.

..

'Off..'.

Comedian 'Artie Dann clicks vith
fresh material and smart delivery.

Cliek, Philly

a practiced verve about
Carl Brisson, supported by a wise
selection of songs, which is registering strongly here. Flyiiig his knack
of charming the temmes, Briton
moves along through his melange of
special material, holding the rapt
interest of the audience.
Teeing off with a medley of tunes
long identified with him ("Cocktails
for Two,"
"I Kiss Your Hand
Madam," and "Isle of Capri"), Brisson then ranges the floor, going from
ringside table to table, for "Memories of Vienna,"' "Sun Goes Up,"
"Lilette,"
"Optimiatic Guy," and
"Lamplighter,
all of which score
nicely, and then rounds out stint
with a Danish medley for audience
participation, a French number and
"LilU Marlene" for most rousing reception.
He holds the floot for 50
is

,

;

This class room, one of the town's
two swankiest supper clubs, .sand-'
wiches in occasional " "unknowns"
between more prominent personaliAnd every once in a while
ties.
these "unkliown" acts come acr'oss
in a big way for it, stirring tip much
word-of -mouth a.nd attracting bofT
Currently it's the Lind
business.
Bros.

nuFose

Sensationalisf*

10.

3

(8),

.

Bumble Bee;" And after all that the
customer^ still Were clamoring for
more.
On small floor space, the roller- well received.

MPRINT

2,000

K

Fightin', " "McNamara's Band" and
"Whatever Happened to Opera?".
Other numbers done at show caught
included a Stephen Foster medley,
"Anniversary Song," "Irish Lullaby"
and a sock novelty, "Flight 'of the

21, 1948

are by Tondalej»o, backed by a trio ballroomers with imaginative rou»'*
of Afro -Cuban bongo players and tines miKing nitty choreography trnd
singers, who perform, a series of Uftii' and iipitas to maintain
interest
ritual dances in which hip-waving is However, their numbers as exhibited
the major ingredient.
The group here, «how a tendency to look Ilka
puts itself across nicely. the same dances to different tyoes
of
music.
This
could be, remedied
A bit of curiosa is by Archie Savage, who gives out with a singular by a change tjf rdutining for better
They're well liked here
muscular display, that would rival contrast.
that of Carrie Finnell. Stripped to and have bifcen- held over from pre.
the waist. Savage shows some 'amaz- vious show.'
Rest of layout has magician Jerry
ing flexes and muschlar control^ in-corporating these movements in a Bergnnann and songstress DariM
stationary dance. It's an oddity that's" Roberts, both New Acts.
Jose.

.

'

'

.

SOMA

WOiCIKOWSRA
Unanimous' revtew»-<first nightclub, date •—9«m«v«r,

her

Montreal.

cabaret «pliearance is ballerina Sohia
Wojc-ikow.sl;a, a. dancer of

"M.-iklnff

first

•

unusual talent, delightful to

watch."— Montreal Slanaaid.
"Gi-acious, elegant, chas-TOinsr,
she iK' ft balleiinii or style and
talent."

^Le Canada.

.

"All the

er'race and facility of
balJerinii. ancT an astonishIng gift for vHntomimic- com-

a

edy a* 'well."

*

•

•

TrMontreal Daily Star,
'':';'*.•

•

•

^

Vor other
tives

SSnthusiafntic AdjecSee the 'Montreal Matin,
Gazette and Herald
•

lefafwrtiMi:

COfaMhw' 5-7«2l

.

;

the floor.

ANNOUNCES

.

HARRY UWRENCE AGENCY
UKMIE FELOMAN.

Per. Rep.

1650 •roadway. New

Y«mIi Cily

CI

Kop.,

Umay, BT.

Club

Y.

Daniels, Tondaleyo t. AfrO'
Cubans (3) Archie Savage, Di/na^
mi.e Jefferson, Dickie Wells, Marcelino Guera Orch (10), Sabby Lewis
Billj;

Orch with Evelyn While
mum.'! $3, $3.50.

^tCS^^

The recently opened Club Ebonv,
to

establish

itself

the

as

successor to the Harlemesque cafes
that flourished at various times on
Broadway, has an idea that may

FROM
WEEKS

Thonks le

mini-

(7);

JUST RETURNED
21 SUCCESSFUL

IN AUSTRALIA

,

striving

MIRIAM
SEABOLD

^^^<i^

SIAPSIE MAXIES
Hollywood

different^Eite itself from its predecessors.
Instead of generating in-

strumental heat and Hnt shows
which carbon the oi-thodox run of
the Ebony is going in for
erotica in various degrees, which
may provide, a selling point in its
bid for permanency on the Stem.
This small-seater, located on the
site of the defunct Rio Cabana and
La Conga, offers heat ih various
foi-ms.
Layout topped by the Har*
1cm faves Billy Daniels an;]' Tonda-

SAM KKAMER

f^OW APPEARING

M«t.: yiM>

MOMIS AWtHCY

,nitei'y,

leyo, is a well-playing, affair,
lliough in need of tighter and more

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINOINO GROUP
,

Currently.

PALOMAR
VANCOUViR

imaginative production,

Daniels has been a draw for Harlem and S2d street elements for some
years.
He has a pashy delivery

All

MnJW

BOYS

NetWtMia,

'

that's able to get rapt attention

with
such items as*'Septcmber Song" and
"Black Magic." Opening night he
got encores despiite faulty orchestral

Theatres and Ofadw,
V. H.

mm*

CmMs

.

backing.

The

j

>

j

,.

less-subtle types of torridity

ItBtSMial

»j|iMe:«K|t>

«CA
VICTOR
FAVORITCt

'JM(Mth».-|CD

i

.

-

.

.

81, 1948

47
fore coming to the Metropolitan. He
originally studied voice in Milan and
had given several concerts before
deciding to switch to conducting.
In 1933, while conductor of the
Tulsa (Okla.) Civic Orchestra, he

Variety Bills

,

WEEK OF JANUARY 21

had to have his right foot amputated
"Captain Swing," "Crepe de Chine" as a result of an auto accident.
Numerals in connectton with bllli)' bctonr tndlcat«- opentns day et shov
whMher full or split week.
and "The YeUow Poppy." which he
Arthur Voegtlin, 90, lormer stage
Xetter In panntlMms iadiciites' etrcnitc (I) ITiidepemleiiti (I.) hoewi
SOLOMON MIHOELS
producer and designer, died Jan. 18 produced and appeared in.
<P) Faramonnt; <R) BKO; (W) Warner.
8uburl)s of Los
Solomon Mihoels, art director of
at t>ls liome in the
MBS. XOVIS SOBOL
the Moscow Jewish Theatre, died
Angeles. He was a leading' figure in
coLVMurs
NKw YORK crnt
Copacalinna
,IIuvnnn'.>lu<lrid
years ago.
Lee Sobol, 51, wife of Louis Sobol, Jan. 12 in Russia. He was chairman
Palace (11) i!«-2B
tjie theatre sa
Cnpltor (I.)) 31
Gertrude Niesen
Lecuona Oub'n B'y«
I-Iorace Holdt Ore
Irwln Corey
Cerneys
of the anti-fascist Jewish committee Sammy Kaye Ore
Member of a family of theatrical N. Y. Joutnal-American Broadway during the war, and had visited the The Fontainea
Sondra Barrett
Sacasas Oro
Jent Clay
Florence Desmond
Iceland
he worked as a OTlumnist, died at Doctors hospital,
AB^i^HVB

VOEGTUN

,

.

specialists,

n

scenic
N. Y., Jan. 18, after a prolonged ill- U. S. in interest of that work in Mn&fo Hall (I)
Margaret Sande.
boy for the. theatrical firm of Hoyt ness. Her husband was at her
bed- 1943.
(Jeorge Tator ^
& McKee in the old Madison Square side.
'
^
He won special acclaim for por- Ronalde
theatre, N. Y. Later, he was assotrayal of Shakespearean roles dur- Ernio & Marqulta
Sobol had a host of friends
Mrs.
Roekettee
Thompson
&
Dundy,
with
ciated
ing his 30 years with the MJT.

Moonmalds
3 DunhlUs

^

director ot the house.
also designed and staged many
Cf the features at Luna Park, Coney
island. After the first World War,

He

he^ concentrated on importing and
exporting productions between the
S>.

t)',

.

and England, handling such

as "The Lilac Domino," and
"Tiger Rose." In 1937, he went to
Hollywood as supervisor on a film
About the Hippodrome, but it was
bits

liever

made. One of his

last efforts

•was the construction of a special
revolving stage for the "Night of
Stars" benefit at the Yankee Stadium
in 18S4.

.

Son, Jack Voglin, an assistant diUniversal-Internatipaal,
rector at
furvives.

at services held yesterday (Xues.)
at Riverside Memorial Chapel, K. Y.

HERMANN ZILCHER

festivals,

Among

known

.

MIAMI
Olympla (P) 21
Fayne & Foster
.Bobby Van
Gerl Blanchard
Bert Wheeler

JParamouiit (P)
Andy- Russell
Helen Forrest

Dick Wesson

Janet

Je^ry

Carmen <T) 22
Pat Rooney Jr
Candy Stevens Co

21

(I)

Los Panchos

eulogy.

his best

Iltna Massey
Koliy Rolls
Vftsso Argyris

McMann

.SlagB

Louis

Martha Raye
Beatrice Kraft Dcrs
B Yost Guardsmen

3

Oliver

&^

'

'

:

.

Elisa

Jayne

John

Elliot

Mack Triplets
Nevada Smith
Kanazawa 3

Roman O

DOUGLAS OILBEBT

newspaper
Gilbert started
his
career in 1917 and worked on the'
staffs of the N. Y. Post, Daily News
World
before
and the old Evening
Joining the World-Telegram; His
specialty was the theatre and Broadway. He also reviewed plays for
the World-Telegram and was author
^f two books, "American Vaudeville,
Its Life and Times," published in
1940, and "Lost Chords, the Divertof American Popular
ing'. Story
Songs," published in 1942. He also
was narrator on a radio, show,
*JBtortune Builders," which presented
iietches of leading American in'

du&trlalists,

Re was the father
of

.

Four

sons,

all

of

whom

EDITH CANTEB LAZEAB

died Jen. 13 in a

Memphis,

Memphis

hospital

Born
to

in Paris, Tenn.,

Memphis 27 years

ago.

Janes came

dio station there.

Husband, Joseph G. Lazear, and
two daughters survive.

FREDERICK MORTIMER BEATON

every performance of any sort from
Biusical cdmedy to grand opera that
has played the Auditorium since. He
also served in the same capacity for
the Memphis Open Air Theatre
ihg the summer.
Wife survives.

dur

..

EDWARD STIRLING

W. Edward Stirling, 56, British
actor - manager - play wright,
died
^n. 12 after^ heart attack in Paris.

& Roe

C & T Valdei
Muriel Khig
Bon Vivants

WOONSOCKBT

New Fnrk

25

(I)

only

&

Meyers

and LEXING
WEST
Again
Bock
Totether
R^K'-O BOSTON

Week' Janaary 22
Mgt: VXLBR MASOSr

Ray

BBISTOI.

& Brown

Josephine Anne

-^

M&K

.

manager of the Fox theatre there.
E Flying Ballet
Mr. and
Mrs.
Bill
Richards, Dassle Bros
Peggy. Barnes

Nesbitt

&

IJSICBSTBB

'.

(I)

19

Humpty Dumpty
Mortimer Heaton, 69, daughter. New York, Jan. 16. Father 12 Little Olivettes Duggle Wakefield
G Huntley-Wrlght
retired advertising man aqd former is one-night booker for Music Corp. Xew CABBIFF
Theatre (1) 1* Stein lilt'tle
of America's N. Y. office.
Frederick

Sleeping'

Mr. and ''Mrs. Jack Tunstill, son,
Memphis, Jan. 3. Father is manager
of Malco theatre, Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Heiden, son,
Chicago, Dec. 24. Father is an engineer with NBC Central Division.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lanterman,

Beauty

Freddie Forbes
Nita Croft
Phil Strickland
Bert Murray

.-

Love

Billie

Heaton travelled
Isobel Marden
DuncUley
.Till
ahead of the
KIki
Leon
circus, engaged in ad business in
Hamilton Robins
Mississippi and Florida and joined
Sidney Trevelyan
General Outdoor Advertising in daughter, Chicago, Jan. 13. Father- Vilma -De Boer
Robbs & Globe Qlit
Memphis in 1934. He retired in is engineering maintenance super-r Balmoral 4
etteville.

for

many

Ark.,

years

MARGARET

F.

Sr.

,

.

visor at

sisters

CRANDALL

NBC

there.

Charles Ancaster
Beaton's 12 .Tuves

Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Howard, son,
CHISWICK
Chicago, recently.
Father is the
Bnipire (I) 19
Cinderellaorch leader.
Foss
Mr. and Mrs. Art Hellyers, son, I'reddle
Nancy Burns
Chicago, Jan. 12.
Father is staff Gwyneth I.;ascelIeB
'.

Crandall, for- member at WMAW, Milwaukee.
rider, died Jan.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Casson,
12 in Toledo. At the age of 10 she son, Dublin, Ireland, Jan. 3. Father's
went on the road with the John an actor with Radio Eireann Rep.Robinson circus^ later appearing Co.; mother is a scenic designer.
with Ringling Biros., BarnUm &
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Crabtree,
and daughter,
Bailey,
Hagenback - Wallace
Pittsburgh,
Dec.
29.
other show.s. She made a European Father's the Theatre Guild actortour 18 years ago with Ringling. director; mother's the former acThe specialty act, featuring Mrs. tress, Mary Evelyn Ducey.
Crandall and her husband, the late
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Zellner, daughFrederick Crandall, was billed as ter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 10. Father's on
.

Jones & Thomas
.Tohnny Cavanagh

Anne Wheatley

BARNEY HORRIGAN

the

KQV

Father's a
son, Pittsburgh, Jan. 3.
announcer there.

WMCK

Vlvlenne & Trene
Alfred Tihrlpp

Edmondson
Wortmau

LttWBon's

Ponies

UBBBV

Grand (1) 19
Babes in "Woods
Sandy Lane
,

Norman

Griflln

Ruby HlBKS
Pam,^la Dents
DIuiia Lincoln
Arnold Bell

.
.

.<i*»'i3I.-«t*-»

>

Began

Phil

Murray Arnold Of
Andrea Adagio Trie

Rudy Cardenas
Hotel Stevena
Dorothy Shay
Skltch Henderson

Dodd

to

Reuter, Chicago, Jan.
nitery vocalist
..

13.

Bmplre <I) 19
Chuck Aladdin
Freddie Frlnton
Pat Taylor
Johnson Clark

strander,

.

.

rMner BaaM

O

Grace Morrow to John Meehan,
10. -She's a Para-

Wizard Prangs

'

'

:

Hamlla

Joan Fields
Carrot Sl»

Hollywood, Jan.

Mary

Jane

direc«

Bernard,

Bride

is

'

Alma Marks

.

•

.Tackle.

mount researcher; he's an art
tor at the same studio,

i

-

,

-

Pat Varnor
Latta Qoartet
Billy Vine Co
Buddy Shaw- Or*

K Empire Babes
Ellis Debutantes
WOODS OBBEN

.

.

.

WUtlama

Carl Marx
Pat CUriran

MARRIAGES

Turner

Eno

Carol Gaye
Jerry Lane
Sylvia Old^ndaal

NEW YOSK CUT

EDWARDS

Mlnda Lang

Elplilnstone

Christine Moore
Storr Bros
Tico

-

Hotel 8herm*a
Bonnie Baker
Marty Hogan' .
Freddl» Slack Ore
.Jeanne.

Mory F. Kincald ,
-H Bdgewater Beach Pryde & Day ,
Boulevar-deara
George Olsen Oro

Ernie Lotinga

D

Maryea

Nino Mlio
Chandler Oro
I.iarry Boss
Bill

Empire (I) 19
Babes In Woods

.Valerie

Nlcol

4

Beam's 12 Babes

&

.

'

(It):

*

Helsbigi
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(I)

SHBFHE'DS BUSH

Renee Nichols
Anthony Gordon

B & H

Maurice-

LONDON

Stoll

Stars on Ice

Helen- .Tutson

Court

Wllllama Bros,
Hotel BIsmark

Benno Delson O
Tracy Sisters (2)
The Faulons (2)
Tony Dlpardo Qre

'

Dancra

•

Pierre Cartier

Ford & Lenner
D Gray & Bro
Eva May 'Wong
Drage

Chris

Patricia Gall

staff there.

Mr. and Mrs, James Robertson,

Miller

Leslie Strange
Al Carthy

:<2)

Stylist* (!»/,

D una

Chec Farce
Marty Gould Ore

Kenneth Jackson

Alec Harlnnd

-

the Riding Ctandalls.
Two sisters survive.

Max

Song

Ray Morton Ore
Kay Thompson ds

10

(I)

Canova

Preston Lambert
Marian Fedele

•

Stan
Juves

Falaee

Sharkey the Seal

Randy Brown
T & J Mahoney

•

&

12

Blel's

,

Bmll Coleman Ore
Mlsha Borr Ore

'Itea

'

Gloria Hart

.

Ivittle .Tack
13 Harris

Waldort-Astoxlft
':
Victor Bdrge

CHICAGO
Blaekhanrk
Art Kas»el
Bay Olsen

Kitty. Kallen
Martin & Ijewla
Betty Bruce
Paul SydcH
—
Ches Adorablea 12
Blackatone
Hotel

Jelleriea

Hugh Harden

.Toan

Barker

Leslie

Doreen Lavender
Harold Childs

Roy

.

Drew

Lenner

McDonald & Or'h'm
Rita Carmo
Raynor & Betty
Opera House

.

Charlie

Al earthy

Ford

Bam

Rosanne
Populaires

!

& Peplto
Hotel Tatt
Vincent liopest Ore

Maudte Edwards

Doreen- Davies

Village

Flute Pete

Eay Carole

.

Laszio

ftntoh

Theatre chain.
Pamela -Roye
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Griffin, daugh- Rita Balcer
Yeoman .6
ter. Phoenix, Dec.
.Father is Canipb'll
17.
& Rog'r'n

'

Versaillea

'
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(1)

Diane CourtneyKnyes' Gordon.
Skeptic*

Buccaneers Ore
Hotel 8t Hoilti
Village Vangaart
Edo Lublch OrO'
.Tosephine Fremica
Mlrko
Louise Howard ..i
Hotel St Regit
Max Kaminsky I
Bvalyn Tyner
Frye
Don
Rosalind CouHrlght

.

HACKNBIC

Bmpire
'

Harry Sims
Carol Lane

Splvy^
Spivy

Kdlth Plat
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Oro

Guy Lombardo O

Choilerton Babes
Zlo Angels- Co

Jeanne Qoddard

Blaofeer

Wttlly

.

Chas Reader Oro

ICelth Bi-ereton

.

Beard

Romayn*

Terry Brent
Jay Martin
Helen .Ue
Hotel FennMrlvaiila
Frankie Carle

Hotel Plant
Hildegarde

Geor«e Stevens
Beryl Crook

Bert Piatt
Finley Bros
Valerie Lawson

.

Joel Herran Oro
Salvatore Gioe
BooseTelt
Hotel

Gordon Court

Babes in Woods
Arthur Luean
Jean Adrlenne

Mixine Snlllvaa

Connie Sawyer
Hotel Itcxlagtoa
Pineapple Oro
Blaine Barrett
Hotel Mew Voiker Bernie George
Hal Hastings I
Lorry Clinton O

Van Smith Oro

Dorejr

IS Malpass

(I)

:

'BabaacSIea-.:'"

Hotel Fienr*
Calgary Broa

BBiTAnr
Hliipodrome

BDDIB SMITH AGBNCY
Mew York

Broadway

1(101

Sonny Dunham
Mel Torme

.

Walker

R & B PIckert
Bernte West
Da Cal »

.

w.*

O

Commodore Vincent Traver*

HELLO-0.0 THERE!!

Phil

Bunny Briggs
Chuck Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Al Skiegen, son,
Bai-ney Horrigan, 71, former maHe had been connected with French gician,- died Jan. 10 in Tulsa, Okla. Pittsburgh, Jan. 12. Father manSince his retirement from the stage ages the Cameraphone theatre there
Cabaret Bills
radio for the last few years.
for
WB.
there.
He
business
was
in
the
oil
he
Born in Birmingham, England, he was the brother of James Horrigan,
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Bolton, daughfounded the London Players in 1921 who also toured vaude circuits here ter, San Francisco, Jan. 3. Father's
and the next year played a season
formerly
who
mantalent
scout
a
"Harrigan,
Tramp
abroad
as
and
Baaotelle
Cafe Society
of Shakespearean repertory in Paris,
Juggler." The brothers often toured aged Boyd Raeburn band.
Dorothy Ross
(Powntown J
establishing his, English company on the same bill but with different
Blue Angel
Rose Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Braverman,
Amanda Laine
Helen Humes
there. He later toured the continent.
acts, which prompted' the brother's daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 3. Moth- Keyo Ballard
Dorothy Jarnao
Stirling subsequently came to the
(;ilfr„.Tacl!;son
switch of the Harrigan billing to er's the daughter of Archie Fineman, Herb Jeffries
Hal Cooke
Edmund Hall Ore
S.
indie circuit exhib.
and in -1939 appeared
avoid confusion.
Elliott & Jurist
Diamond HorseBhae
Broadway in Sacha Guitry's comedy,
Mr. and Mrs. George Saittis, Ellis Larkln 3
Mata & Harl
Wife, brother, sister and three
Carnival
Choral Octet
'Where There's a Will."
daughter, Pittsburgh, Dec. 27. Father
children survive.
Ed Wynn
Gleb Yellln Ore
ownes Sheraden and Crafton Heights Jane
V, During the war he escaped
Pickens
from
Juenger Ballet
theatres in Pitt.
Greb Si. Lober.
China Ball
France and did broadcasts for the
OARLO
& Dot Remy Ming & Line
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Hecht, daughter, Dick
British Broadcasting Co.
daMo. Edwards, 57, former assistant
He reGraham Sis
Wong Sin
Laurie Long
turned to Paris in 1944 as general conductor of the Metropolitan Opera Hollywood, Jan. 18. Mother (Gina Ray Jacfiuemot
Irwin
Beatrice Fung Oy»
ganager of ENSA entertainments. Co,, died Jan. 15 in New York. He AVilkes) and father are freelance Chas
Chas Blackman^Oi^ ,11 Curbello Ore
,' '"*:'
'He «<so c%.«uthored a trio of plays, studied -end ««enductedti abnaad-t .be-| actors,
Qao Oro
Jack Frao*;, Qr9 .
1 «,

Patricia Adair

BlKhlights
Hotel Blltmore

Hotel

'

Latin Quarter
Harvey Stone
Georgie Tappa
Jerry Keeber
Smith Sis
'

FonvlUe-

Rubs Morgan Ore
Grant Ore

Tom

Marshal

Susie

M

.

Mrs. Margaret F.
Loew's mer circus bareback

He worked

the backstage crew at
the Auditorium 18 years ago and
had handled the lights for virtually
State, joined

Vr.

exchange, Lowry

Oriental (I)' 22
died Jan. 15 in that city of a heart
Sugar Chile Robin'n
attack. He had been with Metro Carl Sands Ore
since .1930. .His brother; Herbert, Lee Davis
M &
Viera
manager of Metro't; St. Louis branch.
Regal (P) 28
Wife and two children also sur- Gab Calloway Ore
Berry Bros
vive.
Apu» & Estrelita
Nick & Virgle

.

'

^or a while as electrician at

Milwaukee

Metro's

Nellie Lutcher
J liunceford Oro
Butterbeans .&

manager Wally BrownLane & Clatre

BIRTHS

of self-inflicted bullet wounds.
He
had been despondent- for some time
faecause of ill health and estrangement from his wife, and was found
1939.
unconscious at his desk in the audiSon, stepdaughter and two
torium's electrical supply room. He
left notes for his wife and an at- survive.

torney.

of.

43, office

Harrison &- Fisher
Honnrd (I) 28

Chicago (1>) 22
Esther Williams

WALTER BENNIN
Walter Bennin,

Edith Canter L,azear, ladio and
concert singer, died last week at her
EZ KE01IGH
home in Pittsburgh after a shwt illEz Keough, 59, head of a theness.
Former soloist with the Albany Symphony and the Cincinnati atrical booking agency in Chicago,
(Continued on page
Summer Opera, Mrs. Lazear was
also featured many times in her
home town with the Pittsburgh Concert Society , and the city's Little
Symphony. At one time or anMr. and Mrs. Dick Smith, son.
other, she has also been starred on Phoenix, Jan. 8. Father is Arizona
her own programs over every ra- district manager of Fox West Coast

A

in

CHICAGO

survive,

are Fred, musical director of the
Fred Waring Orchestra; George,
trumpet player with Fred Waring; Harry, musical director of the
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, and Edward, sax player, Toronto.

&

Auditorium

.

Kent Ore

Brwitt

Chas Jordan
Hope Emerson
Hazel Webster

*

C

Ellis

.

BtMX HOOM'

;

^

advance agent' for Ringling BrothLVTBER C. JANES
ers-Barnum.
Bailey Circus, died
Luther
Janes, 5S, business
Jan. 13 at Kennedy Veterans Hosagent for the Memphis stagehands'
pital, Memphis.
native of Fayunion and assistant stage- manager
at

Danny Sullivan

'

of George Gil-

Wife, daughter
Variety.
«nd grandson also survive.

bert,

O

.

Hotel Bdlgon

.

Douglas Gilbert, 68, veteran newspaperman who specialized in show
business articles for the N. Y, WorldTelegram, died Jan. 19 of- a heart
attack in the Hotel Gotham, N. Y.
tvhere he had visited and lunched
•with a friend. Funeral services are
beinfe held today (Wednesday ) at the
Little Church Around the Corner,
with interment at Sand Lake, N. Y.

Betty Gaynclle

Shepard Line
Roumaalaa
Old
Sadie Banks.
Joey Dean
Joe LaPorto Om
D'AquUa Oro

Tommy Reed Oro
Xo I Fifth Avo
Downoy &

Ly<la & Yanni
WiUlo Danville
Leuore Kopers

"

Fausto Curbello
Art

liMdle'a

Britton

•Sherry

Harem

.

&

Leon

Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore

Darien Roberts

musical Rosario & Antonio
ROCKFOAD
Strand (W) «S
Puluce (I) 23
compositions were "Klage," "Night
Burial was in the family plot at Mt. and Morning," "Reinghart," "Trilo- Lionel Hampton O. ''Playtime Follies'*
BBOKX
Gautiers Brlcklay's
Hope cemetery, Yonkers.
Nelson Sis
gie on Leidenischafteh" and "The WliidMtr (I)
The Hlglns
Jeannette
Starr
daughter, 1i,ove Mass."
George Freeme
Jim McNally
Kihel Lynn
Natalie, wife of Dr. Ramon SpritzOscar Lopez
Metrotones
Paul Walker Ore
ler of Los Angeles; an infant grandLEE L. JONES
Chet Clark
S-iN ntAStCISCO
BROOKIiVN
son, two brothers and a sister.
Golden Uate (B) 21
Lfee L. Jones, 57, a retired exVlatbuBh (I) «S-25 Joey Rardln
hibitor, died Jan, 8 in Tucson, Ariz. Roberta' Circus
Garry 'Wood
Stone
HENRY TECK CVLLEY
He formerly was a resident of. Kan- Alan
Sensationalists
The Crawtords
Rochelle & Bebee
Henry Teck CuUey, 84, father of sas City and at one time was a man- .Toyce &: Sheldon
(two to flit)
SOUTH BEND
a family of wellrknown Canadian ager for some of the Missouri houses Lee J^o\,le
Queens
Fala(!« (F) 22 only
musicians and former president of of the' Cotnmonwe^th Circlet.
.Tanialca (I) 21-24 Cab Calloway Ore
Wife, two sons and two sisters 8 .Reddlngtons
Berry .Bros
the American Federation of Mu-f
Lang
Bamona
Apus & Estrelita
sicians, died Jan. 13 at' his home in survive.
Sherman Bros &
Nick & Virgle
'ressie
Toronto, Born in London, he went
SFBINGFIBUD
Grace Johnston
ROBERT WATSON
Court Sq (t) 22-26
to Toronto at an early age, was
Nino Ghezzl
Hum & Strum
Robert
Watson,
Scottish Earl Llppy.
65,
musical director at the Grand Opera
The Kayos
Zoya
House for 30 years and also played author and Hollywood correspon- Kenneth
Ross & Champions
Palermos Dogs
Danny Shaw
at the Royal Alexandra, Shea's and dent for the Glasgow Sunday Mail (one to flU)
Foran. Sis
BOSTOK
the Princess. He was also flautist died Jan. 13 in Santa Ana, Cal.,
Edward Sis
Kcltlig (B) 22
-with the' Toronto Symphony for 25 from injuries received New Year's Bill Robinson
WAsniNGTOM
Capitol (I.) 22
years and taught at the Royal Con- eve, when he was'struek by an auto. West & Lexin«
Authur IjIl Fleur
Renald & Rudy
servatory of Music, Toronto, until
He was technical expert 'on many Jane Kean
Ann Russell
his retirement.
(two to flU)
Gene Sheldon
pictures;

Gene Buck delivered the

T & P

Jan Bart
Edwards & Diana
Bergniann

.Terry

.

.

Boyd Heath

H. R. Whtlehouso
Roya Curie
Ben Rlbble Ore
Three Ribs
Ln Martinique
Jan Murray

Ralph Font Oro
Rodrlquex

Bmbassy

PHIT^ADELPUIA

Mack & Desmond
Wald Ore
Roxy

Paul.

,&

Florence & Frederic
Michael Durso Oro
Fernando Alvarez O
Bl Chico
F Del Slonte
Victoria Barcelo
Rita & Rozino
'

Bobble Trelease

Corps (le Ballet
Glee Olub
Sym Ore

Hermann Zllcher, 86, German concert p i a n i s.t and composer, died
Jan. 17 in Berlin. He was formerly
director of the Ba'varian State Conservatory, where he staged Mozart

22

Frnnlcie Fontaine

.

Hippodrome, and was in theatrical and literary circles,
who
having frequently accompanied her
credited with the idea for the theahusband to play openings and on
tre's under.rwater tunnel by which
disappeared
from view. his nightclub beat. She was a first
girls
diving
cousin of Al Jolson. The Sobols
the
.Hippodrome's
staged
he
1904,
In
were married 29 years ago.
Yankee
Circus
on
"A
show,
flfSt
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise officiated
jiars," and until 1918 was producing
built the

(K>

Keitlis

Vaughn- Atpnroe Ore

to

Montgomery

-<)»•

Los Angeles, last weeirt
Bride was lormerly radio writers'
representative with William Morris
Agency in New York.
Janet Lauterstein to Frank Glazer,

New York, Jan. 16. -Groom is a
pianist and composer; bride is an in-^
structor at Mannes Music *£ichoo1,
N. Y.
'

Martha

Thomas
Conn.,
legit

Majrgaret

Gallagher

to

Hamhly Beck* Aspetuck,
Jan. 16.
She's a' radio and
.

actress; he's

dhairman of the

board of Crowell-Collier,
Hjordis.

Tersmeden

publisheiiv,

David

to

Niven, London, Jan. 14; groom im
.

film actor.

>

Faith Domergue to Hugo Fregonese, Juarez, Mexico, Oct; 7, 1947,
just revealed. She's under contract
to

Howard Hughes;

he's,

a Metro
'

woBvmws
score with ludicrous clowning and
horseplay.
,
Marie McDonald displays . easy
stage manner and pleasing voice on
"It Had to Be You," "Can't Get a
Man With a Gun" and "Ballenna."

New

.

House Reviews
Rosy, N. Y.
Ilona Massey, Roily Rolls, Vasso
Argyris, Rosario k Antonia k Co.,
Choral EnsemWe (24), Roryettes,
Paul Ash House Orch; "An. Ideal
Husband" (20th), reviewed in Vame-

Acts

HAYES GOBPON

announced as 12.year-olds, and Plenty nonchalant with the custom- SMfttf?'.:.'.''./'''''
!• Mins;
a trio of local amateur contesting ers, taking the woU calls in stride.

^vv-

all

LtTCK
Dance

',:^-

Ross

cise i>hrasing

« LOCKT
.

nun*.
Apollo, N. Y.

Sliivy'* Beot, N. Y.
goes big with stubholdfprs.
Hayes Gordon^ doubling from the
Generous with songs, including on
his
his list "Falling in lave." "Whif- musical "Brigadoon," in making
fenpoof" and "Antoinette," a French nitery boW, impresses as likely cafe
At show fodder once he gets more experinovelty, among others,
ence
in this field. He has a wellcaught he encored with "Make Believe.". Finale brings out Ross and groomed bary, which he can control
Miss McDonald in a diiet on "Em- to meet the' requirements of this
braceable You" with more clowning small room, or can let out for the
larger spots. In addition, his prC'^
Elic.
than vocalizing.

acts (different ones at every show),
Along with the aforegoing are the
band, comprising four saxes, four
rhythms and five brass plus Heidt,
going in more tor clowning than ftiumr. Not. 26, 19*1.
sic and confining itself to just a
^
couple of straight-out musical numof fair
Roxy layout this session maintains!, bers; a newcomer comedian
ancient material
a high level of entertainment ability with much
fine \>ima
throughout, but Jacks excitement. and business, a really
"discovery," and a
There's just- nothing that punches singer, a Heidt
sextette.
singing
mixed
passable
act^ to mak« the difference be- Heidt ringmasters the proceedings as
tween' an ordinary show and an
keeps things movmg
extraordinary one. Nearest tp; it. is capably as ever,
on the same friendly,
Roily Rolls, French pianist, who fast and gets
with audience as lorcombines some real artistry on the intimate terms
meily. An enormous quantity helps
Q8 with clowning that gets the
lor any lack of over-aU
laughs the program so hadly needs. to make up
quality.
Rolls turns in one serious Rach-

and diqtion

Luck and Lucky, mixed

'

him

-gives

sepia tan

team, offer conventional routines birt
manage to incorporate clever and
difficult turns into them to lift stint
above average. Gal injects comedy
and torso-twirling In her solo whidh
whammed them here but would be
doubtful else where.
Open with precision tap double
each taking a solo spot for more
cleating and Joining in fast double
for finish.
Okay for family time
vauders.
£dba.

a solid base upon wl)idh to -build
a cafe act tor the smart rooms. ",
King Cole Trio, Noble Sissie Orch
Gordon's immediate need, how(12) with Katherine Cranes; Luclc fc
ever, is a sapient, tune selection so
Lucfci/, 2 Smith Kids, Dawijy Den-rris,,
DABIEN BOBEBTS
Spider Bruce, Vivian Horris, John that he can get more variety into Sengm
his offer ingSi,
At show caught, he
ViBiiil; ••Wi/omino" (Rep),
Mitti;.'''.
did a series of hits from legit musiEulMS»y,.'N..''X'.
cals, inclu'ding "Almost Like Being
The Apollo, N. Y., .should be in in Love,^ "Dancing in the Dark"
Darien Roberti is a personable
The band starts off with "History
maninoff number and some Icgit
Unto of Music," illustrating various phases for a banner take on current week and "You and the Night .and the vocalist with an okay voice.
serves
iirhich
boogie-woogie;
giving
imdevelopments
and
lure
King
with sure-shot marquee
of
of its
Music," all of: which offer virtually fortunately, as yet she hasn't the
round otrt and set off his comedy pressions
of other bands, while Heidt Cole Trio, plus Noble Sissle's band,
the saitie mood and tempo. A great- necessaiy projection to hold her
routine. Best of his numbers is his
are
comedy
There
describes
it
all.
topline
honors.
Combo
drew
audience,
sharing
imitation of various type pianists,
er tune variety and more nitery
musicians for their standfees at opening Friday (16).
the
high-jinks
by
On
the
surface.
Miss
Roberts
has
nearthe
experience will make him a welsuch as the blase, ttje gay,
second contribution, "The Green
Sissle, Negro composer and bandthe sawy for a smart room. Her
come addition to the cafe acene.
sighted, the jitterbug and the boogieGrass Grew All Around." Then Har- leader, IS making his first appearance
numbers show variety and mannerwijogie player. It wins.solid reaction
Jose.
old Peck, 17-y«ar-old Phillip Morris at the Apollo in a couple of years,
isms that hit the crowds nicely.
'
from the house.
amateur, prov^ a piioflcient tap during which time he and ci-ew had
JwteJ
In top spot on the bill is.Ilona dancer.
held forth at Billy Rose's Diamond THE SKEPTICS (i)
Massey, who's been at the Roxy beDon Wright, comedian, does the fa- Horseshoe, N. Y. nitery. For this Comedy
fore and the wee*: prior to her presmiliar impression of a girl arising in theatre date he's fronting a ,crew 9' Mills/
ent date was at the Versailles, New
rhythm,
five,
sax,
comprising
three
Spivy's
Bool,
N.
X.
among
and,
dressing,
morning
York riitery. Hungarian warbler re- the
other bits of business, more or less three trumpets, which splendidly
The Skeptics, a youthful couple,
iains all the blonde magnificence
is CoBtimied from pare •
funny, and 10 band members in fem- handles showbacking for other acte have the makings of a pleasant comand class that has marked her pre- inine attire stir more mirth with a as well as clicking on own in a. edy
act. They show a pleasing blend
viously,, but show$ nor really topburlesque ballet number. Hallyard quartet of band numbers. Of the lat- of satire on a variety of -subjects for replacement of the Astor hotel
department.
the
pipw
in
notch taltht
Patterson, 17-year-old Negro ama- ter, a new arrangement of "Wild' which can be built up only with with a huge theatre project.
It's a pleasant enough voice she has,
the About Harry" and Lamai''s "Boogie"
Freezer has taken the land under
demonstraties skill
at
teur,
but not sufficiently distinguished to ivories, .his two piano niuubers. Alec garner loudest salvost KaHierine' expert delivery.
As is, they ;show only a brand lease for three terms aggregating 90
earn her jxmvz than passing plaudits, Templeton's "Tiecate" and "Hodge Graves, songstress, gives with a jivey
from audience. She does "Zing Went Podge Boogie,'* winning good ap- treatment ot '^The Gentleman Is a of parlor entertainment that's yet years at rentals and taxes reported
to attain professional polish. 'They've to amount to almost $9,000,000 for
the String ol IVly Heart," a Hun- plause.
Dope."
garian number^ and "I Have But
King Cole Trio, in closing spot, chosen a type of ^ct that's difficult the first 30 years. Flaps call for a
The Heidt Tones, three girls and
One Xjove."
eops the show by reprising jukebox to develop, inasmuch as 'it's de- large restainrant on the second floor
three boys, are assisted by Heidt in
signed essentially for. smart rooms, to be reached from the streef by
Bill also includes another singer, vocalizing of "Civilization."
Devy faves, such as "Baby Likes to Rebop,"
Vasso Argyris, in an e^rly spot. He Davenport, another amateur, is an "Save the Bones for Henry," "Those of which there aren't toqi ^many out- escalators and a roof garden. Theadoes some operatic warbling for mi- exotic dancer sparsely attired. More Things Money Can't Buy" and "Alt ade of the metropolitan areiis.
Their satire on the suspense type tre will be convertible from pictures
nor results, backed by the 24-voice supposedly cbmedy is' on tap. when I Got Is Me." Cole pianos and hanto television and legit shows^
choral ensemble. Latter, standing on Allen Bodie, NBC soudd man, re- dles the vocals, bad^ed by electric of fUm has some basically funny
Freezer, who has other extensive
Some of their other pieces
a steep. platform running up Ix^ind veals how radio' sound effects are guitar and bass, in usual slick man- moments.
similarly can be buUt up with addi- realty interests, is well-known mt
the orch, serves w^i throvq^out the created while a playlet -ensues at. the nerto win plenty applause.
j;ote.
Broad-way as a' legit ahgei;. He hati
Sandwiched between Sissle's band tional playing time,
show.
mike.'
^
and Cole Trio are a trio of acts, conrecently had coin in "Gentleman
Rosario
Antonio, with their own
Rice, with Heidt as a stooge, essays sisting of Luck & Lucky, tap team;
from Athens," the Emmet Lavery
JEBBY BEBGMANN
company of dancers, provide most of some more nonsense along with gags
and Danny Dennis, Magic
play which did a quick fold, and
the production scope in the layout, of ancient vintage. The band follows TNvo Smith Kids,
all reviewed un; 9 Mills.
although, of course the Hoxyettes with a "Linger Awhile,'' which is unicydist-juggler,
'An inspector Calls," which failed
are on- hand with a verjr handa>me well' received* Dick Cantino, another der New Acts. In addition there's EmbBMyi N. T.
to pay off in New York and is curcomedy
skit by house comic
also
the
hoopakirt munber. Pair of Spanish of Heidt^ amateurs,. annouDct^ as a
Jerry Bergmann, who has ap- rently on the road.
Spider
Bruce^ Vivian Harris and
technicians
Srstrate
and
terpers'are
peared previously ia niteries, has
winner,
five-time Phillip Morris
Dowling said his plans for reshbwmen. Nat only is their own clicks on the- accordion, playing John. Vigal, a switch on the jealdus developed a neat line of legerdemain
footwork appealing, but their com- "Twelfth Street Rag," ''Lady of husband burley bit, that gets -plen^ that's more suitable to intime rooms. furbishing the Victoria next summer
Biba.
pany is topnotch to the extend of Spain" and "That's My Desire." He laughs.
Once he gets fuller projection of envisage -an expenditure of between
occasionally outshining them.
One and Harold. Parr, the blind singer
tricks he'U be able to work the $300,000 and $330,000. He said that
weakness of the whole turn is An who brings back memories of Fred
would' have no effect on projected
larger spots.'
tonio's constant effort at "cuteness.'
Lowery, are the show's standout perBergmann is a youngster with an demolition and rebuilding of the enThat's unnecessary for a performer formers. Parr's singing of "'Whifeye-compelling assortment of small tire 4Sth to 46th street block on
of his legitimate tale;its.
fenpoof Song" and "Old Rugged
tricks such as rapid palming of Broadway, which wiU go ahead as
COBtinmil from pugt 4t
Paul Ash oreh (does' .tiiff usual Cross" is socko.
thimbles, varied tricks with a hand
soon as loosening of government
capable: job of backing the show
Local Opptprtunlty Contest win- died -Jan. 15 there. His. son was as- kerchief and ping-pong balls. Some building controls and other condi«
from its position onstage; H«rb,
of his stunts are good for laughs,
ners, including a good-looking girl sociated 'With him in the business.
That
tions make it practicable.
singer and a four-man glee club, one
Brother and three .grandchildren but only, from the ringsiders. In the might
be in a. year and a half or two
rear
which
is an assistant
of
the
room,
of
they'remember
hard
to
•also survive.
Oljmpla,
foUow: and cousequeutly don't get years, he opined. He said the uncounty attomey here, also get over.
-Miami, Jon. 16.
full appreciation. Most of his items amortized portion ot the Victoria rewindup is a jam session,
Show's
John Boles, Dannv Drayson, Al plenty lively.
ANNABELLE GLADMAN
Reeg.
are standaird, I)Ut bis slick presenta- modeling would be but a drop in
Robinson k. Alkali Ike, Wilfred Mae
Mrs. Annabelle Flowers, 49, re- tion htips in piittlng fhem over.
the bucket against the $15,000,000
Trio, Juanito. k Anita,- Les Ithode
tired actress known professionally
'Jote.
Orch; "Road to Hid" (Par).
that the whole project wiU cost.
Hi|ip0Ar<»Hdu», llaltn.
as Annahelle Gladmaut- died' Jan. -15
.'
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Miami

in Hollywood. She gave up her
Baltimore, Ja-n. 18.
installed
blended: show
Claude Thornhill Orch (16) with screen' career four years ago.
week goes well all the way,
Suave looking John Boles belts Fran Warren and Gene WilUa-ms;
SAMUEL SIEGEL
his approach and easy Berfc & Hallow, Barney Grant; "hovb
From a Strangef' (EL),
Samuel Siegel, 72, mandolinist and
composer, died Jan. 11 jji Burbank,
Claude Thomhill's orch is a Cal. He was the father of Don Siesmooth aggregation solidly, fronted
gel, Warner -director.
by the telling pianistics' of .the
Wife also survives.
maestro and comprises an itastru-

•Niftily

here'thjs

them with

delivery of the musicomedy and pop
tunes he purveys. Tees off with, a
medley, then swings to a special "X
Can't Get Off My Horse" and then
"Begin the Begulne" for change of
pace. lEncores- witi) ^'Desert Song"

for solid Inception.
mentation of five brass, four sax,
Pace setters are the Wilfred Mae three rhythm and two French horns
Trio.
Hoop stuff is tops, with the which add novelty. It's on the sweet
:rings-work bringing gasps and ap- side and pleasing to the ear. Openplause.
ing number, "Arabian Dance," a
Danny Drayson emcees in easy, lengthy arrangement, supplies a
smooth fashion.
Slim little guy proper motif for the balance of the
clicks, in his. own spot with eccentric stint.
hoofery and fast wordage to neat
Male vocalist, Gene Williams, folreturns.
lows with "Almost Like Being in

TWa SMITH Kms
Calypso Singers
a Mins.

Eulogy

Leiiar
ApoUo, N. Y.
The Smith Kids, lad and gal, have sssa ConttiMiea from p»k« I assH
shaped their current, offering from
Nazism
Who always maintained "art
numbers previously done by them
in the legjter, "Ganbbean Carnival," and music above politics."
which had a brief run at the InterFact is, it's argued, the operetta
national theatre, N. Yi
composer, now , senile and ill in •
Youngsters are personable with Swiss refuge, was not only a perplenty of know-how in selling calypso sonal and artistic favorite of Hitler,
tunes, evidenced by animated ver- but was clearly- shown by Swiss
sions of "Ugly Woman," "If You newspapers as a writer of deAin't Got Rhythm'' and an xmidentinunciations of former Jewish colflable number.
Both are colorfully
despite
costumed, harmonize well and point leagues in Vienna. Lehar,
up final number with neat dance to having a Jewish wife, weathered
political storms personally through
take them oft.
Should do okay in family vauders- wide prewar publicity in which he
and 'pop-priced niteries.
Edba.
was often pictu-^ed In the.Fuelu-er's
company, refugees here cohtendt
Aufbau, German-language' weekGUY CHEBNEY
.

.

Mother, 93, of Robert E. Sherwood,
playwright, died Jan. 19 in her New
York home, after a brief illness.
Around the turn of the century, she
won several awards for her portrait
paintings.

Two other sons, a daughter,
brother and two casters also survive.

Al , Robinson reveals
Love" and a novelty "Hey, Boy,"
which impresses, his which garner strong returns 'and
Husband
Anne
Morrison
of
dummy. Alkali Ike, in slick' fashion. makes a good spot- for Berk & Hal- Chapin, playwright and screen
Juanito and Anita handle the terp low, mixed hoofing team, for straight
writer, died last week at the St.
section for nice- palming: Specialize tappery winding up in strong chalSongs:
in flamenco dances, wMh: enough lenge stuffs Thornhill follows with Margaret's Hospital, Pittsburghi aft- 20 Mins.
imagination and color to rack up a sesh at ivories in which, he whacks er a long illness.
Drake Hotel, San Francisco
out a medley including "Who," "Anhealthy reaction.
There's a smooth cordialitjr about
Edward Kranss, 79. oldest mem.
Les Rhode house orch bandies niversary Song'^ and "You Do," a
bejl-ringing spot which holds with, her of the Paramount police force, Guy Cherney's singing which makes
show backing in good style. Lary,
contributions
of
band's
femme died Jan. 13 in Hollywood after a for easy listening. Adhei-mg to this
style Cherney cashes in on nice se.
chirper, Fran Warren. Singer with heart attack.
lection of tunes and sells them efplenty of know-how punche.'! out
Ventro

teclmique

.

Minenapoli«, Jan. 17.
"Love for Love," "Sunday Kind of
Horace Heidt Orch (14) twith Love" and "It Had to Be You," all
Tones (6), Harold Peck, Don groovy and to -maximum respon.?e.
Highlight is Thomhill's working
file "Warsaw Concerto" on
old Part, Minnettimlia Opportunity the piano which sets strong comfedy
Contest Winners (6); "Crime Doc- niche held by Barney Grant in a
tot'»eamh^ iCoD.
routine of hillbilly stuff aided by
guiter strumming.
Thornhill and
After an ateencc of three years crew close show -With sock rendition
from theatres and radio, Horace of "Oh, You Beautiful Doll."
Heidt has tossed his hat back into
Biz bU right.
BMnn.

cisco,

the' boisterous welcome given him
are any criterion, he hasn't been for-

'

gotten and still possesses that pulling
power of old.
For his re-entry, Heidt offers a
variety rather than a band show and
the entertainment on tap is reminiscent of the late Major Bowes'
troupe!!* shenanigans and the OLsenJohnson jamborees. It stacks up as
rather crude, rough and ordinary,

'

ilKII,

Boston
Boston, Jan, 16.

Lanny Ross, Marie McDonald,
Winik k Mae, Ladd Lyon, Low, Hite
k Stanlem Larry Flint House Orch;
"Pitatet of Montefey" (0).

Current bill shapes up okay with
Lanny Ross in the top spot.
Opens with Winik and Mae, two
but the audience at show caught here kids offering neat ballroomology.
apparently found it a lot of fun and Ladd Lyon follows and clicks with
chatter and a slick aero routine, aidmuch to its lUcing.
Show includes four Phillip Morris ed by audience stoogfr—in this case
radio show 'ttmtiteur prize winners. his brother. Low, Bite and Stanley

.

Opening with "Serenade of the
Bells," he follows with "Ballerina,'
"Wi.tl'enpoof" and "Freedom Train
Continued from page I
for solid reception.-' Then "Cecilia
Wife, 41, of Paul Covert, stage "Too Fat Polka," a medley of San "Dennis James Night" Dec. 26, night
Francisco
manager of Wamei^s' station KPWB, medley for songs," and a Jolsoti of the big snowfall.
additionalpalm pounding.
Hollywood, died Jan. 1& there.
Despite the snow, more than BOO
Ted,
people turned 'Out, to be admitted to
C. H. lilndblom, 53, motion picture
the arena merely by mentioning
engineer, died Jan. 13 in Hollywood, DANNY DENNIS
James' name. Biz has .since picked
Onlcyclist
following a heart attack.
up, leading the promoters to believe
8 Mins.
that many of those that saw the
Apollo, N. Y.
Mother, 77, Of Franklin Pangborn,
paying cusDanny Dennis is a personable matches for free are now
film character actor, died Jan. 17 in
special tickets
chap, too expert in his manipulation tomers. As a result,
Hollywood.
of regulation and king-sized uni-. have been printed, which televiewers
the*
requesting
cycles- to be a newcomer to' vaude can get merely by
William Crockett Ollare, 56. own- However, he is not recorded
from James via mail.
er of American Freedom mag and VAiiiKry's New Act files.
Fact that no new.spaper publicity
Dennis' dexterity atop the' one^ was given to the original "James
former manager of the Texas theatre, San Antonio, died Jan. 12- in wheelers, while juggling hoops and Night," with its only advance proballs, proves he knows his stuff and
that city.
motion consisting of three mentions
that he didn't just recently come out
by the announcer during the wresof the woodwork.
Wife, 30, of Julian Hartt, former
thng amrgs p o i n t s up tele s *re
As the only ofay act on
at
especially
INS writer and film publicist, Jan, 13 this Negro vaude house, hebillgoes
mendous audience pull
in Greensville, Mich., where he's over solidly as a novelty act.
when the public can get somethint
now editing ti papeTi
fot nothing.
£dba.
of

both rings again. And if the large
turnout de^ite a near-blizzard and.

.

for emigres, has carried letters

NBC and RCA for the
undocumented "fairy tale"
on Lehar, Inquirers at NBC's program desk, it is said, are told the
program was "car^ully researched"
denouncing

fectively.

Father of 7erry Zigmond, in charge
Paramount theatres in San Frandied Jan. 15 in Hollywood.

ffeidt

Rice, Hallyard Patterson, Allen Bodie,

Dick Cmtino, Devy Davenport, Har- out of

ly

assertedly

Grunters' Gate
i

I

—

.
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Stagehawis UnkMi Asks 20% Wage Tilt
Costly Concesdons for
jjew York's local

o£

No.. 1

agei^
basic

-lor

(i

tevised extension of the

contract

New

Pact

thet'

Tbeatrical Protective Union (stage))ands) is negotiating with the manr

which expires Feb.

They are reportecl asking for
1,
wage increases and concessions so
extreme that even: one well-luiown
deCkhaiid leader termed them "ridic-^
ulous." 'It is usual for unions to

make demands in excess of expectations but the explanation of the
present "revisions" is that they were
jnade as a counterrmove to stop a
"rollback' of present wage jsched-

of

legit outfit,

and

Coronet theatre.

the.

Pelican henceforth will book productions into large houses since the
25S-seater gave no chance for real
dough. It also served as a financial
millstone when on permanent lease
:

.

Up

Of Fdm, Legit Names

light of increasing cost living.
.Siuiday Inereasei

in addition to the general

till;

which would amount to approximately 70% over the present scale.

i

Showmen say

:

that if such increases

wei« anforced it woidd mean the
end of Sunday shows, because operation in the red on such performances
woidd be virtually certain. Since
Ihe same fates would awpljr to ^bene^
Ata^ those shows too wonU be eliiAi-

.

It isn't generally believed
nated.
that tiie union will be able to eSeet
the proposed scale;
Understood,: too, that the union
•aks for a minimum of eight hours
pay when crews are called to the
theatre for any purpose oUier than

regular operation. The present minv
Imum for such calls is front two to
three hoiuns.
The proposed eighth
Jiowr ri^le would force producers to
pay for work not done which would
eome within the scope of "featherbedding/* supposed to be prohibited
by the Taft-Hartley I^w. Included
would be the taking in and exiting of
hows and v;hile eight or more hours
•re required to take large producIjfids in or outi only a couple of
koutS' are neeessary in handling one.'•etters :b'om or to the trucks.
Union also asks that 10% of the
IwyroU l>e paid it by the managers
far a Welfare fund, that idea evidently stemming from the plan origInated by John L. Lewis for his coal
miners union. Other theatre unions
asking for increases include the en
:

'

'

.

-

and wardrobe outfits.
K dispute over two curtain men
on the payroll in the case of "A

gineers

For Canada Repertory
Toronto* Jan. 20.
The name Canada's National
Theatre, has been registered by
Brian .Boherty, Toronto lawyer.
Author of '^'Father Malachy's Miracle,"
joined' the
imDoherfy
presario ranks last season wlien he
backed the C!aoadian tour of John
Gielgud in "Love for Love" and
''The Importance of Being Ernest."
He's currently ^onsoring. the Ihiblin Gate troupe in a Canadian tour
prior to its going to New Tork.
Doherty states that agreements to
appear with Canada's National Theatre have been secured &om Raymond Massey, Judith Evelyn, Hume
Cronyn and Alexander Knox.. Also
that permission has been secured
from: Equity to form the new company in Canada and use tUe above
professionals in their appearances
with Canadian supporting casts.
Doherty adds that he has also secured the permission of Equity to
have certain apprentices attach^ to
the troupe.
Headquarters for the new company will be London, Ontario, (incidentally the home town of Hume
:

Cronyn and Alexander Knoxh where
the Grand Theatre has been secured
for rehearsals, performances and
workshops where sets, etc., will be
buUt for forthcoming

tours. Doherty
says his initial tours will be confined
to Toronto, Montreal, Hamilton, Ot-

tawa, and some ofhec Ontasio centers.

SILOOMSNYALFRESCO
ADMISH FEES
TO

Named Desire" appears to,
HffiE
have been tossed bac^k into the lap
St. Louis, Jan. 20.
of the union. Play is a one-setter,
For the first time in its 29 years of
but _ the union delegate sought to
existence, the Mmiicipal Theatre
Justify the use of two men on the
grpund that the curtain was raised Assn., sponsor of alfresco entertainment in the Forest Park playhouse,
11 times. Management declared that
was no excuse for an extra man and will hike its admission scale starting
Kfused to keep him on the payrolL with next season. Mounting costs,
said to be 300% over what they were
in 1920, 5s the. eause announced for
Streetcar

.

:

,

the action.

CORiO,

COOPER 'SLEEP
AT WB

Although installation of new seats
will bring the capacity to 11,900,
wlien season tees off next June, the
directors announced that "the volume
Hollywood, Jan. 20,
of revenue from capacity boiises no
"Sleep It Ofl," farce
cotnedy longer asrures the association of
•wmng Ann Corio, Jackie Cooper handily meeting its current costs,
•nd Vince Barnett, went into re which are influenced by the nation
hearsals Monday (19) at Warner
wide upward spiral. Should there
Bros, studio.
be a decrease in attendance because
.Play, being produced by James of weather or other uncontrollable
KJhson and Paula Stone, under Miss factors, it would create a financial
otone's direction,
opens in San problem."
Biego, Feb. 0, and wffl head
Under the new scale 30e. and 60c.
ahorlly thereafter.
dueats will cost 5c more; $1.20 chairs
will go to $1.30; $1.80 seats to $1.95,
and $2.40 seats to $2.60. Surplus

IN10 REHEARSAL

Prqi London

Bow Of

Wexley's last

.

.

funds from previous seasons have
i>ecn. used to improve the outdoor
theatre and a new $800,000 improvement program has gotten under way.
Last season the association just managed to skim into the black.

London, Jan. 20.
Easing of the Lord Chamberlain's
ban forbiddmg presentation of prison
uie on stage has teed off plans for
public presentation here of
rt
«>hn
Wexley's "The l,ast Mile."
"Ton Never Can Tell" (revival)—
nofi Madison is planning a Jg)ring Theatre GuUd.
production of the play whidi ran on
"The Hallams"—WUliam Brown
Broadway and was flfaied in the lleloney.
early I930's.
"My Komance" ("Romance With
Private groups saw the play sev- Music" )^Shuberts.
eral years ago when a then unknown
"Me and MoHy"—Feigay, Smith,
British du«ctor, Carol Reed, Ken with and Cummings.
J^n"?
fflefted the
veto and presented it lor
"A Long Way From Home"—Ex.

several performances.

league

and

the

Drama Be Regulariy Produced

Unless

* A

Authors

Yurka, Blackmer in 'Sons'
For Mpls. Civic Theatre
Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

Blanche Yurka and Sidney Blackmer, who were with the "All My
Sons'' road company and appeared
in its locally-sponsored productions
in Detroit and Cleveland, will be
guests stars with the Minneapolis
Civic Theatre when the Arthur Miller play is presented here for 11 perThe
formances starting Jan. 28.
usual $1.50 top scale will be boosted
to $2.^ for the engagement
"AH My Sons" originally had been
announced as one of the New York
"Happy Birthday," starring Helen Theatre Guild's subscription season
Hayes, which has been running on offerings at the Lyceum, legitimate
Broadway for a year and three roadshow house, but the booking
months, will not be sent on tour had to be cancelled when the road
when the engagement terminates. company closed following its ChiRodgers and Hammenitcin, firm cago engagement.
which produced the Anita I^os
comedy, has decided the show is too
costly to operate out of town, where

perimental Theatre.

'Birthday

Too

to Tour

it would require $24,000 gross weeklj'
to better an even break. "Birthday"
can earn an operating prWlt at lower
gross levels, in New York.
Despite the fact that the iSipw is a
one-setteTj an unusual number of
stagehands ,1s necessary and musicians comprise another costly item.
"Birthday" moved last week from
the Broadhurst to the Plymoutii,
where Miss Hayes again was unable
to appear because of laryngitis and
two performances were cancelled.
Star's Illness forced the show dark
one night the previous week but she
is xepoited having recovered.
Miss Hayes is imder contract With
Qie Theatre Guild to star in "Next to
.

.

id»ys.

the

Unions' Conmittee Nixes 'Skipper'

DG

;

Union asks another 30% increase
along the line. Reported they
also seek time and one-half on Sim-

Exec Sec

Showing

,

all

as

Guild. Ten Eyck lias been with the
Dramatists Guild about a year. Miss
Sillcox' will continue in an advisory
'Jungle'
capacity with the DG, particularly
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
tor negotiations of conti^acts.
Invitational three performance
The
council win henceforth
world premiere Friday through Sun- hold regular meetings the first Tuesday (23-25) of Paul Peters' "The day of the month.
Jungle," will mark dissolution tieup
between Pelican Productions, local

basis.
Tieup began with PeUcan's
bow last June with C^ast premiere
During the depression in the early Of "Skin of Our Teeth." J930's there was a 1Q% reduction acFirst indie production goes into
but
several
-N.
Y,
local
the
eepted'by
Coronet Feb. 4 when Marie ]>mise
Masons later the cut was restored^ £lkins presents ''Dipper Over GimJUfhotigh managers are mulling de- bels," a Helen Sloan Stetson com'/iiiiaatte for wage tilts by other thca'
edy, for pre-Broadway premiere.
there
are
no
known
in^
ire unions,
tentions of reducing the stagehands
pay. Deckhands union obtained a
Lbt
20% increase two years ago but con* Doherty Lines
tend further boosts are in order In
iJes.

Ten Eyck

Mills Ten Eyck has been named
executive-secretary of the Drama-r
tists Guild, affiliate of the Authors
Lcafoie of America. He succeeds
Luise Sillcox, who remains exec-sec

Pelican, Coronet Split

With

49

Dramatists Guild Names

Schwartz's 'Shylock' Set

ForCoastwideTonnCo.In

fact-finding

com-

committee

posed of representatives from the
unions^ 'actoi's,
theati'e
various
stagehands and others—ruled against
the continuance of "Skipper Next to
Ciod'' after this week
unless the
drama is regularly produced. Play
was put on by the Experimental
"Hieatre at the Maxinc Elliott, N, Y.,
and was supposed to have been limited to one week, but the unions assented to an additional two weeks

—

which expire Sunday

(25).

Considerable confusion attended
the switch from ET status to that,,
of commercial rating and when the

Monday

unionsT committee huddled

US), it was decided that extending
the "Skipper's" date was not in conformity with the regulations adopted. Pointed out that the experimental showing was not a tryout and in
extending the "Skipper" date at
regular boxoifice prices the ET
formula had been discarded even
though the added showings were
on a non-profit basis, as far
the
management was concerned.

:

:

-

When Blevins Davis took over
"Skipper" he was required to en*
gage a company manager, also a
house manager and a press- agent at
regular scale, instead of one man at
reduced pay. Two men went into
the boxofCice, none having been
needed before, as ET' is a subscription project Only three men were,
baclcstatge but' a crew of «even was
required l9y their union.
scene'
designer was also put ^on the pay.

Three-Week Stand

in

LA.

-

Maurice Schwartz, currently star'
ring in "Shylock and His Daughter'
at his Yiddish Art theatre on N. Y.'s
lower East Side, will soon start an
extended tour in the Ari Ibn-Zahav

A

di'ama. First out-of-town date will
be a week at the Forrest, Philadel
pltia, starting Feb. 2, with stands in roll.
the east, including Canada, to follow
Cheapi 3^y*nt Means?
in communities where there is an
Committee decided tliat if "Skipappreciable Jewish population. Some,
booldngs are for split weeks but a per" were permitted to continue, a
way for cheap tiyouts would be
full week will be played at the Ply'
My Blonde," slated for production mouth, Boston, where "Shylock" opened to managers, one of tiie
points that Equity and other theatrO
next season. Written by Marcel will open Feb. 17.
unions have always opposed. Thero
Fagnol and called "Aupres de ma
The Schwartz company, under the
Blonde" in Fai-is, the adaptation is management of Edward A. Relkin, is 'talk of moving "Skippec". to an-'
other house iwt before that ja-don^
being made, by S. N. Behrman.
wiU play two performances at the it will
be necessary to supply a new
National, Washington Feb. 22 and
production, scenic attists union iiavthen jumps direct to Los Angeles
ing protested tlie further use of cet«
where it is booked at the Biltmore
Toppers Lire
tings and props designed only ior
for tliree weeks, longest date for a
experimental usageGreat
In Oddish attracQon in that stand.
Percentage arrangement for the
In L. A. Schwartz will play "Shyactors called for $80 each, including
lock" the Ibrst week. "Dr. Herzl"
Snccessffll
Aflram' will follow,
John Garfield, the star, plus 25% of
with several otiier plays
When Broadway deals in sentiment to be given the third week. Support the gross' over $10,000, .and the mew
and tradition, it can provide irresis- includes Dinah Halpern, Isadore deal is for the cast to get 50% of
tible theatre. The "ANTA'AlbumV Casher, Muni Serfbrov, Charlotte the takings over $11,000 if the.show
show Sunday ni^t (18) at the SQeg- Goldstein, Gustav 'Berger, Anatole continues after this week; SKiere 4uci»
feld, N. Y., was such an occasion.
Winogradov, Yudel Subitudgr and a number of extras in -"Sldpper"
who are paid $S0 per week, althougb
For. the benefit ot the American Morris Strassbetg.
$20 is usual, but they -complained
National Theatre Sc Academy, a
because of not being included in IfaA
seemingly endless array of stars,
percentage plan.'
featured actors, .bit players, singers
and dancers recreated memorable
Looks like Davis, in an indicated
scenes and numbers from not^le
altruistic gesture to take over sans
shows 0f the pastr-and present. And
any profit (if any on the manage*
a name-packed audience stretched
Reaction to "ANTA Album," the ment's end, it goes to the American
the capacity of the l,60&,sesft house benefit Mil
the Ziegfeld. N. Y, Na^naHfteatte and Academy), liat
to give repeated ovations,: and level Sunday (18), which was so enthusi- wislied himself into « Kock of head*
in old and recent memories. -It was astically supported by showgoers aches; Attendance was good and it
a tremendous success.
and so professionally presented with was claimed "Skipper" got $14,0^
Few benefit <^ows have been, so a flock of stage names, was a pro- for its first eight performances, in>
expertly prepared and smootiily posal to put on a sunilar event in eluding Sunday (18) when capacity
staged. The op«iing curtain rang up Hollywood, also for the benefit of was drawn and takings were quoted
on time, an almost unprecedented the developing American National at $4,379. Whether that meant an
event The scenes and numbers were Theatre and Academy. Those closely operating net. was not clear, for
all well rehearsed, correctly cos- identified with AITTA ieel that the Itevis, who guaranteed to absorb any
tumed and, by the use of simple legit organization is now almost red, went for large extra qtace ad
semi-settings, tKickdrops, drapes and ready to start activities to encourage last week without knowing whether
props, effecti\rely presented. There the theatre throughout the country, "Skipper" would continue after fiiitl
were few apparent hitches, and none having gotten its best financial h}rpo week.
..:'.
so far from (he "Album."
serious.
Net receipts from the show apThe music was artfully suited to
the performance, and wa.s skillfully proximated $18,000. House was sold
played. There was only one encore out and many req.uests for tickets
(and that a scheduled one, for the could not be filled but had the show
gifted dePaur male diorus to sing been staged in Madison Square
one selection on its own), so there Garden as originally intended, takRaleigh, Jan. 20.
were no milked curtain calls, repeti- ings probably would have been
A group of local Citizens plans to
Front row seats brought
tious choruses or uses of better- doubled.
for the purpose of stagroutines.
And by no $100 each and all were easily dis- incorporate
forgotten
ing in C!harla):te during May and
means least, the whole program was posed of. Lower floor scale was $12 June -a. symphonk;
drama depicting
brilliantly presented and. paced by; (including $2 federal tax) but for
the early struggles of this section tof
Hiram Sherman as m«. He eaught the front rows the suggested contri- Independence from Britain. The
on a nonprecisely the pi^^er balance of dig- bution was $88, that being
plan, unanimously adopted, provides
nity, biformality, deference and wit. tax basis.
Figured that the turnout of stars for tlie incorporation, of the MeckThe show opened spectacularly
performances would in- lenburg Historical Society, which
with a medley of hit tunes from for Sunday's
would model its production after
"Annie Get Your Gun," "Briga- spire studio names on the Coast to
Roanoke Island's "The Lost Colony,"
doon," "High Button Shoes," "Alleg- participate also, il and when an
ANTA benefit is held there.
Xhe £rst presentation would be
ro" and "Finian's Rainbow," each
May 20, the 173rd annivcEsicry of the
done by the ensemble of its iftow,
controversial MecldenlHirg Declarawith Mary Jane Walsh as soloist It
Shore dels Winter Stock tion of Independence whidt is rereceived a roar of ^aiqpreciation from
puted to iie the first such declaration
the audience, whi<^ filled every seat
Hall
adopted in the colonies. The play
and jammed the rear of the. lower
Atlantic City, Jan. 20.
will t>e written by LeGette Biythe,
and upper floors, and stood in side
The George Spelvin ^yers vrill who has written much atwut local
exits and far corners of the house.
return for a winter engagement in history,
and music will be aeored
Reed's Stormy 'Gesture'
the theatre atop the 17-floor, beach- by Iidanar Stringfieid,
-who «omSunilar ovations followed Ray- front Haddon Hall hotel, it was. anposed the music ittr *Colony."
mond Massey 's performance of the nounced last week by the l^eeds Lipfarewell scene from "Abe Lincoln pincott Co., owners.
GHEASOS-EOBWIS
'WAIXH'
in Illinois," and Walter Huston sing^
They will open Jan. 29 with
ing the currently popular "Septem- "Junior Miss" and then present
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
ber Song" from "Knickerbocker seven more plays, as follows: "HedJames Gleason and Jerry Hor win
Holiday," with June Locldiart as the da
GabWer';; "Candlelit;
"A are casting for the legiter, "Watchpert New Amsterdam lass. "Fhere Miurder Taa& been Arrai^ed"; 'Xove dosely,"
was n storm of applause for I3or- from a Stranger": "Petticoat Fever";
It's
slatett lor. a San TraDClfQ0
(Continued on vage 83)
opening prior to. jSroadway.
"Biography"; "I^aff That Off."
-
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'ANTA ALBUM' SUCCESS

'

CUING COAST CARBON

.

SYMraONY-DRAllA

SET FOR CHARLOTTE

On Haddon

Roof
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IJECITIMATB--CONCEIIT
Darcy, Met Tenor, Piles

Epty Survey w UDemployirieiit Due

kope Poor Mmey Bet But

Bankruptcy Petition

In 3 Months; Need Multiple Road Cos.

Emery Darcy, tenor currently on
the Metropolitan Opera Assn. roster,
last week filed a voluntary petition
of bankruptcy in N. Y. federal court
listing liabilities of $12,399 and ho
assets except $18,000 in insurance.
He claims his income amounted to
$3,600 in 1946 and $?,500 last year.

possibilities
report on the indicated
office of
for more employment. The
WashRobert B. Nathan Associates,
submit what
ington specialists, will
three
a pilot survey within

ganizations, he had left Berlin because of his disagreement with Nazi

Good

Concert

New Ciyic Center Is Due

,

nomic

specialists, observers, declare

the real solution of the employment
I^oblem is to be found in more good
plays- and more production. That
appears to put the situation directly,
up to authors and managers. Pointed
out that hits such as "Life With
Father," "Voice of The Turtle," and
"Arsenic and Old Lace," .along with
-othei«« resuite* in multiple- road
companies. lASt season when "State
of The Union" was playing Broadway there were, two companies on
the road but at this time there is
not more than one toi^'ing unit of
'any current- Broadway ^lick—"Oklahoma," "Annie Get Your .Gun,"
"Harvey."
Pop Shows Get Bookings
contended that if popular
It's

3d Summer

policies.

Kleiber was conductor of the Havana- Philharmonic the last three
years, but left the post this season^
it terms
will cost He conducted both opera and symmonttis. Survey, which
Aires last summer,
it was phony in Buenos
$3,000 will be preliminary,
report and will return there next summer
pointed out, and jf^a.luU
is for five months at the Teatro Colon.
covering aU points of the country
probthen desired an additional fee,
ably $10,000, will be needed.
ar- Los Angeles Needs
Equity downcU okayed the
rangement to retain the Nathan ofits Economic
fice at the request of
Hall/SezLevine;

Betterment Committee, headed by
Winston O'Keefe, appointed during
engagethe faU when legit show
ments were far under normal. There
activity
has been more production
it is
in the bast month or two but
be considerJEelt that there should
opportuniably more engagement
has been
ties, as the membership,
steadily climbing in recent seasons.
ilegardless of what the survey will
Indicate and the recommendations
expected to be made by the eco-

Gives

Pitt

New

York.

Light Opera Season
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Third straight season of
operii at Pitt
last

^

summer

Stadium was assured
the announcement

week with

that production deficits up to $50,000
Will be underwritten by Kautmann
Department Stores. Similar gifts

were made by Kaufmann's during
1946 and 1947.
At the same time, it was anWymetal
nounced * that William
woMld return this summer as direc-

Europe is no place now for the
young .American artist who wants

teur performances.

tary,

."
.

.

on the fringe of
.

;

this

perative.

summer opera

MARKOVAmiN TOUR

;

SPRING

-

Rodzinski's request 'for a threeyear contract was rejected, on the
grounds that every conductor in the
55-year history of the association had
worked on a. year-to-year basis. It
also was feared that a long term contract would give him free range to
undertake an ambitious protBrann of
full-scale opera., The Auditoriuui,
said association members, fitted in
with this plan.

To Use Metopera Stars

helm Furtwaengler, Hans KnappertsSan Antonio; Jan. 20.
busch and Hermann Karajan.
The San Antonio Symphony SoThe newly-founded Austrian Film ciety has announced plans for the
Producing Co. has signed a contract presentation of its fourths annual
Pittsburgh Area to Get
with the Salzburg Festival Commit- Grand -Opera Festival with a cast of
"
for filming- Metropolitan Opera stars
Symphonic Group tee, to use its buildingthe
to take the
months leading rolec. Music will be furpurposes throughout
ttttsburgh, Jan. 20.
when not occupied by latter.
nished by the San Antonio SymMusic lovers in surrounding com^
phony Orchestra conducted by Max
munities will soon have topflight
Reiter.
"Rigoletto" will open the
symphony concerts In their own
.

New

'

the. for-

to be known as- the Bakaleinikoff
Little Symphony of Pittsbtirgh. Under the direction of Vladimir Bakaassociate conductor under
Fritz Reiner of the Pittsburgh Symphony, 20 principal players in latter
leiiiikofl,

Choate Skeds 'Senor'

Hollywood, Jan; 20.
Edward Choate has closed deal
with Edward Chodoro^' to produce
latter's play, "Senor Chicago."
Choate plans opening legiter on
'

Broadway

in the fall.

organization have formed the new VIEG. DAVIS TO PUEETO EICO
Virginia Davis, songstress daughgroup for the purpose of giving concerts on tour before and after the ter of bandleader Meyer Davis,
regular Pittsburgh Symphony sea- planed to San Juan> Puerto Rico,
yesterday (Tues.) ior concert and
toA.
<
Hugo Kolberg, concertmaster of radio engagements. She returns Feb.
the Pittsburgh Symphony, will serve 1 for a concert tour of the .midwest
la the Jiame capacity with the new and west, returning east fot appearOti^esttAf and Frances Mattes; with ances in Philadelphia and Princeton
the orch iince 1934, will be personal in April.
Concert programs are mosQjr folkrepresentative tot tha LittI* Symsongs, sung in costume.

warm

American music,

to U.'

S/

and avid for American news.
(The American Information Bure|iu
he says). Korn'g
program included the first Prague
pesformance of Aaron Copland's
"Appalachian Spring," which the
Czechs liked.
Problem of performing American

;

is always crowded,

,

San

auditoriums as the result of

penned for the union.

.

.

to

are

Korn went abroad in October to
conduct for Col. Vassily de Basil's
Original Ballet Russe'for four weeks \
in Paris and Brussels.
The Czech,
Philharmonic Orchestra also invitedrhim to Prague for a concert in December,
.
Korn found the Czechs interested
.

,

shock to insiders who knew of
the widening gulf between the maestro and members of the Chicago Or.
chestra Assn. Main points at issue
were Rodzinski's penchant for opera,
his dissatisfaction 'with Orchestra
Hall, his insistence on a three-year
contract -and his disregard of the association's budget.
Rodzinski's production of "Tristan
and Isolde," with Kirsten Flagstad,
and "Elektra," with Marjorie Lawrence, Are blamed for a $30,000 deficit,
although both played to full
His preference for the
houses.
Auditorium, which admittedly has
better acoustics than the association's Orchestra Hall, was viewed
with disfavor: because its use involved costly improvements.

:

mation of a new symphonic group

the younil artist there finds
opportunities tliat
lacking here^

-

again without ch^tge for the 194ft
equipment. The first visit of the
season has already been granted;
Metropolitan" Opera In more than 40
years, which will take place in

(James O'Neill and Harry

'

And
many

performing

-great

:

FAR EAST

'

Chicago, Jam 20.
i
works in Europe is that of getting
Artur Rodzinski's heave-ho last the necessary scores and parts, says
week as conductor of the Chicago Korn. He originally planned doing
Symphony Orchestra came as no George Gershwin's "An .American in

April, Will be -the opening shot in
this building project for which the |>
offered there -are plenty location is already available.
of bookings to be had and de^ite
I also want to amend' my remark
IN
intown
of
out
conditions
adverse'
about there not being a single gooci
housing
and
transportation
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin
cluding
conceirt hall in the state of Florida.
headaches, successful roadshowing There is a good hall in Oi^lando. will tour the Far East this spring,
seaThis
accomplished.
tour
that area
first
artists
to
the
can
•till
be
But this Is -the only good one in
since the Sino-Jap War in 1937. The
son has already witnessed the the state.
two dancers, with a pianist,'will give
emergence of new managerial talMarks Levine,
in
McKinley
three
performances
ent and several producers registered
(«. p., Nat'l Concert & Artists
better-known
that
Auditorium, Honolulu^ March 30-31
with, scripts
Corp.)
and April 2, then plane to Hongkong,
liiiownien passed up.
Manila
for
appearEquity
and
Singapore
that
It isn't the first time
ances.
has 'gone outside of show business
rThey will be under the managefor advice. Around 10 years ago r Salzhurg Festi?al Sets
ment
ecoof
A.
Strok,
'Far
East
impre-.
as
described
firm
J»hiladelphia
nomic e'ngineers made a survey of
Five Operas for Season sario, who for years prior to the war
booked artists on tours from Japan
Equity's activities and what was
Vienna, -Jan. 13.
to India. Among those he set were
called the Larazus report (he was a
Salzburg Festival Committee anmember of the firm) was submitted nounced plans for coming season, Pavlowa, Heifetz, Elman, Rubinstein
Supposed radically-minded mem- which is to start July 28 and end and others. Strok, now located in
New York, is resuming his Far East
hers expected the report to disclose August 31. Five operas to be given
activities. He's also lined up Yehudi
hanin
carelessness
inefficiency and
are: "Fidelio," "Marriage of Figaro,!' Menuhin for a tour later this year,,
dling the association's affairs but the "Abduction from the Seraglio," "Orto include Manila, two other Philipby
commended
was
administration
pheus, and Eurydice" and a modern pine cities and Hongkong and Singasuggest,
a
did.
Latter
the experts.
one. by Frank IMattin, "Le Vin pore.
more alert if not younger staff and Herbe."
in
replacements
several
there were
As usual, "Jedermann" is to be
Equity's office. Two office ^repreSenAntonio Festival
Dom Square and musical
tatives were pensioned, as r-ecom- played on
the report, both now de- directors will be Edwin Fischer, "Wil>
mended

ceased
Lane).

can offer them some values.

With BOG Loss on 2 Works,

However^ with the organization of becoming a permanent enterprise lothe "Greater Los Angeles Plain, Inc." cally,' the association has -requested
Planning
there is hi^ hope that they will sOon tiiei Pittsburgh . Regional
Assn, to- make m survey tor amphistart building the new civic center
which I understand will house an theatre, to house the operettas; Perthe
Pitt
Stadium
to
use
mission
opera house of light'-size and nio.d$!rh

«hOws are

pn

talent,

.

of

^la^{

the other hand, says Korh,
Europe looks to America for cultural
products as well as other help, recognizing that eveR in music the U. S.

in

•

.

In. anticipation

-

re-

months abroad

three

On

Rodzinski's Opera Yen,

tbr-in-chief of the enterprise. He's
late this month to Itoe up
his st^iff, schedule and stars for the

.

after

and in many places higher
here,
and restrictions vary
monetary export.

The agreement remains in force
until next Sept. 1. John F. Lewis,
Jr., president, and Harold Mason,
secretary, signed for the- Academy,
while Frank P. Liuzzi, president of
Local 77, and Guy A. Scola, secre-

,

residing

cently

Fees in Europe don't compare with
those in the U. S., he said. Furthermore, the cost of living is as high

the Met), operettas, ballets, musical
extravaganzas,
carnivals,
shows,
dances (excluding name bands), and
minimum of six musicians for
exception
Of amadramas, with the

,

city.

York conductor, who returned

,

In my roundup of the U. "S. con- nine-week schedule during J une and
Local season .has ta close
cert halt situation in the Bee. 31 is- July.
sue of VARtSTY, 1 omitted references early in order tp get the Stadium,
With, the Philhar- where productions are staged, in
to Los Angeles.
for
shape
the Pitt football season
which
the
busiAuditorium,
is
monic
For "the last: several months, the
est concert hall in the country, and
with the Shrine Auditorium, which board of directors of the Civic Light
'unsatisacoustically
Opera
Assn.
had considered a camand
is too large
factory, we find the third largest paign for individual guarantors, and
city in the U. S. without an available a pubUc appeal for funds to carry on
venture, but the $50,000
fresco
al
design
and
of
modern
concert hall
4;he
proper size. This is particularly de- gift from Kaufmann's has made such
plorable because of the' enormous an appeal unnecessary. Losses weere
for
1946 season and $54,
the
$43,336
be
and
going
on
musical activity
cause of a .highly sophisticated pub- 917 for 1947, making outside help imlic

to make money. That is the opinion of Richard Korn, young New

AFM

due East

Editor, Vabiety:

Good

Batpnii^ Fiekl Sez Ricliard Korn

Broadway managers and Equityt*
means
Acad, of Music, Philly,
are considering ways and
on tne Kleiber in First Berlin
to open ut> more time
Most of Darcy's debts, the petition'
Local
can
Signs With
Baton Dates Since 1936 stated,
road so that more companies
are confined to V notes conjobs
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
tour, which would mean mofe
Kleiber, wlio finished four signed by himself and his wife.
Erich
that the
For the first time in its long hisior actors. It was suggested
and weeks of guest conducting recently Among his creditors are the Musical
showmen join with playwright
Orches- America Corp. and the Music Peri- tory, the Academy of Music has
Symphony
NBC
the
with
movement,
actors for a concerted
weekend to fill baton odicals Corp.. Former is owed $721 signed a closed shop agreement with
the same tra, left last
since all three groups have
Paris Brusfor an ad while the latter has $278 Local 77, American Federation of
has engagements in London,
objective,, but so far the «lef
He'U conduct coming for the same.
and Berlin.
further sels
The contract calls for
not received attention, nor a
Orch, aAd
Musicians.
Philharmonic
Berlin
the
be.
proposal that theatre craft unions
Staatsoper for his first
the
at
the employment of only AFM mu.
participants,
German appearances since 1936. A
sicians, a minimum of 15 men for
Equity
regular conductor of the two or- 50G Dept. Store Pledge
In the meantime, "however,
opera
(except those given by
any
consulthas retained the seVvices o£
submit a
ing economists who will

.

;

series Feb.' 14, with.^Tannhauser" to
follow on Feb; 18 with a repeat on
Feb. 22. "Madame Butterfly" will be

presented Feb. 21,
Among the stars to appear are
Rose Bampton,. Nadine Conner, Regina Resnik, Mona Paulee, Thelma
Altman, Selma Kaye, Lois- Hunt,
Leonard Warren, Martial Singher,
John Brownlee,
Set
Svanholm,
Eugene Conley, Lorenzo Alvary,
Wilfred Engeltiian, iSesire Ligeti,
David Lloyd, Francesco Cure! and
'

Virgilio' Lazzari.

George Sxell taking leave of ab
scnce of one month from the Cleveland Orchestra next December to
conduct Is concerts of the Concert
gebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam.

Paris," but the parts weren't available. However, the work was being
played in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, at
the time, but no substitute pacts
were available.

The Cultural Section

of the

Amer-

Embassy in Paris, says Korn,
has a list of all the American scores
and parts in Eiirope, and wher^'
available. This is a valuable service to conductors and performers.
Korn got parts for the Copland
work, he says, through the Embass;!^
ican

in Prague.

Korn was unprepared for the situ-,
ation in Paris, where orchestras, instead ol being' composed of separate
groups of employees, as in the U. S.,
are cooperative associations. Members keep constantly shifting around
from one ensemble

sending along substitutes if they get
a better job somewhere else, as in
a theatre. The four Paris orchestral,
Lamoreux, Pasdeloupe, Colonne an4.
Conservatire, are constantly inter*changing players. Because the cali^
bre Of musicians is hii^i howevOff
performances are still good,' sajn
Korn.
He's due back in Europe in May
for baton engagements in London

The former maestro of the New
York Philharihonic joined the Chi and

Paris.
on a book
at the beginning of- the
1947-48' season. Rodzinski's request instruction
that his schedule of concerts be reduced from 71 to 62 was granted

Symphony

His conducting received wide critical acclaim and warm audience

.

and

to the other

'

Meantime, he's worlcing
on accents in music, for
and reference use.

Katzenjanuner Concerto

--

responses. Whether he will remain
until expiration of his contract in
April is unknown.

Stalls St.

Loo

Spotlight

St. Louis,

When

a stray feline

Jan.

20.

walked onto

stage of the Henry W,
(niunicipal) auditorium last

Kiel

the

Longhair Gah
Cloe EIqo, Met's Italian contralto
new season, Is due; back
February after her appen.Rose Bampton received

find of the
in early

dectomy.

.

.

week

while Jesus Maria Sanroma, guest
pianist, was in the midst of his. rendition
Rachmaninoff's Second
of
Concerto with the St. Louis Sym-.
phony orchestra, the -chair warmers
their 'attention
diverted
to the
stranger.

the Woman of the Month award for
The cat walked among the bass
January from the American Woman's viol section until captured and
sn-.
.Opera .Vheatre of. Chicago, taken backstage where it continued
which owns the exclusive U. S. to meow
its
appreciation of the
rights to Benjamin Britten's "The
music.
For an encore Sanroma
Rape of Lucretia," is interested in
played Aaron Copland's "The Cat
a Broadway production, but denies
and
The
Mouse,"
although no mouse
that an agreement with any New
York producer has been reached as showed up;
. .

'

Golschmann Can't Iteke

yet.

Testimonial concert for conductor
Oabriele Simeoni, who collapsed
month while conducting "Gavalleria Rusticana" at Academy of Music, Brooklyn, and is still ill at home,
will be given Friday (23) at the
Academy.
Claudio Arrau will
^
.
give seven recitals and make seven
appearances next fall with the Palestiae Philharmonic Orchestra in Tel
Aviv, Haifa and Jerusalem.
Martha Graham will premiere her
new work. "Night Journey," to mu
sic
by William Schumam, at the
Maxine Elliott, N. Y. . . Performance of Verdi's Requiem by Arturo
Tosoaninl and the NBC Symphony
Orchestra in Carnegie Hall, N. Y
April 26' (and not broadcast), will
be a benefit for N. Y. Infirmary for
Children, at » $25 top,
Women
last

,

.

.,

&

,

It

Annoyed by the acclaim of 3,500
elementary school kiddies at a cuffo
concert 01 the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra in the municipal auditorium last week, mae.stro Vladimir
Golschmann told his concertmaster
'

and

"assistant

director to

take the

baton as he stalked off the stage.
Kiddies intermingled the usual
palm-pounding with whistling, yelJ*
and giggles, which was too much
recently
French-born,
for
the
was
It
naturalized Golschmann.
just before the last number on the
program, the concertmaster finishing
batoning the concert.
has
O.,
Columbus,
Hartman,
booked the Theatre Guild play. A"
Inspector

Calls,"

starring

MitcheU, for Feb. 2-4.

Thomas

IfiCVOBfATB
Inspector*

fMeiiiiere' Nice $19,000 in On;

MUd

$9,700,

7 Performances, Balto

Better

51

B'way Biz; lUittan' Boff

Baltimore, Jan. 20.

"An Inspector Calls," opening
Tuesday (IS) at Ford's, built fairly
well last week. Set for a .Thursday
$51,000,
(22) pre-Broadway opening is Joseph L. Estry's "Doctor Social," preChicago, Jan. 20. tsented by Harold Barnard, with
Cold wave that gripped the city
Dean Jagger and Virginia' Gilmore
Harvey" Hops to $19,
lastvireehj failed to freeze boxofllices.
in the lead& "BurlesQLue" is next,
llast legit grosses, (tided by advance
with advance interest indicated.
trade,
remained
In
Week,
convention
St.
Loo
nte and
Better Broadway boxoffice form,
Estimate tar Xaat Week
Tour
Gun"
Get
and
"Annie
hteh
St Louis, Jan. 20.
"An bupeetar Calls," Ford's expected after the post-holiday dip,
were
practically
Mine"
Mistress
Mary
Chase's
comedy,
•O
"Harvey,"
was indicated by improved
"Lady Windermere's Fan," making its second local -visit after (single wk.) J. B. Priestly play last week,
jolid.
started its tour with a seven per- grosses for a majority of shows, and
onening at the Erlanger under Guild two years' absence, wound up the formance stand, getting a mild $9,- there is a stronger business tone at
Sopices, had a strong first week, first stanza of a three-week stand at 700.
the agencies, too. Attractions which
Lucasta," the /V^erican theatre with a neat
/•lijii wiods butt ^' Anna
bigger money over the
not
get
did
Which closed Saturday (17) at the b.o. record. The critics enthused
previous week at least got as much.
out-of-way Civic theatre.
over Joe E. Brown and* the cast.
Excellent patronage came mostly
."Private liivesi" in its last two The- star helped by grabbing cufCo
from an influx of visitors.
Harris,
leveled
off,
the
as
at
newspaper
'lineage by jnaliing a p.a.
lyeeks
Among last week's new shows
fRrefly^' in its last, weelt. at the at a liuge testimonial dinner for Siun
"Make Mine Manhattan" is clearly a
In- spite of heavy ap- Breadon,
Blactatone.
who recently sold the
new musical hit "Strange Bedfelttlause from reviewers, "The .Me- Cardinal baseball club. Ticket delows" is t)est among the four straight
dium" and "The Telephone" is light maud for the engagement is still
shows
that bowed in; Elnglish mellcr,
at the boxoffice. '^Red Mill" returns strong.
"Power Without Glory," appears to
WOnday (26) to the Blackstone and
Estimate for iMt Week
have a SO-SO chance; "Harvest of
"John I«ve3, Mary" arrives Feb. 9
"Harvey,?'
American (1st wk)
Years" and "The Men We .Wtarry"
Harris.
(1,700; $3.81). Snared a nifty $19,000
at the
were both heavily panned. Ltttter

2%. Tahil4G

Lnnts

/Annie'

$iaOOO in 1st 4 rones;

Mellows

Loob Best of New Stra^ Plays

Betum

lastDance'$5M

Esttaaatea Car ImI Wefk
for eight jperformances; near-zero
"Anns Lueaats," Civic theatre weather is the only drawback.
(4th wk>, (900; $3.71). Ugbt $9.00D
And closed Satmday (17).
•"Annie Get Tmr Ghb," Shubert
(lith wk) (2,100; $«.18). Cold wave
didn't hurt this smash; boff $51,000.

•VbtOf^

Blackstone

(4th

Below par
(1,358;'$4.33).
DOO: closes Saturday (240.

wk)

with $14,-

<'Lady Wliidermere^s Fan," Erlanger (1st wk) a,133; $3.71). Revival
pulled down $19,000 for the initiAl
semester.
"MetUum" ahd 'Telenhone,? Stai)e•

haker (2d wk) a,24fi; $3!33). Not too
good $15,000.
"Private Lives," Harris (23d wk)
Talulah Bankhead(1,000; $3.71).
itarrer levelih'g oR in last two weeks;
good $14:000:
"O Mistress Mine," Selwyn (10th
wk) (1,000; $4.33). Tlte Lunts are still
doing great biz with $23,000.
.

iiuNGm'fiom
HOOTS' OK $6,000, LA.
Los Angeles, Jan. 20:
,
sickness of June Havoc, who
subbed for ailing Lucille Ball for
'

'

-performance of "Dream Girl,"
Ittcced' the BUtmore to close during
an engageinent for the first time
In its history last week. House rc'
mained dark for three scheduled
-performances, resuming Friday night
when HaUa Stoddard, who flew in
from- 'the' east,-' took- over the role.
Meanwhile, 'Virginia Grey, also of
lOnfr

was downed' by the same

the east,
,-

Miss Ball returned last
but .ttw tliree days,

iiight ,.(Mon.),

:

.

.

and the' substitutions,- cut heavily
ipto the take.
Two newcomers- last week were
far part on the financial ladder.

.

'

"Angel Face" drew poor notices and
intilar business, but is being rewritten. "Deep Are the Hoots" drew
raves 'and^a healthy boxoffice recep
tioiu -There are no openings slated
.|'w..ihis. week.
Estltiiates for Last Week
"Aagel Face," Las -Pahnas (four
•

mama

20G,

Hub

'

but -generally, .cordial no- heavy and diffuse. Another tryout,
opening Tuesday (13), was "Look,
ever, with tough weather a possible Ma, I'm Dancin'," at the Forrest.
factor. "I Remember Mama,'' in its It got mixed notices and fair busisecond week at the Colonial, gained ness. The iourth arrival of the week
the long-toiu-ing "Song of Norwas
over the first.
Openers this week ar« lifourice way," at the Shubert It topped the
Chevalier, retuinrng for a week at town for the weelc
Next Monday (26), "Carousel" arthe Wilbur,, and '"Hie Chocolate
Soldier,'' back at the Shul>ert. Ahead rives at the Shubert; '"Kathleen" is
is "Dr. Social," at the, Plymouth, Jan^. listed at the Locust and Chevalier
bows at the Fomest. The tryout;
26, with nothing else in view until
mid-February, when "You Never "Mister Roberts," premieres TuesCan Tell," "My Romance" and "Shy- day (27) at the Walnut Maurice
lock and .His Daughter" all arrive Schwartz opens Feb.' 2 in "Shylock
and His Daughter," at the Forrest
simultaneously.
"The Linden Tree," with Boris
Estimates (or Last Week
'Blossom Time," Opera House (1st Karloff, opens Feb. 10 at the Walwk) (3,000; $3.60). Operetta always nut, followed by the Theatre Guild's
does well and would have bettered revival of "You Never Can Tell."
estimated $15,000 with better traffic "Me and Molly" starts a tryout the
conditions; second week is current. same week at the Locust.
Estimates tor 'Last Week
"I Remember Mania,". Colonial (2d
"Barlesqne," .Locust (1st wk.)
Wk) (1,500; $3.60). Registered nice
(i;S80). Bert Lahr jranked a tasty
gain to estimated $20,000.
"Kathleen," Plymouth (ISt wk) $20,500 for the. opening canto; cur(1,200; $3:60). Crlx weren't too sure rent session is the ilnaL
"Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'," Forrest
about this one, finding plenty to
laugh at^ .but figuring it confused; (1st wk,> (1,766). MUsital comedy
tryout grabbed $18,500 for seven
grossed less than $5,000.
performances; stays this weelE.
"Sonc.ot -N«rway,« Shubert (tst
wk.) (1,877>. Playing a return en'Show Boat* Hoge $38,080, gagement, the operetta look on $24,divided.:
tices.

Failed to -step into biz, how-

.

.

,

Even

opeiqjhig night,
Wednesday (14), wasn't packed anil
floor notices didn't help; $2,600, hot
{388;:^ $3).

lod bad considering;
ttlaekoBtB •!< IMS." El Capitan
-

-

<29Ist
117,000

wk)

.

(1,142; $2.40).

Another

ftame,
fOcep Are tiie BMts." Belasco
days) (1,061; $3). Opened
Thursday night (IS) to raves and

.

(three

4i^t

$6400; two pre-opening
were ^Id out to parties.
"Dream Glri,» Biltmore (2d wk)
(1,636; $3;60) Absence of Lucille Ball

'&:ew
-

insQla

and shuttering for three' perform•nces hurt; about $UMNM for the cut
week.

ZaStt-'Beaii'PoorJ7,500;

Tour

finds in

Kaycee

'Kansas City, Jan. 20
"inie
Late Christopher Bean
closed out its road tour with a threeday stand in the Music Hall here
pwrsday-Saturday' (15-17). Show
turned
a mediocre $7,500 for three
nights and a matinee. Top of $3 prevailed for eves and $2.50 for mats,
^fu Pitts left for her home near
Hollywood after the closing performance Saturday night Most of the
'''""l'*'°y returned to

'

Near House Record,

.

BOL^NG

DUNHAiH

The

(Operetta).

tised to close

(6th week) (R-998; $4.80). Played
to capacity all times; intimate revue
went to new high, taicings being
iCUise to $27,000.

cesser;

rnnce'Gooii$ll,500,N.H.
New Haven, Jan. 20.
"Student Prmce" won its boxoffice
diploma at tlie ShUbert last Thursday-Saturday (15-17). A fav ad'
vance built to capacity Saturday
night. House has now completed the
re-vival list for this season, previously

played "Merry Widow,"
"Rose Marie" and "Blossom Time.'
TJiis week has premiere of "Mister
Roberts" for three days. It's the
Leland Hay ward production starring
Henry Fonda, with a virtual advance
having

,

Week

Next week gets "Glass MenHelen MacKellar, for
Monday*Wednesday (26-28). Two

Late
Christopher Bean,"
Haii (4 perl) (2,572; $3).
yompany closed its season Saturday
with so-so $7,500. Play drew
\
a
ivotices, especially for Zasu;
IWd
wtts and Frank Wilcox, but couldn't

.sellout.

agerie," v;ith

more breakins are in the offing.
First is 'The Luiden Tree," with
Boris Karloff, for Feb. 4-7. Second
Shubert musical, "Rois the
,

Mow

new

such draws as "Harvey" and
hed MiU."

Music,'; Feb. 11-14.
Estimate tor Last Week
"Student Prince," Shubert (four
..oAIBASY GETS ^EUAGEEIE'
performances) ($3.60). Good sale at
Albany, Jan. 20;
every performance brought a healthy
The Glass Menagerie," with Helen $11,500 for the stand.
.

mance With

.*I.eKell3r .starred, will

be presented,
oy thQ yariety Club
"Papa Is All," produced by the
at .the Strand
^oati'e :^eh., 22, for the benefit or. United Repeitoire Co., starts. three-

™«

Variety-Albany BoyS'ClubsUm- month wad tour in Poughkeepsie
"Msr camp.
next Monday (26).
j

FRISCO

tliis

week but may con-

tinue although taldngs disappointing
for liigh-cost drama; slipped to $13,<000; 'Ttmigbt. at 8:9)'* expected sue-

°

"ILM.S. Pinafore" and «C«x «iA
Box," Century (1st week) (0-1,670:
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial
Third biU of Gilbert and
$4.80).
(88th week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Wasn't Sullivan by
D'Qyly Cartes; "loianthe"
off much and picked up smartly,
last week around $39,000.
with takings $43,500; only "Allegro"
^'Man and Superman," Alvin (IStb
gets more money.
(CX)-1,331;
week)
$4.80). Holding to
"JBVra Yesterday," Lyceum (103d
great money for Sliavian classic, and
week) (C-893; $4.80). Passing the takings approximated $30,5,00 last
two-year mark; laugh show also
scored another profitable week, with
"Bledea." Hoyale (13th werfc) (Dthe gross approximating $17,500.
Greek classic eased
$4.80).
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (4Sth week) 1,025;
further with takings around $21,500;
Picked
with the
'

.

(M-1,628; $4.80).

field

iip

and got around $39,000, about
which was the average

$1,000 hike,

improvement

"Cemmand

'

,

one of

season^'s isurprise successes.

"Lamp

ADDED

New

Stages

theatre);

Ruth

si Mldniciit,"

(downtown

little

Draper with solo sketch&s, on oH
matinee days and Sundays at, the
Empire.
"Skipper N«^i.t« God." Elliott (1st
week) (D-988; >i2b). Initial webk
at regulai' boxoiace- prices. Uidicates
.Experimental Theatre draifia,' should
be regularly presented;- jo
.

.

.

.

times around $14,00P.

XAROUSE'

WOW 40fi,

-

NON-SUBSCRiPflON, DX.

Wa.<;ihiiigton. Jan. 20.
second
"Carousel"
finished
its
stanza at the National with' -virtually
a perfect score, and looks even better the current Jiession, -lyhich il
non-sub.scription. Without the GuildATS bite, and with publie intcirest
in the musical running, highj show
should chalk up a liandsome; profit
:
for itself.'
gross.
"Student Prhice" bows in next
"Harvey," 4«th St. (169th week)
(C-902; $4.20). Picked up with the Sunday (25)- night for its usual
week's, run, and seems: slated for iti
field, and better tiian $15,000 indicated; company on road is clean- usual brisk biz. Bert Lahr in "Burlesque" followK
ing up.
Estimate Yor Last.Weefe
"High Buttsa Shoes," Shubert.
"Carani(el,''National (2dwk)($4.80).
(16th week) (M-l,3e7; $6), Fact that
new "M^o Mine Manhattan" is Town went for tiiis Rodgers-Haro*
playing next
door
(Broadhurst) merstein musical to the tune of
won't affect this clicker; standees; $40,000; with special Guild-ATS subscription rates, that' was near caaround $38,000.
"Icetime of 194S," Center (34th pacity; holds for a third week, nonweek) (R-2,994; $2.40). Sonja Henie Guild.
with her "Hollywood Ice Revue"
=

'

-

>

-

'

opens Thursday at Madison Square
Garden but her (with Arthur^ Wirtz) Wolfit $10,800,
theatre

skating

sliow

prospering;

$31,500.

"Ishn Loves Mary," Music Box
<50th week) (C-979; $4.80). Went up
somewhat last week with the count
around $13,000, but soon goes to the

Drainiis

Toronto;

OK, Comedy N.G.
Toronto,' Jan.

20;-

Tlie Donald Wolfit revivals of
"Bal Negre," Geary (2d wk) (1,"Aiacbeth" and "King Lear" were the
Katherine DunlTom dance bill
big draws last week, but the Shakes550).
drew a profitable $18,000 for i(9 sei^ roacL
pearean comedies tapered orf at the
Make Mine Manhattan/' Broad- Royal Alexandra here. Troupe is
ond and closing stanza.
coast-to-coast
Canadian
hurst (1st week) (R-1,160; $6). Hit doing a
capacity pace from the start, and tour.
EstiiMte tor Last. Weekdespite some difference of opinion
'Master's Chair' $10,000
Donald Wolfit, Royal Alexandra
loolts like sock success; approached
*
Shakes$2.50).
(1st. wk) -<1,825:
$18,000 first four times.
For Seattle Tryout "Music in My Heart," Adelphi pearean repertory troupe from.Lon-'
(15th week) (0-l,434; $4.80). Com- don pulled a mild $10,800 last, week;
Seattle, Jan. 20.
second semester.
Well received by the critics and pany playing on minimum pay and continues a
percentage, having relighted after
audiences, "The Master's Cliair" .still
one dark week; around $13^000; nbt
didn't get much boxoffice respon-se.
enough and must materially improve
Business i& generally slow after the
'Solilier'l8G,Milir'kee
to stick; some talk of moving, howr
holidays.;
Milwaukee; Jan. '20.
"Mary Had a Little" is current at ever.
"OklahOmsr. St James (258th
Legit was hard hit last 'week by
the house.
Improved,
week)
(M-1,505;
zero
weather and stiff cOitopetition.
$4.80).
Estimate for Last Week
per- •The Chocolate Soldier," at th«
the
run
leader
Sunday
playing
Metropclitan
Chair,"
"The Msste'r's
Davidson, had a mild -wjeek of $18,000,
formances upped gross to $20,500.
(single wk) (1,500; $3.75). Good re"Power Without Glory," Booth about three-fourths,of capacity busiview.^ and word-of-mouth apparently
Drew ness^
(1st week) (D-712J $4.80).
didn't help; estimated $10,000.
Previou.sly, the big 'VtHiAsg on Ifie*
mixed notices; partly highly favorable press about balanced by dis- troupe, giving 23 performances in
senters; around $7,500 in first seven 18 days at the 'Auditorium, likewise
Cry on Coast
times.
had about three-fourths o'f capacity.
"Strange
Bedfellows,"
In
Morotscodst
a house of SjOQO seats, business in
Angeles,
Jan.
Lo5
weak) ,(C-935; $4.80). Alsp drew the first 10 days was $73,000.
Elliot Arluck and Gordon Gray
Estimate f^r.Last W'ek
divided notices' but latest laugh show
have co-authored a niTtsical fantasy, welcomed to list and should click;
"ClMcoIate Soldier." Auditorium
for
late,
a
"Wolf, Ars You Ready,"
(single wk.) '<S,000). OpSrette' s*&*'over $10,000 in' fu-st five times.
spring opening here, with hopes- id!'}
"Streetcar Nmned Ilcrir«,f Bdrry^ ring Bili^ Gilbert puRed a Ai0di$k
'
iit the huge house
ijhore (7th week) (D-1,064; $4it0).
invading Broadway next fall.
finale.

juusic

,

at

.

k'"

KstSasate for Xliis

.

.

^"Bean" was brought in by A* & N
"fjyesehtations. Outfit next has Jose
a single 'cbncert Thursday
iSK
with the house already sold
^^Tlie

Pitt

Pittsburgh^ Jan^ 20.

'

out,

(MimcoC O

865; $4.80).

grosses for classic and tak"AUeero," Majestic (lltli week) cellent
ings last week again around $23,000.
(M- 1,695; $6). l"ipressive mu,sical
"Crime aud,Fuufsluneut," National
(4th week) (D-1,164; $5.40), Adver-

Decisien." Fulton (16th
week) (D-g68; $4.80). Looks set well
into'spring; measure- of improvement
somlewhat better than others; $19,000
estimated.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
(S4th week) .(M-1,319; $6). Sold out
every., perforinance except the midweek matinee; and was close to capacity' at $41,000,
"For Love or Money," lUller (11th
week) (Ci9*); $4^')). Comedy fared
very well last' weefe, when takings
were estimated at around. $15,000,
should play: well 'nto the spring.
000 for the fii-st'setnester, and holds
"Happy Birthday." Plymouth. (64th
another week.
weqk) (C-1,063; $4.80)/ Was bouncing
"The Last Dahce," Walnut ilsi back when- Uln^ss (Helen Hayes)
wk.) (1,340) Dramatic tryout man- forced cancellation of two performaged only $5,500 for its first week, ances; Under $12,000 in six times.
"'Harvest ot Years," Hudson' (1st
and remains another..
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80), Thumbed
down by critics ,and first nighters
and got virtually nothing after first
'8:30'
$27,000, night; with $1,500 season's lowest

final week of "Show
the Nixon, bettered its
opening stanza there. Wednesday
matuiee (14) fell Off a Wci etberwise
it
was absolute capacity at every
performance.
Revival could have stayed indefinitely .since they were yelling and.
18G,
offering any price for tickets the
San Francisco, Jan. 20.
last few days. Nixon currently has
With Noel Coward here 'to attend"An Inspector Calls," first subscripr
tion booking of the season, and then the performasice, "Tonight at 8:30"
gets two return engagements in a piled up another huge gross last
row, "Song of Norway" and "State weeli:; the next to last.
Katherine Dunham's tropical reof the Union," latter commg back
vue, "Bal ;Negre," also drew good
for third time.
hpuseS'On its closing week.
Estimate for l4uit Week
.Master's Chair," with Ona
"Sliow But," Nixon (2d wk) (2,sensational
to
Munson,
Richard Ney and Jorja
Soared
$4.55).
100;
$38,000 on the windupi playing every Curtright; opened last night (Mou.)
performance except the Wednesday at the Geary.
EsUmBtes 'far Last Week
matinee to absolue capacity; only
"Tonight at 8:30," Curran (3d wk)
about' $1,000 short of the house record; got better than $67^000 for the (1,776). Gertrude Lawrence tapped
fortnight; $29,000 for first stanza was the bi>nk for a bofl $27,000 in the
one-acters; current week is
the
slightly overestimated.

Second and

Boat,"

Marry." Mansfield
last Friday

Opened

(16) and closed Saturday; just threa
times; Dublm Gate theatre to follow.
"Tlie Survivors," Playliouse vD-

play getting plenty of visitors to the
all;
metropolis and easily tops
standees; ovei> $48,500.
"Aiieel in tbe, Wings," Coronet

.

m

^w Y

M

'

.

We

"The Men

(CD-997; $4.80).

,

Presented by Bernard
Hart and Martin Gabel; written by
Irwin Shaw and Peter Viertel;
opened Monday (19).
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (12th
week) (D-1,101; $4.80). Still the best
patronized of English dramas but
business under expectations; better
was taken off Saturday.
last
week; $17,000.
"Skipper Next to God"* got prom"Young Man's Fancy," Cort (38tll
ising attendance'the first week on a
commercial basi.s, while "Volpone," week) CC-1,064; $3.00). Takings mod-'
est; went up, too. to around $7,500.
first stock showing at the City Center, drew fairly well. "Music in My
REVIVALS
Heart" resumed, but went further
"Angel Street," City C^ter (C]>
into the red.
2,692; $2.40). Second revival by new
stock outfit; opens Thursday (22);
Estimates tor Last Week
attraction "Volpone."
Keys: C (Comcdi/), D (Drama), first
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck (8th
CD (Comedv-Drama), R (Re);ue), week)
(D-1,214; $4.80). Getthig ex-

,

^

4V8)

$24,000

'KatUera'

.

-

"Vixxmi

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
Legit biz here last week was fairish ^on tlie whole, with four new
shows in town. IMtost outstanding,
$S,<
considering everything, was "Burlesque" at the Locust for a fortnight.
The draw may liave been limited
by the fact that it drew secondstringers Monday night (12) and not
too much of a newspaper brealc
First-string crix went to the WalBoston^' Jan. 20.
Ther:e were two openers -last week nut that night to catch "The Last
"ICatlileen" preemed at.Uie Plymouth Dance," new version of an old
for a fortnight. "Blossom Time" re- Strindiierg play. Notices were on the
turned to the Opera House for a favorable side, but general firstsimilar
"Kathleen" caught night opinion tabbed the show
stay.

.

•ihnent.
-

"The Heiress." Biltmore (16tl|i
week) <M-1,505; $4.80). Maldn^ excellent money; pace is still virtual
capacity; over $21,500 quoted.

1Ha'$imPlHla;

^

•

Getting all the house will hold;
dramatic standout sure of long arun;
well over $27,500.

I

'

'

'
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VedfttBday,
people of Brooklyn than isolationist

Town

I%iys Ont of
Hcdda Gabler
LouM

presentation of revival by Itemlk
Stars Eva LeGalllenne. Trnnalatod
Ibsetl,
and dlraoted by Miss LeGalllenne. Production flUpervlsea by Margaret Webator- Set*
tlnss by Watson Bairatt; costumes, Helen
Pons. Opened at Krlangcr. Buffalo, Jan.
15,

'JS,'

$3.(J0

.Ahgel Vace

:

Buaalo, Janw 16.
SIngW and American Bepeitory

J;

thcatra

top.

.

Hollywood, Jan.

.

play Mr. Gurian does
In
show talent. The audience is never
bored. His characters generally are
well drawn,
,
A play with no particular climax,
indeed no particular plot, it is rather
this first

14.

Gene achwartss production ot comedy In
Oireo acta (live scenes) by Steve It'laher and
DiHlars John Howard.
Sloan Nlblev.
rected by Pcllx I'eist. Settlnsf and lighting
by Adi'lan Awan. Opened at Las Palnias,
HtfUywoOd, Jan. 14, 'IS; $S top.

of a boundto growmg
a dynamic;
old.
agile graybeard who steers a bicycle
George Chandler with his feet, studies ballet, learns
..Tom Daly Russian from a phonograph and like

Evelyn Fras:ee.
Maelnloal

a

segment from the

life

who objects
Old Man Lemple is

ing oldster

...iiinda Stlrllnu
the late lamented Butch LaGuardia,
Mlaa Juliana Tesman..^. .Marion G. Bvcnsen Ruth .,
vIjoIs Austin
Merle Maddern Pegsy
purta..'.
John Howard follows all fires in full regalia.
Robert Emhardt SI PagS . ;...,.............'. f.Charles
Georss Teaman
Woolf
An ancient, who hires himself out
.Eva I«GalIieiine Bllnkeq.
Hcdda Tesraan
-TObn Dorman as a Western Union messenger boy
RnlUy MoNalc Morton.....
Mrs. Elvafead.
L'aa Howard after he has quit his job as riveter
Marine
.....Herbert Berghot
Judge Brack.
........Cyril Smith
.Etrem ZimballBt, Jr. A Drunlt ..
in an aircraft plant, he is a contintlllert Iiovbore
Ciiarlle WHUams
Lou
uous trial to his priggish son o£ a
.-.•»™
young Man
*-'ilr?>w
Miller stock brolcer who insists that his
.... .Marvin
.....
.
i ' '
Joo; ...
Eva LeGalHenne's current interfather grow old with dignity and
pretation of Henrik Ibsen's ''Hedda
The tavern across the road from decorum^
Gabler" opened at the Erlanger last Santa Anita racetrack seems hauntthe son is brought round to
evening (15) before an audience ingly familiar in this play. And with appreciate his eccentric, parent is
which received it with decorous enr good reason. In the first act it's tlie the story of the play which is made
The star has appeared San Francisco saloon of "The Time up of an interesting succession ot
thusiasm.
here previously in this play and in of Your Life," with the characters neighborhood vignettes 'tiising an
^'Master Builder," and "L'Aiglon."
and dialog sharpening the resem- Irish housekeeper, an incessant' gosHers is a distinguished and resource- blance. In the third act it becomes sip, a couple of tough kids, a philoful performance in a play with
the roadside, rest in ."The Petrified sophic Jewish friend and the son's
•Which she is thoroughly and com- Forest," and again the similarity is fiancee, who paints portraits and
As translator heightened by the actions on stage. has an eye for local.color.
petently acquainted.
and director as well as player, she Unfortunately, there's nothing beUnfortunately, every character is
does not hesitate to point up some hind ".Angel Face" to interest either sharply drawn except the central
ot the master's more discursive mo- flhns or Broadway.
figure. Old Man Lemple, who lacks
ments.' Moreover, this version has
Action covers a span of some 18 any basic philosophy and any really
had benefit of supervision and ad- hours from Christmas Eve to Christ- telling traits except a continued
vice of the Theatjre Guild's astute;
mas afternoon in this liaven of geniality and a fetish for keeping
^

.

.

. .

. . .

•

How

-

.

»nd talented Margaret Webster.
The text liias been dusted oft and
the entire effort is a marked improvement in both performance and
ttroduction from the version presented here by Miss LeGallienne in
1934. Not that the earlier Hedda
was to be lightly considered. Miss
LeGallienne took her' on a 14,000mile tour no mean feat at a. time
when the nation was into the depression up to the neckline.
The play itself 'is not likely to
'

.

—

disillusioned

\yeary,

horse-players.

In those 18 hours, some lives run
out and some begin afresh to the
tinkling of the jukebox and the
heady aroma that is a mixture of
pine from the yule tree and bourbon
from the bar. Through it all runs
the philosophy of Si, once a wealthy

commercial artist, who now makes
book with a 'SOc; limit because he
likes

From him

to live that way.

himself amused.
On the whole, the dialog

•

and

there would help: Any of Gurian's
lines that are racy fall with honest
gusto from straightforward characters, they are liot contrived to appease smirkers.
Best scenej! are when Berger, the
Jewish philosopher, ably played by
Wilson Brooks; Hilda, the Irish
housekeeper, heartily played by

Jaittttary

Moore. Seattle

— Locust, Phillv^ m

"BnrieRQUe**

—

"Carousel"
Nat'l, Wash. (19-24^.
Shubert, Philly (26-31).
Maurice. Chevalier
Wilbur Boat

—
(26-31)*
—

and generous heart and she accepts
'

his proposal.
'

'The first two acts are in the
Clancy's 4)itting-roQm, and the' third
a room in the Town Hall. Settings
are satisfactory, as are present-day
costumes. The student and faculty
cast are capable support for Miss
Allgood, who is guest star. Technical direction by Philip Miles, cos-

tumes by Patricia Mann, lighting by
David Thompson, all of the Univerokay.

sity theatre, are

—
—

Donald Wolf it Co.
Toronto (19-24).

—

.Ib^en Repertory Co.
Lafayette, Det. (19-31).
Gate Theatre,
His
(26-31),

—

..

^^^Harvey"

:

fudge Brack and Efrem Zimbalist,
r.,
comes in for the role of the
temperamental and ill-fat^d Eilert
Robert Emhardt if as innocent 'a professor- as ever spoke
through a' :$et of Marxian whiskers,
and Marion G. Evensen, who was
seen in the earlier production, again

liovborg.

gambler-lover is the brushoff, shows
plenty of promise wilh a convincing

weakness only that

might

help.

Jones' expert direction keeps the
play paced for audience appeal.

The piece shows some
whose Christmas present from her good moments and real

tice jockey; Charlie Williams

draws

it

assembled.

portrayal. George Chandler is effective
as the barkeep; Charles
Woolf registers well as an appren-

yocks with a typical sock perforlnance as a ."character who lays off
iwrtrays Aunt Julia.
bets," and Cyril Smith, of "Sow
A. fresh setting by .Watson BarSong" fame, steals his brief scene
tatt 'has' relieved the- former velvet
hilarious drunk
nangings, but the costunies seem to completely with a
that is 'aided by the sharpest
nave come out of a Norwegian mu- routine
writing in the entire play;
seum; For all. its qualities of timeFelix Feist did an even job of dilessness,, there renosins a mothball
recting and Adrian Awan contribredolence around the piece.
uted a fine set that captures the
flavor of the piece. Gene Schwartz
rates a nod for okay production.
KOP.
.,

atmosphere

Margo

valid ideas,
appeal; its
seems hastily
Bero.
.

Another Angle
liOff;

Angeles, Jan.

12.

Jewel Box .production of farce comedy in
two acts (seven scenes) by Almee Torrianl.
Staged by Bob DuRoy. .Music, Paine Feni-.
jnore; sets, Thomas F. Philpott. Opened at
Jewel Box, Los Angeles, Jan. 11, '48:

,

AHEmONl

PRODUCING AND
BOOKING OFFICES!
RICHMOND, VA.
is

From
Broadway-^

Six Hours

100 Miles South of
Washington!
With a Th8atre->Golng
Public of 400,000!

A LEGIT THEATRE IS
AVAILABLE ON RENTAL,
STANDARD SHARING,

Man

LiKmple's Old

Dallas, Jan. 12.
Margo Jones production of comedy In
three acta by Manning Gurian. Directed by
MlsH Jones. Sets by Jed Mace. Technical
direction,
Maraha.U Yokelaon; production
manager, Jonathan Seymour. Opened at
Theatre '48, Jan. 12, '48.
Dominic, ......... . , ....... , Jack Warden
Hilda
.Mary Finney

$1.20 top.

Mrs. Cramps

Theresa Thornley
Barbara Clarke
,
Olga Austin.
Ha%el Holmes
Wally. .. >. , , . . i......
Jerry power
Babs Barlow.... ..
..Charmtenne H^rker
Bunny Brooks.
.Gloria Parker
Peggy .....................
.
Ann Sidney
John Brltton. ....... .^ Malcolm O'Donnell
Bob Bverton
.....Johnny Clark
Paul.
L, .Leon Sparks
Sweeney.
wlUlam D. Brown
Virgil Mann..
.Rex Ford

Nan Thomas
.

. . ,

. . .

,

.

,

There's a basic farce idea here
that might be developed, but a complete rewrite job would be necessary. As it stands, it's bogged down
with painful cliches and desperate

American,

attempts at humor.
The "Angle" in this case

is a.

St.

Louis

—
— Plymouth, Bost,

"I Bememlier Mama"
Colonial
Bost. (19-24); Hanna, Cleve. (26-31);
(19.

— Er.

"Look Ma, I'm Dancinr"—Forrest

^

Philly (19-24).

"Mary Had a Little"—Metropoli-

The Big Shot
Menasha Skulhik production of musical
comedy In two acts. Book by William Sle^
gel music. Abe Kilstein lyrics. Isidor. 1.11..

(19-24); Curran, Frisco

tan, Seattle
(26-31).

—

"Master's Chair"

:

lian, Jacob Jacobs; dances; Lillian Shapero.
Stars Slmlniic; features Yelta Zwerling. Directed by Skulnik. Bets by Michael Saltzman. Opened hi Second Avenue, N. Y.,
Jan. 16, '48! $8 top.
Sylvia, .. .................... .Anne Winters
.Jacob Suasanoir
Abraham
Yetia Zwerling
Beile Bn.^ihe,
Mo.scs I'eder
Charlie Qoralnik,
.Mi\x Rosenblatt
.Tack
.^arah Oingold
Bettie,
.lillly

Lillie.

Ul^ana

David.

..Xion

... ...i.;

Llebgold

.

plot,

discounting the

which

by

is

now

involved
standard

'Yiddish' musicals,
Skulnik's current show carries one
major fault—there isn't enough

equipment with

Skulnik.'

prerogative to appear
late in the proceedings after the
stage has been warmed up by production numbers and a plot setting.
But in this case Skulnik abuses the
Nearly an hour elapses
privilege.
in the first act before the star puts
By that time
in an appearance.
Skulnik has to work doubly hard to
overcome the uninteresting and improceedings.
Ho'VK.ever,
plausible
once Skulnik starts, the show's pace
changes considerably. He's a clever
and accomplished comic who can get
majcimum audience .response from
the minutest gesture. He shows a
wide range of bufEoonery that sends
the payees out in a happy mood.
It's

a

star's

Skulnik

Geary, Frisco

(19-31).

—

"Medium," "Telephoiie"
Stuaeil
baker, Chi. (19-31).
"Mr, Roberts"—Shubert, N. Haven
(22-24); Walnut, Philly (26-31).
"O Mistress Mine" Selwyn, Chi.

—

(19-31).

—

"Oklahoma!"

Aud

,

Charleston

(19-24); Aud., Louisville (26-31).
"Private Lives"
Harris, Chi.
(19-31).
"^how Boat''
Hanna, Cleve.
(19-24); Cass, Det. (26-31).
"Sonj of Norway"— Shubert, Philly
(19-24); Nixon, Pitt. (26-31).
"State of the linion"
Hartman,
Col. (19-24); Ohio, Lima (26); Ohio,
Mansfield (27); Aud., Newark (28):
Virginia; Wheeling (29-30); Welier,

—
—

—

—

Metropolitan,
Prov. (19-20); Lyric, B'd'gport (21);
Hershey (22); PIay»

Community,
house,

Wil.

(23-24);

Nfft'lj

(26-31).

Wash*

'

^'Sweethea^ts"—Cass, Det. (19-24):
English, Ind'p'lis (26-31 ).
•
"The Firefly"
Blackstone, Chi,

—

(19-24).

"The Last DaAce''—Walnut, Philly
'

(19-24).

"The Red Mill"

—

Aud.,

Cincy

(19-24); Blackstone, Chi. (26-31).

"Tonight At 8:30"'T-Curran, FrlgcftBUtmore, L. A. (26-31),

(19-24);

SAMUEL FRENCH
siNci!

mo

Play, Brokers

and

Authors' Representatives
25 west 4«th Street. New York
Sunset Blva., Hollywood

cast as a baby-sitter
who consents to pose as the physician husband -of Lilly Lilliana in
order to temporarily deceive her
mother after she has made a disis

46, Cut.

astrous marriage.
After involved
machinations) everyone concerned is
plroperly sallsfled, .Miss Lilliana is.
paired with Leo Llebgold, and Skulnik gets himself mated to Yetta

Zwerling.
Miss Zwerling, who's been chasing
Skulnik and finally nailing him
Fete.
presenting four girls as "vestal throughout a long association on
.tAithur Hill
Tommy
.Martin Davtd virgins," forerunners of a return to Second Avenue, is the other highDugan
Clinton Anderson purity
light in this show. Miss Zwerling is
on_
the
screen.
Its
pic
posClara Harrington
Katharine Squire
similarly a skilled comedienne, a
Berger..
Wilaon Brooks sibilities are; of course, slim, but
Louiae
Louise Latham snappy dialog' should make it a con- competent foil for Skulnik's antics
Richard Lemple
and throws in a few comedy devices
Tod Andrews tender for the road at least;
Barbara Adams
Frances Waller
Cast struggles along as .best it can on her own to give a highly satisLemple. .........
George Mitchell
factory performance.
Bill
Charles Taliaferro with the lines and an incongruous
Miss Lilliana, Liebgold, Anne 'Winchange of mood that also, apparters, Sam Gertler and Jacob SusDallasites were amused and enter- ently, hampered the direction. Sets
sanoS do well in .their parts— within
tained by Manning Gurian's play. by Thomas F. Philpott are fine.
A geometrician who could maybe the limits of the lines allotted them.
"Lemple's Old Man," at Theatre '48,
produced and directed by Margo round off the "Angle" with legiti- Production numbers of this show
are somewhat Tagged, and costuming
Jones. Some rewriting and tighten- mate laugh-lines is badly needed.
could have been more judicious,
ing of the pleasant .salute to BrookAbe EUstein has contributed a
lyn might turn it into a real click.
sprightly SCOTS which he conducts
Then, too, New Yorkers might show
with vigor. Skulnik is credited with
more -understanding of the little
the direction of "The Big Shot" and
,

Majesty's

Wal Alex., I'oroSto

(19-24);

"Lady Windermere's Fan"

ception,

lines.

Shubert.

—

.

Mont'l

langer, Chi. (19-31).

:

Since this is theatre-in-the-rouod,
there is little staging. A bit more

L, A. (19,

24); Locust, Philly (26-31).

:.

drawn

Roval Ale*

"Dream Girl"—Biltmore,

"Kathleen"

. . . .

.

'*'

(19-24); Forrest, Philly

.

fuzziness in characterization extends
to the structure of the play itself.
John Howard, starred as Si, the
barside philosopher, almost succeeds
in making the character come to life
Lisa
with a steady performance.
Howard, no relation, as the girl

Pnrf

24); Ford's, Balto (26-31).

:

. .

jtiany-faceted personality brilliantly

Aud

"Blackout? ot 1948't.Ei°cS„«
'-m^An,
Hollywood (19-31).
Ttoe"--Opera Hse, Bost.
(19?3lT°"*

.........Anna Toitelbnum
comes most of the philosophy that Mary Finney and Dominic, an Mirift'm,,.
.Rose Greenfleld
BachOl. ,
is handed gratis to the people who
Italian
streetsweeper, humorously Sidiley..
... ....>>...
-Sam Qertler
give a lift to the low-spirited or to
live over the tavern and those yfho prayed
by Jack warden, are on Ben. .:>....>,,...,...... .WllUet Secnnda
xho tired' businessman. As a study
stroll in and out of the place during
Nifty Napkin. .......... . .Menasha Skulnik
stage.
in feminine neuroticism it has as
the 'races.
Louise Latham adds an enjoyable
malevolent and generally uidovely a
at
the
wandering
appearances
Unfortunately,
Skulnik's
Menasha
bit as the Brooklyn tart. George
heroine as one is likely to come
characters are much more realistic Mitchell in the lead role exudes the Second Avenue theatre autotipon in a literary day's journey.
than those with whom the play is vitality and- a zest for living but is matically carry a high degree ol-iiQXTechnically, an able and wellprincipally concerned,. The central handicapped by a too young voice of fice draw on the lower East Side ZanesviUe (31).
equipped player^ Miss LeGallienne
figures are strangely unreal and the behind a gray beard and by weakly and "The Big Shot" will be no ex"Student Prince"
brings this challenging," complex and

to life, although at times showing,
lack of emotional warmth.
For her company Miss LeGall|ienne has assembled a well-bqlenced igroup of players.
Herbert
Berghof is the worldly and' urbane

2X, 1945

(21-22);

land (23); Opera Hse, Frisco (2???^

"Chooolate Soldier"
When Sir Adrian proposes marTown Hnil
riage, she tells him all her money Toledo (19-20); English, IndplV (IK
'
^
is spet^t and that her "lucky finger" 24); Shubert, Bost, (26-31).
has vanished.
Howtiver, he con"Doctor Social"
Ford's, Balto
vinces her he loves her for her warm (22-24); Plymouth, Bost. (26-31)

;

good,

is

some trimming here

though

rest goes to good deeds, tor others.
She helps her nephew pay his
gambling debts, incurred through
his acquaintance with Sir Adrian
Burke, an impoverished nobleman,
who adinires her, She also arranges
fof ontt nietie to go- to college and
the other to marry a poor but worthjf
suitor instead of the wealthy youth
selected
by Stacia.
She buys
Maurice a long-desired adjoining

new

approach to publicity for Hollywood
hopefuls,
debunking glamor and

;

Perianal
Intervltwi

SuHMt Ham Anmtt4 low R<lM
80fr 7th Av., N.Y.C. Circle 7-8474
.
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from tS
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PERCENTAGE OR FLAT
RATE
Contact Jack Stone, Mgr.
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9th

THEATRE
and Brood Street

it's

BACK IN AMERICA
AFTER 10 YEARS

The Lneky Finger
Toledo, Jan. 20.
Bowling Cfreen Slate ITnlv. Theatre pre'0£ comedy In three acts by Lenr
nox Robinson. Stars Sara Allgood. DIrooted by frederlck O. Walsh. Technical
sentation

direction,

Mann:

Philip liiles; costumes,

lightlnir,

David Thompson.

Patricia

Opened

at Uqlv. Theatre,. JBowllng Qreen, O,, Jan.
16, 'is.

LEICHNER
WORLD FAMOUS THCATMCAL

MAKE-UP
AVAILABLE ONLY AT

MAKE-UP
$PECUtlST8

1690

#2D1IV'C
Vlllfti 9

BROADWAY AT

53rd STREET

^'^^
MID SCREEN
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V

Lennox

Robinson,

now

visiting

okay

in his

own

scenes.

Jose.

Current Road Shows
(Period couerinp Jan. 19-31)
Inspector Calls''—Nixon, Pitt
(19-24); Erlanger, Buif. (26-29); Aud.,
Roch. (30-31).
"Anna Ljcasta"
Davidson, Mil.

"An

—

(19.124),
KRNT, Des Moines (27);
Iowa, Cedar Rapids (28); Palace,
Rockford (29); Parkway, Madison

professor at Bowling Green Univ., (30-31).
has switched the Cinderella theme
Annie Get Xour Gun"—Shubert
in an interesting play about a de-' Chi. (19-31).
pendent spinster aunt (Sara Allgood)
Ballet theatre— Aud., Butte (19),
who has outstayed her welcome in
the home of her brother, Bichard
Clancy (Philip Miles) and his socialclimbing wife, Stacia Clancy (Patricia Mann), in Inish, a seaside town
in Ireland^ She is being sent to her
other brother, Maurice, who has a
farm, when the news arrives that
she has won 500 pounds ($2,000) in
a puzzle contest, a<! well as a box of

HOTEL ROSOFF
147

W.

(•t B'Wty),

'
Fumoiit

Rntnurant
on

43ri).8t.

tilt

PramiiH

BR. 9.S4W

Former CRUISE HOSTESS,
oompotent any capacity, MelM tmvel
opportunity, prefer forelKn : slnirle
Kroiip.
CompanUin, secretiiry, nuiBWill
nicer! make up wnrdrol^e.
Tuuse conducted- tour of Kurope,
Orient, etc.

159 Eart
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New

34lli St.,
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$25 to $50 Wcdk
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$1 for your
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colli

comroH-

nlonl
Bell Nrw, linEtovoiJ Solid Br«M N«""
Oeiiuint toers™".
Platos tor front doors.
New prMe" •,„•
brilliant Ijiack lettering.
EosJ'
keeiH briftlit wltliout poUslilng.
deliver.
Bale Bi*(j8 you $1 at onue.
Write now for tree
$80 extra heit Vveek.
'

W*

Maw

sample.

National Enjravinj. 214-V Summar 8tr««
Boatan 10, Maia.

TOM WEATHERLy
Publicity

candy

in a local raffle.
She wins hundreds of pounds more
at the race.s, and the (Slancys urge
her to remain with them. She spends
of her money to become an

some

attractively-dressed

woman, but the

I5«

West 54th

Street,

New York CO»5-7640

1

"

LE«;iTIMATli

53

wood, with questionable chances for
a Stage stay.

Hays on Broadway
Make Mine
lei-ue in

tw*

acta.

and

i»hetohe»

lyrlca by

Inside Stuff-Legit

Characters are about the rouglicst
brought forth within a generaLocale is a Missouri ranch town
1865 just after the Civil War,
scened in -the bar of the only los;

set

MunhaMain

tion.

strange llcdfellwws
Ityei'noB

and,

ColIn

riBmcnls.

Usually producers with backers on the limited partnership basis get
approximately 50% o{ the show lor their services in accomplishing th*

in

PlvllJu A. Waxmaii i)i'i)dui'i ion at ixiniMly
in line* aqt» (Ave: (aionod) by Jj'lorrnco

ICeatuiva

presentation and

hotel and the veranda of the Decker
i-ancli.
There, bitterness that has

not usual tor ihe manager to invest his

it's

own

irhoncy.

One exception is the latest Bi-oadway musical click, "Make Mine Manhattani" presented by Joseph M. Hyman, who was literally forced to take
a bigger interest in the musical than he anticipated. Shdw was budgeted
tumes, Mot-ton Jtaack. Oiioisoil :it jM»i'osf;o. of gunplay.
for $175,000 but Hyman was shy around $60,0(ii0 which he raised, s<>- that
"Sui'vivors" is a man's play, perN. ir., Jan. ii, 'dS; .'jH.ijU toi> (Sltt oiioninff
oSenS «t Broaahuint, Jan. 15, '48; m\ lod niKht).
figured around 66<^i, Understood the actual production cost
formance being given by an unusual his share is
}3Km '«penln« »'K'>Q'^
.,
„
Tont Chunf; Van array of talent. No doubt about it was arbnd $15,000 under the budget, which was a further break for the
"(Csf KW Ciiesar, Davul nmiia, Whcila J.inK.
.foshua Shelley, .liic k Sen. William I'l-omwcll
jW'nlon Ileid
young manager. "Manhattan" is a revue, liaving 12 principals and a liinMo'ttd. Tommy Morton,
being
tense
and
interesting,
'oK'-Vnt
.Jluth A WW
Kyle MaoPouncU. Kl»-ani>i' llaslcy, Julia *;rom\V(-*H.
irlltv
for portions of the second act. Peter ited ensemble, so the profit possibilities are, exceptional^ Continuous boxKWiiM-,
JJ.nl J.inn.in,
I.ptii
Xollo
I)f>ulah.
BimysiM!
Daniels.
t).inny
..Nydiii Wf'almiin
Viertel and Irwin Shaw are skilled office lines were in evidence at the Broadhurst Friday (16), day after the
Anno Ji'iHls, lioulsi' Ffn-and, Ann:il«'llo Addle tiamptnn
Ufitty I.ln.l, I'hyluillan Jiampton....
Mary Kay. .Ioao« dramatists who point out the futility 1 s'.iow opened, although
fluid Illioda JoilliltniiDn,
the show did not get a 100% <»
good press,
\Vllllii TJiunnci',
NifVey
Hilly Ni'vavd
lAi>v». noloio.s Noviiiv,
of violence and feuding. That both
Ijunli, Hkij) itniir
Frit'da Altnian
MrH. <<lml)le
Vnn'y (•N.u'rn'oll, 'Wayne
Slioivaltei-, Mti-phanle
..Marion 'Wecljs the hero and villain are killed at the
Mra. Woliey
Paul Douglas, male lead o'f ''Bom Yesterday," one of Br<).adway's longrun
dalK Kudy Tone. Max
end is inexorable.
1-iiry
,. .ItoJiln X'roven
lUrCord J,Iamj)tan.
TiieuHtluc, Joy Caivoll, Jean
shows, has just become a senior member of EcLuity^ Comedy wiir pass the
I'eriy Vlnt'ftjjt Pembei'ton
....rbUi'liael Hall
iJi'i'.ulifi.
Hiff
Chapnel,
Steve
and
Morgan
Decker
come
Kd
farr
John AiTlfei' back from a rebel prison camp where two-year mark this month, and the required number of weeks for a junior
Moii^in; Blchai'd Arnold, Joseph Melvio, jtlatthew tjiomwell.
^^f nan TetKej
iHsiplqw 31ynn Ci-omwell
»iy MairWo"' StorUoB Made.
they were mistreated, having been Equltyite to attain voting status i.s 50 weeks. Douglas, formerly in radio,
'.Woria tlKh
S*f«. TtlUe Sparlcw. ........ ,
.AiUMam J-oo captured when their regiment re- was in another legiter but it folded fast.
Alayor Ambiusa TIbbeil.,
Btoadway's crying "ced for a sock Uirttt.vt,. .. .liuth MJIfK, Ann Tliiiniiwon, treated. They lilame Tom Cameron
Judy Holliday, the femme lead of "Born," is now al-so cliRible for .senior
is
answered
musieal
revue
intimate
for having them incarcerated and membership but it seems her application was misplaced. She was also in
Manhattan."
It
is
a
Mine
"Make
with
when Morgan dies from brutality,
and
Colin Steve expresses the hatred of their a short-lived play, "Kiss Them For Me," prior to "Born and was awjirtled
Rycrson
Florence
crowded entertainment of bubbling
youtb, some excellent lyrics and Clements, whose "Harriet" was a clan. The feeling is heightened by a piize for her performance in "Kiss." Both Douglas and Miss Holliday
sketches by Axnold Horwitt, and has veWnlc for Helen Hayes several sea- another brother whose cattle cannot were given featured billing this week.
the overall staging acumen of Has- sons ago, have come up with an- reach the river because of Cameron's
Dollar shortage in England may explain why the D'Oyly Carte operetta
jart Short Plus Sid Caesar and Da^ other costume play in "Strange Bed- fence.
That conniving rancher hires a troupe traveled second class on the .ship that brought the Gilbert and
vid Burns, a couple of comics who fellows." The new opus, a sort of
in ow their way around a stage, "Life With Grandfather," has a roughneck to ambush Cameron but Sullivan specialists to New York for Ihtr current high-grossing, engagement
•There'can be no questioning the box- promising basic premise and situa- the <ellow shoots the wrong man. at the Century, N.Y. Cast of "Power Without
Glory" (Booth), also a Brit"Manhattan."
of
strength
laughable
lively
two
and
It's
Steve
is
office
tion, and
who
asked to rub out
Here is a show that has no stars acts. But it lapses into exaggerated Cameron but Vincent Keyes, lawyer ish import, came first cla.ss but it's a much smaller groin>. However, John
and yet is peopled with performers, hoke in the third act, become trans- and friend of the Deckers, pursuadc.^ G. Wilson, who presents the meller with Lee Shubcrti gave each pta.vcr
'£rom the top principals down, who parently absurd and ends on a disap- the lad not to commit murder. His $100 upon arrival, aware that the visitors had virtually no money, because
It.
has an pointing note. Because of the com- ringing exhortation is one of the EnglishjCitizcns are not permitted to take more than a pittance oijt of the
Constantly statid out.
abundance of good" comedy, some edy of the first two acts, including play's best interludes, then right country. Understood the allowance from Wilson to the "Power" players
uprightly music by Richard Lewine several' broadly funny situations and afterward the two' men shoot it out. was not deducted from their salaries.
•nd a general overall air of spon- numerous ribald lines, the show There is another :scene in which
to should be a moderate boxotlice suc- Steve's mother dramatically protests
itself
communicates
that
taneity
Collections for the March o£ Dimes will be held in legit Broadway thethe audience right at the very cur- cess, particularly if skillfully ex- against killings by her kin.
for an eight day period from Jan. 24 to 31. Managers have arranged
Co-stars are Louis Calhern, Hume atres
tain-lifter.
ploited.
for volunteers to seek donations in the lobbies, former system of passing
After the opening ensemble nuniIt also should have prospects for Cronyn and Richard Basehart, and
|»er, In which the entire cast greets
film sale, though it would require the latter's part as Steve is the lead. coin boxes within the theatres after an apiteal speeeh being eliminated.
the audience with "Anything Can considerable adaptation, not merely There are several scenes between Coin boxes will be turned over to each respective house manager and
Happen in New York," there's an to disinfect the dialog, butoto bolster him aiid Marianne Stewart, who wa.<? treasurer.
smusing sketch that helps introduce the plot ending, provide more story his sweetheart before the war and
Caesar and Burns. It's a UN bit in strength and inject greater warmth still wants him, but he dominates the
Richard Watts, Jr., of the N. Y. Post, is now rated the richest drama
performance in the tougher passages.
Which Caesar has a chance to show- into the characters.
.critic on Broadway,
He has been bequeathed $300,000 by his late uncle,
case an' innate knack for; character
Although "Strange Bedfellows" is Galhern comes through with ringing
'delineations; in this case it's various reminiscent" of "Life With Father" speeches as the lawyer-friend. Cro- Andrew Murray Williams, a New York contractor. Total bequests amounttypcs.of UN delegates. Burns also in period and in. broad outline, simi- nyn is the elder Decker,' a fellow ed to $700,000, a large {tart. Of which goes, to Catholic charities.
has a chance to display here his lar in locale and date to "I Remem- who had killed his man long ago and
slow-bi^m type of comedy as an ter Mama," it is greatly inferior to crows about it.
Most of the characters are whisky- formance as Anna, who gets little that may be blamed on the property
eatery operatoreither of them in dramatic crafts"Fhil the Fiddler" is a clever fan- manship, plausibility, depth of char- drinking men of pioneer stock and chance to express aflection usually man.
Shirley Booth is Maggie. She has
tasy of song and dance, in which acterization and emotional impact. Mai-tin Gabet has diifected them' with expected from a girl in love. Peter
Jack Kilty sings the title tune and For while there are lots of laughs in authority. It's likely thai none has Murray, on loan itotA J. Arthur done .so much better in other plays
Rank,: portrays Cliff, whose capital that there's no comparison, besides
Hay Harrison fe the fiddler.
this newest piece by the Clements, played similar characters. Anthony offense hardly permits sympathy gowhich she had a cold.
Margaret
G.
Eleanor Bagley has a cute spot
there are no touching n;oments, and Ross is the villainous Cameron;
'ing to the part.
Hamilton plays a comic maid but
"Movie House in .Manhattan,"
the ultimate reaction is unsatisfying. Marshall plays the conniving Decker;
Lewis Stringer is a veiT goml doesn't get much chance to be funny.
which she satirizes the trend towards Possibly that is because, unlike Kevin McCarthy is the most bitter
plushy theatres that play British pix. "Father" and "Mama," the charac- of thel Deckers; Russell Collins plays Eddie, but too restrained for a Neil Hamilton seems best of the
Caesar, Burns and Joshua Shelley ters in this play lack deep aft'ection the barkecp with misgivings; Jane youth back from combat to fiind males, while Doris Dalton and M'art'a
get some laughs out of a takeoff on for each other and therefore aren't Seymour as the mother has one tell- anticipated happing bla.sted. Joiin Linden are Uie lookers.
Helene
drama critics. Shelley, who is, inci- endearing to the audience.
ing scene, and others including Neil Newell, sister virho threatens to tell Pons has designed some fetching
the cops but doesn't, has an emofor them.
dentally, a young comedian still to
ibe^i
The action of '^Strange Bedfel- Fitzgerald and Marc Lawrence also tional scene that wins the best duds
(Closed SatxrAa.'ft iXl) after thre*
be heard from, has another funny bit lows" takes place .in the living room count.
"Sui'vivors" offers a full eveninj; plaudits. Trevor Ward's lather is best performances':')
in a satire oa a famed restaurant of a Nob Hill mansion in 1896, where
toward the end. Helen Misenor as a
chain called "Tiaftz."
the ooinionated, tyrannical ex-Sen- of melodramatics by a cast that re"The Good Old Days,'!. With Cae ator Cromwell is rampaging about quires more than average patronage. slattern provides the play's scant humor, and Marjorie Rhodes is the
fbee.
sar, Bums, the Misses Bagley and the bouse, bullying his.^fanwy and
harried mother.
Bond, is somewhat familiar. Jack ranting against' votes for women.
Cast with one exception is not the
Kilty and Kyle MacSonnell are a When his Congressman-son arrives
WifitAiit GBory
.same as seen in London but it probeute ronuntie couple as they sing "1 home with a wife who is a crusading
i Continued from pa;e 49
John <'. ^WILsoii and .BhulKM'ts. i>ro(lu*.tioti
Xwift KUflw His Name," in a root- sufFragist, the old windbag's wrath of mt»lodr;^nub in tl»ree acta (on« siM> \\y ably is just as good as the one witli
which "Power" attracted some attenReed repeating the dinner
top scene, with the good-looking is enough to ignite his beard.
Air('h.-.iPl
f^Uryton JTuHon.
Staged by <"hlt;i>
tion
last season. Best chance for the .scene tfom "Sharighai Gesture," and
C!ibat)ji,
Wet r)y Charles KLson.
young pair displaying neat voices.
There
are some hilarious moments Booth, .V. r., Jun. j;!, 'iH; ^i.m ()Mun»,''t
import
costs,
litappears
be
that
it
to
top.
is
the
another
first
act
for Helen Hayes, Clarence
Topper of the show's
as the ex-Senator tries to bowl over ^!'Ulr'
^ .......
.Joan .N'f'weU tle to operate,
ibee.
Derwejot and Ian Martin in a scene
satire on- ''Allegro,'* a cleverly writ- the young lady with bombast and
IVfaKKfe
• ....••>...
Murjorie rttiink'X
ten nttmber that brings on the en- then connives with his son and the Kdiih ^**««
Helen .MiWMu r
from "Victoria Rcgina."
ICdtlie
.Le^vla Stn.r>^».itire cast, with Cae.'iaT as tlie young
After the intermJssion, there were
local political gang to thwai't her. .\mii
I.
.>.ni\ilry l.idilWI
Can^sar has another chance
dentist,
.•still
But
her
calm
logic
makes
his
tirades
mere cheers as Willie and
ClvU
^ ....... r.
Peter Mnri'M y
Kdgsir
y.ticTcenbac'ii prnrfupti'itn ol' e.>fti^ to show off some of his virtuosity by
'rvtjvuL- Wiinl
sound ridiculous and her resource- John
i^iVy in three at^t« (on© seitlnH:> by l?l!i..i;«i»"rh
Eugene Howard brought back their
narrating the trials of a penny gum fulness
t'obb and .llem'hel Wl'UUirns.
I0e.,ivurt'.<
(with the convulsing as"Rigoletto Quartet" buries q u e,
laachin e that grows up to be a sistance of
There'S' a missing element in the Slilrfey TiDOth, Jv'eil Hnwllton, Dorl.s Ditla Barbary Coast madam)
lun, Mnrlii Jandr<ii, .John WtTlfatUH :iFrd .\far- Judith Anderson played a scene from
quarter slot-machine. It's a special
has him hogtied for women's rights latest murder play of the t>;pe ttscially fiaret HamUtrin. .staged by .Martin. Man- "Come of
Allan
written
by
material
piece of
Age," Dorothy Stickney
at the linal curtain. Which is vastly descrik>ed as a pyschological melo- uli.M. Set. by X><maUl (icnslUKer; curttutnt-s
•Hoberts* Caesar and Max Liebman.
untU the third act, wh-?n drama that seems to keep it from by Helen Vtain, OpeneTl at Slansfiolil. .N. Y., brought a lump to the throat with a
One of the really hilarious num- entertaining
'.|S: f4.m toiv
bit from "The i'ront Page," John
the authors resort to a palpably con- ringing the bell. Acting and; direction .[rbtr.
Shirley Bduth;
MaUKie Weleh...
V.
bers is the one early in the second
Gielgiid read the soliloquy from
trived "Lysistrata" situation and a are excellent in '•"Bowrer "Without l.'bitliii
...l>;i.vt4 AudersfjiL
»et ealled "Noises in li»e Street,"^.deGlory" (Its single setting and seven Wa riTu Thrm*kmdrton
scene.
clumsy
\drunk
...liobcrt
Wlri"j
"Hanilet,"
Viyieimf Segal sang"Betailing the rounds of a cabbie, a
Mars^aret Ha«Jiiu>a witched, Jiotitered and Bewildered*
Under Benno Schneider's direction character ca.st were brought from tlw'pttnle.
milkman, streetcleancr, streetdigger
.iScU Jlaavlllyrk
the cast gives what may be the London). Indications are for limited Dr. Alan .[.anibert.
from "Pal Jdey," and Bert Lahr .SOlig
.\tarta F.tndK'n
^and' newsboy. It includes a lyric by
.lulift .Mani.MoD...
appeal.
noisiest and most strenuous per
lolin WHIramt the
Mttvk Kmnieott
hilarious "Woman, Spare Hiftt
Horwitt, Peter Barry and David
"We read about such things in tho' Hj^h
formance of recent seasons. Joan
.Utll'lH Uttlton
Mallard
Gregory. Caesar, 'Burns, Max ShoTree"
from
"The Stiow Is On.."
papers but didn't think it could hap- N'ed S'li.vU'r
..JiLsej^l Alien. Jr.
Tetzel, as tlie intense, young suf>
"
Matter. PetVy Ifttidkin and Joshua
Anno Sarfff'ni
Another storm of applause folpen to us," is the way bewildered .Vlary
- Shelley «Ock it ovet, and it has been fragist-wife, is technically imprcs
IVter
[lowed the performance by Katharine
sivc, but seems slightly cool and John Lord takes the family's predicaespecially well staged.
ment,
when
he
learns
tl;at
Cliff,
one
Comell,
Maurice
Evans, Godfrey
somewhat too self rpossessed. Carl
Sheila Bond and Danny Daniels
Doubtless the season's gabbiest
Benton Held roars through the part of his sons, has murdered a girl on
ta e r, and
click in a iitterbug n u
chance despite Tearle and Kent Smith in the epilog
this one has
while the Thames embankment nearby. play,
from Shaw's "Saint Joan," and the
there's a satire later on a Hollywood of the ex-SenatOr amusingly
The lad admits the homicide to the services of some pretty good
competent
John
Archer
is
as
his.
show
came
to
a'
tumultuous
New
close
;j!Voducer making a picture in
As a semi-con- Anna, his fiancee, who lives with the players.
York, that has its element of humor, Congr^nan-son.
The yatta-yatta-yatta. mostly be- with the "Oklahoma" company -singJiimily in the drab, lower class Eng*ith Caesar and Burns as the prin. scious idatron, Kydia Westman gives lish home with a store in the front, tween women, with an assist from ing the title song from that musical.
of her daily portrayals.
cipals; Bifms has another chance to another
the men, seems interminable. They Among the numeroi^s other standso
there
is no element of m.ystery.
really come into his own with a Ruth Amos is acceptable as the wise
"Power" is interesting because of talk and scheme about matters con- outs during the evening were Hal
funny bit- in which he's a customer and patient wife and grandmother, the subdued excitement of the main cerning .themselves only, except
Sherman in a dance from "Music
•and Robin Craven is believable as a
out to buy a fduntain pen.
participants, whose perfdrmances are when trying to run the affairs of Box Revue,'? Libby Holman
*
singing
Frederick Fox's settings, mostly pompous. son-ih'laWi
skillfully keyed by Chloe Gibson, tlie their hostess, a novelist who's havrocoeb
Ralph
Alswang's
living
"Body and Soul" from "Three's a
against background drops, are imdirectress. But there are confusing ing a house party in a fashionable
Crowd," Cliff Edwards singing- "Fasaginative, as usual with his designs, room set is the most atmosphere- interludes in telling the story which section of Maryland.
and Lee. Sherman has neatly handled creating element in the producti;)ii, is supposed to cover only a. few
Producer is Edgar P. Luckenbaek, cinating Rhythm" from "Lady Be
the choreography.
Morton Haack and Morton Haack's costumes arc hours. Anna" swears her love for one of tlie wealthiest, of a.spiring Good," Alfred Drake singing "Ho\V
Hobe.
has designed the costumes with an notatdy helitfui,
(ilifl:
even after she learns of his young producers. He has provided a High the Moon" from "Two for the
•Wft to neat color schemes. The muto tie paying Show,"
afi'air with the other girl, which is rich interior and is said
and. Jane Cowl, Reginald
sical direction, b-y Charles Sanford,
hard to believe under the circum- goodly salaries to the fairly wcH- Mason and Robert Chisholm in a
IS especially notable; his ability to
Snr<riv4»r«i
no
stances. Clilf says he didn't mean to knowns in the cast, but there is
bridge the multiple musieal cues is
Bernard Hart and Mai'iill IJabel prOiblo- kill her but she taunted him.
Loolts like the kid got the 'scene from ''Smilin' Through.'*
play.
Also,
William
Gaxton
considerahly responsible for the tion oL' melradi-ama in thi-pe at-ts (twti frtunless
There 'is another brother, Eddie, wrong steer from an agent,
t>y
Peter VtevteV and Jnvin Mh;i,iv.
tiilifs)
sharp pace of the showr.
"Thou Swell" front "Connecticut
Kohn.
Stars T.oais Calhern, Hume ('roiij'n, Uii»b~ who first loved Anna, but when that he selected the script himiself.
Maggie Welch is the middle-aged Yankee," Tilly Losch doing her
arfl HsiSehart: .featupea Anthony Ito.s.s,
boy was at war, she became enrap(3,
Miirsll.-tll, Marianne .St^-wart, .Tane SeyCliff. It is'the play's chief writer, and she has a daughter Mary "Dance of the Hands" from "Wake
tured
with
Ijawi'iMii't'.
mour, lliiMfSOU Collins,
iVfare
who is sweet on a medical student.
Caravan Records
Staged by ijabel. ..<(iM'nei?y by Iloris Arnr*- complication, one which could lead Assorted femmes down for the week- Up and Dream," Jack Pearl and Cliff
bitter exchanges though none
Hall in a Munchhansen bit "from the
Merrie-Go-Somid Juves wti. Openett at Playhouse, N; Y., Jan. ta, to
occur. Instead, Eddie's devotion to end don't think the lass should "Follies," Donal(* Richards and the
Man- Tj-ito-wu Anna Ls such that he is willitig to waste her time, on the impecunious
Merrie-Go-StoiinB Records, chil- Buewm Hedwe.
ucFaUi" eh0i"Us siilgiiij' "Tlie WliifUhk.wIJ ('olltn«
<;ienietwi. ....
Hoy
dren's disk outfit headed by Ted AU.«>tt
take blame for the murder bnt that lad and set about trying to break
.Neil
It'EtssKoraUl
tenpoof Song" as done in "Winged
accepting
the
in
between
up
match,
'1.
.MarNhaT!
idea is not pursued. Towards the end
Cott,
..
_..
program director, and y'TuIiiy Ueckt-r.....
or making passes at the male week- Victory," Jimmy Savo singing "River
r.niii.i camern
Kpyes.
ft becomes clear that the police will
Henry Sylvern, organist and an'ang- VinrPnt'
Anthony Rdsfi summoH Cliff iot questioning, for his enders.
t'amernn....
herself plans wed- Slay Away From My Door," from
Maggie
'Foliil
er, has been sold to Caravan Rec.Stt'Vn JJd.kr'r
lock, with a doctor around her own "Mum's the Word" and Buck and
telltale
clue.
handkerchief
is
a
lost
Vcev'in .vh^r-irihv
ords. Latter bought 14 kids' masters MorRjuT I)et.|rer...
The end of the story is left to the age. All hands get on each, other's Bubbles doing "Ain't Necessarily So"
Jane sey'riDu'r
I)wli:er
from Merrie, on a perpetual royalty Jane
M.irianne Stewart imagination, perhaps one of the au- nerves after guzzling cocktails but from
J.ucy t)nime.....
"Porgy^and Bess."
flume f^rotiyn thor's ejfrors. Latter has con.structcd when men walk out the dames go
arrangement.
.Fiuline Derker.
,iCil\viu M. Hn»i-e
Sliirrus Iteii),'"
O.^car Serlin van in charge of prohis drama cleverly enough but the after them, rain and all.
Caravan is going into special di- r.ei:)nayd Uawkrfi.
.K"nrl^'tIl 'i'nbey
There
were
some
first-night [duetion, and his as.'iociate-'i w^re
third act impresses as a letdown. The
lily .\lbury
Mct dealer selling on the records. Reverend Ho.\ t
mo!5tly.
friends
the
giggles,
from
of
..... .Tom IloiPr romantic angle is hardly tense conCheryl Crawford, Oscar Hammer
They've picked a midwestetu city as HherllT BoBley...
Tr^«»,n«„ and oi-u
sidering that the. brothers love the (Sist. Direction isn't any hotter than '^ti^m
stein. 9A
2d, vintr^n
"Vinton Freqdley
Richa test, where they'll try scH disks
Broadway hasn't seen a western same woman. The author knows how the play but it's doubtful if any ard Rodgers. Harry Horner did a
in non-record spots (guch as airmelodrama for many yoars and to write dialog but his handling of stager could put aero.ss "The Men superb job of readying the settin,gs
Ports, newsstands, etc.). All records
"TliG Survivors" is not horse wordasie. including the title, seems We Marry." There is a bridge g^me and
while
Max Meth capably batoned the
are to be made in vinyiite. Larry
or something like it, different colored
opera it's akin to it, which indicates better than the situations created.
Hob*.
'-'OUld is prez Of^Garavan.
Hilary Liddell gives a fine per- backs on the cards being noticed, but orchestra.
the play is definitely fare for HollyRtaeefl

ana llBMert

>Ia»«aLil Hliuit;

l^y

.sel-

ohimiOKiyiihy, ).cc
flB«* FiMlwlck Pox;
nhMUtan: costumen. »h)i'li>n Iluack; Bkt'l<;lu>a
Jlri'ctor,
SiSetfir by'Stax Webman; music
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booking an entire show and band.
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The larger indie, agents are hot
about the comeback of these smalltime tricks. It's. claimed that if not

Itlterati

Action, flled

March

4, '46,

accuses

the paper of "circulating false, malicious, scandalous and: defamatory
libel^^ -in connection with a Herald

by

story

Bill Mullins, political writ-

er. Story claimed that James Tobjn
ruled his brother's political patronBe0! and that a prospective job holder had to be "cleared with Jimmy"
before he got in. The Herald declared the news stories were proceedings of the General Court and
privileged, and that all items
.so
mentioned are true.

:

director, with A. J.

by Jack Williamson; "The
Forbidden Garden,'' by John Taine
and "Of Worlds Beyond," edited by

Space,"

'

.

publicity

Could the almost continuous "flow of free goods and giveaways on radio
pense is entailed placing talent beprograms be responsible in a measure for this uplifting trend? Is it true,
cause of the growing scarcity of
as merchants Contend, that gifts of jewelry; mink coats and mixmasters
work. Some even claim that .the
tend to keep couples from mixing with other couples? Is it true that all
usual 10% commission on short term
has to do is to mention some scarce item on his program only
engagements falls to cover the- office a comedian
with free samples of it by the next morning? And does, the
expenses.
They argue that the to be deluged
continuous flow of these treasures from the comedian to his' wife tend to
spread of commission slicing- tactics
turn what would otherwise be a humdrum marriage into af,perpetual sur.

threatens their solvency.

prise party?
I took
morgues,

•

all these questions
libraries, scripts. I

Bowes Tele

-

.

.

the stage in conjunction with the
traveling unit are to be issued several weeks in advance in eaeb town
where the imit plbys. Winners of
the local contests will then be sent
to -N.Y. to appear on tlie tele, pro.gram. The road unit is to be reinforced 'periodically with winners
from the teleshow. Each city will be
saluted on the video program" the
week its local talent appears.
Kaiser-Frazer dealers in each city
are to work with the local chambers
Evergreen Tree," a boolc of short of'Vcommerce. to .help promote the
stories, for summer publication, by showi To add a special plug for the

And"-Oiie..Extra.,for. Leap

'

.

.

.

DolTus Reads Guild Pnblicity,
.BOberf tu Duffus has been named George Macy.
-

.

secretary of the Authors Guild pubDudley H. Cloud, managing editor,
committee, which will in- of Atlantic Monthly; has been
elude Thyra Samter Winslow, Noel named director of the Atlantic
Busch, Stanley High, Kyle Crichton, Monthly Press.
Eliot Janeway, Robert Considine,
Paul Green leaves for Bombay,

.lictty
•

:

Edward

J.

Flynn |md James

P,- War-

burg.

Meetings of the Guild's council
henceforth be held regularly
first Monday -of the month.
In the past, they've been skedded
on various dates early -in the month.
Will

on the

where he'll be vice-consul. His next
novel, "Christopher Strong," will be
brought out by Harper's.
Richard Mealand, of the Metro
story
department. Who authored
"Let Me Do the. Talking," is writing a second novel for Doubleday.Charles
Hoffman finished his
novel, "A Short Forever," and returned to his berth as a Warner producer after an eight-month leave'' of
absence.

Harper Heads Z-D Chi Sales
Ziff ;Davis has brought in Fred
H^irper as general sales- manager of
its reorganized book department in
Chicago. He announced that comAlfred Knopf is- publisliing a
t>any would concentrate in the gen- special edition of Bruno Traven's
eral field and drop accent on detec- "Treasure of the Sierra Madre," to
tive and sensational titles. Spring coincide with the release of the
list has 32 books, many pointed to Warner film.
"
Coast consumption. Division has
World Pub. Co. has put through a
$100,000 as appropriation for the large printing .order on its motion
year.-" picture :edition of "The Baradine
Harper was general sales manager Case" by Robert Hichens to tie up
lor Alfred A. Knopf for the last two with the Selznick picture.
years and prior to entering the
Bill Ornstein broke into the first
Navy in 1942 was with Duell, Sloan issue of Sibylline, new literary
Pierce for two years.
quarterly, and has five articles and
stories coming up in similar mags
Indpls. Star In Suit
within the next six mbnths.
.Joseph J, Daniels, Indianapolis atDavid Stern, 3d, currently doing
torney, and former 11th District a screen version of h& mule story;
for
Republican Party chairman, has "Francis,"
producer
Arthur
filed
charges of malicious libel Lubin, is also, working on.> a sequel
against Eugene C. Pulliam, pub
for Farrar, Straus.
He recently
.lisher, and the Indianapolis Star purchased the Seattle Star.
publishing Coi, asking damages of
Paul Lazarus, Jr., United Artists
$300,000.
ad-publicity director, designed spe^Daniels charged the defendants cial jacket for Reynal and Hitch-:
"wrongfully. &nd maliciously" made cock's edition of "Texas, Brooklyn
"falseand defamatory" charges and Heaven/' Book is at) adaptation
against him through news stories, of a
picture with same title.
..editorials
and editorial cartoons.'
Harr/ Houghton, president of*
Suit set forth more than 20 charges Muzak Corp., has been elected presi-of false and defamatory statements,
dent of Encyclopedia Britannica,
In connection with political cam- Inc., succeeding E. H. Powell, who
paigns.
resigned
because of ill health,
Houghton will continue as head of
i

•
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Though they are booked at the
Palladium only, the Andrews trio
may play other dates while overseas.
ButUn's, a summer resort comparable
to some of the more expensive spots
on this side, are said to have made
a .bid for the group. It's •possible
that a deal will be -made.
,
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Show
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business

is

Show Biz Nod Muzak.
Richard
represented by

Harrington,

for

series.

to

the

Eight of the pictures relating resigned to take over general manentertainment industry are lagership o£ Literary Assn., Terre

shots, and they include tbe Haute, Ind. He is replaced by Irvwreckage of thg plane in which ing Silverman", who has been with
Grace Moore was killed, a' portrait the company for seven years.
of Ingrid Bergman, a still from "The
Best Years of' Our Live%" ft courtroom shot of Frank Sinatra and Lee
SlQTtimer, and a publicity photo of
Depj'ession Trix

new

Diamond 'Horseshoe showgirls being vaccinated. The other three pictures stre in the "finest photographs"
and they include a portrait
of Deborah Kerr, a scene shot of
Ella Logan and David Wayne in
"Finian's Rainbow," and a costume
picture from last season's "Lady
section,

js;

Continued from pagt I s;

back to
brushed

the
off

small accounts they
during the prosperous

era.

They now
small

find

agencies

Comics

Drama
I

Already

are Ezra Stone
(radio's Henry Aldrich), to do Shylock; Morey Amsterdam, for Cyrano;
Minerva Pious (Mrs. Nussbaum), to
do Lady Macbeth; Jack Pearl, for
King Lear; Jack Guilford, for
Saroyan bit!' Eddie Foy, Jr. and
Robert Q. Lewis. Milton Berle is
being 'negotiated -with to do Romeo.
Jack Grogan will direct the series
and Ted Cott produce.
Idea came about when Berle ap.
peared on Martin Block's
program recently and related how
as a kid he had played serious parts.
Then he did the balcony scene from

pacted

"

WNEW

Juliet," straight.

Cott,

themselves with a large number of WNSW program director, then got
Windermere's Fan" revival. Of the small clubs and cocktaileries by the idea for the program, series. So
shots, none combines both halving commissions to 5%, or tak- far, however, no one has asked to do
and pictorial distinction, and ing a flat fee of from $26 to $50 for Hamlet,
-

news

topical

Once a month a Kimball piano is given away and always
groom who plays the piano or plans to teach music.
They Marry Mr. Hush

to a bride or

have got several houses and ap^irtments, quite a few jobs
and a good many raises for their brides and grooms. One groom named
Mickey Finn was an aspiring writer and they got him a j6b;on "Truth
TShe Jacks

-

or Consequences."
In addition to all these day-to-day things the program has done innumerable miscellaneous kindnesses, such as presenting a $1,000 educational fund to the first baby born to a "Bride arid .Groom" couple. The
"B & G" boys replaced all the gifts of a young couple whose belongings
were destroyed by fire. They sent.some -extra gifts- to a groom who .was
stricken by polio.

;

straight.

a group of
have entrenched "Romeo and
that

In

Continued from page

regular radio union scale. Each program will be further presented under auspices of the" favorite charity
past of each star. Scenes will be played

11 pictures in "U. S. Camera 1948," eight years prcjinotion manager for
newest volume in the annual photo Esquire and Coronet magazines, has

Tear

They'don't needle people into marriage just for the loot- They have 500
applications a week antl pick the five most likely to do the most good for
marriage, the sponsors, donators .and radio listeners.
The listeners get all the vicarious thrills except the actual marriage
ceremony. For that the couple and their party leave the hotel and go to
a nearby chapel. Unlike a royal wedding invWestminster Abbey no. com-t,,
mentators accompany these kids to the altar rail.
This should answer the chie| beef which critics of 'the "everything
stinks" school throw at progranis like "Bride and Groom."' Indeed, barring Paul Denis, of the N, Y. Post, there seems to be- a conspiracy ^against
this sort of daytime serial.
These critics hold that programs of this sort are in poor taste because
they invade the privacy of marriage, despite the fact that the marriage
itselfi as I say, is performed in the privacy of a beautiful wedding chapel
tele industry, and for DuMont in
and not heard on the air.
particular, the bus's remote unit "is
Yet, when Princess Elizabeth marries a.penniless prince everyone throws
slated to stage a tele demonstration'
his hat in the air and invades Westminster Abbey with a vulgarity that
in the Kaiser-Frazer showrooms in
appalls even such veteran marriage-^in;Vaders as "Bride and Groom."
each city and also in theatre lobbies.
The .BoyarTrailet. ^
Plans to handle the booking of the
VaLgs& ia. royal scrapbooks now prove that thiS invasion was the. biggest
amateur unit iato theatres haven't
Normandy. Thirty-two microphones invaded West*
been completed but it's expected that since Eisenhower hit
Abbey,
50 engineers participating. The newspapers gave it just
minster
DuMont and K-F might book the
as big a play as radio, with even the conservative New Yorkiimes givmg
unit themselves.
the royal -wedding 17 columns.
My checkers report there were a billion words in 17 languages written
on the wedding. Personally, I don't see any greater invasion of pr,ivacy
to' broadcasting the wedding of Suzy Glutz and Sammy Schmaltz on
"Bride and Gro<Hn'' than the wedding of Princess Elizabeth and Duke
Gontinned from page 1
Philip in Westminster Abbey.
As a matter of fact, it seems to me "Bride and Groom" is'Tiandled witH
getting. Request to make no statea great deal more delicacy. Certainly fewer photographers hang from
ments about salary has been made
the chandeliers than at royal weddings.
to the Andrews. Sisters, who were
For instance, when a couple is chosen to appear on "Bride and Groom"
signed last -week by their manager,
"although this is a radio program, your marLou Levy, to play the Palladium the first thing told them is,program is secondary."
riage comes first and the
theatre, London, for four weeks,
Every single detail of the program and ceremony is handled in this way.
starting the first week in August.
First of all, every expense attendant on the marriage is taken care of.
Columnists in London have been The gifts total $2,000 daily. Such details as the bride's gown, her bouquet;
making such a to-do about U. S. per- their clergyman, their love song and so forth, are all arranged to suit them
formers coming over and taking and are paid for by the^rogram.
dollars out of the country that a rep
In addition to these hundred and one. details, the three Jacks have really
of
Entertainments, Londoh, tried scrupulously to assist the couples in such things as finding jobs, locatwhich bought the Andrews gals, ing places to live, as well as trying to present them gifts which fit their
specifically
asked Levy to keep circumstances and really give them a start in life.
quiet. Last year, when the Andrews
For example, "B
G" givelS away a $2,000 hous;^ trailer every month
gals cancelled out of a trip to Lonand tries always to present it to the couple most in need of a home.
don's Casino,- were to have gotten The last one was given to an- Army veteran blinded, in
a Japanese prison
about $15,000 per plus transportation. camp. He had married his reader.

.

'U. S.

me as 1 searched through newspaper
at present the fourth best informed man

with

am

on the' subject. The three others ahead of me are John Reddy, John
Masterson and John Nelson, three Jacks from Gonzaga UniversityContinued from page 1
All three of the Jacks are happily married themselves, and they run the
the UN to translate the work into
several foreign languages. Smith is a basic unit of "amateurs'' similar to "Bride and Groom" program oyer ABC out of the Chapman Park hotel
daily. In fact, life begins in the basement of the hotel and works up
also producing several more of the those
which used to tour for the
from there; They've been arranging five marriages and honeymoons a
same type booklets to seU at eight Bowes radio show
week now for several years and will do so for the next 52 weeks at least,;
for $1.
'Calls for local talent to appear on
having just had their tab picked up for another year by Sterling Drugs.
.

'

.

They claim considerable more ex-

Last named is about scir
CHA'VTGft'.'
ence-fantasy writing -for mags and
Arch Oboler is putting finishing
books, by seven authors wlio have
made a living at it, including Robert touches to a novel which he'll Meliver to Random House next week.
A. Heinlen, who has coptributed to
Betty Smith iias written her secr^
the slicks.
The new gimmick to 4his firm is viA novel, "Tomorrow Will Be Betthat the boolcs are partly financed ter," which Harper will publish.
by fans who order and pay for copies
Somerset Books, reprint house
ahead of publication. There are owned by Knickerbocker Printing,
various fantasy fan mags^ and lists has folded and its list of titles is
of subscribers are tised, via mail, being sold.
^
for present and future support.
Jean Hersholt completed "The

Eshback.

;

i;

;

DonPlans are currently being mapped
Mac- by a group of persons affiliated with,

L. H. Houck and G. "H.
Gregor as associates. Four books
«re now out-^"Spacehounds of IPC,"
by Edward E. Smith; "The Legion of
nell,

v mm mmh

By

.

<•

is

SCULLYS SCRAPBOOK

»»>*««»»

,

director of the Book^ofthe-Month Club, is distributing on
his own a pamphlet titled "How- to
Think About the United Nations,"
in an effort to plug for world organization.
Booklet
has
already
topped the 20,000 sales mark in two
ntonths,' and Smith is aiming for a
New Weird Book Publisher
circulation of 1,500,000 by the end
New entrant in the field of weird of tbe year, All- profits from the enbook publishings is the Fantasy terprises are.; being ploughed back
Press; of Reading, Pa. Lloyd Arthur into advertising:

Eshback.

,

nipped immediately, more rooms
will attempt to lower budgets vi»
««
Frank Scully
i
^
none of the theatrical "finest photo- these tactics.
However, there's little that can be
graphs" seems ofitstanding.
Hollywood, Jan. 17
Tom Maloney, who has succeeded done in the matter at the moment.
Despite the rapidfire recitals of divorces by Walter, Lolly, Hedda, Jimmy
Edward Steichen as "U. S. Camera" In all instances, the agents have and Sheilah, marriage did much better in Hollywood in 1947 than it did
editor, has expanded the text in the been careful to get American Guild in 1946. There were nearly 10,000 less divorces than marriages during
thenews photo section of the book to of Variety Artists and Amercan Fed- otherwise fizzle year of '47,
cover the factual baclcground of the eration of Musicians' minimums for
I've been. poring over records to find out what causes that.
CerConsequently,
no
clients.
events pictured. This is a distinct their
tainly neither picture scripts nor the private lives of those portraying the
fault in a photo book, because the union action xan be taken against harrassed characters are responsible for this uplifting trend.
At the same time, there's no
.text devotes too much space to "his- them.
Radio, maybe? Well, maybe. The private lives of radio stars show an
tory" and editorializing, but fails to legal redress inasmuch as N. Y.
amazingly high average of harmonious hitchings. In fact among the first
give enough info about the technical state employment agency laws speci15 Hooperatlngs, most of them comedians, 1 can't find atsurrently unhappy'
aspects of the pictures themselves. fy a maximum 5% commission for
marriage). Fibber and Molly, Benny and Mary, Allen and Portland, Burns
Hobe.
obtaining jobs.
and All§», Harris and Fx^rS, the Hopes, Cantors, Crosbys, Bergen? anS
Agencies are also disturbed about Gardners—all seem to enjoy using the same mailbox and reading ea(<h
Fred smith's UN Booklet
the return of other chiseling because oth'ers letters.
As a labor of love, Fred Smith, of the rising costs -of doing business.
The Perpetual Payoff
i

mo

Suit
Beatan Her«M In
The Boston Herald, conservative
Kepublican Hub daily, has again a
libel suit at the hands of local Democratic politicos. Last suit, which it
won, was brought in by Mayor
James Curley. This time the Herald
i» being sued for $100,000 by James
Cr; Tobin, younger brother of former
Gov; Maurice J. Tobin.

|

Rev. Alden Lee Hill of the Highland. Park Christian Church, who performs many of the marriages for the program, placed his honorariums
from the show in a- fund with which he adopted' and is' raising a war

orphan.
The various columnists and critics who have panned "Bride and Groom"
tor -broadcasting the festivities attendant on a marriage have usually said
that "nobody but a moron or an exhibitionist would be married on a
radio program."
Quelle Parlay!
"Well, Frank," says John Reddy by way of reply, "our grooms have included such 'morons' as Bert Lynfl, an executive at Douglas Aircraft and
a Phi Beta Kappa from Western Reserve, and Albert Biaetti, a former
professor at' the University of Illinois and one of the scientists on the
atomic bomb project at Oak Rid'ge antf Bikinii We have also had such
"exhibitionists" as Joe McGehee, the marine who planted the flrist flag
on Iwo Jima; Captain John Babel, a war ace who recently set a new
transcontinental jet record, and Captain John Watts, who was awarded the
Legion of Merit for mventing the Watts Portable testing unit for testing
.

.

'

B-29's."

All told, in two years on the air, 518 couples have been married on
"Bride and Groom" with only three divorces, and 205 children have been
on the show. These couples have been given a
and have flown a total of 400,000 miles on honey
moons Tjyithout a single «ccident or mishap, including one honeymoon
around the world.
:^
Universal Ciw
Why, the average Hollywood couple can't fly from
**
to' l^alm Springs without a mishap, « spat or both.

born to couples married
total of $1,036,000 in gifts
•

;

-'

'

1948

Jfaauiuty

WtdlMwlay,

Miami.

McKenna production

Boots

currently in.
Mary Lee Kelley due in town, and
will work out a, deal to swing her
Caster Jean FowlM slated to turnJ shows into the brahch she is plotting
nroducer with "Collector's Item."
for Caracas as a deal is cooking for
Irving Becker back and. Mary the Copacabana. Club there.
Starch ahead of touring "Burlesque."'

Jed Harris back Irorn Coast.

Freeman the hjrpnotist made his
home-town debut Saturday night at
Carnegie's Chamber halL
Max Youngsteln, Eagle Lion pubad chief, and his wife, Mayrose, have
adopted a week^old girl.
Cynda Glenn, {J. S, comedienne,
slEed to sail for Pans to star in
the ne\V "Folies Bergeres" show.'
HKO Pathe
Michatson,
Harry

'

'

the Coa«t for

tales, to
huddles.

Club Happyland, staffed strictly
by Cubans, is featuring the Oscar
Moreno show, a dazzler 'from Havana. Trade is off due to lack of
American feature names and terrific
competish of Kelley^ and Hotel Internacional, who are waging a talent

and show

battle.

Paris

production

>

,

;

.

in

hospital

.,

:

Sir

By illMLlmt 4e. Bclx
John B. Nathan to Spain.
Director Leon Poirier hurt vin a
Dec'ca pi'fz west to recoupe from North African motor crash.
Virus X.
Ping (Mrs. Laudy L.) Lawrence
Goldwyn pub-ad topper L;rnn Far- bedded with yellow jaundice.
hoi back at his de«c this week
Tennessee Williams gandering the
after combo business-vacation trip niteries and working on a new play.
'
MVS. Jack Kapp brought the chac^^u back east to school, leaving the

Marks

with serious throat malady.
Toni Edgar Bruce returning to the
stage after considerable absence due
to illness contracted while playing
with ENSA in India.
After six months' absence, V-era
Lynn returns to the ai'- in new series, in which she will taUc for first
time besides singing, starting Feb. 'I.
John HoUings worth acting as con-ductor of Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra while Siv Malcolm Sargent is suffering from chest trouble
Lilian Puff, radio announcer and.
producer for the BBC, has joined
:

RKO shorts

'Mtey and head of

Agent Dave

.

Alexander

Korda

liaison officer for

to

become

h«me and overseas

broadcasts of stars.

soring the Duke Ellington concert
Jan. 21 at the Auditorium.
Lucille
Eddie Roberts, mentalislsmagicians. and Dona Mason, singer,

&

.

Jane Harvey down with

aub"

attraction.

ing at

singer,

whistler

•

now acting as literary' editor and
associate producer of the J. Arthur

.

Dore Schary

Warner
Bros^
Anderson,
Art
branch manager,, tiack pn the job
following his recoyet^ l^m a major
.

;

,

production on Broadway next ently and set for a run in Melbourne.
Scribe George Hart is handling
fall.
pix and radio for the Sydney
Danny Kaye arrives in N. Y. from both
Sun.
the Coast Sunday (25)' enroute to
Pic policy got off to a good start
tondon for a month's engagement at
for the Fullei's at th« Capitol, Perth,
the Palladium. Early in March, he's
with
"Jolson Story."
(sheduled to play a hospital benefit
Doris Fritton is playing VTfae InIn Dublin.
spector-General" at her Independent
Stuart Scheftel, ch'airman of the
theatre, North Sydney.
National Draft-Eisenhower League,
Tiny Douglas takes over the baton
is
brothei:
of
Herbert Scheftel,
the State, Sydney; for Greater
prjsxy of Telenews Theatres, as well at
Union.
House is the key GUT
as husband of,.film actress Geraldine
cinema.
Fitzgerald.
Ernest TurnbuU, Hoyts chief, in
Al Margolies,., pub-ad topper for Melbourne for the reopening of the
Alfred Hitchcock-Sidney Bernstein Regent.
House was destroyed by
liidie unit,' due back from the Coast fire some time ago»
It for

.

.

.'

.

•Saturday

discussion of
catiipaign" on "Rope," initial pic for
(24)

after

.Warner releasfe.
Barbara Anne Aaron, daughter of
Metro assistant sales chief Eddie
Aaron and member of the Eagle
Imx homeofrice publicity staff, engaged to Herbert ,S, Nusbaum, for-

mer Metro attorney.

:

at the Mary Immaculate hospital,
Queens, L, I„ is reported improved
atfd doctors may perilftit him to go
'

home Ifete! this week.
^Jaok Mehlei", formerly with the
Metro talent department in New
jorfc and more recently a legit pro.

,

auction

associate,

returned

Friday

Uo) from the Coast. He expectji fo
line up a legit show deal fhis week.
iPorpthy MacFarland, the current
Ado_ Annie ih "Oklahoma!", at the
gt- James, N.
gave a song recital
ounday (18) at Westport, Conn. The
same morning, she was guest soloist
the Christ and Holy Trinity

,

,

Otto Kruger prepping. a trip east
to .consider legit offers.

William Boyd organising a rodeo
for showing in Honolulu.

Bob Coleson home from the hostwo operations.

pital after

Clarence Brown in town, after a
three-month tour of Europe.
Doug, Spencer,
Ray Milland's
stand-in,

ballad singer.

New York

late in fall.

from

«

.

Church there.

.

ordinate

,

:

By Stan Willis
Pato Terrace Club

will

rjyert to a h6tel.

^earl Horvay, stripper, scoring in
Matui-ed spot in Kelley's,
Steve Gilbert, emcefe at Kelley's
lOr the past 15
years, ailing.
:.Gina'ii, small cocktail lounge using

American

^SMd

acts' (3), is doing only
coclrtair biz on Pacific side.

EXJ^ries, for past 30 years
'^'•P'"
outstanding figure in Panama
«iow biz, planning to open a new
Witro
Lubbock, Tex.
our
*
Juanita LaBenton Skaters are
"^"i"
t'^'^ee months'
swing,
rfff which they play Caracasj, Rio,
navana, and then on to Australia.
'

an

m

.

,

r:iT)i''°'?J

Bill

^^'"^^^

,

Liebow's club on the
Colon), regarded as

't

iTniL
"umber
one nitery spot

tfiis'

side of

Transatlantic -Pictures af-

Warners.

fairs at

Jimmy Durante checked out

of the
hospital and left for an undisclosed
spot to recuperate.-

Karl Kruger to South Bend, Ind.,
with Notre Dame authori"
ties on a football picture.
Bing Crosby recovered .sufficiently
from his fiu attack to make added
scenes in "A Connecticut Yankee."
William Guthrie, of Warners, succeeded Howard Horton as prexy of
to confer

,

.

Man-

the Motion, Picture, Location
agers Assn.
'

.

,

Gabriel Curtiz, brother of Mike
and assistant director at -SOth'-Fox
for five years, makes his first Aitlerican stage appearance Jan, 28 at Pasadena Playhouse in "Made in Heaven^"

.••

,

'.i-.:t

r,f-V'-

I

v

y.-v'^":...'-'

:

'By^Hal Cohen'
Fordhara,
theatre district'
in Eri? territory, seriously
'

'

Tom

WB

manager

.

ailing.

.

'

'.

The

Bob Burns lingered in .Chicago for vorcingiBaron' EUidttS, Whoi were fli*have* 'rteeonciled:' He's th»
several days on his way to fill a club
•
"
bandleader,
date in Peru, Ind.
Jackie Heller and' Phyllis ThaiJohn Hamilton, film character
born, New York model,^ will be marman, back from
doing
'

.;!'

"

Ivor
Novello's
"Perchance
to
Dream" a sellout at His Majesty's,
Johannesburg.
Enrique Jorda. new conductor fo'r

Cape Town Symphony Orchestra,
arrived from En^and, 'i

New

broadcasting studio to cost
$100,000 to be erected at .GrahainStown. Eastern Province."
Natal Univ. has offered to provide
'

;

"

Rome, and
commercial film acting.
Clark Dennis in to sub for the
vacationiiig Jack Owens as vocalist
on the "Breakfasjt Club."
Esther Williams, Dorothy Shay,
Joan; Caulfleld, Donald O'Connor,
Dean Martin, Jerry' Lewis,. Eddie Albert, Virtor Borge, Billy Vine and'
Phil Regan; hesldlined the News-''
paper Guild's annual Page One Ball,
Saturday (17)j

ried next

..

rector.

.

'

&

•

'.

rou-sel

Seller

two nights and Lou
ru^hed.-in to replace- him.

after-

was

Emil Bratm; manager of the Gat'den theatre, recovering" at Allegheny
General hospital from major sur-

-

gery.

Al Golden, iormer Pittsburgher
and co-:author .;of "A Young -Man's'
•

>

Nygade

i'

.

.

'

i

month.

Dave Lefton has folded his CinC'-ma Distributing Co., popcorn-candy
vendors, for theatres.
Harry Brown's "A So.und of Hp'at*
ing" will follow '.'Another Paft Of
the Forest" at the Playhouse.
Jackie Wilson has quit' his jbb at
the AGVA' office ''to become oiffice
chief for' booker Georgie Claire, '
Fay & Gordon, "Don, Reid
Ann
Marleau and ..Kodell in the new.,
floor show at the Terrace Rooni.
Mervyn Nelson closed at the Ca-

•

'

Theati.'e is the first winter revue in
»
several years in Copenhagen.

.

:

,

Fancy," here to address the Drama
,
League.
Ginny Reed, KQV: p.a:, and her
brother among five pairs of .finalists
in Viennese Waltz contest at .Sym'..
-

phony BaU.

?

Dail (Congress) election.
BBC drama chief Val Gielgiid due
hero Jan. 23. Will lecture university
students on radio drama.
Tenor Joseph McLaughlin (Josef
Locke) inked for role in "My Wife's

By Florence S. Lowe
Department of Agriculture sponsored a special preem last week of
Birthday" at Manchester studios.
MOT'S "Teacher's Crisis."
Eithne Dimne made her return to
;debuts.i' tomorrow
stage after birth of her dau.ghter as
Elizabeth in "The Barretts of Wim- (Thur.) with a' special two-hour
broadcast initiating fuU-strecgth. 2*.
fore.
pole Street."
Danish comedienne Liva Weel
;
Desmond V. Rushton, editor of The kw power.
celebrated her 50th birthday .by
Screen, resigned to take over similar
Margaret Truman was among the
starting a big provincial tour from back to amateur nights.
chore with another fan magazine. guests at the brass hat party .givea
"Aalborg.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre Players Movie News.
for Met singer Ezio Pinza. after his
"Oklahoma" will not be shown ofl'ering "Night Must Fall."
With book publishing booming, concert here last week.
this year in Denmark. Valuta and
Mirth & Mack and "3 Deceivers" another new company. Golden Eagle
Male singers of '"Carousel," headed
staging problems were too hard to into Andy's, with Joe Griflin.
Books, has been formed here to han- by leading man and Navy vet Henry
overcome.
Burglars who broke into AFL dle works of all types.
Michel, joined with Marine Band in
Criterion Film has bought another Musicians club mafie off with $375.
Maurice O'Kelly to London for waxing a disc of Marines' new
independent distrib firm. Internatesting
title
Minnesota Am us. Co. (Paramount
in
role iii film of "The marching song.
tional Pictures, which specialized in circuit) taking Eagle Lion's iT-Mien" 'Vinslow Boy:" He played part in
Virginia' §ale;' younger sister of
Goldwyn and Republic pix, Both for all situation^;.
stage production here.
firms have Noach fe Birch as manaFrank Purcell named to do gab-, the late'(3ii4 Sde, stopped off to
A. Robbing among St, Paul Civic
gers, but will continue as separate Opera company's "Babes in Toyland" bing for neweJayes Fluid sponsored visit novelist Thelma Strabel while
firms.
radio show. Biz handled .by Radio en route south on a national tour
guest players this week.
With bingo legalized here again, Publicity, Ltd. with &rendan Smith with, her "Americana"' sketches.
The newspaper Politiken's yearly
Donald H. Cooper has been named
prize of 10,000 kroner went this Northwe.st Variety club has resumed as producer.
French conductor Jean S/tai'tinon chief engineer «f NBC's radio and.
year to' the young -conductor, John Saturday night sessions.
"Ice CapadBS of 1948" set for its here next' month for .season with Ra- television operations here, replacing
Frandsen, who got his chance at the*
aimual
visit Feb. 25, through March 2 dio, Symphony .Orcbestra, succeeding late Albert E. Johnson, with 'Jlobertv
when
he
re.Danish
Theatre,
Royal
JSdmond Appia, who js returning ,to Terrell stepping up .tp Gooper's .lote
placed a Sick conductor, and scored, at the St. Paul Auditorium.
Univ. of Minnesota AVC is spon- Switzerland.
as operations supervisor.
a tremendous hit.
Glaasalcn is playing Ayn Rand's
"Night of .Tanuary 16." Will soon
"One Touch of Venus."
Norrebro theatre will play "Show
Boat" this summer. Operetta has
never been shown in Denmark beshift to

ill-fjited

YojM.

•

;

.

New

Roses" at RKO.
Al Margolies in for a week to co-

.

.

from

in

discharged.
Huntz Hall and- Gabe Dell, former
Dead End Kids, went into the used
car business.
William Pereira in from England
to ready production of "Bed of

directed.

tives.

,

in

work at Para-

to

for sales confabs. at. Universal-International.
Bette Davis ordered to pay $1,500
to Mrs. Bessie Do-wns, a nur.se she

,

Africia
By Joe Hanson

'Maty 'Hatcher.'

New York

mount.
William Scully

m

Orbis Film Co. in Tyrol has ftnBritisli National is to star Freda
nished first Alpine picture, "Cross
Jackson in the evacuee child prob.
lem play, "No Room at the Inn," in On Mountain Top," directed by Al-^'
which she made, a hit on tour and in fred Bencsch.
Louis
Trenker working on his
London. Dan Birt will direct the
production, a radio version of which newest film, "Rivals of the Mountains," in the Dolomite mounttlins;
was recently broadcast.
George and Alfred Black are pre-' South Carinihia.
Salzburg Festival halls being used
senting the sum'nier show at the
Royal
Opera House, Blackpool, as film studios, during winter. Hans
which will be headed by Cheerful Thimig'is working on "Maresi," with
Charlie Chester. Henry Hall, who book by Lernet Helen ia.
Standard
Film is working on scehas recently given up touring vaudeville with his band, has leased, the nario based on life of Catherine
friend of late Emperor
Grand theatre for the summer sea- Schratt,
Franz Joseph.
Book is by Hans
son, starring himself.
Changeover in personnel of Arts Walbroek. Hans Effenberger will diCouncil of Great Britain is an- rect.
nounced. Retiring members are Sir
Lewis Casson and Ivor Brown; Lord
Esher and Sir. Kenneth Clark have
Chicago
been reappointed for a. term of five
years, with newcomers Bronson AlKatharine Hepburn visiting Mrs.
bery, Eric Linklater, Lat'.'- Rosebery Loyal Davis here.
and Professor C. M. Bowra elected
Fred Astaire opened four new
for three years.
dance studios here.
The Joel McCreas (Frances Dee)
spending a week here with her rela-

Sdnth

underwent major surgery.

Actress-jjinger

.

Theatres Corp. and Moss Empires
Salzburg festival committee plans
with Val Parnell, starting March 5.
to sign Wilhelm Fuertwaengler for
after which he goes to Africa for
next season to direct Beethoven's
combined biz-holiday trip, expecting "Fidelio."

to open in

.

Frank Rosenberg returned to his
producer desk after a battle with flu.

Neue Schauspielhaus has turned
again to operetta, producing FarkasKatscher's "Wonder Bar."
Pa 1 Zsolnay Book Publishing Co.
received permit to open business
here. Zsolnay lives in England.
Soviet
cultural
films
drawing
much attention
Urania.
This is
first serieji of shorts from Russia.
H. Woelffl and A. Krebs wrote
scenario for film on Don Juan being
produced by Standard. Karl Steurer

i

i

.

production' 'at 20th-Fox.

.

the

from New

Tyrone Power-

against

will retire.

<

at

.

'

Playwright Phil Dunning ogling

•

Meyer Feigenberg.
Helsingor Revue

X" attack.
Lyons 'returned
for pic chores;

Colette

:.,

111

attejc

'

.

'

Burns Mantle, retired critic of the
W. Y. Daily News, who was critically

at "his. desk

.

Rudi Feld teaching Stage Design
Charles E. McCarthy sold his Film
Transfer pick-up company to Wil- at L. A. City CoUege.
Annabella filed: suit for divorce
liam Alexander, a competitor, and

Newbery, Republic's Far $400,000 to
build theatre' in Durban
Eastern rep, due from Singapore for
if suitable site is found.
local looksee. He may go to South
S. A. Broadcasting Corp. announce
Africa before going on to N. Y.
experimental FM broadcasts
Harry Watt has "Eureka Stockade" that
will ,tart soon in Johannesburg.
before the cameras now for Ealing.
Beryl jSleigh,
British
songster
Unit is on location some 200 miles
blinded during'" war, to give stage
from SydneJ. Chips Rafferty has and
Dublin
•
radio concerts, in' key .cities.
the lead.
"Hansel & Gretel;" with all- locM
By Maxwell Sweeney
Hal Houghton will be in charge of talent,
great success at G%. HSU,
Anew McMaster opens new proParamount's exploitation dept. He'll Cape
Town,
Albert
vincial
tour
this
Coat6s,
week.
conducwork under Herman Flynn. He toring.
Film producer Michael Balcon exserved with the U. S. Navy in nearby
Pix doing better than average are pected here on vacation,
waters during the war>
"Monsieur Verdoux" (UA)', "This
Alpho CRfiiUy new scenic designer
Time for Keeps" (Metro) and "Night for Longford Producers.
and Day" (WB).
Patrick ,G. Murphy named drama
Enterprise's "Body and Soul," re- tutor for Irish Youth Organization.
CopenhageD
leased on Metro circuit here, ha."! inPlaywright Lennox Robinson due
Dizzy Gillespie will play at the terest for South Africa as Hazel back from" Ohio Stpte Univ. next
K. B, Hallen in February.
Brooks, one of stars, was born in month.
"Lliiom"' playing at the small Cape Town 22 years ago. She's wife
Documentary films being u.sed as
Riddeisalen under new manager, o£ Cedric Gibbons, Metro' art 'di- propaganda fbr first time in Eire's
Bruce

,

indit

bacjic

Virus

York

operation.

ski-'

own

.

Age."

'

'

her. leg
.

'

Rank monthly review, "This Modern

"Babes in the Wood," at the PrinTorchsinger Marianne Oswald to cess, Irving Tishman's Buster Shaver,
publish, altobiog titled "I Have Not with Olive, George and Charles, have
been booked by him for his next
Learned How to 'l,ive."
Dodo 'Feltori' left in charge of the Christmas pantomime.
Rona Ander.son. .spotted by J.
Lido' show, by 'Jean Pierre Guerin,
Arthur Rank Organization talent
while>latter .is in the states.
Actor Michel. Vadet giving public scout playing at the Gla.sgow Civic
speaking courses for clerics, be theatre, to appear in remake of
tween appearances at the Francaisc. "Rome Express," titled "SleepiiigMichel Descombey, son of the Car to Venice," in the role turned
Unlvei'sal French hfeadj passed his down by Anne Crawford.
Tommy Trinder talking over five
dancing examination with
months provincial tour for General
:\
honors.

pard in indie production.
Paul HoUister, BKO's national
publicity director, on. the Coast for
confabs with production executives.
Opera
Will be back in two weeks.
Boxing Writers Assn.. to hold annual dinner tonight (21) at RupJohn Graflis, information jofficer
pert's taproom, where Nat Fleischer, of the U. S. Information Service,
editor of Ring mag, will be inducted lecturing' on
"Cinema, Amtoican
as president.
Version."
Michael O'Shea now a regular
Ceilings on legit admission prices
member of the Assn. of Theatrical have been lifted. Every manager
Agents and Managers, having com- will now be permitted to write, his
pleted three years of press, agent own ticket.
apprenticeship,
Bernard G. Aalderinck,' prexy of
f
Jforman Krasna and Irving Berlin the local Columbia subsid, has recompleted first draft of "Stars On signed to' return to the. Metro conMy Shoulders'' at La Quinta, Cali^ tinental headquarters here as adfornia desert resort, for Rodgers & ministrative sifpervisor.
Critic Herve Lauwick nearly had
Hammerstein production.
Maurice Dekobra, French novelisti a duel, first with playwright Roger
scheduled to a r r i V e Friday (23) Peyrefitte and then with producer
aboard the De Grasse to discuss a Jacques Hebertot, on account of the
deal for a dramatization of his story, review he gave their play, "Le
Prince des Neiges,"
^Paradise in Montparnasse."
Herman licvy, feeneral counsel of
the Theatre Owners of America,
named as a member of the ComAustralia
mittee on Review of the Code of the
American Arbitration Assn.
By Eric Gorriek
John Schram has completed reMajority of Aussie newspapers
visions of his "The Piper's Song,"
upped
ad
rates Jan. 1.
aiid the managerial team of Judith
Wirth's Circus is off the road presAbbott & Mary Mason is readying

,

.

Jim Luntzell opened his
ad^publicity .setup,

showmen.

after

'

-Holm broke
Sun Valley.

Celeste

'

'

Robert Waithman, once U. S. correspondent for the News Chronicle,

Ghristiane Souscotte.

British

Herman 'Ruby up and around

-

his long illness.

.

JBehnie Berger and Ted Bolnick,
indie circuit owners, joined Pioneers,
national <organiziition
of 25-ycar
'

.

Ronalde,

.

Lebeck Farm.

set for Feb. 6 at the St.

Paul Auditorium as Winter Carnival

.I«$)ie Henson, stage comedian,
John Weidt Ballet from Copenhagen at the Pignalle, and preeming comes back into new radio series,
Pabst has completed Aim work on
"It Goes to Show," supported by
the ballet "Cellule."
"The Trial."
ivitH Eagle Lion, who may do them
Marcel Pagnol says he'll go to Helen Hill, Gene Gcowley and KenHans Mueller, w.k. librettist, dom•
Itway from that lot.
"Canada thi; spring' to make a pic- way and Young, With LtsUe Btidg- iciled 'in Switzerland, coming to
mont producing.
Jay Richard Kennedy, film writer, ture, "First Love."
Austria.
in from the Coast to attend vGotham"
Due to their outstanding success
Maurice Tourneur to make a picHans Xlbers, onetime German film
Columbia
of
his
screenings
film, "To; ture in Tahiti starring bis new find,
in
Bert
Montague's pantomime, star, coming to Vienna. He turned
Ends of the Earth."

the

flu.

;

fast

to Florida.
Bltiot Paul's next two novels optioned to James J. GeUm^ st present

and yodeller, making initial New
York appearance in current Radio
City Music Hall stage bill.
J* Joseph Hazen returns from the'
Coa.st over the weekend after a fortnight's huddling with Hal Wallis, his

flu.

downed by

Franchot Tone
into Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Teresa Wright bedded with "Virus
Sally Delaney, Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace publicity director, to X."
Edith Barrett divorcing., Vincent
wed Richard J. Hendferson; of PcnsaPrice.
.cola, Fla.
ClauUe Binyon commuting to his
Don McNeill and his radio "Break-

By Les Bees

Curly's nitory has Patti Page and
Phil MaraqUin.
Spike Jones here for single Slinday
afternoon performance.
Univ. of Minnesota Theatre presenting "Tom Sawyer."
Lesser St. Paul night spots going

WWDC-FM

:

'

.'

,

.

'

'

'

.

:

r,

'

.
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will-t-

scope next
month, according to present plans. Niesen'sf Air Tagline
Tommy Dorsey's syndicated, tran^ Nixed by
Censor
Ctibed platter spinning will branch
CBS' censor bluepencilled a refr
ofit over f^r continents, including
Europe, Australia and erence to "Bachelor's Children," a
S.,
tfie' tr.
opera now off the air, as a tagSouth Africa, spreading the gospel of soap
line'. in the "I'm My Own GrandtJnc^e Sam's hit songs, top bands and
maw" tune sung by Gertrude Niesen
vocalists.
Louis Cowan agency, which han- on "We, the People" show last week.
dles the stUing of T.D.'s show, which Reason given for the taboo .was that
take

on

international

CBS

'

UP FOR FOX-NBC
of
plunge
the
Long-awaited
major film companies and major

:

to

of Televi»on Pri^grains

Wfo

Predicted as

Depend on Inures

Work PhiUy

May

Same Time

.

After months of rumors that vari-^
ous major newsreels had offered
product for tele purposes,
20th-Fox finally did it this week.
Fox Movietone News 'signed with
their

forthcoming Democratic convention.
Management of Robin Hood Dell is
dickering with Margaret Truman to
sing at the Dell during the week
of July 12, when the Democratic

conclave will be held, and at which
her dad will probably be nominated
for the Presidency,
According to insiders, Miss Truman is .asking ^2,500 for the .stint.
Dell management is also negotiatmarks the first time any outfit has at- ing for some of the top concert
names for the week of the G.O.P.
tempted to turn out a daily newsreel.
convention, which starts June 20.
At the same time* Chesterfields
pacted to bankroll pickups of the
N.Y. Giants' ba.seball games over

NBC

MAJOR

Gag

Africa.

.liUxembourg deal has been orally
lipt>rove.d, but not signed, and
sl^ows have been shijpped to it
fat' a start originally set for Monday
which may be delayed.
.(ly, but
Australian arrangements are also
Kt, but ' contracts again have not
formally been signed.. African deal
However,
is Still in the tallc stage.
the response to the original negotiations indicate little likelihood of
anything Interfering With its completion. Towers agency of London

fizzled'

completely with the

studio audience.

.

ihitiaj

'

'

tContinued
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Frank Stanton Wins

HisJ.V.(inlesVerne)

As family Hour' Seer

[

CBS prexy Frank Stanton went
on the .v/eb's Prudential "Family
Hour" show last Sunday (25) to peer
into the
t}le

future.

He expounded on
which broad-

expanding role

MAJOR DISKERS
SEE RECORD

JANUARY
Columbia Record Corp.'^ sales last
biggest in the history
of the company, and the other .major diskers, as weV. as CRC, report
that the current month will probably
set a new January high in platter

week were the

shipments. Columbia itself figures
that it may yet achieve a sales level
closely approaching the peak months
of last year, March and April.
Both Columbia and Victor's current pop lists are sparked by platters
that have gone well over the 1,000,-

casting is expected to play in the
25 years, and predicted that
'Htvr development in radio and tele

N.Y. video outlet, and
simultaneously over WMCA* N.Y.
radio indie.
Twin package deal^
handled by the Newell, Emmett
agency, is believed to have cost
Chesterfields a similar $300,000.
Fox-Camels-NBG pact is expected
to leave the deeper impress on the
two media. Besides .setting a general pattern for future relations between films and tele,; it's also enpected 'to set up a chain reaction
among 20th's exhibitor customers
and current video newsreels. First
direct result will probably be a
cutback in the NBC television newsreel, long acclaimed the best video
of its kind and on which NBC
has spent tens of thousands of
dollars in building to its present
quality. With Fox expected to throw
(Continued on page 61>

PUBUC HOUSING

BELLINGER OUTFIT

SEEN

FOLDEROO

.

May Have

.

ferial

.

special
mainto homes, program lists for

convenient reference, etc.
Television in full natural color,
'^ilh great networks reaching everyone and permitting for major ady^*?-"! .n education and becoming
f"^ most eloquent of all textbooks
wght in the schoolroom itself."
•

the inevitable payoff;
"At
VuS'^
VBS we're doing everything in our
power to meet this challenge, today,
tomorrow and in the years to come."

Done

Her

Tops of the Tops
Retail Risk Seller

"Ballerina"
Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Serenade of the Bells"

"Most Requested" Disk
"Ballerina"
Seller

on Coin Machines

"Ballerina"
British Sheet Seller

"Apple Blossom Wedding"

plans.

continued su*
pervision of the unit for about a
year, but also finds himself overworked psfsonally and shorthanded,
Selzniek

proffered

which is further influencing his
The 3^ellitiger corporation
move.
owns one Ernest Hemingway property and options on others, which
will pJobably be liquidated.

'

j

i

.,

time."

.

,

"Our own facilities can't answer
NBC's needs, which are gcowing^ terrifically," producer continued.
"So

easy to see that sooner or, later
be to our advantage .to' call in
other producing units. They'll op-s
erate under our supervision."
Fairbanlcs is wrapping up the first
series of 17 films Intended for NBC.
He'll then start rolling within th«'
next 90- days on two more 17~pi3E^
Public service, programming came
strings. He thinks the allergy which
up with a standout success last
large radio stations now demonstrate
week as WMGA, N. 'Y., won hands for transcriptions in favor of
Iiv«^
down in ifs campaign to pressure
hold Jpr tijeir;
Mayor William F. O'Dwyer into a entertainment won't
tele counterparts. Fix will b0 in depublic housing program. Just two
mand because onlyby their use ean
weeks after the indie launched its
a video station escape limitations oi'
series, "A Home To Live In," urgspace and. time.
ing listeners to bombard City Hall
He doesn't expect the Alms whicSi
with letters; the Mayor announced
he'll make for
to pay oflf withthat a fund of $250,000,000- would be
in* a period comparative to. that ot:
earmarked for building during the
pix produced for theatres. "Eventu-'
next two years. He had been sitting
ally, we'll amortize these pictures,*
on that lund since' his election in
Fairbanks said. "But right now,
1945.
NBC is interested in building a
Spurred by
prexy Nathan library
of programs for the future:
(Continued on page 60)
Naturally, the films we're making
must( not toe of the type that date.
By creating a backlog, NBC is en*
Isolated
couraging the industry while insuring a steady supply of programs;
In Transmitter
which .should pay off over a period
Boston, Jan. 27.
time."
lsolat«d in the transmitter, of of Film-making
for video is the direct
by four feet of snow last
opposite of production for theatres,
week, Michael Kelly, Yankee net
according to Fairbanks. "Actually,;
technical engineer, sat it out for 48
(Continued oh page 63)
hours before bulldozers were able to

WON FOR N Y.

it's

it'll

.

BYWMCA

,

'

'

NBC

000-mark. Vaughn Monroe's Victor
grooving of "Ballerina" has piled up
a sale of 1,550,000 copies, while
-j^ogramming would stimulate a Arthur Godfrey's version of "Too Fat
IN
^ater 'sense of our participation in Polka" for Columbia had a count of
the affairs of goverameht.
Hollywood; Jan. 27..
1,175,000 copies as' of last weekend.
.Here's
how Stanton envisions Godfrey was presented with a gold
Mark Hellinger Productions may
1873:
record of the tune on his CBS ^y- shortly
of
existence, despite Radio Engineer
fade out
Tiny radio sets, no larger than a
(GoRtinued on page 63)
Humphrey Bogart's intention to perpdcket- watch, will be carried about
by Storm
in one's pocket, capable of bringing
petuate the name of the late proprograms with almost all of the
ducer in the indie unit which was
'Miss Hush'
quatity of home sets
There will
.
WNAC
Selznick's
David
O.,
under
operate
no need to windup or recharge
Film
Life to
on
banner. Bogart was partnered with
them.
They'll be powered simply
Hollywood, Jan. 27,
by exposure to Sunlight.
National Concert & Artists Corp. Hellinger in certain pictures to be
Personal ' sending gets to carry received the exclusive rights to Mar- made by the unit,
break across the icy marshes of the
tround in the pocket, too. ;'you'll tha Graham'.s life story. Agency will
Number of reasons are behind the Neponset river in Quincy to get him
.he able to make your own'broad- peddle dancer's life to film studios.
out.
impending deinise of the outfit. First
' ca.sts,
Engineer had only a can bt hash,
to tell the family you'll be
Miss Graham was
Interest
in
get a satisfactory a couple of eggs and a few slices of
late for dinner, for exantple."
aroused when she became known as is the inability to
Facsimile will bring your morning "Miss Hush" on Ralph Edwards' producer to carry on in Hellinger's bread on. hand when the latest blizHe^wspaper over your home set, with "Truth or Consequences" show last stead. Second is Mrs. .Gladys Glad zard came along and put him: iu the
bongo-bongo department.
pictures in full color, and by the month.
Hellinger's disinclination to go on
«9me device radio stations will be
with her late husband's production
ijWe. to send
educational
iifast,,

mm

.

WNBT, NBC's

Television's future requirements
for film programs will be "fantastic"
in volume, Jerry- Fairbanks believes,
but the pix forthcoming as a result
of that demand will vary widely
from the present celluloid turnedt.
out for theatre uses. In New York
6n his first trip east since closing
with NBC to meet its tele film requirements for the next five yearSj
Fairbanks predicts that even large
video stations will depend on films
for 50t80% of their total programs.^y
"One of these days, not. too far oflf,
the
television
industry's requirements for films -will be comparative
in amount to that of the present motion picture industry," Fairbanks declared.
"As a matter of fact, th«
film industry couldn't possibly' meet
the demand, Metro, for instance,
now produces two. hours of films
weekly. The need of one station ia
40 hours lor the week's televising

-f

Prez and Daughter

eigaret accounts into televi-sion came
at
through simultaneously 4his week
Philadelphia, Jan. 27.
with a spla$h that should ripple
There may be a first father and
widely *through both the lilm and
daughter act in Philly during the
video industries.

occupies slots on niore than 160 it reflected on some one's paternity.
It was suggested
by the same
S. outlets, ,has
Camels for .the eigaret outfit to bankVirtually completed arrangements to scrutinizer that the words "John's roll daily «(}itions of the reel over
beam the same shows from Radio Other Wife," be used instead. Even the
video- network, starting'
tuxembourg. Prance (120,000 watts), though the substitution took the Feb. 16. Camels is reportedly shelljoke out bf texti it was incorporated
network, c(^vering all
the
ing out $300,000 for a 52-week conin the script.
Of 'Australia, and a station in South
tract. Agency- is William Esty. This

now

major and minor U,

.

Up

Show Set For

Four-Continent Disk Jockey Spread
The American disk jockey

V-

PRICB 25 CENTS

28, 1948

CUPDS PK-IELE MATCH

CIG COIN
Dorsey's Transcribed

MUSIC

<

WMCA

Tempus Sure

Fugits

Just 10 years ago, William
Morris, Jr., points out, a contract involving sale of a story
to a Him company had the following phrase concerning the
protection of the authors' right:
"-^excluding, however, the process commonly known as televisioui''^

•••

Itemptis fugit!

,•.,

:

H'wood Eateries Drop
Live

Entertainment

With Tele as Come-on
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
and Mike Lyman^

.

Tom Breneman

joining the tele parade, will install
large screens in their Vine street
eateries, replacing live entertain-

ment;

Lyman .started last night <M(iaday) but temporarily retains lotin^d
musical show.
Breneman's is expected to bow
later in the week with more elab.

orate setup.
Both feature five bjr
six screens, Lyman" using front projectioh, Bretiemaa zeat projection.

MISCBIJAirV

WedneBday, lannwy 28, 1949

SWG CoHnd Follows CareMHan
In Deafing

Seek S^edal Union Concesdons

wiA Member Turge

Hollywood, Jan. 27^
ot the Screen Writers Guild is pursuing 8 carefully
charted course in dealing with the
"purge" o£ itis members by the
Btudios. The intention !s to iupport

lend their right to employment regardless of political afli^fatfoh. But
aie council has. no intention of defending any writers on political
grounds, and it is determined Hot to
become involved in ftny, KOliCcal
partisanship.
Two resolutions recently adopted
by the council reflect this attitude.

Hollywoodi, Jan. 27.
is back on the Metro
payroll after a brief suspension for
ballting at the heavy femme role in
"The Three Musketeers."
Holdout and suspension delayed
the start'of the picture a week.

The question of an «K(flcial world
attitude towaimll censorship of motion
pictures and'tadio btoke suddenly
without wariUhg on the United NaAt press
tioni last Frlitey (23).
time It was ttiU tagged"«f moot.
Bight of governments to sciscOr
the cinema .and pre-purge the ether

LONDON LKES LA WEST;

A mTORATiON' UL'

|

London, Jan. 27.
Mae West scored an outstanding
hit in her 20^yearrOld melodrama,
"Diamond Lil," which was presented
Xor the fir.st time in England at,the
Prince of Wales Saturday (24). Ac
tress stopped the show With a solo
offering
and climaxed the
t^rce-act show with iive curtain

!

calls as well as

.

I

^
the

•

t«
resolutions, to

.

903rd

WEEK!

unexpectedly in the
UN Sub-Commission on Freedom of
Information and the Press, which is
"BLACKOUTS. Of IMS"
spending two hectic weeks at Tjakt
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
Success in an effort to perfect tentaWatch for KEN MURRAY'S new tive drafts of articles about dissemibusted, .loose

KEN MURRAY'S

feature length film j>rodu<!tion

AND COO"

."BILL

,

Rele&sed through Republic Pictures

Panania NHeries Sore

,

-

*

.

-

E's

Shows

-.

-

'

'

This A-G Committee, which was
supposedly formed specificaQy to

Army

While Neumann has
already prepared a dramatization of
the novel, Sharin has taken on
Steven Vas for further development
chaplain.

of the play.' Final version
in February with casting

combat the leftist group and had
the announced Intention of disbanding after the election, is not- only
still active but is better organized
than ever.
The majority of the
council members are still independent "liberals," however.

is
fip

mRFACriNSURGQlY

expeciedbegin in'

BNALLY PLAYS ITALY

'

March.

Rome, Jan. IS.
for "Children," rights w«:eNixed heretofore by Fascist cenheld by Garson Kan- sorship because the hero was an
and Elia Kazan.
Aside from Italian, Howard Hughes' "Scarface"
the Lee role, all other parts are is finally running in Italian houses.
Threaten Court Order
played by children up to the age But Tony Camonte has become Tony
Just before the Jan. 13 member- of 18.
Kermont.
ship meeting, the A-G threatened
Opening at the Adriano and Odethat if the Butler resolution were
salchi, the 16-year-old picture was a
adopted, it would, seek a' court order
success, despite the bad quaUty of
Metrfr-Ttieker
Set
tgiaA up the Guild treasury. That
the dubbing. Premiere grosses were
nvitus: resented by the board because
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
1,300,000 lire (over $3,000), the highMetro sewed up the'Sophie Tucker est in the week.
it gave the impression that, regard-

As

previously
in

less of the wishes of the .majqrity autobiography last week after sevof: the Guild, the tipard was deter-, eral months of negotiations. Judy
mined to /prevent action. It also Garland has the inside track to play

look as- if the moderates
-were voting against the Butter pro.*
pbsal under pressure, wlilch was not

Highrbudget musical, based on
Miss Tucker's "Some of These Days"
book, is slated to roll late next summer. Ted Reeves is Handling the

A coming issue in the organization,
according to indications at the Jan.
13 meeting, is the question of proxies.
The Pi-ogressive Caucus came
to the meeting armed with about 100
proxies, while the A-G faction had
about 200. As a consequence, the
is now agitating against the use
pi proxies, and the A-G favors them.
Some of the liberals fear that' there
is danger of abuse of the proxy device by either extreme.
The greatest worry to the liberals,
{Continued on page 91)

script job..

Paris Yens 'Desire'

PC

Paris, .Jan. 27.

Tennessee Williams, who spent a
couple of days here last week at the
American hospital with indigestion,
left for the Riviera for a few days.

Then on

to

for a

Italy

before returning

Crosby's Next for Par

For Cohan's '45 Mins.'

considered.

true.-.

the

Decisions will go before the' World
Congress on Freedom of Information

greatly boosted production for strict
tele uses. His argument is ttiat tht
lA would thereby increase employment of its unions to a considcrablr'
degree. Films tnade for tele have far'

to premiere in Geneva
March 23 for final scripting "of ihe^
intends to
twin documents which
become the global counterparts of
the American Declaration of Independence and Constitution.
dozen
distinguished delegates officially representin'ii as many countries, plus a
half-dozen consultants picked as representatives of interested international bodies, are wrestling with' the
eomplex problems involved,

skedded

UN

A

Annabella Awarded
Divorce from Pow«r
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Annabella won uncontested divorce yesterday (26) from Tyrone
Power.
Property settlement gives her
jsossession of their Brentwood home,
three autos and bank accounts in
L. A., N.Y. and Paris, plus $50,000
annually until she remarries, less
what she earns in pix, plus 17% of
his annual salary over $310,000.

L. A. to N. Y.
Lucien Ballard
Nate Blumberg
Mort Blumenstock
Carol Brandt

He

Olin Clark

Ralph Danches

Howard Dletx
Leo Durocher
Sylvia Fine
Dr. Ferenc Fodor
ICetti Frings

'

In the main,- producer is askmg
for an easing of regulations governing the number of technicians, electricians, grips^ etc. required: en a

set Argument

is ttiat tele pix haye
more modest requirements because of the peculiar medium for
which, they're made. Since both the
technique and revenue potential differs with conventional 4Ums, pro*
ducer thinks the lA should make •

far

,

distinction in. rules.

Fairbanks

is also seeking an easier
scale for the video productions.
not tile main target, however,

wage

Tiiat's

reported.

its'

-

GERiSWlN 'RBAPSOSr

•

which was

never produced.

Red

Harry Maizlish

Taint Bars Visas

Mrs.

W.

Copenhagen, Jan.

Gene Markey
Harry Micbalson
Arnold Moss
Sig Neufeld
Merle Oberon
N. Peter Rath von
Ted Reeves
Joseph L. Seidelman
Sue.ss

Fields Loses Snit
Los Angclesi Jan. 27.

says he's deluged with offers
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Communist party tag has kayoed
plane of well-known figures in Danish stage and literary circles to visit
the U.S. As a result of their political
links. Dr. Sven Moeller Kristensen
and actor Preben Marth have been
denied visas by the American con*

;

sulates here.

N. Y. to L. A.
Willard Alexander
Jean Pierre Aumont
Hernando Courfright

Kristensen, a staff critic with
Danish Conununist organ "Land Og
Folk,'' had received a
fellowship
from the Danish-American Founda-

American

tion to study

literature

Rex Harrison
Donald Hyde

the war. An acknowledged
Danish expert on swing music, he
has written several books on the
subject as well as authoring a tome°

after,

Palmer

Mary

Pickford'

>

Montague Salmon
N. W. Smith, Jr
Jack Warwick

Europe to N. Y.

literature.

He

about 10 yean ago,

Marth sought entry to the U.S. for
a stage and film career. He had been
a member of the Communist party
for three months shortly after the
Germans left Denmark.

Fayette W, Allport
Sir

Alexander Korda

Jacquer Lacour-Oayet

Real-Life Verdoux

Asks Chaplin Damages

Travis Lasky
Stan Laurel

The

Mickey Rooney

Armand Salacrou
Sam Stiefel

.

Oliver A. Unger

N.Y. to Europe
Robert Capa

Mady

Paris, Jan. 27.
re-

•

Frank McCarthy

C.

To

Dane Thesp^ Swing Expert

Albei't Margolics

R. L. Peulvey

Italian

opera

Italian

house.

visited the U.S.

for a masical

10.

^

an

tion will get into

on modern American

They were

Jan.

George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue" will be staged as a ballet at
Rome Optea House, with Atjrel M,
Milloss choreography.
First Italian performance in concert version was given some weeks
after liberation by Santa Cecilia
Symphonic Orchestra under Fernando Previtali's baton. But this is
the first time that a jazz composi-

.

'

.

lesser possibilities as breadwinners
at the present time because of their
limited outlets, and it's Fairbanks*
pitch that they can't meet the same'
union requirements that are now
levelled at theatrical pix with their
tremendous grossing potential.

Lilli

polishing on the script, which was
originally revised and, updated by
columnist Franklin P. Adams.
Song»and-dance show will contain four unpublished tunes written
by Cohan shortly before his death.

greenlight

.

Myrna Loy

Maury

would

it

Joseph Mankiewicz

of "45 Minutes from Broadway," the George M. Cohan musical
which Baron Ls planning to revive.
Allen Borctz, Coast writer, did the

.

'

lATSE,

Felix Jackson

Final script revision was received
legit producer Milton Baron last

liner.

I

Fairbanks wins his plea with

Rome,

James B, Cassidy

.

If

TOBEAMLLETINROME

Phillips Carlin

Karl HerzQg
Paul HoUister
Ben Kalmenson'
Jack Kapp
Walter Lantz
Irving Lazar

with NBC.

week

Harriet C. Fields, widow of W. C.
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
for a Paris production- of his play,
Fields, lost her suit in L. A. superior
'Bing Crosby, taking a two-mouth 'A Streetcar Named Desire."
court for the return of the $4i82,000
vacation from filming after winding
her late husband gave away during
up "Connecticut Yankee," is due
KATE TO LONDON
his lifetime.
back in late March to co-star with,
Daiiny Kaye planed from New
Plaintiff sued the estate under
Barry Fitzgerald in "Bittmond In York to England last Friday (23).
California's
community property
Haystack."
He starts a four-week engagement law. Court ruled that she must sue
Bab WelC^i i« ptodudiug, Jt at Par- at the Palladium, London, nextMon- each rccipent separately for one
day. (2).,
half of each donation.
/
.:
z
amount.
i

duction unit and officials of the various locals, of the International Alii,

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees.
Fairbanks is the top producer in
the field, having recently closed,
tfive-year deal with NBC. Under Jthe
pact, he's to make any and all pix
required by the web for video pur.

by

short stay

home on an

dies .with that aim in mind were
initiated today (Tues.) between labor reps of the Jerry Fairbanks pro-

I^ights.

Peggy Cummins
Isobel Elsom
Oliver Hardy

Final Script Revision

Miss Tucker,-sbut Kafhryn Grayson
and Angela Lansbury are also being

it

the-

poses. Fairbanks, himself, is in Ht^.
York lining up Jlis new program

^al

i)|ade

out of

pay scales coverinir
film - making, i.s being
sought here for the first time. Hud-

theatrical

nation of news,' opinion, etc., foir two
historic, documents, the world Peclaration of Human -Rights and the
international Covenant for Human

hto

.

Tight, --largely aS a consequence of
tbe activity of the, left.

Sub-Committee Mulls

Special break for films made
ex
clusively for television broadcastine

Pix, Radio Censorsh^ which would take them
strict rules and

At Manretania Brnsl^
a brief speech.
The second of
p.^sented by Val Parnell in as«eek injunctions against breach-ot sociation with' Tom Arnold, play
Qaini Bistro FaToridsn
writer contracts or blacklisting of was considerably bolstered by the
Panama, Jan. 18.
has had curious> results.
•writers,
former after it - toured tO hectic
With plenty of advance bally^ the
Since there's a California law forweeks
in the' .provinces. Among im- Ma'uretania docked at Cnl<>n, on- the
bidding firing or blacklisting beportant changes effected by Parnell Atlantic side of Panama^, with 800
cause ot political affiliation, etc.-, it's
producer
Wil- tourists, but the Panama night club
conjunction
with
in
figured that such an injunction
liam MoUison is a twice-nightly pol- owners are still moaning about the
would be relatively easy to obtain.
icy which. Is "a great advantage in
lean takes. Htige liner disembarked
However, not a single member,
hypoing.. -the revenue;
600 of her passengers, who transited
even those publicly fired in connec"Lirs"_ o,penin|; performances the Canal by train.
Arriving in
tion with the contempt-of-Congress
brought
seUouts with advance book- Panama, the El Rancho, huge outcitations, responded to tlje Guild's
big. The. majority of- the Sun- door beer garden,
ings
got them all by
invitation to present his case, so an
Miss
West,
day
press
raved
about
Even
flinging a huge Panamanian shininjunction tnight be sought.
who
is making her initial iwrsonal
dig replete wit)} native costumes
wljen Claude Binyon, ehairman' of
appearance here. Typical of review- et al.
the gi^iievance committee, personally
ers' opinions was that of Leonard
asiced 'thos^ fired, he got nowbere.
Club owners, all hit by tough biz
Mosley of The Daily .Express. He
Chargeil OnUd Did Wathing
and 'off-limits signs due to politicos
referred
to
the
star
as
a
"restoration
Nevertheless, at the membership
squabble over the bases, yap^ied to
meeting Jan. 13, lit was charged from comedy rolled into one -body-* the. tourists commission, claiming
earthy,,
happy
and
outspoken.
I
the floor that the Guild had done
that tour directors had favored the
nothing to support the victims of liked her."
Rancho owners, and that the tourists
First night audience incladed such
firing or blacklisting, and that the
should have lieen left to their own
council should have .j^ne ahead and show biz names as CharW B. Coch- devices. Club owners association is
Danny
Kaye,
Sid
Field
and
ran,
gotten injunctions on its :own. Howfiling formal protest' with the Pana-,
Trinder.
'tommy.
ever, after the, defeat of the Butler
ma government over this instance.
resolution (which would have, eomAnother factor was unfavorable
mitted the Guild to iinance a suit
publicity
anent base^ situation, 'with
Sharin
brought by any member on his own
Mauretania owners forbidding, or at
against a studio for .alleged blackleast stopping the visitors from
the
fired
listing), it's expected that
With Brace of
spending the datk houri in Panama,
or blacklisted writers will now pffbbEugene Sharin, European chief of by rushing them aboard the boat and
ably cooperate with "the council in
Eagle Lion, is ofi on a flyer in legit hustling them off t» othet ports.
seeking injunctions.
production. Sharin has associated Most of tourists wanted more of the
Meanwhile, p61itical factionalism
with Bernard Goodman, London Panama light life, but ship turned
within the Guild, membership and
producer, in plans, for a brace of and left pronto, giving them slight
the council is apparently increasing.
The leftist faction is organized un- Broadway dr'amat presentations; chance to do the towns.
He's' acquired American / stage and
Nocturnal'life in Panama long has
der the name of the Progressive
to Robert Neumann's had an unsavory aroma liberally
CaucUs.^
Untit recently, there baa screen rights
never been a well organized rightist novel, "Ghildreri of Vienna,'? and the Sprinkled with disorderly houses,
faction, but the All-Guild Commit- Abbey theatre presentation, "They thugs and the like. Cunard, White
tee, which supported the victorious Got What Thejf, Wanted,^' by Louise Star Line, ship's operators, apparently elosely supervLsed the local visit
liberal slate in the annual' election D'Alton.
Canada Lee is set for the fop role Of its chatges purely as a precaulast fall, has taken on something of
this aspect in a swing sharply to the in "Childiren," that of an American tionary measure.
'SS*'

for Television
Hollywood, Jan. 27

UN

|

One was to support civil actions
brou^t by fired writers. It was decided to retain Thurman Arnold,

.

Made

Lana Removed FVom
Suspension by MrG
Lana Turner

fired or blacklisted members on civil
grounds, or, in other words, to de-

former U.S. attorney general, to represent the Guild in these civil cases.
That substantiates reports that the
Guild would .be WiUing to„ spend
ample money for that purpose. Mnold has not yet agreed to handle the

(hi Films

-t^

The Council

real-life

UA

Cfhristians

reps here liavo taken no steps
the suit, waiting until
court decides. Filnl, meanwhile,
doing top biz at the Gaumont and

Bernard Delfont

to counteract

Danny Kaye

tile

Emil Lustig
Arnold Pressburgor
Robert Penn Warr«n

M. Verdoux, who

cently sued United Artists here for
an Injunction to prevent the opening
of Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Ver*
doux" (which was denied), has filed
a personal damage suit against Chap-/
lin, claiming, among other things,
defamation of character.

is

Hex

theatres,

where

it

opened day-

and-date two weeks ago,
*.

.
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'

'
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Odhm s Stock W(m't Mean

Change

m RKO s Top Execs: Radivon

BKO's top management won't be
of the current negoby
tiation^ of Floyd B. Odium, Jioaird
Chairman of Atlas Corp., fpr transfer
of stock control to other interests,
N. Peter Rathvon, BKO's prexy, said
(Tues.)^.
Talks are still
yesterday
under wny between

.

'

Howard Hughes

and QdlUfflj Qathvon confirmed, but
negotiations are yet In a, "very preliminary stage." As for Robert R.
Young,' board chairman of Pathe Industries, there's been "expression of
interest" on his part in buying
control but no conversations to date.
None of the negotiations so far by
«5y party would have meant a
SWUeh in RKO's high brass, accordHis Eitatement to
ing to Rathvon.

RKO

is "based oh what the
people seeking to buy the stock tell
Odium would be Willing to
me.",
sell less than the entire block exceeding 900,000 sharess ''under cer-

that effect

tain conditions,"

:fcnow

to- list.

.

,

which Rathvon re-

He

professed not to
all or
only part of the stock held by Atlas.
Rathvon denied reports that he
with
interested
was financially
fused

.

United Artists, which hardly more
than a month ago appeared to be
Nobody's Bashful flere
sliding helplessly into a bottomless
Minneapolis, Jan. 27.
morass, has suddenly hit an upBecause the town's two independ- swing so violent that unofficial
entiy operated theatres have disi statisticians close to the company
continued their season passes, city figure 1948 may well be its most
council members jat, Red Wing, Minn., profitable 12-month period in years.
are considering a fooo4^ of the present Based on best available estimates
annual theatre license fee o£ $125. At estimates definitely on the conservaa meeting last week the officials tive side-'the company should show
made known their displeasure over income over costs in excess of $1,000,000 in domestic operations in
the passes' revocation.
.One declared he favored raising 1948.
the license "to the limit" and still
That compares with 'combined foranother, asserted "we should raise eignrdomestic profits of reportedly
their license fees—didn't they raise $200,000 in 1946^ Final figures have
their admission prices" The municiT not been tallied yet for last year, but
pality also operates films in its Audi- it is expected they will show an
torium in opposition to the independ- overall loss, with possible slight domestic profits overcome by red ink
ent' theatre^. '
on the foreign side.
Exactly how the 1947 domestic vs.

whether Hughes wanted

Hughes in making a deal. Asked
whether the price had come down
since he had made his own efforts
to buy the interest while backed by
a syndicate. RKO prexy replied:
"Draw your own conclusions." Since
that time, stock exchange quotes
have dipped considerably. There's
no chance, he said, of the Rathvon

Mfllion Savings

i

Revealed at M-G
In Retrenchment

.

Drastic retrenchment program instituted by Loew's, inc., in all phases
of its operation during the last year
to snare has paid off in some $6,000,000 in
savings."' That fact will be revealed
control.
by Loew's executives to company
nior« Argosy tor &KO,
(Continued on page 7)
Argosy Pictures, the John Ford- stockholders at the annual stockholdMerian Cooper indie outfit, will con- ers meet at the homeoffice Friday
distribu- (30).
tinue making pix for
tion despite its one-pic deal with
program, most of U's 'Senator' Not Only
Cost-cutting
Metro to deliver "Three Godfathers," which was effected by veepeePeter B. Kyne story. Under its com- treasurer Charles C. Moskowitz, was
Indiscreet/ Indies
mitment. Argosy will makQ, several carried out throughout the studio
more, besides delivering one to' operation, exchanges, theatres and
Charge in Slamming Film
United Artists on a previous deal. in the international company. Total
The hue and cry against Univer'
Similarly to its deal witli all other of $6,000,000 represents a savings for
(Continued on page 20)
1947 over the cost of operation for sal's "The Senator Was Indiscreet'
the preceding year. It's expected to continued this week to grow in volshow in the company's forthcoming ume but it hasn't made inroads in
Turnabout
Fast
bookings of the pic, spokesman for
Distribs
financial reports.
the company said.
Indie exhibs,
Part of the savings, however, has
For been put back into the company notably a flock of Allied Theatre
Legion Slap in
Owners' units, are riddling
as
through pay increases granted top- being "indiscreet" in releasing what
Rating Switch on Nixed Pix echelon executives either pursuant they claim is an attack against the
contracts or because they
Past week saw two rapid< about- to their
U. S. Senate and our representative
(Continued on page 20)
faces on slaps by film distribs at the
form of government. But
counLegion of Decency, official Catholic
ters' with the assertion that "SenaChurch reviewing organization. First
tor" is an obvious burlesque with
was byi the Siritzky brothers as a
no serious criticism of Congress inSuit
Mason-Rose
on
Legion
result of the nix . by the
tended.
their French-made "Volpone" and
Joining the chorus this week are
Starts Next
the second was by Hygienic ProducAllied of Eastern Pa. and Allied

syndicate reviving

its eflotts

.

RKO

One

Do

Try

On

•Top industry execs, gathered inNew York yesterday (Tuesday) to
receive first-hand reports from England and the Continent on the U. S.

Who's A'^reud?
HoUywobd,

Jan. 27.

Psychological dramas, based on
case histories; will form' the basis
of a series of films to be made by
Trenk - Christiansen Productions,
new indie outfit.
Company tops are William Trenk,
former Viennese producer, and Dr.
John Christiansen of the Stanford
School of Medicine.

film situation there, heard little that
pould give them cause for optimism.
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn.
of America prexy, and three
A
reps from abroad gave some 25 assembled top-level industry officials
glum picture of prospects for
breaking the 75% British tax impasse and unfreezing coin in much

SIMPP SpGt On

MP A

Europe.
Best that they heard was some
very left-handed good news. That
was from Fayette W. AUport,

of

British rep.
He disclosed
British film producers, rather
than being able to fulfill a promisa
of last August, when the ad valorem
duty was imposed, to increase their
output,-, have found just the opposite
to be true.
»
Reason is that British banks have
that

,

Succeed Nelson

tion credits a'vailable because of the

embargo

imposed by American distribs. Banks fear that without Hollywood product, British the-,
atres won't be able to keep open,
which makes English films a- bad
risk, sin'ce they'd have nowhere to
play off. In addition, AUport said,
banks have gotten tough on loans
(Continued on page 24)

name. Both SIMPP and the Motion
Picture Assn. of America have always turned in the past to prominent national figures to head their

Korda

-

organizations.

to

Fdm

In H'wood;

^GeneraF

Mason

<

to Star

What they want, the dissenters
London, Jan. 27.
from past policy declare, is merely
Sir Alexander Korda is planning
an intelligent man who is a good ad- to film "The King's General," Daphministrator and will give all of his
ne du Maurier's novel of a few years
time and energy to the work of ago,
in
Hollywood, witli James

'

SIMPP.

Their squawk is that the
men always have too
other objectives to give suf-

big-name

many

ficient attention to their film Indus-

try jobs.

On the other hand, another group
within SIMPP takes the view that
a prominent figure with a good political background can be a great
attribute to the organization in presentiing the problems of the indie in
-

on page

(Gontin'ued

24)

Mason

starred.

His brother, Zoltan, also now in
the picture.
Sir Alexander Korda planes out of
here Thursday (29) for New York.
He was scheduled to leave last -week,
but postponed his trip in order to
huddle with 20th-Fox 'prexy Spyros
Skouras, who arrived in London last•

this country, will direct

Wednesday (21).
Korda distributes via 20th. He discu^ed with Skouras release plans
for "Anna Karenina," Vivien Leigh

starrer, a print of which he'll take
to the U. S. with him, and "Lost IlHollywood, Jan. 27.
lusion."
Latter, starring Michel*
and loge, seats for this Morgan and Ralph Richardson and
year's Oscar Derby will set the cus- directed by Carol Reed, will be fin-,
tomers back $12 per copy. Public ished in February.
sale of tickets for the 20th annual
Academy awards opens Feb. 9.
Balcony seats in the Shrine AudiRocky Mountain units. Demanding torium, numbering 3,020, will range
the film's withdrawal, Sidney Sam- from $6 down to $3,60, including tax.
uelson, exec director of the Penn- The Academy itself will handle tickTrade Mark tteelstorcd
.£ylvania group, branded it as *'aA- ets for its own members and the bigFOUNDED BT SIME SILVBEMAK
(Continued on page 20)
gies in the film business.
PubHshed Weekly by TABIETE', U«.

$12 Oscar Top

U

Main

floor

•

'

-

,

.

tions,

Ohio

outfit

which has been

handling a sexer, "Mom and Dadt"
with considerable financial success
during the past couple years.
Siritzkys
about-face
did
their
alter Legion
told
officials
flatly
them that absolutely no discussions
could be held on the "Volpone" ban
unless and until previous derogatory
statement was publicly renounced
and retracted. Spyros Skouras, 20th.
Pox prexy, was handed the same
ultimatum following a statement he

made on "Forever Amber" last
Mionth, He likewise issued a public
retraction.
Original ukase by the Siritzkys,
given out following their apprisal
that

"Volpone" had been placed on

the Legion's "Condemned" list, was
to the effect that they had no intention of changing a foot of it.

Apparently they thought better of
that idea a few days later and went
to the L. of D. with the suggestion
mat cuts would be made if the rat
iftg were changed.
Legion handed them its ultimatum
(Continued on page 20)

James Mason's suit against
former partner, David E. Rose,

Trial of
his

scheduled to get underway next
(2) in N. Y. federal court.
Action involves a joint producting
agreement entered into by MBson and
Rose whereby the former was to
have starred in an undisclosed number of films.
Mason wants the pact torn up,
claiming Rose violated a memoran
dum understanding when- he allegedly attempted to sell the actor's

is

Monday

Under the
services to Paramount.
original deal the litigants _were to
up an American prodtJcing com-

set

pany.

brought

suit
originally
against Mason in a California court
but was' unable to serve him with
Shortly after Mason filed
papers.

Rose

own suit, Rose brought counter
claims asking $1,760,000 in damages.
In Britain for several weeks. Rose

his

Seidelman Europe-Bouni
.Joseph Seidelman, Universal's for^
embarks for Engnext Wednesday (4) or the
following.
'Seidelman
Will huddle
with toppers of the J,
Arthur Rank organization,
with
which-U has a close distribution tie"P- It's not known yet whether he'll
VisU_ the. Continent.
_ Seidelrmn was late in arriving
east to attend
the meet yesterday
u^ues.) called
by Eric Johnston
^lotion Picture
Assn. of America
prexy, after
entraining from the
«-oast over the
past weekend.

e»sn dept. head,

land

Wednesday

164

National Boxoffice Survey

Pickford Batk to Coast

Snowstorms, blizzards and zero "Unconquered" (Par), "Captain Casweather are- taking a heavy toll at tile" (20th), "T-Men" (EL) and
the nation's boxoffices this stanza, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB), in order
with only the outstanding product named. Runners-up arc headed by
(20th),
managing: to make worthy showings. "Gentleman's Agreement"
Only key cities on the Coast escaped "Bishop's Wife" (RKO), "Out of
the severe winter blasts, and Bom's Past" (RKO), "Sleep, My Love"
of these, spots, such as Los Angeles (UA) and "The Flame" (Rep). Biz
and Portland, are not showing much is fairly evenly divided among these.

Of new pictures teeing oB this
"Treasure Sierra Madre" (WB), round, "Relentless" (Col) and "Wowhich had opened only with' good man's Vengeance" (U) shape bese.

vitality.

.

•

last

week,

is

soar-

ing to national leadership this week.
Playing in 11 cities covered by
VAiiiCTV, it shapes up ap good to

United Artists board meeting in the storms.
"I Walk Alone" (Par), in .second
morning. She has been in tb ; east
measuring
and in Canada for the past several place not far behind, is
last session,
weeks on personal biz and on ex- up to its oromise of the
big in N'. Y. and
ploitation of UA's "Sleep My Love," being especially
So far this film has
Philadelphia.
of which she is co-producer.
potentialities than
Miss Pickford stayed in New show n bigger
not in color
York a week beyond wliat she origi- "Desert Fury" although
third slot is "Cass Timnally intended in order to meet her as "Fury." In
(M-G) which is Hood to big
niece, Gwynne, who planed in from berlane"
in five keys. "Road to Rio" (Pun is
Italy. The wife of George H. (Bud)
UA's Italian rep, shp came a strong fourth placer, still being

back Monday

(26).

and flew

S0BSCBIPTION

Wintry Blasts Slash Grosses—'Sierra,* 'Walk,' *Timberlane,' 'Road,' 'Unconquered' Top Field

Mary Pickford returned to the smash in most spots. It is showing
Y. -at
Coast from New York last night' outstanding strength in N.
the Strand despite cold wave and snowattending
after
(Tuesday)

Ornstein,
in for a medical diagnosis

Sid Silverman, President
St., New TOclc lf, N. T.

West teih

Annnal.,....tl«
Single Copies.

returned to New York last week to
attend the trial.
business in L. A.

•

;

down on making produc-

.clamped

Considerable difference of opinion
has arisen among indie producers on
the type of man to succeed Donald
Nelson as prexy of their organization,
the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers. A sizeable segment of the membership is
pushing for a prexy without, a political background and without a big

U

Week

'

MPAA's

Type of Chief To

foreign operations will stack up is
Aill in the realm of bookkeeping

legerdemain, determined by What
items of homeoffice overhead, for
instance, it is decided to charge to
foreign and what to domestic. As
far as 1948 goes, the foreign situation generally is so clouded it is
impossible to get a reasonable estimate of .what UA may expect in returns from abroad.
Pencil-wielders figure $22^00,000
as the most conservative estimMe of
the domestic' film rentals to be
achieved by the pictures released in
the 12 months. Of course, all that
won't^come in during 1948 itself, al-

I

As They Hear Report on British Tax

SEEN THIS yi.

-f

nffected

Optimism for Yank Biggies

little

JOO JOQ NET

IN '48

nice in Baltimore while
"Vengeance" is rated good in Chicago.
Latter opens in N. Y, this
week. "Tender Years" (20th) looks
only so-so in two keys* "Prince of
Thieves" (Col> -is mild in two others
and "I Love Trouble" (Col) is mild
in two sfpots but nice in Indianapolis.
is

"Paradine Case" (SRO) continues
fine in N. Y. and L. A. where now
current.
"The Gangster" (Mono)
shapes okay in Balto. "Secret Beyond Door" (U), while solid in Chi,
is not doing well in tliree other keys.

list

are

(RKO), which opens

"Night Song"
this

week

in

N.

and sturdy on

Y.,

is

initial

big in Frisco
Detroit hold-

over round.
(Cornplete

solid to sock in eight spoi*.
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Exciting!

Suspenseful! A prize pael(age of

ntertainfflent!

A

stirring pliotoplay wliose

nnnercial fate sluNild parallel in ma^itiKlv

e subject matter

it

d^estsf

!

Really splendid entertainment for all audiences

^erywhere. Could be one of the best box-office
ittractions of the year!'

'

'

WeJmeadny, Jimn«Ky

PICTVRES
John Davis Named To
Board of Bank Backer

218,

1948

,

Yank Producers To Be Nidd BaiDy

London,

Main Devalues

If

While the effect of the dsvalua-'f
tion of the franc, which toolc place
over the weekend, Is seen as possibly State

com-

favorable to American
panies in France itself^ move is
taken as a bad portend of the possibility of similar action by the British.
U. S. producers stand to lose considerable coin should Britain cut the
value of the pound.
>
Interest of the Anaerioani conipanies in maneuvering* of' the French
^government in regard ^o the franc is
as
inasmuch
academic;
less
more or
no U. S funds can be exported from
France. Foreign department execs in
New York feel, therefore, that since
they can't be any worse olff than they
are now in France, any change
.
might be for the better,
Since the French move is aimed
partially at getting hoarded gold. and
dollars out of hiding and to ease export conditions genlrally, American
film men hope that the situation may
improve to the extent that they can
get licenses to remit part of their
film

.

,

Currency

Its

the

Kanbet Eien^tion of DcMniiwms

37.

J.

Sen

to that- giant organization.
Eagle Star, next to Rank, is the largest, sharefiolder of many of Rank's
closer

Dept/s

New

Film
Takes Over

Spe<;ialist

companiesv.

w England's 75% Fdm Tax
Sydney, Jan. 20.
that i)oints to blanket

move

In a

Harrison's Stnrges Yam
exemption of the British dominions
the effects of the 75% ad vaFor 2Qth Starts Feb. 16 from
lorem tax, the British

government

,

It was with Hagle Star's support
Rex Harrison, accompanied by his has agreed to classify pix made by
and backing that Rank, was able to actress-wife UUi Palmer, planes to J. Arthur Rank'i Kaling ,Co. in Auspush through the recent acauisiiion the Coast today (Wed-X. to assume tralia as Brttiish-jnade. Ealing's proby Odeon circuit of the General Cin- the male lead in "The Symphony ductlon Down Ubder thus escape the
ema 'IHnance Co.
Story," scheduled to roll Feb. 16 at tax whtcit would be applicable if the
20th-Fox. Film is Preston Sturges* pix were tagged Aussie-mMe.
initial eitort for 20th under a. deal
British government, thereby, is reinked with tiie studio last spring.
lenting on its previousljr strict stance
Sees
Joe
Sturges is writing, producing and with an eye towards reviving Austalking until he, learns his way
directing the yam, built around a tralian film-making activities. Once
around and gets shaken down into
NatienalizmgofP&iD

Washington, Jan.

27,

R. Horton Henry, who succeeds
George Can^ as the State Department's motion picture specialist, arrived yesterday CSS) from Mexico
City, where he had been first secretary of the American embassy,
Henry does not expect to do much

.

BUdewkz

:

.

the

new

He

job.

expected to

is

orcheiitra
conductor,
.lymphony
Gene Tierney wil co-star.
Harrison's 20th-Fox pact stUl has
three years to go. Studio has ^his
services six months every year
while the other half leaves him free
to, appear in' films and plays abroad.
He arrived from Britain last week,

fol-

low along the lines laid dawn by
England Tax Crisis
Canty, who helped to choose him.
Canty is now in Switzerland fks. comWithin a year there may be
mercial attache 6f the
"some form of nationalization for iJie
there.--'
British film industi? unless an adjustment of the tax impasse is made,"
20th-Fox director Joseph Mankiewicz declared^upon arriving last
week in New York from England.
Both the American producing companies and the British government;
'

.

-

,

where he starred

EannssM.

for the $ft,625,000 still frozen of
$11,500^000 American distribs

KeytoUil Moves

were promised' under the BlumByrnes agreement it's thought that

.

sides.

that will probably be subject to the
However, since there
devaluation.
appears no chance of getting it in ihe
foreseeable future, anyhow, hope is
that some of the balances now. piling
up currently may be exported under
the new order. »
;
Situation in England is entirely
different.
Companies are stUl .reg«
ularly receiving revenue from the
films they had over there before the

On British Prod.

in 20th'£ ''Escape."

In

,

"There must be more mutual
Mankicwicz emphasized. Alhe painted out, there are

iWs

Cdor

minions..

Moreover,

it's

,

regarded as

a step towards

relieving, the growing
prpjiuct pinch in Britain brought on

-

-

trust,"

ready,
strong

the action is thoroughly publicized,
film circles here believe it will be
difficult for the government to distinguish in principle between Etd^
ing films and those of other producers turning out pictures in the :do<'

by the ban by Americait companies.
It took strong pleas- by Rank and
his aides; including, Ma}or Reginald
P. Baker of Ealing, to win the reprieve. Rank, through his partnership with' Greater Union Theatres in

OlynpsTakm

failed to make concessions in the
past, he said, and a solution would
not emerge until "tackled on a
higher level of imagination" by both

coin.

As

JViti.

Arthur
Hank, has been elected to, the board
of Eagle Star Insurance Co. of Great
Britain in a step which ties Kanji

John Davis, chief aide to

YmlfPioUm

Despite previous teports that there
indications that some theawould be no letup in VJS. production tres may be^municipalized due to the
in England, it now appears likely lack bf product. He saw no reason
American news reel companies,
that all American companies holding why Hollywood can't produce more,
such plans will delay them until the films in Britain.
Production costs still frozen from this year's Olympic
British Parliament decides what to there, he declared, are only 80-70% Games by the handing of exclusive
film right to J. Arthur Rank, faced
do with its Exchange Control Act. of Coast fibn-making.
an additional problem this week in
A<;t, now before Parliament for reIn England the past six months,
adoption, provides that earnings on Mankiewicz while there directed getting clips of the sports events.
(Continued on page 22)
all pictures produced
England 20th-Fox.'s "Escape," at Rex Harrison- Rank plans jtp take aU his shots in
in
must be returned to that country, Pe^gy Cummins starrer based upon Technicolor Mpnopack with the idea
even though the films are made by the John Galsworthy play of the of piecing it together into a single
American companies for release in saine name. Director planed to, the feature film. His plans pose a technical problem of how to. transpose
the U.S.
Coast over the weekend.
color clips to black-and-white for
That provision has been in the act
Yank- newsreel issues.
for some time but has nevet been
From their understanding to date,
enforced.
Majors, recognizing the
the reels must buy their Olympic
extreme necessity of the British to
clips from the British film-maker.
keep all dollar exchange in the
They'll not be permitted to have
country, are wary that the British
their own cameramen on the scene^
London, Jan. 27..
may be preparing to put the clause
Reissue bulible was badly, ex- either for the winter. .games in
Jnto effect this year.' Another factor
Ifiguring in the American companies' ploded during^ the Christmas season Switzerland or the- summer events
^
London, Jan.' 27.
hesitancy in going ahead with plans When sUch original successes as in London. They've squawked plenty
Denying Sir Stafford Cri[tjps' state lor British production, of course, is "Great Expectations," "Stairway to to Avery Brundage, member of the
Heaven" and "Blithe Spirit" were,, World Olympic Committee and head
nient that American producers had 'the 75%- ad valorem tax.
Metro, for one, is known to be revived in the West End to poor- of the U. S. delegation, hut have renot yet presented' any alternatives
busiDii^s"' British Lion's scheme, of ceived, no. assurances of any ^change
to the British government's 75% tax giving the matter serious considerbite* on U. S. films, Metfo.-;-fdreign ation.^ Company, wliich owns the combining two big pictures in one in- the setup.
The reels don't believe the traiilschicif
Sam. £clcman categorically Elstree studios in lA>ndon, -had am- program- isn't seen lasting long,
either.
Tliey sot the ball" rolling position from color -to black-and<
stated that a counter plad' was drawn
(Continued -on page 20)
with "In Which We- Serve" and
up last August for tiie British Ebr(Continued on page" 20)
.
"Lady Hamilton."
'thequer Chancellor's consideration.
Major American distribs also fell
However, it was refused "without
in line With RI^O coupling "Bambi"
consideration."
with:'"Up in Arms" while Warners
"We have been ringing doorbells
paired "Sea Hawk" with "Sea Wolf/"
up and down Whitehall for a long
U'S
tactics mean' a fai boxoffiee
time_ to get someone tO; listen to us
Summing the 16m situation in a Such
week' followed by several, lean ones;
but 'without real success," Eckman bulletin
Despite denials by execs of the
its members. Theatre
said.
He declared caustically that Owners ofto America labels the sell- This practice was recently con-^ 'Roxy theatre, N. Y., that the new
successiv*
responsibleministers
demned
by Sam Eckman, Jr., Metro special kids' Admission price of S'Oc
ing policy -of United World, Uniturned a deaf ear to U. S. producer.s,
topper here, who termed liberal use portends a drastic pribie reduction,
versal's narrow-^gauge distrib, as ap«
with the British government adoptof reissu'js as "suicidal." Not only it's believed that institution of the
pearing "quite harmful,** Discusing a "take it or leave it" iattitude.
does the distributor sharply reduce plan at SOth-Fox's Broadway showsions with the company have been
"It's
not the Yanks w,ho -are
his product supply, he maintained, case is in line with similar priceheld and others are in the offing,
squeezing
the British,"
Eckman bulletin stated. TOA is holding but the exhib is -taking a 'short- cutting policies at other Broadway
countered, "but the British squeezhouses in recent months.
number of huddles with other dis- sighted slant in an effort to rake
ing the Americans.
The choice, tribs in a pitch to "reconcile the quick profits.
Broadway Paramount initiated the
moreover, is not between food and
move early last year by estafolishingdift'erences between theatre execs
films but between the -present proa special ticket tab .of 5Sc for all
and distributors of the smaller film," U's Short Holdings
hibitive tax and a workable altercustomers from opening tmtil 1 p.m.
report disclosed.
«
native."
Loew's State followed With a 50c
Triple in
Reporting on a confab with RKO
Eckman declared that "we have last Thursday (22), TOA points to
charge to apply until the same hour.
Washington, Jan. 27.
alternatives, and the door remains
the fact ttuit RKO relinquishes the
Securities Exchange Commission's Roxy -cut for kids, which goes into
wide open on our side."
rights to pix handled for indie pro- monthly report discloses that short effect today (Wed.) with the openSpeaking at a luncheon of film in'- ducers after tlie contract period. Inholdings in Universal common stock ing of 20th's "You Were meant for
dustry execs, he emphasized that he
dies .are thereupon free to dispose of during the 30-day period from Dec. Me," represents the first time in' nine
was speaking for liimscU and not for 16m rights without reference to
15 to Jan. 15 tripled. There's now years that the house has Utilized a
the American film industry,
original distrib's policy. RKO's pol- 9,858 short - interest'shares of
Until
out- reduced rate for moppets.
now, children had paid the straight
icy, bulletin -states, "appears fair." standing against 3,065 on Deci 15.'
TOA notes that RKO books its Short holdings in, Paramount are tariff of 95c-$1.5Q and, according to
ExjKib
narrow-gauge prints through regu- a shade higher with 6,500 shares Roxy execs, the number of kids at
tending the theatre has. fallen
For
Outfit lar exchange "so that the exchange outstanding against 5,960 last month. considerably in recent months. off
manager's judgment can be. brought On Warner Bros, stock, total deSpecial direct-imail camiialgn to
New price, including tax, holds
into play as to questionable cases." clined from 8,940 shares last month
exhibitors advismg them which picfor all children under 12 any time
[Company requests information on to 7,340 as of Jan. 15.
tures are advertised in. each film fan
lany alleged, violations for investiNate J, Blumberg,. ITs prexy, in on- weekdays and until 12 nooU
mag- in the exhifo's city will be one
gntion and correction,- accord
December, received 5,000 warrants Saturdays^ Sundays and holidays.
of- the chief functienr ef the newlythe report.
ta purchase common stock, which If it brings more children to the
organized Assn. of Screen Magazine
No reference to other companies brings his total warrants to 33,400. theatre, the Roxy management ntay
Publishers.
Group, comprising 12- are made in
the bulletin.
Blumberg took the warrants with- extend the price to include any hour
fan publicationSi has allocated a
out charge under his employment on weekend-s. Roxy is not yet con|S0,00a campaign funAior trade and
templating any cut in adult prices,
pact with the company.
-daily newspaper eds and for the
Clagett
Universal has set its annual stock- such as the special "early bird matidirect mail campaign to further
nee" tariff of 25c in effect until
Washington, Jan. 27.
holders' meeting for March 10.
their announced functien of studyManning Clagett has been named
Stockholders of record Feb. 5, are about 10 years ago.
ing the "common advertising prob- assistant to Kenneth Clark, public
eligible to vote for new directors of
lems of screen magazine, publishers- relations director of the Motion Picthe Company.
J. £.
and producers and to promote their ture Assn; of 'America. Clagett reQUITS
mutual interests,"James E. Sayers, in charge of the
signed as Washington correspondent
OZfOBB^ SWEDISH PIC
Three-man board named to handle of Film Daily to accept the new
New. York- office of the Gallup subAmerican distribution rights to a sidj Audience Research, Inc., for the
the association's research and pro- post.
It
was created recently
motibn- comprises William Patjens, through an increased public rela- new Swedish film, ^'Blood and Fire," past year and a half, has turned in
DeU ad manager; Herbert G. Drake, tions budget voted by the MPAA have been acquired by Oxford Film.^, his resignation, effective next Mon^
Inc., N. Y.
Outfit's currently han- day
Macfadden veepee, and Roy Pollock, board.
<1).
He's brother of Jack
Pawcett promotion director. Homer
Joyce O'Harj, assistant to MPAA- dling the Swedish "Torment."
Say€r.<!, v.p. of client relations. Who
"Blood" was produced by Europa heads the setup on the Coast.
"Hockwell, of the Hunter Screen Unit, prexy Eric Johnston, has been ill tlie,
has been named prcz of the organi- paist week and was unable to attend Films of Stockholm. It features AnJames L, Wolcott, v.p. and general
zation. Group is represented by the the organization's for.eign confab in ders Hondrickson and .Sonia Wigctt. manager,
will
(alee
over Sayers'
Heiidrick-son al.so directed,
duties in New York.
Wew York today (Tuesday)..
Monroe Greenthal ad agency,
,,
'

-

'

association with Norman B. Rydge, is
also «' -50-50 partner in CincsoundPagewpod studios, Aussie. Until liftof the 75% slug, Cincsound-Pagewood execs had decided to taboo
homebr^ production.
tVg nu^erstood that Ealing will

now go-ahead with '^Robbery Under
Arms." As for "Eureka Stockade,"
now facing the camem under director

Harry Watt, the exemption
(Continued on page 22)
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Ibtfed Control
London, Jan. -27.
Odeon. and Gaumont-Britisb circuits henceforth will operate under
unified control; resulting in substantial eiMtiOBlaes,

Spyros Skouras, prez

of 20th-F<BC, declared h^re' last week.
said there would be a central
booking office for the two chains;
with a' resultant letting out of emplbyees. whose duties overlapped.
Skouras further explained that ia.come will be pooled, us is the operation, but prpfits of the- two circuits

He

woidd continue to^e in pr-oportion
to respective input. Skouras' purpose in being here, as a matter of
fact, is to assure himself that under
the new scheme of operation G-B
will always be certain of a lair
break with Odeon, since 20th-Fox
has- 9 $22,000,000 investment in G-B.
Skouras -arrived here last Wednesday- (21) to go over the plans for the
pooling of the circuits, which has
resulted from G-B beirfg brought
under the wing of Odeon as a result of the latter buy in.i; General
Cinema Finance Corp., which controls G-B. Skouras has been having
Arthur
constant confabs with J
Rank, who holds the major interest
in both circuits.
Fox prexy- emphasized that he will
not see any Government execs on
the present 75% tax stalenruitc. He's
slated to go to Paris later this week
for two or three days -and fly home
next Monday (1). There's a possibility mentioned, however, of bis
staying here to join with a group of
pre;icies' of
other American companies who -might come o-ver on the
tax impasse in a few weeks.
.

[

-

'

Metro Story Dept. Talks
To Continue in N. Y.

'

,

•

,

MPAA

..

'

Aide

'

-

,

-

'

'

SLrmS

GrAUm

Metro story d^artmcnt huddles,,
currently in session at the Culver
City studios, will be brought back
to the homeofflce next. week. Story
chief Carol Brandt and eastern story
editor Olin Clark are duie /from the
Coast Sunday (1). They'll lie joined
at the homeoffice five days- later by
Voldemar Vetlugin, studio editorial
topper.
Details of the huddles haven't
been revealed, but it's believed one
of the chief itenis under discussioji
is the contemplated sale of much ol
Metro's hefty backlog of story propreperties.
Many. of the properties
.
,
resent expensive investments whicn
jnune of the Metro producers wants
adapt for film work. M-C hope!
i
can find a market for them aiuonr
other studios and indie producers.
.

,

i

|

•

.,
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FOREIGN-HADES EASE YANK SNAG
Telenam Tkdp Cues Expanaon
Of Newsreel Subjects;
Signaling things to come la the*^
industry cau$ed by a tightening
tieup with television, the newsreel
format is already taking on a new
complexion. J*irst signs of a con-

mm

M

Sears Reports Cipey Dispute Nears

as Pacer

Via

HVood

In an effort to bolster their product lineup both in the U. S. and
abroad, distribs have been expanding steadily the system of releasing
foreign-made films in native countries and outside markets. With the
recent curtailment in production of
B pictures, the idea has caught on
significantly as a method of filling
the consequent vacuum left in the

Rembrandts

Hollywood; Jan. 27.
version come from Movietone News,
Hollywood's amateur Rembrandts
20th-Fox's semi-weekly reel, which
has switched in the past few weeks 'will pool their paintings for the
benefit
the
coverage
of
of
United
Nations Appeal
diversified
into greatly
Where previously for Children in the Movie Stars
news subjects.
the reel averaged flve-to-six diflfer- Exhibit, opening Feb. 19 at the Hall
Art.
nine
.Qf
into
launched
now
it's
ent clips,
Among the contributing artists are market.
or ID without actually lengthening
System
Ruth Hussey, June Haver, Lilll
tiie footage of the issUe.
•

Greatly boosted, coverage,

it's

felt

In the industry, is due to 20th's pact
with R. J. Reynolds, manufacturer
of Gamel cigarettes, selling its reel

(See Gamel-20th

for 'tele purposes

Increased number
story, page 1).
of subjects, ft's said, is for future op-

when Movietonevvs will
pick up enough footage to

jerations
have to

.

feed tele; six days' out of seven.
Apparently, Movietonews' strategy
will be. to incorporate in its regular
theatre reel highlights from a wide
variance Of events.- Much more deof these separate
tailed footage
events would be employed in the
television Jssue to help pad it out.
company
wlU be forced
Whether the
to take on more cameramen is still
problematical.

In last Wednesday's Movietonews'
issue.'^for instance, company used J.0

Compared

different subjects.

Paramotuit sovered
•»ix;

five.

to

it,

Universal,

Warner Bros., seven; and Metro's

News-of-the-Day, nine.
the
or most of the other
is

leadofT, but all
reels are bound to follow. For one,
there's continued reports that Uni-

versal has already closed for use of

Paramount,

is

understood,
with another

it's

dickering

no^ltr

cigarette 'company,

Acad Warns Flacks

On

Unauthorized Oscar Use

United Artists board had its most
sanguine meeting in months in New
York yesterday (Tuesday). Direc-

.

saw a considerable lightening
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
of the heavy problems that have
Film publicists "were warned by been facing them as they heard rethe Academy's board of directors
ports and took action on a variety
against unauthorized use of the Ostors

Award in plugging their clients. of matters, including:
Report from Grad Sears that
1.
Board pointed out that the use of the company's dispute with Cagney
the statuette is"- limited in advertis- Productions may soon be resolved
was originally begun by ing to a" specific achievement for and
will get Cagney 's "Time of
United Artists, as part of its regular which the award has been made. Your Life" ,for distribution. ..This is
Palmer, Lew Ayres, Cornel Wilde
function of serving as a distribution Legal actito inay foUoyr any un- the last of the pictures withheld
and Kurd Hatfield.
from the compajiy in a revolt by its
company for indie producers. Since licensed use of the gilded symbol.
producers.
then Coltmfibia has stepped into the
business in Latin America and else2.
Gave final okay to a distribuwhere outside the U. S. Metro and
tion deal with Mike Todd.
Pro-.
Warners have recently taken the'
ducer is to make "Busman's Holi*
day," story of the New York busopposite angle by importing foreign
driver who got bored last year- and
product for release in the U. S. only.
drove his vehicle to Florida. Todd
UA currently has distrib deals
claims he has aU bis financing set
with 'Argentinei British .and French
and will film the picture in New
producers for more than a dozen
York. Board also, okayed a product
films, and is .dickering 'for rights to
deal with another producer
several Mexican and Italian pictures
Terms usually incorporate the stand3.
Heard that the product jsitus,
ard 25-30% distribution fee but may
ation was still further easing and
Stromberg
There's, absolutely no. truth, to re- vary with each individual producer,
With seven major openings and 'a that' producer Hunt
would go into work around March 1
ports that the Congressional probe Under a contract with Alliance Pichas already few minor dates' now behind it, with "Too Iiate for Tears,", from a
into alleged Hollywood Communism tures in England,
William's
Luck" "Gentleman's Agreement" has com^ Saturday Evening Post mystery
"Just
has put a clamper on pictures deal- released
ing with controversial themes, Moout of the "problem" classification story that he has owned for some
(Continued on page 22)
prorr
tion Picture Assn. of America ptez
on the books of the 20th-Fox sales time. Along with other
ducers he has been idle in recent
Eric Johnston declared yesterday
organization. Company will continue months.
(Tuesday).
its policy, however, of playing the
4.
Heard that the financing situSpeaking at the first annual awards
film off very slowly, with .oply t( ation for producers is getting easier
luncheon of the Protestant Motion
Picture Cotmcil at the Hotel Walfew openings a week scheduled lor and that banks and second-money
lenders were starting to make funds
dorf -Astoria,, N. Y., Johnston dethe next few months.
available.
With
assured^ of
clared-all such charges were: "tom-f
The engagements so far tin the enough product now to keep it "opmyrot." Self-criticism, he said, is
Execs of the Moti«n Picture Assn. anti-Semitism pic have all been erating without tjrouble for the rest
"one of the great American assets.
He who would water down or take of America have been huddling v;ith good to excellent at the b.o., with of the year, at least, banks have
away 'lihis: ri^t is the xeal .subvert Dr. Isadore Lubin, head of Confiden- none of them weak. In a few cases, changed their attitude about loans
to the company's producers. ^Ehey
sive in America today and should be tial Reports, Inc., oh the possibility
such as St. Petersburg, Pla., returns were formerly reticent'' because they
;
of CRI's' doing a public' opinion re^
viewed with sii^iciba"
were^ better than "Leave Her to weren't ture the company could
Johnston also took advantage of search poll for the industry. Conkeep going long enough to liquidate
have
fabs
also
been
held
for
the
Heaven,"
20th's
previous
alltime
berate
those
who
the opportunity to
the product on, which they had made
would impose censorship on flhns, same purpose with Dr. George Gal- high grosser.
advances.
Major dates so far played are San
declaring that' "all the hopes and lup, topper» of Audience Research,
5. Heard a report from exec v.p>
Franciscoi
plans of Hollywood and the future Inc.
Los Angeles, Boston,
Public
opinion
(surveys
would
be
on
Miami
itself
center
sucBeach,
New
York,
of the country
Chicago Arthur W, Kelly on his, 1;rip to Lona
for
new
field
CRI,
which
was
set
of
combating
threats
Pittsburgh,
cessfully
and
Two small houses don, from which he returned last
the
week. Kelly put before the boakrd
censorship for communication indus- up two years ago by most of the are being used in the S. F. territory,
major companies as a cooperative the Franklin, in Oakland, and the a plan for making 35 films in Engtries." Referring to the censorship
for checking boxoffice receipts of United Nations in Frisc^ proper. land in seven years. British interfight now being waged against the'
ests are
Memphis board .because of its scis- houses playing pictures on percent- Likewise, the Palace and BevhillS necessary supposed to put up thor
capital;
Kelly has reage.
Possibility
of ^ its doing a are being played in L. A. These
''Curley,"
Roach's
soring of Hal
enceived the okay S't the British gov*
Johnston emphasized that "we in whaddaya think? for the industry gagements are at $1,20 admission,
eromeoit on the plan.
arises from the fact that it has the the only ones at upped scales.
censorfight
intend
to
our Industry
Kelly alsAtirent into lengthy dephysical
setup
the
in
31
exchange
and
to
fight
it
ship on every frpnt
Aim of the retarded playoff is to
centers, with reps in towns through(Continued on page 25)
with all our resources before it beprevent the film from breaking cold
comes ,a serious danger to free out the country, plus the fact that into the midwest. Fox wants to give
Dr. Lubin himself i£ an economist
speech and democracy."
publicity from the other openings
and expert statistician. He was.U. S.
plenty of time to seep through and
Qhief denied that the in- Commissioner of
Labor Statistics
build up a "want-to-see." It's felt
dustry's Production Code serves as from '193.3 to 1946.
that the plan is successful, since a
a barrier to "pictures of substance
ss Cqntiimed trein page 3 sa
Confabs with CRI and Gallup have
and force and meaning.". Such criti- been held by Kenneth Clark, pub- number of requests have been re- though with such anticipated heavy:
ceived from midwest exhibs for
cisms, he said, "very often are the lic relations chief
for MPAA, and
grossers as "Arch ^of Triumph,"
outward manifestations of minds too Robert Chambers, head, of it^ re- bookings, while prints aren't' even "Body and Soul" and "Miracle Can
lazy to create, little formula minds search department. Plans for what in the exchanges yet.
Happen" all going out early in the
which can't think of anything 'dif- info would be sought, whether it
Openings in Cincinnati, Cleveland, yeas, a large part of the income will
ferent' or 'compelling' except some- would be one-shot or continuing, Tampa and Orlando are •'scheduled be on the 1948 ledgers.
It's comthing on the border line of pornog- and other details, are still vague. this week. Slated for February are puted, in addition, that there will be
raphy."
Aim in general would be to guide dates in New England, Toronto, sufi:icient residual rentals from pix
Buffalo, Palm Beach and that went into release prior to, this
Council award went to Metro's the
in its public relations and Philly,
''Yearling" and was accepted by com- perhaps the studios in choice of West Palm Beach.
past Jan. 1 to bring the total distributor's gross up to betwieen $24,pany veepee J. Robert Rubin.
story properties by keeping tabs on
000,000 and $25,000,000.
opinion of Joe and Mary Publique
Film Industry
on the pix they're seeing, Hollywood
Since UA's deal with the proas a community, the film industry as
ducers gives it generally 25% or
Johnston Receives
Jamaica, fi.W.I. 27%%
a business, etc.
of rentals received, its share
'Curtain'
Plans for the establishment of a of the income would
These details are being worked
be about $6,National Council for American^ out by the
research commit- film industry in Jamaica, B.W.I., 250,000.
Operating expenses doSoviet" Friendship, failing to get an tee, which is headed by Donald Hen^ were announced this week bj a Chi- mestically are a shade under $100,cago attorney, Robert B. Cumming,_ OOO weekly, or about $5,000,000 a
answer from 20th-Fox prexy Spyros dersott, treasurer of 20thTFox.
who has organized a new producing year. Company would thus have a
Skouras to its request that he with
firm known as Kingswood Films. He profit of better than $1,000,000 if
draw "Iron Curtain" from distribuclaims projected capitalization Of the there were no unforeseen catastrotion, has taken the matter now to Aussie Exhib
corporation involves 1,000,000 shares phies. Since
Motion Picture Assn. o£ America
has virtually gone
Of $100 par value common stock.
prez Eric Johnston. Latter, now at
from one crisis to another in the
at Priest's Bi
his D. C. headquarters, hasn't yet
- Advantages
of production in the whole of its 29-year history, its em-Brisbane, Jan/ 14.
replied to the group;
British colony are twofold, according ployees are keeping their fingers
Nabe exhib at Coorparoo has re- to a company spokesman. Firstly, crossed on the present optimistic
In a letter from the Rev. William
Howard Melish, council chairman, fused to yank "Outlaw" (UA) from Britain's 75 ?J ad valorem film tax outlook.
Johnston was asked to present the theatre at request of a Roman Cath- does not apply to pictures made in
olic priest. "Censoring of films is a her colonies.
matter for discussion to the
In addition, be conboard and to "exert the influence job for the government, not the tended, the Jamaica government is.
Lipton
to
you possess to halt public exhibition Church," exhib said. "The governr willing to make: a substantial reducDavid Lipton, Universal's studitt
Again labeling "Cur- ment says the film is fit and proper, tion in its income tax as an induce- advertising and promotion coordina"of this film."
and that's good enough for me."
tain" inimical to the "aims and wel
ment to film-makers.
tor, returned to the Coast over the
Priest admitted that he had not
fare of the U. S. and United Nations,''
Despite the fact that there are weekend after two weeks of hudMelish declared the picture contains seen"OutJawi'? only a trailer. He
neither studios nor equipment in dles with company execs in New
the ''explosive elements which could said that members of the Young
present,
Kingswood York,
do irreparable harm «to our nation's Christian Workers' Movement would Jamaica at
Maurice Bergman, eastern pub''
against the hopes to get rolling by the end of
a petition
international standing and future circulate
Outlaw"
was
given November. Company expects to get advertising boss, who in the meanscreening.
peace and security."
for
local
ex- both partial financing and materials time has been at the studio, returns
greenlight
the
"Curtain" is the story of the Caha
dian atom bomb spy scare last year. hibition on a "suitable for adults in Britain as well as in her colonies. east next vveek, accompanied by the
Currently the firm claims to have, Co&st pub'-ad chief, Johp Joseph.
To date, it hasn't been screened or only" edict.
Pic has pulled terrific hUt in all enough capital to launch i^a venture Latter will" be in New York 9bot^
tradeshown anywhere in the counwith 10 picltiirei
two weeks for hi$ amiualo.o;
centres.
tiy.
car

UA

'

'

Congrm

Probe

^

'Agreement' Exits

No Fdm Clamp,

Troblem' Class

Qn

Sez Johnston

Biz

Playoff

UA

UA

'

Ihdn^Pdi

.

;

;

-

The 20th-Reynolds' pact

its reel.

UA-Todd Deal Revealed

Solution;

PlOOyCI lINEf

UN Kids' Appeal Benefits

and Warners

may

already be following «uit.
Switch by 20th to a hiked number
of subjects may bring only one posOther companies are
sible change.
considering a more radical conversion, which would, involve issuance

>

MuliedbyHIPM

UA

'

,

'

:

-

-

'

'

of two wtircly different reels-^ne
The
tor tele, the other for theatres.

video version, if those plans go
through; would be of a spot 'news
type.
The' theatre issue would be
.

.

changed from it's present appearance
magazine type which would em-

to a

background and significance

phasize

.Qf:news that

:

breaks during the week.

.

.

:

,

°

.

MONO GETS LATITUDE
ON INDIE BACKING
Greater latitude in use of its available credits for financing of indie
producers was granted Monogram in
a rewriting of its agreement with the
banks, which was finalized on the
Coast last week.
Under' the new
deal, Mono—*which now has as a
subsid Allied Artists, making higherbudget pictures-*-can consolidate the
borrowing for the
producers
along with its own.

AA

Revolving

to
continues
the same

credit

Wake available

to

Mono

3,850,000 it has had for more than
a year. In line with recent tilts in
interest rates on all loans, it will
howj however, pay 4%
interest on
its notes instead of the
4% it has
been giving.

%

Operating JJJie loan will be SecurityNational Bank of California.
Putting up coin, in addition to Security, are California Bank of Los
.Angeles, Guaranty Trust of New
York arid Bank of Manhattan Company, N, Y. This setup is same as
before.
George D. Burrows, exec,
v.p. and treasurer,
who is a former
First

V.p. of

Guaranty, negotiated the

Uberalize'1 terms'.

.

new

'

'

:

MPAA

UA Upswing
'

.

'

MPAA

Maps

For

Beef on

MPAA

Won't Yank

UA

%tlaw'

MPAA

Back

Par Sticb to 50c
Paramount

sticking by its reguper share of common quar'eny dividend.
Par's board has
voted to split the melon March 24 to
stockholders of record March 4.
lar 50c

-

.Company's profits are still on the
side.
It's
estimated unthat the take for 1947 came
RKO and Universal
recently slashed their divvies bepause of sharply declining profits
«»Q a need to hoard cash*
BJCantic

otticially

to $33,000,000

.

is

Coast

.

j

'

'

•

WEATHER:

Nothing can keep them away

fmn M-G*M

pctures

'CASSTUimAM^RUNNINGXREEN
DOLPHIN STREEF CLOSE RACE!
Early I^tes of Tracy-Turner S^isation
has Fkat Big Hit of 1 948!
Reveal

U€M

gi«n m
and rolfing up remuk-

Estalblidung the higest M-G-M

5 years at Tulsa,

able totals in ils

first

thirteen cities

**Cass Innberlane" looks like anodier

Big One of '*Green Dolphin**

STAEOFTBEWEm
SPEKC^R TEACY
He. adds smother great rok^
TSmabeclaoe/* to bis Isxsg M; of onf^

"Just what the public wanj^."

inMt! "Cm**

first

"Gr^n E>o^ih"
''DICKEY-BIRD SONG" IB

cafibre.'

Confinning its selection as "Picture of
the Momdi*' hy Coano^litan Magaadne
and ivinnii^ praise wherever it plays,
"Cass" is rated by thieadre managers as

(Lat«

week beats

in B out of It

£^pOtsl)

A WINNER!

A DOUBLE TRIUMPH FOR

B%gest music explmtation in yeamfor the fait
tune from 'Tlivee Daxv
tog

14 women's ddbs wiHi membenldp of
2& miSioinB euknse 'Korean Dolphin
Street''
Pete Smith's "Bowling
Tricks" bundled with lag promotion
... .M-G»M has seven newly ccnnpleted

Tkcai^issaat.^ Ji is

eaqpeeted to equal the
snccesB of M^M'scnrrent mr-wsve :fovorite

attraci»(»as in Tsdmicolor^ and an«lgb^
in prochsstiini*

"Pass That Peace Pipe"
from "Good News."

LANA TURNER
America's millions wlio am WB^^ymg Lana's
exciting work in "Green Dolphin Street" wOI
be receptive to your announcement, of her
equally aenisational role in "Case Tirabeilane."
As the girl from the wrong side of town who
yeanra for life and gets it! die portrays a
character every
draams abmit and will

—

—

|^

yttattto see.

EDITORIAL
Because

it

truly represents' l&e philos-

ophy of Hie Friendly Company toward
oxir

tion

own

customers we hail the pablica-

by the Personal Fimmce Coinpany

of an essay entitled **The Customer

the most important p»8on ever
'office,"

is

We

quote htie^ fiom

not d^pendtent on you

pendent on him.

m

it:

tibos

**Be

—yon are

de»;

He is not an intennq^

tion of your W09ck---lie«i1]iepuipose<tf.
it. He X3 not someone to argue wi^ ot
matdi wits against—nobody ever won an
argument with a customer even though

th^ may have thought they did. He is
a peismi who Inings us hs wan^ If
we have sufficient im9^ginati«m we wSl
endeavor to handte them pf(xfi£al% to
liioa

and to ouicK^es."

HP IS THE

PPIN&Mr
FOLKS WAIIT

WRKTSIISliE

WMbwfl^i

JaMuury 28, 1948

niK-PROWCTION

PAYOFF ANGLE IN REPEATS
ASCAFs Seat Tax Bm^ StudUes On

AFM Attrlbaas fw llnre Fix Tmrters;
Says Majn^ Used (b^ 5^18 Last Year
Washington, Jan. 27^ i
^the eight major pix
studios' to emplojr fewer musicians

Tendency ot

Hollywood, Jan;

'
.

by was mourned
by Milton Diamond; attorney for
the American Federation of Musi-

trouble^

cians, in hi9 testiiQAny btdore ttte
House Labor Cwaamittee here lasi

Obey

as the years, roll

Samuel

27.

had

no

plastering
the street
corners of Los Angeles with the
legend, "Don't Be a Mitty—

.

:

•

Goldwyn

Traffic Signals."

It served doubly as a plug
for his "Life of Walter Mitty"
picture

week.
-'V
Pointing out that the tntooductionof the motion picture sound- tcaclc
in 1{)29 cost 18,600 musicians their
jobs, Diamond told the Committee
that in the year ended June-, 19.45,
majors "offered only
the eight
casual employmeat to «,518 members of the Federation." These included musicians, orchestrators, ar•

and a warning to hay^
wire pedesttiaiHT, but Ms plot:

backfired in

San

Francisco.

The

councilmen there
turned
down.
Archbishop oS that city,
.

it

Ji

is

Mitty.

of

Diamond was not a^ed
why the year, 1845 was used rather

Video

.

.

costs

in

the iiidustry,

adelphia Storj'."

Company

U-G-iU amd

year sent

fir.st

returns from, reissues in the
couple of years demonstrates

Siig&ts

"A good

Week

Elided This

"I know from my own theatre," he
adds, "tliat you can't extract the

By

N.Y. B(

Windup of the bitter nine-month
contract fight between projectionists
Local 306 and major circuits, operating in the New York area appears
in the cards for this week.- Both
sides are poised to sign a new pact
within a few days granting a 15%

tive than for musicians^ more than
twice as much for insurance, and
approximately the same amount
'Let the distributor allocate a
As tions. Latest exhib unit to react reasonable portion of his cost to the wage mcreuse vto approximately -800
for malceup and hairdressers."
boothmen employed in 200 ^theatres
for BKO; "it spent 2.5 times more sharply to what its spokesman labels
first time around-— but, certainly, not owned by Warners, RKO, 20th-Fox,
for -film negative, five times more as an alarming threat to film biz is the entire nut," Lachman emphaMetro and Universal, and including
for directors' assistants, 600% more New
Jersey
Allied.
Legislative sizes. "When that's done, it'll be ob- the Music Hall and the Roxy.
(Continued on page 20)
forum has been set by Allied for vious- that a good film will pay ofl
Wage-hike terms, agreed upon at
.

Feb. 9 at the state capital, Trenton,
without
with the video invasion topping the
There's
agenda.

hedhg How

k AneneaB Market
London, Jan.
'

27.

J. Arthur Rank himself is to malce
the flnal decision on^how "Hamlet,"
Sir Laurence Olivier's-fllmization of
the Shakespeare tiaeedy^ is to be
sold in the American maifcet. Tag^
ging it the top prestise British pic
of '48, Rank is taking the reins personally in mapping, sales and publicity.
It's more than likely that
he'll plunk for V. S. roadshows along
the lines successfully used by United
Artists in playing Olivier's "Henry

versal,
Rank's U. S. distrib, in
Ma'rch^ Olivipr'bas completed shooting the film and now is scoriiig, tntting and editing. Immediately after
those chores, be sails with Vivien
Leigh, his wife, to Australia for an
Old Vic Co. tour. He won't touch
U. S. shores on the way over.

THEAIM BUHDING BAN
SAVfflG

"Henry," on a roadshow basis, is
the most profitable British film to
yet played Yank theatres.
With still plenty to go, film has
grossed almost $2,000,000 with a
larger percentage of that take more
net than in the average film because
of limited engagements.
Hence, "it's
more than an even chance that
"Hamlef will take the same route,

hikmg

its

negative output by 400%.

That's the prediction of Kay Harrison, tint firm's managing, director,
who arrived in
York last week
from Britain.

New

With

greater

available,
Httrrison said, the company will be
fieared to handle some
Britishmade features annually. He also revealed that Technicolor is moving
onto the continent, pointing out the
firm will tint OEean Films* forthcoming "Francis of Assisi*' Which is
Slated to roll next month at the
pcalera studio, Rome. Picture will
be the first Italian color
film.
Harri.son stays in
York about
a week, then
leaves for the Coast,
oe plans to return to London in
facilities

^

New

While

ion

'

page 22)

Switch Pic Ballylmo

,

TOY

LITTLE'

Prem

Washington, Jan. 27.
ductioii by T«d lUchmond at ColumSam Biselioffi's production.
The ban on commercial theatre bia
construction and such things as the "Outpost Morocco," starring George
building of raeetracics- and bowliitfe Baft, started tensing in Morocco,
alleys is saving "very little" mate- with Bichard Rossen directing, and
rial for home building, U. S, Hous- will return to Hollywood for in01erdre
ing Expediter Tighe E. Wood.s said teriors abdut AprU 1 .. .
yesterday (26). He testified before Church drew the moppet role in
a Senate banking and currency sub- Arko's "Mr. Joseph Young of Africa."
Metro is lining up a new cartoon
committee which has been studying
series based on bygone screen feathe rent situation.
starting with "Dr. JelcyU and
He said that it was almost im- tures,Mouse."
Mr.'
possible to enforce the law as it
"Rachel and the Stranger" is the
stands., today since there are not
new tag on "Tall, Dark Stranger,"
enough people on his staff to do the
.
originally "Rachel," at
work. Unless he is given the manClaude Rains, currently in ''Abigail,
power to eni'ox-ce the ban, he con
Dear Heart," leaves for London
tinued, the restrictions do not apMarch 1 to co-star with Ann Todd
pear wortli keeping.
in "The Passionate Friends", for J.
.

I

I

'

I

.

.

.

.

Senator C. Douglass Buck (R., Arthur Bank
Barbara Bel Gcddes
Del a.) agreed that there was not draws the femme lead opposite
point in keeping the law. past Robert Mitchum in "Blood on the
At Moon" at RKO
expiration date. .June 28;
its
Harry Mendoza,
One point, Woods declared that "I magician, signed as technical adwouldn't feel had" if the clause were visor for seance sequences in "The
.lohii
eliminated and he woic left with Spiritualist" at Eagle Lion
nothing to administer except rent Baragrey shifted from legit to make
.

.

.

much

.

,

.

.

control.

gram has
control,"

He added that "the
more headaches than
but

did

say

prorent

something

could be done if he were given the
personnel to enforce the act.
Since July l, 1947* the housing
expediter's office has refused to
grant permits for about $75,000,000

worth of non-essential construction.
However, Woods said he felt that
most of this material did not go into
building, but rather into other
industrial and commercial construcr;

home
tion.

"The reference,". he

.

.

bow

as a bullfighter in "Itio
Loves of Carmen" at Columbia.
Paul Henreid will double as prohis film

ducer-actor in "HoUow Triumph"
at Eagle Lion, With Bryan Foy func>
tioning as executive producer
Fred Kboth appointed head of Uni,

.

versal-International's special effects
Arthur Sober will
department . .
screenplay "Dream Street," based
On the Robert Sylve.'jter novel for
United" States Pictures at Warners
Linda JDarnell and Dana An*
,
,
,
drews made a short subject, for
.

m

Texas theatres only, to
raise $225,000 for a patriotic monument in Houston
Fullcolor laboratory installed new equipment
capable of tuoing out 1,000,000 feet
of color film per month
I^onis
.
.
K. Ansell and William Rowland will
make "Medal of Honor'-' at Churubusco studios; Mexico City, starting
.

.

.

.

March

.

RKO

I

quarters, no paiif of the filxB was
seen or approved by the UN or any
official connected, with thai body«

the Lots

showing

.

.

England Teld by Harrison
expansion program

(Continued

pletely

.

'its

theatres.

FibB Classics Won't

on

an

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Jerry Bresler drew "Tlie Greatest' Dinlomat" on his producer program, in addition to his current "The
Judge's Wife" and "The Tin Flute."
Sylvia Fine's brothett. Bo^, is
.
doing a screenplay on the airshow,
"Make 'Believe Ballroom," for pro.

Techni's £i|iansion In

Although

from

ASCAP's board originally approved
of the matter, it's said, it hasn't been
presented again to the full board
again despite- negotiations Which
have been under way with the Theatre Owners of America for several
months. There's considerable doubt,
it's claimed, whether the bcr«'d, as
a whole, would approve of pressing
the plan in view of -the widespread
attacks against ASCAP Which resulted from the first announcement
of the boost.
Generally believed to be vying for
the top executive spot in ASCA-P
are Herman Greenberg, assistant
general manager; Herman FinkelsteiU) ASCAP's general counsel, and

no reason

Briefs

.

:have

has been only partly okayed by the
government, British Technicolor will
be able to .step up positive processing
from 50,000,000 feet of film to 100,000,000 by next March as well as

its proposed seat^tax
boost for thestres is the result of
sti^ongly divided opinion in that organization, plus some hot politicking, for the vacant job of general
manager, open since the death of
John Paine.
That's the present
opinion of some of ASOAP's insiders
in> explaining the long postpone*
ments granted theatre c.xhibs in putting the boo.st into effect.
The seat-tax raise, delayed now
for some live months, is generally
estimated to mean a 300% upping of

"

Bingo has .also cropped up as a
theatre threat in Jersey and will bekicked around at the forum. Allied
is opposing a bill now before the
legislature which would legalize the
game when the proceeds go to charitable works.

be shipped, to Uni-

Binal print will

performing on

its
lowing a previous session, will be retroac-first
unfair tilt in scales. tive to the expiration date of the
for a distributor old^contract, Sepfc 1; 1947.
Union
to call on the theatre end to make up
Number of Jersey lawmakers will his cost&:;.in a short pedod of time demand for a 5% welfare fiind con*' Despite official squawjcs from the
tribution from the chains- is being United Nations Against advertisinc
attend the forum as guests of Allied.
(Continued on page 20)
held in abeyance and will probably claims made 'for, the pic, Film
The unit hasn't, as yet, formulated
be thrashed out after the contract's, Classics is standing, pat on the pressany legislation oil video but there's
inking.
book, and marquee copy being used
expected to foe plenty of .gabbing on
Cftllicia Gete 'Noose'
Marked by walkout threats at on Louis K. Ansell's production,
What moves are feasible. One sug'fjondon^ Jan. 20.
several points, the negotiations took "Women in the Night."
Pointing
gestion is that bars be required to be
Joseph Calleia has arrived, in Lon- an optimistic turn with the inter-:: out that Ansell's outfit supplied the
licensed as places of amusement.
don to star in film veision of vention of Richard F. Walsh, .prez at, film's catchphrase--"ripped ,from the
Allied's aroused over the question "Noose," successful Richard Llewel- the International ^Uiance -ttf ISie-j crinlson files of the UN"—
FC execs
after surveys of different Jersey lo- lyn gangster play. Ifs Callei:.'s first africal Stage Employees. Walsh was are awaiting arrival of
William Jaffe,
cales were turned into the org.
It British pic, though he appeared on
instrumental in cutting the union's Ansell's lawyer, from the Coast befound that most theatres ai-e now London stage in 1924."
pay-hike demand from the original fore making a move.
surrounded l>y. a Ibelt of. bistros,
According to Jean Benoit-Levy,
He hopes to follow this with a 43% to the present figure and getting
entertainment
a
as
which, ofler tele
director of 'films at world organizastraight play.
•the cii-cuits to talk turkegc,
cuff o chaser to the drinlcs.
tion's Lake Success,
N.Y.j head-

pioflts-plus

Rank

The hesitation waltz which the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers is currently

revenue

9-Mo. Snarl Seen

fact

big film.

Columbia spent more for film nega«'

in its

out "Rage in Heaven," "Gone
With the Wind,"- "NinOtchka"
and "The Great Waltz."

ExhibOKeom

-

has

17 oldies for reissue with the next few years
and is currently readying reprints. Next two slated by M-G
for general release are "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" and "The PhU-

complete profit in one round on a
There's plenty of juice left
to be squeezed in seconds and, _if necessary, third playings. But the psychology behind uppcd admissions is
Tremendous -spread of television that a film is good only for one playto bars and taverns it» now purring ing—so the exhibitor- has to boost his
coimtenitoves by exbib organiza- prices to make the payofl complete."

than later figures.
Diamond added:
"Based upon average production

trial,

now earmarked

conclusively," Lachman
picture is a permanent property. Why should a distributor want to get all his profits
in IB months. It's only by that form
of phoney reasoning that boosting
prices becomes justifiable."

Lc^i^ As

talists.

M-G's 17 Reissues
Metro, after a year's

'.The-

last

averse

rangers,

344, or an average of ljl,009.85 per
musician for that year, Diamond
Only 239 musicians received
said.
full time emplcqrment as instrumen-

sudden re-

surgence of advanced-admission pix
in the past few weeks, Edward
Lachman, prexy of New Jersey Allied, is proposing a new method of
amortizing the big films with the
argument that the current system
is- "outmoded." In figuring profits on
a film, Lachman wants the majors to
take into consideration the valuable
potential from reissues. If they did
so, Allied topper says, it would no
longer be necessary to boost admission scales to pay off an expenive

one

eopyi^. aqd librarians, all
whom earned' a total of $5,572,-

at the

property.

.

John

Ikee-Way Rivalry fw Panne's (M kh
Aiming a poke

Nigktaiare

F.-

own

8.

Hug^h Herbert will direct his
story, "Blind Date," at 20th-Fox

Kohlmar as producer,
May
Olga San
Juan drew one of the top roles in
"One Touch of Venus" which Xes[ter Cowan got under way at Universal-International
Tyrone
with

Fred

starting late in

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

stated, "is

unauthorized."

The

comrefer-

ence to the UN was contained in tho
lobby posters during the film's threeweek, run on Broadway; at the

Gotham

theatre,
Although files at FC indicate no
tieup between the film and the UN,
there are letters linking it: to the
wartime Allied Information Bureau
in London. In correspondence dating back to lft43, Johannes Steel,
New York radio commentator) wrote
to William Rowland, the film's director, informing him that he (Steel)
had access to the bureau's files on
the enemy country's treatment of
women. Steel wrote that a film
script "will grow organically out
of this file" and that he could supply
a foreword to the film from th6 in-

Power is playing in his 29th picture
ter-allied information commission.
ifor 20th-Fox in "For Fear of Little
Men."
Bela Lugosi, Lon Chaney
and Gtcnn Strange drew horror roles
Is Anglo Start
April
in the A,1>bott-CoslcIlo comedy, "The
!

.

.

.

I

15

{

]

Brain of Frankenstein," at UniversalInternational
.
Columbia's "Law.

I

jPbr

.

Maugkun's 'Then'

reverted to its "original title,
Arnold Pressburgcr's film version
.
Bel-Air Pro- of Somerset Maugham's novel. "Then
ductions, new indie company, will and Now," is .scheduled to roU April
tee oft with the fairy tale, "Hansel 15, according to it.s producer, who
and Gretel." for Film Classics re- sailed Sunday (25) for England.
lease,
With J. Arthur Rank financing and
Sir Cedric Bardwieke drew a key distributing, picture will be shot at
role in "Rope," Alfred Hitchcock's the Denham studio in Britain and on
fir.st picture for Warners
George location in Italy. George Sanders,
i.lcssel is readying three film biog- the male lead, -v^ill sail for Italy Feb.

liess"
j

"Coroner Creole."

.

.

i

'

'

i

I

j

.

j

.

.

raphies on Joe Cook, Fred Fisher
and the Cherry Sisters tor production at 20th-Fox
Republic is
rushing the script on "Police State;"
anti-Communist film for early production
20th-Fox took "Lydia
.
Bailey" off the shelf after revising
the script to meet a lower budget
John Wayne will double as producer and star in "Eagles in Exile,"
with Georee Wsegner directing, at
Republic .
Arpi Productions,
headed by Robert Fremell, Sr., and
Jahn Reinbart. will film "Sofia," a
Balkan ^arn, in Mexico City.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13.

In the U. S. for the past two
months, Pres-sburger said the primary purpose of his trip was to secure a femme star for the Maugham
stoi-y, but he was unsuccessful. Producer also admitted a strong possibility that ho may make other films
for Rank but, he added, negotiations
are being done on a picture-to-picture basis. Other plans on his agenda
call for production of one film in
Italy and two in Hollywood with
nine-year-old Italian musical con«
ductor, Pierino Gamba, as stctr,

10
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An«a Karealna
(BRITiSB'MADE)
Loiidon, Jan. 23.
rolOHBO of 1/omloji J>^ilui-AlpxHtiiiH
VIviwv
mofluctlon,
RIfiliardBon; foat«i;os ItioVon

itritlflh 1-ilon

KoriU

Btidfl'
IjoIkII/
riiiiy

ylpj.

Jillien BUvlvicl-. SfrjRBiiAiionllli,
Morgiin. Uuvl1)>'

IJlrec'tfil

lloore.
l>^'

Guy

novel;

Tulwloy'H

from

ct)Itoi\

KuHsell

i uivdi miiHJc, i.'(inKt:int JLamberl; camera,
lipnil AK'ltHU. llobort Walker. At I-cicestcr
Himiirc. Irfindun, Jun,

2J!,

Runniiig

'48.

tliue,

1»» .MINtt.
ICarunlnn

Anna

^

KarHiiiii.
CiHirll V'loPlHky.

.

>

Vivleii LciBh
.Kalph Uicluu-dHuiV

........ <>,. .ICIei'on Moore
Itueli DMnpnUr
Mary Kcrrlrlec
.Staric l<plir
IJrim'C filioliprHitlsk) . . . ..... .X^mnk, Tickle
.

Obloiibky

SK'lian

Oblimrf.-j-

])ullv

Pi'imws

Sh<:lii*i'l)atn)ti.
.

KItly Htvlnn-tiatHUi.

. . .

. .

JidvtVi, -V.
•
MIfluilirt.
I'lHnrCf^H TviM'Hky..

.yuUy Ann Mow**sr
Nlall MacKinnis
Ml(*«el Qniieh
.;.M«i'llta Hunt,,
lleathtsr Th.aUht>i'

IVamivna

C'oiimi"«f<

Oounlt'W Vj'onHky
I'l lni-cRf Nathalla.

i . .

,

yrlwom

.Helen 'llayo

SioroVlnw

,

Prim-e Makbotin.,.,
G«nenil arrptabpuaky.

Auntln ttvvor.
Ann South
Guy Vern«y
.John Lnngdcn

There should have been no "its" or
"buts" about the record boxoffice
value of *this picture. Here are the
ingredients^popular classic story, a
rare cast headed by magnetic Vivien
Leigh, an Alexander Korda production with no stinting, of cash, and
Julien Duvivier as director. Small
wonder that everybody here .was expectins it to be the picture of the
year. But, fine as this fourth production of Tolstoy's novel is (Fox 1915,
Metro 1927 and 1935), and vwU.as it
will do at the boxoilice, it misses
greatness and has tedious stfeiches^
Judicious cutting will help considerably.

That the picture will play to big
grosses is certain. It- has too many
boxofCice values for afty exhibitor to
miss, and should, after a little careful
pruning, find a ready audience in
American theatres.
It would appear that far too much
attention was^paid to the 'sets ..and
the artistic structure at the expense
of the players. It would have -been
wise for Korda and Duvivier to 'realize that the story, for screen purposes, is frankly Victorian melodrama, and that there was always
the danger of reducing the characters to -puppets. Numerous lavish
scenes and gigantic «ets mijght. arouse
admiration for the producer, 'bl|t unless one laughs and cries ^and tedrs
are particularly needed in tl\is picture^ther'e can be no complete entei-tainment or enjoyment.
It speaks volumes for Miss Leigh
and Ralph Richardson that they are
able to disentansle- themselves from
overwhelming surroundings
their
and become credibly human. Miss
Leigh dominates the picture, as she
rightly should, with her beauty,
cTiarm and skill. It :isn't her fault
that eyes remain dry and hiearts unwrung when she moves to inevitable
tragedy, as the neglected wife and
discarded lover. It is a sad commentary on modern production to
assert that with less expenditure on
the film the Leigh-Duvivier cooperation would have achieved' much
more.
Richardson's portrayal of the priggish, unlikeable husband is masterly
yet uneven. Sometimes he' pives the
impression of a Chinese philosopher
with accent and .staccato phrase., Incidentally, the- multiplicity of pro-

—

"Karenina" by

niinciations of
'

ous people
As the

tearjerking. Pic, however,
slides into kidnapping
complications, with the gal, who be^
comes fond of Beery, being snatched
by the gang. Windup blazes out in
a slambang shooting fray and slugfest, witli the law intervening in the:
nick of time.
Beery registers okay in his fa-

miliar 5':yle ol mugging malapropism§. As the young' gal who turns
virtuous after a bad start, Dorothy
Patrick is a smart looker who shows
the.sping talent.
Tom Drake, as an
ex-con buddy of Beery, handles his
role competently.
Rest of the cast
come: through nicely iv stock parts.
•

-

ramera, Jolin MacBnrnie; editor, I-es
Tradealiown in N. Y., Jan. 10,
RnnninK time, 6.1 AI1NK.
.Donald Barry
euppy McGee...
ler;

Orlebeek.

is

'Mary ITunter

Of

,ilunter

of

Alper

,.I»'l<-k

Kiliott

.Vlaiiile-

Kburne

Uiiyniond

Larff^iy
Wdrtio AeufC

,

,

a safecracker who. goes stfaight is
strong enough to provide underpinning on any twin bill. It's a bread-

from. this, lot and is
packed with suspense and thrills.
Donald Barry plays the title role.
Yarn shows him being forced- into
idleness from his u.sual safebusting
prowls with two robber pals due to
a broken leg suffered when he rescues a youngster from the path of a
speeding truck. A young priest
(Tom Brown) goes out of his way to
speed his recovery.
Story depicts the gradual reforma'n'-butter picture

But not

tion of the yegg.

until after

he has liquidated his own gang, recovered the money taken from the
town's bank and unmasked a polite
blackmailer

who was

trying to force

newly-found sweetheart into an

his

unwanted marriage.
Director Albert Kelley has done
well with these pat situations, getting a nice assist from a tight screenplay by Norman S. Hall and Jerry
Gruskin. This compact meller also
is helped by trim editing by Les
Orlebeck and okay lensing by John

MacBurnie.
Barry's portrayal of the yeggman
is realistic.
Per usual, he's ii a ripr
roaring fist fight at the end. Brown
make.s an acceptable priest, and Dale
Evans is effective as the young country gal who. falls for Barry. Maude
Eburne, vet stage-screen character
comedienne, neatly handles the lesser role of the priest's housekeeper.
Harry V. Cheshire makes an affable
country medico, but Jiimes Seay is
too melodramatic as town's richest
man ijvho's willing to stoop to black,

,

,

Wear.

mail.

Itlaek Hills
(SONGS)

m

I'^ddle...

Koapy.

Kirby
Larry.

experienced

players,
outstanding,

Sddie Dean

,

.Rqbcoo Atea

,

.Shirley Patterson
TetTy.^ Frost
.

, . .

,

. . .

.Mt«v&D'|-ake

.Nina Bara

Chiquita.

Bill

'I'utlle

Jftiwoctt

Ann Cooper
followed by
Sally
Tjjine Bradford
HoweSi who reveals an unexpected Slierifi:
Leo Morgan
GeorfTO Cheeebro
maturity in her work.
A lien
Photography, sets, costumes and The I'lainsuien: Andy Parker, Karl Murphy,
Paul Hinitb, Ucorse Bainby, Charles
music all deserve their mead ot
Moi^an.
Sraise. They all add up to a distincon which will not be lost on audiAnother trite oatuner in the Eddie
e&ot»^
ences.
Cane.
Dean series, "Black Hills" is pretty
dull.
Its b.o. prospects are meagre.
Story is unimaginative and performGtmtlttmmn
indifferent.
Metro releane of Nat Perrln production. ances are
A secret gold mine is the excuse
Slar.t Wallace Beery; features Tom Drake.
closely

,

.

. ,

'

AUmn m

Horolhy Patricl!, Gladys Oeorgc. Directed
by Hurry Heaumout. Screenplay, William
«, Nlpriian; baaeil on story by Peter IlutTl-;

,cani6ra,
Ra^ .Tune; editor, Ben I,ewl».
Trftflealiown N. Y., Jan, 21, '48.
Running

time, J4
Jjili

Breedln.

(

Jijlinny UofKen.
lilaino Carter

MaUue
•-apt.

The Smugglers," which was
tradeshown last week in N. Y. by
•

BHNH.

I'arkBon...

Watt Mnley
Cliarlift

I.npon.

iJo I'nd,;
ilnrrv Ee.iier

JiK .Inlinaoi

Simla KdwardH
Varnil hers

Wallace Beery

Tom Drake
..Dorothy Patrick
Gladys GcorKe

Leon Ames
Warner Anderaon
John Qualin
Sheldon I/eonard
Trevor Hardelt*
Jeff Corev

Marc Krah
.William

Forreat

Alias a Gentleman" is a moderentertaining comedy meller
II carry its weight in nabe situations.
Built as a vehicle. lor Wallace Beery, pic accents that type of

•

J«ly
that

sentimental

hokum which has been

the vet actor's trademark. Production dress for this pic is trimmed
oown to medium -budget standards,
witn supporting cast, direction and
ionpting on a par level.
unfpMing with large dosages of
^
cornted gags, yarn revolves around
an ex-,iailbird who falls into a fortune when an oil company buys up
nis farm.
Searching for his lost
ciauRiiter, whom he hasn't seen in 16
.yeaiii.
Beery gets stuck with a
pnoney gal whom his former cronies

Medium-budgeted Wallace Beery
starrer okay for nabe situations.
"Slippy McGce" (Bep). Meller
about reformed safecracker.
With Donald Barry, Dale Kvans,

Tom Brown;

in now and then,
and William Beaudine's direction
keeps it all moving for fast 6C mint

Knox, as Anne Howa, John Hub-

utes.

bard,

"Don't

who

Pati'icia
Fall in

Dane,
Love"

Charles

Cane,

scene;

moment thrown

Nestor Paiva contributes the heavy
work as racketeer who draws his
car-stealing recruits from among the
probationers; who are being turned

canaries

in

nitery

a

the

heavy;

Wally Vernon, Horace MacMahon
and others are good.
Expert lensing is by William Sickner, Art
vection and set decorations were contributed by Dave Milton and Raymond Boltz, Jr., respec-

Trite

Eddie

Dean

series.

"Fighting Mad" (Mono). Good
entry in Monogram's "Joe Palooka" series. Punchy fight se-

college.

"Angels Alley" (Mono). Olcay
entry in Monogram's "Bowery
Boys" group.
"This Wine of Love" (Songs)
(Indie). Well-made Italian ver-

enough evidence to assure
term for Paiva.
In the cast arc series regulars such
Billy Benedict, David Gorcey,
Gabriel Doll, Frankie Darro, Mary

a long jail

sion of Donizetti's opera.

4-ampu8 llon«>ymo«n
(SONGS)

acted.

Gordon and Benny

Republic ri'lca.si^ of Fanchon production.
Peatnres ,Lyn Wilde, I.cb Wilde, Adele
Mara, Richard Crane, Hal I^aokett. Directby lllchnrd yale, Screenplay, Richard

Leigh

Jan Gi'ippo's production supervi^
sion obtains good values for small
budget. Lensing and other technical

Burnie; muKic, Richard Sale, J. 1'. Knight;
editor,
Arthur Roberts.
Trade.sho.wn in
'48. Running tinie. OI .MINtS.
N. v., Jiin.
Skipper Hughes........
I,yn Wilde
l^airicia. Huglkea
..I,ce Wilde

.

credits are standard.

,

.

(SONGS)
(ITALIAN-MADE)
.

.

.

Superflhn releaae of Prora Film produchy SKirlo Costa. Adaptation
C. Oistelli .from opera by

.TcddjrwTnfuhr

tion. Directed
hy iloata and

Maxwell

.Plilwin

..

'

B<iyd Irwin
.Morlcy
.(^harloH .Smith

,..

, .

.,

.

.

Donliiettl: canutra. Sfarlo Bava;
editor, OCello rolnngelU Kngiiah comnt«n*
tary, Milton .Cross,
Previewed In N.: T.,
'

Jan.

.lOdwjird <lurK,ui

Maxine Henion
.\S'm,

H.

Eagle Lion, distributor of film ih
U. S., was renewed in Variety
on April 9, '47. It was reviewed
and originally released in England
under the title, "Man
Within,'' name of novel on which
based. "Picture is a British-made
melodrama about an orphan
youth who turns against his
guardian, leader of a band of
rum smugglers, after he has
served on the smuggler's boat
until about 18 years old.
"Tlie first Technicolor picture
to be made at Shepherd's Bu.sh
studios," Vahiety review said in
part, "this adaptation of Graham Greene's novel has much to
holds .some
commend it
promise for the U. S. market
most glaring fault is the amount
Michael Redof talk used
gentlemanplays
the
grave
muggler with a sure touch
Jean Kent i.s alarmingly modern
as an 1820 vamp."
Picture I'tins 85 minutes, ju"
60 seconds les.'i than wheiv first
released in England.
.

j

I

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

Jr.

.NeUy
i,

,

,.

Ni'morlno.,
l>u lunma ra ......

an

effort to seize the ranch
mine. He also knocks off George
Chesebro, the mortgage holder. But
before Frost can cash in on his
crimes, Eddie Dean and his sidekick,
Rosooe Ates, turn him over to the
law amid the usual stagecoach chases,
hand-to-hand Usticuffs and inaccurate six-gun shooting. Dean does a
so-so job as the champion of the
law, Ates contribs his stock comic
relief and Frost is a standard heavy.
Joseph Poland's script is well
sprinkled with cliches. Ray Taylor's
direction is ordinary, and Ernie
Miller
contribs - average
lensing.
Three songs, "Black Hills," "Punchi-

nello"

and

little to

Go

"Let's

Sparkin'," offer

th^ pictlire with the excep-

tion of interrupting the story. Producer Jerry Thomas would give the
fans a treat by using 'a different set
for the frontier town in the next
Deaiier.
Same street in all these
series is getting monotonous,
Gilb.

.

sisters who
figure importantly in the story, help
it an attractive prodtiction.

Lee Wilde, as the two

("L'Elifiir

Yarn concerns two war veterans

who are striving to carry on tneir
college woric after getting out of
the army. Plot has the two husky
youths agreeing to fake marriage
with the two sisters in order to obtain two homes in a veterans housing project.
Friendly enemies despite this arrangement of fake wedded bliss (boys live in one unit and
girls in another), the sistens fall in
love with the ex-GI's, and viceversa. There is the u^ual complication when the couples' can't dig up
marriage licenses when the inevitable crisis arises.

The two Wilde girls sing well,
and Richard Crane and Hal Hackett
are pa.ssable with the few notes
they warble. Both gals photograph
flatteringly and perform adequately.
Crane and. Hackett, as the former

Dane

.t.'Intrlea

Waily Vernon
I'VaiU; Byors
;

,

Loole

..«..,

Mom

C^ine

..Taek Sliea
..lack Roper

Horace AlcMahon

Truck Driver,,,

,1a*k

Srvanton

Pop

Overman
Gribbon

.Kd4£li&

Sarah Padden

I'alooka

Palooka.

......Michael

Mark

Truck Driver'H Wife
Hvelyjtno Smith
Hat Check Girl. ..... ...v.. .. .Geneva Gray
Referee
.,; Johnny Indrlsano
Dr. .MacKenKie. ............ .Frank Retctaer
Stevie.
.Jay Norris
Dr. Burroan.,
.~..,.Pa'ul Bcardon
Nurse, ..'
i
.Tirf^inia, Belmont
Dr. t.ray.....
T.arry Steei*B
Roporter
Robert Cionway
Reporter
.,.
..Horb Vlffran
Fighter
,Uowey Robinson
Photographer
.islnnii .Sitka
>i.
Arthur Wild..
Murray Leonard
Fight Announcer... "...Robt. i', TMcCraclten
('ummi.H,<^ioner. ................. .f^ ICeudall

Water Roy.
Cop.
Detective
Bo<tkmaker.

1

Hollywood; Jan.

MonoRram
Stars

lion.

16i
release- of ,Tan Grlppo prortucI.eo Gorcey; featiii-es Hunti!

Hall, Billy Renedict, David Gorcey, FraaUie

Seward, Tim Ryan,
^chniti'.er; camera," Maroel IjePicard; editor, William Auh-,
Previewed in Hollywood, Jan. 14, '48.
tin.
Running time, 08
.Slip Afahoney..
Leo (Jorcey
HuutK Hail
^ .
3a«b . .".
^,
Benedict
Whltey.^. . .
. . . i < . .Billy
Chuck;
.'David (ioix-cv
Ricky
Gabriel I >cll
IiVaidde
Darru
Jiminie.
...Neator Paiva
Tony Lucarno, , .
NelHon ijciKh
Father O'Hanlon
....Geneva dray
Jo.fio O'Neill
Daisy Harris...
Rosemary l,.a Plancho
....John 'Rldrtidgo
Dlstri(!t Attorney

happy

tag for

all.

Producer Hal E. Chester and his
Bernard W.- Burton, have
taken care thai ring and training
sequences are authentic, wing tech

Hollywood, Jan.

'Alary

Tommie
Benny

.

. . . ,

..

.,.11..

.

. .

.......
.'

,,Rory
....Francis

. • . . ,

..Stanley A,narewii
i,...J<rlt York

......

,

.James Harriaon

......Charlea

Regan

As

McDonald

MacDonalrt
....Henry Hall

..J. Fnrrell

Tjlc-r..,.,
.lack...
Harlaftd....i;..i..,
,ruan

•

Judels

Alex Gerry
,

I>oc Cooper.
Wells.......

.

,Maliinsi>n,

'diarlas

•!.•>•

Crump

,

Holly-

MMINl!).

Reed HSdloy
Anne Gwvnno
Blakii .Hdwards
DIckCrockett

Sheriff...^.......,.

Barber.
McBrtae..

in

time,

.. .Rod Cameron
....Cathy l>ownn

. .

Floyd Schofleld
ISiiiott,,

Alley" measures up as
okay comedy-melodrama for the
Bowery Boys' fans. Sparked by Leo
Gorcey and Huntz Hall, the antics

"Angels

Previewed

Running

'4».

Dusty Stewart....
Matt Oaraon......
Juno O'CarroII. .

Kcane

William liobi
Woile Crosby
. t .. .......
. . ,
Meyer Grace

.

wood, Jan. 2»,

John, Sands...;.,

JoUn H. KHiott

...»

...Robarl limmett

WtWer.

j

Richard Heevmanc^-.

(rcnlcn

Brian Watson
Mike, . . , .

Gwyjiite, Blake Ed»
I..esl9y .Selander, Srreen-

Directed hy
iilay,
Kdwarda Jind Cliampinp; camera,
Harry -Nicumrnn music. Red Dunn; editor,

Men/.iea
Bartlott
Roblnfjon

Felix Crowe

Anne

v,-.irda.

Richard .I'.-ixton
...Buddy Gornam

,

...Dcwc.y

Magistrate

Reed Hadley,

,

MooHe

23.

Allied Artists (.^tomigriimil' roleaae of John
C.
Clianipion-Blake Kdwnrdil production.
Stars Hod Cameron; features Gatby Downs,

. :

.

!Pajqih«ndle

»

.

.

,

.Rcid ,ECiipairick
.Ted Pavelec

,

Darro, KeHtor I*aiva, Nelson t,eigh, Geneva
Gray, Rosemary La Planehe. Directed by
William. Heaudinei
Screenplay, iildmond
Geniid

...

'.........

"Fighting Mad" carries 'interest
for the smaller houses and neighborhood trade and will pay off well in
that market. It further 'projects the
screen.adyentures of the comic strip
hero, Joe Palooka, .and Jop Kirkwood has the physical appearance to
back up the assignment.
Picture has some of the best production values yet achieved under
the Monogram label. Settings are
good and well-lighted, the lensing
clear and other physical laetor.s help
to belie the budget. Story opens
slowly but picks up pace under
Reginald LeBorg's direction. Ring
sequences are punchy, and plotting
in the John Bright script makes for
okay motivation.
Palooka, injured in a fight, goes
An operation restores his
blind.
sight but he must lay off for a year.
Meanwhile, Leon Errol as Knobby
Walsh, buys a piece of another
promising heavyweight to keep busy.
Later Walsh wises up that samblers
are using the pug and Palooka comes
back to the rinc to .save his manager from disgrace, even though it
may mean a fatal eye injury. Naturally,
the side of right comes
and
with flying colors
tlirough

associate,

Angels Alloy

Mr."*. M.'ihoney,
.Bill McLean
.Jack MO'iver .Tockey, Buma
..Paul Bryar Andy Miller
.Kammy Wolfe Roomer
"Jag" Harmon

*.•#,..........

Radio Announcer.,
Sparring Partner.

.

to Fall in

,

....Patricia

Qeorge Wendell
Ai^liie Stone

a neatly^

replica of the original, gets away
fromi the confining limitations of the
opera stage and makes full use of
tiie camera's mobility.
The settings
are large and deep, while direction
cleverly stresses pace and action,
letting the music take good care of
itself,
-for EnglLsh-langilage audiences, a
commentary by Milton
Cross is supplied at the opening and
at the oneiact curtain.
This pic
could be greatly improved* if this
addition was cut since the narration
adds nothing except a. pompous,
artificial tone. Good English titling
permits close following of the score.
Cast has that happy parlay- of
looks, vocal brilliance and thesping
talent.
As Adina, the young coquette -who teases her lovers to distraction; Nelly Corradi is a delightful lyric soprano very easy on the
eyes.'.'Gino Sinimberghi as the coweyed lover whose inheritance successful!
substitutes for lack of social graces, has a mellow tenor and
registers as a creditable actor. One
of the standout operatic stars is Italo
Tajo, a basso playing the role of the
'Charlatan medicineman who dis^
pehses the elixir which finally brings
the lovers together. Rest of the cast
are uniformly excellent. Important
assi3is ax0 also made by the chorus,
infbnnally assembled a6 townsfolk.
Film was apparently shot without
sound,,' with voices dubbed in later.
Minor defect of the pic is the lack
of technical dixtetity with oMrliich
thcf dubbing was handled,
flerm,

Love?" and "Who's Got a
M SUNK.
Tent For Rent?" shape as the
Leon Jlrrol catchiest,
J. P, Knight also con,i ...... .Joo Kirkwood
tributes "Rocked in the Cradle of
IClyao Kno.'i
,Tohn Hubbard
the Deep."
Weor,

Knobby Walah

is

:

•

Joe Palooka.

D'Amore")

rendered film that will do .solidly
with the Italian-language trade, and
music lovers in general. Gaetano
Donizetti's celebrated comic (^era
has wit, charm and basketful of
tuneful arias to provide excellent
groundwork for the film.
This film, while being a faithful

make

servicemen, are lightweight with
their thespian efforts, Adele Mara
is
vivacious as a breezy ex-WAC
sergeant, while Wilson Wood, as her
hubby, does nicely and sings in solid
Hollywood, Jan. 22.
Teddy Infuhr makes someMonoffram i-eleaso of Hal K. f.'heater pro- style,
duction. Star.s 3'.ieon lOrrol, ."(o*> Klrkwood; thing of a brat kid role,
^
featui-e.s El>"Se Knox, ,lohn Hubbard, PatriFanchon has given this 'nice procia Dane, tUiarlea Cane. ...Dircclcd by Regduction, with a flrstrate screenplay
inald LaBora.
.Serecnitlay.
John ilri^jht;
added dialoi;, Moata F. CoUinH: original by Richard Sale and Jerry Gruskin
helping.
Of the several tunes by
Htory. Ralph S. T.ewjs, Remard D. J^hamberg; camera, William Si<'kner: editor. Hoy
Richard Sale, "How Does- It Feel

Anno Howe.
Ciiarles Kennedy
Iris March

-

(In Italinn; EnoUs/i Titles)
in tlie cycle of picturized
operas being produced by Italian
studios,
"This
WiniS
of
Love"

Mad

Hollywood, Jan.

....
.Tito Gobbl
Ciinu Ktnlmlwreiii
, .Italo
TaJo

Another

Vighliiig
(ONE SONG)

Ifivjnffston.
Previewed In
21, '48i Running time,

Cktrraitl
.Ivello

Dl

....,',:,...,. .I,urettu

l.lelcore

Starting out like a typical Holly-

there's a
'

Rtjnnng tme, 33 IMINR.

. . ,

for this one.

'

.

.

.

i

'48.

22,

Adina,
Giannet ta
.

yiuloll,

.

Gaetano

Kay

Polly Walker..
Benjie BiMggH..
Motoi-cycle Ooti..
SVaitreaa.
MeaHciigcr.

Brog,

•

This Win«> of Love

Ormfiboc
Adele Mara
Robert Watson.
.Richard .Crane
Richard Adams,
Hal Hackctt
Husby- C)rm8bee. ........ ;.
.Wilson Wocd
Dean, Carson.. ......... .Stephanie Bachelor
Junior Ormalice.
Senator Hughes.
Dr. Hhunuray

Nelson
and femme

Bartlett.

enact.s the priest,

Geneva Gray and Rosemary La Planehe.
spots fall to

ed

i

"Panhandle" (Mono). Good
outdoor actioner, filmed in sepia
for added scenic beauty. Well-

as

Salt* and Jerry Clrualiin' from orisinal l>y
'i'homfiH R, St. (leorge; camera, John Mac-

lle«(^ie

district

.

l?athcring

Brog.

tively.

;

(EL).

good citizens by the

into

priest.
He has successfully foiled
the police until he steps on Gorcey's
toes.
Latter makes short work of

,

okay for twinners.

"Black HIHs"'
oatuner in the

Ralph
JeK I.undy
Waldo.

Kagle Tjion release, o/ .Terry Thoniaa production. Stara Kddie Dean; features Ro.ycoe Alca, Shirley Pattcraon, Terry FrowlDirected b.v Itay Taylor. Screenplay, .loseph
I'oland; cameivi, lOj-nle .Miller; songa, Dean
Hal Blair, Pete Gates; editor, Hneli Witin.
I'Yeviewed In New 'York, Jan. Ifl, '48. Running time,
itfSH.
J.'inet.

minor characters in the

"Anna Karenina" (Lion) (British). Tolstoy novel with Vivien
Leigh, Ralph Richardson should
be big grosser.
"Alias A Gentleman" (M-G).

advica of John Indrisano. Players
answer all requirements of roles
with Errol sparking piece, Elyse

wood campiLS comedy, witli the usual
The lode, discovered corn and hokum, "Campus HoneyMichael Carr by ranch owner (Steve Drake), is moon" builds, into a fairly amu.sin,!?
..<
Tommy ...................... .Oeorge Nokcs the solution to the overdue mortgage. comedy. Despite, lightweight marDirty work comes in when a saloon quee lure, it should serve
as line
This modestly budgeted meller of keeper (Terry Frost) kills Drake in support, on most twin bills. Lyn and
and the
John

Charlie
Al.

a dash

list

is easily

Jauiea Keay

Apiwlby

Mrs. Doxter.

vari-

tJie-

KvanH
Brown

l>ale
'J'tmi

Harry V. Cheshire
.TMilrray

Fml

-

Mary Kerridgc

.

:

Red.

He should have matched Miss

long

,

,

.

Futliei: fih.'inley.

(Doctor Moore.......
Thoiiins Kiuttifi.

dashing

Leigh's anguished' love with
of fiery passio'n.

,

^48.

.

Miniature Retiews

quences and okay plot.
"Campus Honeymoon^' (Rep).
Breezy comedy dualer of GI's at

McCee

Slippy

Ri^public 'rol«>a»«,of 1.0U :ltm*U iH'oductlon,
Barry, Uala ISvanH, Tom
Start) Donald
r.rowii; features Maudu Kbwriif, Hnri'y V.
Dirt'cted
by
Albert
Kelloy.
i'hciahlrx!.
ijereenplay^ ]^onnan S. Hall and .Terry Gruakln;, baaed on novel by Marie Conway Oem-

a trifle distracting.
lover.
Count
Vronsky, who deserts Anna, Kieron
Moore, apart from his neat Irish
brogue, is a trifle^ wooden. It may
be Rus.sian but it isn't popular cin-

ema.

Herm.

,
,

...Ruby Mlllor

Vuinaky

Oiloncl

some

for

immediately

,Mary Martlevr

Mvakov

C'(inntoni)

11

ring in to get some information on
the source of iiis income.
Denouement, with Beery becoming wised up to the Identity of his
so-called daughter, provides opening

I.,aToire

Frank Dae
a first production for

two new-

comers to film making, "Panhandle"
registers well.
It. has
plenty of
strong action, an interesting story,
although,
with
some characters
slightly incongruous to the western
period, is; expertly played and beautifully lensed in sepia tones. While

fit into the accepted pattern for the
series and returns should stack up
with others in the group.
This time Gorcey turns his attention to busting up a car-stealing ring
that Is making bad boys out of his
Script has an
sidewalk buddies.
occasional sparkle and plotting is
good. Besides the comedy mugging
o£ Gorcey and Hall, there's a serious

not of top calibre, film will give
sturdy support in most situations
and can carry the weight in smaller
houses.

John C. Champion and Blake
Edwards produced from their or-

'Piccadilly Incident'

iginal

was reviewed in Vamety, Aug.
1946 from London. "It appears to have possibilities in
Anna Neagle-Herbert Wilcox combo," said
the Vaihkty review. "Romantic
scenes with Michael Wilding are
well handled though the dialog
is
conventional,"
Cast
was
praised.
Running time
for
American distrib is 88 minutes.
12 minutes less than when originally release'd.

In

addition,

gunman who again dons his sixshooters to avenge the murder of
br,other. Rod Cameron gives a

28,

the U.S. becau.se of

screenplay.

Edwards plays one of the principal
heavies and does a good job of it.
The plot deals with a reformed

"Piccadilly Incident." As.soci-'
ated British producslon which
Metro is releasing in the U.S..

'

A
}

strong performance as the avenger.
He make,% St a virile, character -that
could believably go through the
,

several solid fight sequences that
point up the action; There are two
hdroines, and this, time the hero
grabs off the more lively of 'the
pair instead of the sweeter—a nice
[switch. He is pitted against Heed

;

I

}

(Continued on page 20)

1

Again and again and again, your patrons wilt be touched

and reawakened by the haunting beauty
and

loveliness of

NIGHT SONG.

Again and again and again, they will laugh, they will

cry,

they .will be stirred by the romance and the
joy

and the music

in this

magnificent film of

two people who loved, gambled and won.

Again and again and again, they

will thrill to

the en-

chanting magic of one of the screen's most
treasured entertainments!

R'KO

DANA ANDREWS

MERLE ODERON

ETHEL DARRYMORE
A JOHN CROMWELL PRODUCTION

with

HOAGY CARMICHAEL
Produced by HARRIET

PARSONS

Piano concerto by lEITH STEVCNS • Performed by

ARTUR RUBIHSTEfN

THE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTItA
Conducted by EUGENE
Dii«cte<i

by JOHN

/

ORMANDY

CROMWELL

SciMn

pliy by Frank Fonton

and Dick livinK Hylond

JiTj

^

.
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Wetlneaday, Janiuuy 28,
.
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Down
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with Mercury Albeit

FICTCBB CROSSES
Best Bet

h

Sluggish Seattle,

telrim $45,000; Esther Waiiam^

Seattle,

ChicagorJan,
Chi film

grosses

'

27.

currently are

up the boxoflice. Biggest
new procluct is being clone by
"Always Together," with 9 terrilic
boost from Esther Williams oh stage
'

Estimated Total Gross
I^ast
.

Door,"

should

be nice

Week

.$655,30*

(Based oH 22 tUeotres):

Last Year

Nifty $50,000 is
the State-Lake.
"My
in prospect for eight days.

at

Wild Irish Rose" looks considerably
over average with $45,000 at Chicago.
with Sugar Chile
"Driftwood,'-'
Eobinson heading stagebill, looks a
in e d i u ra $40,000 at the Oriental
Grand's newcomer, "Secret Beyond

lOG

New Storm

Slashes

Juggling around or holding major
marks the current week
houses. "Sleep

$gl3,S«t

Treasure'-Hampton Rousing

but neither are

Hardly recovered from three nearto Rio" (Par) (m.o.). Solid
for fourth week, downtown; zero cold spells and 'several snowLast week, "Irish Rose" (WB)^ good storms within the last' 10 days, N, Y.
$4,100 on third week.
flUn theatre business was: sharply
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.339; 45-80) slashed by last Saturday's (24) bliz—"Sleep, My Love" (UA) ^and "Big
Town Dark" (Par). Oka]^:. $11,000. zard. Only a sizeable comeback on
Last week, "Daisy Kenyon'*- {20th), the following .day (Sun.) enabled

most'Broadway

$10,700.

(J&VH)

(1,650;

last stanza.

BlizHoliblesHub;

only $22,500 with "A
is
P.-iIace
Woman's Vengeance." "The" Flame"
Is flickering with modest .$12,000 at
^
the Roosevelt.
Bcston, Jan. 27.
Most potent of the extended-runs
Recurrent blizzards are still bogis "Bi.<ihop's Wife," socko $30,000 in
"Gen- ging down transportation and biz
its! third week at the Woods.
tleman's Agreement" holds well at with it, with resulting slow takes in
the Apollt) with $11,000 for 11th most spots.
"Gentleman's Agreeweek. Remainder of city is packed
ment" still looks best on .second
with reissues and holdovers.
round, with "Cass Timberlane" showEstimates tor This Week
ing some biz at the State and OrApollo (B&K)
$1.28)

Tmberlane' 33G

firstruns to

shape

—

Musie Box (H'E) (850; 45-80)
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Invisl-i
ble Wall" (20th) (m.o.). Fancy $5;000. Last week, "Captain Castile"
(20th), very good $4,300.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Sundown" (FCJ) and "Kansan'f
(FC) (reissues). Thin $4,000. Last
week, "Walter Mitty'' <J^O), solid
$6,800.

—

Garrick (B&K) (900; 98)
"Bad
Missouri" CWB) and "McGuer-

Excellent

$17,000

after

$19,000

—

—

.

.

for

last.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
Brooklyn" (UA) (reissues) .(2d
Average $10;00D after $12,000 'Prince of Thieves" (Col) plus Bill
Robinson, Jane Kean, others, on
»pener.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 98)~"Secret stage. Ordinary $22,000. Last week,
Beyond Door" (U). Pert $20,500. "Pirates Monterey" (U) plus Lanny
Last week, "Fugitive" (RKO) (2d Ross, Marie McDonald, others, on
stage, $20,000.
wk); big $18,500.
•OrienUl (Kssaness) (3,400: 98)
Exeter
(Indie)
45-65)—
(1,000;
"Driftwood" (Rep) with Sugar Chile "Black Narcissus" (U) and "Action
Robinson in person. Modest $40,000. for Slai^der" tU).
Foreign house
Last week, "Love From Stranger" doing okay $4,000 on this with nabe
,(EL) (2d. wk), fine $32,000, with trade.
I^st week, ."To Xive in
Donald O'Conhor heading stageshow. Peace" (Indie) and "Jeannie'' (Indie)
P » 1 » c e (RKO) (2,500; 98)
(4th wk),-$2,000.
y
"Woman's Vengeance'' i<U). Good
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-8ff)—
$22,500.
Last week, "Senator Was "T-Men" (EL) and "Always
ToIndiscreet" (U) (2d wk), ftiee $19.- gether" (WB). First-runs here; sat500.
isfactory $G,500.
Last week, "Road
Rlalto (Indie) (1,700; 98)— "Son of' to Rio" (Par) and
"Dragnet" (SG)
Frankenstein"
(U)
and "Bride (m.o.), $7,300.
Frankenstein" (U) (reissues). Sh$rp
Kenmare (Indie) (900; 45-65)—
$15,500. Last week, "Iftiuns Mohawk"
"Shoe-Shine'* (Indie) (4th wk). Nice
(20th) and "Mark of Zorro" (20th)
$2,000 after $2,480 for last Week.
(reissues), $17,000.
*
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 98)— '.'The
Flame" (Rep). Good $12,000. Last "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) (2d
wk). Still on top with neat $23,000
week, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) (2d
after $28,000 in first.
jns

•

^

.

V
wk)i$9,D0Q.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700: 98)
J Alwa.vs Together". (WB)
with E.s-

—

_

Iv'I yi^^^'^s topping
Slick
$50,000 in 8 davs.

stageshow.
Last week.

^Tr^fen" (EL) with Jan August

and

heading • stagebill (2d
wk). oke $34,000.
; United, Artists (B&K) (1.700:98 V—

(WB)

Jezebel"

$14000

^^^'^^^ $10,000.

„_Woods
Bi-ihop's

^f'.f

—

(Essaness) (1.073: 98)

(RKO) (3d wk).
Last week, $32,000.

Wife"

Sizzling $30,000.

c

(2d wk),
Last week.

(reissue)

(587;

77)-"Barber

r^^'''^) (St'h wk).
Last Week, $5,000.

CoM

Cuts Indpls. Biz;

'iiirter'

Terrific

Fine at 12G,

others on ^Saturday,

a Third Party

'Senator'

Indianapolis, Jan. 27.

with

depressing *ffect on ftrstrun
biz here. "Unconquered," playing Circle at
tilted scale, is easily
leader.
"If Winter Comes" at
Loew'.s and "Senator Was

Mm
the

Indiscreet"

»t Indiana are only

about averiage,
Estimates for This Week
(2,800:

«i Mj,'l*'''..,^°™'''«-I5olle)

74-

ynconquered" (Par). Strong
week, "Magic Town"
"Riff-Raff" (RKO), fair

siftnnr Last
T^v^O

«fnn?n^
$10,000
at 44-65C. scale.

.Indiana
.tS^il"'"!

,

(G-D)

Was

(3,360;

44.-65)—

Indiscreet"

(U) and

nrn^'spenng City" (EL).. Mild $11,yin,-,,,La?t week,
(20th), oke $12;000.

i°-^>

•S, w

"iw^"'"'-*

Iron

"Daisy

Kcnyon"

(1.300;

44-65)(EL) and

Mask"

l^ailt" (EL) (reiw.mH'^'"?.?
"Wn.t^-T?'''eWv.*5'000. Last week,

A"'^''

$4500.

Vj}i^t''^'%^^°^^'^> (2,450; 44-65)—"If
» (domes'' (M-G) and "Murder
Kevei;se'
(Indie). Nice $12,000.

in
jn

i-as

we^

"Swordsman" (Col) and
(-Ijmour Girl" (Col), strong $14,000.

T.^'^''"'".,,

B?.

(<^-^)

(1.600;

?/9"''l^"
(Col)
L<J-Up"
(Col). Nice

44-G5)— "I
and "Last
$7,000. La.st

is

tliis

—
.

.

ered,

"Holiday C^mp," with help &om
fine crix appraisal, is doing nicely
with $9,000 at the Park Avenue de-i
Roxy, which
spite the weather.
wound up its second week with
"Ideal Husband," plus Bona Massey,
Rosario & Antonio heading stagebill,
at a very mild $52,000, brings in

"You Were Meant for Me" and stagePhiladelphia, Jan. 27.
Near-blizzard conditions "over the show topped by Louis Armstrong's
weekend are cutting ^acply into biz band today (Wed.). "Husband"-Masalong Filmrow this session. HOW- Stey bill was off $38,000 from opening
ever, a coupl!& of spots featuring po^
weelc.
Winter Garden launches "Woman's
tent marquee, names are doing okay
despite weather and transportation Vengeance" tomorrow (Thurs.) after
snarl.
two drab weeks with "Secret Beyond
Faring okay arc "Tycoon" and Door," final session being a sad $10,>
Meh-opolitan~ (M-P) (4,367; 40-80) "Treasuie of Sierra Madre." Hold- 000. Warner brings in "Miracle Can
—"I Walk Alone" (Par) and "Head- overs of "I Walk Alone" and "Road Happen" next Tuesday (3 )^ marking
ing Heaven" (EL). Would have been to Rio" are still packing plenty
of the first time this house has brought
better than strong $21,000 except for power. William Goldman's Erlanger in an outside picture in years. "Voice
snow. Last week, "Daisy Kenyon" opens again tomorrow (Wed.) with of Turtle." which never did get go(20th) and "Slippery McGee" (SG), "Cass Timberlane."
ing, is down to thin $11,000 in* cur$20,000.
rent (fifth) week. -Palace brings in
Estimates for This Week
"Night Song" today (Wed.) after five
Orplicum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
Aidine (WB) (1,303; 50-$ia5)— fairly good weeks with ^'Tycoon."
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G). Blitzed
"Unconquered" (Par) (5th wk)." Final session of six days' is down to
to offish $23,000. Last week, "Sleep,
Looks bright $17;000. Last week, $10,000, .way off from recent weeks.
My Love" (UA^ and "Glamour Girl" $18,500.
"Pauradine Case," which likely will
(Col), $20,000.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)v-"Wild
at
raramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)— Irish Rose" (WB) (2d run). Good land nice $128,000 in third week
up well in
"T-Men" (EL) and "Always To- $7,000. Last week,. "Had to Be Vou" Mixsic Hall, is holding
view of severe weather. Stays a
gether" (WB).
Firstrun is doing (Col), modest $4,700 iseeond run.
fourth.
nice $16,080 here with downtown
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Sleep;
This
Week
for
'Estimates
trade.
Last week, "Road to Rio" My Love" (UA) (2^ Wk). Fair $15,(Par) and "Dragnet" (SG) (m.o.), 500. Last week, $22,500.
Ambassador (Siritzky) (1,200; 70big $18,006.
Earle (WB) (2,7605 50-94)—"I WaHt $1,50)- "Volpone" (Indie) (5th wk).
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)— "Cass Alone" (Par) (2dwk). GreM $35,000. Down' to $11,000 or near, this week
after strong $13,500 last week. CojjTimberlane" (M-G). Snow no help, La.st week, boflf $44,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Daisy tinues indef. Saturday trade was
but. $10,000 is olcay considering. Last
week, "Sleep, My Love" (UA) and Kenyon" (20th) {2d wk). Thin $13,- clipped about 30%, which obviously
hurt whole week.
000. Last week, fairish. -$24,000.
"Glamour Girl" (Col), $8,000.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1,80)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Xranslux (Translux) (900; 30-74)^
(RKO) (8th wk).
"Boomerang" (20th) and A'State Fair" —"Tycoon" (RKO). Big $25i000. Last —"Bishop's Wife"ended
last (Tues.)
^venth frame
(20th) (reissues). Cate.44,000. Last week. "Good News" (M-O.) (4tti wk),
'night
was nice $35,000 after $39,500
fine
.$13,000.
week, "Walk in Sun*' ,(20th) and
for sixthi Stays on, with campaign
50-04)—
Kai>lton
(Goldman)
(1,000:
"Irish Eyes Smiling"* (20th)
(re"I Love Trouble" (Col). Mild $8,000. stressing stars rather than title helpissues), same.
Last week, "tjost Moment" (U) (2d' ing.
Bljoa {CHy Inv.) (650; 85-$J.50)—
wk); so-so- $9,000.
KeiUi's (Goldman) (1.300; 50-94)^ "Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (Bth wk).
"Captain Castille" (20th) (2d run).- Still okay at $7,500 in fifth round
'Earrings' Golden
Oke $9,000. Last week. "Green Dol- ended last Monday (26) night after
phin Street" (M-G) (2d wk), neat $8,500 for fourth. Continues.
Cqritol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
Weathers Denver Storm $9,000 second-run.
"H Winter Comes" (M-G) plus
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
Denver, Jan. 27,
(WB). Sammy Kaye orch. First week end"Treasure Sierra Madre"
Heavy weekend snow and cold Nice $32,000. Last week, "Always ing today (Wed.) is highly -disapwave is putting a fresh dent into Together" (WB) yanked after one pomting at $54,000, with crix pans no
firstruns here.
Theatres helped in week at picayune '^18,000.
help. Stays only one week more, per
first half of week by National Stock
(Cummins) (500; 50-94)— present plans. Last week, "High
Pix
Show crowds. "Golden Earrings" is "FaMasia''"{RKO) (2d wk). Fair $6,^ Wall" (M-G) and Tommy Dorsey.
weathering storm and is standout at 000, Last week, good $8,000.
orch on stage (4th wk!>, $49,400.
the Denham with a big week in pros(WB) (2.950: 50-94)— "Naked City" (U) booked mt house
Stanley
pect.'
"Road to Rio" (Par) (4th wk). Sweet but may not open next.
.Criterion (Loew's) (1,700: 60-$1.25>
$20,000. Last week, husky $25,000.
Estimates for This Week
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "T- —"T-Men" (EL). Teed off stoutly
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
but Saturday storm sloughed it badly.
"Senator Indiscreet" (U) and "Mary Men" (EL) (3d wk). Okay $11,000
However, likely will wind up initial
Lou" (Col), after week at Denver, after trim $15,500 last week.
week
ending today (Wed.) at rousE-squire.
Good $3,500. Last week,
ing $30,000, especially fine in view
"Swordsman" (Col) and "Glamour
Ox bliz, Stays. Last week, final six
Girl" (Col) (m.o,), $2,500.
Estimates
days of fourth week of "Senator
Denliam (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
Film gross estimates, as reWas Indiscreet" (U) was moderate
"Golden Earrings'' (Par). Big $17,ported herewith from the vari$16,000.
000 or near.
Holds.
Last week,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$r.20)—
0U.S key cities, are net, i.e., with"Road to Rio" (Par), fine $9,000 in
Body and Soul'r (UA) {12th wk).
out the 20% tax. Distributors
4th week.
Down
a bit from recent weeks at
.sliai c on net take, when playing
35-74)—
(Fox)
.Denver
(2,525;
after $17,400 for Hth round.
$16,000
poicentage, hence the estimated
"Treasure Sierra Madre" (WB) and
Golden (RKO ) (769; $1 .20-^2.40 )—
figures are net income.
"Linda Be Good" (IDL), day-date
"Mourning Becomes Blectra" (RKO)
parenthetic
The
admission
with Webber,
Modest $12,000 or
(10th wk). Still doing okay at $6,500
prices, however, as indicated^
over.
Last week, "Senator Indisafter $7,200 in ninth week. Finishes
include the U. S. amuseme&t tax.
(Continued on page 24)
up here Sunday (1) after a run of 10
'

.

;

Temperatures have been moving
lip and
down from zero all vireek.

17G

—

Are Net

.

(31).

(Indie)

(460;

95-

-

"Good News "(M-G) (4th wk). Oke

hStwmyPUly

Ca-rneeie

PaUce (RKO)

drastically cut.

$3,000 in 5 days. Last week, $3,900.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 2550)
"Repeat Performance" (EL)

Tycoon' Wow 26G

—

zard conditions sent N. 'Y, visitors eluded -last Monday.: (26) night wait
hurrying home, with many theatres $32,300 arter $37,000 in 10th week.
reporting their suburban patronage Continues.

•

(Indie)

tfnnft''
$4,000:

opens next Saturday

'

meller
heading for strong $30,000 or near in
week ending today {Wed.). Rialto's
"Furia" also was hard .hit by the
storm but finished its first week last
'Monday (26), with great $17,500;
and "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) (3d Damaged by unfavorable reviews,
run) Good $3,500. Last week, "Blood "If Winter Comes," with Sammy
on Sun" (UA) and "GI Joe" (UA) iKaye band topping stageshow, is disappointing at {Tapitol with ^54,000 or
(3d run), $3,060.
near. "Winlicr" teed Off too jn ThurS"
day's snowstorm, and never recoyto Rio", (Par), fine $7,00p in 6 days.
BooscTett (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

Idiot"

(Indie)
and
"Ghost of Frankenstein" (Indie) (re«
issaes). Limping along at mild $6^00.
Last week, "Women in Night" (TFC)
(2d wk), $6,200, "Open Secret" (EL)
Little

—

Or]>lie(im

'"The

(900; 70-$i. 40)—

"Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue) (2d wk).
Initial holdover
Broadway deluxers reported trade round probably will be good $6,500
sagged lS-30% on Jan. 24 as com.- after $8,000 in first Week. "Pasision*
pared with recent Saturdlays. Out- nelle" (Indie) set to open Saturday
lying neighborhood houses in Queens (31).
Mayfair (Brandt) {1,736; 70-$1..50)
reported business was off 40-60%,
while circuit theatres in Manhattan —"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
were off as much as 33^n. The bliz- (12th wk). Eleventh session con»

—

wk).

and 4 days.
(Indie) opens Feb. 4.

GoUiam (Brandt)
"Mummy's Ghost"

session.

Paramount and Stx-and, of the six
^
houses to launch outstanding bills
(H-E) (2;600; 45-80)
"Exile" (U) and "The Trap" (Mono). this stanza, are battling it out for top
Barely passable at $10,000. Last laurels. Par, with "I Walk Alone"
week, "Hagen Girl"
(WB) and and stageshow topped by Andy ;Rus"Blondie in Dough" (Col), so-so $8,- sell, Helerr Forrest and Jerry Wald
.band; wound up the first week at
800.
,
$90,000 or near. Strand looks
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)- smash
(1,400;
as strong with "Treasure of
"Had to Be You!' (Col) {4th wk) equally
"Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th) pheum. "I Walk Alone" looks strong
Sierra Madre"
Lionel Hampton's
run this house. Okay $4,000 band heading and
(Uth wk). Neat $11,000. . Last week, at the Met. "T-Men" shapes nice Record
stagebiU. Looks sock
in 6 days. Last week, excellent
about same'.
$70,000.
at Paramount and Fenway,
300.
Cliioago (B&K) (3,900; 98)— "Wild
"T-Men" shapes as next best at the
Faramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
Estimates for This, Week
Despite its opening In
IriiiK
Rose" (WB).
Firm $45,000.
Criterion.
Astor .(Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)— "Out of Past" (RKO) and "Under snowstorm last Thursday (22) an^
Last week, "Captain Castile'' (20th)
Tonto Rim" (RKO); Fair $8,000 of
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (5th wk).
(2d wk),. solid $41,000.
close. Last week, third of "Road being sloughed badly along with the

Men

$70,090,

weeks

75-$1.25)— even .reasonably well in the curtent $1.20)

"Unconquered" (Par) (3d wk). Great
$8,000 in 4 days after nifty $16,500

at $20,500.

Biz;

lalk'-Rttssell-WaUm

Estimates for This Week
Blue Manse (H-E) (800;' 45-80)

good

J

and "Exile," at Or-

tops,

bi":

Liberty

(Based on 18 theotresT

Broadway

My Ijove,"

pheum, look

IS'

27.

$6,000

Broadway Grosses

biz of
"

Jan.

"Road

down with the thermometer.
new pics plus two reissues aren't

staying

Six
heating

.

atttactions

atHRt run

at Fifth Ave.,

Ups Together Oke50G,Tlamel2G

,
-

-

(1,700;

60-$1.20)

"Night Song" (RKO). Opens here
today (Wed.). Last week, "Tycoon"
(RKO) (5th wk-6 days), dipped to
$10,000 or under after okay $17,000
for fourth stanza. Bu.sinoss was 20%
off

on Saturday

(24).
(3,664; 55-$1.50)

Paramount (Par)

—"I Walk Alone" (Par) plus stageshow headed by Andy Russell, Helen
Forrest, Jerry Wald orch (2d wk).
First week ended last (Tues.) night
soared to great $90,000 despite storm
and cold waves. In ahead, "Where
There's Life" (Par) and stagelrill,
topped by Stan Kenton orch. Via
Damone (4th wk), $55,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
—"Holiday Camp" (U). After fairly
slow opening, climbing to fine $9,000
or near in first week ending tomorrow (Thurs.). Naturally holds,
crix opinions being uniformly goodk
In ahead, "Henry V" (UA)' (7th
Wk-6 days), $5,500.
Badio City Music Hall (Roclcetel->
lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)
"Paradlna
Case" (SRO) plus stageshow (3d
wk). Still in chips at $128,000 after
fine $130,000 for second. Holds a'
fourth stanza, with "Double Life'*
(U) opening Feb. 5. "I Remember

•

—

Mama" (RKO) booked

to

follOTV

"Life."

BUHo. (Mayer) (594; 50-$1.50)—
"Furia" (Indie) (2d wk). Storm
Saturday probably held this back in
first

week ended on Monday

(26)

but

will be rousing $17,500 or better,
In ahead, "Pattic" (Tri-Color) (8th
wk-6 days), solid $5,000 in final session of record run here.
BlvOli (UAT-Par) (2.092; 6041.25)

—"Captain Castile"

Down

to $25,000 or

(20th) (5th wk).
less in current

frame after $30,000 for fourth weelt.
Stays on.

—

.

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
"You Were Meant For Me" (20th)

plus "Louis Armstrong 6rch, Robert

Lamouret, Boy Foy, Ray Malone on
stage.
Opens today (Wed^). Last
week, "Ideal Husband" (20th) -in'ith
Ilona Massey, Rosario & Antonio.
Roily Rolls heading stagebill (2d
wk), skidded drastically to near
$52,000;. flirst was big $90,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10).—
"Had to Be You" (Col) and "Uni
finished Dance" (M-G) (2d runs).

Open today (Wed.). Last week,
"Good News" (M-G) (2d run) and
"Murder in Reverse" (Indie) {Ist
run), solid $18,000.

Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.50)—
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" (WB)
plus Lionel Hampton orch, etc. For
week ending -tomorrow (Thurs.)
likely will hit smash $70,000, best

first

"

many weeks. Bliz slowed it
at start. Holds naturally. Last week,
final 9 days of "Wild Irish ROee"'
here in

(WB) with stageshow headed by Ink
Spets {4tb wk), thin $33,000.
.Sattoa (Rugofl-Becker) (S&l; 70I'm Going"
Another storm
(24th wk).
(tf)
victim with takings down to $3,800
in :23d week ended last Monday (28)
night, after nice $4,600 in 22d frame.
$1«5)—"Know Where

Continues.
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
"Fugitive" (RKO) (5th wk). Fifth
round ending today (Wed.) was fine
$15,000

after

week.

Tliis

big $17,000 in fciurth
was hard-hit by

-too

blizzard.

Warner (WB) (1.499; d0-$1.50)—
"Voice of Tui-tle" (WB)- (5th wk).
Looks very mild $11,000 this session
after $16,000 for fourtli. "Miracle Can
Happen" (UA) already bein.t; advertised to open here, and will tee off
Feb. 3, "Turtle" going only a few
days past the fifth stanza.
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312: 60$1.20)— "Secret Beyond Door" (U)
(2d wk). For first holdover sessioa
ending today (Wed.) is hitting th«
skids to very thin $10,000: first was
only fairly good $20,000, "A Woman's
Vengeance" (U) opens tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Philly Film Course
Philadelphia. Jan. £7.

The first course in motion picture
technique ever offered in this city
it being caught at the Theatre Art*
Institute
under the tutelage of
Joseph V. Noble. Latter is formerly
of the Film Institute faculty of the
College of the City of New Yort

.

-

its World Premiere,
Warner Theatier New York

in

#
Watch a "MIRACIE"

'

in Philly, Feb. 18th,

Stanley Theaf re,

ond

,

Detroit, Feb. 20th,

Michigan Theatre.

"MIRACLE"

from

UA

<

.

|

is

ncrriTitB cainssiss

Snowstorm Sloughs AD

W

Pttt Fix;

$im

Mad

'Sierra

+

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Worst (nowstorm here in years,
which crippled dowrrtown over the
weekend, brought biz in the Golden
trianfpe to a virtual standstill.
Crimes weht off sharply Saturday
toA Sunday, when the bulk of- the

fast' Powerful $17,000

13G

'

Key

is obtained.
Best of the
pictures looks liice "Treasure of
the Sierra Madre" at Stanley but
nothing to write home about. The
two other arrivals of the week,
"Black Narcksus," at Harris, and "1
Walk Alone,", at Penn, are similarly
taking it on the chin.
GHliinates for This Week

{Based on 23

new

Snow in

nnz, mcvudVng

L'viBe;

lairLow$ll,i
Louisville. Jan, 27.
First severe cold .spell of winter is
ijiving the chill to downtown theatres
thia session.
Heavy snow, unusual
in these parts, and the cold snap are

"My Dog

anticipated.

topping,

Shep''
Krriest

show with
nice

i.s

at

the

Los

1)oQr'

3P^G,

Metropolitan

(Snider)

days), $16,600.

—

Palace (D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.20)
(20th) (5th wk). Down
to $10,500. Last week, neat $14,000.
Pantace* (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)
"Swordsman" (Col) and "Mary Lou"
(Col)
(2d wk). Mild $8„'>00. Last

"Agreement"

—

week, disappointing $12,600.

Paramount (F&M)

(3.398;

60-$])—

"R-oad to Rio" (Par) (4th wk) and
"Big Town Dark" (Par) (3d wk).
Finales at $13,000. Last week, nice
$16,800.

Paramount Bollywood (F&M)

(1,-

451; 60-<$l)—"Road Rio" (Par) (4th
wk). Neat $12,000. Last week, $13,700.

BKO
—

Hillsireet

(RKO)

(2.890; 60-

spots.

65)— "The

Gangster" (Mono) and
"Smart Politics" (Rep). So-so 49,500.
week, "Pittsburgh" (U) and
"Green Hell" (U) (reissues), slow

"Paradine Case"

'

show run with about

Last

—

'

locations.

$7,500.

(Loew) (3.200: 44-85)— "If
Winter Comes' (M-G) and ."Mary
Lou (Col). Hoping for neat $20,000.
plus
week, "Sleep,, My Love" (UA)
Tubh Last
and "Murder In Reverse" (UA),
»l*te

National.

$10,009.

Last week, "Prince Thieves" (Col)
and "Shepherd Valley" (2Wh) (10

80) "Swordsman" (Col) and "Mary
Lou" (Col) (2d wk>. Dull $9,500.
is closing roadLast week, $15(500.
$17,000 in two
Bialto (D'town) (3,32: 8.5-$1.20)
"Gentleman's Agreement"
Paradine Case" (SRO). Good $10,.^
continues upped-prioe run with $18,- 000 for one--week booking.
Last
000 for fifth round, two spote. "Bish- week, subsequent-run.
op's Wife" .still is pleasiijg at $10,000
BHz (FWC) (1.370: 60-Sl >— 'Secret
in fifth stanza.
Door" (U) and "Stork Bites Man"
(UA). Slow $8i500. La.st week. "SenEstimates for This Week
Apollo (FWC) (COO; 60-85)— "The ator" (U) (3d wk), $6,000.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-.«il)—
Flame"- (Rep) and "Campus HoneyLast "Secret Door" (U) and "Stork Bites"
moon" (Eep). Okay $2,000,
and
(Col)
(UA). Light $4,000. Last week. "Sen"Prince
Thieves"
v.-cek,
"Shepherd of Valley" (20th) (10 ator" (U) (3d wk), fair $;J.'200.
United Artists (UAi (2.100: 60-$l)
days), $2,900.
"Secret Door" (U) and "Stork
BelraOttt. (FWC)
(1,532; 60-$l)—
Last
"Flame" (Rep) and "Campus Honey- Bites" ''(UA). Weak $9,500.
moon" (Rep). Mild $2,500. Last week, week, "Senator" (U) (3d wk) and
"Prince Tliieves" (Cfoi) and "Shep- "Chinese Ring" (Mono) (2d wk),

44-

(3,100:

'Ftanie' I71/2G

Honeymoon" (Rep). Modest

Artgeles, Jan. 27.

Boxofilce re^tums are droopy in
current week, with "Cass Timberlane" the only new entry causing
any stir at the wickets. (Jther.s are
definitely on the light side ar .: holdovers arc in same category. "Tim»
berlane" is Dighting a robust' $67,000
or close in ibrjee theatres.
"Secret Beyond Door," in .six situ"The
ations, look^ scant $31,500.
Flame" likely will hit mild S17,5O0
in four houses, mostly smullseaters.

Albee (RKO) (2,'200; 44-65)— "Out
(RKO) (1st wk) and "Caravan" (RKO) (2d wk). Fairly good
$17,000. Last weeJc. "The Exile" (U)
and "Caravan" (RKO). sad $10,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
—"Captain Ca.stilc'' (20th) (3d downtown wk). Fair $3,000. Last week,
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d run),
good $4,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1.400: 44-65)— "Shark
Island" (20tb) and vaiide on stage.
Fair $6,000. Last week. "Tender
Second week of "You Were Meant
Years" (20th) (reissue) and vaude For Me" shapes okay $40,000 in lour
on stage, same.
spots as is "Sierra Madre" with $37,44-65)— 500 in three, also second stanza.
Majestic
(Fay)
(2.200:
"Treasure Sierra Madre" (WB)/and Final (fourth) week of "Road to
"Linda Be Good" (WB). Not bad at Rio" looks trim $23,000 in two Para$14,000. Last weelc, "Castile" (20th)
mount houses. "Swordsman" is -down
(2d wk),' good $10,000.
to $18,000 in second session, two

keeping patrons by the home fireside.
Rialto playing "Unconquered"
at road show prices will talce top
coin although biz is not as hefty as
hillbilly stage

Iriz.

Week

o£ Past"

N. Y.)
Total Grm* Same Weeir
Lwrt Tear
$3,C4S,m
(Bated on 22 cities 206 theatres)

44-76>—
(Shea)
Falton
(1,700;
"Captain Castile" (20th) (3d wk).
Slow siart this week, and show put
on fini.shing touches^ Doubtful if
more than $6,000, dull. Last week,
showed .strength at $11,000.
Harris (Harris} (2,200; 44-76)—
Opened on
•'Blaek Narcissus'' (U).
day o£ the big snow and had poorest
getaway house has had in year.s.
Iiooks sad $(i,000 or a bit over. Last
week: "Swordsman*' (Col), $10,500.
Ttm (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)—
"Walk Alone" (Par). Got it in the
neck same as others but looks fairly
Last week,
passable at $13,000.
"Sleep, My Love'' (UA), $13,500,
KHz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)— "Sleep.
Love" (UA) (m.o.). Might do $2,000,
rather dreary. Last week, "If Winter Comes" (M-G) (m.o.), $2,500.
Sengfor (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—

crimped

also

Estimate* for ThIa

.

But B.O.S Not So Hot;

Tmberiane'LoneRobustNewEntry,

Ace new entries look like "Treasure
Sierra Madre" and "Out of Past,"

cities 219 thea.

tres, chiefly prst

m

Providence, Jan. 27,
Heavy weekend sndwstorm before Providence could dig itself out
of the previous snow left everything
badly stranded hereabouts. City"
wide street, parking ban over usually

heavy vireekend

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosr
Tbi> Week
$3,*22,SM

take usually

Warm in LA.

In Pro?. Despite Bliz

$23,000.

"Always Together" also is fairly
Sirandl (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)
good at the IVIary Anderson.
--"Road To Rio" (Par) (3d wk)
Last week,
$2,500.
Estlnates for This Weekopened Monday (26). Second week
Agreement" (20th) (m.o.), big $5,000;
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40(WB) (3,800; 44-76)— (SO)T-"Daisv Kenyon'' (20th) (m.o.). was solid $1S,000.
Stanley
"Treasure Sierra
Madre" (WB). Fair $3,500. La.st week, "Road to
Moderate $14,500, or over.
Last Rio" (Par) (3d wk).neat $,5,000.
week, second of "Eoad to Rio" (Par),
Kentueky (Switow) (1.200; 30-40)
okay $16,000.
—"Green Dolphin Street"
and
Warner (WB) <2fl00; 44-76)— "Bad Men Missouri" (WB)(M-G>
herd Valley" (20th) (10 days), $4,- fair -$i> 400
(reissue).
Cptowii'(FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)
"Hoad to Bio" (Par) (in,o.). Trim Medium $3,000. Last week, "Go!d(»i
200.
$6,.W0, okay for comedy in, third
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; 80-$1.50)— "Meant For Me" (20th) and "Dan*
Earrings" (Par) and "Escape Me
week downtoWn. Last week, "Al- Never" (WB). $3,200.
(20th) gerous Years" (20th) (2d. wk). Good
Agreement"
"Gentleman's
Last week, $11,100.
ways Together" (WB) and "AdvenSfary Jtiulerson (People's) (1.100:
$21,09(1 (.5th wk). Good $7,500. Last week, $8,000,
Vogve (FWC) (885; 85-$1.20)
ture Island'^ (Par), $4,500.
nice $9,000.
40-60)— "Alwavs Together" (WB).
Beverly Hills Mask Hall (G&S- "Paradine" (SRO) (4th wk) Near
Mildish $6,000.
Last week, "Wild
Washington. Jan. 27.
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l)— "Ro6se- $7,000. Last week, good $8,300.
Irish Rose" (WB) (4th wk) lively
Weekend storm fdded several velt Story" (UA) and "Dragnet"
Wilsbire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l) -r$6,000.
layers of ejoom to midtown sthnw biz.
'Rbdre' Beats Cmcy's
National (Standard) (2,400: 60-80; With radios urging the citizenry to (SG) (2d wk-6 days). Down to, $2,- 'Timberlane" <M-G>. Sharo $174500.
La.st week. "Killer McCoy^ (M-G)
^"My Dog Shep" (SG) and stage stay
home, n'carly all theatres were 500. Last week, thin $3,600.
(2d.wk), dull $5,700.
Bruin (FWC) (876; 85-$1.20)
show topped by Ernest Tubb. Rural badly hit. DestJite this. "Road to
Blow for f 14,000;
60-$l)
Wiltern (WB)
(2.300;
music fans really going for the folk Rio" should- be bis;. "Treasure Sierr.i Back to subsequent-run. Last week,
"Sierra Madre"
(WB) (2d wk).
son?s here, with brisk
likely. Madre" also is oksiv. ''Out of Past" final 6 days '"Paradine Case" (SRO)
Nifty $12,000. Last, week, $15,300.
'Senator' Lnsty $14,500 Last week, "Carnegie $11,000
(2d wk), okay $5,900.
Hall" (UA), looms as nice at Keith's,
Carthay
Circle
(1,518; 80nice S8,00O.
(FWC)
Cincinnati, Jan. 27.
Estimfftes tor Hiis Week
(RKO) (5th
Eialto (FA) (3,400; $1.30)— "UnTlie winter's most severe snow and
Capitol (.Loew's) (2.434: 44-80)— $1.50)— "Bishop's Wae"
Coinbo of- in- "Secret Beyond Door" (U) with wk). Pleasing $10,000. Last week,
cold put the bite on pix grosses over conquered" (Par).
the weekend, but this session's gen- clement weather and rai.sed admish vaude. Luckv (o eet s"d S1G.00O, and $12,000.
(Grauman-WC)
(2.048;
Chinese
eral outlook is being helped by fairly price a little tpo mirtrh for regular it can't all be blamed on tho snow.
good returns on four new opening!]. pattons with only moderate $19,000 Last week. "Intrique" (UA) plus 60-$l)— "Meant For Me" (,20th) (2d
wk). Fair $9,500. Last week, below
"Senator Was Indiscreet" and "Treas- in sight. Last week. "Daisv, Kenyon" vaude. okay S21.000.
ure 'of Sierra IVfadre" are neck and (20th), nice $16,000 and m.o.
Colamhia (Loew's) (1.263: 44-70)— hope.s but okc $14,000.
60-$!)—
State
Colver
(Loew'.s>
(FWC)
(1,145;
40-60)—
(3,080;
nepk for I'rorit money with latter be"Good News"- (M-G) (2d run), Tbift
Beyond Door" <U) and
ing strongest. "Heaven Only Knows" "High Wall" (M-G) and "Woman
*5.000. La.st week.- "Killer McCoy" "Secret
Slight
"Stoi* Bites. Man" (UA).
and "Prince of Thieves" are trailini;. From Tangier" (Col). Personal for (M-G.) (2H run). .SfiOOO.
Ss^n Francisco, Jan. 27.
VHtb'a (RKO) (l.fl38: 44-R0v_"Out $4',000. Last week. "Prince Thieves"
"Cass Timberiane" is having a rosy one day of Audrey Totter, with variPreem of "Night Song" hero at
ofts appearances at civic' clubs and
(Coi) and "Shepherd Valley*' (2gth)
second round.
of Past" fRKO). Nice SIO.OOO. Last
the Golden Gate is attracting the
...
plenty of white space helping this, week. "WistfuJ Widow" (U), neat C8 days), slow $4,600.
Estimates for This Week
It
most
currently.
was
attention
Downtovm (WB) (1,800; 60-$!)—
Last SJ2 000. bcttKMr than hopes.,
Allwe (BKO) (3,100; 50-75)— "Sen- but only mild $1 1.000 looms.
helped by benefit on opening day,
ator Was Indi.screet" (U). All right week. "Slceo. My Love" (UA) and
Metr*n<»]l«aB (WB) (1.163: 44-70)— "Treasure Sierra IWadre" (WB) t2d
Average $14.500. Last week,~ and is being supported by vaude
"Slieh( Cast of Murrifir" (WR ) (re- wk).
Last week, "Swordsman" "StoHt Bites Man" (UA). $12,000.
$M,500.
layout for a big session. "GentleStrttnd (FA) (1,000: 40-80)— "Spoil- issue). T>c«s than $6,000 for first full smart $22,700.
(Col), same.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- mati's Agreement'" looks sock at the
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 50-75)— ers" (FC) and "Dianw^nd Jim" (FC) week, Bi'ouftht in mid^meoTs to re-,
(reissues). So-so S4.,i00. Last week, place "The Flame" /Rep) which £eld) (872; 60-$l >—"Roosevelt Story" XTnitcd Nations but "Cass Timber"Cass Timbevlane" (M-G) (2d wk).
good at the
Plump ^IftOOfl after socko $20,000 "Flame" (Rep) and "Under Colorado lasted only 3 davs. Combo of th^-se (UA) and "Dragnet" (SG.) (2d wk-6 lane" is ;Qnly passably
Fox. "Panic" still is making coin in'
Skies" (Rep), about same.
preem. Holds again.
two pix last Week broudhi in $6,300. days). Thin $4,000. Last week, very fifth wedk
at the bandbos Clay
Grand
(KKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
raiaee (Loew'sl (2 370: 44-74)— dull $9,000.
EgyytiaD (FWC) (l.,538; 80-Sl)- house.;-'-'Prince of Thieves" (Col).
Fairish
"Road 'to Bio" (Par>. H'^^a'^ed for
Ertthutes for This Week
Strong
Timberiane"
<M-G).
"Cass
$7,000 in 8 daya
Last week. "Alsmash retunjS before- forrlrs^ bv
OoMen Gate (RKO) (2.844: 6.5-$l)
W^rm;
ways Together" (WB> and "Last
weather, but <^ill .looks h«»Pty- $27,000 $17,500. Last week, "KiJIer McCoy" —"Night Song" (RKOi plan vaude
(M-G ) (2d wk-6 days ). fair $6,000.
Roundup" (CoI>, limp $5,000.
La.st week. "lTnconqU'->''od"-^P'ir) (2d
El Bey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— headed by Barry Wood and WilbiK"
wk). nice .$23.00.0 at T4r,.S1.2« .sc-^le.
„ Keith's (City In v.) (1,542; 50-75)—
Last
Bk; $30,000 or near.
Hall.
Heaven Only Knows" (UA). Okay
Wvrner (WB) (2.I.t4: 44-74)-^ "Flame" (Rep) and "Campus Honey- week, "iVcoon" (RKO) (3d wk)*
$7j500.
Last week, "Out of Blue"
"Treasure Sierra. Madre**
(WB>. moon" (Rep).. Okay $3,000. Last plus vaude headed by Lina Romay
(EL); $6,500.
at
Plenty nf nrai-<5e from- Crix and may week, "Prince Thieves" (Col) awd and Joe Howard, a fair $1,5.800.
tyrte (RKO) (1,400; 50-75 )— "Arihit so}*d nnjm. lA«t week. "I WSflft "Siepherd Valley" (20tb) (10 days),
Detroit. Jan. 27.
(4,6.')1: 60-95)— "Cass
Fox
(FWC)
$4,200.
zona" (Col) and "Texas" (Col) (reSub-zero weather ©f the past week Alone" (Par). S1&.000,
Esqnire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)-^ Timberiane" (M-G). Good $31,000.
iMuci*.
Slow $4,500. La-lt week, had little cdcct on the even kocl of
"Beauty and Beast*' (Indie) (2d wk). Last (veek, "Walter Mitty" (RKO),
Hoad to Rio" (Par), fifth downtown
film theati-e biz. Nearly all houses
$32,000.
Good $4,000. Last week, $7,000.
week, good i^jim.
,
iCDirtcd satisfactory letiu'ns. the
^"arBeld (FWC) (2.6i>6: 60-85)—
Four Star (UA-WC;) (SOO; $1.20"Vengeance'
Port.
(KKO)
'(2,600:
50-75
>—
lim*^*""
Michigan being standout with "Treas$130)^"Mouniing. Bec'onidS EJe^a" "Walter Mittv" (RKO) (m.o.). nWice
Treasure
Sierra
Madre" (WB).
.Portland. Ore.. .Tan, 27,
(RKO) (Sth wk). Neat 4!5,«00. Last $18,000 or over. La.'st week, "Mark
Lively $I*.0t)O. Last week. "Woman's ure of Sierra Madre.''. Doing nearly
Do\vntowh boxoffico biz is holding week, $5,600.'
as well is "Out of Pa.?t" at the
Zorjo" (20th) and "Drums Mohawk"
vengeance^ (U), sad $8,000.
)—
near la.st week's level, with -nothing
(rei.ssues). $14,500.
Palms.
(20th)
"Ni,?)>t Song" look.') .solid in
Guild (963; 60-$l
"Secret BeShubert (RKO> (2,100: ,50-75)—
"Caotain From yond Door" (U) and "Stork Bi(e.s
excitins in view.
fec!>nd stanza at the United Artists.
Paramount (Par) (2,648; 60-85)—
Swordsman" (Col) (m.o.).
Rewk).
Castile" at the Oi'ierital and Or- Man" (UA). Slim $3,.50(). Last week, "1 Walk Alone" (Pan
(2tl
Estimates f(>r This Week
Placed alter two day.": by "-Pitt.-^pheum. and '.'Cass Tir-nl>er!ano" at "Senator Indiscreet" (U) and ''Chi- Down to $15,000- Last week, big
bm-gh" dnd,' and "Green Hell': (Ind)
Adams (Balaban) M. 740: 70-98)— tho Broadway,' are still drawin.g weTJ
nese Ring" (Mono) (2d wk), only $27,000.
.^JC'ssues).
"Gi-oci- Dolphin Street" (M-G> (6th
Sad $4,500. Last week.
their third wecfc;. "Womp-n's $2,500.
in
St. rraDci« (Par) (1.400; 60-«5)-Wild Irish Rose" (WB), third round wk). Climbing up near $7,000 against
Vengeance;" at United Artists, isn't
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfelri (1,106: "Road to Rio" (Par) (5th Wk). Oif
"
on .main line, pleasing $6,000.
trim $6,000 last week.
doing much for a nc- picture.
60-$l )— "Roo.sevelt Story" (UA) and to KH.nm. Lait week, heity Sll.OOO.
Estimates for 'This Week
Orpbeom (Blumenfcld (2.448; 55Broadway-Capilol (United Detroit)
"Dragnet" (SG) (2d wl>-6 days).
185)— "Adam Had Four Sons" *Co»
Broaawav (Parker) (1.832: .'iO-SSI Slender ,$2,500. Last week, $3,100.
(3.309; 70-95)— "I Walk Alone" (Par)
'My Love'
"Cao-s
Timbl^rlanc"
»M-G) a"d
and "Fabulous Joe" (UA)- (3d wk>.
Hcllywood (WB) (.2.7.56; 60-$l)— and "Angels Have Wmgs" (Col>
Slipoed to okay $12,000. Last week, "Old Spanish Trail" (Repi (3d wk). "Sierra Madre" (WE) (2d wk). (reissues). Pallid $13,000. Last-week,
Excellent .$11,500. Last week, hot .Average $11,000.
Last week, good "Senator Indiscreet" (Ui (.?d wk),
strong $17,000.

"Swordsman"

(jCoI)

Mitdish
"Gentleman's

(m.o.).
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Kan.sas City, Jan.

,

.

27.

,

oiz IS on a (airly normal keel tliis
week with figures good if not big at
most houses. "Sleep. My Love" at
We Midland has a sliglit edge but
Sierra Madre" is comparatively as
stoBt at
Orpheum. "My Wild
I,
u
"ish
Rose." at Paramount, is irtandin its .second week.
"Tender
at Tower-Uptown-Fair^vay
n^^^^

I

I

°"ly a mil*! $13,000.
n^?7
lemperatures of the yeai- hit
"n S.?*
ihursday and Friday, somewhat
thinni
^^'-ins opening day trade but thermome•ter rose ih time for the week-

'Under

S«!;ate

.

$1,700.

Book" (UA>
Tonto Rim"

$4,003.

story"

Mono

"

(820: ^.B(l-ei-sue)

i

Adv

<RKO).

Last week. "Roose-

(UA) and "Louisiana"

thin $3,000.
.
MMfaiTKl (Loew'.'.-)
I

.

of P.ist"

My

(H-E)

bis;

and '-Paciftc
$5,600.

(2.000;

,^50-85)

—

wk).

m

Mesa" (RKOi. Sturd.v S14.000. Last
week. "Road to Rio" iPar' and "Bis;
Town Dark" (Par) (4th wkK big
(2.976; 70-95)

,5()-8r.

i,,,,,.-

.

)

— "Woman's

VcnsfeaDco"

ok.iy $11,!)00.

;

1

1

!

,

,

'

'

—

I

I

(

;

Neat $3,000. Last week. $4,000,
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404:
)—"Meant for Me" (20£h and
60-J!!
"Dangerous Yearn" (20th) (2d wk).
Average .$16,000. L».st week, pleasing $23,000, but below cspeetauey.
Los Anfrdcs (D'town-WC) (2,097;
)— "Tim'oerlane" (M-G). Bia
fiO-$l
S32,000 or close. Last week, Killer
McCoy" (M-G) (2d wk). $13,800.
Loyola (FWC)
(1,248;
80-$l)
'Meant For Me" (20th) (2d wk>.
About .tf6,ii00, l^m week, good $9,000.
)

j

'

'•

:

(U).

Dull $5,000. La.st week, "CwKi News"
(M-G) (2d wk), fair $0,300.

•

United Artiots (Blumonfeld ) (1,Hollywood iMasic Hall (Blumenfeld) (475; 60-85>—"IloMevett. Story" :207; 55-85)— "Roosevelt Story" (UA)
(UA) and "Dragnet" (SG) (2d wk-9 (2d wk). Drab $5,000 or close. Last
days).
Near $2,000.
Last week, week, oke $9,000 in 5 days.
Sta','edoor (Ackerman) (350:00-85)
slight $2,800.
Surrenders"
(U)
and
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85 )— "Secret '—"Lady,
"Tawny Pipit" (U> (m.o.). Down to
Doofr" (TJ) and "Stork Bites" (UA)
Slow $4,000. Lsist week. "Senator" ; -.200 in 5 days 01 .seventti week
dcvv'ntown. Last week, fino $3,900.
(U) (3d Wk), fair $2,700.
-Clay (Roesner)
(400;
6.')-8,t)
Laorel (Rr)seneT) (890; S1.20)~
"Barber Seville" (Indie ) ),1d wk) "Panic" (Tri-Color) (,ilh wk). Okay

!

(3d

"Captain Ca.stlle"
Dav-date with Orpheum, Holdin.:; up
at "«4.000. Last week, fail' .'S.7,200.
Orpbeom (H-E) (1.730; 50-85)—
wk).
"Captain Castile" (20th)
Last
Oriental. Okay S6.000.
al.so
week, excellent $8,400.
raramoiint (H-E) (.•i.400: 50.85)—
"Miit^ic
Town" (RKOi and "RiffRafT" (RltO) (2d (vk). Neat S9.200.
Last week, sluggish $7,000.
(895:
(Parker)
.Artists
United

JSl 4.000.

—"Night Song" (RKO» and "Head(UA) ar.cl "Devi! linK For Heaven" (ELi <2(l wk(, Solid
(Continued on page 24)
lSH,000 alter sock $17,000 last week.

'»'eej>,

(GoD

(C-)l).

(2«thi

(UD» (2.976; 70-85)— "Out
(RKO> and "Wild Horse-

United Artists (UDi

Aft'air"

;-itijro"

Oriental

,

Palms
I

$17,000,

(427: 50-85i— "Lite
(6 days). Okay

)

band's

—

:

.

(Indrc)

Last week. "Stone Flower"

(Indie) (5 days), fine $2,100.
IMayfair (Parker) (1.50O; .50-85)—
and
(Indie)
(rc'.ssre)
"DracdJa"
'(reissue), I*
"Fi-anken.stein" (Indie
days). Trmi A4.:i00. La.st week. "Hus-

Michigan (UDi (4.O30:
Treasure Sierra Madre" (wBi and
Standout
(Col).
Girl"
Glamour
t
$22,000. Last week. '-Sleep. M-V Love
(UA» and "Smart Politics (Mono)
70-95)

Week

tFox Midwest)

"„'"~.''J"n8le

I

Guild (Parker)
of Verdi"

$18,000.
»;»tiaiate» for OEftJs

*.!M|Kire

velt

$13,800.

(Balabaii) (2.683:70-95)

Indi-screet"
UamblC" (Col). $1().C00.

end.

«a

— Downtown

"Killer McCoy" (f/t-Gi and "Bowery BuckarODs" (Monoi (2d wk).
Mild $9,000 after solid $14,000 opener.
(S.lOO: 70Fox (Fox - Michigan
951— "Thunder in Valley" (20th)
and "Priiico Of Thieves) (Coli. Mild
S19.00O. Last week. "Senator Was

(U) and "Crime Doctor's

•

,

j

I

\

'

.

1

—

week, hasky $2,600.
United Nations (FWC) (1.149; 60"Gentleman's
Agreement"

92.200. Last

—

185)
(20th).

I

i

I

'

;

I

;

!

1

Sock $18,000 or over. La.st
week, "Captain Castile" (20th) (2d
wk), 6 days, fine .«R,0T0
Esq«ire°(BlumcnfeId) (952; 55-85>
—"Prince of Thieves" (Col). Mod'
crate $9,000. Last we«k, "Captain
Boycott" (U), $6,000.
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)— "Invisiible Man" (V) and "Invisible Man,
RetBrns" (U) (reissues). Pale $7.30«.
Rosfe" (Par)

Orphcnm (D'lown-WC) ('2,210; 60- Last week, "Wild Irish
i$l)— "Flame" (Ropi and "Campus (3d wk) (m.o.), $8,000.
,

.
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French

the Guards

OJl Out

fk Sing Blues; DBoi^j^iiuzed

Warsaw, Jan.

Caracas

20,

Would-be patrons at Polish
theatres 'exhibiting U.S. product distributed by the Motion
Assn.
have
Export
Picture
enthusiastic
proved so overly
that theatre managers invariably iare forced to call out. troops
to control the crowds. According to the MPEA, the relative
success Of its films is now determined by the number of militiamen, required and the frequency that they are summoned.

CouU Use Some

U. S. Acts;

•

Age Upon

Industry Sees Dai^
Paris, Jan. 22,

There are two

them sunny,

French picture Brit.
The' EtencK

Sked 12 Homemades

industry and market.

For Feb. Pix Festival

are singing the blues. For American distribs it's mostly" a headache,

London, Jari.' 20.
The British Film Festival is to
except for what good the new curopen at the Odeon, Leicester Square,
rency devaluation may do. Uo.r can Feb. 2, with production in charge
the twain meet easily. The Ameri- of Harry Alan Towers. Following
cans want dollars to send home in are the films chosen for the occasion:
exchange for the francs accruing 'It Always Rains on Sunday"; "An
from sales, while the French are Ideal Husband"; "Fame Is the Spur":
doing their best to snatu American "Jassy"! "A Matter of Life and
exports which .they are. themselve? Death" ("Stairway to Heaven" in
instrumental in arranging for the U. S.); "Holiday Camp"; 'The White
Unicorn"; "The Courtneys of Curzon
most part.

Preem

of
'.Warners'
"Air
at a Lodz house recently
brouglit troops out as often as
three times in the fir.st week of
the picture's run. Other pictures necessitating the use of

Force"

gendarmes were 20th-Fox's "The
Sullivans" and "Mork of Zo'rro"

•

are grossly misinto what's going oft in
country, this being great-

French

The

Own

!'Mine

Street";

their

own

British 7S7o

Man

ly traceable to anti-American propa»
'

,

Tax

Called

,

owned amusement park
sleeper jump from the

Foreign Distribs

Await Arg.

Hmw

Buenos Aires, Jan.

19.

A

decision had been promised three
times now.
Though the raw stock sifuation in
Argentina is noi as acute as in 1945,

when

Hotel Avila, located on outskh'ls
town, uses American or Latin
when and if available. The
Roof Garden, using local band for
mostly local trade, gets good share
Hotel Ma-of the bfz of the city.
jestlc is pldttii^tg to move the Kelley's Ritz Show to its Copacabana
night club, located in the basement.

•

.

•

The money situation in the town
Prices qre terrifically
fabulous.
high.
Scotch goes for about $1.20
U.S.
Beer frotn 66c to $1, accordMost of the
ing to the location.
spots tack on the cover charge, with

is

nary.a squawk from the clientele.
The Club Rio, located on the outis American-run, and would

skirts,

use

'

cameras and all types of
equipment from the U. S. for
the many sets now under construction, and they hope tff use the import' situation to prevail on U. S. disneed

:.

tributors to use their influence to get
these, in exchange for an easing of
the import quotas on Hollywood pix.

RANK PUTS

STSmONCDtCUIB
'

CUEVAS' GRAND BALLET

.

OPENS MAR.

'

,

ITALIAN

HELDTOBErROFANE'

'

•

.

.

,

.

them.selves, who, getting inferior orodiiet, .sell it at bargain
prices to tsxridden exhibs who play
it for mea.ijre returns.

MPEA

Into Brit Austria

"

ployment or deals abroad,— all the.se
cue the French industry to follow
the rest of local economics into a
dark age whence relief is impossible

Graz, Austdav Jan. 20.
With the inking of several fir.strun
houses here. Motion Picture Export
Assn. has grooved its p:i-odi;ct for
the first. time into any area of BfitOpening of
ish-occupied Austria.
Universal's ''De.stry Rides Again"here marks the teeofi of MPEA distributed films.
Besides three theatres in Graz, the
MPEA has also pacted an undisclosed number ot houses in smaller
cities and towns of the British controlled provinces qt Syria and Car-

to predicate.

intbia.

Hi.sk ..of dipping in
the red is
driving' French producers out of
busin«Ss or -.making them try their
hand abroad. Restrictions on banking facilities, red tape and lack of
definite film policy, incentive for the
best talent and scripters to seek em_

'

the heroine's Irish origin. Thiis the
story, say critics, "becomes ioiipioUij

and sacriiegeous."
Censors, who ordered some retouches on Italian dialog,, apparently
didn't 'realize the picture's -.slant on
'

.

in. .thl? version,
Grosses,
ho'wever, are gooil. The hot angle
of the picture, pointed out by critics,
has .1 strong appeal to many filmsej.igipn"

goers,

y

.

.

.
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1

IN

PARIS

Paris, Jan. 27.

and when

'

Several

-

Americar

daubers

Prodded by Eva

Arg.,

Montevideo, Jan.

Maria Felix, Mexican flar

make

19,
is

to

a pic for Cinematogialica In-

in
Americana
(Guthmann)
Buenos Aires some time in August,

ter -

InterLuis Saslavsky will direct.
Americana has also made deal with
Argentina Sono Film to borrow Luis
Cesar Amadori, Sdno's ace director,
to

make "Juan Globo" with

Sandrini.

This was

Luis
Sandrini's box-

sock in Argentine legit hi 1946.
Immediately after making this piCT
lure, Sandrini will trek J,o Spain and
Ilaly for pix and legit work.
Miss Felix's coming will fill the

office

The Marquis de Cuevas' Grand
Monte Carlo will open
March 1 for a two-week season at
the Theatre des Champs Elysees.
Ballet" de

I

be

among

gap made by the elimination of
Libertad
Argentina
Lamarque,
screen star, who is. not allowed: to

chief,

work

will

the
principals,
including
Rosella -Hightoweri Marjorie TallGeorge Skibine, Andre Eglevsky and William- Dollar.
Latter
two left New York by boat Wednesday (21 ) for the engag'ement.

Troupo
Carlo

is

due Mareh

15 in

Monte

regular season, running
fjjrough June.
Then it will .do a
month'.'! engagement at Vichy, as last
fo"r its

.

year.
There had
the
organization

been rumors that
was disb,pnding.
The troupe danced last fall in Paris
for three weeks at the Alhambra,
followed by a week in Brussels.
been inactive since;

It's

in
either
Argentine pix,
niteries, legit or radio, by order of
Mi.ss
Senora
Evade
Peron.
starred in "Cabalgaia del
Circo," in which Senora de Pcron
bad a supporting pjrt before her
marriage, and there was no love lo.st
between the two actresses Miss Felix

Lamarque

has already left the country, accompanied by her composcir husband)
Alfredo MalerbSi and will tour Pern

and Chile.

<

Tilde Thamar (Countess Toplanf)
another Argentine film star who
travelling abroad, having just
finished her latest picture, "White
Horse.Inn." She has joined her husis

is

Mat'kova-Dolin for London
London, Jan, 27.
Markova and Anton Dolin
to do guest appearances with the Sadler's Wells
Ballet Co. at Covent Garden in London, this spring, probably in" June,
They do a Far East tour this sprihg,
but will be back ln Jme for the Lon'

Alicia

have been invited

don engagement.

.

Body of William Butler Yeats, a
founder of Abbey Theatre, who died
on

Other Foreiga Newc

if

film

'

•

talent,

Keep Coming & Going In

'

-

American

available. Theatres, catering mostly
to the Spanish trade, are using touring and local talent.
English language is virtually unknown and the natiobalistic policy
of the country behooves any performer plotting a Caracas engagement to brush up on his Berlitz
course, or stick tor straight .sight
work or music, and this with a tinge

Fdm

,

.

'

'

Hotel was formerly the number one
night club here.

no supplies were available
from- the U. S., European shipments
of raw stock can never be heavy
enough to keep local studios going, on. the Latin side.
Consequently local authoritieis are
anxious to use this import freeze
angle, as a bargaining point from
Actresses
which to squeeze larger supplies Latin
from the U. S. Local studios also

'

.

,

,

of

Foreign pic distributors in Argentina' are- still sitting on the hot seat,
waiting for a solution of the exchange freeze problem which led. to
an embargo on imports, which is;
keeping them in the dark as to what
pix, if any, they may bring into the
country during the year.
According to the various distributor lists, there should be 800 foreign
pix available for release in Argentina, once the import ban is lifted.'
Currently the distributors are still
negotiating with the Central Bank
and- the Economic Council, which
rule the country's financial destiny.
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c:aracas, operates 52

plus bingo .and other carrijr
a "boycott" on U.S. product, Walter games, go to makffl a good layout,
Bibo,' prexy of Excelsior Pictures, and with terrific w^eekends, due to
charged in New "STork Monday (26)- the steady good weather .situation,
Back from a three-week junket to the park does ;top biz in Latin
London in an effort to dispose of America, year round. Park also uses'
some major reissues to which" his acts.
firm owns the rigljts, he described
Shows change every month, acts
the situation as "hopeless" at the and equipment flying in from the

Quota, Fund Law

.

Meagre

Caracas, Jan. 20
Caracas, leading city of Venezuela
holds a future for American show
biz.
Coney Island, the American,

U.S. Pix 'Boycott' by Distrib
Britain's 75% ad valorem tax on
American films is nothing more than

Portugal Sets

.

Now

Biz Situation

moment.
state.s, whicli is no mean item in'
Only through "strong intervention itself. Night club situation ,iust isn't,
of the U.S. State Dept." Bibo main- due to the scarcity of talent, both
tained, will 'the deadlock be im- L£.tin and American.
Town wraps
films
unrelea.sed
new
proved. With
itself up at 9 p.m., and visiting fireU.S. Crime Films Lead In
of major American producing com- meft have a tough time to find diverpanies touched bottom, he quoted tissement.
imports Censored By British theatremen as saying one
Hotel Nacional, opened recently,
third of all houses in Britain would uses an all-girl bflnd for ciancing
Sweden, Finland in '47 be dosed within a year due to lack, on its roof garden. Gets the best
of product.
Concert band
class trade in town.
Stockholm, Jan 20.
imported from Italy, for dinner only,
Censors banned a total of 13 films
makes this the must spot on the
from exhibition in Sweden last year
town's roster.
of which nine were U.S. imports.
well as Metro's
Secret Treasure,"

as

Executioner"';

Frieda"; "Captain Boycott"; "Odd
Out."
British Broadcasting Corp, is to
broadcast
the Opening of the FestiThis explains partly
gar.da here.
val's first hour and a half. Broad-,
why they consider the Blum-Byrnes cast will include theme music from"
agreement, which in. reality -is; pro"Take
My
Life" and "Way to thetection for them through .a 25%
Stars"; the Cornish Rhapsody, from
s";'een quota, as a treasoiiabl* act
"Love Story," and the Warsaw
intended by French politicians to
from
-"Dangerous MoonConcertO'
Ar^ericaiin exchange for .support.
light." Orchestra will be "under the
French industry is in a bad way. baton of Sidney Torch, accompanied
Spiraling costs, which easily turn a by Luton Girls Choir.
Ma.iority of pictures barred dealt
\
budget into something that's nearly
with crime. American pix receiving
double the Original tigures by the
the redlight were RKO's "Dick
time the pic gets ready tot telea-se,
Tracy vs. Cueball" and "Nocturne,"
have both' made production highly
Warnerss"
"The^ Big Sleep" and
hazardous «nd bankrollers extreme"Beast with Five Fingers," Columl.y shy, especially with the governbia's "Mr. District Attorney" and
ment instructing bankers to tighten
"Corpse Came C.O.D." as well as
up on loans., Technicians ere be"Dark Corner" (20th) , "Adventure
coming a problem, insisting on havof Kitty O'Day'' (Mono) and "Coming a say in matters that so far were
rade X!' (Metro).
,
purely for the producer to- decide.
Lisbon, Jan. 16.
"Comrade X" has been barred in
Nn national French organization fa^
National 'Assembly has passed a Sweden for many years, but was
cilitates, foreign sales.
law to establish a cinema fund, to again submitted to the censor last
The only constructive effort in give subsidies and loans to Portu- .year by its distributor in, the bplief
this line is still in the blueorint guese film producers: Claiming that that a changing political situation
stage, with Trans-Mondiale du Film it "recognizes the influence and ed- would have caused the; board to view
<Raoul Levy and Bob Amon) sked- ucative force of films as a first-class it in a more favorable, light. A
dinc! previews in N, Y. and Holly- instrument in the>-fleld of spreading Clark
Gable-Hedy Lamarr starrer,
wood of French pix as soon as com- culture," government' arranged for picture is a broad satirical comedy
feut, -in the present setup, the National Bureau of Information,
pleted,
directed at the Communists.
French .pix reach America with .still Culture and Tourism to administer
Other
.films which failed to gain
jmre delay than Hollywood product the fund. Fund will be raised by
an okayv are three British pix,
to thfe French," French pfx current- taxes' and licenses on .film Imports.
Quarter" (British National),
ly on American screens are, iudging
New law covers other film ph'ases "Latin
"Dear
Murderer"
(Sydney Box) and
by French standardA oldies.
as well, including quotas. A Portu"Brighton Rpck" (Boulting Bros.)
Buyinir Cheaf|'l|, S. Pix
guese film has to be "exhibited at plus
lone
Austrian
picture,
a
Poor conditions prevailing here least a weeky in every five, over a "Macht Im' Dunkel.".. Another AusIn the production .end have made year. Agreements concerning Por- trian
entry, "Schleichendes Gift,"
pix scarce, and local distribs can't tuguese films take preference' .over fared better in winning a special
cover expenses. So, to,, bolster up those ^signed by exhibs for foreign permit certificate. 'An educational
their pffersj they buy in .America products. Obly thofe films .will be pic dealing with venereal disease, it
the rights to cheap pix "which they considered Portuguese. that are made was produced by Karl Steurer of
bring here, dub themselves and book in .studios' in Portuguese territory Vienna.
"playing time at cUt rates,, making it owned by Portuguese compaijies.
.Finnish-, censor banned some 15
tough for French as well "as Ameri- Importation of Portuguese-speaking
films- in tWir,-' eiitirety^ .-last year.
films is prohibited, with the^ excepcan distribs.
T h a,s e* -turned down included
As to the frozen balances here, tion of those produced in Brazil.
"Arsenic
and Old Lace"' (WB), "Big
Theatres showing films cannot beamounting to about $,10,000,000 still
Sleep" (WB), "Beast; .with Five
to be transferred for which the long or be operated by a. foreign en- Fingers': (WB),' "Hoiise,
of Dracula
-.',.',.
majors have a government okay, terprise.
(U), "House of Frankenstein" (U),
they can be looked upon as. likely"
'•She ,WoU of London" (U), "The
to wait until such time' as,Fr%hce is
Killers"
"De^.
(U>,
Reckoning':
economically .sound" again^ .which
ffl 'ENCORE'
<Col), "Johnny O'Clbck" (Col),- "Mr.
msy take a generation. American
District Attorney" (Col) and '"Jungle
reps,
by using considerable inTerror" (Favorite). Also four Britgenuity, still manage to send home
ish "pix, "Typhoon Treasure" (ExcelLondon, Jan. 20.
some actual, money from their consior), "Dark
Eyes ' of London"
tinental territories, which considerTo ease the film, shortage, the J.
(Pathe), ''Send for .Paul Temple"
ing the European provincial men- Arthur 'Rank Organization is intro(Butchers) and "DfeSt Mqtderer"
tality and economics prevailing now, ducing an '^encore" method of dis(Bosf).
is
most creditable.
Taking as an tribution "on 'its cinema circuits.
Finland has never been', a market
instance the fact that RKO alone Films which have hitherto been xesent hom^ well over $3,500,000 in leased only through either the Odeon for Frankenstein and Dracula Alms,
1947 from what's still left open of or Gaumont-Briti^ circuit Will be which invariably are nixed by tht*
censor,
Same- vie.wpoint is usually
the continent.
It's still
currently shown: on both circuits with only
expressed by censors in Denmark
worth something to Hollywood at a about a month's interval, between.
time when exjiorts are fast waning.
The -first top class film under the", and Norway. Sweden is probably
the
only
Scandinavian
coufttry
^ew system will be "It Always Rains'
Need of Free Flow
on Sunday/' .This 'will be shown at where such pictures receive any ex-Thie importance of keeping a free
,
tensive playing time.
flow of American pix showing here Odeoii cinemas' and then on the G-B
cannot be overstated and, is evi- circuit. Thus, in most districts, the
denced by the very, squawks their film will get two showings within a
Showing, is. drawing locally in the few weeks. •
IliARCISSUS'
industry itself both in the press, on; "Cinemas really need 75 new, first
the radio, and through other means. feature .pictures .annually," said, a
Up to the war, the French pro- Rank' spok^niari, "fiut when ihe^
Rome,. Jan. 15.
American, supplies ha'ye dried up we
duced an average 120 features a
Film critics are pointing out that
shall only get only about 50 a year.
year out of a total average 4,S0 reSo each film will have to have a the Italian version of J. Arthur
leaseafhere which included an averOf course, it Ratfk's "Black Narcissus," now at
wider distribution.
age 235 American exports. For ^1947,
the
Barberini
theatre, is a "profane
does mean that, if people miss seeing
there have been, only 95 features
While the original is cona film, they will soon get anothei ;pic,"
produced here against a total 375
with
Protestant-Anglican
opportunity to see it in their own cerned
releases of which 230 were American
nuns, no mention about the order is
'
district."
produced, but of which the majors
to be found, in the Italian .version.
exported only about 25%, the balPic gives impression that the nun.s
ance being brou;«ht here by the
arjB Catholic, especially .so because of
as

lo-.-med

Show

'

neither ot

sides,

to the

It

4

French Riviera in December,
1939, is to be brought back to Ireland for re-burial in the gcaveyard
in
one of his poems, at
Drumclifle.

named

.

band in Paris. Although there has
been no ban on her film work, she
has not been allowed to work in
radio since she made a trip to the
U. S. in 1946.
The ban wa.>! first
attributed to Sen6ra's influence, but
after an interview with the laller,
the cinemactress was again given the
gree'nlight. Later, however, thi.s was
again denied her, this time on account of her somewhat risque picture
"Adam and the Serpent,"

Which was banned. by church influence in Cordoba city. Despite this
ban, or becau.se of It, the picture
was one of the best Ar«e»tJ»e
grossers of 1947.
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Austrian U.S.-ZoneRadi»
Plttgg^g American Fix

European Frodnct Not kg. or Mex,

Vienna, Jan,

American

The

CUef Threat to U. S.
By

Urggnay

in

BAT JOSEPHS

Montevideo, Jan. 13.
the Kuropean product, rather
than anything the Argentines and
Mexicans may be ftble to turn out.

C. Skoiiras, Michaelove

It's

Down Under

Expected

m

March or April.
write the
The Skouras boys have been com^

tions in

,

.

ing this way for a long span, but
in the past sonsetbing always
cropped up to prevent the trip. Tliis
time it looks pretty * sure. Dan

Neither Buenos Aires nor Mexico
City has improved much since V-J
Day, those surveyed by Variety said.
A lid while U.S. pix have pulled ex-

Michaelove has been in
two previous occasions^

cellent grosses in the- past two years,
British
it's the French, Italian and
who have been making really sub-

this

zone on

20th-Fox-National Theatres owns
a large slice of the major Hoyts pix
loop, operating some 156 houses in
the keys, nabes and stix vmder Er-

ctaniial rises.

Moreover, the European gains
have not merely been the superficial,

nest

TurnbuU,

as
curiosity satisfying ticket-buying
indication
in some countries but an
localities

say

Germany, With Ui. AiiKng on Dead
Berlin, Jan.

Documeiitaiy FjUm.

is

U5. Pix Not flit By

often forgotten in the states—namely
that Uruguay and Argentina. :are
deessentially European countries
:

they re.
spite the fact that on the map
rest of the southern

Lumped with the
hemisphere.

script.

Production will start
played by Canadian
has not been chosen
but the script is ready. Phil Rosen,
Warsaw, Jan. 13.
Hollywood producer who made the
Film Polski,' the Polish., film morecent pic, "Step by Step," will dinopoly, has iust released itsf second rect the production.
feature, film since the end' of the
War. its first ^effort, "Forbidden

By

Songs"

theatres, six of

them

flrstruns.

Because of its rather easygoing
treatment. Film Polski was accused
of having handled the sensitive subject of the German occupation in;
Vienna, Jan. 18.
The. receht devaluation of the near-comedy style!
"Jjisne Lany," the latest produce
Austrian schilling, has not had any
great effect on American Mms dis- tion of the Polish monopoly, is shar-r
tributed iti' Austria by the Motion ing the fate of "the first: Reviews
Picture Export Assri,, losses being have been, had, and directed espenegligible, according to a statement cially against director Eugene Cen-^
made; by , Wolfgang Wolf, MPEA kalski and his wife Christine' Swinmanager here. Boxotfice receipts arka, who had written the scenario.
after Nov.- 12 are handled by finance This, after the Cenkalskis had been
authorities on a cash basis and hailed as exiles from capitalistic
therefore, were cut. about two-thirds. HoUyw'ood, who returned to their

Cmb &it

-

'

'

which

i

'

'-

Bank

'

done, before

business,

that

date,' was.at parity.

Boxoffice receipts dipped slightly
after Sov. 12 b'iit improved soon
after Christmas, reaching the high'est figure the .first two weeks of this
month. "One of f he big grossers was
"Gaslight;" (M-G), which preemed
.at the Mirabell 'Kino, Salzburg, and
Zentral Kino in Lintz. Picture will
'

rates.

'

be released, here as '<House of Lady

HolIyWoed^Still First

Alquist"

in'

not

order

to

conflict

in first place.

;

homeland to make good pictures;
The picture's theme is the electrification of an imaginary village^
There are "decent" peasants and the
"dark" crowd led by a. town-char-

In Czech Coimn^

into'

>

'

excellent results both in: the capita)
and the provinces.-

.

-

-

mence commercial tradmg

from the unqualified •' praise
Hollywood films are receiving in
non-Communist quarters. 1^16 impact of these comments may be instrumental in. forcing the Czech film
monopoly to change its film barter
plan proposal to the effect that Czech
film revenue ia the U. S. equal U. S.
revenue in Czechoslovakia, failure'
to reach a new agreement has completely cut off new American imtion

.

Italian films have not only drawn
the large Italian population here hut
a general audience as well. "OiJen
City" was the first ttome.scoduction
to be released -in the Trocadero,
which for a long period never had
-anything but American product, and
lesser ItaUan efforts includihg some
prewar features have done a fat
better biz than corresponding Ameri

.

distribution

'
-.

.can

'.guaUy.

Rdi^iNB

.

Are

Gre

.

!"

efforts.

'

.'

As

elsewhere, British films have;

'

'.

^.

.

.

ow

.

Next religious subject for scrcsning is the Franco-Belgian story of
leper priest Father Damien, made
Under title of "Le Pelerin de
L'Snfer^" hut .to be showU here as
Pilgrim of the;Danm«d.!' Clergy get
businesses.''
btiiind these showings .With pulpif
Prints and accessories are thus comment which is quictiy reflected
tacitly permitted to be shipped from at the boxoffice.
the U. S. without licenses always
Vera Valdor, Swedish film actress.
having been obtained in advance,
something few other industries have IS recovering from injuries in an
auto accident near Rome. She was to
been able to get,
have appeared in a picture fOr
(Seventh in a series on postwar
^
Scalera Films,
shovfi biz trends.)
that continued 'importation' of films
would earn as much in the country
as was shipped out. They also made
it
that there would he no
fipeciilative results—the thmg'' which
lias i^usetf dollar refusals to some

:

.

-

'

'

'

.'

.

been extremely good, especially the are collecting the coin id Eire. First
James. Mason vehicles which the'
seen he^e ;.was the Mj^can. producLatins find, full of 3to>^ .an^ -tp-'
ptoach particularly :"suited<. to ithW tion of ^!!St Francis of Asist^" unltti
temperament,
iose Luiz Jiminez', 'which plajred to
..,.',
Distrib situation in general is big biz at' the Regal Rooms and later
good. While exchange is short, as. cleaned up in .the provinces. "The
throughout Latin America, this is Life and Miracles of Mother Caone country where there's been no brini" proved a flop, but the latest
blockade on remittances and no Jiminez pic, "The 'Virgin of .Guadablack market o«l greenbacte, So far lupe," looks like it will beat tiie'"'Si
no pix -company has experienced Frsincis^' figures. "Guadalu^," spoudifficulties in madcipg homeoffice re- sorm here by thd '{[^^ndscab H>»mittances although ,'the. delay is sionaty ITnion, te" :ptoving its
greater than.' previously. Film- men salesman, 'following rave notices,
talked to authorities when difflcul-i with country exhibs wiring to know
why it hasn't been offered to them.
ties first appead;edi:and pointed

dear

Badapesl L«|it to Stress

Machaty, it'S' understood; wUl pay
l^thre Plays This Year
the talent costs while the Czech
Budapest^ Jan^ 16.
Monopoly wiU assume the rest of
On the occasion of Hungary's centhe productional expenses. Producer
Dublin, Jan. 20.
tenary year, Budapest legit hou.<!^
is now in? Hollywood.
will mainly' stoge Hungarian plays.
Films with a religious background

Fix.

B«rffkellniii^

..

National theatre recently presented

Clirreil Li^iiii

Shats

..London, Jan. 27/
'

shtnn tceefcjr of run)
<'AU Over Tewu,* Playhouse (14).
"Anns ttneaste," Mafesty's (13).
IFigdrr.

"AUnie Get Gun," ColVm

(34).

^

HandUni^ over «t responsibility for

Tibor Ding's "At Home;" which drew
so-so revie-ws.
It will follow with
Lajos Kassak's "He Passed the Gate."
'

.

.

.

be shot multi-lin-

,

di^ribution to commercial interests
and. the changes in personnel which
this necessitates, will enable Film
Section, ISG Branch, to get on with
its
equally
important tasks of
encauraging German film production, the building up- of a thriving
non-theatrical illm movement, the

-

$1,500,000
lish cast but will

at

fully

choose his own theatre program for
the first time in many year;;.
Eneomrafe'GennB Pr«iuc(ian

:

Madha^s AMignmant

,

films

on a

commercial basis. With, this step;
the cinema owner inr the- British and
American Zones' will: be £tee to

fostering .'of film sotueties and other
public bodies Interested in the cinema, the establishment of a film

censorship board, and the .spo^sori ng
of German legislation necessary for
the 'rc'-establishment of the German

:Slm industry.
Though the British Zone
.

;

is

lack-

studio facilities, film proare pblitically clear, who
presented accepteble and practicable stories, and who had the necessary staff, equipment, financial back-

ing in
ducers,

'

.

and German

MG

cen$ee&.,fOB distribution

'

.

.

'

present being.heid-and controlled by
will be allocated to these 11-

Another paper, the Krusnohorske
within the next two months: "Heart
of Steel," a Gennap occiipation sub- Slovo, predicts that' failure to come
,j
ject; "Ulica Graniczna," the story of to terms with the Motion Picture
the Warsaw Ghetto^ and "Ausch- Export Assn. might have political
"There are millions
witz^' (provisional title),' the story consequences.
of the women's concentration camp of. admirers of American films in this
at Birkenau near Auschwitz, di- country. jITe are not exaggerating it
that
should
the negotiations
rected by Wanda. Jakuhowska, an we say
of Blrkenau. ''Ulica fail, we. can prophesy electimi sucex-prisoneiGramczna" is directed by veteran cess to that political pariy which
program
the unlimited
takes
into
its
Alexander Fo^d and has partly bera
made at the Barrandowa studios import of American pictures.''
Even the government moiiopply's
near Prague.
own magazine. Kino, states: "Failure'
to reach an accord was enough to:
the Tyrolean citiea.',
cause otir citizens angrily to hit the
Best boxofi'iGe' repotted'
the bt-^
tcrnatlonal zone was on "Major and
Gu.stav Mach^iy, .-producer ctt llie table with their fists and furiously
swear
at the Czechoslovak Film
^he .Minor" (Par), now is in its original Hedy Lamarr Aim, "EcCompany,: the Ministry of Informafourth week at Gartenbau Kino,
stasy," .is going to Europe about
Although in principle American the middlfe of February to make a tion, the government and pretty
nearly
president, for not letting
the
films are npt allowed to he..shown romantic film for the Czech Film
*
in the Russian zone, MPKA occas- Monopoly at its Barandorf studios in us have American films.
sionally getsta chance to ssnX a piC' Prague.
Reportedly: budgeted
at
*
\.
ture in..
-picture will have an Eng-

'

tlieir

has at the same .time indicated willingness to handle the films of British
companies outside its group. A number of German distributors have
also been granted licenses for film

.

'

of

films in the combined
Anglo-American Zones, has been
accepted on, the American side by
the MPEA, and on the British side
by Bagje Lion Distributors, which

respective

acter sabotaging all efforts, to bringlight to the village (literally as well ports mto this country.
According to one newspaper, l*aas sjwaholically). There is the hew
schoolmaster who speaks like a 'rodni Noviny; the coin paid for some
pamphlet and the heroine who is U. Si films was not thrown away, "li
*
blonde, dumb and 'innocent. There would be a pity," the paper says,
is the bad, rich miller and the good,- we did not>sc>e any more pictures of
small farmer. There is the honest a similarly high standard as 'Mr,
cooperative and. the corrupt pri'vate Smith Goes To Washington,' 'Tlie
Life of EmUe Zola,' 'This LandTs
enterprise.
,
Film Polski announces three more Mine,' 'Wilson,' etc. These films, had
length pictures something to say to the public." '
releases of full

M

setup,

the British and American Zones, It
Prague, Jan. 27.
-has been decided to permit the comDespite government heckling and mercial ^iistrihution of films on a
from the Commimist' reciprocal basis in the two zones.
An invitation, to British and
press,
S. film companies sec a ray
'American .film industries to comof hope in the present Czech situa-

m

French release house, -and 'Cofram,
a Buenos Aires distributing outfit
specializing in Parisrmades, has had

this

virulent attacks

'

reconverted -his .Continental

Now

and

-

Hollywood product with the legiter; "Gaslight."
Pix like "Best
"Random Harvest" (M-G) is stai
Years," despite its Americano theme, playing to capacity-.in its- ninth week
have piled up all time-'higfis of 14,- at the Flotlien Kino.
eoo pesos (about $7,000) atthelrocaAfier settling. many delicate probdero: "Green Years" and 'nflutill of lems of taxation with the British ocSiyria,
a Boroance" have regjstered new fig- cupation' authorities
other bouses, MP^A now has additional houses for
ures for the Metro,;;
in the 18 de Jul^o; downtown .dis- showing "ELS. films there. ISxampile
trict, have shown.' gains, monto .tw of Uiis jsetup ,ifr..Gratz, .capital
ot
month despite competition and..
Styria. 'Bookings- originally had been
20% postwar tax on tickets.
fixed t6 start, the middle of April hoi
French product has' not yet had MPBA: was 'able to break in with'
Kome of the better efforts already yniVersidV "tBestry Rides Again";
released in the U. S,' Still;, even on Jan. 8 and will soon follow up
with what's been received,, grosses with other A'merica.i product.
have been amazing., .'CjfflOB.GlucksIt's also reported that business is
man, top local distrib^and exhib. has good in the French zqne, anajhly in
In the pix field

is still

under MG.

be drastically changed.
Following discussion between U.S.
British Military Governments,
attended by representatives of the
Motion Picture Export Assn. and of
British film trade interest!;, and rn
parallel with the economic fusion of

Boost to U.S. Pix

•

of the country averages' .47—^hat
with seasonable openings said closings in the long stretch frt bead» resorts that runs along the Rio de la
Plata and the Atlantic as far as the
Brazilian border.
Uruguay is thus not, oyerly im*
portant as a quantity grosser.". But
the fact that the country is one of
the most free in the AmleHc?s,
possibly the highest .'proportionate
Income standard, llterai3y,'?tc„ means
that it's an entettainmisiit. Ijuyer

actiftg

too, is to

("Zakazane Piosenlci"), re-

leased a year ago, received a had re-

.

^Jftest

.

Control Gommission itself, but lately
it has been the responsibility of the
Atlas Film Verieih, a German firm

ception from public and press alike.

AiKtrian

.

'

tribution of these films or their
allocation to the cinemas was at first
a MUitary Government operation
conducted by the Film Section of

all roles will be
artists. The title

Poiish Press^ Pnbfic

•

of buffer state between two, of South
America's giants, Argeiftina Mid
Montevideo now. hoosts 90
Brazil.

emas have been opened in the British Zone where German films which
have parsed the censorship; British
films b(ith subtitled and dubbed into
German, and films from other counFeb. 2 and tries have been shown. The dis-

•

Britain.

Postwar Pic Rappeil

,

well <ivcr the
This capitEtl,
«00,000 mark, accounts for more than
three-quarters of the picture and
pro-temocratic
legit biz of this tiny,
country of 2,000,000 which is a kind

'

Montreal, Jan. 27.
A group of businessmen from. Td-<ronto has rented the Quebec Productions Studios in St. Hyacinthe, 35
miles from, here, to produce a senridocumentai'y pic on the health prohlem. Latter will be 75 minutos long
and vriU be the 'first ot a iseries to be
produced by the- group. It will be
distributed in Canada, U. S. 'and

Film Pokki's SeciMid

13.

Far-i;eachlng tteps towards the
establishment at • vigorous film in-,
dustry In the British Zone of Gernmn/ have beeii taken during the
last two weeks by the Film Section
ot British Military
Government.
Similar steps hfive recently beeii
announced in the American Zone.
To date, apprpxinuitely 1,100 cin-

Canada Sets Health
,

.

vinced.

2on^ Pis Setup Abeieil in

Red

Centers. An ex-camera jnan is asked
Sydney,. Jan. 21.
eveyy possible question by two pix
Charles Skouras and Dan Michafelfans.
ove are due to fly to Aussie for Kin
Franz PoUak, MPEA kical pressextended looksee 'Into local condiagent, and Marie Luise Fueringk

that represents the likeliest postwar
comi>etition for Hollywood in the
Good Neighbor belt, pix toppers
this key liatin location ate con-

of something which

British

Ift

Red-White

hroadcasthig system here is working
hand in hand with Motion Picture
Export Assn, to sponsor American
Each Thurtday at 5:30 p,m,
films.
a 15-minute program. i», on the, air,
giving the listeners the inside stoiy
of Hollywood and other production

ing,

who

and

ability

have been and

will

Continue to be encouraged. These
cooperative efforts' have already
proven their worth and film production has now been established as a
vital part of German economy within, the zonfe
Xhese new German
films must contoim to a strict censorship and an endeavor will bt
made to make them of value for the
rebuilding of Germany as well as
pi'oviding entertainment. It is hoped
to establish overseas markets for
these post-war productions and that
their earnings will help to pay for
imports of critical raw material fo^
the country as a whole as well as
for the film industry -in particular.'
Twelve production licenses have
already been granted in the British
Zone. All possible action will be
taken in close cooperation with the
American authorities to provide
-

At

Vigszinhaz, rehearsals ba,ve
started on Razso Szirmay's "Back on
the Way." Theatre wiU also do plays
of Miklos Gyarfas, Peter Halasz,

Gyorgy Faludy and Miklos Hubay.
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (40).
Success of Ben Jfonson's classic
"Blind Goddeiis," Apollo (8).
''Volpone" delayed presentation at
"Camiries Singr." Garrick (10).
"ehiMelrn Hundreds," Vaude (22). Belvarosi theatre of phty by Sandor
Gergely, which vyi'l now take place studio accommodation, laboratories,
"Dark Sunimer," St Mart (7).
•in early Mardh. *. 11ieatr« will also
"Aiaramd IM," .Wales (V).
and the other facilities to enable;
preem one play each of Endre Illes them to go ahead with their plans.
"Dr. Angelas.^ Phoenix (2C).
and Sandor C^to.
"Edward My Stn," Lyric (35).
"nappy A« t»rry," Crit; (6).
Muvesz Szmhaz, which is prepping
"Life With Father," Savoy (.34).
an American, drama, "Deep Are the Janzon to
"Linden Xree," Duchess (24).
Roots," will afterwards present Klara
Film
U.S. Celebration
"Macbeth," Aldwych (7).
Bihari's "Island of Happiness" and
"Never Cam TeH," Wynd (17).
Istvan Orfceny's "Voroniezh," a war
Stockholm, Jan. 13.
"Off mufti." Piccadilly (35).
drama. Other theatres have not yet
Bengt Janzon, Swedish film pro"OUak«M«kt? tM»f Lape (39).
announced their plans, but consider- ducer and director, has been named
"due. Hfm), lUnree." Torks (20).
able part of their future programs by the U. S. Swedish Pioneer Cenwill be work of Hungarian authors. tennial Commissiob to be official film
"OatraseaBa." W- Garden (11).
"Present La«i;hter," H'ym'kt (41)
recorder of the Jime celebration in
"Private Ent.;" St. James (10).
Thomas Hodee, .-issociated with America that wiU commemorate 100
"Starlight Eoof," Hipp. (12),
the film department of the British years of Swedish immigration. He
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass, (91) Information Services in various ca- visited the U. S. last year and turned
"Together Ag;ain," Vic Pal. (41).
pacities for the past five years, has out "Jens Monson in America," now
"Tuppence," Gl.obe (16).
been named Director of Films & on© of the taoxoflSce hits in this
"WorW'S VleiiV," Whitehall (39).
PubUcatjotis Division.
country.
.

Record Swede
on

Wedttwday, jannary 28, 1948

'

.

Story and screenplay by Jay Richard Kennedy

("COLUMBIA PICTURES GRATEFULUV

•

Directed by

.

f^^IEfr

ROBERT STEVENSON

•

A

SIDNEY BUCHMAN

1»

Production

ACKNOWLEDGES THE COOPEBATION Of THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT AND

ITS

•

Associate Producer JAY

RICHARD KENHEOY

BUREAUS OF NARCOTICS, CUSTOMS AND COAST 6UARQ4

20

Soviets

0^

Sp" German Fdm

itAinn)ii,iLWAHiBi;
IN

h Inter-Zonal Dndl for Snpriffliacy
Russian awareness of films as a^^
political weapon is seen in the ter*
head start given German pro(Olympics
ducers in the Russian«occut>ied zone
Continued trom pace •
Of Germany as against their counterparts in the U. S. and British areas. white can b«f done with any great
DEFA (Deutsche Film A. G. of Ber- clarity. If they -stick to color, theix
Soviet-approved
film-lin),
.he
there's \he .problem of getting out
making outflt, has already turned expensive prints at. a cost which
out 10 features, all of which are on would make widespread distribution
the block for IT* S. distribution prohibitive.
Artkino, distrib of Russian
rights.
On. his arrival in JJew York this
pix in the U. S« will release three
week, Kay Harrison, head of British
of the lUras shortly while other outTechnicolor, confirmod Rank's exfits are bidding for the rest.
clusive and said the Britisher inArtkino has acquired U. S. rights
tended to make a lOS-minute feature.
to "Die Fladermaus," filmed in Agfa
It would cost $1,000,000, Harrison
"Kazzia"
and "A Killer
color;
added.' Rank's J^anchise, reported
Among Us." Another DEFA film on previously
as only applicable to th»
anti-Semitusm is boinR handled by
summer games, also includes the
Joseph Green, operator of the City
Winter events, he said.
theatre, N. Y. Meanwhile, DEFA's
plans for 1947-48 call for 2tt features,
Teehnl-Cine Vstrliy
three documentaries, 30 educationals
rific

;

and 48 weekly newsreels,

;

ConlpaiCKl to this record, not a
single feature has been completed
in tlie American and British zones
by prod ucers seeinff eye to eye with

;

.I^ttdon.-Jan^ 27.

The current tightening of American product because of the unsolved
75%" ad valorem tax has had some

the western political program. DEFA strange repercussions here but the
got its start, on the otlier hand, in most pe;:uliar is probably the dupliMay, 19-56, when.it began turning cating of color prints; made with one
out newsieels. It uses the old UFA
process into another. In efi'eet, tscvsluaios

Safcelsberg.

iti

FdRi Reviews

HEAVY TRAIKG

Contbiued lr«m {w(e 11
Washington, Jaft. 27.
N. Peter, RathvAu and Albert .Warrivaliy Which narrowed down
final,
ner did the heaviest insider trading
ly to Ken Onienter of the U. S anri
in motion picture stacks during De- Hadley, who has ambitions to con- a Japanese. The
letter's impcrUubterritory, Camoron
trol
a
western
cember,? according to the report Isable face is shown clouded with in.
jShoots his way through the gang
sued last week by the Securities and
decision and fear just as he takes off
with Unexpectedly accurate gunfire
his final miss: then Carpenter
Exchange Commission,
and gives ''Qte top-heavy a fatal dose on
hurtled over in a desperate lunge to
Rathvon sold 5,000 shares of RKO of lead for the finale.
win the evient.
$1 per common; leaving himself with
Hadley does a flr.'itrate baddie
In the 1,500-meter race tlio
another 20,000 shares going into Jan- with a suavely menacing air that fight between Jack Lovclaco o[ hot
New
uary.
Warner: turned over 6,000 registers, Anne Gwynne, in the sur- Zealand and Glenn Cunningham is
shares of VHS $9 per common to a prising role of the villain'.s secretary .ecorded step by step. Jesse Owen.s
when male clerks were in the' 100-meter run, and Ralpll
charity fund and then purchased 4,-' during an era
the order, nevertheless pleases and Metcalfe in the 800 meters arc sliown
000 shares in two. transactions, leavgets the hero in the end. Cathy running away from the field.
ing him- .with a net decrease of 2,000 Downs also sho-ws up well as the
Audience will get a kick out ol
for the month. As of the year's end, sweeter fcmme. Edwards is good as
seeing athletes with the Nai-.i swashe owned 432,000 shares and bad a the. baby-faced killer for Hiadley, tika emblem across their chests bebeneficial interest .in a trust with and others are okay.
ing trounced by Owens and Metanother 21,000 shares.
Lesley Selander's direction keeps calfe. Other events covered it-idude
Jack Cohn cut by 1,000 shares the the plot on the inove. Film, how- the 400-meter run, running broaij
jump; jairelin throw, d-'sm fh-row,
Columbia picture holdings of a lru„.. .ever, is not the usual western for women's diving,
boat races and tour"the kiddies. The hero takes too
taai in which he has an ^interest
many .slugs of hard liauor and oared and eight-Dared shell races.
This left the fund still owning 25,319 lavishes too many kisses on Miss
Hernt.
shares of Columbia. <;omm9n. Ma'ii- -Gwynne' to be pure Saturday marice Newton, of New 'Vork, a direp-- tinee flhnfare.
tor of Paramount, bought and' sold
Outdoor backgrounds and- action
(Documentary)
during the month to' add a total of are expertly photographed by Harry
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
10 'shares of Par $1 common to his Neumann. Editing^ music score, and
RItO i-eleuac oC ThPron AVurth uu.l liii'h.
other contributions give the picture
more than 18,600 shares.
ard <)* l-'Iel.s(rher production.
I'll By
Brog.
Ketnt 1:tn>ltli and Hans Coni-lcd. W iil l<>n for
Edward Van Pelt, of New York, a neat values.
the, .-(creen by Thoodor B. and Hclfii I'.fisol;
director of -Republic, bought an adHP^iul «([e«t8, UusRCIl A. t?ully: im nt;i.^'0,
ditional 1,000 shares of 50c par comVtti-oia PAlmei-; muslt-,' I'aul .-•a^^l-l I; tlln)
ri-swH-eto,
I,
Klelntfrman,
John
,su
;iu'iii-(l;
to
lift
bundle'to
1,600
.shares.
mon
his
(Color; Son^)
wiltolii,i BlMo
WjlllaniH,
Mar.-!l»n
(SOVIET-MABE)
Nate Blumberg unloaded" warrants
'rmilesliown in Holylwnadr Jan
At'tkino r«le<iHe of MoKfllin pi-tMUu-.tion, Bunnlnr tim«, 48 mUB.
tor 100 shares of Universal common,
^Iwy 'SuaA direction, iKoi- .Savchentto;. huukh;
month;
and'
Daniel
M.
during the
Soi-ffoi ,I*«tonky- and Dmiti-I I'MiunKolta: imlOf
Sheafler, of Philadelphia, a director ora, FjUgcnn An(1rilciiiii.M. At., Stanley, N. V.;,
TPhat war's a racket- is well illus.Tiin. 24,
llunnins Uint'. SS- DNNS.'
trated' in "Design For Death."
of the corporation, ftlso sold 100
A
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'.trX.
current directorate eral of the Yank distrihs have gotten
.Haholin .f^Utvaukh
Ivuri' Mot'duRUOV. ...i..
the okay .from Cinecolor fqr its comT4lr!nsi. SIivhMiVa
UiR Onushtei!;i...,.(
Maid
Anna T,yBlunHlinyu
,
petitor. Technicolor,
turn out
to
It. was a lively month for trading
I..t.
Fadeyev-.. ........ ... .Nikt>]ai iUitsouka
duplicate prints from a Cinecolor in City Investing Co., .which owns J.r'addfli
Htnlturov
Soristil
..M<-xrindra Paniivn
negative.
Universal, ^it'sbeen important theatre- and hotel prop- llich Aunt
learned, is one of these companies.
erty in New York. Robert W. Dowl(In Russian; English Titles-)
It's all come about because a num- ing sold 100 shares of cumulative,
All.pis set for, U. S. distribution ber of -the majors got Cinecolor prints preferred Stock in the corporation;
"The Lucky Bride" is unadulterhaVe alteudy freely played in the into the country^, before the tax cur- and through holding companies sold ated escapist stuff. It's a costume
four zmis of Germany.
taiii, crashed down.
Unfortunately $190,000 iOf debel^tures. The R. E. romance with music,- seasoned with
moderately
It's
for than, the:^ didn't get «nougb Dowling Realty Corp." sold $200,000 slapstick comedy.
prints into the^ country to warrant in debentures, and Allen D. Dowl- entertaining, but has little apparent
•boxoffice draw, except for Russiangeneral distribution. Minimum num- ing, $10,000.
speaking audiences, whose appreciaber required is 65. Any new prints,
In Philadelphia, Isaac D. Levy, tion of the dialog was audible at< the
impiorted-. would be subjected to the director of Columbia Broadcasting show caught.
ContiiMcd ft«n pate* 3
.»
tax.
Co., bought 500 ^ares ojT CBS Class
The picture, is localed in Moscow
have taken on aCied duties meriting
just -after the defeat of Napoleon.
Cinecolor has no facilities for mak- A and Claiss B common.
Nine execs have been
« raise.
The -costumes of that era^ plus the
granted raLses totaling some $187,000. ing prints in Britain. Technicolor
many panoramas of Moscew,and*the
Top wa-g« hike of $52,000 was has ample facilities. Yank brainhandsome indoor scenesi provide rich
handed to Louis K. Sidney., recently tru&ters, therefore put the bee on
material for the color photography,
named- to' the three-man bod; to Ttchni, which said it could do the
which is effe-ctively done. However,
charge of productioa,- tinder the job. The okay from Cinecolor folCoBtinnaA- from page 9 ^sssi some of the outdoor settings are
palpably synthetic.
oyerall guidance of JLoute B. Mayer. lowed.
Othel* two produbiioii execs, include
The story is about a faj; middleStrangely enough, while this is while leaving a valuable property
Eddie Mannix and "Benjamin K. g(>i)ig en, some Ctf the majors- are with the company for pure-proiit class widower who must -'marry off
his daughter to someone: with the.
Thau. Increase granted Sidney is hesitating on ireleasing Technicolor showings later on."
not included in the stockholder's pix in which there's an inadequate
Tbie independent producer "who initials A. F., so she can inheritrthe
fortune of a rich aunt. It seems the
proxy, since he's neither an officer number of prmts. Without original doesn't keep us in business with his
latter was once engaged
nor board memher of the pomcmny. matrices, it's thought only an in- two-to-thiee films yearly" is the with the same initials, to a man
so all her
Other raises,, all granted 'to oflicers, ferior print can be struck oflf from worst violator of the .advance^ 'sid- Silverware,
linens
and personal
include $40jO0O to Joseph B. Vogel; another priMt. Techni pix are ex- misnon practice, Lachman declares. possessions are thus marked, and
$28,000 to Moskowitz; $22,500 to HOWr pensive joid there's a desire not to "We have" to struggle along for an she's determined tljey must go to
entire year, but every time they someone appropriately named.
ard Dietz; $22,060 to Marvin get out an inferior version.
The girl, of cour.se, falls in love
make an expensive film, they ask'
Schenck; $20,000 to. Leopold FriedParamqunt^' for -instance, has one
With a man who happens to be suitus to get them off the hook."
man; S2.300 to Jesse T. 1/BUs; $200. to or two prints
of Cecfl B. DeMillc's
.ably named, but there's the
William A. Parker, and $100 to 'Unconquered"
These indies, Lachman stresses, tional amount of complication,:tradiand the Bing Crosby
misHenry Rogers Winthrop.
starrer, "Emperor's Waltz," in the want the theatre op to play ad- understanding, etc., before the SurAnother situation that's expected country.
Understood, ParamoUnters vanced admissions regardless of its prise switch and somewhat puzzling
to receive its full share of discussion here are still
<to anyone not understanding the
in dciJbt whether to go effect on the regular patrons and on
language, for the titles don't make
in ahead
Is the recent studio shakeup,
legislators
who
fix
entertainment
with the inferior process. That
which several of the exec producers despite the fact
"JHe've been driving our It quite clear) denouement and
that their product, as taxes.
haippy ending.
•were traiisferrcd into positions where well as
patrons away with bad films for
others, is growing plenty
"Elena Shvetsova and Nikolai Gritthey'll actually produce films mstjead thin.
which we charge -regular prices. senko
are properly ardent as the
of .supervising the work of unit pro-'
Now when a few good ones -come romantic
leads, and they have sevducers as before. Move was inalong which would bring them back, eral pleasant songs together.
Anna
terpreted at the time it happened as
we're asked to jack prices," he adds. Ly.sianskaya and Sergei Stolarov
both an economy measure and an atWhen you're forced" to charge are broadly comic as the supporting
tempt on Metro's part to. reinstill the
"Music Hall prices" for films which romantic leads, and also have sohg
Continued from page 3
quality into M-G -films which once
have played that New York show- and dance numbers together. Makoim
Shtraukh plays the pompous father
made it the No. 1 company in the in^ indies (except
Samuel Goldwyn, case, it's taking unfair advantage of comparatively straight, and Alexdustry, as far as. Academy Award Walt
Disney and Sol Lesser), RKO the suburban exhib, Lachman says. andra Panova gives a clowning porwinners is concerned.
"With the Hall's stage shows and trayal of the coy aunt,
is taking part of the financial
risk
^be.
Entire slate of cfftcers and direcother
features,
it's
impossible
to
and Glaring part of the profits above
tors is up for reelection,' headed by distribution
compete with the house," Allied
of th«
fee&
prexy Nicholas M. Schenck.
biggie notes.,
>

Among DEFA's

number of oldtimers formerly
prominent in UFA'S production activities yrior to the advent of Hitler.
includes Erich Engel, Oerhart
It
Lampreehc. Jennie 'Hugo and Payl
Wegner.
ai»a a
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InliTiiationul
M-'":

before he goes to work for
j'aramount, which recently acquired
his Rainbow Productions.
General
distribution terms exacted by majors

•

.

\\cat|inrt

RKO

in return and the next day the from indies "h^ve stiffened .someSiritzkys issued the following. "On what" lately, Rathvon said, but the
first being. ai^ised of the position chief
difference is an increasing
taken bj*" the Legion of Becency' on tendency to pai-tly bankroU outside
•"i^olpone,' it was stated by the com- production and take" added profite'
pany that this might mean that the tiierefrom:
great masters
could not be
Fewer
Tlx
brought to the screen. It was that
RKO will produce a few less perthought that prompted an unau- centage pix
during 1948 against last
thorized statement that under no
year's 17.
It'll make more B's beconditions would any change be
cause "we do thcra pretty well;
made in the picture. On- the con- there's always a market
for them;
trary, a representative of $irif2ky.
and they keep our studio busy." Cut
International Pictures is meeting
in. production of A's is due only to
with the Legion's officials to try to the fact
that the company's invencomply with their objections."
tory has been built Up.
Statement by Hygienic ProducRKO topper believes some progtions concerning the L. of D. never
even saw print. Company sent ouj, ress is being made in slicing produc"Mainly,"
he said;
a frantic request that its mimeo'^ tion costs.
graphed handout be killed even be- "through preparation «* scripts." As
fose the time named on it for re- a result, company has been able to
lease. Statement, issued by E. L. stick by its 50-day ceiling on shootGroOmc, head of the "news depart- ing time. Costs, h^ thinks, have
ment" of Hygienic in Wilmington, definitely levelled off.
O., boasted that the more
"conHere on the .special meeting called
demned" «nd "blacklists" the pic- by Eric Johnston, prexy of the Mid'
ture getii 4>n, the better business it tion Picture Assn. «t America, Rathvon will stay «ast several weeks.

Olympics

(Documentary)

Rathvon disclosed that Leo McCarey expects to make another film
for

.

•Bill
'48.

Pix Tooters
sSm Continued

rrom page 9 ss;

RunnlnR
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nan-al.ir.
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three-hour

of the three companies for musicians in still another way. Accord-

ing to Diamond, the profit, before
taxes, of M-G-M was 18 times more
than the antount .paid- musicians;
Columbia's profit before tgxes was
11.3 times its expenses for musicians; and earnings before taxes of
RKO were 28 times greater than the
sum paid out to the AFMites.
(Diamond's testimony on the
recording controversy is deteilled

AFM

on page 41 ).

NAT1 BOAKD'S MKET
National Beard of Review of Mois slated to hold its
39th anniversary conference in New
York March 18. Reps of the NBR's
30e affiliated councils throughout the
country -will attend.
Theme is "The Moti«m picture In
Publie Affairs."
tion Pictures

confis-

Jap citizen. Footage also illustrates,
uncomfortably, that the pattern for
war has Ixeen followed by too many
otheE nationalities for any one country to be completely exonerated.
The average filmgoer will brush
aside pici:ures message, but there is
an interest in the way producers
Theron Warth and Richard O.
Fleischer. have cleverly handled the
compilation.
"Design" was put

together from footage released in
the public interest by the Alien

Property Custodian. It all depicts
Japanese history from before its
feudal, days right through to ,the'
atomic pomb.
Jt

stresses

the

way

the

leaders

duped the ordinary guy with
propaganda, thought control,

make him

force,
etc., to

a willing tool of
Theodor S. and Helen

into

aggression.
Geisel have written

a strong narraand the xeading by Kent Smith
and Hians -Conried is punchy: Music
'

tiSn,

score, j^ecial «)Kects$ montage, editing and othed; credits are good.

Wt 'Senator'
Sm Geotlnaed from page

3

verse propaganda" against the U. S.
and advised members not to book
the picture.
"Universal has again stumbled
into a terrific blunder- (and the
Eric Johnston office was equally
stupid in' allowing them to do so,)'*
the .Rocky Mountain unit declares.
In a bulletin paralleling that of the
-

Pennsylvania outfit, it adds "Make
no mistake about- it—the picture will
be recommendied highly by Pravda
and the party line.
Thus the

behind

'brains'

Johnston

Universal and
played

office have
into the hands

rectly

of

the
di-

Commu-

nlsm;":

"Europeans do not have the American .sense of humor," SamucLson'
tells his members.
"We should remember the adverse propaganda of
the pre-war and early-war period
that Germany and Italy used a.^aiiist
us by presenting 'Mr. Smith Goes to

Lensed by some 806 cameramen at Washington,' 'Grapes of Wrath,' Tothe 1936 Olympics in Berlin, this bacco Road,' and gang.ster and crime
film has been cut from the original films as true portrayals of American

footage sliown in the
costumes and designers,- nnd
U- S. initially
more than twice as much for make- Modern Art, N.at Y.the Museum of
Reports that
up and hairdressers."
several ma.ior companies are hankering
to
distribute this feature comHe characterized the expenditures
for

documentary compiled from

cated Japanese film, picture fastens
war guilt on the Bushido and throws
a thin whitewash over the ordinary

mercially are fully justified by

its

life."

,

Earnings Curb

thruling recapture of that last great
; Contlnned from page c s
sports
competition.
Timeiness of the pie is heightened
by worldwide preparations for the bitioUs plans for four pictures to be
produced there. Production teeoff
Olympic games this year.
was
delayed
when Deborah Kerr,
This film is more than just a simple run-through of the various con- who was to have starred in the tir.st
Miss Kei'r is now
tests.
It's a superbly photographed film, had a baby.
spectacle, full of heart-pounding ex- ready to go ahead with hei' film
citement. Bill- Slater's commentary work but Metro has decided to deis good, never tipping off the results lay
its plans further until the Britwhile pointing out imnortant details ish
situation is cleared up. British

mtemational

of the action.
Excellent score contributes to the overall excitement.
Neatly edited for U. S. consumption, film accents the track and field
contests in which such greats a.%. Jesse
Metcalfe,

production chief Ben Goetz is due
in the U. S. next week for huoldles
with homeoffice and studio execs,

Elstree studios, meanwhile, have
Earle Mead- been leased to a British outfit.
Ken Cnrpenter and oUiers were
Warners is in almost a parallel posupreme. Rarely has a sports pic* sition. Company was all set to i^o
ture captured the muscle tone, the
ahead with production but has now
facial tension and the grim will-todecided
to .stall its plans imtil the
win of athletes.
In the high jump competition, Exehange Control Act is clarified.
where the bar is shown gehig up twe Warner studios also have been
leased
for
the time being to n Britinches at a tune, the audience will
almost crack under the strain «t the ish producing fkm,

Owens, Ralph

ow.s,

•

.
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Drive

S7, Caj^ifohnia

Mr. Exhibitor,

What's wrongt

i4 H
to the^Eng^^s
producers have reacted
in Hollywood many
as theyj^ould^^^^
complications
tax aS oSefJecent
and
all
discovered at Hollyrood
^J-"^'., J°iiy halting

production
?hat o.n

^
°

ft,?'
>.o.t harmful.

"''"""'le'rtarn

ICS.
, the .alls about

"norSe^ rea^urin^

"
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plotu«
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^
.111
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attached release
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„3 because
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^

c your

screen.

rtlsfs"ls1e"llver^
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spent at Aiiie
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tax.<
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pictures to the
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^
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Sincerely*
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Steve Broidy
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PRODUCTION

CAST

Dotes

•

Running

Release.

Time

Dotes

IT

HAPPENED on 5th AVE.

Gale Storm, Victor Moore,

April

Minutes

3

Time

Charlie Ruggles

THE HUNTED

Anthony Ouinn, Kotherine
Current

BLACK GOLD

dn Onecolor)

DeMllle, Elyse Knox,

Kane Richmond, Ducky Louie

Borry Sullivan,

Current

THE GANGSTER

89

May 30

Minutes

SMART WOMAN
THE TENDERFOOT

Fronk Sundstrom, Audrey

SONG OF MY HEART

85
long, Sir
Mikhail

C.

Hardwicke,

Rosumny

Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs,
Feb. 22

ii

PANHANDLE (in Sepia Tone)

Anne Gwynne, Reed

Aug. 14

Minutes

84
Minutes

Sept.

6

WHEN A MAN'S A MAN
THE BABE RUTH STORY

Jiadley, Dfoke Edwords

A//i'ecf Artists

(loke/Joseph Crehon

85
Minutes

Bennett, Borry Sullivqn,

Michoel O'Sheo

90
Minutes

Eddie Albert, Gole Storm,

66
toiitiroff,

John Irelond

Jon. 3)

Pierre Wolkin, lorry

Orion Aherne, Constonte

Apr. 30

Minutes

fielifo,

Joon lorring, Akim

Running

Preston Foster, Belito,

114

Current

CAST

PRODUfcTIOJ^

Don Delore, Ann Harding,

Phtures are distributed through

Monogram Exchanges

Gilbert Roland, Binnie

Bornes,

James Gleoson

Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun,
Gale Storm

Williom Bendix

86
Minutei

'

.
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BoineBerger Now a PartmHr of Gny

Stnff-I^ituiies

Foreign-Maiies
continued from page 7

>

throughout the United Kingdom and
recently topic up, an optfon to handle
the pictiure on a worldwide basis.
-f
Minneapolis, Jan. 27.
Second Alliance production under
North
of
president
the pact, "Brass Monkey," is now
Berger,
Bennie
a modern 700-seat fiUn house in
Central Allied, which fought the is- Ai'tesia, first theatre in that com- editing and will probably be hanNathan
to
license
dled the same way.
suance of a
munity.
owner,
club
night
former
Shapiro,
Company is now releasing two
to build and operate a new MinFrench films in France and other
To Open Woods, Det.
has
theatre,
neighborhood
neapolis
European countKies but will not
Detroit, Jan. 27.
BOW entered into, partnership with
handle them in the U. S. It will reConstruction
open
will
Theatres
venture.
the
Detroit
United
him on
lease domestically, however, Edward
o£ the 900-seat house will start as its new 2,500-seat Wood? theatre J, Peskay's "Angry God," produced
soon as materials become available. about Feb, 18.
in Mexico, and has also inked to
The indie circuit is still comipitted
architect and handle :the
throughout the
C^iaries Agree
film
theatre
new
additiousl
to oppose
James Easson Wtt l(i'<inaee.
world. UA has also signed to disconstruction^
VFwia"
tribute the Italian-made
throughout liatin America. Same
in Ciney Subatb
House
New
New Neffr* Hoose in Memphis
film is being handled in the U. S:
Cincinnati, Jan. 27.
Memphis, Jan. 27.
by Film Classics, which booked it:
firm
Louis Wiethe, head of the
The Hyde Parkv Memphis' first
for its current run at the Broadway
th eatre owno4 and operated ex- bearing his name which operates Hialto.
clusively by Hegroos, opened. It is seven nabes here, is president of a
UA's Arsentlne Deal
«f46^seat house costing $40,000 and hew enterprise which will build a
Most mleresting deal made by UA
subfinanced entirely with Negro capi- l,500-se&t theatre as part of a
is that for distribution of five films
Central BlackweU, Negro war urban shop-in development. Wiethe
tal.
by Atgentin? producer
produced
vet, is manager.
also heads Theatre Owners' Corp.,
Rodriguez^. Company
There are numerous houses here which books films for 40 local thea- Manuel Pen?
recently staged the vmritd proem of
for Negroes including the swanlc tres.
fiilm under the
Rodriguez
first
the
first
W. C. Handy, but this is the
on Greater Cincy's eighth deal in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Thus,
Work
memone to be buM and run by
drIve-in is under way. It's the Foran American company for the first
bers o£ the race on their own.
est, 650-car capacity, beyond Foresttime opened an Argentiiie picture in
ville, O.,' with Ralph I*. Fitzwater
Brazil. Film was, the first of five
liMw BUtlVnc Ckwclette Drjve-In as owner. He operates West Hills, a top-budgeters which Rodriguez wUl
Jan. 27.
Charlotte. N.
neighborhood house.
make for UA to release south of the
E., M. liOew will build a driveborder.
in ttieatce and amusement park here
Columbia is now handling nine
appronmately $200,000.
costto
films in Latin America, none of
Iioew was here last weh; to worlc
which it will release in the U. S.
-out planK
CMlittueA froiD' p«f» • SS
Several of these, however, have
played the .Belmont, N: Y.,
Nbeie iDMIas Drlve-ln Bids
75% ta* embargo started. They're ahready
under
house,
Spani^-Ianguaige
Dallas, Jan. 27.
receiving tiie prevailing rate of $4.02
bookings set by indie distribs. Two
Rival applicants for special per- for each pound sterling. .If the latter
of Col's nine filhii^ were made in
mits for consjruction of two drive- were devalued by half, for instance,
Spanish in Asgei^tuUi, while the rest
ui 0ieat)te3 taw wet*' nixed by the companies would receive only $2.01.
ai'e all Mexicm productions.
City 'Plan Commiatitm'ii Special perFrantic flight by Sir Staiford
Metro, of coucsci has beM» imBoth applications Cri!^ and other British officials
mits committee.
were- opposed by Angus G. Wynne, over the weekend to Paris in sfi ef- porting foreigii- pix into the U, S,
Wynne- fort to stave off the French devalua- foi' the last two years under its reJr., developer of nearby

He

Battled;

Olkr Ikabte

ijsi

Briefs

.

-

.

-

,

C

Yank

—

PrailUGers

and residents of the tion is indication of the pressure the
ples.: that the eonstruc- move Will put: on the British to .do
the same, ^Iripps stated Monday
Golden, applied for a (26) that there 'was no chance of
special permit for a shopping vilr British dteyaluation. Financial cirdrive-in theatre. cles were of the opinion, however,^
lage- ta include
Underwood & BzeU, operators of that i4rcinnstances may force the ac.
'
•
two drive-ins here and others tion.
throughout the slate, asked for
Italy, a few moiitb ago, took somespeoial permit to «itablish the other what similar .action, in devaluing the
.
nearby.
lira by letting it find its "free mar-^
The jrrG. Loag Cinsuit bas opened ket" value. That's the same as saythe new Jewel theatre here. The ing it was allowing the black marold Jewd. was dunaged beyond use ket price t»t wit,. 600 or 70<1 to the
in iasif 'sunMnei*s waterfront ex* dollar to become the legal price,
plosion and^ fire. Besides the Jewel, which was' 225.
the Showboat, an A house was
That had little effect on the Amerwrecked an abandoned. The circuit ican companies since what little
also owns and operates the Texas
money was coming ovey here arrived
here. The Showboat will not be re- Via an. unusual setup tied in with the.
buQt as Liong' has <decided the Cathoiic\ Church and charitable or:*
house is jinxed, hsiying been, de- gaftizstidns. Italian government has
stroyed three "»times since it" was.
.permitting companies to acc^t-

wood

AdditioUj

area on the
tiods

would lower property values.

Havgddus

,

'

'

,

'

and importations division. It
has only recently,, howevei",' brought
over its first British-made production^Herbert WilcoVs "Picadilly
Incident"—which- is. being trade*
screened this" week for U. S. exhibs,
Warners made its initial move in
distribution of foreign-made product
by booking another Alliance Britishmade film for relelase in the U; S.
Picture- is "They Made Me a Crimr
inal," originally titled "I Beieame a
prirtts

.

•

Everett, .McCIain. Long's brotherjniinag^ of the Jewel:

In^lxtw. is

Besieii JTeweHi Sprinsfield, M»,
City, Jan. 27,
lilOOr
seat Jewell theatre, ISpringticld, Mo.,

Ttaas

fox Midwest has opened,the

which had been closed for some.

time. Circuit has' Refurbished it to
replace the Fojc, formerly the Elec-

that they Jlave collected here for use
in Italyv CompjUjies^ in turn, make
available to the organizations lira
.which they lutve frozen in Rome.
Government gives its okay since the
U. S. companies give the charities an
edge on the prevailing, rate of exchange,
F'ranc was devalued from 119 to
the dollar to 214» with half of all export coin allowed to find its value in
the tree market.' This -will be helpful to small U. S. distribs who buy
films
France for release in the

at Atchison,'

Kans„ on the
.

site

of

the old Royal, recently ista down.

The new

house' will seat 950.

formerly
Theatre
Griffith Thentre*. wiU build a new
IjOOO-settt theatre in Chillicothe, a
Construe?
ntnibwest Missouri town.
Enterprises, Inc.,

•

may cost- up to $200,000, including a trio of street shops.
TEI operates a string- of houses
through Nebraska, Missouri, Oklahoma" and Kansas: Arlie Crites is
g. ni. out of Kansas Citytion

.

New House

In Sesth Dallas
Citr, Jan. 27.
The new 900 seat Lagow theatre
will be completed
Dallas
in South
scheduled in
opening
the
.soon, with

Kansas

March.

•
'

Botise is being' built by Walter
Acmibrustev, htsea booker for ITni'

vmtSi

'

Drive-lB »t Ghols Visia, Cal.
Iios Angeles, Jan. 27.
Harbor Drive-In Theatres, Inc.,
starts constructisn next week on a
780-car drive-in near Chula Vi.sta.

Company
ington,

is

headed by Thomas Hunt-

operator of other theatres

near the Mexican border.
Westate Theatres, Inc., headed by
Poynter and Terry McDaniel,
J.
Closed s distil for the construction of

K

.

.

which burned Dec. il..
Jewell becomes the first-run
house of four operated in Springfield by the Circuit.' Jim Long is
district manager. G. I. Hunter city U.
manageri and Koy HiU theatre
manager. The company is also all
set to go on the new Fox theatre

tric,

m

S.

ever, estimated expenditures for entertainment purposes were Adjusted to
allow for the development of television, which, the survey predicts, will
have by 1950 annual receiver sales of 3,500,000 sets with aggregate retail
,
sales totalling between $600,000,000 and $700,000,000.
Despite television inroads, however, the survey sees no likelihood of
Alms being less popular in the future, "Movie going has becofme a fixed
habit With the American public," the report says, "and Is unlikely to be
sh^en by the advent of television, especially as television broadcasts of
important events may become a part of regular motion picture programs.
Moreover, the popular appeal of the movies is likely' to be :enhanced by
further improvements in motion picture' techniques. Color pictures will
be shown more and more widely; 'directional sound' is A probable postwar
innovation, and three-dimen^on«il pictures ate reported to be ;just around
the comer'.""
Data also reveals the una^ual stability of the film industry in the face of
adverse economic conditions. Cited as among the "insensitive industries,"
film revenues showed a change of less than. 8% when there was a 10%
decline in total consumer income and the. industry's stability during
adverse economic conditions was greater than auto, clothing, radios and
electrical appliances, among others,. During severaUyears in. the depression following 1929, the film's share of total consumer expenditures rose
While other industries Slipped.
.

.

-

Helpful hints on how unemployed' screenwriters can pidc up .some extra
scratdi in the general literati me^rket are given by- Stephen Longstreet in
the current issue of the Screen "Writers Guild's Screen Writer. After an
editorial foreword pointing out that only 4Q&.of the Guild's 1,457 members
are, employed, Longstreet optimistically offers a 'dozeA- fertile' fields for a
faehe-peni ranging from catalog-copywrtting to the. great American novel.
"Anybody with enough talent to get a. piece of paper into, a typewriter can
write, some sort of a novel," Longstreet .says, adding that there's not much
difference between turning out a good'sci^enplay and a commercial novel.
If novel- writing doesn't work, he -suggests the film fan mags, where
"the interviews with the stars are enough to turn any healthy, stomach" „
but pay enough to: fill those same stomachs. Theft- there's the comie strips^"
where a successful story man can just about make .^'Louis lfoyer look. like
a charity case." Longstreet also points out that some popubu: cartoonists,
who can't "think their way out of a telephone WoQi' unassisted/' pay
grocery bills for on91ine gag ideas.
Writing gags leads Longstreet "to what some people call' the curse of
modern civilization the radio." The coin in radio for writers, he says
from personal experience, is sometimes much higher than picture money.
But it often leads to "a. bed of neurosis." Playwriting is tough, he says,
although "the jackpot is really big." liOngstreet cautions fellow .scribes
that bis trunk is packed with plays "better than "High 'Button Shdes,' which
bears
name,'*' Then' there's writing for plumbers' house organs, ad
copy« pulp adventure, short stories and blurbs for cemetery lots, all tested
while waiting for the agent '^ko tell you that
methods of earning,
.
you are "hot at Paramount'."

.

ASCAP Boost
Continued trom page 9

—

'

my
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-

Distribution ticket which Harry Thomas' newly-formed Equity Pictures
has from Eagle Lion is the upshot of a commitment by 'EL to Thomas
when the. latter's relations were severed with PRC. Thomas then was
serving as PRC prexy until the outfit was completely absorbed last year
by EL. Promise of a distribution outlet came when
chose filmmaking on the termination of his employment pact.
EL doesn't expect to release more than four or five Equity films yearly
Despite
in addition to its regular already announced ' jrelease schedule.
reports that Equity expects to make 22 pix during the first year, it's believed at EL's homeoflice that the program is foe five years or so.

Nomas

'

.l%omas is partnering with Howard We1sch,.^ veepee; Jack Schwarz and
Sid Justma'n in the production venture. Justman!s substantial interest in
the 'idotion Picture Center studio is expected to be valuable in meeting the
ambitious program. Understood tiiat.' EL will 'not: partjieiyate in the bankrolling.

,

;

;

being set at $830^000.000 -and $1,000,000,000, respectively, as against only
$709,000,000 in 1940.
Observing that the great period of expansion in films has ended, the
survey admits that the long-term trend in the industry is not. clear. How-

Universal and feagle i4<>n- have
been distributina.,J? ArUjur Rank
product in the U. S. for the last two
years but both their releases fall
into a diffe^nt category. Rank has
a financial interejit fn both companbeing a partner in U. so that
the two American firms are virtually handling, theif own product in
releasing; his pix domestically.

been
from the Church and cliarities^ollari

'

'

>

Fugitive."

-

built.

Curfent industi;y jitters notwithstanding. Twentieth Century Fund's
"America's Needs and Resources," is strictly bullish on
the prospects for American show; business. According 'to it. economic lorecasts, the industry will ride a rising line of consumption expenditures that
will lift it far above the peak wartime boom levels.
Estimated expenditures for theatres and amusements ate set at $1,.
100,000,000 in 1950 and $1,400,000,000 in, 1960, compared with less than
$900,000,000 in 1940, the base year for the Fund's calculations. Film admissions will account for the great built of this total in 195a and 1960,
statistical survey,

>

;

Richard Murray, another assistant
general manager. Greenberg formulated the terras of the theatre boost
and has been its chief supporter inside ASCAP. Ther-e's a considerable
faction which supports both Greenberg as successor to Paine and. the
plan he fathered. On the other: hand,
according to reports, Finkelstein's
backers feel that the move is fraught

The theatre aind 13-story office building to' occupy the block from 51st
and 52d streets, from Broadway to .7th avenue, may be frected earlier than
previously expected. Although the present tenants, of the area have leases
extending to Aug, 1, 1949, Strenuous efforts wiU 'toe'ihade to-persuade thehi
a *
to vacate before that date:
According to 'Herbert Jay Freezer, head of the 'syndicate which has taken
a 80-year lease on the- property and' is plannbug to construct the theatre
and .-office building, liberal concessions will be offered the incumbent
lessees to waive the expiration date. If possible, he and hLs group plan to
start demblliion .early next year and to have the new building completed
early in 1950.

with trouble via litigation,; legislaAn indie producer is scouting around for a new release after a tentation and. other forms of backfiring.
tively set deal fell through with a literal wallop. His -picture contained
According to some insiders, suc- clip's of footage shot by Leni Riefcnstahl, one-time Hitler girl friend, deExeiiptiaii cess
or failure of .the iheatte-rate tailing the Nazi rise
to power, and the studio decided to test audience
Continncd from p«fe • j
hike will spell the success' or fail- reaction before signing final papers.
Pic >was sneaked in the Hollywood
ure of Greenber^s. candidacy for suburbs and after the screening,
one irate woman patron demanded to
plies.
Its"'technicians and the top general managef. Naturally,
enough, know who produced
the film. One of the studio's execs was pointed out
cast members are- British.
if ASCAP were to win a substantial
From liondon tte.word is that the increase In revenues via the boost, to hcc and she promptly hauled off and let him« have it with her handbag.
The' Indte producer now is wondering how his film Will get i^elensed.
Rank, organization; meaning Ealing
'

Blanket

'

it would spell hudoes to its' author.
spend $1,200.W)CI on But there's a sharp di'vision among
Metro is rushing final work on "State of the Union" to beat the national
Aussie production this year, and up ASCAP board members whether the
to $2306,000 per annum after that. action wouldn't bring on inverses political conventions. Picture, dealing with pre-convention maneuvers of
The parcel of pix coming from Aus- which would mean a decrease of a presidential candidate, is being hustled by Frank- Capra fbr release about
tralia will help out British theatres. revenues generally, rather than the March 1, about two months after the. first convention. Metro's idea is to
rush the film through its f>rst> Second and third runs in that .short period
Moreover, Cinesound-Pagcwobd much-sought increase.
studios, under producer-director
Some ASCAP-ers are at a loss to to get ti»e widest possible screeping before the first candidate is nominated.
Ken G. Hall, will new be expanded. account for the delays in reaching n
Joan Btonlaine's withdrawal from "Mayerling," which Robert and HayMajor Baker^ on his arrival from settlement decision with TOA. Th«r
England 'next vatmth^ >^ill unload his inquiries indicate: that there's only mend Hakim were to produce for United Artists releitse, caused a break
company's iProdociion: plant*, with been one or two talks and no coun- between the producers and UA. Femme star- was one of the chief r«a.sons
four per annum reporteidl. John Dav- ter-proposition .has been presented fer UA's approval of the picture. Now the release deal will have to be
is,. R^ink's top aide, ia due on' a visit
to the theatre 'group: The hesitashortly to eye both theatres and pro- tion, it's felt, is due to an aligning
"Wefgee," freelance news fotog, whose right name is Arthur Fellig, unduction. .Rank himself is due here of forces in ASCAP rather than any
before the year is up for huddles inherent difficulty in reaching an reeled some 2,000 feet of seU-made "travelog^' on N«w York City scenes
for the benefit of an invited audience of editors, documentary pic direcwith partner Rydge.
agreement.
Definite ruling is awaited now on
No definite meeting date has been tors and friends at Museum of Modern Art last week (Sat>. Footage, in
on whether films produced wholly set with TOA toppers' and it's likely l«m Kodachrome, was shot by the cameraman during making of "The
with Aussie coin and talent can slip that no discussions will take place Naked City," Mark Hellinger production built around Weegee's book of
under the 75% curtain. Until that ft>r several weeks to come since a collected news fotos published last vear under that title.
time, 100% native pix will .^y on number of TOA officials active in
Paramount abandoning the Brackett-Wilder original title, "Operation
ice.
As for U. S. cash going into negotiations will be on the road
Aassie pic production this year, there within the next few weeks, While Chocolate Candy Bar," because of its blacketeerlng overtones. "Foreign
are not many signs of it right now. TOA officials refuse to comment on Affair" is the new title for the Jean Arthur-Marlene Dietrich starrer, for
yank distribs operating here are ex- the reasons for the delays they con* which Billy Wilder shot much background film in Germany, about the
pected to put that 50% rental freeze cede that no future date for n meet- samf time that producer Bert Granet was dittoing en "Berlin Express'' last
summer.
currently on to different uses.
ing has yet been set.
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• beautiful braids
falls" of fine,

euirlis^

imported real hair at prices

you can

afford!

• You have never before seen values in "pin-bn"
liair to

approach

•

these. Beautiful, beautiful

braids^ cluster curls, bangs, or a

{till.

All designed exclusively for Tresses

Victor Vito, top-flight creative hair

by
stylist.

"Pin-on" hair by Tresses gives you the answer to
almost aiiy coiffure problem you
If you've cut

or thin,
lihe

if it

answer

is

may

your hair, or iiyour hair

won't grow due to too

have.
is

short

many permanent^,

hereon this page. What's more, leading

beauty editors recommend Tresses.
All Tresses are custom-made to your order.

They are hand-blended
ireal

•

of our finest imported

hair to match your

own

hair beautifully.

BRAID. A full twenty inches long, hand-blended of otir finest haiir
to match your own. Designed by Victor Vito who created 25 differ*
ent styles you can do at home with it. All «re in his booklet, "2$
Ways of a Maid with a Braid" included without charge in yoUr
braid order. Extra thick braid.

Braid shown in photofnaph at
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.
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.

.

.
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<

918.00.
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,

$1Z>S0,
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i
BANGS. Maybp you've always wanted bangs and were
afraid to cut your hair. All you have to do
tliese real-hair
tff

niat(!h>yo(ic

is

"pin-on"

bangs. Blended from imported real hair

own.

I

«

t

i

.

«

«

MAIL ORDER ONLY: Be sure you
to your scalp frqm top, sides

•

•

f3>50

CLUSTER CURLS. A
arranged curls.

low

iii

bafck^

your own.

,

luxuriant mass of artfully

May be worn

Our
.,

as

shown or on

finest real hair,

top, side,

blended to match

«,,•,».,..

$1S,00

FALL. Ten inches long, twelve inches wide from ear
May be %orn as a page boy bob, or as cluster*

to ear.

upswept on top or to
match your own.

to

side.
,

«

Our finest real hair, blended
|12;S0
• t t « • • .

enclose ample hair samples. Snip your hair closft
and back to assure perfect match. Enclose clieck or
,

money order. Mail to Tresses, Dept. VY, 5 East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y. Please
do not .enclose cash ot stamps.

No

C.O.D.'s, please. Tresses are fully guaranteed.

DEPT. VY, 5 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. H;

ONLY MAIL ORDER MAKES THESE LOW PRICES POiSSIBLE

•

TRESSES ARE FULLY GUARA«MP-EEO
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'Rio' Tops Road Pix
Paramount is now touting "Road
Rio," latest Bing Crosby-Bob
Hope-Dorothy Lamour starrer, as
,

on Brit Tax

Little Optiiiilsiii

Continued from page 3

because they are afraid American
exhibs' will retaliate for the tax by
refusing dates to British films.

Picture Grosses

to

the best boxoffiee' performer to date

j

which took place over last weekend, of the ''Road'' series. Claiming that
there's still no downgrade for this
McCarthy said he thought that it comedy string, Par is quoting figures
(Continued Irom page 13)
would cut tlie value of the $11,500,- for its first 30O playdates for "Rio"
(Col),
''Mary Lou
000 as well as any future remit- which indicate that the film is 312% creet" (U) and
$13,000.
tances. Whether or not any of the better in revenue than ''Road to
35-74)—
(Fox)
(742;
Esquire
coin may be remitted, he declared, Singapore," first of the series. ;
"Heaven Only Knows'! (UA) and
"Singapore," which was released
hinged on the entire world economic
"Jiggs, Maggie in Society" (Mono),
in 1940 is- used as the base. Against
Fair
situation and what happened to the
day-date with Paramount.
it,
"Zanzibar" (1941) is quoted -at

DENVER

.

Despite this bad news for the
British industry, Allport expressed
for an immediate settlement.
K» did make the implication clear
to his American audience that the
tax move by the British was more

no hope

Marshall plan.

than a mere emergency measure
caused by the shortage- of dollars. He
inferred strongly

the

that

Com«ents

Ghildhouise

.

Childhouse- said the coin niow be-

British

government's aim wat at least par^ ing; had from Holland compared
keep American films from favorabiy vith pre-war. He comr

tially to

Meeting was called at the JklFAA. ing to seU product through the tfoheadquarters in JTew Torlc yester* tion Picture Kxport Assn.
Gracl
day, by Johnston for a full-dress- re- Sears, United Artists prexy, comview of the foreign situation. He mented that he bad no control over
made only a brief introductory talk indies df^fributtng through his com'
himself before introducing Allport, pany.
Frank McCarthy, the MPAA's ContiSpeaking on the bank clampdown
nental rep, and Arnold' Childhouse, on production loans in England, Allorganization's spokesman in Holland. port declared .that this is
what
Following resumes by eacbk ther caused the recent move by J. Arthur
answered questions and then there Rank to bring General Cinema Finwas a general discussion, llieze ance Cwtp. under the wtag of the
wera no proposals by anyone, of » OdcfHi ckcuiL He said that what
Gomproimse to end, thfr British stale- Rank had done was to put up the asthate and no decisions of any Unfit
sets of Odeon to get pvodueiiDii coin.
Those present at the conclave
Continue 'Wait-and-See'
were N. Peter Hatfivon and Ned DeOnly thing that did come out of pinet, RKO; Nate Blumberg
and J.
it was- a sort of tacit agreement to
Cheever Cowdin, Universjil; W. C.
continue the Amexiean industry's Michel. SOth-Fox; Jade Cohn,
Columpresent "wait-and-see" policy. All- bia; Robert Perkina and Wolfe
Coport said he felt the MPAA had hen, Warner Bros.r Grad Sears,
UA;
acted properiy up to this time, had Banu^ Balahan, Paramount; J. Robbeen aggressive to Just about the ert Rubin and Arthur Loew, Metro;
right degree and hadn't lost anything JamA .Miilvey, GoMwyn;
Leonard
'

,

f'Utopiaf*

.

(1948),

m%.

He

try.

said

that

when

the

U.S.
to

discontinue sterling conversion, the
coin which tiie French 'flgiired oti to
pay. the U.S. industry off ivas
eliminated.
As for the franc devaluation,
,

auspices of the

MPEA,

rather than

the Motion Picture Assn.

since

itself,

the former's membership is wider,
Johnston is.prexy of both outfits, and
seven of the majors belong, to both,

but UA and Monogram are members
of

MPEA, whUe not of MPAA.

Minneapolis, Jan. 27
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GROUP

iaW*c'-to,,'|>rav©,:;the frigid

(UA> and

"Heaven Only Knows"

blasts."'

Ktiladelpbia, Jan., 27.
"Jiggs, Mtiggie in Society" <Mbno>. Best' -iWiwWBiers'. are "Good News"
boohing combune win be fonncA alsa Kmuirc^ MUd $UMIO(lt. Z«st; aud ri STifllf Alone," latter beina
by the Allied Theatre Ownen «rf vedt; "Chrisfmac Eve" CUA) and 'podit mid. iitiaiiiMit'new: film.

New

.

,

.,

i

.

'

'

During the meeting at

woOd

tlic

Bkntd:-

hotel, the nmnfaearsfaqi

unam-

mously okayed the discharge several
months ago of Joaq^ Conway, assistant to Sidncgr SamndbOEi. exeedirector. Conway attended the closed

and ebaPewerd Saimudson's
but ibe xnendbers backed
Samuelson on gnmnds ,ot economy.
New board at diieetois waa

"JTcaebeT

tWB>

'

Crwsoies). $10;JOML

'

Xa^

.
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-

'^Louisiana"

-.'.wwa^-.'

Webber <Fax> ilOtti 35-74>— ;«M«»Viiad:''|l|JiB*iaays.'
ftyaenit (SdittiObcr) 0,800; 50-70)
"Treasure Sierra MadrcT (WB^ and
"^easw ;H* 16 BwlweBi'' (20th) and
"^inda Be Good" (EL>. aba Denver..
Fair tajSIBO. Last wedt. "XSaaOBmm :yw.l?^M0' ifUSIiy (jnabmes). Mild
^.I**J!™«<i "Jesse -Janies"
iM* CUA) and "Main Street iCMT •m^SS:'
IJWItli '..and": ''BriiuBtt Jesse James'*
(Rep>, about

—

Humphrey

sttitiiii

.
.

WARNER nco& PREsnns
VOICE of th* lUKflP'

"mt

Bogarfr

Starrlna

and

Produced by Henry Wantce
"iM; MIt Buiwaa
'Pte
aal CUBUV

a»

^

with

UomI HomploK

Ptm

In

At™»h wiM*

,

Ronald REAGAN • Eleaaer PARKER
Eve Ardea • Wayne Merrli

Wallar Hutten, Tim Holt, Bruu Btnmtt
Directed -by Jolm> Uuston

KBKX KHIXR • JQHM EMSKf
hf kviafi Rappe«
ttmm. Mqr kv Min Van UnAB

.

WASNn BHKK.
$ T RA M B

WAiNER

action,

i-.^32^£'^^Jf

Sim kcs Si. Lm BlO.

,to'Bior'..ORw)JjBMi(,>- '..Fourth -week,.
,.do«fido<wn.--Slill

uiMitabie

at. $5,000.','

(

whenSrfaMttibirdiwntown

at;

Dimes camiMdgn in FfuQy, addteascd

50:70 )-"Roaa

"Wm.-mOk: Kose" WB)'
'^J^hL^^^''^*^**^ ^3,50i), giving.

elected. Abram F. Myers. KatioaaL
Allied's geiietid coonsei, and Hadfc,

McNamee, bead of the Mard>

-cijiii:,.

ffane' lice at $17,000 rtJ?!5^5fe
"Good HTewsf*

run.

.

(4.400;

50-70)—

Sot

stuff for

tM-G).

'>««a»l* twwTi like Minneapolis
SL UiiaSlt^ Iua.XI.
has Meal girl, Patricia Marshall,
Reaivy snowstoanms and zero tcm- 1
pesatures that bave missed this city I la.Praninent role. Going to $18,000,
sin -wiDiter finally

up

caugfat

'with

m

i^'y ..B"""

I

view of cold weather

snowfiE last Thoisday (2a>. Another I r™!f^P^^
snowrtoto on Minnabsr
e«it Ito-tl**^

m>

"week,

"Sleep,

My

m

ther into ha. "^Sbxp Mf Xwe"*
L„r'^,S'-,<**''''«»™ (RKO) (2,800: 50the leader at loewV. -rilie name,'' ISh; ^'V^
(Col). MUd
In the first eonevrta evidence that
at the AodMssador. alsa £» bier and y?'""?-, „Last week "Cringe Doctor's
20th-Fox vriU reach its cstabliriied in the second slot,
Gamble
(Col) and Horace Heidt
quota of 4> rdcam dming tbe eaxorcli on stage, big $29,000 at S0-85e
rent year, sales dueC Andy W> Snith,
. CrKM> OUBOK SO-75)
rihe Flame" |Bcp> and "Always .,.«KO-PaM (HKO) (1.600; 50-70)-^
Jr., has auMWBiced, a toster at four
' Always
Together" (WB) (1st run)
features for leScase dasiog 'BBuidk Ttoeethei* iWBX Nice $17,000. Last
and"
a Fugitive:' (WB) (reand five gating AptiL Sisfiibaiian mcft, "SwoBdamam"' ICol) 6nd "Main issue),I
4uals.
Tepid $6,000. Last
Street
Kid"
(Rep), $lBjm.
thft
schedule marics a idight sicpop
week, "Arizona" (Col) and "Texas'*
F«x
(F«M>
iSjaUi
5ft-'a)—
"Capusual slate- odE three films a month
tain Caadtiie'* imbi <2d wk). Oke (Col)- (reissues), $6,500.
and, with the three fifans each re- $IMMt
50-70)— "I
(2,300;
fdlaiinnK good $33,006 initial ,„S'ate", ^^^'^
leased during Janoary and FefacurWalk Alone" (Par). Wow ,tl5,000 or
ary, totals IS. for the IbA flmc
ILaewls <Loew-> (3X1^: SB-TSTh— oyer in prospect. Last week, "Killer
(M-G), mild $7,500 after
months.
"Sleepi, My Love"" CirA> and "Tliaht McCoy"
fiiile
$14,000 first stanza.
March releases are- tofilMd \v to Itowhnter ^SG>. Stoat ITT.imi
(I'OOO;
.^0-55)—
"Gentleman's Agreemoat;'* wludtbas Last w«elc, '^gh -WaSr (M-G> amdt .J9*^J!; V^P^"*)
"tateem Dotohin Street" (M-G). First
already been spotted in. sevcsal key
Baflbe l^mmg.
Good $4,500. Last
runs across the enmlzy. Otlier JfKmmmH fF«M)> (fSJSHKK SB-HSJh"Tycoon" (BKO> and "WiW Irish w««*i; ^aiWer. Witty" (RKO), $4,000.
March films include "The Challenge," Rose"
(WB)
(m.o.). Okay $7,000 for
a Bulldog Drummond picture turned second week aftfer nice
$10,000 first
out under .the Reliance Pictures' stanza.
banner; "Half Past Midnight," a Sol
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— 'Serra' Hot
Omaha
M; WiirisHd imdoeiion^ aiad "An "High Wall" «M-G-> aisd "TOatj- totf'
_^ Cdaaha, Jan. 27.
tCol)
(m.o.X
Good $a^aa«L Last ^^_E«wy spot .ia.
Ideal
Huriiandr Sir Aleaamdec
Jowrn except the
Koida pioductiiM pairing Paralette week, "Good NewjT «M-G)i and wtaiidBa^ whew "Bfeasdre of Sierra
Wolf
loBdmi"'
iColi
^mjoX
GoddardL KbD- WOimd iip its pveem. "|2J?;?
J* {So«Bwhirag, is taking a
owaiBg DtCBB the cold, snow and
ran ycsteidagr iltacsday) at the aa.5U0,
St. Louis CF*M> (*JM(^ m-TSJh- w*4Mfeat'liest
"The Exile" at
iUHsy.'N.,Y.,
"Ihe Exile"
and 'TRme Oat cC .the
Apiii xdcascs fndlade '^tting

—

$^500,

-

^

Vrfhtf

starting

im

Bobnt

Yevrng,

ManmcB OUara and

CISntiB. Webb;
"Scndda Hoo. Seodila
staniiiig
June BiavcT and ffitaned in iTfecbn*-

Bay"

MraiMiit

coleiit;

"^cct

Me at Daima,"' ptmdmmA

by ItSuhBel Hfttntaiii ftm Eacet^or
FUms. and stanfng WillBam Xlyilhe;
"Let's Live Again." a Frank TX.
Seitier prcdocUoo. and "13 Lead
Soldiezs;''

ixnotSec

Bopktg Dsma-

mend tcmicd out by

BriiaDce.

Otaih"

(20th>

fiRKO>

"^fteasMone

(tJStIt;.

Sima

m "Bmd

"Witd Hosae

ScT

to

Qn*MnM

Miesa."'

CSMPP Split

J
1

Cxttal

MKn UMOUIKT

tair

BLIZZARD

PALACE
DMM

ilNDREW$-eBEmNI-IN«IHnilOK
in

A JOHN CROMWEll PRODUCTION

NIGHT SONGrf
nmr

'Moio art awnc
Roclc»lel|ier

,

.

mm

Dotonts

FONDA -DEL

RIO

•

Gnwry

mm

'

»
'

ARMENDARIZ

Ill

:

mm
-'

raONE POWER

fPlVOLI

Aii>>_

TOW

Center

Dwld: 0.

,

Chvin

•

a.

LaoawTOH

ciDer

8<biilck't

aaMmidRe

and

VALLI

pmduetloii

Hns

KnOcSatat"'

I

PARADINE CASE"

Oater Series for Texas
Dallas, Jan. 27.

H. K. Carrington and his NationPictures have announced a
series of six westerns to be fibned

wide

and to be known as the "Lone

Bider" series.

Gene Thomas
the group.

(U)

and
just

fM^OML Last week, "Driftwood"
aaid Bliiaie Barron orch on
Koaa fECJMMI ai& 20-85c scale.

iBesi

KALTO^

BalltiEBOjie;

$7,700.
(3,000; 16>

(Mono)

aSanse).

Ttoasaaa*

^THstates)

(2,800:

16-

KenffMn- (20th). Light
Last week. "Good News"

$»,lie«l

zr.

Blizzard lenaeSced oat Hut penroff (M-GX stuody tajm.
«Mfea «Tlristlat«sr]|j (2,100; 16-65)—
weekend trade hee.* and aB entries
'TTIieEMSJe'* tm> aaad"Dead of Nisht"
aaresuffering-abaddip.
best posi- (m.
THai $9,00ff. Last week. "Wild
tion are "Relentless" at the
Town,
,

and

.

Treasure e£

l&ierra

tbe Stanley.
Estimates for This.

Jfaffliu

Irish

Madv^' at
,

(WB)

Hoser"

Jind

(m.o.)

'Xriiiineae BEn/g" ((Mono),

being

Week

good

$6,000,

week downtown

tkird

"Rose.'*

for

—

S«alr (GoIdfeerR) (865; 16-65)
If Wmter Comes," (M-G). Hmrt /'BoonB Ttewm";
(rei.ssue) and
by weather, mild $12,000. Last week "Thunderbolt" ^M-G)!
wk).
(Mono)
(2d
Sleep My Love" (UA), $13,200
Strong $5,000. Last week. $6,500.

«)—

(Rappaport)

(z,240;

on^ll!?.'^?;?.""^
20-70)—
"The Gangster" (Mono) plus
^ude h^ded. by Uarilarn, Maxwelt.
(Cowttettid' ftrram page 15)
*i.«^ing toward posBiWe St4,^ML
Last
weak, -Ooiwa nana Shiipi' (CWi>. Ttojsping average here
active members, Stuiutel Goldwyn^ Stemger" (EL) mi Claude:: rittaaa^ at ItlitfleO. Last week, "High Wall''
m-a> and "Mary Lou" (Col), vith
David O. Selznick and Walt Disaey. hm orcft, thm $13,90«r.
Dues are based on a percentage Rnf •^iSiJ* ,«»*anfcer8er-> (24m »- nessMiatla. bjy Audrey Totter opening
of the gross of the pictures which a ^°r~ ^J^* Narcissus" (U). Starts day, $15,000.
today (Tues.)
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900: 45-65)—
producer has- in release. Otherwise, discreet" (U) after "Senator Was Ingot nice $9,000 in sec- "Treasure
Sierra
Madre" (WB).
the' indies just pay a very minor |^3<^gj^eek after
bright opener at Modest $11,000. Laijt Week, "Out of
atunual retaining iee,
SIMHP has
Past"
$9,fi«IOL
lost none of its "23 members, but
Mayfair (ERoks) (flSft; 35-S5)—
raraittonfif (Par) (1,960; 45-65)—
Black Gold" (Mono). Only
relatively few are now paying dues,
$4,500 "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) (2d Wk).
and even fewer will be payiflg dur- after a week of "The Flame" (Rep)
Fancy $14,000. Last W6ek, rousing
*^
ing the next year as a result of the at mild $5,300.
$:3,000.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
Roxy (DUrwood) (900; 45-65)-current production decline. Nelson
:ou Were Meant for Me" (20th). "Burning Cros.3" (SG) and "Flight
has reportedly been getting $50,000
tomorrow
(Wed.)
after
week to Nowhere" (SG). Slow $3,500. La.st
a year, plus a liberal expense al- °P9S?
(20th)
which
week,
"Second Chorus" (Par) (reisgot
^
°^t.^tn^^V^
lowance.
soft
$7,000.
sue) and "Road to Hollywood" (InFiscal outlook, prospective activity
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)— die), fair $3,800.
and general policies of 'the organiza^'^^"^^ Madre" (WB). Nice
Tower - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox
J^^n"''^
tion arc now being canvassed by $15,(K)0 or over looms. Last week, Midwest)
(2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
SIMPP's exec committee on the 'I Walk Alone" (Par), $15,300.
"Tender Years" (20th) and March of
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)— Time "Presidential
"Coast.
This group is- also running
Year," with the'Relentless"
(Col).
Nicely received atres conducting a straw vote for
the outfit pending choice of a sucby crix and set for pleasing $13,000. exploitation bally on this short. Socessor to Nelson, who is formally
so $13,000. Last week, "Senator
stepping out as Of next Monday (1).

KANSAS CITY

.

m^Oh
'

•!

Spectacular d£ltase I'rewntatlon

\

here'
Doort OpM,
8:30 A.JI.

•

Hildieock VHTHE

;

]

f™»
TKChNICOlOR

.

eoBuitir

md UUU JQUROAN

!

FORD/viaORlAi

anfliii

KCK

ciiaritt

<.

ltir«tedb,JOHN

"

Washington. They agcea with a
need for a good admSnntrator and
a man wtio ynSk keep iiSm nose to tbe
ston^ bnt tjaey iWBtiifeitt; that SIMFP
should hunt for a candidate whocombines the various attributes,
Another factor militating against
biring a prominent national figure
is the large expense involved. With
few indies in pcoduetion. SIMPF's
treasury will be dependent (or some
time principally on its tforee most

(RKO),

^Tkfiitaite)

•5)»—"TBide Kink Horse"
"PStSetika.

.

MCK

Ibis Week
a,500; 16-65)—

Madre" (WB) and

tKwX and "Kim oT "GtaMMor GirT iCeB. Socko $8,500.
rrmX Ro™ lAdt -arerik; "«woBdsrnan" (Col) and

La^^trcel^

$7,000.

r

mx

Oam

Shubert
Desert Fury"*

&

.

Muid" (U).
Fairisliii fS^flML
X^aot
^ck, "Hide Pfink Horae^ iXTl and
THichigan H3dr
$»fittL

RELElinJESS' $13,000 f«S)f—"Bailor
UHIIS

will direct first in

'

session

'

'

-

i

f

'

Am

Yoric Thecrfres

'

;

Wj ilaiii a 'liaic Tlils.;iytek
Eastern Pennsylvania. The more wa* "Main Street Kid* <Rep). fUjOOQt.
BUM* <Fax) can: 35-74>—"KSOen X'l laai ;:fle»»lapproved here today (TuesOl at the
tlJS(S(i;
50-70)—
AU" <lBdie) and"»afidtoBigH0UMr ''SteW*.Sfir.'IiWW!»,
annual membership meeting; «C the (S6>.
Good IMJSm. IdMt wcdi^ i*ii«'..||0!Bd'fttst CIIA).(m.o.). Hers
iw«*^at-.Hadio 'City.'exhib group.
"yOA toA Boner tWB} and rBton- :Miideitale;
tiMK' I.ast week, .'iBoad^
The combine will be open to .aiIt die's Anoiveiaaiy" iCA% $3.1MIL
:teRisp
ii^fTaa
wkfc.fee
^7,ooo"''
members, and it's .thovigM about lial£
IMkar CBnr)
3S-T4>-"Clanr'
the unit will join. It win be sonilat nutiDa'* dndie) and'Banieor* OdsdEw!) "^l^t'S*'. .Ci!n|'i ;ClJ««fe -44)--.''Lady
V)toin;Cfe«]pniaM^
"Lady
to one operated by Jadt Kitsdi,. Na- (rHisacs>. Fme $8UB0R. last wcdi; .TO,
rtJam'' OBadiaI\f*^[ai^
UgA
"Sii^t Case or Murder" «WB> and
tional Allied prexy. in ChicagQ.
.wSOft,.

m

WABIiB* BB08. PBESlSNirS
'Trcasunt of Sierra Mcidr*"

"

A

by not forcing the issue.
Case, Selznick; George Schaefer, En- the membcsa;.
McCarthy expiated why the terprise, and Bin Levy, IMsney, in
French went back on theic agxee-^ addition to a flock- ot MPAA and
4 in Manilas April
ment to allow $ll,50a,000 of Ameri- MPBA execs.
can coin to be remitted to this counMeeting .was heW under the
government allowed the British

"Walk Alone' Sock ISG

Gros^M Keire^^^M^
Last week, "Senator Indis$2,000.
to sufjer
206%; creet" (U) and "Mary Lou" (Col), ^
from tempertiturejB of 20 below zero
$2,500.
Orpbeum (HKO) (2,600;- 35-74)— an4 YrCrse. IJespite this biz is demon"Good News" (M-G) and "Adven- stj-atlhg S high d^ree of vitality beThin $9^,500. ',«liW»"'pr<>aticfe^ with'., a few excep.
turess:' (KL) (2d wk).
Last week, fine $17,500.
iifltt^ isnl-calculaW
induce the
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 3S-74>—

(1942),

mTmfmmm

mented somewhat acidly on practice,
of some U. S. indie producers fail-:

their screens.

"Moroccp"

112%;

WM

Indiscreet"

(U), $15,000.

WedneadUqr*.

Jaawny

ncrmiis

19111
Kaplan and

Sam Coh«n

pn reissue

chain setup for Chicago.
Bell

& How«U

peacetime

faigfa

Metro

Kported a tecord
of $18,000^ in sales

Phmnug

Vm hj^mim

Jor 1947.

M. A. Levy (rf M-Fox B(£eTes
Minneapalis.
'

>

reports in' local industry circles that
the next step wEU be direct selling,
by mail and otlierwlse. But M. A.

iMvy, 20th-Tox tiBstrtet manager, has
iitued a reassurine ctatefflent ex-

pressing <l>e lielief inat film jsalesmra
always will be essential. At the same
time, he p(rints wlj, salesmen wiU
have uaate texntory to cover and
will make lewer calls
accounts^,

N. T. Backers
Alexander Amswalder. of 20thPox, was named pre^dent of the
Motion Picture Bookers Assn. of
N. Y., at the annual election last
week. Irving Kaplan, of the Randforce circuit, was nsuned veepee and
Etein Fonlicelle, of tiie Brandt arcuit

-f'

many iUm salesmen
here as aa economy move iios stai'tod
Dropping of

ArnsmMer HeMs

FWCs

Anti-None Drive

Lm. Angeles.
Noiseless popcorn containers
are being sold in all Fox West
Coast theatres in California to
" obviate the nuisance of crackling

on out-ol-town

Lawson

UA

,

Bill Reeves.
•

Bay Lewis,

secretary

since

the

Win Have

to

enter

to Hnstle
St. Louis.

the

-

N^

'

He will not be Replaced,
his duties will be shared by

circuits.

ami

—

Jack Ticrnan, exploitation man.
Fabian Leases S ia AUoaaa, Pa.

automobile

business.

Mauty Edgar iias resigned as sales-^
man for 20th Century-Fox in Eastern Mtssouri and Southern Illinois..
Jack Martin, foxinerly Central
Illinois salesman for Bepublic Pictures, is now with the United Artists
eschaAge here.
Tommy Williamson, manager of
the St. Louis RKO-Radio exchange,
suffered painful bums while attempting to light an automatic gas water
;

healer in his home.

•

Vancouver.
Releasing Qrganixation
Silverman Bros. Strand and Logan
theatres in Altoona have been leased will distribute its product locally
to the Fabian circuit. Jake and Ike through Nat levant, bmncb man-Silverman aren't retiring from field, ager of Columbia -Pictures.
Levant is currently handling the
however, but will continue at Hollidaysburg. Pa., where they own and product of Alliance Films <Mrs.
Joshua SmiUi), and Astral Films,
operate the Blair.
Hilda Lissman has returned to <Izzy Allen), In ad^taon io handling
booking duties at WB exchange, her the product of lus own company,
old post of ofEice manager having Columbia Ketntcs at Canada Ltd.
been discontinued. Katherine Wunderick, of the booking department,
resigned to go with Par as a stenoigSetenick

/Howard Young, managikr of the
Kerasotes Bros. Circuit house in
Santoul, HI., has iiiiceeeded Eddie
Walker as manager of the circuit's
two house:; in Havana, 111. Walker
-resijgned

UA

Pittsburgh.

club's inofsptioii, xfesigoed.
X'-ouajF

WB

Briseoe Exits Orplieam, K. C.
iEansasCity.

manager,

UA

{

William Briscoe has lesSgned as
assistant manager of the BKO Orpheum h«a"c. Before joining RKO,
he was with Paramount and^ Warner

Lehman,

-to

,

Balph Piclow, ir,, former
salesman in the Boston exchange,
succeeds Hailoran,

Lawrence

UA

circuits

>

chief.

bijit

T

of

0A

:.

Wm.

;

in comjunctiim with tlte company's current «ales drive. He heads proximately 27%% interest in Odefor St. Louis and then viats Kansas on, which Rank oHered to buy, but
City, Omaha, Des Mbine and Ciii- at terms unacceptable to^ ITA. Board
cago. He's due back at the h.o. Feb. discussed the proposition but came
S. Sid Kramer, sales exec, accom- to no decision.
panies faim;;
He also reported that he had under sales veepee William P,
closed a deal with the Gaumont- RodRers. whereas 16m distribution in
Texas llrlve-Ins Orgmnise
all other foreign countries has been
'
British circuit on the remaining
.Austin.',
Aiming toward a national organ- product in England which had been part of the work of Loew's Internaization, Xtexas operators have oi^au- importi&d before the 75% tax be- tionaL Survey of the Canadian 16m
.situation was recently completed by
ized tlie Independent Drive-In The- came effective.
a member of the international com^
atre Owners Assn. Ihe -outfit aims to
If
gets the Cagney brothers'
exchange information on the operapany's 16m department and has been
Time of Your Life,"- as now ex- submitted
tion of drive-in. theatEiei, puiriic velato Rodgers and Loew's
tions activity and difitributor-exhibi- pected, it will wind up lawsuits that pr^xy Nicholas M. Schenck. Duo are
the.company has filed in New York
tor dealings.
now huddling on the plan in Florida,
Officers elected were Eddie Jtseph.: aaainst Cagneys and Warners -and
where
they're
both vacationing, and
prez; C- A. Ricliier and William Mor- which the Cagneys countered by
row, vice-prexies; Arthur Landsman, filing suit in LoS Angeles. William are expected to announce their desecretary-treasurer, and W. E. Syers, Cagney, prez of the outfit, recently cision within the next couple of
weeks.
exec-secretary.
for his
concluded a deal with
If the Metro execs give the nod to
future output and had promised the
<JA Ups StoOer, Craaklet
Edward Stoller has been named latter company that he'd also de-. the 16m program ^oi Canada, theyl!
branch manager in MinneapoUs for liver the complete ."Life." TJA can- also have to decide -whether to work
United Artists. He succeeds ISalph tended the film was already com- through one of the Canadian-narrowCramblet who was promoted to the mitted to it. Cagney and Sears have gauge distributors or start their own
post of midwestem district man^igei been holding long-distance phone operation, as they've done in all
this week.
huddles on a settlement for the past other foreign countries. Chief obOrvillc- Crouch has bfeen nained week.
stacle in the latter course is an exdivision manager of Iioew's Cleve
clusivity clause in contracts between
yesterday withdrew its suit in
land theatres. He replaces Charles
Canadian distribs and all other exhib
SajTOond, who has been transferred N. y. State Supreme Court vs. Cag- customers, which
provides that n9
to Washington ds assistant to Loew's neys and WB. Another suit vs. Cag16m outlet buying product from the
rep Carter Barron.
neys themselves remain on the
distribs can buy from any other outbooks. Argument is scheduled for
fit fOr the duration of the contract
EL aiBiaes Frank Narrls
next Monday i2i on a Cag&ey moEagle Lion has named Frank X.
Fact that Metro has always been opNorris as its office manager and tion denying the court's jurisdiction. posed to establishing partnership
head booker in the ;Kansas City exiTadd's deal with 11A came as with foreign companies indicates
change-Joel Bluestone has been something of a surprise, sincfe .the that it will attempt to buck the extapped lor £L salesman in the
leg^t producer i$, now in bankruptcy clusivity clause.
Orleans branch.
and it was presumed he'd have an
In other parts of the world, Metro
impossible
time,
temporarily -at
Eacle Lk>n Appaintments
is'proceeding with its plans of tyinjc.
Eagle Lion has tapped Forrest M. least in obtainic^ financing. His up its 16m program with regular
Swigcr for the spot of salesman in source of coin for "Busman" hasn't
3Sm distribution. While several oiC
ihc Dallas terrifn^. AUan T, ToUej been disclosed, but he has guaraa-^
those men trained especially for 16m'
is named assistant booker in the teed fJA that the company he Is
Pittsburgh exchange. Salesman W. forming to make' ihe'film has firm work have been axed, majority of
Gordon Bugie has been switched commitments from both banks and them iiave been absorbed by the 3Sm
from the Albany to Buffalo rx- private investors for all the money sales stafiEs. Idea is that the comchange.
pany is in business to sell pictures,Y
'he'-needs.
regardless of whether the pix arc
Levant to Handle SBO, TancasTcr

-

Toronto.

wee

X(om

.relationship

Odeon Gaumont-BHtish

new pooling ardivifion chief, picks up again Monrangement between the two Rankday <2) on his swing through excontrolled chains.
owns an apchanges

financial sacrifice for art's sake.

.

Elet*

<piw<3nBiN|

the

on the

Walter E. Branson, RKO's western as the resut of the

,

Vhuwen

Cagiiey Dispote
tail-

BnuuoB Ob Toar

paper bags.
New pacl^ges cost more than
bags, but the circuit is making a

to Handle

With other major film distributors
reported cutting down on their foreign Uim programs, Metro is so well
pleased with its narrow-Sauge oper«:
ation that it's now planning to oitpand the program into Canada. Report of the Canadian plan di£i>els rumors that Metro, too, was retrenching in its 16ra operation and is believed to indicate the company may
eventually begin distribution of narrow-gauge product in the U. S.
Latter premise is based on the fact;
that the Canadian operation will be
handled by the domestic sales staflE

-4-

secretary,'

md

Gtiiliadhai

hto Canada; Rockers

'

"SeWins by mall, as I see it, would
most out. field entirely in order to concentrate
lie out of the qiiemon
o{-towa exhibiton would be unable on his national drive-in circuit and
to make trips to the exchanges in ills new cartoon production venture
MinneapoUs when they need pic- in Hollywood, called Impossible Pictures," I*vy said. *wesmen must tures.
Bie already has drive-ins in
be present when deals are mafle and Minneapolis and St Iauk.
cbnti-acts signed. "Bie terms ot th«
Houses involved in the booking
contract have to he tally explained, shift are tiie Ritz and Peabody, Memthere must be agreement on them, phis; Strand and Varsity in Amoiy
told alter the agreement alterations Miss.; Tower, in Sardls, Miss., and
must be iorbidden."
the Bitz and new Magnolia (now
Sfi^rts of territory eichibitors to nearing completion) in New Albany,
skve money on Sim ^pments by
using paircel post hvstead of express
bave been stymied by exchanges' acJm». Mtamn fate tar, Athaay
ti"!! in adding charges for delivering
.
Albany;
fliin to the postoffioe and picking
James Moore, recently with War$hian up tliere. Action has resulted ner Bras-t has joined Patamount as
in N«r& Central Allied protest but salesman, succeeding Hichard D.
bnnch managers, are jgnoting it.
Hayes.
Latter reined to ga into the hotel
Sadonan VeJoiBs IXi
business at Ttappw lake, N. T.
Al Suchman has rejoined Bagle
SMh-Vox Bxcbange Chances
Lion as eastern division sales head,
distriburesuming supei-vision of KL
J. J. Grady, 20th-Fox Hiver Distion in 11 eastern exchanges. Such- trict manager, granted indefinite sick
man, along with western division leave; duties absorbed by Howard
chief Ii. E. Goldhammer, left the Uinsky, mideast division manaiier.
company Tccentty in a shift of sales Decision not to appoint a successor
personnel.
to Grady is believed, to represent anHerman Beiersdmrf is supervising oilier move, by 20Ui to trim its disthe western divisiim after moving tribution costs.
'-up irom: a district spot in the southSti Louis branch manager Ben
west.. He's steering sales activities Reingold has retired, succeeded by
in EL^ 20 oQicr Inanches.
Gordon Halloran. Dcs Moines brafich

"With some 200 coast-to-c«rast delcr
gates present, Canadian Picture
Pioneers' Club, held its annual ccsnr
ventiou at the King Eklward hotel
here and elected the toUowing officers; president, Hon. J. Earl Lawson;
vice-president, Ben Cronk; secretary,
Cliarlcs Mavely; treasurer, George
Bccston; directors, Len Bishop. Sam
Stembelrg. Maurice Doyle, Oscar
Hanson, Bill O'NelU, Clare Appel,

'

I

Na*11A BanfcraU Worries
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
George Bagnall, United Artists
veepee in charge of production, announced that new bank finan<dDg
will enable: UA producers to go
through with their filming programs
without worrying about bankroUlng.
After the recent unsetOfcd peiiod in
'

16m or 35m.
the company's affairs, Bagnall said,
five banks are now ready to furniidi
production coin, Bank ot
and Security Trust & Savings in
Los Angeles; and Bank of Manhattan, Conthiental and Irving Tmst
in Uie isast,'

rapher.

Rex

theatre, Riversville,

W.

Va.,

has been acquired by Harry Dunbar
from-Gerald Shea, with Feb, 1 set
for the transfto.
Catherine Del Toudo, formerly
with the
theatre departmei^t, is
the new boxoSice clerk at the RKO
exchange, succeeding Mary Dorsey.

WB

5a«k Heads Texas ATED
Buy Seven FIcxer Haases
Dallas.
Memphis.
Alfred N. Sack, general manager
M. A. Li!;htman and two of his
Ed Snpinslcy and Herb of Sack Amus. Enterprises here, has
named prexy of the Texas
been
Kohn, have iakeii ovei" booking and
Education
Dealers.
Assn.
of
Visual
buying for David Flexer's .seven
officers elected are R. .R.
theatJ-es here and In Misstssippi. Other
Insiders btilievc the move is leading Riley, of Houston, veepee; C. Reed
toward acquisition of the entire Morgan, Dallas, sec-treas., and C. R.
Reagan, Austin, and John Gungroup,
.Trio bought a minor interest in the .strcam, Dallas, directors.
The organization is an affiliate of
Flcver -circuit, shifted all management offices to their own in the the National Assn. of Visual EducaMalco tlwatrc building here. Flexer tion Dealers. Next regular meeting
ofhces iii the Dermon building are of the local group is slated for March
associates.

said to
.

'

bo closing Feb. 1.
Flexcr has beenout of town, but is
Said, to pj;in withdrawal irom this

following the Southwestern
regional meeting of NAVED.
A. W. Davis has purchased the 300

Cedar theatre. Cedar Hill, and
has taken over its operation. Former
owner and operator was Bill Shaw.
New owner and operator of the
Frost theatre. Frost Texas,
Rose Willoughby, of Oklahoma.

268-.scat
is

Salfer Quits 80th for Rep, Chi

Chicago.
aOth-

Ed Salfer has resigned as
Fox salesman for Republic

sales

post.

Encyclopaedia Brilannica Films
sales during 1947 were 20% higher
than in 1946. Since 1943. when the

company was acquired by EB,

sales
hiive increased over 300%.
former Milwaukee
CavelJi,
.Toe
Office manager for 20th-Fox, has
transferred to Chicago in the same
position,

ONIY^NE

Edward Zorn.
Officer.-;

of

Iinnoi.s.

have

tlie

Springfield,

1^
OCEAN

president,

and other

United Theatres of
been re-elected in
Group voted to
Theatre Owners of

all
111.

with
aflfiliate
America.
^,
Ken Sime returned to Chacago as
country salesman for Film Classics.

MIAMI tCACH

.

nONT • KMi I* *M Sn*—. *^

.

—

'

*

Pat Ballard's Song Writing Machine
{Reg. U.

&

Pat Off Mach Pat. Pettd.)

19-20.

.scat

T1lf«E-S

Moving Picture cmd Stage Rights To

He had

hiiea

located in

for the last four years.
Ai Duzell conferred

Milwaukee

with

Sam

Are Under The Exclusive Management Of

JOHN O'CONNOR
1697

Broadway

New

York

Ammoa

WedQeaday, January 28, 1948
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Latin America

Probki of Stars for N.Y. Origmations
Continues to
Producers of

New

Be Agony

Radio Ad Mediuni, Sez McCann s Giese

for Producers

York-originat-^'

network shows that use name

iiig

690G KWFT Buy OK^d

names frequently occur-

for

Enterprises

the

purchasoi

KWFT and KWPT-FM for a

ring.

of
reported'

price of $690,000.

Kenyon Brown,

that,
Also a partner
generally recognized
despite the abortive attempts made managing director of the outlets.
to enhance Manhattan's prestige as
an originating point for top-bracketed shows, it'll continue to remain
exclusive "baby" so
oily wood's
ng as the film industry holds its
grip on the star performers.
It's

KLZ's Director of N«ws,

A

radio packages in
Flock of
the works indicates some ambitious
programming plans involving legitincluding Edith
names,
and vaude-nitery
America,"
"Calvalcade
of
Sabin"Theatre Guild of the Air." Prob- Piaf, Clifford C. Fischer, Lee
lem of lining up star material has son, George S. Kaufman and Edna
been a constant problem for the Ferber.
with
collaboration
in
Fischer,
majority of them.
a
Allen has been, compelled on nu- Charles Lewin, is blueprinting
Piaf
merous occasions to repeat on his once-weekjy air show for Miss
Les
satirists,
male
of
group
list of availabijities, with th% others and the

new

Chanson, with
grabbing off jwhat Hollywood names Compagnons de la
whom she "appeared In a ..recent
happen to -be arotmd^N. V^^at

Broadway engagement under Fisch-

.time

One' Has

Its

Share

-

Mltchum, Charles Laughton, Gene
Kelly, James Mason, Edward G.
Bobinson, Paul Muni- and Geraldine
Fitzgerald, ja between it's been
<

'mttrdermis.

'-.

er's

and a

KLZ,

ABC: Who's Afraid

DENVER

WNBC Learns How

'

casing

which

AnOpen-EndSbw
PracticalliT

no wei^ has gone by

is

since

being submitted to
is ag^nting

Mark Hanna

agen-cies,

the package.

Arthur Moore, now an indie;, producer in Hollywood; is in N. Y. show-

casing his first package, an untitled30-minute musical stanza featuring
Victor Young and 50-piece orch, the
King's Men, Igor Gorin (baritone)
and actor J. Carroll Naish as Ijost.
Naisb additionally does a fourrflyg
minute spot reading poetry. Moore
has one audition platter of show and
rison that he went 'into the role.
claims' considerable agency interest.
: Fairbanks was
all set, but at the He's had it at Young & Rubicam and
last moment was forced tp stay on Kenyon
Eckhardt among others.
the Coast because of some pic "re- Moore prtkduccs; script is by Theo-

&

Rex Harrison was reached dore

at mid>-ocean ,on the Queen Elizabeth and nixed the deal at 10:20
p.m. -last Tuesday just as the previ-

ous week's ^'Studio One" was about
-to
sign oft the air, so it was imposible to announce the following
-Week's star at signoff time. That's
frequently happened on the .show.

Geisel.

Bacher Teams Up

With Ward

(Nf

Indicative but not exactly typical
the progress being recorded,
Giese declares, is the $2,50l),0Q0 Radio Center now nearing completion;
in Havana. Built with the coopera'
tidh of engineers from an undisclosed U, S. network, the Center
will contain broadcast studios, atheatre, nitery and offices a la Radio'
City in New York, but on a reduced
though basically ti musical show, scale; Big wheel in the Havana opcombines elements of home audience eration is Gear Mestre, head of the
participation and si^spense, with a Cuban CMQ network.
community-public service angle.
Keep to 11. S.: Standards
ABC has put it down for a March As a sample of the growing awareteeoff, in the 8 to 9 Sunday night ness of program needs, Giese says
bracket, with the web sales boys that while it was not uncommon forpitching it up to. the agencies for merly for some stations to spot IS
sponsorship nibbles:
That .would minutes of straight commercitd
give ABC two 60-minute Sunday plugs, today that would be imposnight shows, with Winchell and sible. Most Latin-American station*
Louella Parsons sandwiched in be- maintain standards now equivalent
tween "Stop the Music" and U. S. to: American radio. In Argentina
Steel's "Theatre Guild."
are banned
singing commercials
"Music," as conceived by Salter, absolutely. Argentina, Brazil, Cuba
is something akin to the old "Pot
and Mexico have the' most up-to*
o'Gold" show, except that any lot^ date broadcast setups, Giese .says.
Forremoved.
tery suggestion is
With influx of advertising revmula provides for telephone caUs
enue, both stations and ad agencies
throughout the country—but calls
in Latin America are refining their
based on letters received telling
programming techniques after the
individuals
these
contribution
what
Rehearsals of all
pattern.
would like to make to their coip- IT. S.
are now mandatory, « which
munity. Orch (with vocal, assist) shows
and there has beeii
segues from one tune into another is an innovation,
an e'nlargement of production staffs
until a call is put through.
The "Stop the Music'' tagline to accompany the increased attenmeans the party's on the phone and tiveness to operation details.
Hooperatings are practically unif they can identify the tune being
played at that particular momenti known in South America, Giese says,
they grab off a cash award, the comi; except for a measurement service
mnnity gets its payoff (on audition in Rio de Janiero. And here the
ifecord it was a playground for poor ratings play the 'same role as they
kids), and there's a try. for a jack-' do in America, with ad agencies
eyeing the results with as much
pot.
As trick shows 'go, network thinks avidity as they do in this country.
According to spot measurements'
it's got the topper.
conducted by Individual agencies,
most popular programs are of the
soap opera type, with musical shows
Philco Dealers' Co-op
next in line.

ABC thinks it's got th^ trick show
that could put a denj; in the top
audience-pulling Bergen- Allen Sunday night NBC 60-minute comedy
parlay. Network has completed a
deal with Lou Cowan Associates for
a new hour -long program called
'Stop the Music," created by orchesleader Harry Salter, which,
tra

Placing

Fourth

Allocation

On
Plugs

of

Complaint that is heard often
around .agencies these days is that
the agency-built network shows are
getting the stepchild treatment from

when \t comes to promoClaim these sources make is
that under the present promotional
dispensation their programs take
Stations
tion.

fourth place in a station's allocation
cf priority.
Here's the order in 'which, they
say, the average station doles «ut its

promotion:

"

1.

The

2.

The network co-op show with a

locally sponsored' program.

local sponsor.
,

3.

The network-built commercial

program.
4.

The agency produced show.

cordings,

and

last

Thursday evening

(22) the announcer was in the middle of his middle qommercial when
chimes cut in with a triple
the

NBC

bongo. Somebody had forgotten to
cut off the chimes, which automatically ring on the quarter hour.
Three weeks before it was a case
of forgotten work involving Roland
spfttlight ad
Youngi The actor saw
in a New York, daily, saying he was'
going to broadcast "that night on
for Schaefer.
Young called his radio agent, John
Gibbs, and was quite tart about the
thing.
He asked Gibbs whether he
didn't think the principal ought to
be consulted before he was booked.
Gibbs assured Young that he didn't
arrange any guest date--for that night

WNBC

and that as a matter of fact when lie
saw the- ad he assumed that Young

Vfheelock

For Radio-Slanted Pix

had accepted the booking on his
own.
"'Well,"
Young remarked,
"call them anyway and say I can't
be there. I've got a previous en-

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
gagement."
William
A.
of
Incorporation
Show Was Transcribed
Bacher Productions, announced by
No sooner did he hang up on
Bacher, unites two radio figures in
partnership. With Bacher is Ward Young than Gibbs recalled that the
An imWheelock, head of agency bearing show was transcribed.
phonecall to his client
his name, who continues with his mediate
an assurance that he
outfit which handles Campbell Soup brought
account. Bacher recently wound up still didn't know what it was all
four and a half years as 20th-Fox about. Gibbs checked and found out
producer, and will be active head that Young had cut the record about
Young dismissed the
of outfit which will produce pic a year ^ ago.
matter with the comment, "If you
programs for radio and television.
First production vWl be under say they have a contract shovving
banner of subsidiary Trinity Films did the work it must be so, but
with James Nasser, northern Cali- still don't recall the circumstances."
The week before the airing of the
fornia exhib' as partner. Pic will be
adapted from book "If This Be My disk' in: which Young guested there
Harvest," by Margaret Lee, 'Violet was a -tangle concerning a dramaAtkins, with lensing slated for May. tized bit from "Trilby."
Harper &
There'll be considerable locationing Sons raised with WNBC the issue
in wine country around Fresno.
of a radio rights authorization, but
Bacher, Wheelock are close friends it turned out that the girl scriptist
since 1935: when Bacher was lured who prepared the piece had cleared
from Benton Bowles for. whom he the thing with the agent for the
produced air, series "Show Boat," to dramatist of the DuMaurier book,
take over "Hollywood Hotel.'' Asso-' and the ripple was quickly smoothed
ciation

continued

for

years

after

out.

Bacher gradually
The same series had played predrifting into pix.
Wheelock over- viously on over 100 stations around
tured Bacher for yeai's to join agency the country without anybody raising
as radio director. Nfew Wheerock is
SUSTAINING RIDE in with Bacher as financial partner. any sort of question or demurrer.
Detroit' Symphony's
"Sunday He will assume more active interest
Evening Hour" isn't bowing off ABC, in packaging shows for radio, tele.
Script
jifter all.
Web's programmBts decided Monday (2^ to^give the longThere have been some gripes
hair orch a sustaining ride for at Are News Writers 'Pros'?
around some networks and N. Y.
least 13 weeks.
stations over the lately adopted
The Radio Writers Guild will sub^
Symphony's bankrolling by De- mit a brief opposing the classificapractice of a radio critic tor a
troit plastics tycoon Henry Reich- tion of news .writers as "professionManhattan daily of reviewing
hold ended last Sunday (25) follow- als" under the Wages and Hours
shows from scripts. Cases have
ing inability of the sponsor to get Act.
arisen recently where the critic
Other talent and employee
incorporated in reviews portions
together with the Detroit local of groups in radio are already fighting
of .scripts which were deleted beth6 Ametican Federation of Musi- the move, which was proposed refore the program went on the
cians, reportedly on
pay scales. cently by the National As.sn. of
air,
Crux of trouble was said to be that Broadcasters.
are
"Profe.<isionals"
Wor.se, some of the reviews
Reicbhold declined to pay the orch exempt from the wage provisions
have obviously to anyone who
commercial rates. Presumably, how- of the Act.
heard the .show in question— reever, the orch will accept sustaining
Hearings on the proposal were
flected the fact that the critic
pay from the network. Tab is said to held recently in Washington, Deadhadn't heard it.
line for filing briefs is Feb. 16.
be about $5,Q0O weekly.
"Hotel"

left

:

of

air,

DET.SYMniTOm
ABC

Happy

.

—

:

.

.

:

;

'

|-

'

•

:

'

Agencies Don't Like

'

:

Bergen, Allen?

-

To Go Nuts fith

Schaefer Beer assumed the
sponsorship of "Hollywood's Open
House," open-end series, on WNBC,
that some complication hasn't
Y.,
N.
Ferber
Miss
Kaufman and
the
turned over the radio ri^ts of their marred the serene career of
Two
association..
Stage Door" legit play to Margaret client-program
weeks
^go Foote,.Cone & Belding
who
Burnett,
Murray
Swope and
Benny
Jack
about
tempest
raised
a
an
presentation
of
a
completed
have
reair series for cross-therboard show- having participated on one of the

last nfght (Tues.) "Studio One"
did E. Phillips Oppenheim's "The
Great. Impersonator," but it wasn't
until over the weekend that it succeeded in obtaining Luise Bainer,
Walter Slezak and Beverly Roberts
the
for
three supporting roles,
Fletcher Markle, the Canadian-imIiorted director of the series, played
the lead role, which' requires an
• English accent, but it was only after,
unsuccessful efforts to get Douglas
Fairbanks, David Niven or Hex Har-

ibkes."

editor

,

is

number

"

auspices.
Lewin is also partnered with Sab-N
'^Studio One'' has been having its
inson, producer of the "Finian's
fhare of star troViblei and while CBS Rainbow" musical, in a pacte^ge deal
has' been successjCul in obtaining the
for a new juvenile air show.
services of John Garfield, Robert
have

'StndlA

reporter,

a sharp sense of the
dramatic In news. Introduced use
Of spot news Wire recordings into
newscasts In Denver.
^
writer with

Grind 'Em Out

Right now. there are seven coastto-coast shows out of New York that
go in for names on a regular basis,
such as the CBS hour sustainer,
"Studio One," Fred Allen's show,
"We, the People," "Reader's Digest,

.

-

'

the multiplication of the-y
of receiving sets now in use.
However, even greater strides could
be expected if relaxation of exchange controls permitted American
set manufacturers free access to the
available market.

ports,

SHELDON PETERSON
keen

'

'Senator'

Special Events

Package Milk

E

With active help from U. S. broad,
castersi Latin. America's radio industry has rapidly grown up during
the postwar years into a toprankmeller
"Fighting Senator," action
ing advertising medium. According
which was sponsored by Lever Broa^ to George Giese, McCann-Erickson
(Swan, soap) as a Joan Davis re- vice-prexy, just returned- from
a
placement during the summer of, tour of the agency's south-of-the1946, has been bought by CBS. As border
offices,
improvement Ig
before, it's a Lou Cowan package, marked in aU phases of
operation,^
with starting date not yet decided.
extending from modernization of
Harry Ackerman, who a? ex- Young technical facilities to overhauling
of
ti Rubicam vice-president of radio
pi^ogramming ideas.
bought the show for [Swan,- will
Biggest single factor contributing
supervise it for CBS,
current
upsweep,
Giese
to the
re-

CBS Buys

performers are finding it increasWichita Falls, Jan. 27.
ingly tough to pact star?. For some
Final FCC approval has been
of them it has become an almost granted E. H. Rowley, prez of the
agonizing week-to-week experience, Robb tc Bowley-United Theatres
Griffith, prez of Theatre
with compromises on use of lesser and H. J.
alternate

&0WS Up as Toprank

Sponsorship of Four
Finley T. C.

Programs

American advertisers now coiir
sider Latin American radio as one
of the 6hief media for marketing
mass consumption

eomriiodities. Biig-

time buyers are Coca-Cola, afNew Jersey Standard Oil,
and toothpastes. Standard
broadcast
Oil's
"Esse Reporter,"
over many Latin American stations,

Hollywood, Jan, 27.
Philco and Finley Enterprises entered a pact this week Whereby the
producing firm delivers four of its
transcribed shows for co-operative
radio sponsorship by Philco distributors and
dealers throughout the
country. The precedental deal will
follow the pattern of the Bing
Crosby and Burl Ives shows, with
distribs anteing half the cost of

gest-

shows and

In any case, commercial radio has:

-

air time,
Easily one of the biggest deals of
kind ever worked-, it is regarded
as solid institutional as well as onthe-scene s^les stimulator at a time
when dealers are hard pressed to get
newspaper ad space due to newsprint shortages, etc. Shows will be
made available to some 25^000 dealits

it's stated,
and the Hutchins
agency Will handle all commercial
Immediate increase of the
copy.
Finley sales staff is planned to meet

filiates of

soaps

the top

is

show from

the standpoint

its long life-span and popularity.
Giese says that programs beamed
fron^-the U. S. to Latin America
have an audience narrowly limited
to persons owning shortwave setS;

of

be based on local programming
And that's what's wrong
with some agencies trying to build
packages for Latin America from
New York, Giese says.

to

efforts.

4A's Time Buyers Group

ers,

the situation.

Not Happy Over Shaving

Of Rate Protection Period

Shows involved are "Myrt and
Subject of rate protection came m
Marge," quarter hour; "Flight With for a bit -of airing at last week's
Music," quarter hour; ''Diary of meeting of the old time buyers comFate" and "The Anderson Family,
mittee of the American Assn. of Adboth half -hour programs, respec- vertising Agencies.
tively, in series of 130, 39, 52 and S2^
No particular stand was taken, but
weekly editions.
the group, in taking cognizance of a
disposition

WKBC'S

MURROW PICKUP

CBS news commentator Ed
Murrow on WNBC, N. Y., Feb.
It'll

be

among some

stations to

new policy of NBC and
of reducing this from a year to
monthsraaueed that it wasnt to

follow the

CBS
six
its

liking.

when the NBC flagship picks up the
The sense of the buycr.s' reaction
Badio Executives Club luncheon ad- was that while they recognize that
dreess of David Lilienthal, chairman costs were going up for stations they
of the Atomic Energy Commission. still felt that the station should for

Murrow

is ticketed to intro Lilien
their own best interests retain the
year's protection.
That policy is
will cancel \f> minutes of more conducive to agency operation
Marfjaret McBride's commer- since budgets are commonly planned
cial time to do the remote, l:30-2p.in. on a year's basis.

thai,

WNBC

Mary

"
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WIDENS ON GO-IN. SHOWS

Looking for Trouble?
FULL-HOUli

Broadcasters are divided, and understandably, on the tricky,
involved and dangerous matter of taking an "editorial" stand.
This Involves the right .of a station licensee to behave like a newspaper publisher.

;Emphasis being put today- on
shows of 60-minute length is blossoming into one of the major fullblown trends in radio.
In contrast to only a few seasons
back, when "Lux Radio- Theatr»" had
the full-hour network programming

Ills eyebrows in politics, and Massachusetts
In using his Government-granted franpolitics aren't pretty.
chise to advocate his viewpoints as to men and issues, Shepard
became a potent political power not by entering politics or
running for office but by shouting from the platform of a radio

Shepard was up to

much to itself, there
five tiding the coast-toairwaves, with a sixth coming
March, when ABC slots the
new "Stop the Music" (see separate
story) musical qulzzer in the 8 to 9
Sunday night bracket as opposition
to NBC's Edgar Bergen and Fred
Allen.
In addition CBS is tossing around
the idea of a full -hour variety stanza
in the tradition of tl>e old "Ziegfeld
Follies," with a guest policy permitting for the cream of show business to reprise tlieir favorite bits
and an ex-"Follies" comic fave to
spotlight pretty

are

The pros and cons of the Mayflower decision still echo, and
further hearings pn this very matter are due in Washingt(Hi this
spring! On» party of radio men contends that they ought to
have freedom to editorialize, and they wish this right recognized
even though some of them frankly do not intend to use it. For
tills if the rub. ' As a businessman obliged in self-interest not to
antagonize listeners, « station operator cannot easily rush in,
indifferent to consequences. It's believed in Washington that the
motivation of some broadcasters Is not to exercise the privilege
of advocacy, but to force the FCC to abandon its explicit and
implicit control over editorializing.

would be a top-budgeted

for major sponsot showcasing
which the net thiinIC! could be to
day's radio counterpart of the old
"Follies^' in both prestige and enter-

is

That would bring the number of
eOrminute network shows to seven,
and veterans in radio say at no previous time can they recall when so
many ruled the kilocycle roost at
one time.

CBS lias given considerable impetus to hour-long programs with its
Studio One" dramatic sustainer
(which has built up to a 10 rating
despite the fact, it's slotted in opposition to Fibber and Bob Hope), plus
the web'a recent expansion of "Suspense" into a 60-minute show. With
"Lux Radio Theatre" paying offi for
more than a decade with one of
radio's top Hoopers, it would give
CBS four full-hour showcases if and
when it unveils the projected variety

Have tile broadcasters So soon forgotten Franklin Ford, Charles
Coughlin, Judge Rutherford, Bob Shuler, Leland Bickford, et aL?

NBC Bares FmdBi^s on How U. S.
L^s, Air News

stanza.
Ifi
addition.

sponsoring

Second in the

of listthe nation's
the top air

,

showing^

ings

radio

shows

appear in next
issue of VAKumr, and

"will

week's
will

he published weekly-

there-'

after.

The
Bating

Radio Editors' Quality
boxscore was inaugulast week's (21>
in

rated
Varibtt.

is

Sunday

currently
afternoon

on NBC (which
moving- into a nightseries

the client is
time segment), while U. S. Steel's
"Theatre GuUd of the Air," in the
9:30-10:30 Sunday night ABC slot,
has built up to a 12.3 rating. It's in
its third season of sponsorship, with
U. S. Steel reported happy with the
increasing audience payoff.
It's a throwback to the days when'
Kate Smith, Fred Allen, Rudy
Vallee, Major Bowes, Kay Kyser,
etc.. were riding the 60-minute formats; but not'.neeessarily aU 'on the
>
air during the same period.:

series

how

editors" rate

Ford

its

houf dramatic

Listingr

Ve Vas

Dere, Sharlie!

Washington, Jan. 27.
Network execs are casting a
meaningful eye at television for
more than one reason.
Some of the top brass down
here from N. Y. to testify at the
Petrillo hearing aren't so sure
they're happy with the- turn of

Deal or no deal, James C. Petrillo
won't pull his American Federation
of Musicians members off the networks after next Saturday (31), say
the best informed sources. Further-

FM

more, network affiliates with
in all probability will begin
full duplication of web
on
station.-!

shows

their high-frequency outlets starting.

events.
Previously, as one pointed out.
it was a simple matter to go back
to the chief in N. Y. and report
on what a terrific job they did.
"But with the Boss Man now
watching the proceedings on

he lamented, "Mark 'Woods ^
might have to think twice before
telling Ed Noble how sensational
he was; Joe Ream and Frank
Mullen might have to modify
their reports, in checking in with
Bill Paley and Dave Sarnoff."

tele,"

.

ItsOft-liiMTale;

,

CBS Impetas

not be extensively abused, but if a reversal of the Mayflower
dictate opened up new opportunities for even a few station alliances with clever demagogs the injury to radio as a whole might
be considerable.

Next Editor

of Pelrillo Pulliiig

tainment.

If the industry won a privilege which thereafter was extensively abused, it might be a victory to regret. Perhaps it would

Daily newspapers of the U.S. aredoing a fairly thorough job of supplying readers with radio station
logs, but stiU aren't devoting much
spa<!e .to radio news and columns,
according: to the findings of a comprehensive and perhaps unprecedented
survey just completed by NBC's
press department. Surprisingly how*
everi ftlevision logs arc widely car^ried considering the small number
dOt stations on the air.
Alton Kastner, NBC column editor, found in scanning tearsheets
from 1,682 dailies that 1,275 carried
logs of some kind. Of the 407 printing none at all, most apparently
were smaller papers with 1,000 or
less circulation.
Of the" 1,275 with
Jogs, however, ISO list one station's
programs only, 44 print only selected
programs, and only 122 run "highlights" in addition to their logs.
Thii-ty-f<}ur run ads inserted in their
logs.
Eighteen run their logs once
weekly, giving the full week's sched-

It

show

Is possible,

Daifies Treat

in

emcee.

emotional as well as intellectual. Certainly
but caution is justified because In
the past the jrecord is decorated, back to the mid-^twenties, with
examples of dubious use of the editorial privilege by broadcasters who, the minute they stop thinking and operating itnpartially and begin Indulging in their own political, social, religious and other bents, are likely to be all too human.
Clearly this issue

now

coa.st

up

license.

no snap solution

1[11S Not Much Chance

mi mmi

It's easy to argue in theory tliat the broadcaster has or should
have such an equal right to "free speech," biit it's not so simple
as it seems, for the FCG's Mayflower decision of 1940, which still
stands as the basic guide, was written in reaction to the abuses
of editorializing by the Boston stations of John Shepard, 3d.

,

;

-

'

'knorant' Not So

>
It's happened again.
Just as on the three previous occasions when it was on the threshold
of getting the Philip Morris axe, "It
Pays To Be Ignorant'', Hooperating
shot way up to an 11.6 last week. It

bettered its previous tally by 4.8
and, with the exception of Fannie
Brice's 16.6, took the edge off all the
shows in the new and long-heralded
Friday night CBS comedy lineup.

"Ignorant" goes
to

make way

off in

for

the

two weeks

new

Philip

Bkckkrn
"

Exits

Norman Blackburn,

Hollywood
Thompson,

when

was yanked by the

it

office Monday (26) from 3 to
5 p.m. Yesterday (Tues.) they met
again, at 2. Prospects that all points
would- be ironed out and new pacts
inked by Saturday midnight, however, were not altogether bright. Almost the entire Monday session, for
instance, was devoted to discussion
of differentials between N. Y., Chir
cago and Hollywood, the three main
originating points for network shows*
One of tlie participants confirmed
that brass-tacks talk on wage increases had not even begun.
To Play Under Old Cont^-act

York

What took .the heat off somewhat
for the webs, however, was the assurance that Petrillo would not yank
his musicians if agreement hasn't
been reached by the week's end. This
was confirmed by a top AFM spokesman'in Chicago, who said the musicians will continue to play under the
terms of the old contract until a new
one
signatured. This union exec
believe'd a new pact would be atreed
upon before the end of next week.
This 'AFM spokesman also said FM
and tele weren't included in Petrillo's c u rr ent discussions' with the
Webbers. But in N. Y. one of the nei.<i

gotiators disclosed that at the last
minute Monday Petrillo to.sssed in «
'.'i-ough draft" of a proposal to permit
duplication on a temporary basis, at no increase in the
musicians' pay scales, provided the
webs did nqt increase their rates
where sliows were duplicated.

AM-FM

ciggie

sponsor for a new show, "Ignorant"
wound up with a reprieve and was
restored to its Friday slot.
Here'.'! how the new Friday lineup
squared off on the initial Hooper

office

of

Lean

in

On

radio scripting.

The Radio

Editors' poll,

which re-

Time Mag,

when

nm

i."!

M

or:

The

Pot Calls the Kettle Black

sumes in the next issue as a regular
CBS and its Washington newsweekly 'Variety feature in coopera- caster, Eric Severaid, hit the ceiling
Boston, Jan. 27.
Time magazine,
John Shepard III 'is stepping out of tion With Dick Mansfield, freelance last Week
exparticularly
researcher,
had
a
in its radio section, came out with a
active management of the Yanlcee
Network and going into semi-re- hilarating reaction among writers, pithy paragraph concerning SeverCoast,
producers
on
the
directors
and
given a
interview
on
an
Itirement
aid, based
as
"consultant" to the
originating point for most of theiop" staffer of the mag's Washington Buregional hookup. Although the web
Severaid, it's reported, has
reau.
announced yesterday (26) that Shep- budgeted nighttime shows.
production boys, who threatened legal reprisals. He
Coast
The
ard had been reelected board chair(Continued on page 30)
charges that the sum total of the
man, it was disclosied simultaneously
four sentences that appeared in
that Thomas F. O'Neil, son of Yankee
print, the result of a two-hour interptexy William F. O'Neil, had been
given the D. C. staffer, Jim
view
elected K-ve^e of the web and a
so
member of the Mutual net-work
CBS has had a change of heart Shepley, was so warpedhisand
views
board, succeeding Shepard in the about Sweeney and March, and is "cruelly misrepresented"
radio and his professional colabout
latter post.
another
going to give the comic duo
position,
his
injure
to
leagues
as
Linus Travers will continue as go-round, in a new time slot.
Time paragraph read as follows:
exec veepee and general manager,
pulling S &
Althougli the web
and George SteiTy as a veepee. out of the 9:30 Wednesday segment "Lean, velvet -voiced Eric Severaid
Travers also is on the MBS board. following tonifijit's sequence, the quit as CBS' Washington bureau
to give full time to newscastchief
slot
time
evening
Shepard's puUout, effective next pair will get a new
Supday (1), coincides with expira- within a couple of weeks, with the ing, and tossed a few, hard words
tion of a five-year contract between
net renewing its year and a half old lover his shoulder: 'Radio reporting is
'superficial
(and) sloppy. The stream
sponsor.
show
a
the
and Yankee.
effort to land

Sunday
Leaner

CBS, which has fallen on lean
days, so far as Sunday afternoon com-

the

Walter

Scripting

Severaid

To

General Foods' Fannie Brice show,
(Continued on page 40)

JWT

v.p.
J.

Seen as Hypo

,

mm

APM contracts. The two
huddled at Petrillo's New

tion of
sides

results:

Editor Pofl

(1).

Morris musical starring Dinah Shore
and Harry James. However, CBS
has bought the property for a SatThe networkers informed' Petrillo'
urday time slot and if it can't land
a sponsor, "Ignorant" will be co- they "couldn't do anything to stop";
(Continued on page 30)
oped.
In each previous instance

has resigned after 10 Dave Taylor to 0.0. Europe
Davidson Taylor, CBS veepee and
years with the company^. He's in
New York completing a new con- director of public affairs, goes to
Europe in late March or early April
nection.
Blackburn started in the agency's for an overall looksee at Columbia's
picture department and was then European news operation and to
ules.
switched over to radio,' producing in visit the web's correspondents,
Regularly serviced radio columns
Plans call for Taylor to visit CBS
ecent years the Kraft, and Elgin
distributed by two of the wire scrv
General sentiment in radio circles, holiday shows. He was made a v.p. newsmen in London, Paris, Berlin
ices {Associated Press and Interna- particularly among show-minded a couple of years ago.
and- Rome. He'U be gone six weeks.
tional News Service), are carried by people within the trade, is that the
a total of only 92 papers.
projection of the Radio Editors'
Kighty-four dailies carry signed Quality Rating System, which made
vs.
(Continued on page 40)
its initial appearance in last week's
'Variety could well serve as the necessary stimulant toward improving

SHEPARD HANDS OYER
HEM OF YANKEE WEB

next Sunday

Negotiations between Petrillo and
the webs this week appeared to be
hitting the daily tempo characteristic, of the final week before expira-

runs purer than in newspaper reporting but not so deep. Radio reporters,
know that they won't be
able to use more than a few lines in
most stories (so) they quit digging.
I think I'd be happier writing for
.

.

print.'

any radio
Time represented him ought to be pushed out
of the business; that he spent a full
two hours giving the Time reporter
an estimate of what is good and what
is bad about radio journali.sm, and
Severaid claims that
journalist feeling the way

what emerged in print so distorted
his viewpoint as to make him appear
ridiculous in the eyes of his colleagues, for whom, says Severaid, he
has the greatest respect.
When the paragraph appeared in
print, Shepley, it's reported, told
Severaid that he was appalled at

what the N. Y.
[done

to

editorial

desk had

the copy he had sent

in.

mercial programming is concerned,
encounter another
looks
set
to
blow. At the moment CBS has 45
minutes of sponsored time between
noon and 6 p.m., with Electric
Companies occupying 5:30 to 6 -with
its Phil Spitalny show, and Hires
bankrolling the 5:15-5:30 matinee
period.

However, Electric Companies has
notified its agency, N. W. Ayer, that
dropping the Spitalny show and
time in May, and has given no in*
dication that it intendis to return
it^s

in

the

fall.

Hires, also an N. W. Ayer account,
scheduled to expand from IS
minutes to a half -hour in the spring.
However, the soft drink biz hat
fizzled to an alarming degree, caus-

is

ing
it'll

some conjecture as to whether
go through with the upped radio

budget.

CANTOR'S 2 NETWORK

COMMERCIAL SHOWS?
.
Chicago, Jan, 27.
If plans jell, Eddie Cantor may be
the only double-featured radio star
with two separate nighttime network

programs.

'
;

If plans materialize. Cantor will
plug both Pab^, his current sponsor, and Hoffman Beverages, which
Pabst bought out a year ago.

As an alternative programming
plan, Pabst is kicking ajpound th*
idea of a full hour show for Cantor,
with the twoww«qr commercial p\xtgr
ging.

a
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Washington, Jan,

er

Way

W6AL

Allen Testifies in

How Hoop«;r Rates 'Em
Boh Hope

26.7
.Lux Radio Theatre
Jack Benny ,.,...;.....i...26.5

Fibber & MoUy
Fred Allen
Charlie McCarthy
Walter Winchell
Amos 'n' Andy.

70% stockholders in the Public Service Badio Corp,, whichi in an unor-.
thodo:c
last year, filed to- take
ovfer the channel now occupied by
William Randolph Hearst's WBAL,

mo^

Phil -Harris
Frlfehd Irma

My

26,3
-.,..25,4

24.2
23.2
23.1
22.3
.21.9

,
.

. .

Red Skelton"

Baltimore.
As president and proposed- resident
manager of WBAL, if FCC sees
things his way, Allen gave his net
•worth as $235,321.50 and revealed he
first became interested in getting a
radio station of his own, and independently of Pearson,' in early 194S.
Lawyers for Hearst have repeatedly
claimed that "false charges against

21.5

>

,

III Slli

With Pearson
Allen, made it clear he is now

"The

CorfsJt

Washington, Jan. 27.
Broadcaster in Pub-

theme

of the fifth

annual convention of the Assn. of

Women
holS

Broadcasters, which will
the Mayfto'wet Hoiel

fdrjth at

N. Y„ on Sunday afternoons and is Thursday throtigh Sunday (Jan. 29?
a cortespondent for the North AmerEarly arrivals, among the more
ican Newspaper Alliance. Allen said
Pearson first tried to interest him in than 200 fenime broadcasters exbidding for a small town station in pected in toWn will havie opportunity
Maryland but he wanted .''the big ol making recprdings with their
'

.

time or nothing."

Congressmen for: local statipjl use.
Thursday "is earmarked for registra-

ex-colonel

and Pearson intend to hand
over from 10 to 20% of their stock

said he

sighise'ein^
functions. fir^
tion,

:

Wd-

social

session oh
a
Friday .ni6i'ninjjwaibe*tabi)e
retail advertising dllhic, headed by
assistant director of
Lee Hart,
advertising, Patiel speakers include;
Enid May, WSBi Atlanta; Nancy
,

,

NAB

j

!

Sumner¥eircV"war'7uVposer"Vo |Grey,'W^^
into the company from
the beginning but delayed doing it

I

BaUey;
Shank,

Milwaukee;

CBS

for

Row

RWG-Network

,

,

.

Mildred

.

,

-

'

.

Alma Kitchell,
and New 'York.
former AWB prez, will speak that
night on "Television Techniques."

.

,

'

WNBC HIKE

WCBS,

\mm

WCBS

and

&

N. Y., during

week agreed

the past
tor pay

to staff direcincreases match-

minimum

-

'

$50 to $70,

Monday

RDG

negotiators
opened talks with CBS Television
seeking a new pact covering the
net's staff video directors, of which
there are now seven. Old contract
set no actual minimums, but the
Guild hopes to establish basic wages
which would amount to a 20% jump
in pay for the tele directors.
(26) the

•

,

Ed Weeks

finished his third book, "-Death
Taxes," being the memoirs of Elmer E.
Irey, former chief of the Treasury Dept.'s intelligence unit,
Simon
Schuster will publish in Sept
rtarry Salter flew in from the Coast for

&

i

MINIMUMS

WNBC,

percentage- wise;
boosts
ing,
the
agreed to by the networks in their re-.
cent negotiations with the N. Y.- local
of the Radio Directors Guild (AFL).
The two web flagships will boost
their in-hiring minimum from $90 to
$67,50 weekly.
In addition, WCBS granted a hike
in all present directors' minimums

WCOP, Boston, and poroUiy
WKBR; Buffalo. Hugh Feltis, from

president of Broadcast Measurement
Bui^eau, will speak during the morning, session on "Counting the Cus"
tomers."
A. D. (Jess) Willard, .vice-prez of
(Hearing Continues tomorrow (Wed.) |NAB, is on the Friday afternoon pro
on proposed programming. Pearson gram- with an address: "The NAB
The radio women
arid the AWB."
not due on stand for several days),
will participate in a ,^elecast .Friday
night, originating from WMAL-T'V
for relay to Baltimore, Philadelphia
Script
Mabley,

until hearing was almost due on the
JHearst-Public Service Corp.^contest,'
As a result, FCC refused to let the
company amend its ownership records to ir^clude Welles at this time

Up

,

.

Womah

lic Affairs" is the

"definitely competing with Pearson"
both as a columnist ahd. commentator. Allen is aired live over WOB,

have bought

.

—

I^DUK^ci^ters

'Competing^'

to statio:*^' employees.' Thirteen other
stookhoIdSrS!—all prominent Baltiinoreans<^hold the remaining 30%
of the stock,
Allen said tormer Under-Secretary

.

•

.

in

much -decorated

YORK CITY ...

.

the FCC's Blue Book
stimulated the competing bid from
Pearson and Allen. Blue Book was
released in March, 1946.

The

m mW

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Harry Maizlish, g.m. of Warners'
KPWB, is in New York on station
Jim Gaines, on his first time out since lie became manager of NBC's
business, delayed when he had to
stay here to see through his giant o.-and-o. stations, hopping to Cleveland tomorrow (Thurs.) to spend two
parade to launch the March of Dimes or three wesks with John McCormick, newly appointed chief of WTAM,
campaign in southern California. casing the operation^ .Jack Pacey, ABC trade news editor, under surgery
He'll combine his brief eastern stay last week for removal of two shell fragments he caught in the leg during
Nick Keesley, maiSager of "American Forum of. the Air,"
with a visit to Washington, D. C, to AAP days
check with NAB toppers, following cooking up a deal which will take ,him to the Coast in mid-Febr<iary
his appointment to, NAB's national Mutual's station relations field reps in the home office for a week of hudpublic relations committee. He re- dles with prexy Edgar Kobak and other brass... ,'WlVICA's prexy Nathan
Straus sunning himself in Florida.
turns here Feb. 2.
John Crosby, Herald Trib radio critic, ready to come out of hiding in
Maizlish is largely credited with
Virginia Tatu'm,
staging Wilshire boulevard's first Bucks County- and looking around for a Gotham apt.
parade and it was a major event former program manager of WPTE, Raleigh, debuts next Saturday .(.'il)
Leon Janney and Ethel (jweii
here, aided by giant figure balloons as CBS's "Country Journal" home editor
into
Latimer
Lever
"When
Girl
'Maiyries"
cast
J.
of
Bros, pa.ssed
a
p.
loaned *by Gotham's Macy's. department store for the occasion—with through N, Y. en route to new office managership in Buenos Aires. ,.
much insurance. The march drew a James L. Fly due for a month's vacation at Daytona. .Lydia Pereia,
scripter
morning
and
narrator
of
NBC's
Sunday
to
Order,"
".Story
is conrecord; of 1,000,000 persons and netted
some $25,000 in dimes, tossed into tinuing, the writing stint, but discontinuing her .commuting from Chestnut
curb-hugging jeeps equipped with Hill, Mass^,' to .narrate the airer. She's expecting her fourth child in
March.
Air
chore
"goes
to
Alice'>Yourman.
giant-cones as cafchers.'Event topped
his super show on a school playEd Begley, who's in Hollywood making a couple of films, will also do
ground opposite the station held last his "Charlie Chan" role on the Mutual show from the Coast if the stanza
year, and included bringing to the moves west this spring
WMCA expanding its sales staff Ijy a couple of
march a large group of musical stars salesmen. Tom Lynch, ex-Donahue & Coe timebuyer, will check in Feb,
who had "brunch" with plattet pilot 2 as an account exec. .Vivi Janiss and Florida Friebus added to "Lora
Peter Potter at the studio as he Lawton" cast, Doris Dalfon and James Boles into "Young Widder Brown"
played his 500,000th disc since be- roles. Arline Blackburn new to "Just Plain Bill". .. .New daughter at the
coming a jockey. Station aired eveat home of l)on Witty, ABC scripter. .. .Paul Whitelman being feted by the
for three hours.
Lambertvine. N: J,, Rotary dub tomorrow (29) for sponsoring teenage
Saturday night dances at the local Catholic church..
Bill Slocum, ex-CBS commentator and special events director, has,-ju.st
,

Truth or Consequences ... .20.6
... ...... 20.0
Duffy's Tavern
19.6
Mr. District Attorney
19.6
Al .Jolson
.

die Production Centres

Draws 1,000,000 Crowd

•

27.9

,,'

hm

Huge Coast Dunes Splash,

Case

27.

Testimony by Robert S. Allen, forco-author with DrewPearson. ftt
Washington Merry-Go-Roimd
the
column and ex*aide and biographer
c£ Gen. George S. Patton, teed off
the first round yesterday (26) of
what looks to be a battle-royal ber
fore the FCC; Pearson and Allen are

mer

WBAL"

:

Wednesday, Jgnuayy 28, 1948

Balto Merry-Go-Roiind Under

As

. .

,

Into Sun.

ABC

Raymond

orch assignment on new ABC Coast Guard show which preemed Monday
(26).
,William Mar.sha11 took over producer duties on "Dick Tracy" this
week, succeeding Charles' Powers, who'll again oversee the Henry Morgan
show.. M. Jacques Lacour-Gayet, deputy chairman and managing director of Radio Luxembourg, due sin today (Wed.) from Paris, accompanied!
by M. R. t. Peulvey, Radio Lux's g.m
Mutual inked Perfect Circle
Piston Ring Co. to bankroll Indianapolis Speedway Memorial Day classic
for the next three years,
Milton J, Kramer, radio scripter for "Famous.
Jury Trials" and other airers, is doing satirical drawings of television
personalities for Television Weekly, fan mag.
.

,

,

IN

,

,

HOLLYWOOD ...

Carl Brows, now a partner in Sherman & Marquette which last week^
passed from a corporation to a partnership, sunning at Phoenix and getting a rundown on the Coast picture from Joe Rines. Art Marquette also
around for a few days .which leaves only Stu Sherman taking the big
freeze in stride
Fitch Bandwagon scripters, Dick Chevillat and Ray
Singer, have developed the recent guesting of Robert Taylor into a running gag, which will have its denouement on the Jack Benny show a few
weeks hence
national sponsor is intereste'd in Haven MacQuarrie's
"Noah Webster Saysi" a quizzer, and will be ready to meet With him on the
barrel head when his five-year contract with Wesson Oil runs out. For a
show costing around $1,500 MacQuarrie has consistently hovered around
his present Hooperating of 13.1. But Jim Fonda, who is busting the
town for such a show as the newest Toni entry, can't wait a year..,.
From the east comes word that Camels would Hke to move Bob Hawk
back to CBS and fill the NBC Thursday slot with Screen Guild Playerv-.
Since "Friend Irma" separated SGP from Lux the rating drop has iaeen
disturbing and Hawk is currently topping the Hollywood dramatics. He
.seems to do well wherever they put him although there's complaint that
he's overdoing the LEMAC thing.
Dick Compton around after his long
illness but sticking pretty dose to his new. home down the coast at Rancho
Santa Fe
Sid Strotz gin-rummied Norman Blackburn -out of $209 on
their rail trip to New York,
.Bill Tfiompson of "Fibber and. MolW" invited by Governor Warren to State Conference on Youth Welfare. Versatile comic has been devoting considerable time to campaign against
.iuvenile delinquency.
.Phillips Carlin cased the Don Lee program operation, sampled available wares and hustled back to New York. Heading
this way, probably for permanent base here, is Walter Lurie,
.Robin
Black did three .shows for NBC: and worked himself on to the production
staff as a permanent.
,Ned Tollinger on the mend after a Cutting job.
Dick Hayroes limped to his briadcast When his trick knee took the brunt
of a fall at his home. .. Charles Ryder, auditor at
since CBS
acquired the station in 1936, pulling out March 1 to set up his own business management firm
Leo Ricketts moves down from
in
Sacramento,- which he has managed, to become sales manager of ABC's
Harry Wismer,- director of sports for ABC, coming West for
KECA.
anchorage of "Champion Roll Call,", ,, .Robert E. Lee and Jerry Lawrence, the wonder kids, will double up on the writing and production of
the Dinah Shore-Harry James mu.sical for Philip Morris
Pete Bannim
around for a couple of weeks with nothing to do, .sezze, but enjoy o\ir
long warm spell.
.Dick Cheyill'at broke his toe kicking around some old
scripts
Adrian Samish in town to pat the boys on the back for doing
such a .swell job on "Beulah,",
,Cy Howard was so elated at "Friend
Irma's'' spiral to Mr, Hooper's front 10 that he tos.sed a party for everyone contiected with the show.
.
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'SNEAK PREVIEW SETUP

FOR

AT WDRC

,

'

,

,

,

KNX

•
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KING Swip^
Games From

KRSC

.

.

MBA

,

.

•

"

IN CHICAGO

;
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^

WBKB

WINS

,

,

,

CBS

Ruby

.

—A

A Saturday panel to be presided
Swing
Spot Vice
over by Dorothy Lewis, NAB coEdward A. Weeks, editor of AtThe first meeting of the joint ad- ordinator of listener activities, will lantic Monthly, has been signed by
justment board of the four networks discuss "The- Woman Broadcaster ABC to do a 15-minute, high-level
further panel
and the Radio Writers Guild will be and Her .Public."
gab stint Sundays at 1:15 p.m. startheld tomorrow afterno.on (Thurs.). discussion on "Telling Industry's
ing next weekend (1). Weeks didSet up under the new Minimum Story" will include Martha Logan of similar chore on NBC eight years
Basic Agreement between- ilie nets Swift & Co.; Harriet Gromley, Westago.
and the Guild, the body %vill attempt Inghouse; Mary Kelley, Millinery
Fact that Weeks is stepping into
to settle a dispute between Edward Fa.shion Bureau, and Helen Ridley,
Raymond Swing's air time brought a
•Mabley, a scripter, aijd CBS.
J. Walter Thompson.
flat denial from the web of a report
The issue involves the subsidiary
that Swing was being axed because
lights to a ."School of the Air" script
of his liberal views. The commen
written by Mabley, under an agreetator has a South American trip on
ment reached before the signing of
tap, it wa.s announced, and ABC will
the MBA. According to the autho
'ANGLE'
periodically pick up reports from
at the time he received the h,';
him while he's there.
Hollywood "sneak preview" tech
KFBK
ment he specified that the deal innique is being applied to'padio provolved only the radio rights to the
gramming. New dramatic package
work.
Pac. Coast
of Carl Beier, "The Human Angle,"
However, Mabley says, no formal with script by Howard Rodman, is
Rival
contract was foi'tlicoming until, alter getting ah out-of-town public airing
the script was broadcast and the "tryout" via WDRC, Hartford, inSeattle, Jan, 27,
pact, when submitted to him. called stead of the usual cutling
KING, local indie, has snagged
of an aufor the network to get all subsidiary dition platter.
one of the choicest' plums in local
rights.
Meanwhile, the
had
Show will be "tested" this Satur- shows, broadcasting -of Pacific Coast
been signed by, the 'nets and the day (31), with Myron McCormick League baseball games, and will air
Guild, so. the maltev has been re- playing
the first game March 30, Veteran
the lead. Program is built
ferred to the joint adjustment board, around picture-stories
sportscaster Leo Lassen, who has
of a freelance
Zaoh Becker is the CBS representa- photographer, with package designed handled the games for many years,
tive on the eigl\t-man board, while for both r^io and tele.
Radio will again be at the mike.
Herbie Mintz, WENR 88'er, marks his 2fi^fcsini in radio Feb, 12,...
This is a nuts-on-baseball town,
the Guild reps are Eric Barnouw, Workshop of the Randall School,
Peter Lyon, Robert Newman and where Beier has been- guest-direct- and the game broadcasts have b,een 'Fran Harris, R&R's. tele chief, plans t^"brganize a-Ohi-^hae,**;r of the
Director Jimmy Billings .slowed down by
a standby for KRSC, another local American Television Society
Eoy Langham. The board is .sup- ing its air .shows, will produce.
a foot infection. ., ,Art Churvis exits from Paul Gibson's staff Feb. 1 to
indie, for more than 10 years. Reaposed to function in a non-parti.san
son given for change over is KING'S .sign on as announcer-scripter at WKMO:... Kit Carson,
promanner. It requires at least a 6-2
ducer, leaving lor Tulsa where her husband's been traii.sferred
10,000
watts
power
as
compared
to
.NBC
5-3
verdict to be binding. Either a
Danzig Quits
news chief Bill Ray into Michael Reese Hospital for oi).servation, .Hufih
KRSC's 1,000.
or 4-4 split rates as no decision, in
Downs subbing for disk jock Dave Garroway while the latter vacations
which case the dispute may be
in Florida
For
Tele Spot
Skee Wolfe, scripter and director, has joined WBBM's prodropped, taken to formal arbilx-alion
Candy, Carpet, Pie Spots duction staff,, Nancy Martin, who hasn't been heard on the "Break.fa,st
or, if both sides agree, taken to
Jerry Danzig, program director of
Bolster Candy Bar is going in for Club" sinpe 1946, returned Monday i26) for a week's stay. Songstress now
court.
Both sides in a dispute are Crosley-owned WINS, N, Y., loi? the
lives in Altadena, Cal, ''Ladies Be Seated" hits the road during the latter
a
campaign
of
announcements
some
permitted legal representation in
past 16 months,- will pack up Friday
time around middle February^ on a half of Feb, Show originates from Winter. Haveft. S'la., Feb. 16-20, thence
joint' board hearings.
Cincinnati the following week
(30) and move over to CBS Televi- fairly extensive scale.
"Sachs Amateur Hour" broadcast for
Announcer Fahey Flynn and his
La Roche-Ellis handles the ac- March of Dimes brought in $8,590
sion, where he'll take title of senior
bride honeymooning in Florida until Feb. 1,,., Jimmy Platz, ah NBC
Juster as Radio
nroducer and work on new program count.
engineer since 1929, retires Jan. 31, to manage
farm in Oregon
Alexander
Smith
Carpets
-. ,,
will,
„ his fruit —
For PathlindeisMagazine development.
have
minutes
and
chaihbreaks ^9llette Condon and Gladys Smith back at their Mutual desks after bouts
John Neal, WINS production man- running on some 60 stations starting with flu. .Lester Looney, ot NBC's engineering staff, in Chi to gaiidtT
Ruby Juster, thrice-weekly radio
tele transmitter to be installed in the Civic Opei'.T
tolumnist for International News ager, will take over Danzig's old spot Feb. 7. It will be on the basis of blueprints of
Bldg... Crooner Jack Owens bon voyaged at Fritzel's on eve of takpoff
Service, resigned last Friday (23) to for the time being, .Station is ex- five or six blurbs a week,
move to Washington,
C, where pected to announce a successor by
WLS dropping of "Candid Microphone" for
Anderson, Davis Sc Platte is doing for vacation in Honolulu
a local commercial brought a howl from listeners and a shower of protect
she'll take over Pathfinder maga- the end of the week.
the buying.
zine's
radio
department starting
CBS berth is Danzig's first in tele.
QT Pie Crust, a Taylor-Reed Corp. mail. Show has been re-skedded by WENR
New FM tower of WTMJJPcb. 2.
Before the war he was, successively, product, is buying spots on women's FM increases the station's radiated power 25 times.
John Cooper, director, of radio for in charge of special events, commer- participating programs at the rate
Time given to clients by
during 1947 in the form of .station
INS, has taken over the wire serv- cial program manager, and publicity of five a week.
breaks is valued at $878,671. Of thi.s sum, $231,085 is local and '$647,586
ice column.
director of WOB, N. Y.
Tracy-Kent is the agency.
is net..'
Airing as Board Meets
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LIKE BUSINESS'
lyio OnioBs, (Mds Band Togetlwr

The Saga of 'Aunt Jenny
In connection with the 12th 'anm.v.ersary of the "Aunt Jennyj; dayrecently, several former participants wepe reminiscing about
the early days of the series. Among the present show biz names who
played regular parts on it without billing and at prevailing pay are
Garson Kanin, Ella Kazan^ Orson Welles, Martin Gabel, Agnes Moore*

tlirier

Ray

during-

Collins,

one rehearsal.

The move toward decentralization
which seems to have taken hold in
big industry has
an interesting
counterpart in the thinking of the

major agencies as regards radio.
The tendency in the ad agency field
today seems to be toward .simplifying and economizing its operations
and returning to original principles
of specialist relationship. Hence the
'

,

Nohody could remember the name of the

who

actor

replaced him.

reason for many of the recent letouts of radio staff writers and direc-

Hot Tobey-Coy Excha^e (\1a Mail)

^

27.

and George Sterling
to tlje FCC. At the same time the
co)nmittee released a l«-page letter
submitted hy Coy replying to acting
Senate eemmUtee chairnun Charles

FCC

clwirnian,

Toliey's pointed Inquiries regftrding

Coy's Industry backing
the FCC appointment.

Coy

flatly

tti

ohteining

denied any influence

by NBC or any other network was
responsible for his appointment. He
also declared former FCO. chairCharles B. Denny, Jr., was
no way "instrumental," pointing
ettt that Denny had told him. before
leaving FCC that> he had reeom-

man

in

to be
successor. Reports that Denny
has been his "intimate eounseUor,"
Coy asserted, are "false and mal-

mended Gen. Telford Taylor
his

•

icious."
'

In answer to another of Tobey's
Coy said he saw no reasan
amend, the Communications Act
in such « way as to deprive the FCC
of its authority to. review program-

(tuestlons.

to

taing.

Washington, Jan. 27.
Chairman-elect Wayne Coy
found, yesterday (26) it doesn't pay
to have too many industry men
blowing your horn. Coy's appointment, according to reports here, has
called forth more kudos from broadcasters than that of any recent FCC
incumbent.
Sen. Charles Tobey (R., N, H.),
who is acting chaiirman of the Sen-

fee

This Will Not
Tliis

can't

just

Do

happen

to

a

crime-show Writer, moans Stanley Niss, who scripts "Gangbusters;"
Last. Week'he had a script in
his typewriter about a Kansas
City burglary. He- stepped out
of his office for about one min-

If the philosophy which is being
currently
voiced
among agency
partners and planning boards becomes the common policy of the
business, the time is not far oft' when
the creative person in an agency radio department wUI be as rare as
The
the office carbon-copy press.
trend, as one agency executive put
it, is to get out of show business and
back' to advertising, and to leave
production to outside specialists on
assignment, as has always been the
practice-

he

was

gone

Again Prajected;
Fioneer

Web

Set

—

cating such a system of broadcasting
for some years, is considering introducing the service into the New
York area in the near future. Addi-

lOi Stations To

^

tionally, a Pioneer Network is now
being organized and will link together a nucleus of 10 stations with
ate Commerce Committee in the ab- facilities converted so as to provide
sence pf Sen. Wallace White, wrote subscriptioh service In Icey areas of
Coy yesterday (26). demanding to the country,
know more about reports that NBC's
AIJ this, and tnore on the subject,
Washington vi9,e-pres. Frank "Scoop" is disclosea by Rolf Ktiltenborn, son
Bussell and former FCC Chairman of commentator H. V. Kaltenborn,
Norman Winter, .who resigned re(Continued on page 40)
ill a Saturday Review of Literature
Belding
lead article in the Jan. 31 issue, out cently as a Foote, Cone
tomorrow (Thur,). The younger radio exec, has joined the American
Kaltenborn, according to a brief Heart Assn., and is currently enblueprinting plans for a rebiog introing the article, "is now gaged in
search-educational fund campaign
devoting his full time to subscripand has organized the on behalf, of the organization.
tion radio
.Unusual angle of the campaign,
Pioneer Network, which ejcpects to
however, is the novel formula for
get the first of about 10 subscription
radio's partici4)ation' being set up by
stations into operation next fall."
Winter.
Borrowing from a techHeading his piece '.'Can Anything nique- used in one or two isolated inThe sponsors and -ad agencies, in
Be Done Fof American Radio?" stances in the past when stations detheir negotiations with the Radio
answers affirmately, but voted an entire day to plugging a
Writers Guild, starting Tuesday (.S), Kaltenborn
declares it can only be done via a humanitarian cause (Cancer, March
will immediately demand that the
new -system of subscription radio, of Dimes, etc.), Winter is enlisting
organization qualify as a union undirectly the support of 1,000 stations throughder National Xabor Relations Board which the listener would
The out the country for a "day and
regulations.
The Guild administra- support at a cost of 5c a day.
commercial radio date" 48-hour cooperation by devottion, with the. endorsement of the present system of
membership, has. already decided is hopeless, says Kaltenborn (who ing all chain breaks and station
American
the
to
not to seek NLRB certification un- worked four years for one of the identifications
Heart Assn. drive. Organization has
der the- Taft-Hartley Act. The issue
(Continued on page 40)
set Feb. 13-14 as the "day and date"
may provide .the first showdown in
nationwide humanitarian appeal.
what may prove long and stubborn

Aid'Day-and-Date

•

Heart Assn.

Hugs
&

Agencies Seek

.

.

.

&^!iowdown

•

Representatives of the Assn. of
National Advertisers, the sponsor organization, and the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, in a series
ot strategy meetings, have worked
out the plan to insist upon the Guild
establishing itself as a union. Their
policy is based upon two principal
points.
One is the classification of

'Vm NO TlffiFT OF
mEEN/

COURT RULES

Los Angeles, Jan.

"My Friend Irma" may be a
square but she's no plagiarist.
This,

superior

in
.

effect,

court

CBS

In addition, Winter is setting a
series of spot transcriptions, with
top' stars making personal appeals,
for distribution to stations around

The

to learn that the netcalled in the producer
and asked him to sign up exclusively with it at a substantial guarantee.

startled

Work had
'

Uiuons, Guilds

was the ruling
week when

last

Bonton & Bowles is reported interested in picking up "Gangbusters"
for one of the agency's Procter &
Gamble accounts. The Phillips H.

Lord crime show, one of the higher
rated cops-and-robbera stanzas (current Hooper is 14,1), is losing its
Waterman Pens sponsorship, come
March, reportedly because of a
slump in the pen market.
Its understood the show, currently
on ABC, would be aa addition to
P&G's radio bankrolling rather than
replacement for pne of the outfit's
current aireiss.
,
,

.

Namd

Delegates

Nucleus of a national organization
of radio unions and' guilds emerged
this week in the successful culmination of a months-long effort to get
seven -industry groups in New York
to sit together as an Assn. of Broadcast Unions and Guilds.
Both national and local officers of the seven
organizations were on liand when nn
(called A Bug) session was
called Monday (26> to map a united
fight against reversal of the Mayflower Decision (see separate story),
Unions and guilds participating
were the American Federation of
Musicians, the Americaft Federation
of Radio Artists, the Assn. of Theatrical (and Radio) Press Agents and'
Managers, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineer^;
and Technicians, the Radio Directors
Guild and the Radio Writers Guild,
Initial attempt, to set up
was launched about a year ago, but
failed.
Last fall the move was rer>
vived, but the rival engineers' unions,
IBEW (AFL) and NABET (independent), refused to sit down together.
It was not until last week
that the two groups were won over
to the idea.
Participating group.i have named
the following delegates to ABUG;

ABUG

.

!

ABUG

.

-

Qve Ma^ower

Oby

Deciskni

The Mayflower Decision is due for
staunch,
solid-front
support
by
broadcasting's unions and guilds.
Seven of them blueprinted their
joint defense of the no-editorializing rule in N. Y., Monday (26) at a
session which marked the first major
action of the recently revived Assn.
of Broadcast Unions and Guilds.
Participating in the
move
were both national and local officers

ABUG

For

AFM

Steeper,
dent; for

.International, Harry ,f.
assistant to the presiLocal 802, Charles R.

first

AFM

:

lucci, secretar'y.

For AFRA National and Local,
George Heller, national executive
secretary; Clayton CoUyer, national

veepee, and Alan Bunce, na*

first

tional treasurer.

For
Milton

ATPAM

National and Local,

Weintraub,

urer, and Oliver
agent.

For

secretary-treas-

^

M.

Sayliir„ business

IBEW

Local 1212, Ray Wood,
prexy; Charles Calame, business
manager.

For RDG Inteifnational and local,
Musi- Earle McGill, prexy; William Sweets,
Radio national veepee
and local president;
(and Newman
H. Burnett, national execuRadio) Press Agents and Managers, tive secretary,
and Oliver W. NicoU,
International Brotherhood of Elec- member
of N. Y. local.
trical
Workers, Radio Directors
For RWG national and regional,
Guild, Radio Writers Guild, and
Eric Barnouw, national prexy; Roy
National Assn. of Broadcast Engiof American Federation of
cians, American Federation of
Artists, Assn. of Theatrical

and Technicians^
The union and guild reps all announced that their respective groups
would individually have spokesmen
at the Mayflower hearings in Washington starting March 1.
They

neers-

agreed that

ABUG,

S.

Langham, national executive sec(Continued on page 40)

•

as a united fi'ont

the groups, also should send
spokesmen and voted unanimously
to delegate several tncmbers to parfor

ticipate.

ABUG's

attitude,

it

was

'Battle of

Moppets

an-

Chicago) Jan. 27.
Besides struggling
with
script
meanies, Mutual's ''Capt. Midnight''
and "Tom Mix" are slugging it out
rating-wise with ABCTs "Jack Armstrong" and ''Sky King." Battle, was
joined this fall when; ABC rc-formated "King'" and "Armstrong" lnt»
that radio broadcasting has flourcomplete half-tlCur shows on alterished by insuring that the American
nate days opposite the 15-minyt«
public be afi'ordcd a fair and equal Mutual
serials.
presentation of all sides Of controMove put kiddies in a sweat and
versial issues presented over broaddilemma, since it braked quartercast facilities."
Union-gaild coalition will hold a hour switchovers. Which way mepmeeting Tuesday, Feb. 17, to ex- Ijets are swinging is still open toqueschange their respective briefs on the tion, althought ABC spokesmen say
support of tlio Miiydowev Decision the trend's their way. Latest Hooper
and to map their joint argument. has "Armstrong" out fr^int with a
ABUO spokesmen for the hearings hefty 4.3, followed by "Mix" and
"Sky King" in a 4.0 tie, "Capt. Midalso will be named at that time.
night" trails with 3.1.
K
is that any reversal of the
Mayflower Decision "would seriundermine a fundamental
ously
principle of the Communications Act
and deprive the American public of
rights which were guaranteed to>it
by Congress. It is under this right

nounced,

Fact that
"Midnight."

Fekhnan Miitail Ftst

which follows
almost a full point

''Mix."
is

ahead of the

Resttmes

Sched^r

war headed up the London

P&G?

'Gangbiisters' to
in

protLucer of the agency's

show, in which he has a third
interest, also does a sustainer on
the same network; and
the
agency several days later was

Tie

Arthur Feldman, who during the

the country.

27.

dumb

Arthur Kurlan's suit, charging piracy of "My Sister Eileen," was ruled
to be no theft of theme or story.
After hearing the audition record of
Harvester to
"Eileen," which Kurlan had subsome 30 diskings
International Harvester's "Harvest mitted to CBS, and
of Star-s" show, currently heard Sun- of "irma." hizzoner decided that the
days on NBC -in the 2:30-3 p.m. Similarity of character and format of
period, moves over to the Wednes- the two shows was coincidental but
day night 9:30-10 slot on CBS, start- not larcenous.
ing April 7. Sustainer has been in
Ruling of the court denies Kurlan
the CBS segment for some time.
the right of amending the eomplaint;
Counsel for Kurlan plans to appeaU
IVlcCann-Ericksoa is the agency.
(Continued on page 40)

gram.

Nkkel-a-Dayldea

•

dealings.

'

the latter's attempt to prevent the agency's moving a program elsewhere by offering the
freelance producer involved an
exclusive ticket.
The show is
of the whodunit class and the
agency had advised the network
that if the rating didn't improve
in six weeks the web would
have to furnish a satisfactory
alternate spot or lose the pro-

with art work.

Agency proponents of the new
idea ball theirs a realistic point of
view. When radio came, they point
right out of a
out, there weren't many in that field'
typical Niss script lifted his gold
that Imew much more than the
watch, two fountain pens and a
agencies about it and the ad men
pencil.
had out of necessity to get into production and talent spotting on their
own. Many agencies didn't fancy the
extra-heavy clip the cost of such
departments took out of the 15%
commission but they realized that
they either had to furnish this servStick to Advertising
ice to the client or else.
The situation now dictates, according to this "realistic^' point of
view, that advertising men withdraw
from the role of showmen and stick
to being advertising men.
As the
advocates ot the new play see it,
nickel-a-day,
raSubscription, or
there is now enough sources on the
dio the long-held dream of those outside to draw from when the
who can't stomach commercial ra- agency caU is for a show. Also
dio's plug-uglies—is in the making enough experienced specialists who
can be called on for a particular asagain
signment of a supervisory sort, if
of
chairman
William
Benton,
(Continued on page 40
Muzak Corp., who has been advo-

ute^and while
some character

Ulcsers, Inc.

A major agency is plenty
burned at one of the networks
for

'

tors.

Obyo^ of FGC A^intees
Washington, Jan.

Senate Interstate Commerce Committee today (Tues.) unanimously
recommended confirmation of tine
appointments of Wayne Coy, acting

MIG;

To Form

Nancy Kelly (moppet roles), Eita Johnson, Richard
lyidmark, Paul Stewart, Sam Levene and Morris Camovsky.
Clark Andrews, currently producer of "The Fat. Man" and "The
Clock," was the original director. Dan Seymour was and still is the
annoiincer. It was also recalled that John Garfield, then called Jules
and a juvenile lead with the Group Theatre, was fired from the cast
head,

ABC

office for

and who, only recently,

collal>oration with his
in a bid for a Ft. Wayne (Ind.

out

lost

wife

in

»

sta-

has joined Mutual network as
a producer,
Feldman will produce the new
Zenith-sponsored news show which

latter indicates tliat
.some kids are giving ABC the doublecroBs on
switchovers or else

holding off until "Mix" gallops. Audience pattern will be clearly defined by the end -of February. Meanwhile "Superman'5" staying oBt of
.it.

•

:

.

tion,

preems in March. It marks a postwar teamup of two ex-NBCers,
Feldman and Abe Schochter. Latter,

Warwick

to Coast

on

W

Jack Warwick, ot the Warwick &
Legler agency, planes to the Coast
now news-special events veepee for today (Wed.) for confabs with Jerry
Devipe,
producer-writer of "This Is
Mutual, pitched up the wire-reYour FBI," (spon-sored bv Equitable
corded news show to Zenith.
In
the days when he headed ttp the Life.
Series
bounced to a 14.1 rating ill
NBC news operation, Feldman
worked for him as special events the curreQt Hooper, the highest it's
ever been.
director.
'

-

'

D.C/s *Mr. FM' Turns Oot
To Be Peter'Donald

NAB Joiiis 4 Webs in Blast At

KA ^mg FCC
Washington, Jan. 27.
The National Assn. ol Broadcasters told the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee last week that
Senator

W^ace

the

give

ITIG

isdnwday, Jwwwgy.

U&RtEfr

IIA9IO

10

IV(^[ram Coatrol

+

WWfiC and WWDC-FM

stations

White's proposal to
"overall and after-

IN BIG

PetriHoHeiity Savvy

Washington, Jan, 27,
Peter Donald, heard on the Fred
A°llen and "Can Yo« Top This" programs, turned out to. be "Mr. FM"
in' a contest sponsored here by indie

Washington, Jan. 27.
Observers who saw Petrillo in action before a House Labor Subcommittee last July found him somewhat "sobered" and considerably
which
the
legal
sanctions
could be imposed on tfie
more savvy about
AFM under the Taft-Hartley and Lea acts when he took .the stand
.
before the full committee here last week,
Under the firrn direction of committee chairman Fred Hartley (R.,
N.J.) there was less clowning around at these sessions, though the
music czar's sense' of showmanship Still provided plenty of entertainment for the committee and. the crowded, hearing room. (After the
hearings, 'Hartley toW reporters he found Petrillo "a disarminl? witness," adding' he was completely unprepared "for such frankness."
Hartley maintained, however, that as the result of Petrillo's testimony
he was more than ever convinced of the need for addted legislation
to curb the "strong-arm" tactics of labor leaders.)
Here are some samples of the give-and-take between Petrillo an4

to

,

discover "Who is Mr. FM?"
Contest, modeled on the "Miss
Hush" pattern, was designed to pro-

GRIFFIN SHOE POLISH

SPOT SPLURGE

Griifin Shoe Polish, returns to spot
the^act control" over radio programs "would return radio and the radio on a grand scale Jn March,
press to the status of England's underwriting local programs runlicensed press of the 17th century." ning anywhere from five to 15 minNAB prexy Justin Miller, following utes. Rated for years as one of spot's
the example of all four webs, regis- most consistent and liberal spenders,
tered violent opposition to program Griffin a year ago moved ov^er to
Sec. 15 of the revised White Bill in publications while it madie a rea memorandum released here Fri- evaluation of its radio expenditures.
day (23).
As the old contracts approached
As a result all four webs and the their expifation dates, the accopnt
NAB are solidly on record against found itself faced with a flock of
any government jurisdiction over station rate increases. Accumulativeprogramming whatever, despite the ly this means an increa.se of around
fact "their recommendation is exr $100,000' over the previous budget.
pected to carry little weight with
Account seemed disposed tq questhe Senate Committee. Meeting on tion the justification of the increases,
the revised White Bill will not be feeling that .the shoe was on the
scheduled until author White gets other foot since a station's audience
out of the hospital where he went was bound to be .split up as other
lor a check-up several weeks ago.
stations spring up around it. ApparMiller quoted the recent U. S. ently subsequent probing has conCourt of Appeals decision which vinced it that Sjpot radio was still a
rapped' V misrepresentations on /the good buy at the price.
operation of Hearst-owned WBAL,
Baltimorei contained in the FCC's
Blue Book. The NAB official cited
Shows for Cincy
the Blue Book as a specific abuse
of FCC's present authority and
warned that the agency would not
Transit Customers

mote WWDC's

:

FM

operation'.

program on

also conducts a

Donald

WWDC

WWDC-FM.

and

,

A

41-year-Oia
FBI employee,
Gerald J. Engert, hit the jackpot
and guessed Mr. FM's identify to
the tune of $5,500 worth of loot, including a 1948 Frazer-Manhattan

the solons:
-V-.
Rep. Thomas Owens (R., 111.) called Petrillo on his bewailing that
"Nobody's got any money any more to spend on entertainment. My
boys are in a bad way,"
Illinois-member recalled President Truman's recent statement that personal incomes had risen considerably
more than the cost of living and then demanded: "Don't you believe
the President?"
Petrillo cracked back: "I won't contradict the President.
After all,
he's s. potential member of my union. He plays the piano."
At several points in his testimony, the music czar urged the solons
to "disabuse" themselves in "worrying about
and television,"
indicating he was ready "to make a deal within a couple of weeks."
Rep. Carroll Kearns -<B.v Pa.) attempted to fifialize these vague
statements by asking:. "Does this committee- have your assurance then
you will permit live music on
and television?'^
Petrillo's only reply was a wave of his hands and the wanting:
"Now, now Congressman, don't grab so fast."
-When Petrillo spotted Congre.ssman Owens who comes from his
stamping ground in Chicago,: he waved his hand and shouted:' "Hi
there. Congressman!''.
Later, Owens tried to establish the use of coercion by the
in
disciplining individual union or non-union musicians.
He recalled
several episodes in the early '30's around Chicago when he said the
union used gang warfare to "slug" unaffiliated musicians into taking
out
cards. But this didn't even get a blush out of Petrillo who
smiled broadly and replied: "Now, Mr. Congressman, don't refresh your

automobile,.

.

.

,

FM Nod rdl Contracts With

t0 dictate particular
polcies of licensees.

tempt

An

Webs Have Been

agreement between

.

the onerous duties of regulating a
system can
^vast' communications
'possibly preside, wisely or even intelligently, over the tastes and need
of the American people in ,the fields
of informatiion, education and en-'

—

'

NAB

Hecommendations
fault with most of
the other changes in the White Bill,
but recommended, in addition:
'

NAB' found no

1.

FCC

mensBers should receive
.

of $15,p0ft a year rather
than the $12,500 'recommendedtook the same tack:
end

salaries

.

NBC

ABC

:

2.
The FCC chairman should be
appointed by the President for a
seven-year term, as is. now the case,
rather than elected by the Commission or chosen by an auual rotation
system. The NAB and the networks
saw' eye-to-eye on this point too.
3.
No limitation, not imposed
uniformly on all government agencies, should be placed on the post•

FM

AFM

FM

FM

AM

AFM

AFM

AM

-

memory

•

;

•

FM

Taft,

managing

Jr,i

WKRC,

I

AM

director

of

as president.

WCTS

WCTS

on

All

ruled them all off, with the
exception of a weekly U, S. Army
Band concert, but finally agreed, on
temporary basis, to allow StrombergCarlson to continue sponsoring a
'

symphony

from

series;

Rochester; Musicians on this airer
are getting th^: commercial

AM

scale.

'

-

CBS

:

With White

on

.

.

'

troversy between FBI and Commissioner Clifford J. Durr over what
constitutes damaging information on
a radio applicant's loyalty,

A

WQXR^S FIRST QUIZ
IN 8
the'

N.

YEARS
Y.

Times'

m

Showcase' Set

cross-section of British Broadcasting Corp. programming will be
offered listeners by WNEW, .N. ,y.,
Which will tee off its ''BBC Show-^
case" Tuesday, Feb. 10-, in the 9-9:30
slot.

in

a different

BBC

plus outstanding one-shots as well.
Samplings of variety, mystery,- quiz,
music documentaries and lecture
shows will give a good idea of what
our English brethern listen to.

Ado About Music" next Tuesday (3)
at 7:30 p.m. Show is packaged and
produced by Lee Jones, with AUyn

Included in the
program
are such series as "Brain Trust"
(British Info Please); "Have a Go"
"Just
«iul2, with Wilfred Pickles)
William," comedy strip a la Henry
Aldrich; "ITMA," top comedy program, with Tommy Handley; "Plain
English," lively approach to use of
lauguage; "Journey to Romance,"
musical travelog; "Call Yourself a
Detective,"
participationer
au d
drama, and-' adaptations of some
major British pix, with their stars.

-

.BSdwards as emcee.
Last time
had a quizzer.
In prewar days, the program was
sponsored by a coffee company and
contestants got -cans of java. Tfiis
time they'll get caslj.. Show, of
course, is looking for a bankroller.
Questions on "Much Ado" will
1>e high-toned, about musiC) com*

WQXR

]io«era, etc.

WNEW

;

pacts.

news

to

FMers

•

^

Expand 'Auto Horizons'
For 43-Station Pickup
Detroit, Jan. 27.
Horizons," local live
:

WJR's "Auto

that negotiations were not
yet near the final stage early this
week was the fact that, |tt. the main,
the "second string" was. still sitting
in for the webs. However, the legal
eagles had moved in, among them
NBC general counsel Charles R.

public service airer, went out over Denny, ex-FCC chairman.
43 s.tations Sunday (25) as "Report From the Auto Industry," a
Petrillo Hints FM, 'Tele Pacts
transcribed sustaining feature.
'Washington, Jan. 27.
Franklin Mitchell, WJR'S chief anPrediction that contracts for live
nouncer, handles the interviews,
music on
and tele would be inked
which involve top men of the auto
within the next two weeks was made
.industry airing their views in a q&a
by James C. Petrillo testifying before
format.
General theme for the broadcasts the House Labor Committee last
week.
is, "What 1948 Holds for the AutomoMeanwhile, Milton Diamond, attive Industry."
Platters spin 15
torney for the American Federation
minutes, No plugs.
of Musicians, threw the book at the
broadcasters for their failure to meet
their licensee obligations in airing
Petrillo Vs.
live music, and used the FCC's riiuchhated Blue^ook for his text. DiaWashington, Jan. 27.
mond pointed to the spiraling profits
James C. Petrillo's bitter personal feud with
of
broadcasters,
while musicians
prexy Justin Miller was bared to the
"fight for scraps at their table." In
House Labor Committee here
1945, he said, for each $1 paid staff
last week on several occasions.
musicians, networks and stations had
When Petrillo first took the
earned approximately $7 before
stand he. told the Committee he
taxes.
wouldn't attempt to "vilify" the
Other
committee
developments
because he couldn't Hope
were:
\o do the, kind of job on them
1. Petrillo joined with webmen in
that "they have done on me."
denying charges of collusion to

FM

'

•

NAB

NAB

NAB

But later, the music czar got
Under quizzing by Committee Chairman Fred Hartley
(R., N. J.) he shouted that the
is a poor second to. the
NAB as a "propaganda machine."
The music czar claimed NAB
sore.

NAM

I

i

was working on all its members
and the 400 newspapers they
control to "smear me in the eyes
of the public." But what made
him really mad, was that Now,
they're working on AFM mem'

bers to destroy the confidence of
the musicians in their leader."

He

added: "I have 260 cartoons
office— all of them bad.
NAB. would just spend
money they spend on
anti-Petrillo- propaganda On th^
musicians we'd all be happy."
in

my

If

the

half the

.

;

"network spigots," spouts of "canned
music" and making a fortune out of
program format's 98% composed of
recordings and musical e.t.'s. Diamond was also burned because in
1945 all stations employed 2,875 fulltime salesmen and only 2^,200 fulltime musicians.
3. The AFM took its worst beatings
from committee members on its in-

ternal administration of the union.
Life-and-death powers given 'Petrillo
in the AFM.by-laws and the -ballot
which provictes space only for a vote
for or against Petrillo drew plenty of
references to "Stalin elections" from
some GOP committeemen. Also under fire were the voting practices of
the AFM which limit the Los Angeles,

Chi and

New York

locals (ac-

counting for more than half of the
union's membership), to 10 votes
apiece at annual conventions;
-

A tipoff

series,

longhair indie, is succumbing to the
ijuiz-show temptation.
Station,
which hasn't aired an audience participation q.-and-a. session in eight
years, will tee off one called "Much

AFM

was. good

yesterday.

Airer will each we'ek do one

program

:

expired simultaneously with

.this

who, however, from past experience;
were' keeping their fingers crossed.
They remembered- all too well how
sure they were last year that Petrillo was going to let them have
AM music; two: days later the iinion
boss again nixed the proposition.
Although tele has entered into the
discussions, n o t a b ly at the webs'
four-hour get-together with Petrillo in Washington last week, nothing
had been settled on this score up to

trillo

weekly

FM

their written

To Wallc

Liicely

Continued from pace 27

,

WQXR,

\

Musicians Not

'

SHOW

too much;"

their affiliates from starting duplication next Sunday and that they had
every expectation that duplication
would be generally instituted. The
implication was. that the webs: felt
their "gentlemen's agreement" with
Petrillo sot to duplicate AM. shows

AFM

Taft said that
will furnish
special programs for the transit audience, mainly news, music and
sports to suit preferences of riders
made known via questionaires during experimental tests of
reception on some of the companies''
government employment of Com- vehicles. Of 2;600 rider's who filled
missioners or FCC's professional out questionnaires, S6% indicated
employees. This hit at the White approval of radio programs and
the listen-while-you-ride
Bill's proposal to require Commis- favoring
sibners to serve out their full times service.
Similar tests have been made dur'
and/to" prevent staifers from taking
a private radio job withiii' a year ing recent months on carriers of the
of resigning .from the goverriiftient. Cincinnati Street Railway, which is
NAB, as Mutual did before it; argued expected to add the new service
this would result in "mediocre" per- soon.
sonnel and: be "discriminatory", unless other agencies had- to- 'observe
>'
the sanie rule;
in Pact
4.
Provision in the original White
Bill specifically barring the FCC
from authority over business pracCollarites
Coast
tices of broadcasters should be reinHollywood, Jan. 27.
stated in the amended measure.
CBS and Oflice Employees InterNAB's only recommendation for national Union have
reached an
new language was in line with the agreement on white collarite wage
present temper of government "loy^
increases.
Two-year pact gives all
alty checks." The tra'Se association
urged a provision which would pre* 93 employes flat $8 weekly hike, and.
vent the FCC from licensing persons increases all starting salaries by $4
weekly,
retroactive to Jan. 1. NegoWho advocated "overthrow of the
government of the United States by tiations may be .reopen,ed after a
year on wages only,
force.' or violence." This section was
Union had asked flat 3Sc an hour
generally believed, to have been
projected following the recent con- increase.

Even

.

•"

•

FM

May Preem

.

.

FM

.

tertaiiJirient."

the. Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians, and the
Continental FM Network to permit
live music on the high-frequency
hookup appeared in the offing early
this week, but failed to materialize.
Now it once again looks,' barring" an
unexpected development, as though
boss Jame^' C. Petrillo won't
give the nod to independent

.

"No small group
He declared:
«f men in Washington— charged with
.

•

Set

originations until he has set up new:
webs.
pacts with the
^
Dills rd, prexy of ConEverett
tinental, a line and air-relay linkup
stations on the eastof some 27
ern seaboard, came up from WashSet
netington .to sit in with the
Cincinnati, iTan. 27.
works in their huddle with Petrillo
Contract entered into Friday (23) in New 'York Monday (26), Monday
for installation of
receiving sets night Dillard went back for a meet-j.
in all gas busses and electric^ motor ing of his own with the union boss.
coaches of the Cincinnati, Newport
The expectation was that he'd
and Covington Bailway and tlie emerge with a deal, but after about'
Dixie Traction companies by Transit three hours, with Petrillo and his
BadiOi Inc., is claimed to be the first
ejtecutive board Dillard reof its kind in- radio,, ,
ported no formula was reached and.
The affiliated carrier companies' no further meetings set. He returned
to .Washington the same night.
service links Cmcy witli Kenton and
Dillard had hoped, it was said, to
Campbell counties' in Kentucky,
across the Ohio river. Receiving get Petrillo's agreement to a set of
pay
scales
somewhat under those
be
station
sets, to
fed by WCTS,
network
of the Times-Star which also owns paid musicians for
WKRC, local CBS outlet, are to be broadcasts. Continental, which got
into
operation
last year, at one poiirt
will
installed in May. They
be^ suphad
several
live;
music
shows,
inostly
plied and maintained by Transit RaPedio, organized last May with Hulbert originating, from* Washington.

For

program

.

.

AM

FM

confliie itself to general supervision
of ' ^ast programming, but, unless
prevented from doing so, would at-

.-

The

Hold Up

Petrillo Likely to

28, 1943

out FM.
Reps. Thoma.s
(R., 111.) and John Lesinski
Mich.) insisted there was such a
conspiracy throughout the hearings,
but Chairman Fred Hartley (R.,
N. J.) at the close of the sessions
concluded he saw »o evidence of a
Petrillo-networfc cabal to hold back

squeeze

Owens
(D.,

FM.

Wheh Hartley Wanted to know
why Petrillo refused to talk turkey
with the FM'ers before meeting With
the networks, the music czar replied:
"I can get a better deal out of the
networks. They got money. These
FM people got no money."
2. AFM
lawyer Milt Diamond
spent a full seven pages of a voluminous 42-page statement quoting the
FCC's Blue Book in support of his
thesis that stations were becoming

4.

Final witness of the hearing^

J.

Wharton Gootee, prexy of the AFM
local in Norristown, Pa., damaged
the AFM's case fatally in the eyes of
those committee members who were
present.

Tlie

Norristown local has

had

on the "unfair list"
Thanksgiving; a high school

since

band
which had competed with the union
to play in -a local firemen's parade.

School soughtato undercut the union
scale. Result was that the fire department used neither local band although out-of-town 'union bands
marched in the parade. Chairman
Hartley called the Norristown affair
"the worst possible kind of public
relations" and Rep. Carroll Kearns
(R.. Pa.), who drew up a code of
ethics for AFM locals in dealing, with
school and service bands, declared
the Norristown incident was "entirejy in conflict with the Code as
conceived in Chicago last summer."
'

Editor Poll
Continued from pane 27

have long cited the need for a qualitative breakdown of programming,
are agreed that a week-to-week appraisal,
tors is
all

by the nation's top radio edi'
bound generally to improve

programs-.

.

Feeling in trade circles is thai the
Mansfield-inspired poll of radio edian advance over the idea
reportedly being projected by George
Gallup to out-Hooper and out-Nielsen previous ratin.gs, giving family
group findings via a breakdown of
Latter idea,
program categories.
however, would still perpetuate the
rating systems based on mass nonprofessional listening.
Gallup, incidentally, gueststars on
Eddie Cantor's program next week,
marking the second vox-popping of
the, poll boys in recent weeks on network shows. Several weeks ago C.
E. Hooper did a guest shot on "We,
the People," making an on-t'he-spot
telephonic poll of listeherc
tors-critics is

—

'

TELfiVISION

DLE THESPS

TELE AS TONIC FOR
Joffiffe

Sees

Colw

Suppkmti^

Tele

FCC Was Too

If

MAY ALSO PAVE

Byk & Wnite; No Sudden Uoids
Coca-Cob Eyes Tele

tnbde,, the black-and-white system,
Coca-Cola will lead the soft-drink
Ur. C, B. JoXlitfe, executive veepee
manufacturers into the .television
in charge of RCA laboratories divibankrolling, field.
Discussions on
sion, said here Thursday (22) in an
the
best, type show to tee off the
dediceremonies
folJowing
address
program already are underway at
cating WTKI, new $40,000 Temple
the D'Arcy ad agency:
radio
studios.
University
Because of the current limited
Dr. Jollifie also pointed out the
rapid* growth ot television and pre-' video networking facilities it's ex.dieted that programs from the west pected that local coke bottlers in
individual
cities will carry the load
-1950.
the
east
in
be
seen
in
coast will
''With the present enthusiasm for loi' the first year or so. Coke itself
television and the drive which it in- has concentrated only on network
'

;

.

he

field,"

radio shows and is expected^ to follow the same procedure in tele.

those worlcing in the
"schedules of con-

all

said,

struction will -be speeded up and it
"vfSi not be long until nationwide networks will be possible.".
He also predicted that by the end
of 1948 more than 750,000 tele vision
receivers will have been sold and
-that 40 cities will have television
stations in operation.
The college radio unit is one of
the most complete school installations ot its kind in the country. It
jocludes two 'large studios for feature progr.inl.s and two smaller studios for newscasting and forum discissions by small groups.
'There are also four control rooms
in addition to a master control room.
Th^studios will serve the university'is
new department of Radio,
^ Spee(^ and Theatre establisbed last
September when $25,000 was given
that
purpose by the Philadelphia
for
Inquirer and its station WFIL.Dri Jolliilc, principal speaker at a
dinner in the Mitten. Hall dub room
on the Temple pamp'us held after the
dedication jpxercises, said that, postwar sale of t^eviaon recovers was
"by
started. in October, .1946, that
».„
.
the end of 1947 more than 200.000 receives had been sold in the 12 cities
which have television broadcast sta-

Olds to Sponsor

NBC Tele Newsreel
Oldsmobile division of General
Motors ha.s siRned to sponsor the

NBC

tiO'ns."

television

Legit's
two most exasperating
problems at present—work for the
thousands of unemployed actors and
the establishment of a national thea-

Sunday

(NBC also signed this week for
cigarct,'! to sponsor special
editions of Fox Movietone News on
coast not Mondays through

been pointed up by Actors
ESqiuity
during the last several
months. With suggestions pouring in
from interested observers throughout the country on how to solve
the problem.
'Video officials believe they have the answer in that
far
tele will necessarily require
more talent than has been used by
any other form of show biz. Great
number of new stations expected to
take the air during the next several
years
will
all require actors,
whether it's for dramatic shows or
for some other form of programOpen field for talent, conming.
sequently, is expected to be tremendous.
'Video spokesmen, in fact, foresee
the time when the film industry

gory.

]

i

Sunday night's reel will feature a
roundup of the week's news highlights. Show will be done entirely
on lilra, with NBC staffer Ray Forest
handling a live commentary. Con^^^^^ ^^^^ jjgc instead of
.sc apping

its

Fox-Came)

.

own

deal,

reel in light of ttie
will continue ' its

,

lishing a film actor in the star cate^

&

On

Detroit.

NBC

dickering currently
with another major national advertiser to -bankroll presentation of its
is

also

Mondays through

n^^tiations go through, the web will
"have the' most- complete— and paid
for news - coverage of any station

—

tc

'Tele-

company of

distributed."

.

Randolph

St.

PauL Super

project,

-

St.

A

McLean's

statistics also

'

iC6ntinued'0ii pag*e 38;';

Pittsburgh.

Following the u.sual pattern, four
of the seven bidders are newspaperradio- operators. New England Television Co. set some kind of record
this

Sale.«,

Cld-'Kiikla' Airer Feb.

1.

CBS
s

a

New

e

subsid.
js

on

P^'

wilt

within

striking

distance

Of

Philly.

As

it

now

stands there's

little

evi-

ifs,
but the thing i.sn't altogether
out the realm of possibility.
Capt. Bill Edd.V, director of W3JKB.
isn't given
to rosy prediotions or:
optimistic guesses. His ma.ror moves
are carefully planned and tested before they're publicized.
Relay system to South Bend, for example, was
kept under wraps until -a fait accompli. -Lensing of a fa.shion parade
on State Street last spring served as
rehearsal for the spot news coverage
uncorked Jan. 15 in telecasting rescue work at the scene of aa
explosion.
It some of the chief gaps between
South Bend and Pittsburgh are filled
in rapidly this spring, it may be the

do

for
Philly.
air

the

RS two T-V
WCBS-TV,

being

York.

RCA-Victor and Hudson-Boss, Chi
CBS currently has a program exFran
change link with WFIL-TV in Philly.
and OUie" on WBKB beginning Feb.
'

WBKB

dealer, will co-sponsor '^Eukla,

Full-hour croES-therboard series
2.
CITY VIDEO SET
SALT
teed off in fall as "Junior Jamboree,"
with RCA-'Victor bankrolling. Firm
Salt Lake City. .Tan. 27.
reluctantly withdrew sponsorship on
First regularly scheduled tele airJan. 9 because of heavy nut. Under ings on an experimental basis are
tab-sharing deal bolh sponsors will expected to start next month on
have equal plugs throughout the 'W6XIS, KDYL'.^ video outlet. Slahour.
tion ha.s been on the air from time
Show, widely kudosed by kid to time with trial patterns, but presviewers, ha* Fran Allison (Aunt fent plans can for two half -hour
shows a week.
paired
Fanny of "Breakfast Club" )
One of the programs will be film,
J.
with puppets Kukla and OUie.
Walt Thompson fUCA) and Dade and t'he other Will -be- produced loiEpsiei<i'(H-K; are' flie ajjencies.

27.

dence of an eastward thrust except
for WBKB's relay link between Chi
and South Bend, Ind. The ststge is
set, however, for faist hops' across
Indiana, Ohio and on to Pennsylvania. There are a lot of formidable

a

repping

station.

slated to go
That will give

outlets, the other

Chicago. Jan. 27.

1

televi.sion

is

I

widely held to be. The next six
months may bring lightniflg developments that could place the incipient
net

RS' Pair of T-V Outlets
nation-al

the Hi st comfor six video station.'i--FCC allows to

'^ration

Program hours per week averaged
McLean added.

Which

file

Coverage of the presidential conventions by WBKB's ponding tete:
network isn't as fantastic as it':s

28 plus,

WCAU's

to

WBKB Aims For

total of 2,988 hours on the air, a toUil
of 1,458 hours of .'jrogram.s, and a
total of 1,530 hour.s of test chart.

Split

week by becoming

pany

one more than the
one customer.

Chicago, Jan.

showed

'

WKBN

Philadelphia^
increase in sponsors and

600%

Radio

Tab on

Springfield,

mercial manager of the Philco video

the

RCA, Hndson-Ross

channel in

outlet.

build.

both domestic and foreign material.
Such spot stuff as the Chicago blast
and rescue of survivors fxova a burning ship in the mid-Atlantic are stiU
playing in newsreel houses, indicate
ing this reel will be timely enough

•J

:

For example, four-bids are on file
for the single assignment in Waterbury, Conn.
Another batch of eight bids
reached Washington last week, as
follows: New England Television
Co,, already on file for Boston, Fall
River, Mass., Buffalo and Kansas
City, entered requests for the No. -4

an estimated 900% increase in audience was recorded in 1947 by WPTZ,
according to James D. McLean, com-

.

done pronto.

spectrum

more bogged

once

is

indicat.es bids won't get

kets.

Jan. 27.

'

.

i5c

fiist

out in under 60 to 90 days, if then.
In fact, in all but the smallest
towns, bids now far outnumber
available channels, and hearings are
in prospect in over a dozen mar-

IN '47

FOR WPTZ

feet of exhibition space for conventions.
Project could be built in two
years, according to Scanlon, who
said that the Butler Co. had not yet
applied to the city of Chicago .or
the I. C. railroad for permission to

'

tare in the Aus,sie zone,

down and

600^ SPONSOR HIKE

have a million square

I

would

the

scarcer than hen's teeth, the

commission

.

swimming pool or ice-skating rink
in season. The indoor stadium would

i

linted

bid hit 'Washington,
Now, with television

Show is a three-act drama dealing
with England's Queen: Elizabeth.
Last act' depicts- a meeting between
the queen and William Shakespeare.
Tele show will be produced by
Richard Harrity and Owen Davis,
Jr., and durected.by NBC staffer
Fred Coe.

City'

A SS-'Stoiy building to bouse tele^
would be flanked by
an indoor stadium: seating 35,000 and
an outdoor sports arena seating 70,-r
000.
Last could be converted into a

:

:

,

ence Derwent, Actors Equity prez
who recently appeared on Broadway
in "Topaze"; Ivan Simpson, now in
the Broadway production of "Anton.y
and Cleopatra," and Elfrida Derwent.

vision studios

,

I

commission for

the

that

time in its .life was able to keep
pace with the demand for video
spectrum. So FCC was dishing out
permits promptly 30 dny.s after a

feld theatre, N.Y., will act as gue-st
host on the program. In addition to
Miss Evelyn, the cast includes Clar-

.

WABD

Melbourne, Jan. 20.
witlistand competition from the
Senator Cameron, in charge of to
major producing companies.
Aussie radio, told newspapermen
Musical background and narration,
tliat colored televisfoh nught eome
imast of it by announcer Hugh James,
to
Aussie sooner than expected. were good. Narrators pointed up inCameron early next month will re- telligently the political factors inceive a report on television, black volved in the Greek guerrilla skirand white and tinted, from a panel mishes and the .signing of the tem-French aid pact, but
of experts, headed by L. B. Fanning, porary U. S.
reporting free from bias.
which went overseas to study latest kept the
•Reel needs more polish in lensing
development!?.
and editing, which should come with
Cameron paid that up to the pres- further experience in producing for
ent there appeared to be n clash of video. Too much footase was given
.opinion abroad about the merits of to certain items, with otliers getting
colored 'and b & w tele, Intt stated a quicli brusholl.
Chevrolet plufi.s' were v/b^cly vethat i,t it. vva.s practicable to litive the
,-itrietcd to an opening and closinB
Ih'n^

being received at the rate of only
one or two a month, with the. result,

First Broadway production to get
a pre-production test via television
is
.Lawton Campbell's ''Bachelor
Queen." Last act of the show,
which is said to be a separate
dramatic entity, will be staged over
the NBC network Sun. ( 1 ) as the fifth
video production of the American
National Theatre and Academy.

be financed, built<and managed by
the .Butler Co., would occupy 31
acres of air-rights over the I. C.
suburban tracks at the east end of-

'

FOR DOWN-UNDER VIDEO

permits.

Several protests have
reached
Washington urging amendment of
FCC's procedures to provide that
the commission not act on video bids
under SO or 90 days after filing.
Before; the tide turned in tele a
few months ago, applications were

'Bachelor Legiter

.to

.

TINTED TEtE PROS?ECT^

in-

slots

Chicago. Jan. 27.
Grandiose plans to build a "Television City" in Chi at a cost of more
than $40,000,000 were disdo-sed last
week by Dennis Scanlan, spokesmaii
for the Walter Butler contracting

.

.

has

Video to Pre-Test

Enviaons

Televi^on

now on the air:

graph's coaxial cable between N. Y.
'and .Washington is expected to go
Television
into
ciXect
April 1.
broadcasters, who. have had' free use TELENBWS NEWSKEEl.
of the cable since the war's end, are PrAdaeers: Teienews, International
already preparing to up their time
News Service
charges on that' date in accordance 2« Mins.; Tncsdays, S p.i>.
CHEVBOLET
wUh the' cable costs.
A. T. & T. attempted to pu.sh WABD-^OMKonl, N. T.
(Compbell-Bujald)
through a set of rates for the cable
New television newsreel, produced
last year but the FCC at that time
Teienews, International
/turned down t^e. charges under a jointly by
News Service and International
^barrage of opposition from broadNews Photos, made an auspicious
casters, who "claimed the costs were
(DuMont, N. Y4 last
bow on
way out of line -with what they Tuesday <20) night. Bed is the first
coiild: afford to pay.
Proposed rate of those attempted by the three mafHen ran some'tiiing like 40c per cir- jor wire services that can hold its
cuit mile.
A. T. Ic T. officials de- lowh against all competition. Its far
-cline to give any advance info on superior to the amateurish reel
the Associated PresSi
the new rates until they're approved turned out by
Professional quality is .probably
by the FCC but broadcasters, recdue to Telenew.s. established newsognizing that, the phone company
reel Outfit booked regularly by the
can't continue to support them much Embassy
Newsreel chain among
longer, are preparing for the April 1 others. Preem edition presented 12
."date."
1 ,
various subjects, neatly-divided into
separate categories and including

tower are

kumm

reel later in the- evenings on
.Fridays. If those

own

superintendents

Jan.- 27.

FCC, usually the target of blistering attack from the industry for its

St. Louis and channel 3,
iWass.; :the RepublicanAmerican (WBRY) became fourth
candidate for the No. 12 channel in
Waterbury; WTHT, the Hartford
Times, joined three other bidders for
a Hartford channel;
applied
for the No. 13 chamiel in Youngstown, C; KPRC, Houston Post, for
channel 4, Houston; Indianapolis.
Star (WIRE), channel 8, IndianapoHiram Sherman, who emceed the lis, and United Bi'oadcasting Corp.,
a radio newcomer, for channel 10,
recent ANTA benefit at the Zieg-

First estabUshed set of. rates for

American Telephone

Tele

slowness in processing radio bids, ;s
now under fire for its "unnecessary
speed" in handing out televiision

Because a film actor can ap- Show will be produced
on Broadpear in only a limited number of
way in the jspring.
pictures a year, the process is often
Tele presentation will also serve
With some 10,000,000 as an audition for Judith Evelyn,
a long one.
video receivers expected to be
who is trying out for the femmc
spotted around the country within
lead in the play. Miss Evelyn will
the next couple of years, tele sta- do the role on tele
and, if the protions will be able to establish that
ducers believe she handles it well,
same star rating in a week. With will be signed for the Broadway
the actors already presold, conse- production.
Producers, of course,
quently, it's believed the film pro^
will be able to judge by watching
'(Continued on page 38}
the ANTA show on video.

under the
indefinitely
operation
supervision of Paul Alley. Agency
Co. of
lor Olds is D. P. Brother

h

CaUeliatesAidl
tile

A

has

will raid tele stations for top name
stars. They point out that the film
companies' system of giving tyro

Tele 'Peep Show'

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.
free "peep show'! for side-

walk

as a potentially valuable
training ground for embryonic motion picture actors.
Number of uneinployed actors

thesps big ballyhoo 'campaigns is
one of the primary factors in estab-

Fridays in th<? same time slot. Olds
deal, consequently, gives it a sponsored reel six times weekly.)

.

tlie

Wasn't for Long

It

jected a promotional "new look"
gimmick for WCAU-TV.
The station last-week set up a
pair of 200-power Held glasses at
various downtown corners, so
•that persons so desiring could
take a look at construction of the
station's transmitter tower being
erected atop the Philadelphia
Saving Fund Society, building.
Tieing in with the look-see at
the work going on atop the
building, reprints of a newspaper story, concerning the new

medium

its east

called attention to the fact the
present allocation plan of the FCC
provides -for transmitting facilities
in 160 cities with a potential audience 'of more than 85,000,000 persons.

.

Philly'i

tre in the true sense of the word
may well be solved by television.
That's the opinion of video officials,
who also visualize their

Cam.el

He

AT&T Spiles

newsreel

nights from 7:50 to 8 over WNBT,
the web's N. Y. video outlet. Deal,
which tees oft Sunday (1) night,
marks the entry of Oldsmobile into
video bankrolling.

.

^»

Grant Tr^ger,

'

'

on

Fast'

Washington,

-f
PhUadcilphia, Jan. 21.
.
Color television ultimately will
supplant, but will not suddenly out-

spires in

>1

LAKE

sijLi.ial

for Operation Philly.

I

WOWO,

i
'

;

1

'

Fred Fi-celand, former
program d i r e c t o r of
Wayne, appointed to
WBX21-TV. Son of former vaude trouper and theatre
owner, FreelanjJ holds three patent
awards for Westinghcnise for desi'gn
improvements in video technic.
Boston

assistant

i

I

!

I

I

Fort

video- staff of

,

There are always two questions

Hie

listener

in every radio

whodunit!

wonders: which of the suspeds did

if?

'

-

The sponsor

asks:

uiill

the

program get top audiences?

By

either standard,

Suspense on CBS

is

unique among the great sponsored

programs of recent years.
America's millions of mystery fans already like it so much that Suspense has won

"Top

Fifteen"' position

Andfor good

among

all

network programs on eleven

reasons:

i

different occasions.

<

•Unlike the hackneyed plots of most crime programs, Suspense uses the really

good

And

stories of the great
in production,

mystery writers, from Wilkie Collins to Agatha Christie.

each of these mystery broadcasts, gets the "full treatment" of

the highest-rating dramatic programs.

Last Spring, when the whole principle of whodunits was being pushed around by
the criticSj the

PeaBody Awards Jury— which takes (and gives) nothing lightly—

singled out Suspense (the only mystery program ever cited by them), calling
'*head

it

and shoulders above the competition."

Today SUSPENSE has become even bigger radio!
Robert Montgomery, whom
screen dramas,

is

now the star,

have been expanded from

The

clue to

Suspense,

a-

thirty

great whodunit

it is

the

millions idefttify with the great spine-chilling

host

and narrator on Suspense. And

its

broadcasts

minutes to an hour, every Saturday at 8 p.m., EST.

is,

in the last analysis,

CBS Program

who done

it.

In the case of

Department- who done it— the most crealive,

and most successful program-building force

in

Radio today.

Columbia Broadcasting System

'

•

II'

W«idii«gJ«yv JimiHtry 28, X948

Socks Are Clean

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

London, Jan. 27.
"Dick Barton," favorite serial
detective of BBC's kid listeners,
has received orders to keep-itclean. Network's blue-pencillers
have started cutting,. Irom the
aeript all sex, drinkr, cuss words
and flsticuHs ''except clean steks
to the jaw,"
Ruling denies Barton use of

Kansas City— KCKN, local link In being produced by Hildebrand and
Arthur Capper circuit, has Don Tragesser for the Rothmah &
the
thrown its hat in the FM ring with Gibbons agency. Johnny S^Umo,
the purchase oi a transmitter site, sounds effects man. at KDKA, Celeaccording to Ben Ludy, g. m. The brating his 14th year with. loiial
land acquired is in the Rosedale dis- Westinghouse station, and G. B. Sadtrict of Kansas City, Kans., and the Ion, of the transmitter staff, his
hilJtop location

milter

about

above

the

KCKN-FM
tion in the

wiU give the trans200-ft.>
headway

surrounding
will be the fUth

two Kansas

'

terrain.
sta-

FM

Cities.

Raleigh— William F. (Buck) Flemwill become associated, with
at Salisbury on Feb. 1 as
director, it was announced

ing

WSAT

program
by John
ager.

.

any commando tactics in subBBC udmits
duing criminals.
this gives his lawbreaking ices
"more latitude in behavior" but
specifies that they ."Tnay not inflict any injury or putiishment-

16th.

a

E. Smith, Jr., general

He's a former

employe

manof the

Des Moines

— KSO,

Des Moines,

celebrated completion of a threeyear $250,000 AM-FM transmitting
tower, 5k w transmitter and station
which is basically sadistic."
building this week. In addition to
a special hour-long dedicatory program, KSO entertained CBS officials, journalism who are intereisted in
agency executives and clients at a farm radio.
cocktail pai-ty and luncheon and inToledo— E. Y..FIanigan, managing
vitational open house.
director of WS*>D, Toledo, has been
elected president of the Ohio A£sn.
'WHO, Des Moines, of Broadcasters, with Eugene Carr,
Des Moines
has been awarded a Dutch Scroll and Canton, director of WHBC, Canton,
Tile by the Dutch Consul in Chicago
and WPAY, Portsmouth, as -vice
in recognition of the parcel relief
president; and Fred Bock, «ales
project conducted by the station durmanager of 'WADC, Akron, as secre-

North Carolina Theatres and was
connected with the Capitol theatre
in Salisbury for a number of years.
PhiIadelplii9|r-<-.A 10-week course in
radio for students of Martin College,
special school for .GIs operated by
the Philadelphia Bofard of Education,
will begin Feb. 14 at KYW. .Arthur ing the past two years. Station pro- tary-treasurer.
promotion man- cured names and addresses of the
C. Schofield,
ager, and Elliott Lester, director of needy in the Netherlands, matched
James Mason and his
Montreal
Student activities at the college, will these names with requests from wife Pamela Kellino held a press
'WHO listeners, and have a transla- cocktail here Monday (26) on the
coordinate the activity.
tion service that has made for an
occasion of the Canadian launching
active public relations pi!Oi,ect,
Pittsbnrgh-^Bii; audience, particiof, ^eir series of London Playhouse
called "Housebioadcast^. TbP "latter will now -be
pation giveaY>^
wives Holiday" being bankrolled, for
.Cedar JUpliii
WHT, Cedar heard. <m Canadian networks, starthalf-houi; every -((Fednesday after- iiapids, lia& cocApleted arrangements ing this Thuisday (29). For these
noon on'
by' Ko<d-Yent Co., 'With Iowa Sta^e College for contin- transcribed draimatic shows, done^ in
w>ith Ken Rildeb^aiid .handling ibe uing the $1,000 Farm {Udio Scholar- Toronto, Mason is reported getting
program from Home Arts studio of ship plan inaugurated last year. $500 a wedc .They are i^egidkrly
Bosenbaum's deiwrtnient store.'.- It*s Sidiolarship is offered' to juniors in heard in the V. S.

KYW

'

:

—

KQV

Inside Sti]ff-Ra£o
Max Jordan, NBC correspondent in Europe who ju.st returned from
Switzerland, is making strong defense of the composer Franz Lehar, about
whom there are conflicting stories anent 'his political sympathies and actions
during the war. Jordan, formerly head of the,,religious department at
NBC, states he's known Lehar for many years, and that always in hig
presence Lehar lyas an dutspokeo opponenjj; of Naziism. There were
charges in 'Swiss papers about Lehar. Whose works Hitler fancied, but
Lehar subsequently published a brochure in 'Switzerland, says Jordan,
which refuted all charges and presented documentary evidence of hit
anti-Naziism. In Swi.ss musical circles, says Jordan, Lehar's position hai
been generally accepted.
Furthermore, he said, Richard Tauber, known anti-Nazi, went to ZiuicH
before he died and visited Lehar to display publicly his friendship for the
composer. Jordan adds tlnat a brother-in-law of Lehar, a Jew, is in America, helped by Lehar to get away, as wetc other Jews, and that. Lehar
befriended his Jewish librettists throughout the Nassi' regime,
s

Taking a cue from the League of New York Theatres that out-oC-towners
are ill-informed about the Broadway jstage. Tommy. Dorse;j''s transcribed!
disk jockey series is fesj^uring interviews with legit personalities which
plug current shows. Distributed by Lou Cowan agency, the platters will
make a dent in approximately 200 stations out of New 'X'ork". Interviews,
written by Hal Halpern, Dorsey's publicity agent, are- spotted on the showi'
three times (Weekly and include such legit figures as June Lockhart^ Phil
Silvers, Joan Tetzel, Nanette Fabray, David ^rooks, Dorothy Claire, Anna
Mary Dickey and others.
^
'

Sextet of elderly ladies- -who quietly blew into New York over the weekend for. an appearance last night (Tues,) on "We, the People," were the'
toast of the Lyceum Circuit at the turn of the Century, when they were
known as the Six Sweet Singing Smith Sisters. Former dollies of the
vaude boards, all widows, who've been retired and living in Columbus foryears, range in age from 7* to 87. They were projected into prominence
again a couple of weeks ago when Johnny Jones, Columbus Dispatch
colunuQSt and! ex-fihn house operator, wrote tbenA' up in the Sunday Dispat<£. He «(tttte along with them on their N. Y. spree.

"Mr. Ace VaA Jane" will be the new title of the CBS comedy series
Goodman and Jane Ace. Title nuirks it off from the old "Easy

starring

series which still goes on scores of local stations via Frederic Ziv.
The new evening half-hour show will introduce a variety of new comedy
Missing will be such familiar longtime radio characters as
"Marge" (Mary Hunter) and others. Show preems Beb. 14 in the Saturday evening 7-7:30. period.

Aces"

stooges.

'

"T"

"^WS

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Charles 'Vanda was elected president of the Radio Directors Guild
for one year, with Carleton Morse
as veepe« land Muri^y Bolen a*

Gets a Diiat Spread
Kansas
Kansas
qhestra

K.

C.

hookup

KFHM,

City, Jan., 27.

-

City Philharmonic Orbeing aired through the

is

RDG

Yanda Heads

K. C. Philharmonic

»»5f^

listening area with a dual
with stations
and
.The orch's current pop

KMBC

treasurer.

New board of directors consists of
under regular conductor, Ed Cashman, Sterling 'Tracy. Ted
Efrem Kurtz, running through Jan- Bliss, Thomas FrecbairQ-Smith and
uary and February on a twice Dick Macfe.
weekly basis, is being carried by
I

series,

both stations.
First weekly broadca.st originates
at 3:30 p.m. Sundays and is aired on

both stations.
inates at

.7

Second concert origMondays on KMBC,

p.m.

KFRM via delayed
broadcast the following- Saturday at
4 pjn. The pickup is a remote, from
the Music Hall, the orch's home
and reaches

stand.

didn't invent

mountain music^— but we did fuoneer

it

on the

4,

Deal was set between Arthur
Church, president of KSCBC-HS^RM
'

and Dale l%ompsbiiti|ires&

affiliates,

air

22 years ago. And

after that, this truly naftive

form of American

music took over the top-spot under Its own steam.

Why?

Because almost

alt

Americans deep down have the same

appreciation of this melodic by-pr<H}u!Ct of our early settlers. 'Mountain

music rings a
in

bell

with as

show business today

many

folks as

any form of entertainment

I

The Carnegie Hall and Constitution Hall appearances where

6rand Ole Opry had 'em

in

the aisles proves that people from

all

dent of the Kutswgt
moni'c Assn.

Ci^ 'Ph^har-

Paul 'Whiteman's.ABC disk jockey

show got an "executive producer"
this week in the person of Beadi.
Wight, who has been
program

life

are folk music fans. What's more*

it

shows why

the recognized Folk Music Capitol of the World, has

WSM,

become one of

America's great radio stations.

HIRES

«

WIBG-FM Preems
Seaboard

Radio

TO YA'"

ran THNW YiAl

salesman- for the web.
In his hew spot Wight will be J*sponsible for all agency contacts on
t^e show, which has four quarterhour sponsors; as well as taking over
the "copy coordinator" duties df
Ed Ehrich. Latter is moving back
into the ABC promotion department.

ON

OA

.

]

OF THE
list

Feb. 2

Philadelphia, Jan.

walks of

r

Read Wight Exec Producer
On Whiteman Disk ^ow

WATTS

27.

Broadcasting

FM

Corp.'a new
station, WIBG-FM,
will go on the air Feb. 2.
Station will broadcast daily from
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. until opening of the
baseball season, when the program
day will be expanded to take in the

^Central
New England

schedule of day and night games
of the National League Phillies and
the American League Athletics.
full

,

N,Y.

AFM Meets Feb.

%M

26

The next membership meeting of
New York local of the American

I

ft Mk it

WORCESTER

the

Federation of Radio Artists will be
held Feb. 26 at the Capitol hotel,
N. Y.
,
So far, the only matters definitely
scheduled are reports.from the unemployment committee, the Dan Seymoui-<31ayton Collye'r committee On
political factionalism within the Union and the possible move to reopen
the network code to obtain a cost-of-

PUBLIC NOTICE

.

HARRY STONE, GEN. MGR.

EDWARD

FETRY i

CO..

NATL.

Um.

living

|

1

TERESA
has not l*ff

Reorganization of the
and public relations department of
has been announced by Arthur Simon^ executive
publicity

WKBW

NASHVILLE

i

raise.

Buffalo

veepee.

|

Heading

WiU be Alfred

the

i

i

Anscombe.

heart and

!

department
|

E.

my

homt, and my sentiments
are still on record >—
Mercury, that is.

I

VIC

DAMONE

i

WNEW
HASN'T STOPPED

MAKING RECORDS
MORE
MORE

Advertisers spent

WIORE

listeners

in

money and reached
on

WNEW

1947 than ever

before!

more than ever. . . NEW YORK'S No. 1 BUY!

hadIo rbvikws

36
a

IS

ADVENTURE

Vcdneiiiiiay,

'

,

Ed Keen, Gettrse Fatmer, Wta
AUeQ iMthn. jTamm Wil-

,

WASHINGTON PRESS
WOB,

N. Y.

This is the Coast Guard's entry
in the big recruiting swccpstalves
via radio (vs. the Army, National
Guard and Air Forces) and the CG
can stand up and take a salute on
the basis of its preem offering this

Hackett,
.

Uermm)

(Louis F:

ABC, from New York
(Willi«in Von ZeWe)

Philatelists young and old* smallfry or large-scale, ought to go for
this one-.-and a few of us laymen
This is a breezy, informal
besides.

and entertaining quarter-hour devoted to one of mankind's major
hobbies— stamp-collecting. The pre-

miere prograni hoard Saturday (24)
was a little too hodge-podgy, with
week (261, The series, which
dramatize sagas from the records too much miscellany, but the airer
has the makin's. It is anything but
o£ the CG, teed off with a well
staged recounting of an Arctic res- technical and dry, and as handled
cue mission the Guard accomplished by Sylvan Levin is an interesting
novelty.

Levin, WOR's musical director,
Edwin C. HUl's experience^ news
commentator manner lent a prpper shows his versatility and jekyllair of authenticity to the narration. hydish nature by revealing himself
Pat O'BrieH (each week the stanza as an engaging emcee, and inciactor)
name
dentally
an expert on stamps. He
will star a different
was competent and believable in the had another bandleader,, who. is also
role o£ the CG louey who led a an avid stamp collector, as guest
small party across 1,100 miles of On the program in Vincent Lopez.
frozen wastelands to bring food to
SOO starving men aboard eight iceThe sound
locked whaling ships.
effects man, who had a busy eve.

Together they discussed their hobby:
in some unusual angles that showed
showmanship and made good pro-

gramming.

.

Levin- is literate and articulate.
ning, and Harry Salter's orch were
both effectively employed in setting He has a good speaking voice, althe scenes. First half of the story though his delivery was a little
ended in a real cliffhanger, with nervous and alternately hesitant and
He discussed some new:
O'Brien plunging- into a snow-HUed rapid.
ice crevice (ftom which, it turned stamps about to be issued which a.
out following-the "commercial," he philatelist would want to know
^about, such as a" Canadian issue of
was pulled. unhurt).
Ken Roberts' CG plugs bad all the Koyal Wedding, for instance. In
the~flavor of commercialfi for, say, his "JSiamp Column of the Air" he
gave: some interesting tieups beLong Lasting ^tie CI "Ws.
:

-

tween stamp anniversaries and the

Doan,

WNEB BIBTHDAY PARTY

•

With Jolm Kl«tM* narrator; atattoii
aannounetnK jstaS
urtitw-PAaueer; jDhB Moiw
'
SS IHfans.; 3;iieiii,' 9:35 pjui.
Sustalnins

WNElt, Worcester, Mass.
This year-old 250-watt indie conr
cocted a spritely review of its brief
existence, at' the same time neatly

calendar. He even played eight bars:
of music that exists on a- certain
stamp.
Lopez talked about thf relaxing

hobby that is his collection, and
gave an intelligent discussion- of hismethods of selection in acquiring his
stamps, which was very informative'
for the layman as well as collector.
The special quiz on stamps, while
interesting, slowed up the projgram,

audience-participationers
most
have a tendency to do.
There was also much too much
Main
b5eting WNEB's first anni.
commercial for the 15-minute airer.
credit for the production's smooth
It seemed as if a plug for the spontouch evidently goes to John Morse,
sor came in every other minute.
the statirfn's program director.. His
Bran,,
scripting was chatty, human and
pertinent and his narration had a
personal, yet professional air.
KEEPING UP WITH 'THE Kn>S
A good many times, such reprises With ^Benay Venuta, emcee
as this make for dull listening, .This Director: Bert Mitchell

showcasing

its

well-rounded sched-. as

ule. in this one-shot last

month

cele-

one- didn't, not only because Morse
kept it zipping along from topic to
topic, with standard platters adeptly
chosen for cues, but also because the
station evidently has been a live
wire outfit from the start, with an
eye to integrating itself firmly into
Worcester's community life;

bur and Oroli; Al W«»iMutil, announcer
Producer; Cbarles J. Lammters
,

will

in 1897..

.

.

15 IWins.; Sat., 10:15 a.m.

Writer: Ashley Buck
IM-oducer: Sylvan Taiainger
30 Mins.; Mou., 10 p.m.
U, S. COAST GUARD

.

Writer: Brenton Grant
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
r..
Sustaining
WL'V, Cincinnati
Conser'vation of na'.j.al resources
is a national need that has bceij receiving valuable public service supfor quite a spell,
port (rom
chiefly through its well established

WLW

cited

WOB,

The

topic

"It

credit that

to air this
vital

gave

it

concern

to
City.

was the Citizens Budget
of

expo.se

startling

wholesale waste of funds through

subject

to

night spotting.

Brenton Grant was engaged

to co-

ordinate the series and do the scripting^
He is a former St. Louis business exec who bowed in radio on
WSAI a year or -.so since and for
several months did a commendable,
job of personal observations and
eommenb on Cincy goings on. His
scripts 'Sre authenticated by Dr. W:
D. Funkhouser, University of Kentucky graduate school dean, and authority on conservation;
Initial program had a courtroom
trial format, listeners being «sked,
'.'are you guilty of wasting our natufantastic twist
ral resources?"
had naturalists of centuries to come
discovering relics- of our present
generation in- now WLWland, the
area,
station's primary four-state
made waste by neglect of soil, water,
Trial proceforests and minerals.
dure, Conversational dialog, incidental music, and sound effects by
Geo'rge Mundhenk, all in good stead,
made the pipoceedings effective.
Punch and authority were added
by opinions of newspapermen conr
cerned with conservation. Thejr
were Don Weaver, editor of the Columbus (O.) Citizen; Tom Wallace,
editor of the Louisville (Ky.) Times;
Dow RichardBon, managing editor of
the Kokomo (Ind.) Tribune, and
Colonel Louis B. Rock, publisher of
the Dayton (O.) Journal and Herald.
Announcement was made that the
series will have Julius Krug, secretary of the interior; Louis Brorafield,
author-conservationist; Secretary of
Agriculture CUnton Anderson and
other authorities as participants.
All '«ums up to heavy fare forKoH.
heavy undertaking.
,

A

,

(24). Miss Venuta taxed, the contestants with such brain-teasers as:

What does the initials D.A.R. stand
for? What world figure wears sheets?

WNEB's

•

•

-

THE GREATEST
STORY
EVER

DIGEST

TOLD

EDITION

s

RADIO

.

the general assembly of the school
and transcribed there, with an educational, presentation showing students how a recording is' plantied
and arranged. There's also a buildup
through the school channels and via
the station the week previous, generating interest by the audience. Six
contestants, too, play it for all it's
worth, with a $25 savings bond-^as
first prize and $10 in cash for second,
provided. by the station. Ilie -school
band and glee dub in 'each case also
take part in the show.
It's true- some of the inefficient
This one is a worthy effort for star
practices uncovered, by the CBC tton, schools an^ listeners,
IQuin.
Wer«> so'-absurd as to lend themselves
easily to ridicule as in a sequence
where two high-pitched SD truck GOLDEN ANNIVEBSARY YEAR
drivers told Alice of Wonderland
James Cagney, William Bendix,
how the city dump was operated—
Lena Home, Dennis Day, Hedd*
but the shocking revelations of the
Hopper,
Robert
Montgomery,
CBC report seemed, to this reviewer
Henry Morgan, Grover Wbalen,
at least, too tragic to be turned into
Mayor William O'Dwyer. William
a laughing- matter.
Zimmerman Orch and Chorus
,

—

WUh

Raymond Edward Johnson knoWs JfrodBcer:.
how to do a straight narrative- job Producer:
'

quite capably, but in this case he
was alternately straight and sly, the
latter in his best Inner, Sanctum

manner. His oily intro—"When yov,
hear what's been< happening to your
money
luell"
was a topoff to
the tenor of the whole production.
Louis Yavner, who wrote the
CBC's 6D0-page report to Mayor
O'Dwyer, gave just about the only'
true tone to the piece in two appearances at the mike.. Rest of the
.

—

.

show had

all the stops out.
If it
didn't convince listeners, it at least
in the kisser, as the
would say. Doan.

slammed them

script in point

With Gregory Peck, Donald Crisp, Dennis Day and Hedda Hopper had
good enough conception to capture
Gordon Jenkins Orchi others
the infinite variety that is New York.
ProdhHser: William Backer
There was good variety, with Miss
Writer: Stephen Longctfeet:
Horne and Day providing musical
30 Mins.-; -Sat. {U), im pJtt.Hollywood

in its vaults.

mterludes, while the others gave
good accounts with, well-written bits
on different phases of the Stem.
Scoring by Harry Zimmerman orchestra and chorus was sprightly.
According to the way the session
\ ent
off,
are more

'r

biz

New

-Yorkers in

Program, part of the centennial

.

<;eleDration held near the site of
Sutter's Mill, where the ore was first
discovered, was expertly and sin-

cerely enacted with Gregory Peck
narrating and Donald Crisp' giving
an excellent account as the owner
of the 'land where the gold was first
found. Others in the cast similari^
'4!ave «>lid performances, and Gordon Jienkins wrote and executed «
descriptive score embodying early

American themes:
Production by William Bachtjr was
oh the superior 'jiidp
;

OMiTJRO IUSXAI,!. UnlJO CO.
Wcdmaday, NKC;,
P.M.. K.«.T.
M-fi-M.— "On- tlic iHliiml With you'"
"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
Mit.: LOU CLAYTON

PENNY PARADE
With Bob Emory, mc; Bill Stern,
GuB Lesnevich, Jack Barry and
"Juvenile Jury," Mari^i-et OVrien

'

suggested that there

as Longsti'eet points out, when thegold vein ran out, settlers found
riches from the inherent wealth of
California'-s natural resources.

Jose.

for

it's

show

Hollywood than there are in Mayor
O'Dwyer's bailiwick. From New

York came only Henry Morgan, who

According to Longstreet's depic- did a nice dissertation on various
phases of Gojtham life and politics.
tion,, the discovery changed the com-"
plexion of early California. Instead The Mayor, after being introduced
of peaceful, hard-working settlers by greeter Grover Whalen, probwho would be content with a living ably intended to put the official seal
frOm the country, came a flock of on the glamor to be found there,
but that!s only a guess. He was cut
get-rich-quiqlKi
It was difficult to
off before anything vital was said.
find men willing to take jobs in
Jose.
ordinary industry. But eventually,

Similarly

/or

BojB Forward, Jack Paige

Writer: Tom Adkir
30 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m. (one Shoi)
Mutual, from H'wood, N. Y.
Indications are that showbusiness
will contribute an. important part in
putting over the forthcoming Golden
Anniversary Celebration of the City
of New York. National publicity teeoff
was contributed entirely by
showbusiness in the Mutual airer,
Monday'(26) with New Yorkers, past
and present, providing a series of
nicely executed vignettes on the bigtown.
While the show jnay have lacked
a sense of overall cohesion, individual contributions by James Cag-^
ney, William Bendix, Lena Home,
:

ONE HIINDBED TEABS ACO

power represented

ciifrently directing

of the" metropolitan area.
originated three years ago, on
a plan devised by Dick Smith, and
looks like it is here to stay.
Show itself is a quiz contest between top students at each of the
22 high schools in the immediate
area. Teachers at each school pick
the six top students and these vie
over questions prepared by the

Show

of exceedingly dramatic narration,
dialog and dramatic sketches, all
gigged up with "yea" and "hey,
you" tough mug slang and sarcasm,
all unreeled itfith hot-breath-on-themike- emphasis. Overall impression
gained was that the producers felt
they were addressing whodunit ad-,
diets .who xould neither be made to
listen' not could comprehend what
the CBC reported 'unless it was
dished up in all^y language running, the gamut of expression from
low grunts to loud mouth.

Whether the discovery of gold in
California 100 years ago turned out
to be a good thing for the nation
wasn't
exactly
made clear in
Stephen Longstreet's script on the
ABC program marking the event's
centennial.
However, one can't
argue with Fort ICnox, and the fiscal

LOES

PUBLIC NOTICE

(by disk)*
30 Mins.; Sat., 2 p.m. (Jan. 24)

GNITYEJUlllRE&BmQiCO.

HALLMARK

GREETIIIG CARDS

Sustaining

MBS, from New York-*
Mutual did more than
.

by

this, its

acceptably
contribution to the juve-

nile edition of the

ABC

CBS

'

listeners and inter.
a half-hour of civic and educational goodwill and an effective promotion piece. It is also a cooperative effort between WHB, the University of Kansas City an^ the high

,

•

amazing disclosures, however, tol" For this on? John Keown, head oil
lowed the familiar W.OR pattern, the UKC radio department; Arthur
which seems to require that docu- Sharbat, head of the UKC history
mentaries be entertaining in spite department; and Mori Qreiner, Ediof being informative and regard- tor of WHB's Swing iMagazine, per.
less of how deadly serious the topic formed as the experts;
may be. The result was a melange
Quiz is staged on Fridays before

ABC from

B.

City

to Be Smart" is a Irinle
WHB's programming, »

mayor's investigato]Cs. had uncovered Univ. of Kansas City and check^
inefficiencies in on^-iity department with the school study schedule. Quiz
costing the taxpayers an .csstimatcd' is conducted like the old-fashioned
spelling bee, with a board of thre*
$30,000,000 yearly.
Treatment of the oommission's experts to help with the judging,

Snaiainint

MARX

in

documentary schools

New York

"gross mismanagement" in the municipal Sanitation Dept. It was very
much "in the public interest" to .inform Gotham's ' citizens that their

on. the

Pays

est,

other

attention

.

Producer: Ben Daviss
30 MIns.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
Mutual, from Hollywood
The search for a new twist in the
quiz show format still goes on—but
without much success. This latest

WOR's

on. a matter of
every taxpayer of

WHB, Kansas

magnet for teen

N. Y.
to

It's

prime time

Sustaining

entry

3t Mind.; Trcb. (SO), 0:30 p.m.
SBstaininc

To spread Commission's

daytime farm programs,

Chartta Bauer;
Sylvan

SCaiurlce .Tarplin,

'

guest;
Yavner,
Ii«ni«
Iievin, muiie
Writw: Bwward Merrill
Director: Jock MacGregor
Snpervlsor: Dave DriscoU

listeners, the station comes up with
this special dramatised series in

And other equally obscure posers.
With every correct answer, of course,
Mutual show from Hollywood is the studio audience goes into a hysbased on a parent-child rivalry but terical fit of applause.
coverage beyond this slight novelty, it dates
For the winners in each family
of common council meetings, its ac- bade to the dawn of radio. It's flat group,
expensive giveaways are
cent on sports, news and music, its and commonplace and pitched with- awarded accompanied by strong
remote pickups of out-to-town events out a trace of humor to the. very plugs for the manufacturers. Film
of local interest, its election-time lowest I. Q. levels. Benay Venuta actor Roddy McDowall and father
service, and, over-all, its attempt to has an ingratiating personality but teed off the weekly series of Hollymake IjrNEB "Woreeste/s own sta- is too well-stacked with corny gags wood parent-child teams.
tion."
'Hie accoont was a distinct that come off as spontaneously as a
Show gets a delayed 11:30 Satur<*!>v
credit to such a young, small sta grade»school recitation.
night
broadcast
on WOR,
Herm.
tion,.:'
On the pceem stanza Saturday Mutual's N. Y. flagsbjip.
The show

January 28, 1^48

IT PAYS TO BE SMART
YOUB CITY'S BUSINESS
GENERATION ON TBlAIi
Alili ABOUT STAMPS'
WUh Dick Smith
With Sylvan Levin, Vincent l*l»e» With Breaton.O'rant,, D»n Wew^i^ V'lta'Baymrad Edward Johnson,
Cam- Prodvoer: Smith
Tom Wiillaee, Dow BIchairdwn, namtor; VIU Quinn, Ralph Clark,
(euest); Phil Tonken, annoiiueer
30 Ming,, Sat,, 11 a.m.
arK«f Eavl Oeow. Lon
Lonii B. Rock, Bobeirt 9cnitey»
Producer: Tonken
>
.

Hill, imrrator; Pat
O'Si'len; guest star; Ken Bolierts,
announcer; Harry Salter's orch

With E^win C.

"March of Dirnes."
The program had ample diversification and certainly enough bounce

keep the youngsters, for whom it
was primarily intendedj entertained,
Broadcast was geared to fit in
with "Penny Parade" kid parties
being staged by MBS affiliates
around the country. Originattog
(Continued pb pag(r..4«>to

'

.

;

has not left my bed ORd
board, and my sentimieiiti
or* still on record>'>X:opi4ol,

Maf is.
;

JACKIiMiTH

'

ITeilneflday,

January 28, 1948
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THE AIR

"SUNDAY SERENADE'
ABC Network, Sundays
II

3:30-4:00 p.m., EST

SO YOU WANT TO LEAD A BAND

Ml

ABC Network, Mondays

9:30-10:00 p.m., E$T

RCA VICTOR RECORDS
Manogtrntnt

Direcrion

MICHAEL NIDORF

6ENEIUI. AtTISTS COIir.

mMm

S8

Wedhi«««lay» Jiinmiry 28, l94j|

Tele as Tonic for Idle Thesps
Continued from pa^li

ducers may Snd a wealth of established star material in tele pro-

31

to the video spokesmen, it will certainly pave the way for the work

Amerigrams.
Because tele will offer such a fer- can National Theatre and Academy,
tile field for tyro actors soon, video which so far has beeh unsuccessful
legit
its
of
extending
to
in
purpose
officials also believe they'll be able
the hinterlands.
to provide the testing ground for
For all these reasons, tele officials
fresh talent now being sought by
legit
industries
believe
the
film
and
Until reinaa'oi; *fto companies.
producers had spotted should cooperate more with them by
cently
their yoUng talent in B pictures and permitting their stars to be used
They emphasize
on video shows.
shorts, in which they groomed them
Because of steadily- that their medium is not seeking
for stardom.
the
increasing production costs, most of cheap talent—the very fact that
guilds
are
now
sietting rates
talent
the'niajors have eliminated producwork should prove they
tion of B's. That same talent can for tele
jurisdiction
over
will
have
little
now be spotted on video, where proKight now, however,
ducers can actually *at(ih the ac- wage scales.
Each video show, if s impossible for them to pay much
tors in action.
With tele offering such
consequently, will constitute a vir- to actors.
of such organizations as the

mm

potentiality for all talent
tual screen test for the benefit of a valuable
in the future, tliey believe the coboth the talent and producers.
Establishment of a national thea- operation would pay off far more
investmenti
initial
than
its
tre via tele is a natural, according
to the video officials. Almost every
outfit appilying to ttte ECG for a
Lee
Doll
station grant has included a certain

Seelis^t

dramatic shows in its
programming schedule.
That would indicate that audiences

amount

of

potential

throughput

'

the

be
shows in one form
country

will

To

Sell

Video

Time

Peiuiing^ Renewal Ruling

Johnson, Vet Legiter, As
WFIL-TV Consultant

Television Reviews

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Albert Johnson has been named
program consultant Sox

technical

continued from page 31

with an inserted oneWFIL-TV, and v/ill supervise plan- minute commercial at the 8:15 break.
Latter was integrated well enough
ning and designing of sets for the
into the reel so that it didn't break
video station, it was announced Sat- the news continuity.
Stal,
urday (24) by Kenneth W. StowCAMERA CLUB
man, WFHi television director.
Johnson who has designed shows With Joe Costa »nd Guests
Producer:
Bob
Xoewi
for Broadway designed the sets
30 Aflns.; 7-7:30 pjn,, Tuetk
for the recent fashion show, "CinSustaining
derella of Rittenhouse Square," put
WABD (DuMoni). N. Y.
on by the Philadelphia Ijiquirer,
This, wasn't the first time on a
owners of WFIL.
screen for the show (Jan. 20) but
it had Morris Rosenfeld, a lens luminary, as its guest and registered
as about as good an example as this
weekly series has offered. The main
Tele Follow-Up
flaw is that it's still trying to do too
much for the time allotted.
Action centers around Joe Costa,
Tbeatre
Guild's
trimming
of president of the National Press Pho"Angel Street" into a one-hour video tographers Assn., who supplies the
presentation on WNBT last Sunday authority needed and- has been adept
(25) turned a firstrate blood-tingler at handling both himself and the
into a curiously anemic idyll of material involved, So far the promurder and madness. In place of gram has covered news, portrait,
thai diabolic quality which has ele- fashion, and sports photography with
vated the Patrick Hamilton play hito the purpose of impacting
the "know
a horror classic, this adaptation subhow" to the amatieur, Willi each
stituted
a bright, well-ventilated camera category has been a special
atmosphere with little omen of evil. guest, some of whom were easily
Despite an imposing roster of name
prompted by Costa, while' .others
players in the key roles, some cleverhave been a struggle. It h^lps, of
ly designed sets and expert liandling
course,
when the photographers
of the cameras, the program missed
don't suddenly find themselves camthe essentiaa ingredients ol shock
era shy.
But knowing hisf way

dead
a

icentification,

j

fish in varlotis stages of fllletin*

full hour, it can't Be denied
that
show must have had a certain
amount of educational value for cer-

for
the

segments of the audience. This
prove once more, consequently, the tremendous number of
public service uses to which video
can be put, once broadcasters learn
how to do isuch Sho^iS entertainingly.
tain

would

Stnl.

(

WLwrs ciNcfvibEo
Cincinnati. Jan. 27.
station

WLWT

video

Crosley's

bows commercially Sunday (i) afan experimental tuneup of seven
months, yet not before early March
ter

.

power

be made

of its new effective
of 50,000 watts, the maximum

will use

allowed by FCC, with a 20,000-watt
signal. Until then operation will continue from the temporary transmitter, a BOO watter, atop Carew Tower,
emitting at 1109 feet above sea levet

The
'is

new antenna

station's

located

on

hill

..a

downtown Cincy and
above sea

assembly
overlooking

rises liOd feet

level.

WLWT

is the fitst of four tele
grants local^.
the snapshots, and. he stresses
the speeds and lens- openings *used
Cleyeland.—Fran Pettay. annotincet
to- get the displayed 'Mils," Costa
covers pretty much what the camera dii WHK, moves over to WJR, where
bug wants to know.
he'll do a midnight to 3 a.m. disk
In presenting- Rosenfeld as guest, shot.
the program had probably the outstanding marine pbotographer of the
country.
His covers for, "Motor
Boat" go back to and before the
days of the Dixie III, while his
work among the various sailing
classes has long been known here
and abroad. So when he says shoot
your
seascapes at 300 and F.ll (and
in the original Broadway ]5roduction,.
was highly competent aiid showed if you haven't got a camera that
neat stage presence at one point works at 300 forget the whole thing)
where be apparently forgot his lines. Viewers are apt to pay attention.
Bob Loewi is producer of the
While this program eah be cbalked
up as another indication that video show and it's up to him to,^eet rid
of the overcrowded condition and
is learning to master the technical
atmosphere. Costa reads letters from
Don Lee pioneered in video with its problems in dramatic staging, it those who write in, an attempt is
highlights the dearth of talent versed
Since
first permit taken out in 1932.
in the unique demands of the new being made to set up a eliib, Joan
that time, company claims it has medium.
Maybe it was the poor Kerwln ha? to bow the show on and
plowed roughly $1,000,000 into video, editing job which resulted in the off, meet the guest and interrupt
now finds Itself at a considerable absence of mood, but more likely to inform time is up, there is the
explanation of the guest, then his
competitive
disadvantage
with it was the over-literal manner in formal
introduction and finally they
stage play was translated
KTLA and other L. A. outlets be- which the
get around to displaying and discause^ it can't compete for business. onto a small screen. It's okay (or cussing
examples of the guest's
comedy where the lines can' shot Sot
Don. Lee says it is spending at the themselves),
biit for a play like work. So the half hour is cluttered
rate of $100,000 a year on its tele "Angel Street," video must learn to ijp and something has to go. Miss
operation.
Kerwin is WABD's Babe Didrlkson
generate its own chills.
in that she's now taken lessons in
golf, tennis, table tennis, dancing,
skiing— and likely only plays bridge.
personable miss of wholesome face
and pleasant manner, it is always
interesting to try and figure what
she
s tryuig to do with those gigantic
Bob Edge, handling the Madison Square Garden basketball, games for
bows
in her hair, but it's nevertheCBS, pro and "amateur" (ais the boys are so careful to say) is doing a good
le» true the show doesn't need her.
job. The reason Is simple enough. He knows what he's telking about.
A
"faster skip through those letters
There's a big difference between Edge in the Garden apd Edge at would also
leave more time for the
Ebbets. Field during the summer. For the court game he doesn't have to guest or his work, and
this should
reach and strive for color as at the ball park. He's more at home when be the objective.
talking basketball, that's all. The difference is the same as regards Ted
When the program can give the
camera
fan what he wants it will
Husing on football and track. Busing unquestionaly calls the best track
quickly
gain
big
a
audience and demeet radio has ever heard. It will be a shame if he doesn't do the coming
serve sponsorship. It seems to lie on
Olympics. He missed the Berlin games.
Its way, with Costa a good
choice as
pivot and just a couple of refineIf Herle Iifiller could persuade the Rev. William' C. Keman to tour the
ments needed to smooth things out,
television citieis in debate over his new novel, "That Winter," the book including the
dual camera fade at
would spring to the front of the best sellers. Their verbal joust took place the finish. If Costa can ever
start
Sunday night- (25) on WNBT's "Author Meets the Critias."
critically discussing snapshots
sent
Both men have met before in front of the same cameras so it they in by his viewers— instead of using
framed it at least it wa.s a good one. The Reverend stages a salty show in guests— the station will have that
putting the broom to sin in general and Miller's authorship in particular audience it's after.
while Miller knows how to sharpen himself into a needle.

treated to legit
Washington, Jan. 27.
Consequeiit introducor another.
In an unorthodox petition, the Don
tion of gtiitd dtama to many hiriterI^ee Broadcasting System, Inc., called
landers wh^ have never before witon
the
FCC
last Friday (23) for a
nessed It {jHctioid preside a national
waiver of' rules to permit the comriot, according
theatre in itself,
pany to charge sponsoi-s for time on
station
its
experimental
video
W6XAO, Los Angeles. Don Lee
went through hearing with other tele
applicants in .June, 1946, but the
Commission has taken no action on
pending a decision
its video bid,
whether or not Don Lee will get renewal licenses for its four standard
broadcast stations.
(Net is on the
"hook for allegedly pressuring its affiliates in violation of the FCC's
chain toroadcastinlf regulations).
The petition, filed by attorney
Harry Ockerhausen, points out that
.

and suspense.

among

.

Betty Field, as the young wife
who's being tormented into hisanity,
turned in a- superb performan'ce.
Camera closeups highlighted her intense expressiveness and rightly kept
her in central focus during the play.
Much less, however, can be said for
Walter Abel's interpretation of the
villainous
husband.
He bounced
through his rale, jauntily using
straight
bullying tactics
without
giving any Inkling of the sadistic
twitch in his character. Leo G. Carroll, who played the police inspector

-

"THE

OF

In^de TelevyoD

ASK YOUR

AMBASSADOR

GOOD

WILL"

A

BOSTON, VSA

ABOUT

With Chick Morris, announcer
Director: William Garden

Kaiser-Frazer plugs on the Major Bowes Amateur Show* aired Sunday
(DuMont, N.Y.), are now being staged' in the sponsor's
a video remote unit. .Two large DuMont
screen sets have been placed in the showroom windows so passersby can
watch the show, while a third set has been installed for viewers inside
the room. Marilyn Buferd, 1946 Miss America, and Chuck Ti-anum appear
in the commercials.
DuMont, incidentally, has revamped its Sunday night programming
,$chedule to break up the back-to-back prggramming of the Bowes show
with "Rainbow House," a teenage program that also has an amateur
participation format. "House" is now aired from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m., with
Bob Emery's "Small Fry Club" interveniag from 6'SO to 7. Bowes Amateurs follow from '7 to 8.
nights over

WABD

eO^Mins., Thurs. (33), 2 p.m.

showrooms on Broadway via

Sustaiiilni:

WNBT-NBC,

N. Y.
iuT*'^'*«°"*i,"'?'^^™g toe first use ol
the
BeU System's N. Y.-Boston
microwave relay to carry a Huboriginated program, also served

to

s^ute Boston and WBZ-TV, NBC
affiliate which is slated to take
the
air there within the next several
months. Show might have served to

introduce that fact to the audience,
but as entertainment, it was nsg
Boston certainly has more to offer
from an mterest-holding standpoint
than its fishing piers, but the audience wouldn't have known so from
the show. NBC sent throe image
ortlucon cameras up to the Hub and
for. an entire. 60 minutes they were
trained on a fkshing trawler with
some very unappetizing looking fish.
Two innocuous film shorts were
spotted during the show, but these
too dealt only in fish. WBZ staffer

demonstration of a horizontal wipe technique for television programming will be conducted tomorrow (Thursday) night on the "EyeWitness" show over WNBT (NBC, N.Y.>. New process was developed
by NBC tele's manager of engineering promotion George Dixon, whom
NBC claims also developed such techniques as super-imposition of images
from two separate cameras.
Horizontal wipe has long been used by the major film studios via optical
printing. NBC, however, will perform the technique electronically. System, incorporating a montage effect, involves the gradual erasure of an
image from the screen from right to left and its replacement with another
image picked up in the lens of a different camera.
Fir.st

JEBMYMD
NEW YORK!
New

Jersey's 1- Station

automobile dealing pirates, some television retailers on
the Coast are resorting to a new bonanza of "gadgeteering." Trick is to
insist on "extras" when a receiver is bought, and with the demand here
being what it has grown to be alter the Rose Bowl game and NBC's big
national newspaper ad .splash follow-up, dealers arc stocking up on all the
latest, contrivances such as magniflers, shading and toning visors, special
lense^ feye balms, etc., peddling all as a package.

MEW
IS

A

leaving the pier for more interesting
Despite the .storm, though,

sites.

NBC

and the new relay system. Audio
conked out for several minutes.when
one Of the Imes got tangled in the
slush, but those things can happen to
,

the best o£ shows.
Despite the monotony of watching
.

'

ouAinat-Houit of

haMng

manitged to tran.smit an excellent picture, indicating the teclmical worth of both the l.o. cameras

\

'
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IN KADIO SHOWS?

A SHOW WM
NEW AND DIffEKKg

HERE

Chick Morris handled the commentary and interviews with fishermen
a self-conscious way.
Show was done in the middle of a
Winding snowstorm, which miaht
have prevented the NBC staff from

FCC engineers in Chicago this week are gandering Zenith's Phonevision.
Company plans to have sets in production by fall. Meanwhile conferences continue with A. T. & T. Officials, who reportedly have been surprised to learn that Phonevision doesn't interfere with normal phone usage.
Somewhat

LOOKING

ityh

Givot

Wednesday, Jannarf 28, 1948
Beville

Of American Public Has
New

York,

Editor, Vabiety:
Your article in the Jan. 14 issue
which pointed out that sets in use fig-

ures foi; radio had remained pretty
constant during the nine years included *e statm^nt, "The failure of radio
to entice a greater percentage of
listeners over the eight-year period
is in sharp contrast to attendance
figures for other entertainment mefilms and legit,
dia, particularly
where new high# were achieved during the iuMi '40s."
Thi^; comparison is completely fallacious inasmuch as Hooper's sets in
use figures are purely percentages
and do not represent audiences in
terms of millions of listening homes
as do the attendance figures for
other entertainment media. For example, during the period to which
you refer the number of radio families in: the U, S. increased from 29,000,000 to 36,000,000 or 24%. ; Even
if the percentage figures of the sets
in use remained constant over this
period the average size of the listening audience would have gone up
by this same percentage.

Of course, I recognize that Hooper
figures are not projectahle to the
U. S. as a whole, but, they are representative of hoW the urban radio
family with a telephone is using its
Since the urban telephone home
set.
is the segment of the radio audience
which has owned sets for the longest period of time Hooper's figures
are actually favorable inasmuch as
they show that radio has not lost its
power to draw audience with these
lofig-time set Owners. Another factor which is largely omitted in
Hooper's figures is the listening to
second and third sets in telephone
homes. I estimate that better than
60% of the urban telephone homes
have more than one radio receiver
today, whereas ill 1940 the extra set
hjpnve was a small factor indeed.
the Nielsen Radio Index; which
has audimeters in non-telephone;,
homes as well as telephone homes,
and in small towns and rural areas
as well as in urban centers, reports
that the radio listening trend has
been on the upgrade since this
measurement was inaugurated in
19^. NBI reports that the average
tisdib family listened 29 hours and
45 minutes per weelc in: 1947, which
is an increase of four hours or 16%
over the 1943 figures. Even this does
not measure all the increase because:
(1) audimeters are installed
on second sets in 20% of the NRI
sample but this is considerably below
the ownership of second sets; (2)
ilielsen does not cover, more than

CARROLL NEWTON INTO

of Sclool Shows

On 4

Gone Up 25f, Since '40

Mpk

PREWAR BBD&O POST

Stations

Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

Carroll

Newton took over

Religious Issue

series entitled "From Our Viewpoint," detailing weelc's news from
standpoint of students, over
11:30 a.m. Saturdays,

KSTP

;

igtation is fourth

—last

New

week

Erickson's

Eckhardt

as a result of Leonard
moveover to Kenyon &
to succeed Bill Lewis as

radio veepee.

Newton returned

here to cooper-

to

BBD&O

fol-

with public schools in airing lowing the war as an account exec
shows developed in radio classes and under Frank Mahoney and lately
worlcshops of several schools. WLOL lias been handling the "Christopher
handles two shows, Mondays and Wells" show on CBS fpr the DeWednesdays, WTCN two, Thursdays Soto-iPlymouth Pealeris acoourit.
ate

and Saturdays,

WMIN

Wednes-

one,

days.

KUOM,

Univ. of Minnesota sta-

Public Service Orgs

meanwhile handles heavy program Of educational shows developed on campus of that institution.

To

tion,

Get

WPEN

Snag

any home; (3) NRI in no
way measures radio listening outside
of the home to portable and automobile sets, which have increased tre,mendously in number- in the past
two years, nor in public places, of

in Canada's

his

BBD&O's

Minneapolis
radio departpublic schools
launched a new 15-minute program ment—the job he had before the war
old spot in

In

its

Nationalized Radio Service

Toronto, Jari. 27.
by the Catholic Church, an instituplan to have a network of tion which in its constitution, if

stations criss-crossing Canada in its separatist and, in its entire policy,
nationalized radio service, the Ca- is governed from abroad."
nadian
Broadcasting
Corp.
has
Applicants for the French-Canabought CKY, Winnipeg, for $200,000
dian station in Edmonton are Bishop
and CKX, Brandon, for $65,000; but
Ubald Langlois, Vicar-Apostolic of
has been tossed a hot potato in the
the Roman Catholic Diocese; Dr.
application for a French-language
L. O. Beauchemin, AlphoHse Brousstatiph
at
Edmonton arid other seau,
Dr, L. P. Mousseau. They
French t language statiphs in the
claimed that the CBC stations in
Prairie Provinces, now under adWestern Canada did not meet the
isement by the Board of Governors
needs of the French-Canadian popof the CBC.
ulation; but

Shows Cuffo

Gordon Henry, managef

Again the CBC has run up against of CJCA, Edmonton, claimed that a
the religious question with C. Grim- new station would reduce listening
wood, Calgary spokesman for the audiences in Alberta and upset the
Baptist Union of Western Canada, advertising
revenue
of
existing
telling the CBC Board of Governors stations,
Backed by the Loyal
Edward C. Obrist, .WPEN general that the applications for French- Orange Lodge Association, Grimmanager, said Saturday (24) he had language radio stations are not being wood claimed that not more than
made
the
for
purpose
expanding
of
prominent
services,
of
the
population
notified
includ5%
of Alberta
pes Slolnes ^Bill Morgjfn is a new ing CARE, health foundations, for- French culture in Canada but "are speak French; that establishment of
announcer on WHO, Des Moines, eign and local relief groups, and prompted by Quebec State Church. French - language stations in th*
coming from Kirksville, Mo., where other organizations, of the availGrimwood said, "These applica- West would split Canada's national
he was program director of KIRX.
ability of the free ait time.
tions originated or were prompted life in two.

Number

of schools here are using
wire recorders to transcribe significant night shows for playing in
classes. "CBS Is Here" is a favorite
for' this purpose.

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

WPEN

Sustaining programs of
are
now available for free sponsorship
by public service organizations,

—

.

^

BING CROSBY

INGRID

BERGMAN

JEAHETTE

^

DANNY KAYE

NELSON EDDY

VIRGINIA

MYRNA LOY

JOAN CARROLL

^

DANA ANDREWS

^
^

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

2^

The Greatest

Stars

Greatest
ia the
j^^j^ion Pietures

MAYO

from HoUy

BURT LANCASTER

ti^

JAMES STEWART

ETHEL

wood

are appeariMg

sets in

JANE WYATT

^

MACDONAIO

.

two

S9

RAIIIII

Hock

Says Listening

BARRYMORE

2(|>

tOALUPINO

2^

TaNNY

BRICE

""^

business establishments, clubs, etc.

The American public is buying on
the average of a million new radio
receivers a month and has been for
Some of this
the last two years,
Irepresents replacement of inoperative sets but a large portion of it rep-

RICHARD WIDMARK

resents new opportunities for listening which unfortunately none of our
existing measuring
services adequately cover.

On the basis of the "limited figures
available we conservatively estimate
that the; total hours of radio listening
of the American public has gone up
more than 25% since 1940.
'

if.

M.

NBC

WSM

4*

WALTER PiDGEON

DONNA

REED

Beville, Jr.,

Director of Research.

TONY MARTIN

BETTY GRABLE

BOULWAEE

TIPS

Cincinnati, Jan. 27,
Robert Boulware marks his first

anniversary with WSAI Feb. 1
advancing from national sales
general sales manager.

by
to

TERESA WRIGHT

XS>

Appointment by Robert M. Sampson, station chief, permits^ E. K.
'Eps" Bauer, who has directed general sales, ^to devote full
mxjjistrative duties.

time to ad-

DAVID BRUCE

Xr"

RAYMRLAND.

JAMES

SI

Kenneth Berkeley Upped
Washington, Jan.

Kenneth Berkeley, manager
Washington

WMAL-FM
position

Star

and

stations

'TV,

27.

of the

WMAL,

was upped

both

WRC

and

NBC

—

WMAL

JOAN FONTAINE

when

MONDAY
IIIGHTS

WBNDBIL COREY

LIZABEfH SCOTT

they

ownership.

Cincinnati
ABC's "Ladies Be
Seated" show will originate in the
Taft theatr^here the week
Feb. 23 under sponsorship of the
Clncy Kiwanis Club

i'.SOO-seat

^

of

were under

«

CESAR ROMERO

to

vice-president of the
Washington Star radio properties
following annual mesting of .,the
board of directors here last -week.
Berkeley, prior to 1941, managed

CAMEL CIGARETTES
CB.S.

VICTOR MATURE

25»

HANLlY STAFFORD

4*

RAM«

'

40

Vedbefldby, Jannary 28, 1948
the cost of an audition on to the
client, they'd rather, a« a rule, scout
around for program prospects among
the networlcs and freelance producers when the need (or a show

Hot Tobey-Coy Exehange
Continued {Tom pac« Z9

arises;

,

,

Radio Reviews
Continued froai vagt

i

was the Kingsbrtdge Armory, show that bears his name (NBC 2.
located in the upper reaches of the 2:30). Merrill, baritone star of the
Bronx and expansive enough to hold Metropolitan Opera, reveals himself
Admission to the also as an effortless singer of light
Agencies
20,000 cfaildren«
broadcast and the show preceding stuff plus the operatics, as evidenced
Continned from paK' 29 sss
was a pennyj and was the arrange- last Sunday (25), when he had
Writers as "employees" or "inde- ment for the other similar gather^ Marina Koshetz as his guest.
pendent contractors." The other is ings, with the proceeds going to the
poiiit

. . To What extent,
any, will either the counsel, adTobey quoted a- paragraph Irom vice, or friendship of Messrs. Denny
Varieiy's anni issue compliTnenting or Russell affect, alter or modify
Russell on putting Co:^ over. He any decision or actions you. talce as
added: "I realize that you cannot Chairman of the Federal Communibe responsible: for what others<>£ay cations Commission?"
the Taft-Hartley requirement that
sure you must reor do, but I
One of reasons for the Coy nom- for a union to qualify uqder the
alize when the largest corporation in ination, according to White House
NliRB, its officers must sign nonthe tele communications field, hav- officials, was fact that he had had
Communist oaths.
ing paramount interest in what the broadcast experience and presumThe ANA-AAAA figures on using
Commission does and may do about ably would be more acceptable'' to the "Stovepipe Hat" case, under
and tele- the broadcasters. White House men
the development of
which the Dramatists Guild, an
vision, is charged with such utter- suggested GOP strategists were tryaffiliate in the Authors I>eague
ances about a public official, it be- ing to hobble the Coy "appointment of America, was
sued as not a union
comes hnportant that such charges
Tobey also had other things on his and as an illegal monopoly under
be publicly and vigorously dis- mindj as follows:
the anti-trust laws. That case has
avowed."
1. The New Hampshire legislator
been in the courts for several years,
Tobey referred to Coy's statement wanted to know what Coy intended and is now awaiting a ruling from
in a hearing beftirei tiie Senate com- to do about "the whole sorry mess the circuit court ol appeals.
mittee last week th«t he Jmew "Jfc. of shifting
allocations" as hanBy raising this issuei besides quesDenny pretty well," but would in dled hy a previous FCC chairman in tioning the classification of writers
no ease be influenced- hy him in 1945.
as "employees" or ^independent conrimning rcc. The New Hampshire
2. With 315 hearings held In the tractors," the sensor and agency
solon declared:
past fiscal year and 734t hearings in organizations figure to- force the
"It has been reported to me that prospect. Tobey speculated it would Guild to seek NUttt qualification., as
ever since your, appointment jrou require two years for the Commis- a union.
And by demandAg the
have seen Mr. Denny with great sion to clean up pending radio cases. Taft-Hartley certification, they infrequency, and h* Is an intimate He ashed Coy: "What do you Intend tend to force the Guild officers to
counselor ol yours , . . it occnni' to to do' about breaking Commission take non-Commie oaths. They beme a sew appointee to the Commis- iHrtaenecks?"
lieve -the latter TeqtUremmt will
sion is not helping himseU- or pub3. S^iailj, rrobey called tor. the seriously embaixass the Guild and
lic confidence la the aemcy Iqr in- Chairman's viem
.ttn that section of weaken iia ^ition.
timate conferences, with, a zetkresen." the proposed "White Bin.
wldeh
tative of the iH^eat enfitar in the vests authority- in the tedio
ag^c;^

Charles R. Denny, Jr. yrere respon- broadcast field
sible for Coy's nomination.

M

/

.

if

Seek

am

National

Infantile

roadcast There were also a couple of offl'the-elbow vocalists, who
likewise competed for a prize, and
with Jack ^arry polling for "Juvenile Jury" troupe as to their choice
of the winner. Bill Stem turned up

RWG

:

Transcrqitioii

Review

CHOOSE A SONG FARTNEB

With Don Moreland, Beryl Taachm,
Adele Scott

Butmia

Predueer-Writer:

ftiee

15 'Mlns.

with Gus Lesnevlch and put the FOBBIFIT CO.
lighl-heavyweight champ through a
qufz about his ring episodes, and Sid

(MacFarlnnd, Aweyard)
Song' package wrapped up by
Gordon, clouting: star with the
Y.
GiantSi put hi a few words about MCA has Don Moreland to baritone
and Beryl Vaughan for iiert banter,
the cause.
Fadeout spot went to the. airing Both go well together and there's no
of a recorded greeting by Margaret reason why these platters shouldn't
O'Brien in jivhich she urged' the lis- find receptive ears. Adcle Scott's
tening: youngste'rs to contribute all organ accompaniment is nimble and
the, pennies they can to the fund,'
exact.
Odec.
Romantic eye-flapping of the
usual guy-gal format is bypassed,
along with any cute attempts to

'

FM

'

"

:

.

.

KATHSBINE KEUtT

Vredacer: Umy Gnuily'S5 MiBs.: MMk-thra-tVL, l-i^B
TarUeipstiav

M.

gigolo
the singer. Instead, .well
scripted trivia sets up songs in neat

order, while a song-clue device
showcases Miss Vaughan's repertoire
of dialects. Middle commercial has
.'Mote identified as a "columnist" her sounding the "glamorous figure
line" line in a discreet but firm sell
of the'air, rather than a typical type
of bras and girdles.;
Iladio
of woman tommentator, Katherine
Open-end series eventually will
Kerry^ with 15 years of air experi- hit about 150 markets, with an early ^
Baxt.
retary; James Stabile^, eastern re- ence, runs the gamut of listening February teeoff.
gional exec secretaiT,: ai)tl' Sheldon interest, 'from the interviewing of
personalities to the reporting of
Stark, board membra'.
For NABE3P national and local, fashion events and reviews of plays,

:

KQW,

..

review Itte past ipnigtam
ance of ]fiadi»"

for

A

-quiz contest, with Bob JSmory,
in juve entertainment,
specialist
gresiding, took up much of the

FM

to

Foundation

Paralysis -Fund,

:

SaaTtaaeisc*

Unions

petiCnralbT

ContinucA frem .face Xt
to "the coverihg- of sports, Tsltlp
John- R. McDonnell, national veepee
major* networks) because listeners (and San Francisco chapter chairr< launchings and other events of current interest.
tolerate" it because it comes to
man); Harry E. HiU«', national secUsing a stwntaneous non-script
them free, and because advertisers retary-treasurer; C. "Westy" West- format,
which may present her alone
control the. programming and "it is over,.}}. Y. chapter chairman;. Wil- simply as commentator; or may infertile
to expect broadcasters' to liam. States, engineering chapter clude two guests^ though one a day
adopt policies and practices whidi Chairman, and X!i%ene Clark, Hud- is her usual allotment. Miss JSieny
is pleasant and incisive.
woidd jeopardize^heir incomes."
Her news
son Chapter chairman.
and feature material varies from
Government-operated radio isn't
Oliver Nicoll, Who is a member of
the only alternative, either, Kalten- AFM, AFRA, ATPAM, RDG and day to day and' her guests include
boni explains. Here's how he de- RWGf is. functioning as acting chair- such personalities as Katherine
Duniiam,
Grade Fields, Fannie
scribes the setup of subscription man, of the groupi
Hurst, Carl .3risson. Recent stunts
radio:
-Fact that -every one of the seven included blimp ride, Rose Bowl re'
'A radio station .^ends out pro- groups is represented in ABUG by port of .Vomen% angle, broadcast
grams, but it sends out at the same, top ranking national officers of the- from new ship, Pres;ident Cleveland,
lime a whistling sound which .pre- respective-, unions and guilds is and safari to Paris with group of
vents you from hearing this pro- pointed to as. presaging strong possi--, Frisco models showing off Sothes of
local manufoctuie.
'«gram cleayly over your radio set
bilities
for
early
formation
of'
resourceful, and competent air
imless you attach to your set a NABUG (natienal assn. of, etc:),
"
worker.
Ted.
small, patented device which clears
,

i
»

j

,

'

.

:

BOB
HOPE

-i

i

Whofs

Gets

Coming
Him!

to

A

,

bringing

in similar "coutjcils" al-.
ready in existence in Hollywood,:
Chicago, San Francisco and Pitts;burgh. All have similar organizational, structures and have adopted
similar «tatanents of aims and pur-

interference . , . How do
you^get the device? You rent Is from
the station, and the monthly rental
fee h<dps: pay the cost of the pro!gr.ams which, of course, are free of

away the

(Arrahgep'Siiiigwr)

V«Ml OiNctor

"UmA

advertising."

M

AlCt

«l the lust"

fMry ^ardoy

'for

"BOSCO"

PEGGY MARSHALL

THE HOLIDAYS
«a Deeea ItMMnb
.wM'

Listeners could, Kaltenborn continues, choose- between serious music
coming over a wavelength, light and
popular music over a second; and,
over a third, a variety of programs
indudiqg: news, cultural lectures,
children's programs, etc. Benton's
plan initiallly conceived, the writer
reports, was to charge 5c a day, or

RBC

George

fiares

Continued from page 27
radio columns, of which 44 are daily
18 daily and Sunday^ and 22 Sunday
only. Another 36 carry unsigned radio- departments) 15 of them daily,
$lfi -a year, for such service.
21 Sunday only.
An additional 41
Sevejsal FCC commissioners "have
papers run columns, some of them
looked with interest and sympathy
matted, supplied by stations or neton subscription radio and have- inworlcs; some of these columns are"
dicated their desire to see such a
printed as paid advertising, others as
service inaugurated,"
sneaking, suspicion that, in some
the article free publicity.
cases at least, the big names met
states.
John Crosby's radio column, .syn- their "favorite
Kid" for the first tune
Muzak, which holds many patents
dicated by the N.Y. Herald Tribune, upon arrival at
the studio.- Too,
on the technical procedures for was
found on the radio pages of 24 some of the juves presented, prom"sci-ambling"
and "unscrambling" papers.
(Other papers, including the ising though they may be, have a
broadcast signals, has offered to
Herald Trib itself for one, may carry long way to go before ttiey'll afford
lease these patents to those planCro.sby in some spot outside the ra- enjoyable listening. Still, the show's
iQ|! subscription radio, Kaltenborn
got some of that wJk. "amateur hour"
dio-log page.)
'

to

read

Froiier's

pnm*

brilliaiit

My FaveHte Kid," Laurence Hammond's show Jn which name guests
intro talented 'Juveniles,' got a second showcase airing over Mutual
Sunday (25). If names were all that
was needed to .make a hit ^ir show,,
this one couldn't miss. For this goround in his bid to sell MBS on giving the show a regular spot. Ham-'
mond rang in Harold E. Stassen,
Henry Morgan, Gladys Swarthout,
Rube Goldberg, Joel McCrea and
Lee Bristol, of Bristol-Myers. The
stanza had its moments, all in all
coming off better, than the initial
attempt.
It was hard to escape a

.

e^sere

«f

this fatt^talfcleg
wbeerocker who h
rated as

i
i
i
i
»
i
i
i
i
i

i
:i

1

i
i
»
AMERICAN §

A€REAT
LIVING

In tfc*

February

i

-

.

'

.
.

ENRIC MADRIGUERA

CoKMiet
Now

en Sole, tSf-

appeal and Hammond has apparently
"art'.' was found daily in 38
made an effort to hypo outlands apdaily and Sunday in 18 peal
by gome outdde N. Y. for
and Sundays only in 32, for a "favorite kids.''

Radio
papers,

UPTON TEA

others,

CM wM

Monday NigMc

ARTHUR GODFREV

No Business

PUBLIC NOTICE

agency

is

,

if

'

stfil

in

Miougiifs,

my

thorax and

my

ami'

senti-

ments or* still OR record—
Decea, that Is,

DICKHAYMES
AttaH^Vlif Disc Jodceys!
taughingStack Swim;

1

to

-5

.

.

.$1 Ea.

Matlwr 'ManoiaguMi I to 4. a :%1 Ea;
VlH^t,
I to 3
%\ fat.
taqaliw akiMti Ttrry'a Ptatti>r Fat;-ir.tTitUwMo an Sxcluiiiv« Arm B»iii»!
.

SAM FERRY
fldlle

*«1

Its* BrMdwiiy, N. Y. 1*

it

total of 88.

Although only iB tele stations ai^
2!)
on the air, video program logs were
net inclined to main- found in 99 papers.
NBC press, as a result of the surtain a program overseer on staff.
Aside from the economic angle, vey, is making wholesale revisions in
the agencies disposed toward the its publicity mailing lists. Depart
new order of things say' that a de- ment has been able -io find no
velopment in network practice has previous similar survey by which to
given them much cause for reap- compare the daHie!?' treatment of
/
praisal.
The networks, especially logs and air news.
Continued from page

>the

CBS, show a disposition to give first
choice of a spot becoming available
to program they either control or
prefer.
Why not. ask these agency
men, yield to the inevitable and buy
the network-produced show aii(d:
thereby avoid any ructions over
preferences or availability?
This
also, add these agency men, eliminate the headstche of ushering on a
program cold and protect the agency
against the client's habit of telling
it how to rewrite his show, Since
outside control always serves as a
good bulTer in this regard.
Agency ejccs pretty well agree
that the role of the creative person
in a radio department has ceased to

Ignorant'

•

I

CoDtlnned fn>ilk''paee Zl as^Jjl
the 8 o'clock Icaaoff spot| shot up
4.4 for the fmShi's top Friday rating
of 16;6. The new Danny Thomas
show in the 8:30 period (successor
to "Thin Man"), grabbed a 9.5. Both
agency and network are unhappy
about the show thus far. The Old

m

-

SUkriamA

.

Gram Swing

devoted

ABC

nis entire final broadcast of the
Sunday sustaining series last' week-

end

(25) to a plea for Ainerican
radio to use its facilities for educating the: people and spreading what
he termed a greater social intelligence. The commeptator prefaced
his talk on the topic of education
with the statement that Wasn't critical of radio but that he did think
American broadcasters have been
quite lax in projecting social problems with stimulation and excite,ment, and' as a means of uniting the
people. Swing said that he recognized that radio out of necessity has
had to concentrate on thmgs that
brought money, but he now thought
the mdustry well heeled enough to
devote some of its creative skill to
social intelUgence and advancement,
bwing explained that the series was
coming to an end after six years
because ABC couldn't find a sponsor. He said he didh't blame the
network, and, as a matter of fact,
paid it warm tribute for its support and cooperation.
.

moved over from
Wednesday, into the 9 p.m. segment,
dropped 1.7 and came off with 8.7.
'Ozzie and Harriet," moved- over
from its long-familiar Sunday time,
and now in the'9:30 period, grabbed
be. a happy one. It's become a frtu;- an 11.1 (up 0.2), with "Ignorant" at
For one who just a few months
trating job at most, since it's but 10 o'clock up '4.8 and Coca-Cola's
ago practically stuttered all ovet a
rarely that of all the programs they ''Spotlight Revue" also shooting way
mike, Robert Merrill has shown an
'KOok up or. put together one reaches up from #M to 10.3 to also confound amazing improvement
in his hanthe air. Since agencies can't ptiss everybody involved^
dlmg of the RCA-Victor Sunday
.

Gold- program,

COMEDY SCRIPT

^

Knockout comedy 'script writer,
Cah write around any
character^

;
'

'

SmjLth, Ree;ent i-7181.

'

Wcdneatlay, January 28, 1948

•RCHES'mAS-MIJSIC
Lake Jock Sets Up
Mayhem With Air Idea

41

Salt

Lad[ of U. S.-R11SS Rei^racal Pact

Salt

Eri^ieeds Test vs. 'Sidbre Dimce'
Ji,e(edt

tc^'

ol'

Music has run into the firsts
and se-

its ability to control

cure royalty payment for use of the
tMUSie ctemming from the Russian
AiU'Rus; cataloK which it took for
publication in this country some two
years ago, pay ins a considerable sum
annually lor the rights. Test is over
the tune "Sabre Dance," which was
extracted from Aram Khachaturian's
"Gayne Ballet" and was originally
titled "Sword Dance."

'

Several months ago "Sabre Dance"
was being pushed by Leeds for recording prior to. the recent Jan. 1
didc ImiL fredd^ Martin made it for
RCA-Victor under the title "Sabre
Pance Boogie." Later, Woody Herman made it for Columbia. Herman's version was arranged by a
musician subsequently put under
contract by Juggy Gayle and Jackie
Gale's United Music and they are
endeavoring to induce Columbia to
assign to them th$ license- for its re^
and resultant royalties.
cording
Leeds is battling their attempt and
'eeems to have the inside track due
to the- fact ^hat it was Leeds' Lou
Levy who originally interested Columbia in recording the music. HCAVictor has stated that it does not intend to pay Leeds royalties on the
Martin recording, but^ on the otiicr
Hand, the publisher has an RCA
license lor Its disking.
Dispute atems tram the fact that

'

.

there
'

-

,

-

no

is

reciprocal

'

Hollywood, Jan.

Jack Kapp
E*riday (30).

arguments

over

"Sabre

2-7>

from bete

trip follows

Pubs Act to Hah

Dance."

vioilatDrs.

Ag^AFNllleet

,

Bad-Pay Rule

some interesting
wrong -woman is

Crew

,

Ideas

Wi

Washington,

.Ian. 27.

American Federation of Musicians'

other :for^gn> artists replacing them
in public favor, the House Labor
Committee was told last week. This
was the pitch of testimony both by

James C.

Petrillo

and

his attorney,

Milton Diamond, who detailed a 30year experience in the disk business,

bulwark
same time,

to

At the

his statements.

Home

Never

HI

lOG

to the Baker hotel, Dallas, Jan. 26,
for fourth run at spot

James C. Petrillo.
Kearns himself hasn't got a specific bill worked out yet, but is .sure
to rvm up against a solid wall of
opposition from broadcasters, jukebox opei'ators and all other show-

tivities of

Pub line

In Rep. Kedrns" opening salvo
instituting a proposed'
amendment to the 1909 copyright
law, which would give the American
Federation of Musicians an equity
in the use of, pop disks for commercial puiTJose's, there is not one mention of the faction which would have
the prior right in any collection of
royalties for such disk perform-

aimed toward

who

is

ultimately responsible for

the sale of a disk for commercial
purposes, the publisher has a tight
copyrighted hold on the basic material which makespop disk saleable
for any purpose—the music.
And
Rep. Reams, or anyone else- who
tries to revise the existing, and badly
outmoded copyright law, should
have a fight on his hands from the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers in the event
the publisher's prior interests are'p't
recognized.
As it Mands at the moment, with
what is known about Rep. Kearns'
rather vaguely outlined intentions
regarding helping Petrillo secure income from coin machines and disk
(Continued on page 48)
.

•

AFM

try claims that
members aren't
fully behind the \>an, Diamond said
delegates to the union conventions
have been urging such a ban as far
back as 1928 and in June, 1947,
"voted unanimously to re-elect
Petrillo and to cease rendering seirvices to recording and transcription

He added: "Delegates
York, Chicago and Los
(Continued on page 49)

companies."

from

New

^TISH NOT LIKEY
TO BAN

interests who will fight to a
any move to boost the costs of
canned music. Pennsylvania .solon
hasn't decided yet whether the disk
companies should share with per-

Recordii^ Controvers]^
Qaestioiie^ on Stand
Washington, Jan.

finish

formers- in copyright privileges, how
such royalities are to be divided
among aU the parties and wlutt penalties will be levied on bootleggers
of "home use" records.
Kearns .said he might specify that
some part of the royalties be Used

::

by the American Federation of Muemployment fund. It is believed that any legislation which (as
sicians'

this would)

discriminates in favor
union and against
othejcs,: woidd not have a' ghost
of a chance in. the Congress. Observers agree Congress might okay
a return to the recording performers
—-who would then have the option
of reassigning some of their royalties to Petrillo but would never
encourage more of a music labor
monopoly than now exists by specifying the
final user of the
of the musicians'
all

.

—

AFM

funds.

Legislation

more

would

''discriminatory*'

be

the

since

all

unions are denied welfare
funds under the Taft-Hartley Act.
Kearns bill, as now written, provides merely for the distinct labelling of disks "for home use" or "for
commercial use only." Additional
royalties would be paid on the latter category. Altornejrs here raised
the point -that the bill might rexiuire
some amendment of jOie Fair Trade
other

;

Practices Act, which forbids two different prices to be paid for the
same product in interstate com-,

merce.
In

27.

Unique position of Milton Diamond
as attorney for the American Federation of Musicians and a former director of both the London Gramophone Co. and Decca Records, Inc.,
was probed at length by some House
musicians Labor Committeemen during the

never was taken from packing cases.
Cuban and Australian
This was revealed last .week when
have already backed up Petrillo's
Ashley Music, New York music jobrecording ban. Referring to indusber, paid the government Ic. a copy

,for

an eight-iday -hearing into the ac-

biz

INsker,

ter

ban on recordings carries the "full
suppoi^t of American musicians" and
will in no case result in English or

'

law Thursday (22) as the
House Labor Committee wound up

'09

ances—the music publisher. No mat-

Recordog

.

right

Law

Keams'

240,000 Mosic

SEE

can 'become very expensive due to

Beliy

Tooteis

PeA Pnisch

Keams'

Washington, Jan. 27.
Observers here are predicting a
Raebsrn to Trim
long,
hard battle if the House
Judiciary Committee holds hearings
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Boyd Raeburn will head for West on the bill which, Repi Carroll
Coast shortly for confab with per- Kearns (R-., Pa.) is preparing to
sonal manager^ StiUman Pond. Get give musicians ^nd performers (and,
together will result in new plans for incidentally, the American FederaRaeburn 'orchestra, which currently tion of Musicians) a cut on the sale
of records aired outside private
carries 24 men^
Grew will be trimtned in accord homes. Kearns unveiled his prowith present band biz's conditions. posed amendment to the 1909 copy-

AshkyMusicBiysUp

RED SONG MAKES

generally bad business conditions.

figures to produce
reactions when the

Diamond regaled the
solons with pounds of figures showing mounting profits of the radio,
film and recording companies in contrast to the dwindling take of rankand-file musicians outside New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles.
Petrillo's reply to Chairman Fred
Hartley's reminder that 12 tons of
British disks have been planed heVe
with 250,000 other platters en route
Folios
was that he was "pretty sure" the
Mex and British musicians would not
That
Left
continue to make records for export
Huge amounts of pop and standard to the U. S. "What's more," Petrillo
sheet music purchased by the U. S. declared: "I don't think Mexican and
Army during the war for use in British records will ever displace the
American musician."
this country's camps and overseas
Diamond told the Committee that

MCAV

.

"What did you say." Whereupon the
eager beaver listener is to come back
with: "You heard me sister, I said
drop dead." This bit of repartee

AfMCertamM

lease dates with restriction instructions on each in the event manufacturers decide to jump, the gun <m
release schedules laid down in 'the
past weeks.
This, attitude is due to 'several
beefs during the past week to ihe
effect that recording companies are
slyly shooting copies of tunes onto
the stands despite release dates calling for later :marketing.
On the
other hand, recording companies assert that many of the so-called violations of these dates arc due to the
fact that pubs originally laid down
schedules when the songs were recorded and have recently taken to
juggling them for various reasons.
Many of tie majors assert that in
certain cases they will abide by the
original dates and refuse revised
ones and that this is what is leading to a majority of the squawks
that they are jumping tfie gun- on
tunes.

Men Predict Long, Hard

PttD for

OniMRdea^s

240,000 folios for -vShich Army
purchasing men originally paid an
average of 35c. When Ashley reBsecutive members of the various ceived the folios, which are books
band agendes appeared before the consisting of a dozen or so tunes,
they were in the original cartons
American Federation of Musicians and had never been opened.
executive board in New York yesAt an average of 35g. each, the
terday (Tuesday) morning over the government paid approximately $9Q,ruling." 000 for the batch of music that
"financial
responsibility
Ashley took over for $2,400. Ashley;
Kothing was accomplished at the
of course, will put the material on
a.m. session and another meeting
sale through its regular channels,
was to have occurred last night since the majority of it consists of
(Tuesday).
standard tunes. In r a doing the jobMilton Krasny, General Artists ber -will not be competing with pubCorp. Coast ofBce head, flew in early lishers, since the material had been
this week for the mteeting, joining bought from various firms and airWith
board chairman Jules ready paid for.
Sttnn, J6e Glaser, of Associated
Booking, and reps from William
Morris and the other agencies at the
confab. Group feels that the AFM's
Ruling, making it mandatory for a
SUIT
RED;
agency to be held financially liable
tor the failure of a buyer to p<Qr off
Chicago, Jan. 27.
an orchestra leader for a contracted
Relations between Russia and the
4iate,' is unfair. Their argument is UnitedfStates reached the bistro field
ihat 90^ or more of the bookings here last wjeek. Antired feelings of
Me made with established one-night Col. Waldimar W. Yasehenko, White
promoters, location buyers and thea^ Russion owner of the Yar> class
ires amd that since they have- been nitery, tangled with a $10,000 damage
doing busine.ss with these people for suit.
years it shouldn't be necessary for
Suit claims that Dr. Walter J.
the buyers to be constantly checked Sereda and a companion asked
for financial stability. And that when George Scherban, leader of the
<me fails to pay off for any reason it gypsy orchestra at the Yar to play
*he«M n6t be the fault of the agency "Kosta Morak," Russian .sailor song.
•mce in the past the buyer had During performance YaSchenko tore
pt'oved his ability to pay.
up the music and ordered Dr. Sereda
Agencies feel that the rule should and friend to leave, shouting that
apply only vtrhen an agency irre- they were Communists. Damages
sponsibly dOjBs business with a fly- are asked for embarrassment.
According to the suit, song has no
by-night promoter or some such
buyer. And when a band is not paid social significance.
as a result then and only then should
Ernie Heckscher moves from the
the agency be held liable. As it
stands now, the objectionable ruling Beverly Country Club, New Orleans,

Oil

gives the clues, and the
is to identify Miss Drop
Dead on the street by going up to
the woman they figure is the payoff
and saying: "Drop dead." Real Miss
Drop Dead is then to snap back:
Collins

approached.
Collins' plan calls for doling out
the clues on a meager biisis for at
least a month, and then tipping the
identity, to. wind things up.
Prizes
are being lined up from local merchants, and will include the usual assortment of refrigerators, appliances^
Music publishers have begun tak- record albums and such.
ing a stand against the recording
companies over the releasing of recordings made before the Jan. 1
ban by the Ameiican Federation of
Musicians.
Many are filii>g with
Harry Fox, general manager of the
Music Publishers Protective Assn.,
lists of future songs along with re-

its;

D. C. Wbe

City, Jan. 27.

a listener

Xmas.

Since the original arrangement and
the title change from "Sword" to
"'Sabre" was done by Leeds said also
that it had launched the preliminary
work on the recording of the music,
ASCAP will pay royalties and the
MFPA has assured tiie publisher of

AiB pratectiam from

east

X

c«>pyrig'ht

sic Publishers Protective Assn. in

flies

Homing

nasty bout with the region's Virus
epidemic, which laid Kapp low for
a -couple of weeks.
Kapp has been west since before

been unsucces.sful.
However, Leeds has secured the
backing of both ASCAP and the MU.

Lake

KNAK

disk jockey
the moniker,
"Jazzbo," has come up with a new
gimmick that is beginning to set this
town on its ear.| Collins' baby is a
combination of "Miss Hush" and
"Kilroy,"
known as Miss Drop
Dead.
Collins,

.operates under

-

agteement between the U. S. and
Russia. Latter country has always
appropriated U. S. music, books, etc.,
for its own purposes without royalty
iiaymentt to authors here. Since
Leeds took over the Am-Rus catalog
it has been endeavoring (X) to arsange a reciprocal copyright agreement through the U. S. State Department and (2) trying to induce
ASCAP to. pay to .Leeds performance royalties on the basis of renditions of the
Russian music by
ASCAP subscribers. So far it has

'

Al

who

Petrillo hearings here last week-.
Diamond, member of the law firm
Poletti, Diamond, Freidin and

of

hearings before the. HdUse
Committee last siimner,
(Continued on page 44)

Judiciairy

.

IffistroOiKiyiiig

New York, represented
Washington, Jan. 27.
Decca- in pacting the 1942 deal with
It's no secret that James C. PePetrillo. Diamond told the committrillo is plenty disturbed by Chairtee in 1946 he organised the London
Fred Hartley's plan to conduct
man
Gramophone Corp., a New York a secret poll of the
5,000 members
company, which is a wholly-owned
of the American Fedwation of Musubsidiary of the Decca ^Record Co..
sicians who make records, to get
Ltd., of England. Diamond resigned
their views on the recording ban.
his du-ector's job with London Oct.
Following his appearance before the
31, 1947, and went to work for PeHou!!e Labor cimnmittee last week,
trillo two weeks later. He said he
Petrillo invited Chairman Hartley
left Decca Records. Inc., oD America
board meeting
to sit in on an
in 194S after a 12-ycar association in New York to discuss a "cooperabecause "we didn't get along." He tive poll" of the AFM's more than
said he now has no position with or 200,000 members. But Hartley told
personally handles no work for Lon- reporters last Thursday (22) he will
don Gramophone Co., although his make the poll "of recording mnsii
firm may "do miscellaneous jobs fox cians only, and conduct it witb or
the company." Diamond was "sure" without Petrillo's cooperation.^'
bis son had resigned his job as finanPetrfllo airgued it wasn't fair to
cial secretary of the London Gram- get only the view,? of chip-heavy
ophone Co. as of October, 1947.
AFlkCers who cut platters, adding
All this led to a question of "We aren't interested in getting more
"ethics," which was interjected at money for Harry James or Tommy
the hearings by Rep. Thomas Owens Dorsey."

Mackay, of

AFM

DM EXPORT

very improbable that the
It
is
Union will aid the
American Federation of Musicians
by banning the export of English
disks to this country. The main reason that the London Decca company

British Musicians

fall established a new line of
label disks in this country,
-with^ incidentally, the assistance of
the British government, was to secure American dollars for its sagging economy.
James C. Petrillo's testimony on
the stand last week in Washington
before the House Labor Committee,
which led many people to believe
the BMIT would support his disk
ban, probably was the cause of a

last

London

'

(R,

111.)

who wanted

to

know

if Dia-

Music

ezar,

however,

has

-

only

mond

as a partner didn't collect part himself to blame for giving Hartley
of the fees which London Gramo- the idea of the secret poll. Earlier

phone might pay

his firm.

"Isn't

it

Owens demanded, "that
Decca of England might send records

possible,"

Hartley spread the
word around he was going to invite
Paul Whiteman and other top-name
bandleaders to testify (gx the recording ban. Petrillo promptly branded
this as unfair, claiming it was "putting the Ikqcs. on the hot seat" to
in

the

week.

into this country" to scab on AFM
members? AFlfl attorney replied
rumor around New York Monday sharply there has been no conneetioa
(26). This was to the effect that the
whatever between Decca o£ America
AFM had received a cable from and
Decca of England since 1939 ex- make them testify in front «mE their:
the British tooters asserting the ap-r
So far cept that they exchange "masters" former bosses, the recwdlng complication of aB export ban.
panies, and in front' or bine, their'
of recordings.
union
circles,
there
as is fcnow.i in
Rep.
Wint Smith (R., Kans.), also "union boss:"
report;
is nothing to the
As an alternative Petrilla suginquired about the Decca Record
Ifs pointed out that such an exconnection.
Later
Democratic
gested
a poU of the 200,000 AFM
Rep.
unlikely
because
the
(1
)
ban
is
port
AFM has never cooperated in any Arthur Klein of New York toId?the members and Hartley agreed to
way with its British counterpart, committee he thought an apology^ abandon the. idea of hearing testiand (2) that all important dollar was due Diamond for the "false in- mony from the band ligaders if Pe^
transfers being made via theI«ndon ferences" drawn on his representa- tiiSo would agree to narrow the poll
down to cover only those AFM memdisks, which at the moment have a tion of parties in interest.
(The AFM att'omey's testimony on bers who have actually been paid
heavy bit over here hi Gracie
Fields' recording of Leeds'

the Hour."

"Now

Is

the dwindling number of musicians for recording.
in pictures

is

detailed

on page

9).

like, of course.

This Petrillo doesn't

42
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OKCHESTBAS-llfVSIC
Needle Points

Socks, Jukes and Disks
By Ben
Como—"Because,"

ferry

fmA All the World and

You

"If

Its

Gold"

A

Ted Wallerstein, chairman of Columbia Record board, guested on
Arthur Godfrey's CBS Chesterfield
commercial Monday (26) to give the
Bodec
comic a gold disk marking this 1,000,000th pressing of his "Too-Fat
There's a wide range of mood be- Polka". .RCA-Victor
citing a new
tween this pair. With the instru- transcription player de.signed for
mental byplay subdued and catchy clasiiroom u.se at both 33 and
78
"Teresa" offers Harry Babbitt and r.p.m. .Louis Prima's
RCA-Victor
Gloria Wood in a romantic exchange disking of "Tutie Tutie Pizzacato"
that's cute and amusing.
On the labelled disk of the month by Philreverse
is
a toe-tapper. "Brass adelphia Coin Machine ops associaBand" captures all the sweep and tion. .Don D'Arcy, former band vodash of an oldtime paradiii^ com- calist doing a single, will have Embination but contahis enough dance bassy label disks
his isolo
i ushing

Columbia Cuts an a CapeDa

Of Hour' But

Fails to
^

.

couple of items that will
(Victor).
get nods of memory and approbation from the older trade. Como's
"heartbreak"
ballad seeps
flair for n
out of cither oldie. He does a great
on "Because;" while all that
jttb'
needs
to
project
it back
'World''
some 30 years is a set of slides and
to
satisfy
a theatre screen. ''World" could be tempo
the shuffler.s. attempt.
a standout fave with the jukes, par- Campus Kids make a rousing job o£
ticularly wher6 suds and pretzels the words,

IK^

Hush

It

Up

Coltimbia Records secretly pulled
a fa^t one oil the recording business
last Tuesday (20) by making an a
capella recording of Leeds Music's

Larry Green's N.Y. Date

,

'

49

Larry Green, Boston piano thump- hit song "Now Is, the Hour.'' And
maestro,
who recently se- though everyone jjoncferne^ wit^^
cured nation-wide attention by being cutting of the disk was wariied ,W
on the bandwagon of recorded hit Columbia oxeos to keep it on the
q.t., the fact that the disk had been
(RCA-Victor)
such a.s "Near cut, with Buddy (31ark,
tunes
the CharioYou" and several others, is .sjeiting teers and 16 additional voices, rea isliiot at a New York hotel as a mained a secret less than 24 hours.
result.
He goes into the Biltmore's
Reason for all. the secrecy surBowman Room, Feb. 16, following rounding the recording is: the posithe current Russ Morgan.
tion some of tlie men who particiGreen normally adheres to thejpated in it have been placed. Many
Boston territMy, spending long pe- are members of the American Federiods at the Meadows^ subuiban Hub ration of Musicians and they felt and
spot in which Vaughn Monroe and still feel that perhaps the AFM will
the latter's manager, Jack Marshard, retaliate in .sortie manner, that they
Meflord R. Runyon,
executive have an' interest.
may lose their membership cards, a
veepee of Columbia Recording Corp.,
move, incidentally, which would be
resigned his position Friday (23).
in direct violation of tlie Taft-HartHis resignation was filed with Frank
ley law. As for the reason ColumWhite, recently named pi-esident of
bia made the disk it 'felt that a
the
Columbia Broadca.stinfi subHorace Heidt recording of the tune,
sidiary, and Ted Wallerstein, remade on the Coast prior to the Jan,
cently named chairman o£ the board,
1 application o£ the union's recordand is efllective in four weeks.
in}; ban, was not strong enough to
Dishrflbs compete with the Decca version, by
Runyon's resignation was not enBiiiK Ci-o.--by, the London dislcing, by
tirely unexpected around CBS in
Hollywood^ Jan. 27.
G ratio Fields, Majestic, by Eddy
New. York. Ever since White was
Capitol Records is revising its dis- Howard, and probably any of the
moved from CBS into the Cdlumtiia
tribution setup to some extent, by indie versions,
presidency, Runyon has been Ri,!5nifying that intention^ apparently adding outside distributors to its
Columbia set a precedent in makcountry-wide string of owned-and- ing
feeling that he had been slighted by
the "Hour" song a capella. As
the CBS powers who control Co- operated distribution points. Since cited in last week's Varuitv most of
any company operating its own dis- the indies have been planning
lumbia.
to cut
tribution plants (Decca is the only vocal and
instrumental recordings
other .that does) finds that course as the necessity arises (if
a tune they
a very expensive one unless< busi- haven't cut breaks for a hit). But
Chi Flack Parlays One
ness i$ ->t a high peak at. all times, the majors have been weighing such
Capitol's sibyes gave rise' fo a ra action carefully, due as much to
ing

.

•

fire

Mek Farney—"There's No

the fashion.

Sweeter

Benny Gootoian—"For Every Man Word Than Sweetheart," "Marina"
a Woman," "Beyond the Sea" (Majestic). If the Brazilian youth
doesn't 'get into the main disk sweepstakes with "No' Sweeter Word" the
Favorite Five
blame won't be Majestic'is. Lyric fits
him like a glove, and tlie arrangeBy ALONzo &. saunuEs
ment and instrumental backing by
(WAYS, Charlotte, N. C.)
Paul Baron can take much credit
I'll See You in My Dreams'''
for the way Farney waltzes this
*
(Carmen Cavallaro)

sphere's

My

number

"Remember'' (Al Goodman)
"Serenade" Wayne King)
"Estrellitia" (Fred Lowery)
"Louise" (Russ Morgan)

Platter Pointers

sweetness
and caressing sentiment on these
two faces, Peggy Lee picks np the
her
one-time
boiis
on
for
vocat
"liere's a Woman," from the "Casbah" .score, and slow torches it to
like
good
prospect.
sounds
a
what
"Sea," a Frencif import, turns out a
near symphonic suite with .strings
doing a lush front for Goodman's
.

'

•;

.'Clarinet

fterytr
"Strangers*

Pleasant

p*yl« — "Experience,"
Dark"

(Victor).

-lythmic

capering

in the

is -ihe

farethcewelJ. "Marina"

a,

Latin-American trade.

(Victor).

all tonal

It's

(Capitol).

to

apparently there primarily tor the

is

that Miss Davis molds out of the
"Road to Rio" number, but "Stran-

Louis Armstrong cairves an amusing bit of verse ad syncopation out
of a Bifaical anecdote in "Joseph and
His Brudder
Vitacoustic's Honeydreamers continue on the rise in
rhythm vbcalizing with "IM^ Sweetie
Went Away'* snd "Get a Pinup Girl"
Charlie Barnet (Apollo) furnishes a pair of rugged jazz sessions
in "Jubilee Jiunp" and "Deep Purple".
Julia Lee (Capitol) swaps a
boogie beat for lowdown blues, with
the help of a name crew of instrumental specialists, via "King Size
.

.

.

, .

.

.

.

.

Vamps

Riinyon

.

j

,

Columbia Records

Cap Adds Fiod
Of Indie

;

,)

Rented Car liAo 375

mor

was giving up

ttjat it

maintain'

Papa" and "When You're Smilin'."
ing' its own shipping centers and
is one of those things that can Because of its Ijrric, the former may
Mins. of Disk Jockeying turning to .independently . owned
not quit6 do for radio...Sammy Kaye
best be forgotten. She goes beyond
companies to nandlevthe chore.
Chicago. Jan. 27.
(Victor) has all the makings of a
her depth and flounders.
Fabled Horatio Alger hasn't anyseller in "Bed of Roses," with Don
It's admitted by Cap execs that
"Trouble Is a
Sarah Vanitiii
thing on Dirk Courtenay (Dirk the there has been extensive argument
Man," "I Feel S,0 ;Smoochie" (Musi- Cornell heading the vocal division.
Other side's "Fool That I Am" stacks Disk Jock), a lOcalito. He has drawn within the company recently over
"craft). A perfect marriage this: the
a blueprint on how to be a platter whether to maintain their Own disup
as
a
possibility
also
Helen
Al6c Wilder torch and a voice and
Carroll and the Satisflers (Victor) spinner with sponsors, and proved trlb'utiori points or feed record buy^
style that ranks tops among the
anybody can hit paydirt in. the field. ers through franchised companies,
blues-singing sisterhood. It's strong have a catchy thing in "Love Is TerFormer flack and trade paper re-enough to become a collector's item. rific" on one release and "Lulu," porter. Courtenay went into the but the decision was to adhere to
the former plan. And to add franMiss Vaughn's deft phrasing even based on. the comedy cartoon, on platter
December. chise holders in areas remote from
profession
in
another
disk
...
the
Ink
Spots
gives the lighter side an "~
jndividual(Decca) get off the tearjerk route- Equipment: One rented car to tour owned - ond - operated
distributing
ity of its own.,'
for a change with "The Best Things Chi streets in a .sponsor himt. Safari points. Thus Capitol wUl add a., num'
Lsnny B«ias^"WiHter Song,'* in Life Are Free,"
turned up a prospect within twjj
ber of independent distributors to,
but are back at
"•Moonlight and Hoses" (Majestic)".
hours.
it on the other side, "I Woke
its own 29 distribution points; Most
Uf)
With the distinctive Amory Bros, in
Ten days later Courtenay teed off
With a Tear Drop on My Eyes.".
of these will be in Salt Lake City,
support, Ross, whips the drinking
Dezi Arnaz (Victor) sprays melodic with a half-hoffr cross-the-board Denver, Phoenix, Wyoming, Colobalkd into a frothy sample of harand rhythmic excitement with his show on a 50,000 watter. Jan. 19 he rado, Utah, Arizona, and Idaho
monizing, rare of late from the waxadded a quarter-hour five-a-weeker
"El Cani4>anchero Congo". . . Denny
areas.
world. (Combination of Ross and the
on another 50,000 watter. Monday
In addition, the company is reAmorys is without similarity in the Dennis (London) 'offers potent c6in- (26) one half-hour series was ex.petition to the crooners on this side
business and if kept together long
panded to a full hour. As it now opening its Boston- distributing setthrough his engaging versions Of
stands the rented car has been par- up, expanding the Washington luak,
enough it could start a trend. With
"But
Beautiful" and "A Bed of
.^7''
layed into
<nimi^s of bankrolled and restoring the JJew ^otk point,
"Moonlight" its' a case of putting
Rosts."
recently destroyed by fire..
time per' week;;
a high polish on an old sei)tim^tal
piece.
good pick for the 'jukes
and the jocks.
Dick Haymes
Andrew Sisters
•Teresa," "My Sim" tDecca). Tiisly
grooving front and back. "Teresa."
Monroe. . i
Victor
is given
j Vottflfhn
a c(|te bouncing' around,
1.
BALLERINA (10) (Jeffersoii)
.,.
\ Jimmy Dorsey. ....... i ..
that'll grab nickels and buyers while
to thethe' tear-mingling, applied
GOLOEN EARWNOS (5) (Paramount)
,
oldie, "My Sin," gears it ideally for
sitire. ;:. : :. •..-.cSS
the juke mart.
. .Colvm^
3.
rLL DANCE AT WEDDING (8) (Simon) . ......
........ S Clark-Noble
gers"

'

•

—

their fear
disk

APM's

possibly prolonging the
as'to the fear of in-

ban

dividual employees who are AFM
menibers that Petrillo will throw a
spotlight

on

their .perfidy

and

toss

'em out of the union.

'

.

.

.

.

.

Carte's 1-Niter South Trip
Frankie Carle's orchestra takes off
on its first one-nighter trip into the
southeastern territory next month.
Starting a string of 21 ballroom d^tes
at the Ilitz- Ballroom, "Bridgeport,
on Feb. 22. Carle runs south as far aa
Georgia before heading north again.
He's never been in that area ^ince
forming his band.
Trip is cappM by a run at the
Click, Philadelphia, opening Feb.
22.

.-

Disk iockey Reviews

:;

A

|

:

—

..^^^..H Best Sellers on (^MtllacliiiiesJ!^!^!^

:

'

'

.'

.

Anne ShelteliT..-*'JMy Silent Love."_
''You've Changed" (London). The'
Britisher's warm, throaty
quality
could crash through in this country

and put her output on major call.
All she needs is the right tune to
Ude. Both these numbers are slow
baltads' and they go well with her
suave, relaxed approach to a romantic lyric Behind her here is that
super-man of the baton. Toots
Camarata.
Betty Bhodeg
"Put Your.self in
My Place, Baby," "Just Around the
Corner" (Victor). Miss Rhodeji' vcrtetlUty comes through with lots of
spark in both the Carmichael-Laine
composition, "Put Yourself" and the
Harry Von tTilzer -retread. Mood
span is from hop tempo to slow
torch and the Job she does, on them
make.s either « okay candidate for
the jukes and program listings. Arrangements are darbs.
AI Msen
"It I Only Had a
Match,". "Let Me Sing and I'm

,

|ro«M
4.

FOUR LEAP CLOVER

(Bemich)

(i>

6.

TOO-FAT POLKA

(9)

(SIiaplro-B)

.....
'

C SERENADE or XHE BELLS

'

<3)

.

'

"

'

"

\
.

Jack.

Smith

—

.

;:

7.

HOW SOON

«.

CIVILIZATION (Ur

».

1*.

Brass

J V<»

(Morris).....

(Sii|»remft)

(»)

. .

.

•

TWOXOYES HAVE

NEARTOV

|

(17)
'

,

Stafford.
Koj/e.

fl*«ff

. . . .

.Decca

I <£) (MUler)

.......

\Frdn^JhaiM..,i..;...iM^
...

^p^gf^ Como. . .

.

. , . .

. .

,

,

. i . .

;

I

NOW

IS

THE HOUR

Victor

MT OWN GRANDPAW

SHINE

(General)

.

•

.

"

PASS PEACE PIPE

,

,

.....

...

.

'

.

.

POPPA WON'T YOV DANCE

i Knew the
(Capitol). There's plenty of
«tte padcttd into "ft'ass Band"

Name"

^d

;;

... ...

... ....

—

.

.

iKiau K«s«r.

Tonu

.

(MOcris)
'

MANANA (Barb«ar-Lce) ..;
BEG TOUR PARDON (RoMino)
.
IN LITTLE BOOR SHOP (BVC)

De Haven introduces his numberi
two and three at a time. Every now
and then, a number he particularly

.

t.

pastor. .......... Coiti^)»lMa
.

I King Cole .Trio.
{Clark-lfoble

(Robbins)

j

Guy Lombardo:

(

Drri»

;

.

.

.

.

.

..

Doy

.

.

:

,

,

I.

;Copitol

f

Colmibia
.

. .

.Decca

]

Columbia

Peggy Lee. ............... .CaPiM
^«ifif
••;B««ft
|
I Franfcte Corle........... Columbia

number

oj

wtekt song

lias

Vaughn Monroe
been in the Top

Victor
10.]

.

;

hot

stuff.

.

.... .. .Coltimbia

.

Guy Lombardo through

of slower beat, with an occa*
sioii5(l novelty or bit of seml-cIassic

FronWe Laine.
..Afercarif
SAnArews Sisters,....,...,; .Decca
.....
.Columbio
.J j,^^ Pastor
Andrews Sisters. ...... J ..Decca
{Dinah Sfiore,.;........... ..Victor

call

stuff

,

....

""

[Figures in parentheses indicate

and

.

.

.

(Chsppell)

GONNA GET A GHUi (Btillcr)
TROSE iniNGS UONET CANT BUY

.

.

(Sb»]iir<a-R)

TOUR RED WAGON (Leeds)
HOW LUCKT TOII ARE (Maurice)

been

for varied selections, but Saturday
night show re-spins times whicli got
the best reaction during the week.
Repertoire ranges from' Wayne King

Bing Crosby

Decco
Q^gig Fields'.
..London
\Guy Lombardo. ........... Decca
Victor
( honzo «t Oscar.
\

,

Iia

hasn't

Monday through Friday shows

Up

.................... ..4..

(Leeds) .......

real identity

roundup of news shows. De Haven
uses a friendly, deliberate, offhshd
style of delivery, capitalizing on a
distinctive voice rather low in pitch.

.VicUtr

IV'T^r-^^
toiTyCfr»e».*.......

his

selections are all'De Haven'sj and he
accepts only occasional requests. His
choices are generally of the: quiet
type suited to the air time, which
comes imm'ediately after the nightly

........ToiflW

Sis.-D. Kaye
Decea
ILouis Prima.... ............Victor

(Supreme)

fifth

its

auni early in Jfinuary, the station
finally made formal announcement
that show's top man was Bob De
Haven, a fact well known to prac-.
tically everybody in the listcfiing
area. At the time it originated, De
Haven was progi-am director for
another station and assumed the
show-name Friendly Fred. To this
'

.Victor

Crosh». ...... ...

Participating.

WCC'O, Miimeaiiolis
When this, show passed

mentioned tout once on the show—
Avhcn he was presented with a scroU.
from the ^tation and his sponsors.
Show lives up to its name: Record

CftpitOl

Owens....

3* 'Uias,; -ld:3« p.m., Mon.-Uiru-Sat.

day

.Deccn

j Andr^ws

..

'Coming

from Brazil," "I Wish

—

.M-G-M

.Calumhk

Siirtef*. ...... ..I

Sammi/

I Jack

(Morris)

Band

the reverse side comes up as an
extra-catchy melody.- Clark Sisters
add much to the disk's ifigratiating
flavor. Bright* juke fare.
Kay Kyacr
'"Teresa," "The Big
Brass Band from BrazU" (Columbia).

.

I

may

"Big

...VicfOi*
,

. , ,

-Anhur Godfrey

I Andrews

)

Jolson's

gain much
hy noting fbK meticulous buildup he
gives a "'stery" song, to wit. "Match."
Both sides are definitely in the Jolson orbit, with Berlin's "Happy"
suggesting it might have a pos!)ibility
for general revival.
cpnfirereii

.

Jttartin.....

Mwmey

1

1

—

younger

.

.

lUptovtin String QtiaTtet...Mercurif

—

Rappy" (Decca). Some of

.

.

FBlEifDLX TIME
De Haven

With Bob:

*

fancioff, gets it a solo buildup.
His
reading '^ commercials is of the personal rather than bombastic order
and carries a full load of selling. H6
has had some sponsors- since the
show debuted.
DeHaven Itnows his record backgrounds and, an adroit word'beagler,
is
likely to include some mellow
construction in his patter. He seldom
goes overboard in the vocal department, however, shuns corn and givev
the .customers more than the average
proporti«m of i)otes to verbiage.
With a steady listenership, De
Haven appears sewed up in this spot
for another five year» and as long
afterguard as he cares to stick

around.

Uwrf.

—

'
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ASCAPTOSEECT

Shep

Fields'

Date First Since '39

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers will within
the next few weeks get busy select-

Shep Fields, who hasn't played the

candidates

members

replace

to

recently junked

Who

Earl Hines,

York, since his orchestra, will go overseas with
Louis Armstrong's six-piece jazz
b,o.
combo to play the "Jazz Festival" at
tra, has been signed to follow Larry
Nice, France, for one week opening
Clinton's new orchestra at that spot.
Feb. 20. Hines joined Armstrong's
Fields 6pens iPeb. 25 for six weeks
group last week and will play the
with a foiir week dptioh.
Roxy theatre, N. Y., with the group,
Fields' last hotel date in New York
opening today iCWeidniesday).
was at the Roosevelt almost two
Hines also has signed a manager
years ago. That was played, howJoe GlaSer's Asever, with the all-reed orchestra he ment contract with
sociated Bookihg Corp. He formerly
then was leading.
was with the William Blprrjs agency.
/''Cress Courtney, William Morris
'S
Barton Music creditors—all 50 of
band division exec, due back in New
York this week from 10-day hop to 'em will hold another confab in
New York sometime thi.s week.
Coast on agency matters.

when he batoned
"Kippling Rhyhtm"

1939,

current

his then big
style orches-

.

Balloting usually talces place late in

March or early April and a nominating committee must be set .up to
secure candidates for the post, never
an easy job for many reasons.
Meanwhile, ASCAP's top gxecs,
including prexy Deems Taylor, are
preparing to set out for California
month for the Society's usual
semi-annual meeting with Coast

late this

members.

B and s

Ho I el

at

FOR FEB. 'JAZZ FESTIVAL'

New Yorker hotel, New

board of directors,

of the

MINES GOING TO FRANCE

New Yorker

BOARD CANDIDATES

ing

'

—

'

..

—

B.( ).'8
Cj*e«
Weekfi

Hotel

Band
Emll Cpleman*.

Waldorf

. .

Played
16

P)

(400;

.

Fifankie Carle.... Pennsylvania (50d; $1*$1.50)
.
4
Laify Clinton*... New Yorker <400; $1.$1.50).
5
Johbny Pineapple. I^exington <300; $1-$1.B0> .... y,:^., ..63
Guy Lombardo. .Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50) ...........
Eddy Howard*,.. Commodore (400; $1-$1.50).
Victor Borge at Waldorf; Ice Show at New Yorker^
,

Total

Past
Coven
Week On Date
2.325

36"800

1.600
1.175

.

7,425
6,'?75

825

57,250

1.^25
1,350

33,075
-

Chicago
Murray Arnold (Enipire Room, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min,^$l cover)
Zero wel&ther toboganning most nitery biz. Phil Regan, Arnold, still aooii
at 3,000,

.

Skit«h Henderson (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover)
Corothy Shay, Henderson fightin' at 3,900.
Bay Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover), Kay
Thompson and the WiUliims Sros; bowed Tuesday (20) a reeord-b^^^
;

draw, near 4,000.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edigewater- B^ach; 700; $1:5042.50 miQi).
Olsen held over with another variety show; imp^oveS 3,300.
Freddie Slack (College Inn, Sherman; 700; |2-$3.50 min.). Slack and
Bonnie Baker drew Coin Machine Induistrties cOinvensh attendee^; 4,400,

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-!^2). Sweet 2,200 covers.
Jan Oarber (Biltmote, 900; $1-$1.50). Down but still good 1,900 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotets
(CJiicapo)
550; $3.50 min.). Martin & Lewis still tops
with 5,500.
\
Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500j $2.50 min.). Celebrating leader's 25th annl
in music biz, old friends piled up nitty 2,800.
Teddy Phillips (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.V. Satisfactory 13,900.

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

Buddy Shaw

.

(Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.).

Billy Vine, etc., playing

to small 2,400.

-Lawrence Welk (Trlanon;"$l-$1.15

(OHvei bUvC-youO
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Legalizes Coin Devices
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go to the performers it's
the record companies
of the pie. In this

Ber-«'iuideB
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.
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rate
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,

it

seems..
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and

1. Petrillo

Diamond

attorney

naturally

Milton
the

sirpported

OL-IVE,

'

F

0 C(IIH1J)C7

r

some other House Labor Committee
members. Chairman Fred Hartley

OL-IVE,

'

C

C(m«i.7) claim.

,

o

G(m«j.7)a|S

like Dai-sy, dorft like Bose.Don't like'Sil-y old flovir-er that grows;
{oon't like Ma-jy, don't like EeatJ.You're too thin but you're
aU girl;

G«

Ddta.

^

07^

You're
OL-IVE, OL-IVE you're so cute,
OL-IVE, OL-IVE when you're kissed. You're
P^7
Ctjln.
g«
Eg calm. 07

OL-rVE, OL-IVE, ^OL-IVE-YOIT,'^

07

my far Hte
my fav'rite

'

.

fruit !>

>

'

nr-rvi?

ni
nri?
Ol^-lvJi.

twistll

Dm

ftl

when you

^ _^

'

kiss me,-*

tS

Oo-la-la-

Dm

la

'

07

-

oo!

(AH'^mV)
C CimiT) C7

.

(R.,

N.

J.)

port but

gave

wanted

F

demanded

j

his qualified sup"to see the de-

to

know why

fun - ny face; >
Don't like Nan^y, don't like (Jraoe, tho'you've got a
Dorftlike Ma-bel, don't like June, tho'you're wrinkled like a prune;)

OL-WE, OlrlVE, OL-IVE,

ffli-IVE -

(AH-LUV)

had

m

stop recording. However, Chairman
Hartley articulated feeling of most
observers here that there isn't a
chance the Taft-Hartley Act will be
amended for at least a year.
4.

Majority

of

the

Committee appeared
of
amending

torn

Petrillo

not urged relief before the House
Judiciary Committee or even acr
eepted his invitation to testify last
year in hearings on the Taft-Hartley bill. The music czar said he
called the recording ban because he
felt "'drastic action was necessary
to make Congress and the public
realize the musicians "have a cause."
3. Reps. Arthur Klein (D., N. Y.)
and Gerald Landis (R., Ind.) both
came out for amendment of the
Taft-Hartley Act to restore authority for union welfare funds. Both
Diamond and Petrillo admitted loss
of $2,000,000
royalties with the
Taft-Hartley Act was one of the
major reasons for the decision to
.

(

it

tailed bill" before going on record
for a revised copyright law. Hartley

T '-'T Pont

f

ni^TVli"5avvrm loremetoo.
Inretnp fnn'
OL-IVE,Sayyou

House Labor
sold on the

still

idea

CmtlKM

VMS

ftjr
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PAT BitLAtID UOBIC COftFOBAflON.RogmW-UU BSrv.Nw York

SeMnl.

Mad*

In

US.

AU

A.

1«, If.r.

Rights

BeumiL

PAT BALLARI>MUSIC CORPORATION
Room 419--1619 Broadway—CHARLIE WYNN, Gen.
CONTINENTAL RECORD RELEASED
With

e#

MADE BY JIMMY
Uad^

FEB. isth

Bdllcwd'y BalliHfim

ATKII^S

WOMEN

police public places to prevent bootlegging of home-use disks.

.07

a-IVE,

ffl,-lVEVOL-IVE, OL-IVE -VDU,

I

EMERVICE

Kearns bill. Diamond indicated the
union would like to follow the pattern of ASCAP and license public
users of canned music. In any event,
they said, the union would have'to

2. Kearns
copyright proposal
found a sympathetic audience with

OL-IVE ,

FOR

basis.

vin-dow

Doirn be^neaih her

.0.11

.

lit- tie siiain, sings it till

aingsthbgaot-T'

CHORUS c

OPPORTUNITY

developments:
'ry

*.

C

four^BCA-Vic-

Columbia, Becca and Capitol
two of which are jointly owned
by radio networks, may find themselves in somewhat of a dilemma.
Industry reps here claim the solons
don't have any idea <rf the complications ahead in framing legislation
to distribnte the returns oh records
to the performers on an "equitable"

machines.
Operators
of
establishments
where the
coin
machines
are
displayed must pay $150 annually
and must obtain a $50 license for
each machine.
Next week Council plans to act on
licens& tor phrenologists.

first

Meanwixiie, these
-

12,000

tor,

(A.S.C.A.R)

a gitl Iw

got

14,200.

sB

bet

want a piece

connection, .the big"

Worda «ad Mu#lc by

elook,

sure

will

MarchTemgo

Thsr^aa fel-I«#

Continned from page 41

should get a copyright on records
along with the authors and composers and/or performers. If royal-

SoMU

tAT BALIiAI|D

good

Springfield, O,, Jan. 27.
Practically any kind of a coinOecca Records, Inc., took a strong' operated device is now legal in
Springfield. City Council has passed,
position that U. S. diskeries, like an ordinance licensing
not only juke
those in many foreign countries, boxes, but also pinbaU and skeeball

EVEN THE DOGS
ARE SINGING:THE OLIVE SONG
^

JHr"

to a

B.,

Kearns' Putsch

SB

Wedieiaed to th$ SOfiOOfiOO Sigh School kidt who put niektl* in "Sugar Boiel" •fukt

Jumped

Los Angeles
Hollywood, 4th wlc). Slumped to
not too bad in view of past performances.

Tex Beneke (Palladium
payees,

adni.).

Prof, Mgr.

& PATSY GARRETT

the Antitrustapply to labor, though
none rushed forth with specific en*
abling' legislation. Others appeared
convinced the industry had suf-

Laws

to

protection against Petrlllo's
sanctions under the Taft-Hartley
Act as now written. Their grievance
\yas that "Uie industry lacked the
guts to test the law."
ficient

MUSICIANS!
Do you kqow'a
cian

who

girl

musi'

served in the

WACS, WAVES, SPARS or
MARINES? We have a
real opportunity for such
girls In

a unique musical

organtzotionl

We're Looking

for:

BRASSs
Experienced

trumpet

and trombone pbyers.

STRINCiSs

We

need up to eight
good violinists, cellists.

WOODWINDS:
We hope

to find

a

half

dozen clarinet'sax players.

Must be free to travel. All
expensed paid. Generous
Write to Mr.
Schamber, Geo. A. Hormel &^Co., Austin, Minn.,
giving full particulars: ex

salary.

perience, photo, etc.

......

.Decea Records

Records

'...Capito'

'"'..Gocist Records
>

!!!!wciie$tic

Records

"

lARRY GREEN

^^^^
NOVEUr SMASH!
THE NCWEST

....Wercury

Records

.VitocousHe Records

TONY PASTOR
i
5%;

THE5ATISFIERS

.
,

..Victor

Records

YVETlt

—

... ..

AMD COMIN© UP

lyric

-

by Ru»»«"

>.^n<!cv

TOMMY^DORSEY
BOB MANNING

619 Broadway N V

mm

SINATRA
KATE SMITH

Victor Records
V.
^^^^^^^

co.un^;^^::t
M-G-M

mmmfi
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Records
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Too Many

Hits

BETiUL SHEET BEST SEUERS

I

Bank Loan to Ease
Suroey

Ban Headache

wK.

wk.

j

For example: Majestic's top-sellis Eddy Howard's orchesBefore Jan. 1, Howard cut
"Four-Leaf Clover," "Now Is the
Hour," "If I Had a Match" and sev-

1

2

2

1

A
d

;3:

;.4-

5

8

6

6

by

such tunes

-

siHi mopths
And perhaps Howard
or more.
would not have recorded them all,

would be sptead out over

7A
7B

,

.

3

.Supreme.^.
"Golden Earrings"
Paramount.
"Ill Dance at Wedding^'. .Sinion...,,,.

.•'5.

7/

5

1

3

3

2

87

3

2

2

1

I

10

82

2

,7

7

4

3

:-4

1

10

5

.3

e

8

6

8
5

2

^'Papa Won't

13A
13B

"So Far"......;.........
"How Lucky You Are"

6

.

.

65
50

4

31

8
8

'1

.

13

Capitol Songs and Criterion

7

10

7

G

.have cancelled

publication

.rights

S

5

weeks
Clare
mer Johnnie Bothwell

their

agpeeinent: with

In the future all foreign' deals will ing

be

made

independently

.

.

.-

members
. Dizzy Gillespie aritl
Stan Leonard -Feather' to- collab on book
$6,on be-bop mtisiC V . . Tiny HiU- orchestra now with Joe Glaser's Associated Booking Corp.
.

,

Kenton orchestra piled up hefty

'

173 net take at Palace Pier, Toronto,
Thursday (22), with all tickets sold
in advances three days before dance
at $1,50; Kenton earned $4,072 as his

Gardens^ Akron, re-

opened for dancing Thursday (22)
two weeks' of liousing the end ... American

Chicago

after

Federation of
Greater Akron ' Trades' Exposition. Musicians has still not given any inFuture bookings include: Elliot Law- dication of allowing indie recording
rence, Jan. 22; Ted Weems, Jan. 24; firms to remake 70-odd masters deEay Anthony^ Jan. 2G; Sonny Dun- stroyed in N. Y. fire after Jan. 1,
bam, Jan. 31; Blue Barron, Feb. 4; when the disk ban took effect .
Bernie C(inmuQS,.I^eb. 7, and Tommy Jon Kobert$ orchestra, at Sanford'A
Oorsey, Feb. S, the latter not definite Sheepstiead Bay, L. I.
Charlie
•

:

Janoft nikoved' from Leeds to

Tony diPardo

leaves Bismarck ho-

tel here Feb, 8 after four months for
date at Evergreen Gardens, St. Louis,

,

,

. .

<

'

.

.

Muehlebach
March. 3.

.

.

.

.

hotel,
Kansas City,
.Al Herbold replaces Bill

15.
Band then moves Lawrence as Dave Garroway's assistsame city^s Casa- Loma Ballant.
.Ray Eberle plays series of
room, March 5....Bemie Cummins
prom dates, including the U. of Wisprotest into Trocadero, Evanaville, Feb, 13,
consin, Madison, March 5.
.Dick
.
'..

..

yet

,

E(agan, forchirp, will

record six /i. CapeUa sides for Vitacoustic next
. iDeke Watson's
.
first sides for Majestic will be released the first of February. .. .Bob
Thiele, prexy of Signature records,
guested on the Eddie Hubbard show
during his stay here to attend the
Coin Machine Industries' convention.
Mannie Sachs, of Columbia Records,
Bobby Weiss, Carl Haverlin.'iiead of
BMI, John Laurenz of 'Mercury and
Al Dexter, Columbia'a cowboy headliner, also in for convention.
.Sherman Hayes band' into the LaMartinique, Feb. 5. Wayne Gregg set for
same spot in early June. .Art Kassel celebrated his 25th anni in music
biz by hosting a dinner party for all
local jockeys.
.Ted Weems into

we^

sional manager post of Duchess,
Leecjs SHbsid', in N. V. . . . American
iSociety of Authors, Composeris and

Mu-

7

9

V

European Publishers deferred regular monthly
board meet of tomorrow (Thursday)
Chappell of London as of Feb. 1. until next week (4) due to probable
lack of quorum caused by vacationsic

,

8
7

10

Upbeat

.

20
14

for two

New York

28

1

6
8

28

5

9
9

.10

Girl" .Williamson.

(hi the

.

7
10

10

Morris

.Miller

"A FeUow Needs a

69

6
7

4

3
10

13C

Such a move presents a huge production problem for such a firm as
Majestic, and even for Capitol, which
has four or five top tunes concentrated in the King Cole Trio. The
same thing is happening to some c
the majors, but they're: in .less
trouble
since
production
.their
capacity can .handle the' marketing
of three ,and four and more' tunes by
the same artist at the; same time.

0

5
7

You Dance"

12

them.

finst 'llferket

,'

1

-7'

.

If

2

'

."..4

10

8

.Bemick.

of getting out his recor^gs of all
those, tunes coincident^uy, or lose
quite « bit oi the investment in

'

3

3

5
8

"Best 'Things in Lite Free" Crawford

11

I6A
16B

-

2

6

11

making headway at the same
''Four-Leaf was an accitime,
dental hit;. "Hour" is breaking for a
big one; "MatcK" lias been released,
That puts
|>y other companies.
Majestic and Howard in the position

1

Morris.. .t...

.

«Kour Leaf Clover"

10

tie is in financial trouble,

2

3

opening Feb.

.

Jurgens opens at Casa IiOma Ballroom) St. Xiouis,. Febt-lSk
.

Band Review
EDDY HOWABD OBCH (13)

little

^

Century Boom,
N. Y,

Presents

Novelty Of

J||g

1948

.

One. of the major groups of Majesthe music publishers,
as usual. Latter' are owed $150^000
and Harry Fox, trustee for pubs in
mechanical collection problems, will
circularize all debtors in this class
next weeli with Majestic's plans to
tic creditors is

—

reimburse them if they'll only wait.
Majestic owes pubs for the last two
quarters and Fox's letters to each'
will break down Majestic's debt to.
each Individual- publisher, in addition to citing the equity each has
in unreleased masters held by the
company for future release^ He will
then await their individual judgment on Majestic's publisher debts
and in turn relay the info to the
disker.

In the event that the 'manufacturer
able' to convince publishers and
other de1)tors of the advisability 6f

is

stringing along with
the barik Majestic has

its new plans,
made arrange-

ments with

will, it's said, okay the
coin transfusion. 'Vinyllte manufacturers, album makers and other
categories are listed among Majestic's creditors.

,

Majestic is said, to list approxi$l,250j000 worth of assets,
including equipment,
etc.,
some
$400,000 or more in cash, accounts

mately

receivable, etc., and approximately
$800,000 wbrth of debts.

BMI

Signs Chi Nitery

After Launching Snit
Chicago, Jan. 27.
Helsings, north side nitery, signed
contracts with Broadcast Music, Inc.,
last week as the result of a suit
brought against it for the playing
BMI tunes without a license. Bistro
paid back fee retroactive to March,
1947. BMI dropped the suit.

Chi BMI office also signed Gussie's
Hotel Commodore, Kentucky. Lounge and the El Gaucho
club, SkoJcie,

:

With most

time. Majes*

tors of the advisability of okaying
plans wherpby each will be paid oft
over a Jong term. If this is secured.
Majestic has a bank lined up to
pour iresh ijnoney into the setup in
an eifort to float it out of its coin
troubles.

-

.

first

which has
been no secret for weeks, and it is
now endeavoring to convince credi-

into the

.

General

since buying put the Hit Record
company established by Eli Oberand two partners, 'may in the
near future take outside financial
stein

assistance for the

1

5

.Shaptro>B.

9

is

/

owped and oper.i
by Majestic Eadio & Television

I

4

8

10

he cut 'em all at,
time and now

2

.

.

Majestic Records,
ated

O
N
T

P
4

1

. .

.

,

B

•3

2

4

P

4o

Publisher

Title

"Serenade of the Bells".

3

each

L

<u

This Last

tra.

to the disk ban,
virtually the same

T
O

.

ing artist

Due

sales

24

Jan.

Coin Problem

cities,

week.

Week Ending

National
Ratine

not be able tosfully capitalize on the
sales strength of any given tune.

five

last

A

many top
tunes concentrated among too few
top artists—and as a result they may

Normally, four or

Its

reports obtained

T

.

eral other top-rated tunes—all
different publishers, of course.

tntisic

to

American Federation of Musicians.
Due to their desire to have the best
songs recorded by the best-selling
artists on an individual label, company execs find themselves in the
(too

m

rating for this and

recording manufacturers
being caught in a unique situation
due to the disk ban imposed by. the

having

sheet

retail

from leading stores in 10
and showing comparative

are

of

of

based

sales,

Some major and many secondary

position

28. 1948

Majestic Ldks Up

At One Time A

level

JoniMy

W<ijnwclay,

of the top

III.

name band

maestros currently seeking new efcrooner-leader Eddy Howard
is one of those who has stuck to the

fects,

THE

sti:aight-music style of the old school.
Result is just what the average customer likes to order. Number of
patrons taking to the floor for Howard's brand of music, in fact, far

BIG CITY"

exceeds those enticed by any band
that has played the Century
in the last several months.

Room

Comprising five brass, five reed

and three rhythm, the band does a
smooth job on every number otfered.
Best feature is an': excellent dance
beat, which is present in everything
from the ballads to occasional Dixieland.
Reed section, topped by an
unidentified clarinetist, is strong and

rniOl ;?<ty S6te4'4

m

OKI
BABY

•

provides a neat blend with the
brass to very ably^rumpet combo
Which back Howard, whose vocalizing (let's face4tj» is the peg on which

Suttif gi^llt

it

JOSrAPPOIID....Capttol IIS033)

ESMERAtDY

.

..

GRANDPA JQNES.

MuticrafI S3ii

..

rONr PASTOR, .Celtimbla I3MHI LARRY VINCENT. PMri Ito b* ralMtvdl
OUV LOMIAIIDO. .D*cta (MtSt) tONZO A OSCAR. .RCA VielM' (IMStl)
MILT MERTH.
THE 4ESTERi.
tOth Cialary l;l«M3t

TINY HIU.

.

. ^

v

.

. .

.

.

.Kfn* (t*4)

Mwcary tM«7l
1101 lit
KORN KOIiURS..;M«M (lOllit
.. .WarM IWmttrilrttoM
. .

. , . >

the band hangs its b.o. shingle.
Howard is showman enough to
mix his tuftes well. Current pops
are integrated nicely with' medleys
of oldies and standards and he also
gives good treatment to newer novelties, such as "Four Leaf Clover."
Intermixed with them all is plen^
of medium bounce stuff, on which
the beat is. sharp enough to lure both
teenagers and their elders.
Latin
numbers, at least fpr this Century
Room stand, are kept to a minimum,
but even these have a beat made to
order for the non-rhumba addicts.
Howard fronts the crew personholds the spotlight consistently with his fine balladeering.
His smooth baritone pipes, which
have put him among the front ranks
of present-day singersj have plenty
of pash for the femmes.
stol.

DOK'L
m SIfiMTURE RECORD

NO. 15179

i.
HARRY WARREN MUSIC,

INC.

PUBLIC NOTICE
All

my

astoetarieni with

ably and

GENERAL

*****

MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.

M9 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y.'

MttUc wiU publish the
winning manuscript among 45 enHills

SOLE SELLIN* A«ENTS—ROSTON MUSIC CO.

*

*

*

ItsA

Five Star General

Song

tered

*•*-

+

*

in

a

contest

for

American

composers being conducted by the
Duluth Symphony. Orchestra will
debut the prize work April 23.

TERESA
hav* boon pHroly a mafter
of musical knowlodg*. My
conclusions aro on rocord
Columbia, that is.
-

KAY KYSER

47

JIMMY DURANTE PUBLISHING CO.
Proudly Announce Their

First

Song

Hit

CHIMBEE, CHIDABEE
(Ya, Ya, Ya)
Will

Be Rendered On The Radio By

EDDIE CANTOR
On

His

PABST BLUE RIBBON Program

Via NBC, Thursday, January 29

At 10:30 P.M., EST

RING CROSBY
On

His

PHlLCO Program

Via ABCr Wednesday, February

At 9:00

4

EST

DICKHAYMES
On

His ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE

CO. Program

Via CBS, Thursdoy, February 5
At 9:00 PJVL, EST
~

'

Aiid to-night- -By

IIMMY DURANTE
On His

UNITED REXALL Program

At 10:30

P.M., EST, Vio

NBC

Also by

FREDDIE MARTIN
And

His Cocoanut Grove Orchestro

At the Cocoanut Qrove, Los Angeles

JAN GARBEB
And

His Orchfeshw

At the Biltmore Bowl, Los Angeles

And
LATEST RECORDINGS

ON

MARK WARNOW

CHIDABEE, CHIDABEE, CHIDABEE
ilMMY DURANTE - M-G-M

And
Over CBS

ROSE MARIE - MERCURY

His Music
for

BORbEN'S

Wednesday, January 28 at 9:00 P.M., EST

JIMMY DURANTE PUBLISHING CO
LOU COHEN.

"

Pres.

JACK ROTH.

G«iiM;al

EDDIE JACKSON. Sec

Manager

631 7 Yucca Street. Hollywood 28. C«l.

i

)

'

WedneBdiijr, Jdninary

P^fSMEfr

OIICHBSTIIAS-IIIVSIC
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.

.

Evans Again Squawks

BETAD. DISK BEST SELLERS

Over 'Ballerina' Getting

m

—

Parade' Brushoff

Redd Evans, publisher of "Balwhose violent beefs against
the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" sev-

Survey

based on reports obtained from leading ."stores in

Music Notes

5

5

3

6

production :"A Song Is Born",,.
Patrice Munsel did cor^cert appearance at Philharmonic Aud yesterday
(27) and follows with dates in Bedlands,' San Gabriel and Visalia...
Merle Travis playing Feb. 10-11 in
Western Jamboree at Kansas City

8A
SB

himself ..

Greene

up,

•

14

2

i'^

4

'3

RING CROSBY

10

10

3

9

« •

penses and a percentage of net admissions after taxes.

65

Gabbe asserts that when he started
work Jan. 1, 1946, Dorsey refused to

V*

.,

4

2

5

3

•

ft

..

1'

:.
:

,

,

42

•

7

25

S.'

,1

24

• •

"Serenaile

"I'll

4

Dec, 1945, he entered into an oral
agreement with T^ D. to manage the*
casino for two years. Later this was
cut to one year, the deal calling for
$175 weekly, plus $75 weekly ex-

'

allow the two-year deal and cut it
to one year, then, on Aug. 6 follow-.
insfc, fired him from the post. He feels
he's due the $15,000 asked in salary
and bonuses he would have earned
during the, life of the contract. He
also asks for an accounting of the,
Casino's profits.

o{.

3

3

(Capitol)

"

6

7

SIS-D.

(Tower)
(Decca)

6

10

19

Dance

at

2

"I Can't

7

8

16

7

3

14

week

19

9

10

8

13

8

io

8

5

13

3

10

(Majestic)

Give Anything But Love".

9

3

..

(Bullet)
•

"Near You"...:...,...

.

. .

8

7

7
6

.

2

"GOOD NEWS"

"AILEGRO"
Orig. Cost

Orig. Catf

Victor

-

Continued tru

HAPPINESS
and

recorded to

BEAT THE BAN"
RELEASED

Record D-1 11 33

MGM

page 41

i

who use music for free to
own financial advantage, trades^
people and attorneys in New York
see little chance that he will be able
to mold his intentions into concrete
results for Petrillo. ..Not only from
ASCAP, but from tl)e record mstnu-

jocljeys,

their

Record

rnpn"

firmly

DAY$

DISC JOCKEYS SPINNING iBOTH SIDBS

COAST TO COAST
A FBW mtRmtOltSHIFS 'still OPEN

$1.50 per
previously it ran between
$4.00, which, split with lo-

and

Charges and other costs.
distribs are reducing record

purchases to

make sure only
,

Petrillo is a bad last in having an
equity in possible performance royalties frorti pop recordings.
First is

the music publisher, second is the
who makes a particular recording "attractive.- td conimercial users,
and i^ncfe'jthe current disk market is
su^ained mostly, by sipgers such as

CrasBy/' Kerry -Comd, Dick
Hay^es and. other .good b.o. names,
Petrillo's cage is further weakened.
On top of these, the recording com>

TOWN"

have lowered costs about 20%. Buyhowever, was 'slow with all
manufacturers.. Many companies
were offering premium deals with

ing,

sales.

•

-

Combination television and jukebox-was offered for the first time at
the convention. Machine offers three
minutes of video for Ave cents WitH
obtain passage of a bill allowing coU sound piped to individual locatlons,
leetion of' royalties from coin ma- Machine also plays records when
chine owners lor the use of pub- tele isn't being used.
lisher's properties.
This bill, NO.
Three-day session at Sherman
2570, was introduced into the House
hotel drew 7,!>00 compared to last
Judiciary Committee l^st year, but
year's 11,000. Some 12,000 had origDorothy Shay

Orig. Cait

Victor

temporarily sidetracked

two

others, nos. 1269

allow for

to

and

1270,

inally registered.

which

attempted to secure eauities in the
commercial use of a recording for

VICTOR RECORDS

and music publishers. Neither
got out of Committee last sumttier.

artists

Three Suns'

New

PERRY

COMO

Spot

Three Suns, who spent most of
their early b.o. life at the Piccadilly
hotel,
York, won't return there

New

when they come back on

location.
booked into the Raleigh
of the Warwick hotel, to open
for an indefinite stay.
They're set to guest on the Henry

Trio

is

Room
Feb.

19,

SANHY-JOY, INC.

Morgan radio show the same eve•

UI9

ning.,-

iSray,

Nmr

York

panies; who invest a fair enough
sum in each disk feel that they have
an interest before the musicians,
Ai:fd when the latter's turn comes up
they insist that the men who do the
recording should be the only footers
who should share in any fund pyramided for the AFiW from such
sources not the musician in the
sticks, who, while he may or may not
be finding his income jeopardized or
lowered by pop recordings, -in the
majority pf cases is npt himself
capable enough" to become a record-

—

CHARLIE VEMTURA
AND
Jiiti

any funds are to be cdllected
from coin machine owners or disk

Md

STEWART

CmeliidMl Extandcd EngiifMRMtt

BLUE NOTE,

If

jockey use of disks, the recording
companies will want to be the collectors of it' and to administer it on
the basis laid dpwn above. And from'
their conversation of late last week

HIS ORCHESTRA

Featuring iBUDDY

-

ing mustciai^/

ImmeillaNily

looked for

CHICAGO
Rttarii Sfariiiii| Feb.

9

•

VICTOR 2S65
1221 Bqltlnior* Av*.

KANMm;

cm,

lid;

favo-

Price of machines is about same as
last year, but several manufacturers

believe that

'

ON JUKE BOXES MIDWEST AREA

several dis-

now

is

facturers.

Bing

JOHN and SONDRA STEELE

'GOES TO

6

10

"HIGH BUnON
SHOES"

Columbia

artist

By the Famoui Team

20% drop in
machines and

to

rites will carry the. ball.

LONZO AND OSCAR (Victor)
.......
"Pm My Own Grandpaw".

20

3

8

of

last

cation owners, leaves 75c for operator from which he must pay. service

Many
.

Return

platter;
.$2.50

9

'

cost

here

tributors, play has fallen off so much
that the average di.sk costing 49c isn't

paying.

(Capitol)

(Decca)
"Frankie and- Johnnie"
18

of music
According

records.

Your Wedding",.....

FRANCIS CRAIG

rising

Institute

indicated at least

purchase

>

GUY LOMEARDO
18

Machine

'

"Pass That Peace Pipe".............

ROSE MURPHY

Chicago, Jan. 27.
labor and decline in jultebox play.

Coin

CLARK-NOBLE OBCn.'<Col)

il

WITHIN

6

7

CDscca)
.*.

RING CROSRY

"I'll

CONVENTION A BUST

19

Overshadowed By

KAYE

MARGARET WHITING
17

23

1

6

5

12

4

.

Danee at Your Weddine"

JACK OWENS

B.

16

COIN MACHINE OPS' CHI
'

(Capitol)

9

14B

23

"

ALBUMS

FAVORITE

76

-Si"''

Diskers Will Fight

1

8

«

•

in his suit, that in'

92

1

s
7

(Victor)
the Bells".

FIVE TOP

4 to

2

KAYE

14A

.

NOW

5

1

2

4

7

4

:

DAMOH

.4.

3

7

'

.

S

.

13

Group records numbers today
and starts shooting. Jan. 30.

'*THEY All

2

••

2

GRACIE FIELDS (London)
"Now IstheHoiir"!.... .......
FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)

Dick Peterson otchestra will record
background music for,^rank Caldwell's short, "Casey Jones"... Fifl
KING COIE. TRIO
Dorsay inked personal management
Volums No. 3
pact with Nick Russo. .Dennis Mpr-.
Capitol
gan, Janis Paige, Dorothy Malone
•nd Don Deform recorded title -song
for Warner's "One Sunday" AfterMickey Goldsen to Coast for 10noon" Tuesday (27). '
day confab with Criterion MQsiC

MY

2

.'

"Civilization"

'

it

1

Gabbe claims

2

-

8

1

T
13

12

in

.

(28)

I

1

S

6

(Decca

ANDREWS

'Stein- also batoned last J'ear's: Oscar,
Ronnell pacted to
'shindig. ..Ann
music and lyrics and score and
stage musical numbers for' Lester
,Cowan's "One Touch of Venus" at
Universal - International. .Modern
aires making a musical short for;
tf-I.

8

filed action

S

U

(Capitol)

•clefl

.

!

T

,

(Columbia)

JO STAFFORD

PEGGY LEE
lOB'

20th< Academy Awards presentation
at Shrine Aud March 20. Ray Hein4orf. .also pf Warners, named chairihf n: of the musical coiiimittee. Forb'

^

e

Gabbe

State Amusement Corp. asking $15,000 for alleged t)reach of hiscontract to manage the spot. S^te
is T. D.; it's the title of the corpora-,
lion which handles his affairs, signs
all contracts for bis band work, pays
him and his musicians and other employees, etc.
vs. the'

i

(Capitol)

lOA

Velvet Touch,", title song for
Independent Artists' qgsalind
Bussell starrer .. .Leo F. Forbstein
named musical, conductor for the

•

N

""S
Seattie—

Boston

bo.'

1

c(
St.Louis—

1
5

9

"

.the

A'
Indianapolis

(Victor)

1

PEGGY LEE

music bS for
.Leigh Harline and Mart
teamed to write "The.

setting

6

;:

MB V
<!:

Kansas

•A'

SAInniY

.Billy Walters
Francisco, Feb. 11
replaced Ted G r o u v a as West
coast rep for Oxford Music, toouya
is

'S

Detroit

legally
court.
York.

New

*

Cal., took out after
last week
in federal

'

Grayson and
one
San

.

.

P

O

Francisco-^

—

11

7

paired, for
Gate theatre,
.

City—

'

San

4,.

4

(Sherma

i
—

3

ARTHUR GODFREY

Friedhofer. set to clefE background music lor Samuel Goldwyn

Golden

(S.S.I

ART MOONEY (M-G-M)
3

TD

(Grinne

.

PEGGY LEE

w

—

85

1

,2-

O
L

o

(Pi

(Boston

a

Santa Monica,

A

.1.

a

(J«
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Artist, Label, Title

VAtJGHN MONROE

.

M

V

hmidt
•

(

T'

T

;arson)

inel's

'

p-

o

2.

1

Hugo

at

n
CresgeCo.)

Music

3c

•

&

This Last
wk.
wk.

performed by Prank Sinatra.

week

.

(4..

stuffed
off
by "Pa'rade," finally
aclvieved rating on the program last
Saturday <24) and, of all things, was

.Kathryn

B
Q
(a
-o

Co.)
Sherman-Clay)

r.,

aU.'

,

'

24

Jait.

;

.

Week Ending

Bating

Music

Music

c

.
-

05

V
,

He's again talking legal action.
At the same time, Shapiro-Bernstein's "Too-Fat Polka." which is
rated among the' flrst five tunes of
the country, and which had been

Johtfiton:'

m
w
o

-

,

National

Co.

" "K'
P

srty

and then dropped it down to No. 2,
placing "How Soon" in the top slot.

Breach of Contract
Dick Gabbe, formerly personal
manager of Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra and later manager of Tommy
Dorsey's Casino Gardens Ballroom

Shop!

Mu.sic

tl cities, and showing comparaUve sales rating for thts
and last lycelc.

his song on the program after it was
ignored completely, is blasting the
broadcssl again. He points out that
-when ''Parade" producers linally
recognized that his tune was No. 1
on all sales and popularity surveys,
they scheduled it on the show, ran
it in the No. 1 slot for two weeks

$4,500.

OS

best

(tijJfc

sellers,

eral weeks ago seem to have gotten

Johnny

A

Shop

re.nil

Suit Vs. T.D., Charges

w

yARtETY

-

lerina,"'

for

218,

Dick Gabbe in 15G

and early this week, will, fight for it;
they are no longer iii awe of what
might do. In retaliation at
a«y time in the future. They'll battle him and -Kearns to a standstill.
,As for^.ASCAP, it is, now in the
process 'of layiiie the CrbundwocJc to

Petrillo

'

Now York, Wook
MpUJO RECOfDHi

Apollo tiNMtro.
.

Jtin.

30

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,

Pres.

,

.

'

'

Wednesday, January 28, 194S

ORCnKSTRAS-MVSlC

Songs With Largest Radio Andieiice
The top set ionos o/ the week, based on tfie copyrishted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
Networks. PuWshefi by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John <3.
Pedtman, Director:
Survey week og Man. 16-82, 1948.

A

Fellow Weeds a Girl— *"Allegro;'
Kisses . . .

—

"

Shapiro-B

«
.

".

Patmar

'

Ballerina
Best Things

I

WilJiamson

A Few More
—And Mimi

49

.... .Jefferson

...

Are Free— t"Good News"....... ...... Crawford
*"Angel in the Wmgs"
Morri.s
Oxford
Don't You Love Me Anymore.
Gentleman Is a Dope '"Allegro" ........ .... ...... . Williamson
Paramount
Golden Earrings— t"Golden Earrings"
... ..
.....>..,..,....:.Maurice
Hov/ Lucky You Are..
...•..<>....;.:.,>,,. ...Suprems
How Soon .....i...-.
Morris
I Still Get JeaJSiUS— "High Button Shoes"
.(.Simon
I'll Dance At Your Wedding.,
......i. Dreyer
I'm Comin' a Courtin' Gorabelle
Bemick
I'm Looking For a Fout Leaf Clover ... iv.
Shapiro-B
Little Old Mill
Supreme
Near You
eivilization

—

—

.

.

—

.Leeds
'MOW Is the Hour
.Papa You Dance With Me— i'"High Button Shoes". .. .Morris
Serenade Of the Bells ....... .... ................ .Melrose
Shauny 0'Shea'^t"Look Ma, I'm Dancing" ......... Ghappell
Williamson
So Far-r*"AUegro"
...Harms
The. Stars Will Remember .. .,
Tell

Me

.....

Be Some Changes Made

There'll

LARRY

.Laurel

a .Story

Teresa

.

.

i .

.

Duchess

.

,

......... Marks

Treasure Of Sierra Madre

Remick

Two Loves Have I
What'll I Do
With a Hey and a Hi and

Miller
Berlin
a

Ho Ho Ho

.Bourne

The remaining 22 sons."! of the week, based on the eopDrighted
Audience Ooveruge Index Survey of Popular Mxisic Broad/cast Over
Radio Networks. Published by. the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G.Peaimii^i, Director
Almost Like Being In Love-^*"Brigadoon"..:i........

Fox
Witmark

.

.Hobbins

...

But Beautiful

Cumana

..

.

.

.

.

Martin
i
......Famous

.).

.

•

. .

.......v........ .General

Kind Of Lonesome Out Tonight ...........
I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling
Let's Be Sweethearts Agam .......
Lone Star Moon
Made For Each Other
Mickey
. , ..
Pass the Peace Pipe t"Good News"
Passing Fancy
Saturday Night In Central Park

OOm

Jewel.
Santly-Joy

It's

,

Burke^VH

.

.

...

Don't Call It Love
I'm My Own Grandpa w

.

ond HIS ORCHESTRA

Shapiro-B

An Old Sombrero
At the Candlelight Cafe.
JBeg Your Pardon

CLINTON

C-P
Advanced

LOOK- A THERE,
AIN'T SHE PRETTY?

Southern
T.

..!.

,

—

B.

Harms

Crawford

THE DICKEY- BIRD

SONG

.BMI

Chappell
They're Mine,. TheyTre Mine, They're Mine. ........... Sinatra
Shapiro-B
Too Fat Polka .............
...
Santly-Joy
True
Stuart
Who Put That Dream In Your Eyes
BVC
You Do-:t"Mother Wore Tights"

IFrom

M6M PiMviw "Thn*

Dating Daughtanf')

.

i

.

tfilmusieal.

* Legit

Decca Record #24301, '7M

MusUsnl.

Jiminy Dorscy hasn't as yet made
up his mind when he will reorgaii.
Still on Coast
ize his orchestra.
resting.

TootersBackAFM?
Continued ftom page 41

HE

TERRIFIC LIKE

IT'S

SEZ!

AIN'T
Featured in

"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME"

>

tht

these votes."

were the

These

MISBEHAVIN'
Am OW

Angeles were in the vanguard on
otjier

develop-

ments:
1.
Both Petrillo and Diamond
pooh-poohed claims by recording
reps that records were a bonanza

AFM

SwttlliMrt
New Levh

MARY LOU
WHEN Vou're smilino

for musicians,
boss slapped at
the $1Q,-I5,000;000 figure reported by
RGAt Victor's James Murray as going
to musicians for recording services
in 1947.
He claimed the 5,000 musicians who recorded averaged only

apiece annually, pointed out
the industry cut almost five
times as many records in '47 as it did
musicians got
"a bigger hunk of the money."
Diamond argued that outside leaders, the recording and e.t. companies
give only "the most casual eroployr

CARROLL

.$400

that

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
N«w York 1«
BroodwaY

PUBLIC NOTICE
Otir jMeMiiiMnHi

oboat

TERESA
arc aliA on rceerd^Deeca.
that is. Vic Damonc, Jaelt
Smitii, Koy'Kyscrt and Dicli

Haymci can hav* her.
THE ANDREWS SISTERS

in '42, so naturally the

ment"

to

AFM

2,

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM
I

CAN'T GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Husie by . «

JIMMY HfcHUGH

MwiA, *tal« (c iMl <n«k

ers."

Both
out

lashed

JACK MILLS

accompanying and band

In 1946, he said, the
musicians.
three big diskeries (RCA, Columbia
and Decca) disbursed total scale pay
to all musicians, other than leaders,
of $1,635,751—"a little over a half
cent per record sold."
Diamond used the earnings of
Frederick W. Ziv, Inc., to show take
of musicians from transcription comZiv estimates gross sales of
pa'nies.
attorney
.$10,000,000 in 1947, the
said,, but in 1946 "puid only $39,239
scale wages to musicians and lead-

PIANISSIMO

ONE RAINDROF DOESN'T
MAKE A '$H|^WER

Petrillo
at

and

charges

Diamond
of

AFM

monopoly and opposed amendment
of the anti-trust laws to hit labor
unions, as earlier recommended by
Kearns Labor subcommittee.
the
Petrillo claimed the unemployment
situation for musicians is now worse
than in July when he fiist apficared

"Some. 75%
before the committee.
of the bands have been brokfen up,"
he testified. Diamond added that orchestra booking agents' revenues are
down 15%-.34% beJow that of '46.
These "bard luck" stories were compared with the lush $230,000,000 annually which Diawiontt claimed is
the take o^ th* ,400.000 jukfbox operfitors.

.

0

M

AGVA'-Fraidi Pact Due for

^ismm

Ibt Ramtting Coin

Gaific Artists

The reciorooA agreement between manager of these turns; explained
the American GulW of Vfttlety Art- to AQVA that inasmuch as the
ists «nd the French government on others weren't complying, it was undollstr exchange (A talent, is set to ofoir of him. to insist that fais acts
undergo some revisions. Revamping make payments to France.
The pact was originally signed in
is being made necessary by protests
from the French government who the middle of 1947. Since then U. S.
last week sent an attache to com- acts playing France have been able
plain to' AG.VA that while Ameri- to take out 50% of their salary be'
can acts are taking dollars out of fore deduction of expenses.
France, there's been no return so is anxious to continue this arrange'^
ment; will now attemjpt to' collect
far to the French government.
the coin for the French government.
ts\ light -of the dire French need
for dollars, the attache recom- The French embassy in this country^
has
agreed to continue the arrangemended, jscrapping of the plan/ However, Mortimer S, Rosenthal and ment with the suggested revisions.
.

.

AGVA

.

'

.

AGVA

Jonas T. Silverstone,
sels,

coun-

recommended some revamping

of the procedure. Rosenthal pointed'
that it could _not force -Gallic
acts to remit dollars to IVance without laying Itself open to- ciyil 'suits.

,out

It

was recommended

that,

the French

government before granting
its
actors to.
specify that

work

AGVA

is

visas, to
in the IT. S.,
to act as the

TOWN CASINO, MIFFALO,
RESIOKES FULL SHOWS
Buffalo, Jan. 27.
Harry AUman, operator of the
Town Casino, has found that shaving
show costs hasn't paid off, and after

agent in working out four days of >diminished operation
the terms of the- agreement. In this last .week," restored a full slate of
way, AGVA .could make .deductions talent.
Altman closed the large room two
fi:om the ^lOfit saliity, lor. remittance
to the Frencl» govemirienl If act re- weeks ago but: operated the cocktail
fuses to comply wittt^fhe affl^eement, lounge; After two days, Altman
the French -gbvernment- is. to be started shopping around for a full
Show in: the larger room and renotified,
Agreement as It now sfaqds, calls opened it Friday (23) with Shep
for American acts to take out 50% Fields band headlining. Phyllis Clare
and
the talent in the cocktail lounge
of their, earnings from France in
comprise the rest of the show. Busi.i:
dollars. Gallic turtis are to take out
ness there is reported good.
$20 daily or 50% of their money
fiscal

actor'.s

'

•

'

.

from the U. .S. after expenses are
deducted. The restiffi to be deposited
by AGVA in ja, blktik 4e)»gnated 1^

Carrdl Flaps Kodf Garden

th^ performer for .disposition by the
.

French government
The agreement is designed
.

Teipilace for Calafoa

•

.

dollar reserve in the United
States so that France will lose none
of its dollars when paying U, S.

money

to

American

AGVA
As a

acts.

(Qracks

Down

result of these talks,

'.

AGVA"

has been going after French acts to
comply with the reciprocal treaty.
Lucienne. Boyer, who. has been in
this country for sometime without
remitting any of her funds to
France,

Nevr 400G Sports Oentrt
ULINE'S ARENA, WASH.,
Planned for Youngstown
LffTS BAN (»< NEGROES
YouAgstown, O., Jan. VI.
Indoor arena
be butlt here
Arena, recently
town Municipal

to Mtt $400,000 will
to replace the old
sold to the Youngs-

Washington, Jan.

New

the Brst to. be hit by
AGVA. An accounting of her eam.^
ings is now being made. AGVA has
also to -get Maurice Chevalier, Jean
Sabloji. Edith Piaf- and the Campagnons de la Chanson to make the
remittances.
is

Hollywood, J'an. 27. •
Earl Carroll is opening a roof garden ballroom on Catalina Island
week before Decoration Day. It will
continue through Labor Day, the
Catalina season, with name band
policy: Terpalace is being built atop
building showman already owns. He
has secured permission for the operation from WrigJey interests^ which
•

long

have fostered

Catalina.

the.

that
all

summer but

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Five-point program of
The Arena handles a wide variety pline has been adopted self-disciby newly
of sports-^pro hockey, pro basketball, formed organization of
cafe and
and pro tennis matclies, as well as nitery owners to combat
unfavorboxing and wrestling, and is also able publicity and threatened
reused for ice shows, rodeos as well as licensfng troubles following
Olhrer
attacks
smaller indoor circuses,
on Hollywood bars by State LegisIt was understood that -economic lative clean-up
committee.
Group,
pressure and the desire to sell more headed by Max Sisenwcin,
cafe op;
tickets caused M. j; Uline to reverse* and Harry Lea, of Central
Labor
for IFi.
his racial policy which has existed Council, formed a "suggested"
code
The' U. S.'. atom bomb project is in the seven years that the Arena of ethics for talent, labor and
man->
helping pay the cost Of American has been operating.
agement involved in nite spot.s.

Hardy

Back

•

Ads

Time There

performers playing Belgium^ according to Oliver Hardy (Laurel &), who
returned this weelt from a year's
tour of Europe. Belgium, he said, is
prosperous becau.se of the uranium
deposits found' in the: Belgian Congo,

Still

4

film heaSliners.
Von Stalle usually books the talent
from England, but,. Hardy declares,
he's seeking a direct contact with
U," S. agencies in order to get a

picture nam^.
Har^y ^Iso reported that the Scan^
dinavian countries also will provide
U. S. acts with profitable stands. But
unfortunately, such was not the case
at the time he appeai-ed in France.
There was considei'able difficulty in
collecting his salary from the Lido,

According to Schultz the practice
is

attributed

the falling off of biz and -to the
avarice of bartenders interested in
pocketing extra dough.
to

because ..the country simply
did not have the dollar exchange to
casino on spare.
(The recently 'signed' pact

'

Set for 40-Wk. Latin Tour
Hollywood. Jan. 27.
Alfonso' Merlet. head of Circueto
Internationales Radio Espectaculos
of Buenos Aires, is in town lining
up vaudeville talent f6r a tour of
40 weeks in 'Iiatin'- America with a
show titled "Hollywood Cavulcade."
Bookings have been .arranged in 20

: JMinneapolis, Jan.'
27.
cities in Mexico, Cuba. Colombia,
Instead of causing the town's two
Venezuela, Peru, Cfiile, Brazil and
top supper clu'os, the Hotel Nicollet
Argentina..
Minnesota Terrace and the Hotel
Radisson Flame Room, to /retrench
Joey Kaataim, operator of the.
on floorshow talent, declining business has them competing with each Bamboo cafe, N. Y., has purchased
other harder than ever for the top the C!lub Bowhbeat on 52nd street,
Y.
N.
personalities available and paying
big money for their acts.

.

For example, on Friday (30), Carl
Brisson opens at the Flame Roc||n
and the Harmonicats begin engagement at the Minnesota Tejfi-ace,
Both, of course,

gium to transport them: into the
Harry Howard, unit producer, -has country.
a new angle for vaude presentation
which he intends to try shortly. He's
currently 'assembling a unit which Ohio Fair Man^^ers
will have a film director head a
Protest Federal Tax

aries.
'

<-

command

—

— ——

:

top sal-

COMEDY lARGAINS!
•

(>ur MSlrctlwis of PAIMMHI-H. HMSV.lAl.
MTN. 'KTC... In

»m

ot Mie

.

,

MorcKxo Sankrujpt

in ttlwwMit!

liH«<tit

FHKR!

•

IMS

•

ewlnwtvo inat«rbil »nr
J.
H.
KSrt-K No. BroiiMM»

.CtttuliiK

&

Los Angeles. 'jan. 27.
Club Morocco. Hollywood nitery,
troupe of picture players. Unit>:titled
Columbus. O., Jan. 27.
went into involuntary bankruptcy
"Hollywood Party," will give £i inContending that pounty fairs are with three creditors demahding
sight on the making of films...'
payBud FoUard,' president of the Film educational, not amusement exhibi- ment of $2,500;
IMrectors Guild of New ifoTfc, wiU tions, and should not be subjected to
Bistro was the foui-th to land in
head the layout. Picture players'are the federal ttdhti^img tax, the Ohio bankruptcy court in a week. Others
Fair Managers Assn. have protested
still to be signed.
were the Chanticleer: Coronet aqd
e
against the federal tax,

HOI.I.VWOOV

i)i)*wi)ilt,v

KLEINMAN
Tel:

28, f!AI.lr.

•

.

ACTORS ATTENTION
YOU AKE THE Tin WE NEED
!

rART OR

,

CiAiRL
144(1

Hnndway

MlU

flME

EKTEIN
flt.)

<(

xiwit

Billing.sley's.

E. W, Lampiion. president of the
association; said the federal tax on
gate
and grand.s'tand admissions
take.; $250,000 a year from eounty
fairs in Ohio.
:

,

CmTMMly

PALOMAR
VANCOUVER

'

Ines Groething. formerly

of

.
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MaJOf NetKork*.
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.

March

'

'
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»M

the

Locw's N. Y, office staff, .upped for
meals and mild exercise.
Lee Klimick, after two months of
bed routine; upped for meals and pic

taut IMIiHai;, Kto *,«m
r,

-SO, If.' X.,

:

[

.

;

privileges.

Among those permitted outdoor
exercise twice daily are Sophie
Medes. Inez Dclorse Liverpool, Wal-

I

ter
Romanik.
Robert., Pasqu^e,
jGrCorge Fee and Tom Curry.
Among the nitespots having weekend floor shows and orchestras are
Top Hat Inn. Park's. Hotel Saranac.
Durgan's and the Birches:

He'll
,

make
:

his

home

BUDDY LEWIS
~ HELD OVER -

LATIN QUARTER

Waiter Hoban beat the rap with
flying honors and given all-clear
papers.
Louis.

(BOSTON)

in St.

THANK YOU. DICK HENRY

.

Ann Howe has

licked four stages
of the thoracoplasty operation and
now upped for^n^ daily me^I.
(Write to those wbo we

mt-

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

Saraflaclake

Helen Morris suffered setback and
bedded again.
Many ot thi.s colony motored to
Lake Placid to gander Vaughn Monroe on skis,

VOM

<;i.

'

;

Saranat Lake. N. T., Jan. 27.
Malo'ne N. ,Y. iodge of Elks gave
testimonial -iinner to Benny flcssler
for .splendid work as Chairman of
of Bimes drive.

in

'H'wood Cayalcade' Being

whisky.
of "cutting" good liquor

Paris,

By Haitpy Ben way

cited

bartender. Officers said tests showed nounced" inspections and their corthat bonded bourbon whiskey had rective st^gestions will be adppted
been mixed with blends and with where necessary.
wine, high-grade Scotch whislty with
inferior brands and cocktaiU had
been poured into bottles containing

number of

:

protesting "cases"

newspapers wherein specific locations were ' named, and declaring

'

Hew«rd's 'HVood' UiiH

9^

Loo Niteries Raided

:

for which the I'nited States is the
greatest customer. Since the U. S.
pays for its imports in dollars, there's
a sufficient' amount of dollar exchange in- that country to pay its
performers in U. S. currency with
no strings attached.
Hardy said Belgium can provide.
U. S. acts with a profitable route.
He and Laurel played the Alhambra
theatre, 'Brussels. Paul Von Stalle,
operator of the ch^in: of which the
Alhambra' is part, also routed the
team to Antwerp, Liegef Ghent and
other towns, v^hich gave the theatres profitable returns with the U. S.

greater

St.

they were "slanted to fit the case,"
les operators -state th^y have no more
control over immediately detecting
St. Louis, Jan. 27.
The Club 400 was one of four and ejecting undesirables than any
other type of retail store or shop.
j>laces raided last week by agents ;of
Group, however, came up with thethe Federal Alcohol Tax Unit on
charges of "cutting" whisky. Eight .following;
(1) Service labor will check on the
men were arrested and a quantity of
liquor seized.
Walter H. Schultz, advisability of serving questionable
Floor shows with
(2),
agent: i(i charge, said reports from patrons,
federal inspectors indicated that the risque routines will not be booked
practice of adulterating booze has for engagements, (3), Copies ot the
code will be mailed to aU interbecome flagrant.
Other spots were skedded to be ested parties and all .spots will be
visited but the grapevine carried the urged to comply, (4), Labor, unions
news rapidly and the additional will urge members not to work in
raids were- called off.
At the Club spots failing to adhere t'o code. (5),
400, the raiders seized five bottles Legislative committees, clergy and
and pinched Max Barnboltz, in Chamber of Commerce reps will be
to
make periodic "an^
charge of the bar and Leon_ W. BaJM, invited

yeai'

.

fidiSelfDisiplb

,

.

JANE DOUOLASS«»|Im

events in the future. Heretofore,

summer casino between the Frendi government and Mpls. Niteries Plunge On
name bands through the American Guild of Variety ArtTalent to Bolster Biz

modified

Coimter Bad Press

er scale, with seats for 5^000 for
basketball, and approximately 6,500
for boxing and ice hockey.

FLORENCE

New Yo|k.

last

Uline's Arenatannounced
would be open to Negroes for

owner of the old spot.
the Arena had followed a ''white
The new arena- will be similar to only" policy except for professional
the Cleveland Arena, but on a small- boxing.

;

Park Central .Hotel,

it

Until last

genei'ally used

IfwoodSiiotsMay

week when

policy last ists permitting doUar exchange for
by forming own house crew performers was inoperative at that
with Caesar Petrillo in from Chi to time). In fact, engagement at the
Paris cafe, came during one of the
batoneer.
If Carroll's operation clicks from more trying periods of the French
outset he'll add a floorshow. Eatery government'. Strikes were rampant
and
bar beneath rooftop terpery will and wheh. it was believel that ComIn the case of Mile. Piaf and the
cater to daytime as well as evening munist .mobs would attack everyCampagnoiLs. ClilTord C. Fischer,
thing that had a capitalistic tinge,
trade.
Over weekend. Carroll asked local the Lido closed down for three
band bool^ers to submit their top nights. They had" difficulty getting
name orchs for consideration for out of the country because of tieups
of the railroads. The Belgian theatre
Nsummer nuts.
operator. Von Stalle. came to the
rescue by sending a bus from Bel-

The Risqu* Frisky
3Ut WMh. MeOHoM Itoein

came

spots

28, 1948

27.

break in the town's color ban

entertainment

on

Railway Co., according to Sdwurd J.. DeBartido, local
construction firm beftd and former

.

to build

up a

>•

Janmay

WniJneMlay,

50
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VAVBCTVpjJt
Roz Courtright

VHCS Tees (NT with

10

Yande

Units,

Camp

-

W

"Variety
Carnival"
Alexandria, La.

preemed

at

"Merry Makers" produced by Gae
Foster of the

Roxy

theatre, N. Y.,

staff, headed by Joe and Jane McKenna, Tune Toppers and Church
and Hale, opened at Columbus, S. C;
"All in Fun" with the Three Swifts,
Herbert
and
Minsky managing,
bowed at Norfolk, Va.; "Laughtime"
with David Powell broke in at the
VA hospital, in the Bronx: and "International
Revels"
debuted
at
Livermorcj Calif,
Sole legit show, "John Loves
Mary," took to the road at Butler,
Pa. This show represents one of the

The 10 companies now in operawill be on the road for six
months, in which time they will
cover 28,000 miles and play for apjproxlmately 100,000 men in 101 hospitals.
Route is iio designed so that
hospitals away from major, metropolitan centers will, get most of the
playmg time. This is done because
there are several organizations and
individuals who bring shows to institutions adjacent to big cities.

tion

Units now on the road were produced on a volunteer basis by the
producers of Broadway vaude
"

houses.
First VHCS unit to leave Manhatwas "Festival Jubilee" which
opened Monday (25) at the Beaumont General Hospital, El Paso.
'

tan

Members
Termini,
Bros.,

of that troupe include Joe

Three

Dodd

Rays,

Whitaker

Lucille

Sisters,

Angel,

Margaret
Trevora
and
Edward
Green.
Another unit "Jive Jam.*
boree" a sepia show, opend the. same
day at FayettevillCi Ark.
"Playtime
Frolics"
headed
by • Jack
Powell, and Jean, Jack and Judy
started at the Percy Jones Hospital
Center, Battle Creehr, Mich., and
'

.

Rosalind Courtright, who made
her professional singing debut in the
Maisonette Room of the Hotel St.
Regis, N. Y., last week, is set to go
into the Palmer House, Chicago,
March 18, for four weeks.
Mrs. Courtright was originally set
for two weeks at the St. Regis but
a two- week option has since been
picked up. She may also play Ciro's,
Mexico City, following the Chicago
date, plus the

Baker

To Qarify Procedure

For Durante at N.Y. Copa
Monte

hotel, Dallas.

instances

where

ja

operator

Proser,

of

the

Copacabana, N. Y., is' still working
on problem of finding a replacement
for Jimmy Durante, who was to
open at the Copa, Feb. 5, Proser together with Jack Entratter, spot's
manager, have been mulling picture
name possibilities, but so far without
,

Ohio Liquor Bd.

:

rare

Cracks

Down On

result.

is

Proser, however, still has some hope
of getting Durante to step into the
breach. The Schnoz is recuperating
from a recent operation at Palm
Springs.

Honky-Tonk Cafes

:

Agcys. Eyeing

Hits

Agsun

N.Y. Clubs

.

<

Ammlng

Prior to the court confab, attorneys for both sides had been seeking
an agreement under which the is.sues could either go to arbitration
or be decided upon the outcome of
a suit which Shelvey would file in
New York. Both sides, however,
failed to agree on terms to be included in the agreement.
The conference, slated to take
place before Judge Harry McDevitt,
will attempt to, arrive at a definitive
standstill agreement. If successful,
it's expected that Shelvey will institute a single overall suit in the
N. Y. courts upon which will hinge
the matter of AGVA
control.
If
terms aren't arrived at, attorneys
for both sides will go ahead with the
Philly
injunction. Duplicate suits
are likely to be filed by AGVA in

towns

all

LITMAN TAKES OYER

CLUB LU MARBA, PHI.

where

AGVA

branch

heads have expressed
fealty
to
Shelvey. Both parties attempted tp
avoid the costly litigation of suing
in several cities, consequently aimed
•

for the standstill. On one point, it
was thought agreement had been
reached and Philly attorneys started
withdraw injunction suit io faVoi

to

of a Shelvey
court.

action

preme

in N. Y. su*

further

However,

disagreements cropped up.
Law firm of Schnader, Kenworthy,
Segal & Lewis will represent AGVA,
while Morris L. Ernst and Arthur
W. A. Cowan will represent Shelvey.
,

Shelvey Clainis Victory
Philadelphia, Jan. 27.
hearing on the injunction suit
Alan Nickerson head of the
(Continued on page 52)

•

,

The Excloiivc ami

in Ouster Suit

Whether all American Guild of
Variety Artists litigation will be
consolidated into one lawsuit will
depend upon the outcome of conferences slated to take place today
(Wed.)
between 'attorneys
for
AGVA and Matt Shelvey, union!8c.
former national administrator who
was dismissed last November by the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America.
Confab is slated to take place in
the Common Pleas Court in Philadelphia where AGVA has instituted a temporary injunction suit to
restrain Alan Nickerson, Shelvey appointee heading the AGVA oJEtice

is still on the Coast trying
work out a deal, while Entratter
on his way back to New York. there, from operating.

Proser.
to

Broadway

Columbus, O., Jan. 27.
While liquor department statistics
showed a gain in home drinking and
a drop in liquor sales in nightclubs
and taverns, the state liquor department announced that it would "go
the limit" in cleaning up Soorshows
in Ohio nightclubs.
Any nitery permitting obscene
^
performances will draw citations,
under an order issued last week (221
by Liquor Director '^Dale Dunifon.
This winter's weather has caused
Gov. Thomas J. Herbert told DuniTalent agencies are now going fon and Enforcement Chief Don. T. more injury to N. Y. cafe.s' intake
after the one^night market in an ef- Geyer that "a liquor permit -does than any other within memory of
the
present crop of nitery bonifaces.
fort to compensate for loss of thCT not give an operator the right to run
Now that the cafe business has virThey're discov- a honky-tonk."
atre playing time.
ering that there are sufficien' houses ,* Geyer ordered 10 downtown cafes tually become a weekend proposition,
a bad break from the elements
throughout the country that can in Cleveland to eliminate runsupport one and two night vaude ways and stripteasers or face loss can hurt plenty.
Saturday (24) all-day snowstorm
stands on a regular basis;
of licenses, and said that inspecContention was borne out last tors found "lewd and suggestive" killed off approximately 60% of the
week when Esther Williams, play- acts in most of the Cleveland clubs usual weekend trade. Nearly all
ing a one-nighter at the Capitol the- they visited during an inspection spots had a dismal dinner session,
but picked up somewhat for the late
atre, Madison, Wis., nearly broke several days ago.
house record with a gross of $2,200.
"Sexy acts and liquor don't mix," shows.
However, with a late evening letup
Odd part of Miss Williams' appear- Geyer said. "Cleveland spots are the
ance was the fact that she appeared worst in the state. If we didn't in the snowfall, and letting'out of the
solo without even as much as piano stop this t,vpe of 'entertainment,' it legit shows, the cafes started filling
accompaniment. Thei William Mor- would spreads Theji'e's no excuse up.
There was no repetition of the Dec.
ris agency is dickering for more for it.
These places are guilty of
one-night appearances.
disorderly
operations,
under the 26 downfall which closed most cafes
Other sources are also getting hep state liquor code. If the owners completely, with some remaining
to coin that can be made on one- don't comply with our orders, I'll shuttered for several days.
The good late business and poor
nighters.
Cliff Edwards last week have them taken before the liquor
attempted to lineup a unit to control board for revocation of, dinner trade was evident in both
eastside and Broadway spots.
play southern one-nighters. Already licenses."
signed were the Nonchalants and
Recently the Ohio Liquor Board
the Milt Britton band. However, ven- refused to renew the license
of the
ture had be be abandoned because of
Band Box Club, Cincinnati, which
inability to post a bond with the
had been presenting a floor show
American Guild of Variety Artists featuring
female
impersonators
to cover performer salaries.
Court last November
the liqPittsburgh,, Jan. 27,.
One of the reasons for the revived uor board's action. upheld
Old Villa Madrid, which has been
interest -in the single dates 'is the
State Liquor Board reported that more recently known as Club Lu
success of the variety concert stands
liquor purchases by permit holders Marba, is being taken over by Len
in all parts of the country.
Vaude
for resale in night clubs and taverns Litman, who recently sold his Meragencies are seeking to get some of
during 1947 dropped off more than cur's Music Bar to Harry Fox, and
that coin with vaude units and
compared with 1946. The re- will reopen as the Cub Copa,
Since there aren't enough 21%,
names.
spective purchases were $40,926,880
Lease: on downstairs room has
full weeks to malie a sizable vaude
in 1947 and $52,167,209 in 1946.
been held for last couple of years
route, they're looking for one-nightr
by Lou Abrams, and he's transferers in order to extend playing time.
ring it to Litman. Latter is adding
While Miss Williami' date in Mada couple more bars and increasing
ison was made ostensibly to provide Paris Nitery
Lining Up seating capacity to 350. He's figurher with a break-in before hitting
ing on one big name act, a small unit
the State-Lake theatre, Chicago, it
Revue for dancing and a couple of pianos
U.S. Talent for
served to awaken agencies to the
Pierre ICouis-Ouerin, Paris nitery for intermission entertainment.
possibilities of the one-nigliters.

1-Niters

Confab

-

Proser Stymied on Sub

•

producer has allowed a royalty free
reproduction while show was still
current on Broadway.
Arrangements for this show was made by
tertainment program from show- Lastfogel
with Rodgers and Hambusiness sources. Most of the monies
merstein, producers of the Broadso raised, will revert to show-busi- way production.
ness in the form, of salaries to performers.

Attys. for AGVA, Shelvey Set

N.Y.St. Regis With Chi

One L# for Yet HosiHtal Cirdt
Th« Veterans Hospital
Shows, successor to USO-Camp
Shows, will continue as, the largest
employer of talent in the country.
VHCS has started its career with
no
there's
10 units. • Currently,
major vaude circuit in the country
that has that many shows.
The necessity of providing entertainment to long-term patients in
Veterans Administration, Army and
Navy hospitals, is currently providacts and one
ing employment to
legit company.
The VHGS, headed by Abe Lastfogel, William Morris Agency genmanager, plans to employ
eral
variety and music and legit talent
on a continuous basis to provide entertainment therapy to the disabled.
It's planned to raise costs of the en-
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LAUREnEandCLYMAS
'OANCUMORiSTS"
PHIL TYREU
JACK DAVI8
N*w

Chicago

Yvrk

LINDA BRENT?
you are lANDA BRKKT, tlic dancer,
»r It you know IJNDA BRENT,

If

I>l«age caDtii«(n-^ul'K«nt--

MPK ASTOB, 180 W. M(|i St., M.V.C.
rtlMW CIkIc, C-74W

CLYDE

McCOY
ORCHESTRA

Op

ADAMS THEATRE

New

TEXAS NITERY CLOSED

operator who redfently arrived in
New York, left for the Coast Mondfiy (26) on the first leg of a talent
hunt that will also take him to
Miami and Chicago. Operator of the
Club Lido.i Paris, he expects to ink

NICK LUCAS
HELD OVER AGAIN
at World's

Famous

LAU YEE CHAiS, WAIKIKI

IIASACEMBN'K

Thanks Honolulu patrons and special alohas to Russ
Stapleton, booker Fonchon & Marco, for this wonderful engagement.

time

personal

manager

ol

ROMM

fWhich eonciudts an •ngagenieHl

-r"

of the •ntire Sfatier chaiNi

J
January 14, 194t
Variety,

JkmiNiry t-14

CAPITOL THEATRE

Capitol, Woib.
"J»ftv«

Irene

A.

STATLER, Boston

DENNY QUITS MCA

Manning,

HARRY

Cwnmity

Chicago, Jan. 27.
for Patricia (Satira)
Schmidt will be hold here March I
to raise fulids to appeal former
dancer's 15-year sentence in the
death of John Mee in Cuba.
Milton Ray nor, Chi Cafe Owners
Assn., counsel and chairman of the
benefit committee, said that affair
would try and raise $15^000 necessary
for the appeal.

Benefit

Jack Tyl Denny has resigned from
Music -Corp. of America act and
band dept. to work on a film script.
Prior to coming to MCA, Denny
was with the Chicago office of General Artists Corp. and was at one

COW.

,

Chi Benefit to Raise
Fund for Satira Appeal

Until February 4th

.

•

Ballentine Vice Beck

Chicago, Jan. 27i
Corsicana, Texas, Jan. 27.
Lucille Ballentine last week was
jury in district court here upnamed entertainment director of the
held that the Dixie Club, operated
Tavern and Walnut rooms of the
nuisby M. A. Johnson, was a public
players for his forthcoming AU- Bismarck hotel.
ance and closed it for a year.
American revue, "Americans in
She replaces Eddie Beck, who died
The clufo is located on outskirts of Paris," scheduled for production in several months
ago.
the city.
,
the French capital in May.
While in the U. S., Guerin also
plans to negotiate with the Shuberts
and other producers of musicals
with a view toward importing a
show for presentation in Paris. His
itinerary calls for him to be in Hollywood for a week. Accompanying
the producer bn his American
junket is his associate, Rene Fraday.
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WedsMday,. Jannnry 28, 1948
wor^jiets palm show attar rejKular door ihQW> vrihlch
The tosses was great.)
rousing aQ ih« way.
essayed bring i^asps, with the final
Rest of lineup include! Jack Curnumber a neat getoff. The Debon- tis, baritone, who is always pleasing;
airs, who work in and out of the Wade and Wade, sepia gal and guy
sense of audiorice"' receptivity despite production (all of it held over from
dance act; Wjllard Rodman, "The Mad
its constant repetition.
the previous show) click again with
rubThere's the usual clowning at the their "Machine Age" precision rou- Proffissor," and Jotinny Fnseot^
berface comic.
piano, with Borge's assorted malatine with comedic overtones; Patricia
Un^ibeile Howard line, with new
Occasionally ~out/ comes, a Wymore makes for an orb-appealing
srops.
costumes and production numbers;
egit version of something recognizaStanton
Jack
tapstress;
and talented
At the end of his 60-minute hits with his solo ballet-tap to "Be- and Rocky Valentine's orchestra
ble.
provide the right touches in their
.stint there is Borge's usual reprise
gin the Beguine"; Don Saxon and
of his phonetic reading, which i.s Wendy Bishop handle vocals in top slots, Tapes were up when caught
Shot.
(Sat. dinner).
still his. biggest laugh-getter.
fa-shion for the groupings and the
to
One thing Borge will have
Wally Wanger girls arc the best
too
little
a
mugging
He's
watch.
Imvlookers in town.
much. And, consequently, upsetting
Spivy's Roof, 1%.. Y.
the pace of his act. Byt, withal, a
Diane Courtnej/, Haj/es
Spi««,
cla.ss act.
Gordon, Skeptics (2-), Arthur Kent,
'Harem,. IV. :¥..:
For the occasional musical backGordon Hordv; rnini'm'u.ms $2, $3;
(FOLLOWVP)
ground that he requires, Borge has
The Harem, N. Y., which is doing
Emil Coleman's orch, still one of the
singularly
name^ Spivy conr,
The
embu.'aness,
has
good
crack groups of its type for handling surprisingly
linues to fill her rooftop cubicle
a show or for the pop dancing. For barlted on a policy of repeating
wit^ her bawdy ballads as the major
the Latin customer hoofing, Mischa headliners as frequently as possible.
attraction. This eastside beldame lias
Borr's outfit is a tried and true com- Nat Harris, theeafe's boniface,^now
built up a sizable clientele as the
modity that still gives plenty of has Myron Coheh back, topping
Leon & Edsha1>i despite having played spot chi-cbi counterpart of
Kfllw.
satisfaction.
only a couple of months ago. Martha die's Eddie Davis. She's been pitchRaye, who closed last week; will ing a well-written catalog of risque
tunes
with telling effect and is able
In
Ma|»8y M»xl«'s, !.<» A. play a repeat date next month.'
molwhether
\she gives
to
hold
the
there
fact, as schedules now. stand,
Los Ati(;eIes, Jaii; 19.
overlap with Miss them her best <„i0wn classic, "The
Dautti/ thamas, Cobot & Dresden, will be a week's
Madam's Lament" or new numbers,
K«y Sian, 3 Rockets, Bill Milner's Raye and Cohen' on the same bill.
Despite the fact that there are
Orch
(12)
Stobite's
policy
will
be
efDick
Whether
this
Orch (12).
many who go to this cafe on the
minimion $3 weefcdai/s, $4 wecfcoids. fective is still to be seen, although basis of Spivy's tunes alone, she is
Cohen's b.o. draught is considerable, sufficiently shrewd to surround herAfter a long hiatuS, during which and his Yiddish dialectisms are ex- self with a show that can. get by
he dabbled in films, Danny Thomas tremely laugh-provoking. It's likely on its own merits. While 'she's not
back on a nitery floor. Headlin- that Cohen didn't exhaust his au- averse to experimenting -with new
the current layout for a four- diences during previous visit. How- talent, practically every show has
week booking that will; undoubtedly ever, to insure the success of hisj an established intime singer or
be -extended, Thomas shows he's lost current stay, he should have" fortified comict The new talent on this bill
none of the triclts of delivery during himself with some hew yarns. None- consists 'ot Hayes Gordon, doubling
cqn still from the legit musical "Brigadoon,"
his pic interlude. But his new ma? theless, his reseat stories
The yocks from and the Skeptics (2), a personable
terial is, not as sharp .as the f outincf! stand' a re-telling.
he used to ibom to the top ranks of the tables haven't diminished and pair of comedy singers making their
hiji 25-minute stint is sock as ever.
nitery comics.
rl. Y. cafe bow.
The other changes on the layout
In a rambling discourse on this
The standaro act here 'is Diane
club's new decor, how to make pic- have a salutory effect. Rose Marie,, Courtney, who tias a long back-!
hasn't made the Broadway ground in intimate spots and is also
tures, the charm of the old West who
(especially Las Vegas), and sundry rounds in some months, proves as' known in radio circles. Miss Courtother subjects, Thomas socks over clicko as ever in this large room. ney gives excellent account with a
of smiles, titters and She has several new tunes includ- varied song-selection and a knowing
a number
chuckles But surprisingly few real ing "T'aint Chic,'* but her Durante
(Continued on page 55)
"Sargeant's
Song" , and
guffaws. Material shows need of a takeoif,
careful weeding out, since hone of '•Butcher Boy" bring the heartiest
their «itraicht sdai^o

'

,

.

Night Club Reviews
'

Mayfair Rwom,
I

Clii

BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Chicago,

JaTi. 20.

Thompson & WilW«TO«
Orch (,11);

Ktiy

Bros.

(4). Rai/ Morton
Trilim $3.50,

niroi-

:

;

.

'

Kay Thompson and WUliams Bros,
are duplicating their previous elicits
with the sockiest act this spot has
Jaad in some time,
Blond singer has combined the arts
of musical comedy with some of' the
techniques of film extravagaMas.
Each original song is an -act, routiiTed
with dance and choral accompani'

ment worked out by Miss Thompson
and Bob Alton, dance director of
.

MGM

Coordination and
pictures.
timing of the vocal and dance are

perfect.

Youthful

look-alikes, Williams

manner somewhat reminiscent

of the

Yacht Club Boys, which brings on

&equined

slack ^attired chanteuse,
who joins in the greeting. She follows "Ho-La, It's Jubilee Time,"
wprked up for soclt results.
In "Pauvre Suzette" songstress depicts the rocky life of a court favorQuintet satarizes
ite in old France.
Bro^idway in their next bit. Starting off with a hark back to burlesque
in the wide open days, they switch
quickly to the Met with a ballet that
kids the ardent dance lover. Miss
Thompson gives the female British
acting contingent a Noel Cowardish
going-over in a short playlet that is
very sharp. She then segues into
-.

another sock comedy number, "Myr-

Winds

tle," for additional plaudits.

with "Sweet Williams," flanked by
Williams !&ds lor 5how-stop returns.
Joe Marino handles piano accomp
neatly.
Ray Morton orch gives out
lolidly for patron terping.
Z«1)C.
.

Room, N. Y.
(HOVEL WALDOKF-ASOFOBIA)
Victor 'Bmge^ Emil Colcmam and
Wiscfio Borr Orcfis; $2 couer after 10.

There isn't much that can be said
fcr Victor Borge's perform&ncr these
days. It hasn't changed very much:
Yet, it's the -same type of performance that invariably Tetains the same
'

" ATCAI»iIVAl,N.Y.
Ed Wynn has been, renewed at tht
Carnival, N..Y., for lour additional
weeks winding up Marcli.1,
Prior to -e:|ctension<Qj[ Wynn's playing time, jpot had been seeking «
name replacement, but none was
available. Blair is still <=Bnxious to
•play Miiton tBerle, but deal with the
comic is, unlikely at (he moment,
:

Sophie Tucker Set For

.

.

.

brothers, run on the floor to open
with a patter song, "Hello, Hello" in

EDWYNNHEU^OVER

Casino, Londoii^ Next

May

Sophie Tucker will play tier first
postwar date in Britain at the Casino
London, starting May 31, for
four weeks. Mi.'js Tucjcer by virtue
of many pre-war dates, has built up
theatre,.

a large following in that country.
.Deal was made last week through
the William Morris a g e n c y by
Bernard Delfont, the Casino operator,

.

who

Sunday

sailed

(25)

for

England on the Queen Elizabeth.

;

,

SabWs

C^rp. of America.

INJUSEI) IN COLLISION

.

registers as solidly as his- old
"jack" story for which opening night
customers screamed.
Despite the. fact that the routines
it

salvos.

.

.

.

:>

Chicago, Jan. 27.
Will Harris, producer for the Ori*
ental theatre, is in Edgewater hospital with

Marr, agent,

Attys. For

is

injuries, resulting
collision last week,

Accident occurred when severallocal .bookers were enroute to tha
funeral df Ez Keou^, veteran theatre man, and their car skidded and
collided with another car.

.-

'

skull, and Paul
bedded with leg and
from an auta

a fractured

head

,

The ChandrarKaly dancers dick
neatly. Their Javanese and South
American interpretations are skill-

British, Date

Jean Sablon has been set for the
Palladium, London, March 1. He'll
be on the bill with the Merry Macs.
The Sablon defil was set by Matty
Goodman, Sablon's personal manager, and the London effice ot Musie

AGVA

Continued from page 51

bog down, Thomas still delivers. fully interpreted to provide a picturesque interlude;
Philly office of. the American Guild
The rest of the bill with the of Variety Artists, which was -schedeffectively-—given a halfline
Mack Triplets and the Mme, uled before Judge Harry S. Mcdecent line to begin with.
Kamerova production numbers con- Devitt in Common Pleas Court has
Opening night here was like New tinue to hold
well. The opening
up
been postponejcl in favor of a conYear's Eve-»aiid it's pretty evident
acrobatic^ spot has been eliminated
that Thomas will continue at this
ference of attorneys. Immediately
to speed up tlie running time.
spot for. just about as long as he
Matt Shelvey, fighting against his
Jose.
wants to.
ouster by the 4 A's, claimed Vfirst
Siipporting bill has Cabot and
blood."
Dresden, nifty ballroom team whose
Club, ]»liami
In a jubilant wire- to his reps all
routines draw yells and demands for
'Miami 'Beach, Jnn. 23.
over the country, Shelvey stated:
more. They polish off their stint
Ella Logan, Dea-ri Mttrphi/, Mario & "Be advised in the Four A's suit
with an exciting study in "perpetjjal
motion," an almost continuous spin Floria, Jules Ldnde 4t La Plaj/a against Nickereon for injunction,
Orchs,
Pria;e-Fia;e
Dinner,
$10.
effect that rates big returnns. Vocal
the Four A's quit cold after having,
chores are neatly handled by Kay
ProbabljT'one
the most pat, withdrawn the action scheduled beStarr, erstwhile band chirp who has
blossomed forth Vfith a new look in smart intime shows is installed in fore Judge McDevitt -.Tanuary 28; It
is flrst"blood for us. Will proceed -in
all departments. She did three num- this swank spot.
bers opening ni^t, drawing neat
Geared to the type of crowds they New York Supreme Court action.
applause for each, and a beg ofl. expect when the gaming rooms are Signing necessary papers today.
Three Rockets, acroterp combo, open (and they're not as yet) this Most important you advise memmake for a strong opener.
expensive layout for an ordinary bership."
Dick Stabile's crew is back to play (sajQS casino) type' 'of spot that sea^
However, a member of the law
for the show and share dansapa- 200, is a dick all the way.
firm of Schnader & Lewis, counsel
tion chores with Bill Milner's Orch.
Ella Logan is a topliner that has
for the 4 A's, vehemently denied
Kap.
the zest, sparkle and know-how to
hold any type of audieucev In this that the suit was withdrawn or that
class room, she clicks with- her ver- the 4 A's had "quit eold,"
sions of the pops and of course, the
"We merely asked for a postpone
JVIiami Beoch; San. 24,
palm-rrouser "Glocca Mora" from ment of the hearing pending the acWillie Hofward, with £usiene How"Finian's Rainbow." Her delivery tion to be taken before
the New
ard & Al Kclli/; Stuatt'tAorrgan and styling
make the simplest lyric York State Supreme Court," he said.
Doncers (4)
The Debonairs (5) take on nuances
add solid reWendy Bishop, VoXricia W{/mor«, action to anything^hat
she does. Though "We have not withdrawn the suit
Jack Stonton, Don Saxon, . Wallj/ suffering
and
we
certainly
haven't
cold.'
quit
from a cold; she iiad them
Wanoer Girls XIO), Charles ' Shav applauding
throughout.
On Friday Slielvey sent letters
Orch.
Production concjeiued ono
Dean Murphy 'is the wham of the advising three AGVA repi-esenta
produced by Mme. JCamerova; wiftiishow.
The
comic-impression'i$t
hits
tives
charged
with "conniving with
mums $2.S0-$3.
with a fast, incisive series of -mim- the 4 A's" that they were fired. The
This must be the season of new icry that never lets down in pace, discharge missives were' mailed to
facts
and nostalgia.
There are nor in authenticity. To his impres- Florine Bale, Hollywood; Blackie
George Jessel at the Copa, Sopnie stories 'in smart manner. Top stint London,
Cleveland, and Jack Ir-ving,
Tucker at the Beachcomber, and with his «a)sitive and- moving F.D,H.
Chicago. Shelvey's "discharge" was
now Willie Howard back again in sequence lor soUd return^.
this lush' room, this time bringing
Mario and iPloria tee off with effective as of yesterday (Mon.).
back brottjcr Biigene for a memory nifty ballroomology. Easy, flo-wing
Miss Bale was accused by Shelrousing team-'Up lor their ''Bigoletto" terps, with the lifts and spins that vey of helpmg. the 4 A's to dissicomedy takeoDC. Here for a vacation; bring solid reception Jules Lande pate AGVA treasury," and was orEueene.is again- -with Ms brother for and his orch, a fixture here, though
dered to turn her office and records
,a IQ-day engagement, atad making inadequately staffed for the type
of
the canto a sock one. It's the high- acts ''presented;' manage to turn in * over to Anthony Nuccie^ appointecl
light of the Howard-AI KeUy laugh- good job of backgrounding, LaPlaya by Shelvey to replace her.,
Irving was accused. of "betrayal";'
making sessions.
rumba group keeps floor crowded.
\w the first section of the lavLshly
failing to account- fdr f 14,000 in exLori/.
staged Mme. Kamerova production,
penses;.. |ind raising his wages
to
Howard purveys his befuddled
$150 a week"without authorization."
French professor, familiar and still
Palnmbo's, Philiy
"Your successor will present himfunny with Kelly coming on for the
Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
self in person," Shelvey wrote.
zany sesh of double-talk that also
Aton Golc, Wade & Wade, Jack
London was similarly accused of
gets howls. Followed, of course, by
the male trio bit, trimmed and Curtis, .'SUfiWarA Rodman, Jehnnv "betrayal of the
memberFrisco, Vnabelle Howard Girls (8),
cleaned up, but stiU effective.
ship." No successor was named yet
no couer
•
The Stu.nrt Morgan dancers, with Rockv Valentine Orch (8);
"
by Shelveyt
or minimum.
'

He's in there punching every minute and he knows how to sock across

'
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Alan Gale, sporting a new person-

and new material, makes his
in his hometown for the first
in almost three years, and
real
click.
Palumbo's
South Philly spot has been jammed
nightly since the comic started his
current stint. The new personality
seems a little stiff to Gale's fans who
knew him when. Howeyer, his gags
and vocalizing provide plenty of
yoks.
Added zing was provided Gale's
stint by the crowd of followers of
the LaScala Opera in the audience
on night show was caught. Opera
fanatics Called for operatics, and
Gale obliged with comic overtones.
ality

bow
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LE
,
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New

York
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THE

KAY THOMPSON

STORY

Annotated by WALTER WINCHELL
Nov. 15. 1947

Dec.

,

"Kay Thompson, the most

Wms.

new

This

more

the preamble than the actual

19,

too premature: to

It is still

tell

"Kay Thompson Story."
new chapters

the entire story, ps brilliant

are being written every day.;

Kay Thompson and the Williams Brothers zoomed to the top on the
some very strange circumstances in addition to the great

latest bidder."

firmed reservations.''

strength of
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talent that they personify.

Walter Winclicll
Yorkers and movie
stars aren't the only showgoers
who will 'most appreciate' Kay
Thompson's show-stopping new
half-hour of zing-whing-ding

A

"New
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is

Freres),

Copa at Miami Beach being the
Nov.

Copa (Miami Bedch)
which booked Kay Thorhpson
and the 4 Williams Brosf bUnd
(after reading the reports here
about her coast click), wiresi that
it already has over 2,300 con"The

re-

star (plus the Four
getting fabulous
New York offers (following their
sensational click at Giro's). The

freshing

song and patter routines. This
act (with the four Wms. Bros.) is
almost signed to open Dec. 24th
.
at the Gopa, Miami Beach
$6^500 per week with expenses,
plus a percentage over 40Gs . *
Berle, the
If they paid Kaye,
Ritzes (and sucli stars) those
wild fees last year ($12,000 up
act rates
this
then
20)
to
Tenny.
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rate, while Kay was in Las
.
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I've

the owner."

Wincheli,
Dec. 31,

he had seen her act ten

until

Back came Weinger

(getting herself unmarDon Loper took. Jerry
Brooks and Cy Devore (owners

Copa flock,
plied the

of the Hollywood Slopsy-Moxie
Prof.
spot) to see the act .
Brooks wrinkled his nose and
said: 'It is too classy for a night
(Slapsy's previous
club' .
.

"The Intelligentsia: The new
Cafe Society Uptown prop. (h«
also governs the popular Btuo
Angel) wants Kay Thompson
and the 4 Wms. Bros, to star
there.
He'll even re-name it
'Chez Kay' plus seven G's
per wk."

packed them
in, starring the classy Jack Col
$o wot happened?
dancers!)
This reminder of Gertie Lawrence wow'd 'em in San Fran^
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.
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And, as Wincheli refers to the jammed packed Copo ot'this writing:
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"Giro's sensational packerinners (Kay Thompson and the
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Plaza's Persian Room (for April)
with Muriel Abbott, the Hilton
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bonus of $10,000 but wouldn't
.
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Two obscure press
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not
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soon'
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the White House."
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the''act's future

and plant some
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'For

$200 per week,' said one duo
of nobodies ... 'We haven't
that kind of money,' said Kay
.-. The' rest is history
. She
doesn4t need press agents novv
do you, Dreamy-Boo?"
.

.
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Waiter Wincheli, for discovering this great new entertainment
which show business so sadly needs!

Kay Thompson and the Williams Brothers, for breaking all records at the Copa. Looking forward to your return here, at the
Copa. on February 17, 1948, and wishing, wishing, wishing that
we had a thousand more seats. .»
Murray Weinger.

OcaLna MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

WELCOME RETURN

—

.

.
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big-tinie

friend's

Nov. 2?, 1947
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Winehell

"The Kay Thompson story
must include the first rebuffs .-.
Only a few months ago (before
New York places were offering
$10,000 per week) Kay and the
4 Williams Brothers rehearsed
their

rest is

history."

"Bob Alton
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came on and before they had
hod the audience cheering. The nights following
More S.R.O. signs ... but none of the skeptics.

the Williams Brothers
stint,

just

and double-ditto

cisco
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i

to

drums beating. Praises

momentum. Opening night, the Copa was jammed with
people, some slightly skeptical about the raves Kay Thompson and the
Williams Brothers had received. Even more people were outside clam-

.

.

owners had

to start the

1947

Walter Wineliell

times.

ried)

'Biggest hit ever here, and
played all the stars',' >did

in.

that Wincheli

him speechless.

.

Vegas

coid.

booker, to start negotiations with Baron

Kay Thompson's manager,

recommendation.

,

Cbpiaca-

first-nighters kept interriipt-

ing her 'bits' (during numbers)
with a blast-applause. She did
40 minutes the premiere show.

show business."
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John Pransky,
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Walter Wimchell
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WcJweaJay, Januaiy 28, 1948
then .finales with

a

song lament,

"Cant I Do Something put Swim."
Opener is Bobby Lane and Claire,,

Sonja Heme Oicb Agun in Colorfnl

aero dance team, who score with
shoeless routine and come back with
•a fast sequence of cartwheels while
reading the funnies. Wally Brown,
film comic, garners- guffaws with unfinished sentence routine.
^
Fred Lowery, top notch whistler,
By JACK PULASKI
leads off with "Listen to the MockSonja Hcnie, tha golden-haired
ing Bird" and then "Stardust.^' He
gold mine, is again gliding' over the
then brings''on Dorothy Bae, vivaAndy
Russell, Helen Forrest, Jerry
brunet, and pair close strong'
ice at Madison Squar» Garden, it
Wald Orch, Dick Wesson, Mack St cious
being the 11th aimual metropolitan Desmond; "I Walk Alone" (Par), re- with "Whistling Joe." House orch
features the violin section this week
date for the incDmpavable champ of rietoed in Vametv, Dec. 17, '47.
Zabe,
in "Perpetual Motion.:^
When
former Olympic triumphs.
the star and her "Hollywood Ice ReEither Andy Rufsell is trying to
OI:^in|il«,
vue" opened last Thursday (22) th'e lighteathe load for his vocal chordsMiami, Jan. 23.
outfit came from the Chicago Stadi- he recently went throufih a tonsileeum engagement, where some $50*000 tomy-^r he's been impressed by the Bert Wheeler, Jerri Blanchnrd,
In mail orders were returned. Art Martin and Lewis act and thinks it Jancf & Paul,' Fayne & Foster, BobWirtz. the Chi showman who pre- wouldn't be a bad idea to do some by Van, Les Rhode House Orch; "My
Dean Wild Irish Rose" (WB).
sents Biiss Henie; Bill Bui^e^ the projecting, into the ftitute.
production manager, and Catherine Martin, who himself at one time
Voted by local critics the top comic
Littlefield started for Wew York by rated as a pretty good crooner, has
planey but were -grounded in Buffalo his Jerry Lewis, and Russell, who to play this house last year, Bert
them in again
and came in on a milk train.
still invokes a shrill matecall from; Wheeler Is drawing
making
Other arena skating shows may the bobbysockers, has Ivs Dick Wes- with his softly pointed, howl
have more specialists, but the "Re^ son. At least, that's the way he comedies.
Bringing' to. £olid proportions a fair
vue" has Miss Henie. If she has let seems to be teamed up at this Times
layout of vaude, the little guy
down any from last season it wasn't Square stand. \
wanders in and out
the proceedapparent, and she is on the ice surThe singing quotient of Russell's ings, accomped by of
the inevitable
face six .timf'f'. two. numbers bein,? act is practically one of those oncC'
solos; In addition to her mastery
The time that sandwich, gets together with the
^ of over-qiiicVdy things.
the steel runners, she has the class Russell actually devotes to giving stubholders, worics on his unbilled
aide, involves orch leader Les Rhode
that has made her one of the Gar" with songs is about what, the aver
a.yocker with Jerri
den's be.^t boxoffice draws and the age crooner requires "for a warmiy). and tops witri
Blanchard, co-featured on the bill,
class, ol patronage she attracts is After opening with a quick one, Rutfor plenty howls.
ftuite «v»dei>t 4hn upper fihelt hav- sell dives into a medley of a few of
'
Miss Blanohard, a favorite in local'
ing'' few cttstomei<&
his past elicits (some of which, as he
niteries, has sapolioed her material
As always, 'tiie revue has gorgeous tells the- custbmers, he introduced for the .family trade here to~good
costuming, this, time Billy Livingston from the same stage five years be- effect.
Works sans mike, with a
teaming with Kathryn Kuhn in the fore), and from then on he's off on a -strut reminiscent, of yesteryear top
.designing, the former doing Miss Comedy binge with Wesison, a la
performers. Divers in asAnd the. out- femme
Henie's form-molded duds. Every- Martin and Lewis.
sured fashion, with theme, "Shine."
thing is new in production as well, come- is not only surprisings but of
specials on "A Glood Man-^ Hard to
aud a revolving platforni at the bolf dimensions.
Find" and "I Don't Want to Leave
western end of the .Garden is used
Russell, despite impressions -from Miami" to reap hearty returns.
for sc{!nic ^ects. That requires a his pictures, is a trouper in the full
Van goes .over nicely .'via
crew comoarable with Broadway sense of the word. He can take as hisBobby
loose-limbed terps, with the Ray
musicals in addition to the flock of well as give. He's at ease and adept
Bolger takeoff, an .authentic carbon.
light operators, in the steel beams, at feeding lines and building up a
Aerial artists Janet and Paul contrib
and that's wljy it's, a .$6 top show. gag. There's nothing strained about
the aero section of the layout and
Cost this season is stated to be the him in chiming in on a bit of outsame as last year, totaling around and-out clowning. And, what's more, Fayne and Foster purvey their musical novelty on bells, etc., to round
$400,000. which was a- new high.
Russell has the feel for timing and out bill. Les Rhode and house orch
Classiest .pair skating has Miss tlie knack for helping on the other haridle backing in competent manner.
Hienie working with Micliael Kirby, fellow with the coat when it comes
Lary.
former Canadian ice- champion, who to spotlighting the laughs.
last season was mostly occupied on
In his debut as. the straight half
UNtiioiuil, E'vine
the Metro lot, and first came to pro- of a comedy team Russell is- equipped
fessional attention *rhen with the with
Louisville, Jan. 23. .
a surefire thing, the' talents of
"Ice Follies."
Kirby'-s dark thatch a young fellow who was riding high
Ernest Titbb, Drake Bros., Tomimi
contrasts with the Star's blonde as part of the Wesson Bros, when
"Butterball" Page, Tejeai Troubatresses. .He's over six feet tall and the
act, for personal reasons, sud^
weighs 170 pounds, easily handUng denly broke up. On the Paramount dours, Short Bros.; Radio Dot and
Sntokey; "My Dop Shep" (FC) ,
the 105-lb. girl who's, always adept runoff Wesson does a single routine,
In jumps and lifts. Kirby is the ninth which rocks 'em consistently, and
partner for Miss Henie since Wirtz then returns
It's been about two months sincefor about IS minutes of
started the "Revues," and she has laugh-punting with Russell.
They this house has had a stage show, so
announced him as the best skater work well together and their per- the cavortings of sundry hillbilly
to have appeared with' her.
Last sonalities dovetail.
A passage in acts, headed by Ernest Tubb, whose
season Harrison Thomson was her then: routine that got both, solid stamping ground is at WSM, 'Nashprincipal partner, and he's again
mirth and rounds of applause when ville,, is bringing out the local folWith the show, pairing with Miss caught was bulwarked on Russell's lowers. Tubb's vocal efforts .have efRenie ,in «ttiat she ^regards as her pinpoint mimicry of such fellov^ fective background of string music
the Troubadours, the usual fiddle,
"serious" number, jOtated to the crooners
as
Tony Martin, Dick by
guitar,
combo. Lad's are atstrains of "Intemiejizo.'" SO is Geary,
Haymes, and even Al Jolson. tired in bass
10 gallon hats and semiSteflen, a Iwmer partner.
Whether it's for just this date or it
.While the choreography' on skates leads to things of a continuing na- cowboy costumes, as is Tubb. The
cannot foe changed as much as stage ture, the Russell-Wesson combina- cowboy singer has played in western films, and is a fave via liis juke
dande routines, the care in staging tion sparks good entertainment.
box records. Registers solidly with
ensemble numbers is just as impecWesson's own section of the show
cable as the costuming and the per- is taken up for the mos^ part with "Soldier's Last Letter" "My Hillbilly Baby," "I'll Step Aside," "Rainxormance gives the impression of >ex- impressions of screen personalities. bow
at Midnight," and "Move It On
pertness. That goes for. the. staging His specialty in that department 'are
Over."
of JMiss Henie's hula numberv re- the stars who play tough guys. It's
Rounding out the bill are Jack and
tained season after season because zany stuff that puts Wesson in his
Bill Drake, guitar and bass players^
of its popularity. Star likes; to hula class by himseU, especially tiie mug-,
backed by other stringed instrualright, and the little wiggle- is-per- ging tliat goes, with the patter. As
mentSj who harmonize
"Tearhaps the sauce that' creates the best potent as were his rewards in this drops In My' Heart" forongood
reaudience reaction.
inning, when caught, it was obvious turns. "Butterball" Page cops attenThe popularity of Freddie Trenk- that Wesson is in his prime when he tion with his sly comedy stuff, and a.
ler, rated the funniest man on the has some o;'ie against whom he call bluish tinted novelty "I'm Too Old
Ice. is very definite, toOi and audi- bounce his lines and business.
To Boogie Any More." Fiddler with
ence reaction on the first night was
Whatever vacuum Russell may the Short Brothers, "Piddlin" Bed"
surprisingly strong because the little leave in the singing needs of the bill scores with playing of "MoCldnS
clown is on leave from "Icetitne of there's Helen Forrest on hand to Bird."
1948," the Henie-Wirtz theatre rink make up for it and in a big way.
Radio Dot and Smokey. get laughs
show at the Center, N. Y. Trenkler Miss Forrest, who has spent several with their comedy antics.
hasn t changed his routines to any seasons as Dick Haymes' girl Friday
Most all of the hillbilly units to
considerable extent, but at one point on the Autolite show (CBS), soothes play this hou.se follow the same patthe first nighters gave him.heartier the eye as well as the ear. She ap- tern, both, in music and comedy.
§la«dits. than accorded the star, plies plenty of warmth and heart to Curent show is no exception.
xenkler has two principal numbers a ballad and sells a rhythm tune
Hold.
and one novelty interlude. Retained, with fine timing and zing. As a
also from last season are Gretel and stylist Miss Forre.st is still in clover,
llip|H»4r»nic,
Kobert Ufc.-i'Ia. Used in comedy and the repertoire for this Stand fits
numben too are Thomson, Jobhny that style of hers snugly, The same
Baltimore, Jan. 24'.
Farns, Jack Raffloer, John Jolliflfe, goes, for her gowning. The latter
Marilyn Maxwell, Great Barton,
George H. Flaherty, Tex Mangium points up a petite svelteness that's Jimmy Husson, Lowe, Hite & Stanand Tommy Travers.
above par.
ley, Jo Lombardi House Orch (12);
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Kaye

ffle

iM-G), reviewed in Va- Jitterbug routine
that registers
Length of show does not perinit an
encore. Band takes over for a sweet
Sammy Kaye Is "tht head- version of "All The Things You
and the name that carries the as prelude to Gwen Tynes Arisong

riety, Dec. 24, '47.

H'wood Ice Revue' at Mad Sq. Garden
ParaMonnt, N. Y.

and three trumpets, tees off with iam
sessioix tp set things for tittle
Joi &
Orch^iiFlorence DesTiny Lou,«only ofay act on bill,
who
Fontaines; "If Winter give
out with a brief but fast acrn.

Capitol,

.

While
liner

weight at the Capitol's boxofflce, it stmt.
Florence Desmond who accounts

for

whatever stimulation or

,

:

'

Bal^.

The Henie show

will have a 17day engagement, bisected this weekend to permit a rest period of several days and afford the showing
of other events. The Coast won't see
the show despite its title, plans for
headquartering there still being stytnied.
One more stand has been
added this season, new date being
Detroit but unjike othei' major ice

Jerry Wald, who remodeled his
band along extra sweet lines a little

while back, scores at his best with
a nifty and exciting arrangement of
the "ISabre Dance." He gets in some
ear-tickling licks on his clarinet dui-ing

this

mental

and the opening instru-

se.<u!ion.

Mixed team of Mack and Desmond
in.iect some smart touches of hoofing
into the proceedings. Their specialty

shows. Miss Henie's appearances are
limited to half a dozen cities and IS comedy buck and -wing. When he
then she'll be back in Hollywood for jsn t off on a shuffle the male strikes
off some pleasant exercises
another picture.
at the
Vocals
are
exceptionally
well piano.
This show doesn't carry the overhandled by Dave Marshall, Helen
Pfeiiler and Geeile Descant. The aU impact of the one before it, the
..

Hawaiian

Andy

quintet:
Mel Peterson
lona,
George Ku, Jimmy

quality that satisfies

is

there. Odec.

Hau?avi a|id George Fern. A special,
arrangement of the "St. Louis
Chicago, Jan.. 22.
Blues" .'s used for the finale and
r, .1
Esther
Wilhams, Fred Lowery &
Calypso music is used for one of
Rae, Wally Brown, Bobby
Miss Henie's numbers. Jack Pfeiffer Dorothy
Lane & Claire, Lou Breese Orch:
is again batoning.
"Always Together" (WB).

Grayson, Johnston's Vauders
Kathryn Grayson and Johnny
Johnston, Metro filmstors, will resume vaude dates at the Golden Gate
theatre,. San Francisco, Feb, 11. They
re husband and wife.
Other dates are- being arranged
Huougk ihe William Itlbrris Agency.

Esther Williams is a little handicapped here without a swimming
pool, but her enthu.<;ia.sm and ad
libbing place her a cut above the
usual Hollywood .star p.a.'s.
Gal
parades in a green wool jersey,
whicli does plenty for her figure.
With the aid of a youthful college
stooge, she hokes her screen test bit.

colored gal with
does a slick job on

tiiis

Without taking anything
Kaye's ability to spread melody and
cheer among the customers, the fact
remains that his act in mold and
manner has become frozen and stereotyped with the passing years. The
items pretty well follow a now familiar groove, or pattern. -There
are Kaye^s little-jokes in the introductions. The drummer's and the fat
saxman's bits of clowning have their
The
set places in the proceedings.
vocalists fall into regularly placed
niches following- instrwnentM numbers. Included somewhere is a "re-,

Sybil do okay in house comedy skit
this Ume. a "School. Days" interlude
somewhat risgay but worked up for
boff laughs. Derby Wilson, reputedly
a protege of Bill Robinson, follows
and clicks with his neat tapslering
and softshoe dancing. Topper of tura
is an impresh of Robinson's struttina
tap. Offtosolidapplau.se.
Ink Spots, spotted in closing, are
solid as e\>er and really wham 'em
here.
Piloted by Billy Kenny they
sock across a reprise of their jtike*

box numbers such as "If You Have
creation" of his "Sunday Serenade'' To Hurt Someone," "Java Jive" and
program on ABC; And as an afterr "I Wake Up With a Tear in My Eve"
piece, contestants are recruited from for solid returns and encore with the
the audience ta participate in Kaye's
simple charade, "So You Want ,to
Lead a Band?"
As a familiar spectacle it all has
payoff'
lauglis at

its

merits.
The audience
Kaye's pleasantries, the

-

Could it have anything to
do with the eventide of vaudeville?
Or does it bring up the telltale
characteristics that, put the wrapson what was oncfe. known as the
follow:

picture house presentation?
Memories can play strange games,
but, coming back to the show at
hand, the Kaye act does have several cutely amusing spots and vocalists who know how to go about a
pop number with professional precision. The takeoff on the Ink Spots
by a batch of the boys out of the
band and a larger group's exposition
of "Too-Pat Polka" and "I'll Dance
at Your Wedding" collect lots of
laughs. Don Cornell's baritone rides
well with "The Serenade of the

and Johnny Ryan's Irish
tenor makes a big impression out
treatment of "Golden bar-

Bells"'

,

But the singer in the troupe that
packs' the personality, plus a way
of her own with a diity is Laura
Leslie.
Her specialty seems- tb be
novelty lyrics, particularly those
with a double entendre slant. Coming from her they sound cute. This
youngster is endowed with the double knack of. timing and casualness,
and when

tim?s with other trio backine him
Edbo.

nicely.

•

,

mugging of the drummer and the
prattfalls of the fat saxplayer. Some
give off with a^ fast handclap and a
murmur of approbation when Kaye
announces the *'rc-creation" thing.
They enter into the contest phase
of the act with more or les.s substantial enthusiasm and. .greet the
participants' awkward brandishingsof the baton with spurts of laughter.
But as the Kaye act's routine niunbeis and capers keep clicking off,
in almost machine-like fashion, the
spectator's memory can suddenly become quite annoying. It «tarts flitting back over the years, seeking the
answer to a question that it has
posed for itself: What is there about
this jnachine-lace and frozen portrayal that strikes a reminiscent
chord? Corollary questions quickly

of his
rings."

inevitable "If I Didn't Cai-e" lo stop
the show. Kenny fronts mo.st of the

it

comes

to

With Miss Desmond the conception
away beyond a facsimile of the

goes

voice, It's a complete personality
study, in facile characteristics, bodily

mannerisms and whatnot.
work and not the,

elbow imitator.

When

Jan.

lulah

Bankhead

It's

the

off-the-

.

7, '48.

enough

say about the current bill at the^^trand that Lionel
Hampton's orch is bade in top form.
Layout is comparatively short, being
limited to the orch and one act, but
this musicrew can pack more sock
into a number than most orchs.
.It's

Hampton

to

rings

up

tire

curtain with

his regular opener, "Hemp's Boogie."
which seems to increase in tempo as
the years go by. Abetted by trick
lighting and the batonist's stomping
antics, this number practically lifts

the roof off the house. Hampton
maintains this terrific paee throughout.
Band also plays ''two 'other
numbers in the same groove, "Hey
Bob-a-re-bop" and "Flying Home,"
which ring dbwn the curtain in a

virtual frenzy of -rhythm.
vocalist

Femme

Wini

Brown

shows off a neat -set of husky b]ue.sy
pipes in "He's Gone Again." Mitting
rates an encore which is ruled out
by a tight running time due to the
lona picture. Crooner Roland Burton
handles one number in medioci'e
.style.
One of top features is Hampton's vibra-harp playing and his
drumming 'utith plenty of tympany
tricks.
Hampton paces himself and
the orch in perfect showmanship to
a crescendo upbeat.
Red and Curleyv- regular items with'
orch,
have - improved
their routine from a so-so -terping
act into a crack novelty terp-com'
edy-drumming parlay.
Both boys
play hard and fast, showing off'some

Hampton's

fancy
don't

then

hoofing

some comedy

chew to

seguing

into

which they
Their finale is

recitations
tatters.

a smart drum duo spiced with additional terping.
Act is on and off
very rapidly^ earning solid payoff
and rounding ojit this sock bill.

Herm.

trouping a

comedy song, sweh as "What Every
Young Girl Should Know," for instance, the odds are strongly in her
favor.
Miss Desmond's talents as an impressionist has gained her a sohd
niche in the swankier night spots
around the country. The personalities she cuts 'up with take on a life
and vividness- all their own. On this
bill she's "the" vibrant force, and
the customers take to her with a
bang.
There are lots of femme
mimics around, but here's one that's
pretty much in a class by herself.

artist at

ii'>«ran«l. !%\ V.
Lione! Hainpton Orch (lat witfi
Winni Brown; Koland Burton; Red t
Curley; "The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre" (WB), TenrBtued in 'Variety,

RKO,

Bofiton
Bottoti, Jail. 24.

Jane Kean, Renald
Rudy, George Prentice, West *

Bill Robinson,
St

Lexino; Larry Flint House
"Prince of Thieves" (Col)

Orch;

This one's diversified enough, to
click with all types of audience, with
Bill Robinson, old fave here, hypoing the draw.
,

The

ageless

Robinson holds the

customers in the palm of his hand
from walk-on as usual, but doesn't
do too much of bis great dance routine of former years. What he does,
however, shows same old spark.

Audience was plenty satisfied to
award nice reception.
Show opens with Renald and Rudy

she does Taltogged out in white trunks and bulgas close an approximation of that, personality in ing muscles. Do a slick turn of hand
balancmg and acrobatics.
George
Pleasing layout is headed wp by every facet as is possible.
Other
Marilyn Maxwell in an experienced crack conceptions of hers involve Prentice follows with a Punch and
sesh of top-flight vocalizing and high- Bette Davis, Claudette Colbert, M^ir- Judy show with plenty of slapstick.
Jane Kean, neat warbler last seen
lighted by comedy sock via Lowe; lene Dietrich and the inevitable
here in "Call Me Mister," wows with
Hite and Stanley, vari-sized trio of Hildegarde.
Miss Desmond's act
Opens
comics ranging from dwarf to giant. has the distinction of belonging any- songs and impersonations.
with "Stanley Steamer" in standard
Openmg slot is a potent flash with where.
The Great Barton working from a
The Fontaines round out the stage vein and follows with "Show Busiplatform and contributing tricky bal- fare. In its own category, the turn ness" in manner of Bette Davis,
Ethel Merman and other personaliancing and juggling to good response. is also dipped in class. The
handTrick on ladder is a breath-taker.
stand bits performed by the two ties. Same treatment on "Too Fat
Polka" a la Elsa Maxwell.
Mae
Jimmy Hus.son, impersonator, is in men and a woman are models
Of West and
Margaret Truman warbling
the deuce and a greatly improved precision, skill and grace.
Other it to Sidney Greenstreet gets sock
performer since his last appearance assets are the trio'6 looks
and at- applause. Bows out spoofing "South
here some years ago. Scores with all tractive garbingv
Odcc.
America Take It Awav." West and
the familiars, especially the Jolson
Lexing offer a patter routine remibit, which is standout.
Lowe, Hite
niscent of yesteryear,
Style apApollo,
and Stanley next with half their act
V.
including the knockabout and miliInk Spots (4), Georflc Hudson parently still has merit. Biz so-so at
Elte.
tary tap, just right for Miss Maxwell Orc)i (12), Guje?i Tynes, Little Joe opener,
to follow.
tc Tiny Lou, Derby Wilson, Pigmeat
Nice appearing femme who knows Markham, Craclzshot & Sybil: "Back
Capitol,
her way with an audience give-s out Lclsh" (Rep).
Wasliinelon, Jan. 23.
with solid numbers, including "StanGene Sheldon, Harrison & Fisher.
ley Steamer," "My Man," "'CivilizaTlie Ink Spots, making their ump- Ann Russell; Arthur La Fleur, Sow
tion," and, for an imperative encore, teenth appearance at the Apollo, Joefc
Kaufman's House Oreh; "Secret
"He Like It. She Like It." Had audi- N. Y., to head up the current bill, Beyond the Door'' (U).
ence yelling for more when caught. should provide this sepia vaude with
Lowe^ Hite and Stanley close witli another good take. Co-featured with
Stage show, rather than screen
balance of turn including the mouth- the singing combo is the solid aggre- fare, carries the load this week and
ing and panto to recordings by An» gation pi George Hudson, who's also does a neat all around job of givins
drews Sisters, just right to close the been strong at this spot previously. the customers their money's worth.
bill.
Hudson band, comprising three
Gene Sheldon, wistful comic panBiz all right.
Bum.
rhythm, five saxes, two trombones
(Continued on page 55>

"The Gangster" (Mono)

^

"What Is This Thing Called Love'"
"If I Had You" and "I Wish I Didn't
Love You So" for plenty patty-cakes
from Pigmeat Markham. Grackshot and

excite-:

ment there is to bo had from
hour of stage entertainment.

,

i

Good looking

piping

is

it's

Wash.

•

-

.

.

,
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by

vestigation

New
BOSAUND COUBXRIGHT
Somes
Reeis. N. T.

fraternity.

Betty Gaynelle, aero dancer; Lenore
Rogers, singer; the aforementioned
Lyda and Yanni, and Willie Danville

HELEN HVMES

Acts),
(all New
sprightly display.

mains.
St.

.agent

Acts

Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
Sepia songstress Helen Humes,
Rosalind Courtnght is making m\
engagement as a former vocalist with. Count Basic's
first professional
the Hotel band and later with the Norman
fiineer at the Maisonette of
ct Regis. Wife of Hernando Court- Granz "Jazz at the Philharmonic''
Hills troupe, is a superior blues singer.
Beverly
the
of
operator
rieht.
hotel on the Coast, she has looks, Her interpretations of the laments
charm, vouth and a voice. All she shows skilled delineation and a high
needs riaht now is slightly better degree of originality. Her. topper,
It should be her least ''St. Louis Blues," is the high spot
Routining.
of her act.
conqern.
However, her other numbers suffer
Mrs. Courtright has more or less
It may be a poor
in comparison.
been tossed to the wolves by friends selection
of tunes, but as the rhythm
for whom she's entertained in Bev- and slower numbers are projected in
(Beverly
hills at socials and the Hke.
this room, they constitute a stagehave
wolves
The
note!
Hills, take
wait.been tamed!). It has been on their
Miss Humes has a husky and unInsistence that she's going at it proinhibited delivery that can meet the
fessionally. And there's no doubting
requirements of most cafes and
•her particularly fine impress on a
vauders.
.With a more judicious
"class" audience hej-e that could be
tune
selection, her scope of operaespecially tough to please, because of
3<>se.
manners, tions can be .enlarged.
its frequently "poliffe" bad
however paradoxical that might
Hotel

'

contribute

Venetian ll«oin,

_

-

to a
Jose.

WEEK OF JANUARY

S. F.

Numerals Jn

(FAIRMONT HOTEL)
.

Son

Fraticisco, Jan. 22.

in

L(*tf«.r

Grocie Fields, Henri/: King Orch
cower $1.50 weekdays, $2.00

at the performance caught there was
para minimum of interruption.
ticularly apropos novelty, especially
written for her— as are most of

A

impress as
This youthful

Get a load of those writers! Mrs.
Courtright has hardly missed a bet.
;.

,,

1VJHISTLING

,

.

Kahn.

polish her presentation so that individual tricks will stand out to better advantage. Further playing ex-

perience would bring about the
necessary improvement in her act.

SAM TRIO

Jose.

.

Instrumental
Chinese Village Cafe, L. A.
Behind the corny billing of the
Whistling Sam Trio is a lot of talent.

With a capacity audience on hand
opening' night at the Venetian Room,
Gracie Fields' current engagement
should bring happy returns for all
concerned.
Singing her repertory of music
hall chanties to the delight of the
patrons. Miss Fields enlarges on her
standbys with "Come Back to Sorento," and "Serenade of the Bells." Interlarded are some comedies of London Palladium vintage, which convulse the audience and has it begging for more.
Among the old standbys which
Miss Fields gives them are "It's a

Cnpitol

Songs
7 Ming.

&

Leon

N. Y.
Hidden away in this downtown Los
Lenore Rogers, tallish brunnet of
Angeles chowmeinery, in the socalled striking appearance, can develop into
"new" Chinatown, is a corking a good nitery bet with further exrhythm trio of colored musicians perience.
Her pop-pipings are
who take- their billing from maestro strong enough to be heard in this
.Whistling Sam. Working with spoons, large showcase; and there's a nice
bones and knives, in the time- interpretative Hair that still needs
honored old -school minstrel manner, more cultivaticn.
a
Whistling Sam seems tireless as
Miss Rogers is stronger on rhythm
pucker-upper, his whistling running tunes, and is wisely concentrating
on
the gamut from the sweet style of that type number. She needs more
manner to the
Eddie's,

.

Fred Lowery
schooling in ballad
rhythmic manner. He's backed by maximum effects
piano (novachord) and sax, but
the

Whistling

Sam

is

deadline
iThey beat the
with six sides for Templar, local disk
outfit, and if their stuff is as well
&
caught on wax as in person,
Co. will get plenty of attention,
They*d be a novelty in a class or jive
Spot, being facile in the 52d St.
manner as well as for an inexpensive
item generally. Speaking of PetriUp,
Sam, with his whistling and rhythmic
spoons, knives, etc., and backed by a
harmonica or some other unorthodox
AFM instrument, could achieve some
neat tricks should the ban persist.
Abel.

House Reviews

S

Continned from page

Capitol,
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Florence. Destnond
MuNlc Ilnll (I) 29
j\,iargai'et Saride

DunhiUs

11

Frankie Fontaine
Bobble Treleaae

:

Stute

.

H

s

Fnramount (P) 28
Andy RuSReli
Helen l-^orrest
DicK Wesson

H

NEWARK

s Continned

Spanish Dancing
9 Mingi
Hotel pieirre, N. T.

Kahn.

WILLIE DANVILLE
Juggler
8 Mins.

&

Eddie's, N. Y.

Danville

iii

Opener

"human

present

family vauders.
He's a comedy
juggler of considerable experience
to manipulate Indian clubs and balls into a good
comedy pattern. He also does a bit
of tumbling and aero work for good
overall effect.
Danville, however, needs a few
items to differentiate routine from
others in this line. Mcst of his tricks
are standard. Although his comedy
juggling provides a point of differ
ence, a few tricks not widely used
would set him 9ff to better advan
tage.
Jose.

specializes in the
top" routine, spinning from

by

Lowe.

Oriental, Chi

s

Spivy's Roof, N. Y.

La

who

a high rigging while handing
teeth grip. Gets nice salvos.

52

McLanaban
.

.THmnlcit (I) 28.-1
T.yon

Ladd

(two to

Herb

'

CfiicOflO, Jon. 22.

&

Elliott
Jurist
Ellis Larkin a

Bd Wynn

Chaa Reader Ore
Van Smith Ore
Joel Herron Oro

Carnival

Qulnlans

The Raymond^
Bobby RolUna

.

IJnnnnn

20

(I)

Elfins

4

Ferguson
Paul Gary
'

WEEK

TAP and TOE
Week*

Juenger. Ballet

,Tan

China

UoU

& Ung

Ming

Sis

Laurie Long
Beatrice Fun? Oye
II Curbollo Oro
Jack Prase Oro

Vonncnhana

Greene & Be<Be
Alberta & Josep'ir
Bernie "West
The, ReddinKtona

BOSTON
Keitll'H <R) 29

Artie

Dann

r.aift

Bros

"

CHICAGO

Stooges

Nfp Xelaon

Van & Vanguards
neciiiia

CMiVIiXAND
(B)

1>al«ee

29

Horaee Heldt Ore

Court Sn (I) 204
Gray Family

Bavann-Madrld
Lecuona Cub'n B'ya:
Cerneya
Sacasaa Ore

Nevada Smltb

Iceland

Boyd Heath

Roya Curie
Ben Ribtale Ore

No

Bobbie Trealease
Eddie Julian

Downey &
Hotel

Musical .Tohnatons

New Pork (I) 1
only
Tom Hanlon .Tr
0 Ro.ia & R'llh
1

Woods

iBaliea in

Arthut- Titioan
.lean AiJrienne
Bert Piatt
Finley Bros
Valerie Ijawson

Jeanne

Godcj,'ard
.Toflepliine Anne

TTarry

'.Siins

Carol

Lane

l)or*'t»n

Davlea

Panielft

Roye

Rita

i>iaasle

Bvoa

J'flgBV Barnes
12 Little Olivettes

New Theatre

(H) 26

Kleeping Beauty
Freddie l<*ovbeB
Xita Croft
Phil SU-lokland
Bert MutTiay
Blllie
l.tjobel

Dnnoliley
Leon & Kiki
Hajnillon Robing
Sidney Trev&Iyan
Vllnia De Boer
Hobs ^ (jlob^
Balnttiral 4
(Charles AhCdster
Bealon'fi 12 .tuves

GU

CIIISWICK
Empire (S)
f'indereUa

Nancy Burns
C3wyn«th

Tiasoellef

Thoniafi
<§:
.Tohnny Cavana^h
.lotion

Gain Galll
Woody and Bobby
Buqin Puppeta
'Preston Lambert

i

Jlonee Nichols
Antiiony Gordon
Nicol

Hotel Siiernian
Marty Gould Ore
Bonnie Baker
Kitty Kallen
Marty Hogan
Martin & Lewie
Freddie Slack Oro
Betty Bruce
Ray English
Paul Sydell ,
Ohes Adorables 12 Carl Marx
Hotel Blachatone Pat Curran

Chez

B & H

(S)P

Pat Varner

Ray Morton Ore

Williams Bros
Hotel Blamaxk

Griffin

Benno Delson O
Tracy .Sisters (2)
The Paulona (2)
Tony Dtpardo Ore
Maurice Se Maryea

Arnold Bell
(3ordon Court

& Brown

Helslnga
Nino Milo

George Stevens
Beryl Crook
Keith Brereton
CJiollerton

B'abee

Zlo Angels

Co

HACKNEY
Cavjin

U
O'Connor

Gloriii.

Gaye

(S)

Bill

T^tin

Qnnrter

Billy Vine

Pierre CarOer

Lincoln

Malpa»fj

JParee

Kay Thompson &•

Ruby Kiggs
Pamela Denis
j.>iana

Marian Fedele
Song Stylists (4)
D Hild Dnnors <ll»

.

U

Patricia Gall

"

Chandler Ore

Co

Buddy Shaw Oro
.Tackle Hamlin
TOlalne

.Tordan
Carrol Sip
.

Palmer Jlouae
Phil Regan
Murray Arnold Or
Andrea Adugio Trio

Rudy Cardenas

Ted Blake

Hotel Steven*

Ad.lms
Dorothy .Shay
F. ICincaid
Skitcli Henderson
Edgewater Ileaeh Pi'yde & JJay
Qeorge Olaen Oro
Boulevor-dear*

;llil.

O

Mary

.

n

Qt<i

Taylor & Xfarrts
Lionel King
Balaguers
\ruldoon A
I.KIflESTISK

Jefferson, N. Y., Prunes

li

Opera House

<N) 2V

Hnmpty Dumpty

Diigpie Wakefield

G Huntley-Wright
.Stan

Fre.ddie Fojsa

Waldorf-Astoria

Coleman Ore
Mlaba Borr Ore

Eimil

Blaehhawh

Kmpire

.lill

Don Fry
Victor Borge

Art Kassel
Ray Olsen
Gloria Hart

Court 4
Beam'ti 12 Babea
Lawaon's Ponies

Love

Marden

.Sullivan

Bandy Brown
T & J Mahoney

Norman

Ro^'r'
fS Flying Ballet

:

Vanguard

Village

LesUe Barker
Alefi Harland
Helen .lutson

Craiid

&

Buccaneera Oro

Maxine

CHICAGO

Berts

Babes in Woods
Sandy Lane

HfUcei6

Yednian

('ampb'll

Fonvllle

Hotel Lexington
Pineapple Ore
Hotel New
Larry Clinton O

Croydens
Lanny Ross
'I'lie

.

PopUlairea,

Howard
Commodora Louise
Max Kaminsky t

Sonny .Dunham
Mel Torme

WOONSOCKET

'

,

Village Bar*
Piute Pete
Kay Carole
.

Hotel Blltmore
Russ Morgan Oro
Tom Grant Ore

20

Le Roy
Rosa Wyae. Jr

,JIal

Splvy'a

Splvy

Diane Courtney
Hayes Gordon
Skeptics

Roaanue

Hazel Webster

WASHINGTON
(h)

1

'

O

Veraaillee

Ant

Fifth
Jean Castro
Terry Allen

Frank Fontaine
Moonmaids

Muriel King
Bon Vivante
Vincent Travere
Rnban BleB
Connie Sawyer
Elaine Barrett
Bernte Qeorga
Hal Hastings i
Wally Blacker

Edith Piat
Bob Grant Ore
Panchlto Oro

Three RIba
Hotel Edison
Tommy Reed Ore

Zie:ffy Talent
3 Dunhills

Cnpitol

O

H. R. Whttehouaa

/.nne Wheatley

IIUviiiHlrome (8) 26

Dcrs

'

Triplet*

Fauato Corbello
Art Robian O

Farnmonnt <p) 28-1
Vaughn Monroe B

-

.,

Mack

Barro & BoBera
.TOIiEDO

Sullivan

Banka

Harvey Stone

Rochelle & Bebee
Wilbur Hall
(one to ail)

McCoy

Danny
Sadie

Smith sta ^
Patricia Aaair
C & T Valdea

Harem

SPRINGFJELQ

Betty Gaynelle

Shcnard Line
Old
Roumantaa

Georgie Tapite
Jerry Keeber

Myron Cohen
Ellsa Jayne
John EUlAt

'

Campngnons

Bergmann

Rose Marie
Chandra-lCaly

R & M Norman

Yanni

Willie Danville

Lathi Qonrtelr

Embasar

Darien Roberta

SAN FRANCISCO

&

Lyda

Erwln Kent Ore

Panchoa

Jerry

BRITAIN
BRl^TOT.

.

-

.

'

Golden Gate (B) 29
Rardln

.

.Sherry Britton

Joey Dean
Joe LaPorfb Ore
D'Aqulla Ore
Essex Honse

Loa.

.Joey

Murray

Ralph Font Ore
T & P Rodrlquea
Leon & Kddle'e
Eddie Davia
Art Waner Oro

Fernando 'Alvarez O

Jan Bart
EdwArds & Diane

Jovelys
J Allen
Allen Sr. Kent
Eunice Francis
Maude Hilton
Paul Waullcee

A &

(P) 2

Stnte-T-like

'\

ROCKrORH

Pulace (I) 80
Patsy Abbott
•Toei

Walter Slezah

*

Larry Daniels

6

Al Gordon's Doks

The Yeomans

Bailey

Gloe
Roosevelt

Lenore Rotrera

El Cllico
P Del Monte
Victoria Barcolo
Rita & RoKlno

Ada Lynn

.Tack

Ravens
Wool lord's Beta
Mildred

Rnjall (I) 29-31
Herble Fields O
J- Hojst & Milady

Sensationalists

1-4

•

Hotel

Guy Lombardo O

Gertrude Nlesen
Irwin Corey.
Sandra Barrett
Jeir Clay
Florence & Frederic
Michael Durso Ore
'

BEADING

BAiyriMOBB

Honey Bros

"Civilization."

Kalvatore

Wong

ChtCBgo^K

ROCHBI.I.I: and BKEBE
Golden Gat«i 'IVlsco—!i Weeks
Per. Mgt.: EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
New York
1501 Broadway

moves at a lively
Orch teeoff on stage has, maes-

Eilflie's, N. Y.
Allen and Kent tap out the usual,
Eddie Davis, Sherry BritUm, Lyda then switch to a soft-shoe turn for
Willie Danville, Lenore a wing latch-on by white-haired
Rogers, Betty Gavnelle, Shepherd Emma Francis. Vet terper surprises
Line (8), Art Waner Orch; mini- with brisk clogging, topped off by
Three team up in a
cartwheels.
mum, $3.50.
Cakewalk for neat returns, followed
Eddie Davis, while still the top by a jitterburg routine in which the
draw in this 52d street boite, is at- oldster's agility draws prime retempting to give the spot a New sponse.
Marita and Manuel Viera's brace
Look by gradual degrees. Current
tandem highshow evidences a slight degree of of monkeys perch onprops.
Femme,
bristling with
decentralization of the Davis draw, chairs
sheathed in a red gown, adds garnish
in a shift to other performers and
partner unfolds the patter.
while
to its price policy.
Simians go through the motions on
The new display has several items maraeas, bongo, drum and toy
draw
to
upon. It's evident that the guitar while the orch plays Latin
$2 dinner is paying off nicely. The American .stuff.
In sock pay-off
early trade has registered an appremonk, cued for femme's baton,
ciable pickup.
In the Lyda and sounds notes of "People Wiir Say
Yanni dance turn the spot is getting We're in Love" via electric chimes
a play from the town^s Greek colony. fhat skirt highchairs.
But it still takes Davis to provide
Lee Davis makes the most of none
the topping touch with his risgaie- too
then
material,
intro
hefty
For the new layout, he has col- warbles "Just a Cover Boy" for
ties.
lected a new batch of special ma- okay returns. Comic mops up with
terial which pays off in a high laugh droil comments on romance, then
quota, while his standards ^ill pay returns With a campaign speech that
oflf in applause values.
wins a solid vote from seat-holders.
Sherry Britton, who's making her
Although the first bloom's worn
first appearance here in a year, has thin, Frankie (Sugar Chile) Robincome back fortifiod with a song son hasn't lost any of his appeal.
routine that can stand on its own. Youngster skips on and plays standCalypso
manin.
a
risque
She does a
ing up, using his elbows to shift
ner that indicates she could event- from bass to treble in "Sugar Chile
ually discard her strip routine for Boogie." Seated for "Henry Jones,"
However, he "pipes the Ivrios with plenty
concentration on songs.
Lad offs to salvos after
bounce.
she still relies on the peel antics.
The surrounding show is one of lugty pounding of "Milton's Boogie,"
the better Leon & Eddie exhibits. then back for a brief bit with Lee
With the excentlon of Danny Sulli- Davis, in which th6 little 88'er mugs
like a vet. Returning to
emcees
banters
who
and
here,
returnee
van, a
and does a good .song spot, other in- the keyboard, moppet finales, with
Boxt.
gredients in the show warrant in- sock vocal of "Caldonia."

Hotel Plaz»
Hlldosarde

Graham, 81s
Ray Jacquemot
Chas Irwin
Chas Blackman Or
Gao Ore

Hotel St Merits
Edo Lubich Ore
Cafe Society
Mfrko
(I)uwntown) '
Hotel St Regie
Rose Murphy
Ted Straeter Ore
Helen Humes
Iflvalyn Tyner
ClifC Jaokaon
Rosalind Courtright
Edmund Hall Ore Iia.szlo & Poplto
Biumoni] Horseshoe
Hotel Taft
Mata & Harl
Vincent Lopez Ore
Choral Octet
Charlie Drew
Gleb Tellln Ore
I.a Martinique

McMann 3
pHiLADEi.rniA

SiaKR

The WeHingtons

Satisfying bill
gait.

Hotel I'onnHylvaula
Frankie Carle
Hotel Pierre
Calgary Brcs

Jane Pickens
Greb & bober
Dick & Dot Remy

Al

Fronfcie (Sugar Chile) Robinson,
CAMDWN
Lee Davis, Marito & Manuel Viera,
TOWerti (I) 3«-l
Allen & Kent with Emma Francis, Gee & Wbls!
Stevens
Carl Sands House Orch; '-'Dri/twood" Candy
Pauline Alpert

(Rep).

Jeffries

Bob Sydney
Sherm'n B & Tessie

Catrl Sr. Cnpee
.Sonny King

THIS

Beard

Brent
Jay Martin
Helen Lee
Terry

MnJeHtIc (I) 29-1
Don Francisco Cc
.Tohnny Hymian
iPbank Conville Cc

RoHe ^loran
Alan Stone

.

CITY

Phil Ronia.yn*

Ilal Cooke
Nype & Goto

filll

P.4TKR80N

'

Lynn
Bobby Sargrent-

who

&

Bd

Harry' Cool

.The

8trite-I/ak«,

tee

Bills

Marshal

Itacutelle

OrpheUiii (F) 20
Gil IVamb

.Tudy

TIP.

m

Knipir«

Dorothy Ross
Blue Augel
Amanda Laine
Kaye Ballard

OMAHA

.Sanuny Moss

Kent and Gordon Hardy, tro keyboarding celeste and 88 in a ^larilyn Maxwell
frequently show up strong Hit Parade medley. Duo pianos go Roily Rolls
Tap & Toe
enough to get the sippers to listen. well in "How Soon," along with 'rip,
Max & Gang
Jose.
Oriental (I) «9
Smith Howard's heavy drumming in

Arthur

Frank Marlowe
The Barretts

3

Eleanor Bowers

across

Arthur

muscular

is

Fleur, aero,

•

his

ready for large niteries and

who knows how

from page

30-1

Waner & Cole
The Moyds

'

Snow White &

NEW YOKK

Russell

Mel Torme
'

Hlvpodrome <I) 2>
Material is first rate and the singer Frankie l.a]ne
handles it to get the most out of it. lildclie SchafCer
She goes over particularly with a Dewey Sis
& Cora Baird
the gal who puts over songs in the nil Royal
(I) 30
noisy, bouncy Betty Hutton manner,
Nellie r.,Utcher
r.ouis Russell
younger set in audience.
In next sequence she starts out to T..e^. Richardson
Dusty Fletcher
sing, "Love That >Guy Lika He's Kclward Sis
Never Been Loved Before" and then Danny Dennle
Slate <I) 20-31
stops and turns it over to the experts. Latter are Mae West, Katha- Allan & Nobles
Cathy Randall
rine Hepburn, Sophie Tucker and Malvcy & Rcba
Hildegarde.
Arlene & Dowlinjr

,

,

who can put

Ann

a torch song.
Miss Russell imitates a southern

& Yanni,

Acuna and Leon are in the usual
hesl-and'.toe idiom with their Span
ish dancing, and okay for the course.
They lend a nice class touch to the
classy Cotillion Room of the Hotel
Pierre, singly and as a pair.
They're garbed in the tradition of
such terps, of course, with the lone
disadvantage being the inability of
the floor-level patrons to see their
feet in operation. It's the usual failing with dance acts at this spot.
Lone other act on the bill is the
standard Calgary brothers, with
their always hilarious: rani:omime

Willie

Jose.

personable delivery. She hits the
applause jackpot with series of
including "Dat's Love" a
French folktune and a brace of modernized oldies.
The piano interludes are by
tunes,

Leon

ACUNA AND LEON

girls

•

WS

'

and the

AdamnH (I) 20
Clyde McCoy Ore

.

Mo,ry

Young

WOOD CREBN

Cabaret

Colstonw

& Seldon
Noble
uroohi-yn

Alan Drake

& Dame

HI Lo Jk

.Toyce

(T)

Maudie Edwartte
iVlOoney & Kln^
Arthur Hrough
Cynthia & Gladya

Bell
&
Clhet Clark
Robt Alda.

Ihixy (I) 28
bonis Arn^Htron^

FlntbuRh

Kenway

HIppmlro'e <S) 29
Good 2 Shoes

Joan. Davles

20

(l>)

W

(S) 26

Stars on lee

Ronald Frankau
Sonny Jenks
Jack Stanford

MIAMI

Olymviii

2

Givla

Tillei'

Terry Juveniles'
SHKX*'KI> nU8H
Eniifire (8) 36
JaHi>er Slaskelyne

LONDON
StoII

Belniort

Stuart PeAvoe
Braemar Pipers

MANCHISHTKR

nil)

to

(tliroe

Mack & Desmond
Jerry Wald Ore

I.ee

'

Vnlley Arena (1)
.Tohnny MosHner O
Eddie Manson
"Wayne Marlln 3

:

WlndMlr (I) aO-1
Alan Stone
Roberta Circus
Tire Crawfords

Wash.

(I)

HOI/VOKB

Olab

Rosamund

Ager Young

Bigoa & Freda
Donovan & By!
P O'Farrell Co

30-1

Stan Kenton Ore
Tira Herbert
Merlbeth Old

itocket.tes
(TorpH (1b Ballet

Glee

Sym Ore

Joy Haydon
Smeddle' Bros

Chris Sand3

HiVHTFOUD

George Tator
Ronalde
Krnle & Marqulta

a standout in impressions. The act
when caught, was built around two
ideas—the girls who sing with bands

Nitery Reviews

Petrillo

state is

fot^

the personality kid

up front, giving out with plenty of
mellow music.
„.
,

Leon

delivery

I.fl4;vv;

(1..)

(W) Warner

;

Harris & Stan.
Biers 1* Juves
Palace (S> 30
Harry Legter Go
Marte Lawton

Fuliive (R) 2-4
VauKh'n Monroe 0

28

(I.)

Ranimy ICaye Ore
The Fojitaiiies

girl'singeri the sexy chantoosey, and
what she calls the "acrobatic chic,"

LENORE ROGERS

.StoII

D

Highlights of their routine are tomimist and his banjo are definitely
numbers-whelped provide the ballet
interpretations
of
Greek in the groove to top the bill. He
squelcher, concerning itself as it dances.
These numbers have' an feeds the audience everything fron\
does, in its lyrics, with proddihg that essential folk quality plus the re- some high class music on the banjo,
type of ungentle breed.
finements of baUet. They also con- through, comic off-key playing to his
One' notable item must be noted. tribute other items for neat returns. pantomime threading invisible needle
It's something that newcomers must
Jose,
but to keep things rolling. This act,
remember, .And that's in the care,
which has been around before, goes
with which Mrs. Courtright is mak- BETTY GAYNELLE
just as well as ever in this situation,
ing her initial ijresent&tion. For she Dance
He's aided by gal Who plays straight
has arrangements. And special ma- 7 MIns.
to Sheldon's panto stuff,
terial. And an innate ability to wear Leon Ss Eddie's, N. Y.
Harrison and Fisher, who burclothes, in good taste.
Aero dancer Betty Gaynelle has a lesque ballroom dancing and wind
She does rhythm numbers and lively and tricky routine that's okay With a nifty tango, are old favorites
pops equally as well, though for pub- for family vauders.
She works here. As usual they go across with
lic purposes she could use better rapidly, exhibiting some good tuma polish that makes, their satires of
known numbers rather than the spe- bling routines, and for a change of the
dance plenty effective.
cial, tunes written for her, by Jimmy
pace some neat control work.
Surprise feature is Ann Russell,
McHugh, Harold Adamson and the
Miss Gaynelle, however, needs to newcomer to Washington, who offers
.

Independent ;

(1)

(.S)

•

her

like.-'.

KKO:

(It)

;

(12);

Saturdays.

for cafes.

twain have a refreshing' set. of routines that are
nicely executed. Pair's ballet background is evident.
.terp

ctroult;

piirciitlH^HCN indiciilefl

(D IMnimonnl

28

below tuAlpRte opening ilay of show
or sitlit week.

bills
full

whether

-

to Mrs. Courtright's credit that

with

CQniicc-tion

Lovely Day," "The Wickedness of Marl nines
Teagarden
LVDA & YANNI
Men," ."Let Him Go," and the ever .rack
Uarney Bigard
sound. But "polite'* bad manners is Dancepopular "Biggest Aspidastra in the Sid- Catlett
probably the best way to describe
fl Mins.'-".
World." Novelties which hit the Arvell Shaw
the frequently cold response to perCary
Leon ft Eddie's, N. Y.
mark are "Boer Marching Song," Dick
Velmn Middleton
formers by audiences at the MaisonLyda and Yanni, the Greek dance and "Mauri Fairwell Song." Ted.
LamoureL & Dudule
ette who can easily be more im])air who were imported by Clifford
Striinii: (W) 30
pressed with their owii Continental
T.ionel ITainiiton
C. Fischer for the recent Edith Piaf
savoir faire and small talk than in
Red & Curley
variety show at the Playhouse, N.
BItONX
the performer at the mike.
being a good bet
It's

e

,

Little

Doreen Lavender
Harold riiilds

Roy

.Tefferles

Hugh Harden
Little .Tack

RKO
week

JefEersoli theatre, N. Y., last

cut

down

its

vau4e

t)ill.s

three days. House will run one

to

show

Wednesday, and another over
Saturday and Sunday.
House had been playing bills on
thrice weekly chaoge basis.

oii

-

5«

Raps Ageilt Wlio
Borrowed From Bookers Wolfit

Caurt;

Gitk trwin Shaw ^iindr^ Revkwimi
Fs£t Flop by

Plapni^

Irwin

strong criticfem of the practige ot
.artist's managers borrowing money
fjfrom booking agencies was' voiced
in N6\v York supreme court last

Shaw

Clears

Sb^f

306 hta UJS4 Mbt Now Relme Dates

(21) by Justice Carroll
Latter use* this argudeiside against liCster Rieifi
agent, who was stnng OorOthy ClaitCi
for 25% of her eafnings, based on
a five-year contract starting October,
1945. Defendant is now playing the.
lead in "Finian's Bainbow," at the

Wednesday

Among the reviews of '^Thcf
Suivivors," the Irwin Shaw-Peter
5th Winter
Viertel drama, whiqh opened antj. Detroit
closed at the Playhouse, N. Y. (24)
Operetta Season Feb. 2
after one week, most Tmusual is that
Detroit, Jant 27.
drama
himself,
as
written' by Shaw
Fifth winter operetta season of the
critic of the New Republic mag.
The piece is to appear in tomorrow's Detroit Light Opera Assn. will open
(Feb. 2) issue.
a 10-week engagement at the MaNoting that "It is impossible for a sonic Temple Feb. 2. Advance sale
playwright to. spealt candidly, even is claimed 12% above la.st season
newly pror night scale top being $3.60 with the
if he wished- to; about
duced play." Shaw remarks that "the season rate ranging from $9 to

G.

*

Walter.

ment to

Bows

,

.

,

46th Street, N.Y.

'

jjj^^^j

m
^

Lake

Salt

City, Jan. 27.

A

replica of the old Salt Lake theatre will be built on' the Univ. ot
Utah campus. The house will be
buiK by tbe university, according to
Dr. A. Ray Olpui, president, with
some outside financial aid.
The old. theatre, built in 1862, was
planned and constructed under the
direction of Brigham Young. Until
it was razed in 192J it was considered
one of the finest legit houses west
of Chicago, and virtually every
through this sectfon
star, touring

....

•

answering theActress-Singer,
claimed that the contract was
addition, Reis
g^^,

suit,
|

Univ. to BiiSd CopF Of
Old Salt Lake Theatre

had breached it. Court, holding that
Reis had embarrassed Miss CHaiieby the above-mentioned practice,
bi:ain is numbed from the prolonged per ticket. Matinees have a $2.40 top
iFulcd that ttie agent had breadied
violence of the experience and more and price per season is $24.
contract and threw out the case-.
the
or less incapable of sensible judgBarrie O'Daniels is again man- 'Aaron Lipper was the defendant's
ments on the work."
aging director. Opening -attraction attorney.
He reveals that, in the middle of will be "Bose Marie," to be followed
rehearsals he and Viertel had re- by "Roberta," "Uecty Widow," "Muplayed it.
alized- that a different treatment of sic in the Air," "Gay Divorcee," "Two
A drive is. under- way to collect
the material might have been much Hearts in Three-Quarter Time,"
relics from the old theatre to, be
more effective, but such, complete "NTaughty Marietta," "Bittersweet,"
used in the new one, but it is emrewriting would have involved "a "Babes in Togdand" and 'desert
LanidKslBiiler&asoii; phasized .the new house will be used
sacrifice of a .great many thousands Song," .last-named playing the week
merely a miufeum, but will be used
dollars, supplied by haciters who of April 5.
t
Beaek Better as a university drama center.
had considerable faith in Jthe sotipt
Beading, Fa., Jan. 27.
and production as it originally;
Reading Theatre Guild, local stock
stood."
company, is opoming a winter season"
The co-authors recognized too
,

"

fkyim

:

•

•

Shaw writes, that "a looser,
would have
impressionistic style

late,

.

.

they should- have- .kept
of the piancqnl dutxacters- alive
tba second' act and should

discloses,

one

uiitil

have enipbasned

*'the

HiirokBoddi^

Code Boiurd Mnlk

.

given considerably more movement
and tension to the play:" Also, he

search for tbe

here- tonight (Tues.) at the Plaza
theatre with "The Barretts of Wimpole Street." Group has been organized by Anthony Carr, localite
in "Dear Ruth" in
\fi\o played
Broadwisar, -and William Wbiting.
Legit ticket code board, which has former assistant to Harry WhgstatF
not convened in recent months, Gribble.
"Barretts" is being staged, by
huddled last week to consider a proWhiting, with C^arr playing the "male
posal to .revise^ the rule restricting lead. Others- in the cast include- Dulthe fee which agencies may charge cie CU)oper, from films, and Gredda
Hoabove the'boxofflce price, particu- Zajac, O. Tobert Hewitt, Ojork
wat and James TrierWlnQer:
larly as appUcahie to mezzanine

ARTas'Cmcat'

Agency Fee i&e

'

,

truth behind art old injustice Myhich
character."
central
the
e.,gages
Finally^ the "two main opponents
Should have muntcd each other down
bunkt'liioiieh streets,, barrooms,
houses, offices, in scenes popuUited
by a wide variety of human beings,
and balcony locations. Code rule
Daing- Better 1!Us TiBHi
each of whom was buss with bis stipulates the, premium to be 50c.
own.; work and pleasure^ and each of (75c. applies to lower floors).
Daytona Bearfi, Fla., Jan.- 27.
whom had his own contribution of McBride's and Leblang's agen- The Broad^ieay Players, stock comlove, hatred, venom, lie and truth
principally put forth the propo- pany thai flopped here last vdniet,
contribute to the tragically cies
to
"season.
sition to the boardj: which is made is doing much better this
doomed protagonists,"
up <rf League oit Hew Yorfc The-; Group, effi-E|]iiity players with
Bens«y as
IPmvcafive Suggesilan
aires and Eiciuity. It was contended James Bender and Carl
Jan.
season"
its
He concludes with B provocative that the fee should he taised he~. co-pcodueecs, opened
suggestion. "If I were a producer I cause of ih& increased cost of opera' 7 and" two plays since have, shown
would' rack my brain to find a meth- tion, the absence of delivery fees to profitable houses;
the
at
staged
Shows are being
od of introducing eie invaluable ele- and the fact that-the-NiY. .state law
ments of leisure and reflection into does not make a' differentiation, be- Princes^ a theatre within the hotel
the production of a play, somehow tween the 'premiums on lower and of the same^-name. "Claudia" is the
"What
with
incorporating :Hie costs: for this addi- upstairs locations. Code, which ap- current production,
to foltional time ;into the original budget; plies to legit theatres only V antedates Life" and "Glass Menagerie"
run IS weeks in all.
in a- wild attempt to stop, when'' nec- the staters ticket law but continues^, low. Season wiD
escjir-y, the menacingi, steady move- althoiigh both regulations ball tar.
West.
bam
Key
BNvay
Bye
75c.. as the peak premimn.
r. ;ent of the conveyor belt."
Key west, Fla., Jan. 27;
Kowhere .in the review does the
Also -proposed' that the agency
Julius JSasdin, owner of the Casa
Author indicate or express any ob- premium for tbie first floor be raised
hotel here, and his wife,
jection to or resentment of the opin- from 75cl to 83c., on the same Marina
Barr, onetime talent
fwmer
Ruth
ions of ttJe daily critics, whom he grounds, which with the federal tax
for Lou Walters, are mulling
ci.stigated several years ago in a added would, mean an even $1 over booker
p?esentation of a musical revue
boxoffice
price per
ticket. the
preface to the published text of his the
summer.
this
on
Broadway
Code board could authorize- both inprevious play, "The Assassins."
Tentative title is "It's All
"The Survivors," costing $75,000 or creases but the state's statute would
Remus Harris and
more, was regarded us a nukjir dra- require revision before the lower Dream," with
scripters. SuSan
Woodward
as
Dan
ma casualty. Eight of the nine N. T. floor tilt could be legally elteclave.
A plan for surburban and neigh- Miller, Alan Gale and Gene Barry
critics were either adverse or skeptiare being sought for leads.
cal about the chances ot the play, borhood ticket agencies was outfirst western type melodrama tried lined to the board by Saul Lancourt,
on Broadway in many seasons. Re- general .manager of Leblang's. Comlost Cekmy' Set For
gardless, Bernard Hart and Martin parative plans designed- to make it
Gabel, who presented "Survivors," easier for such potential patronage
Two-MoBtliSiiiiiiner
expected to continue- the show three to obtain tickets' were tried heretoweeks so that they could participate fore but none are known to be
Raleigh, Jan. 27^
operating now.
in indicated picture rights.
"The Lost Colony" drama defi~

.

-

A

'

A

Ron

:

Attendance was so bad, especially
third night last Wednesday
(2i), that they decided to take the
show off. Large extra space ads orde 'ed into the dailies were cancelled
all papers except .the Herald
TriLune^ it being too late to pull
the three-colmnn insertion out of
the forms. Theatre news column on
the next page carried the closing notice,

however.

"Survivors" required

a weekly gross of $14,000 to break
even and.' the presenters figured it
would be too costly to stick it out.
Authors: of the meller "will divide
the film, rights coin, if sold.

R. White's

7 Thunders'

Being Done on B'way
Robertson "White, RKO screenwriter, has scripted his first play,
"Seven -rhimders;" a drama. BronSon Williams> formerly- in the Brock
3*emfaerton ofiice, wHl make »as entry into managerial ranks with the
.

production..

Casting has begun.

Salacrou

Due

for Play

Armand Salacrou, French playwright, arrives in the U. S,, Feb. 2,
to see the first production in English of hiS'play, "Nights of Wrath,"
opening Feb. 11 at the President, the

New

School

theatre",

Dramatic Workshop's
on Broadway.

Salacrou

is

invitation of

making the trip at the
Erwin Picator, director

of the- Workshop's productions.

be staged for .ttvo months
during the coming summer, the
executive committee of the Roanoke
Island Historical Assn. announced
following its first meeting of :Uie new

nitely will

UmLESKEDSeSH&WS

m

ALFRESCO SEASON

.

>

beth," next season, involves special
deals with various unions. Burok
will send the productioBS eat next

October for a 20-week tour of one
and two-night stands at colleges,
universities and public auditoriums.
During tbe college hohiiay recess in
December a Broadway engagement
is also'

planned.

Engagement

worked ant
For instance,
be used. If

is beinff

a concert booking.

as:

no advance man

will

'

—

,

was not yanked earlier.'
but there is plenty of work currently
Show closed at the Hudson Sat- being undertaken in lining up the
urday (24) when two weeks were other eastern dates again.
completed and B^ckhaxd ran out ot
money.
Takings

for

the

second

week

were

reliably stated to have been
than $400, almo.ft a record in
reverse.
First week's gross was
$1,325 and of that amount arwnd
$1,000 represented the opening night,

CHEVMM 1-MAN ACT

less

.

BACK

IN

FEBRUARY

Maurice Chevalier is planning another one-man show in New York,
starting the latter part of February,
Theatre is still to be selected.
Chevalier will come to a Broadway
legit house following his two weeic
run: at
the Copacabana, Miami

Beach.
Last season. Chevalier played the

Henry

Miller

theatre,

N.Y.,

for

seven weeks, in whieh he- grossed
around $125;000. He's currently in
Boston, whore, according to Arthur
Lesser, Chevalier's manager, he'll do
around $17,000. Lesser declared that
in the prior run at tlie Biltmore,
Los Angeles, Chevalier scored $20,000 in a two week run.

Barton MacLane Preem
Set for Dallas Stock

m

.

sales reports.

bitendlng to complete his Canadian
tour at' Victoria and then proceed to
journey eastward through U. S.
northern cities, Wolfit had some
$30,000 to -play with on his. Canadian
earnings but was stymied when the
British foreign
exchange control
bo^d advised him that he would not
be permitted to transfei; liis Canadian
profits and convert these into American, dollars for his proposed U. S.
tour, this -compelling him to cancel

it

Make

"

tour

'

Met

•

Canadian

London producers are reported watchhig" this trans-Canada
venture with considerable interest.
Wolfit, with his Shakespearean
repertory, was sold out for every
performance in Halifax days before
tbe Empress of Canada docked with
bis company ot 30 and two baggage
cars of sceneiy and costumes. Thf
same situation obtained in St. John,
New Brunswick, and the BritLshera
did excellent business in Montreal.
But the visitoii ran into a boxoffice snag in Toronto chiefiy because
the three-week stay at the Royal
Ateaouidra was too long and Toronto
customers had previously been surfeited with Shakespeare. However,
Wolfit has big advance sales in such
other Ontario c^tres as Bntntford,
Hamilton and London; and his west«
em toiw, from mail-order sales, looks
like a solid selloutj in Winnipeg,
Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver and
'Victoria. 'In -other words, as far as
London 'impresarios are concerned,
Wolfit's trims-Canada tour has been
highly successful in the ea.st, did only
fair in Toronto because he was here
three- weeks last season and three
this year, but will have a tremendous
success' in aU -'subsequent engagements in the Canadian we.st, judging
since 1039.

LEANMtV^m

'

,

coast-to-ooast

first

.

take.

year.

27.

company doel; a stand at a legit
house it will work on a legit basis, his American dates.
with theatrical imiou men employed.
This situation was clari&ed over
Union people will be used for union the weekend and Wolfit's application
auditoriums, althouRh this won't ap- to the British foreign exchange con.
ply in college halls. ART cleared trol board was cleared on Saturday
these matters with the: various' (24> and he now can gamble his
unions concerned, on the basis vL $30/100 in America. After the tomthe' "educational angle involved^ BTs;
]^etioa of his trans-Canada tour,
Miss Webster's hope to hdd: to iiie Wjolfit
and bis liOndoh company play
productions sent out each season,
Seattte and Foitjand. and ^en
until a
complete drama-shelf _is.
journey eastwardr^imth jump-backs,
available as part of college cur-over the border to repeat engagericula.
ments at western Canada dates—and
then to Detroit, Philadelphia, Washington and Boston. The only hitch,
however, and a headache for Ernest
M. Rawley, Wolfit's representative in
North America, is that Rawley must
Lowest gross show on Broadway now line up these eastern dates again
was "Harvest of Yeanr," and only the which had;: been cancelled after
persistence of its presenter, Arthur Wolfit believied that the British .govJ. Backhard, that it jattempt three ernment would not iOIow him to take
weeks so that he could participate in his Canadian profit dollars into the
possible picture rights, explains why U. S. Seattle and Portland are set
the

"Years" was written by DeWitt
The committee, composed of Mil- Bodeen, a Coast writer. While it was
vin Daniels, chairman; I. P. Davis, said that severad picture companies,
musical shows at Iroquois Amphi- vice-chairman; C. S. Meekins, T. S. expressed interest in the rights, no
theatre.
Coming summer series, Meekins, A. Q. petl ahd Horace deal was consummated.
which will start about July 1. will Dough, representing the National
again t>e six weeks in duration, and Paiic Service to which Fort Raleigh
Sadler's Wells
will be 10th anniversary for the al- belongs, and Martin Kellogg, Jr., atfresco operettas.
Sponsors promise torney, set at rest reports that the
To
1st N.Y. Visft
special effort in produotions and 10-year-old production might not be
casts.
Denis DuFor has ag-ain been continued this year.
London, Jan. 27.
After meeting at the Dare County
named producer for his third season,
The Sadler's Wells Ballet Co..
and viMU start casting within a short courthouse, at Mantco, on Jan. 13, England's No, 1 ballet troupe, will
the committee conferred with Sam visit
time.
New York next fall for the
Work on the local chorus and Selden, director of "The Lost Col- first time, to dance for four weeks
small part people will begin imme- ony," and Paul Green, author of the at the Metropolitan Opera House.
by telephone. Neither Sel- Engagement, being
diately.
A new chorils training drama,
sponsored by
den nor Green could leave Chapel Ballet Theatre,
pro.iect, to be known as the Amphiof New York^ is reHill to attend the meeting.
turn gesture for its visit two years
theatre Chorus School, will enlist
ago to Covent Garden upon a Sadvocal talent from Louisville and surler's Wells invitation.
rounding towns. Most promising of
Shows
Rfjiearsal
Company of 70 will make the trip,
the group will be selected for places
"Joy to the World"—John House- headed ^by Ninette De Valoist its
in
the chorus and minor roles.
director, and Margot Fonteyn, pruna
George Wiederfaold, choral director man and William R. KTatzell.
"Respectable
Prostitute"
and ballerina, and Robert Helpmann, as
ana former racUo and opera basso,
"Church Street"—New Stages.
chief -male dancer. Latter is well
will direct tbe Chorus School.
"The H»U*m8"— William Brown known in legit, as he shifts back and
Meldney.
forth between the two media. He
Daniels Directs Legiter
"Ton Never Can Tell" (revival)— did "Hamlet" here a year ago.
~
Los Angeles, Jan.
Theatre Guild.
Company must return for the Covent
Jack Daniels, dialog director at
"My Romance"—'Sbuberts.
Garden season in mid-October,
Warners, will direct Helen Sloan
"Me and Molly"—Feigay, Smith, hence won't tour beyond N. Y. It
Stetson's new legiter, "Dipper Over Ken with and Cummings.
will present tiill-evening ballets for
Gimbers," to be produced here early
"A Long Way From Houe"—IBx- the first time in the U. S.. its reperin February by Marie Louis Elkins, perimental Theatre.
toire including such works as the
Producer plans to take "Dipper"
"The LfaMlui Tre^J
Staurice five-act "Sleeping Beauty" of
to Broadway for a spring opening.
Evans.
Tchaikovsky^
Louisville, Jan. 27.
Louisville t'ark Theatrical Assjn. is
shaping plans for the 1948 ser^son of

Toronto, Jan.

With Donald Wolfit, British actormanager, purrently unclertakmg the

Arrangement between Sol Hurolc.
and the Atrierican Repertory Theatre to book Margaret Webster's
productions of "Hamlet" and "Macfrom advance

:

on the

d Bringhig

Theatre
for -the

'48

first

Dallas, Jan. 27.
here receives rights
pro'duction anywhere

of "Black John." a new farce eoraedy written by Barton MacLane, film
actor.
This made possible the announcement of schedule for the remainder of the season at the GviU
Oil Playhouse, Fair Park,
"Leaf and Bough," a new drama
by Joseph Hayes, is current and will
run until Feb. 7. "Black John" -will
run from Feb. 9 to 21. Then a four
weeks repertory Festival, repeating
four of the season's productions,
Feb. 23 to March 20.

N. Y.
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KAY FRANCS mOVED
"State of the Union," currently
playing midwest one-iiighters, will
ead its tour Feb. 7 in Pittsburgh
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Hove to Keep l^ws fran FeUing

where it opens next Monday 12),
Clowns was decided upon some
weeks ago, the illness of Kay
Francis in Columbus last wodt.

.895
.S75
.868
J150
.823
.821

when she took an overdose of sleepr
iitg pills, not being a factor.
Explained ttiat further time for "State"
was not available except smaller
stands in the south.
Miss Francis is not expected back
in the cast and Erin O'Brien Moore,
who was on Uie road with the show
last season and who planed to Co"
lumbus when Miss Francis was hospitalized, is slated to play the final
dates df the Lindsay and C rouse

Critics'

fomore

at flitfway

"Anna Lucasta," which had a long
Browlway run with an all-Neyro
cast, will

Parkway

Cdtieni

JM7-48 season finds W«id MoreheuM^ agsin on top, faoldtng the same

late next month. Translation is by
Jsadore Lash, with Nathan Goldberg
and Jacob Jacobs producing.
The Parkway theatre has previously done Yiddish adaptations of

Broadway

Mark

Columbus, Jan.

,

27.

k "Sfadrs'

,

.

'

'

I

>

close third.

a
between Local 1 of N. Y.'s stagehands union (Theatrical Protective
Union) and the managers have not
sesujted
any agreement between

bers tmless wage increases are
granted. That implied the possibility
but heretofore when^
ia strike,
contracts have expired before revised pacts were signatured, provision for retroaotive application was
made. Union held a general meeting
whereas last- year the., number was last Sunday C2S> vi^en the stagettaiee. There was a hefty betterment hands declared Vbey wante('. negoamong Vakibtt's reviewers too.
tiations completed before the prcs'Fewer "No OpinUHs"
ent agreement expires Sunday (1).
Brooks Atkinson of the Times apSo far Hie managers have not in>pears ito have been affected by the dicated tliey will grant increases,
welter of heavy dramas this .season and several concessions sought are
and he took definite exception to his rHgSrded as ""impcssible," some
fdlbw side-^^tteis n number of first leading unionists admitting those de.ni^ts. Score indicates there were mands to be out of Une. Commitopinion'' notices than last tees for both factions are huddling
lewcF
year, one critic who couldn't malce separately, but climax negotiating
up his mind before having sharpened session Friday (30) may result in a
his notices to the extent that he is compromise agreement, or start fire^
now definitely calling 'em one way works. Producers, especially those
or auo^r.
with one-^t shows, feel that the
Revivals are grouped with new present wage scale affords liberal
plays so, far as the critics' score is compensation.
Heads of departcimcerned, as last season. Gilbert ments are paid $112 weekly, while
and Siinivaa revivals by the lyOyly withers in the crew get around $75;
Carte Co; have generally been lauded Union wants' a general 20% inbut some of the bills have been
panned, for which reason each op»
-eretta given is considered separately.
The first-stringers did not cover all
the C&S musicals because there were
other first nights which opposed.

noticed that the first four critimproved in their
jsrognostications -over last season
wben most of them seemed to be out
of form. There are six having between .800 to .900 percentages,

Critics of the nine Manhattan dailies Jigure in the score. It is the same
group of reviewers as last season, at
wbkta time there; were three changes
iii critical posts.

HOP£

IS

QVQi

Ifi"

FOR

PLAYWHGRTaEliem
Colin Clements, co-author of the

who joined through the "new blood"
arrangement ;vith producers. Chair
verbally chastised him for expressing objection in a situaMon about

Stormy Petrd Fades

m

It's

ics in the ratings

I

which he knew

of

MertsSgllhstd
Ik Sroadnray for

Death of Utax J. Jelin last TTiursday (22), in New ¥orfc, marked the
passing of one of the most tempestu-

I
i

ous characters in the legit, field in
a decade. He liad been on Broadbut a couple of' years, but
caused so many ructions while having the lease oa tlie B^laaco that fais
name was in the dailies frequently,

ATAM

range jets were wide open when an
explosion wrecked his upper East
Side apartment, badly damaging adjacent apartmemts in the new building..

was a picture exhibitor in

New Brunswick, N; J., prior to ent^ng l^it and it was stated he gave
I

film

I

I

.

-

JT.

Y.,

ligSbts

Of Plans Inr Beoefit

many battles that he
into
so
was in the police courts every
then.
between
and
in
now
owners
attractions
the
theatre
sought- to regain possession and
there were any ntimber of diq90ssess
proceedings.
Last -season. JeUn essaj'^ed
a colored cast ventoi of
"Lysistrata" which lasted four days.

Shuberts. who
senter and UA.
leased the Broadway to, the film outfit, have refused to take the house

unions finally agreed that ibe "Skipper" scenery be loaned to Davis by
as a fund-raising medium. If
tlie play is to continue beyond two
weeks (which it is doing) Davis must
...^^^
constructed under
{commercial agreements, to be mstalled jt the Playhouse by Saturday
Davis was wquired to place
(31).
desagner fees in esenw with the"

ANTA

By WALTBB -VINCENT

rn_
--J
1
VI
*
n. J
(Pre«de«t
o/_ «« Actor* Fund
of AmeriiM)
d.

The Actors Fund of America and
The Motion Picture -Belief Fund join
in a 10-day Fair in N;. Y. sext No-

No Ma£ic Taach
He was finally ousted from the vember.
up Belasco last October, at which time
The Actors FimdS <note that
Jelin had a lease on tlie Interna- plural? The Actors Fund of America
tional, N. Y., and th«e, too, mis- and The Motion Picture Belief Fund)
takes were made. After some&ing i,Fair, beginning Nov. 26, 1948, at ihe
called *The Magic Touch" promptly 71st Regiment Armory, N. Y., may

(Wed.) with "The Cradle
Will Rock," a stage show, but it has
only technically reverted to legit.
House is under lease to United Artists and the deal to resume "Cradle"
was made between the show's pre-

and ET (also ANTA) that productions for experimental purposes shall
not be used in the commercial fl^d,
will be adhered to.
of
the
Fact-finding committee

Walter YiiiceiilT4&

XraiHe' fatenm Booldng
The Binadwtty,
toni^t

:

;

Jelin recently indicated he would
suicide and police reported five gas

Exchanges many headaches before he quit that field.
When be
got the Belasco, Jeiin presented a
drama called "Lower North," a fast
flop
which cost around $60i,000.
He then attempted to recmqs by
booking one failure ^ter another
rental
basis
got
on
but
a

I

^^^^

I

.

scenic designers union, in the e-vent
I

'

'•

disappeared, a colored musical called
"Calypso" also took- a fast fadeout.
He got despondent when unable to

.

.

:

way

Jelin

little.

It was brought out that most of others. All participate ,on petcentagA
those in need of aid did not liave if operating profits are earned, but
jobs last year and therefore were 7S% of the expected net would go
not qualified to receive relief from to the American National Tlieatrit
the N. Y. state unemployment- fund. and Academy, whi^ sponsors SxThe assessment would raise around perimeutal Theatre, where "Skipper"
$24,000 yearly buf the money could originated.,
not be used until approximately six
'Skipper' Hurdles TJaittiu
monflis -after payments into the unMuddle over "Skipper" was clariemployment fund begin.
now fied
by the committee of unions
has a 1%, assessment for operational
wliich first declared that the "Skipexpenses, as not enough is realized per" scenery would have to be de*
from du-es. It also has a welfare stroyed and- replaced if the play confund, that money being obtained by tinued on a supposed commercisA
an annual benefit performance and basis but late last week reconsidered
used for .=ick and death aid. But the the "'edict." Since nobody is figured
proposed assessment would be de- to make any money out of the play,
voted entirely to unemployment re- as Blevins Davis, wlio took over
lief;
"Skipper," had declared any manAlthough the 2% plan was ac- agerial profits would go to ANTA^
ceptable to those present at last cbjectioc by the unions was itaxdijjr
week's special meeting, it must be logical, especially because the set*
voted upon by the membership at ting was made in a union sho^
largfe and a mail referendum will Pointed out, however, that ttoe origibe held es promptly as possible.
nal agreement between the unions

h fta Jdk Sncide

^

problems -with the unions another
house was not available. Cast has
been on percentage since regular
boxoffice prices applied, John Garfield drawing $80 the same as aU

.

the-factioBS, ao the decidiands committeemen kidicated that they "may
not be able to control" their mem-

smaller guarantee was obtained

Levy f«r Needy

'

percentage of J) 75. Alorehouse was
judged correct in one. more review,
missing only four out of 38 shows,
!:;^s Is
for .a percentage of .895.
an 'improvement oi 28 .points -over
Kronenberger's .868,
January, "47.
him a
placed
with only five misses,

A

;

for the National which would have
gone dark but which will house "To-^
night at 8:30" (where it was origi-*
nally presented) on Feb. 23. Under
the deal made by the "Crinie" actors
none in the cast will get more than
Officers of the Asiax. of Ilieatrical $150 unless business climbs over
Agents and Managers have advised $14,000. Last- week the drama im-;
proved to $18^900, a boost in gross
its membership that fimds must be
of %ZiWO probably due to the an-^
raised to aid unemployed pressnounced closing. Cast is tapped by
agents, company and house manJohn Gielgud, Lillian Gish, Dolly
agers. Union ordinarily has between
Haas and Vladimir SokolofF. "Crime"
200 and 300 members sans jobs,
drew -some exceptionally favorabli;
with a larger number said to be
notices but was geared too hi|^ t<t
currently in that category. At a
operate at less than high grosses.
special meeting held last week a
Each actor will get a percentage if
proposal to assess all those ahead
the drama shows an operating net
and back .2% of their salaries was with the reduced' nut.
okayed almost unanimously, only
"Skipper" got a break when "The
two out of 126 present voting nay. Survi-vors" closed at the Playhouse
'One of the latter is a new mejnber after one week, for in addition to

"Stars

« Pact

Among them

ATAITsZ^Pay

Kay Francis, star of "State of the
Union," which played the Hartman
here for a week, opening Sun., Jan.
18, is expected to spend the rest of

Calhem draws

Slpoed

hits.

.

this wwk in White Cross Hoi3)itaI,
.Jan. 27.
Columbus, recuperating firom a sethe top male vere cold and an overdose of sleepon .My Shoulders,''
Sim critic also had at last Broadway musical to be staged by ing pills, talcen to relieve the cold.
fhe K<
jShe became ill Friday morning
Ifcar's finale .score. His percentage is Bodgers and Hammcrstein.
(i3), and Howard Graham, stage
&ving Bmiin and Norman Kxasna manager of the production, was
better than last midyear but Kichard
Watts, Jr., reviewer for the Post, is are doing the words and music here. briefly held by police until Miss
• closer contender fitian was Louis
F^ncis con&rmed his story of what
Kronenberger, of PM, last season.
caused her illness, after sbe regained
consciousness. Graham said he was
Watts, formerly critie for the
Post
last
called to her hotel mom about 6:30
Herald Tribune, jouied the
ajn., and that Miss Francis fainted
during
-seassn after being overseas
and burned her legs on a radiator
present
war 7ea»: His improved
his
when he took her to a window in an
midyear score is indicated by
jeffort
to revive her. William Blair,
jumping from seventh to second,
ooai^ny manager^ called Gx;£bam's
lailhaving predicted tiie success ot
detention
"a ridiculous, mistake."
nre of 35 out of 40 attractions for a
Negotiations for
new contract

in

iegit

were "Student Prince," "Johnny
Belinda" and "Tomoi3ww tl^ World."

Hollywood,

Louis

role

be done in Yiddish at the
theatre, Brooklyn, starting

*BldicuIoiiB mistake'

iK

1^ «s Iw di4 last J^smsty, a rating

Successful effort of actors, including name idayers, to keep some
sSxows goiag which ordinarily would
close, is an interesting phase of recent Broadway activities. Hiis is particalai-ly
so in connection with
"Skipper Next to Gkid" and "Crime
and Punishment," with respective
managements also participatins.
"Skipper" straightened out involvements with the stage uniqns which
arose after the drama's status
changed from that of an experi*
mental play to a commercial basis
and moves from the Kliiott to the
Playhouse Friday (30). "Crime stays
at the National for three weeks,
although it had been advertised to
fold last Saturday (24).

liicasta' in Yiddish

comedy.

Vaiuexs's boxscore on the N. Y.
legft critics for the first half qf the

Iksps in

the show closed and did not move.
This money was to reimburse the
_
descgner in
_ conscene and costume

[Jde^tion

of' "Skipper'fc''

"

two"

and

one-half weeks commercial date at
require a slogan. If a slogan becomes {.j^g
necessarv, I recommend "10 Days of
Actors in "Music In My Heart"
Gaiety With Gratitude."
also cooperated in anattemptlokcep
Why "Gaiety With Gratitude"?
it lighted at the Adelphi, but show
Because there will be 10 days and closed there Saturday (24). Flans
10 nij^ts of gaiety to raise a most for a tour were cancelled, although
urgently needed $1,000,000, for ihe the -operetta is a road possibiU^ In
joint benefit of the two good samar'^ the fall. Plxycts and ettsemble acHans of show business. The Actors cepted minimums and possible perFund of America and the Motion 'centage but takings ar<»ind $12,000
'Picl-ure Relief Fund.
were not enough to operate the musiWe should be gay because of the cal out of Hie red even with the reevent, and full of gratitude for the vised nut.
Show stopped foe one
opportimity the Fair will give us to week during which time tlie iserhelp our less fortunate brothers and centage arrangement was made. The
sisters.
usual -eight -weeks' interlude between
'What are tlie plans for the Fair? closog and opening, which is an
A carnival, a bazaar, a fair—with Equity rule, did not apply as there
endless stunts, hundreds of booths, was a change in the'management.
the old Palace revived, dancing and
being photographed with stars, famous bands, etc.. For these et ceteras
WiUliers 'Sweet' f
we want your ideas and we must
Chicago, Jan. 27.
i

I

associateis

book another attraction in the Columbus Circle house and the lease
coi^cession,
was declared void.
the rental contract restricts
It had been known that Jelin was
the use of the theatre to pictures.
delinquent in the payment of fedWhen the "Cradle" engagement eral taxes, including admissions and
ends and UA decides to book in a withholding levies, amount of $140,legit show, the assent of the Shu- 000 being reported due.
Durmg a
berts will be necessary. Lease of the receivership proceeding last season
Broadway is said to call for $5,000 an income tax agent kept tabs on all
weeldy rent and does not expire un- money taken in at the boxoHiee, in
Theatre has been dark an effort to collect for the governtil the fall.
for some time, expected picture ment.
product not having materialized.
One of bis manipulations was to
Differed to assume half the rent book two different shows into the
if the lease was cancelled but no
Playhouse, N. Y., which he claimed

yesterday

deal

her husband can survive

guarantees from both the other
One of the attractions
managers.
did play that theatre, after the pre^
your help, tbs Fair is a.gigau'
John Wildberg last week ansenter put up another guacantee to have
V.
.„
,
.
,
tic undertaking Jn which we will aouncwi
Uiat he would optat '^weet
the operator who proved that Jelin
need the active cooperation and help ^^d Low," British musical revue,
the lease.
a brief period, then taken over by never had
only of every man, woman and here about Oct. 1. li.ngli.sh hit will
Part or all of that money was not
Michael Myerberg; who closed it
ei-iild related to the amusemeri mthen tour before showing on Broadafter two and one-half weeks at the eventually refunded, it was claimed,
dustry, but also every other industry |
^^y. Wildberg will bring over
Mansfield, although the attraction during the year's run of "Burlor which the theatre and the motion
drew fairly good grcsses. Presenter lesque," the only show that Jelin picture have done so much. And yes, Hermione GingoW, Star of the show.
booked which did make a stay of it.
and 16 other members of .tbai cast;
is David Lowe and it's advertised as
of course, the children! Perhaps we
Theatre tentathrcily se^ls^ the 90t«
having the same cast as that which That revival recent^ closed, stay- j
^
(Continued on page 60)
ing on after Jelin was ousted.
seater Civic.
recently appeared.

comedy, "Strange Bedfellows,"
was reported in precarious condition
diclt

yesterday (Tues.) in Jewisl hospital, Philadelphia.
The playwright,
who had a heart attack Dec. .26 during the play's Philly tryout, has become steadily worse.

Florence Ryerson, wife and collaborator of the 53-year-old dramatist, has been with him constantly,
except for time out to attend the
'^Strange Bed£ellows" premiere Jan.
14 .at the.M«frosco, N. Y. She notified
-

in New York by phone
that physicians believe
only a
matter of hours.

Besides "Bedfellows," Clements
and his wife wz'ote "Harriet," in
which Helen Hayes appeared in New
York three years ago and later on
tour. Also a nilmber of film scena-

numerous plays for little theatres and amateur groups; severai
ooHections of one*act plays and
monologs, five mystery novels and
rios,,

children's stories.

Their

home

is

on the Coast.

back but have made a
since

UA

was made.

to

have

leased,

by Marc

collecting advance

1

;

]

,

,

j

i

Ou

Blit2stein, is an unusual musical protest
against employers of labor unionists,
but dates back 10 years. It was recently put on at the City Ontcr for

"Cradle," written

j

j

.

'

1.

I

,

VednesJay, January 28, 1948
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Vancouver Concerts

Move

First Piano Quartet lOustrates

How Radio Builds Concert Records
An

example of a musical unit, crer4»
ated tor radio, mopping up in two
other ifleWs as well, is ttiat of the
First Piano Quartet. Group, put together seven yedrs ago by Edwrin
still owns the package, developed in the last year into
one of the half-dozen majw concert
attractions, and this season becamie
a bestseller in the recording lists.
In its first concert tour this season, the FPQ has played to overIt jammed in
capacity audiences.
14,000 people into St. Paul Auditorium, which Seats 12,300 (1,700
extra chairs or standees added),
and 8,000 into Cleveland's Public
Purdueii Univ. Music
Auditorium;
Hall (capacity 6,146) drew 6,856 peo-

Pons-Kosty Get $18,200,
New High for St. Louis
St. Louis, Jan. 27;

27.

Hilker Attractions is moving all its
concerts to the Auditorium* Group
claims it can get the same number
oi seats in the Auditorium as ,it

had

in'

hside Stuff-Legit

to Auditorium

Van«ouver, Jan.

Due to ''exorbitant" rentals being charged by downtown theatres,

the downtown theatres, and
it was formerly

for half the rental

paying,

*

Usually before a new play tries but, a.Broad(way booking is sought, but
producer William Brown Moloney will not seek a main stem berth until
Drama was written by Rose
after "The Hallams" opens out of town.
Franken, who is Mrs, Moloney, and the first tryout will be at BuflEaio
Feb. 5, show not beii^g due in New York for about a month. f Characteri
are those used in "Afaother Language," Miss' Franken's first hit, but the
time is 10 years after the supposed, date .in that 'play.
An exceptional incident; of the "Hallams" preparations marked the
first day of rehearsals. Miss Franken, who Is directing her play, advising
the players there woulcl be no changes." Ordinarily five days are allowed
producers in which to replace actors without salary liability. Morale ef.

moving into the 1,900-seat
Lily Pons, as soloist with the St. hall is ttie Vancouver Symphony
Louis Symphony orchestra guest- Society.
The latter is presenting feet on the cast was indicated by the fact that it was possible for a run'
conducted by her husband, Andre weekly pop concerts directed by through of the first act after the fourth day of rehearsals. Players are
Kostelanetz, broke all records at Con- Jacques Singer, ita permanent con'- Ethel Grifiies, June Walker, Royal Heal, Matt Briggs, Alan Baxter, Mildred
Dunnock, Katherine Bard, Mildred Wall, iFrank M. Thomas, Dean Norton
vention Hall here last Wednesday ductor.
(21), drawing 10,819 attendance at
Auditorium has passed through and John McKee,
$2.40 top for an estimated $18,200.
numerous hands in recent years.
The soprano is now set for a south- When not used for concerts and
Opening of ''Mister Roberts* at New Haven last week encountered a
It lacks
ern concert tour, opening Jan. 30, in like, it is a roller-rink.
close shave with censorship when local authorities objected to some of
Richmond. She made her season's backstage facilities for legit shows. the play's dialog. Atmosphered against a seagoing background, wordage
farewell appearance Jan, 17, at the
was pretty salty at Thursday (22) preem. Objection was rajised to a bland
Metropolitan Opera House, N. y„ in
reference, in slang-tern>s', to a certain form of V.D.^ Script, replete with
"Lucia," having sung at the Miet six
profanity in first performance, was considerably cleaned up before show
ple; Detrbit'sj Masonic Temple (4,- times this season. With her husband,
left for Philadelphia, but line mentioned above was still in.
800 seats) drew 5,200.
she sails April 21 on the De Grasse
Although "Roberts" is a one set show, part of the scenery sways back
Group recorded the Paganini for a spring tour of England and
and forth at times, requiring a flock of stagehands. Crew used at New
Variations for RCA- Victor last fall France. They'll make their first apHaven totaled 32, but when the show arrives on Broadway at the Alvin
and 45 days later *8 dislc was the pearance in Ireland and Switzerland
the week of .Feb. 16, the bacl^tage bunch will number 26. There are 25 in
second bestseller in classical r^c- in May. Miss Pons will sing in rc'.^
the cast which includes but One femme and 10 extras are also used.
seller in cla^sieai, records in a na- cital and with orchestras, KostelanLeland Hayward produced the drama dramatized by Thomas Heggen and
tionwide dealer survey and first in etz conducting the latter. She'll also
Joshua Logan from the former's novel anent a wartime naval vessel,
ninfe key cities. Latest Hooper con- make appearances with the Paris
Logan .will participate in royalties as co-author and stager, he also having
jjucted in 21 cities showed a hefty Opera.'
an interest in the managerial end.
6.9 for the FPQ, considered excellent
Kecent
for a musical sustainer,
Buenos Aires, Jan. 19.
popularity poll of the Cleveland
With his production of J. B. Priestley's "The Linden Tree," Maurice
Negotiations are still continuing
plain Dealer showel FPQ. faur.th,
will mark first time he's ;producing a play in which he doesn't
Council
Evans
British
in
Arbetween
the
ahiiad of such shows as Fibber Mcgentine and theCJolon Opera adminr appear as an actor. Production opening Feb. 4 in New Haven, followed
Gee« Bob Hope and Jack Benny,
possible
for
a,
tour
in
Arby
two weeks in Philadelphia starting Feb.: 9, will also mark one of Boris
istration
Where concert business in general
rate appearances in a sympathetic part and his second role on
Karloff's
season
Thomas
gentina
this
by
Sir
is 15% to 25% oft around the counBeecham and the London Philhar- Broadway- ("Arsenic and Old Lace'' was the other). Evans, currently
try, FPQ's has gone up. Unit usually
monic Orchestra. -Negotiations for appearing in "Man and.: Superman" at the Alvin, N. Y.,' won't get to see
plays for $2,500-$3,000 as guarantee
the
until its second week in Philly, as on the first Thursday
BritisiLare
in
the
hands
production
the
of
Nicoagainst, percentage,, or when per'
Music division of the American
forming as part of a subscription Theatre Wing's GI school, to top off las Zborowsky, local entrepeneur, afternoon available he's doing a holiday matinee- in Ni' Y.
and Iriberri Concerts Organization
"Linden" is in its sixth month in London, with Sir Lewis Casson and
series, itas a set fee, of $3,000 or less,
setting
existence,
is
years
of
its
iwo
been
orhas
asked
to
look
after
the
depending on seating capaci^. Usual
his wife, Dame Sybil Thorndike, in the leads. Barbara Everest will play
cut is 60%; and the group has up a series of ATW concert awards ganization of radio and eoncert^ Qut- the femme lead in the U, S. production.
grossed as much as $6,000 for its in the form of debut concerts in New side Colon for the group.
Chief hitcti in the deal is the huge
share .of a concert. In its first con- York. School has 800 students in
Joseph M. Hyman's share in "Make S/fine Manhattan," Broadway's
with
cost,
from
Argentine
standards,
after
year
it
cert, in Hochester, a
that division. "J^iose eligible will be
click, which he presents, is said to be 35%, although it was
went on the air, U played for a $500 students who've never had a New the .Philharmonie asking £1500 ster latest musical
that figure because he had to complete the revue's
ling per concert, which atnounts to reported nearly double
feei biit the local manager sent along
York debut, and, who qualify for a about $7,000. niis is too much con- financing when several well known backers declined to invest. Moss Hart,
voluntarily
additional
check
$300
an
longhair recital with full equipa^ent
for whom Hyman was business manager, is a "Manhattan" participant
local
thesidering
that
is
no
totalled.
Last
there
were
receipts
when
of lieder, operatic arias, American
Hart. Latter teamed with Hyman in presenting "Chris-,
atre' or auditorium big enough to and so is Bernard
time at Rochester, the FPQ's share
songs, etc.
withstand the cost. If there were a topher Blake" last season and though that drama was a costly flop on
was $4,300.
Group has original four, players,, Applications must be in Feb. 10, 4,000 seat theatre or a large audi- Broadway^ they recouped plenty through money obtained for the picture
in Frank Mittler, Adam Gamer, with auditions slated around March torium available, the organizers are Tights.'.
'Vladimir Padwa and EdWfiord. Edson. }. Debut concerts will be given in certain that capacity tickets, could be
It was sold as » one^shot, went on April.. Wing reserves the right not sold, A capacity Colon performance
Hank liadd is now co-starred! with the Hartmans in "Angel in th«
the air Jan. 22, 1941, and haS^never to give any awairdS if it' feels the gives a gross of roughly $4/500, prob- Wings," at the Coronet^ N,Y., elevation being announced by Bugs Baer who
gone oft. FPQ started two programs- artists aren't ready, but will give as ably not so much in the case of a introduced the comic at last week's Banshees luncheon at the Waldorf.
a^week last ^Christmas day and is many, as three awards, if suited, large orchestra ,ot this kind, when Paul Hartman, who was present, only taking- a bow but getting a laugh,
now heard Thursdays at ,11:30 p.m. Wing will use its own, rather than it's not possible tp sell extra seats said it was his wife Grace's fault that Ladd'be accorded equal billing With
veterans Administration money for onstage, as in the case
and Saturdays- 4:30 p.m. on NBC.
concert them. Ladd entertained the Banshees, as did Sid Caesar, another young
FPQ gave a half-dozen concerts the 4ebut costs.
arUsts.
comic who is appearing in VMake Mine Manhattan."
In :sec0nd.'year: of its existance, then
Iriberri is still trying to line up its
mushroomed. Now it does about 55
Ust of longhair soloists for the
Entertainment at the Lambs club Saturday (24) at 12 p.m. was dubbed
concerts a season, in two tours. One
Buenos
Aires
season,
but
so
far
only
Trbnpe
Markova-Dolin
is a five- week fall tour, through the
the Lener Quartet, Byron Janis and "Lamkins Night,'' with past shepherds R. H. Burnside and William
east and midwest, the other a twoWilliam Kapell are certainties.. Gaxton, plus the current headman Bert Lytell, being present. Latter duo
Sued for Running Out Marian Anderson is a possibility but participated in the show which was emceed by Pat O'Malley billed as
and-a-half -month spring' tour across
thS' continent. Group has been inYehudi Menuhin has already advised "Collie Pup" fair the occasion. Finale .was highlighted by "Hymn to the
vited oiitO' both the- Community and
On Shreveport Date that he has too many other engage- Lambs" composed by Harry S. Miller and arranged by Eddie Weber.

Fadiman, who

Also

;

LondonSpph,

,

Beedam Mulled

'

'

.

For Buenos Aires

WiugtoAvfard

,

Concert Debuts

,

.

-

'

,

.

•

.

'

'

'

•

Concerts, series in various
Mobile, Jan. 27.
and both Columbia Concerts
Mrs. W. F. Woods, of Shreveport,
and' National Concert & Artists
Corp. are now pro<;eeding. to book La., filed suit in circuit court here
four-piano team coijcerts with new- last
against
for
week
$1;500
ly-created quartets, i
the Markova-Dolin Ballet Co., chargFPQ plays classical and light ing breach of contract. -Action is
classical numbers, aUi in its <own ardirected against the, .troupe; Anton
rangements. Dialog is light and in- Dolin and Alicia Ma'rkoya individur
foririal chitchat about the composially; the National Concert & Artists
tions, rather than serious, weighty
Corp. and Hurbk Attractions.'
comment. Fadiman is producer and
Mrs. Woods claims the troupe had
scripter. His brother, Clifton Fadiagreed to la single performance in
is
co.^Qwner
t>f
package.
mans
tiie
Shreveport Jan. 21, and that she had
spent $700 for promotion and had

Civic

,

cities,

'

.

,

.

'.

:•

ments for the year.

German pianist Wialter Gieseking
has been lined up for the Colon, under Concerts Daniel Management,
which is also bringing in Claudio
Arrau ana Alexander Uninsky. Gaspar Cassado, Robert Kitain, Nikitei
Magaloff and Jacques Thibaud are
.

Paul McGrath has resigned from Equity's council and Barbara Bobbins
replacing for the balance of the season. Actor said that because of radio
rehearsals he found little time to attend the weekly meetings. In last,
month's house magazine there was a chart showing which councillors did
and did not make regular appearanqes,
which may have led to McGrath's
'

is

withdrawaL

,

.

TENOR EUGENE CONLEY
MUST PAY GALLO $6,500

She
sold $1,500 worth of tickets.
says she was notified Jan. 17 that
the company .was cancelKng the engagement, on grounds that its union,
the American Guild of Musical Art-

San Carlo Opera Co. was awarded
ists, wouldn't permit the group to
$5,000 diimages last week In an artrip by bus.
It was
bitration case against SSug^ne Con- make the 'long
explained that the troupe had just
ley. !the tenor was also Ordered to
return $1,500 borrowed- from the made one long bus ride, and^the

AGMA

.

contract has a provision
compa'ny. Award climaxes proceedings started before the American against two long bus trips in a row.'
Extreme cold weather had slowed
Aribtration Assn. in May, 1946.
train schedules.
Differences arose from a contract
Troupe arrived Monday (19) in
San Carlo made' with Conley in
June, 1944, when the ,latter was in Mobile, where the writ was served.
the Army. Fortune Gallo, San Carlo Sheriff, however, allowed Monday
headi agreed to lend $1;500 to Con- night's performance to go on, and
ley, without interest. Latter, through the organization left Tuesday tor
his agent, Ettore Verna, signed a Athens, Ga., after a $3,000 surety
contract with San Carlo with an bond had been posted by the Hurok
option on his services for three years office.
Hurok office in N. Y. said the con(20 weeks work annually minimum)
after leaving the service.
When tract was made, in good faith, and
Conley left the Army he didn't join expressed inability to explain the
San Carlo, but instead has sung with cancellation.
the N. Y. City Opera Co., the Paris
-

'

:

<•

Opera Comique and

elsewhere.-.^--.

other prospects.

Pitt

A three

Ordh Gate

Way

Off

This Year; Light Series

part profile of Bernard Baruch which flnaled in the New Yorker
last week, mentioned that the statesman had a son and two daughters but
had "adopted" a flock of sons. Included in that rather large list were
Herbert Bayard Swope and John Golden (who were very amused at being so classified) and Billy Rose, the showman-columnist and former stenographer who was Baruch's secretary.

Shifts Hall to Cut Costs
Pittsburgh,

Jan.

Current Road Shows

27.

Decreasing attendance for Pitts-

(Period couerinfl Jow. 26-Peb. 7)

"I Bemcmber
Cleve.
(26-31);
Det. (2-7).

—

Hanna,

Shubert-Lafayette,

—

—

"Kathleen"
Locust, Philly (26burgh Symphony's special Tuesday
"An- Inspector Calls"
Erlanger,
night series of light music has forced Buff. (26-29); Aud., Roch. (30-31); 31).
"Lady Windermere'a Fan"
Erit to abandon big Syria Mosque, Hartman, Col. (2-4): English, Indpls.
langer, Chi. (26--7).
which has been Symph's modern (5-7).
"Mary Had a Little"
Curran,
home for score of years, in favor
"Anna Lucasta"
KRNT, Des
of smaller Carnegie Music Hall, Moines (27); Iowa, Cedar Rapids Frisco (26-7).
''Master's Chair"
which was orch's first home back in (28)"; Palace, ROckford (29); ParkGeary, Frisco
Madison
English, (26-7).
(30-31);
conductorship days of Victor Her-^ way,
bert and Emil Paur. Difference in Indpls. (2-4); Hartman, Col. (5-7).
"Medium," "Telephone"
Stude"Annie Get Your Gun"— Shubert baker, Chi. (26-31).
rent on two' auditoriums will mean
"Mr. Roberts"
Walnut, PhiHy
a s a vi ng of around $500 on each Chi. (26-7).

—

•

.

—

—

—

—

—

Ballet Theatre-'-Opera Hse, Frisco
(25-31); Opera Hse., Oakland (1).
"Blaokonts of 1948"—El Capltan,

concert,.

Symph, however, will continue to
use Mosque for regular Friday night Hollywood (26-7).
and Sunday afternoon concerts. Only
"Blossom Time'—Opera Hse, Bost.
Tuesday events are affected.
(26-31); Audi, Hartford (2-4); Lyric,
Gate generally has been way off Bdgeport. (5); Playhouse, Wil, (6-7).
this season;

with

all directions to

Symph
meet

reaching in

deflcit

which

was assured when drive for funds
last
summer fell around $40,000
short.
Recent Symphony Ball, first
of its kind, helped some, netting

— Ford's, Balto
(2-7).
"Carousel" — Shubert, PhiUy
"Burlesque"

31); Nat'l,

(26-

Wash.

(26-

Maurice Chevalier—-Forrest, Phil"Chocolate

Soldier"

Omaha

—

"O

Mistress

(26-7).

Mine"—Selwyn, Chi

—

"Oklahoma!"
Aud„ Louisville
Emery, Cincy (2-7).

—

(26-31);

"Private

Lives"
Harris, Chi.
(26-31); Lyceum, Mpls. (2-6); Aud.,
St.

Paul

(6-7).

"Show Boat"

7).

ly (26-7).

(26-7).

—

Cass, Det. (26-7).

"Song of Norway"—Nixon,
(26-31); Davidson, Mil. (2-7).

Pitt.

"State Of the TTnlon"— Ohio, Lima
Ohio, Mansfield (27); Aud.,

(26);

Shubert,

Newark

Wheeling (29Weller, ZanesviUe (31); Nixon,
(28); Virghiia,

around $17,000, more than half of Bost. (26-7).
30);
Band Revived which
Arbitrators, Saul Abraham, um"Dwctor social"—Plymouth, Bost. Pitt. (2-7).
came from a car raffle.
pire; Milton Weir'-for San Carlo and
Omaha, Jan. 27.
(26-7).'
"Student Prince"
Nat'l, Wash,
Marcey Protter for Conley, voted
Omaha Symphony Orchestra was
Donalfl Wolfit Co.
Playhouse, (26-31); Ford's, Balto (2-7).
the award to San Carlo.
Max revived last week with two concerts Norwalk
"Sweethearts"- English, Ind'p'lis
Gets Mpls.Symph North Bay (2); Playhouse, Winnipeg
Schoengold was attorney for iBan in Joslyri Memorial to capacity
(4-7).
(26-31); American, St. Louis (2-7).
Norwalk,
Jan.
27.
Carlo and Gins & Massler for Con- houses. Richard E. Duncan, head of
Ibsen Repertory Co.— Shubert-La"The Hallams,"
Erlanger, Buff.
ley. the music department of Univ. of
Norwalk (Conn.) Community Con- fayette, Det (26-31); Hanna, Cleve. (5-7).
„
"The Linden Tree"—Shubert,
Omaha, is conductor.
Orchestra certs bookings for the balance of (2-7).
Gate Theatre—Royal Alex., To- Haven (4-7).
niiirian Anderson will guest solo numbers 68.
the season include the Minneapolis
Chi.
ronto (26-7).
"The
Blackstone^
Red
Mill"—
wit]^ Dallas Symphony Ordiestra in
Sponsors are the Omaha World- Symphony, Feb. 5; Mia Slavenska
"Harvey"
American, St. Louis (26-7).
niatlniM concert Feb. 1, Antal Dorati, Herald, Junior League attd Retailers ballet group, March 3, and Polish
(26-31); Town HaU, Toledo (2-4>;
"Tonight At S:3$»—Biltmore, L. A.
'
cOAdtieting,
Assn.
pianist Silaryla Jonas, March 23.
Shea's, Erie <6-7)-.
(26-7).
•

—

—

'

—

'

'
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,

—

;

•

'

'

-
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'Annie' $S1,000,

SociaF Dire $1,000,

4

$12,000,

di

Qnsnqi,

Weadier

failed to capture public fancy, de"Red Mill"
good notices.
spite
opened at the Blackstone last night

(Mon.), "liady Windermere's Fan" is
Betting a fine play in its second weelc.
^'Firefly" closed Jan. 17 at the Blackstone, instead of last Saturday (24),
as originally scheduled.

Dunham

Katherine
dance revue
Feb.

brings

lier

into the Studebaker,
and "John Loves .Mary," goes

5,

Feb. 9. Also scheduled for the month is "Sweethearts,"
"Show
et the Erlangei-, Feb. 22.
Boat" is due March 1 at the Shtibert.
E«^tinsite» f«r I.Mt Week
^
On'n,f
Tear
Shubert
Get
"Annie'
into the Harris,

Hanbttan'SRO $36500, New Click;

"Burlesque" is current,
with a healthy advance. ^*Student
Prince" is set to follow Feb. 2.
Estimate for Last Week
Wash. "Doctor Social" (three d&ys\ (1,500; $3,02). Starring Dean Jagger
Washington^ Jan. 27,
and 'Virginia iGilmore,- new play
With a complete sellout in advance, about cancer drew mild critical rethe National was the only .show biz sponse; a starvation $1,000 for >f our
spot in town unaffected by the last performances.
weekend s t o r m. "CarouiieV'.. came
through its third, and sole non-subscription, stan^ with capacity biz
and a house record. .
"Student" Prince" bowed in Sunday night (2S) on the heel 'of the
storm for a single week's stint. Bert
Lahr in "Burlesque" is skedded for
Feb, 2, with the Shuberts bringing in
"Blossom Time," Feb. 9, for the

Mellows

sponse.

'The Survivors" Playhouse. Yanked
Saturday (.24) after playing eight
times; "Skipper Next to God" moves
hero Firday (30) from the Elliott.
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (13th
performance, attendance was afl/ected.
Snow and threatening weather week) (D-1,101; $4.80). Import mak»
earlier last week was emphasized by ing good profit; some upstairs weakradio, when residents ot the suburbs ness, but strong pace around $17,000,
"Young Man's Fancy," Cort (39tll
were warned not to go to the city or
week) (0-1,064; $3.60). Doesn't get
us© their cars.
Checkup on the five new shows big groses-, but ha-s been getting by;
that bowed in during the week of house is guaranteed; around $7,500;

easily the best of the straight plays.
Respective grosses for the first full
week were $36,500 and $16,i)00. Last
week's solo entrant. "The Survivors,"
failed to survive after one week.
"Music in ,My Heart" closed Saturday (24), too, after a two- week resumption; "Harvest of Years" ditto.

'Mana'20€,Boston

Boston, Jan. 27.
the first two of which were on The„ „ Er„
Only debut in Hub this- week is
Windermere's Fan,'?
atre Guild-Americaii Theatre Sqit'Doctor Social," which opened last
$3.71). ciety .subscription.
(1,333;
(2d week)
langer
night (Mon.) for a two-week enGrand $19,000!; equals first week.
gagement.
Nothing is ahead until
••MCedtum" and "The- Teleptaone/'

terrif $51,000.

,

"Lady

:

.

Studebaker (3d week) (1,246; $4.33).
Moderate jH2;0Q0; closes Saturday
(31*),

"6

MIstres*- Mhie/'

week)

(1,000; $4:33).

Selwyn Cllth

week)

WBrnPliila;

Lunts are keep-

%nee'NSe$S500

Late-comers
$3.71).
but fairish $15,000; closes

'(1,000;

helped

Saturday (31).
'•BfeA

Opened

.$4,40),'

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.
Real surprise of last week's legit
biz here was the stutdy figure turned
in by the revival of ^ "Burlesque,"

,

Blackstone

Mill,"

•

(1,35B;

last night (Mon.).

with Bort Lahr, in its' second and
last stanza at the Locust.
Also on
the right side, of the ledger was
"Song of Norwajr," playing secdnd
and final week of its return visit; this
time at the Shubert.
"The La.st Dance," dramatic tryout
based on an old Strindberg play,
ended its two weeks' 'stint 4kt the.
Walnut mildly and"Look, Ma, I'm
Danein' " didn't fare well in its- second and last session at the Forrest.
Flock of newcomers checked in
this week, three opening lajst night
(Mon.) and one tonight Ctues.).
Estimates tor Last Week
"Burlesque," Locust (2d week)

COWARD ACTS NATPEE
San Francisco, Jan.

27.

Noel Coward and Gertrude Law-

rence teamed in a spectacuLr clittia* Saturday (24) of the four-week
engagement of the Lewis-Young
production. Of the Britteh playwright's one-aot bills, "Tonight at
8:30," at the Curran. At the closing
day's 'matinee. Coward went on in
his original part^t the last minute,
alter it- was rep6rted that Grpham
Built steadily and
Payne was ill. Latter was back for (1,580; $3.25).
turned in nearly $21,000 in the final
the evening perforinanc^.
Capacity audience got a tremen- sQssion, despite snow and cold Saturdous kick when it -was announced day (24). "Kathleen" is now in for
from- the stage that Coward would one -week,
"Song of Norway," Shubert (2d
appear; opposite Mis;i- Lawre'nce,' as
in the original production 10 years week) (1,877: $3.90). Return engageBoth stars re- ment for this operetta much better
ago' on Broadway.
ceived an ovation at the final cur- than at first indicated; with matinees helped final week to sturdy $29,tain.
Oespite balmy weather, the en- 000. "Carousel" now in for run.
"The Last Dance," Wataut (2d
gagement wound up to bulging atTi-yout never
tendance. Other local show, the 'try- week), (1.340; $3.25).
out of "The Master's Chair," had made a real start; only $3,500 for the
"Mister Roberts" opening,
finale.
tough -going at the Geary.
-

'

.

:

tonight (Tues.).

EsUmates for Last Week
at 8:30," Curran (4th
week) (1,776). Final week pulled a
huge $2&,000 for the Coward playlets.
"Mary Had a Little" is cur-

"Look, Mfa, I'm Dancln'," Forrest
(2d week) (1,766; $3;90).
Musical
tryout was spotty with flhal session

"T<Hi%iit

listed at $23,500.

'

rent.

'.

DREAM

"The Master's Chair," Geary (1st
week) (1,SS0). Tryout got a mild $4,500 on its' opening stanza; continues
this week, and nesKt.

Dunham's

17G, LA.;

Ore.

"Portland, Ore., Jan. 27.

Katharine Dunham and her troupe
played a three-day engagement in
';Bal Negre" at the Mayfair theatre
last week. Bdmend Lowe is starred
in "Mary Bad a Little," opening at
the house Feb. 9, for four performances, at a $3.60 top
s Estimate for Last Week
*'B«I Neerei" Mayfair (four per-

Ansel Face,^' Las Palmas (1st
week) (388; $3). Authors are re-

writing the piece in the face of public
formances) ($3.60). Eatherine Dun- disinterest; Closed Sunday night (25)
ham's tropical revufe yanked a nice with a gross of $4,300 for eight days.
$8,060 for the sjplit week.
"BIAckonts^ of 1948^'' £1 Capitan

$14,500

week)

'

New

•

strongest, with $17,000 pouring in.

seeking admittance to last week's
prcem of "Mister Roberts" at the
Shubert, Thursday-Saturday (22^24).
A- virtual advance srilout. meant
added complications when word of
the show's sock- values jjot around.
.

SRO

was

of Feb.

16,

when

three le-

'Hacvey' Strong $20,560,
DtcsiHte

Weather,

St

got

fine-

business;

around $22,500.

Kcj^s;

M

!

I

I
I

W

i

and "I Remmnber Mama" drew (7th week) (R-998: $4.80). Looks set week) (GD-1,331; •$4.80.). Some varibeyond expectations in view of for a run; swiftly built to capacity .inee, but getting exceptional busi»pace and is drawing standees; $27,000. incss; around $29,500 estimated last
weather.
'^ftimie Get 'Eanr Gun," Imperial week: soon moves to the Hudson;
EsHmates for Last Week
"Blossom Time,'* Opera House (2d (89th. week) (M-M72; $6.60).' More "Mr. Roberts" is booked here.
"Medea," Hoyale (t4th week) (Dweek) (3.000; $3.00). Estimated $11,- than held its own and continues to
l,02S; $4.80). For a hoaVy drama, this
500 and holds for a third' and final.. clean up; $43,500.
"Bern Xresterday." Lyceum (104th revival has fared unusually well and
"Chocotet(» Soldier,'" Shubert (1st
week) (1,700; $4.20). Opened Tues- week) (C-993; .$4,80). Some shows is still making good money, although
day (20), but had an extra matinee eased off prior to Saturday's snow-' under earlier pace; $19,500.
to mske eight performances; fair storm; this comedy, starting its third
ADDED
dier''

I

-

!

"

•

-

I

I

i

.

j

year, did sturdy $W,000.
'fBr'gadoon,? Ziegfeld (46th .week)

$16,000.

"I Bemember Mama," Colonial (3d
week) (1.500; $3.60). Third and final
week drew great $20,000, and might

at Midnirht." New Stages
(downtown little theatre) Buth
.Dra|>er
with solo sketches nonmatihee days and -Sundijys at the
Empire; both closb'this weekend.
"Skipper Next to God)" Elliott (2d
week) (D«885; $4.20). Switches Priday (30) to -the Playhouse; origin-

"Lamp

(M- 1,628; $4.80). Approaching the
year's run mark and still making
excellent profit; last week aroundbut for blizzes.
(2d week) $39,000 again.
"'Command Decision," Fulton (17th
Second week failed to
gain over first,' with $3;000 estimated. week) (D-968; $4.80). Holding to big
"Do'ctor Social" opened last night. -money for a stern war play: last ally
presented by
Experimental
(Mon.).
week's takings were around $19,500. Theatre; approached $15,060.
<!Finlan's Bainbow," 46th Street
'Maui'lce Chevalier, Wilbur (1,200;
"Cradle WiU Bock," Broadway
Did eight performances to (55th week) (M-l,31ft; $6). Close to (1,900; $4.80). Marc- Blitzstein music*
$3.60).
good audiences and got a nice esti- capacity; another standout last sea* drama taken over by David Lowe;
mated $15,000; second visit this sea- son that is favored by visitors,' up, relights tonight CWed.).
son, but tried .out new material, in around $41,000.
"Vat Loye or Money." Miller (12th
first act and took a few- rebukes
from the crix on its quajity. Finished week) (e'940; $4:20). Not among the
leaders,
but
getting
substantial
with a matinee Sunday (25),
grosses,
with weekends capacity;
have been

.

SRO

"Kathleen," Plymouth

(1,200; $3.00).

J

I

j
'

j

I

,

DUBUNGlil

.

mm

$15,000 or more.

MILD

"Happy Krthdav," Plymouth (65th
week) (C-1,063; $4.80). Some im*
provement and dated to play throu^

3D.WK.0FF,T^NT0

winter;, last week's takings approxi-

*
.

Toronto, Jan.

27.

mated

,

Venice" for the

final

$16,000.

'

Montreal, Jan,

-

27.

The Canadian tour of the Dublin
Gate Theatre company has- been suecessful so 'far, The troupe opened
its first North' American tour Jan; IS
in London, Ont., grossing $9,000 for
three days and four shows at the
l,000-$eat Grand.
In Ottawa, it
pulled $5,100, capacity, in one performance Jan. 19 at the 2,500-seat
Capitol, which usually presents films.
At the His Majesty's here last week
the Gate drew capacity in five of its
seven shows^ only the two matinees
being a- few seats shorti
Estimate for. Last. Week'
G«(e Theatre Co... His Majesty's.
Dublin troupe, presented- in Canada
by Brian Diuierty, played seven performances in .five- daysj grossing an
estimated $l<ii200r moved to Toronto

-

;

"H ar vest of Year s," Hudson.

In. for a third week of Shakespearean r^ertory, Donald Wolflt^
the London actor-manager, overstayed his welcome here. His "Macbeth" and "King Lear" were big,
with the Bard's comedies tapetingoif; but .an unexpected development
during final stanza was the numerous

Stopped

last Sat. (240; takingsr lowest- in years: estimated under $400;
"Mr. Roberts" will follow here. «
"Harvey,"! 48th St. (170th week)
(C-902: $4.20). Runner up to "Oklahoma!" and will probably outlast it
with -profitable business; around
-

,,

$15,000.

"QiKh Button Shoes." Shubert
(17th week) (M-l,3a7; $6). Qnei of
the season's musical standouts and
primed for a nlcanup; standees and
close to $38,000.
"Icetlme of 1948v" Center (^5th
week) (R-2;9a4: $2;40). Pop-priced
skating revue always gets its- share
of visitors to Radio City, with many
renealjers; $29,000.

"John Loves- Mary," Music Box

for this

we«»lE.

.

m

26C

5

two perform'

.

'

,

(51st weekJ (C-979; $4,80). Completing a year's run, but goes to Chicago
'LaMacade'
after another week; $11,500.
"Look Ma rm Dancln'," Adelphi
Kans.
(M-1,434:
Presented
$*,80).
by
George Abbott; book written by JeKansas City, Jan. 27,
rome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee;
Olsen H Johnson and- their "LaffA-:
score b.Y Hugh Martin; opens tomor- cade" unit* were a virtual sellout tot
row (Thur.).
five performances Friday-through-

ances-.

Tme%

.

-

.

Inspector' $13,000^ Pitt;

Between

'BotU^'

$17,000

(1,142; $2.40).

"Deep Are the Boat*," Belasco (1st
(1,061; $3). Building steadily
Baven week)
In 4,
and, looks like a cinch for a lonifrun;
full frame garnered' «n okey $14v000.
New Haven, Jan. 27.
"DrMUH Girl," BUtmore (3d week)
Elastic walls would have been
Final fram» was
needed to accommodate the jam (1,636; .$3:60).

It

,

arrive, plus the "Ice Follies."
The way biz has been blizzed by
snow in recent weeks, perhaps it's
Of last week!s items,
just as well.
only "Kathleen" failed to do okay

.

(292d
again.

SRO

'Roberts'

week

WFTY

<'

number of other productions, attendance reflected the weather, but
a

-still

gits

requests for "The Merchant of Ven?21,500 ice," which he did here last season
and. for which many theatregoers
Los Angeles, Jan. 27.
clamored on the current engagement.
Lucille Ball wound up her "Dream Hurried change of program saw
Girl". tour Saturday (2i4) at the Bilt- Wolflt dropping his two Saturday
more on a building note. Interrup- (24) performances of "A Midsumtion of' the run, during the seconds mer Night's Dream" and substituting
frame, followed Miss Ball's illness "The Merchant" for. two sellouts.
and the sub.sequent illness ofi^ier reEstimate for Last Week
placement, June Havoc.
Donald Wolflt Ca„ Royal AlexanCurrent frame's only opening was dria (3d week) (1,525; $2.50). Lon"Tonight at 8:30," with Gertrude don repertory group grossed a' mild
oil the week, with "Macbeth"
$10,200
Lawrence, which sekinitied the Biltand "King Leiir" leading and then a
more last night (|ffota.).
sellout' upsurge on "The Mibrchant of;
Estimates- tbr- Last Week

%gre' ^,000;

4 Ms., Pordand,

m:

^ROOTS'

"Anpel Street," City Center (CDStock showing not commended; closes on schedule on Sunday (1); Chekhov playlets to follow.
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck(9th week) (D-1.214; $4.80). As with

2,692; $2.40).

"Crime and Punlsbmenti" National
(!ith week) (D-1,164: $5.40). Instead
Estimates for Last Week
C (Comedj;), D (Drama), closing as announced, continues for
period after cast went
CD (Comedy -Drama). R (Reuue), aonthree-week
percentage and house terms were
(Musical), O (Operetta).
modified; improved; $16J00.
"AUefrro" Majestic (15th week) !- "The Gondoliers," Centurv (O(M-1,695; $6).
Playing its third 1.670: $4.80). Current Gilbert and
month and the only variance in gross Sullivan revival; "Plpafiire" .and
biz, considering all circumstances.
"Blossom Time'' tared very mildly; is in the difference in the number of "Cox and B«3['* were lauded and got
perr standees; nearly $49,500.
Chevalier
$41,000 last week.
gave an extra
"AuKel In the
'*Miui and Superman," Alvin (16th
formance, and both "Chocolate Solnss," Coronet
the

ing this near capacity figure; $21,500.
(24th
Harris
Uve*^"
••Private

BEVWAXS

Mine Manhattan" is- the late/.t musir
ea\ click and "Strange Bedfellows"

'

($4.80). .Ko'dgers-Hammerstein musiGoing cal did, a smash $38,000, with a grand(12th week) (2,100; $6.18).
into the fourth month of' sellout biz; total of $108,000 for three-week run,

"Make

Jan. 12 further indicates that

.

week)

(3d

Open HbsWIl

wa}r again last week and prevented
business from further improving.
Secqjid incipient blizzard started
Saturday (24) morning, and, although
most leading shows were sold out in
advance, especially for the night

umpteenth time.

Week

101/26; 2

Winter weather hampered Broad- Riisso): adapted by Peter Goldsbauitt
and Robin Short, from "Dadsdancen;" opened last night (Tues.).

:

'KatUees'$3m

Estimate for Last
"Carousel," /National

B way Agam;

Baltimore, Jan. 27.

"Doctor Social," a new drama by
Joseph L. Estry, opened a tryout

Wham

and "The Telephone," which

59

Thursday (22) at Ford's here, playing four performances to brutal re-

Chicago, Jan. 27. tCoiiventioneers, plus the continued
Interest of local citizenjs, is holding
'Carousel'
boxofflee activity at a good pace, despite the •zero cold wave. All local
Ifon-Snbscriptioii,
shows are prospering, except "Medliun"

Qiilfii^

Shows, Balto Tryout
-

nbwti Ono

:

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad- Sunday U13-25) at the Music Hall.
hurst (2<l' week) (R-l,i60; $6). Firfi, Tup of $3.60 hold fOr nights, $3 for
full week's gross around $36,500: matinees; with show brought' in by
standees. .all times: new Intimate re- A & N Presentations. Show .got «

'N««w^'

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Wedged in between couple of; vue-rated a sure thing,
heavy-selling musicals ("Show Boat"
"Hiule In My Heart," Adelphi.
and "Song of Norway"), "An Inspec- iGlosed. Saturday (24) after playing
tor Calls" didn't make much of a b.o. 16 weeks; may be reassembled and
dent at Nixon last weeki Play got' toured: next season.
generally favorable notices and, with
"Oklahoma!," St. James (25Bth
Thomas MltciieU and Melville Coopi- week) (M.1,505: $4.80), Hun leader
er for mnrque<! bait, was expected to recovered from December dip and is
show some strength, particularly making goodly money; rated .aroundsince it's the first non^musical legit
$20,500;
house has had in a couple of monllis.
"Kwn*t, WUhoot Glory." Booth
Estimate- -for Last WtRefc
(2d week) (Di712;
DUthicUy
"An Inxpector Calls," Nixon (.<^- doubtful;, first full$4^80),
wede Bhglish
sub-

good deal of

esEtra notice with •
fi'ont-page Kansas City Star story
about the troupe's menagerie, and a
jitterbug- contest on the Mu^c Hall
stage at' the Saturday, mxt: Apiiearance was the first tecally for O
J
since their vaude days, about IB
years ago."
Jose Iturbi. in a one-night concert
Thursday (22.) was a selle^U-s wAeh'
in advance, bringing in a thumping
$7,000 at, a $3;0O top,

&

UMiuate fur IMt- W«ekfile week)
(2,100; $3.90). First
melodrama
approximated
St. liouis^ Jan. 27.
$6,000;
"LaVMUdet" Music H:dl (fivepext.)
offering of the sea.son;
scription
M^ry Chase's comedy, "Harvey," about $13(000, not too impressivei using two-for-ones.
(2,572; $3:60).' Drew rousing $20^000
**Str»nKe'Bedtitllows^" Morosco (2d
bucked the winter's heaviest snow- since more than half was alittady
for three nights and two mannees-;
weeks)
(0-935; $4,80).
Approached^
storm and zero temperature in itS; irt the till from series ticket sales.
$17,000 for the first full week; new
second week. Even so, it did slightly
Mauiic* better than the- opening stanza. Cur- "Song of Norway" is eutFMt.
laugh, show should make stay of it.

at all four performances,

This^ Week has "Glass Menagerie,"
with Helen MacKellar; for a first
h a If Monday-'W«dnesday (26-28).
Next week gets another breakin
,

when "The Linden

Evans'
Karloff,

production
iias.

its

.

-Trpei"

starring

American

Boris-

debut.

Wednesday-Saturday, (4r7).
New Shubert musical, "My Romance," has it* unveilint; here the
weekend of Feb. 12-14-, "Ice Capades"
opens Thursday (29) at the Arena
atid plays through Feb. 7.
Estimate fer. Last Week
"Mister .BahAitt," Shubert (four
performances) ($3^60); A boxoffiice
?nd „ oroductl6ii smasl^ tftrflffie1'14,500i

rent .week is the las't« ''Sweethearts''
is on for next week.
Estimate (or Last week
"Harvey," American (2d week)
(1,700; .$3.81). Grabbed an estimated$20,500 for eight performances, despite tough weather and the competitioh.Of Jose Iturbi and Lily PonsAndred Kcstelenetz on successive
nights at the Henry W, Kiel (munio-'
several
blocksauditorium,
ipal)
Vaway; stays one more weclt.
I

'

I

•

•

Named

"Streetcar

mota
Hollywood. Jan. 27.
Emmet Lavery is writing a play,
"Fenelon," based on the reign of
Louis XIV for production by Arthur
-Hopkins next season.
Lavery drew the assignment while
east recently for his illfdted "Gentleman. from Athens^'
I

t,

.

•'

>•

(8tb

week)

Desire.'.'

Barry-

(D-1,064:

$4.80).

^lllaty'$M,5O0,Sfald6

Seattle, Jan.. i27.
about drama click span"M&r^ Had a tittle" pulled excelning the season and probably also,
next.inimmer; $27,600. with standees. cent biz at the Metropolitan here,
Biltmore

No doubt

Layery Doing Another

•.>

I

(17th Edmund Lowe was- in lead role. The
"The Heiress,"
week) (Mrl.,505: $4.80). Slight dip, Katherine Dunham tropical levuci
but drawing Win money for drama "Bal Kegre," is current, tfa^ thft
of its type and looks set into warm house coes dark-.
stimste IM- lisst Week
weather: $21.QfliO estimated.
"Ma«y Had. a Utile," Met>;9politaa.
"THUS Xast Dnncfc.!' Belasco (D1.077:

$4.80).

Presented 1)y Theatre

Associates (Michse! SSlis and Jam(es^

rsingle

a fine

we^)

($3.78).

$^(6,500.foir

Comedy did

tbe week;

-

-

:

usgiumatb

Wiwincaday, Jannary 28, 1948
smartly needling the Englishman and of the City CenteYy in an acoustically-bad auditorium, the newly-estab-^
his philosqphy left and right,
EdwardsT)rings to the part of the lished troupe is putting on a vivid
Englishman an inspired- sense of and exciting revival of the Patrick

Town

Plays Out of

friction with the captain In the presence of the crew. The agreement is
Haven, Jan. 22.
Roberts' subof comedy reached sotto voce and
by Thomas Heggcn ftn<l sequent behavior causes the crew
Ju^flma J^ogiiti. baBed on a novel by foimei'. to think he has let them down in
iStitta Henry Fonda! features David Wayoe,
order to acquire a promotion for

Ml9if>i> Rolicrts

New

production

TjKlanfl Hiiywlira
tvmnii in Iwo acts

-Robeit Keith, William Harrigan, Directed himself. When they finally learn the
by I.ogan. SetHngs and lighting by .To
through a plan that
Mielzliii'r. Opened at Sliuhort^ New Haven, facts, they put
gets Roberts his transfer to combat
'^8; *a,00 lop.
Jan.
Chief Johnson ................ .Rusty I/ane duty where he is killed in action.
Henry Fonda
Lifiut. (J.R.) Roberts
Curtain shows effect of his death oh
Robert Keith
,
Diyp
shipmates.
former
his
.Joe Warr
Dowdy
Play progression is beautifully
......William Harrlgan
The ('ni>l"in..;
Lee Kricger spotted with several terrific scenes,
Sfhlemuier
.Hnrvey Lembelt these including a rough-and-tumble
iTisigna
Kalph Mteltcr
Mftiinlon
members, a word
Karl Lucat scrap among crew
I,ln(l.sU0TO
between the captain and
Steven Hill battle
StefanowBttl
.. ^ .. .. V. ... ..Robert IJaiiies Roberts in the former's quarters, a
WUey + ..
John Campbell wow laugh scene involving the test.
Keber.
David W.iyno
Enalttl fulver
firecracker
in the ship's
of
ing
a
.Casey ^Ynlters
Dhlan
Vrei Barton laundry, and a presentation scene
Oerluirt.
Len Smith, Jr. when Roberts is about to be transEnsten Carney
;,..J6hn Jordon ferred.
Numerous other comedy
ffinalKii Billings
James Sherwood and dramatic bits pepper the proPayne.
...Jocelyn Brando
IJeiit, Ann tljrard...
Jamison duction generously.
. .Marshsill
MllHarv I-otieeman.
Henry Fonda has again picked MP
Murray Hamilton
Shore Patrol Lieut
the thread of his legit career, only
on the this time it's a hawser that should
rapping
that's
one
Here's
Uortais of Broadwayfs. Hall of Fame. fasten him securely in the Port of
Whether or not it gains admittance Broadway for some time to come.
will be determined in the balance He gives the Roberts role everything
For it needs in personality and thespian,
road tryout period.
of its
straight entertainnient, "Mister skill. Featured support registers
Roberts" could add its name to heavily in the persons of David
Gotham's hit roster right now, but Wayne, as a slightly wacky ensign;
Robert Keith, a sympathetic ship's
underlymg
of
development
further
dramatic values can lift the produc- doctor, and. William Harrigan, the
tion into one of the most significant crusty captain. These are all im
portant roles that should further the
plays of this, or several seasons.
standing of their delineators.
There's punch material galore in
Highlighting the crew division are
this script, from laugh as well as >erformances turned,in by Joe Marr,
emotional angles, and, a fine cast, jee Krieger, Harvey Le'irifbek, Ralph
Bufded by sage direction, blends the Meeker, Karl Lukas, Steven Hill,
ingredients into g^ade-A diversion. Robert Baines, John Campbell, Casey
Opus looks headed for smash legit, Walters and Fred Barton. Jocelyn
and eventual film, reception.
Brando, as the only femme in the
Theme has- enormous appeal to. cast, impresses in her brief appear
anyone who served,. in World War H, ance as an Army nurse.
ana that covers quite a potential
Joshua Logan has doubled as cO'
audience. It. points up, devastatingly, author*. and stager, rating -a bow in
the' utter boredom that accompanied each category.
Smart writing and
non-combatant service in certain direction
are
readily
apparent
Iwanches of the armed forces. Story throughout, with indications of: even
development emphasizes the intense better things to come in the finished
bond that can be welded between product. Sets are strikipg in apmen under such ciii'cumstances,
pearance and make for rapid changes
Authors have told their story with via turntable mounting. Production
considerable candor, in dialog and rates as one .of Mielziner's. better
action. What "What Price Glory" Jobs. Leland Hayward has produced
was to the first world skirmish, with a lavish Hand, with evidence of
"Mister Roberts" is to the second considerable loosening of purse,
Bone.
global conflict, doubled in spades, strings.
Little is left to the imagination in
verbal blasts^ and the rowdy re^
Bull's
actions of a group of men cooped up
in a naval cargo ship for a long
'
Montreal, Jan. 22.
period of time are excellently mirBrian Dohert}'. presentation of Dublin Gate
rored. It'.s life in the taw at times, Theatre production of comedy In. three axjts
(Ave scanes)°by George Bernard Shaw, Stars
but it's certainly life.
,

,

.

humor and comedy,

perfect stage
technique and excellent diction. The
rest of the cast give him the_ intelligent, restrained yet substantial support he needs. Very much in evidence is the unquestionable asset of
a company performing together for
many years, and it re.su Its in brilliant
and smooth acting from everyone.
MacLiammoir has a difficult part
which he plays with ease; he's a
polished, sincere and real artist.
Meri'el Moore, also, with the company for 20 years, shows style in her

.'

.

.

.

.'

.

•

:

. . . .

.

,

:

<

'

John

Other Island

'

:

Tale concerns Lieutenant Roberts,
medical .stude who has 'abandoned
his studies to serve his country In
war. Instead of the action he cjraves
as an adjunct to "real" service, he
gets an assignment as cargo> officer
on a small ship werating in the
back areas of the Pacific. Lad has
made a hit with the crew as a sort of
'

human buSer between them and

'

Hilton BdwardS'iind'Mlclteal MacIJammoir.
Directed by- Gdwarda. Settings by Molly
MacTSwen. At Bis Majesty's, Montreal, Jan,

a'

slave-driving captain recruited from
the nferchsqt. marine.
Latter .has come up from the
ranlti.,the tough way and he resents
the presence of the college-bred ot
fleer. His desire to acquire a com.
rmander's cap lias become an obsession with the captain, so much so
that he has denied his crew liberty
for months in order to maintain a
high-scoring cargo hauling record.
The situation threatens to bring on
a craekup among the men so Roberts
contrives a scheme to have the ship

ordered to a liberty port.

The

captain utilizes this situation
a blackjack to prevent Roberts
.from sending in letters to the naval
bureau requesting transfer from the
Ship. In return for the crew's. liberty,

.as

Roberts agrees to «top sending in
the letters and also to avoid further
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TlM Home
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Hodson

.Norman Barrs
....Hilton Edwardij
Reginald Jarman
Micheal Mncliiammolr
Edward Golden
Roy Irving
Norah Reilly. .
..Merler Moore
Oornellua Doyle.
Denis Brennan
Father Dempsey..."
Bryan Herbert

Tom

Broadbent.

Tim Hatligan.

Doyle
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Public Housing
CiOttUnmd from page
Straus into the drive, the station
was instrumental in touching bS
parallel housing campaigns in two
metro^KtUtan dallies, Post and PM,

which ran editorials on the subject
virtually every day for two weeks
running. Others papers ran sporadic
comments on. the program and even
the Daily News, from the more conservative wing, initiated a series o(
articles on housing conditions in the
city. The mail resulting from' the
program' totalled approxiiAately 10,^
000 after the first two programs of
the across - the board series was
!

Phyllis Hill, as the impertinent
The full houses maid, and Nan McFarland, as the
fine; sets Okay.
which have seen the Dublin Gate housekeeper, make these sMaller
theatre so far have been highly en- parts stand out. Richard Barr's di'
"
rection is good, and Emeline Roche's aired.
thusiastic. So should N. y. audiences,
costumes authentic. Herbert BrodMarc.
With the FCC due shortly to rekin has done wonders with limited
resources and space On the setting of examine- its Mayflower decision baneditorialization
by stations,
ning
Brort,
a Victbriab living room.
Soeial
'WMCA execs declare that their
Baltimore, Jan. 22.
housing series will serve to clarify
Harold Barnard production ot <lrama ii
Balry. Staged
three acts by Joseph
and sharpen the issues before the
Don Appell. Set and lighting by. Stewart
commission. The big poser before
Chaney: At Ford's, Ballo., Jan. 2^, '4S,
the FCC is: what constitutes an edi.Dean Jagger
Di'. Norman Farrar,
~ continued from page 57 ssa
.Kda Heinemann
Ann Harri
Leon Goldstein,
position?
torial
Dr. Tom Morrlsey....... Ronald Alexander
vice-prexy in charge of pubmay
have
Children's
Day.
Why
Malcolm
a
Kelly
Mra. Hamilton.:...
.Mae Qucstel not?
Tvoniie Tompltlna.
lic affairs programming, asked: "Is
Al Shean
Dr. Isaac Gordon..,
public
betterment an
crusade
for
a
Fair
Necessity
ot
.Virginia Gilnuire
Lee Manning.. i-..'Dr. Fleming?........... .i.i .Donald Fostei'
As President of The Actors Fund editorial?" If it is, he said, dozens
.Drake Thorton,
Paul Harris..........
of ^stations across the country are
of America, and as a member of the
guilty of editorializing.
This is a sincere effort to hang ,Board these many years,. may'I state
Goldstein declared that the series
some romance onto a more dominant to you some simple facts which will
theme of cancer -control. Net result show you how necessary this Fair was "remarkable evidence of the
exerting an influis too mach lecture and not enough is and what it means to tfou. As the. power of radio in'
literwell-mounted,
ence
for public welfare in the comIt's
a
theatre.
years go by, the demands on these
ately-written and smoothly-directed two Funds grow far beyond your munity." In launching the program,
piece but there's not enough telling most extravagant estimate. I have the station did more than present a
conflict and original plotting to make
series of airers, but laid a solid
Situa- no wish to harrow you with the deit count in its present state.
tails. Also, it is a mistaken notion (a groundwork of support in enlisting
tions depend Upon a rather worn
too many people dozens of community organizations
notion which
pattern.
behind its drive. The station's payoff
Dr. Norman Farrar is a popular have) that these two FundS limit
for the $15,000 series came in tlw
plastie surgeon, soured on doing their activities to sending actors to
good for humanity by a postwar a Home, or contributing to 'the newspaper publicity, increased listo
out
spurred
by organized
therefore
and
iaround
pushing
burial of actors. These two FundS tenership
get the dough in huge chunks from do these things, but they do much, groups and the crowning victory of
rich dames in search of beauty. He much more. The two FundS assist the Mayor's practical acceptance of
has all th^ makings of a great doc- not only actors, but practically any- the housing plan outlined in the
tor; skill with the scalpel, personalone related to the theatre, or motion programs.
ity with a patient and the brain .and
.

are

Com-

reluctant to

who is still waiting for him at 35.
They Cnally go to Roscullen.
Most of the play then becomes a
an Englishman

and of the Irish
faced with an Englishman.
The pace of the dialog and of the
production is fast, resulting in laugh-

^people

provoking scenes.

r^pm/c/ry''

even though not brand new, show
Costumes
good perspective.

go back to his village^ his parents
and the .sweetheart of hia salad days,

satirical study of
among Irish people

FAIR

likely.

rare,

edy concerns an English civil engineer and his partner who has been
away from Ireland for 18 years.
They want to establish a Garden City
in Ireland and must make a trip
is

AIR'

.

erously received but lacks originality and marquee names. Limited
run

-

company's biggest successes.
The play, save for an ending which
very flat, is thoroughly agreeable to watch and listen to.
It is

partner

:

.

falls

Iri.sh

mUNTAIN

London, Jan. 27,
"Mountain Air," opening at Comedy theatre Thursday (22) is a slender comedy, well acted. It was gen-

.

the big hit of this

at its best.

tense.

Just as John Carradine stole the
in "Volpone" two weeks previously, so does Richard Whorf walk
off with this one.
And Uta Hagen

.

i-

The Englishman

tackles the Irish people, his partner's
ex-sweetheart as well as his selfish
aims with naive^but winning British
savor. He i.s, as 'a matter of fact* the
author's constant Representative on
the stage and in the entire story. The
other characters, though actually

'

:

*

Doctor

i>.v

Vincent Tells

,

. • . .

WMCA

4

.

'.

:

i

.

Shaw humor

perfor-

.

presentation and should stir the enthusiasm of Broadway critics. Play
has not been done in the U, S. since
1904, and should prove one of the

there.

Room,

is

1,293

is fresh, grips-

show

. . .

typical

130 West 46th

,,

. .

and

.ping

guts of a real researcher.
Engaged in this latter phase he deAunt .Tudy
Norah. O'Mahony velops a serum to make s«ir tissue
Matthew Haffigan..,.. ....... Llam Gannon 'heal .quicker and has sucbessfully
Barney Dotan.
.Pat Nolan tried it out on mice and guinea pigs.
There are possibilities of this discovDublin Gate Company, founded ery also stemming cancer. He must
and still directed by Hilton Edwards And the human for the experiment.
and> Micheal MacLiammoir, is startOf course it's a gal—a bio-chemist
ing its first tour in Noith America.
who has been badly scarred in the
After a short and successful stay in
She'll take the life or death
London, Ont., it is now playing here. Paciflc.
An engagement in .Toronto will fol- chance.
Comes the operation and she
low before opening in New York at emerges
from the bandages beautithe Mansfield, Feb^ 10 for a littoposed
Comes then, too,
ful and grateful.
stay oil 10 weelcs. Company has a
complications in the guise
repertory of four Irish- eomedies, love and
cancer.
"The serum is put to
which will remain the same for the of
work. There iS' suspense, with much
entire Nortji American tour.
technical talk, and clinical observa"John Bull's Other Island," first tions. Regeneration on the part of
offering in the group; is a sharp and the hard-shelled doctor takes place;
lively comedy by George Bernard he will give up his lucrative pracShaw and serves to reveal the Dub tice and devote his talents and dislin Gate theatre as a very strong
covery to humanity. The heroine's
company.
The remarkable team* cancerous growth is licked and a
work of the entire cast stands out. good final curtain points the happy
Above such poli.shed general acting, ending.
founder Hilton Edwards emanates as
Play holds interest and there are
a brilliant artist. In the part of Tom some fine moments.
Dean Jagger
Broadbent'he even overshadows au- comes through nicely as the medico
thor. G. B. S; no easy task. Ildwards*
and Virginia Gilmore gets the most

performance

.

STAGE CURTAINS
Maharam

20,

three years, or
mances. Yet here it
for

mRS^ GOOD IN LONDON;

formers a direct chance to shine in or worse, etches a characterization of
their characterizations. Particularly full flavor and, body. 'J^lternating
well studied and flavored are the shadings of drama' and comedy are
parts enacted by Denis Brennaa as beautifully handled, to keep the two
Cornelius Doyle, Norman Barrs as moods in contrast,
Miss Hagen, enacting the frail
the British valet and Edward Golden
Bryaii Herbert wife being driven out of her mind
as Father Keegan.
is brilliant in the second act as Fa- by a sadistic husband, gives a del->
ther 'Dempsey after being a little icate, sensitive and sharply modeled
Liam Gannon portrayal. Her moods of terror are
stiff in the first act.
has the very demanding part of old eloqiiently commtiinicated, while her
man Haffigan, and one -feels he moment of righteous hatred in the
strains it a little too much, being the final scene is breath-taking:.
only performer who is hard to unFerrer plays the deadly husband
derstand. The rest are all good.
with proper cant and smugness, skill
Edwards' direction and lighting are fully avoiding any false touch of
adroitly blended with the pace of the comedy that might shatter, the play's
Molly MacEwen's settings, mood.
play.

'

;

Hamilton thriller. "Street" was first
done on Broad-yvay in 1941 and ran

"The Hidden Years," at the B'orand Jose Ferrer give formidable performances in the bthe* two lead tune Saturday (24), is a splendidly
written boys' school problem play,
roles.
Whorf, playing the Scotch-burred excellently acted. Play was warmly
received and is likely to attract the
acting. The little she has to do sjie detective who solves a 15-year-old
does perfectly. The other parts are murder and coincidentally saves a serious playgoer.
less stereotyped and give the per- young wife from the insane- asylum

.

'

:

out of the role of the reconstructed
patient.
Al Shean plays a loveable
old doctor from the East Side who
has given himself to science and the
battle against cancer, and he makes
it count.
Rest of the cast holds up
nicely and direction of Don Appell
shows considerable promise. Handling of three-way^ scenes by way of
sliding window sections oh both
sides of the proscenium is especially
good. Setting by Stewart Chaney is
a decided asset.
Bnrm.

pictures. You would be amazed were
to know how many, and how
varied, are the requests for help
which come to ttxe two FundS every

The series of five programs, which
have been repeated nightly for a pe-

you

day! Each case
siderately

case

and

inves'tigated;

held in the strictest

is

fidence.

of four weeks has currently
its tag line. Originally requesting dialers to write to" the
Mayor to demand a public hearing
on housing, the programs are now
urging letters of support to the

riod

switched

carefully and con-

is

every
con-

At the Fair the public will
its money's worth many
Mayor on his housing commitment.
of that^you.may be sure. Program frankly states that some

be given
times over

—

But we must

not, ;8top
is

there.

The members

not only to

as its president,

came

New York recently to assure us
that he, with Ralph Morgan and his
committee, will spearhead the prep-

Set 'Sleep' Cast

aration on the Coast. November was
chosen liecause many stars of stage
and screen have signified their intention of being in New York- at the
time of the fair and of contributing
to

shift

roles

special Actors

New York

-

.

•

,

"Sleep

It

Office Space

Mandell,

cramped stage yo«r hands.

production,

Jackie Cooper will star in the
piece, with Paula Stone directing.

is

'

the-

legit

Off."

FundS Com-

headed by
John Golden with Arthur Hopkins
as co-chairman, and Emil Friedlander, Marcus Heiman, Harry C.
SommerSj Jacob Goodstein, Raymond
Massey, Vinton Freedley, Frank

mittee in

27.

Henry and Glen Vernon will
to Broadway jn the spring for
in the James Ellison-Michael

Sloane

-

it.

The

Hollywood, Jan.
Bill

A

On

family"

"official.'

to

Angol

so.

the

.

Bobby Clark, / Katharine
Cornell, Gilbert Miller, Lee Shubert,
Warren P. Munsel known as the
Committee of Fifteen. No doubt Mr.
Hersholt will name an equal number on Kis committee representing
the motion pictures.
few days ago
the Committee recommended the appointment of James Sauter as GeniStreet
eral Director of the project, and Mr.
New Yorlt City Tlieatre <'o. revival or Sauter, who" was the wartime head
drama In three acta by Palrlctt Hamilton.
Features Uta Hagen, Jo.se Ferrer. llicUnril of the United Theatre Activities, aeWhorf. Dlreoted by Richard Ha it. .Sets and cepted the post. These are all good
liRbting. Herbert Brodkin; ooatumeH, Kme- men and
true ttf^he Actors PundS.
line Uoohe. Opened al City Center, N. Y.,
.Tan. 22, '48; K-iO top.
The theatre is a fabulous place.
Mrs. Marinfng:hani
,T'ta TTiisen
,
Out of it came the fabulous motion
Mr. Mannlnghnm. ..... . v
..To»e J.Vrrer
Nancy
Itll
.I'hylUa 1
picture. .Just how fabulous they are,
Elizalieth
N'lin McKaflnnil
,
Rough
.Richard WlUjrf you will understand if you consider
,
Two Policemen.
Vielor Thdfley, Ralph that the theatre and the screen are
Roberta "throwing a party" which will
last
10 days— a party to which the people
"Angel' Street," second production
of the theatre and screen are invitof the New York City Theatre Co..
qpnfirms the impression that this is ing "the people." To make the part,y
the best local stock company In a the success it can be is wholly in

secondary,
remain vital.
Shaw,
without final judgment, leaves Ireland for the sentimentalist, dream'
ing nation thai It is^but not after (decade or

of

may

yejt succeed in blocking implementation of the program. However, the station, while throwing its
full support behind the Mayor, says,
it will
be ready to' pick up th«
Coast Spearheads
indiJean Hersholt, who has devoted so cudgels again»i£ there is any
cation of backsliding. Series winds
many years to the Motion Picture
up Friday (30).
,
Relief Fund,

purpose of the Fair

raise $]„Q0O,O0O. It ia tO let the world
know What these two FundS are doing,

.

HOTEL ALGONQUIN
-

55 W. 44th

Street

Two Rooms,
Comprisinci 447 Square Feet
.:and

Two Rooms.
Comprising 386 Square Feet
Second! Floor

Available Immediately

for r>»f«iii^w*t

Personal
Interviews

806 7ih

CMM»*»
Gr»mm«rHlghSdiool:
(/wiadeniicl

Av.. N.Y.C. Circle 7-8474

'

a

.

UTBIIATI
April.

Author's

previous

»

boolrs,

have included "Prejudice," "Brothers
Under the Skin" and "Factories in

Literati

SCULLY'S

the Field."

William Auerbach»Levy, author of
Writers Get-Tagetlier
Mystery Writers of America will
hold ann,ual convention Feb. 1-4 in
New York, ScheduJe" calls for a reception I'or, delegates Sunday (1) at
tlie home of Veroniea Johns, execufor
delegates
session-lunch
tive
Monday <2)( followed by an open
nieetinti ID the afternoon. Another
executive fconfiab will be held Tuesday rtiorninff (3) and an open meetAlylrtery

ing .in the afternoon. General meetIni of delegates and the counting of
ballots in the recent election will
talte place Wedne.wlay afternoon *4),
XolJowed immediately by a. meetina
of the new board. Convention will
elose with dinner and a meeting of
the entire membership,
About 100 members are expected
t6 attend. Official representatives
fiom the various chapters will be
Milton K. Ozaki, Chicago; Lenore
Glen Offord, San Francisco; Maiden
Grange Bishop, Los Angeles, and

'

severgl

New York

legit houses^ anft

Hmry

Steeger; head of Popular
Publications, desired to give up the
publication, on which they claim
to have lost $60,080 during their
three years ownership. Theatre Arts
was started 32 years ago. Stage mag
was launched by Ince in 1939, folded
after several issues and has been
rumored about to resume at various

times since.

"Is That Me?", will be guest of honor
at dinner in N. Y. today <28) being
given by Book Sellers' League of
York. Merle Miller, author oJ
recent novel "That Winter," will also
be a guest. Auerbach-Levy has been
asked to address the gathering and

'

.

i.<;

SWG

CoiHicH

'MWA

Metro
Over SuSHension

^"Seles, Jan. ,i7.
?
™
».
Dalton Trumbo, screenwriter, filed
suit in U. S. district court demanding restoration to the Metro studio
payroll or pay at the rate of $75,000
per script for the duration of his

making

iiooks
themselves
Father than booksellers.
-

gtiilty.

I

I

'"""^

iQSr'^''"T
Trumbo

CHA'TTER

with a member of the staff writer for five years, turned
opposite sex.'' Meanwhile film has flack last week-, joining 'George B.
played ftve big weeks in the Hub Evans.
though ruled oS the screen -on SunGeorge L. Bird's "how" book for
•.«..
«ays.'
authors, "Article Writujg and Marketing," will be published by Rinehart in March.
Xait-MortiBLCi: 'Canfidentiia'
Richard Knglish sold-an article on
"New York Confidential," by Jack
Xiait and Lee Mortimer, N, Y. Mir- b idleader Freddy Martin to the
sor editor and columnist, respective- Saturday Evening- Pa-rt for publica<)-. Will be published by Ziff-Davis tion some time in March.
Howard Skidmore, of N. Y. Herin May:
Volume touches on Mtc in the ald Tribune copy desk, has resigned
Negro,' Puerto -Rican and Little Italy to join the public relations departareas; as cities witliin a city. Auth^irs ment of Robert R. Young, in N. Y.
PEN, mtemational writer organialso delineate habitues of nitery
haunts fihra the Village to SZnd zation, is raising funds for the relief
of Dieedy authors in Europe.. It has
Str«eL
appealed to Authors Guild members
vTbkes-BentM (O. G.> CliaBirts Crix to Contribute.
Dramatization of Bertita HardShakvup on the Washington ( D.C.)
Times-Herald, published by Mrs. ing's "Age Cannot Wither," ba.sed on
£Leanor (Cissie l Patterson, has E^ie the Eleanore DuserGabriele d'Aimunzio
affair,
is being, readied by
Schier moving in to replace Don
Craig as 'film and play reviewer. Joel Schenker.
sire to sleep

I

,

,

j

;
i

[
;

t

Karl.Schriftgiesser, literary editor

Craig was formerly critic on the
Daily News in D. C.
S«dtier has
lieeB::nB tbe T-R j^usic and drama

of Newsweek, has authored "This
Was. Normalcy," a study Of the 1920-

32 period, which Little, Brown wQl
This paper has had the town's publish April 21.
"In Henry's Backyard," a tolermost consideraible, turnover of reviewers. Schijer will be the fourth ance story tor children, will be publislied Feb. 33 by Schuman.
It's by
fa the last three yeaiS.
liaS'.

Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltiish.
authors fA the pamphlet, "Races of

mr-NILKB CM kecess
Mankind.'*
NRLB hearings of charges against
"The Magic Penny," novel by
the
International
Typographical Babette Hughes due for publication
Union for alleged failure to bargain in February by Rineharf, is about a
collectively has been <reces.scd at
playwright who can't repeat after a
Chicago 'until Fel>. 16. Time out was
first .success.
The locale'is Broadcalled last^eek so th.nt the unio)i*s
attorney,- Gerlgard P. Van Arkel,

way and Hollywood.

Story mag i<i changing from, a
Govdd fUe an answer to an injunction
monthly to a quarterly and raising
the ITU's Indianapolis the prite to TSc. It's also increasingthe page size, enlarging and adding
Strike of 1,500 printers meanwhUe
Creative Spirit department. Whit
entered the third month, with no a
Burnett continues as editor.
immediate ta-uce in sight.
Fred R. Sammis appointed editorial director of the five Macfadden
women's
group
magazines.
'WhUe the staff, including Rosa- Group includes Photoplay, Radio
mood Gil&r, editor and drama Mirror, True Romance, Tirae Excritte, were trying
obtain neces- perience and True Love and Rosary flnaneing to continue pubKca- mance.
tian. Theatre Arts monthly was sold
TeA Piatt worhing on two Florida
last wedc to Stage ma:^ of which books, one non-Sction, the other a
Alexander bice is publisher. It was historical nevel. Has done seven
immediately annoiwced that the two books on Florida nli'eady, plus artiPttiilieatUaD* would' be merged and cles in Satevcpost and Holidqr, to
tihat, Cbstte BiTaeArtiHK, playwright wanant a
personal commendatioii
«nd screen Writer, would be tbe new from Gov, Millard F. CftldweU.
editor. First issue of the new. magaCar^ McWilliams' next, "A Mask
zine will be M> AptiL
foe Privilege." subtitled "AntirSemiIt waa revealed earlier last week ttsm io- America." is slated for pubtbet Miert W. BewUo^ fvesidcnt lieaitieB Maieh IX by Little^ Brown
«f Caty finrcrtte* C«.. wliieb vptniM and wiU be the Beetc Find choice ffer

suit ag^nst
local.
•

•

-

'

,

14 children's-department dress

I
'

^^^^

Continued froei pace 1

ss^jl

'

,

charges.'

the entire resources of its -worldwide news-gathering lensers behind
the video reel, it will no longer be
necessary for NBC to spend so much
money on its^own venture.
(Oldsmobile .signed this, week to
bankroll the NBC reel Sunday nights
over WNBT. Web- is also seeking a
sponsor to bankroll the reel on
weekdays, at a later hour than the
Fox reel. See separate story.)
Twentieth execs have declined "to
furnish any opinion on bow their
exhibitor accounts wHl go for the
tele deal but it's believed certain
the company scouted the idea thoroughly before deciding to go ahestd
with the part. Indications are that
20th doesn't ex^pect too much adverse criticism, mainly; because the.
tele version of the reel, as a -fiveday-a-wc«!k operation, win necessarily be different from the two editions weekly furnished theati-es.
In addition, it's long been known
that newsreels represent merely a
service to exhibs, something from
which none of the majors , has derived much profit since the .advent
of sound first materially boosted production costs. Flashing of the news;red on the screen in most theatres
today usually marks a breather for
the majority of customers \o hike
out to the lobby for a smoke. It's
almost certain, however, Vbit indie
cxhib associations wiU raise their
usual inite squawk) when they learn
of the contract.
Forest.illinj?
the expected complaints, 20th execs point out there
should be no reason for beefs since
the tele reel will be entirely different
from the theatre reel. Tele version
will emphasize medium and ctoseup
shots for the small-screen telesets. In
addition. 20th execs stress that their
entry into video represents. a measure of self-preservation. Other outrincluding the newspaper wti'
fits,
services, have already started their
tele reels, indicating that if the film

home

wd

'

.

girl

left
station,

j

VMxo.
Trumbo

CIg Coin Cupids

U^h -she was more or less back to normalcy—
with a little curl right in the middle of her forehead. One morning
for a lesson at a private tutor's. She went instead to a gas
changed from her little girl'.s dress into a SWea.t«r and skirt,
hocked a plaUnum pin which Helen Hayes had given to her, bought a
suitcase, a bus ticket, some lipstick and rouge, and took a wayward bus to
Francisco. There she had her brown hair hennaed and swept up
^ ^^^6 matronly coiffure.
ghe didn't know what she was Koing to do in San Francisco (except
maybe get a job as a mother's helper!), but what she did instead was date
^jth a 19-year-old sailor and make the rounds of bars and holds. Sometimes she had two saUors In her room at night, but it was her Contention
she did "nothing wrong." She even registered with another sailor at
another hotel as brother and sister. They had separate rooms, but when
the police came on them he was sittiiig in her iroom
She waS^^^i^
closet ciianging to her pajamas.
'Oae For Viaa 'Delmar."
The polq:e-fO(tb; her, to a juvenile dctehtion home, but it was her final
decision 'that she was not a bad girl, though She guessed, she told the
world, that her parents would now realize' t|(iat she h^d oi^giaown
the time she was

ntUe
j

'*'

.

iP'^'v
is the. fifth
of the
Unfriendly witnesses in the Coneressional investigation to start action .against^a film studio.
Others
Scott, producer, and Ed^"^^j
ward Dmytryk, dttector, at RKO;
Ring Lardner. Jr., writer, at 2»thJfox. and Lester Cole, writer, at

'

.st,^kge.

IM

'
^

:

Tlie wayward press gave her frontpage eight-colujmii streamers diuring
the hunt. Police were alerted everywhere. Then at four o'clock one
morning the teletypes Sashed the news that she was found having fun
with an AWOL sailor in a second-cFass San Francisco hotel;
So far, who could cast the first stone'.' But within 24 hours of her being
found many could cast it, and they could vasit it first at the Hearst press.
For tbey switched from anxiety to vulgarity, and from vulgarity to down*

'

right subversive joumatisro.

News Has No Morali;?
news has no morals and that

ethics are for weeklies,
It niay be true that
but what right has any daily to denounce the palitical license to which
others mi^r carry their liberty, while feeling free itself to defile every
street corner and every home with a glorification of either venial or mort^

sin?

.'
^

•

'i

When this pathetically forced- plant in the vin^avd of show business
was finally found the Hearst string played tip her recovery to the point
of treason to the Ten Commandments.
All smiles, they quoted her as saying, "I just had a wonderful time!"*
And they fortified the contention with photographic layouts which seemed
to indicate that she was still having it.
But several pages into the interior of this same member of the press wa.*
a two-column feature to the effect that juvenile delinquency is a threat,
to the nation; J. Edgar Hoover, the Hearst papers themselves and anonyi
mons priests, ministfirs, and rabbis, were being quoted in I2-point type
to the effect that the tirne to teach our youth is in the' high chair and not
in the ^electric chair.
'

Br«ak

11

Up. 'Bays

But when is tlie time to teach our editors to distinguish between a hunt
for a child who may Yie kidnapped and a delinquent runaway'? For surely
the glorification of the delinquent can de&troy the work of milUons. of
serious parents tryinis to raise their children to be a credit to.' America

:

and the world-^in body, mind arid souL
That every cluld-pradigy does not turn out this way is the best proof
we have of the rightness of trying to give a child every opportuni^ to
develop in wbatev«r direction to the best of ite ability. This docs not
mean forcing the issue, but it does mean niirsing a talent to help it mature,
and it surety means persistently teaicfaing it the cSffeience b<!tween right
and wrong so that when the diHd matures, it can rcMBIy distinguish between the 'two.
,

Parents who force children are like farmers who force crops. UTiey
gel a crop a little earlier, but nine thne£ out of 10 something will be
the process. But under no circumstances can individual pai-ents
compete against the mass pressure of a wayward press in its efforts to
extract circula^on out of dragging all children down to the level of its

may

lost in

latest exploited delinquent.
HolIywMd's. Stake' at Stake
The picture industry has a special stake in this problem because it not
only hires many moppets, but has hundreds of girls under the legal age of
IS under contract. Keeping them in their realm of chastity is toa^
enough without having them looking- enviously at the publicity which
turn envy bagslltigers.and^ seelt to. hanitate
comes to bobbysoxers who
them. But imagine what such a glorification does to th^ n^ioos of teenagers of small talent and big egos?
Shirley Temple, Deanna Durbin. Margaret O'Brien, Mitzi Green, Vir-'
giiiia Weidler, Jane Withers, and even Mary Fickford and Dorothy Gish,
have known what it means not to play wildly with other childrm because
getting hurt might hurt their careers. But their, testimony will not taiptcss these tcen-agien as long as escapadei such as the child prodigy's axe
'

...

.

.

.

m

glorified.

cast the Yankee games simultane- big-time comedy show for -video.
ously for raiSo and video. Frisch Show, which would operate- "on a
$9,000 Weeldy budget, is to star Htil
'

companies don't get in now^ tbeyH will be assigned a different assisout on the video market en- tant to furnish color commentary on
each of the media.
tirely.
While these contracts mark the
Chesterfields' inking to bankroll
the first entry of the two eigarct fimsG
both radio and tele accounts
Giants is similar -te that reeently and of 20th-Fox into television,
signed by Ballantine's for -the N.Y. they were preecd«l into the meYankees. Entire season's, games will dium by odier outfits.' Paramount
be brought to radio listeners, wbUe is a pioneer in tele, station operatele audieiceS will be brought only tion, with stations now airing in
tbe 77 home games. Frankic Frisch Lm. Angeles and Chicago. American
ia exitected to handle the play-by- T»b«cce (Luckics) sponsoced a numplay flHC titfth media> at th« same ber of football aames last fall and
'Alin wOl teaod- is new reii«-ted Bning vip the first
ttew, luct as
lose

.

.

,

^^,.,y
]
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declares his Metro con-,
tract calls for $75,000 for every
regional editors will be appointed
script he submits.
Among his de"throughout the country.
mands i^ one for $91,000 as' the balJacic King, labor columnist of the
ance due on "Angel's Flight," a
Phoenix (Ariz.) Gazette, will edit.
script he wrote as a Clark Crable
King leaves the paper Feb. 15 in orstarrer, for which he received. $14,der to take, over new job and line
000 on account.
In his complaint
up staflSers. Early issues .of North he
declares he was taken off the
Aineriean Labor \nl\ be ad-Iess:
payroll until such time as he clears
himself of Congressional contempt

At that time book was cleared
W. Paul Cook, co-owner at Driftby Superior Court Judge Frank J. wind Press, is gravely ill in the
Donahue in Boston 'with the remark Mary Frederic hospital, Burlington,
that "while, the book is conducive vt..
to sleep, it is not conducive to a deAnne Viviani. N. Y. Daily News

'

i

•

-

atliliated with any labor group. Byliners will be w.k. labor scribes, and

,

Farewell To Rompers
just a scene in a pictiu'e, but many towns between Hollywood
and Buffalo were put in a dither for a week, recently because a daughter.
much younger than Jean Dexter, and concededly much more talented,
decided she wanted to break loose at the age of 14'/4, and also "have fun."
She had been a child prodigy of the pianoforte. She gave her first piano
recital at the age of 5^.
At the age of 8 she was playing with the Los
Angeles PhilHaimonic. By the time she \yas 10^ Metro was fitting this
moppet into the mosaic of one of its pix. By the time she was 13 Ben
^^'^^^
Charles MacArthur thought they could turn the "Swan Song"
into anything but a Kwan song with, her as the .star. They flopped, but
even a flop is a source of adrjiiration and envy if it takes place on Broad-

All this

'

'

^AMher" Fcrcver in Crait
As if it weren't deader than a baddock, "Forever Amber" is back in
again as a Judicial problem in
lilassachusetts with Atty. Gen. Clar.ence A.' Baltics preparing to argue
an appeal before the state supreme
cotixt tn opnnectionv'with: the novel's
kequittdl as an "obscene" book. Previous trial was first test of new law

untalented^ home^loving.

:

Xawrence G, Blochman, New
Hiigh Pentecost (nom de plume

'

.

Continncd from page i

Newhense Itnys Pa.. Daily
Sale of the .Harrisburg Telegraph,
Harrisburg, Pa., by Gen. Albert H.
Stackpole to Samuel I. Newhouse,
publisher of the Newark Star-Ledger
and ether newspapers in New Jersey

for ate, which had been operated in eon^
Philips >, ini^umbeni presi- junction with the newspaper, was
dent, will preside.
not included in the transaction.
One of the prime subjects for dss^
^CUSsion at the sessions will be the
Coast Labar Mag
plan for' collecting royalties
New magazine to represent labor's
from lending libraries. The organipoint of view is being readied on
iation's attorney, Eleazar Lipsky,
the Coast, with publication date set
will probably report on bis meeting
for March. Tagged North, American
next week with members of . the Labor,
mag will be slick paper job
House judiciary committee on pos- selling at 35c and will,bc disti-ibuted
sible 'revision of the copyright law,
nationally. Initial issue will run to
nthich would be idesigned' to make 36- pages, with plans calling for larger
.$os^)e the collection «>f such royal- subsequent issues. Publication will
•tieiSi'
be a monthly and will be backed by
Coast capital, bankroUeirs being un'

I

»»

'satisfied to find

is

Judson

»

At the moment the mother's heart
not full of grief but of hate. She
doesn't want to identify the body. All -she can think of is that here's a
daughter she has raised who, like thousiincls of other daughters, wasn't
her happiness at home but wanted to go oH some place
else and "have fun."
So she has her fun in New York and is now the late Jean Dexter,
Of course, when her. mother finally does recognize the body, she breaks
down and' weeps and caresses what had once been a baby in her arms.
The mother later asks why her daughter couldn't have been bom ugly,

those present.

however, is not so much the tactics
of the two extremes, as the existence
and spread of factionalism itseU.
They fear that organized, permanent
factions, particularly when based on
political lines, will create incrcasing dissension and bitterness within
and New York has been announced: the Guild, will weaken it and may
Gieneral StaCkpole will continue in even ultimately wreck it.
his present capacity as editor and
publisher. No purchase price was
revealed.
Tninri^ Sues
York.
Radio station WHP, a CBS aflili

,

Scully

Hollywood, Jan. 25.
New
In "The Naked City," Mark Hclliiiger's last picture and not only his
greatest but likely to survive many still to be made by other.^, there's a
scene of the mother of a murdered model who has come to New York from
will probably make caricatures of New Jersey to identify her dead daugliter at the morgue.

,

The sale price of Theatre Arts
understood to have been $40,000.

61

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

»

"

Silvers.

,

TelesiierfB Iter Cantekr

Hollywood, Jan.

27.

George O.swald, William Bsty
Agency ^account exec; is hoe from
N. T. to supervise production on «
.series of feleidwrts for Camel cigarets being made at the Jerry Fair>
banks studio. Three or four onereelers are to be tested on easterm

video tstations: before additiotial sul»»
:'„

J«fCfc,fHt*'lteia»4i.

.

Wedneritiy, Jmtaaanr 28.
194|k

6jS

both handi last week in
Londoa
escaping from a transport plane
which crashed into a snowbank and
Actress Edith Evans planning visit
burned at Boston airport. He's still to Russia some time in .^ril,
under treatmenti
Milton Kramer, chairman of Selznick Releasing Organization, here on
business trip, and. off to Paris in a

juries: to;

Edward Leggewie, 20th-Fox rep in
France, off to Paris.
Disk jockey Jack Eigen left Thurscl.y

(22) for

jan

Toch

Miami

vacation.
will replace

Sterling
in "John

Nina

11$

Loves Mary" next

few days.
David Coplan,

English head of
United Artists, sailing for America
on the Queen Elizabeth Feb. 4 for
'
appendectomy.
Gillie
Potter,
standard
vaudevillian for many years, who took Up
the study of law, has qualified as

By Les Bees

Clem. Jaunich, Delano, Minn., exLouise (Mrs. Martin) Beck out of
ho&pital and rapidly recuperating at hibitor, hospitalized here,
Burl Ives is spotted for a concert
home.
Frank and May Wirth hostmg Lil Feb. 18 at the Auditorium.
Northwest Variety club is holding
(Mrs. Jack) Pulaski at tlieir Miami
Saturday night bingo parties.
winter home.
North Central Allied set March
W. J. Kelly, veteran actor, reported recovering from pneumonia 22-23 for its annual convention at
the Hotel Nicollet here.
at St. Luke's hospital.
Gertrude Guimont, Warner's head
Jean Pierre Aumont due to leave
for the Coast end of the week after booker, back on job after being hospitalized with fractured ankle.
getting in from Europe.
Lyceum gets Tallulah Bankhead
Jimmy Dawson in prime form as
toastmaster at the boxing writers "Private Lives," Feb. 2-5, and "Song
of Norway" the week of March 8.
dinner last Wednesday (21).
John K. Sherman, Minneapolis
Mort Spring, first yeepee of Loew's
International, left for the Coast over Star drama critic, off to New York
to give Broadway shows a oncethe weekend for IB-^day visit.
Tom Weatherly and Charles C. over.
Illinois
Jacquet orchestra, with
Martel press-agenting the Fred As^r
Ella Fitzgerald, is joining the local
taire chain of 2ff dance studios.
Playwright Rodney Ackland and "We Call It Jazz" unit in concert at
William L. Taub opened offices in Armory, Feb. 1.
Youtii -who threw a bottle through
KT. :Y.' as legit production company.
McGinnis,^ Broadway restaurant, the new screen at the Auditorium
has bought the building which it's theatre, Stillwater, received a 30been occupying for the past IQ years. day jail sentence.
"Too Many Thumbs," new play
Spyros Skoura'S' named New York
chairman of the Atfierican Oversea^ by Robert Hivnor, member of Univ.
Air-XXnited Kations Appeal tor ChU> of Minnesota faculty, presented by
University Theatre.
(Jren.
With Blanche Yurka and Sidney
Sidney R. ,Fleisher, attorney for
the Authors League, to Mexico for Blackmer as guest stars in "AH My
what he calls the first vacation in Sons," Minneapolis Civic Theatre is
tilting the scale fi:om $1.20 to $2.40
his life..
Zeb Epstin," Strand theatre man- top..
Southeastern Minnesota unit of
aging director, a snowstorm casualty with a fractured elbow after a North CeiAral Allied held ft meeting,
here and mapped plans to assist
street fall.
Kx-filth biggie William Fox, now in the fight against the ASCAP theaassociated with the Mitchell Camera tre tax.
Third consecutive Metropolitan
Corp., ailing at his home in WoodOpera season' scheduled here May
mere,. L. \.
Bob GiUham, eastern pub-ad di- 6-8, with offerings to comprise "Der
Giovanni''
rector fiJr S.elznick, planed to Florir Rosenkavalier,"
"Don
da on a business trip yesterday and "II Trovatore."
Univ. of Minnesota Film Society
(Tuesday).
Bob Shapiro'i assistant to Robert is offering a series of foreign films,
Weitman,
mahaging director of including "Russian Ballerina," "Star
Paramount theatre^ M. Y.i bedded by Without Light," 'ISychromy No. 9,"
"I Live As I Please," i'Sero De
flu last week.
William Tourney, publicity exec at Condiute" and "School for Danger."
the J. Arthur Rank office in New
York, currently scripting a novel on
/
the magistrate's court.
Portland, Ore.
Arv'id Paulson tu dQ reading of his
Variety theatre started stageshow
translation of August Strindberg's policy this week.
"
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barrister-at-law,

•

Associated British-Boulting Bros.'
"Brighton Rock," currently at Warner theatre, has broken house record
for last 10 years.

Daisy Dormer

left

around SlOO,-

000 and bequeathed her stock of thesrtrical wigs and costumes to the
Royal Naval Barracks at Ports-

mouth.
Playwright Benn Levy,

stallation of

new

seats

and marquee,

Roy

B. Hix, sideshow barker, convicted of kicliing and blinding one
eye of a boy at Statfe Fair last year,
bronchitis
SS™,.^"?''
Auer-hospitaUzed in'*fanta
was fined $500 and put on two years'
probation.
"
Dave Karp, former Detroit mid-^
O'Dea laid up with
dleweight boxer, is at Club 50* with
own act. Paul Gilbert, m.c;, is doing
* three-weeic
some rough routines with the fight- stase'^our^"^"
ing newsboy.
the east for
Alice N. Gorham, United Detroit
Theatres' press agent, won the an^"'^'^'"^
nual award of the Women's Adver- fro^ri&Ul?4V"'
tising Club of Detroit for the best
1947 -publicity campaign. Award was in''i'^larL"te"'^'''°'*-*°to Detroit to sing for
for campaign on "Welcome Stranger." ^u-'^^'.^P
the Civic Light Opera.
Laraine Day's divorce from
Ray
•

,

rad?o%tr

Hendricks became

final.

San Francisco
Myer Schine to Florida to loofc
over his theatres and Kdlels.
By Ted Friend
Fred; Timbers reelected prexy of
Guy Cherney the father of a son.
Ballerina Tamara Toumanova in the universal City Studio Club
Ben Bennett, film cowboy, clawed
town.

Griff Williams orch is at Peacock
Member of
Parliament, is to investigate charges Court in the Mark Hopkins.
Centennial celebration is set for
that Polish soldiers are being employed- here as cheap labor' to the '49,. -with conimittees being formed
for exploitation.
detriment of British workers.
John W. Elwood, IP^BC general
Robert McDerjtnott, J. Arthur
Rank's fllrti' story editor, is resigning manager is the new president 'of
to take up executive television job Downtown Assn.
with the Britii^ Broadcasting Corp.
At Williams, Papagayb Room boniunder Norman Collins, head of tele. face, has boOght a Belvedere island
Lou Wilson, Prince Littler's rep- waterfront home,
Jane Dailey exits as Symphony exresentative, has just returned from
provincial trip to line up talent for ploiter to tour with Katherine DunLittler's
London production of ham as personal p.a.
Graoie Fields at the Venetian
"Brigadoon," due, some time in May.
After openly denying rumor that Room of the Fairmont, is the top
11 p.m. curfew on broadcasting is to nitery draw of the town.
be removed British Br6adcai^tin%
Elmer PeterSon back to his newsCorp. announced that it has applied commentator chores at KNBC folto the government to revert to 12 lowing bout with"VirusX,"
midnight.
Harry Elliott ad agency is sponSid Field, now on short holiday soring its ,own quarter-hour show,
with his wife, after 15 months star- "Report From the Automobile Inring in Val Parnell's "Piccadilly dustry," over KSFO.
Hayride," at the Prince of Wales,
Fairmont hotel set with big name
sails for America Feb. 28, on the policy. Beatrice Kay, Georgie Price
•

-

,

Queen Mary,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke has been
added to cast of Alexander Korda's
"The Winslow Boy," which stars
Robert Donat and Margaret Leigh^
ton, to be directed by Anatole. de

^MM,a

by a

on the RKO-Pathe lot
out of retire,
for a film role at Republic

lion

Mae Clarke comes
ment

Paul Hollister arrived from New
York and was downed by "Virus X."
Allan Jones and Irene Hervey
leaving for London early in March
Milton

when

his

truck.

Sperling escaped injury
car was wrecked by a

Carleton Alsop joined the A. & S.
Lyons Agency in an executive capacity.,

Richard Whorf 'bought a house
Patti Andrews and Marty

from

Melcher,

.

Edward Rubin resigning as Ginger
Rogers' personal representative to go
into film production.
Dennis Day and Margaret Ellen
Almquist announced their engagement to wedy Jan. 29.
George Lait bedded with malaria,
an aftermath of his tropical travels
as a war correspondent.
Irving Berlin and Norman Krasna
and Jane Pickens inked in for two- returned from LaQ'uinta after collaband three- week showings. Gracie orating on a stage musical.
Song writer Harry Revel opened
Fields is current
1

.

his own talent agency for film, radio,
video.^and. nitery performers;

Virginia Welles Lederer concluded
her three-year writing contract and
checked off the Paramount lot.
By Istvan Gero
Phoebe and Henry Ephron writing
theatre for. a shorts season,
Metro manager Lazare Leon preprobably three weeks in June; open*. paring for a confab In h.o. and on a' legiter for Broad way«: production
by Herman Shtunlin in the falL
mg with a new play by G. A, Puget, the Coast.
Gene Raymond appointed opera"I,a Peine \Capitale," starring Lisa
Nicholas Bros, doing a p.a. in
Topart, and Mollere's "Le Misan- Politeama stageshow, with "Sinbad tions officer of the new Army aviation reserve squadron at Clover
thrope."
the Sailor."
Most ambitious production at
Vivian Romance and staff left for Field.
Yvonne de Carlo flew back front
Covent Garden ih May will be a Paris, taking with, them out-of-door
Europe and was taken off the susopera by Boris Qodunou, titled shots from Li^bop and Estoril,
"The Great Highway," at Rockland
Downtown theatres boosted prices new
"Paola Silveri," with Peter Brook
theatre, Nyack; Sunday (1).
Max Nosseck, after having ac- pended list at Universal-Internafrom 80c. to 85c.
tional.
directing, Karl Rankl conducting,
Jane Wilson, dancer in touring
Jennie Tourel sings Saturday (24) and Georges Warnevitch of Paris quired the best-seller "Selvagem"
"Sweethearts," will beK married May at the; Auditorium.
("Virgin Forest"), left for Holly»•
doing the decor.
29 to Raymond Wadsworth, with sta«
wood.
Alvino Rey orchestra plays Oregon
Spencer M. Reis has been nomtiori WJMX, Florence,
Arturo Duarte, producer of "Leao
C.
Univ. military ball Feb. 7,
Chicago
inated by British Film Producers
left for Madrid to preSmile Lustig, prexy' qf Westport
Rusty Coleman succeeded Jerry Assn; as representative on Southern de Estrela,"
pare a Spanish-Portuguese bi*lingual
Margo, legit and picture actress,
International Films, plithes to Eu-r Owens as m.c. at Club Hy Mac.
Regional Board for Industry. Board production.
in town for medical attention.
rope Friday (30) on a two-week
Leo Jaroff's Cloud Ro6m closed tias been set up in collaboration
''Leao de Estrela," a Portuguese ^ Fran Wood joined the Morris Siltrip to Paris and Italy, in hunt for due to lost lease, after five years.
with British Employers Confedera- pic, is entering its ninth
-week in ver agency to handle publicity.
product.
R. G. Owsley is the new manager tion and Trades Union Congress.
Sao Luiz, at the same deluxer where
Lo&l columnist Nate Gross left
Oliver trnger,v co-producer with of Jantzen Beach Park and Ball"
Paul Soskin's Two Cities .Films'
With Wind" also ran for .nine on an Extended tour of South AmerMartin Levine of "Roosevelt Story," room.
"No Medals," fllmizatiqn of Esther "Gone
weeks.
ica.
Will Osborne orchestra plays the McCracken'S' legit hit which Linnit
back from "ISurope °ovet weekend
Peggy Ann Garner here to open
after confabs on continental release Oregon State College senior ball & Dunfee ran at the Vaudeville
the local "March of Dimes" camFeb. 21.
theatre for over a year, ^oes into
of film.
paign.
The Philharmonica Trio has moved production early March, with Roger
Maurice Dekobra, French novelist,
Singer Kay Thompson missed sevfrom
the
Clover
Club
Holland
to
the
Livesey
and
Ursula
Jeans
starred.
in Saturday <24> to huddle- with his
By Emll W. Maass
eral performances at the Blackstone
Club Eugene.
agent, Eleanor King, regarding a proLilian Harvey baclc in town on last week because of laryngitis.
Reed's Variety theatre now playposed dramatisation of his book,
musical broadcast,
Radio announcer Ben Gage shuting vaudeville every day.
AGVA
Miami
Beach
•'Paradise in Montparnasse."
German
film
star
Hans
Alberts
tling back and forth to Hollywood
benefit show scheduled there Feb. 2.
Group of semi-pros, including jU'
signed up for Vienna appearance.
By Larry Solloway
while his wife, Esther Williams, apRose Bowl in Multnomah hotel,
nlor Equity ites,. doing "Awake and with Michael Loring, Ginny Lee and
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy to pears at the State-Lake here.
The Moe Gales are- at the Lord
appear here Feb. 7 in Konzerthaus.
Sing" at Jan Hus theatre,. Feb, 5-9 Chuck Whitehead orchestra, now Tarleton.
Ray Bolger, Beatrice Kraft
directed by Steflen ZachariaS. Name open weekends only.
Anna Kallina, 73, member of dancers and Larry Marvin, singer,
Ilona Massey into the Colonial Inn
of group will be selected from audi
Burgtheatre since 1888, died sud- set for new Chez Paree show, openTex Beneke orchestra opens at next week.
ence ballot.
ing. Feb. 15.
Eugene, Feb. 4; Portland, Feb. 5-8; * Film producer Benedict Bogeaus is denly.
Dancer Harald Kreutzberg back
Carson HcCuUers back from Paris Seattle Arena, Feb. 6-7, it"? first ap- at the Roney Plaza.
Russ Facchine, head of the local
David (Sonny) Werblin, of MCA, after extensive tour through the Mus-Arf office, has been bedded
to collab With Greer Johnson on pearance in this territory.
Americas.
dramatization of her novel, '.'The
is at the Bocaf Raton.^
with flu, delaying the proposed corOscar Jascha, 67, composer and poration meeting.
Variety TenfaS will stage "Heart
Member of the Wedding," which is
on Theatre Guild production slate
Fund" show Feb. 11: at the Beach music-director of Buergertheatre,
Fred Joyce, local publicity chief
died suddenly.
lor next season.
theatre.
for the Hilton chain, off to Bermuda
Siegfried Breuer to direct Adlon
By Florence S. Lowe
Film actor John Carroll here on
to prepare for the opening of its new
Peter Bernard, veteran vaude per
Local Variety tent has earmarked few days' stopover, then heads for Film production, "Romantic Le- Bermudiaha hotel.
former and founder of the Original
gend,'' by Rolf Ohlsen.
Two young daughters of former
Ragtime Octet, in from London to Wednesdays as Ladies' Day at club New Orleans.
German film director, Herbert picture
rooms.
Female impersonators are again
actress June Travis bedded
visit his actress-daughter, Patricia.
Mutual's "Queen for a Day" aired holding forth at the Jewel Box, de- Dreyer, killed in accident near after plunge through ice while skatHe returns to Britain on the Queen Monday
(26) at Uline's Arena, at spite the- spot's recent fuss with the Hallein, province of Salzburg.
Elizabeth Feb; 26.
Albert Bassermann returning from ing in Lincoln Park.
$1.80 tab.
law.
Preem of "Call Northside 777,"
Isobel Elsom, ,who Just completed
Holland to- reappear here as guest
Ilka Chase in with husband. Dr.
If the Brook Club doesn't close
which
has a Chicago locale and was.
a thesping stint In the Italian-made Norton Brown, to emcee Ucited Na- Grade Fields
in Volkstheatre and Burg theatre.
will come in next
film, '"The Eternal Melody," left for tions Ball.
Gustaf Gruendgens to be in charge filmed here, will be held Feb. 19 at
week, with Desi Arnaz and Vivian
the Coast yesterday (Tues.). A freeof production of "Entfuehrung aus the Chicago theatre.
Milton Q. Ford, ayem man for lo Blaine to follow,
George Rochford, prez of the
lance player, she is mulling several cal station WWDG, scouting local
dem Serail," at Salzburg Festival.
Diosa •Costello, Stan Fisher, Ben
treasurers
unipn- and part owner of
Hollywood picture oilers.
Savoy
Film
Producing
Goi.
workhigh schools.
Yost Singers, Ralph Young, Betty
the Blackstone theatre, at home re^
Leon d'Usseau, (father of
Larry Adler-Paul Draper con- Jane Smith and a Wally Wanger line ing on detective story, "Zyankali," cuperating
from chipped shoulder
Wright James d'Usseau) and Eiaiik certed, Mondpy night (26) at Con- are the supporting show for the four-, starring Maria Andergast and Sieg- bone
received in a fall.
Greaves',1 advance men for Horace stitution Hall.
day Milton Berie engagement this fried Breuer.
I
Filmstar Paula Wessely to SwitzHeidt, in town scouting talent for
National Symphony, u n d e r the week at the Copacabana.
erland to appear in legit in Basle
bandleader's radio program. Heidt leadership of Hans Kindler, launches
with Attite Hoerbiger in Juliane
its do-or-die fund raising drive next
opens at Capitol Feb. 12.
.Kays "Vagabonds."
Mady Christians, who recently week.
Detroit
"IVtacadam" French film depicting
By Baul QuattroochI
Mrs. Clarence Mackay, the former
completed stint in Universal's "AH
Paris underworld, withdrawn from
Another deluxe nitery, II Ranoc*
Anna Case, sang Thursday (22) at
By Stan WorrFi
My Sons," sailed Sunday (25) to di- the
presentation- here by request of chio, opened here.
Leslie
Andre,
Biid,oppst refugee,
Navy relief dinner, emceed by
rect and appear in the London legit
Vienna municipality.
singing
at
Rudy Caste! and his samba orRobert
Hungarian
Taylor.
Village.
production of "I Remember Mama."
chestra
Warren
now at Le Pleiadi club.
Kelly
disk
jockey
at
staIn which she starred on Broadway..'
tion WJR. is an expectant father,
Nirvanetta club, closed by police
Title of.Artkino Pictures' Czechofor
Sonja Henie opens a 16-performalleged
immoi:ality, has reMexico Gity
alovakian import, "Bohemian ^leance engagement Feb. 13 at the
opened.
By <Ge.orge F. Gaal
stasy," will be changed due to proDolores del Rio due 'back Fe'b.
Olympia.
Film director Alessandro Blasetti,
Conductor Jawss Ferenesik to Vitest of Sam Cummins, distributor of from B.A. where she made a pic.
Lee and Eunice Ed;wards, married enna Konzerthaus.
now working at Universalia's "Fabithe Hedy Laraarr film, "Ecstasy."
Eagle Lion has opened Mexican .last June, divorcing. He's an m.c.
Opera singer Maria Laczko back ola," injured in a car accident.
Film is next on Stanley theatre sked. headquarters at Pasep de la Re- at station WWJ.
Legit critic Mario ApoUonio prefrom Yugcsla via tour;
Panicky bistros starting to shutter;
.Hernando Courtright, managing forma.
Laszlo Halasz, director Of New sented his drama, "La Duse," in a
-Francisco Benitez, revue writer, is Northwood Inn and Mickey's Show York City
director of the Beverly Hills hotel
Opera Co., due on visit. private performance at La Basilica,
on the Coast, returning there' this new sec. gen. of the Theatrical Fed^ Bar first to feel the pinch.
Imre Bekessy, editor of New York Milan.
Joyce Chanman, sec for Jack' Hungarian daily Szabadsag, in town.
week after coming in for wife Rosa.* eration.
Guglielmo Zorzi's new play, "Con
Mexico's first femme pic director, Canaan, WXYZ flaclt. joining tlie
lind's first pro engagement as a
Otto Klemperer in town to conduct Loro" ("With Them") .now in its
singer a week ago at the Hotel St. Matilde Landeta, readying for "Lola publicity office of WJZ. New York. a series of Mozart performances
at fifth week at Teatro delle Arti^a
Casanova."
Barrie O'Danicls, Detroit Civic Statt* Opera.
Regis.
pretty good record for Rome.
Julian Soler, sec. gen. of the Light Opera chief, underwent an
Ar.zio,
Louis Daquin, secretary of the
Jennifer Jones
visiting
An exhibition of theatrical draw* Mexican Actors Union and top picappendectomy at Detroit Osteopa-^ ^
French Film Trade Union, is in town, Formia and other backgrounds of
tegs, designs and sketches by Irene
stage player, planed to B.A. to make thic Hospital,
givmg lectures on French film pro- her next picture, "DarK Wood," in
Aronson, who did costumes for last
a pic for San Miguel Studios.
Contemporary Theatre nf Detroit duction.
which she will costar with Tyrone
year's "Laura" and "Frdnt Page,"
Ramon Patino Monroy, young pic will stage Steinbeck's "OfTwice And
Actress Kamilla Devay sentenced Power.
will be held durjing February at the
extr^, recently murdered on his Men" as the .second opus of the sea- by
People's Court to four years im58th Street Branch of the N. Y. doorsteps
"Thanks, America," a short subby mystery automobile son; George Schapiro is directing.
prisonment. She was found guilty ject on the Friendship Food Train,
Public Library.
gunmen. His brother, Jorge, a pic
Frank Groove's renovated, rewar crime's, crimes against hu- is being shot. Produced by INCOM,
Herbert Jay Freezer, theatre finan- company clerk, was similarly assas^ drapeid Empress burlcy theatre was of
manity and torturing victims of fas- it will be financed through pubUc
cier and manufacturer, received in- sinated a few days before.
closed one day last week for the in^ cism.
subscription.
.

Grunwald and Anthony Asquith.
Comedie Francaise is due at the
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69
when her husbantl, WiUard A, Moore,
was musical director for the A. H.

MARRIAGES

Blank theatre enterprises and leader

MAX

JEHN

J.

Lambs* N. Y. He was a former pres^

who had a leaae
Belasco, N. Y., legiter until
on
by a gas explolast fall, was killed
J. Jelln, 40,

tlie

jlon in his
(22).

apartment

last

Thursday

Details in legit department.

HABltV

S.

Cincinnati, after

an operation

For the last two
lot a brain tumor.
years be was district press repregfentative tor Universal Pictures in
:

Ohio. Indiana and Kentucky. During the latter part of World War
Il he did' special service in Washington for the film industry on projii6tions 'of

Born

War Bond

campaigns.

Norway, Me., Keller
newspapers and amuse-

in

wrote for

.

MYKON

KELtGR

Havry E. Keller, 54, veteran pressagent, died Jan. 22 in Jewish hospital,

ident of the Theatrical Press Representatives of America^ also an officer
of The Friars.
His wife died five years ago; a sister .survives.

publications in New York
City before becoming an exploiteer.
Around 1920 he handled publicity

ment

and
then
Reisen Weber's
branched into •theatre, concert, industrial and motion picture work,
giving at one time in the advertislog department of the Colgate-Palm-

MEYEB

P.

Myron P. Meyer, 32, former
manager of the Malco theatre,
Memphis, died Jan. 20 .at hi£ home
in that city, from a chronic heart
ailment.
A native of Michigan Gity, Ind.,
Meyer was a successful amateur
actor in both the Little -theatre and
the old Civic theatre in M;emphis
and worked in various capacities at
the Malco, including manager^ until
forced to retire by the heart condition.
He. continued to do parttime publicity and advertising work,
-

however.

,

Wife, parents and a brother survive.

for

.

Ollve Peet. company. He was also
with the William Morris agency for
several years.
His last road assignment was in

Tfbvember. for the personal appearattce of Paule Grostet, featured in
"The Exile," on a tour of several
;

and southern

midwest

states.

He

during this jaunt, but
followed through until returning to
his Cincinnati headquarters and was
week before the
hospitalized a

was. taken

ill

operation.

Mother and three

.TACK

LAMONT

James Mastin, 51,. known in vaudeville and niteries as Jack Lamont,
died Jan. 21 in Philadelphia, while
doing a comedy act before a small
professional audienpe.
member of
the comedy act. Two and One^Half
Wits, featuring Billy Ro.se and Billy
Back, he was performing at an informal gathei'ing of show business
Hepeople at a downtown hotel.
had been ad libbing gags when he
hastily
collapsed.
A' physician;
to
summoned, attributed death
a
heart attack.
Mastin lived in Brooklawn, N. J;

A

'

'

sistera. survive.

8TDABT

FRED

L.

BENNAQE

to

show

65,

films.

Early in the

I920's,

he

left

Akron

to tour th"6 U. S., Europe and Australia with an all-girl orchestra, and

subsequently associated with
all-girl outfits.
In 1937, he
went blind and, unable to continue
with his roadshows, he turned the

ivas

eight

orchestras over to Phil Spitalny.
Bennage regained' his eyesight
.

operation but became
paralyzed. Two years ago

kn

through
IlaililaUy

business

tliere.

in London, Ca.sey appeared

many

stage productions- in

New

York, the last of which was? "A
Connecticut Yankee." Hiis films included "Reckless," .with Jean Harlow and William Powell; "The Age
of Indiscretion," with Paul Lukas,
and "Captain Blood," With Errol
Flynn.
Wile survives.
'

IGNAZ FRIEDMAN
Ignaz Friedman. 66, pianist and
composer, died Jan. 26 in Sydney,

'

where he had lived since
Born in PodgorzCj. Poland, he

1940.

another stroke, and had began his concert 'career in 1904 and
toured extensively in Europej Ausunj^le to work since.
tralia

FREDERIC CLAYTON
.

former

and the U.

S.,

ous appearances in
ing the 1920s.

making numerNew York dur-

Frederic Clayton, 73,
He lived in Berlin xmtil 1914, then
vaudeville and legit actor, died Jan. moved to Copenhagen and finally to
2, of heart disease at Knickerbocker
Sydney. He composed many selechospital, N. Y., after a long illnessr- tions for the piano,
cello and instruA showbiz figure for more than 50 mental groups.
years, Clayton introduced the cakewalk to London, and appeared with
VARL
VEIIM
the original act, "The Fashion
Varl Vehm, 77, mu.sician and muPlates,"
He became a< .leading man on .sical iastrument technician, died
Broadway and was featured in such- Jan. 21 at Mercy hospital, Des
Moines.
He went to Des Moines in
plays as "The thief" and "Devil's
1910 from his native Norway. He
Island," and appeared opposite Nora
<played for 10 years with the old
Hayes, Emily Stevens and Grace
Princess theatre orchestra and later
George. He was co-producer of two
Des Moines and Paramount
shows, "My Son" and "Decoy." He at the
For the last 20 years he
^t one time managed the Robin Hood, theatres.
summer theatre' in Arden, Del,, and' had been as.sociated with the Leach
Music
Co.
and wa.s a member of the
ta recent years wais a company
Assn. of Des Moines.
Musicians
manager for the Shuberts.
A brother survives. Wife

and daughter, Ruth Clayton,

a singer, survive.

GEORGE
George

S.

S.

DAVID GRAVES GEOBOE

McCOBMACK

McCormack,

68, lor 38

years partner ot Joseph H. Barry
in operation of Connecticut ballroom.s, died Jan. 24 at St. Vincent's
hospital, Bridgeport, 01 cancer.

Elsie Leone Marks to Louis Joseph -Bernhardt, New York, Jan. 21,
James Alfred Sheridan, 64, stage
Groom is with Film Classics, of
manager, died recently at Hoaston.
which his father, Joseph Bernhaid,
He was a former electrician and tures themselves.
somewhat is president,
It's
worked in many shows on Broadway similar to the technique used by
Consuelo O'Connor to Count Roand the road, including the Zieg- Metro in "Lady in the Lake," a sort dolfo Crespi, N, Y., Jan. 22. Bride
field "Follies."
of subjective treatment. In our first is legit actress.
He was stage manager of Loew's series of' whodunits, the audience is
Helen Pender to Tom D'Andrca,
State in Houston at the time of his invited to join in the guessing."
Los Angeles, Jan, 22. Both are film
death.
Three major points make the dif- players.
ference between tele pix and the
Kay Trevil to Ray Mack, ColumBILL CODY
ordinary genre tremendous, Fairr bus, O., Jan. 18. Bride was Miss
Bill Cody, 57, silent film cOwpoke banks said. First, because the audiParis of 1947; he's ex Gl-entertainer
star, died Jan. 24- in Santa Monica, ence is small, the timing must be
and
-vaudevillian.
after several months' illness. His entirely different. For instance, he
Nancy Wilsoii to Robert Piroshi
biggest hits were gallopers for Pathe said,, while ordinary pix must stall
and Universal. He later starred 'on after a spot gag to give the patrons Los Angeles, Jan, 25. He's a .screen
writer; she's a studio secretary.
th'B road in the Downio Bros.' "BiU a chaince to quiet, that's not true
Jayne Hill to Carl O. Rcidel, Los
Cody's Ranch Wild West Show;'' His with tele films.
Angeles, Jan. 23. Bridp is script
last stint was a bit in "Joan of Arc."
More Speciflc
secretary on the Bing Cro.sby air
Wife and two sons survive.
Second, because of the small pic- show.
CHARLES GROHE
Gloria M. Price to John Marcon,
ture size, there are definite limits on
Charles Grohe, 79, former presi- what can be put on or put acro-ss. In Washington, last week. He is mandent of the Ludwig Music House, tele films, he said, you must be much ager of Warner Bros. Metropolitan
theatre there; bride is an employee
Inc., died at St. John's hospital, St. more specific in putting your point
Louis, Dec. 21 of heart disease. He across. Sly pantomimic gestures, so of the State Department,
joined the Ludwig organisation in important in regular films, are useFlorida LeMaire to John W. Rog1895 and became president in 1905. less. Dialog loses out when -coupled ers, Bev.'rly Hills, Jan, 25, She's the
He retired, in 1942; 'and moved to with full-figure shots. Scenic efforts actress-daughter of Rulus LeMaire,
are generally useless.
Warrenton, Mo,
UI casting director; he's the proWife survives.
Third, and just as important, is duoer-son of producer Charles R.
the switch in lighting, "Television 'Rogers;
ED BLAKE
films" have something all their own
Ed Blake, 67, former publicist and so far as lighting is concerned,"
newspaperman, died Jan. 20 of a Fairbanks declared. "There are still
heart attack white on: a fishing trip lots of bugs to work oufc—for oncj
Mr. and Mrs, Kay Kyser, daughter,.
near Boulder Dam. Onetime Wash- we're not .satisfied with the low-^key
Santa Monica, Cal.. Jan. 21. Father
ington correspondent, for 'INS, he effects. We've managed to formuwas connected later with a number late the limit of contrast while still is the band leader; mother is the-'
former Georgia Carroll, singer,
ol film studio publicity departments. staying within the gray scale. It's
Mr. and Mrs, John Farrow, daughWile, Nan Blake, RKO pviblicist, adequate but not perfect."
ter Hollywood, Jan. 20. Father is a
ahd a' son, survive.
Because ot lighting effects which
film director; mother is screen acare entirely different on a video
tress Maureen O'jSuUi van,
D. AUSTIN LATCHAW
tube, when ordinary films are teleMr, and Mrs, -Stan'. Woods, -son,D. Austin Latchaw, 87; associate vised "any similarity in lighting ef19.'. Father's a bandeditor of the Kansas City; Star, died fect to that- on. .a screen is purely Pittsburgh, Jan.

programming

for an audience of
four or five in the intimacy ol a
home. The films are .so made as to
make the audience a part of the pic-

-

-

.

I

BIRTHS

,

Jan. 24 in Kansas City. From 1888 coincidental," .Fairbanks said. Hence,
to 1895 he was drama and, music he believes ordinary films are not
^itor ol the Kansas City Times.
.suitable for television purposes.
He held a similar post with KanProducer returns to the Coast
sas City Journal from -4893 to 1902, within
a week- or 10 days. Bulk of
later going over to the Stitr,
his tele production will be handled
.

•

MAURY NUNES

David

Graves George,

82,

New England.- died of a heart attack Jan. 20 in Los Angeles.
At the time ol his death Nunes
was executive producer of' Longridge Productions, in which he had
a financial interest,

in

.

authorship of the ballad,
of the Old Ninetyseven," died Jan. 24 in Williamsburg, Va.
His litigation in 1928
against the Victor Co. for an accounting on revenue derived from
the song was decided against him,
the court ruling that he was not the
author.
Wife, six daughters and eight sons

claimed

"The

Wreck

he

Mr; and Mrs. Robert Kindle, son,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
Mother's the
daughter of D. F. Moore,
ex-

Contlniled .from paere 1

sb

change manager in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rodnok, son,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 12.
Father manages Lehigh theatre in Oakmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Coach, son,
Seattle, recently.
Father i.s manager of the Admiral (Sterling) the.

is

handling all overseas disposition
shows.

•of the

'

atre there.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Higby, daUgh*
TJ. S. Hits To Flood Britain
ter, Des Moines, Jan. 14.
Father is
At the moment, the Luxembourg an engineer with station WHO, Des
arrangements are most advanced. Moines.
While the station blankets much of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller, daughEurope with its signal, its strength ter, New York, Jan. 12. Father is
felt mostly
in. Enjgland.
This- a radio orchestra conductor.
is
means that Britain will be bomMr. and IVfrs, , Carmen Dragon,
barded even heavier with thp latest.
daughter,
Hollywood,
Jan.
17,.
U. S. hit songs and the work of top
Father is an orchestra leader.
bands and vocalists than it may have
Mr. and Mrs. Irving ;,Elmafl, son^
been during the war, when U. S.
Father is *
troops had their own broadcasting Hollywood, Jan. 23.

GtY McRAE
Guy McRae,
the

51,

maintainence

an employee in
:

division

of

the

Paramount theatre, N, Y., died last
week in New York. He had been ill
since last August. He had been with
Paramoimt since 1920,
,
Father, -two children, eight brothand sisters survive.

ers

NOBMAN AINSLET

•

'

'

.

Norman Ainsley, 67, character acTo further locus the
tor, died Jan. 23 in a Hollywood facilities.
private sanitarium after a year's show's likely impact on European
music followers, Dor.sey will .occupy
illness. A native of Edinburgh, he
went to Hollywood in 1930, follow- an 11 p.m. to midnight slot seven
ing his appearance in the "Ziegfeld days weekly—which means he'll be
the only thing or the air in western
Follies" and on the, Keith circuit.
Europe at that ittme. BBC is now
Wife survives.
closing down nightly at 11 p.m. due
to fuel shortages, and the U. S.
JACK SICHELMAN
Jack Sicbelman, 63; -assistant chief Army's station at Munich, which for
of branch operations of 20th-Fox, some time has been keeping Engthe Continent posted on
died Jan. 23 in New York. He had land, and
been with the company in various the latest hit tunes and artists, also
shuts down at 11 p.m.
capacities for the last 30 years.
Wife and three sons survive.
61,

vet performer

in vaudeville, died 5an, 18 in Chicago. He appeared in vaudeville for
over 40 ^ears, and with his wife and
daughter formed the Miller Trio.

•

screen writer.

Major Diskers
s -Continued trou pace
-

time show

last

Monday

ward WaUerstein,

CSC

1

:

-(26> by Ed-"*
boar4 chair-

man.
The rush of orders in January
has been as strong on standard and
classic fare as the pop stuff. The
Christmas season gave dealers:
throughout the country .an UnpreTov^ers, incidentally, is seeking
cedented turnover ol albums and
both English and' U, S. sponsors for
staple recordings, and they're now
the Luxembourg time (it filways has
trying to, replenish their shelves and
sold
time commercially whereas
BBC doesn't) to be occupied by Dor- stockrooms,
sey and is said to have 25% of it
Capitol's Big 12
optioned. Agency also has set up an
arrangement with Britain's Oden
Hollywood, Jan, 27.
theatre chain of 400 houses whereby
Capitol has .12 platters in the big
each of the latter will consistently sales brackets or coming up into the

^

•

,.

:

Infant son, three month.s, of John
Walsh, manager of the Pulton thebest-known McCorniack &
atre in Pittsburgh, died last week plug Dorsey's broadcast via film
Barry spot; is regarded as a top onein the West Penn Hospital, Pitts- trailers and posters in exchange for
nite stand in southern New Engair plugs lor the theatres.
burgh.
land and has played names through
Little is known by Cowan's outfit
several eras of dance biz. Partners .survive.
Frank A. LWIe, 54, stage manager in New York so far about the actual
aLso
operated summer rooms at
chief electrician at the Towers used the T,D. shows in Africa and
and
Pleasure Beach, Bridgeport; Rolon
GEORGE B. KIMBEULY
theatre, Camden, N. J., died re- Australia. Which -South African staPoint, Conn., and Peach Lake, N. Y.
George B. Kimberly, 46, assistant cently in that city. He was former tion has entered into discussion with
McGounSack, whose home was in
professor at
the Carnegie
Tech business manager of Camden Local Towers for the transcriptions is unFairfield, Conn., ran the Old Gendrama school in Pittsburgh and an 408, lATSE.
certain. Aussie deal, however, is set
terbury restaurant in Westport, but
authority on stage lighting, died
and the disks will spin out over the
sold out recently, "
last week at the Columbia Hospital
Georee S. Sorcl, 49, screen actor, full MAJOR network. Starting date
Wife survives.
in that city, of a heart ailment. He died Jan. 19 at his home in Hollyhasn't been sot.
wrote several articles on stage light- wood.
To service each of the foreign outing for theatre magazines and trade
WALLACE MUNHO
lets with T.D.'s tran.scribed chatter
Wallace Munro, 84, former press- publications and taught some of the
Father, 47, ot Jane Withers, died
agent who represented such .stars as top men in the theatre lighting field. in his sleep, Jan. 27, at his Holly- and accompanying, disks won't be
Olga Nctlicrsolo, Mrs. Minnie Madern
Wife, Elizabeth, al.so of the Tech wood home. Wife, lour brothers and any more difficult than it is to provide U. S. subscribers with them.
Fiske and Lillian Russell, died Jan. drama school faculty, survives.
a sister also survive.
Currently, Cowan's staff, headed by
«2 in New York. He had done pubFather, 77., of Blanche Thebom, Al Hollander, works six weeks in
wity virtually in every branch of
MABEL MOORE
the business^ from circus to opera.
Mrs, Mabel Moore, 60, pianist and Metropolitan Opera singer, died Jan, advance compiling future hit tunes,
etc., and not much more time Will
Munros last assignment was with organist, died Jan. 20 in Des Moines, 21 in Smyria, Fla.
be required for the overseas outlets
» revival of "The Vagabond King" of a heart attack. She was organist
James Seim, 48; stagehand at Para- due to advanced air freight schedSome years ago, after which he re- at the Strand, Garden and Des
ules,
tired and had m«de'his>home at The Moines'' theatres v.for sttme "years. mount, died' Jan. 18 in HoUywdod.
Hitz,

Mr. and' Mrs. Ben Rosenberg;'
daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 15. father
is a theatre oWner>

WB

said.

4-€imtinent Jockey
ss

leader.

'

Adelbert Miller,

who

there,
-.

Maury Nunes, 50, film producer
and former exhibitor and distributor

Australia,

lie sullCered
Ibieen

lywood,
he's a radio producer.

Continued from page 1
it's

JAMES ALFRED SHERIDAN

.

Born
in

to Williain Spier, HoiJan. 25. She's an actress}

:

CASET

F.
Stuart F. Casey, S2« former stage
and! film actor, died Jan.- 23 at Ws
home, in Saratoga, -N. Y. In recent
years he was In the restaurant
,

former exproducer and
hibitor,
s'tageshow
former band manager, died Jan. 20
In Summit County Home, Akron, He
Music
operated the
Hall when he
went to Akron in 1915, produced
shows for charitable organizations
and was one of the first in Akron
Fred L. Bennage,

June Havoc

Tele Depends on Pix

of local orchestras.
Brother also survives.

Max

,,

,

i

:

top ranks. First month of the new
year is biggest diskery has ever had.

Peggy Lee's "CJolden Earrings"

is

in the top slot, and "Manana," which
Miss Lee ,and husband Dave Barhour clefleil^ is rising rapidly. "Serenade of, the Bells/' rendered by Jo
Stafford, has Been a bi|t seller during the month. aloq|( with '"I'm .My
Own Grandmaw'^ and "The Best
Things in Life Are Free," both ol
which are moving upward. Margaret
Whiting's "Pass That Peace Pipe"
has been followed by "But Beautiful" and "Now Is the Hour." "Hour"
is paying off lor all platters. Nellie

Lutcher's

first

platter,

"Hurry

-

0«

is still jumping off the counto that are her later
'Do You Or Don't You Love
Me?," "Better .Watch Younself Bub"
and "He's a Real' Gone Guy." Jack,.
Smith's "Civilization'' bounced along'
because the song was a hit, and it%

Down,"
ters.

ones,

Added

IS

AMEBKA'S DEAN OF COMEDY IMPRESSIONISTS
"Dean

i«

a thowiiim . . . ditploying a naw IoImI ... a
lh« Uttk book vitiling firamoH dittmo oponly,"

ihriN of

mod* iwin

flair for story

-GEORGE BOURKE, Miami

taHing that

Harold.

"Dson Murphy i* lha paragon of humor , . Kka a wall cut diamond with fatatt of Iho
most intricoto pattarn . . < no moltar which way he turns the impressions glitter with . » >
unsorpassfd humor of original mixturo."
-DOROTHY RAYMER, /Hiami Daily News.
.

CLUB

"His impressions are perfect . . . his pace so fast and smooth we couldn't find a singlo
thing to criticixo about his work try as we did . . . The clson cut, enthusiastic Dean Murpby
It «n asset to «h«w business, a doBght to the customers and. ALWAYS a pleasure to aniey."
-PAUL BRUUN, Miami Beach Sun-Slor.

"Star *pof b ImM by Doan Murphy in « ihroe^aarMr liour stint which keope 'am chuckling\
he's rewarded with peals and bursts of spontaneous laughter . <
it's an adult
performance . 4 i considering the coMtdton at a v*ntleman, one must give thanks for
Heart Murphy . . t unprocadantad polish: and kindly restraint ... a true artist,"
-VIRGINIA FORBES, Sun.
•

NEW YORK

THE
VERSAILLES

"Dean Murphy, personable

impressiortist 'With fresh, topical dialoguo . . . amused enlhusS*
audience with quick changing, delightful satire . . . encores ore highly effective . > .
Hildegarde sotiro a classic . . . effective and novel as any personality I've seen In a long

ostic

''Dean

Murphy returned

peer as an impressionist
yelling for
artistry

...

more

.

.

.

to plush Versailles lost night .
.
. . material, new and crisp,

.

hod an otherwise

he's tops."

chonteusa today."

TYRHEU, Chicago

.

characterization of lute President Roosevelt reaches

"Dean Murphy's impression of Hildogarde the

mt

-ROBERT DANA, WorM-releSram.
leaves no doubt ha is without

time,"

finest

among

staid audienco

a high note

-EARL WILSON, Post.
many who ore satiriiting
-DANION WALKER, New*.
so

in

the

JACK OAVIES, New York
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